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PREFACE
This volume contains the full-length papers presented in the 6th International Conference on
Computational Methods in Structural Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering (COMPDYN 2017)
that was held on June 15-17, 2017 on the Island of Rhodes, Greece.
COMPDYN 2017, one of the thematic Conferences of the European Community on Computational
Methods in Applied Sciences (ECCOMAS), is a Special Interest Conference of the International
Association for Computational Mechanics (IACM) and has been promoted by the European
Committee on Computational Solid and Structural Mechanics (ECCSM) of ECCOMAS. The purpose
of the Conference is to bring together the scientific communities of Computational Mechanics,
Structural Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering in an effort to facilitate the exchange of ideas in
topics of mutual interests and to serve as a platform for establishing links between research
groups with complementary activities. The communities of Structural Dynamics and Earthquake
Engineering will benefit from this interaction, acquainting them with advanced computational
methods and software tools which can highly assist in tackling complex problems in
dynamic/seismic analysis and design, while also giving the Computational Mechanics community
the opportunity to become more familiar with very important application areas of great social
interest. The COMPDYN 2017 Conference is supported by the National Technical University of
Athens (NTUA), the European Association for Structural Dynamics (EASD), the European
Association for Earthquake Engineering (EAEE), the Greek Association for Computational
Mechanics (GRACM), the Hellenic Society for Earthquake Engineering (ETAM).
The editors of this volume would like to thank all authors for their contributions. Special thanks go
to the colleagues who contributed to the organization of the Minisymposia and to the reviewers
who, with their work, contributed to the scientific quality of this e-book.

M. Papadrakakis
National Technical University of Athens, Greece
M. Fragiadakis
National Technical University of Athens, Greece
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Abstract. San Marino historic centre was included in UNESCO world heritage list in 2008.
The site is located in a region characterized by medium seismic hazard levels. Therefore, preventing earthquake damages is an important goal for preserving historical buildings and fundamental in order to sustain tourism, a relevant source for the local incomes. In this regard,
the historical center was object of an extended project jointly organized by University of San
Marino, University of Siena and the Center of Interdisciplinary Science for Art, Architecture
and Archaeology California (CISA 3) at University of California, San Diego. In particular,
the three middle-age towers of San Marino can be considered a landmark for the Republic
and the world. In this framework, the paper aims at calibrating a 3D numerical finite element
(FE) of the third tower, called Montale. This study can be seen as a proposal to assess seismic behaviour of historical towers, as well as an easy-to-use model for engineers and consultants all over the world. The presented outcomes will represent an important basis for risk
reduction actions by the San Marino authorities.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Cultural heritage is an important asset to the civil, social, cultural and economic life of a
country. Its preservation has been improved by adopting various technologies that achieve
more effectively the objectives of protection, conservation and valorization of historical and
artistic artefacts. The object of this paper is Montale, the third tower among the ones in San
Marino and one of its masterpiece (included in UNESCO world heritage list in 2008). The site
is located in a region characterized by medium seismic hazard levels. Therefore, preventing
earthquake damages is an important goal for conservation of historical buildings and fundamental in order to sustain tourism, a relevant source for the local incomes.
In this regard, the historical center was object of two extended projects jointly organized
by University of San Marino, University of Siena and the Center of Interdisciplinary Science
for Art, Architecture and Archaeology California (CISA 3) at University of California, San
Diego. The first step consisted of the application of ambient vibration technique to the three
middle-age towers located in San Marino in order to identifying fundamental (elastic) resonance frequencies, key parameters for assessing seismic behavior of historical buildings. Two
campaigns have been carried out on October 2015 and October 2016. The second step was
aimed at applying the most credited technologies to register a tridimensional mapping of the
historical center. On July 10-17 2016 the mapping campaign was carried out with 3D laser
scanners, one cave camera and one drone. The results have been post-processed during the
following months at University of California, San Diego. These previous activities gave the
possibility to collect many information regarding the dimensions, materials, structural and
dynamic characteristics that were fundamental in order to perform a Finite Element Model
(FEM) in order to represent the dynamic behavior (the ‘response’) of the tower under possible seismic motions.

2

CASE STUDY

This paper aims at reproducing the seismic response of Montale. tower. It dates back to
the end of the XIII century and it is the smallest among the towers. Because of its position for
a look-out post, this tower played a strategic role as its defensive purposes. The fortress, with
its pentagonal floor plan, has been restored on numerous occasions during the course of the
centuries. The last restoration took place in 1935. Inside there is a prison 8 meters deep, called
“the bottom of the tower”. Montale is surrounded by very large and ancient rocks arranged to
form a primitive wall structure.
The tower is 17.68 m tall. The plan section consists of an irregular pentagon with the five
sides of different length (see Figure 1). The structure is divided by two floors. The first is
made with stones at a high of about 5 m from the ground. The second is built with wood.
Since it was impossible to reach the ground floor, it was decided to consider the first floor
thickness around 50 cm. The upper slab is a stone arc floor. The arc thickness goes from more
than 1 m in the side until about 30 cm for a little stretch in the middle. The roof is made of
wood with shingle blocked with some rocks. In correspondence with the highest part of the
tower, there are two important medieval components: the shrinkage and the battlements all
around the building.
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Figure 1. Montale tower (picture, schematic views)

3

3D MAPPING

Computer technology has been transferred to artistic and cultural heritage protection and
diagnosis [1] and [2]. In this regard, a project joined between University of San Marino and
the Center of Interdisciplinary Science for Art, Architecture and Archaeology California
(CISA 3) at University of California, San Diego (UCSD) was carried with the aim of realizing
a 3D mapping of the historical center, in particular its principal monuments. The project was
sponsored by UNESCO national commission in San Marino, the Environmental and the University and Research Ministers of the Repubblic of San Marino.. The aim was the assessment
of the actual state of the tower in order to study possible restoration procedures. 3D laser
scanner technology was chosen in order to have the complete survey of the building with 2D
data (floor plants and section) and 3D data (point cloud of the tower) in the faster and easier
way. A difficulty of the project was the total absence of data and reliable plans of many of the
historical buildings of the Republic of San Marino and particularly the third tower.
The team from UCSD came to San Marino between July 10th to July 17th, 2016. The instruments consisted essentially in the Faro focus, one drone and one cave camera. In order to
have a day-by-day preview of the work, at the end of each day, the team sent the acquired
files at the computer of California Institute for Telecommunications and Information Technology to post-process the data.
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3.1

Instrumentations

The laser scanner (3D Faro Focus [3] and [4]) is one of the best instrument for this kind
of project and it offers many advantages. It is a non-invasive method to collect data, suitable
in cases of detection of historic buildings. The large amount of data obtained in a very short
time allows to analyse the current state of the monument. Efficiency is another advantage of
such technology, compared to a traditional method of relief. In particular, historical monuments are often characterized by irregular geometries and many imperfections. In this regard,
a conventional-way survey would have required more time and human resources. The efficiency consists of high scanning speed and high precision. In particular, Focus3D generates
(with millimetre precision) a virtual copy of reality to the speed of 976.000 measurement
points per second. After the elaboration of this kind of data it is possible to obtain dense point
clouds that can be transformed in geometric elements such as floor plants and section. Faro
focus is made of a tripod, with three extensible legs, a screw in the centre of the base to secure
the instrument, a toric compass through which you can put the instrument perfectly horizontal.
Figure 2 shows the structure of the instrument that essentially consists of a parallelepipedshaped body with a central rotating mirror that directs the laser beams against the surfaces to
be recorded. Faro Focus 3D has a recording range up to a maximum of 305° along the vertical
axis and 360° along the horizontal axis.
A complete survey of the tower involved some parts which were difficult to be accessed,
like the below part of the roof or some part near the cliff of the mount Titano. For these elements, capturing the data with the Faro Focus 3D was almost impossible. Therefore, one
drone (Figure 3(a)) was used for this project. It is a professional drone, named DJI phantom 3
[5] quadcopter with a high resolution camera on the bottom. The camera can register a 4K
movie at 30 frame for second and 12-megapixel photo. A 3-axis gimbal was used to stabilize
the camera, by the numerous vibrations of the drone. With this data was possible to complete
the high external part of the third tower. The use of the drone was essential in order to capture
the profile of the entire mount Titano and the city centre of San Marino. It was fundamental to
connect the three towers in the 3D point cloud as well.
One cave camera (Figure 3(b)) was used as well. This instrument is composed by a
tripod with two cameras fixed at the top of it. Cave camera is able to rotate in the vertical and
horizontal axis and take pictures with the two cameras every step for all the 360° for a total of
96 picture for camera. The results consist of two (one per each camera) different single pictures of resolution 32884x16442 pixel and 614 MB of size representing the left and right eyes.
The software Agisoft PhotoScan was applied to align the pictures and create a unique one.

Figure 2. The laser scanner (3D Faro Focus) applied in the study
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Figure 3. Drone (a) and Cave Camera (b) applied in the study

3.2

Post processing

The data were elaborated with Agisoft PhotoScan, a stand-alone software solution for
automatic generation of dense point clouds, textured polygonal models, georeferenced true
orthomosaics from still images. Agisoft is capable of processing of thousands of high-speed
photos and providing at the same time high accurate results (up to 3 cm for aerial and up to 1
mm for close-range photography). After the important operation of alignment of the photos,
dense point cloud models can be generated by PhotoScan. Based on the estimated camera positions, the software calculates depth information for each camera to be combined into a single dense point cloud. The photos of input added in the software were 2460. The first step was
to align photos and the results is showed in Figure 4(a). Then, it was necessary to reconstruct
every shots taken with the drones, to build the dense cloud and to delineate the area around
the tower. Figure 4(b) shows the results of this process. The final model was built with triangular meshes that connect the points.

Figure 4 (a): point cloud (first step), (b): final point cloud
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4

SSR IDENTIFICATION

A preliminary study of identification of the principal dynamic properties of the tower was
provided in the frame of a research agreement between University of San Marino and University of Siena [1] and [2]. Resonance frequencies of the tower (in the small strain domain) have
been estimated by applying the Standard Spectral Ratios (SSR) approach aiming at evaluating
seismic response of old buildings based on ambient vibration monitoring (e.g., [6]). The technique consists in measuring (by velocimetric sensors) average spectral amplitudes of vibrations at any floor or level of the structure induced by ambient ground shaking. These are
compared with those obtained (asynchronously) in the free field near the building to be evaluated. Spectral ratios are then computed to identify main natural frequencies of the structure
coupled with the soil. In particular, in the presence of a relatively rigid soil (as in the case of
San Marino), the contribution of soil-structure interaction can be assumed negligible: in this
situation, resonance periods deduced in this way are expected to be close to those of the same
structure on a rigid base (at least for the first modes). In principle, this allows for the derivation of the intrinsic properties of the structure from the measurement of displacements. In
these conditions, the motion at the base of the structure can be assumed as nearly identical to
those of incident ground motion. More details in [1] and [2]. Figure 5 and Table 1 show the
results in terms of SSR for the 4 levels of the tower (L0-L4) in the North South (N-S) component and in the East West (E-W) component.
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Figure 5 Outcomes of the SSR measurements: (a): N-S component, (b): E-W component

Frequency
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

N-S
4.02
6.19
8.93
9.62
15.20

E-W
3.85
6.18
8.93
9.86
14.96

Table 1: Results from the SSR identification

5

FEM MODEL

The finite element model (FEM) of the tower was performed with the software Sap 2000.
The model has been calibrated by comparing the resulted fundamental frequencies and shape
modes with those from the ambient vibration technique survey. The geometric characteristics
have been taken by the database from the 3D mapping. In particular, some simplifications of
the geometry were necessary. For example, the intermediate wood slab has been neglected in
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the model because it was considered irrelevant in determining the behavior of the tower. The
upper arc thickness was considered homogenous and 75 cm thick. The roof was modelled
with a 25 cm thickness wood slab. The shrinkage and the battlements were neglected in the
model. For this reason, the total mass of the tower was decreased of 300kN, in order to consider the area lost on the wall due to the battlements. In order to take into account the weight,
the density of the floor which is at the same level of the battlement has been decreased. Finally, the effects of soil structure interaction have been neglected and the tower was assumed
fixed at the ground. This simplification is realistic, since the building is directly founded on a
hard rock.
In order to calibrate the model, four models have been performed in terms of overall size
and distribution of the finite elements. Since the aim of the study is the reproduction of the
frequencies, the fundamental period of the tower was selected as the main parameter to compare the convergence. The performed meshes (Figure 5) have increasing number of joints and
elements (Table 2).
Figure 6 shows the first six frequencies of the tower for the four different mesh in the following images. The results show that increasing the number of finite elements, the tower becomes less rigid. There is a good convergence between the four meshes. The most precise
mesh is Mesh_04, but computational time was high, that it was decided to use the mesh_03.

Figure 5: Meshes adopted in the study

Frequency
Mesh_01
Mesh_02
Mesh_03
Mesh_04

joints
630
4100
29160
218960

3D elements
400
3200
25600
204800

Table 2: Meshes adopted in the study
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Figure 6: Convergence study

Frequency
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Mesh_01
3.805490068
3.823920667
7.217976694
12.69843017
12.73537497
17.07189782

Mesh_02
3.719211041
3.734800987
5.772516122
12.45309568
12.48305270
16.57264044

Mesh_03
3.662752134
3.688762513
5.37781980
12.29501209
12.34966401
16.44002199

Mesh_04
3.669343392
3.685809059
5.298982183
11.50587126
11.57131375
15.52045169

Table 3: First six frequency for the 4 meshes adopted in the study

6

NUMERICAL MODEL

In order to set up the material parameters, a literature review on several case studies applied to similar structures with the same historical ages was carried out [7], [8] and [9]. In particular, [8] studied the implementation of a finite element model of Chiesa Collegiata, located
in Collegiata, Italy. The applied material model was ortotropic material In order to assess the
influence of the material parameters, a parametric studies have been performed, by varying
several parameters, such as the density, Young modulus and Poisson coefficient. The final
characteristics are shown in Table 4 (where 1, 2 and 3 means the directions of the material).
Figure 7 show three shape modes for final mesh adopted in the study. In order to validate
the FEM model, these results were compared with the SSR identification shown in paragraph
5. In particular, the first FE model frequency was compared with the NS component of the
first modal form, while the second from Sap2000, with the EW component. The superior
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modes are compared with both components because the frequency founded with the FEM are
combined in both directions. Table 5 shows the results in terms of frequencies. The first and
second frequency (translational motions) are close. The mistake in correspondence with the
third frequency (the torsional ones) is bigger. The superior frequencies are not so close, but
the structure is rigid and the participation masses do not have big influence in the dynamic
behavior, since the participation masses on the first frequencies reach the 75% for both NS
direction and EW direction, as shown in Table 5.
Density
(kN/m3)

Poisson
Coefficient

15.5

0.15

Coefficient
of thermal
exp. (°C-1)
9.90 −06

Modulus of
Elasticy
(GPa)
E1 3.50
E2 8.05
E3 9.05

Shear
Modulus
(GPa)
G12 1.30
G13 0.28
G23 0.28

Table 4: Ortotropic material: characteristics

Figure 7: final model performed in the study: first three shape modes

Freq
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

SAP2000 SSR(N/S)
3.67
4.02
3.67
5.38
6.19
12.30
8.93
12.35
9.62
16.44
15.20

Mx
0.752
0.017
0.000
0.121
0.005
0.000

Error (%)
-8.70
-13.10
+37.74
+28.38
+8.16

SSR(E/W)
3.85
6.18
8.93
9.86
14.96

My
0.017
0.753
0.000
0.000
0.120
0.000

Error (%)
-4.68
-12.95
+37.74
+25.25
+10.04

Table 5: Comparison FEM – SSR frequencies

7

CONCLUSIONS

The study presented here is part of a bigger project organized by University of San Marino,
University of Siena and the Center of Interdisciplinary Science for Art, Architecture and Archaeology California (CISA 3) at University of California, San Diego. This paper aims at as-
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sessing the state of Montale, the third tower in San Marino historical city center. A FEM has
been built and performed on the basis of an ambient vibration survey (step 1) and a 3D mapping (step 2). The tower has been performed with SAP2000. The material characteristics have
been deduced by a literature review and a parametric study. The frequencies resulted by the
numerical simulations have been compared with those resulted by the survey. The presented
study can be considered a first attempt to assess seismic behaviors of San Marino historic
buildings. The procedure will be extended to other monuments in the historic site. The
emerged results can be interesting for San Marino government in order to promote historic
heritage conservation actions.
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Abstract. The microwave interferometry is a rather new measurement method, whose functioning principle allows the non-contact synchronous acquisition of structural displacements for
several points along a structure, with accuracy in sub-millimetre range at a sampling rate of up
to 4 kHz. Due to the high sampling rate, the acquisition of dynamic responses is also possible.
Hence, main modal structural parameters such as natural frequencies and damping ratios can
be straightforwardly identified. Furthermore, the synchronous measurement of several points
along the targeted object, achieved due to a range resolution of about 0.75 m, may allow the
direct determination of modal shapes. Under consideration of its novel character and a lack of
previous experience with respect to railway-specific tasks, the measurement method had to be
subjected to a systematic and comprehensive validation process prior to a reliable implementation in everyday practice. The validation process included several parallel measurements and
comparisons with conventional measurement techniques. Besides the direct verification of the
quality of the results, it was used as well for defining boundary conditions and limitations of the
measurement method with respect to railway-specific applications. As a result, an evaluation
matrix was created, which illustrates the applicability of the microwave interferometry for different types of structures. This paper gives a brief introduction of the microwave interferometry
and presents some aspects and selected results of the validation process, which was performed
within a cooperation project between the TU Darmstadt (Germany) and the German Railways
(Deutsche Bahn AG).
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the actual context of an ageing infrastructure in the railway sector and a rapid development
of modern, faster and heavier vehicles with innovative axle arrangements, the reassessment of
existing bridges becomes an ever more challenging task for civil engineers. Standard methods
for reassessment of existing structures involve in a first instance a numerical analysis, whose
level of detail can be varied according to the complexity of the structure and to the required accuracy of the results [1]. However, if the numerical analysis reveals an exceedance of the limit
values with respect to the structural capacity or serviceability of the structure, measurements of
the real dynamical structural behaviour are required in order to provide a realistic basis for updating the numerical models considered in the structural analysis [1]. This last step is necessary,
as the modal parameters obtained through experimental investigations might differ significantly
from the parameters resulting from the structural analysis. Such differences occur mostly due
to different assumptions, simplifications and uncertainties within the structural model [2, 3].
In that regard, the German Railways (Deutsche Bahn AG) currently carries out a very elaborate reassessment project, which deals with the investigation of the dynamic compatibility of
bridges located across the entire German railway network. It was motivated by the introduction
of the new high-speed train ICE 4, whose carriage lengths lie outside of the validity range of the
high speed load models for dynamic analysis (HSLM) specified in [4, 5]. Besides a significant
number of experimental investigations, the reassessment project implies automated numerical
analyses of bridge structures as well as comprehensive parametrical studies.
The substantial demand for dynamic measurements over the last decades represented also an
optimal condition for technological progress in relation to measurement technologies in civil
engineering, which indicates a clear trend towards non-contact, easy-to-use techniques. Among
those, the microwave interferometry (MI) represents a rather new measurement method, whose
functioning principle allows the non-contact synchronous measurement of structural deflections
of several points along a structure, achieving a sub-millimetre accuracy level at a sampling rate
of up to 4 kHz. Due to the high sampling rate, dynamic structural responses can also be captured
and used for the straightforward identification of structural modal parameters. The non-contact
character of the microwave interferometry represents a very important aspect, especially in case
of railway bridges, as the conventional methods require high labour efforts, e.g sensors have to
be usually mounted on the measured object, whereas several structures cannot be investigated
at all due to bad accessibility.
Due to the novel nature of the microwave interferometry, it had to be subjected to a comprehensive validation process, which focused mainly on comparisons with results of synchronous
conventional measurements. Section 2 of this paper gives a brief introduction of the microwave
interferometry while the main findings of the validation process are presented in Section 3.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
2

MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETRY

The MI radar device (microwave interferometer) is mounted on a tripod and emits electromagnetic waves, which are reflected by discontinuities of the target objects lying within the
antenna beam. The functioning principle of the microwave interferometry is based on the acquisition of amplitude and phase of the backscattered signal [6].
The object displacement ∆r within a sampling interval can be expressed in dependency of
the corresponding phase change φ and the wavelength λ of the emitted microwaves according
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Figure 1: Typical MI measurement situation for bridges (the red dots represent the centres of the resolution cells)

to equation 1.
∆r = −

λ
·φ
4·π

(1)

The interferometric phase φ can be determined as a function of several influence factors
according to equation 2.
φ = φdisp + φatm + φnoise ± 2πn

(2)

Here φdisp corresponds to the phase difference resulting from movements of the targeted reflecting objects along the line of sight, φatm depicts the phase shift caused by atmospheric effects
and φnoise represents the measurement noise. However, the short time measurements (typical
for investigations in structural dynamics) are usually characterised by insignificant atmospheric
changes. The corresponding term φatm in equation 2 can thus be mostly neglected. The term
2πn indicates the wrapping of the interferometric phase between −π and +π, corresponding to
−λ/4 to λ/4 due to the double travelled distance, while n represents the phase ambiguity, since
only a phase difference can be measured and not the integer number of phase cycles. It can be
solved under different assumptions. For example, regarding the displacement of a bridge structure, it can be assumed that it does not exceed a quarter of the wavelength within one sampling
interval, i.e. n = 1 (±λ/4 = ±4.4 mm, λ = 17.4 mm). Considering an acquisition rate of
200 Hz , a displacement of about 880 mm within one second would still be measurable. This
value obviously lies outside the plausible range for regular bridge structures.
Figure 1 shows a typical measurement situation for bridge investigations. It is to be noted,
that the microwave interferometers in RAR mode (Real Aperture Radar, suitable for dynamic
signal acquisition) can measure only one-dimensional displacements ∆r, i.e. in the line of
sight of the device. It is to be subsequently projected with respect to the assumed direction
of movement ∆x according to equation 3 and figure 1. Hence a good understanding of the
mechanics of the structure is required in order to make realistic assumptions regarding the real
direction of movement, which has to be considered when setting up the device.
∆x =

∆r
cos(α)

(3)

The amplitude of the backscattered signal is significantly affected by the reflectivity of the
targeted objects. In general, a good reflectivity is expected from every discontinuity of the
structure, whose dimensions exceed the wavelength λ of the transmitted wave. Concerning the
reflectivity of bridges, it was observed that steel structures usually present a better reflectivity
than reinforced or prestressed concrete, as the bottom surface of concrete bridges, which is
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Figure 2: Range resolution cells of a microwave interferometer and corresponding SNR values

illuminated by the antenna beam, is mostly plain. This can lead to a dominant forward reflection
of the microwaves and so to a loss of intensity of the backscattered signal [7]. Therefore it is
recommended to check the quality of the reflected signal prior to the subsequent analysis. This
can be done by means of the signal-to-noise ratio and of the complex representation of signal
(polar plot) [8].
Microwave interferometers employ the stepped frequency continuous wave (SFCW) [9] or
the frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) [10] principle in order ro achieve the range
resolution, which can be expressed in dependency of the bandwidth B of the transmitted wave
and of the speed of light c according to equation 4. Assuming the maximum bandwidth of
200 MHz allowed by the German Federal Network Agency, the corresponding range resolution
δr is determined to be 0.75 m.
δr =

c
2·B

(4)

A possible drawback of the microwave technology is represented by the fact that the microwave interferometers deliver a weighted average of the echoes for every resolution cell. This
means that the movements of different reflecting targets situated in the same resolution cell
cannot be distinguished (figure 2). However, this effect can be avoided in many situations by
choosing a proper position of the MI radar, so that each cell contains only one dominant reflector. An useful mean for this task is the rough estimation of the width sr of the antenna beam
over the distance er , which can be done according to equation 5 (see also figure 2), whereas θ
depicts the horizontal opening angle of the antenna beam.
θ
sr = 2 · er · tan
2

!

(5)

A more detailed overview of the microwave interferometry is given in [6, 8, 11] while several
application examples are presented in [12, 13, 14].
3
3.1

VALIDATION PROCEDURE
General

The validation process was carried out within the framework of a project initiated by the
TU Darmstadt and the German Railways. One of its main aims was to verify the applicability
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of the microwave interferometry for regular dynamic measurements of railway bridges. The
formulation of boundary conditions and possible limitations of the measurement method was
also intended. The procedure included, among others, several simultaneous measurements with
conventional systems with the purpose to compare the MI results and the results of the conventional measurements, whereas the latter were considered to be accurate and therefore served
as reference for all the comparisons. The primary focus of the investigation was set on the
determination of natural frequencies and corresponding damping ratios, as usual dynamic measurements of railway bridges refer to these quantities, which are mostly needed in the model
updating process. The verification of the values for the absolute displacements served only as a
secondary aim within the actual phase of the project.
Before proceeding to the measurements of railway bridges in operation, several laboratory
tests were carried out at the TU Darmstadt. They implied measurements of a simple supported
steel beam with span length of 8 meters, installed 6.8 meters above ground level, in order to
simulate real measurements situations for bridges. The results were very satisfactory [15].
A total of 18 structures have been investigated by microwave interferometry within the in
situ validation process of railway bridges (see table 1). For 13 of them, parallel conventional
measurements could be carried out (no. 6 to no. 18 in table 1). The conventional measurements
were mostly performed by measurement teams of the German Railways. Therefore the standard
No.
1

Bridge
Muhr am See

Location
Muhr am See

2

Große Sude

Hagenow

3

Fornbachtal

Coburg

4
5
6
7
8
9

Deutschherrnknai
Schmutter
Garather Bach
Hauptstraße
Elbe-Lübeck-Kanal
Oesterholzstraße

Frankfurt a. M.
Augsburg
Düsseldorf
Laatzen
Büchen
Dortmund

10

Am Kupferstrange

Hildesheim

11

Flanitz

Klingenbrunn

12

Scheidestraße

Hannover

13
14
15

Kinzig
Zusam
Siebentischstraße

16

Altmühl

Offenburg
Donauwörth
Augsburg
Dietfurt
im Mittelfranken

17

Durlacher Allee

Karlsruhe

18

Apfelstädt

Neudietendorf

Type
filler beam deck
prestressed concrete
slab
prestressed concrete
girder
girder grid (steel)
box girder (steel)
plate girder (steel)
plate girder (steel)
tied arch (steel)
rigid frame (steel)
prestressed concrete
girder
plate girder (steel)
rigid frame
(reinforced concrete)
tied arch (steel)
box girder (steel)
girder grid (steel)

Route no.
5321

km
29.39

6100

189.49

5919

111.40

3660
5302
2650
1733
6100
2650

1.58
17.32
25.17
8.46
238.26
120.89

1770

42.62

5821

15.42

1730

3.20

4000
5300
5503

147.71
39.79
59.08

plate girder (steel)

5501

133.29

4020

57.72

6298

1.29

continuous plate
girder (steel)
box girder (steel)

Table 1: Structures investigated by microwave interferometry
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evaluation parameters and methods prescribed for their investigations were adopted also for the
analysis of the MI measurements, in order to facilitate the comparison process. The analysis
method is described in detail in [8, 12].
The conventional measurements were performed employing linear variable displacement
transducers (LVDT) and/or conventional acceleration sensors. However, in several situations,
the local circumstances (e.g heavy traffic under the bridge or bridges over rivers) did not allow
the installation of LVDTs as they require a fixed reference point directly underneath the point
of interest. In these cases, the comparisons with regard to the modal parameters were carried
out using acceleration data. Direct comparisons of absolute values are then possible only on
acceleration level, using the second derivative of the displacement.
3.2

Example

The railway bridge Garather Bach (figure 3) is situated in Germany, at km 25.17 of the
railway route no. 2650 (Köln-Duisburg). From a statical point of view, the bridge consists of
two simply suported, uncoupled steel plate girders (denoted as TBW 1 and TBW 2 in figure
4). Figure 4 shows the complete measurement layout of the investigation, which implied both
measurements with and without corner reflectors. The corner reflectors were installed only on
TBW 1 in the very proximity of the conventional sensors, in order to secure unique dominant
signals from the MI resolution cells including the measurement points MP 1 and MP 2. In the
following, only results from the first measurement set-up (TBW 1) will be presented, as the
results of the comparisons from the second set-up (presented in [13]), which is very similar
to set-up 1 (corner reflectors are missing), are very consistent, revealing similar agreement
between the different type of sensors as in the first set-up. The following comparisons refer

Figure 3: Railway bridge Garather Bach (Düsseldorf, Germany)

Figure 4: Measurement layout Garather Bach: top view (left) and side view (right)
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Figure 5: Displacement time series measured with a microwave interferometer and a conventional sensor at MP 1

Figure 6: Frequency spectra resulting from the analysis of all employed systems

Figure 7: Estimation of the damping ratio with signals from all the measurement sensores used

always to MP 1 and MP 2. However, is to be noted that the results related to the microwave
interferometry do not represent the discrete points MP 1 and MP 2, but the resolution cells over
a length of 0.75 m including them.
Figure 5 exemplifies the displacement time history generated by the passage of an ICE 3 train
(14:27, see table 2) recorded with the MI radar and with a LVDT. The corresponding residuals
are represented as well. Table 2 gives an overview over the maximal displacements of MP 1 for
all the five passages recorded as well as the corresponding differences between the values of MI
and LVDT. Under consideration of the fact that the displacement delivered by the microwave
interferometer represents an integral over all the reflectors in a resolution cell and not of a single
discrete point considered in the comparison, the results can be classified as quite satisfactory.
However, the intended accuracy of 3% has not been yet achieved.
The comparison of the first natural frequency determined using the data from all the three
types of sensors revealed a very good correlation of the results. This can be clearly seen in
figure 6, which illustrates the frequency spectra determined from all the sensor data for the train
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Train passage

Time

IC
14:09
ICE 3
14:15
RE
14:18
ICE 3
14:27
ICE 3
14:31
Average value
Standard deviation

Maximal displacement [mm]
MI radar LVDT Difference MI - LVDT
7.15
7.89
-0.74
6.06
6.57
-0.51
7.12
7.85
-0.73
7.61
8.14
-0.53
7.47
8.13
-0.66
-0.63
0.10

Table 2: Maximal displacements at MP 1

Train passage

Time

IC
14:09
ICE 3
14:15
RE
14:18
ICE 3
14:27
ICE 3
14:31
Average value
Standard deviation

1st natural frequency [Hz]
MI radar LVDT acc. sensor
6.72
6.68
6.72
6.36
6.46
6.46
6.36
6.34
6.37
6.11
6.08
6.12
6.11
6.12
6.13
6.33
6.34
6.36
0.25
0.25
0.25

1st damping ratio [%]
MI radar LVDT acc. sensor
no clear decay phase
2.50
2.39
2.04
2.67
2.53
2.60
2.59
2.86
2.63
2.53
3.10
2.71
2.57
2.72
2.49
0.08
0.32
0.31

Table 3: First natural frequencies and the corresponding modal damping ratios (evaluated at MP 1)

passage represented in figure 5. The overview of the corresponding results for all the recorded
passages (table 3) confirms the very good accuracy of the MI measurements with respect to the
natural frequency estimation.
Figure 7 illustrates the damping estimation for the same train passage displayed in figure 5
using the logarithmic decrement approach [16]. As it can be seen, the estimations using data
from the different types of sensors correspond well. The result of this comparison is consistent
with the corresponding results for the rest of the passages, which are given in table 3.
3.3
3.3.1

Summary of the results and particular findings
General

As already mentioned in the previous section, the investigations focused mainly on the validation of the analysis concerning the natural frequencies and their corresponding modal damping ratios. The overview of the results and some complementary aspects are presented in the
following. It is to be mentioned that the following summary of results refer to only 11 out of 13
synchronous measurements, which could be analysed until the time of composing the present
paper.
3.3.2

Natural frequencies

Table 4 gives a summary of the results for all of the investigated bridges. As it can be seen,
the first natural frequencies obtained through analysis of the MI data are in a good agreement
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1st natural frequency [Hz]
MI Conv. Diff. [%]
Garather Bach
6.33 6.36
-0.47
Hauptstraße
3.89 3.90
-0.26
Elbe-Lübeck-Kanal 2.73 2.73
0.00
Oesterholzstraße
4.83 4.81
+0.41
Am Kupferstrange 4.26 4.31
-1.17
Scheidestraße
8.06 7.99
+0.86
Kinzig
1.75 1.75
0.00
Zusam
6.55 6.47
+1.22
Siebentischstraße 4.82 4.65
+3.53
Altmühl
6.96 6.85
+1.58
Durlacher Allee
5.51 5.51
0.00
Bridge

1st damping ratio [%]
MI Conv. Diff. [%]
2.57 2.49
+3.11
1.29 1.50
-16.28
1.59 1.67
-5.03
0.94
0.95
1.61 1.51
+6.21
1.07 0.99
+7.48
0.84 0.72
+14.29

Table 4: Results summary of the validation measurements

with the corresponding results from conventional measurements, showing percentage differences of up to 3-4%.
It can be stated that the natural frequencies are the quantities which could be determined
robustly and accurately in all the investigated cases. However, in order to allow a computation of the natural frequencies, it is required that they are properly excited. This condition is
practically always fulfilled for the first natural frequency of beam-like bridges. In contrast,
natural frequencies of higher modes could be determined only in some isolated cases (using
MI data) and are therefore not explicitly mentioned in the comparison. The reason for this is
that the higher frequencies are usually not adequately excited by normal train passages, since
the excitation frequencies at regular travel speeds lie below 10 Hz. This value is by far lower
than usual second and third natural frequencies of railway bridges. Furthermore, the authors
encountered cases in which higher natural frequencies could be determined from acceleration
data but not from MI displacement measurements. This effect, which is not explicitly related to
the microwave interferometry principle, occurs due to the proportionality between acceleration
and displacement in the free vibration phase with the negative square of the angular frequency
as a proportionality constant. This leads to higher, measurable amplitudes in the upper range of
the acceleration spectrum.
The MI experience gathered so far shows that concrete bridges present usually lower displacement amplitudes as steel bridges in the free vibration phase due to their higher stiffness
and mass distribution. Thus one should expect successful determination of higher natural frequencies of concrete bridges only in exceptional cases.
3.3.3

Damping ratios

Regarding the modal damping ratios, the comparisons between the MI and the conventional
systems revealed as well differences lying in an acceptable range (0-16%, s. table 4). In general, the determination of modal damping ratios from MI data can succeed independently of the
structure type as long as the analysed data series present a clear decay trend in the free vibration
phase (after train passage) of the analysed modes. The individual modes can be isolated, for
example, by bandpass filtering of the signal used for the determination of natural frequencies.
For the damping estimation, it is recommended to consider only displacement amplitudes which
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are significantly higher than the device accuracy specified by the manufacturer, e.g. 0.01 mm
(in laboratory conditions) for the microwave interferometer IBIS-S manufactured by IDS - Ingineria del Sistemi S.p.A. [17].
Within the present investigation, the axle arrangement and the travel speed of the trains (i.e.
the excitation frequency) could be identified as main influence factors responsible for generating evaluable decay processes. Pronounced dynamic effects and thus considerable displacement
amplitudes in the decay phase are expected in case the excitation frequency lies close to one of
the natural frequencies of the structure. The structure type only plays a subordinate role. However, the previous experience showed that concrete bridges present suitable decay amplitudes
only in sporadic cases due to their higher stiffness, mass and damping ratios.
Furthermore, damping ratios of higher modes could be determined only in some isolated
cases. The reason for this is usually, as mentioned above, the discrepancy between the excitation
frequencies and the higher natural frequencies of the structure, which does not facilitate the
occurrence of significant dynamic effects (i.e. proper displacement amplitudes) in the higher
modes.
3.3.4

Absolute displacements

Although the accuracy of the displacements achieved within the few measurements of railway bridges in operation performed with parallel LVDTs lies in a satisfactory sub-millimetre
range, the validation of the absolute displacements requires further investigations since the accuracy level of 3% intended by the authors has not been reached yet.
One of the main issues the MI users have to consider is the exact identification of the dominant reflector in each resolution cell, as the elevation angle β of the MI radar and the vertical
distance z from the zero reference point of the MI device to the reflecting point of the structure
(s. figure 1) are the quantities used in the projection of the line of sight movement to the vertical
displacement. Slight errors in the input of vertical distances lead to erroneous projection of the
displacement. This effect should be paid attention to, especially in case steel bridges presenting
visible cross beams at the bottom side. This is clearly illustrated in figure 8 on the example of a
tied arch bridge. As it can be seen, the difference between the vertical displacements obtained
by projecting the line of sight displacement with respect to the upper edge of the cross beam
(distance z1 ) and to the lower edge of the cross beam (distance z2 ) can be considerable. In
comparison with the conventionally measured vertical displacement, the consideration of z1 as

Figure 8: Sketch of a measurement set-up for a tied arch bridge (left) and analysis of vertical displacement considering two different reference points with the heights z1 and z2 respectively for the vertical coordinate of the MI
device (right)
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distance to the reference reflecting point delivers appropriate results. The reason for this is the
reflectivity of the joint cross beam-bridge deck (at the upper flange of the cross beam), which is
significantly higher than the reflectivity at the lower flange.
Another problem which has to be considered within the analysis of vertical displacements
refers to the broadening of the antenna beam. Due to the increasing width of the beam over the
distance, the distant resolution cells might contain several reflectors with different movement
behaviour (s. figure 2). The resulting displacement in this case represents an integral over the
movements of all the reflectors lying in the specific resolution cell, whereas the weighting factor
of the different reflectors can not be determined. Therefore it is recommended to install the MI
devices as close as possible to the points of interest, so that they fall in closer resolution cells
with reasonable widths.
Furthermore it is to be noted that the analysis of MI measurements assumes pure vertical (e.g.
in case of bridges) or pure horizontal (e.g. noise insulation walls) displacements of the measured
object with respect to the vertical plane which includes the line of sight of the device. In both
cases, the angle which has to be considered in the projection of the line of sight displacement is
the angle between the line of sight and the assumed movement direction. Measurement set-ups
with expected movements in both directions are to be avoided, as the individual components
can not be separated.
3.3.5

Mode shapes

The fulfilment of the quality criteria (signal-to-noise ratio and polar plot) for several resolution cells along the structure is a necessary condition for the determination of modal shapes
using MI data. Furthermore, suitable displacement amplitudes in the investigated mode are required. On that account, an analysis of mode shapes is rather possible in case of steel structures
which mostly present several constructive elements with good reflectivity at the bottom side
(e.g. cross beams). In addition, the displacement in the free vibrations phase are expected to be
higher in case of steel bridges than for concrete structures due to the different mass, stiffness
and damping parameters. Within the previous investigations only few structures (exclusively
steel) allowed a clear determination of the mode shapes.
Figure 9 exemplary shows the first two mode shapes of a continuous beam bridge (no. 7 in
table 1, two spans à 21.13 m) obtained using MI data. It is to be noted that the mode shapes
determined from MI measurements possess only a qualitative character, especially in case of
structures with multiple tracks. This is due to the fact that the width of the antenna beam is

Figure 9: First two mode shapes of a continuous beam bridge from a MI measurement
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wider in the distant resolution cells (s. figure 2), which are likely to include additional, unwanted
reflecting elements of the structure. Nevertheless, the qualitative determination of mode shapes
is very helpful for the correlation of the measured to the computed natural frequencies and mode
shapes. It represents a proper tool for the plausibility check of the measurement.
3.4

Evaluation matrix

As a result of the comprehensive investigation, an evaluation matrix was created (s. table
5). It should illustrate the applicability of the microwave interferometry for different types
of structures and measurements tasks. For the sake of completeness, the matrix also contains
informations about noise insulating walls, which were not addressed explicitly in this paper.
However, the cooperation project between the TU Darmstadt and the German Railways included
as well experimental investigations on this topic.
XX
XXX
abs.
XXX Task
X
Structure type XXX disp.

Girder grid (steel)
Plate girder (steel)
Tied arch (steel)
Rigid frame (steel)
Box girder (steel)
Concrete bridges
Filler beam deck
Noise insulation walls

+++
+++
+++
+++
++
++
++
+++

natural frequency
1st
higher
+++
++
+++
++
+++
++
+++
++
++
++
++
+
++
+
+++
++

damping ratios
1 mode higher modes
+++
+
+++
+
+++
+
+++
+
+++
+
++
++
+
+++
+
st

mode
shapes
++
++
++
++
+
+
+
++

Legend: +++ highly suitable, ++ partially suitable, dependent on different influence factors, + suitable only in isolated cases, under certain circumstances, - not suitable

Table 5: Evaluation matrix for judging the applicability of MI for various types of bridges

It should be noted that several factors which are not related to the MI measurement technique
underlie the specifications for the natural frequencies and damping ratios of higher modes, such
as the previously mentioned lower displacement amplitudes in the higher modes. Furthermore,
it is to be mentioned that the evaluation of tied arch bridges refer to the bottom chord (bridge
deck girder) and not to the arch itself and that the category of concrete bridges comprises both
prestressed and reinforced structures, due to the transferability of the relevant properties.
4

CONCLUSIONS
• A systematic and comprehensive process for the validation of microwave interferometry
measurements was conducted within a joint project of the TU Darmstadt and the German
Railways.
• The results achieved so far concerning the natural frequencies and damping ratios are
generally in a good agreement with reference results of conventional sensors.
• Some complementary aspects which should be considered within the measurement and
the subsequent analysis were presented, e.g. possible projection errors occurring due
to incorrect identification of the main reflecting points or erroneous results which might
occur due to multiple reflectors with different movement behaviours lying in the same
resolution cell.
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• The comparison of the absolute displacements was only a secondary focus of the investigations. Under consideration of the fact that discrete points are compared to integral
displacements over whole resolution cells, the results can be seen as satisfactory (accuracy in sub-millimetre range). However further investigations on this topic are envisaged,
in order to achieve an accuracy of 3% (intended by the authors).
• As a result of the comprehensive investigations, an evaluation matrix was created, which
illustrates the applicability of microwave interferometry for different structure types and
various railway-specific measurement tasks.
• The microwave interferometry can be regarded as a promising technology which can
be reliably implemented within the experimental investigations required in the updating
process for numerical models of railway bridges.
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Abstract. This paper presents a technique for offline time synchronization of data acquisition
systems for linear structures with proportional damping. The technique can be applied when
direct synchronization of data acquisition systems is impossible or not sufficiently accurate,
for example when multiple measurement nodes with different clock signals are embedded in a
health monitoring network. The synchronization is based on the acquired dynamic response of
the structure only, and does not require the acquisition of a shared sensor signal or a trigger
signal. The time delay is identified from the spurious phase shift of the mode shape components
that are obtained from system identification. A demonstration for a laboratory experiment on
a cantilever steel beam shows that the proposed methodology can be used for accurate time
synchronization, resulting in a significant improvement of the accuracy of the identified mode
shapes.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Structural health monitoring often requires the use of multiple data acquisition systems, due
to the large number of measurement channels, the large distance between sensors, or the need
for heterogeneous sensor data. This creates the need for synchronization of data acquisition
systems. Currently, monitoring systems consisting of multiple wireless nodes are being developed [2, 10]. Each of the nodes has its own data acquisition, and–to date–synchronization of
the nodes remains a challenge. Several techniques for (online) synchronization of measurement systems have been proposed so far, amongst which time stamping through GPS [5], and
synchronization through fiber optical cables or radio communication.
When direct time synchronization of data acquisition systems is impossible or insufficiently
accurate, offline synchronization of recorded vibration data is needed. When a sensor signal
is shared by multiple data acquisition systems, offline synchronization can be easily performed
by applying correlation techniques or by calculating the transfer function that relates both measured signals [1]. This is not always possible, for example when a network of independent
wireless sensors at different locations on the structure is used. This paper presents a technique
that enables for offline time synchronization of data acquisition systems. The technique assumes linear time-invariant dynamic behavior of the structure and proportional damping of the
structural modes. The synchronization time delay is identified from the spurious phase shift of
the mode shape components, that are obtained from system identification.
The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 shows that a synchronization time lag results
in a phase shift of the identified mode shapes, whereas the identified natural frequencies and
modal damping ratios are unchanged. Next, section 3 demonstrates using data obtained from
a laboratory experiment on a cantilever beam how the findings in section 2 can be applied for
offline synchronization of data acquisition systems. Finally, in section 4, the work is concluded.
2

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

Consider two response signals d1 (t) and d2 (t) obtained from sensors installed at arbitrary
locations on the structure. The signals may correspond to different response quantities, e.g. acceleration or strain. Under the assumption of linear system behavior, the Laplace transform of
the response signals, d1 (s) ∈ C and d2 (s) ∈ C, are related through the transmissibility function
T (s) ∈ C as follows [11]:
d1 (s) = T (s)d2 (s)
(1)
where s ∈ C is the Laplace variable [12]. Furthermore, the Laplace transform of the response
signals d1 (s) and d2 (s) is related to the Laplace transform of the load vector p(s) ∈ Cnp through
the transfer function matrices H1 (s) ∈ C1×np and H2 (s) ∈ C1×np , respectively, as given by the
following equation:
d1 (s) = H1 (s)p(s)
d2 (s) = H2 (s)p(s)

(2)
(3)

It assumed here that np loads are acting on the structure. The number of loads and their location is not important for the derivation following next, however. Under the assumption that
the response of the structure within a certain frequency range of interest is well approximated
by a limited number of structural modes (nm modes), and assuming in addition proportional
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damping, the transfer function matrices H1 (s) and H2 (s) are given by:
nm
X

nm
X
s q1 φ d 1 m
H1 (s) =
φpm =
sq1 φd1 m H0m (s)
2 + 2ξ ω s + ω 2
s
m m
m
m=1
m=1
nm
X

nm
X
s q2 φ d 2 m
H2 (s) =
φpm =
sq2 φd2 m H0m (s)
2
2
s + 2ξm ωm s + ωm
m=1
m=1

(4)
(5)

2
where H0m (s) = φpm /(s2 + 2ξm ωm s + ωm
), with φpm ∈ R1×np the vector of mode shape
components corresponding to mode m at the np force locations. ωm and ξm are the undamped
natural frequency and the modal damping ratio of mode m, respectively. φd1 m and φd2 m are
obtained by selecting the component of the mode shape vector corresponding to mode m at the
sensor locations of d1 and d2 , respectively. The integers q1 and q2 equal 0 for displacement or
strain measurements, 1 for velocity measurements, and 2 for acceleration measurements.
The system has 2nm poles, occurring in complex conjugate pairs, λm1 and λm2 (m =
1, . . . , nm ), given by the following expression [6]:
p
2
(6)
λm1,2 = −ωm ξm ± iωm 1 − ξm
√
where i = −1. The poles λm1 and λm2 correspond to the natural frequency ωm and modal
damping ratio ξm of mode m. When the transfer function matrices in Eqs. (4) and (5) are
evaluated at a system pole, i.e. s = λm1 , only the corresponding mode m contributes to the
system response [4], and the following expressions are obtained:
1
H1 (λm1 ) = λqm1
φd1 m H0m (λm1 )
2
H2 (λm1 ) = λqm1
φd2 m H0m (λm1 )

(7)
(8)

Combination of Eqs. (7) and (8) directly yields:
H1 (λm1 ) =

1
λqm1
φd 1 m
H2 (λm1 )
q2
λm1 φd2 m

(9)

Evaluation of Eqs. (2) and (3) at the system pole s = λm1 , and taking into account Eq. (9)
yields:
1
λqm1
φd m
(10)
d1 (λm1 ) = q2 1 d2 (λm1 )
λm1 φd2 m
such that
λq1 φd1 m
T (λm1 ) = m1
(11)
2
λqm1
φd2 m
Next, consider the response signal d02 (t), that is obtained by applying a time delay δt to the response signal d2 (t), i.e. d02 (t) = d2 (t−δt). The Laplace transforms of the response signals d1 (t)
and d02 (t) are related through the transmissibility function T 0 (s), i.e. d1 (s) = T 0 (s)d02 (s). The
transmissibility function T 0 (s) is related to the transmissibility function T (s) as follows [12]:
T 0 (s) = T (s)esδt

(12)

Evaluation of the transmissibility function T 0 (s) at the system pole s = λm1 yields:
1
1
λqm1
λqm1
φd1 m
φd 1 m
= q2
T (λm1 ) = q2 0
λm1 φd2 m
λm1 φd2 m e−λm1 δt

0
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Comparison of Eqs. (11) and (13) shows that processing the time delayed data d02 (t) together
with other non-delayed data results in a (complex) mode shape component φ0d2 m , that is obtained
from the mode shape component φd2 m by multiplication with e−λm1 δt . This corresponds to a
phase shift θm (in radians) and a rescaling of the mode shape by the factor Am , defined as
p
2
θm = −δt ωm 1 − ξm
(14)
Am = eωm ξm δt

(15)

The poles of the system and, therefore, the natural frequencies and modal damping ratios, are
not affected by the time delay.
For linear structures with proportional damping, the (complex) mode shape vectors φm ∈
Cnd , containing the components φdj m , can be rescaled such that real vectors are obtained. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1, where a mode shape vector φm is schematically represented in the complex plane, after rescaling such that the largest mode shape component becomes 1 (a.k.a. rescaling to unit modal displacement). The figure also shows the mode shape component φ0d2 m as
obtained from the time delayed response signal d02 (t) and using the same scaling factor. The
phase angle between the mode shape components φd2 m and φ0d2 m is θm , and is introduced by
the multiplication of φd2 m with e−λm1 δt . The rescaling of the mode shape amplitude by Am is
also shown in the figure.
The phase shift of the mode shape components, introduced by the time delay δt, can be used
for offline synchronization of data acquisition systems, as illustrated in Section 3.

Figure 1: Representation of the mode shape components φd1 m and φd2 m (blue circles), and φ0d2 m (red diamond)
in the complex plane. The mode shape vector is normalized to unit modal displacement.

3

SYNCHRONIZATION APPROACH

It is demonstrated in this section how system identification techniques can be used for offline
synchronization of data acquisition systems, based on the findings of Section 2. The test setup
considered in the demonstration consists of a cantilever steel beam (Fig. 2a), that has been
equipped with 2 uniaxial accelerometers and 22 optical fiber strain gauges (Fig. 2b). The beam
has a free length of 855 mm and a rectangular cross section of 30 mm by 10 mm. The beam is
clamped between two metallic plates of 200 mm by 300 mm by 20 mm each, that are bolted to a
concrete support by five bolts (see Fig. 2a). The beam is clamped over a length of 120 mm. The
structure is excited vertically by an inertial shaker, that has been installed underneath the beam
(Fig. 2c). A load cell has been installed between the shaker and the beam to measure the applied
(external) force. In addition, a small instrumented impact hammer is used for excitation. The
sensor configuration is shown in Fig. 3.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Overview (a) cantilever beam, (b) uniaxial accelerometer and optical fiber strain gauges, and (c) shaker
and load cell.

Figure 3: Sensor configuration of the laboratory experiment (ai : accelerometer i, i : strain gauge i).

Two data acquisition systems are used in the setup. A National Instruments (NI) data acquisition system (NI USB-6229) is used to record the data from the uniaxial accelerometers (PCB
333B32), the impact hammer (PCB 302A07) and the load cell (PCB 208B02). An FBG-Scan
700 measurement device (FBGS) has been used to record the data from the optical fiber strain
gauges. A sampling frequency fs of 1000 Hz has been used for both systems. The synchronization of the data acquisition systems is performed as follows: a trigger pulse is sent by the NI
system to the FBGS system at every sampling time step. The FBGS system records a sample of
the strain signals on receipt of this pulse. During the data processing, a lack of synchronization
between both systems was observed. The synchronization time lag, which is in this case due to
processing within the FBGS system, is determined in the following.
3.1

System identification

The modal parameters of the cantilever beam have been experimentally identified by means
of an input-output system identification. The measurements for system identification were performed with vertical swept sine excitation, applied by the inertial shaker. The excitation frequency varies from 0 Hz to 500 Hz in 10 s. Fifteen sweep cycles of 10 s are considered, yielding
a total measurement duration of 150 s.
The output signals used in the system identification consist of the two acceleration signals
(units: m/s2 ), obtained from the NI system, and the 22 strain signals (units: µm/m), obtained
from the FBGS system. For all acceleration signals, the (physically meaningless) DC component is removed. The input signal consists of the shaker force signal, obtained from the NI
system. The output and input signals are processed using the reference-based data-driven combined deterministic-stochastic subspace identification (CSI-data/ref) algorithm [7]. The entire
record of 150 s is processed at once. No averaging or windowing is applied. The input-output
modal test allows to obtain the natural frequencies, modal damping ratios, and mode shapes
corresponding to the first four vertical bending modes of the cantilever beam. Table 1 presents
for each of the identified modes the undamped natural frequency, the modal damping ratio, and
the mode type. Fig. 4 represents the identified mode shapes in the complex plane. The amplitude of the strain mode shape components has been modified for plotting, in order to obtain
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displacement and strain mode shapes with similar amplitude. After rescaling, both the displacement and strain mode shapes have a maximum amplitude of 1. The displacement mode shapes,
as obtained from the acceleration data, are out of phase with the strain mode shapes. This is
emphasized by plotting a line fit for the displacement and strain mode shapes separately. The
angle between the fitted line and the real axis is also known as the mean phase (MP) of the
mode shape, and is calculated by solving the following total least squares problem [8, 9]:
MP(φm ) = arg min
α∈R

||Im(φm ) − tan(α)Re(φm )||22
1 + tan(α)

(16)

The solution is obtained as [3]:

MP(φm ) = arctan

−V12
V22


(17)

where V12 and V22 are the elements (1,2) and (2,2) of the matrix of right singular vectors V ∈
R2×2 , obtained from the singular value decomposition USVT = [Re(φm ) Im(φm )], with U ∈
Rnd ×2 and S ∈ R2×2 . Note that the calculation of the MP in Eq. (17) is more accurate than
the classical expression for the MP provided in [4]. The latter fails when the mode shape
components have an imaginary part that becomes large compared to the real part (see also [8]).
In this case, a distinction is made between the MP of the displacement mode shapes φam
and of the strain mode shapes φ0m , in order to distinguish between both measurement systems.
Given that the displacement and strain mode shapes are both collinear (Fig. 4), it can be assumed
that the studied system is proportionally damped, and that the difference in MP between the
displacement and strain mode shapes mainly originates from the synchronization error. The
time delay δt between both data acquisition systems is determined in the following section.

No.

fid [Hz]

ξid [%]

Type

1
2
3
4

10.86
67.67
189.37
375.45

2.39
0.29
0.28
0.11

1st vertical bending mode
2nd vertical bending mode
3rd vertical bending mode
4th vertical bending mode

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0
−0.5
−1
0 0.5
Re

1

0 0.5
Re

1

−1
−1 −0.5

(c)

0
−0.5

−1
−1 −0.5

(b)

0
−0.5

−1
−1 −0.5

(a)

0
−0.5

Im

1

Im

1

Im

Im

Table 1: Identified modal characteristics (fid : undamped natural frequency, ξid : modal damping ratio).

0 0.5
Re

1

−1 −0.5

(d)

0 0.5
Re

1

Figure 4: Representation of (a) mode 1, (b) mode 2, (c) mode 3, and (d) mode 4, in the complex plane. The displacement mode shape components obtained from the acceleration measurements are indicated by blue diamonds.
The strain mode shape components are indicated by red circles. A line fit for the displacement and strain mode
shape is shown by a blue and red dashed line, respectively.
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3.2

Synchronization

The time delay δt is estimated by minimization of the objective function f (δt), that gives
the average difference between the MP of the displacement and the strain mode shapes over all
modes. In the calculation of the objective function, the strain mode shapes φ0m are rescaled, in
order to account for a time delay δt. The displacement mode shapes φam are not rescaled.
nm
1 X
δt = arg min f (δt) = arg min
MP(φ0m eλm1 δt ) − MP(φam )
n
m m=1
δt∈R
δt∈R
?

(18)

Objective function [ °]

Equal weight is given to the contribution of all modes in the objective function. For modes
with a higher natural frequency, however, the phase shift θm introduced by a time delay δt
becomes larger than for modes with a low natural frequency, as seen from Eq. (14). Modes with
a higher natural frequency are therefore more sensitive to a time delay.
Figure 5 shows the objective function f (δt) as a function the time delay δt. The objective
function is not smooth and shows multiple local minima. The non smooth problem is solved by
applying a sweep over all possible values of δt. The global minimum is in this case obtained for
δt = 3.6 ms (= δt? ). The use of multiple modes is essential when estimating the time delay.
If a single mode is used in thepestimation, the objective function in Eq. (18) shows multiple
2 ). By including more modes, the number of minima is
(local) minima at δt? ± π/(ωm 1 − ξm
reduced. Since the presence of multiple optima cannot be avoided, an initial guess of the time
delay is required in any case, however. This initial guess can for example be obtained by applying conventional correlation techniques. Note that the initial guess obtained from correlation
techniques equals an integer number of time steps ∆t (= 1 ms) used in the data acquisition,
whereas the time delay δt obtained by applying synchronization based on system identification
can take any real number. This generally allows for more accurate synchronization.
Figure 6 shows the representation of the displacement and strain mode shapes obtained after
compensation for the time delay δt? in the complex plane. After minimization, some differences
in MP remain (f (3.6 ms) 6= 0). This is also seen from table 2, which summarizes the results
of the optimization. For modes 2, 3, and 4, the difference in MP value between the displacement and strain mode shape is significantly reduced. However, for mode 1, the difference in
MP is not significantly reduced after the optimization. The remaining differences result from
identification inaccuracies and violation of the assumptions in the proposed method. In the next
section, it is shown that the estimated time delay δt? is accurate, however, resulting in reliable
estimates of the displacement and strain mode shapes.
When synchronization of more than two (nacq ) acquisition systems is needed, a reference
system is chosen and the optimization procedure outlined in this section is repeated nacq − 1
times.
80
60
40
20
0

0

2

4
6
8
Time delay [ms]

10

Figure 5: Variation of the objective function f (δt) with the time delay δt. The marker (+) indicates the optimum.
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Table 2: Summary of the optimization applied for the estimation of the time delay δt.

MP(φ0m ) − MP(φam )
?
MP(φ0m eλm1 δt ) − MP(φam )
?
θm

mode 1

mode 2

mode 3

mode 4

−7.64
6.51
−14.15

−87.80
0.38
−88.18

−63.29
3.50
−246.79

50.70
−0.01
−489.29

(= −66.79 − 180)

(= 50.71 − 540)

0.99

0.99

0.99

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

0
−0.5

−1
0 0.5
Re

1

0 0.5
Re

1

−1
−1 −0.5

(c)

0
−0.5

−1
−1 −0.5

(b)

0
−0.5

−1
−1 −0.5

Im

1

Im

1

−0.5

(a)

1.00

1

Im

Im

A?m

0 0.5
Re

1

−1 −0.5

(d)

0 0.5
Re

1

Figure 6: Displacement (blue diamonds) and strain (red circles) mode shape components obtained after compensation for the time delay δt? for (a) mode 1, (b) mode 2, (c) mode 3, and (d) mode 4, in the complex plane. A line
fit for the displacement and strain mode shape is shown by a blue and red dashed line, respectively.

3.3

Verification

A verification experiment was performed. A vertical impact force was applied at the tip of
the beam using the instrumented hammer (Fig. 3). The response of the beam was measured in
all sensors. Fig. 7 shows a detail of the force time history, and the time history of the response
obtained from accelerometer a1 and strain gauge 5 , that physically coincide. The force and
acceleration signal have been acquired by the NI system, the strain signal by the FBGS system.
A significant increase of the acceleration level is observed right after the impact is applied
(Fig. 7b). The strain signal remains very small the first 4 ms after the impact, thereafter showing
a significant decrease. The observed delay of 4 ms±0.5 ms is in line with the delay δt of 3.62 ms
that has been identified in Section 3.2.
Fig. 8 finally shows the displacement and strain mode shapes along the beam after accounting
for the phase shift and amplitude modification introduced by the synchronization error. Only
the real part of the mode shapes is retained. Due to the limited number of accelerometers, a
proper distinction between the displacement mode shapes for different modes cannot be made.
The strain mode shapes have a regular shape. The apparent deviation of the mode shape at
sensor 3 is due to the presence of a bolt that is welded at the lower side of the beam to connect
the shaker (see Fig. 2c). This results in (locally) lower strain levels.
4

CONCLUSIONS

It is shown in this paper that for linear structures with proportional damping a time lag
between measured response signals results in a spurious phase shift of the corresponding mode
shape components, whereas the natural frequencies and damping characteristics are unchanged.
This observation can be used for (offline) synchronization of data acquisition systems, using
the modal characteristics obtained from a system identification. The time lag is estimated from
the solution of an optimization problem. A demonstration for a laboratory experiment on a
cantilever steel beam has shown that the proposed methodology can be used for accurate time
synchronization, with significant improvement of the accuracy of the identified mode shapes.
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dt
Force [N]
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dt
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Figure 7: Time history of (a) the hammer impact and time history of the corresponding acceleration a1 (b) and
strain 1 (c). The time step corresponding to the peak force is indicated by a dashed black line. The time delay δt
(=3.6 ms) is found as the horizontal distance between the dashed black line and the dashed red line.
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Figure 8: Displacement mode shapes (top, a – d) and strain mode shapes (bottom, e – h) along the axis of the beam,
for mode 1 (a and e), mode 2 (b and f), mode 3 (c and g), and mode 4 (d and h).
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Abstract. Continuous monitoring based on vibrational identification methods is increasingly
employed in order to evaluate the state of health of existing structures and infrastructures in
operative conditions and after relevant earthquakes. Most of the damage identification methods
are based on the variations of damage indices defined in terms modal and/or non-modal
parameters. Most of simplified methods for structural health monitoring and damage detection
are based on the observation of the evolution of the dynamic characteristics associated to the
fundamental mode of vibration of a monitored structure. The contribution of higher modes to
the dynamic response of multi degree-of-freedom systems is an issue of relevant importance
affecting both the design of new structures and the assessment of existing ones. The contribution
of higher modes could be effective also in the inverse procedures for structural damage
detection. In this paper the Interpolation Evolution Method, previously applied considering
only the contribution of the fundamental mode of vibration, has been applied taking into
account the contribution of the higher modes. Preliminary results retrieved from a numerical
campaign based on nonlinear finite element models excited by several strong motion
earthquakes are presented.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Systems for structural health monitoring could be a relevant tool in seismic regions after a
strong motion earthquake performing an objective estimation of possible structural damage.
Vibration based damage identification techniques have been widely applied for the assessment
of the health state of buildings. Researchers have worked to set-up new methodologies for SHM
based on the detection of variations, after a strong seismic event, of the structural dynamic
characteristics, namely the modal parameter (frequencies, mode shapes, damping) or nonmodal parameters like the operational deflection shapes (ODS) [1]. Damage identiﬁcation is
generally carried out through a comparison between the original (undamaged) state and the
(possibly damaged) current state [2]-[4]. Methods based on frequency changes can be reliably
applied to detect damage, but they are hardly able to give information about the location of
damage. To this aim are more effective methods based on the time-evolution analyses ([5]-[8])
able to detect changes of modal or operational mode shapes and/or of their derivatives such as
slopes, curvatures or strain energy [9]-[13].
Most of simplified methods for structural health monitoring and damage detection are based
on the analysis of the evolutive dynamic characteristics associated to the fundamental mode of
vibration of a monitored structure. The contribution of higher modes to the dynamic response
of multi degree-of-freedom systems is a topic of relevance for the design of new structures and
the assessment of existing ones, and it could be effective also in the inverse procedures for
structural damage detection.
In this paper the Interpolation Evolution Method (IEM), a combination of two existing
methods, named Curvature Evolution Method (CEM) and Interpolation Method (IM), has been
applied taking into account the contribution of higher modes in the procedure for damage
localization. The Interpolation Method [9] is based on a damage feature defined in terms of the
loss of smoothness (that is local increases of curvature) of the operational mode shapes, induced
by a local reduction of stiffness. The damage feature is defined in terms of the variation of the
interpolation error between a reference and a (potentially) damaged configuration. The
interpolation error is computed for each configuration by interpolating with a smooth function
(namely a cubic spline for a beam-like structure) the operational (or the modal) shapes
computed from responses recorded on the structure during vibrations. In the Curvature
Evolution Method [10] the damage feature is defined in terms of the mode curvature. This
parameter is evaluated overtime from the responses recorded during the earthquake and the
comparison of its values at different times allows the detection of its possible variations. In this
method it is possible to analyse the nonlinear response of each mode of vibration of the
monitored structure through the Band-Variable Filter [14].
The combined approach has been applied to nonlinear numerical models of reinforced
concrete framed structures excited by several strong motion earthquakes.
2

INTERPOLATION EVOLUTION METHOD (IEM)

The main idea at the base of the combined IEM approach is to jointly exploit the performance
of the Curvature Evolution Method with the stability of the Interpolation Method. The
interpolation is applied to the fundamental mode shape continuously extracted at each time
instant before, during and after a strong motion event. A further advantage connected to the
proposed procedure consist in the possibility of computing a set of values of the damage feature
(variation of the interpolation error) allowing to recover its statistics thus taking into account
its variability due to uncertainties induced by noise in recorded data.
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The Curvature Evolution Method [10] for damage localization is based on the use of the
Band-Variable Filter [14] able to extract the nonlinear response of each mode of vibration,
acting simultaneously in both time and frequency domain. The detection of possible changes
occurred during a single earthquake is carried out in terms of a damage feature defined in terms
of the mode curvature. The Band-Variable Filter gives the possibility to extract from a nonstationary and/or nonlinear signal just the energy content related to a single mode of vibration,
preserving both amplitude and phase over time [15]. The Band-Variable Filter allows to
evaluate both frequency and mode shape variations during an earthquake. The basic idea is to
isolate, by mean the Band-Variable Filter, the fundamental mode over time and evaluate its
changes in terms of both shape and related curvature [16].
The Interpolation Method [9] is based on the observation that the comparison of the
operational mode shapes related to the undamaged and damaged phases points out a sharp
reduction of smoothness of the deformed shape at the damaged story. The damage feature is
thus defined as the variation of the error related to the use of a (smooth) cubic spline function
in interpolating the operational or the modal shapes of the monitored structure. A variation of
the interpolation error between a reference and a possible damaged configuration indicates the
onset of damage. In order to remove the inﬂuence of the amplitude of displacements on the
evaluation of the interpolation error and to remove the numerical errors related to the estimation
of displacements from recorded accelerations, the interpolation error is deﬁned in terms of the
difference between the transfer functions of the recorded and interpolated accelerations with
respect to the input acceleration [17]. The value of the damage feature at each location equipped
with a sensor is computed as the positive difference between the values of the interpolation
error in the inspection Ei and in the reference E0 phases.
The combination of the two methods CEM and IM is performed herein using the BandVariable Filter to extract the non-linear response of the structure and assuming as a damage
feature the variation of the interpolation error computed at different times during the strong
motion.
In this paper, the Band-Variable Filter has been used in order to extract both the first and the
second mode of vibration (in the same direction) of the structure. The structural mode shapes
have been evaluated over time and have been interpolated through a spline shape function at
each location x and time t. After the computation of the interpolation error, the variation of the
interpolation error with respect to the initial value have been computed at each location x and
time t. finally has been selected the damaged location as that corresponding to the highest
frequency of detection over the duration of the strong motion.
3

NUMERICAL CASE STUDIES

The Interpolation Evolution Method has been applied to nonlinear numerical models of two
reinforced concrete framed structures of respectively 5 and 8 floors with regular geometric
configuration (Figure 1) and designed only for gravity loads. The height of each story is 3 m,
for a total height of the buildings equal to 15 m for the 5 story building and of 24m for the 8
story building (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Nonlinear FEM models: (a) 5 story, (b) 8
story.

Figure 1: Geometric plan.

Nonlinear dynamic analyses have been carried out using a nonlinear 3D model built in
SAP2000 non-linear [18]. In order to simulate a structural nonlinear behaviour during a strong
ground motion, link elements and plastic hinges were modelled at the ends of both beam and
column elements. Link elements have a Pivot hysteretic behaviour, while plastic hinges have
an axial load-dependent one. Table 1 shows the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) values of the
natural accelerograms selected for the numerical simulations.

PGA (g)

A1
0.34

A2
0.34

A3
0.13

A4
0.15

A5
0.22

A6
0.48

A7
0.35

Table 1: PGA related to the natural accelerograms used for the numerical simulations.

İn order to identify the reference fundamental frequency before the earthquake and the final
fundamental frequency after the earthquake, 20 seconds of pink noise have been added at the
beginning and at the end of each time-history used as input. Figure 3 shows the response spectra
of the seven accelerograms compatible with the Italian Seismic Code for a soil type B [19].

(a)

(b)
Figure 3: Response spectra of the natural accelerograms: (a) NS component; (b) WE component.
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4

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

This section shows the preliminary results obtained by applying the Interpolation Evolution
Method to the case data simulated using the 5 and 8 storey nonlinear models. In order to test
the robustness of the IEM approach and to perform realistic simulations, each nonlinear
numerical analysis has been performed using both NS and WE component of each selected
earthquake. After each simulation, as described in section 2, the first step was the identification
of the first and the second mode of vibration along the same direction and the computation of
the corresponding operational mode shape (evaluated considering just the contribution of the
first two modes along a single direction). Then, the interpolation through the cubic spline
function has been applied and the time history of the damage feature (variation of the
interpolation error) has been evaluated at each instrumented location. At each time instant, the
location where the maximum value of the damage feature (among all the instrumented
locations) was attained, has been chosen as the damaged one. For each event and for each storey,
the frequency of detection (number of times the location was detected as the damaged one over
the total duration of the event) was assumed as representative of the probability of detection at
the storey. Table 2 shows the initial modal characteristics of the used numerical models and the
considered modes (1° and 2° modes along the same direction corresponds to the 1° and 4°
modes highlighted in Table 2).

mode

f (Hz)

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.84
0.59
0.58
0.27
0.19
0.19

5 story building
mass particip. mass particip.
(dir. x)
(dir. y)
78.00%
0.00%
0.00%
77.00%
0.00%
0.76%
10.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
10.00%

f (Hz)
0.66
0.80
0.86
1.99
2.41
2.58

8 story building
mass particip. mass particip.
(dir. x)
(dir. y)
0.00%
66.24%
61.23%
0.01%
2.16%
0.15%
0.00%
8.57%
8.21%
0.00%
0.34%
0.02%

Table 2: Values of frequency and mass participation of the mode of vibration considered for the analysis.

From Figure 4 to Figure 7, the results obtained by applying the IEM selecting only the first
fundamental mode of vibration are compared with the results obtained by considering both the
first and the second mode of vibration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Histograms of probability to detect damage at each floor of the 5 story building - accelerogram A1: (a)
only first fundamental mode; (b) first and second fundamental mode.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Histograms of probability to detect damage at each floor of the 5 story building - accelerogram A5: (a)
only first fundamental mode; (b) first and second fundamental mode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Histograms of probability to detect damage at each floor of the 5 story building - accelerogram A6: (a)
only first fundamental mode; (b) first and second fundamental mode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Histograms of probability to detect damage at each floor of the 5 story building - accelerogram A6: (a)
only first fundamental mode; (b) first and second fundamental mode.

The nonlinear dynamic analysis carried out on the two multi-storey frames show that the
different earthquakes caused the formation of plastic hinges at the ends of all columns between
the second and third floors for the 5 storey model and between the first and second floors for
the 8 storey model. The maximum variation of the interpolation error occurs at the second and
the third floor (only for the accelerogram A5) considering the first fundamental mode. By
applying the procedure through the selection of both the first and the second mode of vibration,
the maximum values are at the second floor of the structure. The highest value of the damage
feature is attained at the damaged locations allowing the correct localization of damage.
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Table 3 summarizes the probability to detect damage at each floor obtained from data of the
5 story building excited by the selected ground motions.

np
0
1
2
3
4
5
Max
Drift

A1
A5
A6
A7
st
nd
st
nd
st
nd
1 +2
1 +2
1 +2
1st + 2nd
1st mode
1st mode
1st mode
1st mode
mode
mode
mode
mode
p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.08
1.04
0.63
0.86
0.59
0.85
4.66
5.64
10.63
83.05
80.21
75.97
67.06
60.17
76.27
76.69
5.08
3.13
10.30
0.59
17.80
14.41
10.15
84.38
6.78
15.63
4.38
12.88
31.76
21.19
1.69
7.52
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2° floor

2° floor

2° floor

2° floor

Table 3: Comparison of probability to detect damage at each floor of the 5 story building considering only the
first fundamental mode, the first and second modes and the floor where the maximum drift occurred.

The maximum values of the frequency of detection are similar in all the analysed cases and
occur at the most damaged floor. The following figures show the comparison between the
frequency if detection obtained considering only the first fundamental mode and or both the
first and the second modes of vibration of the 8 story building.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Histograms of probability to detect damage at each floor of the 8 story building - accelerogram A1: (a)
only first fundamental mode; (b) first and second fundamental mode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Histograms of probability to detect damage at each floor of the 8 story building - accelerogram A5: (a)
only first fundamental mode; (b) first and second fundamental mode.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Histograms of probability to detect damage at each floor of the 8 story building - accelerogram A6:
(a) only first fundamental mode; (b) first and second fundamental mode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Histograms of probability to detect damage at each floor of the 8 story building - accelerogram A7:
(a) only first fundamental mode; (b) first and second fundamental mode.

Table 4 summarizes the probability to detect damage at each floor obtained from data of the
8 story building excited by the selected ground motions.

np
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Max
Drift

A1
A5
A6
A7
st
nd
st
nd
st
nd
1 +2
1 +2
1 +2
1st + 2nd
1st mode
1st mode
1st mode
1st mode
mode
mode
mode
mode
p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%) p(np) (%)
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.05
0.00
1.01
0.35
2.11
0.43
0.82
0.42
94.74
54.61
90.91
71.53
88.42
91.88
95.90
73.22
0.00
25.00
1.01
4.86
2.11
3.42
0.00
19.67
0.00
2.63
0.00
18.75
0.00
2.99
0.82
3.77
0.00
16.45
2.02
3.13
2.11
0.85
0.00
2.09
0.00
1.32
5.05
1.39
5.26
0.43
0.00
0.84
4.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.46
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2° floor

2° floor

2° floor

2° floor

Table 4: Comparison of probability to detect damage at each floor of the 8 story building considering only first
fundamental mode, the first and second modes and the floor where the maximum drift occurred.
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The results are in agreement with those presented above. The maximum values of the
damage indices occur at the damaged locations leading to a correct localization of damage.
However, for the 8-story structure, the probability values obtained considering only the first
fundamental mode of vibration are higher than the values obtained in the second case (1st +
2nd mode of vibration) except for accelerogram A6.
The last circumstance is probably due to the lower reliability of the time evolution of the
second mode with respect to the first which is the one that exhibits the higher contribution to
the frame response as shown by the values of the modal participation factors.
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work the Interpolation Evolution Method for damage localization has been applied
using responses obtained using nonlinear finite element models excited by several real strong
motion earthquakes. The novelty of the paper consists in taking into account the effects of
higher modes of vibration on the damage localization procedure. The method was applied to
two case studies comparing results obtained considering only the first fundamental mode of
vibration with those retrieved considering also the second mode of vibration.
Results show that for both the cases, the combined method is able to successfully detect the
correct location of structural damage. Particularly, the maximum values of the damage feature
occur at the most damaged floor. For the 5 story building, higher modes do not increase the
reliability of the procedure but confirm the results obtained by considering only the first mode
of vibration. Whereas the maximum probability to detect damage at each floor of the 8 story
building decrease if higher modes are considered, therefore the procedure for damage detection
is more reliable based only on the first fundamental mode.
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Abstract. When a reinforced concrete (RC) column is subjected to lateral sway as a result of
earthquake action, the large strain demand in the end sections is supported by development of
strains in the anchorage. This causes the bars to displace (or slip) relative to the anchoring
concrete at the column fixed end(s). The lumped slip causes rigid-body rotation of the column,
thereby alleviating partially the column deformation. This reinforcement slip is assumed to
occur in the tension bars only and cause the rotation about the neutral axis. Development of
flexural yielding and large rotation ductilities in the plastic hinge zones of frame members is
synonymous with the spread of bar reinforcement yielding. Yield penetration in the anchored
reinforcing bar inside the shear span of the column where it occurs, destroys interfacial bond
between bar and concrete and reduces the strain development capacity of the reinforcement.
This affects the plastic rotation of the member by increasing the contribution of bar slippage.
In order to establish the plastic rotation in a manner consistent with the above definition, this
paper uses the explicit solution of the field equations of bond over the shear span of a column.
Through this approach, the bar strain distributions and the extent of yield penetration from
the yielding cross section towards the shear span are resolved and calculated analytically.
By obtaining this solution the aim is to illustrate the true parametric sensitivities of plastic
hinge length as a design variable for practical use in seismic assessment of existing structures.
Results obtained from the analytical procedures are compared with experimental evidence
from tests conducted on reinforced concrete columns under seismic loading reported in the
literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Pullout rotation accounts for a significant fraction of the deformation capacity of reinforced
concrete (RC) columns. It occurs in the critical sections near the end supports as a result of
the penetration of strains both inside the support of the member (e.g. footing) but also inside
the shear span. In columns that do not fail by web crushing, strains spread further into the
anchorage gradually with increasing applied chord rotation, claiming a predominant share of
the members’ deformation capacity near the ultimate limit state. This aspect of the response
is evaluated from estimation of reinforcement slip; slip may be estimated approximately or it
may be evaluated from solution of the field equations of bond along the principal reinforcement of the column as it sways laterally. Slip of the bars occurs where large inelastic strains
may develop – i.e. in the yield penetration length over the anchorage and in the plastic hinge
zone in the shear span. The kinematics of the pullout slip are accompanied by, (a) vertical
displacement which is reported to occur at the tip of the cantilever column during cycling under lateral loading (b) acceleration of crushing of the concrete cover in the compression zone
due to the local increase in compression strains [1].
Degradation of bond - beyond a critical slip value that marks the initiation of the descending branch in the local bond-slip law causes spreading of strains away from the critical section
so that a larger fraction of the bar is eventually exposed to large strains. Analytical models
representing the state of bond along the lateral surface of an embedded reinforcing bar are intended for interpretation and simulation/prediction of the behavior of structural concrete in a
manner consistent with first principles. Previous studies have illustrated how detailed bond
models may be used in the study of stress states arising in the assessment of the rotation capacity of RC members [2]. Through evaluation of the strain distribution it is possible to estimate the localization of excessive strain magnitudes in the critical zones, thereby enabling a
novel approach for evaluation of the plastic hinge length in flexure-shear members. Additionally, the reinforcement stress and strain response and its displacement with respect to the surrounding concrete can be explicitly described through the solution of the equations of bond in
the shear span of the member; this enables a detailed study of the tension stiffening phenomena, and how these affect the behavior of cracked concrete.
In this paper, a unidirectional model of bond is considered as a basis for the evaluation of
the longitudinal strain distribution of the primary reinforcement of the column. Although
several solutions that refer to the problem of force development along the anchorage have
been proposed, yet the problem of strain penetration in the anchorage has received limited attention from researchers [3, 4]. Related studies have been conducted for lap splices developed in a region of constant moment (no shear) [5]. On the other hand, the problem of strain
penetration in the shear span of the member has not been addressed explicitly yet.
2. CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIPS FOR BAR TO CONCRETE BOND
The basic equations that describe force transfer lengthwise from a bar to the surrounding concrete through bond are derived from force equilibrium applied to an elementary bar segment
of length dx and from compatibility between bar translation (slip), axial bar strain ε, and concrete strain εc over dx, namely [6,7]:
,

(1)

where f is the axial stress of the bar; Db is the bar diameter ; fb is the local bond stress and s is
the relative slip of the bar with respect to the surrounding concrete. The terms in Eq. (1) are
related through the bond-slip law, fb = fb(s) and the bar material stress-strain relationship,
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f=f(ε). The concrete contribution to relative slip is εcdx ; this term is neglected when dealing
with normal-weight concrete, considering that the average concrete strain is an order of magnitude smaller than the average bar strain. Solution of Eq. (1) is possible though exact integration, resulting in closed-form solutions for the state of stress and strain along the anchorage,
through pertinent selection of simple models for the material laws (e.g. piecewise linear relations). This approach has a clear advantage over the numerical solution alternative in that it
enables transparent insight into the role of the various design parameters on the behavior of
bar anchorages.
Solution of Eq. (1) requires that the general form of the constitutive relationships of the bar
and the local bond-slip law are known (Fig. 1). Here the reinforcing bar stress-strain relationship is considered elastoplastic with hardening (representing conventional steel reinforcement) (Fig. 1a). Without loss of generality, and to facilitate derivation of closed-form
solutions, a linear elastic, perfectly plastic local bond-slip relationship with residual bond is
assumed. The last branch represents the residual friction between the concrete cover and the
steel bar after failure of the rib interlocking mechanism (Fig. 1b). The plateau in the local
bond-slip law implies sustained bond strength. This feature is not always manifested in the
test data; to be measured it requires redundancy in the anchorage (i.e., availability of longer
anchorages to enable force redistribution before failure). In the assumed law the end of the
plateau is marked by abrupt loss of bond strength to a residual value fbres. (Note that fbres is
taken nonzero only in the case of ribbed steel bars, but not for smooth steel bars.)
(a)

f
fsy

fsu

(b)

fb

Esh

max

fb

res

fb
Es

ε
εsy

s
s1

εsu

s2

s3

Figure 1: (a) Stress-strain law of steel bar and (b) local bond law

3. TENSION-STIFFENING MODEL
It was mentioned earlier that spread of inelastic strains occurs on both sides of a critical section (e.g. at the base of a column). The process of inelastic strain penetration in the anchorage
of a reinforcing bar has already been demonstrated in [8]. This section is dedicated to solving
the same problem in the other side of the critical section, that is, along the shear span of a column. Here the problem is different from that of the anchorage only in the type of boundary
conditions that may be enforced (in other words, the governing differential equation is the
same); with regards to the bond-slip law, although the general form of the multilinear envelope may be taken the same, the bond strength value, fbmax, may be less in the shear span as
compared to the anchorage due to the reduced confinement available. Considering the column
under lateral sway, the moment-shear relationship in the span of a cantilever RC column under horizontal loading is identical to that occurring over the length of the actual frame member extending from the inflection point at midheight (this is the point of zero moment, zero
curvature) to the fixed end support.
Before any kind of cracking takes place along the length of the flexural member, the bar
strain is estimated from the flexural analysis of the uncracked column cross section (i.e. the
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moment-curvature analysis) as per the Eq. (2) where M(x) is the moment at distance x from
the support, E is the elastic modulus of concrete, Ig is the moment of inertia of the uncracked
section with area A (referred to as gross section), N is the axial load, h is the section height
and c is the cover (Fig. 2a):
,

(2)

οr more generally:

(3)

with ys.na the distance from the neutral axis to the centroid of tension reinforcement (Fig. 2a),
and
the curvature on the cross section at distance x from the support. The distance to the
neutral axis changes significantly from the initial linear elastic state ys.nagr, to the cracked state
of a cross section ys.nacr. If the concrete tension zone of the member is uncracked, the position of the neutral axis may be estimated from equilibrium requirements; same holds in locations where distinct cracks have formed if it may be assumed that “plane sections remain
plane”. Based on classical flexural analysis concepts, a RC member may be considered
“cracked” in regions where the flexural moment exceeds the cracking moment. Although a
large region may satisfy this definition, however, cracks occur at discrete locations xicr. Thus,
if an analysis of the cracked cross section is available, the reinforcement strains ε(xicr.) that
occur in the crack locations may be calculated from Eq. (3). However, it is clear that in the
segment between cracks, where moment may exceed the cracking value, bar strains cannot be
estimated from flexural analysis as prescribed by Eq. (3). The reason is that due to reinforcement slip, the degree of strain compatibility between steel and concrete in these locations is
not well understood, as would be required by the “plane-sections remain plane” assumption,
nor can the concrete be considered inert as would happen in a fully cracked tension zone. Because it takes some distance from a crack location before the reinforcement may fully engage
its concrete cover in tension so as to satisfy the conditions of strain compatibility, it is clear
that Eq. (3) may be invalid even in regions adjacent to a flexural crack, even if the moment in
these regions falls below the cracking limit. The bar strain in these regions may be estimated
from solution of the differential equation of bond. To address all the possible exceptions to
the validity of the flexural requirement stated by Eqs. (2,3), here the term “undisturbed” is
used as a qualifier to “uncracked” in order to refer to sections that satisfy the plane sections
remain plane compatibility requirement, where concrete and reinforcement strains at the same
a)
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Figure 2: a) Definition of terms for lateral sway. b) Moment distribution along the shear span Ls and definition
of disturbed region, lD. c) The bar strain at the critical section experiences a significant jump upon cracking even
though the moment from the uncracked to the cracked stage may be imperceptible.

distance from the neutral axis may be assumed equal. Thus, in regions where strains are ob-
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tained from solution of the bond equation, this requirement is not valid – therefore even if apparently uncracked, the region may be “disturbed” according with this definition.
The length of shear span is referred to henceforth as Ls. The flexural moment in any cross
section x (Fig. 2b), where x is measured from the face of the support, may be obtained from
equilibrium with reference to the flexural moment occurring at the support, Mo (εo is the corresponding steel strain), according with:
(4)
As the sequence of crack formation is critical for the occurrence of disturbed regions and
for the problem of strain penetration that will be subsequently addressed, in the present discussion the static problem represented by Eq. (4) will be solved for a gradually increasing
moment at the support. As a starting point in the following derivation, it is assumed that the
characteristic flexural resistance curve of any cross section along the shear span (i.e. the moment – curvature and moment – bar strain diagram) are available from classical flexural
analysis over the entire range of the response.
For a member with uniform primary reinforcement over its length, the moment distribution
that follows Eq. (4) will cause first cracking at the face of the support. According with the
preceding discussion, the bar strain at the base of a cantilever column with shear span Ls experiences a significant jump upon cracking of the tension zone to maintain equilibrium. For
example, if the cracked section stiffness is about 1/3 of the uncracked value, the bar strain at
the critical section is expected to increase threefold by the mere occurrence of the crack even
though the moment change from the uncracked to the cracked stage may be imperceptible
(Fig. 2c). Thus suddenly the whole region adjacent to the cracked location becomes “disturbed”. Over the length of the disturbed region, the reinforcement strain is described by the
solution of the bond equation [4] i.e.:
,

(5)

The solution of Eq. (5) is valid provided bond is in the elastic range (ascending branch in
the bond slip law). Before the creation of any other crack, the disturbed region extends over a
distance ℓD from the critical section. What characterizes the end of the disturbed region is that
a) at that point the gradient of the bar strain distribution, ψ=dε(x)/dx, obtained from Eq. (5),
matches the slope of the strain diagram as would be obtained from the flexural analysis of the
member, whereas b) the bar strain ε(x) at that location satisfies simultaneously Eqs. (2,3,5).
Therefore, from Eq. (4) it follows that the slope of the strain gradient owing to flexural moments at uncracked location ℓD is (Fig. 3):
(6)
(7)
From the system of Eqs. (6, 7) the length of disturbed region adjacent to the crack may be
determined if the moment at the support Mo is known. The solution given by Eq. (5) is also
subject to the following boundary condition (Fig. 2b):
(8)
In an algorithm developed to solve Eq. (6,7,8) numerically, the controlling parameter is εo;
therefore, at each incremental step which begins by selecting the value of εo, the corresponding moment Mo is uniquely determined from the moment- bar strain diagram of the member
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cross section under study. Equations (6,7,8) are a system of three equations having three unknowns – given the value of εo and ω the unknowns are C1, C2 and ℓD. At this point it is relevant to determine the location of the next crack formation. Whether the next crack will form
within the undisturbed or the disturbed region depends on the magnitude of tensile stress
transferred through bond to concrete:
a) A check is performed regarding whether next cracking will occur in the disturbed region.
The least value of coordinate x< ℓD should be determined that also satisfies the requirement:
,

(9)

In Eq. (9) As1 is the area of the tensile reinforcement, Ac.eff is the area of concrete effectively engaged in tension, fct is the tensile concrete strength, b is the width of the section
of the column (Fig. 2a). For a crack to be formed into ℓD the force undertaken by bond
mechanism (i.e. EsAs1[o-(x)]) should exceed the force of the effectively engaged in tension concrete (i.e. fctAeff); in this case the left-hand expression of Eq. (9) should be >1 else
no further cracking is possible in the disturbed zone as long as the reinforcement remains
elastic.
b) A check is performed regarding whether next cracking will occur in the undisturbed region. Therefore the coordinate x≥ ℓD should be determined that satisfies the following requirement (εc.cr is the cracking concrete strain) based on Eqs. (2,4):
(10)
This process is repeated as the value of the strain εo in the support is increased. If the criterion (b) controls, i.e. the next crack forms in the undisturbed region, then from there on this
becomes the controlling strain value and the next disturbed region that begins from that point
and extends away from the support is calculated. The new disturbed region is defined for this
crack, ℓD2; the total disturbed region of the cantilever extends from the support to the end of
ℓD2 beyond the second crack. This is denoted henceforth as ℓD (Fig. 3a). As the support strain
increases this process is continued with more cracks forming towards the tip of the cantilever,
with the disturbed region spreading further over the shear span. Its significance is that over
the total disturbed zone ℓD, bar strains are calculated from the solution of the bond equation,
as in this region the assumption of plane-sections remaining plane is no longer valid.
After stabilization of cracking (no more primary cracks develop) and beyond elasticity of
the steel bar the yielded segment of the disturbed region undergoes simultaneous degradation
of bond. Thus, of the total length ℓD, there is a segment lr where yielding has penetrated (Fig.
3b). For that portion of the disturbed zone, bar strains increase without a commensurate increase of stress: this means that bond must have degraded to zero as a consequence of Eq. (1),
since dfs/dx=0 and thus fb=0. Even if the yield-plateau is neglected, and the bar stress-strain
diagram is considered bilinear with hardening, it is clear that the small hardening slope may
only be supported by the residual bond strength – in other words in order for a bar to yield, it
must have slipped beyond the limit s2 in the bond - slip law (Fig. 1). Note that limit s2 is not
an intrinsic property of the bar – concrete interface as several Codes define, rather it depends
on the available bonded length [9].
Similar to the derivation of strain, slip and bond plastification for the yield penetration
length of an elastoplastic bar in the anchorage [8], the following equations are defined for a
yielded bar in a shear span. Since hardening is included in the steel’s constitutive law a residual bond strength is obtained through the application of Eq. (1). Again the solution of Eq. (1)
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consists of the yield penetration length lr, the bond plastification length lp and the elastic bar
length:
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
and

(19)
(20)
(21)

The length of yield penetration
, as
at

may be estimated if continuity of strain is considered
(22)

x

P

a)

N
Total Disturbed Region

b)

Figure 3: a) Definition of the ongoing development of the disturbed region. b) Plastic tensile bar response in
the shear span of a cantilever RC column.
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Equation (22) for the yield penetration length, common for the anchorage and the disturbed region, defines the plastic hinge having two interesting implications: first, it is a
strain-based criterion for the spread of yielding in the shear span, as opposed to the stressbased definition given by Eq. (1a); there the coefficient a refers to the flexural overstrength
normalized by the yielding moment.
A second more subtle point is the observation that the plastic hinge length is influenced by
several parameters indirectly, through the determining effect that these have on fbres. For example the presence of axial load on a member that undergoes cyclic displacement reversals
weakens the cover over a larger portion of the shear span length leading to cover delamination
due to excessive compressive strains; upon reversal of load, the crushed cover cannot support
significant bond action for the reinforcement when it is stressed in tension, leading to a reduced value of fbres, which in turn causes increased penetration depth for columns carrying a
higher axial load; this is consistent with experimental reports.
3.1 Empirical relationships for plastic hinge length
The plastic hinge length ℓpl is defined in the literature as the length over which the flexural
moments exceed the yielding capacity: ℓpl = (Mu-My) ·Ls/Mu (Mu is the ultimate moment and
My is the yielding moment). However this theoretical definition does not comply with the experimental evidence; it is inconsistent too, since it would lead to a zero plastic hinge length
region in the absence of hardening (when My=Mu). The plastic hinge length measured from
the critical section towards the shear span signifies the region where intense inelasticity occurs during the earthquake. Despite the shortcomings associated with the mathematical definition of ℓpl, it was considered as a convenient artifact in earthquake engineering, necessary in
order to conduct calculations of plastic rotation capacity due to flexure (according with
θpl=(φu-φy)· ℓpl [10], θpl is the plastic rotation and φu, φy is the ultimate and yielding curvature). To avoid the inaccuracies associated with the mathematical expressions above, ℓpl is
determined in design code procedures through calibrated empirical relationships that account
primarily for the length of the shear span and the diameter of primary reinforcing bars (Eq.
(23) [11], Eq. (24) [10], h = depth of the member):
(23)
(24)
In the context of the present paper, the length of plastic hinge is by definition the length of
yield penetration (thus ℓpl=lr, lr from Eq. (22)), occurring from the critical section towards the
shear span; physically it refers to the extent of the nonlinear region and it may be used to calculate the inelastic rotation capacity of the column in the critical section. Contrary to the
fixed design values adopted by codes of assessment, the former is actually the only consistent
definition of the notion of the plastic hinge length.

4. MODEL VERIFICATION AND PARAMETRIC SENSITIVITY
The solution algorithm developed is applied in this section in order to establish the parametric
sensitivities of the estimated plastic hinge to the important design parameters. As a reference
point of the parametric analysis, which follows is the column experiment U3 [14]. The column specimen was tested as cantilever, simulating half a clear column length under lateral
sway such as would occur during an earthquake with cross section detailing as shown in Fig.
4a. The specimen had a 350 mm square cross section reinforced with eight evenly distributed
longitudinal reinforcing bars of Db=25mm and stirrups of Db,st=10mm spaced at 75mm o.c.
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(on centers) and clear cover Ccov=32.5mm (i.e., d=350-45=305mm). Concrete strength was
fc’=34.8MPa. Longitudinal steel yielding strength was 430MPa with a 5% hardening. Stirrup
yield strength was 470MPa. Column shear span was Ls=1.0m and the axial load ratio
[ν=N/(fc’bd)] was 0.16. Figure 4b plots the unified M-- relationship obtained for this axial
load using fiber section analysis with the modified Kent & Park model for confined concrete
[15]; a Hognestad-type parabola was used to model the compression stress-strain response of
unconfined concrete [16]. Bond strength was taken equal to fbmax=1.25√fc’ (7.4MPa) for the
anchorage (anchorage with a hook having an equivalent straight length of Lb=800mm). For
the shear span the bond strength was calculated using a frictional model [32] that accounts for
separate contributions of the cover concrete and stirrups as fbmax =7.2MPa which drops to
2.75MPa after cover delamination. Due to the reversed cyclic nature of the displacement history, cover on the tension reinforcement is assumed to have delaminated or split if during the
opposite direction of loading the compressive strain has attained the limit value of 0.004. The
residual bond strength fbres is defined as 20% of the maximum bond strength and parameter s1
= 0.2mm; s2 mainly depends on the anchorage length which is equal to the shear span if the
latter is transmitted to total disturbed region. For the present problem, s2 is found equal to
0.5mm at the ultimate state of reinforcement (see Fig. 6a).
After evaluation of the process of crack formation according with the proposed algorithm,
the resulting distribution of strains is illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that stabilization of cracking
occurred before yielding of the tensile bars (just after formation of the 4th crack). Ultimate
strain corresponded to a disturbed region extending over the entire length of the column shear
span including an equivalent additional length equal to 12.5Db (313 mm) – thus
ℓDomax=Ls+12.5Db– in order to account for the end detail of reinforcement at the tip of the
column being welded on a steel plate (this additional length is the anchorage length equivalent
of a T-headed anchorage– here this is a conservative estimate).
From Figure 5d it is seen that the yield penetration length over the shear span at the last
step of the calculation was 319mm (0.91h or 0.32Ls) whereas the corresponding pullout slip
was suspan(x=0)=2.36mm. When including the yield penetration in the footing as is intended in
the formal definition of ℓpl (Eq. 22) - the total plastic hinge length is 632mm. (Note that the
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yield penetration length inside the footing is 313mm or 0.029Dbfy and the corresponding slip
is suanch(x=0)=2.33mm.) Figure 6b compares this value with the empirical estimates of Eq.
(24); the easy estimate of 0.5d is also noted. Also included is the result of the classical definition of plastic hinge length (1-My/Mu)Ls. For comparison it is noted (red dashed line in Fig. 6b)
that cover delamination extended over 520mm measured from the face of the support, according with the experimental report of specimen U3 [14].

Figure 5: Column U3 (a), (b) (c) tensile bar strain distributions along the anchorage (blue curves) and
the shear span (cyan-red-green curves). Location of estimated successive cracks is indicated until crack
stabilization. d) Strain state of reinforcement at ultimate, where ℓpl is calculated.

(b)

(a)

Reported damaged region in
the shear span

Anchorage (-), Shear Span (+) (mm)
Figure 6: For specimen U3 a) slip distributions along the bar length at ultimate strain (where ℓpl is calculated) and b) analytical calculation of the plastic hinge length ℓpl (purple bar) and its correlation with the design
equations.
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Next a sensitivity analysis of the model is illustrated, using the column analyzed in the preceding as a reference case: the parameters studied were the applied axial load v (0.15, 0.3 and
0.5), the bond strength (3, 5, 7 MPa), the residual bond strength fbres (1, 2, 3MPa), the hardening modulus Esh (1, 2.5 and 5% of Es), the shear span length Ls (2, 3 and 4 times the section
height h) and the bar size Db (25 and 18mm), all included in Table 1. Ιn each case one parameter is varied at a time keeping the reference values for all other variables constant (so the
possible interaction effects between variables have not been considered in conducting the sensitivity analysis).
Parameter
values
’
Axial load: ν=N/(fc bd)
0.15 0.3 0.5
max
Bond strength, fb
3
5
7
res
Residual bond strength, fb
1
2
3
Hardening modulus, Esh
1% 2.5% 5%
Shear span, Ls
2h 3h 4h
Bas size, Db
25
18
Table 1: Parametric Investigation – Properties similar to specimen U3 (units: mm, MPa)

Figure 7a portrays the influence of the variables on the plastic hinge length of the reference
specimen, as well as on the associated reinforcement tensile strain capacity of the critical
cross section. Each curve in these diagrams is read as follows:
 Reducing the bond strength fbmax (the associated residual value is fbres=20%fbmax) gradually from 7 to 3MPa (red arrow next to the brown curve pointing down) results in the increase of the plastic hinge length attained at lower bar strain,
 Increasing the axial normalized load v (red arrow next to light blue curve pointing up)
lowers the strain capacity and the associated hinge length,
 Increasing the hardening modulus Esh (red arrow next to green curve pointing up) increases the plastic hinge length and reduces the strain (as is implied by Eq. (22)),
 Increasing the bar size Db (red arrow next to dark blue curve pointing up) increases the
hinge length and reduces the strain (as is implied by Eq. (22)).
 The hinge length is relatively insensitive to Ls/h at low axial loads (all points coincide
with the reference point (intersection of all curves; i.e. for Ls/h= 2, 3 and 4 the ℓpl/h is 1.8
and the associated strain is 0.017).
As was noted previously, the presence of axial load on a member that undergoes cyclic
displacement reversals weakens the cover over a larger portion of the shear span length speeding up cover delamination due to excessive compressive strains; upon reversal of load, the
crushed cover cannot support significant bond action for the reinforcement when it is stressed
in tension, leading to a reduced value of fbres, which in turn causes increased penetration depth
for columns carrying a higher axial load; this is consistent with experimental reports. Based
on this experimental response, Fig. 7b depicts the effect of the studied variables on the hinge
length when the axial load is relatively high (v=0.5) (in the reference case term fbmax was reduced from 7.2MPa to 2.75 after cover loss):
 Reducing bond strength fbmax from 7 to 3MPa (blue curve in Fig. 7b) results in increased
plastic hinge length, attained at a higher bar strain,
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 Reducing the residual bond strength fbres (orange curve in Fig. 7b) increases the hinge
length and lowers the associated strain capacity.
 higher hardening modulus Esh (green curve in Fig. 7b) increases the hinge length and also the strain.

a)

b)

Figure 7: Sensitivity analysis (neglecting interactions): diagrams of normalized plastic hinge length to the cross
section height versus the associated reinforcement maximum tensile strain for a) low (v=0.16) and b) high
(v=0.5) axial load.

CONCLUSIONS
 Yield penetration occurs from the critical section towards both the shear span and the
support of columns; physically it refers to the extent of the nonlinear region and determines the pullout slip measured at the critical section.
 Contrary to the fixed design values adopted by codes of assessment, the yield penetration
length is actually the only consistent definition of the notion of the plastic hinge length,
whereas the latter determines the contribution of pullout rotation to column drift and column stiffness.
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 In order to establish the plastic hinge length in a manner consistent to the above definition, this paper pursued the explicit solution of the field equations of bond over the shear
span of a column.
 Through this approach, the bar strain distributions and the extent of yield penetration
from the yielding cross section towards the shear span were resolved and calculated analytically.
 By obtaining this solution a consistent definition of plastic hinge length is established, by
reference to the state of reinforcement strain (replacing the stress based definition used
previously).
 The true parametric sensitivities of this design variable for practical use in seismic assessment of existing structures are illustrated.
 The numerical results show good agreement with the experimental evidence and are consistent with the experimental trends supported by test databases, confirming that the plastic hinge length is controlled by the residual bond that may be mobilized along the
yielded reinforcement.
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Abstract. In recent years, the use of FRP wrapping of reinforced concrete (RC) members has
been recognized as a reliable method for seismic retrofit of existing structures. The external
confinement of existing RC columns with FRPs is a sound technique for increasing the columns ductility, by preventing brittle mechanisms such as bars buckling or post-yielding shear
failures and by improving the mechanical properties of concrete due to the lateral confining
effect. Several models have been developed for predicting the ultimate displacement capacity
and the ductility of FRP confined RC columns, however the accuracy of predictions has not
been well established yet. In this study, the experimental behavior of a RC column confined at
the plastic hinge region with one ply of carbon fibers (CFRP) is firstly analyzed and compared with the response of the unstrengthened control column. The specimens are cantilevers
loaded with a low compressive axial load and subjected to uniaxial cyclic horizontal displacements. The responses of the columns have been analyzed and compared in terms of failure modes and strength and deformation capacity. Particular attention has been focused on
the strain distribution recorded on the CFRP strips used to confine the RC column end; the
strain profiles along the cross-section perimeter in case of axial load and bending moment
interaction are presented and discussed at different load levels. In the second part of the study,
the deformation capacity of FRP confined RC column is analytically obtained, by using models for FRP confined square columns available in literature. The comparison between analytical and experimental results showed that currently available models give conservative
predictions of ultimate deformation capacity of confined columns.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recent earthquakes confirmed the high vulnerability of existing reinforced concrete (i.e.
RC) structures to seismic event, due to the lack of proper seismic detailing. To overcome the
common deficiencies of RC members derived from the use of non-seismic design criteria, the
use of fiber reinforce polymers (i.e. FRP) has been recognized as a reliable method for increasing members capacity [1-4]. In case of RC columns, mainly subjected to axial load and
horizontal cyclic displacements, the ultimate deformation capacity can be increased by using
an external confinement at the member’s end, where the plastic hinge region is located, with
unidirectional fibers orthogonal to the member longitudinal axis [5-10]. Indeed, the external
confinement prevents mechanisms that can limit the ductility, such as longitudinal bars buckling, bond failure of lap-spliced reinforcement, and increases the ultimate strain of compressed concrete, enhancing the ductility of the member.
Several analytical models for the stress-strain relationship of FRP confined concrete subjected to axial compression have been developed in literature [11-16]. Two stress-strain models for FRP confined concrete [17, 18] were also implemented in the open-source platform
OpenSees [19]. Nevertheless, most of them are developed for circular members and only a
few models are available for square and rectangular sections. Moreover, differently from the
case of pure compression, in presence of combined axial load and bending moment a gradient
of concrete lateral dilatation occurs, because a part of the cross-section is in tension. Only few
authors investigated on the effectiveness of confinement and on the mechanical properties of
confined concrete in case of eccentric axial load [20-23].
Stress-strain models for FRP confined concrete can be used for predicting the ultimate deformation capacity of strengthened columns and for supporting the design of the retrofit intervention. However, few comparisons have been found in literature between analytical
predictions and experimental results that validate the reliability of such models [16, 24].
In the first part of this study the experimental behavior of a square RC column confined at
the plastic hinge region with one layer of carbon fibers (CFRP) is presented and discussed in
comparison with a control column, which achieved a shear failure after the flexural yielding.
The specimens were cantilevers loaded with a low compressive axial load and subjected to
cyclic horizontal displacements. The responses of the columns have been analyzed in terms of
failure modes and increased deformation capacity in case of external CFRP confinement. Particular attention has been focused on the increased deformation capacity (i.e. ultimate drift
and ductility) due to the external wrapping with respect to the control column. Moreover, in
order to investigate on the effectiveness of CFRP confinement in case of axial load and bending moment interaction, a detailed analysis related to the axial strains distribution along the
fibers is reported.
The second part of the study presents the analytical predictions about the behavior of FRP
confined column, obtained making use of the analytical stress-strain relationships found in
literature and the plastic hinge concept. The comparison between analytical predictions and
experimental results showed a conservative trend of analytical predictions of ultimate deformation capacity of retrofitted columns.
2

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
2.1

Specimens geometry and material properties

Two square RC columns were designed in order to attain a brittle behavior after the flexural yielding, due to the reduction of shear capacity caused by the increasing ductility demand
(i.e. flexure-shear failure mode).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Geometry of specimens: control specimen (a) and CFRP confined specimen (b).

Each specimen had a square cross-section 300 x 300 mm reinforced with six 18 mm diameter deformed rebars along the column principal direction (longitudinal geometrical reinforcement ratio, ρl = As/bh = 1.7% with As total area of longitudinal steel reinforcement and
b,h, cross section dimensions). No additional longitudinal reinforcement, which could help in
shear resisting mechanism, was provided in the column secondary directions as typically
found in existing structures. Transverse reinforcement was made of 8 mm diameter ties,
spaced at 150 mm apart (transverse geometrical reinforcement ratio, ρw = Aw/bs = 0.22% with
Aw total area of transverse steel reinforcement and s the spacing). A reduced spacing has been
adopted in the zone of load application to avoid localized damages. The geometrical properties and reinforcement detailing reported for the two specimens in Figure 1.
The specimens were cantilevers made by a column and a foundation block: the column
height was 1,800 mm, the foundation block was 1,200 x 1,200 x 600 mm. The foundation
block and the columns of each specimen were cast in two phases to reproduce the discontinuity of concrete at the column-foundation interface, as common practice in concrete casting
procedures. The lateral load was applied at a distance of 1,500 mm from the foundation block,
in order to simulate the behavior of a typical 3,000 mm height column, assuming that shear
length Ls was the column mid-eight (i.e Ls = 1,500 mm).
One of the two specimens (named A0) was used as a control specimen whereas the other
(named A1) was confined at the column base with uniaxial CFRP sheets with fibers perpendicular with respect to the column longitudinal axis. The confinement was extended for 500
mm from the column-foundation interface, where the plastic hinge usually is developed. The
radius of rounded corners is R = 20 mm. The column A1 was confined with one layer of
CFRP, with a thickness of dry fibers tf = 0.33 mm. Since the CFRP sheets width was 300 mm,
two sheets have been used for the confinement, with a 50 mm vertical overlap region located
at the mid height of the confined zone. Further details of CFRP jacketing are reported in Figure 1b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Test setup (a) and displacement protocol (b).

The average concrete compressive strengths, derived from compression tests on four concrete cylinders for each specimen, were fc = 16.3 MPa and fc = 14.9 MPa for columns A0 and
A1, respectively. The same class of steel has been used for longitudinal and transverse reinforcement, characterized by an average yielding strength fy = 531 MPa. The average tensile
modulus and minimum ultimate strain of carbon fibers given by the manufacturer are Ef = 230
GPa and εfu = 1.3%, respectively. The CFRP sheets unit weight was 600 g/m2.
2.2

Test setup and instrumentation

The columns were subjected to constant axial load and horizontal cyclic loads. The test
setup and instrumentation are described in detail in [25] and shown in Figure 2a. All the
specimens were subjected to a constant axial load ratio (ν = N / Acfc, where N is the axial load,
Ac is the concrete gross area and fc is the mean cylindrical concrete strength) equal to 0.1 and
a lateral cyclic loading under displacements control, see Figure 2b. A displacement rate of 0.2
mm/s was used for initial four cycles, then a higher rate 1.0 mm/s was adopted for the next
five cycles and a rate 2.0 mm/s was used for the last cycles. In each cycle, the target
displacement was achieved three times, see Figure 2b.
3

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental force-drift relationships recorded for the two tests are reported in Figure
3. The control specimen A0 achieved a peak force Fmax = +86.1 kN and Fmax = -85.4 kN in the
positive and negative direction, respectively (see Figure 3a). The drift ratio (∆ = d/ Ls with d
equal to the top column horizontal displacement and Ls the shear length) at the peak load was
∆Fmax = 4.8% both in the positive and negative load action directions. During the cycle at ∆ =
6.4%, a sudden decrease of strength and stiffness has been observed among the three consecutive repetitions and the loading branch of the next cycle, so that the test was stopped. Thus,
the ultimate drift ratio has been assumed equal to the one of last cycle, ∆0.8Fmax = ± 6.4%,
cause a strength degradation of 20% of the peak force (i.e. a lateral force lower than 80% of
the maximum one) has not been achieved. At a drift ratio of 1.6%, diagonal cracks appeared
along the sides B-D parallel to the load action direction especially in the plastic hinge region.
During the cycles at imposed drift of 4.8%, the first concrete spalling has been observed along
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Figure 3: Force-Drift curves for control column A0 (a) and column A1 confined with one ply of CFRP (b).

the side A of the specimen. At this stage, the buckling of longitudinal bars was also detected.
At failure, the concrete cover was completely spalled off; the spalling of concrete involved a
region with a height of about 470 mm from the fixed end. As expected, the failure mode of
specimen A0 was “quasi-ductile”, since plastic deformations were attained before a premature
failure due to the reduced shear capacity in the plastic hinge region.
A similar response in terms of peak forces has been recorded on specimen A1 confined
with one ply of CFRP, so no increase of global strength has been recorded. However, the
global deformation and energy dissipation capacity was strongly improved by means of the
CFRP wrapping, see Figure 3b. In particular, the experimental peak forces were Fmax = +86
kN and Fmax = -86.5 kN in the positive and negative direction, respectively. Also in this case,
the drift corresponding at the peak loads was ∆Fmax = 4.8% both in the positive and negative
load action directions. By contrast, the ultimate conventional drift ratio, corresponding to a
strength degradation of 20% of the peak force, was significantly greater than in the case of A0
test and equal to ∆0.8Fmax = ± 10.4%. Thus, the brittle mechanism observed in the control specimen was prevented by the external confinement and a pure flexural behavior has been attained. However, at a drift ratio of 6.4%, some diagonal cracks were detected in the
unconfined region along the B-D sides of the specimen. At failure, the confined concrete was
totally cracked. No CFRP tensile failure or debonding have been observed, but a premature
failure given by horizontal cracks between fibres was detected. In particular, longitudinal
cracks along the fibres direction developed at about 50 mm from the fixed-end, due to a concentration of stresses provided by the lateral dilatation of damaged concrete in the direction
orthogonal to the fibres.
Thus, the CFRP confinement of the specimen increased the ultimate deformation capacity
of +62.4% with respect to the control specimen.
4

PREDICTION OF ULTIMATE DRIFT
4.1

Analytical approach

Analytical models and predictive equations for defining a simplified force-drift curve of
FRP confined RC columns are herein investigated. The envelope curve of cyclic response of
the confined RC columns can be approximated with a bilinear curve, which consists of a three
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data points: the origin, the point corresponding to the first yielding of internal steel reinforcement and the point corresponding to the ultimate deformation capacity at flexural failure.
The elastic drift corresponding to the first yielding of internal steel rebars, Δy, can be calculated according to the formulation suggested in [16], which account for the flexural and shear
deformations and for the fix-end rotation before the yielding:

db f y
1
h 

∆ y = φ y ( Ls + 0.5 z ) + 0.0014 1 + 1.5  + 0.125φ y
3
Ls 
fc


(1)

where ϕy =2εy/h the simplified yielding curvature, z the internal lever arm and db the longitudinal steel bars diameter.
The ultimate deformation capacity is calculated as the sum of the elastic drift ratio, Δy, and
the plastic one, Δpl. Two different approaches reported Biskinis and Fardis (2013) [16] can be
followed for evaluating the plastic drift ratio: (i) by using an empirical formulation calibrated
on 219 experimental tests on FRP confined members and reported in Eq. (2) or (ii) by using a
mechanical formulation based on the plastic hinge concept and reported in Eq. (3).
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(3)

where αw and αf are factors accounting for the effectiveness of confinement for steel and
FRP reinforcement, respectively, ϕu is the ultimate curvature and Lp is the plastic hinge length.
The last term of Eq. (3) represents the post-elastic fixed-end rotation, empirically obtained as
best fitting of experimental results on unconfined members. A further description of the
aforementioned formulations can be found in [16].
The plastic hinge length is herein calculated as reported in [16] in case of cyclic loading for
unconfined members:
 1
 Ls  
=
Lp 0.2h 1 + min  9;  
 h 
 3

(4)

The lateral force corresponding to the elastic curvature and the ultimate curvature, corresponding to the achievement of an ultimate concrete compressive strain, are calculated performing a moment-curvature analysis for the column critical cross-section by using a fiber
model [26]. For the non-circular FRP confined concrete, six stress-strain models were selected from the international codes provisions and recent literature: fib Bulletin 14 – Spoelstra
and Monti (2001) [27], ACI 440 (2008) [28], CNR DT-200 (2013) [29], Biskinis and Fardis
(2013) [16], Pantazopoulou et al. (2016) [30] and Ghatte et al. (2017) [24]. The main expressions for ultimate strength, fcu, and strain, εcu, of FRP confined concrete according to selected
models are reported in Table 1 as a function of the unconfined concrete peak strength and corresponding strain, fc0 and εc0. The effective lateral confinement pressure, fl’, exerted by the
FRP confinement is calculated as:
fl ' = α f ρ f E f ε f ,eff

(5)

where αf is the FRP effectiveness of confinement factor, ρf is geometrical ratio of FRP external reinforcement and εf,eff = keff εfu is the FRP effective strain.
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Since the main purpose of the analysis is the evaluation of the ultimate curvature under
combined axial load and bending moment, the concrete stress-strain relationships were considered as follows: the first part is parabolic up to the peak strength of unconfined concrete
(strength equal to the experimental fc0 = fc and conventional strain at peak strength εc0 = 0.002);
the second part is linear up to the ultimate strength and strain calculated as reported in Table 1.
For steel internal reinforcement, an elasto-plastic model has been selected.
In order to compare the different stress-strain models for FRP confined concrete, the ultimate strength and deformations calculated according to the expressions in Table 1 are summarized in Table 2, along with the limitation adopted in each model for the FRP effective strain
εf,eff and keff. The stress-strain relationships for the FRP confined concrete are also plotted in
Fig. 7.
Model
fib Bulletin 14
(2001)
ACI 440.2R
(2008)
CNR DT-200
(2013)
Biskinis and
Fardis (2013)
Pantazopoulou
et al. (2016)
Ghatte et al.
(2017)

εcu/εc0

fcu/fc0
0.2 + 3 ( fl '/ f c 0 )

2 + 1.25ε f ,eff ( Ec / f c 0 )( fl '/ f c 0 )

0.5

1.5 + 12 ( fl '/ f c 0 ) ( ε f ,eff / ε c 0 )

1 + 3.3 fl '/ f c 0

( 0.0035 + 0.015 ( f '/ f

1

( 0.0035 + (10 / h )
( 0.0035 + 0.075 (α

0.85

w

2

c0

l

)

0.5

c0

cu

c0

ρ w f y + fl ') / fc 0 ) / ε c 0

1 + ( h / b ) 19.27 ( fl '/ f c 0 )

1 + 2.54 fl '/ f c 0

0.45

)/ε
+ 0.4 f '/ f ) / ε
l

1 + 3.3 fl '/ f c 0

0.5

0.53

Table 1: Expressions for FRP confined concrete ultimate strength and strain (fc0 and εc0 are the peak strength and
strain of unconfined concrete).

Figure 7: Stress-strain models for FRP confined concrete.

εcu
fcu [MPa]
keff
εf,eff

fib Bulletin
14 (2001)
0.0199
25.6
0.58
0.008

ACI 440
(2008)
0.0045
17.2
0.31
0.004

CNR 200
(2013)
0.0090
14.9
0.60
0.008

Biskinis and
Fardis (2013)
0.0155
0.58
0.008

Pantazopoulou Ghatte et al. Empiric form
et al. (2016)
(2017)
Eq. (2)
0.0123
0.0177
12.7
21.9
1
0.70
0.85
0.009
0.011
0.013

Table 2: Main parameters calculated for selected models.
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From the comparison among different axial stress-strain models for FRP confined concrete,
see Figure 7, it is observed that most of them assume a hardening behavior up to the failure,
due to the elastic behavior of FRP material [i.e. fib Bulletin 14 – Spoelstra and Monti (2001),
ACI 440 (2008), Biskinis and Fardis (2013), Ghatte et al. (2017)]. The model proposed by
CNR DT-200 (2013) for evaluating the ultimate drift or chord rotation is a parabolicrectangular model, with ultimate strain increased by the FRP confining effect. On the contrary,
the model proposed by Pantazopoulou et al. (2016) for FRP confined concrete is similar to
that of concrete confined by steel hoops, with a descending branch after the peak. Moreover,
the model proposed by Pantazopoulou et al. (2016) takes into account also the confinement
provided by internal transverse steel reinforcement.
4.2

Comparison between experimental, analytical and numerical results

Firstly, the experimental behavior of control column A0 has been compared with the analytical predictions given by Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) in case of steel confinement only, in order to
evaluate the reliability of the approaches. For the unconfined concrete, a Mander [31] model
has been used with a concrete ultimate compressive strain of 0.004. The experimental forcedrift curve is reported in Figure 8 along with the experimental envelope curve, the analytical
bilinear curve obtained within Eq. (2) and the analytical bilinear curve obtained by using Eq.
(3). In particular, Figure 8a reports the analytical curve obtained by using Eq. (2), whereas
Figure 8b shows the analytical curve obtained by using Eq. (3).

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Comparison of experimental, analytical (Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)) results for control specimen A0.

For the control specimen A0, the limitation of concrete ultimate strain to 0.004 leads to
conservative predictions (i.e. -30%) of ultimate deformation capacity for the analytical approach based on curvatures. Conversely, the analytical approach based on empirical formulation in Eq. (2) overestimated the deformation capacity of the member of +22%. The main
results in terms of ultimate deformation capacity obtained for specimen A0 are summarized in
Table 3 (Δexp. experimental ultimate drift, Δanal. analytical drift according to Eq. (3), Δanal,emp. ultimate
drift according to empiric formulation in Eq. (2)).
Δexp.
6.4%

Δanal,emp. (Eq. (2))
7.8%

Error
+22%

Δanal. (Eq. (3))
4.5%

Error
-30%

Table 3: Predictions of ultimate drift ratio for control specimen A0.
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However, it should be noted that the ultimate flexural drift ratio of control specimen has
not been achieved during the test, due to the premature brittle failure that is not taken into account in these analytical approaches.

Figure 9: Comparison of experimental and analytical force-drift curves for
specimen A1 according to different stress-strain FRP confined concrete models.
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Δanal

Error

fib Bulletin 14 (2001)

11.0%

+6%

ACI 400 (2008)

4.0%

-61%

7.9%

-23%

10.7%

+3%

Pantazopoulou et al. (2016)

8.9%

-14%

Ghatte et al. (2017)

10.5%

+2%

Model

CNR-DT200 (2013)
Biskinis et al. (2013)

Δexp

10.4%

Δanal,emp.

Error

12.9%

+25%

Table 4: Prediction of ultimate drift for control specimen A1.

The main results in terms of ultimate deformation capacity for FRP confined specimen A1
are summarized in Table 4 for selected models.
The comparison between experimental and analytical results based on plastic hinge concept (i.e. derived from Eq. (3)) shows that the adoption of stress-strain models proposed by
ACI 440 (2008), CNR DT-200 (2013) and Pantazopoulou et al. (2016) for calculating the ultimate drift ratio of the confined column under cyclic loading give results sensitively lower
than the experimental one (i.e. errors of -61%, -23% and -14% respectively). Conversely,
models proposed by Ghatte et al. (2017), Biskinis and Fardis (2013) and fib Bulletin 14 (2001)
give results more close to the experimental ultimate drift ratio (i.e. errors of +2%, +3% and
+6%, respectively). On the other hand, the empirical approach based on regression of experimental results (i.e. derived from Eq. (2)) gives a non-conservative result and overestimates the
ultimate capacity of the confined member of +25%. This result is consistent with the CoV declared by the authors in [16] for the empirical formulation in Eq. (2) equal to ± 30.6%.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental behavior of a RC column subjected to combined axial load and cyclic
uniaxial bending and confined at the plastic hinge region with CFRP uniaxial sheets has been
presented and discussed in comparison with an unconfined control specimen. The confinement of the potential plastic hinge region did not changed the member strength capacity but
prevented the brittle failure observed in the control specimen and significantly increased its
deformation capacity (+60.4%), due to the external lateral compression exerted by the fibers.
Then, analytical approaches provided by international codes and recent literature for predicting the ultimate drift ratio of confined members have been analyzed and applied for the
specimen experimentally tested. The comparison between the experimental result of the column confined with FRP and the analytical results, according to plastic hinge concept, shows
that the stress-strain models for confined concrete proposed by ACI 440 (2008) strongly underestimate the ultimate deformation capacity (-61%) whereas the models proposed by fib
Bulletin 14 (2001), Biskinis and Fardis (2013), Ghatte et al. (2017) give a good prediction of
ultimate drift ratio, with errors lower than +6%. On the other hand, the empirical approach
based on regression of experimental results overestimated the ultimate drift ratio of confined
specimen of 25%. All the results are based on a single experimental tests and can not be generalized for CFRP confined RC members.
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Abstract. In the first phase of the emergency management after the April 6, 2009, L’Aquila
earthquake, field inspections were carried out through the AeDES form, a first level survey
form for post-earthquake damage and usability assessment, to evaluate the usability conditions of buildings. Once the damage and usability assessment was completed, the reconstruction process of residential buildings outside the historical centre of L’Aquila and surrounding
municipalities was regulated by several Ordinances of the Prime Minister. The public grant
was released according to funding requests made by practitioners and checked by a proper
commission entrusted by the Government. The data collected on a set of about 1,000 residential masonry buildings in terms of vulnerability class, construction age, number of storyes,
empirical damage, as well as of Actual Repair Costs (ARCs) are herein discussed and presented. Building Damage Factor, DF has been computed based on the damage data of structural and non-structural component collected with the AeDES forms. A calibration of
different parameters, as the damage extent and severity on each structural and non-structural
component and the weight of the damage on a single component on the total repair costs of
the building, was carried out. The calibration allow us to determine the best correlation between the empirical damage and ARC. The proposed relationship between empirical damage
and ARC may drive decision makers, in the immediate post-earthquake, to make preliminary
estimates of the repair costs, only based on quick surveys on residential buildings. The relationship may also be used as a tool to figure out repair costs based on damage scenarios.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The frequent occurrence of strong earthquakes and their devastating effects have drawn the
attention to the importance rule played by the usability and damage assessment in the emergency phase. The concept of usability assessment, although with different procedures, is
common to all earthquake prone countries and it is a worldwide task in the emergency phase
[1,2,3,4,5]. Instead, the damage assessment, aimed at quantifying the direct economic losses
caused by the earthquake, is carried out only in few earthquake prone countries. After 2009
L’Aquila earthquake the damage assessment was carried out together with the usability assessment by means of the AeDES form [5], the first level survey form adopted by government
to assess the safety conditions of the buildings. This form has been filled during in situ inspections effectuated by team of experts. The damage data collected are related to the four
damage level and relevant extent both for structural components (i.e. Vertical Structure, VS,
Floor, F, Roof, R, Stairs, S) and not structural components (i.e. Infill-Partition, IP). The genesis of definition of damage to different structural components has been defined according to
the European Macroseismic Scale EMS- 98 [6]; however, EMS-98 reports six damage states
and they are related to the buildings and not to the single components. In literature, several
methodologies have been applied to convert the damage to structural and non-structural components in a global damage of the building. In [7] a procedure is outlined to determine the
global damage of a building as the sum of the damages detected on structural and nonstructural members weighted by coefficients calibrated based on average repair costs. The
damage for each member is computed as the sum of damage levels, Di, multiplied by their
extension, ei. Then six levels, from 0 to 5, can be determined to represent the global damage
index. In [8,9] starting from the procedure reported in [7] only the damages detected on the
vertical structures to find a global damage index has been taken into account. In [10] the same
approach has been assumed, but the damage extension on the structural components has not
been taken into account. By contrast, the damage grades D2-D3 and D4-D5 were split into the
corresponding EMS-98 damage state depending only on the mean damage detected on VS for
the building class in the selected location: the higher the mean damage, the higher the probability of being in the heaviest DS. A correlation between empirical damage derived by AeDES
form and the six damage grades as defined by EMS-98 was provided also by [11] and [12].
According to [11] the maximum damage detected on structural components VS, F, and R is
accounted for the correlation between empirical damage and the building DS. In [12], the
damage on IP is taken into account as a key parameter to define the building damage state attained due to the earthquake; the maximum damage detected on VS or IP is accounted for the
correlation between empirical damage and the building DS. In spite of the numerous studies
revised carried out to analyze the empirical damage, a study to correlate the empirical damage
to the cost computed by practitioners to repair the damage suffered by each structural and
non-structural component, namely Actual Repair Costs, ARC, is still lacking. To fill this gap,
a study to evaluate the relationship between damage detected by in-situ inspections and repair
costs determined according to repair interventions designed and computed by practitioners
engaged by owners in the L’Aquila post-earthquake reconstruction process is herein presented.
The management of L’Aquila post-earthquake reconstruction process is briefly presented
herein along with the data collected on 1,000 masonry residential buildings in terms of vulnerability classes, buildings characteristics and damage levels. Finally, a further suitable index,
named Damage Factor (DF), specifically calibrated to take into account the weight and extent
of damage to each structural component on repair costs, is presented. Furthermore, a correlation between DF and ARC is presented. The proposed relationship may allow making a preliminary estimate of the repair costs, based on a quick inspection on the damaged residential
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building. The same relationship has been carried out also for 1,500 RC residential buildings
damaged by L’Aquila earthquake and reported in [13].
2

RECONSTRUCTION POLICY FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

The reconstruction process of residential buildings outside the historical centers damaged by
the L’Aquila earthquake was calibrated based on usability assessment of each private building.
Depending on the severity of structural damage detected, the team of experts provided six
possible outcomes of usability conditions of the building, named with a letter from A to F.
The reconstruction process was supported by the Italian Government using public resources
and the technical and financial review provided by a commission, called “Filiera” (i.e. an Italian word to indicate a supply chain mechanism) properly set up to oversee the projects and
relevant funding applications related to residential buildings with B or C and E usability rating. Details about the reconstruction process are reported in [14;15] According to the ordinances specifically issued for the reconstruction of damaged buildings [16,17,18,19,20], the
repair costs to restore original condition of damaged structural or nonstructural components
were fully covered by the public grant. In addition, according to the “building back better”
principle, strengthening costs were also covered by the government in order to reduce the vulnerability of repaired buildings. The maximum grant for strengthening works was established
as a function of the usability rating of buildings. Technical and economic information on
5,775 buildings outside the historical centers of Abruzzi Region municipalities has been collected in a database thanks to the Filiera activity; in the next sections, the data related to 1,000
masonry buildings derived both by the AeDES forms and the applications for funding,
checked and approved by the Filiera are presented and discussed.
3

BUILDING DATASET

The usability assessment of buildings and the technical approval process of application for
funding of damaged buildings allowed to collect in a database both technical, economic and
damage data related to 1,000 masonry residential buildings outside the historical centers of
Abruzzi Region municipalities. The data related to these buildings are presented and discussed in this section in terms of: vulnerability classes; construction age and number of storeys, severity and extent of damage detected by in situ inspections on building structural and
nonstructural components, and repair costs. The building features contained in the AeDES
survey forms, as type of vertical and horizontal structures, allow us to divided the dataset in
three vulnerability classes, A, B and C, as a function of the building seismic behavior according to criteria adopted in [7,10]. The most vulnerable class, A, consists of 405 (about 40%)
buildings while the other vulnerable classes, B and C, consist of 216 and 379 buildings (about
22% and 38%), respectively. The percentage ratio of buildings belonging to A, B and C vulnerability classes as a function of buildings’ construction age or number of storeys is reported
in Figure 1a,b, respectively. The construction age is grouped in eight different periods in the
AeDES form according to the census data collections made by National Statistics Institute,
ISTAT (i.e. before 1919, 1919- 1945, 1946-1961, 1962-1971, 1972-1981, 1982-1991, 19922001, >2001). The buildings built after 1981 were grouped in classes after 1981 in Figure 1a
because few buildings are found in these classes in the dataset. Figure 1a also reports the
number of buildings belonging to each construction age period. Except for after 1981 period,
Figure 1a shows that the percentage of buildings belonging to A and B vulnerability classes
has a clearly decreasing trend for more recent construction age periods, while an opposite
trend can be observed for C vulnerability class. In terms of number of storeys, the buildings
are distributed between one and six storeys, with a peak for two or three storeys classes,
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which account about 75% (756 buildings, 286 with 2 storeys and 470 buildings with 3 storeys)
of the whole dataset. By contrast, the number of buildings with 1 story or 6 storeys is almost
negligible (they represent about 3% of the dataset). Figure 1b shows that the higher the number of storeys better is the quality of masonry and more rigid are the horizontal structures. By
contrast, the percentage ratio of B vulnerability class buildings is almost constant by varying
the number of storeys.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 – Funding classes of RC buildings measured against construction age (a) or number of storeys (b)

In Figure 2 the distribution of the empirical damage detected on Vertical Structures (VS),
Floors (F), Stairs (S), Roofs (R) and Infills-Partitions (IP) of 1,000 masonry buildings is reported. In particular, Figures 2a depicts the number of buildings with null damage, D0, to
each component; in the other graphs of Figure 2 the number of buildings with damage level
defined according to Section 4 - Damage to the structural components”of the AeDES (D1,
slight damage; D2-D3 medium-severe damage; D4-D5 very heavy damage or collapse) and
relevant extent (i.e. lower than 1/3, between 1/3 and 2/3, and greater than 2/3 of the storey
components) are reported for each structural component. Figures 2a shows that only 142
buildings, corresponding to about 14% of the dataset of masonry buildings, had null damage
on VS while on S and R components the null damage was found in for more than 700 buildings, that is more than 70% of the dataset. In particular, the less damaged component resulted
the stairs, S, D0 on 792 buildings while the most damaged one, except for VS, was the infillpartitions, IP, D0 on 273 buildings. Furthermore, Figures 2b,c,d,e show that for F, S, R and IP
the most frequent damage was D1, with an extent lower than 1/3 of the story components,
while on VS the most frequent damage was D2-D3 with an extent between 1/3 and 2/3. The
very heavy damage level, D4-D5, was detected in 162 buildings on VS, 30 buildings on F, 27
buildings on S, 31 buildings on R, 80 buildings on IP.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2. Distribution of null damage D0 for each component (a), distribution of damage levels D1, D2-D3, D4D5, and relevant extent related to VS (b), F (c), S (d), R (e), and IP (f).

The building damage has been defined according to [7]. To this end, the following expression
has been assumed:
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∑D

=
DF

j

⋅γ j

(1)

j

where
•
•

Dj is the damage level and extent related to the jth structural component (i.e. j=VS, F,
S, R and IP)
γj is a coefficient, ranging between 0 and 1, which takes into account the weight of the
damage on the jth structural component on the building repair costs.

The damage level and extent related to the jth structural component, Dj, can be computed according to the following expression:
D5

Dj =

∑ D⋅e

k ,D

(2)

D=D 0

5

where:
•
•

D is the damage level (D0 = 0; D1 = 1; D2-D3 = 2.5; D4-D5 = 4.5),
ek,D is a coefficient, ranging between 0 and 1,which takes into account the damage level extent k less than 1/3, between 1/3 and 2/3, and greater than 2/3 (ek,D1 = ek,D2-D3 =
ek,D4-D5 = 0.17 for k<1/3, ek,D1 = ek,D2-D3 = ek,D4-D5 = 0.5 for 1/3<k<2/3, and ek,D1 = ek,D2D3 = ek,D4-D5 = 0.83 for k>2/3).

The DF assessed according to (1) and (2) varies between 0 and 0.75 and it is on average equal
to 0.08. Over the 90% of building dataset has a damage factor in the range 0-0.2. The DF has
been also computed with reference to the building vulnerability classes. The DF resulted on
average equal to 0.1, 0.08 and 0.06, respectively for A, B and C vulnerability classes. Figure 3
confirms the relationship between DF and vulnerability classes. Indeed the percentage of A
buildings increases from the 0-0.2 DF class to 0.6-0.8 DF class (i.e. 38% of the sub-dataset of
building pertaining to the initial DF interval up to 67% of the sub-dataset of buildings pertaining to last one).

Vulnerability
class
A

0-0.2

0.2-0.4

0.4-0.6

0.6-0.8

Total

352

34

13

6

405

B

198

14

2

2

216

C

354

19

5

1

379

Total

904

67

20

9

1000

Figure 3. Vulnerability classes of masonry buildings measured against damage factor, DF

4

DF - ARC REGRESSION FUNCTIONS

The relationship between the empirical damage and ARC is investigated in this section.
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In order to determine the best correlation between the empirical damage and Actual Repair
Costs, ARC granted after the Filiera checks, a proper Damage Factor has been assessed by
varying the value of the damage extent, ek,D on each structural and non-structural component
and the weight of the damage on a single component on the total repair costs of the building,
γj in the equations (1, 2).
The ARC are related to repair interventions of damaged non-structural parts and relevant finishing works; local repair of damaged structural components; demolition and reconstruction
of fully damaged or unsafe non-structural or secondary structural elements (i.e. interior or exterior infills, outdoor curtains, heavy plasters, fireplaces and chimney-pots, porches, eaves,
repair of damaged facilities, etc.). The ARCs are not inclusive of VAT (equal to 10% of costs
for repair and local strengthening interventions and 20% for other costs). The ARC are computed with reference to the overall building gross surface area, that is the area of the building
footprint.
In order to define a proper DF, first of all it was necessary to define the constraints for the
value of γj and ek,D. In particular, it was assumed:
• ∑γ j = 1.
•
•
•

for a given damage extent k, ek,D1 ≤ ek,D2-D3 ≤ ek,D4-D5;
for a given damage level D, ek<1/3,D < e1/3<k<2/3,D < ek>2/3,D;
D5

∑ D⋅e

k ,D

≤5

D=D 0

Defined the constrains, the calibration of γj and ek,D. values started in order to obtain the best
correlation (i.e. maximum value of coefficient of determination, R2 ) between DF and ARC.
The calibration is based on iterative procedure as shown in Figure 4. It consists of the following steps: i) assume γj and ek,D. values of first tentative; ii) compute DF according to expression (1) and (2) for each building of the dataset and the relevant actual repair cost, ARC, is
associated to each building; iii) find the regression function which provides the correlation
between DF and ARC; iv) steps i) to iii) are repeated by varying γj and ek,D values according
to constraints until the coefficient of determination R2 of regression function attains its maximum value.
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Figure 4. Flowchart related to the iterative procedure

The γj, ek,D, and D∙ek,D values calibrated according to such procedure are summarized in Table
1, Table 2, Table 3.
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Table 1. Coefficientγj
0.40
γVS
0.12
γF
0.00
γS
0.30
γR
0.18
γIP

Table 2. Coefficient ek,D

ek,D1
ek,D2-D3
ek,D4-D5

k<1/3

1/3<k<2/3

k>2/3

0.40
0.40
0.50

0.60
0.70
0.80

0.80
0.89
0.89

Table 3. D ·ek,D.

D1·ek,D1
D2-D3· ek,D2-D3
D4-D5· ek,D4-D5

k<1/3

1/3<k<2/3

k>2/3

0.40
1.00
2.25

0.60
1.75
3.60

0.80
2.23
4.00

The (DFb, ARCb) points related to each building and the regression functions are reported
in Figures 4. Each point represents one building and the vulnerability class is also reported.
In Figure 5, it is possible to note that the most vulnerable building classes are mainly represented by points located in the upper-right zone of the graph which is representative of
significant level of damage and amount of ARC. By contrast, the C vulnerability class is
represented mainly by points located in the lower-right zone of the graph. Furthermore,
the relationship between DF and ARC is also reported in terms of an a-dimensional cost
ratio obtained as a ratio between the actual repair costs related to the building and the average building demolition and reconstruction cost, Building Repair Cost Ratio (Cr). The
unit costs for demolition and reconstruction of private residential buildings damaged by
L’Aquila earthquake resulted 1,192.00 €/m2, [12,13]. Based on the regression analyses the
following function has been determined:
Cr = 0.12+0.71∙DF-0.23DF2

[ARC = 143+849DF-277DF2]

1,000 masonry buildings

Figure 5. DF – ARC regression function
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Figure 5 shows that the regression functions gives Cr = 0.12 in case of DF = 0. This is because even on buildings with DF = 0 damage to non-structural components (i.e. false ceiling,
chimneys, parapets, services, etc.) was detected.
The point marked in Figures 4 with a square are related to 56 masonry buildings out of 1,000
of the dataset, for which the demolition and reconstruction resulted economically more viable
than repair and strengthening works. This means that the ARC (or Cr) computed for these
buildings and depicted in Figures 4 are related to the design of repair interventions although
they actually were not realized. On these buildings, the DF and ARC expressed in terms of Cr
vary as follows: Cr = 0.28-0.93 with a median of 0.57. It is pointed out that the class of demolished buildings is represented in Figures 10 by points mainly located in the upper-right
zone of the graph.
Finally, the regression functions in the range of DF greater than those attained for the buildings of
the database (i.e. DF>0.89) is represented with a dashed line in Figure 5.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The data collected by field inspections in the aftermath of a damaging earthquake aim to establish
the building usability in view of aftershocks. To this goal, the main characteristics of the buildings
and the level and extent of damage on components are commonly detected and reported in suitable damage and vulnerability assessment forms. The data collected with ref-erence to 1,000 masonry buildings outside the historical centres after the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake have been
presented and discussed in the paper along with the actual repair costs derived from funding requests on private residential buildings damaged by the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake. The data presented in this study have shown that:
•
•

•

the most damaged component have come out to be the vertical structures
three classes for masonry buildings based on the type of vertical and horizontal structures
have been defined according to building in situ inspection. A good correlation was found
between the proposed vulnerability classes and the empirical damage detected on each
building component.
a proper damage factor DF is necessary to determine a correlation between empirical
damage and actual repair costs, ARC; the damage factor should take into account not only
the damage level on each building component but also the damage extent and the weight
of the damage on a single component on the total repair costs of the building.

A calibration of extent of damage and of the coefficient, ranging between 0 and 1, which takes
into account the weight of the damage on the jth structural component on the building repair costs
have been carried out in order to determine an optimised the relationship between DF and ARC.
The proposed relationships may represent a useful tool to predict costs of repair for residential
buildings outside historical centres when subjected to earthquakes.
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Abstract. Steel cables have been extensively used in structural design. Even though their
most prominent use is in the design of large span cable stayed or prestressed bridges, a variety of applications in buildings has also been realized. In structural design, cables are mainly
used as components of (a) prestressed concrete or post-tensioned steel beams, in order to increase their resistance in bending moment, (b) self-centering systems as a means to restore
the connected element to its initial position, or (c) bracing systems as an alternative to the
typical steel sections. In the past decade, the use of cables has been proposed as a means of
creating ties within a structure, in order to increase its collapse resistance.
The mechanical behavior of steel cables and its numerical modeling has been extensively investigated experimentally and numerically [1-16]. However, a concise numerical investigation of their effectiveness in retrofitting steel-concrete composite buildings using threedimensional models has not been performed. In this work, various cable system configurations are assessed with respect to their effectiveness in retrofitting steel-concrete composite
buildings. The selected buildings have been found to be deficient regarding their progressive
collapse resistance. Cables are installed (a) in various bays of the building, (b) parallel to its
structural elements and (c) under the composite slab in order to improve their performance.
The effect of post-tensioning on the efficiency of the steel cables is also evaluated. The results
yielded illustrate the effectiveness of each configuration.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In structural design against seismic loads, apart from the required ductility, structural elements need to have an adequate stiffness so that the overall fundamental period of the structure is sufficiently limited. In steel and composite buildings, this is either achieved entirely by
their columns (moment resisting frames) or using bracings (braced frames). Typical bracing
sections used in practice are angular sections (L-shaped) or hollow circular or rectangular sections. L-shaped sections are easier to assemble as they are bolted directly to the connection
plates, but are susceptible to buckling under compression or torsion when the horizontal loads
on the structure are not parallel to the bracing’s longitudinal axis. The buckling resistance of
hollow sections is particularly larger, but damage has often been found to concentrate on their
connections increasing significantly the cost of repair. This has led researchers to propose and
test novel connections that remain damage-free, as specific components yield before all others,
so the damage is limited in them [17-21]. Despite their undoubted efficiency, engineers often
do not take into consideration their application in conventional buildings mainly due to lack
of knowledge. Steel cables are a suitable alternative, as they receive only tension, while they
deform in compression or torsion without losing their properties. Hence, they do not transfer
strong compressive loads to their connections which would damage them. Therefore, they are
a conventional solution with simple application that could be more attractive to engineers in
practice, provided that there are guidelines to support the design procedure indicating the appropriate positioning and selection of characteristics.
Progressive collapse is a topic of increased scientific interest [22-52], as it is large scale
structural failure caused as a chain reaction by small scale initial damage. It is an unacceptable failure type, not only due to the disproportionate propagation of structural damage, but
also because it usually takes place extremely fast, or practically instantly. Available guidelines such as UFC 4-023-03 [53-54] or the GSA guidelines [55] provide the general framework to enhance the robustness of a building in order to increase its progressive collapse
resistance. Design of structures against such scenarios is not compulsory in the existing design codes, mainly because of the lack of adequate scientific literature, even though such documents are currently in preparation. Hence, buildings designed according to the latest design
codes but without taking into consideration damage scenarios that might cause progressive
collapse need to be retrofitted in order to minimize their progressive collapse potential.
Retrofitting a building, whether it is achieved by strengthening individual existing members, such as columns or beams, or by installing additional ones, such as bracings or cables,
should be as less invasive as possible. This is required in order to reduce the total cost of the
operation as well as its effect on the buildings typical use. Hence, the locations where the operations take place need to be strategically defined in order to maximize the beneficial effect
of the retrofit. The selection can performed either manually using specific guidelines that describe the approach with the maximum efficiency, or by automatic optimization algorithms
that use a probabilistic approach to select and evaluate different solutions, until an optimum is
defined [43-44,56].
2

STRUCTURAL MODELING & ANALYSIS

For the purposes of this work, all buildings are simulated using the OpenSEES software
[57]. The steel-concrete composite columns are designed as fully encased I-shaped sections.
The longitudinal and transversal reinforcement are considered to be the same for all designs:
10mm bars for longitudinal reinforcement and 8mm stirrups spaced 10cm from center to center. The concrete cover is taken 3 cm from the centroid of the longitudinal reinforcement,
while an additional 2cm space is considered from the edges of the steel core. Cover concrete
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is distinguished from the confined concrete with reduced capacity and ductility. The beams
are modeled as purely steel elements and the effect of the composite slab is taken into account
indirectly by defining rigid diaphragms on each floor. The cables are modeled using sectiondefined truss elements. Fiber sections are used for all structural elements, as illustrated in Figure 1, while 10 integration points are defined along their longitudinal axis (local x- axis). The
column bases are modeled as moment-restrained.
The ‘Concrete01’ material is used for both the cover and the confined concrete. The steel
beams and the core sections of the composite columns are modeled using the ‘Steel01’ material, while the ‘ReinforcingSteel’ material is employed for the longitudinal and transversal
bars. The cables installed are modeled using the “ElasticPP” (Elastic – Perfectly Plastic) material with zero capacity in compression. Post-tensioning in the cables is simulated by calculating the initial strain required to shift the stress-strain curve properly. The applicable limit
values ensure that the material models employed do not exceed the ultimate strain of the
simulated material, as it would affect the accuracy of the modelling.
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Figure 1: Structural element modeling and discretization into fibers (a) composite column, (b) steel beam, (c)
bracing, (d) steel cable

3
3.1

RETROFIT AGAINST PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE
Damage scenarios

Loss of load-bearing elements is typically the result of extreme events taking place on the
structure, such as strong earthquakes, accidents occurring outside or inside the building, or
even malevolent human actions. The effect of extreme natural phenomena such as earthquakes on the structure is difficult to be simulated, as their precise characteristics cannot be
accurately determined. However, the prediction of the result of accidents or human actions is
more straightforward. In this work, two extreme actions are considered: (a) the collision of a
heavy loaded truck that causes the loss of a corner column (DS1), another peripheral column
(DS2) or multiple neighboring columns (DS3) and (b) an explosion at the base of the building
which results in loss of multiple structural elements on two storeys (DS4). The damaged elements are considered to be unable to provide further support to the building and are removed
from the model as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 In DS4 not only columns are damaged, but
beams as well, since the blast has a spherical range of effect. The event is assumed to take
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place instantly and the loads from the failing members are transferred to the neighboring elements which are currently undamaged.

DS1

DS2

DS3

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Simulated damage scenarios (a) single-column, (b) multi-column.

2nd storey

1st storey
Figure 3: Simulated three-dimensional damage scenario (DS4)
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3.2

Design against earthquake and assessment of progressive collapse resistance

The buildings considered in this work need to possess particular characteristics appropriately selected:
(a) they should not be oversimplified or particularly complex, as this might affect the final
results,
(b) they should not contain extremely large number of elements, as it would delay the
analyses performed without additional benefit to the investigation,
(c) the investigation of various parameters which might affect the efficiency of the retrofit
scheme should be possible in each building.
The selected buildings are designed against earthquake according to the provisions of EN
1998 [58]. Steel and composite members are designed according to EN 1993-1-1 [59] and
EN1994-1-1 [60] respectively. All buildings have six storeys and consist of five by five bays.
The beam span from column center to column center is the same in both horizontal directions.
All columns have the same orientation: their major axis is parallel to the global y-axis, so that
their flanges are vertical to the global x-direction. Beam-column joints in x-direction are considered to be fixed, forming this way moment resisting frames. Beams on y-direction are
simply supported. The required stiffness is provided by bracings installed in the middle bays
of both external faces parallel to the y-direction. Five beam spans are considered from 5m to
9m with an increment of 1m. The designs defined are presented in Table 1.
The performance of each building under the considered damage scenarios is assessed according to the provisions of UFC 4-023-03 [53-54]. The maximum plastic rotation at the end
of the undamaged beams is used as an indicator for the progressive collapse resistance of the
buildings. The results are presented in Table 1.
Beam
span (m)
5m
6m
7m
8m
9m

1st-2nd
HE280B
HE300B
HE360B
HE550B
HE600B

Columns
3rd-4th
HE260B
HE280B
HE280B
HE320B
HE320B

5th-6th
HE180B
HE220B
HE240B
HE260B
HE280B

Beams
All storeys
IPE270
IPE330
IPE400
IPE450
IPE550

Maximum ratio of deflection over span
DS1
DS2
DS3
DS4
12,35%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%
> 50%

Table 1: Buildings designed only against earthquake

A recorded ratio of deflection over beam span (vertical drift) larger than 20% indicates high
potential for collapse under the simulated damage scenario. Even though the modeling applied
in this work is suitable for capturing large deformations, values larger than 50% are particularly large and are considered as strong indication for collapse.
3.3

Retrofit of the deficient buildings

Cables are installed as a means to retrofit the deficient buildings over the bay where the
damage occurs. In order to exclude ineffective topologies, one end of the cable needs to be
over the top node of a removed column. This end does not necessarily need to be the particular node, but should be indirectly connected, e.g. through the undamaged columns, so that a
proportion of the failed column’s load can be received by the cable. The location of the second end of the cable may vary within a single bay depending on the intended function:
 In x- and y-direction parallel to the undamaged beams.
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 In z-direction parallel to existing columns.
 In x-z and y-z planes installed as bracings.
 In x-y plane installed as horizontal bracings below the slab.
In DS3 and DS4 where more than one bay are affected, all relative locations are taken into
consideration. All cables can also be post-tensioned. PT cables in x- and y-direction act as
tendons which compress the steel beams so that their deflection is reduced. Selected results
are illustrated in Figures 4 to 7. In order to enable the comparison between values referring to
different buildings, the deflection ratio (i.e. deflection with retrofit over deflection without
retrofit) is used in Figures 4 to 6 and the vertical drift (i.e. deflection over beam span) in Figure 7. It should be noted that Figures 4 and 5 allow the visualization the effect of the cable
system configuration to the modeled buildings. Comparison between the deflection ratios for
two buildings in the same figure is not possible.
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Figure 4: Deflection ratio vs. location of cables in y-z
plane (DS1)
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Figure 5: Deflection ratio vs. number of retrofitted
bays/storeys – cables in y-z plane (DS1)

60%
48,98%

50%

39,90%

40%

43,77%
35,34%

30%
20%
10%

Figure 6: Deflection ratio vs. cable direction (value in
parenthesis: post-tensioning applied)

2,84% 2,84%

0%

Figure 7: Vertical drift for beam span 5m (values in
parenthesis: number of cables + post-tensioning)

Τhe effectiveness of a configuration is related to the damage scenario modeled. Damage
scenarios that affect more structural elements require increased number of cables. Posttensioning has a beneficial effect in all simulated damage scenarios when cables are installed
in x-z and y-z planes which is proportional to the applied force. It is also remarkable that the
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vertical drift recorded for DS1 and DS2 (illustrated in Figure 7) when one cable is installed is
the same. The load applied on the top of the failed node is twice as much as the one in DS1.
However, there are twice as many beams connected to the column, while the cable is installed
in the y-z plane, so all contributing elements are symmetrically placed.
Installation of cable in the y-z plane is more advantageous than in the x-z plane. This is due
to the beam-column connections modeled. In x-z plane the elements form a MRF which possesses adequate resistance in order to redistribute the loads from the failed column to the
neighboring beams on all storeys above it and so limit the deformations. In the y-z plane this
does not apply, because all connections are modeled as hinges. The frames on this plane have
no collapse resistance, as their stability relies entirely on the columns, with the exception of
the middle bay where bracings are installed. Failure of a column results in free movement of
the bays above and which would results in partial collapse of the frame if there was no contribution of the beams in the x direction. Installation of a diagonal element in tension (i.e. the
cables in this work) forms a truss-type structure which substitutes the missing column and restores the stability of the frame. Moreover, when a single damage scenario is considered, solutions with cables of increased yielding stress are favored, while for multiple damage scenarios
this is a disadvantage, as the solution depends mainly on the overall distribution of the cables.
Cables installed in x and y directions and the x-y plane seem to offer no additional assistance in the limitation of the vertical deflections, as the end of the beam over the damaged
column also moves towards the neighboring columns, so the distance between the two ends of
the cable reduces. Moreover, when post-tensioning force is applied its effect is either minor or
negative. It is because of the additional moment applied on the beams due to the large deflection and the post-tensioning force, which causes extra deformation to the beam.
Of particular interest is the effect of cables installed in z direction. The purpose of such an
addition is be to aid the columns in receiving the load and transferring it to the beams. When
cables are not post-tensioned, the deflection recorded is not altered. This is a strong indicator
that the column capacity in tension is particularly larger than it is required, so an additional
steel area as small as that of a cable makes no substantial difference. When post-tensioning is
applied, the force is mainly received by the column which is in compression. Thanks to the
change in its internal forces, the concrete contributes as well to its stiffness, which would be
advantageous when designing against earthquake, but its contribution to the building’s progressive collapse resistance is negligible. It is evident that in the damage scenarios typically
anticipated, the capacity of the columns suffices for the role they play in the alternate path, so
the retrofit scheme selected should focus on enhancing the capacity of the beams or receiving
a proportion of the extra loads.
The location of the cable seems to affect the deflection of the beams connected to the top
of the failed column as well, regardless of the plane they are installed in (x-z or y-z). This is
related to the alternate load path developed. When cables are connected directly to the top of
the damaged column, a large proportion of the loads is transferred through them to the structural elements of the undamaged bays. If cables are installed one storey above, they are still
included in the load path, but at the same time, as the loads are transferred through the column,
an increased proportion is received by the additional beams below the location of the cable.
Hence, as the distance of the cables from the top of the damaged column increases, their contribution in the alternate load path is reduced. Nevertheless, the reduction in the effectiveness
is minor compared to their beneficial effect, so a retrofit scheme based on suspension of the
loads on the damaged bay through the columns to the cables could be particularly advantageous when multiple scenarios are taken into account.
An increased number of cables results in a reduction to the deflection recorded. However,
the reduction is not proportional as the contribution of the additional cables is related to their
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location compared to the damaged column, as indicated before. Nevertheless, cables installed
in multiple storeys can capture potential damage which occurs on storeys above the one considered (e.g. a gas explosion such as the one that caused the collapse of the Ronan Point
building [61]).
4

APPLICATION ON STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION

An application that can take advantage of the results of this work is the determination of
suitable penalty functions in structural optimization. Structural design optimization is a topic
of particular interest, as it allows engineers to define solutions with minimum cost in problems with particularly large number of variables, where manual seek of the solution is impractical. Such problems include the sizing of individual members (sizing optimization problems),
the selection of the most efficient placing of structural members (topology optimization) or a
combination of both in order to achieve a single or multiple goals at the same time (multiobjective optimization). The existing literature is rich of papers proposing and applying optimization algorithms in structural problems [62-78].
In this section, a mixed sizing-topology discrete optimization problem is defined. A building of those presented in Table 1 (i.e. the 5m building) needs to be retrofitted in order to be
able to sustain the aforementioned damage scenarios DS1 and DS3 without its beams exceeding the deflection limit defined for low requirements in UFC 4-023-03 [53-54], i.e. 20% of the
total beam span. Cables can be installed in all bays of the building, but they may not change
its internal plan configuration (they cannot be installed in planes x-z and y-z internally).
Should each cable be designed independently, this would result in 1230 variables with various
characteristics. In order to limit this number to a more manageable one, (a) a maximum number of 20 cables can be installed anywhere in the building, (b) their total area may differ using
standard sizes and (c) cables should be installed symmetrically. Taking all aforementioned
into consideration, the number of independent variables reduces to 10.
Two optimizations were performed: one allowing the free selection of each alternative and
one where solutions with configurations that were found in the previous section to be less effective than their counterparts would be properly penalized. They can be summarized as follows:
 Cables on higher bays are favored by reducing the cable’s cost in the objective function.
The purpose of this function is to take into account that they create an alternate path that is
effective against damage scenarios not considered in the optimization, which is a desirable
property, even though it is not required in the particular problem.
 Cables installed in bays that were found to be ineffective in the previous section, such as
the middle bays on each side are penalized by increasing the cable’s cost in the objective
function.
 Cables connecting to at least one common node are penalized by increasing the cost of the
cable with the smaller cross-sectional area, in order to avoid solutions that are fit only for
the investigated damage scenarios. In case of cables with the same size, one of them is randomly selected. If two cables are installed in the same location, i.e. both their ends coincide, the penalty function receives its maximum value which is 20 times the weight of a
cable designed using the largest size available.
 Cables installed in a direction that is expected to create compression to the cable are penalized by multiplying their cost by a large value (here it is 10). These solutions are not totally
discarded, as they might be effective against damage scenarios not considered or form an
alternate path not anticipated, so that they are finally in tension.
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 Cables installed in a direction that occupies an internal bay are replaced by random selection of another configuration. This is a problem-specified restriction.
The optimization procedure described in [70] was modified appropriately for the purposes
of this work. The results are illustrated in Figure 8.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Optimized retrofit (a) without penalty functions (OPT1) and (b) using penalty functions (OPT2). The
installed cables are illustrated with thick red lines.

Maximum recorded vertical drift for the optimized designs is 19.46% for OPT1 and
19.80% for OPT2. Both values are indicative of an optimum reached, as they are close to the
constraint applied (20%) and further reduction of the total cost could potentially lead to exceeding vertical drifts.
In both solutions, no cables are installed in the middle bays. Their contribution to the collapse resistance of the buildings is negligible for the considered damage scenarios, so this
penalty function can be omitted, as the solution is expected to have increased cost compared
to others evaluated by the optimization algorithm. However, it has been noticed that, due to
the probabilistic selection of candidate solutions, unless it taken into consideration there is
always a possibility that this might lead to the selection of a local minimum.
Cables in OPT1 are installed in various storeys. Cables are installed in the lower storeys
where their effectiveness against the simulated damage scenarios is increased. Two out of five
cables available for each quarter of the building are installed in the x-z plane that is not as effective as the y-z plane. There is one cable installed in each storey above the location of the
damage. The advantage of this configuration is that it could be effective for simultaneous loss
of two columns, e.g. in the 1st and 3rd storey, while in OPT2 there is no cable to offer additional collapse resistance.
In OPT2 there is a concentration of cables on the top storeys, as intended. One out of five
cables is installed in the x-z plane, even though this is not preferred. Further investigation indicates that the particular cable’s contribution is not related with DS1, but with DS3. It can be
observed that in the top storey is formed a truss-type mechanism. The remaining two cables
are in the same direction and connect at one end; a similar configuration is formed in OPT1 as
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well. This creates a tie from the corner of the building to the middle bay on this side that has
increased stiffness due to the bracings installed.
Comparison between the two designs illustrates the effect of the penalty functions used in
the definition of the final design. It is remarkable that, while for OPT1 the configuration
seems to have an inherit randomness, in OPT2 a pattern starts to develop: a truss belt is constructed on the top storey and a diagonal tie which reaches up to the enhanced zone created at
the top of the building. Nevertheless, it should be noted that further investigation is required
in order to propose an optimization framework for the retrofit of composite buildings against
progressive collapse.
5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

 The consequences of damage scenarios involving a single element or neighboring elements
can be mitigated by retrofit schemes that are focused on the area above the affected bay.
However, when multiple scenarios are considered, a more generalized solution needs to be
sought.
 The number of bays affected by the retrofit operation can be limited using cables of increased load bearing capacity. Still, when the overall robustness of the building needs to be
enhanced, this might not be feasible.
 Installation of cables on the top storeys of the buildings renders them less efficient than
installation directly above the damaged columns, but it can also capture damage on the
columns above the bay where the failure is expected to occur. So, considering its overall
effect, creating an alternate load path that utilizes the existing structural elements is more
advantageous than focusing on the most expected damage scenarios.
 In problems with a large number of variables, use of an automatic optimization algorithm
can provide solutions with reduced total cost than manual techniques. A suitable use of the
applied penalty functions reduces the possibility of yielding configurations that are local
minima. The calibration of the penalty functions should be performed for each problem independently based on the intended outcome.
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Abstract. A reliable estimation of the seismic performances of existing reinforced concrete
building is of paramount importance to design proper retrofit solutions. Number of refined
numerical models are nowadays available, nevertheless predicting the seismic performance
and the earthquake damage at component level is still a challenging task. Marked nonlinear
phenomena, strength and stiffness degradation and pinching affect the cyclic behavior of
structural members designed with reinforcement details non-conforming with current seismic
codes. This, along with the interaction between the bare frame and the stiff infills, makes
complex the reproduction of the global structural behavior. This study focuses on a refined
modeling procedure properly developed for existing RC frames. The modeling assumptions,
the hysteresis assigned to the different building components and the modeling strategy accounting for the infill contribution are presented and discussed. The model validation at component and building level related to case-study buildings damaged by the L’Aquila (2009)
earthquake is presented. A component-by-component comparison between predicted and observed damage is shown. The proposed numerical model and the in-depth discussion on the
earthquake damage are useful to identify the building weaknesses, estimate the repair costs
and design proper retrofit solutions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recent seismic events showed the significant damage to existing RC buildings and the
amount of economic and social resources involved in the reconstruction process [1–3]. Scientific studies and damage observations in the aftermath of the L’Aquila 2009 earthquake [4,5]
outlined that infill wall and partitions are the most damaged nonstructural components (see
Figure 1a). This is because of the interaction with the surrounding RC frames and to the high
stiffness of hollow clay brick systems typical of the Mediterranean. The repair costs concerning the repair/substitution of damaged infill, finishes and services (i.e. plumbing and electrical
system, commonly incorporated in the infill or partitions) represent the majority of the total
building repair cost. Thus, reliable earthquake loss assessment procedures necessarily have to
account for the contribution and the damage of infill/partition walls [6,7]. Furthermore, the
presence of infill walls significantly increase the building stiffness increasing the seismic demand transmitted to the structural members and the occurrence of shear failures (see Figure
1b,c). This makes the modeling of such components of paramount importance to have reliable
estimation of the earthquake damage, of the seismic capacity and to design proper retrofit solutions.

(c)
(a)
(b)
Figure 1: L’Aquila 2009 earthquake damage: severe damage to exterior infill (a); cracking of a corner beamcolumn joint (b); damage to stairs and short columns (c).

The advanced numerical models proposed in the recent years improved accuracy in reproducing the nonlinear behavior of RC structural systems [8,9] and the contribution of infill
walls. New mechanical models and solution algorithms have been developed, and a great effort has been made to combine them with the state-of-the-art knowledge in refined tools (e.g.,
[10,11]) suitable for the use in the practical applications. However, they requires continuous
calibrations and validations both at subassembly and at system level. Recently, several
lumped plasticity models have been proposed to reproduce the nonlinear behavior of poorly
detailed beam-column joints [12] and infill walls [13]. They were widely validated on experimental tests on subassemblies or entire structural systems [14,15].
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This paper deals with the application of a refined modeling strategy in a nonlinear FEM
environment to case study RC buildings experiencing significant damage to non-structural
components. The building characteristic, the modeling procedures and the earthquake damage
are described in detail. Particular attention is reserved to the damage quantification and modeling of infills and RC joints. A component-by-component comparison between predicted and
observed damage is shown. A useful correspondence between engineering demand parameters
(EDPs), available damage states classifications and damage scale commonly adopted in the
inspections in the immediate aftermath of the earthquakes is proposed.
2

CASE STUDY BUILDINGS

The reconstruction process after L’Aquila earthquake (2009) has been a unique occasion
to collect reconstruction costs data at large scale. A detailed description of the reconstruction
policy, the regulation and an overview of the data related to the reconstruction of 5,775 residential buildings damaged by the L’Aquila earthquake is reported in Di Ludovico et al. [2,3].
To obtain the public founding for the reconstruction of the damaged buildings, documentation
was required to illustrate the damage and the design of repair and strengthening interventions.
A team was set up to oversee these projects and establish the technical and economic feasibility of the intervention. All the documents were collected in a big database containing detailed
information on the buildings geometry, material properties, reinforcement details, earthquake
damage and technical and economic documents submitted for funding application. The existing buildings described in this database are of particular interest because they have material
properties and reinforcement details typical of Mediterranean building stock and very difficult
to reproduce. Furthermore, the damage detected in the aftermath of the L’Aquila earthquake
(2009) reflects the building weaknesses typical of the existing buildings. The buildings were
classified using the AeDES [16] classification which directly reflect the damage severity.
In this study, two case study buildings were selected from the L’Aquila database and analyzed in detail. RC buildings with moment resisting frames and stiff infills (i.e. hollow brick
wall) have been investigated as representative of residential buildings in the Mediterranean
area. In order to reduce the uncertainty in the input motion, which may strongly affect the
structural response and, in turn, the resulting damage, the case-study buildings were selected
in the L’Aquila municipality and very close to the epicenter. The two buildings are located
close to the accelerometric stations AQU and AQK (maximum distance about 2.5 km, see
Figure 2).
Building 1 (B1) is a four storey building (plus basement), built in the 1972-1981 period
and rated in the B-C class due to non-structural damage only and low repair cost. Building 2
(B2) is a three storey building, built in the 1982-1991 period and rated in the E-B class.
The case study buildings experienced different levels of non-structural damage and only limited damage to structural components (beam-column joints). Error! Reference source not
found.-Error! Reference source not found. show the building elevation views and the main
damage detected on structural and non-structural components due to the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake. The location of the damage is also reported. The building B1 (class B-C) experienced
in general slight damage (with the exception of very heavy damage for a few panels) to infill,
partitions and to the floor finishes (see Error! Reference source not found.). The building
B2 (class E-B) experienced significant damage to non-structural components such as infill,
partitions and floor finishes (see Error! Reference source not found.).
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B1
AQU
B2
Epicenter

AQK

Figure 2: Building location and accelerometric stations of the L’Aquila earthquake (2009).

All the selected buildings rely on RC moment resisting frames as primary structural system
and have in plan and elevation structural regularity (see Figure 6a,c and Figure 7a,c), in order
to avoid particular cases where the reconstruction costs could have been strongly affected by
irregularity in the structural response. The reinforcement details of beams and columns are
summarized in Table 1.
Direction X

Direction Y

Columns
Beams
Columns
Beams
Stirr.
Stirr.
Stirr.
Stirr.
f
fym
h (b) As,t d (sp.) h (b) As,t d (sp.) h (b) As,t d (sp.) h (b) As,t d (sp.)
ID cm
Storey
[MPa] [MPa]
[mm] =As,b [mm] [mm] (As,b) [mm]] [mm] =As,b [mm] [mm] (As,b) [mm]
B1

20

B2

29

3

300
500 516 8
500
500 516
8
8
8
316
216
(500)
(200) (300) (316) (200) (300)
(200) (300) (316) (200)
300
500 516 6
500
500 516
6
6
6
516 All
316
216
(500)
(100) (300) (416) (60) (300)
(100) (300) (416) (60)
Table 1: Material properties and reinforcement details of the case study buildings.
380

All

NUMERICAL MODELING

A two dimensional refined numerical model developed in the finite element method
(FEM) software Ruaumoko [11] has been adopted to assess the seismic performances of case
study buildings. In order to reproduce the building performances by using a single 2D frame
model, a proper distribution of the floor masses, considering the number of frames in each
direction and the different stiffness, is needed. A lumped plasticity approach, concentrating
RC member nonlinearities in critical members such as portion ends of beam and column,
beam-column joints and stiff infill walls has been adopted. Number of literature studies
[17,18] and inspections in the aftermath of recent seismic events demonstrated the high vulnerability of poorly detailed beam-column joints. Numerical studies [9,17] pointed out that
modeling the nonlinear behavior of beam-column joints is of paramount importance to
properly assess the building seismic performances. Stiff infill walls and partition have been
found to significantly affect the building global and local response [14,15]. To account for
these criticism in the seismic performance of existing RC frames typical of the Mediterranean
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area, proper capacity models and refined hysteretic rules have been proposed for beamcolumn joints [12], non-conforming RC members (modified Takeda, [19] and clay brick infills [13]. For this purpose the influence of joint response on rotational capacity of faming
members (with not negligible effects on the interstory drift and frame deformability) has been
considered including rotational springs (see Figure 3a). Plastic hinges and lumped springs
have been characterized basing on member geometries, reinforcement details and material
properties available in structural drawings and material properties characterization tests performed by the practitioners engaged for funding applications. The material properties, the
member cross-sections and the reinforcement details used for the plastic hinge characterization are summarized in Table 1. Beams and columns were modelled by mono-dimensional
elastic elements with inelastic behavior concentrated at the edges in plastic hinge regions
(Giberson model, Figure 3a) and defined by appropriate stiffness degrading momentcurvature hysteresis rules available in the library of Ruaumoko to account for shear strength
degradation and poor transverse confinement.

800

Base
shear [kN]

Bare frame
Fully infilled
Ligth partitions

600

Modified Takeda
hysteresis

Wayne-Stewart
hysteresis
400

200

0
0.00

Top displ. [m]
0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

Crisafulli
hysteresis

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Adopted numerical model after Galli [15] (a); and typical capacity curve of building frames (b);

The modified-Takeda hysteresis model [19] was adopted for beam and column elements.
To account for the axial load variation in the column members the yield surface was defined
based on the moment-axial load strength domain. The cyclic behavior of the joint rotational
spring has been modeled using the Wayne-Stewart [11] hysteresis model (Figure 3a) able to
describe the stiffness degrading characteristics of a beam-column joint with the peculiar expected pinching effects typical of cracked joints [12]. The cyclic behavior of the infill panel
was been modelled adopting the hysteresis rule proposed by Crisafulli [13] to simulate the
axial response. Infill mechanical properties have been quantified according to available literature formulations [20] calibrated on experimental tests on infill wall typical of the Italian con-
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structions. Diagonal strut connects beam and column ends in correspondence of the plastic
hinges by means of stiff elements able to transmit only compression actions. This in order to
account for the infill action on RC member deformability. The proposed numerical models
have been widely validate at both at subassembly and frame levels [15,20] under static and
dynamic actions.
Pushover analyses were carried out to investigate the damage and collapse mechanism
and the differences in terms of initial stiffness between bare-frame, fully infilled frame and
interior frame with partitions (see Figure 3b). Capacity curves typical of the case study buildings show a collapse mechanism characterized by joint shear failure involving the first storey
members. The infill wall and interior partition significantly affect the frame response in terms
of strength, stiffness and collapse mechanism. This need to be properly accounted in the mass
distribution on each frame to be representative of the overall building response.
The numerical model of the exterior frame was then used for NLTH analyses. The gravity
loads assigned to the reference frame was computed considering the frame tributary area.
However, the seismic mass assigned at each floor was computed to reproduce the overall
building response in the reference direction. In particular, the mass was distributed between
bare frame, infilled frame and interior frame with light partitions as a function of the frame
lateral stiffness (see Figure 3b) and number of frames in each direction [7]. This procedure
allows to account for the higher stiffness of the fully infilled exterior RC frame, resulting in
higher lateral forces transmitted to the structural member and the foundation. The adequacy of
the developed numerical model is investigated by comparing the predicted damage with that
observed in the aftermath of the earthquake for the reference case studies, as discussed in the
further section.
The gravity loads assigned to the reference frame has been computed considering the frame
tributary area. The numerical model of the exterior frame has been used for NLTH analysis.
However, the seismic mass assigned at each floor has been computed to reproduce the overall
building response in the reference direction. In particular, the mass has been distributed between bare frame, infilled frame and interior frame with light partitions as function of the
frame lateral stiffness. The number of frames available in the structural system is known from
structural and architectural drawings and confirmed by in-situ inspection carried by engaged
practitioners for funding applications. With these assumptions the numerical model is able to
reproduce with reasonable accuracy the building lateral response in each of the two directions.
A further validation, comparing the predicted and observed damage is reported below.
L’Aquila 2009 earthquake’s mainshock, Magnitude (Mw) of 6.3 was characterized by a
normal fault mechanism 8.8km depth and epicenter about 6 km far from the city of L’Aquila.
Earthquake ground shaking was considered in the form of acceleration histories recorded at
AQU and AQK stations acquired on firm soil, i.e. soil class B according to Eurocode classification [21]. The accelerometric signals have a PGA ranging between 0.25-0.35g and were
extracted from the Italian Accelerometric Archive [22]. Horizontal components of the chosen
records were rotated in the orientation in plan of lateral resisting frames of the buildings. Geometrical formulations commonly adopted to identify the two components in near fault
ground motions [23] were adopted. This allow to account for the pulse effects of the ground
shaking at specific sites (AQK, as outlined by [24].
4

PREDICTED VS. OBSERVED DAMAGE
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The simulations pointed out that none of the buildings reached the collapse, but they experienced significant structural and non-structural damage. The largest drift are concentrated
at the first floors and significant non-structural damage to infill and partitions were detected.
A direct comparison between observed and predicted damage is proposed in order to assess the accuracy of the adopted numerical model to reproduce the earthquake response. The
actual earthquake damage were classified using the AeDES [16] classification. It reports the
damage grade (Slight, Medium-Severe, Very Heavy) and the damage extent on the entire
building (<1/3, 1/3-2/3, >2/3) of structural and non-structural components (i.e. Vertical structures, Floors, Stairs, Roof, Infill-Partitions). The detected damage are reported on the building
front view in both the X and Y direction, based on the results of the AeDES form and the
damage observation available in the damage report and pictures.
To compare the observed earthquake damage and the damage predicted by means of the
numerical model, a correspondence between Engineering Demand Parameters (EDPs), resulting from NLTH analysis, and damage states (DS) needs to be adopted. In the following paragraphs, the correspondence between EDPs and damage states for infill walls and beamcolumn joints is reported basing on available literature studies and the observations used to
develop the AeDES damage classification.
The detected damage, the EDPs estimations and the nonlinear response of the structural
and non-structural components for the two case study buildings are reported in Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8.
4.1

Correspondence between damage levels and EDPs for infill walls

The AeDES damage classification [16] is based on the EMS98 scale [25] and it identifies
the damage to infill and partitions with three damage grades: D1, Small diagonal cracks (≤ 1
mm), small separation of the masonry panels from the structure; D2-D3, diagonal cracks or
displacements of few mm, visible crushing at the infills corners; D4-D5, total collapse of infill
panels. An example of the different damage grades is reported in top of Figure 5.
Even though different capacity models and experimental tests are available in literature,
few works proposed a correspondence of the damage states and the EDPs. With reference to
infill walls, a first correspondence between the damages and EDP expressed as function of the
axial strain in the diagonal compressive strut, was proposed by Magnes and Pampanin [14] as
function of the axial deformation in the equivalent strut, ’w, commonly used to model the infill action. In particular, no damage or minor cracking (DS1) ’w <0.002; extensive damage
(DS2) 0.002≤’w <0.005; severe damage/incipient collapse (DS3) 0.005≤’w.
Corresponding
AeDES Damage
level

Sassun et al. (2016)-All type of Infill
DS

Description

strut (%)

IDR (%)
median



DS1 Ligth cracking (w<1mm)

0.18

0.52

0.11

0.30

0.08

0.51

0.05

0.13

D1

DS2 Extensive diagonal cracking (1<w<2mm)

0.46

0.54

0.27

0.79

0.22

0.52

0.13

0.37

D2-D3

1.05

0.40

0.70

1.57

0.51

0.40

0.34

0.76

1.88

0.38

1.29

2.75

0.89

0.37

0.61

1.29

[-]

[-]

Brick unit crushing or spalling, sliding
joints, local collapse
DS4 Near collapse
DS3

th

th

16 perc. 84 perc. median



16th perc. 84° perc.

[-]

D4-D5

Note: the percentile underlined represent the limits assigned to the AeDES damage levels

Table 2: Correspondence between available damage states, the relevant EDPs and the AeDES damage levels
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Furthermore they introduced a simple relationship which allows to estimate the interstorey
drift knowing the strut axial deformation and the panel geometric aspect ratio (L/H).

Figure 4: Relationship between strut axial strain, interstorey drift and aspect ratio L/H [14].

Recently, Cardone et al. [26] and Sassun et al. [27], proposed fragility functions for the infill
and partitions based on a wide database of experimental tests for four the damage states. They
correlate the probability of achieving a specific damage with the experimental interstorey drift
or the the axial deformation in the equivalent strut, ’w, estimated with a numerical model.
The results are summarized in Table 2 which also report the correspondence between the DS assumed by Cardone et al. [26] and Sassun et al. [27] and the damage grades of the AeDES form.
This correspondence is proposed based on the damage description of the damage grades or
damage states as summarized in Figure 5.

Sassun et
al. (2016)

No damage

AeDES
D1

DS1

AeDES
D2-D3

AeDES
D4-D5

DS2

0.11 0.26
0.05 0.13

DS3
0.70
0.37

median
16th percentile
84th percentile

DS4
1.28
0.61

1.56
0.76

Drift [%] 2.75
strut [%] 1.29

Figure 5: Correspondence between available damage classifications for clay brick infill (after [16,27]).
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3000

3000

3000

2050

The interstorey drift predicted using the formulation proposed by Magnes and Pampanin [14]
at the axial strain limits proposed by Sassun et al. (2016) well matches the intersotrey drift
limits proposed by Sassun at al. (2016) and based on experimental observations. This confirm
the accuracy of the formulation
proposed by Magnes and PampaninRoof[14] which also account
Roof
for the geometry of the infill.
It is worth mentioning that the damage grades proposed by the AeDES form include also
the effects of the out-of-plane actions on the infill and the corresponding damage. By contrast,
reliable and accurate damage descriptions and the corresponding EDPs due to the out-of-plane
actions are currently not available due to the lack an adequate number of experimental tests.
Thus, the damage predicted by using numerical models or available literature damage classification could underestimate the actual earthquake damage.
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Figure 6: Building B1 (B-C) comparison between observed and predicted earthquake damage: actual damage in
the X direction (a); predicted drift in the X direction (b); actual damage in the Y direction (c); predicted drift in
the Y direction (d); predicted damage to exterior infill in the X and Y direction (e) and (f), respectively;

The detected earthquake damage on B1 in the X direction, see Figure 6a, were mediumsevere (D2-D3) on the ground floor infill and slight (D1) on the upper floors. This well
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matches with the damage associated to the drift response, estimated by means of refined
NLTHs, see Figure 6b, and the local damage achieved by the equivalent strut representative
of the infill action, see FigureRoof6e.
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In the Y direction, the building B1 exhibited medium-severe damage at the ground floor infills, see Figure 6c, matching with the predicted damage in terms of interstorey drift, see Figure 6d. It is worth mentioning that in-situ inspection reported a very high damage (D4-D5) to
one of the ground floor infill (see Figure 6c) due to out of plane actions. Actually, this cannot
be considered with available capacity models which predicted a D2-D3, medium-severe damage, see Figure 6d,f.
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Figure 7: Building B2 (E-B) comparison between observed and predicted earthquake damage: actual damage in
the X direction (a); predicted drift in the X direction (b); actual damage in the Y direction (c); predicted drift in
the Y direction (d); predicted damage to exterior infill in the X and Y direction (e) and (f), respectively.

Figure 7a shows the extensive damage to ground floor infill. Medium-Severe (D2-D3) and
very high (D4-D5) damage were detected on the B2 in the direction X. This is well predicted
both by means of the proposed intertorey drift-damage correlation (Figure 7b) and in terms of
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stress-strain response on the single infill panels, see Figure 7e. Figure 7c shows the slight
damage (D1) on ground and first floor infill of the B2 in the direction Y. Also in this case the
predicted earthquake response match with the observed damage (see Figure 7d, f).
4.2

Correspondence between damage levels and EDPs for beam-column joints

A proposal to correlate the earthquake damage and the EDPs for poorly detailed beamcolumn joints was proposed by Magenes and Pampanin [14]. In particular, damage to poorly
detailed beam-column joints can be expressed as function of the joint shear distortion, : first
diagonal cracking (DS1) 0.0002≤ <0.005; extensive damage (DS2) 0.005≤ <0.01; severe
damage/incipient collapse (DS3) 0.01≤. The comparison between the proposed damage
states and the nonlinear response of the corner joint at the first floor of the Building B2 that
experienced slight shear cracking is reported in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Building B2 (E-B) comparison between predicted nonlinear time-history response and damage states:
for the corner joint at the first level in the X direction.

The comparison outlined a significant difference between the response due to the AQU and
AQK record. This is because of the pulse effects related to the AQK record [24], which may
lead to increase the earthquake demand on the structural system. On average, a slight to medium damage (DS1-DS2) to the joint panel is predicted, which matches with the in-situ observation.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a refined numerical model developed in a FEM environment able to
reproduce the nonlinear behavior of existing RC buildings both at global and component level.
This allow the use of the proposed model in refined loss-assessment methodologies. The
comparison between observed and predicted damage at global and component level of two
case study buildings outlines a reasonable accuracy of the numerical models. In particular:


The proposed numerical model is a reliable tool to reproduce the nonlinear dynamic response of existing RC buildings subjected to recorded acceleration histories. The capabilities of the model to reproduce the nonlinear behavior of infill
wall with significant strength and stiffness degradation allow to reproduce severe
damage states and the interaction with the RC frame.
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Two case study buildings with different damage levels on the infills and beamcolumn joints were used for the model validation. The comparison shows the
good match between observed and predicted damage to infill walls at different
levels experiencing slight, severe and very heavy earthquake damage.



The proposed correspondence between AeDES damage grades and the EDPs allows to predict the damage to infill and partition using a floor-by-floor estimation
of the interstorey drift with reasonable accuracy.



A significant gap between actual and predicted damage can be observed for the
infill panel experiencing out-of-plane damage due to the bidirectional effect of the
ground shaking. This phenomena significantly affects the damage to driftsensitive non-structural components and a further research effort is needed to develop detailed relationships between damage states and EDPs.
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Abstract. Seismic risk is a key factor influencing several important decision-making processes from performance-based design of new structures, to investments for rehabilitation of existing buildings and even to seismic mitigation campaigns of large building stocks. In order to
evaluate the economic convenience of alternative mitigation strategies the expected seismic
losses for different solutions (including the “do nothing”) in a given timeframe should be
compared. The PEER performance-based earthquake engineering framework is normally
adopted in order to compute losses. However, its application with a number of Non-linear
Response History analyses as a basis for assessment of expected Engineering Demand Parameters and associated losses is an elaborate and time-consuming task, hardly employable
for the assessment of earthquake losses for large building portfolios. This paper tests the applicability of a simplified pushover based approach for computation of earthquake losses. Referring to a case study building the results of application of classical PEER approach, i.e.
based on Non-linear Response History analyses, are compared with the losses computed with
pushover-based assessment, showing encouraging results. In addition, the simplified approach is used to investigate the effect of alternative retrofit strategies on the variation of expected seismic losses.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Seismic risk is a key factor influencing several important decision-making processes from
performance-based design of new structures, to investments for rehabilitation of existing
buildings and even to seismic mitigation campaigns of large building stocks. Within the
PEER performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) framework [1] the economic losses
are adopted as a one of the metrics for measuring seismic risk. In the framework, direct economic losses, that include costs for repairing or replacing damaged buildings, are strongly influenced by the probability of replacement of building (i.e. probability of collapse). Further, if
a mitigation action is implemented, the earthquake economic losses are generally reduced,
while the costs of building retrofit should be included in the evaluation process [2-5] along
with additional metrics in order to account for post-earthquake residual capacity [6,7].
In FEMA P-58 [8], the implementation of the PEER framework is described considering either Non-linear Response History (NLRH) based analyses, either a quicker approach relying
on simplified modeling and analysis of the building response that involves the adoption of the
SPO2IDA [9] for computation of building fragility.
Starting from the idea of simplifying the computational effort normally required for implementation of the PEER framework, the present paper tests the applicability of standard pushover analysis in combination to the capacity spectrum method, CSM [10] as a basis for the
assessment of engineering demand parameters (EDPs) and related damage and losses. The
results of detailed evaluation with standard PEER PBEE approach, entailing the execution of
a number of Nonlinear Response History (NLRH) analyses and evaluation of EDPs, are compared with results obtained through pushover based assessment of EDPs for a case study nonductile reinforced concrete (RC) building. In addition, the effect of alternative retrofit strategies is investigated and the variation of expected losses estimated, showing encouraging results on the possibility to adopt pushover-based analyses for estimation of expected costs.
The following section briefly describe the different methods for computation of economic
losses. Next, section 3 introduces the reference building, its analytical model, and the design
of possible retrofit schemes. Section 4 presents an application of the detailed and simplified
assessment for the original building, comparing the results. Finally, the seismic vulnerability
reduction as well as the variation of losses are evaluated for adopted retrofit schemes with the
simplified approach.
2

EVALUATION OF SEISMIC LOSSES

The PEER PBEE framework, that is probably the most refined procedure currently available,
allows quantifying different seismic performance measures such as expected number of injuries or Deaths, economic losses (e.g. expressed in terms of Dollars) and time to recovery or
Downtime (the 3Ds). The general approach to loss estimation relies on structural analysis to
calculate engineering demand parameters (EDPs) such as deformations and accelerations
throughout the structure during an earthquake, which are used to predict the damage in structural, non-structural components, and building contents. Damages are the base for computation of expected losses in terms of one or more of the established metrics (e.g., economic
losses in dollars or casualties). The framework operates with four analysis stages: hazard
analysis, structural analysis, damage analysis and loss analysis, as synthetically shown in Figure 1.
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Hazard
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Damage
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Structural
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Figure 1. PEER framework [1]

The outcome of each analysis is then integrated using the Total Probability Theorem, allowing to take into account combined numerical integration of all the conditional probabilities
and to propagate the uncertainties from one level of analysis to the next, resulting in probabilistic prediction of performance. As noted in [11] the PEER framework is very flexible, since
no restrictions are imposed on the approach used to quantify hazard, to perform structural
analysis and to relate EDPs to losses and other performance measures. Of course, the results
will depend on the assumptions made in applying the procedure and the risk parameters of
interest. Different applications of the PEER framework, implementing component-based (e.g.
[12,13]) or storey-based damage assessment (e.g. [14]), are available. In this study, a component-based approach is adopted.
In section 2.1 the implementation of the PEER framework proposed by [15] is synthetized,
while section 2.2 describes the main differences in the application when pushover based structural analyses for evaluation of EDPs are employed.
2.1

Implementation of the Performance-Assessment Framework for Repair Cost
Evaluation

The performance assessment procedure implemented in [15] starts from the identification
within the considered facility of the relevant performance groups (PGs), i.e. groups of structural or nonstructural components whose performance is similarly affected by a particular
EDP, e.g. acceleration at a given story or IDRmax at another story.
1
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Figure 2. Example of adopted fragility curve

For each PG significant damage states that have a clear correlation with repair actions (and
related costs) shall be identified and suitable damage model defined; the latter are expressed
in terms of component-level fragility curves, relating EDP (e.g. maximum interstorey drift
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ratio, IDRmax) to the probability of attaining different damage states for the assigned component type (e.g., Figure 2). In order to allow for quantitative evaluation of the needed repair
actions, the number of components or their measurable extension within each PG of the considered facility is estimated.
After selection, e.g. with conventional seismic hazard analysis, of suites of ground motion
records, the response of the building is evaluated using NLRH analysis. To allow statistical
characterization of EDP at various intensity levels the authors suggest the execution of a
number of NLRH analyses with suites of ground motions and for increasing level of hazard.
The peak EDP values obtained with NLRH analyses for each record are summarized in an
EDP matrix (one matrix for each intensity level); the latter has one column for each considered EDP and one row for each record. Starting from EDP matrices evaluated with structural
analysis, additional EDPs are estimated with a simulation-based method that, assuming a joint
lognormal distribution among the parameters, enables the generation of large numbers of artificial EDP vectors that have the same statistical distribution as the data that were derived with
NRH analyses. This way, large sample of realizations necessary to perform loss evaluations
are obtained, and additional sources of uncertainties can be accounted for [8]. The generic
EDP realization corresponds to a state of damage. In order to select among possible DSs, given the EDP, a Montecarlo simulation is performed, extracting a random number from the uniform distribution over the interval [0,1]. For example, if the uniform random number
generator produces a number of 0.6 and the EDP value shown in Figure 2 is 2.5%, the PG is
in DS3.
In this study, 1000 realizations were performed for each intensity level to obtain stable cost
estimates. For each realization and PG, a unique damage state was determined. Once the damage state for a performance group is identified, the repair action and the associate repair cost
for that performance group is obtained by multiplying cost of new elements by corresponding
normalized repair costs by the number of elements in the considered PG. If collapse has not
occurred, losses are calculated for each realization based on the damage sustained by each
component and the consequence functions assigned to each performance group and by summing repair costs of each PG. If structural collapse was detected, the total repair cost is calculated using the replacement value of the building plus additional costs related to demolition
and debris removal. When retrofit strategy is applied, the additional cost due to retrofit intervention is accounted as a repair cost determining a shift to the right of the normalized cost
curve.
Finally, considering the repair quantities for each item in the PG, multiplying by a unit repair cost (for each DS) and summing over all items, the total repair cost for the building is
computed. To account for possible collapse cases occurred, for each realization an additional
Montecarlo simulation is performed based on the collapse fragility curve for the building. For
further information about adopted component fragilities and repair costs, refer to [5].

2.2

Simplified assessment employing pushover analysis

A key aspect in the procedure described in 2.1 is the execution of a number of structural analyses performing NLRH with a suite of ground motion records and for different levels of hazard, i.e. for increasing intensity levels. On the other hand, a simpler approach for practitioners
is desirable.
Static nonlinear pushover PO, under its applicability hypotheses, allows to investigate a
building’s nonlinear behavior, assessing damage progression and related variation of displacement profile for increasing levels of seismic demand. Moreover, SPO allows investiga-
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tion of damage distribution within the structural system, hence representing a useful tool in
the assessment of post-earthquake condition. SPO may be employed for simplified response
calculation; by applying the CSM to the capacity curve resulting from pushover analysis [10],
the building response to earthquakes of assigned spectral shapes may be found. Scaling the
demand spectrum, median expected drift profiles for increasing levels of earthquake intensity
can be obtained, hence EDPs in terms of IDRmax are determined. Median peak floor acceleration (PFA), can be derived using existing proposals in literature [16-18, 8]. According to
FEMA P-58 [8], PFA at floor i can be calculated as a function of peak ground acceleration
(PGA) and an acceleration correction factor Hai (see Equation 1) depending on the strength
ratio S, the elastic period of the building T, total building height H and the height above the
effective base of the building to floor level i, hi.
ai*  H ai S , T , hi , H   PGA

i  2 to N  1

(1)

Statistical distributions of the relevant EDPs (e.g. IDRmax of PFA at the different floors)
can be derived hypothesizing they have a lognormal distribution and considering the obtained
median values (one for each considered intensity level) and suitable dispersions . By introducing values of dispersion due to modeling uncertainties m and inherent randomness associated to earthquake variability, aΔor aa for drift or acceleration respectively, a global value of
 may be calculated and EDP probabilistic distribution obtained for each considered intensity
level (see e.g. Eq. (2) – valid to assess drift dispersion - and (3)). In Eq. (3) dIM is the median
value of drift demand obtained from application of CSM using the demand spectrum scaled at
the generic intensity level IM.

 SD   a2   m2
1
 d
Pdrift  d | IM      ln 
 dˆ
 
 IM

(2)





(3)

Suitable values of m and of aΔor aa are suggested in FEMA P-58 as a function of available information for modeling (for m) or period and strength ratio S (for aΔand aa).
Once the probabilistic distribution of EDP (e.g. IDRmax) at each level of considered intensity are obtained, they can be used similarly to the approach described in 2.1 for computation of
expected losses.
3

BUILDING MODEL

The building selected for this study is a seven-story five-bay frame representative of mid-rise
non-ductile reinforced concrete building, see Figure 3, “extracted” from the perimeter moment resisting frame of the Van Nuys Holiday Inn located in Los Angeles, California. The
concrete nominal strength is f’c=5 ksi for the first story columns, 4 ksi for the second story
columns and second floor beams, and 3 ksi for columns from third story to the seventh and for
beams from the third floor to the roof. Column sections is constant along the height and equal
to 14”x 20”. For further details, refer to [19].
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Figure 3. Schematic view of the frame with element number and column rebar arrangement

Similarly, shear and axial failure are expected to occur in non-ductile detailed columns,
and consequently shear and axial failure in the columns are explicitly modeled using the Limit
State material [20]. P- effects are not included. A schematic view of the building model is
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Schematic view of the analytical model

A two-dimensional finite element multi-degree of freedom model developed using [21] is
adopted to simulate the seismic response of the building. Beams and columns are modelled
using the nonlinear beam-column element [22]. Due to non-ductile details that characterize
the structure, is expected that the joints may influence the failure mechanism, consequently
the joints are modeled adopting the “scissor model” by [23], including a pinching hysteric behavior [24] to account for the nonlinear shear deformation of the joint.
The eigenvalue analysis of the original structure provides a fundamental vibration period
of 1.05 sec. A damping of 2% is assigned to the first and third modes using Rayleigh damping.
To capture the actual capacity for the original non-ductile frame, this study considers two
possible system-level collapse mechanisms: Side-sway collapse (SSC) and Gravity load collapse (GLC). The SSC occurs when a single storey has reached its capacity to withstand lat-
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eral loads (i.e., when every column in a given floor has reached its residual shear capacity at
the same time). GLC occurs when vertical load demand exceeds the total vertical load capacity at a given storey. Collapse is detected based on a comparison of storey-level gravity load
demands and capacities (adjusted at each time step to account for member damage and load
redistribution). An internal algorithm monitors the dynamically varying capacity of each element and checks the GLC and SSC criteria throughout each nonlinear time history analysis to
detect the collapse (with a precision of 0.05g). The collapse is considered as the first between
GLC, SSC.
3.1

Retrofit solution with FRP wrapping of selected columns

The first retrofit strategies consist in the application of CFRP layers to enhance the structural
performance of RC columns. The wrapping is applied to all columns of selected stories and
columns are fully wrapped for their entire height to provide an efficient confinement effect.
Column wrapping is designed in order to prevent columns shear failure after yielding.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Schematic view of wrapping configuration adopted: (a) wrap1 and (b) wrap12

In particular, the [25] is adopted in the design process in order to provide a shear resistance
such that flexural failure is ensured [26]. Two different wrapping configurations are adopted:
in the first configuration (wrap1) columns at 1st story are fully wrapped (see Fig. 5(a)), while
in the second (wrap12) columns at 1st and from 2nd story are fully wrapped (see Fig. 5(b)),
allowing a higher increment of displacement capacity. For both models, when the wrapping is
applied to columns, brittle failure is avoided for all storey columns and their behavior is modeled considering only flexural behavior. The modified behavior of columns materials, due to
confining action applied by the CFRP wrapping, is accounted for implementing stress-strain
relationship proposed in [27]. When CFRP wrapping is applied, an additional collapse criterion is considered: when in that storey a small increase in ground-shaking intensity causes a
large increase in lateral drift response, or when IDRmax exceeds the 10% threshold.
3.2

Retrofit solution with insertion of RC wall

The third retrofit strategy consists into adding a RC wall to increase the stiffness and strength
of the system. This strategy would have the benefit of reducing the displacement demands but
would have the negative effect of increasing acceleration demands.
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In particular, the frame is retrofitted by converting the exterior bay to a shear wall composed of a cast-in-place RC panel and boundary columns. The RC panel geometry and reinforcements were designed according to minimum design requirements provided in NIST GCR
11-917-11REV-1 [28].
Analytical model of a coupled wall-frame building system was generated by substituting the
right exterior bay with a structural wall modeled adopting the Multiple Vertical Line Element
Model (MVLEM) proposed in [29]. The remaining RC frame was connected to the MVLEM
implementing rigid diaphragms within each story level. In order to account for the finite size
of the shear wall, a rigid beam-column element was adopted within each story level to connect the centerline of the shear wall element with the boundary column at the interface between the frame and the wall.
When the coupled wall-frame strategy is adopted, a substitute collapse criterion is adopted:
the system-level collapse is considered attained when the system lateral capacity drops to the
80% of its maximum value.

Figure 6. Schematic view of retrofit scheme with shear wall

4

EVALUATION OF EXPECTED LOSSES
4.1

NLRA and cost assessment

Original building
In this section, NLRH analyses are initially adopted to estimate building’s collapse capacity
through successive scaling until collapse [30] and to estimate building response in terms of
EDPs. NLRH analyses are performed for increasing intensities of the seismic action appropriately scaling each record to cover the entire range of structural response, from elastic to ultimate response.
In order to perform NLRH analyses, the set of 30 ground motions adopted in [31] is adopted.
Applying the procedure outlined in 2.1, and considering a total of 1000 realizations for
each intensity level to obtain stable cost estimates, total repair costs are obtained.
Figure 7 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the total
repair cost of the building normalized by building replacement cost (including expected demolition costs), cr, obtained through the dynamic approach; seven different intensity levels
ranging from 0.1g to 0.7g are considered.
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Figure 7. CCDFs of total normalized repair costs (cr) for different PGAs obtained through NLRH procedure for
the original building.

Note that the probability of exceeding a certain level of total normalized repair cost accounting for both the collapse and non-collapse cases is calculated as:
PCr  x  PCr  x | IM , NC[1  PC | IM ]  PCr  x | IM , C PC | IM 

(4)

where P(Cr ≥ x| IM, NC) is the probability conditioned on IM when the structure do not
collapses that the normalized repair cost exceeds x; P(Cr ≥x | IM, C) is the probability of exceeding the normalized repair cost x given the collapse, that is actually independent from IM
and equal to the replacement value of the building; P(C| IM) is the probability of collapse
conditioned on IM.
Figure 7 shows that with the increase of the damaging action the repair cost inflates making the curve translate rightward, while dispersion of results increases. It is worth to note that
the cr is strongly influenced by the number of collapse cases occurred during the simulation
process; consequently, its influence increases as PGA increases (i.e., the probability of collapse increases) making the curve translate upward.
4.2

Simplified assessment via pushover

Original building
In this section, Mass proportional and 1st mode proportional SPO are performed for the
original building. Both analyses indicate the activation of a 1st story collapse mechanism, with
attainment of gravity load collapse at a roof displacement Top of 0.26 and 0.28 m respectively, corresponding to drifts of 6.24 and 6.84 %.
Figure 8 shows the two pushover curves along with the results of the NLRH analysis, expressed in terms of roof displacement vs base shear, for record Imperial Valley scaled at an
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intensity of PGA=0.5g. First story collapse mechanism is attained for 93% of the considered
records.

Figure 8. Comparison between Mass and 1st Mode-proportional SPO and NRHA for Imperial Valley 1979 record scaled at PGA=0.5g.

The capacity curves obtained from SPO analyses are transformed in multi-linear curves
representing the backbone curve of equivalent SDOF system and IN2 method [32] is applied
to compute building capacity and to obtain seismic demand for earthquakes of varying intensity level. The spectrum utilized to apply IN2 method is the mean spectrum of the 30 records
utilized for NLRH analyses. Seismic capacity is expressed in terms of peak ground acceleration and indicated as PGAc(g).

Figure 9. Collapse fragilities for the original building obtained through NLRH and SPO approach.
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In particular, the mean result from both SPO analyses is considered, obtaining
PGAc,PO=0.59g. Median capacity from NLRH analyses is PGAc,NLRH=0.64g.
Figure 10 shows the collapse fragility curves obtained from NLRH analyses and with SPO
based approach. The latter curve is built considering PGAc,PO as median capacity and the logarithmic dispersion =0.5, as indicated in [33] for mid-rise old RC frame buildings. It can be
noted that the fragility curve representation obtained starting from SPO analyses allows a fair
approximation of NLRH-based curve.

Figure 10. CCDFs of total normalized repair costs (cr) for different PGAs obtained through SPO procedure for
the original building.

In Figure 10, the CCDF of the total normalized repair cost obtained with the SPO approach
are depicted. Note that the maximum considered IM corresponds to ag=0.5 since for higher
IMs the SPO considers the structure collapsed. Curves obtained adopting SPO approach show
a very similar trend to curves obtained with NLRH. In particular, the SPO-based curves generally underestimate total repair costs for lower intensities, while lead to an overestimation of
costs for higher intensities. However, the scatter between detailed and simplified approach is
very low. In fact, the higher error between two calculations is attained for PGA=0.1g, where
the ratio between the static and the dynamic median cr, obtained by applying Eq. (4), is about
13%, while the difference between two computations decreases to 5% for 0.3g leading to a
slight overestimation when the SPO approach is adopted.
Retrofitted building
Figures 11 and 12 show the SPO curves obtained with Mass-proportional and 1st Modeproportional load patterns for the three building configurations. As it can be seen, in any cases
the retrofit intervention allows an increase of building capacity. In particular, the application
of CFRP wrapping increases system ductility not significantly influencing strength, and this
effect more sensible in the case of wrap12; while the retrofit scheme that adopts shear wall
reduces system ductility while increases system strength. Coherently, the collapse fragility
curves obtained using the IN2, shown in Figure 13, evidence a higher shift of the curve of
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wrap12 with respect to original building if compared to the shift of wrap1, while the collapse
fragility for wall is situated between the two wrap schemes.

Figure 11. SPO curves obtained with Mass-proportional load pattern for original building and for the three retrofit configurations (wrap1, wrap12, wall)

Figure 12. SPO curves obtained with 1st Mode-proportional load pattern for original building and for the three
retrofit configurations (wrap1, wrap12, wall)

In fact, as depicted in Figure 13, the median capacity for wrap1 increases from the original
value of PGAc,PO =0.58g to PGAc,PO,wrap1=0.72g while for the wrap12 and wall configuration
it increases up to PGAc,PO,wrap12=1.06g and PGAc,PO,wall=0.81g. Note that for the retrofit wall
that adopts shear wall a logarithmic dispersion =0.63, as indicated in [33] for mid-rise coupled wall-frame buildings is adopted.
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Figure 13. Collapse fragilities for the original building obtained through NLRH and SPO approach and for the
three retrofit configurations (wrap1, wrap12, wall) through SPO

Total repair costs are calculated for three building configurations and different earthquake
intensities adopting the SPO approach and the procedure outlined in 2.2. For each simulation,
the cost of retrofit is added to total repair costs.
Figure 10 shows the CCDFs of the cr obtained through the SPO approach for three different PGAs and three considered building configurations.

Figure 14. CCDFs of total normalized repair costs (cr) for different PGAs obtained through SPO procedure

Figure 14 shows that the effectiveness of the retrofit strategy varies depending on the
earthquake intensity. In particular, retrofit results to be ineffective for lower intensities where
repair costs are mainly ascribable to damage in acceleration-sensitive components while the
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influence of collapse probability is negligible. The applied strategies do not significantly
modify the peak floor acceleration response of the building, and similar repair costs for four
building configurations are expected. As the intensity of ground motion increases, the influence of drift-sensitive components and collapse cases on total repair cost becomes more noticeable. In fact, for ag=0.4g and for wrap1 and wrap12 the median repair cost decreases of
about 6% and 9%, respectively, while for the retrofit scheme introducing shear wall a decrease in repair costs of about 130% is attained due to reduction of drift demand. Further, for
higher PGAs, the effectiveness of retrofit in reducing repair costs increases as the collapse
capacity increases due to retrofit. For instance, for PGA=0.7g the median value of normalized
repair cost drops from 100% (given that structure collapses for PGAc,PO=0.59g) for the original building, to 51% for wrap1, 33% for wrap12 and to 30% for wall. Thus, due to the different collapse probabilities when adopting wrap12 and wall schemes, the beneficial effect of the
two retrofit strategies becomes similar for higher seismic intensities, when the collapse capacity has the highest influence on repair costs.
5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES

The study presented in this paper aims at contributing in the evaluation of the usability of a
simplified static pushover (SPO) based approach for the computation of total repair costs.
The efficiency of the SPO approach is demonstrated through an application to a case-study
building representative of an existing non-ductile reinforced concrete frame. The response of
the frame is simulated using a refined 2D finite element model that properly accounts for possible brittle failures of structural members and captures typical non-ductile RC frames failure
modes.
The first comparison in terms of collapse fragility shows that the SPO, coupled to the IN2
method [32], fairly captures the median capacity of the building. In fact, due to the ability of
the SPO to capture the most likely collapse mechanism, median capacity evidenced from
NLRH is captured by SPO approach with an error of 8%.
Then, the results in terms of total repair costs obtained starting from the classical NLRH
approach are compared to those obtained through a SPO-based approach. For both cases, total repair costs are calculated adopting the PEER PBEE framework [1] using a Montecarlo
simulation. Additional EDPs are generated using a simulation-based method [15].
In the static approach the IN2 method for increasing earthquake intensities is applied and
the EDPs in terms of interstorey drift are calculated. Peak floor accelerations are obtained by
simplified formulas [8]. Suitable dispersions are adopted to account for uncertainties not accounted for in SPO.
The results show cr is strongly influenced by the number of collapse cases occurred during
the simulation process; consequently, the incidence of collapse increases as the PGA increases.
The simplified SPO approach shows encouraging results leading to very similar losses obtained through more refined methods when the structure experiences nonlinear deformations,
while some improvements are required when the linear range is investigated. In fact, the higher error is attained for PGA=0.1g, where the ratio between the SPO and the NLRH median cr
is of about 13%, while the difference between two methods is lower than 10% for higher
PGAs, where the SPO approach leading to a slight overestimation.
These results suggest that, although the results SPO-based procedure will be inevitably affected by a certain degree of approximation with respect to NLRH analyses, the approximated
results are justified in the view of a significant reduction of computational burden.
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Finally, the SPO approach is implemented considering three possible retrofit schemes
adopting complete full-height CFRP wrapping to avoid brittle failures in first (wrap1) and
first two storeys (wrap12), and the strengthening of the system through the adoption of a shear
wall (wall). In any cases the retrofit intervention allows an increase of median building capacity, that is particularly noticeable for wrap12 (about 80%).
The results of cost analysis show that, the effectiveness of the retrofit schemes vary depending on the earthquake scenario.
In particular, retrofit results to be ineffective for lower intensities where repair costs are
mainly ascribable to damage to acceleration-sensitive components while the influence of collapse probability is negligible. The applied strategies do not significantly modify the peak
floor acceleration response of the building, and similar repair costs for four building configurations are expected. As the intensity of ground motion increases, the influence of driftsensitive components and collapse cases on total repair cost becomes noticeable. In fact, for
ag=0.4g and for wrap1 and wrap12 the median repair cost decreases of about 6% and 9%, respectively, while for the retrofit scheme introducing shear wall a decrease in repair costs of
about 130% is attained due to reduction of drift demand. Further, for higher PGAs, the effectiveness of retrofit in reducing repair costs increases as the collapse capacity increases due to
retrofit. For instance, for PGA=0.7g the median value of normalized repair cost drops from
100% for the original building, to 51% for wrap1, 33% for wrap12 and to 30% for wall. Thus,
due to the different collapse probabilities when adopting wrap12 and wall schemes, the beneficial effect of the two retrofit strategies becomes similar for higher seismic intensities, when
the collapse capacity significantly influences repair costs.
The present study shows that, as expected, the adoption of retrofit strategies increasing
ductility capacity does not significantly vary repair costs, except the portion depending on
costs related to collapse. Further, it evidences that the adoption of retrofit strategies increasing
strength has a slight influence for lower seismic intensities while it significantly reduces repair costs for mid intensities leading to similar effects to those produced by retrofit strategies
increasing ductility for higher intensities.
The study does not pretend to be exhaustive, having compared the results of SPO with
NLRH for only one case-study frame building.
Additional studies are required to assess the advantages of other alternative strategies in
terms of seismic performances, to improve repair cost prediction for low seismic demand and
to further simplify the computation of repair costs for an easier application to large building
inventories.
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Abstract. Most of the existing Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings in Italy were built according
to obsolete regulations that were not enough aware of issues related to seismic design so that
they need to be upgraded by pursuing either amelioration or full seismic rehabilitation. In doing
that, the first step is to figure out what is, based on the results of the initial analysis of the
structure in its ante-operam version, the best overall dissipative mechanism that could be obtained by a number of suitable and economically convenient local interventions. The choice of
the overall dissipative mechanism strongly affects the amount of reinforcement to be adopted
for the beam-column joints. For new buildings, the current adopted capacity design philosophy
pursues an overall beam-sway mechanism in which plastic hinges first form in beams and at
last at the base of the columns. On the contrary, for existing ones, often very irregular and
gravity-load-dominated, pursuing such overall mechanism may result either uneconomic or
even extremely difficult to implement due to the amount of reinforcement to be inserted in the
joints. In such cases, an overall dissipative mechanism allowing, at some extent, columns flexural plasticization should be accepted and clearly identified in advance. Anyway, such approach needs to be addressed properly in order to avoid the formation of column-sways at one
story only that would result very dangerous due to the excessive demand of plastic rotations on
the resulting hinges. This paper presents two simple models that may help the designer in dealing with the operations above. The former is a model that allows to understand if, given the
existing RC building case-study, either the beam-sway or a hybrid beam-column-sway mechanism should be conveniently pursued during the design of the retrofitting intervention. The latter is a model that allows to design a hybrid beam-column-sway overall mechanism involving
a suitable number of stories such as to guarantee a uniform and reasonable demand of plastic
rotations in the involved columns.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A large amount of the built heritage in most of the European earthquake-prone countries is
composed of existing Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings around a century old. These buildings were certainly built in compliance with very obsolete Building Codes (e.g. [1]) showing
no or little awareness of the seismic-behavior-related issues so that they are certainly inadequate
to sustain the design earthquake specified by current regulations (e.g. [2,4]). Such buildings
require either amelioration or full-rehabilitation interventions. The former means making the
building capable to sustain, for a given Ultimate Limit State (ULS), a larger percentage (less
than 100 %) of the Code-specified earthquake while the latter means intervening to such an
extent to make the building capable to withstand one hundred percent of the seismic action.
Following the recent seismic events that have struck the Italian territory, i.e. the city of
L’Aquila (2009), the region of Emilia Romagna (2012) and the city of Amatrice (2016), professional engineers have undertaken many of such retrofitting intervention designs. Independently of the aim of the intervention, either amelioration or full rehabilitation, there has been
a widespread tendency to use innovative techniques for the local strengthening of deficient RC
members, either beams, columns, or joints. Among these techniques in particular, either 1) the
use of Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) wrappings, or 2) the so-called CAM®, which is the
acronym of the Italian name Cucitura Attiva dei Manufatti (literally: Artefacts Active Sewing),
have been attracting the attention of the technical community and also applied, in many casestudies (Fig. 1). According to the latter, existing RC elements are wrapped by high strength
steel strips that are slightly pretensioned in order to confine the retrofitted element thus providing a readily available source of extra-strength that, differently from the FRPs, does not need
the element deformation in order to be activated. The CAM® has also the advantage to allow
the RC element be literally sewed whatever the geometrical boundary conditions characterizing
the specific case study might be. The FRPs on the contrary, even if not active, offer the advantage to be lighter and easier to apply. Anyway, those techniques are still more expensive
with respect to the more traditional ones contemplating the jacketing of existing RC elements
by either 1) plain steel cold formed elements joined in situ by fillet welds or 2) reinforced concrete coatings. For this reason, since very conservative interventions may result excessively
expensive thus discouraging both the application and the further spread of those innovative
techniques, there is a growing attention towards the way to optimize the amount of the reinforcement.
The intense post-earthquake retrofitting design activity that has taken place in Italy has
shown that the necessity to optimize the amount of reinforcement is particularly important for
the case of RC joints. The Italian Building Code offers two alternative strategies to evaluate the
amount of stirrups to strengthen the joint panel that are: 1) the formulation presented in the
main cogent document [2], which are transposed from the European Codes [3,4], and 2) the
formulation reported in the explanatory (not cogent) document [5]. The former is a formulation
that seems to be derived from the pioneering works on the capacity design philosophy [6] and
that is essentially based on the resisting mechanisms that characterize the joint behavior at its
ultimate state when, due to the presence of thoroughly smeared cracks, it is far from being
constituted of an homogenous and isotropic continuum material. While the latter, implicitly
proposed for the case of existing buildings, is based on the application of the Mohr circle to a
joint assumed composed of an homogeneous and isotropic elastic material. The former formulation seems to be well contextualized in the ambit of the performance-based design philosophy,
which is already adopted by the Euro Codes, and is based on the conception of an overall dis-
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sipative mechanism according to which the new building is expected to behave during an earthquake attack. On the contrary, the latter one seems to be an inheritance of the former prescriptive design philosophy according to which, in the case of existing buildings, we can just
strengthen the joints, regardless of the overall dissipative mechanism induced. Such approach
indeed is justified by the difficulty to intervene on existing buildings that can be very irregular,
either in plan or in elevation, and that, due to the gravity-loads-based original design, are often
characterized by the presence of strong beams and weak columns. On the contrary, for the conception of new buildings, the formation of an overall dissipative mechanism that envisages the
formation of plastic hinges in the beams extremities first and then at the lowermost extremity
of the columns, is favored by the adoption of a weak-beam-strong column regular conception.
In the case of existing buildings, the design of interventions capable to induce a proper overall
dissipative mechanism is relatively more cumbersome.

a)

b)

Figure 1 Most common innovative techniques recently adopted in Italy to strengthen RC joints: a) CAM®
wrapping by high strength steel strips and b) FRP layers.

In this scenario, even though design is carried out at the Life Safety ULS, in which the use
of the first formulation would be more appropriate, practitioners have diffusely implemented
the second one that has brought to more reasonable amounts of reinforcements, even though in
a complete unawareness of the overall dissipative mechanism thus induced.
With the aim to contribute to a more rational design of the seismic retrofitting interventions
on existing RC buildings, the present work proposes a strategy to optimize the amount of reinforcement for joints by taking also into consideration the overall dissipative mechanism to be
pursued by means of local interventions.
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2

OVERALL DISSIPATIVE MECHANISM

2.1 New RC buildings
When it comes to new RC buildings, the widely accepted tendency is to design ductile Moment Resisting Framed (MRF) structures, by means of the so-called Capacity Design, which
was early introduced by Paulay and Priestly [6]. The objective is to design MRF structures that
are capable to withstand acceptable excursions in the plastic range, during the earthquake-induced oscillations, thus dissipating the input energy.

Figure 2 Energy-dissipating mechanisms: a) mechanism with smeared formation of plastic hinges, in all
beams and at the base of the columns, b) soft story mechanism.

The overall energy dissipating mechanism is selected in advance. The most favorable mechanism is the one in which flexural plastic hinges form at the extremities of all the beams first,
and then at the lowermost extremity of all the columns. This mechanism (Fig. 2a) is the most
suitable one since it guarantees a uniform distribution of plastic hinges throughout the development of the building, both in plan and elevation, thus fulfilling the overall displacement ductility requiring the smallest inelastic rotational demands in the plastic hinges. On the contrary,
the so-called soft-story mechanisms (Fig. 2b), in which plastic hinges form at both the extremities of all the columns of a story, should be avoided since they imply that, for the same overall
displacement ductility requirement, the local rotational demand in the plastic hinges is much
larger. Such plastic hinges rotational demands may be too large so that, even with good detailing
of the affected regions, would be difficult to accommodate. Another aspect that would further
complicate the management of a soft-story mechanism is the 𝑃𝑃 − ∆ effect associated with the
corresponding large horizontal displacement. Contextually to the selection of the overall dissipative mechanism, the location of the plastic hinges has to be determined with a relatively high
degree of precision. Parts of the structure that are intended to remain elastic are designed so that
under maximum feasible actions corresponding to the development of overstrength in the plastic hinges, no inelastic deformations should occur in those regions. Therefore, it is immaterial
whether the failure of regions, intended to remain elastic, would be ductile or brittle. The actions
originating from plastic hinges are those associated with the overstrength of these regions. The
required strength of all other regions is then in excess of the strength demand corresponding to
the overstrength of relevant plastic hinges. The care in the detailing of the plastic hinge regions
is larger than that dedicated to the regions that are to remain elastic.
To guarantee the dissipative mechanism above, the formation of plastic hinges, in all the
beams and columns, should occur almost simultaneously, which means for the same value of
the overall displacement ductility demand. In this scenario, what are the operational instruments
that designers have to induce such overall behavior? At this early stage of design, they can 1)
manipulate the building geometry, and 2) redistribute the design actions. The former means
trying to have a very regular structure where the concept of regularity also implies, beyond the
even distribution of mass and stiffness [2-5], both in plan and elevation, that beams and columns
be of practically the same length. This is necessary in order to have almost the same value of
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rotational demand in all the beams plastic hinges, for a given value of the overall displacement
demand. The redistribution means that, relying on the elasto-plastic behavior of the plastic
hinge zones, bending moments can be transferred, on a given story, from one joint to another,
thus reducing the capacity required to a beam extremity that will yield earlier and plastically
rotate thus transferring the bending moment in another point. The moment redistribution is also
useful to achieve a more efficient structural design of the steel reinforcement [6].
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Figure 3 Features of moments redistribution: a) equilibrium of a subframe, b) gravity moments, c) earthquake
moments, d) combined gravity and earthquake moments, e) redistributed gravity and earthquake moments.

The essential requirement of the moment redistribution process is that equilibrium under the
applied seismic forces and gravity loads must be maintained. Fig. 3a represents a typical subframe of a multistory frame isolated by cutting columns above and beneath the beams at column
contraflexure points. The moment pattern shown resulted from an elastic analysis for the simultaneous action of gravity loads and earthquake loads, duly factored. The total shear forces
transmitted by the columns below and above the floor are 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗 and 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗′ , respectively, for the rightward direction of the earthquake forces considered. In considering equilibrium criteria, the simplifying assumption is made that the distance between the two column points of contraflexure,
above and below the beam centerline, is the same for each column of the frame, and this distance does not change while beam moments are redistributed. This means that 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖′ + 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 = 𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐 is a
constant length. During moment redistribution, the moment applied to the ends of the beams
may be changed, but the total moment input to the columns must remain unchanged, and equal
to the sum of the moments input by the column to the beam at joint 𝑖𝑖, that is:
��𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖−1 + 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖,𝑖𝑖+1 � = � 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = � 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖

(1)

where: 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is the bending moment introduced to a column by the beams that are joined to the
column at node point 𝑖𝑖, and 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the moment input to the continuous beam at joint 𝑖𝑖.
There are two characteristic situations for moment redistribution along continuous beams:
a) the first involves beam moments redistribution across a joint, and b) the second type of moment redistribution in the beam involves redistribution of actions between columns. The former
implies that, if a beam moment at a joint is changed, the other at the same joint, must change
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accordingly but, since the total beam moment input to the joint remains unaltered, the moments
and shear forces for the relevant column remain the same as before. The latter means that, when
a beam moment change (e.g. a reduction) at a given joint 𝑖𝑖 is compensated by a beam moment
change in other joints (an increase), even though Eq. (1) is satisfied, since the moment input to
these latter columns has changed, the shear forces in these latter will also change. Thus, redistribution of both moments and shear forces between columns will take place.
In an attempt to achieve a desirable solution, the designer manipulates end moments of
beams. Gravity load equilibrium will be maintained provided that the part of the bending moment that originates from gravity load only, and is applicable to a simply supported beam (i.e.
the moment superimposed on a straight baseline which extends between the beam end moments), is not changed. A change of beam end moments in any span will change the beam
reactions and hence the forces introduced to individual columns below the beam under consideration.
An example of moment redistribution for a regular earthquake dominated frame is shown in
Fig. 3b-e. The moment pattern (Fig. 3d) due to the superimposition of the patterns due to gravity
loads (Fig. 3b) and to the earthquake equivalent lateral force (Fig. 3c) is redistributed (Fig. 3e)
in order to have almost equal values of positive and negative bending moments, thus yielding
a more uniformly distributed steel reinforcement along the beam length.
The application of the Capacity Design, intended to induce the formation of the desired overall dissipative mechanism, encompasses the following steps, to be undertaken in sequence: 1)
beam flexural design, 2) beam shear design, 3) column flexural design, 4) column shear design,
5) beam-column joint design. Beam flexural design is carried out in such a way that, at the
selected plastic hinge locations, flexural strength is as close as possible to the moment requirement resulting from the redistribution process while elsewhere, flexural strength is selected so
as not to allow plastic hinges to form. Shear strength at all sections of the beam is designed to
be higher than the shear corresponding to the flexural overstrength, due to the steel strain hardening, at the beam plastic hinges. Consideration of joint moment equilibrium and possible
higher mode amplification are used to determine the maximum feasible column moment corresponding to beam flexural overstrength. Ideal column moment capacity is matched to these
required strengths to ensure that the weak beam-strong column hierarchy is achieved. The determination of the necessary amount of transverse reinforcement is based on the more stringent
of the requirements for shear strength, which are: confinement of compressed concrete, stability
of compression reinforcement, and lapped bar splices. An estimate of the maximum feasible
shear force in the column is made based on equilibrium considerations at beam flexural overstrength. Because beam-column joints are poor sources of energy dissipation, inelastic deformations due to joint shear forces or bond deterioration must be minimized. The ideal strength
of joints is matched to the input from adjacent beams when these develop flexural overstrength
at the critical sections of plastic hinges.
How can the Capacity Design philosophy described hereinabove be interpreted in energetic
terms [7-9]? Referring to an elasto-plastic Single Degree Of Freedom System (SDOF), subject
to a seismic action, the energy balance can be written as follows [9]:
𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 (𝑡𝑡) + 𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐾 (𝑡𝑡) + 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 (𝑡𝑡) + 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 (𝑡𝑡)

(2)

where: at a generic time instant 𝑡𝑡, 𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 (𝑡𝑡) and 𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐾 (𝑡𝑡) are the instantaneous values of a) strain energy stored by the structure and b) the kinetic energy of the moving mass, respectively; 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡),
𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 (𝑡𝑡), and 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 (𝑡𝑡) are the value of energy, cumulated since the time instant 𝑡𝑡0 , and respectively
c) input in the structure, d) dissipated by viscous damping and e) dissipated by hysteresis. The
hysteretic and viscous components of the energy, are increasing functions of time since they
represent forms of energy that cannot be recovered while, on the contrary, both kinetic an strain
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energy can be recovered. After the end of the earthquake, at time 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 , the structure undergoes
free oscillations with decreasing amplitude with time, which vanish at the time instant 𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 > 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 ,
when all kinetic and elastic deformation energy has been dissipated. The cumulative equation
of the energy balance in the instant in which stillness has been restored, can be written as follows:
𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼 �𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 � = 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 �𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 � + 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 �𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 �

(3)

that shows the overall input energy has been dissipated by both viscous and hysteretic energy.
In particular, if the structure has remained in the elastic range throughout the earthquake duration, it is 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 �𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 � = 0 and all the input energy has been dissipated by viscous damping 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼 �𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 � =
𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 �𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 �. On the contrary, if the structure has undergone excursions in the plastic range, it is
𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 �𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 � ≪ 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼 �𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 � and the structure has dissipated most of the input energy by hysteresis, which
means 𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻 �𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 � ≅ 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼 �𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞 �.
Thus, since 𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆 (𝑡𝑡) and 𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐾 (𝑡𝑡) are instantaneous values of strain and kinetic energy, and since
there is an instantaneous transfer of energy from the former to the latter form of energy, their
instantaneous sum is constant. In this way, the objective to induce the formation of the desired
dissipative mechanism in the structure by flexural yielding in predefined points, is equivalent
to imposing that the potential elastic energy associated to the desired dissipative mechanism be
the minimum of all possible mechanisms. Moreover, such potential elastic energy has to be
slightly smaller than the kinetic energy corresponding to the Damage Limit State (DLS), that
is:
1
2
(4)
∙ 𝑀𝑀 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
2
where: 𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,𝑗𝑗 is the elastic strain energy at yielding for the generic 𝑗𝑗-th dissipative mechanism,
𝑀𝑀 is the mass of the structure, and 𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is the value of the velocity spectrum.
𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,𝑗𝑗 � ≤ 𝐸𝐸𝐾𝐾,𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =

2.2 Existing RC buildings

When it comes to existing RC buildings, since they were built in compliance with obsolete
Building Codes [1], unaware of seismic behavior, they are often neither regular nor designed to
dissipate energy according to a well-defined dissipative mechanism. Moreover, since they were
most probably built to resist gravity loads only, they typically present a strong beam-weak column typology. In cases in which there are beams longer than the others, they are most probably
gravity-load-dominated which means that, at the beam-column joints, the negative bending moment is much larger than the seismic positive bending moment and their combination yields a
negative moment. In this case, after the formation of the first (negative) hinge at one of the
beam extremities, the formation of the second one would require a large increase of lateral force
or displacement. Even though a skillful application of the either moment redistribution or relocation of plastic hinges away from column faces to zones where both gravity loads and lateral
forces generate positive moments may help, in many situations the most meticulous allocation
of beam hinge strength will not offset the excess potential lateral force resistance.
In such cases, insisting on pursuing the dissipative mechanism described in the previous
section may result extremely difficult if not impossible. The design of the retrofitting intervention would be particularly difficult for joints. Thus, the possibility to intervene inducing other
dissipative mechanisms would be preferable.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4 Existing strong-beam-weak-column RC buildings: a) typical example frame, b) shear-type (columnsway) dissipative mechanism, and c) hybrid column and beam sway dissipative mechanism.

Alternative solutions may be the following:
1) A shear-type mechanism (Fig. 4b), in which hinges are allowed to form in the columns
extremities even though the right expedient has to be found in order to both a) force the
formation of plastic hinges at the extremities of the columns of several stories, if not all,
and b) ensure that, even after the formation of plastic hinges, the post-elastic oscillations
do not concentrate on one story only. In fact, in this latter case, a soft story mechanism
would take place.
2) A hybrid column and beam sway mechanism (Fig. 4c) in which at least a partial beam
sway mechanism should develop to ensure that no column sway mechanism (soft story)
can form. This can be achieved if plastic hinges are made to develop in the outer spans
of beams close to exterior columns, which in turn may need to be strengthened in order
to have adequate flexural strength to absorb without yielding the moment input from
these outer beam spans. Column hinges above level one will thus not develop in the two
outer columns of the frame. At the inner beam-column joints, column hinges below and
above each floor will need to form to complete the frame mechanism. Since such mechanism has to rely on the flexural ductility capacity of the columns, which may not be
desirable, the overall ductility demand may be restricted by increasing the lateral resistance of the frame to lateral forces.
Each of these alternative overall dissipative mechanisms will yield the beneficial effect to
reduce the horizontal strengthening in most of the joints since the beam cross section at the
column face does not yield. This aspect will be clarified in next sections.
3

CHOICE OF THE OVERALL DISSIPATIVE MECHANISM

In this paragraph a simple model is proposed that may help the designer figure out if, for the
given case-study, it is convenient to orient the retrofitting intervention towards the reproduction
of a beam-sway mechanism or instead it is more rational to purse one of the alternative overall
dissipative mechanisms. A typical existing RC building characterized by beams and columns
of different length and by the Strong-Beam-Weak-Column features is represented in Fig. 5.
The idea is to evaluate if, given the geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the various
elements, once shear failures have been excluded [10,11], plastic hinge formation occurs in the
columns earlier than in the beams, which means if:
𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ≪ 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

(5)

where: 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 and 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 are the values of displacement of the control point 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 corresponding to
the yielding of columns (the first one to yield, actually) and beams, respectively. If that is the
case, trying to induce a classical beam sway mechanism is worthless.
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Figure 5 Typical existing Strong-Beam-Weak-Column RC building: a) plan and elevation, b) simplified
frame model to study beams, c) simplified model to study columns, d) details of the RC slab (topping) along
with the supporting beams, and e) details of the model for beams taking into account the torsional retainer offered by beams orthogonal to the earthquake direction.

The values of 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 and 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 can be calculated by simplified plane frame and conservative
models [10,11] that contemplate the concentration of deformations on columns or beams only,
respectively (Fig. 5bc). As general assumptions, it is assumed that: (1) all frame elements are
inextensible, and (2) ﬂoors are inﬁnitely rigid in their plane. In this way: (1) all joints just move
horizontally, and (2) both their horizontal and vertical mutual distances remain unchanged. In
particular for beams (Fig. 5b), since the model herein presented has to be as simple as possible,
the conservative model is adopted in which the whole seismic-induced deformation is concentrated on beams. This means adopting a model in which columns are hinged at the base and just
rigidly rotate around their lowermost extremity during the imposition of increasing horizontal
displacements. For the generic horizontal beam, due to the assumption of inextensibility of columns, vertical displacements in their extremities are null, while end rotations are assumed to be
equal to each other. When the earthquake strikes, it imposes, through the resulting inertia forces,
a rotation at the beam extremity, and the bending moment due to such rotation is given by [12]:
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𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

8 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 ∙ 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏
6 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 ∙ 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏
∙ 𝜃𝜃 =
∙ 𝑢𝑢
𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏
𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑐𝑐

(6)

where: 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 is the beam cross section Young’s modulus, 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏 the beam cross sectional inertia, 𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏
the beam length, and 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 the total height of the building.
If there are also edge beams, due to the flexural stiffness of the deck framing on them, these
constitute a torsional restraint that ends up limiting the rotation of the beam extremity. So that,
when such restraints cannot be neglected (Fig. 5), the counter-moment applied by the assembly
of edge beam and deck has to be subtracted from Eq. (6). Such torsional restraint-induced bending moment can be evaluated by considering the very simple model (Fig. 5e) composed by two
torsional springs, arranged in series to each other, and one with the torsional stiffness of the
half edge beam 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 and the other with the flexural stiffness (in the direction parallel to the
earthquake) of the slab 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓,𝑏𝑏 . This latter can be, in first instance, concentrated in the internal
extremity of half beam length (point E in Fig. 5e), and is given by:
𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠 =

4 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠
𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠

(7)

where: 𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠 is the length of the slab framing into the edge beam, and 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 , 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 are the slab cross
section Young’s Modulus and sectional inertia, respectively.
While the edge beam torsional stiffness is given by:
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 =

𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡
𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡

(8)

where: 𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡 is the edge beam length, and 𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡 , 𝐺𝐺𝑡𝑡 are the beam cross section inertia and transversal
stiffness modulus, respectively.
Due to the combination in series of the two springs above, the kinematic compatibility yields
that the overall earthquake-imposed end rotation is equal to the sum of a) the torsional rotation
undergone by the edge beam 𝜃𝜃𝑏𝑏 and b) the flexural end rotation undergone by the portion of
slab insisting on the edge beam 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 , which means:
𝜃𝜃(𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 ) = 𝜃𝜃𝑏𝑏 + 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠

(9)

𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 = 𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠

(10)

Moreover, for the equilibrium to be fulfilled, the torsional moment 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 in the edge beam
has to be equal to the bending moment in the slab 𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠 , which means:
Thus, by combining Eq. (9) and Eq. (10), we obtain:
𝜃𝜃(𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 ) = 𝜃𝜃𝑏𝑏 + 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 =

𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠
+
𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠

(11)

from which the value of the counter-moment can be evaluated as follows:
𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 = 𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠 = 𝜃𝜃(𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 ) ∙ �𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 ���𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠 + 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 � =

𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 ∙ �𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 �

𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∙ �𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠 + 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 �

(12)

In conclusion, the end bending moment will be given, combining Eq. (6) and Eq. (12), by
the following expression:
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𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = �

�𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠 + 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 �
6 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 ∙ 𝐼𝐼𝑏𝑏
−
� ∙ 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐
𝐿𝐿𝑏𝑏 ∙ 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∙ �𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓,𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡,𝑏𝑏 �

(13)

Introducing the beam yield strength 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 in Eq. (13) and making it explicit with respect to
the control point displacement, the 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 value can be obtained.
For the case of the column, given the column yield strength 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , the corresponding value
of the control point displacement can be obtained by:
𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 �𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 � =

𝐿𝐿2𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
∙
6 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖

(14)

where: 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐 is the length of the column, 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 , 𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐 are the column cross section Young’s Modulus
and sectional inertia, respectively, and 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 is the 𝑖𝑖-th story height.
4

CAPACITY MODEL FOR THE JOINT

Joints of RC buildings can be typically classified according to either one of two criteria:
1) one based on the geometry of the boundary conditions, or 2) one based on the possibility that
inelastic deformations occurred in the beam longitudinal bars may or not spread within the joint
core. Based on the former criterion, joints can be either 1) exterior, in case one beam only
frames into the relevant column, or 2) interior, in case two beams frame into the relevant column. According to the latter criterion, a joint can be either elastic or inelastic if plastic hinges
are allowed to form in the beam cross sections far from the column or adjacent to the column,
respectively.
4.1 Original model

a)

b)

Figure 6 Mechanisms of shear transfer at an interior joint: a) concrete strut and b) diagonal compression field.

In general, two resisting mechanisms can be singled out in a joint, which are (Fig. 6): 1) concrete diagonal compression strut and 2) diagonal compression field. The latter is based on the
assumption that concrete joint core is thoroughly cracked so that no (diagonal) tensile stress
can be transmitted by the concrete. When beams with very small amounts of flexural reinforcement are used, or when column sections relative to beam sizes are large, joint shear stresses
may be rather small and no or very few diagonal cracks may develop. As the concrete core in
such cases will resist shear by means of diagonal tensile stresses, the truss mechanism in Fig. 6
will be hardly mobilized. The strut mechanism does not rely on steel contributions, but the truss
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mechanism may require considerable amounts of reinforcement, particularly in the horizontal
direction.
In the two limit situations of a) absence of axial compression (even axial tension) or b) large
value of axial compression, the compression strut inclination will be less and more steep, respectively. In the latter case, due to the beneficial effect of normal stresses on bond strength,
the relative importance of the transfer mechanism of the diagonal compression field will be
larger.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 7 External actions and internal stress resultants at an interior joint.

With reference to the interior joint (Fig. 7), horizontal shear force will be given by:
𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗ℎ = 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 + 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐′ + 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠′ − 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(15)

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ = 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐′ + ∆𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐′ − 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

(16)

in which: 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 is the internal horizontal tension introduced in the joint by the beam upper longitudinal reinforcement, 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐′ is the compression force in the concrete, 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠′ is the axial compression
in the beam upper longitudinal reinforcement (on the left-hand side of the figure), and 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is
the average of column shears above and below the joint. Even though the sum of terms 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 + 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠′
is transferred to the concrete of the joint core by means of bond stresses, a fraction ∆𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐′ will be
transmitted to the diagonal strut in correspondence of the flexural compression zone of the column above (stress-block). Thus the value of the horizontal shear force transmitted to the diagonal strut mechanism, is given by:
while the fraction carried by the truss mechanism is:

𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠ℎ = 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 + 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠′ − ∆𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐′

(17)

After making reasonable assumptions about the likely distribution of tangential bond stresses
inside the joint core and along the beam upper longitudinal reinforcement, Paulay and Priestley
[6] suggested the following expression:
𝑐𝑐
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ = �1.55 ∙ + 𝛽𝛽 − 0.55� ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 − 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
(18)
ℎ𝑐𝑐
in which: 𝛽𝛽 = 𝐴𝐴′𝑠𝑠 ⁄𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 is the ratio of the beam compressed longitudinal reinforcement to the tensile steel cross section, 𝑐𝑐 is the depth of the flexural compression zone of the elastic column
above, which can be approximated by:
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𝑐𝑐 = �0.25 + 0.85 ∙

𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′

𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢
� ∙ ℎ𝑐𝑐
∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔

(19)

where: 𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢 is the minimum compression force acting on the column 𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢 = 0.25 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔 , 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ is the
concrete cylindrical compressive strength, 𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔 the gross cross section area of the column. From
the expressions above, it yields:
𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠ℎ = 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗ℎ − 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ ≅ �1.15 − 1.3 ∙

𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢
� ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠
𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐′ ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔

(20)

The term 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ is to be carried by the concrete compression strut while the term 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠ℎ will be
carried by the horizontal reinforcement within the joint core.
𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠′

𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐′

𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠′

ℎ𝑐𝑐
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐

𝐷𝐷2

𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠′′

𝐷𝐷1

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐

𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐′′

𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐

ℎ𝑏𝑏
𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠

𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠′′
𝑐𝑐

Figure 8 Exterior Joint: external actions and internal stress resultants. The compression strut is included between the two boundary lines 𝐷𝐷1 and 𝐷𝐷2 .

Likewise, for an exterior joint, the horizontal shear force is given by:
𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗ℎ = 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 − 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(21)

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ = 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐 + ∆𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 − 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(22)

where the value of the tension force 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 is either 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 or 𝜆𝜆0 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 , depending on whether an
elastic beam section or the critical section of a beam plastic hinge at the face of the column is
being considered. Even in this case, a diagonal strut similar to that shown in Fig. 8 will develop
between the bend of the hooked top tension beam bars and the lower right-hand corner of the
joint, where compression forces in both the horizontal and vertical directions are introduced.
Similarly to what already introduced for the case of the interior joints, the horizontal component
of the compression strut mechanism is given by:
where: ∆𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 is the fraction of the steel compression force 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠 developed in the bottom beam
reinforcement, introduced to the strut by means of bond over the length of bar subjected to
transverse compression from the lower column.
Even in this case, based on reasonable assumptions about the likely distribution of the shear
tangential stresses along the longitudinal reinforcement within the joint core, Paulay and Priestley [6] proposed the following expression to evaluate the fraction of shear force that has to be
carried by the horizontal reinforcement in the joint:
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𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠ℎ = 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗ℎ − 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ ≅

𝛽𝛽
𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑢
∙ �0.7 − ′
� ∙ 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠
𝜆𝜆0
𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔

(23)

and the complement to 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗ℎ will flow in the compression strut mechanism.
4.2 Code-suggested model

As already outlined, the Italian Code [2,5] (implicitly) distinguishes between the case of new
and existing buildings. For the former [2] distinction in made between joints that are 1) fully
confined or 2) not fully confined. The fully confined joints are those in which beams frame into
all four sides and their width is at least three quarters of the parallel cross-sectional dimension
of the column and on both pairs of opposite faces of the joint, beam cross sections cover each
other for at least 3⁄4 of their depth. Not fully confined joints are all those not belonging to the
previous category.
The horizontal shear acting on the core of a joint shall be determined taking into account the
most adverse conditions under seismic actions. In absence of more accurate evaluations, shear
force acting on the concrete core of the joint can be calculated, for each direction of the seismic
action, by the following expressions:
𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠1 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 for exterior joints

𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∙ (𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠1 + 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠2 ) ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 for interior joints

(24)

where: 𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 1.2 is the factor to account for overstrength due to steel strain-hardening, 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠1 and
𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠2 are the beam cross section top and bottom steel reinforcement, respectively; 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 is the steel
design value of yield strength; and 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 is the shear force in the column above the joint. Strength
verification should be carried out only for joints of high ductility buildings.
Joint shear strength associated to the concrete strut crushing 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗1 can be evaluated by:

in which:

𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗1 = 𝜂𝜂 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 ∙ ℎ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ∙ �1 −
𝑓𝑓

𝜈𝜈𝑑𝑑
𝜂𝜂

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝜂𝜂 = 𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗 ∙ �1 − 250
� with 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 in MPa

𝛼𝛼𝑗𝑗 = �

0.6 for interior joints
0.48 for exterior joints

(25)

(26)
(27)

𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 are concrete cylindrical strength’s characteristic and design value, respectively; 𝜈𝜈𝑑𝑑 =
𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ⁄(𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ) is the axial force in the column above the joint normalized with respect to the
compressive strength of the concrete section; ℎ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 is the distance between the outermost longitudinal steel bars alignments; and 𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 is the joint effective width, assumed as the minimum between 1) the larger between column and beam section width and 2) the smaller between column
and beam section width, both increased by half of the column cross section depth.
Adequate confinement of the joint, both horizontal and vertical, should be provided, to limit
the maximum diagonal tensile stress of concrete to the concrete design tensile strength 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 . In
the absence of a more precise model, this requirement may be satisfied by providing horizontal
hoops with a diameter of not less than 6 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 within the joint, such that:
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2
𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠ℎ ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
≥
− 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
2
𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 ∙ ℎ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
�𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 ∙ ℎ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 � ∙ (𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝜈𝜈𝑑𝑑 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 )

(28)

where: 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠ℎ is the total area of horizontal hoops, 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 is given by Eq. (24), ℎ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 is the distance
between the top and the bottom reinforcement of the beam, ℎ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 is the distance between extreme
layers of column reinforcement, 𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 is the joint effective width.
It must be stressed that some perplexity arises when Eq. (28) is analyzed in depth since it
seems to be based on a contradiction. In fact, while it is purposely meant to design steel hoops
in order to keep the joint concrete un-cracked, it relies on the steel yield strength 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 that can
only be attained if the steel has actually yielded, which means that the steel bars elongation has
reached 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ≅ 20‰. However, such strain value can only be attained if the steel bars have
undergone large elongation, across the formed cracks. Provided that further research is desirable in order to overcome such contradictions, it must also be stressed that the CAM® technique,
due to the inherent pre-tension, applies a confinement without need of deformations thus resulting much more effective, in keeping the joint concrete un-cracked, than any other passive available technique, including the use of FRPs.
As an alternative, the integrity of the joint after diagonal cracking may be ensured by horizontal hoop reinforcement. To this end the following total area of horizontal hoops should be
provided in the joint:
𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠ℎ ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ≥ 𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∙ (𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠1 + 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠2 ) ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ∙ (1 − 0.8 ∙ 𝜈𝜈𝑑𝑑 ) for interior joints
𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠ℎ ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ≥ 𝛾𝛾𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠2 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ∙ (1 − 0.8 ∙ 𝜈𝜈𝑑𝑑 ) for exterior joints

(29)

4.3 Confinement-modified model

In the present section, a first proposal is made about a possible way to evaluate the amount
of reinforcement to strengthen the joints. Even though we highly support the adoption of active
techniques, such as the CAM® [13], the formulation herein proposed is actually applicable also
to the case of passive confinements such as the FRPs jacketing. The preference for active methods is due to the fact that confinement does not need any structure deformation to be activated
but, on the contrary, it is readily available.
Conservatively, and contrarily to what suggested by Paulay and Priestley [6], we do not
distinguish the amount of the overall joint shear force 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 that is carried by the concrete strut
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐ℎ and the truss 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠ℎ . In fact, we assume that the truss does not form due to the reason that, in
order for it to be actually mobilized, horizontal reinforcement should be diffuse while, for an
existing building, such reinforcement is always rather discrete, due to the complex geometrical
boundary conditions. Given that, the joint verification is carried out by comparing the shear
force 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 with the shear strength that can be evaluated as follows:
𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗1 ; 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗2 ; 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗3 �

(30)

in which: 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗1 is the joint shear strength associated to concrete strut crushing; 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗2 is the joint
shear strength associated to concrete diagonal cracking and 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗3 is the joint shear strength associated to the steel stirrups failure, in case they are actually present. Even though the NTC2008
considers the term associated to concrete diagonal cracking, it may not be considered since it is
too conservative for a calculation carried out at the ultimate limit states, in which joints are
definitely cracked. In fact, joints are supposed to be cracked since the serviceability limit state,
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through which the structure has already gone for values of 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 much smaller than those corresponding to the ultimate state.
The joint shear force can be evaluated, as function of the control point displacement, as
follows:
𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 =

𝑙𝑙 (𝑢𝑢 )
𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑐𝑐

𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙

𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 =

+

𝑟𝑟 (𝑢𝑢 )
𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑐𝑐

𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 )
𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟

− 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 (𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 ) for interior joints

− 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 (𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 ) for exterior joints

(31)
(32)

𝑙𝑙
𝑟𝑟 (𝑢𝑢 )
(𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 ) and 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
in which 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑐𝑐 are the bending moments applied by the two beams framing
into the joint, left and rightwards respectively.
The term 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗2 , which is herein reported for sake of completeness, can be evaluated as follows:

𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗2 = 𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 ∙ ℎ𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ∙ �𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ∙ (𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝜈𝜈𝑑𝑑 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 )

(33)

𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗3 = 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠ℎ ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

(34)

𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 ) = 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧0 (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 ) + ∆𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 )

(35)

in which 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is concrete design tensile strength.
The term 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗3 can be evaluated as follows:

The term 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗1 can be evaluated by Eq. (25) in which 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 has to be substituted by the design
cylindrical strength of the confined concrete 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 . The cylindrical strength 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 of the confined
concrete may be evaluated by the method proposed by Braga et al. in [14]. This model allows
the whole stress strain 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 − 𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 constitutive law of the confined concrete to be evaluated, as increment with respect to the constitutive law of the unconfined concrete, as follows:
where: 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 and 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧0 are the stresses of the confined and unconfined concrete respectively and 𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧
is the related strain. The term ∆𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 represents the stress increment related to the triaxial state.
The curve 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧0 (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 ) can be assumed as the classical parabola-rectangle diagram (Fig. 9) adopted
by [2]. The model is based on the assumptions of 1) elastic material, 2) plain strain condition
and 3) passive confinement.
Even though we are taking into consideration the case of existing RC buildings, in which
case the joint does not contain any steel stirrups, the model contemplates the possibility to have
complex confinement systems, with multiple horizontal hoops (Fig. 9). For each 𝑖𝑖-th hoop, the
radial confining pressure 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 can be evaluated, for each value of 𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 , and assuming null bending
inertia for each confining strip, be it made of either FRP or high strength steel as in the case of
CAM®. For a square section column the following expression is provided [14]:
𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 ) =

36 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ∙ (𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 ⁄𝑆𝑆 ) ∙ 𝜈𝜈
∙ 𝜀𝜀
25 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑑𝑑 + 24 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ∙ (𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 ⁄𝑆𝑆 ) ∙ (2 ∙ 𝜈𝜈 + 5) 𝑧𝑧

(36)

where: 𝑑𝑑 is the square cross-section dimension; 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 and 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 are the Young’s modulus of the concrete and the confining material, respectively; 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 and 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 are the wrapping depth and width,
respectively; 𝑆𝑆 is the wrapping spacing and 𝜈𝜈 is the concrete Poisson’s ratio. Whereas, for circular section columns with external radius 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , the confining pressure is expressed by the following equation:
𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 ) =

𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ∙ (𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 ⁄𝑆𝑆 ) ∙ 𝜈𝜈
∙ 𝜀𝜀
𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ∙ (𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 ⁄𝑆𝑆) ∙ (1 − 𝜈𝜈) ∙ (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 ∙ 𝜈𝜈 + 1) 𝑧𝑧
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and in case continuous wrapping is used, the ratio 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚 ⁄𝑆𝑆 = 1.
𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧

𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

∆𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧

𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐

𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧0 𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧

a)

𝐴𝐴4
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𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧
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𝐴𝐴

𝐴𝐴

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

b)

c)

Section 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

Sec. 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝐴𝐴

d)

𝐴𝐴3
e)

Sec. 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

Figure 9 Confined concrete stress-strain relationship by means of the model by Braga et al. [14]: a) increment
over the unconfined concrete constitutive law; details of a square RC cross section column strengthened by either b) FRP or c) CAM® wrappings, respectively; d) rectangular cross section strengthened by CAM®, and e)
case of complex confinement system (very general).

In the most general case of existing internal stirrups and external wrapping, the average radial confining pressure can be evaluated as follows:
𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 ) =

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓
+ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑟𝑟,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(38)

where: 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟,𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 are the radial confining pressures induced by the internal stirrups and by
the external wrapping, respectively; 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the amount of area of the cross section within the
internal stirrup and 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the area contained within the external wrapping. In the most general
configuration of confinement reinforcement (Fig. 9e), the superposition method is applied to
evaluate the average radial confining pressure, as follows:
𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 ) =

where:

1
∙ (𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟1 ∙ 𝐴𝐴1 + 2 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 ∙ 𝐴𝐴2 + 2 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟3 ∙ 𝐴𝐴3 + 4 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟4 ∙ 𝐴𝐴4 )
𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒

𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟1 = 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟2 + 2 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟1 ; 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 = 2 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟1 ; 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟3 = 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟2 + 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟1 ; 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟4 = 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟1

(39)

(40)

The pressures applied by the stirrups are actually spread in the concrete along the longitudinal development of the RC element, by means of two mechanisms that are: 1) the arch effect,
which develops between two adjacent stirrups, thus reducing the real confined concrete volume,
and 2) the mechanism due to the bending stiffness of the longitudinal bars. As a result, the
confining pressure varies along the element with maximum value at the tie level and minimum
values midway between two stirrups. Therefore, the concrete is entirely subject to a lateral confining pressure lower than the mean value calculated at tie level when assuming a homogeneous
distribution. Two reduction coefficients can be evaluated, separately, for each of the mechanisms above. For the concrete mechanism, the coefficient can be evaluated by the following
equation:
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𝑆𝑆

2

𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 = �1 − 4∙𝑙𝑙 �
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(41)

where: 𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the length of the stirrup. For the reductive coefficient associated to the bending
stiffness of the longitudinal bars, the following expression is provided:
45 ∙ 𝜉𝜉𝑙𝑙3
𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =
45 ∙ 𝜉𝜉𝑙𝑙3 + 𝛽𝛽 ∙ 𝜉𝜉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

where:
𝜉𝜉𝑙𝑙 =

𝜙𝜙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑆𝑆

𝜙𝜙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

; 𝛽𝛽 = 𝜙𝜙

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

; 𝜉𝜉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =

(42)

𝜙𝜙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑙𝑙

(43)

in which: 𝜙𝜙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 and 𝜙𝜙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 are the diameters of the stirrup and longitudinal bar, respectively; 𝑙𝑙 is
the element length. When the bending stiffness of the longitudinal bars becomes negligible,
only the arching effect between two stirrups spreads the confining pressures along the column
and it can be assumed that 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ≫ 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 . However, in the most general case, the effective confining
pressure to which the column (i.e. the joint panel) confined by either square or circular hoops
is subject, is given by the following expression:
𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟 = 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(44)

and the corresponding value of the stress increment is given by:
∆𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 ) = ∆𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 (𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ) = −2 ∙ 𝜈𝜈 ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(45)

The strength of the confined concrete is thus given by:
𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧 (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 )�

(46)

and this value has to be implemented into the Eq. (25) in order to obtain the value of 𝑉𝑉𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗1 .
The weak points of this model are that 1) the whole constitutive law of the confined concrete
has to be evaluated first, in order to obtain the relevant strength 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , and 2) the confinement
contemplated is the passive one. Further research is, in this respect, desirable and already being
carried out.
5

OVERALL DISSIPATIVE MECHANISM

In this context, the retrofitting design strategy may be based on the following steps, to be
undertaken in sequence:
Evaluate, by means of the simple models described in previous paragraph §. 3, the ratio between 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 and 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ;
If it happens that:
𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 < 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

(47)

𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 < 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

(48)

the classical overall dissipative mechanism can be adopted and the strengthening of the joints
can be calculated by means of the model described in the paragraph §. 4.3;
If it happens that:

the classical overall dissipative mechanism can be tentatively pursued by adopting either one
of the following strategies: 1) moments redistribution or 2) repositioning of the plastic hinges;
If it happens that:
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𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 ≪ 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐,𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

(49)

an hybrid beam-column-sway mechanism should be accepted and identified by means of an
energy-based approach.
Further research is already being carried out in order to formalize this procedure.
6

CONCLUSIONS

This work addressed the problem of the optimization of the amount of strengthening to be
implemented for joints of existing RC buildings in a seismic retrofitting intervention. In fact
the retrofitting design activity that has characterized the aftermath of the recent Italian earthquakes has shown that the application of the cogent Italian Building Code may lead to excessively conservative interventions that would result both difficult to realize and detrimental to
the diffusion of innovative and promising strengthening techniques.
The first step to be undertaken during the design of a retrofitting intervention is the selection
of a suitable overall dissipative mechanism. While a beam-sway overall dissipative mechanism
can be pursued with relative ease for new buildings by means of the Capacity Design Philosophy, it may lead to unnecessarily conservative solutions for existing buildings. In fact, since
these latter were most probably designed for gravity loads only, they are characterized by the
Strong-Beam-Weak-Column typology. Thus, for these buildings, an alternative overall mechanism, characterized by plasticization on both beams and columns, may be selected.
A simple model was developed to help the designers figure out which overall dissipative
mechanism is more suitable to pursue for the specific case study they are dealing with. Such
model is based on the evaluation and comparison of the value of the displacement of the control
point of the single Moment Resisting frame corresponding to the flexural yielding of beams and
columns. In cases in which, due to the presence of strong beams and weak columns, these latter
yield much earlier than beams, the hybrid column-beam-sway mechanism should be selected.
After reviewing the model for shear strengthening of joints implemented by the cogent Italian Building Code and the one from which it was derived, a way to improve it was suggested,
in absence of a newly developed model. The beneficial effect of confinement on the concrete
strut resisting mechanism may be accounted for by evaluating the confined concrete strength
by means of the model by Braga et al., which has been briefly described.
Ultimately, the energy-based strategy to design the hybrid overall dissipative mechanism
was described. Anyway, in this respect, further research is necessary.
This work implicitly addressed the Moment Resisting Framed typology of RC buildings,
adopting simplified models. As further developments, the case of dual systems, characterized
by the presence of frames and walls in parallel to each other will be also addressed. Moreover,
the way in which to deal with the presence of stairs, with either cantilever steps or a climbing
slab, will be also analyzed.
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Keywords: Out-of-plane behaviour of masonry walls, Composite materials, FRCM reinforcing systems, bond-slip, Non-linear modeling, Macro-model approach.
Abstract. The use of Fibre Reinforced Cementitious Matrix (FRCM) materials, is becoming a
very common technique of retrofitting for historical and monumental masonry buildings. This
technique, if compared to the use of fiber polymeric materials (FRP), is more compatible with
the mechanical property of the masonry and more appropriate with the preservation needs of
cultural heritage, associated to the historical constructions. The effectiveness of such a type
of reinforcement for improving the out-of-plane seismic capacity of masonry walls, in comparison with traditional reinforcements with steel tie-bars, was investigated in a previous experimental campaign. In the present work, a macro-modeling approach, already available in
the literature for modeling masonry structures with plane and curved geometry, was used to
predicting the out-of-plane response of masonry structures reinforced by means of FRCM.
The model was validated by mean of the simulation of the previous cited experimental tests.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The recent seismic events, such as the Emilia (2012) and the L’Aquila (2009) earthquake,
have shown the great vulnerability of existing masonry buildings, not designed to withstand
seismic loads. During the seismic event, the building, being characterized by weak connections between the walls at the corners and between walls and diaphragms, does not have a box
behavior. Each wall shows an independent response, characterized by a complex non-linear
interaction between its in-plane and out-of-plane behavior, that usually end with collapse by
overturning. Aiming at reducing seismic vulnerability of existing masonry buildings, several
strengthening techniques that make use of composite materials have been developed and investigated by means of experimental tests and numerical simulations. The use of Fabric Reinforced system, applied through Cementitious Matrix (FRCM), has become a common
technique for retrofitting existing masonry buildings.
In this paper a macro-modeling approach, already developed for modeling masonry structures [1,2], is used to predict the out-of-plane response of a masonry prototype reinforced by
means of FRCM, experimentally investigated through shaking table tests [3,4].
Masonry is considered as made of macro-elements interacting though non-linear interfaces.
The reinforcement is modeled by a rigid plate, while the interaction between the reinforcement and the masonry substrate is governed by a discrete zero-thickness interface, able to take
into account both the tensile (mode I) and shear (mode II) failure modes [5]. A refined bondslip constitutive law, suitable for FRCM materials and experimentally validated by means of
debonding tests [5], is employed. The capability of the model to predict the effective behavior of masonry repaired with FRCM is evaluated through comparison with experimental tests:
the out-of-plane capacity curve of the specimen with and without FRCM reinforcement are
obtained and compared with shaking table tests, in terms of ultimate strength and collapse
mode.
2

THE DISCRETE MACRO MODELLING APPROACH

The discrete macro modelling approach represents an innovative tool for simulating the nonlinear behaviour of masonry structures that requires a limited computational effort when compared to non-linear finite element method. Originally restricted to a 2D-kinematic for simulating the in-plane response of masonry [1,2], the model was extended to simulate the out-ofplane response of masonry panels, while also simulating the response of monumental structures [6,7]. In the present paper, a recent formulation that allows to model the interaction between masonry and the FRCM reinforcement [8] is applied.
2.1

The spatial macro-model for simulating the masonry

The kinematics of the macro-element is governed by 7 degrees of freedom: six DOF associated to the rigid body motions and one associated to the in-plane shear deformability of the element. This latter is described by a diagonal link, while the interactions between two
contiguous panels are simulated by means of zero thickness 3D-interfaces. The flexural response is governed by a layer of transversal links, the shear in-plane sliding is controlled by a
non linear spring while the out-of-plane sliding and the torsional behaviour of the panel are
controlled by two further sliding links (Figure 1). The calibration procedure of the non linear
links is based on energy equivalence, as are reported in [1,6].
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Figure 1.

2.2

geometric representation of the spatial macro-model.

The macro-model for simulating the reinforcing

Following [8], the presence of composite reinforcing, applied by unidirectional strips, 2D
webs or grids, is simulated by introducing plate elements bonded to masonry with non-linear
transversal and longitudinal links. A further set of springs represents the membrane behavior
of the reinforcement (Figure 2).
Spatial macro-element

( Ef, fft, tf )dir,x

Discrete rigid plate
( Ef, fft, tf )dir,y
Figure 2.

modeling of reinforcing by discrete rigid plate [8].

The macroscopic tensile behaviour of the reinforcement, comprehensive of the fabric and
the matrix, is assumed as elastic-perfectly brittle, with equivalent elastic modulus Ef, and ultimate tensile strength fft. These properties are referred to the net area of the reinforcement
that is defined by the equivalent thickness tf. The model accounts for the anisotropic behaviour of the reinforcement when the reinforcement amount is different along the two directions.
The non-linear links that connect two plates are calibrated through a simple elastic equivalence between the continuous elastic solid and the discrete equivalent model. The normal and
tangential interaction between the reinforcement and the masonry substrate are modeled by
means of a zero-thickness discrete interface, composed by transversal N-links for simulating
the normal interaction and two N-links for simulating the bond-slip constitutive law. The
transversal N-links are assumed as elastic, while the longitudinal links are modeled through a
refined elasto-plastic bond-slip constitutive law with a post-peak softening branch as proposed in [5], to take into account the cracking process within the cementitious matrix.
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3

CALIBRATION OF THE BOND-SLIP CONSTITUTIVE LAW

In the case of FRCM systems made of steel cords, failure usually occurs within the mortar
matrix at the interface with the reinforcement [5,9]. Aiming at describing the debonding process, the key element is the adoption of a reliable bond shear stress-slip law [10,11,12].
In the present work, the bond law in the tangential direction, expressed in terms of slip displacement (dt) and tangential stress (pt), is described by an ascending elastic branch ending at
the point (dtm; ptm), a linear softening branch ending at the tangential debonding displacement
dtd and a plane frictional branch, with constant stress pt0. This latter branch describes the interlocking phenomenon between the fibers and the surrounding matrix (see Fig. 3), typical of
such a type of reinforcement.

Figure 3.

4

Trilinear shear stress-slip interface law.

SIMULATIONS

Aiming at showing the capability of the macro-modeling approach, to reproduce the outof-plane response of masonry structures reinforced by means of FRCM, the results of the experimental campaign described in [3,4], were numerically simulated.
4.1

The prototype

The structural prototype modelled in the present work consists of a façade wall and two
transverse walls, with an overall U-shaped configuration. The façade is 3.30m long, while the
transverse walls are 2.3m long. All the walls are 3.44m high and 0.25m thick (Fig.4). The façade is connected to the transverse walls by a vertical mortar bed joint in order to simulate a
weak connection in view of the out-of-plane overturning of the façade.

Figure 4. Geometry of the prototype [3].
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The walls are made of tuff units (250x370x110mm) and hydraulic lime mortar. The mean
mechanical properties of the masonry components are: unit weight 12.06 kN/m3, cubic compressive strength 5.98 MPa, Young Modulus 1575 MPa for the blocks; cubic compressive
strength 4.08 MPa, Young Modulus 2038 MPa, tensile strength 0.84 MPa for the mortar.
The specimen was initially subjected to a shake table test series without reinforcement [3],
which caused the detachment of the façade from the transverse walls and its out-of-plane
overturning (Fig. 5(a)).
In order to investigate the effectiveness of traditional retrofitting devices, a further test series was carried out on the specimen retrofitted with two ∅20-mm steel tie-bars installed at a
distance of 0.85m from the top of the wall and 0.30m from the corner. The height of the rods
(about 75% of the whole height of the façade) maximized the stabilizing effect and, at the
same time, prevented failure by overturning. A vertical crack developed in the middle section
of the façade, induced by the out-of-plane horizontal bending (Fig. 5(b)) and some diagonal
cracks formed at the top and mid-height of the front wall, probably related to the impact and
the punching effect of the end-plates (Fig. 5(c)).

Figure 5. Damage pattern before the installation of SRG reinforcement [3]: lateral view (a), back view of the
façade (b), detail of the anchorage of the reinforcing tie rod (c).

A last test series was carried out on the specimen retrofitted with FRCM made of unidirectional Ultra High Tensile Strength Steel (UHTSS) cords [3] that currently are referred as Steel
Reinforced Grout (SRG). The strengthened system is made of 12 steel connectors retaining
the out-of-plane overturning of the façade, four horizontal SRG strips applied to the side walls
to transfer the load from the connectors to the masonry, two horizontal SRG strips applied to
the front wall to transfer the retaining effect of the connectors to the façade. These strips are
installed to provide also an increase of the seismic capacity of the wall with respect to horizontal bending. The textile has density of 4 cords/in, a design thickness equal to 0.084 mm
and a mass density equal to 640 g/m2. A mineral-NHL mortar was used as a matrix having
compressive strength, Elastic Modulus, tensile strength and grain size range, equal to 20.6
N/mm2, 11.42 KN/mm2, 5.42 N/mm2 and 0-1.4 mm, respectively.
4.2

Numerical modeling of the structural prototype

Three different models, representative of the unreinforced, tie rods reinforced and SRG reinforced prototypes, were developed and implemented in the code Histra [13]. The First step
was the calibration of the model in term of mechanical characteristics of masonry.
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The compression of masonry was fixed equal to the compressive strength of the tuff units,
while the tensile strength and the tensile fracture energy, along the direction orthogonal to the
bed mortar joints (ftv, Gtv), were determined by fitting the experimental results relative to the
unreinforced prototype. With this aim, Figure 6 shows the influence of the tensile strength on
the prototype response, keeping constant the fractural tensile energy equal to 0,06 N/mm according to the mechanical properties of the mortar [2]. From such a parametric analysis, the
value of the tensile strength that allows to the numerical model to best fit the experimental
results was 0,015Mpa. The corresponding collapse mechanism was reported in Figure 7 in
which a representation of the flexural damage was included by using a gray-scale proportional
to the cumulate plastic energy [6]. The sliding is governed by a Mohr-Coulomb yielding surface with cohesion (c) equal to 0,15Mpa, friction factor =0,57 and fracture energy in sliding
Gs  0.3N / mm . The tensile strength along the direction parallel to the horizontal bed joints
b
(fth) was evaluated by the expression fth  ftv  c , where b and h are respectively the base
2h
and height of the brick units. Analogously, the fracture energy along that direction was deterb
mined by the expression Gth  Gtv  Gs . The masonry parameters of the masonry, adopted
2h
in the analyses, are reported in Table 1.
Direction
Vertical (v)
Horizontal (h)

E
G
fc
ft
Gc
Gt
[N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm2] [N/mm] [N/mm]
1614
0,40
0,50
645
5,98
0,50
1606
0,15
0,06

c
[Mpa]


[-]

Gs
[N/mm]

0.15

0,57

0,30

Table 1: Mechanical parameters of the masonry used in the simulations.
experiment

0.5

Cb [-]

0.4
0.3

0.2
0.1
0
0

5

10
15
Top displacement [mm]

20

ultimate PGA
experiment
limit PGA
single wall
macro model
(ft=0)
macro model
(ft=0.01Mpa)
macro model
(ft=0.015Mpa)
macro model
(ft=0.02Mpa)
macro model
(ft=0.03Mpa)

Figure 6. Unreinforced model – Load versus displacement curve.

In Fig. 6 the gray continuous line represents the theoretical limit strength corresponding to
the out-of-plane overturning of the façade considered isolated, and considering a no-tension
material, while the dashed gray line represents the ultimate lateral strength registered during
the experiment. The push-over capacity curve is represented in terms of the maximum out-ofplane displacement of the façade as function of the base shear coefficient (Cb), corresponding
to the base shear of the structure dimensionless by the total weight (W=108 kN). The results
of the dynamic analyses, expressed in terms of maximum displacement versus PGA, are included in the graph and superposed to the capacity curve.
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Figure 7. Numerical collapse mechanism obtained for the unreinforced prototype.

The results of the numerical analyses performed on the prototype reinforced by means of
the two horizontal tie rods, are reported in Figure 8, both in terms of collapse mechanism and
capacity curve. It can be observed a good agreement with the experimental analyses.
1

Cb [-]

0.8
0.6
0.4

experiment
0.2

macro model

0
0

(a)

2
4
6
8
Top displacement [mm]

10

(b)

Figure 8. Prototype reinforced by tie rods: deformed mesh at the failure (a) and capacity curve (b).

It is worth noting that the model was able to represent the variation of the collapse mechanism from the unreinforced prototype to the reinforced one. In the latter case the numerical
damage was concentrated mainly at the central part of the façade (Figure 8) according to the
experimental observations [3,4].
Afterwards, aiming at reproducing the results of the last series of tests, the behaviour of the
prototype reinforced by two horizontal SRG composite strips, was numerically analyzed. The
trilinear bond slip law, defined in the previous section, was derived by mean of the procedure
proposed in [11] (ptm=1.267 N/mm, dtm=0.005 mm, dtd=1.1 mm, pt0=10%ptm). In Figure 9, the
numerical results related to such a simulation are represented in terms of plastic strain concentration and global load-displacement curve.
The ultimate experimental PGA of the reinforced system was about 1,4g against the ultimate value of 0,3g observed for the unreinforced prototype. The model is able to reproduce
the increasing of the global strength, as shown in Figure 9c. The numerical failure mechanism
is characterized by the damage of the façade, mainly concentrated in the central zone between
the two reinforcing strips (Figure 9a). Also, the transversal walls were damaged at the corners
and at the base section (Figure 9b).
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1.6

Cb [-]

1.2

0.8
experiment

0.4

macro model
0
0

(a)

(b)

4

8
12
Top displacement [mm]

16

20

(c)

Figure 9. Failure mechanism of the SRG reinforced prototype: plastic damage at the façade (a) and at the
transversal wall (b); capacity curve compared to the experimental results (c).

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the out-of-plane behaviour of masonry structures strengthened with FRCM is
numerically investigated. A discrete macro-modeling approach, able to simulate the nonlinear behaviour of the masonry and its bond-slip interaction with the composite reinforcing is
employed. A refined bond-slip interaction between the composite reinforcement and the mortar matrix is considered. The model is used to simulate the response of a three-dimensional
masonry prototype composed by a façade wall and two transversal walls experimentally investigated in the literature by means of dynamic tests. Three different configurations were
numerically reproduced: the unreinforced prototype, the prototype reinforced by tie rods and
the prototype reinforced by SRG composite strips. The experimental behaviour of the prototype was strongly characterized by the presence of the reinforcing system: the simple out-ofplane overturning of the façade, observed in the unreinforced configuration, moved to a global
mechanism after the addition of the reinforcement. The numerical simulations presented in the
paper are based on static push-over analysis, carried out on a three-dimensional model in the
three tested configurations. The numerical results are in a good agreement with the experimental ones, both in terms of capacity curves and failure mechanisms, demonstrating the capability of the model in predicting the efficacy of SRG reinforcement against out-of-plain
failure of masonry structures.
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Abstract. Seismic protection of structures by means of rocking isolation is becoming increasingly popular, because allowing uplift is an inexpensive way to reduce structural demand.
However, understanding the role of soil–structure interaction in the response of rocking systems is important to define what type of rocking system might be most effective. To address
this challenge, a campaign based on centrifuge modelling and testing is currently ongoing.
The primary objective is to assess the force demand that rocking systems experience during
their motion. Flexible structures that rock while stepping on discrete footings (structural
rocking) and flexible structures with discrete footings rocking on soil (foundation rocking)
are both considered. Following this distinction, two building models were designed with the
only difference being the connectivity of the columns to the footings. For structural rocking,
columns were designed to detach and step on their footings, while for foundation rocking the
footing-column connection was designed to be rigid. The two building models were tested
side-by-side in a centrifuge. A second test was also conducted, where thin steel “fuses” were
installed in the interface of structural rocking, to further study the allocation of energy dissipation between structural elements and fuses, and soil medium. The building models were
placed on the surface of dense sand and then tested using sinusoidal ground motions which
caused a combination of sliding and rocking. The global response of the models in terms of
overturning moment and storey shear was investigated and back validated by obtaining directly the internal loads, which were found capped regardless of the extent of rotation. Moreover, the base isolation effect was evident during large amplitude resonant excitations,
whereas during a low frequency low amplitude excitation there was no clear benefit of rocking. Finally, no significant effect was observed in limiting the base shear demand by using the
steel fuses.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In areas prone to earthquakes of catastrophic magnitude, the current design approach of
damage tolerance may result in poor structural performance regarding repair costs, downtime
and business disruption. For example, the Christchurch earthquake in New Zealand has led
building stakeholders to ask for improved seismic performance and damage mitigation technologies, to avoid disruption, economic loses and dependence on insurance in future earthquakes [1]. Similarly, in the aftermath of Chile’s 2010 earthquake, it was concluded that
“efforts still need be made for better construction practices”, while the economic loses
reached a third of the country’s gross domestic product [2]. Consequently, design objectives
are now becoming more stringent, incorporating economic and social implications of earthquake damage.
Seismic protection by means of rocking isolation is becoming increasingly popular, since
allowing uplift is an inexpensive way to reduce structural damage demand. Structures idealized as rigid rocking blocks were studied by Housner [3] back in the 1960s. Since then, the
overturning tendency and self-centering nature of rocking [4, 5], the implementation of rocking with dampers to suppress swaying motion [6–15], the coupling of flexibility and rocking,
[16–19] and the role of the higher modes [17, 18, 20, 21] have been studied both from an experimental and analytical point of view, with a clear focus on the structural performance
(structural rocking). In practice, while the base shear reduces due to structural rocking, excitation due to impacts at the interface of the stepping mechanism might amplify internal loads
significantly. Parallel to these studies, there has been extensive research on the response of
rocking foundations which utilize soil as an energy dissipater and are combined with an admissible failure mechanism of their superstructure (foundation rocking). The uplifting and
earthquake response [22–26], the achieved damping [15, 27] and the parameters of soil and
superstructure regarding structures with rocking foundations [28] lead to the conclusion that
the more a foundation is allowed to rock, the lesser can be the damage in the superstructure,
but this will come at the expense of larger displacements and residual differential settlements.
The objective of this paper is to examine the force demand of two small scale flexible
building models that can rock above (model RA, structural rocking) or below their foundation
level (model RB, foundation rocking), including soil-structure interaction effects, based on
observations from centrifuge testing (Figure 1). The design of the two rocking models are first
presented, including the design of an energy dissipation element (fuse) used in structural rocking. The models were first tested side-by-side and on a separate test two yielding plates were
installed to act as energy dissipating fuses in the RA model. Having subjected the models to
multi-frequency ground excitations, the internal loadings from structural components were
examined and the potential base isolation effect against typical fixed base oscillators were
quantified.

Figure 1: Two models of flexible structures (2DOF) rocking on discretized footings and soil, below the foundation level (left) and above that (right).
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2

DESIGN OF ROCKING MODELS

Two linear elastic building models were designed as identical, with their only difference
being the connectivity of their columns to the footings (Figure 2). For the model rocking
above the foundation (RA), columns were designed to detach and step on their footings, while
for the model rocking below the foundation (RB) the footing-column connection was designed to be rigid. While not in rocking action and assuming the soil-footing interface as a fixed
boundary, the RA and RB models correspond to a hinged base frame and a fixed base frame, respectively.

Figure 2: Column fixed to column for foundation rocking (far left), rocking below the foundation model (RB,
left), rocking above the foundation (RA, right), connection for hinged support and structural rocking (far right).

The overall dimensions, the sizing of the members and the dynamic response properties are
governed by a combination of factors covering the experimental needs and relating the models to
a prototype building (Table 1, Figure 3). Therefore, in prototype scale, the models represent 3-4
storey buildings with a natural period of 0.70s (1.4Hz). Such buildings are represented well by
their first two lateral modes in unidirectional ground shaking and therefore, the centrifuge models
were designed as 2DOF oscillators for shaking and rocking in one direction. Moreover, the distance between the discrete footings is larger than two times a footing’s width to avoid generating a
mat foundation response. This also applies to the side-by-side testing for adjacent footings to minimize structure-soil-structure interaction of the models in the centrifuge box (Figure 3).

Properties
First mode period (prototype)
Experimental first mode frequency (model)
Experimental second mode frequency (model)
Design stiffness (proto- Top storey
type)
Bottom storey
Design stiffness (mod- Top storey
el)
Bottom storey
Total superstructure mass (prototype)
Dynamic storey mass (model)
Slenderness ratio
Bearing pressure
Experimental centrifuge scale

Fixed base (RB) Hinged base (RA)
0.66s
0.70s
53Hz
46Hz
147Hz
136Hz
7.9MN/m
7.9MN/m
16.5MN/m
15.9MN/m
0.24MN/m
0.24MN/m
0.50MN/m
0.48MN/m
60 metric tonnes
0.83kg
0.25
80kPa/footing, FoS=2.3 (DA1/2 [29])
33

Table 1: Basic properties of the buildings models subjected to centrifuge testing
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Figure 3: Side-by-side centrifuge testing and overall dimensions of the models RA and RB

To design the members two load cases were considered. Those consisted of the case at which
the models are at the onset of uplift and the case at which the maximum rocking angle is achieved
before toppling, that is the slenderness angle. For the first load case, a linear elastic response was
assumed and a spectral acceleration was identified iteratively, so that a zero-tension load in the
uplifting columns was achieved. The design base shear was identified for this spectral acceleration,
as this shear is capped by rocking; the maximum base shear should not be larger than the value at
the onset of uplift. For the second load case, when rocking develops the weight of the structure is
transferred to the soil through the columns of the one side of the structure. These columns were
designed for the increased compressional forces due to this redistribution of loading.
All columns (6082-T6) and bracing elements (plastic PETG tube sections) were designed as
linear elastic to avoid masking the rocking action with local failures (e. g. material failure) or other out of interest nonlinear events (e. g. buckling). The key in the similarity of the natural frequencies stems from the bracing configurations which form the primary lateral load resistance
mechanism prior uplift. By minimizing the columns’ width, the lateral stiffness prior uplift is governed by the bracings, regardless of the boundary conditions at the column base (fixed base or
hinged base). This allows for a direct comparison between the two models, with only the parameter of the type of rocking mechanism to be the governing factor causing any potential differences
in the earthquake response. The linear elastic performance of the PETG bracing elements and
their connections in axial cyclic loading were tested and verified experimentally.
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An energy dissipation element was also designed to be installed into the RA model, for a separate side-by-side testing with the RB model. This is a steel tapered plate (S275, Figure 4) which
deforms in bending. Its root is bolted to the footing while its free end is linked to the column tip.
When the column tip uplifts once rocking initiates, the fuse deforms in bending and dissipates energy due to hysteresis. The performance of this element was predicted computationally and was
verified experimentally prior its installation into the RA model (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Detailing of the energy dissipation steel plate (top left), steel plate with additional linkage rod (top
right), cyclic performance of plate-rod assembly (bottom left), plate installed into model RA (bottom right)

3

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR CENTRIFUGE TESTING

The testing of the rocking performance involved two separate centrifuge flights. The setup
(Figure 3) of the first flight (Test 1) involved the models RA and RB simply resting (with no
embedment) on dense sand (Dr=90%) and allowing them to slide and rock upon the earthquake excitation. The setup of the second flight (Test 2) was the same, with the only difference being that a fuse was installed at each footing of the model RA.
The earthquake response of the models was monitored in terms of accelerations and internal loadings. Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) accelerometers were used to monitor the storey lateral accelerations and the vertical acceleration due to impact on the interface
of rocking. The PETG bracing elements were essentially converted to load cells, by calibrat-
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ing strain gauges that clearly registered the axial strain due to the axial tension or compression
of their tube sections. In addition, a series of piezo-electric accelerometers were used to monitor the centrifuge box input excitation and the ground excitation below the foundation level of
each model.
The input excitations, measured near the sand surface and between the models, consisted
of weak and large amplitude multi-frequency motions (Table 2, Figure 5). In Test 1, a weak
ground motion was used first, followed by a strong motion with the target excitation frequency equal to 50Hz to induce resonance. In Test 2, the same input motions were specified, followed by a third motion with a lower frequency content. In both tests, higher harmonics of the
centrifuge beam-actuator-package system developed, which were at similar frequencies of the
models. The weak motions (EQ-1) were specified to induce a linear elastic response and
hence produce a control dataset. The strong motions (EQ-2) and the low frequency motion
(EQ-3) were used to induce the uplift of the models.

TEST

EQ

CODE

1
1
2
2
2

1
2
1
2
3

TEST-1 EQ-1
TEST-1 EQ-2
TEST-2 EQ-1
TEST-2 EQ-2
TEST-2 EQ-3

PGA
Model (Prototype)
1.9g (0.06g)
23g. (0.70g)
2.1g (0.06g)
20.3g (0.61g)
11.0g (0.33g)

TARGET
FREQUENCY

TESTING

50Hz low amplitude
50Hz large amplitude
50Hz low amplitude
50Hz large amplitude
35Hz low amplitude

RA w/o fuse VS RB
RA w/o fuse VS RB
RA w fuse VS RB
RA w fuse VS RB
RA w fuse VS RB

Table 2: Input motion details and model’s testing configuration

Figure 5: Spectral pseudo acceleration of each ground motion measured on the sand surface, between the models
(damping ratio, ζ=5%)
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4
4.1

RESULTS
Verification of uplift and observed response

A sequence of strong impacts was detected by the accelerometers monitoring the vertical
movement of the column tips near the footings. Those sequences appeared with a close to zero magnitude in the weak earthquakes, whereas they were very strong during the larger magnitude earthquakes suggesting that uplift and consequently rocking action developed (Figure
6). Analyzing the frequency content of the vertical accelerations and of the lateral acceleration
below the soil surface, reveals that the excitation frequencies drove the rocking motion in both
models.
TEST-1 EQ-2

Figure 6: Vertical acceleration response at the column tips as measured from the accelerometers during the steady state in TEST-1 EQ-2 (model scale, 33g)
In other words, as expected, during the small amplitude earthquakes, the response of both
models was linear elastic. During the large amplitude earthquakes and the low frequency
earthquake, the models rocked and impacts occurred. Model RB was observed to slide during
the shaking on the sand surface with a mixed motion of rocking and sliding, with this combination being more evident in the low frequency excitation, and leading to small acceleration
demands (Figure 7). On the contrary, the footings of the model RA stayed in position and
therefore rocking was developed by that model with partial lateral sliding of the column tips
into the grooves of the footings. During the large amplitude earthquakes and low frequency
earthquake, the time-historey accelerations suggest an out of phase storey profile, which if
combined with the existence of the impacts, it further suggests the development of an uplifted
mode of vibration [18, 30], driven by the input motion frequencies.
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TEST-1 EQ-1

TEST-2 EQ-2

TEST-1 EQ-2

TEST-2 EQ-3

Figure 7: Steady state storey lateral acceleration response (model scale, 33g)
4.2

Moment – rocking angle response

By integrating twice the acceleration trace of the vertical accelerometers at the base of the
models, an approximation of the rocking angle was obtained, informative of the extent of
rocking that developed. The restraining moment was calculated as the difference of the overturning moment and the rotational acceleration component of the storey slabs which was calculated directly by using the storey horizontal acceleration records.
During the small magnitude earthquakes, both models developed a restraining moment
smaller than the required one to cause uplift (Figures 8, 9). During earthquakes EQ-2, the responses of model RA were very similar, indicating that the uplift during rocking was too
small to push the fuse to its yielding point (Figure 8). However, after inspection at the end of
Test 2, a residual deflection of 0.1mm was measured at the free end of the fuses, which is
smaller than the deflection at the yielding point (Figure 4). Considering that during EQ-3
model RA experienced larger rotations than in EQ-2 (Figure 8), it is indicated that EQ-3 was
the excitation which activated the fuse noticeably, but still not to the extent a long plastic plateau could develop regarding the local response of the fuses (Figure 4).
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Figure 8: Restraining moment versus rocking angle. Response of model RA during the first test without the fuse
(left column) and during the second test with the fuse (right column)

Figure 9: Restraining moment versus rocking angle. Response of the model RB during the first test (left column)
and during the second test (right column).
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Both models developed transient responses which extended the amount of rotation of the
rocking angle initially, whereas the steady state response, represented by the dense loops in
Figures 8 and 9 led to smaller rotations. The amount of rotation was similar for both models
during the large amplitude earthquakes during both tests. However, during the low frequency
earthquake model RB experienced significantly smaller rotations than model RA, although
extensive sliding occurred at the same time.
4.3

Storey and bracing response

The load demand on the structure was estimated by utilizing the storey accelerometers and
was validated with the strain gauges on the bracing members. From the measurements obtained from the accelerometers (Figures 10, 11), it was observed during the larger magnitude
earthquakes, the top storey shear was capped and was found to reduce to zero at the extreme
angle of rocking that was experienced by both models. Regarding the RA model during the
low frequency excitation, the top storey shear was bound between a maximum and a non-zero
minimum value. For the RB model, only the initial transient terms reached the extreme rocking angle during the low frequency earthquake, again due to the subsequent sliding that occurred. The base shear plots were also found to reflect the trend obtained from the restraining
moment.
The shear force trends were reflected in the load response of the bracing elements generated by the strain gauges on them. Figures 10 and 11 show that, while the axial force of the top
storey bracings was fairly symmetric about the zero-force axis, the bottom storey bracings
followed an asymmetric response in the force axis of the plots. In particular, at the extreme
angle the models were supported on only one side, with the axial members coinciding at the
point of rotation experiencing increased compressional forces. The superstructure weight redistributes due to contact loss on the uplifting side, where the tensional force of the bracing
element there dropped to zero. Moreover, the force values that bound the performance of the
bracings were constant and the same for both models, indicating that the extent of the rocking
angle is of little importance when assessing the load demand once the uplift and rocking begins.
4.4

Base isolation effect

The quantification of the base isolation effect was carried out in terms of base shear values.
By using the recorded acceleration on the sand surface, the SDOF response spectra were created. Then, by using the SRSS method with the range of damping ratios obtained from the
free vibration traces of the storey accelerations and bracings, the base shear maxima were estimated for similar (hypothetical) fixed base 2DOF models. The estimations were then compared with the base shear maxima directly obtained from the response accelerations (Figure
12). It was found that the base isolation effect was clear during the large amplitude earthquakes, while it was minimal during the low frequency earthquake for both models (Table 3).
Finally, the installation of the fuses in model RA did not contribute in any apparent reduction
in the base shear demand as observed from the results of Table 3 between the first and second
tests for the earthquakes EQ-2.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The dynamic soil-structure interaction of twin small scale buildings with foundation rocking and structural rocking was investigated in a proof of concept pilot centrifuge experiment.
The following conclusions were drawn:
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MODEL RA TOP STOREY SHEAR

MODEL RA TOP BRACINGS

MODEL RA BASE SHEAR

MODEL RA BASE BRACINGS

Figure 10: Model RA, top storey shear response (left top) and corresponding bracing axial response (right top),
bottom storey shear response (left bottom) and corresponding bracing axial response (right bottom)
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MODEL RB TOP STOREY SHEAR

MODEL RB TOP BRACINGS

MODEL RB BASE SHEAR

MODEL RB BOTTOM BRACINGS

Figure 11: Model RB, top storey shear response (left top) and corresponding bracing axial response (right top),
bottom storey shear response (left bottom) and corresponding bracing axial response (right bottom)
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Figure 12: Base shear maxima from fixed base SRSS solution and as obtained from the centrifuge testing

BASE SHEAR
DIFFERENCE
(%)
RA
RB

TEST-1
EQ-1

TEST-1
EQ-2

TEST-2
EQ-1

TEST-2
EQ-2

TEST-2
EQ-3

-38
+23

-84
-74

-13
-2

-83
-75

-13
-18

Table 3: Percentage difference of the experimental base shear with respect to the average SRSS solution

• The manifestation of rocking was detected by observing large amplitude spike accelerations close to the pivot points, driven by the excitation frequency content.
• Internal loadings of the twin models reflected the global response in terms of storey shear
and overturning moment and were bound between the same extrema, regardless of the
extent of rotation during rocking. This indicates that, for the two models considered,
structural rocking and foundation rocking produced very similar beneficial effect of reducing the superstructure force demand.
• The base isolation effect was evident during large amplitude excitations with a target excitation frequency matching the natural frequency of the models and during these, rocking with minor sliding was observed for both models. During a low frequency excitation,
the response varied significantly between the two models due to different levels of sliding. However, more tests which cause larger amplitude rocking are needed to investigate
further the role of rocking and the relative effects of any additional structural or soil energy dissipation.
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Abstract. A simplified approach is proposed in this paper for assessing the safety levels of
the seismic response of large and slender rigid masonry blocks. The dynamic behavior of rigid free-standing blocks subjected to earthquake ground motions is highly non-linear and sensitive to small perturbations of various parameters. Many difficulties arise in defining reliable
response spectra for such systems and these are well known in the literature. An artificial limit accelerogram is herein proposed to represent the most unfavorable effects of the intense
phase of an earthquake. This consists of a sequence of instantaneous impulses, all applied
right after the impact of the blocks on the ground. The resonance conditions also aim at highlighting to what extent the ground motion details and the system parameters can influence the
rocking response. A secondary sequence of intermediate impulses is then introduced to reduce the resonance effects and to cover a broad range of conditions. Approximate equations
of motion of the rocking blocks are also proposed and numerical analyses are performed to
highlight the most significant aspects of the proposed approach.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Ancient masonry structures are generally regarded as sets of macro-elements under earthquake actions. The seismic vulnerability of these elements can be assessed throughout rocking
analyses or energy-based approaches [1]. Rocking motion is frequently observed when the
morphology of the wall sections allows a monolithic behavior. In this case, in absence of
proper connections between orthogonal walls and between walls and floors, out-of-plane
mechanisms may occur with discretization of the walls in few rigid macro-blocks articulated
by hinges. Here rocking and sliding motions may take place. The analysis of the local failure
modes is also provided by the multi-level approach of the Italian Guidelines on Cultural Heritage [2].
In order to evaluate the static load factor causing the onset of this kind of mechanisms,
non-standard limit analysis procedures can be applied [3-9]. A dynamic approach, however, is
useful to investigate the time-history evolution of the rocking response and the sensitivity to
the features of the seismic action. Moreover, the response of a rocking block is extremely sensitive to boundary conditions, very relevant for masonry panels. In that sense, some methods
were recently proposed to consider the interaction with transverse walls [10], roofs [11], or
vertical restrainers [12].
From this perspective, the reference model for the rocking motion without sliding of a rigid
block resting on a rigid foundation was first developed by Housner [13]. He proposed a linear
model to describe the rocking motion of slender blocks, highlighting, with the definition of
“inverted pendulum”, how the frequency parameter of the blocks depends on their size and on
the gravitational acceleration but not on their mass. His pioneering work, moreover, provided
a simple expression of the coefficient of restitution only depending on the slenderness; it represents an upper bound of the loss of energy due to the impact of the block on the ground.
Housner defined the overturning conditions under horizontal actions schematized as single
rectangular or half-sine impulse of acceleration; however, his analysis highlighted the difficulty to identify a stable relation between the geometric features of the block (size and slenderness) and the characteristics of the seismic input, so that the problem could only be treated
through probabilistic approaches. This difficulty was also confirmed by the works of many
other authors [14-17] who have examined the response of the block using both real or simulated accelerograms and harmonic loadings, highlighting the great sensitivity of the response
to small variations in both system parameters and ground motion details. On the other hand,
also other approaches ([18], [19]) based on response spectra have concluded that rocking
block cannot be treated as an “equivalent” elastic SDOF because substantial differences are
recognizable in its dynamic behavior.
Over the last years, increasing attention has been focused on the identification of the worst
input scenario corresponding to the resonant response of the blocks and of single-degree-offreedom (SDOF) inelastic structures [20-24]. In particular, the pioneering works by Casapulla
et al. [20] and Casapulla [24] proposed a simplified representation of the seismic input as a
sequence of instantaneous impulses of acceleration and identified the resonant condition with
a time interval between these impulses coincident with the amplitude-dependent durations of
the half-cycles of the motion. This approach allows describing the response of the block within the generic half-cycle as a natural motion. A powerful simplification of the equation of the
motion was also proposed by the authors and a simply criterion of minimization of the error
was validated through a comparison with the Housner model [25], [26].
More recently Kojima et al. [27] and Kojima and Takewaki [28] have proposed to schematize the impulsive component of a near-fault earthquake as a double impulse. Such a kind of
input has been first used to identify the resonant condition of elastic-plastic systems and then
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extended by Nabeshima et al. [29] to obtain closed-form overturning limit for rigid blocks.
This simplification has also been used to represent long duration earthquakes as a multiple
impulse input [30]. Many other implications can be derived by simulating the near-field
ground motions, which contain long-period directivity pulses [31, 32].
In this paper the analysis of rocking motion of large and slender rigid blocks is developed
with reference to the intense phase of the seismic action described through an artificial
accelerogram. In particular, this artificial accelerogram is described in Section 2 as resulting
from the superposition of two sequences of instantaneous impulses: a main sequence, acting
when the block impacts on the ground, defines the resonant condition; a secondary sequence
of intermediate impulses, acting within the half-cycles, is then introduced in order to obtain a
more realistic input condition. The closed-form equations governing the response of the block
to the resonant sequence and a step-by-step procedure to obtain the response in the presence
of intermediate impulses are presented in Section 3. Lastly, in Section 4 numerical results are
presented, which take into account the effect of the amplitude of the intermediate impulses on
the maximum response of the block and on the duration of the half-cycles, together with the
influence of the restitution coefficient. Further developments of this study are contained in
more extended works [33, 34].
2

ARTIFICIAL ACCELEROGRAMS AS SEQUENCES OF ISTANTANEOUS
IMPULSES

The definition of the resonance condition for the rocking motion of rigid masonry blocks
represents a basic reference in the analysis of their seismic response. Taking into account that
the rocking motion is characterized by the oscillation of the blocks around the two vertex of
the base with amplitude-dependent period, the maximization of the resonant effects has been
obtained through an artificial accelerogram made up of sequences of instantaneous Dirac impulses; these impulses act at the beginning of each half-cycle of the rocking motion, right after the impact of the block on the ground. As a consequence the critical timing of impulses is
not constant, but it increases with the duration of the half-cycle of the block oscillation, as
schematically shown in Figure 1 [20]. The amplitude I of the single impulse of this
accelerogram is defined through the integral of a half-wave of the ground horizontal acceleration assuming that the impulse is applied at the centroid of such a half-wave.

Figure 1: Limit artificial accelerogram as resonance sequence of instantaneous impulses.

This resonance sequence represents a theoretical input that allows investigating the rocking
response to the worst input scenario, but it is quite unrealistic because, in particular, the critical timing of the impulses can be too long. Thereafter a secondary sequence of intermediate
impulses acting during the half-cycle of motion of the block is introduced; this secondary sequence is also characterized by instantaneous impulses, all with the same amplitude Is, applied
with alternate signs at equal time intervals ∆T (the parameters and results referred to the secondary sequence are herein denoted by an underscore). The number of intermediate impulses
between two subsequent impulses I of the limit accelerogram (main impulses), is an even
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number, so that their sum is zero (a typical property of all real accelerograms). Hence the secondary sequence is characterized by only two variable parameters, the amplitude and the frequency of the impulses, and it fulfills two specific requirements: to reduce the resonance
effects of the limit accelerogram and to represent, with appropriate calibration of a few parameters, a large range of effects caused by the intense phases of recorded accelerograms. The
corresponding scheme is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Secondary sequence of instantaneous intermediate impulses.

3

THE MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF THE ROCKING MOTION OF THE
BLOCKS

The hypothesis of instantaneous application of the impulses characterizing the seismic input described in the previous section allows treating the response of the block as a natural motion between two subsequent impulses. As well known, the natural motion of rigid free
standing blocks, with slenderness λ ≥ 3 (λ = a/b in Figure 3), can be expressed by the linearized equation introduced by Housner [13]. Hence with the positive signs of forces and angles
indicated in Figure 3, it is:

&& + Mg (αc − α) = 0
I Oα

⇔

&& + p 2 (α c − α) = 0
α

(1)

in which M is the mass, IO = 4 M(a2+b2)/3 is the corresponding moment of inertia (with respect to O), αc = tan–1(1/λ) is the maximum rotational angle of the block and p = 3 g /( 4 R )
is the frequency parameter, being g the acceleration of gravity and R the half-diameter of the
block.

Figure 3: Rocking rigid block.

With the initial conditions α = α0 and α̇ = α̇ 0, the solution of Eq. (1), in terms of rotational
angle and velocity, is given by the following closed form expressions:
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α = α c + ( A1 − α c ) cosh pt + A2 sinh pt
α& = ( A1 − α c ) p sinh pt + A2 p cosh pt

(2)

with the constants A1 and A2 depending on the initial conditions.
In the analysis it is assumed that the coefficient of friction is sufficiently large as to prevent
sliding between the block and the supporting base, while the dissipation of the energy due to
impact of the block on the ground is represented by the coefficient of restitution. This coefficient is assumed to be a variable of the problem to account also for other damping effects (e.g.
local plastic deformations).

3.1

The response to the artificial resonance input

Each impulse I of the resonance sequence is applied immediately after the impact of the
block on the ground (α = 0) and causes an increment α̇ 1 of the rotational velocity which is
defined by the law of conservation of the angular momentum [20], [29]:
α& 1 =

&& g I
M I a λα
=
IO
g

(3)

3
b
g
2
4 a + b2

(4)

&& g is given by:
where α
&& g =
α

Let C denote the coefficient of restitution. The rotational velocity at the beginning of the
generic half-cycle of the motion between two subsequent impacts is:
i −1



α& i = α& i −1C + α& 1 = α& 1 1 + ∑ C j  − C i −1 


j =1




(5)

Assuming α(0) = 0 and α̇(0) = α̇ i as initial conditions for the half-cycle i, the constants in
Eqs. (2) take the values A1i = 0 and A2i = α̇ i/p.
The maximum rotational angle, reached when α̇ = 0, is:




α&  α&
α& 
α i max = α c 1 − cosh tanh -1 i  + i sinh tanh -1 i 
α c p  p
αc p 




(6)

while the duration of the half-cycle i is:
Ti 2
α&
= tanh -1 i
2
p
αc p

(7)

Eq. (7) is similar to the formulation proposed by Housner [13] for the duration of the halfcycle, but it is expressed in terms of initial rotational velocity rather than in terms of initial
rotational angle. Being tanh(x) < 1, the validity of Eqs. (6) and (7) is restricted to the condition:

α& i
α&
= i <1
α c p α& c

(8)

which also represents the safe region for α̇ i to prevent overturning, as it can easily been verified by equating Eq. (6) to αc. This limiting initial velocity, say α̇ c = αcp, also depends on the
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slenderness and the base dimension, consistently with the frequency parameter as showed in
[25], [26].
By equating Eq. (5) to the critical velocity α̇ c, it is possible to define from Eq. (3) the critical value Iic of the impulse causing overturning at the half-cycle i. It is:

gα& c
I ic =
&& g
λα

i −1



1 + ∑ C j  − C i −1 


j =1


−1

(9)

It results that the impulse causing overturning at a fixed half-cycle i increases with decreasing slenderness and coefficient of restitution and with increasing size of the block. The increasing of Iic implies of course that the block is less vulnerable to overturning.
It is worth highlighting that assuming i = 2 in Eq. (9), the value of the critical impulse I2c is
comparable with the velocity Vc of the critical double impulse defined by Nabeshima et al. [29]
used to describe the impulsive component of the near-fault earthquakes.
At last, iterating Eq. (5) for i →∞, it is obtained that the rotational velocity does not increase indefinitely but converges to the limit value α& * given by:

α& * = limi → ∞ α& i =

α& 1
1− C

(10)

This case implies that, when overturning does not occur before, also the duration of the
half-cycles tends to stabilize so that the motion of the block becomes of periodic type. An extensive parametric analysis of the influence of slenderness, size and coefficient of restitution
of the block on the attainment of this stabilized phase was developed in [24].

3.2

The response to the secondary sequence of intermediate impulses

When a secondary sequence of intermediate impulses is taken into account, a step-by-step
procedure is required to describe the motion of the block between two subsequent impacts.
This motion, however, is still treated as a natural motion according to Eqs. (2), but the constants A1 and A2 have to be up dated at the application of each intermediate impulse Is. The
increment of rotational velocity α̇ s caused by a single intermediate impulse is approximately
evaluated as:
α& s =

Is
α& 1
I

(11)

The procedure required to describe the rocking motion in the presence of intermediate impulses between two subsequent impacts is herein presented with reference to the first halfcycle, but it is also suitable for the generic half-cycle with assigned initial rotational velocity.
This procedure implies the following steps:
1. Assign the main impulse I and compute the initial velocity α̇ 1 by Eq. (3).
2. Compute the duration T1/2 of the half-cycle by Eq. (7).
3. Select a trial value ΔT of the time interval between two intermediate impulses (ΔT <
T1/2).
4. Compute step-by-step the rotational angle and velocity at each application of the intermediate impulses Is by using Eqs. (2). Find approximated T1 = n ΔT at α close to zero
(n is the number of Is within the half-cycle).
5. Correct ΔT, and therefore T1, such that α(T1) = 0 by strictly imposing the condition to
have an even number n of intermediate impulses.
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6. Compute step-by-step, with the corrected ΔT, the rotational angle and the velocity at
each application of the intermediate impulses Is by using Eqs. (2) and obtain the maximum angle of rotation α1max and the rotational velocity at the end of the half-cycle α˙ 1r.
Compute the initial velocity α̇ i=2 of the subsequent half-cycle by Eq. (5), using α˙ i-1r instead of α˙ i-1.

4

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The response of the block to the resonance input corrected with the secondary sequence of
impulses has been investigated assuming that the so defined input represents the intense phase
of an earthquake with duration limited to 20 s. Figure 4 shows the role of the main parameters
characterizing the seismic input and of the coefficient of restitution on the maximum angle of
rotation obtained within the limited time of 20 s; in fact, the αmax/αc ratio is plotted vs. different values of the intermediate impulses measured by the Is / I ratio, for different values of the
main impulses, expressed by the I / I1c ratio, being I1c the critical impulse for the first halfcycle (Eq. (9) with i = 1). Only values comprised between 0.3 and 0.7 are considered for Is / I
since values of Is / I < 0.3 are unrealistic, while large Is / I ratios (Is / I > 0.7) imply less resonance effects, as will be shown. These non-dimensional parameters allow obtaining results
independent of the geometric features of the blocks (block dimension and slenderness) and
only dependent on the amplitude of the impulses and on the coefficient of restitution.
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Figure 4: Values of αmax/αc related to a limited duration of the seismic input (20 s) vs. Is / I ratio for different
values of the I / I1c ratio, with (a) C = 0.9 and (b) C = 0.6.

The curves in Figure 4 show that the secondary impulses Is play an opposite role with respect to the impulses I of the limit accelerogram. In fact, for a fixed value of the I / I1c ratio,
the maximum angle of rotation is decreasing with increasing Is / I ratio. The intermediate impulses have therefore a stabilizing effect, increasing with their amplitude. This trend can be
explained by the consideration that large Is / I ratios imply large variations of the rotational
velocity with alternate sign at each application of the intermediate impulses, causing the angle
of rotation to decrease. Conversely, if the Is / I ratio is fixed, the increase in the amplitude of
the impulses I implies the increase of αmax/αc, as easily predictable.
The influence of the coefficient of restitution is evaluated by comparing Figs. 4(a) and 4(b),
related to the results obtained for C = 0.9 and C = 0.6, respectively. Obviously larger values
of C, with the other parameters kept constant, imply the increase of the destabilizing effects.
To investigate the influence of the geometric features of the blocks on the time evolution of
their rocking response, two blocks with the same size (2b = 1 m) and different slenderness
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(λ ≈ 4 when R = 2 m and λ ≈ 8 when R = 4 m) are compared (Figure 5), taking into account
the reference values of the restitution coefficient previously introduced (C = 0.6 and C = 0.9).
The amplitude of the main impulses is assumed coincident with that of the critical impulse I2c
(Eq. (9) with i = 2) causing overturning at the second half-cycle if the secondary sequence is
not taken into account (Is / I = 0). As already pointed out, the amplitude of this impulse is
lower for the more slender block and also depends on the restitution coefficient. The reference
to I2c for the main impulses allows to compare the results related to Is / I = 0 with the results
obtained by Nabeshima et al. [29] by considering the critical double impulses Vc. However, it
must be remarked that in the present analysis the restitution coefficient C is a constant value
independent of the slenderness of the blocks, while Nabeshima et al. [29] use the formulation
proposed by Housner to define this parameter. Despite this, for C = 0.9 a very good agreement can be observed between the two formulations in terms both of the amplitudes of the
main impulses and of the critical timings t0 of application of the second impulse.
In Figure 5 the time-history responses of the two chosen blocks are reported in terms of the
α(t) / αc ratio, for different values of Is / I and C.
R = 2m; 2b = 1m; C = 0.9; I = I2c = 0.70 m/s
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Figure 5: Time-history responses in terms of α(t)/αc of two blocks with 2b = 1 m and R = 2 m ((a), (c)) and
R = 4 m ((b), (d)), related to the critical impulse I2c, for different values of Is / I and C.

First of all, these curves show that for each block the action of the intermediate impulses
not only implies the reduction of the maximum rotation angle at each half-cycle, but also the
reduction of the duration of the same half-cycles. These effects are increasing with increasing
Is / I ratios. In fact, when Is / I ≠ 0, both blocks do not overturn at the second half-cycle but
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perform a number of half-cycles increasing with Is / I . For a fixed value of this ratio and of
the restitution coefficient, the influence of the different slenderness of the two blocks - only
due to the different values of R, being the size 2b constant - is manly expressed in the reduction of the duration of the half-cycles, so that the more slender block (R = 4 m) achieves the
overturning in a longer time than the other (R = 2 m), although performing the same number
of half-cycles (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)). The case of Is / I = 0.7 implies a slight increment also of
the number of half-cycles for the more slender block. The higher stability of the more slender
block is justified in this case by the lower amplitude of the main impulse.
Lastly, the effect of the lower value of the restitution coefficient on the obtained results,
keeping constant the other parameters, is confirmed in terms of reduction of the maximum
angle of rotation and of the duration of the half-cycles, while their number increases in the
limit duration of 20 s of the input. Moreover, when C = 0.6, with increasing values of Is / I,
both the blocks tend to reach a stabilized phase characterized by a periodic motion with constant values of the maximum rotational angle at each half-cycle and of the duration of these
half-cycles.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The great sensitivity of the rocking response of rigid blocks to small variations of the seismic action makes very difficult to define a stable relation to their geometric features and the
parameters characterizing the seismic input. Starting from this consideration, widely confirmed by the scientific literature on this subject, the approach proposed in this paper consists
in the definition of simplified artificial accelerograms characterized by few parameters, both
capable of representing the most unfavorable effects of the intense phase of an earthquake and
of covering the widest range of real accelerograms.
First, the resonant conditions for the rocking motion were investigated by means of a main
sequence of instantaneous impulses applied just after the impact of the block on the ground;
then a secondary sequence of intermediate impulses acting within the half-cycle of the block
motion was introduced. The intent was to obtain a parametric model of accelerogram that can
reproduce the same effects of any registered accelerogram, trough a proper calibration of the
characteristic parameters, i.e the amplitudes of the impulses of both the main and the secondary sequence and the time interval of the secondary impulses.
The critical response of the block to the proposed accelerogram, represented by the
achievement of the overturning, has resulted to be mainly affected by the following issues: the
size and slenderness of the rigid block; the amplitudes of the main and of the intermediate impulses, the restitution coefficient. The analysis enables, in particular, to distinguish the actions
which cause overturning from those that cause the stabilization of the motion in relation with
the influencing parameters. It was also shown that the increasing amplitude of the intermediate impulses implies not only the reduction of the maximum response of the block, but also
the duration of the half-cycles of the motion. The opposite trend was reported for increasing
values of the coefficient of restitution; with the other parameters kept constant, in fact, the
maximum response of the block and the duration of the half-cycles are increasing with this
coefficient.
Clearly, the specification of the parameters that characterize the artificial accelerogram
should be depending on the specific characteristics of the sites. This aspect could be the further developed in order to apply the proposed procedure to real accelerograms. On the other
hand, the synthesis of the various aspects can allow translating clear specific indications in
final sufficiently reliable evaluations.
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Abstract. In this study a spectral ground motion intensity measure (IM) is presented. The
proposed IM is calculated throughout the rocking spectrum which is illustrated as a 3D surface diagram, with the slenderness α and the period T, the two horizontal axes. Thus, the IM
is defined as the volume under the rocking spectrum, evaluated throughout integration. The
suggested IM is intended to have strong correlation with the rocking response of free standing
blocks. Several rocking rigid blocks subjected to multiple ground motion records are assumed
in order to identify the capability of the IM to predict the rocking response concerning the
variability of the block dimensions. The selection of the dimensions was made in order to correspond to slender rocking structures such as electric equipment, ancient monolithic columns
and bridges piers. The evaluation of the IM was also made by examining characteristics such
as efficiency and proficiency. Further, the performance of the proposed IM is contrasted with
the performance of others well-known ground motion parameters, to highlight the adequacy
of the former in predicting the rocking seismic response.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic seismic assessment has emerged in recent years as a useful tool for both the
design of new structures and the assessment of existing ones. Vulnerability assessment, are
based on the probabilistic seismic demand model (PSDM) that the links the structural response with the intensity of the ground motion. Consequently, these two parameters are described in literature as Engineering Demand Parameter (EDP) and Intensity Measure (IM).
The demand uncertainties introduced in the model depends on the IM used. Thus, the selection of the IM that describe with better accuracy the response of the examined structural system is of significant importance. Several criteria has been proposed in the literature in order to
suggest an IM as an optimal one [1-4].
Over the years several researchers have developed ground motion parameters to represent
the seismic excitation intensity. These IMs can be classified into time history, energy, spectral,
and frequency content parameters [5]. Among the others, the spectral parameters are the only
that contain structural information, therefore they are aimed to have strong correlation with
the structural damage [6]. Nevertheless, response spectra of SDOF oscillators are not adequate to describe the rocking response [7]. Thus, defining spectral intensity measures that
could enclose information about the rocking structures, is expected to be a better descriptor of
the rocking response.
The seismic response of structural systems that exhibit pure rocking behavior are very sensitive to even minus alteration on the excitation characteristics or on the blocks dimensions
[8]. Spanos and Koh [9] taking that fact into account, have been studied the rocking response
under a probabilistic framework. Recently, Acikgoz and DeJong [10], examined large flexible
rocking structures subjected to pulse type excitations in order to conduct to a predictive
framework. Seismic vulnerability assessment of rocking structural systems are presented in
the literature. Psycharis et al. [11] have been assessed the seismic reliability of ancient multidrum columns, while Dimitrakopoulos and Paraskeva [12] have been evaluated the efficiency
of dimensionless IMs in predicting rocking response. Kavvadias et al. [13] have been examined several IMs in order to conclude to these that describe with better accuracy the rocking
response of rigid blocks.
Taking all the above under consideration, a scalar IM, intended to have strong correlation
with the seismic rocking performance is proposed in the present study. This IM, based on
rocking rotation spectrum, form an attempt to quantify the information provided by the rocking response of rigid blocks. The ground motion parameter named as Rocking Rotation Spectral Intensity (RRSI), is defined by the volume under the normalized rocking spectrum, as
though, is evaluated by integration of the rocking rotation spectrum. The integration limits of
the period T and the slenderness α, was adopted in order to construct an IM that could take
into account structural response information for the majority of the slender rocking blocks.
Using this IM, a reduction of the uncertainty associated with the median demand of rocking
response is sought.
To assess the adequacy of the IM, 12 rigid blocks subjected to a set of 35 ground motion
record were examined. Correlation coefficients between the proposed ground motion parameter and the developed damage, as well as criteria such as efficiency and proficiency, are
adopted in order to evaluate the IM. Moreover, velocity based and frequency content IMs are
also examined. These IMs are known that have strong correlation with the rocking response
[12, 13], thus the comparison of those performance with the performance of the proposed IM
could assure their suitability for usage to vulnerability analysis of rocking structures.
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2

SEISMIC ROCKING RESPONSE OF RIGID BLOCK

A rigid block standing free on a rigid base, with slenderness a, semi-diagonal R and frequency parameter p, oscillates about the centers of rotation O and O’ when rocking motion
initiates (Figure 1). The minimum acceleration of a ground excitation that enables rocking can
be computed from static analysis, and yields to u g ≥ tan(α ) . The problem of a rigid rocking
block motion under a seismic excitation can be described by the following equation [14]:



θ =
− p 2 ⋅ sin[α ⋅ sgn(θ ) − θ ] +


ug


⋅ cos[α ⋅ sgn(θ ) − θ ]
g


(1)

where sgn() is the sign function, p = 3g 4 R is the frequency parameter of the rigid block and
R is the semi-diagonal.

θ

C.M.
2h

α
R

O

O'
2b

Figure 1: Characteristics of a rigid rocking block.

During the rocking motion, energy is lost only during impact (when the rotation changes
sign at θ =0) which causes a reduction of the rotational velocity after it:

θn +12 = r ⋅θn 2

(2)

where r is the restitution coefficient, θ n is the velocity before the impact and θ n+1 is the velocity after the impact.
Considering that the angular momentum remains constant about point O exactly before the
impact and right after it, the coefficient of restitution for a rigid rectangular block is given by
the following equation [15]:
3
r= [1 − (sin α ) 2 ]2
2

(3)

The restitution coefficient depends only on the slenderness and expresses the energy dissipation during rocking motion considering inelastic impact. Since the actual restitution coefficient is material dependent, several experiments were performed in order to determine it
accurately [16, 17], and improved formulas has been proposed [18]. In the current study the
restitution coefficient of Eq. (3) is used for the analyses. The seismic rocking response is calculated, by solving the equations listed above, in Matlab R2016 [19], using the Runge - Kutta
integration technic named ode45.
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3

ROCKING SPECTRA

In correspondence with response spectra for single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) models, rotation and velocity rocking spectra are firstly presented by Makris and Konstantinidis [7]. Despite the fact that the SDOF can be characterized only by the period T, the rocking block has
two representative parameters, the frequency parameter p and slenderness α. Thus, the rocking spectra usually are depicted with diagrams which correspond to blocks of individual slenderness.
In this study rocking spectra are pictured as 3D surface diagrams in which the two horizontal axes are the period T and the slenderness α. In such way, the outcome of the ground motions to the rocking response is easily observed. The surface diagram compared with the
classic 2D one, provide more clearly the rocking response of blocks with a wide range of geometric characteristics. Moreover, features of the ground motion excitations can be conducted
by rocking spectra. The values of the rotational rocking spectra are normalized to the slenderness of the blocks α. It is known that in rare cases, a rocking block could develop rotation
higher than its slenderness without overturning, while when it overturns the EDP takes infinite value. Nonetheless, the limit of the normalized rotation when collapse occurs is considered θmax/α = 1. The rocking spectra is created for a range of slenderness α = 0.1-0.3 rad and T
= 1-8 rad/s.
Rocking spectra obtained by two ground motions are presented in Figures 2. In the above
figure the surface spectra are depicted among with the acceleration time histories. The excitations have PGA values adequate to uplift the total range of the blocks. However, due to their
frequency content, difference at the spectra are observed. As seen in spectrum created from
Imperial Valley, rocking is initiated for the most blocks, but due to its low mean period Tm, it
can barely induce uplift to a block with slenderness higher than α = 0.2 rad. On the contrary,
the Northridge excitation, which has the same PGA but higher Tm, proves to have more detrimental effect on rocking.
Northridge, Jensen Filter Plant
PGA = 6.2 m/s2, Tm = 0.99 s
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Figure 2: Acceleration time histories and the corresponding normalized rocking spectra.
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4

PROPOSED INTENSITY MEASURES

A proper selection of IMs is crucial in order to exhibit high correlation with the structural
damage. By representing ground motion intensity through appropriate IMs, it is possible to
obtain an optimized response prediction. It is known that rocking response is affected by the
frequency content of the excitation [15]. The strong dependence of the velocity characteristics
of the ground motion with rocking response is verified in recent studies [12]. Also, Intensity
Measures such as Housner’s Spectral Intensity (SIH), containing information of the elastic response of SDOF, affects significantly the response of free standing rigid blocks [13].
Intensity measures that contain apart from ground motion information, information about
the structural response is expected to be a more efficient IM regarding the engineering demand prediction. Spectral parameters constitute IMs that counts information about the structural features. Thought, there are numerous IMs calculated by the SDOF response spectra,
none is proposed based on the rocking one. Thus, a rational approach is to select IMs defined
by the rocking spectra, which could form a strong correlated parameter with the rocking response.
In the present study, the proposed IM are determined in order to contain information about
the earthquake record, as well as information about the structural response of free standing
rigid blocks, aiming for a better description of the rocking performance. The proposed parameters named Rocking Rotation Spectral Intensity (RRSI), is defined as the volume under the
spectrum calculated via integration of the rocking rotation spectrum. Thus, it forms an attempt
to quantify the information provided rocking spectra. The definition of the IMs are the followings:

RRSI =

amax Tmax

∫ ∫

Sr (T , a) dTda

(3)

amin Tmin

where Sr is the rocking rotation spectrum surface.
The integration limits of period T and slenderness α are chosen in order to reflect to a wide
variety of slender rocking structures. For the evaluation of the frequency parameter p examples from previous studies are considered ranged from p ≈ 3.5 rad/s for a typical tombstone to
p < 1 rad/s for relatively tall building frame structures [10]. As a result, the integration limits
for the period T are adopted from 1-8 s. Concerning slenderness, the adopted limits are α =
0.1-0.3 rad moving from slender structure to firm ones. In these values rocking structures
from Electrical transformers (α ≈ 0.30 rad) and ancient columns (α ≈ 0.15 rad) to bridge piers
(α ≈ 0.10 rad) are included.
5

OPTIMAL SELECTION OF INTENSITY MEASURE USED FOR
VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS

In recent years, probabilistic analysis became widely used for structural engineering purposes and Probabilistic Seismic Demand Models (PSDM) were developed aiming to predict
the response of a structure under earthquakes of certain intensities. Specifically, the fragility
analysis expresses the probability (P) that the capacity (C) of a specific measured engineer
parameter (EDP) of a structure will exceed a certain level of demand (D), for a specific
ground motion intensity measure (IM), as defined by the following equation [1]:

=
P P [ D ≥ C IM ]
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Regarding the rocking response, the results of the time history analyses have to be treated
with two different methods. In order to calculate the probability of exceeding a certain capacity value, using only the non-collapse data, the following expression is used [4]:



ln( Sd / Sc ) 

Φ
P [ D ≥ C IM ] =
 β 2 
D IM



(6)

where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, Sc is the median value of the
capacity which is estimated through the adopted limit states and βD|IM is the dispersion or logarithmic standard deviation for the demand conditioned the IM.
The median seismic demand SD, is related with an examined IM with the following expression:
Sd = a ( IM )

b

(7)

where a and b are the linear regression coefficients for the logarithmic expression of the assumed scale law.
The linear regression analysis is performed between the engineering demand parameter
calculated via the time history analyses, and the corresponding IM values. The logarithmic
standard deviation (Eq.(8)) of the linear regression analysis indicates the dispersion of the
median demand. This parameter consist the demand uncertainty introduced in the probabilistic model.
βD IM ≅

∑ (ln(d ) − ln(a ( IM )

b

i

)) 2

N−2

(8)

The above methodology (Eqs. (6)-(8)) corresponds when rocking occurs excluding the
rocking collapse cases. To calculate the fragility of the structural system by taking into account the rocking overturn data the Eq. (6) is altered to:



ln( Sd / Sc ) 

P [ D ≥ C IM =] Po + (1 − Po ) ⋅ Φ
 β 2 
D IM



(9)

where Po is the probability of rocking collapse.
When rocking overturn occurs the rotation values rich infinite values. Assuming that fact,
the problem should be considered as a categorical one, by grouping the data into non-collapse
and collapse ones in order to estimate the probability of overturning. So, to estimate the parameters of the fragility function (mean μ and standard deviation β) that provides the probability of collapse, the maximum likelihood approach is adopted [20-21]. The maximum
likelihood function L is defined as follows:
L
=

 nj  zj
nj −z j
 p j (1 − p j )
j =1  j 
m

∏ z

(10)

where the probability of zj collapses out of nj ground motions of a certain value of IM is given
by the binomial distribution, pj is the probability that a ground motion of a particular IM value,
will cause the collapse of the structure, m is the number of IM levels and Π denotes a product
over all ΙΜ levels.
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Assuming lognormal cumulative distribution for the overturning probability, Eq. (7) converts
to the following:
 n j   ln x j − µ  j 
 ln x j − µ  
L ∏  Φ 
=
1 − Φ 


β
β
j =1  z j  
 


z

m

nj −z j

(11)

The maximization of L gives the statistical moments μ̂ MLE and βˆ MLE via an optimization process.

{

m
 n j   ln x j − µ  j 
 ln x j − µ  
ˆ
µˆ=
max ∏  Φ 
1− Φ 



MLE , β MLE
µ,β
β
β
j =1  z j  
 


z

}

nj −z j

(12)

The appropriate selection of an IM plays an important role of the in the accuracy of a probabilistic seismic demand analysis (PSDA) for structures. Αs though, the choice must be made
based on criteria, presented in the literature, that help to distinguish the accuracy of the seismic assessment. An optimal IM is defined by primary factors such as efficiency, practicality,
proficiency and sufficiency [1-4] Efficient IMs are the ones that eliminates the dispersion of
the results about the median, which means decrease of the uncertainties introduced to the
PSDM, resulting in superior fragility curves during the vulnerability assessment. Α distinguished IM according to it efficiency is represented is by a lower logarithmic standard deviation β D IM (Eq. (8)).
Proficiency is a complex measure, assessing the effect of both practicality and efficiency.
Practicality refers to whether or not there is any direct correlation between an IM and the demand placed on the structure and is measured by the regression parameter b in the PSDM.
Thus, the proficiency consists of parameters that combine the logarithmic standard deviation
and the slope of the regression analysis and defined as:

ζ=

βD IM

(13)

b

From the aforementioned characteristics, efficiency and proficiency are most commonly
used to distinguish whether an IM is optimal regarding the appropriateness of predicting the
structural damage.
Another measure in order to evaluate the grade of interdependency between the examined
IMs and the EDP is the correlation coefficient by Pearson’ (Eq. (16)) which shows how well
the data fit a linear relationship, and is derived from the regression analysis of each PSDM
(Eq. (1)).
N

rPearson =

∑(X
i =1

N

∑(X

i

− X )(Yi − Y )

− X)

(15)

N

2

∑ (Y − Y )

i
=i 1 =i 1

2

i

where:
Xi is the value of the seismic intensity parameter of the i-th accelerogram,Yi is the value of
the seismic response parameter to the i-th accelerogram and finally X , Y are the mean values
of Xi and Yi.
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6

IMS EVALUATION PROCEDURE

The adequacy of the proposed IMs in describing the rocking behavior of slender rigid
blocks is examining thoroughly. In order to investigate the robustness of the IMs regarding
the structural characteristics, 12 different rigid blocks are considered. The blocks have slenderness of 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 rad and frequency parameter p equal to 2.73, 2.00, 1.35 and
0.86 (rad/s). The selection of the blocks dimensions and slenderness was made to be in accordance with typical rocking structures such as bridge piers, ancient columns, electrical
transformers and laboratory or home equipment. The procedure could be extended also to
rocking frames [22], or rocking flexible oscillators [23].
A cloud analysis is conducted using a set of 35 ground motion time histories as input base
acceleration for the analyses. Excitations generated from different types of fault types, with
earthquake magnitudes (Ms) between 5.3 and 7.6, including both near-fault and far-fault records, are employed in order to present a wide range of intensities and frequency contents. A
further aspect which has been taken into consideration is the expected damage potential of the
seismic excitation on the rocking structures. Seismic excitations which provide a wide spectrum of structural damage, from negligible to severe, are taken into account. Based on the
above assumption, a rigorous selection of ground motions carried out from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Centre (PEER) [24] and the European strong motion [25] databases has been carried out, using non-scaled records. The complete list of the natural ground
motions used for the analyses is shown in Table 1.
The engineering demand parameter (EDP) chosen in the present study provides an estimate
of the structural damage state and collapse potential. Due to the nature of the rocking behavior,
the most representative parameter to assess structural capacity has to be based on the rocking
rotation. As a result, the absolute peak rocking rotation θmax scaled with respect to the slenderness α is adopted:
EDP =

θ max
α

(16)

The correlation coefficients by Spearman are demonstrated, as the metric of evaluating the
interdependency of the IMs with the EDP. Moreover, to highlight the efficiency of the proposed parameters the dispersion estimators β and ζ, calculated by Eq. (8) and Eq. (13) respectively are presented. Assuming the maximum likelihood estimator, to calculate the
overturning fragility, βMLE values are presented (Eq. (12)), due to the fact that it could considered as an additional efficiency parameter.
Further, the performance of the PGV, SIH, IFVF, Tm and Lm [5, 26] in assessing the vulnerability of the examined structural systems is also presented. These ground motion characteristics are strongly correlated with the rocking response of slender rigid blocks [13]. Thus, the
comparison of their results with those obtained by the proposed spectral IMs, will deduce the
superiority of the latter.
7

RESULTS

In Figure 3 the linear regression between the developing rocking rotation and the RRSI are
depicted. It can be seen that the linear regression is capable to describe the relationship between the IM and the EDP. Moreover, in a first glans the RRSI it seems to be suitable in describing the safe rocking response for the total of the rocking blocks.
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Earthquake
Station
Aigion
AIGΑ
Athens
ΑΤΗ4
Bucharest
Bucharest
Chi-Chi
CHY035
Chi-Chi
CHY101
Chi-Chi
TCU88
Chuetsuoki
Nakanoshima Nagaoka
Coalinga
Fault Zone 14
Corinth
Corinth
Darfield
Papanui High School
Denali
TAPS Pump Station #10
Duzce
Lamont 531
Erzincan
Erzincan
Friuli
Tolmezo
Gazli
Karakyr
Imperial Valley
El Centro Array #9
Imperial Valley
El Centro Array #7
Imperial Valley
El Centro Array #8
Irpinia
Sturno
Iwake
Ichinoseki Maikawa
Kalamata
Kalamata
Kobe
Nishi -Akashi
Kobe
Port Island
Landers
Joshua Tree
Loma Prietta
Los Gatos - Lexington Dam
El Mayor Cucapah
Chihuahua
Northridge
Jensen Filter Plant
Northridge
Newhall – Fire Station
Northridge
Paicoma Dam
Parkfield
Cholame #2
San Fernando
Paicoma Dam
SMART1Taiwan (40)
Smart1 M02
Superstition Hill
Mtn Camera
Tabas
Dayhook
Whittier
LA - Obregon Park

Date
25/06/1995
07/09/1999
04/03/1977
20/09/1999
20/09/1999
20/09/1999
16/07/2007
02/05/1983
24/02/1981
04/09/2010
03/11/2002
12/11/1999
19/03/1992
06/05/1976
17/05/1976
19/05/1940
15/02/1979
15/02/1979
23/11/1980
14/07/2008
13/09/1986
16/01/1995
16/01/1995
28/06/1992
17/11/1986
04/04/2010
17/01/1994
17/01/1994
17/01/1994
28/06/1966
09/02/1970
15/111986
24/11/1987
16/09/1978
01/10/1987

Ms
6.40
5.90
7.50
7.62
7.62
7.62
6.80
6.36
6.60
7.00
7.90
7.14
6.69
6.50
6.80
6.95
6.53
6.53
6.90
6.90
6.20
6.90
6.90
7.28
6.93
7.20
6.69
6.69
6.69
6.20
6.61
6.32
6.54
7.35
5.27

R (km) RRSI (rad·s)
21.50
0.31
16.62
0.09
115.0
0.41
12.56
0.28
9.94
0.89
18.16
0.19
19.89
0.39
29.48
0.58
10.28
0.20
26.76
0.42
2.74
0.53
8.03
0.04
4.38
0.96
15.82
0.32
5.46
0.72
6.09
0.43
0.56
0.52
3.86
0.48
10.84
0.52
23.02
0.02
10.00
0.24
7.08
0.42
3.31
0.74
11.03
0.37
5.02
0.72
19.47
0.85
5.92
0.99
5.43
0.56
7.01
0.36
17.64
0.64
1.81
0.12
60.89
0.14
5.61
0.35
13.94
0.19
13.62
0.06

Table 1: List of the used ground motions and RRSI values

In Figure 4 the correlation coefficients between the proposed and the other examined IMs
with the EDP are presented. The RRSI displays on average the highest correlation with the
rocking response in contrast with the other IMs. In more detail, it affect significantly the
blocks with slenderness lesser than 0.15 rad regardless of their size. It performance tend decreasing only according less slender blocks of small size. Regarding the other examined IMs
those that constitutes velocity based ones, demonstrate similar performance with the RRSI,
while the Tm is the IM that picture the lowest grade of interdependency with the rocking.
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ln( EDP)
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p=2.73 rad

p=2.00 rad
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p=0.86 rad

Figure 3: Linear regression analysis between ln(RRSI) and ln(EDP).
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Tm
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0.40
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0.20
0.86

1.35

2.00

2.73

p (rad/s)

Figure 4: Correlation coefficients between the IMs and the EDP.

The logarithmic standard deviations β, which are calculated via the linear regression analysis, are depicted in Figure 5. The RRSI present considerable low values of β regardless the
rigid block examined. Regarding the other IMs examined, the SIH and the IFVF decreases notably the dispersion of the PSDM. Moreover, Tm and Lm performs well especially for more
slender blocks. Between the proposed IM and the other 5 examined, the RRSI present the
lowest logarithmic standard deviation on average with value of β=0.62.
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α=0.10 rad

α=0.15 rad
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α=0.20 rad
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Tm
Tm

Lm
L
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Figure 5: Logarithmic standard deviation (β) of the examined IMs for the examined rigid blocks.

Except of the logarithmic standard deviations β, another more complex dispersion metric,
the proficiency ζ, is calculated. Figure 6 displayed the ζ parameter per block, for each one of
the IMs. According to these results, the IFVF displays the better performance in average. The
lowest proficiency is presented by Tm and Lm, while the other parameters performs as well as
regarding the efficiency parameter β with the RRSI being one of the best parameters.
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α=0.15 rad
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Figure 6: Proficiency measure (ζ) of the examined IMs for the examined rigid blocks.
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Figure 7: Standard deviation (βMLE) of overturning fragility curves for the examined rigid blocks.

The standard deviation βMLE obtained by the maximum likelihood estimator approach
could also form an efficiency parameter. Therefore these values are presented in Figure 7. The
block with slenderness α=0.20 rad and frequency parameter p=0.86 rad/s did not collapse subjected under any of the 35 ground motions. Thus, at the third subfigure in the row there are
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depicted results from only three blocks. The Tm and the Lm consist the parameters that could
predict the overturning of the blocks with the larger values of dispersion compared with the
other IMs. Except of the RRSI, the PGV and the IFVF lead to minimum values of dispersion.
8

CONCLUSIONS

A scalar IM named as Rocking Rotation Spectral Intensity (RRSI) is proposed in the present study. The proposed parameter is defined by the volume under the rocking spectrum,
which is pictured as a surface diagram. The spectral volumes that consist the RRSI is evaluated by integration of the rocking rotation spectrum. The integration limits of the period T and
the slenderness α, was adopted in order to construct IM which take into account structural response information for the majority of the slender rocking blocks. The proposed IM are determined with the intention of having strong correlation with the seismic rocking performance.
To assess the adequacy of the IM, 12 rigid blocks subjected to a set of 35 ground motion
record were examined. Using only the non-collapse data, linear regression analyses are performed between the proposed IM and the developed rocking rotation, from which the correlation coefficients are extracted. Further, criteria such as efficiency, proficiency and practicality
are adopted in order to evaluate the IM. Moreover, the standard deviations calculated by the
maximum likelihood method are presented, as an efficiency parameter. In order to highlight
the superiority of the IMs, their results are compared with those obtained by 5 well known
IMs which affects the rocking response.
• Regarding the correlation coefficients, the RRSI developed the higher values on average (r=0.86), while it ranged from 0.6 to 0.94.
• The RRSI proved to be the more efficient IM on average (β=0.62) having similar performance with the SIH and the IFVF.
• Based on the proficiency criteria, the IFVF presents the better performance. However,
RRSI demonstrate low values of the parameters ζ too.
• Similar outcomes are arise from the standard deviation which is calculated throughout
the maximum likelihood estimator process. With the RRSI being the parameter that
decrease the variation of predicting the rocking overturn collapse.
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Abstract. A numerical study of the seismic response of base isolated free standing monolithic
ancient column is presented in this paper. These rocking structural systems are analyzed
standing free on an isolated base supported on friction pendulum (FP) bearings. Specifically,
the implementation of multi-spherical friction bearings is examined. The rocking columns as
well as the friction pendulum bearings were simulated using finite element method. Of particular importance is the detailed modeling of the isolators, which seismic behavior are validated. It is known that subjected to lower predominant period excitations, free standing rocking
blocks exhibits increased stability. While, they are vulnerable to long period excitations. That
opposes to the main characteristic of the base isolation technic which is to elongate the oscillation period. Thus, a thorough investigation of the influence of the FP bearings radius on the
seismic response of free standing columns is caring out, to result in optimal design of the isolation devices in order to avoid rocking overturning.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The seismic response of ancient structural systems receive an increased attention the last
years. As they constitute cultural heritage assets and as such they are irreplaceable, their seismic protection is of utmost importance for the international community. Due to the fact that
their form must remain intact, contemporary intervention methods should be preferred that
traditional ones.
Monument structures such as Classical columns displays rocking seismic response as they
standing free on the base, thus they are analyzed as rocking rigid blocks. Seismic response of
rocking blocks present very complex behavior. In this way a plethora of researchers investigated the seismic response of rigid blocks and specifically ancient column in order to unveil
the hidden aspects of their behavior. Seismic behavior of monolithic and multidrum columns
have been thoroughly investigated both numerically and analytically [1-9]. Moreover, the influence of the epistyle mass on the rocking response of the colonnade has been examined by
Makris and Vasiliou[10]. The influence of the IMs in the rocking response has been also examined [11, 12]
The seismic risk mitigation of museum artifact and ancient structural systems form a challenging task to researchers. The intervention method has to be not-intrusive to the form of the
monument. Hence, the base isolation seem to be the only method that fulfill this restriction.
The implementation of base isolation has been studied as a technique of protecting art objects
and statues in museums [13-18]. The response of rocking blocks standing free on isolated
base has been investigated extensively by Vassiliou and Makris [19]. They suggested that
base isolation is not efficient when it is applied to large blocks or when it is subjected to high
frequency excitations.
The isolation devices are divided into two general categories, the rubber and the friction
bearings. Based on the friction pendulum bearings principles [20], more sophisticated systems
have been proposed such as double pendulum bearings and triple pendulum bearings [21-24].
These isolation devices, among their beneficial performance in seismic mitigation, demonstrate adaptive seismic behavior, although they consist passive protection systems.
In the present study, the seismic response of an ancient column standing free on an isolated
base is examined. Multi-spherical friction pendulum bearing are applied as isolation devices.
A parametric investigation focusing on the effect of the friction pendulum radius on the seismic response of the rocking column is presented. Both, double pendulum friction bearing and
a triple friction bearing are utilized. For the purpose of this study validated finite element
models are adopted, for the simulation of both the rocking column as well as the friction pendulum bearings.
2

NUMERICAL MODELING

For the purpose of this study, finite element models are utilized for simulation of the examined structural systems. Despite the fact that the structural members being modeled as 3D
members, planar analyses are performed. Explicit dynamic analyses were employed as it is
computationally efficient for discontinuous events like impact problems, using the central difference algorithm.
The response of the rocking column is validated with results obtained from the numerical
solution of the rocking motion equation [25]. The analyses results of the friction pendulum
isolators models are also verified with those obtained by analyses in other commercial software which encapsulate link models appropriate for the simulation of friction pendulum bearing. The validation procedure is presented by Kavvadias et al. [26].
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In the current study a column with 8m height and slenderness α=0.165rad is studied. The
dimensions of the column are representative of a classical column. Specifically, the columns
of the Temple of Olympic Zeus and the Temple of Apollo in Syracuse are 8 m high whereas,
the Parthenon Pronaos columns have a slenderness of 0.16 rad.
Regarding the friction pendulum bearings, two double friction pendulum bearings (DFP),
and one triple friction pendulum bearing (TFP) are considered. The double friction pendulum
isolators have the same radius and coefficient of friction in both concave surfaces. Particularly,
the friction coefficient in both isolators are consider equal to μ=0.1. Moreover, the radius of
the bearing are selected as R=1.18 m and 0.65 m, which correspond to an isolation period Tis=
3 s and 2 s respectively. Concerning the triple friction pendulum bearing, the friction coefficients are μ=0.03 for the two inner surfaces and μ=0.1 for the two outer. Further, the radius
are R=0.53 m and 2.05 m for the inner and the outer concave surfaces. According to these
characteristics, the isolation period is equal to Tis= 2 s or 4.5 s, which is depending on the
magnitude of the ground motion. In Figure 1 is depicted the examined rocking column, the
friction pendulum bearings considered in the study and finally, the implementation of those.
1.33 m

Double Friction Pendulum Bearings
T=2s

T=3s

8.00 m

R=1.18m

R=0.65m

Triple Friction Pendulum Bearings
T1=2s, T2=4.5s

R=0.53m
R=2.05m

Figure 1. Examined column and friction pendulum bearings.

In order to investigate the performance of the isolation systems to mitigate the seismic risk
of monumental rocking structures such as the examined column, a set of 35 ground motion
records is used. Excitations with earthquake magnitudes (Ms) between 5.3 and 7.6, including
both near-fault and far-fault records are employed, in order to present a wide range of intensities and frequency contents. Regarding their frequency content, the main period Tm [27] is
ranged Tm = 0.10 - 1.68 s. In Table 1 the ground motion considered in this study are listed
shorted by increasing values of Tm [28, 29].
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Earthquake

Station

Date

Ms

R (km)

Tm (s)

Iwake
Chi-Chi
Whittier
Athens
Tabas
Superstition Hill
Duzce
San Fernando
Gazli
Northridge
Aigion
Kobe
Friuli
Imperial Valley
Coalinga
Corinth
Kalamata
Imperial Valley
Chi-Chi
El Mayor Cucapah
Landers
Parkfield
Taiwan SMART1(40)
Chuetsuoki
Irpinia
Loma Prietta
Chi-Chi
Imperial Valley
Northridge
Darfield
Northridge
Denali
Erzincan
Kobe
Bucharest

Ichinoseki Maikawa
TCU88
LA - Obregon Park
ΑΤΗ4
Dayhook
Mtn Camera
Lamont 531
Paicoma Dam
Karakyr
Paicoma Dam
AIGΑ
Nishi -Akashi
Tolmezo
El Centro Array #9
Fault Zone 14
Corinth
Kalamata
El Centro Array #8
CHY035
Chihuahua
Joshua Tree
Cholame #2
Smart1 M02
Nakanoshima Nagaoka
Sturno
Los Gatos - Lexington Dam
CHY101
El Centro Array #7
Jensen Filter Plant
Papanui High School
Newhall – Fire Station
TAPS Pump Station #10
Erzincan
Port Island
Bucharest

14/7/2008
20/9/1999
1/10/1987
7/9/1999
16/9/1978
24/11/1987
12/11/1999
9/2/1970
17/5/1976
17/1/1994
25/6/1995
16/1/1995
6/5/1976
19/5/1940
2/5/1983
24/2/1981
13/9/1986
15/2/1979
20/9/1999
4/4/2010
28/6/1992
28/6/1966
15/111986
16/7/2007
23/11/1980
17/11/1986
20/9/1999
15/2/1979
17/1/1994
4/9/2010
17/1/1994
3/11/2002
19/3/1992
16/1/1995
4/3/1977

6.9
7.62
5.27
5.9
7.35
6.54
7.14
6.61
6.8
6.69
6.4
6.9
6.5
6.95
6.36
6.6
6.2
6.53
7.62
7.2
7.28
6.2
6.32
6.8
6.9
6.93
7.62
6.53
6.69
7
6.69
7.9
6.69
6.9
7.5

23.02
18.16
13.62
16.62
13.94
5.61
8.03
1.81
5.46
7.01
21.5
7.08
15.82
6.09
29.48
10.28
10
3.86
12.56
19.47
11.03
17.64
60.89
19.89
10.84
5.02
9.94
0.56
5.92
26.76
5.43
2.74
4.38
3.31
115

0.10
0.16
0.24
0.26
0.33
0.33
0.35
0.35
0.40
0.46
0.48
0.49
0.50
0.53
0.55
0.56
0.58
0.60
0.72
0.74
0.78
0.83
0.83
0.86
0.87
0.89
0.89
0.96
0.99
1.19
1.19
1.31
1.38
1.47
1.68

Table 1. Ground motion records sorted by increasing values of Tm.

3
3.1

RESULTS
Transmissibility of the isolation systems

The first results in order to evaluate the efficiency of the multi-spherical friction pendulum
systems implementation, should be their affection in the ground motion excitation. The main
feature of the base isolation technique is that it decrease the acceleration values of the seismic
signal. However, due to the fact that it elongates the period of the excitation wave it could be
harmful for implementation to rocking structures [19]. Moreover, it is known that the rocking
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response of slender blocks is affected mainly by the velocity characteristics of the excitation
[11, 12].
Based on the above facts, the peak acceleration and the velocities that are transmitted from
the isolator to the rocking classical column are depicted. In Figure 2 the peak acceleration of
the initial excitations are compared with those developed on the isolated base for all the isolation cases. Among with these values, the marginal acceleration amin [30] that initiates the
rocking is depicted. The base isolation seems to be more effective for high frequency excitations as it reduces the acceleration to values even lower to the critical acceleration for the
rocking block. As the frequency of the excitation tends lower, the accelerations did not reduces in such grade. It is obvious also that as the isolation period is increased, the accelerations
are decreased. Comparing the different types of friction pendulum systems, the TFP bearings
are notably more effective than the DFP ones, except of the case when it is subjected under
the CHY101 (No 27) excitation. Initially it is marked an extremely high value of acceleration
(a = 1.60 g) which is observed due to the fact that the displacement capacity of the isolator is
reached. After redefining the displacement capacities of the TFP bearing, a favorable response
is displayed.
Initial

Τ=2 s

Τ=3 s

Triple Pendulum

1.8

1.6

1.4

PGA (g)

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
amin=0.165 g
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

Ground Motion Records

Figure 2. Peak acceleration values of the initial excitation and the signal at the isolated base.

The acceleration of the isolated base is reduced as expected. An important ground motion
characteristic is the velocity of the base. Velocity is dependent of both the acceleration amplitude and the frequency content of the excitation. Due to the fact that the acceleration values
are reduced due to the base isolation but simultaneously it period is elongated, it is difficult to
estimate the expected results of the velocities. In Figure 3 the peak velocities of the fixed base
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as well as the velocities of the isolated bases are presented. It could be seen that the velocities
are not altered as the acceleration values. On average, there is not a notable influence of the
base isolation in the peak velocities of the transmitted signal. There is depicted both increasing and decreasing of the velocities values. The velocity of an excitation consist a ground motion parameter that affects importantly the rocking response.
Initial

Τ=2 s

Τ=3 s

Triple Pendulum

140
120

PGV (m/s)

100
80
60
40
20
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

Ground Motion Records

Figure 3. Peak velocity values of the initial excitation and the signal at the isolated base.

3.2

Seismic response of the rocking classical column

The velocity of an excitation consist a ground motion parameter that affects importantly
the rocking response. Thus any increase of the velocity values combined with acceleration
values that exceed the minimum acceleration that activates uplift should be devastating for the
rocking blocks. In Figure 4 the maximum developed rocking rotations normalized to the slenderness of the block is pictured.
Free

T=2s

T=3s

Triple Pendulum

1
0.9
0.8
0.7

|θmax|/α

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35

Ground Motion Records

Figure 4. Peak normalized rotation values of the rocking block standing free on a fixed and isolated bases.
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For the cases that the acceleration values (Figure 3) did not overcome the amin, the developed rocking rotations are equal to zero. When rocking initiates, the velocity of the seismic
excitation constitutes an accurate indicator of it destructiveness. That fact is confirmed by the
developed rocking rotation in Figure 4. The rocking block standing free on an isolated base
with period Tis=2 s, overturns when is subjected 4 ground motions. In these cases the acceleration values exceed the minimum acceleration that initiates rocking, while the velocities are
increased compared with the initial signal. Standing on an isolated base with period Tis=3 s, it
overturns only subjected under one seismic excitation. The implementation of DFP bearings
to isolate free standing blocks has been thoroughly instigated by Vassiliou and Makris [19],
showing their detrimental effect for large blocks or when it is subjected to high frequency
pulses.
Examining the rocking block standing free on a rigid base which is isolated with the use of
TFP bearings, interesting remarks are arose. The implementation of TFP result in the most
reduced acceleration values of the high frequency content ground motions. Subjected to the
excitation with the longer main period their performance are in general the best comparing
with the DFP bearings. The most important fact is that the rocking block did not overturn under any ground motion excitation. Only when the displacement capacity of the TFP is restricted, collapse occurred.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In the present study base isolation technique is examined as a protection system of free
standing ancient columns. These structural systems consist irreplaceable cultural heritage elements, and as though have to be preserved throughout the years. The effectiveness of three
different isolation bearings in the seismic risk mitigation of a slender rocking column is investigated. Two double friction pendulum bearings (DFP) and one triple friction pendulum bearings (TFP) are considered.
For the ground motions set considered in this study the seismic isolation with the use of
TFP appear to be beneficial for the seismic protection of the examined free standing column.
Despite the fact that in general the seismic signal period is elongated due to the base isolation,
when TFP bearing is implemented, the accelerations are reduced in such grade that lead to
restricted rocking rotation. The results indicated that the usage of TFP bearings, with a carefully selection of it displacement capacity, can form an intervention solution that results in
enhanced seismic performance of structures such as free standing classical columns.
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Abstract. In this paper an incremental formulation for contact dynamic analysis of masonry
block structures is presented. The model is composed of rigid bodies interacting at potential
contact points located at the vertexes of the block interfaces. A no-tension behavior with finite
friction and infinite compressive strength is assumed at contact interfaces. The contact dynamic
problem is governed by equilibrium equations, which relate external, inertial and contact
forces, and by kinematic equations, which ensure compatibility between contact displacement
rates and block degrees of freedom. Quadratic programming is used to solve the optimization
problem arising from the formulation of the variational problem associated to dynamics of the
block assemblages. To evaluate the accuracy and computational efficiency of the implemented
formulation, applications to case studies from the literature are presented.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the use of non-smooth contact analysis
to dynamics and rocking behavior of masonry block structures [1-5].
This is mainly because this modelling approach allows to take into account contact interactions directly by setting up a system of proper inequalities and complementarity conditions rather than introducing additional elements in the models such in the case of distinct element
models, where penalty methods are generally used.
In this perspective, starting from previous studies in the field of granular materials [6, 7], a
non-smooth contact dynamic formulation for the analysis of masonry structures has been recently developed [8, 9] and herein applied to a numerical case study taken from the literature
[10] to show potentialities of the adopted modelling approach.
As such, the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 presents and overview of the adopted
rigid block dynamic model. The static and kinematic variables as well as the relationships governing the behavior of the rigid block model are introduced. The quadratic programming formulation which is used to carry out the dynamic analysis of planar masonry assemblages is
discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 an application of the proposed formulation to an in-plane
wall panel is illustrated to show the ability of the implemented formulation to capture rocking
behavior of multi-block assemblages.

2

THE RIGID BLOCK DYNAMIC MODEL

The masonry texture is discretized into a multi-body assemblage made of rectangular rigid
blocks i interacting at potential contact points k located at the vertexes of the interface j (Fig.
1).
A no-tension and associative frictional behavior with infinite compressive strength is assumed at contact interfaces.
The dynamic model is formulated following the approach proposed in [6,7] for granular
materials, though now detailed for two-dimensional assemblages of rectangular blocks.
The contact variables are the internal forces acting at each contact point k, which are located
at a vertex of interface j of block i (Fig. 1a). These variables are collected in vector c and include
the shear force component tk and the normal force nk along the local coordinate axes.

xi
Δzi

fzi
nk
z

fαi

Δunk

fxi

tk

Δαi

x0i
Δxi

Δutk

x

a)

b)

Figure 1: a) Contact forces and b) kinematic variables at block centroid i, and contact point k.
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The kinematic variables associated in a virtual work sense to the contact forces are the relative displacement rates at the contact points, namely the tangential and normal displacement
rates Δutk and Δunk (Fig. 1b), which are collected in the vector 𝚫𝒖. The positions xi, yi and αi
related to the degrees of freedom of each block i are collected in the vector x.
External loads applied to the centroid of rigid block i are collected in vector of external forces
fext (Fig. 1a).
The equations of motions are discretized with respect to time using the θ-method and assuming:
1 𝜟𝒙

𝒙̇ (𝑡) = 𝜃 [ 𝛥𝑡 − (1 − 𝜃)𝒙̇ 𝟎 ]

(1)

where 𝜟𝒙 = 𝒙 − 𝒙𝟎 is the displacement vector, 𝒙𝟎 and 𝒙̇ 𝟎 are the known position and velocity at time t0 and  ≥0.5.
On the basis of the incremental expression (1), the equations of motion of the rigid block
assemblage interacting at potential contact points can be posed as follows:
̅ 𝜟𝒙 + 𝑨𝟎 𝒄 = 𝒇
𝑴
𝟎
where:
𝑨𝟎 is the equilibrium matrix corresponding to contact forces;

(2)

(3)

̅ = 1 2 𝑴, being 𝑴 the mass matrix collecting the mass mi and the mass moment of inertia
𝑴
𝜃𝛥𝑡
Ji of each block;
(4)
̅ 𝒙̇ 0 𝛥𝑡,
𝒇𝟎 = 𝒇𝒆𝒙𝒕 + 𝑴

(5)

Contact conditions are expressed imposing that the normal component of the relative displacement at contact point k has not to be greater than the initial gap, as follows:
̂ 𝐓𝟎𝒌 𝚫𝒖𝒌 ≤ g 0𝑘
𝒏

(6)

̂ 𝟎𝒌 is the initial normal associated with the surface j and g 0 k is the initial gap.
where 𝒏
For contact interactions, a complementarity condition is included as follows:
̂ 𝐓𝟎𝒌 𝚫𝒖𝒌 − g 0𝑘 ] = 0
𝑛𝑘 [𝒏

(7)

Considering that nk ≥0, this condition ensures that contact forces occur only if the gap is
closed otherwise are zero.
Eqs. (6), (7) express in matrix form the so-called Signorini unilateral contact conditions at a
contact point k in terms of displacement rates.
The behaviour at contact interfaces undergoing sliding failure is governed by failure conditions which are expressed according to the Coulomb friction law.
In vector notation, the limit conditions for sliding failure can be written as:
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±𝒕 ≤ 𝜇𝒏

(8)

where μ is the friction coefficient.

3

FORMULATION OF THE QP PROBLEM AND IMPLEMENTATION

Under the assumption of associative flow rule for displacement increments, the equilibrium
equations (2), kinematic conditions (6-7) and sliding friction conditions (8) are equivalent to
the following force–based problem [6-9]:
1
̅ −𝟏 𝒓 − 𝒈𝐓𝟎 𝒄
max − 2 𝒓𝐓 𝑴

s. t.

𝒓 + 𝑨𝟎 𝒄 = 𝒇𝟎
±𝒕 − 𝜇𝒏 ≤ 𝟎, 𝒏 ≥ 𝟎

(9)

where r is the vector of dynamic forces associated with the degrees of freedom of the blocks.
The optimization problem (9) was the problem which was actually implemented and solved
in the present formulation, with kinematic variables derived as Lagrange multipliers associated
with the various constraints, according to the solution procedure detailed in the following section.
To calculate and update positions of the blocks and contact gaps, a simple incremental procedure was implemented [8, 9].
The procedure was implemented in a computer code, DynoBlock_2D, which provides as
outputs the time histories of contact forces and kinematic variables as well as the plots of the
failure mechanisms at different time steps.
The quadratic programming problem associated to (9) were solved using the primal–dual
interior-point solver in MOSEK [11].
The analyses were carried out using a PC containing a 3.3GHz Intel Xeon E3-1245 processor
with 8 GB of RAM.

4

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A BLOCK MASONRY PANEL UNDER GROUND
ACCELERATION TIME HISTORY

An application of the adopted formulation to the case of a block masonry wall tested by
Restrepo-Vélez et al. [10] is reported in this section.
The experimental wall panel comprises a front panel and three side walls. The panel was
built adopting a scaling factor of 1:5 and using marble blocks with nominal dimensions of
80×40×30 mm which were dry-jointed. The masonry wall panel was tested on a tilting table to
investigate the failure mechanism and the collapse load under constant and uniformly distributed horizontal acceleration.
For numerical analysis, a 2D rigid block model of the side wall was generated (Fig. 2). The
average value of the unit weight of the blocks was 26.8 kN/m3 and the friction coefficient used
in the computations was 0.7, in accordance with values measured experimentally. The mass of
the half blocks along the sides of the wall was increased to take into account the effects of the
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orthogonal walls on the failure mechanism considering an effective length of 3.5 bricks. A time
increment of 0.001 sec. was used and the θ value was set equal to 0.7.
The numerical model was first validated against experimental test on the tilting table of the
small scale specimen using a quasi-static analysis [8].
Afterwards, in order to evaluate the computational cost of the adopted formulation in the
case of a real scale structure subjected to earthquake ground motion, a full scale numerical
model was implemented to perform dynamic time history analysis. The full scale numerical
model was generated from the small-scale model, using a scaling factor of 5 so to comply with
geometric dimensions of a real structure.
The failure mechanism predicted by the quasi-static analysis is shown in Figure 2b and the
corresponding acceleration magnitude is 0.199g (Table 1). A good agreement with experimental outcomes was observed. The crack pattern in the numerical model mainly develops on
the left pier and involves the spandrel as well. The stepped diagonal cracks in the spandrel
follow the crack pattern observed after experimental investigation.

Figure 2: S22 wall panel [Restrepo Vélez et al., 2014]: a) rigid block model used for contact dynamic analysis; b)
Failure mode obtained for quasi-static analysis under constant and uniformly distributed horizontal acceleration.

Case
study

S22

Model size
(b × c)

196 × 1072

Exp.
(Restrepo
Vélez
et al.
2014)

Full scale model

Quasi-static analysis

Acceleration time history

λ

ag (g)

CPU Time
(s)

ag (g)

CPU Time
(s)

0.197

0.199

940

1.06

4210

TABLE 1: Block masonry wall S22: ground acceleration at failure and CPU time.

For seismic analysis on the full scale model, the acceleration time series AQA.HNN recorded
by the Italian Civil Protection Department seismic network (IT) at L’Aquila, N-S component,
occurred on 06.04.2009, was considered [12]. The peak amplitude of the ground acceleration
is 0.44g.
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A set of dynamic time history analysis was carried out with increasing level of excitation,
considering for the record the time interval from 15 to 22 s. For values of the scaling factor
greater than 240% AQA, the sliding displacement computed for the lintel was larger than the
size of block staggering (half a block), thus involving collapse of the spandrel on the top and
overturning of the left pier.
The results of the seismic analysis for AQA earthquake with acceleration amplitudes scaled
by the factor of 2.4 (240% AQA) are shown in Figs. 3-4.

Figure 3: Time history response to the 240% AQA earthquake.

Figure 4: Time history of top relative displacement and sensitivity analysis to time increment.

The results show that in the case of AQA earthquake the seismic resistance of the structure
computed from dynamic analysis is up to 5 times the value computed for quasi-static overturning under uniform and constant distribution of acceleration. The difference with quasi-static
results should be ascribed to the combined effect of impulsive actions associated to the earthquake motion and to the displacement capacity related to the regular staggering of blocks and
their aspect ratio. However, considering that the results of the numerical dynamic analysis are
not directly supported by experimental tests and that simple assumptions were adopted for contact point specification, those should be intended as indicative of the differences with quasistatic results.
Sensitivity analyses to time increment were also carried out. Figure 4 shows the time history
response computed for the relative horizontal displacement calculated between the top and base
blocks. It can be seen that although a remarkable difference of predicted residual displacement
is observed using a step of 0.005 s, the peak response is slightly affected by time increment in
the considered range.
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5

CONCLUSIONS
 A variational formulation for dynamic analysis of masonry block structures was presented
in this paper. The formulation assumes a no-tension, frictional behavior at contact joints
and uses quadratic programming to solve the contact dynamic problem.
 A quasi-static analysis of a dry-jointed masonry block panel from the literature was carried
out using the formulation adopted and a good agreement in terms of failure mechanism
and collapse load was observed.
 Dynamic time history analysis under ground acceleration motion was carried out to compare numerical results and to evaluate the computational efficiency and the convergence
stability of the implemented procedure. Those were found to be encouraging, also considering the small number of mechanical and algorithm parameters associated to the adopted
formulation.
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Abstract. Rocking action offers a favorable seismic isolation effect that relieves the structure
from deformation and damage during strong earthquakes. A complete description of the dynamics of a rocking structure requires, apart from the equation of motion, an appropriate treatment
of the contact phenomenon. During rocking, when rotation reverses, the smooth motion of the
structure is interrupted by nonsmooth impacts. To date, most analytical and numerical investigations on the rocking behavior treat impacts adopting the ‘classical’ model of the angular
coefficient of restitution or with ad-hoc assumptions. This paper revisits the contact process
encountered in two archetypal rocking structures: the rigid rocking block and the flexible rocking oscillator from a nonsmooth dynamics perspective. It considers impact as an instantaneous
event and treats it through a system of inequalities known as the linear complementarity problem (LCP). This study models contact behavior with a set-valued Poisson’s law in the normal
direction and assumes sticking behavior in the tangential direction. The analysis demonstrates
the ability of the proposed methodology to capture the impact behavior of different structures
rocking on a rigid base. The results show that the proposed LCPs verify corresponding analytical results of other methodologies. Specifically, regarding the rocking block, comparisons
of the nonsmooth model with the ‘classical’ impact model reveal perfect agreement. This study
further unveils the substantial role of the Poisson’s coefficient of restitution in capturing the
experimental response of the flexible rocking oscillator in cases where other analytical models
fail. Most importantly, the nonsmooth dynamics approach captures all physically feasible postimpact states, which can be solved both analytically and numerically. Finally, the proposed
approach offers a more concise description of the impact problem in rocking structures and it
contributes to a more realistic treatment and better understanding of the contact phenomenon
during rocking.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Rocking action isolates the structure during strong earthquakes (e.g., [27]) and relieves it
from deformation and damage. Therefore, rocking motion attracts the attention of many researchers who examine the dynamic behavior of rocking structures either experimentally ([30]
and references therein) or analytically ([37, 16, 17, 36, 12, 13, 22, 20, 21, 24, 43] among others).
So far, most analytical studies assume rigid planar rocking behavior. Chopra and Yim [9] and
Psycharis [35] first examined the dynamics of flexible (deforming) rocking structures. Those
studies compared flexible base-fixed structures with structures allowed to uplift, and showed
that in most cases base-fixed structures exhibit larger deformations than rocking structures. Recently, studies such as [32, 1, 2, 40, 41, 39, 3, 42, 23, 4, 6] revisited the stability of flexible
rocking structures liberating from the small rotations/deformations assumption and considering
overturning of the structure.
In general, a complete description of the rocking dynamics requires, apart from the equation
of motion, an appropriate treatment of the impact. To date, most analytical studies on the
rocking behavior treat impact adopting the ‘classical’ impact model introduced by Housner [27].
The ‘classical’ impact model hinges on the conservation of angular momentum and results in a
coefficient of restitution which connects the angular velocities before and after the impact (see
e.g., [31, 19, 25] among others). However, considering flexible rocking behavior the contact
phenomenon becomes more challenging and flexible rocking structures might exhibit a variety
of post-impact states [23]. Therefore, more systematic approaches have been proposed in the
context of nonsmooth dynamics ([7, 26, 28, 33] and references therein). Such methods rely on
either a rigid multibody approach [8, 23], or assume deformable contact points [5], or utilize
compliant elements between the contacting bodies [44].
The present study extends [23] and examines the contact behavior of rocking structures from
a nonsmooth dynamics perspective adopting Poisson’s law. Specifically, it (i) presents the nonsmooth approach to treat sticking (i.e., non-sliding) impacts and (ii) evaluates its implementation
to various rocking structures (i.e., rigid block and flexible oscillator).
2
2.1

PROPOSED NONSMOOTH APPROACH
Nonsmooth dynamics

The proposed event-based nonsmooth dynamics approach decomposes the rocking behavior
into smooth motion and nonsmooth impacts [7, 26, 14, 15, 18, 38]. The present study focuses
on the impact phenomenon in two archetypal rocking structures (Fig. 2): (i) the rigid block,
and (ii) the flexible oscillator. Throughout the study, impact occurs between rigid bodies which
cannot overlap (impenetrability constraint) and is considered instantaneous. The analysis assumes that all non-impulsive forces are considered negligible and wave effects within the body
are neglected. Further, the deformation the bodies undergoes at the contact points is considered
negligible in the body’s scale [5]. The focus of the present study is on structures designed to
exhibit planar rocking behavior. Hence, sticking (i.e., non-sliding) between contacting bodies
is allowed.
2.2

Linear complementarity problem for impact

A linear complementarity problem (LCP) is a set of linear equations in the form of y =
Ax + b, with matrices A and b known, and (to be determined) unknowns non-negative
vectors x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 which satisfy the complementarity condition: yT x = 0. The LCP
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has a wide range of applications in many scientific fields and several algorithmic schemes can
solve it numerically (e.g., Lemke’s algorithm [29, 11] among others).
The equation of motion for a multibody system with unilateral contacts can be written as:
Mq̈ − h(C, K, üg (t)) − WN λN − WT λT = 0

(1)

where q is the generalized coordinates vector. M, C and K are the mass, the damping
and the stiffness matrices respectively, and h is the vector containing all non-impulsive forces
e.g., external excitation üg (t), dissipating and elastic forces. W are the direction matrices of
the contact forces in the normal (subscript ‘N’) and the tangential (subscript ‘T’) direction of
contact. λ are the pertinent contact force vectors which are considered positive when they are
compressive/repulsive.
Poisson’s contact law : Poisson’s law divides the impact into two phases, (i) compression and
(ii) expansion. The compression phase starts with the initiation of contact at time instant t− and
ends at t0 when the approaching process of the bodies has been completed. The expansion
phase follows, starting at t0 and finishing at t+ with the separation of the contacting bodies.
Further, Poisson’s law defines a coefficient of restitution εp equal to the ratio of the impulses
0
stored during these two phases: Λ+
N = εp ΛN , where εp is the diagonal matrix of the Poisson’s
coefficient of restitution εP . To derive the LCPs for the two phases of impact, we integrate the
equation of motion (Eq. (1)) once over the time interval of the compression phase (i.e., from
t− to t0 ) and once over the time interval of the expansion phase (i.e., from t0 to t+ ) [28].
LCP of the compression phase of impact
pression phase Eq. (1) becomes:

: Integrating over the time interval of the com-

q̇0 + q̇− = M−1 WN Λ0N + M−1 WT Λ0T

(2)

T
where vector q̇ denotes the generalized velocities. Pre-multiplying Eq. (2) by WN
(and WTT )
T
returns the vectors of the relative contact velocities in the normal ġN = WN q̇ (and in the
tangential ġT = WTT q̇) direction accordingly:
−
0
− ġN
ġN
= GN N Λ0N + GN T Λ0T
−
ġT0 − ġT = GT N Λ0N + GT T Λ0T

where the G matrices are:
T
T
M−1 WN , GN T = WN
M−1 WT
GN N = W N
T
−1
T
GT N = WT M WN , GT T = WT M−1 WT

(3)

(4)

Λ0N , Λ0T are the impulses in the normal and tangential direction respectively transferred to the
body during the compression phase of impact. This study assumes that sliding is prevented.
Therefore, the tangential relative (contact) velocity is zero ġT0 = ġT− = 0 and Eq. (3) gives:
0
Λ0T = −G−1
T T GT N ΛN

With the aid of Eq. (5), Eq. (3) yields the LCP for the compression phase of impact
 0
−
0
ġN
= GN N − GN T G−1
G
ΛN + ġN
T
N
TT

(5)

(6)

with complementarity conditions
T

0
ġN
≥ 0, Λ0N ≥ 0, ġ0N Λ0N = 0
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demonstrates the ability of the proposed LCPs to capture the complex impact behavior
characterized by a plurality of physically feasible post‐impact states. Finally, this work reveals
the dominant role of the Newton coefficient of restitution on the response of the (flexible)
rocking oscillator.
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Figure 1: The (unilateral) inequality character of contact. Contact law for (a) the compression and (b) the expansion
phase of impact [34].

LCP of the expansion phase of impact
of the expansion phase:

: Similarly, integrating Eq. (1) over the time interval

q̇+ + q̇0 = M−1 WN ΛN P + M−1 WN εp Λ0N + M−1 WT Λ+
T

(8)

T
and pre-multiplying by WN
and WTT :
+
0
ġN
− ġN
= GN N ΛN P + GN N εp Λ0N + GN T Λ+
T
ġT+ − ġT0 = GT N ΛN P + GT N εp Λ0N + GT T Λ+
T

(9)

+
0
Impulse ΛN P = Λ+
N − εp ΛN is a modification of the original Poisson’s impulse (ΛN ) which
ensures the satisfaction of the impenetrability constraint for multi-point impact problems [28].
Again, assuming zero tangential relative velocity, Eq. (9) gives:
−1
−1
0
Λ+
T = −GT T GT N ΛN P − GT T GT N εp ΛN

and Eq. (9) with the aid of Eq. (10) yields the LCP for the expansion phase of impact


+
−1
0
0
ġN
= GN N − GN T G−1
T T GT N ΛN P + GN N − GN T GT T GT N εp ΛN + ġN

(10)

(11)

with complementarity conditions
T

+
ġN
≥ 0, ΛN P ≥ 0, ġ+
N ΛN P = 0

3

(12)

RIGID ROCKING BLOCK USING THE PROPOSED NONSMOOTH APPROACH

The present section revisits the impact behavior of the rigid rocking block of Fig. 2(a) adopting the proposed nonsmooth dynamics approach. Firstly, this study offers closed-form expressions for all the feasible post-impact states solving analytically the proposed LCPs (Eqs (6),
(11)). Consider the rigid block of Fig. 2(a) with base-width 2b and height 2H. The general
T
ized coordinates vector for the planar rocking motion of the block is: q = x y φ , where
x and y are the translations along the pertinent axes, and φ is the planar rocking rotation.
Following [14, 15, 18], the two closed contact points (i.e., pivot points ‘1’ and ‘2’) produce two
forces/impulses in the normal direction of contact (one force per contact point), but only one
force in the tangential direction of contact; the resultant of the two tangential forces at the two
pivot points as in Fig. 3. Thus, the mass matrix and the direction matrices in the normal and
tangential direction of contact become respectively [23]:






m 0 0
0 0
1
M =  0 m 0  , WN =  1 1  , WT =  0 
(13)
0 0 IG
−b b
H
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Figure 2: The examined rocking structures: (a) rigid block, (b) flexible oscillator.

where IG is the mass moment of inertia with respect to the center of mass of the block. For
a rectangular block IG = (1/3) mR2 , where m is the total mass of the block and R is the
half-diagonal distance (Fig. 2(a)).
3.1

Analysis of all physically feasible post-impact states

With reference to Fig. 3, consider a rigid block performing pure rotation (i.e., non-sliding)
−
−
about pivot point ‘1’ (gN
1 = ġN 1 = 0). Impact takes place at pivot point ‘2’ at the moment
−
−
−
gN 2 = 0 and with pre-impact contact velocity ġN
< 0. Note that, negative ve2 = 2bφ̇
locity ġN i indicates approach. Fig. 3 illustrates all the physically feasible states during the
compression and the expansion phase of impact according to Poisson’s law.
3.1.1

Poisson’s law - Compression phase

Fig. 3(C) illustrates the potential impact states during the compression phase. The grey color
in Fig. 3 indicates the unfeasible impact states.
Bouncing (A → C1 ) (Fig. 3) : The analysis shows that bouncing is not a feasible state during
the compression phase of impact according to Poisson’s law, since it results to violation of the
impenetrability constraint.
Full contact (A → C2 ) (Fig. 3) : Assume that both contact points of the block remain in full
contact with the ground during the compression phase of impact. Hence, the normal relative ve0
0
locities at both contact points are ġN
1 = ġN 2 = 0, and hence known. Therefore, the remaining
two unknowns, the two impulses Λ0N 1 , Λ0N 2 , are both positive because of the complementarity
behavior of Eq. (7). The solution of the LCP of Eq. (6) yields:
1
1
Λ0N 1
− =
2 − ,
mġN 2
3sin α 2
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with the help of which, Eq. (5) provides the (dimensionless) tangential impulse:
Λ0T
cot α
− =
2
mġN 2

(15)

The inequality character of contact determines the (existential) conditions under which each
state occurs. Specifically, the Λ0N 1 > 0 condition of Eq. (7) and Eq. (14) show that the block
remains in full contact with the ground when:
H
1
<√
b
2

(16)

in agreement with [27, 8] using different impact models.
Rocking (A → C3 ) (Fig. 3) : Assume that the block changes pivot point and rocks during the
0
compression phase of impact as Fig. 3(C3 ) shows. Hence, contact at point ‘1’ is lost ġN
1 > 0,
0
while the new contact at point ‘2’ is maintained ġN 2 = 0. The complementarity conditions
(Eq. (7)) return Λ0N 1 = 0 and Λ0N 2 > 0. The solution of the LCP of Eq. (6) yields the
0
remaining two unknowns, the normal contact velocity ġN
1 of point ‘1’ and the normal impulse
0
ΛN 2 at point ‘2’:
0
3sin2 α
3sin2 α
Λ0N 2
ġN
1
=
−
1,
=
−1
(17)
−
−
2
4
ġN
mġN
2
2
and from Eq. (5), the tangential impulse becomes:
3
Λ0T
sin α cos α
− =
4
mġN 2

(18)

Similarly, the inequality character of contact dictates the (existential) conditions of each state.
0
Specifically, the complementary behavior (Eq. 7) requires ġN
1 > 0. Hence Eq. (17) implies
[27, 8]:
H
1
>√
(19)
b
2
3.1.2

Poisson’s law - Expansion phase

Fig. 3(E) illustrates the physically feasible states during the expansion phase of impact.
Note that, the expansion phase is a continuation of the compression phase, hence only the valid
compression phase states (i.e., full contact C2 and rocking C3 ) are considered. Again, the grey
color in Fig. 3 indicates the unfeasible states.
Rocking (A → C2 → E2 ) (Fig. 3) : The analysis shows that rocking during the expansion phase after full contact in the compression phase is not a feasible state, since the results
contradict the impenetrability constraint.
Bouncing (A → C2 → E1 ) (Fig. 3) : After the full contact state during the compression
+
phase of impact, point ‘1’ remains in contact with the ground (ġN
1 = 0), while contact at point
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Figure 3: Impact states during the compression (C) and the expansion phase (E) of the rocking block according to
Poisson’s law.

+
‘2’ is lost (ġN
2 > 0). Hence, the complementarity conditions of Eq. (12) imply ΛN P 1 > 0 and
0
0
ΛN P 2 = 0 ⇔ Λ+
N 2 = εp ΛN 2 , where ΛN 2 is given by Eq. (14). The solution of Eq. (11) gives:


+
1
ġN
1
Λ+
2
N1
−
(20)
− = −εp ,
− = εp
ġN
mġN
3sin2 α 2
2
2

Therefore, the tangential impulse becomes (Eq. (10)):
Λ+
cot α
T
− = εP
2
mġN 2

(21)

The (unilateral) inequality character of contact returns the existential conditions for this state to
occur. In particular, the complementarity
behavior of Eq. (12) and Eq. (20) imply that bouncing
√
becomes feasible when H/b < 1/ 2; in accordance with Eq. 16.
Flight (A → C3 → E3 ) (Fig. 3) : Point ‘1’ has already lost contact with the ground during
+
the compression phase of impact (ġN
1 > 0). Assume that contact at point ‘2’ is also lost at
+
the expansion phase of impact (ġN 2 > 0). The complementarity behavior of Eq. (12) yields:
0
0
ΛN P 1 = 0 ⇔ Λ+
N 1 = εp ΛN 1 = 0 (where ΛN 1 = 0 during the compression phase of impact)
+
0
and ΛN P 2 = 0 ⇔ ΛN 2 = εp ΛN 2 , where Eq. (17) gives Λ0N 2 . The solution of the LCP of
+
+
Eq. (11) returns the two unknown relative contact velocities ġN
1 , ġN 2 .


+
+
ġN
ġN
3sin2 α
2
1
−1
(22)
− = −εp ,
− = (1 + εp )
2
ġN
ġN
2
2
Eq.(10) yields:
Λ+
3
T
− = εp sin α cos α
4
mġN 2
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Similarly, the complementarity behavior of Eq. (12) provides the existential conditions of this
state. Specifically, ‘flight’ becomes a feasible state during the expansion√phase of impact only
after the rocking state during the compression phase and when H/b > 1/ 2; in total agreement
with Eq. (19).
3.2

Comparison with different impact models/approaches

Eqs (14) to (23) describe completely all possible impact states for the rigid rocking block
according to Poisson’s contact law. Eqs (14) to (23) prove that the proposed methodology verifies corresponding results from other methodologies, while, at the same time, it encapsulates all
physically feasible post-impact states. Specifically, the geometric slenderness criterion derived
by [27, 8] is in agreement with Eqs (16), (19). For non-sliding (sticking) impacts, a rocking
block is considered ‘stocky’ when Eq. (16) is satisfied, whereas when Eq. (19) holds the block
is regarded as ‘slender’.
In many studies, (see e.g., [16, 13, 19, 25] among others), the ratio η = φ̇+ /φ̇− defines a
coefficient of restitution with respect to the angular velocities before and after the impact. When
a (slender) block rocks and ‘flights’ from the ground during the compression and the expansion
phase of impact respectively (Fig. 3(C3 /E3 )), Eqs (2), (8) with the aid of Eqs (17), (18), (22)
and (23) yield the relationship between pre- and post-impact angular velocities:
3
3
φ̇+
= 1 − sin2 α − εP sin2 α
η=
−
2
2
φ̇

(24)

Assuming impact is perfectly inelastic (plastic) (εP = 0), the impact process terminates at the
end of the compression phase and the block exhibits pure rocking behavior (Fig. 3(C3 )). In that
case, Eq. (24) agrees with the Housner’s angular coefficient of restitution [27].
Eqs (14), (15), 20) and (21) treat the full contact and the bouncing behavior of the block
(Fig. 3(C2 /E1 )), with the help of which Eqs (2), (8) give:
η=

φ̇+
= −εp
φ̇−

(25)

Eq. (25) shows that for εP = 0 the block remains in full contact with the ground (φ̇+ /φ̇− = 0)
and the impact terminates at the end of the compression phase (Fig. 3(C2 )). For perfectly elastic
impacts though (εP = 1), impulse is transferred to the structure from the compression phase and
the block bounces during the expansion phase without any loss of kinetic energy (Fig. 3(E1 )).
3.3

Numerical evaluation of the proposed approach for the rocking block

This section illustrates the versatility of the proposed approach by numerically investigating the response of the rigid rocking block of Fig. 2(a). Following [23], consider (i) a stocky
block with 2b = 1 m base-width and H/b = 0.7 and (ii) a slender block with the same base
but H/b = 7 (Fig. 2(a)). Fig. 4 illustrates the free rocking response of both structures. Both
blocks have the same initial rotation φ0 /α = 1/3, where α is the slenderness of the block.
Fig. 4(left) plots the response of the stocky block for three different values of the Poisson’s
coefficient of restitution and unveils their influence on the response. In particular, the values
of the Poisson’s coefficient εP in Fig. 4(left) simulate different impact conditions. When the
impact is considered perfectly inelastic (εP = 0), a stocky block stays in full contact with the
ground and the impact terminates at the end of the compression phase. However, for perfectly
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Figure 4: Free rocking response of a stocky (H/b = 0.7) and a slender block (H/b = 7) starting from the same
initial rotation φ0 /α = 1/3 using the proposed nonsmooth approach.

elastic impacts (εP = 1) a stocky block bounces without any loss of kinetic energy at every
impact; in accordance with the findings of Section 3.2. On the contrary, a slender block, starting from the same initial conditions, changes pivot point and exhibits pure rocking motion for
εP = 0 (Fig. 4(right)). Note that, all feasible states i.e., full contact, bouncing and pure rocking are captured and solved analytically with the aid of the proposed LCPs of Eqs (6), (11)
(Section 3.1).
Fig. 5 assumes that the rocking block starts from rest position under the presence of a ground
excitation. Fig. 5 compares the response of the slender rocking block using the proposed nonsmooth approach (εP = 0) with the pertinent response using the ‘classical’ Housner’s impact
model [27]. The two (identical) blocks exhibit pure rocking motion when
p subjected to the same
sinusoidal pulse with αg /g = 0.45 and ωg /p = 5.75, where p = 3g/4R is the frequency
parameter of the block. g is the gravitational acceleration and R is the half-diagonal length
(Fig. 2(a)). Fig. 5 shows that the response of the proposed methodology is in total agreement
with the pertinent response of the ‘classical’ impact model. However, note that, the nonsmooth
approach encapsulates all physically feasible post-impact states (i.e., bouncing, flight); something that is not feasible with the ‘classical’ model.
4

FLEXIBLE ROCKING OSCILLATOR USING THE PROPOSED NONSMOOTH
APPROACH

This section investigates the impact phenomenon during the rocking motion of the flexible
oscillator of Fig. 2(b) when adopting the proposed nonsmooth dynamics approach. Consider
the flexible rocking oscillator of Fig. 2(b) with a lumped mass m at height h, a deformable
column with total mass mc uniformly distributed along its length and a rigid base with mass
mb and width 2b. Note that, the height of the base is considered negligible compared to
its width. The slenderness α of the structure is defined as α = atan (b/h) (Fig. 2(b)).
Assume the concentrated lumped mass m has zero moment of inertia, while the base mass
mb gives moment of inertia Ib = (1/3) mb b2 with respect to its center of mass. The generalized
coordinates vector for the planar rocking motion of the flexible rocking oscillator is: q =

T
u x y φ , where x and y are the translations of the base mass along the pertinent
axes, u is the horizontal flexural translation of the lumped mass and φ is the planar rocking
rotation (Fig. 2(b)). With reference to Fig. 2(b), assume the polynomial shape function of
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Figure 5: Comparison between the proposed nonsmooth dynamics approach (Poisson’s contact law with εP = 0)
and the ‘classical’ Housner’s impact model [27] for a (slender) rocking block subjected to a sinusoidal pulse with
αg /g = 0.45 and ωg /p = 5.75.

Eq. (26) to describe the deformation of the column [10].
ψ (ξ) = α3

ξ3
ξ2
ξ
+
α
+ α0
2 2 + α1
3
h
h
h

(26)

where ξ is the distance measured from the base of the column (Fig. 2(b)) and α0 , α1 , α2 ,
α3 are constant coefficients. Therefore, the deformation of the column at any arbitrary point is
defined as: uξ (ξ, t) = u (t) ψ (ξ), where u (t) is the generalized coordinate which stands for
the flexural translation of the lumped mass.
Before rocking initiates, the oscillator behaves as a single degree of freedom system with
generalized mass and stiffness respectively [23]:
!
α23
α22
α3 α2
2α3 α1
α3 α0
Rh mc
+
+
+
+
2
7
3
5
2
5
m̃ = m + h (ψ (ξ)) dξ = m +
mc
α2
+ α22α1 + 2α32 α0 + 31 + α1 α0 + α02
0
(27)
Rh
2
4EI
00
2
2
k̃ = EI(ψ (ξ)) dξ = h3 (3α3 + α2 + 3α3 α2 )
0

Following [23], rocking initiates when:
 √



11
 üg (t)
2ζ m̃k̃
h (1+ 40 γmc )
k̃
3
u̇ + mg u + 1 + 8 γmc g
33
mg
γmc )
≥0
 b (1+ 140
 üg (t)
u
h
1
3
− (1 + γmb + γmc ) − b 1 + 2 γmc g + 1 + 8 γmc b

(28)

where γmc = mc /m and γmb = mb /m. ζ is the damping ratio responsible
for the energy
q
dissipation while the structure vibrates. Assuming ζ = 0, ωn =
k̃/m̃ and quasi-static
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conditions, Eq. (28) yields the ‘critical’ (horizontal) flexural translation (ucr ) of the lumped
mass m necessary to initiate rocking [23].
ucr =

(1 + γmb + γmc ) bg


hωn2 + 1 + 83 γmc g
1+
11
γ
40 mc

(29)

After the initiation of rocking, the equations which describe the motion of the flexible rocking
oscillator can be derived using the general form of the Lagrange’s equation:
 
d ∂L
∂L
=Q
(30)
−
dt ∂ φ̇
∂φ
L = T − V , where T is the kinetic energy, V is the potential energy and Q is the generalized
force. Hence, the equations of motion of the flexible rocking oscillator become [23]:
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− −mh sin φ + mu cos φ − 12 mc h sin φ + α43 + α32 + α21 + α0 mc u cos φ g
(31)
For simplicity, the remaining part of the present section adopts α0 = α1 = 0, α2 = 3/2 and
α3 = −1/2 [10]. Further, all the properties of the oscillator and the adopted ground excitations
are summarized in [23].
4.1

Numerical evaluation of the proposed approach for the rocking oscillator

This section focuses on the response-history evaluation of the flexible rocking oscillator
of Fig. 2(b). Specifically, Fig. 6 compares the response of the oscillator using the proposed
nonsmooth approach with the pertinent analytical response (abbreviated as ‘VVEL’) from [41]
and the experimental response from [39] when subjected to the same Ricker pulses. Fig. 6 shows
that the proposed nonsmooth model captures very well the experimental response. Further,
Fig. 6 unveils the effect of the column elasticity on the response; the stiffer the column, the
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Figure 6: Response-history comparison of the nonsmooth approach with analytical (‘VVEL’) [41] and experimental results (‘test’) [39] of the rocking oscillator of Fig. 2(b) when subjected to different Ricker pulses reported
in [23] with αg /g = 0.16, ωg /p = 1.95 (middle) and αg /g = 0.64, ωg /p = 7.73 (right) accordingly. The
nonsmooth response is plotted with an opposite sense to match the assumed positive clockwise rotation in [39, 41].

smoother the rocking motion. A distinct advantage of the proposed nonsmooth model is that it
encapsulates all physically feasible post-impact states, with the same mathematical formulation
(i.e., the LCPs of Eqs (6), (11)). Fig. 6 reveals that for εP > 0 the proposed model predicts
bouncing behavior; in agreement with the experimentally observed response. The insert of
Fig. 6 illustrates the influence of the Poisson’s coefficient of restitution on the response. Note
that, the bouncing behavior is more pronounced the more flexible the structure is (i.e., the ‘1Hz
Long Base’ compared to the ‘3Hz Short Base’ specimen). Therefore, the stiffer the structure, the
smaller the value of the Poisson’s coefficient of restitution required to capture the experimental
response of the oscillator (Fig. 6).
Fig. 7 compares the response-histories of the rocking oscillator when subjected to historic
earthquake records. For consistency, Fig. 7 uses the same values of the Poisson’s coefficient
of restitution as in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows that both analytical models (nonsmooth and ‘VVEL’)
capture well the maximum response of the ‘1Hz Long Base’ specimen. However, after the first
rotation cycle the nonsmooth model underestimates the response while the ‘VVEL’ overestimates it. This underestimation of the response might be caused because of the adopted value
of the damping constant ζ presented in [41, 23], or the value of the Poisson’s coefficient of
restitution εP . Recall that, depending on the value of the Poisson’s coefficient different amount
of energy is dissipated at each impact. The appropriate value is hard to define and merits further
investigation. However, this is beyond the scope of the present study. Note that, this is not the
case for the ‘3Hz Short Base’ specimen, which the nonsmooth model satisfactorily captures the
experimental response.
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Figure 7: Response-history comparison of the nonsmooth approach with analytical (‘VVEL’) [41] and experimental results (‘test’) [39] of the rocking oscillator of Fig. 2(b) when subjected to historic earthquake records reported
in [23]. The nonsmooth response is plotted with an opposite sense to match the assumed positive clockwise rotation
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The present study revisits the contact phenomenon encountered in rocking structures adopting a nonsmooth dynamics approach. Two archetypal rocking structures are considered: the
rigid rocking block and the flexible rocking oscillator. Throughout the study, impact is considered to be instantaneous. Poisson’s law models the behavior in the normal direction of the
unilateral contact and sticking behavior is assumed in the tangential direction. This study formulates the impact problem as a system of inequalities, known as the linear complementarity
problem (LCP). The proposed LCPs encapsulate all physically feasible post-impact states and
liberate from the need for additional ad-hoc assumptions. The analysis shows that, for the case
of the rocking block, the closed-form solutions are in total agreement with the pertinent analytical results of other methodologies. Further, the proposed response-history analysis of the
flexible rocking oscillator is also validated with numerical and experimental results from literature. Specifically, the analysis shows that with the aid of the Poisson’s coefficient of restitution
the nonsmooth model captures the complex post-impact experimental response in a way that
other analytical models fail. Overall, this work demonstrates the ability of the proposed nonsmooth dynamics approach to capture all physically feasible post-impact states and paves the
way for further systematic treatment of the contact phenomenon during rocking.
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Abstract. The loss of functionality of health care facilities, which should be guaranteed particularly in the aftermath of moderate-to-severe earthquake ground motions, is typically
caused by damage to nonstructural elements, such as freestanding cabinets. The assessment
of the seismic fragility of such components assumes a key role in the evaluation of the performance of a healthcare facility.
The present work is aimed to assess the adequacy of the rigid block modeling approach in
predicting the seismic response of freestanding nonstructural components with rockingdominated response. The outcomes of the numerical analyses show that the considered modeling technique can provide a reliable prediction of the occurrence of rocking mechanism and
predict the occurrence of the overturning. In particular, the overturning PFA is slightly underestimated in case a 1.0 coefficient of restitution is considered. But the question then arises
as to which intensity measure (IM) is well correlated to the seismic performance of rigid
blocks. A fragility study on a number of rigid blocks is therefore conducted in the present paper. Comprehensive incremental dynamic analyses on different rigid blocks highlight that the
dimensionless intensity measure PGA/(g tanα) is an efficient intensity measures to predict
rocking occurrence in a generic rigid block. The intensity measure pPGV/ (g tanα) is the most
efficient one only for large, say R larger than 2.0 m, rigid blocks. Very small, say R<1.0 m,
rigid blocks tend to overturn as soon as they start rocking and are therefore ‘‘PGAdominated’’. PGA/(g tanα) is therefore more efficient for such blocks. The use of these intensity measures allows assessing a unique fragility curve for rigid blocks characterized by different geometries, which may serve as a simple tool for the estimation of the damage occurred
in rigid blocks after earthquakes.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Post-earthquake surveys carried out world-wide in building structures have shown (e.g. [1; 2],
among others) that widespread damage affects non-structural components, especially building
contents, mechanical and electrical services. Overturning of slender cabinets, e.g. containing
medical files with patient details or allocating drug boxes, the failure of electronic units, such
control panels, rooters and monitors, have been typically observed in hospitals and medical
facilities, especially at intermediate and top floors in multistory structures. The failure of such
components generates tremendous losses, which, in turn, impose high economical and societal
pressure on the affected communities. Furthermore, they may endanger the functionality of
critical facilities which should be designed to remain fully operational in the aftermath of major earthquakes.
To date, the seismic design and performance assessment of building contents in referral medical facilities is poorly addressed (e.g. [3], among others). The existing codes of practice for
new (e.g. [4; 5]) and existing structures (e.g. [6; 7] ) provide scarce provisions primarily for
unanchored components. Consequently, there has been extensive experimental and theoretical
research ([3; 8; 9; 10]) focusing on the seismic performance of a variety of medical appliances
and service utilities of typical hospital buildings and pharmacies. The seismic behavior of
such components is not straightforward because of the complexity and variety of connections
and functioning, thus requiring the use of experimental methods. However, the use of testing
facilities is often time-consuming and costly. Conversely, numerical models may be an efficient means to simulate the dynamic response of building contents, as proved especially by
studies focusing on sliding-dominated components [11; 12; 13]; their use should be promoted
also for routine design office applications.
The aim of the present analytical work is three-fold: (i) use of rigid block analysis for freestanding medical components, (ii) identification of the most efficient seismic intensity measure for rigid blocks and (iii) the influence of the geometric properties of rigid blocks on their
dynamic performance. The results of the comprehensive numerical study are presented in
terms of fragility analysis.

2

DESCRIPTION OF CASE STUDIES

Two rigid block models are considered herein to assess the most efficient IM. Rigid block
no. 1 is the block representative of a single-window cabinet, with
and
(Fig. 1); rigid block no. 2 is taken from Yim et al. [14] and is characterized by a
3.05 m (10 feet) and an aspect ratio
equal to 5 (Fig. 1). The two blocks are respectively
representative of a typical cabinet and a large rigid block, in order to investigate the influence
of the geometry of the block on the seismic response. The blocks are subjected to incremental
dynamic analyses, using the set of earthquake strong motions included in ATC 63 [15]. Two
different datasets are considered herein: (a) a far field and (b) a near field dataset. Far field
and near field record sets are used to study the rigid block dynamic behavior. The amplitude
of vibration decreases with increasing distance from the epicenter in far field input, and the
strong motion record moves to lower frequencies for the effects of selective absorption. The
decay of the amplitude does not occur with regularity and the characteristics of the shaking
are governed mainly by the focal mechanisms in near fault conditions.
In the comprehensive parametric analysis, additional four rigid blocks have also been considered for each of the two rigid blocks by modifying alternatively their slenderness
and
dimension . The four rigid blocks obtained from the single window cabinet are characterized
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by (a) R=1.43m and h/b=3.91; (b) R=0.359m and h/b=3.91; (c) R=0.717m and h/b=7.83; (d)
R=0.717m and h/b=1.96. The four rigid blocks corresponding to the block by Yim et al. [14]
are characterized by (a) R=1.52m (5 feet) and h/b=5.0; (b) R=4.57m (15 feet) and h/b=5.0;
(c) R=3.05m (10 feet) and h/b=2.5; (d) R=3.05m (10 feet) and h/b=7.5.
3

RIGID BLOCK ANALYSIS

Medical components, such as the metallic slender cabinets tested with shaking table in [3],
typically exhibit a rocking behavior as the seismic intensity increases. Thus, rigid block model becomes a good candidate to model the dynamic response of these components.
In the present analytical study, tested cabinets are modeled as equivalent rigid blocks and
subjected to the experimental base accelerations; the ability to predict the occurrence of both
rocking mechanism and overturning is verified. Given the adequate model fidelity, the research outcomes presented hereafter are aimed at the identification of the most efficient seismic intensity measure (IM) for rigid blocks and the influence of the geometric properties of
rigid blocks on their dynamic performance.
3.1

Numerical modelling

As previously discussed, tested cabinets may be also modeled as rigid blocks, whose dynamic behavior was extensively investigated in past decades (e.g. [16-21], among many others). A rigid block may be set into rocking or move rigidly with the ground, depending on its
geometric features; if it sets into rocking, it will oscillate about two centers of rotation at its
base corners. In this study it is assumed that the block and base surfaces in contact are perfectly smooth so that the block will rock around the edges and no intermediate location. Moreover,
the coefficient of friction is assumed to be sufficiently large so that there will be no sliding
between the block and the base. This assumption is typically valid for the tested cabinets, given their slenderness and interface material with the floor. It is assumed that the mass is uniformly distributed within the cabinet.
The equation of motion is developed and adopted in several existing studies (e.g. [3],
among others). In this study it is solved through Runge-Kutta Ordinary Differential Equations
(ODE) solver, available in Matlab [22].
Rocking mechanism occurs alternatively around O and O’ (Fig. 1). It is assumed that the
rotation continues smoothly from point O to O’, when the angle of rotation reverses [18]. A
reduction of the angular velocity is imposed when the rotation reverses, to account for the energy loss at every impact [21]. Such a reduction is evaluated by equating angular momentum
about O just before and immediately after the impact.
The coefficient of restitution, i.e. the ratio between angular velocities after and before the
impact, is evaluated as 1 – 1.5 sin2α. The sample single-window cabinet is modeled as a rigid
block characterized by 0.36 m base ( in Fig. 1) and 1.39 m height ( in Fig. 1); the critical
angle is 0.250 rad.
3.2

Fragility analysis

The experimental-to-numerical comparison described in [23] demonstrates that hospital building cabinets overturning can be modeled by means of rigid blocks. The question arises as to
which IM is well correlated to the seismic demand on rigid blocks.
From a performance-based earthquake engineering perspective, the identification of an efficient IM which is valid for a generic rigid block assumes a key role, as well as the assessment
of fragility curves for loss assessment [24]. A fragility study of rigid blocks is therefore con-
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ducted aimed at two different objectives: (a) assessment of the most efficient IM; (b) influence of geometric properties of the rigid block on its performance. The assessment of the
most efficient IM is conducted on the two sample rigid blocks, as discussed earlier, considering both near- and far-field earthquake records.

Fig. 1. Rigid block geometry and parameters.

Two Damage States (DSs) are defined to study the rigid block fragility during the numerical
simulation: a rocking damage state and a collapse damage state.
The rigid block reaches the rocking damage state when the rotation is larger than a conventionally small value, say
, whereas it attains the collapse damage state when the rotation
is larger than the critical angle (Fig. 1).
Porter method “A” [25] is employed to create the lognormal fragility curves according to the
different intensity measures. Different IMs are adopted to plot the fragility curves [23] among
the ones typically adopted in literature studies [26]. Several typical IMs are considered among
the most commonly adopted in earthquake engineering. Three IMs are taken from literature:
they are defined as dimensionless slenderness IMs.
Fragility curves in terms of peak ground acceleration (PGA) and velocity (PGV) are shown in
Fig. 2 for both the damage states and the suite of sample accelerograms. Input type may influence the fragility curve: it is shown that median IM values required to reach a given damage
state may significantly vary from far field to near field input motions. The influence of the set
of accelerograms on the fragility curve could be more/less evident depending on the damage
state, as shown in Fig. 2 for both PGA and PGV.
An IM is efficient when it induces a small variability of a damage measure given IM [27]; an
efficient IM would allow reducing the number of nonlinear dynamic analyses required to assess the fragility curve with adequate precision [28].
The efficiency of an IM is typically assessed from the dispersion of the engineering demand
parameter (EDP) at a given IM level (e.g. [29] among many others).
For rigid blocks, it should be considered that the occurrence of rocking or overturning is far
more important than the attainment of a given engineering demand parameter, e.g. rigid block
rotation . The behavior of (and the consequences on) the rigid block is not significantly influenced by the amplitude of the rigid block motion, provided it is smaller than the critical
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angle . Thus, IM efficiency can be directly measured from the standard deviation
fragility curves: the lower the standard deviation the more efficient the IM.

(A)

of the

(B)

Fig. 2. Rigid block fragility curves for far-field and near-field inputs considering both (a) PGA and (b)
PGV as IM for rigid block no. 2.

Table 1 includes the logarithmic standard deviation of the different fragility curves, assessed for the different IMs and sets of accelerograms. The values listed in the table show that
and
, which is derived from
, are well correlated to the occurrence of the rocking mechanism. Such response is due to the rocking mechanism which is observed when
overturning moment exceeds stabilizing moment due to gravity loads; simple equilibrium calculations yield that the minimum acceleration required to let the block rock is
, which
is consistent with the observed median values of the fragility curves for the rigid blocks.
Median
values are about 20% larger than expected from rotational equilibrium, due
to (a) the dynamic nature of the motion and (b) the finite threshold value associated to the occurrence of rocking.
Collapse/overturning damage state is better correlated to
than
for the rigid block no. 2, as highlighted by the smaller dispersion of the fragility curve in terms of
. The standard deviations of the dimensionless intensity measures
and
are equal to the corresponding deviations for

and

, respectively, since

the dimensionless IMs are directly estimated from
and
through some geometric parameters of the investigated block.
intensity measure, which is based on PGV, also
provides a good efficiency in predicting overturning of rigid block no. 2. For rigid block no.1,
it is noted that PGA is the most efficient IM. The outcomes of the analysis on these two
blocks do not allow a unique identification of the efficient IM for overturning.
The dispersion values for the most efficient IMs are not sensitive to the seismic input type, i.e.
near-field and far-field motions produce similar dispersion values for the sample rigid blocks.
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Rocking
IM

Far field
Block no.
Block
1
no. 2
0.063
0.078
0.360
0.367
0.583
0.561
0.063
0.078
0.360
0.367
0.245
0.244
0.385
0.392
0.578
0.567
0.173
0.156
0.576
0.770
0.576
0.770
0.173
0.156

Near field
Block
Block
no. 1
no. 2
0.066
0.080
0.470
0.468
0.853
0.883
0.066
0.080
0.470
0.468
0.312
0.296
0.509
0.513
0.816
0.832
0.265
0.251
0.600
0.721
0.600
0.721
0.265
0.251

Overturning
Far field
Near field
Block
Block
Block
Block
no. 1
no. 2
no. 1
no. 2
0.459
0.428
0.230
0.208
0.338
0.398
0.335
0.309
0.644
0.880
0.920
0.881
0.459
0.428
0.230
0.208
0.338
0.398
0.335
0.309
0.312
0.445
0.400
0.522
0.357
0.452
0.310
0.358
0.584
0.588
0.816
0.766
0.248
0.486
0.271
0.427
0.510
0.481
0.494
0.519
0.510
0.481
0.494
0.519
0.248
0.486
0.271
0.427

Table 1. Fragility curve logarithmic standard deviation for different intensity measures; lowest standard
deviation values for rocking and overturning are in bold.

Since there was no agreement between the two selected rigid blocks, other four rigid blocks
are considered for each of the two rigid blocks by modifying alternatively their slenderness
and dimension , as mentioned earlier. Incremental dynamic analysis with the two above
mentioned sets of accelerograms are performed and lognormal fragility curves are estimated
for each block subjected to each input motion set, as detailed above.
It is confirmed that
and
are the most efficient IMs for rocking, while the most efficient IM for overturning is influenced by the dimension of the block (Fig. 3a). The dispersion of
overturning fragility curves is not influenced by ; it is included in the
range between 0.3 and 0.4 for the different blocks and input considered. The logarithmic
standard deviation of
overturning fragility curves is influenced by the dimension
of the block; an increase in corresponds to an increase in . It is concluded that
are the most efficient IMs for small rigid blocks, say R smaller than 1.0m, whereas
are more efficient for large rigid blocks, say R larger than 2.0m.
Housner [21] also suggested that the overturning of blocks was well correlated to the energy
required to uplift and rotate the block by an angle, which can be inferred by the peak velocity. For intermediate values the efficiency of
and
is similar.
It is worth mentioning that overturning fragility increases as dimension decreases, as also
discussed in [21, 30]. Very small rigid blocks tend to overturn as soon as they start rocking, as
highlighted by the discrepancy between median rocking PGA and median overturning PGA
(Fig. 3b) for the ten different rigid blocks considered herein.
Additionally, the ratio in Fig. 3b tends to zero as the dimension tends to 0. At such small
values, the dispersion of the overturning fragility curve (Fig. 3a) tends to be the same as the
rocking fragility curves, which is in the range 0.05-0.08 for the different rigid blocks. Very
small rigid blocks, say
, are therefore “PGA-dominated”, with the overturning fragility curve that approaches the rocking one, both in terms of median value and dispersion.
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 3. (a) Logarithmic standard deviation of overturning fragility curves for different rigid blocks and (b)
discrepancy among overturning median PGA and rocking PGA.

The influence of block dimensions on its behavior is also highlighted in the trend of median
fragility curve values for the dimensionless IMs used by Dimitrakopoulos and Paraskeva [20]
(Fig. 4). Median
values tend to be constantly around 0.5 and there is negligible discrepancy among near and far field input motion for large values, which confirms that
may
be a good generalized intensity measure for overturning in large rigid blocks.
At small values, instead, median
deviates from 0.5 and there is a significant
discrepancy among far field and near field, since the failure is “PGA-dominated”. Interestingly,
median values are not influenced by the nature of the input motion at small R
values, which confirms that the PGA governs the overturning of small rigid blocks.
median values tend to assume value close to the ideal value of 1.0 as R becomes close to zero.
It can be also demonstrated that
median value scales with
for very small R values
if it is assumed that overturning occurs as soon as the block starts rocking, i.e.
(Fig. 5a). Under such an assumption the overturning
can be
estimated as
. Considering that
is a feature of the selected accelerogram and it is not influenced by the block, it can be concluded that

or, alterna-

tively,

, justifying

. Moreover,

median value is proportional to

the discrepancies of the
median values for near- and far-field input motions at low values. It should be finally highlighted that the influence of block slenderness on overturning and
rocking is not significant when dimensionless IMs are adopted.
The twenty fragility curves, i.e. for each rigid block subjected to one of the two input motion
typologies, tend to overlap on a unique curve (Fig. 5) if expressed in terms of
for rocking and

for overturning, respectively. The overlapping fragility curves

for rocking with
suggest that the adopted dimensionless IM is an adequate candidate for
generalized IM. The overturning fragility curves tend to overlap only for
, as antici-
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pated above. A generalized IM is intended as an intensity measure which induces a unique
fragility curve for all the rigid blocks regardless of their geometric properties. The definition
of a generalized IM would be a powerful means in simplifying the assessment of seismic fragility of components behaving as rigid blocks.

Fig. 4. Median values of the overturning fragility curves for different dimensionless intensity measures.

A unique fragility curve can be therefore assessed, considering the numerical data of the ten
considered rigid blocks subjected to both far field and near field input motions for rocking and
only the blocks with
for overturning. A generalization cannot be made for small
rigid blocks. However, median overturning
is not much larger than rocking
for
such blocks, i.e. less than 30% (Fig. 3b). As such, future investigations might be focused on
the definition of a generalized fragility curve for overturning of small rigid blocks by considering a PGA-based intensity measure.
It is therefore concluded that the curves in Fig. 5 can serve as a simple tool for the estimation
of the damage occurred in rigid blocks after earthquakes. Moreover, they can be also included
in performance-based design software for the estimation of the expected loss due to earthquake, for a rapid assessment of the damage occurred in non-structural components which
behave as rigid blocks.
The above results apply to a rigid block placed at a given story of a structure. They suggest
that structural engineers should also control peak floor velocities in addition to peak floor accelerations, in order to assess the performance of freestanding rigid nonstructural components.
This preliminary analysis can be rigorously applied only to rigid blocks placed at the ground
floor of buildings, due to the assumed set of accelerograms.
Future studies will deal with the investigation of rigid blocks subjected to typical floor motions, whose frequency content may be significantly different than base motion content.
Moreover, more refined modelling techniques, which take into account the interaction between elasticity and rigid block behavior [22], will also be considered.
4

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

The present analytical study has assessed the reliability of using rigid block analysis to predict
the earthquake response of freestanding medical cabinets. The outcomes of the parametric
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analysis demonstrate that, when a 1.0 coefficient of restitution is considered, a slightly safesided estimation of the overturning PFA threshold can be achieved. The rocking initiation is
well predicted. Thus rigid block models can be employed in assessing reliably the performance of hospital cabinets, especially for routine applications in design offices.

(B)

(A)

Fig. 5. Fragility curves considering ten different rigid blocks and both far and near input motions, for (a)
rocking and (b) overturning, with dimensionless intensity measures.

The comprehensive incremental dynamic analyses carried out on different rigid blocks have
shown that the dimensionless intensity measure PGA/(g tanα) is an efficient intensity
measures to predict rocking occurrence in a generic rigid block.
The intensity measure pPGV/ (g tanα) is the most efficient one only for large, say R larger
than 2.0 m, rigid blocks. Very small, say R<1.0 m, rigid blocks tend to overturn as soon as
they start rocking and are therefore ‘‘PGA-dominated’’. PGA/(g tanα) is therefore more efficient for such blocks. The use of these intensity measures allows assessing a unique fragility
curve for rigid blocks characterized by different geometries, which may serve as a simple tool
for the estimation of the damage occurred in rigid blocks after earthquakes. Additionally, the
use of the peak velocity is also of paramount importance for the performance assessment of
slender cabinets, especially to control the overturning. Thus, structural engineers should also
control peak floor velocities in addition to peak floor accelerations, in order to accurately assess the performance of freestanding rigid nonstructural components.
It is suggested that future numerical simulations should focus on the analysis of rigid blocks
subjected to typical floor motions, whose frequency content may be significantly different
than base motion content. The effects of the elastic response of the typical freestanding components should also be further assessed, both numerically and with experimental testing.
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Abstract. An increasing interest in the use of rocking members in earthquake resistant structural systems has been observed in recent years. The benefits of such members include the
limitation of the damage, re-centering capabilities and reduction of seismic forces transmitted
to the rest of the structure due to a yield-like response.
Despite the importance of such members, few models able to describe the response of flexible
rocking members in structural systems realistically can be found in literature, since most of the
research focuses on the response of rigid bodies or ignores the stress nonlinearity near the
contact area, which is considered crucial to the accurate determination of the rocking response
of deformable rocking bodies. A new macro-element formulation for elastic rocking members
has been proposed by the authors in previous papers which is able to take into account this stress
nonlinearity, producing results which are very close to the ones produced by conventional finite
element programs.
Rocking members in structural systems are expected to behave inelastically for large seismic
excitations. In this paper, the macroelement presented previously by the authors, which considered the element material to be elastic, is extended to also take material nonlinearity into
account. The effect of the nonlinear stress distribution across the rocking interface on the member displacements is determined and approximate formulas for their determination are included
in the macro-element formulation. The results produced by the macro-element with the inelastic material are finally compared to the ones of conventional finite element codes, showing very
good agreement between the results of the two methods.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The rocking motion of rigid bodies and structural members has recently gained an increased
attention from the scientific community. Unlike members considered in classical mechanics,
which can transmit tensile stresses through their base, members unrestrained or partially restrained at their base can develop only compressive stresses, while uplift occurs, altering significantly their response. When large enough horizontal forces are imposed on the member, its
base partially detaches from the ground and the body rotates about one of its corners. The vertical force acts as the restoring force that tends to bring the body back to its original equilibrium
position.
The inclusion of rocking members in real structures is considered a promising solution to
the design of resilient structures. During a seismic event, conventional structural elements are
designed to gradually yield and develop damage and residual deformations, requiring repairs
afterwards. In contrast, rocking members exhibit a yield-like response, able to limit the forces
transmitted to the structure during an earthquake, developing however little damage and residual
deformations.
Up to date, rocking members have been applied in case of bridge piers (e.g. the Rangitikei
Railway Bridge [1]), while extensive analytical and experimental work has been performed on
rocking shear walls in precast structures (e.g. [2], [3], [4]). Furthermore, guidelines addressing
this alternative seismic design have been published by several organizations.
Various analytic solutions exist regarding the motion of the rigid rocking block (e.g. [5],
[6], [7], [8]), as well as approximate formulas for the design of controlled rocking systems.
However, few computational models exist for modeling the response of deformable rocking
bodies (e.g. [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]). Most of these studies, though,
consider the rocking base to be rigid, take into account the stress nonlinearity only across the
rocking interface or make simplifications regarding the stress distribution near the contact area.
A new macroelement formulation has been recently proposed by the authors ([18]), which is
able to take into account both the deformability of the rocking member along its height, as well
as the stress nonlinearity near the contact area, which is crucial in many applications, especially
regarding members with constrained rocking motion. The material in this macroelement was
assumed to be elastic. However, rocking members in structural systems are expected to behave
inelastically for large seismic excitations. So, in this paper, the previous formulation is extended
to also take material nonlinearity into account for monotonic loading.
2

ELASTIC MATERIAL FORMULATION

The basic steps of the elastic material formulation found in [18] are summarized here, since
this also serves as the basis of the material nonlinearity formulation.
First of all, the member is examined in a natural coordinate system without rigid body modes.
This coordinate system corresponds to a coordinate system of a simply supported beam along
the deformed position of the member and has three independent degrees of freedom, q̄. For
space reasons, the conversion between the local and the natural coordinate system is not repeated here, but can be found in the original paper.
Given the natural system displacements and the corresponding displacement increments,
a vector of natural system nodal forces, Q̄, is estimated using the existing stiffness matrix.
From these forces, a vector of displacements according to the techical theory of bending can be
calculated, as in conventional finite elements.
However, since these forces do not act on the whole rocking interface, as only compressive
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stresses are allowed to develop, the stress distributions at the contact surface differ from those of
the technical theory of bending and produce nonlinear stress distributions near the contact area.
In order to account for the difference between the stresses assumed by the technical theory and
the real ones, self-equilibrating stresses at the rocking interface are considered, which influence
the local deformations and give rise to additional displacements. The influence of these selfequilibrating stresses is examined by considering the equivalent problem of a semi-infinite strip
loaded with self-equilibrating stresses on its free side [19].
For a given natural system force vector, Q̄, the forces at the rocking end, Q̄r = [Nr , Mr , Qr ]T ,
for a member with length L, normalized with respect to the member thickness, W , are given by
Q̄r = S1 Q̄

(1)

where



1 0
0
1 0 1
0 
(2)
S1 =


1
1
W
0 −
−
L
L
Assuming a triangular normal and a parabolic shear stress distribution at the rocking interface, the normalized stress distribution parameter vector, r = [c, σ
em , τem ]T , correspoding to the
normalized contact length, the maximum normal and the maximum shear stress of a member
with semiwidth b = 1, is calculated:
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(3)
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 2

ρMr
b + Nr

where ρ is the signum function of Mr and b is the semiwidth of the original member.
The additional displacements due to the self-equilibrating stresses can be evaluated by approximating the fiber elongation profile across the loaded area of the rocking interface using
a linear distribution, whose parameters correspond to the axial elongation at the center of the
section and the rotation of the rocking end. Using the load parameter vector, r, these additional
displacements can be estimated from
(
 )
σ
em VσT + τem VτT Pc
1
u=
(4)

E
σ
em RσT + τem RτT Pc
in which


T
Pc = c6 c5 c4 c3 c2 c 1

(5)

Vτ = Vτ 0 + νVτ ν
Rτ = Rτ 0 + νRτ ν

(6)

and the polynomial constant term Vσ and Rσ (for the normal stress contribution) and Vτ 0 , Vτ ν ,
Rτ 0 , Rτ ν (for the shear stress contribution) vectors given in [18].
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Thus, the displacements due to the self-equilibrating stresses in the original member natural
coordinate system are:
q̄se = S3 u
(7)
where




b 0
S3 = 0 ρ
0 0

(8)

The corresponding flexibility matrix of the self-equilibrating stresses contribution is
F̄se =
where

6ρ
6 − 2c
 bce
2
σm
b ce
σm


6ρ
∂r
 4c − 6
− 2 2
S2 =
=
2
bc
bc
∂ Q̄r 

 2e
6ρe
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τm (c − 3)
− 2 2
2
bc σ
em
bcσ
em

(9)
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1
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E
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= S3 F̄n S2 S1
∂ Q̄

"


σ
em VσT + τem VτT Pc0

σ
em RσT + τem RτT Pc0
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0 



3ρ 
2bc

VσT Pc

VτT Pc

RσT Pc

RτT Pc


T
Pc0 = 6c5 5c4 4c3 3c2 2c 1 0

(10)

#
(11)

(12)

The displacements and the flexibility matrix of the self-equilibrating stresses contribution are
finally added to those of the technical theory of bending. Since these natural system displacements generally differ from the ones assumed in the beginning, their difference is multiplied
with the total flexibility matrix and this additional term is added to the nodal forces assumed. If
this term is large enough, an iteration of the procedure is performed.
3

EXTENSION TO THE INELASTIC MATERIAL CASE

For the solution of the inelastic material case, new stress distributions acting on the rocking
interface have to be assumed. As a simplification, the area inside the element is considered to
behave elastically, so that the existing solution of the semi-infinite strip stress problem, based
on the theory of elasticity, as well as the principle of superposition hold. However, as discussed
in the ensuing, this assumption does not lead to results far from the reality, since only the
elongations of the elastic portion of the section are taken into account.
For the normal stresses, a trapezoidal stress distribution is assumed to act on the rocking
interface, after yielding occurs (Fig. 1). In order to examine the response of the member under
the trapezoidal loading, a new parameter µ can be defined:
µ=

cy
c

where cy is the length of the contact area which has yielded.
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Figure 1: Normal stress distribution acting on the rocking interface after yielding and decomposition into triangular
distributions.

The resultant axial force and moment can be expressed as:
1
(14)
Nr = (1 + µ)bcσy
2


c

1 2 2 2
1
2
− 1 σ y + µ b c σy
(15)
Mr = ρ (1 + µ)b c
2
3
6
where ρ is the signum function of M .
The trapezoidal distribution can be expressed as the difference of the two triangular distributions with parameters (σy /(1 − µ),c) and (µσy /(1 − µ),µc) shown in Fig. 1. Assuming that the
shear stress distribution results from the difference of two parabolic distributions corresponding
to the aforementioned triangular normal stress distributions and that the ratio of the maximum
shear stress values is the same as the maximum normal stresses ratio, the resultant shear force
is
2
Qr = ρ (1 − µ2 )bct
(16)
3
where t is the maximum shear stress corresponding to the distribution of contact length c.
Given a vector of resultant forces acting on the rocking interface, Q̄r , the load distribution
parameter vector, ry = [c, µ, t]T , can be calculated from:

 Nω
r








σ
b
y

  





c 
2
−1
(17)
ry = µ =
ω

  


t







3ρω 2 Qr 




8(ω − 1)bc
where

s 

2bσy 2ρMr σy
ω= 3
+
−1 +1
Nr
Nr2

(18)

The corresponding derivative matrix of the load parameters to the rocking end forces is


2(c + 2µc − 3)
6ρ
−
0


(µ − 1)bcσy
(µ − 1)b2 cσy




2


6ρ(µ
+
1)
6(µ
+
1)
−
4(1
+
µ
+
µ
)c
∂ry

0
S2y =
=

(µ − 1)bc2 σy
(µ − 1)b2 c2 σy
∂ Q̄r 




3
2
2
 2ct(2µ + 3µ + 6µ + 1) − 6t(1 + µ)

6ρt(µ + 1)
3ρ
−
(µ − 1)2 (µ + 1)bc2 σy
(µ − 1)2 b2 c2 σy 2bc(1 − µ2 )
(19)
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It is noted that the material yields when
σy >

2Nr


3 b+
4

ρMr
Nr



(20)

ADDITIONAL DISPLACEMENTS DUE TO THE SELF-EQUILIBRATING STRESSES

As for the elastic material case, the self-equilibrating stress distributions originating from the
aforementioned ones are examined using the semi-infinite strip problem solution. However, the
additional displacements due to these self equilibrating stresses are not calculated by approximation of the whole contact area fiber elongation profile with a linear distribution, but only of
the portion of the section that remains elastic, that is in the interval [−1 + µc, −1 + c]. This
can be applied, since the fibers under this area are assumed to remain elastic, in contrast to the
fibers under the yielded contact zone.
Using the aforementioned procedure, the self-equilibrating stresses normalized displacement
approximation formula presented next is produced, giving very good results for c ≤ 2/(µ + 1),
which includes most of the usual cases:


1 σy δσ (c, µ) + tδτ (c, µ)
(21)
uy =
E σy θσ (c, µ) + tθτ (c, µ)
where the functions δσ (c, µ), θσ (c, µ), δt (c, µ), θt (c, µ) are presented in the following.
Normal stresses Introducing a normalized contact length cn = c(µ + 1), functions δσ (c, µ)
and θσ (c, µ) are given by:
δσ = δA (cn ) + δB (µ)(cn − 2)
θσ = θA (cn ) + θB (µ) + θC (µ)θD (cn )

(22)
(23)

where the various functions appearing in these equations have the forms:
δA (cn ) = a1 [1 − (cn /2)a2 ]a3
δB (µ) = a1 tan(a2 µ) + a3 µ + a4 µ2 + a5 µ3
θA (cn ) = a1 [1 − (cn /2)a2 ]a3 (1 − cn /2)2
θB (µ) = a1 tan(a2 µ) + a3 µ + a4 µ2 + a5 µ3
δC (µ) = a1 µ4 + a2 µ3 + a3 µ2 + (−4a1 − 3a2 − 2a3 )µ
δD (cn ) = a1 c6n + a2 c5n + a3 c4n + a4 c3n + (−16a1 − 8a2 − 4a3 − 2a4 + 0.25)c2n

(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

The constant parameters appearing in these equations are given in Table 1.
Furthermore, the following derivatives are calculated, which are needed in the following:
∂δσ
∂c
∂δσ
∂µ
∂θσ
∂c
∂θσ
∂µ

dδA
+ δB )
dcn
dδA
dδB
= c(
+ δB ) +
(cn − 2)
dcn
dµ
dθA
dθD
= (µ + 1)(
+ θC
)
dcn
dcn
dθA
dθD
dθB
dθC
= c(
+ θC
)+
+ θD
dcn
dcn
dµ
dµ
= (µ + 1)(
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Table 1: Approximation functions constant term vectors

Function
δA
δB
θA
θB
θC
θD
δ1
δ2
θ1
θ2

a1
a2
a3
a4
-1.61868182 0.74341712 2.38990044
0.02707282 0.71805567 -0.42532673 0.64748945
-1.60601045 2.71616773 0.52133449
-0.05393963 -1.54431579 0.98577157 -1.35812515
-0.4009598 1.46727493 -2.19487061
-0.03040586 0.15378978 -0.33644138 0.38440043
2.48001601 0.68431159 1.80867566
-0.43362038
2.35842517 0.98635297 1.52894546
-0.45228844

It is noted that for c > 2/(µ + 1), due to the symmetry of the self-equilibrating normal
stresses, the following equations hold:
δσ (c, µ) = −δσ (2 − µc, (2 − c)/(2 − µc))
θσ (c, µ) = θσ (2 − µc, (2 − c)/(2 − µc))

(34)
(35)

A comparison between the semi-infinite strip problem results and the ones predicted from
the aforementioned equations can be seen in Fig. 2.
Shear stresses
δτ = δ1 (c)δ2 (µ)
θτ = θ1 (c)θ2 (µ)

(36)
(37)

where the functions appearing in these equations have the forms:
δ1 (c) = a1 [1 − (c/2)a2 ]a3
δ2 (µ) = (a1 µ − 1)(µ − 1)
θ1 (c) = a1 [1 − (c/2)a2 ]a3
θ2 (µ) = (a1 µ − 1)(µ − 1)

(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)

The constant parameters appearing in these equations are given in Table 1.
A comparison between the semi-infinite strip problem results and the ones predicted from
the aforementioned equations can be seen in Fig. 3.
Derivative matrix The derivative matrix, F̄ny of the normalized displacements due to the self
equilibrating stresses, uy with respect to the normalized load parameters, ry is:


∂δσ
∂δτ
∂δσ
∂δτ
σy
+t
σy
+t
δτ

∂c
∂c
∂µ
∂µ
1 
∂uy


= 
(42)
F̄ny =

∂θσ
∂θτ
∂θσ
∂θτ
∂ry
E
+t
σy
+t
θτ
σy
∂c
∂c
∂µ
∂µ
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Figure 2: Normalized axial elongation and rocking end rotation for σy = 1.
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Figure 3: Normalized axial elongation and rocking end rotation for t = 1. The approximation is accurate enough
for c ≤ 2/(µ + 1).
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Changes in the macroelement algorithm due to yielding After the calculation of the rocking interface forces, Q̄r , the yielding condition of Eq. 20 is checked. If the material has yielded,
then the following changes are performed in the original algorithm:
• The load parameter vector, r of Eq. 3 is substituted with ry of Eq. 17
• The corresponding derivative matrix, S2 of Eq. 10 is substituted with S2y of Eq. 19
• The normalized displacement vector due to the self-equilibrating stresses, u, (Eq. 4) is
substituted with uy of Eq. 21
• The corresponding derivative matrix, F̄n of Eq. 11 is substituted with F̄ny of Eq. 42
The rest of the algorithm steps remain the same as in the original elastic material algorithm.
5

EXAMPLES

5.1

Rocking body with constant vertical force with varying yield stress

In this example, a simple rocking body is examined, with height H = 4 m, width B = 1 m
and depth W = 1 m and Young’s modulus E = 30 GPa. The body is loaded on its top central
node with a constant vertical force, N = −2500 kN (Fig. 4a).
Fig. 4b shows the pushover capacity curves (horizontal force versus horizontal displacement)
of this body for varying yield stress values. It can be seen that the maximum strength and the
ultimate displacement decrease for decreasing yield stress values.
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(b)

Figure 4: Rocking body with constant vertical force model and pushover capacity curves for varying stress yield
values.

5.2

Comparison of results with Abaqus

In this example, the results produced with the macroelement are compared to those of the
commercial software Abaqus [20]. Unfortunately, pushover capacity curves for rocking bodies
are very difficult to obtain with Abaqus for a yielding material due to convergence problems.
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Rocking
end

Figure 5: Simply supported beam with rocking end.

For this reason, comparisons are performed for a simply supported beam with a rocking end,
which corresponds to the macroelement natural coordinate system (Fig. 5).
The simply supported beam examined has length L = 8 m, width B = 2 m, depth W = 1
m, Young’s modulus E = 30 GPa, yield stress σy = 20 MPa and is loaded with a constant axial
force N = −1000 kN.
In Figs. 6a and 6b, the axial elongation and the rocking end rotation are shown for increasing
values of the applied moment on the rocking end of the simply supported beam. Fig. 6a refers to
the case of a beam with equal applied moments on both its ends, meaning that there is no shear
force along the beam, while 6b refers to the case of an applied moment only on the rocking end
of the beam, leading to the development of shear forces.
In both cases, it can be seen that the results of the macroelement are very close to the ones
obtained using equivalent Abaqus models.
6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the rocking macroelement formulation previously proposed by the authors,
which referred to a member with elastic response, is extended to describe the response of members with yielding material in a monotonic motion. Specific steps of the original formulation
are altered to take into account the different stress distributions on the rocking interface, as well
as the limited region of the section that remains elastic.
The formulation is applied to solve two example problems. Comparisons of the results with
equivalent Abaqus models show very good agreement with the theoretically correct solution.
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Abstract. Previous studies cleared that rocking behaviors can reduce seismic damages of
some buildings. Based on this knowledge, some rocking structural systems which are allowed
to uplift during earthquakes intentionally have been proposed as one of seismic energy dissipation systems. In this study, we propose a simplified prediction method for earthquake responses of such rocking structural systems.
To predict earthquake responses of the rocking systems, we need to evaluate effects of higher
modes. We consider there are two sources to generate higher modes in the rocking systems.
When a building starts uplift, higher modes simultaneously occur due to vertical inertial effects in the superstructure. Therefore, a dynamic overturning moment of the rocking systems
surpasses that estimated statically. We evaluate this effect by using solutions of a free vibration of the target structure. Initial velocity for the free vibration can be specified if a velocity
response spectrum is provided and the fundamental natural period, which is elongated after
uplifting is appropriately estimated. Also, higher modes occur due to high-frequency components of an input earthquake ground motion. If the high-frequency components of the input
motion are relatively large, performance for earthquake response reduction of the rocking
structural system may deteriorate. These higher modes excited by the high-frequency components can be evaluated by using the response spectrum, too. We predict maximum earthquake
responses of the rocking structural systems by combining the solution of free vibrations and
higher mode responses of the corresponding fixed base model.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Previous studies cleared that rocking behaviors can reduce seismic damages of some buildings [For examples, 1-4]. Based on this knowledge, some rocking structural systems which
are allowed to uplift during earthquakes intentionally have been proposed as one of seismic
energy dissipation systems [For examples, 5-13]. In this study, we propose a simplified prediction method for earthquake responses of such rocking structural systems.
To predict earthquake responses of the rocking systems, we need to evaluate effects of
higher modes. We consider there are two sources to generate higher modes in the rocking systems. When a building starts uplift, higher modes simultaneously occur according to vertical
dynamic motion in the superstructure [1, 14, 15]. Therefore, a dynamic overturning moment
of the rocking systems surpasses that estimated statically as shown in Fig.1.

Qup

Qup
Mg

Mg

H

Inertial effect arising
from vertical
dynamic motion
Higher modes occur
when the system start
uplifting.

B

Qup  0.5MgB / H

Qup  0.5MgB / H
(a) Static

(b) Dynamic

Figure 1: Inertial effect arising from vertical dynamic motion in rocking system

Also, higher modes occur due to high-frequency components of an input earthquake
ground motion. If the high-frequency components of the input motion are relatively large, performance for earthquake response reduction of the rocking structural system may deteriorate
[3].
We investigate such two effects of higher modes to seismic responses of rocking structural
systems by free vibration analyses in chapter 3 and discuss a simplified method to predict
seismic responses of them in chapter 4.
2
2.1

ANALYSIS MODEL AND TIME HISTORY RESPONSE ANALYSIS
System considered

In this study, we simulate earthquake responses of a frame allowed to uplift using a lumped
mass system shown in Fig. 2. The height of superstructure is 30m and the width is footing
beam is 7.5m. This system has two vertical springs under the footing beam. These springs can
sustain only a compressive force. Initially, deformations of these springs are negative due to
an effect of the self-wait of the system. When the deformation of either spring becomes zero
under seismic loading, the system starts uplifting. The sway displacement is constrained. And
we do not consider yielding of the super structure in this study. Mass of all mass points is
equal. The story stiffness increases linearly from top to base. The ratio of stiffness of the top
story to that of the base story is 0.5. These mass and stiffness of the superstructure are set so
that the natural first period of it is equal to 1.0s.
The equations of motion of the system in horizontal, rotational and vertical directions are
shown as the following Eq. (1) - (3), respectively.
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Figure 2: Lamped mass system for analyses
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where, [M], [C] and [K]: mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the super structure respectively, {hi}: column vector consisting of height of each mass point, I: inertial moment of the
footing beam, which is neglected in this study, m: Total mass of the system, R(t) and V(t):
rotational and vertical restoring forces by vertical springs under the footing beam.
We compose the [C] matrix setting damping factors, hi, for all natural modes of the super
structure to 2%.
The stiffness of soil springs varies according to the contact condition, that is whether the
system is uplifting or not. Thus, R(t) and V(t) in Eq. (2) and (3) are affected by this condition.
To make responses with impact stable, we include slight damping forces, which is probably
negligible to comprehensive response characteristics, in the R(t) and V(t) by putting a dashpot
in parallel with the spring. The dashpot is separated from the superstructure when the displacement of the vertical spring becomes zero.

T1=1.03 sec

T2=0.36 sec

T3=0.22 sec

T4=0.16 sec

T1 = ∞

T2=0.37 sec

T3=0.23 sec

(Contact phase)
(Uplift phase)
Figure 3: Natural modes and natural periods in contact and uplift phases
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Figure 3 shows natural modes and natural periods of the contact and the uplift phases. The
first natural period of the contact phase elongates from 1.0 s to 1.03s due to a flexibility effect
of vertical springs. The first natural period of the uplift phase is infinity. The first natural
mode of this phase is a rigid body mode. The second and third natural periods of the uplift
phase are almost same as those of the contact phase.
2.2

Input ground motion

Response velocity (m/s)

The input ground motion is an artificial ground motion (BCJ L2), which was proposed for
structural design of high-rise buildings in Japan. The time duration is 120s and the peak
ground velocity is about 0.5m/s. Velocity response spectra for two critical damping ratios, 2%
and 5%, are shown in Fig.4. For free vibration analyses in chapter 3, we will use the maximum response velocity corresponding to the natural period of the contact phase estimated in
this figure.

Figure 4: Velocity response spectra of input ground motion

2.3

Results of time history analysis

Displacement of roof(cm)

Figure 5 and 6 show time histories of roof displacements and uplifts on the base. The maximum roof displacement is about 70cm: the maximum uplift is about 15cm. Figure 7 shows a
time history of base shear coefficient. We can see distinguished influence of higher modes to
the base shear in the shape of wave. Figure 8 compares the maximum story shear coefficient
of each story to that of the corresponding fixed base system. This results verify that shear
forces can be reduced by allowing uplift to the structure. Figure 8 also shows the ultimate static shear forces for the rocking system by a broken line. These forces are estimated statically
using seismic design lateral forces of Japanese seismic code. The dynamic results surpass the
static estimation due to higher mode effects.

Figure 5: Time history of roof displacement
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Figure 6: Time history of uplift

Figure 7: Time history of base shear
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10
9
8

Story

7
6
5
4
3

Rocking

2

Fixed base

1
0
0

0.5

1

Story shear coefficient

1.5

Figure 8: Comparison of shear coefficients of rocking system with those of fixed base system

3
3.1

FREE VIBRATION ANALYSES
Analysis procedure

We conduct free vibration analyses to investigate effects of higher modes to response
characteristics of the rocking system. Initial velocity {V0} and displacement {D0} of each
mass point for the free vibration analysis are determined by Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) respectively.
(4)
V0    i i Svi cos qi

D0    i i Svi sin qi ni

(5)

where, i{i}: participation vector in the contact phase, Svi: the maximum response velocity of
the equivalent one mass system, qi: phase angle, ni: natural circular frequency in the contact
phase.
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We use first three modes to determine initial conditions. The Svi for each mode can be estimated by referring a response velocity spectra for h=2% in Fig. 2 as shown in Table 1. The
first response period generally elongates when the system uplifts. However, the response velocity spectra in Fig.4 is constant in the range where natural periods are longer than 0.6s. Thus,
we can neglect this elongation in this study and use the response velocity on the constant
spectra as the Svi of the first mode.
The phase angle of each mode is set in the two ways as shown in Table 2. From this setting,
we obtain two initial conditions shown in Fig.9.
Table 1: The maximum response velocity of equivalent one-mass system for each mode
Natural period (s)
qvi (m/s)
First mode
1.03
1.50
Second mode
0.36
0.85
Third mode
0.22
0.50
Table 2: Phase angle  i of each mode
First mode
Second mode
0
0
0
/2

Initial condition - 1
Initial condition - 2

Third mode
0
/2

10
9
8
2nd
mode

7
6

1st
mode

3rd
mode

5
4
3
2
1
0
-100

0

100

200

Initial velocity (cm/s)

Initial velocity
Initial velocity
Initial displacement
(a) Initial condition – 1
(b) Initial condition - 2
Figure 9: Initial conditions for free vibration analyses

Free vibration displacement response of a linear system can be expressed by Eq. (6), (7).
(6)
D(t )   i qd i (t )



q (0)  hini qdi (0)
qdi (t )  e  hinit qdi (0) cos di t  vi
sin di t 
d i



(7)

di  1  hi 2 ni

(8)

where,
qdi (0)     M D0    M  
T

T

(9)

qvi (0)     M V0     M  
(10)
The uplifting system is not a linear system. However, if we divide a whole response into some
piecewise linear responses in the time domain, we can apply the general solution for the free
T

T
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vibration like Eq. (6) - (10) for each one [14, 15]. When the system starts uplifting from the
contact phase, we need to change natural modes and frequencies to those for the uplift phase
and recalculate qdi(0) and qvi(0) in Eq. (6), (7). When the system lands on the ground again,
we need to reconstruct Eq. (6), (7) in the same way. We apply this piecewise linear method to
solve free vibration problems of the uplift system. In this study, we estimate the viscous
damping factor hi for each mode as 0.02 for all phases supposing the effect of damping forces
in the R(t) and V(t) in Eq. (2) and (3) are negligible.
A. K. Chopra and R. K. Goel proposed the “uncoupled modal history response analysis”
procedure to apply the classical modal history response analysis to non-linear systems [16].
Also, they presented the exact modal history response analysis procedure for the non-linear
systems considering “the coupling of N equations in modal coordinate” [16]. We apply their
concepts to free vibration analyses of the rocking system to extract effects of higher modes.
The analysis procedure are as follows;
1) Separate initial conditions shown in Fig. 9 into the original three modal initial conditions
which are expressed as  i i  qvi cos qi and  i i  qvi sin q i ni in the right side of Eq. (4),
(5),
2) Evaluate the separated free vibration response under each modal initial condition at the
discretized analysis step,
3) Calculate summation of all separated free vibration responses to get a whole response at
each step,
4) Judge whether the system starts uplifting or finishes it based on the whole response,
5) Reconstruct Eq. (6), (7) for all separated free vibration responses, if the system condition
of uplifting varies,
6) Continue the analysis until response results for a sufficient time duration are obtained.
We refer to this analysis procedure as the “coupled modal free vibration analysis (CMFVA)”
procedure here. Also, we refer to separated free vibration responses under the first, second
and third modal initial conditions as “primary,” “secondary” and “tertiary” responses respectively for convenience. These responses do not mean the pure modal responses. Especially,
the primary response includes large affections by higher modes. Higher modes composing the
primary response will be shown later.
3.2

Analysis results

Figures 10 to 13 compares results of the CMFVA analysis under the initial condition - 1
with those under the initial condition - 2. Figure 10 and 11 show shear coefficients of top story and base shear coefficients, respectively. In the case of the initial condition - 1, the primary,
secondary and tertiary responses reach to their maximum almost simultaneously. Thus, whole
responses, which are summation of all separated responses, under initial condition - 1 become
larger than those under initial condition - 2.
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(a) Initial condition - 1
(b) Initial condition - 2
Fig.10: Comparison of shear coefficients of top story under different initial conditions (CMFVA)

(a) Initial condition - 1
(b) Initial condition - 2
Fig.11: Comparison of base shear coefficients under different initial conditions (CMFVA)

(a) Initial condition - 1
(b) Initial condition - 2
Fig.12: Comparison of normalized story moment of top story under different initial conditions (CMFVA)
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(a) Initial condition - 1
(b) Initial condition - 2
Fig.13: Comparison of normalized overturning moment under different initial conditions (CMFVA)

Figure 12 and 13 show normalized story moments, Msi, on the top and the base story
which are calculated by the following equation, respectively. The story moment of the base
story is the normalized overturning moment, MOVT.
When i<nst,
i

i 1

j 1

j 1

Msi   Fj  h j  hi 1  0.5 w m j

(11)

When i=nst,
i
 i

Msi  M OVT   Fj h j 0.5 w   m j  m fb 
(12)
j 1
 j 1

where, i: number of story counted from the top, j: number of mass point counted from the top,
nst: total number of stories, which is 10 in the case of the model shown in Fig.2, Fj: lateral
force at the j-th math point, hj: height of the j-th mass point, w: width of the system, mfb: mass
of footing beam.
As shown in Fig.12, the secondary and tertiary responses are relatively large in the story
moment of the top story as well as in shear coefficients. In contrast, these responses become
smaller in the overturning moment as shown in Fig.13. However, the overturning moment is
amplified up to about 1.5 times static one by the vertical inertial effect explained in Fig.1.
Figure 14 shows time histories of base shear under the initial condition - 1 evaluated by
the CMFVA comparing the uncoupled modal free vibration analysis (UCMFVA) which neglects “the coupling of N equations in modal coordinate” [16]. The results of the CMFVA and
the UCMFVA are in good agreement. From the results shown in Fig 14. we can say that the
secondary responses can be evaluated using the second natural mode of the contact phase. The
primary response is more complicated than other responses because it is affected by higher
modes arising from dynamic vertical motion. Figure 15 shows higher modes of the uplift
phase which compose the primary response while the system is uplifting. These higher modes
make the base shear fluctuate largely in this duration.
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(a) Base shear coefficient by primary response
(b) Base shear coefficient by secondary response
Fig.14: Comparison of CMFVA and UCMFVA

Figure 15: Higher modes composing the primary response for 0.1 - 1.1 sec. in Fig. 14

4

SIMPLIFIED MAXIMUM RESPONSE PREDICTION

To predict the maximum response values of the rocking system subjected to an earthquake
ground motion simply, we suppose that they correspond to the maximum ones of free vibration responses. From the analysis results in the previous chapter, we can derive the following
conclusions;
1) The maximum of primary response which is affected by higher modes arising from the dynamic vertical motion, which can be predicted by conducting the free vibration analysis under the first mode initial condition.
2) The maximums of secondary and tertiary responses are almost equal to those of systems in
the contact phase which can be estimated by referring the response spectra of one mass system.
To predict the maximum responses, we need to combine the maximum ones of the primary, secondary and tertiary which are predicted by following the above-mentioned conclusions.
In this study, we adopt the combination rule in the Steel Construction New Zealand guide in
controlled rocking steel braced frames [17, 18]. The concept of this combination rule is expressed by the following equation.

R  RP  R22  R32
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10

10

9

9

8

8

7

7

6

6

Story

Story

where, R: the maximum response, RP: the maximum of the primary response, R2: the maximum of the secondary response, R3: the maximum of tertiary response.
The notation of Eq. (13) is changed for application in this study.
Figure 16 compares predicted values with the maximum values of a time history analysis
in chapter 2 and those of free vibration analyses (CMFVA) in chapter 3. These figures show
the results of story shear coefficients and story moments respectively. In the both figures, the
predicted values tend to surpass all response values in the middle stories. However, we can
say that the proposed method can provide reasonable prediction as a whole.

5
4

BCJ L2
CMFVA (Initial condition -1)
CMFVA (Initial condition -2)
Prediction

3
2
1

5
4

BCJ L2

3

CMFVA (Initial condition -1)

2

CMFVA (Initial condition -2)

1

Prediction

0

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

0

2

0.5

1

1.5

2

Normarized story moment

Story shear coefficient

(a) Story shear coefficient
(b) Normalized story moment
Figure 16: Comparison of predicted values with response values

5

CONCLUSIONS

To predict the maximum responses of the structures allowed to uplift, effects of higher
modes were investigated by executing free vibration analyses. Free vibration responses were
separated into the primary response, the secondary response and the tertiary response. Each
separated response is determined by the corresponding modal initial condition.
The maximum of the primary response, which is affected by the higher modes arising from
dynamic vertical motions during uplifting, can be predicted by a free vibration analysis under
the first mode initial condition. The maximums of the secondary and the tertiary responses,
which are amplified by high-frequency components of an earthquake ground motion, can be
predicted by referring a response spectra of an earthquake ground motion.
Finally, it was presented that the maximum responses of the structures allowed to uplift
can be predicted to combine the maximums of the three separated responses appropriately.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the pure rocking of a rigid block with horizontal restraints.
The model simulates the behavior of a masonry wall connected to transverse walls and/or steel
tie-rods, very frequently adopted as safety measures against seismic actions. From the system
rotational stiffness, found for a Winkler-type model and for a single restraint, the resonance
conditions of the horizontally restrained blocks are defined. The role of the horizontal restraint
can be unilateral (acting only one direction of rotation) and/or bilateral (restraint with similar
stiffness in both directions). Real earthquakes or Ricker’s wavelets, representing near-fault
ground motions, are assumed as input parameters. It is found that in the bilateral case the
response is more predictable, as response spectra are monotonic curves whit a reduction of
normalized rotation obtained for higher values of restraint stiffness. Moreover, the effect of
horizontal restraints is beneficial for the range of frequency parameters valid for typical masonry walls. These considerations allow to define a design strategy to ensure the rocking stability of restrained masonry walls, through a self-centered rocking behavior.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The out-of-plane assessment of masonry walls is generally faced through kinematic approaches
[1], [2] or global models where those modes are suggested by a specific deformation pattern of
the structure [3]. Nevertheless, a rocking analysis cannot be neglected when assessing the seismic vulnerability of a masonry wall [4]. Rocking behavior is one of the reasons why many
ancient structures survived for centuries in highly seismic areas. It can be indeed used as method
for stabilizing rigid objects or free structures, in addition to traditional or innovative techniques
of dissipation in masonry buildings [5]. Despite their apparent instability under horizontal
ground motions, rocking structures exhibit earthquake resistance [6]. The stability condition of
the rocking block can be different depending on its boundary conditions: it can be free-standing
[7], vertically restrained [8] or horizontally restrained [9]. Moreover, external actions such as
thrust of a roof on masonry panels can play a relevant role in the response [10]. The model of
a block with horizontal restraints is based on two types of restraints [9]: (i) single spring at a
certain depth of the block and (ii) Winkler-type spring bed. Case (i) is representative of antiseismic devices such as steel tie-rods, very frequently used to impede out-of-plane movements
of masonry walls [11], [12] . Case (ii) models the role of transverse walls connected to the
rocking wall itself. In this paper, the effect of the horizontal restraints under sine pulse, Ricker
wavelets and real seismic records is analyzed and discussed. Indeed, the response of the rocking
block is particularly sensitive to the input motion. The period of the excitation signiﬁcantly
affects the response and the possibility of collapse: near-field ground motions, that contain longperiod directivity pulses, might bring these structures to collapse [13]. Recently, numerical approaches were proposed to identify ground motions capable to cause ‘rocking resonance’ [14]–
[16].
This paper illustrates the dynamics and the system stiffness of horizontally restrained rocking
blocks, defining the resonance condition. The dimensionless variables , function of the spring
bed and the single restraint stiffness, are also derived. Afterwards, the attention focuses on the
analysis on a rocking façade under different typologies of pulses. By analyzing the behavior in
unilateral and bilateral conditions and widening the analysis for different walls, a design strategy is conceived to reach a rocking behavior for which the response is more controllable and
predictable.
2

DYNAMICS AND STIFFNESS OF THE HORIZONTALLY RESTRAINED
ROCKING BLOCK

2.1 Equation of motion
The Housner block can be detained by two typologies of restraints: (i) single spring at a certain
depth of the block and (ii) closely spaced independent flexible supports (Figure 1). Case (ii) is
a simplification of transverse masonry walls connected to the rocking panel. This assumption
is an approximation of the real mechanical behavior of transverse masonry walls: indeed, it
ignores frictional and multidimensional elasticity effects. Let us assume that in the clockwise
(CW) rotation the steel tie-rod is active, as in Figure 1, due to the tensile force acting on it.
When the block rotates counter-clockwise (CCW), the tie-rod becomes inactive due to the buckling phenomenon. For what concerns transverse walls, the stiffness is different in CW and CCW
rotations: in particular, in CW rotation it should take into account friction forces for the interlocking between the bricks of the rocking wall and those of the transverse walls. Nevertheless,
this contribution is neglected and for CW rotation the transverse walls are assumed to not rotate.
By contrast, in CCW these are active and offer a stiffening contribution limiting the rocking
motion of the wall.
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Active transverse walls (a)

Active tie-rods (b)

Figure 1: Housner block simulating a masonry wall with transverse walls (a) and steel tie-rods (b). The two structural elements are modeled with closely spaced independent flexible supports smeared out through the depth of
the block (a) and single spring with the radius vector
(b).

The complete equation of motion of the block restrained by a single restraint (of stiffness )
and by a spring bed (of stiffness ’) is:
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is the block radius vector, whereas
is the single spring radius vector. Moreover, ℎ# is the
height along which the spring bed is effective. This value may obviously be lower than the
block height ℎ. *+ is the seismic excitation and defines the single spring position.
This equation can be also expressed in function of the frequency ratio . =
/ by dividing it by :
=−

. 0sin

R

+

!

+ 2 cos

cos

$ +

where the terms multiplied by ! are:
=
sin cos 1 − cos ;
% = sin
cos − cos 6 + cos
;
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2
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For values of radius vectors valid for masonry walls, namely 0 < < 10 m, where the larger
values are typical of large façades of monumental buildings, the frequency ratio ., assuming
rectangular block, varies as displayed in Figure 2.
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/
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For rectangular blocks:
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Figure 2: Frequency ratio . for rectangular blocks in the range of interest of

values valid for masonry façades.

The integration of Equation (2) expresses the time-history response of the restrained rocking
block, which is function of the following parameters:
= f <., ,

,

R

,

!

$ +
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Those terms depend only on the geometry of the block and on the type of restraints, with the
exception of , %, ' (Equation (3)) that need to be further modified as reported in the following
paragraph.
2.2 Ricker wavelets and derivation of dimensionless terms for the restrained block

The seismic action, enclosed in the term *+ of Equation (2), generally has different frequency
contents and amplitudes. Nevertheless, several authors considered the rocking response to
pulses described as simple trigonometric functions and explained why rocking structures are
particularly vulnerable to pulse-type earthquakes. In [17], it is observed that small blocks overturn with short period pulses, whereas larger blocks overturn due to the long-duration pulse.
The detrimental role of long-period pulses inherent in near-fault ground motions is also observed [18]. The Authors consider that under cycloidal pulses a free-standing block can overturn with two distinct modes: (1) by exhibiting one or more impacts; and (2) without exhibiting
any impact. For the second mode, it can be determined a safe region that is located on the
acceleration-frequency plane above the minimum overturning acceleration spectrum. The shape
of this region depends on the restitution coefficient.
For pulse-type earthquakes, the use of dimensionless variables is very advantageous.
The Ricker wavelet [19] or its time derivative well approximate coherent pulses of several
pulse-like ground motions [20]:
F GHI H
(5)
E $ H )
2B ?
JK
> ? = aA $1 −
)D
CA
G

where LA is the amplitude of the acceleration pulse. The value of CA = M is the period that
K

maximizes the Fourier spectrum of the wavelet, being NA the circular frequency of the acceleration pulse. A relevant value correlated to those parameters is the characteristic length scale of
the ground excitation. This parameter, OA = LA CA , gives a measure of the persistence of the
most energetic pulse capable to generate inelastic deformation.
If one considers then pulse-type excitations, the response can be expressed in function of:
= f 2., , ,

!

, LA , NA ,

3

(6)

assuming that, for the sake of simplicity, =
(slender blocks). The number of dimensionless products that completely describe the motion, according to the Vashy-Buckingham theorem [8], [21], is given by the number of variables (8) minus the number of reference
dimensions (2, namely the time and the length). One has then 6 dimensionless products, which
are:
= ;

M

NA
=
;
.

Q

= tan ;

+

=

LA

;

S

=

;

S!

=

!

(7)

The validation of a MATLAB code used herein to generate the rocking curves and spectra solve
a 4th-5th order is performed by comparing the results with those obtained by [8]. The integration of Equation (3) is performed with the Runge-Kutta method [22].
By considering the following dimensionless parameters:
M

= 1.0;

+

Q

= 2;

U

= 0.176;

X

= 0 − 2;
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it is possible to obtain rocking spectra. In Equation (8), X refers to a rocking frame, made by
a set of Z columns of mass [ and a cap beam of mass \ . The frequency ratio of a rocking
frame is given by .̂ = .8 1 + 2^ ⁄1 + 3^ , where ^ = \ ⁄ Z [ [23]. The dimensionless
parameter X correspond to the value of ^. The obtained rocking spectra are displayed in Figure
3.
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Figure 3: Rocking spectra for
[8].
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= 2;

U

= 0.176;

X

= 0 − 2, results compared with Figure 3 of

2.3 System rotational stiffness for smeared and single horizontal restraints
By expressing the work made by the springs in the two models, the resisting moment-rotation
relationship is obtained, which is for case (i) [9]:
c

=

sin

−

+

cos

−

[

− sin

−

]

(9)

By assuming a constant spring stiffness ’ smeared out through the whole depth of the block,
the dimensionless resisting moment-rotation relationship for the spring bed model is [9]:

where:

c

=

sin

=
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−

sin
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+

!

ℎ d + 2% cos

sin cos 1 − cos
cos − cos 6 + cos
sin cos

+
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k
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The function
expresses the sign ± depending on the rotation sign, clockwise or counterclockwise. Let us assume here a positive rotation. Equations (9) and (10) are valid for any
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rotation, whereas for small rotation, for which sin ≅ , cos
neglected, the system rotational stiffness reads [9]:
=

mnm

op

d

Sq H g
r+

op

≅ 1 and second order terms are

− 1k

(12)

for the single spring model.

Figure 4: System rotational stiffness mnm in the dimensionless resisting moment-rotation relationship and curve
variation with increased values of spring bed stiffness ’ and single spring stiffness (masonry wall with γ=18
kN/m3, α=0.15 rad and =2.0 m), Equations (9) and (10).

In case of the spring bed model one has:
!
mnm

=

cos

s SY gH

d6

r+

cos

− 1k.

(13)

Both Equations (13) and (14) allow to express the moment-rotation law in a simplified way:
c

c

= c 0 +

= c 0 +

ϑ

mnm

!
mnm ϑ

(14)

!
where c 0 = mgR sin . The rotational stiffness mnm or mnm
is the slope of the line in Fig!
ure 4, increasing for higher values of either or .
In the hypothesis of small rotations, one can easily define the value of the single spring stiffness
in order to equate the two system rotational stiffness, by equating Equation (12) to Equation
(13):
mnm

=

!
mnm

→

=

8
3
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Higher the spring bed stiffness, higher the stiffness of the single restraint. The latter is also
proportional to the radius vector and to the cosine of the slenderness ratio. For what concerns
the single spring position, lower the position (lower , higher its stiffness value, as expected.
3

RESONANCE CONDITION

The resonance condition is obtained when the rotational frequency of the rocking block equates
that of the excitation, namely N = NA . In particular, for the case of spring bed the square of
rotational frequency is:
N =

Therefore:
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(16)

(17)

For the single horizontal restraint one has:

and
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d
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(19)

Both circular frequencies linearly depend on the frequency parameter .. For a slender column,
cos ≅ 1 and the circular frequencies at resonance become:
N

,mr

s SY gH

= .…d6

r+

− 1k ; N

,mŽ•+•‘

= .… d

Sq H g
r+

− 1k .

(20)

That, in dimensionless terms, can be expressed as:
M,mr

s

= …6

S!

−1;

M,mŽ•+•‘

=8

S

−1,

(21)

respectively for smeared and single restraints. It is worthy to notice that these dimensionless
terms do not depend on the slenderness ratio .
4

DYNAMIC RESPONSE WITH UNILATERAL OR BILATERAL RESTRAINTS

The dynamic response is strongly different if unilateral (mainly acting in one side of the block)
or bilateral restraints (stiffness equal or at least of the same order of magnitude for both directions).
Let us assume a masonry façade connected with transverse walls, with analysis parameters reported in Table 1. The wall is the main façade of the Santa Gemma Church in Goriano Sicoli
(L’Aquila), whose damage suggested a rocking motion during the L’Aquila earthquake [9].
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To evaluate the influence of the horizontal restraints in the motion, the façade is subjected first
to a sin pulse type action and then to a seismic-type excitation. The façade has two configurations: (a) spring bed modeling transverse walls acting only in one direction (non linear, NLin)
and (b) spring bed with the same stiffness as that of the transverse walls in the two directions
(linear, Lin).
A parametric analysis is performed by assuming a range of spring bed stiffness values ’ between 0 and 1E10 N/m2 and three types of input action: sin pulse, real seismic records, Ricker
wavelets. For all the analyses the restitution coefficient adopted is that of Housner, depending
only on the slenderness ratio [7].
Parameter
R (radius vector)
α (slenderness ratio)
s (thickness)
e (restitution coefficient)

Value
5.726 m
0.0778 rad
0.89 m
0.9909

L (depth of the wall)
γmas (specific weight)

10.10 m
18 kN/m3

Ey (vertical direction)

1700 MPa

Definition
Geometric survey
Geometric survey
Geometric survey
6
Derived by D = 1 − sin
[7]
Geometric survey
Literature value (brick masonry, from [2])
Masonry elastic modulus (insitu flat jack test)
Derived by Ey/0.8 [24].
Derived as in [9].

Ex (horizontal direction)
2125 MPa
!
5.07E9 N/m2
(transverse
stiffness
of
the
J’J
spring bed)

Table 1: Geometric and mechanical parameters of the analyzed masonry façade.

4.1 Response to sine pulse-type action

The pulse has an acceleration L = 2.5 tan
∙ sin N? and duration of 1 sec, after which the
motion is on free vibration. The response is displayed in Figure 5.
The frequency of the pulse is N = 5.8 rad/sec. The dynamic response is monitored for 10 seconds.
In the non-linear case (Figure 5a), the motion is oscillatory up to ’ values of about 1E6 N/m2,
whereas for higher values the rebound effect is clear. The rotation amplitude slightly decreases
when the motion is oscillatory and the frequency increases for higher ’ values. This consideration is also valid for the linear case (Figure 5b), where the response is more controllable being
symmetric. In this case the reduction of the rotation amplitude and of the vibration period are
more evident. For instance, a value of ’ value of 1E6 N/m2 is needed to obtain a reduction by
40% of the initial maximum rotation amplitude for the case without restraints. Correspondingly,
a tripled frequency of vibration occurs. The measured value of transverse walls stiffness is about
5.07E9 N/m2 (calculated in elastic range). For this value, if one assumes the linear case, the
normalized rotation is close to zero (Figure 5b). By contrast, in case of unilateral restraint, the
maximum rotation amplitude is about the same as that without restraints (≅ 0.7 and the frequency of vibration is nearly the same ((Figure 5a).
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(b)
Figure 5: Normalized rotation time-history of the façade under a sin pulse-type action: (a) unilateral spring bed
simulating transverse walls; (b) bilateral spring bed. Stiffness values are expressed in N/m2.

4.2 Response to real seismic records
In this paragraph the response of the façade subjected to real earthquakes is discussed. The
façade undergoes seismic records that it actually experienced during the L’Aquila main shock
(Italy, 2009), whose acceleration time-histories are featured in [9]. The response of the façade
is similar to that of the sine pulse for both unilateral and bilateral restraints. Indeed, if one
considers the real case, that is unilateral restraints (spring bed with ℎ# = 4.90 ≠ ℎ), the overturning is not predictable, as for some ’ ranges (e.g., 1–6 < ! < 1–7 N/m2, and ! > 1–11
N/m2 - AQV record, Figure 6a) the façade overturns. The overturning phenomenon is due to a
rebound effect due to the sensitive difference between restraints stiffness in the two directions
of rotation. By contrast, when bilateral restraints participate to the motion, the behavior is much
more predictable: a decreasing maximum amplitude ratio rU˜ / can be observed for higher
stiffness values (Figure 6b). This monotonic behavior suggests a design strategy for anti-seismic devices, based on reaching similar values of stiffness in the two directions of rotation.
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(a)
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Figure 6: Response of the masonry façade to real seismic records: (a) unilateral spring bed; (b) bilateral spring bed
[9].

4.3 Response to Ricker wavelets

The façade frequency parameter . is equal to 1.134 rad/s and U = 0.078. To widen the results
in case of Ricker wavelets, a parametric analysis is performed for the dimensionless parameters
`a
M = 0.5 − 8 and ` = 2 − 3. Only the spring bed restraint is considered, varying the dimenb

sionless S! values from 0 to 10. An oscillation motion is observed for the free rocking façade
( S! = 0) and in case of bilateral restraints, as shown in the response spectra of Figure 7a, the
curves are monotonic and the overturning domain reduces for higher S! values. By contrast,
when restraints act unilaterally (in only one direction it is S! ≠ 0, in the other one it is zero),
the response is not so predictable, as for some values of S! (e.g. S! =+1.0, Figure 7), there
is not a monotonic trend (Figure 7b).
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Πω = ωp/p (-)

(a)
Figure 7: Rocking spectra of the façade under Ricker wavelets with
case.

`a

`b

(b)

= 2: (a) bilateral case and (b) unilateral

Moreover, the beneficial role of horizontal restraints is valid only for a range of Πω lower than
a limit value, in this case about 3.8 for both cases, inasmuch for higher values the response with
and without horizontal restraints tends to be similar. An analogous results was found for the
rocking response of panels with vertical restraints [8].
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= 3:
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= 1. Resonance

`a

When a unilateral restraint is assumed, for ` = 2 the time-history rotation displayed in Figure
b

8 highlights that the rebound effect is clear but the value of stiffness is not such as to cause
overturning.
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`a

If the same analysis is carried out by increasing the excitation amplitude to ` = 3, lower the
b

M

spring bed stiffness value, higher the amplitude for the same frequency parameter
9 for S! = 1 and Figure 10 for S! = 10) in case of bilateral restraints.
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The value of M in resonance condition increases when higher stiffness value of S! are assumed. However, an oscillatory motion is always registered for the bilateral restraints, while
for unilateral restraints the difference of stiffness depending on the rotation sign causes the
block overturning for rebound effect. In Figure 11 the response spectra of the façade under
Ricker wavelets with Πg/Πα =3 are displayed. As occurred for the lower value of excitation
amplitude, the response in the bilateral case is predictable with a monotonic trend, while in the
unilateral case for some S! values the façade overturns. In the case of bilateral restraints, the
M value above which the restraints are not effective is about 5.5 (Figure 11a). In the unilateral
case, the range of S! included between 2.5 and 5.5 is associated to unstable conditions.
5

DESIGN STRATEGY: TARGET POINTS AND CONFIDENT RANGE

The use of Equation (15) is related to a possible design strategy for anti-seismic devices (such
as steel tie-rods), whose stiffness is . The following procedure can be adopted to define a
value to have the same (or a similar value) system stiffness as that of the spring bed model.
Once that the transverse stiffness of the wall is defined, depending on the radius vector and the
slenderness ratio of the rocking wall, it is straightforward to determine the system stiffness from
Equation (13). In a graph, valid for a specific value of slenderness ratio α, the radius vector
of the block under examination intersects a curve (Equation (12)) describing the dimensionless
system stiffness (on the ordinates) in function of . This curve corresponds to the target value
of the single restraint stiffness (Figure 12). From this value, it is therefore possible to easily
calculate the diameter of the steel tie rods [9]. The position of the single restraint, denoted with
β, is given by the curve itself (Equation (12)).
For instance, if one has a transverse walls stiffness equal to K’=5E7 N/m2, R=4 m and α =0.15
rad, to get roughly the same system stiffness, a single restraint stiffness has to be about 1E8
N/m (Figure 13).
From these parametric curves one can obtain range of values of the single restraints stiffness
associated to steel tie-rods able to ensure a predictable behavior of the masonry walls, searching
for an oscillatory motion.

Figure 12 Procedure to define the value of the single restraint stiffness
depending on an assigned spring bed stiffness ’.
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Figure 13: Variation of the system stiffness Ksys depending on the geometric parameters and on the values of single
spring K (β=1) or spring bed stiffness K’: α=0.15 rad (a) and R=2.5 m (b).

6

LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

The illustrated method, for which it is possible to identify a target value of the single restraint
stiffness to promote a self-centered (oscillatory) restrained motion, has some limitations, mainly
related to correctly define the stiffness of transverse masonry walls. Indeed, the behavior of
masonry is non-linear, but in this work only constant (for each sign of rotation) values of stiffness have been considered. Moreover, the determination of the elastic stiffness is not easy, inasmuch before an earthquake the diagonal cracks on transverse walls are generally unknown.
Furthermore, if a portion of transverse walls rotates about a plastic hinge together with the
rocking wall, their stiffness obviously does not affect motion. In this case, the role of transverse
walls is only related to an increased masonry volume, an increased radius vector (of the complex
system wall + transverse walls) and consequently a reduction of frequency parameter.
7

CONCLUSIONS

The model assumed in the paper simulates the behavior of a masonry wall connected to transverse walls and/or steel tie-rods, very frequently adopted as safety measure against out-of-plane
modes due to seismic actions. From the system rotational stiffness, found for a Winkler-type
model and for a single restraint, the resonance condition of the horizontally restrained block has
been defined. The unilateral (restraint acting in only one direction of rotation) and the bilateral
cases (restraints with similar stiffness in both directions) have been discussed. Real earthquakes,
sine pulses or Ricker’s wavelets were assumed as input parameters, obtaining results both for
dimensionless parameters and for a real masonry façade. It is found that in the bilateral case the
response is more predictable, as response spectra are generally monotonic curves able to enhance the response with a sensitive reduction of amplitude rotation. In particular, the effect of
horizontal restraints is beneficial for the range of frequency parameters valid for typical masonry walls. These considerations allow to define a design strategy for ensure the rocking stability of restrained masonry walls, through a self-centered (oscillatory) rocking behavior.
Indeed, once that the transverse stiffness of the wall is defined, it is straightforward to determine
the value of that equates the normalized system stiffness. From this values, dynamic analyses
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have to be performed to draw rocking spectra in order to estimate the safety coefficient reached
with the anti-seismic intervention.
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Abstract. Rocking motion implies that a structure under seismic loading exhibits rigid body
rotation around pre-defined pivot points. Its stability primarily relies on utilizing the rotational
inertia through (purposely) activated dynamic motion. This paper focuses on slender bridge
frames that exhibit rigid planar rocking behavior. It examines rocking frames enhanced with
elastic central tendons to provide supplemental re-centering capacity and buckling-restrained
braces to dissipate seismic energy; transforming a freestanding frame into a hybrid rocking
frame with flag-shaped hysteretic behavior. The objective of this study is twofold. Firstly, it
investigates the existence of ‘optimal’ intensity measures for hybrid rocking structures by examining their ‘practicality’, ‘efficiency’ and ‘sufficiency’ with an appropriate engineering demand
parameter. The analysis shows that the slenderness-based intensity measures reduce the scatter on the response and they exhibit independence from seismic hazard parameters. Further,
this study also focuses on the seismic vulnerability assessment of the examined freestanding
and hybrid rocking frames. To assess their seismic performance, the analysis employs a suite
of recorded earthquakes and performs a parametric investigation in terms of the vulnerability
of different structural configurations. This paper develops analytical fragility curves based on
the most ‘optimal’ scalar intensity measures. The results reveal the mitigated fragility of the
positive stiffness rocking frame compared to the other structural systems. For some intensity
measures though, this seismic enhancement becomes marginal. Hence, a more sophisticated
approach would require the introduction of a second engineering demand parameter tailored
to the needs of hybrid rocking structures or an appropriate vector intensity measure.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Rocking as a means of seismic isolation is attracting research interest for almost a century
(see e.g., [26] and references therein). Even though the existing rocking structures remain
scarce (e.g., [38, 41] among others), currently, there is an increasing need to examine the response of freestanding [15, 39, 12, 2, 13, 46, 48, 19, 49] as well as controlled rocking structures
[16, 21, 32, 17, 24] adopting classical or more sophisticated methods ([1, 47, 44, 3, 22] among
others). From a practical point of view, the rocking frame of Fig. 1, proposed originally by
Mander and Cheng [33] as a ‘damage avoidance design’, is gaining momentum in bridge engineering and its seismic behavior is extensively examined. In particular, [30, 31] showed that the
stability of the rigid rocking bridge frame is enhanced, the more heavy its cap-beam is. Its stability primarily stems from the mobilization of its rotational inertia. Further, [11, 42] revealed that
rocking piers can exhibit large drifts with minor damage and/or residual displacements. Recent
experimental studies [43, 37] proved the negligible residual drifts of a posttensioned rocking
column compared to the pertinent drifts of a conventional monolithic column (0.4% versus
6.8% respectively). To minimize further the residual deformations many researchers (see e.g.,
[24] and references therein) combined the use of additional re-centering with energy dissipation devices, proposing ‘hybrid rocking systems’ which exhibit flag-shaped hysteretic behavior
(FSHB). Giouvanidis and Dimitrakopoulos [24] revealed the diverse influence of the prestressing tendon’s force. Prestressing the tendons might be beneficial for small rocking rotations, but
could become detrimental for large rocking rotations; a counter-intuitive behavior.
Even though it is hard to overstate the significance of the deterministic methods in investigating the rocking behavior [15, 19], it is beneficial to complement them with a probabilistic
evaluation of the (seismic) rocking response. In this context, Dimitrakopoulos and Paraskeva
[18] proposed normalized fragility curves that estimate the overturning tendency of freestanding rocking structures and unveiled the existence of a critical peak ground acceleration, above
and below which the rocking response scales differently. Building on previous work [23, 24],
the present study: (i) investigates the existence of ‘optimal’ intensity measures (IMs) for hybrid rocking structures and (ii) compares the seismic fragility of hybrid rocking bridge frames
with different post-uplift lateral stiffness (i.e., negative, zero, or positive) with the archetypal
freestanding frame.
2

DYNAMICS OF THE HYBRID ROCKING BRIDGE FRAME

This section focuses on the analytical modelling of a rocking bridge frame which exhibits
flag-shaped hysteretic behavior (FSHB). Consider the rocking frame of Fig. 1 enhanced with
central (linear-elastic) slack (unbonded) tendons and (nonlinear-hysteretic) buckling restrained
braces (BRBs) at the bottom of the piers (Fig. 1(c)). In the absence of a ground excitation,
the frame remains in full contact with the ground (Fig. 1(a)). In the event of a ground shaking
though, when the seismic demand (i.e., overturning moment due to the ground excitation) exceeds the static seismic resistance (i.e., restoring moment due to the gravity) the frame initiates
rocking motion (Fig. 1(b)). In particular, rocking commences when the ground acceleration
becomes üg,min = g tan α [17, 24].
This study assumes (rigid) planar rocking motion. It also ignores the sliding between the
contacting bodies and the fracture of the supplemental devices (i.e., tendons and/or dissipaters).
Note that, the former is covered in [10] and the latter in [17].
Further, the Bouc-Wen model [9, 50] is adopted to describe the hysteretic behavior of the
BRBs. The restoring dissipating force FD and the dimensionless hysteretic parameter z(t) are
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Figure 1: The examined rocking bridge frame (a) at rest position, (b) during clockwise (positive) rotation and (c)
detail of the column-foundation connection.

expressed accordingly as [24]:

ż(t) =

1
uy

h FD = εkd u (t) + (1 − ε) kd uy z (t)

u̇(t) − γ |u̇(t)| z(t)|z(t)|n−1 − β u̇(t)|z(t)|n

(1)

i

where ε is the post-yield to pre-yield elastic stiffness (kd ) ratio of the BRBs and is taken equal
to ε = 0.025 [8]. u (t) is the axial deformation of the brace, uy is the yield deformation equal
to uy = δlDy = 4b sin (φy /2) (Fig. 1(c)). b is the half-width of the base of the column of the
frame and φy is the yield rotation. Parameters β, γ and n control the shape of the hysteretic
loop. The present work assumes β = 0.55, γ = 0.45, n = 1 [8].
When rocking initiates, the tendon deforms. The elongation of each tendon is equal to the
sum of the elongations at the bottom and the top of each tendon: δlt = 4b sin (φ/2) (Fig. 1(c)).
The equation of motion of the hybrid rocking frame is [24]:
1 + 2γm 2
p
φ̈ = −
1 + 3γm

"

sin (αsgn (φ) − φ) + ügg cos (αsgn (φ) − φ)
+4 (ρt + ερd ) sin φ + 8 (1 − ε) ρd sin φ2y cos φ2 z (t)

#

(2)

where φ is the generalized coordinate which describes the rocking motion of the frame
(Fig. q
1). p is the frequency parameter of the column of the frame which takes the form:
p = 3g/4R for rectangular columns, where g is the acceleration of gravity and R is the
half-diagonal length of the column of the frame. α is the slenderness of the column (Fig. 1).
sgn (φ) is the sign function and γm = mBC /2mAB is the mass ratio, with mAB and mBC the
masses of the column AB and the cap-beam BC respectively. The dimensionless parameters
ρd = kd b2 / (mAB + mBC ) gR and ρt = kt b2 / (mAB + mBC ) gR depend on the stiffness kd of
the dissipater and kt of the tendon respectively. The present study assumes the stiffness kd of
the dissipater is constant (ρd = 3), whereas the stiffness kt of the tendon, and subsequently
the parameter ρt , varies within 0.001 ≤ ρt ≤ 0.55 providing different hybrid frames with
respect to their overall stiffness, i.e., negative, zero and/or positive post-uplift lateral stiffness
[24] (Fig. 2).
During rocking, each time the rotation reverses, an impact occurs and energy is lost. This
study adopts a coefficient η equal to 0.92 to capture the energy loss at each impact. For a
more careful analysis of the coefficient of restitution for various frame configurations the reader
is referred to [17].
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Figure 2: Flag-shaped hysteretic behavior of the rocking frame of Fig. 1 when subjected to an M&P pulse [34]
with νg = 45◦ , γg = 2.0, αg /g = 0.6 and ωg /p = 5.0. MR is the total restoring moment due to the forces from
gravity, tendons and dissipaters, whereas the dimensionless parameters ρd and ρt depend on the stiffness of the
dissipater and the tendon respectively [24].

3
3.1

SEISMIC VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE HYBRID ROCKING FRAME
Engineering demand parameter and intensity measures

This section investigates the seismic fragility of rocking bridge frames with different dynamic characteristics, i.e., negative, zero or positive post-uplift lateral stiffness when subjected
to a suite of recorded earthquakes (Table 1). Consider the bridge frame of Fig. 1. Assume the
frame has a cap-beam of 13 m width and 2h = 1 m height [33]. The two square columns have
the same base-width 2b = 1 m, the same density and height 2H = 7 m [33, 17]. Both columns
have the same slenderness α ' 8◦ and frequency parameter p = 1.44 rad/s, while the distance
between them is L = 8 m. The cap-beam/column mass ratio (γm ) is 5 [33, 24]. Further, the
tendons are assumed to be slack, anchored into the cap- and foundation-beam a depth of 0.75
m [33]. Following [8], the yield displacement (uy ) of the BRBs is taken as 3.5 mm, which
corresponds to a yield rotation φy /α ' 0.025.
To effectively examine the seismic fragility of the rocking frame, this section: (i) introduces
an appropriate engineering demand parameter (EDP) and the corresponding limit states (LSs)
and (ii) investigates the existence of ‘optimal’ intensity measures (IMs) for hybrid rocking structures by investigating their ‘practicality’, ‘efficiency’ and ‘sufficiency’ [36, 28]. ‘Practicality’
is measured by the slope bR of the regression after conducting cloud analysis (as Fig. 3 shows
later on). Specifically, the larger the bR the more ‘practical’ the IM [36]. An ‘efficient’ IM
reduces the scatter (or dispersion) of the estimated structural demand [25, 28, 36]. On the other
hand, a ‘sufficient’ IM offers an estimation of the structural demand independent of seismic hazard parameters, such as magnitude Mw , distance from the fault Rrup [28], or epsilon  [5].

Engineering Demand Parameter (EDP): According to the assumptions of the present study,
an appropriate EDP to describe the motion of the rocking frame of Fig. 1 is the absolute value
of the peak rotation φmax normalized with the slenderness α of the column [18].
EDP =

|φmax |
α

(3)

This work also proposes three limit states (LSs) (Table 2). The exceedance of the first LS
(EDP > 0) implies rocking initiation. The second LS corresponds to a design column drift
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Table 1: Recorded earthquakes [45].

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Event
Loma Prieta, 1989
Northridge, 1994
Imperial Valley, 1979
Imperial Valley, 1979
Loma Prieta, 1989
San Fernando, 1971
Loma Prieta, 1989
Loma Prieta, 1989
Imperial Valley, 1979
Imperial Valley, 1979
Northridge, 1994
Loma Prieta, 1989
Loma Prieta, 1989
Imperial Valley, 1979
Imperial Valley, 1979
Imperial Valley, 1979
Loma Prieta, 1989
Loma Prieta, 1989
Superstition Hills, 1987
Imperial Valley, 1979
Imperial Valley, 1979
Imperial Valley, 1979
Loma Prieta, 1989
Loma Prieta, 1989
Superstition Hills, 1987
Imperial Valley, 1979
Imperial Valley, 1979
Loma Prieta, 1989
San Fernando, 1971
Loma Prieta, 1989

1

2

Component

Station
Agnews State Hospital
LA, Baldwin Hills
Compuertas
Plaster City
Hollister Diff. Array
LA, Hollywood Stor. Lot
Anderson Dam Downstrm
Coyote Lake Dam Downstrm
El Centro Array #12
Cucapah
LA, Hollywood Storage FF
Sunnyvale Colton Ave
Anderson Dam Downstrm
Chihuahua
El Centro Array #13
Westmoreland Fire Station
Hollister South & Pine
Sunnyvale Colton Ave
Wildlife Liquefaction Array
Chihuahua
El Centro Array #13
Westmoreland Fire Station
Halls Valley
WAHO
Wildlife Liquefaction Array
Compuertas
Plaster City
Hollister Diff. Array
LA, Hollywood Stor. Lot
WAHO

USGS, Geomatrix soil class

3

φ◦ 1
090
090
285
135
255
180
270
285
140
085
360
270
360
012
230
090
000
360
090
282
230
180
090
000
360
015
045
165
090
090

Soil 2
C,D
B,B
C,D
C,D
–,D
C,D
B,D
B,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
B,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
–,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
C,C
-,D
C,D
C,D
C,D
–,D
C,D
–,D

Moment magnitude

Mw 3
6.9
6.7
6.5
6.5
6.9
6.6
6.9
6.9
6.5
6.5
6.7
6.9
6.9
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.9
6.9
6.7
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.9
6.9
6.7
6.5
6.5
6.9
6.6
6.9
4

Rrup 4 (km)
28.2
31.3
32.6
31.7
25.8
21.2
21.4
22.3
18.2
23.6
25.5
28.8
21.4
28.7
21.9
15.1
28.8
28.8
24.4
28.7
21.9
15.1
31.6
16.9
24.4
32.6
31.7
25.8
21.2
16.9

P GA (g)
0.159
0.239
0.147
0.057
0.279
0.174
0.244
0.179
0.143
0.309
0.358
0.207
0.24
0.27
0.139
0.074
0.371
0.209
0.18
0.254
0.139
0.11
0.103
0.37
0.2
0.186
0.042
0.269
0.21
0.638

Closest distance to fault rupture

of 5% [33], which corresponds to a column rotation φ/α ' 0.35. This limit state indicates
intermediate (observable) rocking action with potential local damage to the contact points, but
without substantial danger of overturning. The third LS represents the maximum column drift
of 11% [33], which corresponds to a column rotation φ/α ' 0.8, and herein is assumed that it
leads to unstable configurations, potentially critical to the overturning (or failure) of the frame
(Table 2).
Table 2: Proposed limit states.

LSs 1
LS1
LS2
LS3
1

EDP 2
0.0
0.35
0.8

Capacity limit states
Rocking initiation
Intermediate (observable) rocking action
Large rocking action

Limit States, 2 Engineering Demand Parameter
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Description
Uplifting
Local damage due to contact
Unstable configuration (critical to overturning)
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Table 3: Examined intensity measures.

Category

Intensity Measure (IM)

Slenderness-based

IM1 =
IM4 =

Frequency-based
Energy-based

2 P GD
GV
P GA
, IM2 = gpPtan
, IM3 = pg tan
,
g tan α
α
α
pCAV
ARM S
ωm P GV
, IM5 = g tan α , IM6 = g tan α
g tan α
P GA
IM7 = pP
GV
IF
Le
,
IM
IM8 = p0.75
9 = R
R

Intensity Measures (IMs): The identification of appropriate IMs for rocking structures is a
far from trivial challenge. Dimitrakopoulos and Paraskeva [18] proposed ‘optimal’ IMs for
(freestanding) rocking structures exhibiting negative post-uplift lateral stiffness. They showed
the superior performance of the slenderness-based IMs compared to the frequency-based IMs.
This paper, extends [18] and examines (hybrid) FSHB rocking frames with negative, zero and/or
positive stiffness considering also energy-based IMs. Table 3 summarizes the examined IMs.
P GA, P GV and P GD are the peak ground acceleration, peak ground velocity and peak
ground displacement respectively. CAV is the cumulative absolute velocity which equals the
area under the (absolute) acceleration versus duration curve [27]. A strong ground motion
parameter which includes the effects of the amplitude and frequency of a ground excitation is
the root-mean-square acceleration ARM S [27]. IF is the Fajfar index which combines the peak
ground velocity and the duration of strong motion [20]. ωm denotes the mean frequency of the
excitation [40], and Le is the energetic length-scale, firstly introduced for pulse-type ground
motions [29] and later extended for non-distinct-pulse records [14].
3.2

Seismic analysis

|φmax|/α

This section employs the earthquake records of Table 1 and investigates the ‘practicality’,
‘efficiency’ and ‘sufficiency’ of the adopted IMs (Table 3) in capturing the behavior of the hybrid FSHB rocking frame of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 plots the EDP values |φmax |/α versus the examined
IMs when the hybrid frames of Fig. 1 are subjected to the records of Table 1. This type of analysis is known as cloud analysis, where regression on IM-EDP plane is performed. The values
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Figure 3: Cloud analysis of the ‘safe rocking’ cases of the hybrid FSHB rocking frames. Table 4 summarizes the
results from the regression analysis for all the the examined IMs of Table 3.
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Table 4: Results from cloud analysis of the different hybrid FSHB rocking frames of Fig. 1. bR denotes the slope
of the linear regression and is a measure of ‘practicality’. The larger the bR the more ‘practical’ the IM [36].
R2 is the coefficient of determination and is an indication of ‘efficiency’, i.e., the larger the R2 the smaller the
scatter (or dispersion) on the response and hence the more ‘efficient’ the IM [28]. The values in the Table are
determined after linear regression analysis in logarithmic scale.

IMs 1
P GA/g tan α
pP GV /g tan α
p2 P GD/g tan α
ωm P GV /g tan α
ARM S /g tan α
pCAV /g tan α
P GA/pP GV
IF /p0.75 R
Le /R
1

Negative
R2
bR
0.533 2.369
0.490 2.282
0.265 1.328
0.436 2.054
0.486 2.334
0.539 2.424
0.003 0.288
0.455 2.114
0.254 1.103

Zero
2

R
0.520
0.497
0.265
0.435
0.473
0.530
0.000
0.462
0.257

bR
2.296
2.226
1.275
2.008
2.251
2.341
0.082
2.057
1.075

Positive
R2
bR
0.542 2.256
0.507 2.137
0.274 1.215
0.461 1.987
0.498 2.217
0.550 2.313
0.000 0.064
0.469 1.978
0.256 1.018

Intensity Measures (Table 3)

of the EDP in Fig. 3 correspond to the ‘safe rocking’ cases, i.e., where the EDP exceeds the LS1
but not the LS3 (Table 2)). To minimize the effects of scaling the amplitudes of the earthquake
records of Table 1 are scaled up to a scale factor of 6. Table 4 summarizes the results from
the linear regression analysis for all the proposed IMs. R2 is the coefficient of determination
which is considered as an indication of the ‘efficiency’, since the higher the R2 , the lower
the βln(EDP )|IM (or dispersion) and therefore the more ‘efficient’ the IM [28, 36]. Recall that,
bR represents the slope of the linear regression analysis and it is a measure of ‘practicality’;
the higher the bR the more ‘practical’ the IM [36]. Table 4 shows that the more ‘practical’
IMs are the slenderness-based IMs, i.e., IM1 = P GA/g tan α and IM6 = pCAV /g tan α,
with the IM2 = pP GV /g tan α and IM5 = ARM S /g tan α to show similar ‘practicality’.
Further, Table 4 also unveils that the normalized Fajfar index IM8 = IF /p0.75 R together with
most of the slenderness-based IMs maximize the coefficient of determination R2 , which is an
indication of their ‘efficiency’.
Multi-stripe analysis is an alternative to cloud analysis that provides a better indication of
the ‘efficiency’ and ‘sufficiency’ of the proposed IMs (Fig. 3 and Table 3) [28]. Multi-stripe
analysis scales the ground motions to a specified level of IM [6, 7]. For the purposes of the
present section, the records of Table 1 are scaled with a factor between 0.4 and 6.5. Postprocessing the EDP values we obtain results that are inherently conditional on the IM.
Fig. 4 plots the logarithmic standard deviation βln(EDP )|IM conditional on each IM level. In
particular, it shows that the variation of the standard deviation βln(EDP )|IM among the different
hybrid rocking frames is not significant. Therefore, under the assumptions of the present study,
the ‘efficiency’ of the examined IMs remains unaffected by the different rocking frames. Further, Fig. 4 illustrates the ‘inefficiency’ of the frequency-based IM (i.e., IM7 = P GA/pP GV ),
since it consistently predicts high dispersion on the response (i.e., βln(EDP )|(P GA/pP GV ) > 1).
Similarly, IM9 = Le /R also shows high βln(EDP )|(Le /R) , and hence it is regarded as ‘insufficient’ as well. On the contrary, the slenderness-based IMs (i.e., from IM1 = P GA/g tan α to
IM6 = pCAV /g tan α in Table 3) and the energy-based IM8 = IF /p0.75 R estimate the
rocking response with low dispersion (i.e., βln(EDP )|IM < 1), and therefore, they are considered
as ‘efficient’. Note in Fig. 4 that, for low IM levels the value of the EDP decreases, hence the
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Figure 4: Logarithmic standard deviation βln(EDP )|IM conditional on each IM level of the ‘safe rocking’ cases
of the hybrid frames of Fig. 1 with negative, zero and positive lateral stiffness. βln(EDP )|IM is a measure of
‘efficiency’ of every IM. The lower the βln(EDP )|IM the more ‘efficient’ the IM [28].

logarithmic standard deviation βln(EDP )|IM increases regardless of the examined IM.
On the other hand, ‘sufficiency’ provides an indication that an IM can be used independently
of the seismological (or seismic hazard) parameters such as the magnitude Mw , the distance
from the fault Rrup [28] and/or epsilon  [5]. Figs 5 to 7 plot the seismic response of the
adopted hybrid FSHB rocking frames at various IM levels for all the examined IMs of Table 3
with respect to the distance from the fault Rrup (Table 1). Constants cn , cz and cp denote
the slope of the regression analysis for the negative, zero and positive stiffness hybrid frames
respectively. The closer the absolute value of the slope to zero, the more ‘sufficient’ the IM
[28]. Note that, the present section investigates the ‘sufficiency’ of the IMs only with respect to
the Rrup and not e.g., the magnitude Mw or the epsilon  parameter. Specifically, Figs 5 and
6 plot the slenderness-based IMs, while Fig. (7) the frequency-based and the energy-based IMs
of Table 3. Figs 5, 6, 7 show that the ‘sufficiency’ of an IM is not sensitive to the stiffness of the
structure, at least for the structures considered herein, since for most cases the variation of the
slope among the different frames is not substantial. Observe that, the examined IM levels are
intentionally selected towards the left side of the fragility function, since ground motions with
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Figure 5: Regression analysis at various IM levels to examine the ‘sufficiency’ of the IM1 = P GA/g tan α,
IM2 = pP GV /g tan α, IM3 = p2 P GD/g tan α of Table 3 with respect to the distance from the fault Rrup
(Table 1). Constants cn , cz and cp represent the slope of the linear regression and the closer to zero the more
‘sufficient’ the IM [28].

low-to-middle IM levels occur much more frequently than ground motions with high IM levels
[7]. In addition, more ‘safe rocking’ cases occur at these IM levels, improving the accuracy of
the results. Exception is the IM7 = P GA/pP GV that ‘safe rocking’ action happens for higher
P GA/pP GV values. Among the slenderness-based IMs, Figs 5 and 6 show the ‘insufficiency’
of the IM3 = p2 P GD/g tan α and for some IM levels (i.e., ωm P GV /g tan α = 2.14) the
‘insufficiency’ of the IM4 = ωm P GV /g tan α. On the contrary, IM1 = P GA/g tan α and
IM5 = ARM S /g tan α show great ‘sufficiency’ with respect to the distance Rrup . Fig. 7
illustrates the ‘insufficiency’ of both the freguency-based and the energy-based IMs (i.e., IM7 =
P GA/pP GV , IM8 = IF /p0.75 R and IM9 = Le /R).
3.3

Fragility analysis

This section compares the seismic fragility of the different rocking frames (freestanding
and hybrid) by calculating the total probability of failure Pf that a ground motion with IM
= x causes the exceedance of a limit state (i.e., EDP > LS3) and subsequently collapse (or
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Figure 6: Regression analysis at various IM levels to examine the ‘sufficiency’ of the IM4 = ωm P GV /g tan α,
IM5 = ARM S /g tan α, IM6 = pCAV /g tan α of Table 3 with respect to the distance from the fault Rrup
(Table 1). Constants cn , cz and cp represent the slope of the linear regression and the closer to zero the more
‘sufficient’ the IM [28].

overturning) of the structure occurs. Adopting the multi-stripe analysis method [5, 6], the limit
state exceedance probability is calculated conditional on each intensity measure. To calculate
the collapse probability, this study utilizes the logistic regression methodology. Note that, there
are alternative methods to calculate the probability of collapse, e.g., the maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) [7]. Logistic regression, though, is consistent with maximum likelihood
principles [7] and is commonly used to predict binary outcomes [35]. Specifically, since the
structure either collapses or not (i.e., the EDP either exceeds the LS3 or not), collapse can be
expressed with a ‘categorical’ variable [4]. This variable becomes zero when the structure does
not collapse, and equal to one when it collapses.
Fig. 8 compares the seismic fragility of the hybrid FSHB rocking frames of Figs 1, 2 with
the pertinent fragility of the archetypal freestanding frame for the most ‘optimal’ IMs based
on the analysis in Section 3.2. Fig. 8 illustrates the mitigated fragility of the hybrid rocking
frame with positive post-uplift lateral stiffness compared to the other rocking structural systems
(freestanding and hybrid). In particular, the positive stiffness frame shows enhanced seismic
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Figure 7: Regression analysis at various IM levels to examine the ‘sufficiency’ of the IM7 = P GA/pP GV ,
IM8 = IF /p0.75 R, IM9 = Le /R of Table 3 with respect to the distance from the fault Rrup (Table 1). Constants
cn , cz and cp represent the slope of the linear regression and the closer to zero the more ‘sufficient’ the IM [28].

performance for all ‘optimal’ IMs. For some IMs though, the distinction among the hybrid
frames becomes marginal (i.e., for P GA/g tan α, or as ARM S /g tan α increases). Recall that,
the present study ignores the fatigue of the supplemental devices (i.e., tendons and bucklingrestrained braces) and assumes that they continue to behave in a perfectly linear-elastic and
nonlinear-hysteretic way respectively regardless of the number of rotation cycles. Another limitation is that it neglects the impact on the fragility of the accumulated energy dissipation by
the BRBs. Giouvanidis and Dimitrakopoulos [24] showed that the enhanced seismic behavior
of positive stiffness hybrid frames might come at the cost of higher energy demands by the
dissipaters. A more complete approach would require the introduction of an additional EDP
which characterizes the accumulated energy dissipation by the BRBs throughout the nonlinear
response-history, or the consideration of a vector IM. This, however, is beyond the scope of the
present work.
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Figure 8: Failure prediction through seismic fragility curves of the freestanding and hybrid FSHB rocking frames
for the most ‘optimal’ IMs adopting the logistic regression methodology.

4

CONCLUSIONS

This study investigates the existence of potentially ‘optimal’ intensity measures for hybrid
rocking bridge frames by examining their ‘practicality’, ‘efficiency’ and ‘sufficiency’ with
an appropriate engineering demand parameter. Specifically, this paper compares three categories of intensity measures, i.e., slenderness-based, frequency-based and energy-based IMs.
The proposed slenderness-based IMs (e.g., P GA/gtanα, pP GV /gtanα, ARM S /gtanα and
pCAV /gtanα) exhibit reduced scatter on the response, lower logarithmic standard deviation
and independence from seismic hazard parameters such as the distance from the fault. Hence,
the slenderness-based IMs show higher ‘practicality’, ‘efficiency’ and ‘sufficiency’ compared
to the other proposed IMs. In addition, this work investigates the seismic fragility of slender
rocking bridge frames with fundamentally different dynamic behavior. It compares the seismic
performance of rocking frames with negative, zero and/or positive post-uplift lateral stiffness
with the archetypal freestanding frame in terms of their seismic fragility when subjected to the
same suite of recorded earthquakes. The results unveil the mitigated fragility of the positive
stiffness frame compared to rocking structures of zero or negative stiffness. However, for some
intensity measures the seismic enhancement (in terms of fragility) becomes marginal. A more
sophisticated approach would require the introduction of a second engineering demand parameter tailored to the needs of hybrid rocking structures or the consideration of a vector intensity
measure.
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Abstract. The assessment of the out-of-plane response of masonry has been largely investigated in literature assuming walls responding as rigid blocks or assemblies of rigid bodies.
Several studies developed numerical integration of single-degree-of-freedom and multi-degree
of freedom systems for the simulation of the OOP dynamic rocking response of simple mechanisms. Modelling the energy dissipation involved in such mechanisms is extremely important to
capture the dependence of the damping phenomenon with the system frequency.
Some studies, recurring to the classical hypothesis of the impulsive dynamics, simulated the
energy dissipation by means of the coefficient of restitution assuming as the overall reduction
of energy were concentrated at the instant of the impact. In other works, the damping force has
been modelled as a velocity dependent acting force through a constant, variable or stiffness
proportional damping ratio.
The two damping models are compared highlighting advantages and shortcomings of each system. This paper proposes a numerical formulation for the direct equivalence of the two damping
approaches for simple OOP one-way bending mechanisms assuming as force-displacement relationship nonlinear elastic tri-linear curves.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The high seismic vulnerability of unreinforced masonry (URM) structures has been highlighted in many studies in the literature [1-3]. The out-of-plane (OOP) behaviour of URM structures subjected to ground motion excitations has been extensively investigated by referring to
the rocking dynamic of semi-rigid wall segments, characterised by consistent rotations, that
impact each other. Such interpretation, confirmed by several experimental campaigns, could be
considered acceptable under specific hypothesis and in case the masonry quality is good enough
to ensure the formation of such mechanism. The understanding of this complex dynamic behaviour is essential in assessing the seismic performance of existing structures, for which an
accurate prediction of displacement capacity and demand is essential in both safety verifications
and risk analyses.
Housner [4] with a pioneer study derived a single degree of freedom (SDOF) equation of
motion for dynamic response of slender rigid blocks (inverted pendulum structures) that could
easily represent the one-way OOP response of a parapet wall (PW). Several studies [5-6], assuming that both end supports of the wall move simultaneously, derived SDOF equation of
motion for the one-way vertical spanning strip walls (VSSW) displacing as an assembly of two
rigid bodies. Dejong and Dimitrakopoulos [7] as well as Restrepo [8] extended the solution to
include equivalent SDOF systems governing the dynamic behaviour of complex multi-block
systems responding in rocking.
Makris and Konstantinidis [9] highlighted that the classical linear oscillator (regular pendulum) often adopted to analyse the OOP behaviour of masonry sub-structures, and the rocking
block represent two fundamentally different dynamical systems. Rocking structures, indeed, do
not have a fundamental period of vibration, the responding frequency is, hence, oscillation amplitude dependent [4-5]. Further differences between these two systems are also represented by
restoring mechanisms, stiffness and characteristics of the damping phenomena. Therefore,
equivalent stiffness methods based on the adoption of classical response spectra [10] cannot
sufficiently predict the response of rocking structures. Makris and Konstantinidis proposed the
derivation of rocking spectra as a more adequate approach to characterising the earthquake input. For these reasons, the solution proposed by several researchers to the challenging problem
of assessing the OOP performance of URM structures has been to directly integrate the rocking
equation of motion to reproduce their dynamic responses.
Recognising that the URM wall segments do not have infinite stiffness, researchers proposed
bi-linear [11], tri-linear [6] and four-branch [12] non-linear elastic curves to model the forcedisplacement (F-u) relationship.
The energy dissipation in elastic non-linear systems (i.e. rocking structures) is of major importance to successfully simulate their dynamic behaviour, capturing the dependence of the
damping phenomenon with the system frequency. Some studies, building off the classical hypothesis of the impulse dynamics, simulated the energy dissipation involved in such mechanisms by means of the coefficient of restitution assuming that the overall reduction of energy
was concentrated at the instant of the impact [4-5]. In other works, the damping force has been
modelled as a velocity dependent force through a constant [10] and variable (with cycle-tocycle iterations) damping ratio [13]. The effectiveness of damping models acting on the system
secant stiffness with a constant or linear damping ratio-frequency (𝜉- 𝜔) relationship is also
investigated [14].
The present study proposes a correlation between these different damping systems: elastic
viscous dampers and coefficient of restitution focusing on the response of VSSW systems. The
second section introduces the SDOF rigid body equation of motion. Section 3 reviews the trilinear idealisation commonly used to simulate the static OOP force-displacement relationship
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of a VSSW. The energy dissipation involved in this phenomenon is discussed in section 4 introducing both coefficient of restitution and velocity dependent damping force systems. Section
5 presents the numerical model developed from the present study. The results of the proposed
equivalence and their experimental validation is discussed in section 6 and 7.
2

RIGID BODY SDOF EQUATION OF MOTION

Figure 1 shows the VSSW deformed shape responding in pure rocking behaviour characterised by the formation of the classical pivot interfaces at the wall top, bottom and mid-height.
The resulting top and bottom rigid bodies rotate around such pivot (A’-B-C’ in Figure 1) points
impacting each other every time the system passes through mid-height horizontal rest-condition
displacement (u=0 in Figure 1). a2 and a1 are geometric angles defining the slenderness of the
two bodies; W2 and W1 represent the weight of the top and bottom bodies applied at the bodies
centre of mass, O is the overburden vertical force applied with eccentricity e, t the thickness of
the wall. q2 and q1 are the top and bottom body rotations equal to u/h2 and u/h1 respectively.
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Figure 1: VSSW responding in Rocking behaviour: geometry at rest and deformed shape.

The equation of motion of this system responding in rocking can be derived directly from
Lagrange’s equation of motion. Under the hypothesis of no sliding, no bouncing effect, slender
blocks (that allows us to linearize the equation) and assuming both supports moving simultaneously, similarly to Derakhshan et al. [15], the generic undamped SDOF equation of motion of
a VSSW system can be written as follows:
𝑚%&& ∙ 𝑢 𝑡 + 𝑓,- (𝑢, 𝑡) = −𝜆 ∙ 𝑚%&& ∙ 𝑢4 𝑡

(1)

where 𝑢 represents the horizontal displacement associated to the wall mid-hinge location
(shown in Figure 1), 𝑚%&& is the effective mass of the system affected by the rotational moment
of inertia of the two blocks (equation 2), 𝑓,- (u, 𝑡) is the bi-linear rigid restoring force relationship
(equation 3) assuming a uniformly distributed lateral face load (considering uniform thickness
and density along the wall height); 𝜆 (equation 4) is the parameter that allow to mobilise the
entire mass (𝑚6 +𝑚7 ) in the excitation term (right side of the equation) with the ground acceleration (𝑢4 𝑡 ).
𝑚%&& =

2
𝑚 + 𝑚7
3 6
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𝑓,- 𝑢, 𝑡 =

2
ℎ1

∙ 𝑊 ∙ 𝑡 − 𝑢(𝑡) +

ℎ
ℎ1 ∙ ℎ2

∙ 𝑂 ∙ 𝑡 + 2𝑒 − 𝑢(𝑡) +

𝜆=

3
2

2
ℎ1

∙ 𝑂 ∙ 𝑡 − 2𝑒

(3)
(4)

The resulting equation of motion is equivalent to those proposed by Sorrentino et al. [5], DeJong
& Dimitrakopoulos [7]. The aforementioned studies described the rocking phenomena as function of the rotation of the lower body. Sorrentino et al. [5] have shown as the system frequency
parameter considering h1/h ratios different from 0.5 may slightly affect 𝑚%&& and 𝜆. Experimental evidences have shown as this ratio could be addressed between 0.5 and 0.7 [16-17].
3

FORCE-DISPLACEMENT RELATIONSHIP

Before undergoing non-linear rocking behaviour through the formation of the classical pivot
interfaces, URM walls are characterised by a linear response controlled by the masonry flexural
stiffness till the attainment of the cracking force. Neglecting the wall un-cracked response may
lead to a significant underestimation of the lateral capacity, especially for slender and slightly
loaded walls, and an overestimation of the OOP displacement demand [6, 18].
The bi-linear curve relies on the assumption of wall responding as an assembly of two rigid
bodies with an infinite initial stiffness and strength, representing an upper bound of the real
OOP static resistance of a VSSW. The bi-linear curve could be identified by F0 and 𝑢-?@ the
defined according to the equations:
𝐹B =
𝑢-?@ =

2
ℎ1

𝑊+𝑂 ∙𝑡+

𝑂
ℎ − ℎ1

𝑡 + 2𝑒

2 ℎ1 𝑊 + 𝑂 𝑡 + 𝑂 ∙ 𝑡 + 2 ∙ 𝑒
2 ℎ1 𝑊 + 𝑂 + 2𝑂

ℎ − ℎ1

ℎ − ℎ1

(5)
(6)

K0 represents the negative stiffness of the system. The experimental F-u relationship of a VSSW
could be more realistically represented by a tri-linear curve built on the rigid body bi-linear
idealisation. Figure 2 illustrates the both the rigid-bilinear curve and the tri-linear relationships
implemented in the model. The key parameters of the tri-linear relationship are u1 (=a1.uins)
controlling the wall’s initial cracked stiffness, and Fy (= b1.F0) identifying a force plateau; the
idealisations proposed in literature beyond u2, generally located along the bi-linear curve
(u2=uins-Fy/K0), drops to zero in some cases matching the bi-linear idealisation (u3=uins ), in
some other cases with an higher negative stiffness (u3=a3.uins) taking into account the masonry
compressive strength and the physical dimension of the hinges [19]. In this latter case, it may
also be represented by a backward translation (with negative stiffness equal to K0) of the last
tri-linear branch causing a reduction of the u2 value.
The values for a1, a3 and b1 are strongly affected by aspects such as wall thickness,
acting vertical overburden force and masonry mechanical properties [19]. Doherty [6] identified
three stages of degradation: new, moderate and severe corresponding to b1 values of 0.72, 0.60
and 0.50 and a1 values of 0.06, 0.13 and 0.20, respectively. Other researchers later suggested
a1 values of 0.04 [18] and 0.05 [5] based on both experimental results of air-bag quasi-static
tests and successful numerical modelling of the dynamic behaviour of VSSW systems. Derakhshan et al. [18] showed as a2 value of 0.25 represents an upper bound level for this parameter. Their experimental work also suggested that the average ratio between the maximum
lateral force resistance and the F0 rigid force for two-leaf and three-leaf walls was around 0.81
suggesting b1 values around 0.75 (1- a2) [15]. A refined work on the characterisation of the Fu relationship of can be found in [19].
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Figure 2: F-u relationship implemented: tri-linear configuration built on the bi-linear rigid body idealisation.

4

ENERGY DISSIPATION IN ROCKING STRUCTURES

The overall damping force acting in URM panels or assemblies responding in OOP rocking
is given primarily by the energy dissipated through the impact of the wall during rocking in
addition to a small contribution from the hysteretic energy dissipation, which both need to be
considered in the model. A common approach, relying on the classical hypothesis of the impulse dynamics, is simulating the energy dissipation involved in such mechanisms through a
coefficient of restitution [4-5, 20]. Another option is adopting an equivalent viscous damping
approach defining a velocity dependent damping force through a constant, variable (with cycleto-cycle iterations) and stiffness proportional damping ratio. The iterative procedure introduced
by Doherty [6] and Lam et al. [13] consisted in evaluating the damping associated with each
half-response cycle according to a calibration of Rayleigh damping against dynamic experimental 𝜉- ω data. This study will be focused only on non-iterative damping force model and
systems adopting the coefficient of restitution. Both of these approaches are discussed in the
following subsections.
4.1 The coefficient of restitution
Aslam et al. [21] defined the restitution coefficient as the direct ratio 𝑒D? between angular
velocities after (𝜃?F6 ) and before (𝜃? ) the nth impact. Assuming an infinitesimal impact duration
hence instant velocity variation, no displacement during impact and imposing the conservation
of angular momentum around the rotational hinge by equating the angular momentum after and
before the impact, a theoretical coefficient of restitution can be derived for a VSSW system as
the ratio between the angular velocities after and before the impact [5]:
𝑒D? =

sin 𝛼6 cos 𝛼6
tan 𝛼7
tan 𝛼7
− 2𝑚6 𝑅6 7 sin7 𝛼6 + 𝑚7 𝑅6 7 2 +
− sin7 𝛼6 4 +
tan 𝛼6
tan 𝛼7
tan 𝛼6
tan 𝛼7
1
7
7
𝑚6 𝑅6 + 𝐼IJ,6 − 𝐼IJ,7
+ 𝑚7 𝑅6 2 + sin 𝛼6 cos 𝛼6
+ tan 𝛼7
tan 𝛼7
tan 𝛼6

𝑚6 𝑅6 7 + 𝐼IJ,6 − 𝐼IJ,7

(7)

where 𝐼IJ,6 and 𝐼IJ,7 are the polar moment of inertia around the two blocks centre of mass
for a VSSW system. Note that the coefficient of restitution depends on the system slenderness,
the squatter the wall (𝛼6 ) the higher is the energy dissipation (lower 𝑒D? ). The coefficient of
restitution experimentally observed is lower than 𝑒D? , and Sorrentino therefore proposed an
experimental coefficient of restitution 𝑒%TU that is 0.90 ∙ 𝑒D? for a VSSW [22]. Graziotti et al.
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observed for a VSSW system values of coefficient of restitution between 0.90 and 0.84 (specimen slenderness around 27) [17]. Adopting the aforementioned definition, the coefficient of
restitution acts in the numerical model by reducing the system velocity at each n-th impact
(every time the horizontal displacement u passes through the null displacement) as follows:
𝑢?F6 (𝑡 + 𝑑𝑡) = 𝑒%TU ∙ 𝑢? (𝑡)

(8)

4.2 The Equivalent Viscous Damping
The energy dissipation can also be modelled through an equivalent viscous damping force.
A classical damping model with a constant damping coefficient (CDC), assuming a constant
damping ratio (𝜉 ) acting on the system initial stiffness (𝜔6 ), is commonly adopted to simulate
the dynamic response of rocking systems [10]. Moreover, two other damping systems have also
been investigated and compared in order to capture the dependence of the damping phenomenon on the oscillation amplitude and on the current frequency of vibration of the system. Both
damping models act on the instantaneous secant frequency 𝜔(𝑡) defined by the instantaneous
secant stiffness 𝐾@%[ 𝑡 of the system (slope of the red line in Figure 2) and presented in equation
9:
𝜔(𝑡) =

𝐾@%[ 𝑡
𝑚%&&

(9)

The first one of the two associates a constant damping ratio through all the system frequencies, whereas the second one assumes a stiffness proportional term (𝜉 -ω linear relationship)
identified by the damping ratio (𝜉 in) corresponding to the frequency of the first branch of the
tri-linear relationship (𝜔6 or F1). The damping coefficient of the three damping models: CDC,
constant damping ratio (CDR) and stiffness proportional damping ratio (SDR), is defined by
equations 10, 11, 12 respectively:
𝐶I]I = 2 ∙ 𝑚%&& ∙ 𝜔6 ∙ 𝜉

(10)

𝐶I]^ (𝑡) ∙= 2 ∙ 𝑚%&& ∙ 𝜔(𝑡) ∙ 𝜉

(11)

𝐶_]^ (𝑡) ∙= 2 ∙ 𝑚%&& ∙ 𝜔(𝑡) ∙ 𝜉(𝜔(𝑡))

(12)

Figure 3 compares the three damping models in terms of damping ratio - frequency (𝜉- 𝜔)
relationship and distribution of the damping forces through the non-dimensional oscillation amplitude in matched rocking free vibration decays of a VSSW. Both CDR and SDR models,
acting on the secant frequency, tend to concentrate the energy dissipation around the zero-oscillations amplitude, which correspond to the impact region, acting in a similar fashion of a
coefficient of restitution. The area within the loops in Figure 3 representing the dissipated energy is the same for each damping model.
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Damping Ratio Relationships
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Figure 3: Left side: comparison between 𝜉- 𝜔 relationships of the three models. Independently from the actual or
secant frequency of the system the CDC damp the system proportionally the initial angular frequency. CDR and
SDR damping models associate to the current secant frequency a damping ratio according to a constant or a linear (defined by the 𝜉 value assigned to 𝜔6 ) law; Right side: distribution of the damping force through the normalised oscillation amplitude of the three damping models: CDC, CDR, SDR.

4.3 An Equivalence between the Different Damping Systems
An equivalence between such different damping systems can be carried out by equating the
energy losses provided by the different sources of damping. Generally, the coefficient of restitution, imposing a drop in the velocity at each impact, reduces the system kinetic energy. Considering half cycle of displacement between two successive response peaks (positive peak up+
and negative peak up-) of a system in free vibration phase, the energy loss due to impact, passing
through displacement level equal to zero is given by the difference of kinetic energies after and
before the collision:
1
∆𝑇 = 𝑇 − 𝑇 =
2
F

-

b

𝐼IJ- ∙

7
𝜃-F

+ 𝑚- ∙

F 7
𝑣IJ-

6

1
−
2

-

7

b 7
𝐼IJ- ∙ 𝜃-b + 𝑚- ∙ 𝑣IJ-

(13)

6

where 𝜃-F and 𝜃-b are the two bodies angular velocities after and before the impact defined by
F
b
the rotations according to Figure 1, whereas 𝑣IJand 𝑣IJare the centre of mass velocities
vectors composed by the two horizontal and vertical components (being the problem defined in
2D): 𝑢 and 𝑧.
The loss of energy due to an acting viscous damping force can be computed as the work
done by the damping force in the considered response and time interval; this yields in the integral of equation 6:
∆𝐸 =

h
fg
i
fg

𝐶I]I
𝐶I]^ (𝑡) ∙ 𝑢 𝑡 ∙ 𝑑𝑢
𝐶_]^ (𝑡)

(14)

The integral in equation 14 does not have a trivial solution because the function present 6
discontinuities corresponding to the F-u corner points and the law characterising the different
damping force depends on the displacement level achieved by the system. Adopting a similar
approach, Giannini and Masiani [23] assuming a sine wave displacement rocking response for
a rigid block (bi-linear F-u relationship), derived the following equivalence:
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𝜉=

2∙ 1−𝑒
𝜋∙ 1+𝑒

(15)

Therefore, the work will be focused in studying the relationship between these two quantities for the presented viscous damping models and F-u relationship introduced.
5

IMPLEMENTED SDOF MODEL

The numerical model adopts the Newmark ‘linear acceleration method’ [24] integration
scheme implemented in the non-iterative formulation version. It solves the SDOF equation introduced in equation 6 substituting the rigid bi-linear system restoring force 𝑓,- 𝑢(𝑡) with the
tri-linear curve 𝑓kl- 𝑢(𝑡) discussed in section 3. The implemented damped SDOF equation of
motion in the three damping configurations studied follows:
𝐶I]I
𝑚%&& ∙ 𝑢 𝑡 + 𝐶I]^ (𝑡) ∙ 𝑢 𝑡 + 𝑓kl- 𝑢(𝑡) = −𝜆 ∙ 𝑚%&& ∙ 𝑢4 𝑡
𝐶_]^ (𝑡)

(16)

The SDOF model adopting the coefficient of restitution lacks at the damping force terms
reducing the system velocity by means of equation 8. In order to validate the numerical model
Figure 4a shows the comparison between damped free vibration responses obtained with the
implemented SDOF model and the SDOF proposed by Sorrentino et al. [5].
VSSW Time History Comparison

1
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-1
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Figure 4: Left side: comparison between damped free vibration response time histories of a VSSW obtained by
the presented SDOF and by Sorrentino et al. [5]. Details of the wall: t=0.4 m, h=4.0 m, O=0 N,
𝑢B =0.9∙ 𝑢-?@ , 𝑢B =0, 𝑢B =0, e= ean=0.955 (equation 7). Right side: comparison between matched damped free vibration responses in terms of normalised MHD and normalised MHV of a VSSW obtained by adopting the coefficient of restitution and a CDR model.

Figure 4b proposes instead a comparison between matched free vibration responses in terms
of normalised mid-height displacement (MHD) and normalised velocity (MHV) obtained by
adopting the coefficient of restitution CR and a constant damping ratio CDR model. It is worth
noticing as in the impact region whereas the coefficient of restitution acts, reducing suddenly
the system velocity, the CDR model decreases smoothly the velocity without inducing a clear
discontinuity on it but acting at the same time similarly to a coefficient of restitution model.
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6

DERIVATION OF THE EQUIVALENCE

The work consisted in analysing the damped free vibration response provided by the different damping systems and comparing them. The coefficient of restitution model has been taken
as the reference damping systems. In order to ensure the equivalence between the energy dissipation provided by the different systems, satisfying the equivalence between equation 13 and
14, the damped free vibration decays provided by a velocity dependent acting force (CDC, CDR,
SDR) have been matched with the ones provided by a SDOF adopting a coefficient of restitution.
An error has been defined in order to proper select the damping ratio value that allowed to
minimise the difference with the coefficient of restitution response for each system.
q

𝐸𝑟𝑟 =

𝑢I^ (𝑗) − 𝑢]op (𝑗)

7

(17)

rs6

𝐸𝑟𝑟 represents the summation of absolute difference between the coefficient of restitution decay
and the one provided by the models with a damping acting force (CDC, CDR, SDR) at each
analysis time step for the entire length of the response (k).
Figure 5 plots the damping ratio values corresponding to each model that minimised the error
for a specific VSSW and a defined set of coefficients of restitution. It is also shown the effect
of the amplitude of oscillation releasing the VSSW from an initial imposed displacement equal
to 0.9, 0.5 and 0.3 times the instability displacement. In general, all the models present a higher
dispersion moving towards higher coefficients of restitution. The equivalence related to the
CDC Model is the most sensitive to the oscillation amplitude while the CDR Model is only
slightly affected by this variable. In both CDC and CDR models damped high oscillation amplitudes are associated to lower damping ratio values, while for the SDR Model the trend is
reversed: slightly higher damping ratio values are associated to higher oscillations. This is associated to the nature of the SDR Model which tend to associate very low damping ratio values
to oscillations close to collapse, consequently the request initial damping value to fit the response given by a CR Model is slightly higher.
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Figure 5: Comparison between CDC, CDR and SDR models in matching free vibration responses damped by a
coefficient of restitution model. Details of the VSSW adopted for the comparison: a1=0.04, b1=0.85, a3=1, O=0,
h1/h=0.7, t=0.3 and l=15.

This finding confirm as a CDC model is not a good choose in simulating the energy dissipation
involved in rocking mechanism. For the following comparisons, the authors considered as reference starting oscillation amplitude 0.5 the instability displacement. Figure 6 (top and centre
rows) illustrates as the equivalence, once defined a specific tri-linear configuration in terms of
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a1, a3 and b1, is independent from the system slenderness and the acting axial load for all the
damping models presented. On the contrary, the damping ratio values matching the coefficient
of restitution response are affected by the chosen tri-linear a1 parameter which controls the
initial cracked stiffness (see Figure 6 bottom). Again, the most sensitive model to a1 variations
is the CDC one while the less affected is the CDR model. A higher initial stiffness leads to
lower values of damping ratio for both CDC and CDR models, the SDR, instead, associates
lower damping ratio values to lower a1 parameters.
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Figure 5: Comparison between CDC, CDR and SDR models in matching free vibration responses damped by a
coefficient of restitution model. Details of the VSSW in the top row: a1=0.04, b1=0.85, a3=1, O=0, h1/h=0 and
t=0.3. Details of the VSSW centre row: a1=0.04, b1=0.85, a3=1, h1/h=0, t=0.3 and l=15. Details of the VSSW in
the bottom row: b1=0.85, a3=1, h1/h=0.7, O=0, t=0.3 and l=15.

This is particularly evident for low values of e that, causing a drop of the oscillation amplitudes, tends to concentrate the free vibration response in low amplitude oscillations, greatly
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affected by a1; the lower a1 the quicker the oscillations decay and the higher the requested SDR
damping.
Figure 6 plots the minimum errors defined in equation 17 associated to the best fit considering a specific VSSW configuration. The errors have been displaced in root due to their wide
variation with coefficient of restitution: the lower e the higher Err is. Both damping models
acting on the secant stiffness (CDR and SDR) presented lower errors compared to the CDC
model. The CDR presented the lowest errors in matching free vibration decays controlled by
the coefficient of restitution in a range of e values between 0.91 and 0.8; the remaining coefficient of restitution decays have been simulated more efficaciously by a SDR model.
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Figure 6: Comparison between errors associated to CDC, CDR and SDR models in matching free vibration responses damped by a CR. Details of the VSSW: a1=0.04, b1=0.85, a3=1, O=0, h1/h=0.7, t=0.3 and l=15.

7

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED EQUIVALENCE

The results previously shown suggested that the cracked stiffness (controlled by parameter
a1) is the system characteristic that more affects the equivalence between velocity dependent
acting force models and the coefficient of restitution. Figure 7 shows a second order polynomial
fit of this dependence for each model compared to the one proposed by Giannini and Masiani
[23]. CDC and SDR give damping ratio values lower and higher respectively than the ones
provided by equation 15. The CDR model, instead, seems rather close to the equivalence proposed by Giannini and Masiani, with only slightly lower values and a reduced dependence on
a1.
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Figure 7: Comparison between proposed 2nd order polynomial fits and the relationship proposed by Giannini and
Masiani [23]. Details of the VSSW: b1=0.85, a3=1, h1/h=0.7, O=0, t=0.3 and l=15.
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In order to ensure the reliability of the proposed equivalence, a comparison between the
performance of the different damping systems in simulating a dynamic OOP experimental response the is proposed. The reference experimental campaign is the one performed by Graziotti
et al. and Tomassetti et al. [17, 25] consisting in series of shaking table tests on URM single
leaf and cavity walls subjected to a pure OOP one-way bending action. Among the different
signals a test performed adopting a 2 Hz Ricker Wave Acceleration input on the 0.3MPa-vertical-loaded specimen (i.e. SIN-03-00, test #2.4) has been selected for the comparison. It consisted of a particular acceleration pulse that induced a clear damped free vibration phase in the
specimen, providing valuable information on the damping forces acting on the specimens. First
of all, the experimental response has been calibrated selecting a reasonable tri-linear configuration and a coefficient of restitution equal to 0.835 close to the average value of 0.852 measured experimentally from peak response velocity ratio values [17]. The damping ratio values
associated to each damping model have been calculated by averaging the values obtained by
the equations in Figure 7 for a1 values of 0.2 and 0.4 (having assumed to model the experimental
response an a1 value of 0.3). Figure 8 shows the comparison between experimental and numerical MHD histories.
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Figure 8: Comparison between numerical and experimental MHD histories of the different damping models. Details of the parameters necessary to simulate the SIN-03-00 response: a1=0.03, b1=0.80, a3=1, O/W=6.2,
h1/h=0.57, t=0.102 and l=27.
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The SDR seems to damp the system slightly more than the other models. As the oscillation
amplitude is lower (reduced up/uins), the SDR and the CDR tend to damp the system much more
similarly each other due to the reduced contribution of the secant stiffness region. For this reason, low amplitudes test may slightly be overdamped if the polynomial fit presented in Figure
7, which has been derived for larger oscillation amplitudes (0.5 up/uins), is used. This is one of
the shortcoming of adopting a SDR Model that, on the other hand, resulted the most effective
in simulating the amplitude of response peaks during the decay.
8

CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a simplified SDOF model for the evaluation of the out-of-plane one-waybending dynamic response of URM walls. The model consists of a trilinear nonlinear elastic
oscillator that could be associated with different damping models: coefficient of restitution,
constant damping coefficient, constant damping ratio and stiffness proportional damping ratio
both acting on the secant stiffness. The systems were calibrated against experimental results
(procedure not reported in this work).
The final goal of the work was to define relationships between these numerical damping
techniques. The coefficient of restitution model has been taken as the reference damping systems. In order to ensure the equivalence between the energy dissipation provided by the systems,
the different damped free vibration decays have been matched with the ones provided by a
SDOF model analyses adopting a coefficient of restitution.
Polynomial relationships were provided in order to directly correlate the different damping
models with the coefficient of restitution. In general, these equivalences depend on the amplitude of oscillation and the relative initial stiffness of the systems. They were found to be substantially not dependent on the system slenderness and on the acting vertical overburden force.
The constant damping ratio (CDR) model acting on the system secant stiffness, also considering
its reduced dependence on oscillation amplitude and initial stiffness, resulted the most appropriate in simulating free vibration decays damped by a coefficient of restitution. In addition, the
stiffness proportional damping ratio (SDR) model has shown rather good performances.
A further extension of the present work will be the validation of the proposed equivalences
comparing the results of the different models subjected to a large sets of natural ground motions
or more in general forced vibrations.
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Abstract.
The rocking oscillator has drawn the attention of many researchers since
the publication of Housner’s [1] seminal paper. As the response of the rocking oscillator
is highly non-linear and exhibits negative stiffness [2] many researchers have suggested
treating the rocking oscillator as a chaotic system, in the sense that small perturbations
of its governing parameters result to widely diverging outcomes. Researchers that have
tried to experimentally validate Housner’s model have shown that, given the modelling
uncertainty, it is hard to confidently predict the time history response of a rocking block
to a specific ground motion. This makes practicing engineers hesitant to adopt rocking as
an earthquake response modification strategy.
However, accurately predicting the response to a single ground motion would be ideal
but it is not a necessary condition to trust a model: there is so much uncertainty in
the expected ground motion that could overshadow the modelling uncertainty. To take
the former uncertainty into account, in common practice, engineers use an ensemble of
ground motions when they perform a time history analysis. Therefore, it is reasonable to
try to compare numerical experimental testing results in terms of their statistics. If the
numerical model is capable of capturing the statistics of the experimental testing, then,
in terms of civil engineering design, the model is trustworthy. The first ones to adopt a
probabilistic approach were Yim, Chopra and Penzien [3] who as early as in 1980 observed
some order in rocking motion when they studied it from a probabilistic point of view. They
observed specific trends in their numerical results when, instead of using only one, they
used 10 synthetic ground motions. This paper compares the numerical and experimental
response of a rigid rocking block when excited by an ensemble of 100 ground motions that
share the statistical properties of original ground motion.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The rocking oscillator has drawn the attention of many researchers since the publication
of Housner’s [1] seminal paper. Rocking behavior has been studied to address three classes
of structures:
a) large structures with underdesigned foundations that use uplift and rocking as a
seismic response modification technique [4–15];
b) precious unanchored equipment and museum artifacts that are excited by earthquakes and whose overturning stability is important [16, 17]; and
c) ancient Greek and Roman temples [18, 19].
As the response of the rocking oscillator is highly non-linear, due to its negative stiffness [2], many have suggested treating the rocking oscillator as a chaotic system, in the
sense that small perturbations of its governing parameters, be it the oscillator properties
or the excitation, result to widely diverging outcomes. Researchers that have tried to
experimentally validate Housner’s model [20–26] have shown that, given the modelling
uncertainty (especially of the one related to impact), it is difficult to confidently predict
the time history response of a rocking block to a specific ground motion. Even if the
coefficient of restitution is relatively well predicted, or determined via experiments, the
response of the system to a ground motion is so sensitive that predicting the whole time
history is practically impossible [27]. This has generated a lot of discussion about Housner’s approach to determine the energy losses during impact and has resulted in various
different energy dissipation models [28–37]. Moreover, it makes practicing engineers hesitant to adopt rocking as an earthquake response modification strategy, e.g. for bridges [8].
In contrast, Time History Analysis of yielding structures, where one has to model behaviors such as concrete cracking and spalling, rebar debonding or steel column buckling and
connection failure, is accepted in engineering practice – even though research and ”blind
contests” show that predicting the response even of simple yielding structures is very
sensitive to modelling assumptions [38] and that matching the experimental results is an
extremely difficult task.
However, accurately predicting the response to a single ground motion would be ideal
but it is not a necessary condition to trust a model (and the design solution it attempts
to model): there is so much uncertainty in the expected ground motion that could overshadow the modelling uncertainty. In the cases where time history analyses are performed
engineers commonly use an ensemble of ground motions to take the former uncertainty
into account. Therefore, it is reasonable to try to compare numerical and experimental
testing results in terms of their statistics. If the numerical model is capable of capturing
the statistics of the experimental testing, then, regarding civil engineering design, the
model is trustworthy. The first ones to adopt a probabilistic approach were Yim, Chopra
and Penzien [3] who as early as in 1980 observed some order in rocking motion when they
studied it from a probabilistic point of view. When, instead of using only one, they used
10 synthetic ground motions they observed specific trends in their numerical results. This
shows that an order does exist in rocking motion.
This paper compares the statistics of the numerical and experimental response of a
rigid rocking block when excited by an ensemble of 100 ground motions that have the
similar spectral properties.
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2

EMPLOYED NUMERICAL MODEL

The numerical model used in this study was kept as simple as possible, being the rigid
rocking block on a rigid surface (Figure 1). It is assumed that the coefficient of friction is
large enough to prevent sliding throughout the entire motion. The size and shape of the
block are given by its semi-diagonal R, and its slenderness α, defined as α = atan(B/H).
When the block is subjected to a horizontal ground acceleration üg (t), and is rocking
around O, or O’ respectively, the non-linear equation of motion is ([3, 39–41] among
others):
I0 θ̈(t) + mc gR[α sgn θ(t) − θ(t)] = −mc üg (t)R cos[α sgn θ(t) − θ(t)]
Equation 1 can be expressed in a more compact form:


üg
2
cos[α sgn θ(t) − θ(t)]
θ̈(t) = −p sin[α sgn θ(t) − θ(t)] +
g

(1)

(2)

where p is the frequency parameter defined as:
r
mc gR
p=
(3)
I0
To initiate rocking motion the ground acceleration üg must meet or exceed the value
g tanp
α. For rectangular blocks the rotational inertia is I0 = 4/3mc R2 , and p simplifies to
p = (3g)/(4R). The oscillation frequency T of a rigid block under free vibration is not
constant because it strongly depends on the vibration amplitude θ0 [1]. Nevertheless, the
quantity p is a measure of the dynamic characteristics of the block and is equal to the
in-plane pendulum frequency of the block as if it were hanging from its rocking rotation
point [42]. For a free-standing solid rectangular block with dimensions 10m · 1.5m the
frequency parameter yields p = 1.2 rad/s.
Housner assumed that the impact is instantaneous and that the impact forces are
concentrated at the new pivot point (O and O’). Under these assumptions, Conservation

θ

z
θ>0
C
2H

x

mc
R
α

H

B

B

O'

2B

Figure 1: Rigid block rocking freely on a rigid surface.
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of Angular Momentum (CoAM) an instant before the impact and immediately after the
impact gives the coefficient of restitution:


2 2
2 mc R
r = 1 − 2 sin α
I0

(4)

Many researchers have revisited the above assumption [23, 25, 35, 43–45] and formulated
more detailed expressions. In this study the Housner coefficient of restitution will be used
due to the following:
i. the specimens used were engineered such that impact forces act as close as possible
to the rocking corners.
ii. the Housner model is simple, and successful in identifying the most important energy
dissipation factor: the slenderness α of the block.
The construction of the so called rocking spectra and the application of dimensional
analysis to reduce the dimensionality of the problem are extensively described in [46–49],
but are briefly described here for reasons of completeness:
When excited by an analytical pulse ground motion [50] of a specific shape, a given
acceleration amplitude ap , and dominant frequency ωp , the response θ of a rigid block is
a function of five variables:
θ = f (α, R, g, ap , ωp )

(5)

Since this function involves two reference dimensions ([Length] and [T ime]) it can
be described by three dimensionless terms using Dimensional and Orientational Analysis
[46–49] arguments:


ωp
ap
θ
= φ α, ,
(6)
α
p g tan α
Rocking Spectrum for tan(α) = 0.1

Symmetric Ricker

q /a
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Figure 2: Rocking Spectrum (left) of a symmetric Ricker (right) analytical pulse ground motion.
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Accordingly, rocking spectra (i.e. contour plots of θ/α in the ωp /p and ap /g tan α
plane for a given slenderness α can be constructed. Figure 2 plots such a spectrum for
tan α = 0.1. One can observe that for small structures or long period pulses (small ωp /p)
the difference between the acceleration required to cause uplift (üg ≥ g tan α) and the
acceleration required to overturn the block, is small. On the contrary, a larger structure
(large ωp /p) has a larger range of pulse accelerations for which there is rocking but no
overturning. It is for these structures that the study of rocking motion is meaningful,
whereas for small structures a simple static analysis is enough.
An acceleration equal to g tan α is enough to cause both uplift and overturn. Therefore,
this paper is limited to the study of relatively large (in the prototype scale) rocking
structures.
3
3.1

SPECIMENS AND TEST SETUP
Rocking Specimen

With reference to Figure 3, a specimen consists of an assembly of four wedges (Nr. 1), two
linking plates (Nr. 2), and two hollow columns (Nr. 3). It presents symmetry with respect
to three planes. All parts are made of aluminum and connected by aluminum bolts. The
specimen’s height (≡ 2H) is 500mm and its depth is 400mm. This specific depth of
the specimen was chosen in order to avoid undesired out-of-plane motion. Previous tests
using a specimen with equal width and depth revealed that, even for a weak 1D excitation,
out-of-plane motion cannot be avoided.
The wedges used for the results presented in this manuscript had a total width of
82mm, but the effective rocking width (distance between the center of rotations O and
O’ while rocking occurs) was 75mm resulting in an effective slenderness of tan α =
75mm/500mm = 0.15. To represent as closely as possible the Housner impact model
1

3

2

(a) Specimen in ETH laboratory

(b) 3D model

Figure 3: Top: Specimen and 3D model
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Figure 4: Close-up of wedges (units [mm])

the center section of the wedges were carved out, leaving only a contact width of 2mm
on each side (Figure 4). The setup was screwed together to allow for changes or replacements of specific parts while keeping the setup as simple as possible. The rocking column
as shown in Figure 3a had a total weight of 3.94kg. The natural eigenfrequency of the
specimen was measured at 25Hz (corresponds to an eigenperiod of 0.04s).
Recent research has questioned the Housner assumption regarding the point of action
of the impact forces by either trying to determine the exact point of action of the impact
forces [35] or by treating the location of the impact forces as a random variable [37]. The
model examined herein does not focus on this problem which regards specimens with
flat base. It represents structures that are designed to rock and their contact surfaces are
designed such that the impact forces are concentrated as close to the corner as possible, in
an effort both to increase damping and to decrease the uncertainty concerning the position
of the impact forces. It has been shown [27] that, even if the impact forces are forced by
design to act as close to the corner as possible, and even if this results to an excellent
prediction of the coefficient of restitution, the rocking problem is so sensitive that it is
impossible to predict the entire time history response. Thus, the need for probabilistic
treatment arises.
3.2

Frequency Parameter and Coefficient of Restitution

In order to calibrate and validate the governing model parameters listed below, free vibration tests were performed in the ETH laboratory before the dynamic tests were executed.
i. frequency parameter p, defined by equation (3)
ii. coefficient of restitution r, defined by equation (4)
The frequency parameter p takes into account size R and rotational inertia I0 and is
therefore difficult to numerically accurately predict given the unequally distributed mass
within the specimen, e.g. screws and bolts, linking plates etc. Therefore, p was solely

pcalibrated

rcalibrated

rHousner

rcalibrated − rHousner
rcalibrated

4.8883s−1

0.9532

0.9465

0.70%

Table 1: Calibrated and theoretical properties of the rocking specimen
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Figure 5: Free vibration: comparison between numerical (pcalibrated and rcalibrated ) and experimental
data.

obtained from the laboratory and not compared to a computed numerical value. p was
calibrated as 4.8883s−1 using the non-linear relationship between the rocking period T
and the frequency parameter p was used [1]:
cosh

1
pT
=
4
1 − θ0 /α

(7)

where θ0 is the maximum rocking angle for the half-cycle of duration T /2 (≡ time between
two impacts). For every half-cycle i a corresponding value pi can be determined. The
resulting values for p of the first 15 half-cycles were averaged to get pcalibrated . The influence of decreasing values for θ0 over time was accounted for empirically by a regression
performed on numerical experiments.
The experimental coefficient of restitution was derived by relating total energies preand post-impact to compute the energy loss at every impact, given the assumptions that
energy dissipation only takes place during impact, and that at rest (θ = 0) the potential
energy is zero. The maximum angle θ0,i of each half-cycle i was used to compute the
corresponding increase of potential energy ∆Vi , at which point the angular velocity θ̇ is
zero and, thus, the potential energy is equal to the total energy.
Eventually, equation (8) describes the energy loss at impact i and, therefore, the
coefficient of restitution ci for the ith impact during a free vibration test.
ci =

cos(α − |θ0,i+1 |) − cos α
cos(α − |θ0,i |) − cos α

(8)

Figure 5 plots the numerical and experimental outcome of the free vibration test after
calibration (pcalibrated was used), and Table 1 compares the calibrated parameter value
for c to the one predicted by applying Housner’s assumptions. Noticeably, the two time
histories compare well for more than 20 rocking cycles. Housner’s assumption predicts the
coefficient of restitution with an error < 1% and the free vibration response is captured
excellently. However, as it will be shown in a next section, this does not suffice to predict
the complete time history response to a ground motion.
3.3

Specimen Excitation and Shaking Table

The rocking response of the specimen was induced by dynamic excitation of its support.
This was achieved by placing the specimen on the top of the ETH shaking table [51]. The
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Figure 6: Experimental setup on the shaking table

shaking table platform is a stiff steel box that is placed on roller bearings and actuated
using a servo-hydraulic actuator to move only in a uniaxial, horizontal direction. The
stroke of the table is 250mm and the maximum velocity is 225mm/s.
3.4

Data Acquisition System

Figure 6 shows the experimental and Figure 7 the schematic setup on the shaking table.
The movement of the rocking column during the experimental tests was tracked with
the Optotrak Certus System, manufactured by Northern Digital Inc. (NDI). In total
four infrared-emitting diodes were placed as markers numbered from 1 to 4; two of them
on the rocking specimen (Nr. 2 and 4), and two on the shaking table (Nr. 1 and 3).
The markers recorded 3D position data with an accuracy of 0.1mm. Additional output,
recorded with the same sampling rate of 500Hz, is the 2D-angle (in the plane x − y of
the NDI coordinate system) between the two lines 1–3 (going through the markers Nr. 1
and 3) and 2–4, respectively, and is computed by the software of the NDI system.
In the given configuration, respecting the feasible measurement window while allowing
the shaking table to move to its maximum positions, the NDI camera allowed for recording
angles with an error of 0.8mrad (= 0.0053α). The initial and constant offset between the

Figure 7: Schematic setup on the shaking table
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Lines 1–3 and 2–4 was measured at rest (no rocking) and was subtracted during post
processing. The NDI camera was positioned such that the y-axis of the NDI camera and
the moving 1D-axis of the shaking table were parallel. Post processing of the 3D position
data showed that this alignment was flawless.
4

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYNTHETIC GROUND MOTION GENERATION MODEL

In their pioneering work in 1980 Yim, Chopra and Penzien [3] used the 1968 model of
Jennings et al. [52] to generate synthetic ground motions. Since then, more sophisticated
models have been developed that produce simulated ground motions with similar elastic
spectra characteristics to a given recorded ground motion. The Rezaeian and Der Kiureghian [53–55] stochastic ground motion model was used to create 100 synthetic ground
motions for the longitudinal component of the 1940 El Centro Array #9 earthquake.
The set of 100 synthetic ground motion records was created such that it statistically
matches the original motion. Figure 8a),b) shows the acceleration trace of the original
ground motion as well as the elastic pseudo-acceleration response spectra of the generated
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Figure 8: a) El Centro ground motion; b) Acceleration spectra of the recorded and the simulated ground
motion (without time scaling); c) Mean acceleration and displacement spectra of the original and simulated ground motions d-f) Acceleration and displacement spectra of the simulated ground motions and
their shake table realizations (with time scaling).
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synthetic ground motion records.
Note that the simulated ground motions merely match the original ground motion in
terms of selected response quantities of a linear elastic single-degree-of-freedom oscillator.
This does not guarantee that structures with non-linear behavior, such as rocking structures, will have similar responses to individual ground motions in the generated ensemble.
In fact, Vassiliou et al. [56] have shown that ground motions with identical elastic spectra
can have very different rocking spectra. However, as there is no stochastic model to generate ground motions with same overturning potential, using ground motions with similar
elastic spectra was adopted as a minimum precondition for the statistical comparison of
the numerical and experimental results.
It is expected that the predictability of rocking motion will depend on the size of the
rocking structure. From equation (6) it follows directly that to study this dependency,
instead of using different specimens, one can change the time scale of the ground motion.
Therefore, the dominant frequency of the input ground motions in the model scale will
be:
√
ωmodel = ωprototype S

(9)

where S is the size scaling factor (S = Rprototype /Rmodel ).
The prototype column that was tested had a total height 2H equal to 5m. Given that
in the model domain the
√ size of the specimen is 0.5m, the ground motions were scaled
in time by a factor of 10 (i.e. their dominant frequency was increased). Note that the
100 simulated ground motions were produced in the prototype scale and afterwards they
were scaled in time; not the vice versa.
Figure 8 compares the elastic spectra of the 100 simulated ground motions both in the
prototype scale and when the ground motions are scaled in time. The spectra of both the
simulated time histories (i.e. the input to the shaking table) and of the measured shaking
table motion are shown. The mean of the displacement spectra of the 100 motions is
also plot, as several researchers report that the maximum of the Elastic Displacement
Spectrum is a good measure of the overturning potential of a ground motion [57–59].
One can observe that Rezeian’s and Der Kiureghian’s model succeeds in producing
synthetic ground motions with similar elastic spectra to the recorded ones. A comparison
between the spectra of the simulated ground motions and of the spectra of the motions
measured on the shaking table shows that the shaking table generally failed to reproduce
well the high frequency content of the input ground motions. However, this does not
jeopardize the validity of the comparison between the response predicted by the numerical
rocking model and the experimentally observed rocking response: The spectra of the
measured ground motion still do not have a large dispersion. In any case, the numerical
model uses the measured acceleration as excitation; and not the input to the shaking
table controller.
5

DETERMINISTIC COMPARISON

Figure 9 shows the responses observed experimentally and determined numerically for the
prototype model size of 5m to four randomly selected synthetic ground motions (out of
the set of 100) of the original ground motion Lefkada. It demonstrates that, even though
the experimentally measured frequency parameter, p, was used, Housner’s model fails to
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Figure 9: Deterministic comparison of time history responses to four randomly selected simulated ground
motion: experimental vs. numerical (Housner) vs. numerical (empirical).

predict the response well. The results improve when the experimentally obtained coefficient of restitution is used. Nevertheless, the prediction in most cases is poor and there
is not a consistent overestimation or underestimation of the maximum rocking response.
Similarly, this can be observed in the other produced synthetic ground motions.
It can be concluded that the Housner rocking model, even when the coefficient of
restitution is experimentally obtained with free vibration tests, is unable to confidently
predict the response to a recorded earthquake ground motion. In an effort to estimate
whether the model can predict the statistics of the response to an ensemble of ground
motions (which is the actual design question) the next section adopts a probabilistic
treatment.
6

STATISTICAL COMAPRISON

The experimental and the numerical response are compared in terms of their maximum
rotation because this is the engineering parameter that is of interest to the designer.
Next, following [3] the maxima of θ/α were arranged in ascending order and plotted
in Figure 10 in the form of a cumulative probability distribution function (CDF). This
plot shows the probability that the block will exhibit a response less than a specific value
θnum

θexp

θnum − θexp

percentile

[α]

[α]

[α]

θnum − θexp
θexp
[-]

25th

0.37

0.36

0.01

0.03

th

0.77

0.65

0.12

0.18

th

overturn

overturn

-

-

50
75

Table 2: 25th , 50th and 75th percentile of the responses to the El Centro ground motion for the 5m tall
prototype.
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Figure 10: Cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of maximum tilt angle θmax normalized by slenderness α.

of θ/α. Table 2 shows that the numerical and the experimental models compare excellent
in terms of the 25th, 50th and 75th percentile of θ/α with a maximum relative error of
0.18. This is considered a good prediction, especially given the uncertainty in predicting
the level of the ground motion intensity (however it is defined).
A comparison between the probabilities of overturning when the Housner coefficient of
restitution and when the empirical coefficient of restitution are used reconfirms the 1980
finding of Yim et al. [3]:
”From a probabilistic point of view, the coefficient of restitution influences the response
[...] to a much lesser degree than the other system parameters.”
Therefore, for blocks with bases engineered to attract all the impact forces at the
corners, it seems pointless (at least in terms of overturning probability) to try to revisit the
coefficient of restitution proposed by Housner via sophisticated models. On the contrary,
it is more useful to evaluate the stability of a rocking block probabilistically via the use
of an ensemble of ground motions.
CONCLUSIONS
The rocking response to a single ground motion is indeed very sensitive to all parameters
and the prediction of the response of a rocking block to a single ground motion is a very
difficult task. In that sense, it could be characterized as ”chaotic”. However, since the
seismic problem is inherently stochastic (the ground motion is not known a priori and
this induces uncertainty in the system), the modelling uncertainty should not be a reason
to deter engineers from using rocking solutions. This paper compared experimental and
numerical results of planar SDOF rocking. It showed that existing rigid rocking models
are able to predict the statistics of the behavior of rigid rocking systems with an accuracy
on the order of 18%, at least when their rocking surfaces are engineered in a way so that
the impact forces are concentrated at the edges.
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Abstract. The paper examines different approaches for modeling the seismic response of
blocks that are either rigid or flexible. Simple models that are based on beam-column elements
and can be implemented with common finite element (FE) software are developed. We first study
rigid blocks and we compare our findings with results obtained solving directly the block’s equation of motion as derived by Housner’s theory. We compare different single-degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) models which consist of a rigid beam connected to a zero-length, non-linear rotational
spring with negative-stiffness, while different options for modelling energy dissipation are considered. The proposed models are compared using simple wavelets and natural ground motion
records producing accurate results in all cases. The proposed FE approach allows to also study
flexible blocks offering a modeling that is simple and able to provide very accurate solutions
using tools that are widely available in existing software, or easy to implement in a FE code.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Free-standing slender blocks can uplift, rock or overturn [1, 2]. Rocking is the partial uplift
of a rigid, or a flexible, structure from its base when the center of rotation changes. The solution
of the rocking problem should take into account a wide range of non-linear phenomena such as
impact, contact, sliding and uplift that occur during a rocking motion. As a result, many studies
on the solitary rigid block have been presented for more than a century [3]. Research on the
dynamic response of rocking structures is focused on developing methods that answer whether
the structure will overturn or it will rock safely, while there are also many studies that propose
means for the seismic protection of rocking structures. Several models and approaches for the
numerical modeling of blocks have been proposed and are able to assess the rocking response
of both rigid and flexible bodies (e.g. [4, 5]). Block flexibility complicates further the dynamic
response of these structures, while many researchers, e.g. Psycharis [6], Apostolou et al. [7],
and Acikgoz and Dejong [8] have studied their seismic response.
In this paper equivalent Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDOF) models are proposed for solving
the rocking block problem. The models include an elastic column (rigid or deformable) with a
cross section similar to that of the block. The SDOF oscillator is connected to the ground with a
zero-length, non-linear elastic rotation spring, as originally proposed by Vasilliou et al. [4]. We
first consider only rigid blocks and we then extend the concept to the case of flexible systems.
Moreover, energy dissipation in rocking bodies takes place instantaneously at every impact.
Several finite element (FE) models use continuous viscous damping (e.g. Rayleigh damping) to
quantify the energy dissipated by the structure during a ground motion [4]. This approach is not
appropriate since energy dissipation is primarily instantaneous and takes place on every impact
[9]. We propose instead an event-based damping scheme, which when combined with our
simplified FE model it is able to produce accurate response estimates. Our approach correlates
the coefficient of restitution with the angular velocity of the block and is validated against
Housner’s theory.
2

SEISMIC RESPONSE OF UNDAMPED RIGID ROCKING BLOCKS

A homogeneous rigid block with height 2h and width 2b is considered (Fig. 1). We assume
that the coefficient of friction between the block and the rigid base is always big enough to
prevent sliding. The block has weight W , mass m and its moment of inertia about the point O
is Io (Fig.√1). Furthermore, θ is the response rotation, α = atan(b/h) is the block slenderness
and R = b2 + h2 is the size parameter of the block. The latter two parameters describe fully
a block’s geometry, while g denotes the acceleration of gravity.
Taking into account that the body remains at the same position at the instant of impact, the
equation of motion of a free-standing block under a horizontal ground acceleration üg is obtained from the equilibrium between the overturning and the restoring moment. If the restoring
moment is Mrst = Io θ̈ (t) + mgR sin [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)] , and the overturning moment is given
from the expression Movtn = −müg (t) R cos [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)], the equation of motion will
be [1, 10, 11, 12]:
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR sin [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)] = −müg (t) R cos [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)]

(1)

The block will start rocking only when the ground acceleration exceeds a threshold value,
i.e. whenqüg ≥ (b/h)g = g tan α. Moreover, for a rectangular block Io = 4/3mR2 and if we
set p = (3g)/(4R), where p is the parameter of frequency of the rocking block, the block’s
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Figure 1: Rocking block geometry.

equation of motion takes the form:
θ̈ (t) = p2 [− sin [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)] − üg (t) /g cos [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)]]

(2)

Assuming that θ and α are small we can linearize the equation of motion and simplify it:
θ̈ (t) = p2 [− [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)] − üg (t) /g]

(3)

The above expressions can be solved numerically using standard Ordinary Differential Equation
(ODE) solvers. All results produced in this study were obtained with the aid of the ODE23s
solver available in Matlab’s [13] library.
3

SIMULATION OF ROCKING BLOCKS WITH SIMPLE SDOF MODELS

The need for a simple and robust solution algorithm for rigid block structures led us to
the development of simplified single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) models. These models can
be implemented within finite element (FE) codes which are extensively used in engineering
practice. Furthermore, this approach allows to easily handle flexible rocking bodies and can be
extended to many other applications circumventing the need for specifically tailored analytical
solutions. Following the concept originally proposed by Vassiliou et al. [4], we examine four
simple SDOF models in order to calculate the motion of rigid rectangular blocks. The extension
of this modeling to flexible blocks is also discussed. All models are based on an rigid/flexible
SDOF oscillator with moment of inertia and modulus of elasticity identical to those of the block.
The oscillator is connected at its base with a zero-length, non-linear rotational spring in order
to simulate the restoring moment of the block (Fig. 2).
Figure 3a shows the moment-rotation relationship of the nonlinear spring during the rocking
motion of a solitary free-standing rigid block. Moment equal to Mo = mgb = mgR sin α
is required for setting the block from its rest position (θ = 0) to rocking motion. Once the
block is set to rocking motion the restoring moment decreases (negative stiffness), reaching
zero when the block overturns at θ = α. The moment-rotation relationship is introduced in
the models setting the negative stiffness of the rocking block equal to kb = mgRsin(α − θ)
according to Eq. 1. This expression can be simplified to kb = mgRsinα(1 − θ/α), thus having
a linear relationship for the negative stiffness. The two options are shown in Fig. 3a and b,
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Figure 2: Single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) rigid block model.

respectively. In both cases, unloading-reloading should follow exactly the same path, thus a
pertinent material model should be available. A third option is using a rigid-perfectly plastic
moment-rotation relationship with moment capacity equal to Mo = mgR sin α (Fig. 3c) [4]. In
this case the negative stiffness is introduced assuming full geometric non-linearity with secondorder analysis.
All three options are possible thanks to the versatility of OpenSees [14] which offers pertinent material models and also can be used in large displacement-small strain problems. Furthermore, typically the first brach of most material models is linear elastic. If such a material model
is adopted, a “yield” rotation defining a big initial stiffness value should be adopted. This can
be easily achieved setting the “yield” rotation to very small values, e.g. 10−5 ÷ 10−12 . Our parametric analyses have shown that the differences between the first two options of Fig. 3 (cases a,
b) are negligible, while the third option (Fig. 3c) produces errors in some cases and depending
on the model considered. In the remaining of this work our results have been obtained using
the negative stiffness relationship assuming that the negative stiffness is constant, i.e. case b of
Fig. 3, unless otherwise specified. The latter option is more easy to implement compared to first
case and is also more stable compared to the third option.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Moment-rotation relationships of the non-linear elastic rotation spring used in the SDOF models.
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3.1

Spring Model 1 (SM1)

The first model considered is denoted as Spring Model 1 (SM1) and is shown conceptually
in Figure 4. The model assumes that the block’s mass is concentrated at its center (point A,
Fig. 4). If the moment of inertia about the center A is IA = (1/3)mR2 , its value with respect to
point O (or O0 ) will be Io = 1/3mR2 + mR2 = 4/3mR2 . The negative stiffness is taken into
account through the stiffness of the spring.

Figure 4: Single degree of freedom Spring Model 1 (SM1).

Figure 5: Comparison of rocking rotation and velocity response history between the rocking block (RB) and
the SM1 model for a block with R = 2m subjected to a symmetric Ricker pulse excitation with αp =
3.6g tan α and ωp = 3π rad/s.
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For the three different moment-rotation relationships of Fig. 3, the equations of motion of
the SM1 model are as follows:
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR sin [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)] = −m(üg (t) cos α)R cos θ (t)
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR sin αsgnθ (t) [1 − θ (t) sgnθ (t) /α] = −m(üg (t) cos α)R cos θ (t)
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR[sin αsgnθ (t) − sin θ (t)] = −m(üg (t) cos α)R cos θ (t)

(4)
(5)
(6)

Considering the exact matching of the restoring moments between the SM1 with the negative
stiffness relationship and the RB, the only difference in the equations of motion arise from the
overturning moment terms. The overturning moment of the rocking block (RB) is Movtn =
0
−müg (t) R cos [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)] while for the SM1 it is Movtn
= −müg (t) R cos α cos θ (t).
Figure 5 compares the rotation θ, which is the response quantity of interest, versus the solution
of the block’s equation of motion (Eq. 1) with Matlab that will be here referred as “Rocking
Block” (RB). The obtained results agree perfectly for slenderness values shown.
3.2

Spring Model 2 (SM2)

The second spring model (SM2) assumes that the mass of the block is concentrated at the
pivot point (Fig. 6). This derivation is obtained comparing Eq. 1 with the equation of motion
of a SDOF oscillator: mü + cu̇ + ku = −müg . In the case of the block, the d.o.f of interest is
the rotation θ as opposed to the displacement u of the SDOF oscillator. In rotational motion the
mass is replaced by the moment of inertia Io = (4/3)mR2 . The stiffness is considered through
the stiffness of the spring. After manipulating the equation of motion, we find that the ground
motion should be applied on the rotational degree-of-freedom multiplied with 3cosα/4R.

Figure 6: Single degree of freedom Spring Model 2 (SM2).

The equation of motion of the SM2 model, for each of the three moment-rotation relationships of Fig. 3, respectively, will be:
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR sin [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)] = −Io (üg (t) 3 cos α/4R) cos θ (t) (7)
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR sin αsgnθ (t) [1 − θ (t) sgnθ (t) /α] = −Io (üg (t) 3 cos α/4R) cos θ (t) (8)
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR[sin αsgnθ (t) − cos α sin θ (t)] = −Io (üg (t) 3 cos α/4R) cos θ (t) (9)
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Figure 7: Comparison of rocking rotation and velocity response history between the rocking block (RB) and
the SM2 model for a block with R = 5m subjected to a symmetric Ricker pulse excitation with αp =
3.6g tan α and ωp = 2π rad/s.

If the negative stiffness is that of Fig. 3b, the restoring moments of SM2 and RB are identical. As
a result, the only difference in the equations of motion is in the term of the overturning moments.
The overturning moment of the rocking block is Movtn = −müg (t) R cos [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)]
0
= −Io (üg (t) 3 cos α/4R) cos θ (t) = −müg (t) R cos α cos θ (t).
while for the SM2 it is Movtn
Figure 7 compares the response of the rocking block and SM2, when subjected to a symmetric
Ricker pulse. Perfect agreement is observed for all slenderness values considered.
3.3

Spring Model 3 (SM3)

Spring Model 3 (SM3) assumes that the mass of the block is concentrated at the center of
the block (point A), while the pivot point is its projection on the base (Fig. 8). The moment of
inertia with respect to point A is IA = 1/3mR2 + mb2 , while about O it is Io = (1/3)mR2 +
mb2 + mh2 = . . . = (4/3)mR2 , thus equal to the moment of inertia of the block. Since the
stiffness is considered through the stiffness of the spring, comparing with the equation of motion
of the rocking block (Eq. 1), the only difference is in the overturning moment term since the
overturning moment of the rocking block is Movtn = −müg (t) R cos [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)] while
0
of the SM3 is Movtn
= −müg (t) R cos α cos θ (t). The corresponding equations of motion that
take into account the three moment-rotation relationships of Figure 3 are as follows:
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR sin [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)] = −müg (t) (R cos α) cos θ (t)
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR sin αsgnθ (t) [1 − θ (t) sgnθ (t) /α] = −müg (t) (R cos α) cos θ (t)
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR[sin αsgnθ (t) − cos α sin θ (t)] = −müg (t) (R cos α) cos θ (t)

(10)
(11)
(12)

Rotation and velocity response histories for three different slenderness values (h/b = 2, 5, 10)
and R = 10m under a symmetric Ricker pulse are shown in Figure 9. Excellent agreement with
the results of the rocking block theory is observed again.
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Figure 8: Single degree of freedom Spring Model 3 (SM3).

Figure 9: Comparison of rocking rotation and velocity response history between the rocking block (RB) and
the SM3 model for a block with R = 10m subjected to a symmetric Ricker pulse excitation with αp =
3.6g tan α and ωp = 1.4π rad/s.

3.4

Multi-mass Spring Model (mmSM)

We also consider as a fourth model option a multi-mass spring model, denoted as mmSM
and shown in Fig. 10. This model is first examined for the rigid block case, but its purpose
is for studying the rocking response of flexible bodies where the mass is distributed along the
diagonal 2R of the block. The model consists of n masses and is identical to a cantilever elastic
column with moment of inertia about the pivot point O, equal to Io = (1/3)mL2 , where m is
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the total mass and L is the total length. Taking into account the above observation, the moment
of inertia of a cantilever with distributed total mass m and length equal to 2R about O is:
Io = (1/3)m(2R)2 = (4/3)mR2 which is equal to the moment of inertia of the rocking block.

Figure 10: Multi-mass Spring Model (mmSM).

Figure 11: Sensitivity of mmSM for different number of masses considering different blocks with R = 2, 5, 10m
and h/b = 3 under a symmetric Ricker pulse with ωp = 3π, 2π, 1.4π rad/s respectively.

The equations of motion for the mmSM model either taking into account the negative stiffness of the rocking block or considering explicitly second order effects are:
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR sin [αsgnθ (t) − θ (t)] = −m(üg (t) cos α)R cos θ (t)
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Io θ̈ (t) + mgR sin αsgnθ (t) [1 − θ (t) sgnθ (t) /α] = −m(üg (t) cos α)R cos θ (t)
Io θ̈ (t) + mgR[sin αsgnθ (t) − sin θ (t)] = −m(üg (t) cos α)R cos θ (t)

(14)
(15)

Fig. 11 compares the sensitivity to the number of masses for rigid blocks of the same slenderness h/b = 3 but different size R. As expected for more stocky blocks and large rotations
θ some small error is observed. Moreover, a model with six, or more masses (five and more
elements) is sufficient for calculating the seismic response regardless of the block’s size.
4

NON-LINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS

The different moment-rotation relationships used for modeling the restoring moments are
examined through the pushover curves. When a horizontal force acts at the center of the block,
the horizontal force-rotation curve for the rocking block (RB) is:
F
mgR sin(α − θ)
⇒
= tan(α − θ)
(16)
Rcos(α − θ)
mg
In the models here proposed, the moment-rotation relationship was introduced taking into account the negative stiffness of the rocking block and is equal to:
F =

F
sin(α − θ)
mgR sin(α − θ)
⇒
=
= tan α − tan θ
(17)
R cos α cos θ
mg
cos α cos θ
Note that the above expression does not apply to SM2. Figure 12 compares the pushover curves
of Equation 16 and 17 for four slenderness values. Overall, the errors observed are small and
increase for small h/b values. A similar comparison when a perfectly-plastic moment rotation
F =

Figure 12: Force-rotation curves for the rocking block (RB) and the spring models (SM).

relationship is combined (Fig. 3c) with second-order effects is shown in Figures 13 and 14. The
plots have adopted Equation 18 for SM1 and mmSM and Equation 19 for SM3.
mgR(sin α − sin θ)
F
sin α − sin θ
tan α tan θ
⇒
=
=
−
R cos α cos θ
mg
cos α cos θ
cos θ
cos α
mgR(sin α − cos α sin θ)
F
sin α − cos α sin θ
tan α
F =
⇒
=
=
− tan θ
R cos α cos θ
mg
cos α cos θ
cos θ
F =
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Figure 13: Force-rotation curves for the rocking block (RB) and the SM1 and mmSM.

Figure 14: Force-rotation curves for the rocking block (RB) and the SM3.

Figures 13 and 14 show the pushover curves for four different slenderness values. The results
are superior for SM1 and mmSM, while for SM3 some small error is observed which becomes
more significant for stocky blocks.
It is interesting to also examine overturning moments. The equation of motion of the rocking block and the spring models was obtained from the equilibrium of the restoring and the
overturning moment as already discussed. Figure 15 shows the ratio of Movtn /(müg R) and
0
Movtn
/(müg R) for different slenderness values. The models work almost perfectly for slenderness values up to tanα = 0.2 (h/b = 5) and small rotations θ.
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Figure 15: Error of overturning moments predicted by the Spring Models.

5

ROCKING ENERGY DISSIPATION

According to Housner [1], rocking bodies dissipate energy when impact occurs. The instant
of the impact the sign of rotation is reversed and the block continues rocking with a new pivot
point O0 [15]. The principle of conservation of angular momentum just before and right after
impact implies:
Io θ˙1 − mθ˙1 2bR sin α = Io θ˙2

(20)

where θ˙1 and θ˙2 is the angular velocity before impact and immediately after it, respectively.
Simplifying the above relationship, the coefficient of restitution η is defined as:
η=



Io − 2mR2 sin2 α
3
θ˙2
=
= 1 − sin2 α
Io
2
θ˙1

(21)

Therefore, the ratio of the kinetic energy before and after impact is estimated by the restitution
factor r as:
r=

2
1
I θ˙
2 o 2
2
1
I θ˙
2 o 1

3
= 1 − sin2 α
2


2

= η2

(22)

Combining the equation of motion of Eq. 1 with Eq. 21 we can solve the rocking-block problem numerically via a state-space formulation with standard ODE-solvers, as already discussed.
This is a form of “event-based” energy dissipation, since energy is dissipated only when an impact (“event”) occurs. Assuming that a body is rocking on a rigid surface, the coefficient of
restitution that relates the post-impact with the pre-impact angular velocity can be easily introduced in the proposed models by pausing the analysis when impact is detected. The analysis
is then resumed using as “initial” velocity of the subsequent time steps the product of the preimpact angular velocity of every d.o.f. with the coefficient of restitution. The same procedure
is repeated for every impact/event until the analysis is completed.
The results obtained with this practice, match perfectly the results obtained after solving
directly the block’s equation of motion as derived by Housner’s theory. Figure 16 shows the
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Figure 16: Comparison of rocking rotation and velocity response history between the rocking block (RB) and
the event-based damped SM1 model for a block with R = 5m subjected to a sine pulse excitation with αp =
3.6g tan α and ωp = 2.66π rad/s.

(a)

(b)

Figure 17: Comparison of rocking rotation and velocity response history between the rocking block (RB) and
the event-based damped mmSM model with six-masses for a block with R = 5m and tan α = 0.1 subjected to
(a) Loma Prieta’s 1989 earthquake (Station: Anderson Dam Downstream, φ = 270o , P GA = 0.235g) and (b)
Imperial Valleys’ 1979 earthquake (Station: Cucapah, φ = 85o , P GA = 0.309g).

example of a block for three different h/b values under a pulse-like excitation. Furthermore,
Figures 17-19 present examples of blocks with three different R values and two slenderness
values subjected to natural records. All analyses confirm that the event-based damping assumption works perfectly and that the proposed FE models can assess the seismic response of
a rigid rocking block on a rigid surface.
6

FLEXIBLE BLOCKS

Current research aims to model real structures made of concrete or other materials that are
designed to resist seismic loading though rocking. Having studied thoroughly the rocking response of rigid structures, we extend the implementation to the case of flexible blocks. The
effect of flexibility is significant when either the ratio E/ρg is small, or when the size parameter R of the block is large enough. This is better understood from the expression for the first
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(a)

(b)

Figure 18: Comparison of rocking rotation and velocity response history between the rocking block (RB) and
the event-based damped SM3 model for a block with R = 2m and tan α = 1/6 subjected to Loma Prieta’s
1989 earthquake. (a) Station: Hollister Diff Array, φ = 255, P GA = 0.279g and (b) Station: Waho, φ = 90o ,
P GA = 0.638g.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19: Comparison of rocking rotation and velocity response history between the rocking block (RB) and the
event-based damped SM2 model for a block with R = 1m and tan α = 1/6 subjected to (a) Loma Prieta’s 1989
earthquake (Station: Hollister Diff Array, φ = 255, P GA = 0.279g) and (b) Superstition Hills’ 1987 earthquake
(Station: Wildlife Liquefaction Array, φ = 360o , P GA = 0.20g).

eigenperiod of flexible homogeneous rectangular blocks [4]:
r

T1 = 12.38

ρ h
E tan α

(23)

Flexibility increases the overturning acceleration due to the transformation of the rotational
kinetic energy to bending vibrations at each rocking impact. Below we study the mmSM model
for the modeling of flexible rocking blocks (FRB). For the case studies considered, the are made
of concrete and have E = 30GP a and ρ = 2.5M g/m3 .
Figure 20 shows the response when the block is subjected to a sine pulse, while Figure 21
shows the response when a natural record is imposed (no damping). The flexible block was
also modeled with a full mesh of quadrilateral elements in Abaqus [16]. The estimate of the
top displacement of the column utop = u cos α is compared in Figures 20a and 21a. Figures 20b and 21b plot the top displacement of the column due to bending, wtop = utop −
2R cos α sin θ, obtained as the difference between the total top displacement and the top displacement due to base rotation (similar to that of a rigid body). We observe that the effect of
column flexibility is not significant for solitary blocks up to 30m tall, as already discussed in
reference [4]. To confirm this, a rigid and a flexible block are compared in Figures 22 and 23
for different R and α values.
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Figure 20: (a) Comparison of top displacement time history response between a flexible rocking block with 2h =
50m and tan α = 0.1 modeled in Abaqus and the proposed mmSM with six masses, (b) top displacement due to
bending, and (c) the sine pulse excitation with Tp = 1.6sec and ap = 5g tan α = 4.905m/sec2 .

Figure 21: (a) Comparison of top displacement time history response between a flexible rocking block with 2h =
50m and tan α = 0.1 modeled in Abaqus and the proposed mmSM with six masses, (b) top displacement due to
bending, and (c) the Loma Prieta’s 1989 earthquake (Station: Hollister Diff Array, φ = 255o , P GA = 0.279g).

In Figures 22 and 23 we show the results of event-based damping using the coefficient of
restitution obtained from Equation 21. Furthermore, Rayleigh damping is also applied on the
flexible column using a damping ratio of ζ = 0.01. We have chosen to apply only some minor
damping since most of the energy dissipation is due to rocking. The first row of Figure 22
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Figure 22: Comparison of (a) rotation, (b) top displacement and (c) top displacement due to bending time history
response between a flexible and a rigid block with 2h = 50m and tan α = 0.1 subjected to a sine pulse excitation
with Tp = 1.6sec and ap = 5g tan α = 4.905m/sec2 .

Figure 23: Comparison of (a) rotation, (b) top displacement and (c) top displacement due to bending time history
response between a flexible and a rigid block with 2h = 25m and tan α = 0.2 subjected to a sine pulse excitation
with Tp = 1.6sec and ap = 2.7g tan α = 5.297m/sec2 .

and 23 plot the rotation at the base of the column, the second row show the top displacement
and the third row the top displacement due to bending. Top displacement due to bending is
indeed negligible compared to the total displacement of the top (Fig. 23c) and for a block with
2h = 25m. However, this may differ if a different seismic record is considered.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

Different simple spring models for the analysis of rigid or flexible rocking bodies are considered. The models are first verified against the numerical solution of Housner’s theory for a
solitary rigid rocking block and the results were excellent. The response of flexible blocks were
then examined and verified against the results of Abaqus. The seismic response assessment of
rigid and flexible blocks led to the conclusions below:
• The rocking problem can be solved with single-degree-of-freedom finite element models
based on beam-column elements connected to a zero-length elastic rotational spring.
• We have examined three different moment-rotation relationships and we studied their
performance on different FE models.
• The primary source of error between the rocking block and the models is in the term of
the overturning moment. The errors are acceptable and the models produce results almost
identical to those of solving directly the block’s equation of motion.
• A second goal is the assessment of the seismic response of flexible rocking blocks. A
six-mass spring model was tested against the response obtained if the block was modeled
with a full mesh of quadrilateral elements in Abaqus. The proposed model produced
accurate results within a fraction of the required CPU time.
• “Event-based” damping is proposed as the safest and most accurate way to model energy
dissipation for both rigid and flexible rocking systems.
8
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Abstract. Letting columns uplift has been proposed as an earthquake response modification
strategy for bridges and other large structures. Uplift could be allowed along solely one direction of the structure or along both directions. In order for the latter approach to be implemented, the 3d behavior of systems allowed to uplift, rock and wobble should be studied. This
paper studies the dynamic response of a rigid slab supported on 4 rigid cylindrical rocking
and wobbling columns. The columns are constrained not to roll out of their initial position,
which is a necessity for the system to be resilient. This system is the simplest 3d extension of
the 2d rocking frame system.
The equations of motion are derived analytically and directly numerically integrated. Since
the system has only 2DOFs it is computationally inexpensive and allows for extensive parametric analysis. Similar to the 2d rocking frame, it is found that the addition of the slab makes
the investigated frame more stable than the individual columns.
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1

INTRODUCTION

According to the US Department of Transportation Federal Highway administration, “Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) is bridge construction that uses innovative planning,
design, materials, and construction methods in a safe and cost-effective manner to reduce the
onsite construction time that occurs when building new bridges or replacing and rehabilitating existing bridges”. In this context researchers [1-10] have developed concepts were precast
elements are connected via ungrouted tendons and extra elements that work as dampers. The
connections are dry, minimizing the on-site construction time.
The precast bridges could be allowed to uplift and rock freely (i.e. without tendons) taking
advantage of the well- studied dynamic behavior of rocking structures. Indeed, a simple freestanding rocking block has been systematically studied for more than five decades both when
the block is assumed rigid [11-26] and when it assumed deformable [27-37]. Small scale
experiments have been also performed [38-51]. It has been proven that structures that rock inplane (2d rocking) have remarkable dynamic stability. The uplift works as a mechanical fuse
and limits the structure and the foundation design forces. Moreover, if the ends of the columns are protected, energy dissipation during rocking motion happens instantaneously when
the column impacts the ground. After the ground motion excitation, structures with rocking
columns return to their original, undeformed, position (if they do not overturn, i.e. collapse),
without a residual displacement that inevitably occurs in a yielding fixed-base cantilever-like
structures. This dynamic property of rocking structures contributes very significantly to improving their seismic performance for downtime and repair cost performance objectives. This
behavior, as well as the survival of ancient Greek and Roman temples (that are essentially
rocking structures) in high seismicity areas [52-55] has led researchers to suggest the use of
rocking as a seismic response modification technique [56-68].
Even though there is a plethora of papers that study planar rocking as a seismic response
modification strategy, it is only recently that the free (i.e. not constrained by tendons) 3d rocking motion was studied in the context of rocking structures [69, 70] (and not of the protection
of equipment [71-76]). The main difference between the unintentional rocking for equipment
protection and intentional structural column rocking, is that structures need to return to their
original position. Therefore, their columns should not be allowed to roll out or strep out of
their original position. There is recently published work on how to enforce that constraint in
construction [10], and more ideas (such as a recess) that could be experimentally tested. This
paper focuses on the development of a rocking model that can adequately describe the motion
of a slab supported on 4 cylindrical columns allowed to uplift, rock and wobble, but not roll
out of their original position. It hinges upon the recently published work that describes the
motion of a rocking and wobbling rigid cylindrical solitary column [69, 70]. It can be seen as
the simplest 3d extension of the rocking frame described in [60, 61].
2

REVIEW OF IN-PLANE ROCKING SOLITARY COLUMN AND FRAME
MODELS

The equation of in-plane motion for a rigid rectangular rocking column (Figure 1) with
slenderness α and a semi-diagonal of length R is:
ug


θ   p 2   sin  α  θ   cos  α  θ  
g



where
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Figure 1. Geometric characteristics of the planar rigid rocking column.

Figure 2. Geometric characteristics of the planar rigid rocking frame

p  (3g ) / (4R)

(2)

is the frequency parameter of the rocking column. The upper sign in front of α corresponds to
a positive, and the lower to a negative rocking angle α with respect to the defined coordinate
system (Figure 1).
Makris and Vassiliou [60] extended the rocking model of a solitary rigid rectangular column to a rocking frame comprised of a number of rigid columns capped by a rigid beam (Figure 2). Uplift of the columns is not restrained, but their sliding on the rocking surface is
precluded. The corresponding equation of motion becomes:
ug


θ   pˆ 2   sin  α  θ   cos  α  θ  
g



(3)

where the frequency parameter of the rocking frame is:
pˆ 

1  2γ 3 g

1  3γ 4 R
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and γ is the mass ratio of the mass of the cap beam divided by the mass of all N columns:
γ

mb
Nmc

(5)

Since the frequency parameter of the rocking frame p̂ (Equation 4) is smaller than the frequency parameter of a solitary column p, a comparison of Equations (1) and (3) shows that
the response (tilt angle θ) of the rocking frame is smaller than the response of the solitary column. As the mass of the cap beam increases, the mass ratio γ increases, the frequency parameter p̂ decreases, leading to a conclusion that rocking frames become more stable as the cap
beam becomes more massive.
The response of the rocking frame is equal to the response of an equivalent solitary column
which is geometrically similar to, yet larger than the columns of the frame. The size of the
equivalent solitary rocking column is:
1  3γ
Rˆ 
R
1  2γ

3

(6)

REVIEW OF THE SOLITARY COLUMN 3D ROCKING AND WOBBLING
MODEL

Very recently, a 3d dynamic model of a rocking and wobbling rigid cylindrical column
was presented [69, 70]. This model fulfills the constraint that the column should not roll out
of its original position (Figures 4 and 5). The cylindrical column has a total mass m, base radius b and height 2h. Its semidiagonal is R and its slenderness is α (tanα=b/h). The assumptions are:
a) The cylinder is considered rigid and homogeneous.
b) The supporting plane surface (ground) is considered rigid.
c) The contact between the cylinder and the ground is pointwise.
d) The cylinder is constrained not to roll-out of its initial position.
e) No sliding is allowed, i.e. the friction between the cylinder and the supporting plane
surface is large.
f) The cylinder is always in contact with the support (i.e. it never flies). Therefore, the
contact force is always compressive.
g) No damping mechanism is included. In [70] it is shown that damping has little influence on the seismic response of rocking and wobbling cylinders.
Given the above assumptions, the model has only two degrees of freedom: the tilt angle, θ,
and the rolling angle, φ. The latter determines the location of the contact point between the
cylinder and the supporting plane (Figure 5).
The equations of motion of the model are:




u gx





g

   p 2  sin      cos      cos  

 sin  

u gy  

g  

  15sin 2   16cos 2  
3 2

  cos  sin   sin   sin 
12
2


  cos   sin   1  cos  2cos   sin   cos 2 
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Figure.4 Geometry of the model: a rigid cylinder is allowed to uplift and wobble but is constrained not to
roll-out of its original base.

Figure 5 Left: Elevation passing through the center of mass of the rigid cylinder, S, and its contact point with
the ground T, the pivot point; Right: Plan view: the circle is the original configuration of the cylinder and point
Β΄ is the vertical projection of point B on the ground.

1

2
2
2
2
  15sin   16cos a   sin   3sin a 1  cos   2sin  cos  sin   1  cos    R   
 12

1


2
2
2
2
 3sin  sin    15sin   16cos   sin  cos   2cos  sin   2sin   cos   1  R     
6



(8)

  sin   sin       u gx sin   u gy cos  

where p is the well-known frequency parameter used in the dynamic model of the 2d rocking
block, here associated with the tilting motion of the cylinder:
p2 

mgR
12
g

2
Io
15  cos  R

(9)

and:
R  h2  b2
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4

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED 3D MODEL

The proposed model extends the planar rocking frame model into the third dimension by
adding a slab on top of 4 rocking and wobbling columns, as shown in Figure 6.
The slab has 3 degrees of freedom that correspond to the in plane rigid body horizontal
translations and rotation about the slab vertical axis (yaw). The translation along the vertical
direction and the pitch and roll of the slab are coupled with these three DOFs. Yaw is the extra DOF compared to rocking and wobbling solitary column model. Only pure torsion could
be modeled within the scope of the proposed model, but this is not explored in this paper. As
all model elements are assumed to be rigid, yaw coupled with horizontal translations would
cause displacement incompatibility. However, yaw of the slab is not expected: the centers of
mass and rigidity of the slab coincide because the re-centering force of every column is directly proportional to its bearing load. This phenomenon is not new: it appears in the case of the
concave isolation bearings [79, 80]. Therefore, the yaw DOF is disregarded and it is expected
that all columns under the slab undergo identical motion governed by the two horizontal
translation DOFs of the slab.

Figure 6. Rigid slab supported by four columns. The columns are allowed to uplift, rock and wobble, but
not roll out of their original position..

Based on the assumption presented in section 3, the equations of motion of the system
are:
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For γ = 0 the equations yield the solitary rocking and wobbling rigid cylindrical column equations derived in [70]. It can also be seen that, unlike the case of a planar rocking frame, for
which there is a formal and elegant equivalence with a geometrically similar, yet larger, column, in the 3d case there is no “equivalent solitary 3d column”. However, if one keeps only
the linear term of equations (7) and (11) the size of a quasi-equivalent solitary 3d column is:
Rˆ 

48  15  cos 2 
R
 2  1 15  cos2  

(14)

For slender columns (small α) and for top heavy structures (large γ) Rˆ  1.5R (Figure 7), like
in the case of the planar rocking frame [60, 61].

Figure 7 Equivalent solitary 3d column size as a function of mass ration γ.
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5

RESPONSE TO GROUND MOTIONS

Figures 8 and 9 plot the time history response of a 3d slab-column system with column
semidiagonal R=5m, column slenderness α = 0.2rad, and mass ratio γ = 10 to the El Centro
Array #9 (1940) and the Takatori, Kobe (1995) ground motions. When excited by the El Centro ground motion, the system uplifts and sustains wobbling motion without overturning. The
Takatori ground motion overturns the system.
The same behavior as for the case of a solitary 3d column is observed: there are no pure
impacts. The tilt angle θ takes values close to zero only during the first 5s of the response to
the El Centro ground motion. During this time, “quasi-impacts” occur: there is a rapid change
of the position of the contact point that results in spikes in column spin velocity  [70].
6

ROCKING SPECTRA

In order to gain insight into the stability of the 3d slab-column system with different column sizes under earthquake ground motion excitation, rocking response spectra are constructed by scaling the two above mentioned ground motions. Figures 10 (a-c and e-g) plot the
overturning spectra for El Centro ground motion (i.e. contour plots of maximum tilt angle, θ),
for a given column semidiagonal R (on the abscissa), column slendernees α=0.2 and mass ratios γ = 1, 2 and 3. The ordinate defines the normalized peak ground acceleration, PGA/gtanα
where PGA = max





u gx 2  u gy 2 . Figures 10 (d and h) plot the minimum acceleration required

to overturn a block of size R. Both components of the ground motion records were scaled
equally. To overturn large size columns, large scaling factors were needed. Such large scaling
of a single recorded ground motion is not ideal as it may produce ground motions with unrealistic properties. Nevertheless, the present pilot study adopts this scaling model.
The stability characteristic of rocking structures, that, for a given slenderness, larger structures are harder to overturn, holds for 3d slab-column systems. As in the case of the planar
rocking frame, the addition of a slab on top of the columns increases their stability. Furthermore, the heavier the slab, the more stable the system. Moreover, even though there is no
formal “equivalent column” as there is for planar rocking frames, the minimum acceleration
spectra (Figure 10 d and g) for the 3d slab-column system have a similar form.
Figure 11 plots the overturning acceleration spectra when the equivalent size, R̂ , defined
by equation (14) is used: different plots collapse to essentially one line. Therefore, even if an
equivalence between the 3d slab-column system and a larger, yet geometrically similar, solitary column does not emerge naturally from the equations of motion (as it does for the planar
rocking frame), numerical results show that such an equivalency does exist. Therefore, it can
be stated that the response of a rigid slab supported by rigid cylindrical columns allowed to
uplift and wobble can be approximated by the response of a solitary rigid cylindrical column,
with same aspect ratio, yet larger size. The size of the equivalent column is given by equation
(14). Since, the slab is expected to be much heavier than the columns, the mass ratio will be
large and, based on Figure 7, one can state that the equivalent column is 1.5 times larger than
the columns of the 3d slab-column system.
7

CONCLUSIONS

A model describing the motion of a rigid slab supported by 4 rigid cylindrical rocking and
wobbling columns is developed and presented. Rocking spectra for 2 recorded ground motions are presented. It is shown that the addition of the slab increases the overturning stability
of the columns. The dynamic behavior of the 3d slab-columns system is equivalent to a column of equal slenderness, yet larger in size than the individual system columns.
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Figure 8 Response of a column-system slab with column slenderness α=0.2, column size R=5m, and mass ratio
γ = ms/4mc = 10 to the 1940 El Centro Array #9 ground motion.
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Figure 9 Response of a 3d slab-column system with column slenderness α=0.2, column size R=5m, and mass
ratio γ = ms/4mc = 10 to the 1995 Kobe Takatori ground motion.
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Figure 10 Rocking spectra for the 1940 El Centro Array #9 and 1995 Kobe Takatori ground motions. Column
slenderness α=0.2.
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Figure 11 Overturning acceleration spectra for the 1940 El Centro Array #9 and 1995 Kobe Takatori ground
motions using the equivalent column size R̂ (slenderness α = 0.2).
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Abstract. Rail is subject to repeated load cycles and wear. These load cycles can induce fatigue and rail failure. As rail failure is less predictable, wear is the desirable failure mode
and factors influencing rail failure are carefully managed by railroads. In North America,
static wheel loads are limited to a nominal maximum of 159 KN; however, wheel treads can
develop rolling contact fatigue resulting in so-called high impact wheels (HIW) that, before
removal, can introduce high impact loads on the rail in excess of 700 KN.
Transportation Technology Center Inc. (TTCI) was tasked by the Association of American
Railroads (AAR) to determine the effect of HIW on rail failure and ascertain whether more
stringent removal criteria should be applied.
TTCI conducted extended high frequency strain measurements at a WILD site and related the
measured strains to the dynamic impact loads by the WILD site. These measurements supported analytical models developed to simulate defect growth and rail failure.
Results of the analysis suggest that HIW have a minimal effect on rail failure because of:
 High attenuation of the bending wave under impact due to the high damping in the
track.
 The low probability of repeated HIW cycles on specific elements within the rail.
This paper describes the measurement and analysis process as well as the development of the
models and the interpretation of resulting data and conclusions drawn.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Rail is subject to fatigue and wear. Fatigue failure is unpredictable so wear is the desired
rail replacement mode. Factors influencing rail life are carefully managed by North American
railroads including the loads to which the rail is subjected. Nominal static axle loads are limited to 32t (159kN wheel load); however high impact wheels (HIW) can occur, resulting generally from rolling contact fatigue of the wheel tread. HIW are difficult to predict and are
detected at wheel load impact detectors (WILD) and generally removed from service at a
HIW load 400kN. Outliers, may, however, remain in service for a limited time.
The possible role of HIW in rail fracture together with the 400kN limit and potential restrictions on outliers is being questioned by the railroads. This paper reports on an investigation into the effect of HIW on fracture from transverse defects (TD) and, by implication,
fracture from defects in the running surface of the rail. Investigations continue into the effect
of HIW on fracture from under-head and base defects.
2 RAIL STRESSES
Rail is subject to three main stress regimes that can be of similar magnitude:


Vertical and lateral stresses associated with wheel loads and the bending of the rail as
a continuous beam on resilient supports.



Thermal stresses. Continuously welded rail is laid at a so-called neutral temperature
associated with climatic conditions and a compromise made between compressive
stresses under high ambient temperatures that could result in track buckling and low
ambient temperatures resulting in tensile stresses and the potential for rail breaks.



Residual compressive and tensile stresses due to rail straightening after heat treatment
during manufacture and residual compressive stresses due to wheel / rail rolling contact.

2.1 Stresses due to wheel loads
The rail forms a continuous beam on resilient foundations. Wheel loads result in bending
directly under the wheel and so-called reverse bending both in advance of, and behind the
wheel (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Direct loading and indirect loading (reverse bending) of the rail resulting from a single wheel load on a
rail supported by an elastic foundation.

The rail is subjected, typically, to 5 nominal reverse bending cycles as each coupled pairs
of wheels in typical railway bogies pass a point on the rail. Figure 2 shows a typical resulting
bending moments in the rail due to nominal wheel loads.
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Figure 2. Typical bending moment distribution produced by four wheels across the ends of two coupled wagons.

Moments due to direct loading are a function of the wheel load; that is:
MDN ≈ f (WDN) ……….……………………………………………...……… (1)
Moments due to reverse bending are:


MRC (reverse bending between bogies in a wagon)



MRT, (reverse bending between wheels in a bogie)



MRV (reverse bending between coupled wagons)

These moments are a function of both the magnitude and proximity of adjacent wheel
loads. The maximum reverse bending moment resulting in tension in the rail head (the driver
of transverse defects in the head) occurs typically between cars (Figure 2).
As each coupled truck pair passes a point in the rail, alternating stress cycles are generated,
ranging from tension through compression. These cycles are associated with rail fatigue (and
crack growth if there is a defect).
The objective of this investigation was to determine the role of intermittent HIW on rail
stresses and whether, possibly in combination with thermal and residual stresses (2.2 and 2.3
below), HIW can lead to premature rail fracture.
2.2 Thermal Stresses
Rail is laid at a neutral temperature (RNT) determined by the climate of the region of the
track. Temperature differences between the RNT and ambient generate rail thermal stresses,
σt, are assumed to be uniformly distributed through the rail section and approximately equal
to:
σt = Eα ΔT ………..……………………………………………………………..….….. (2)
where:
ΔT = temperature difference: ambient and RNT.
E = Young’s Modulus for steel.
α = Coefficient of thermal expansion for steel.
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2.3 Residual Stresses
Residual stresses can result from both initial manufacture (roller straightening) and in-service
cold rolling due to repeated wheel loads. Roller straightening induces tension in the rail head
and base (Figure 3) [1]. Repeated wheel loads can induce residual compression in the running
surface of the rail (Figure 4) [4]. This leaves, generally, a region of tensile residual stress in
the centre of the rail head.

Figure 3. Measured residual stresses in the rail section due to roller straightening.

Figure 4. Axial residual stresses in the rail head due to roller straightening & service wheel loads.

3 STRESSES AT A POINT IN THE RAIL
3.1 Fatigue
In rail assumed to have no measurable macro-defects, rail fatigue is determined by the magnitude of the stress amplitude, Sa, where:
Sa = (Smax – Smin) / 2 ……...…………………………………………………..……………. (3)
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Figure 5 defines Smax and Smin: and implies that rail fatigue is driven mainly by alternating
stresses resulting from wheel loads and not by static thermal & residual stresses.

Figure 5. Variable stress amplitude, Sa due to wheel loads is the driver of fatigue in a rail with no measurable
defects.

3.2 Crack growth and fracture from a defect
When a defect is present in a rail, crack growth and ultimate fracture is driven by the stress at
the crack tip and close vicinity. These tresses are driven by the combination of bending as
well as thermal and residual stresses, Figure 6.

Figure 6. A combination of stresses due to wheel loads, and thermal and residual stresses is the driver of crack
growth and fracture in a rail with a pre-existing defect

Fracture may occur when the stress intensity fracture (K1) exceeds the critical stress intensity factor, or fracture toughness, KIC. This is expressed as:
[σt + σr + σw] (π a) ½ g - KIC < 0 ..…………………………………………………..……. (4)
Equation 4 is quoted in different forms in fracture mechanics literature (Kuna 2010) where:
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KIC = Critical stress intensity factor, or fracture toughness of the rail material
σt = Thermal stress
σr = Residual stress
σw = Stress from wheel loads
a = Defect / crack size
g = Factor describing the crack geometry
The basis for equation 4 may also be used to express crack growth rate.
Equation 4 suggests that crack growth and fracture occurs at a location where [σt + σr + σw]
are maximized in combination with g and defect size, a.
4 SERVICE TESTS
Wheel loads and associated rail stresses were measured at a typical WILD site on 97 km/h (60
mph) track with 67.5 kg/m (136RD) rail on concrete sleepers and Pandrol fasteners. A WILD
site comprises three instrumented crib groups on each rail. Strain gages were placed between
two instrumented crib groups as Figure 7 indicates. Gages were placed to measure longitudinal strains. Strains at the under-head locations (gage and field side) were monitored individually (Figure 8). Strain gages on the rail base were connected on a common circuit, producing
an averaged strain signal.

Figure 7. Gages placed between two instrumented groups

Figure 8. Strain gage locations over a crib

Strains were measured at an acquisition rate of 10K Hz and filtered at a frequency of 3
KHz. The WILD site vendor then provided dynamic wheel load data and the crib locations
associated with each wheel load. TTCI then identified the loads (static and dynamic) bearing
on the TTCI instrumented cribs. Wheel loads, W, and corresponding direct and indirect loading strains were then merged to produce strain profiles per wheel load.
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Tests were conducted in:
 Summer when the track modulus was relatively soft (7–14 MPa). More than 17,000 wheelset passes were monitored; however, a limited number of HIW were measured as HIW are
more prevalent in winter.
 Winter when the track modulus was at least 3 times harder (estimated from very approximate deflection measurements to be > 40 MPa). The ballast and formation was observed to
be frozen with minimal rail vertical deflection. More than 96,000 wheelset passes were
monitored in an attempt to capture as many and an increased number of HIW were measured.
Figure 9 shows the measured wheel load spectra.
Measured wheel load distributions were bi-modal, reflecting empty and loaded wagons,
typical for North American WILD sites. The data also reflected the increased incidence of
HIW in winter (typically > 200kN).
Measured stresses never exceeded approximately 90 MPa. Figure 10 shows an example of
the summer and winter stress spectrum measured on the top of the base of the rail.

Figure 9. Summer and winter wheel load spectra at WILD site

Figure 10. Example of rail stresses under the load spectrum indicated in Figure 9
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It was concluded that the frequency and magnitude of the stresses due to HIW will not reduce the fatigue life of the rail beyond that attributed to nominal wheel loads.
Further observations from the service data suggest that the rail stresses under indirect load
(reverse bending) reach a plateau beyond a wheel load of approximately 180kN (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Measured stresses under indirect loading reach a maximum at a load of approximately 180kN

Stresses do not increase as predicted by the theory of a continuous beam on elastic foundation or the assumed bi-linear stiffness and hydraulic damping model in the track model used
in the finite element analysis (FEA) of rail stresses (see data points associated with FEA global and sub-model in Figure 11).
Examination of the stress-time histories suggests that the root cause for this “plateauing effect” is the attenuation of the bending stresses.
Figure 12 shows the rail stresses under the impacting wheel at the time of impact. The influence if the impacting wheel is evident in relation to the stress peaks attributable to the
“nominal” wheel loads.

Figure 12. Rail stresses at point and time of impact of a HIW

Figure 13 shows the rail stresses at a point approximately 0.6 m away from the point of
impact.
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Figure 13. Rail stresses at time of impact shown in Figure 10, but approximately 0.6 m away from the point of
impact

Two effects are apparent from Figures 10 and 11:
 The bending in the rail due to the impact load is almost completely attenuated.
 The little bending that is evident in the rail does not coincide with a peak bending due to a
nominal wheel load. This is due to the difference in speed of the propagated bending wave
due to the impact load and the speed of the wheels of the train producing the nominal
wheel loads.
The significant conclusion to be drawn from these measurements is that the rail at the test
site “sees” a HIW load in reverse bending very much as it “sees” a nominal wheel load. Consequently, transverse defects in the rail head that are subject to tensile stresses under reverse
bending should not experience higher growth rates or fracture than that due to nominal wheel
loads.
This finding may be generally true for rail on concrete ties in North America. However, it
needs to be verified for the many different track types in North America and suggests the need
for the development of a more complex track model to simulate HIW loads. This model probably needs to simulate at least sub-tie and rail pad stiffness and damping.
5 FRACTURE MECHANICS ANALYSES
Notwithstanding the findings on the limitations of the track model used, two fracture mechanics analyses were conducted using:
 A rail-specific fracture mechanics program called RailGrow. (Reference Section 5,
Acknowledgements).
 A Finite Element Analysis of a penny-shaped crack simulating a transverse defect in the
rail head.
5.1 RailGrow Analysis
RailGrow is a fracture mechanics program that can simulate the growth rate of, amongst
others, a transverse defect in a rail subject to bending stresses from wheel service load spectra,
thermal stress spectra and assumed residual stress distributions in the rail head. Track modulus, rail sectional properties, and rail material are input together with fracture mechanics properties, defect size, shape, and position. Crack growth is predicted to failure under wheel and
thermal overload conditions. The rail is assumed to be a continuous beam on elastic foundation, which was found to be over-predictive of the effect of HIW loads as discussed in Section
4.
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Using RailGrow, a transverse defect was “grown” in the rail head under a specific load regime. At every 0.0254 mm of crack growth, the rail was subjected to a single HIW and a
thermal overload. Critical crack sizes under the final fracture load applied in the laboratory
were compared with a number of published laboratory test results, Igwemezie et al. 1993 (example: Figure 14).

Figure 14. RailGrow simulated crack growth to failure “calibrated” against laboratory a test of fracture of a rail
with pre-existing transverse defect under thermal and impact loads

The RailGrow model was then used to grow transverse defect cracks to critical sizes under
different thermal and HIW overload conditions. Figure 15 shows the results of this analysis.
The relationship between critical crack size of a transverse defect and the level of prevailing
HIW is “flat” and is more a function of the temperature of the rail below the neutral laying
temperature.

Figure 15. Critical crack size versus overload conditions predicted using RailGrow

5.2 Finite Element Analysis
Two basic finite element models of the rail were built:
 A so-called “global model” representing an approximately 25 m long section of rail subject
to four point loads representing the wheel loading that Figure 2 depicts; one wheel simulating the HIW load, the other three point loads simulating nominal wheel loads.
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 A shorter sub-model directly under the impacting wheel and including a section of rail under reverse bending. This model used boundary conditions developed from the global
model with a segment of wheel being used to apply the HIW load.
The finite element model of the rail was supported at a typical tie spacing using a model
that Figure 16 shows:

Figure 16. Track Model

The stiffness under each tie was modelled using a bi-linear spring / damper system in compression with different properties under uplift conditions.
A penny-shaped crack simulating a transverse defect was introduced in the sub-model
(Figure 17) and crack tip stresses and KI values (crack tip energy in the axial tension mode)
were determined for increasing HIW loads and rail; temperatures were below the rail neutral
temperature.
As with the RailGrow analysis, the propensity for failure is “flat” with HIW load and more
a function of the temperature below the rail neutral temperature (Figure 18).

Figure 17. Example of mesh and output from the analysis of a penny-shaped crack in the rail head

Consequently, fracture mechanics analyses show no relationship between HIW and the
fracture of rail from typical transverse defects in the rail head; this, even given that the fracture mechanics models over- predict the stresses in the rail head under reverse bending.
CONCLUSIONS
TTCI has conducted extensive tests and analyses to determine the effect of HIW loads on rail
failure from transverse defects in the head of the rail.
Measured stress maxima associated with HIW loads in revenue service were found to be
too low and infrequent to reduce rail fatigue life and that any fracture must be initiated from
pre-existing defects, for example, transverse defects.
Fracture from transverse defects in the rail head can only be activated by the reverse bending mode in the rail. This mode occurs both in advance and behind the wheel.
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Figure 18. Plot of the energy at the tip of a penny-shaped crack in the rail head versus HIW load and temperature
below the rail neutral laying temperature

Tests show that on track constructed of concrete sleepers on rail pads and secured with rail
clips, the reverse bending mode is attenuated under dynamic wheel loads higher than 20kN. In
other words, the rail “sees” a HIW load as any other service loaded wheel load of up to 20kN.
Two fracture mechanics models or approaches have been developed. These models have
been shown not to simulate the attenuation measured in test and, consequently, will overpredict the effect of HIW loads. Both models show no effect of HIW on rail failure from
transverse defects in the rail head.
Consequently, TTCI has found no evidence of an effect of HIW on rail failure from HIW.
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Abstract. Ultra high strength concrete has been adopted recently in construction industry.
Prestressed concrete sleepers (or railroad ties) are designed usually using high strength concrete (around 50-80 MPa) in order to carry and transfer the wheel loads from the rails to the
ground and to maintain rail guage for safe train travels. The sleepers are installed as the
crosstie beam support in railway track systems. They are subjected to impact loading conditions that are resulted from train operations over wheel or rail abnormalities, such as flat
wheels, dipped rails, crossing transfers, rail squats, corrugation, etc. The magnitude of the
shock load relies on various factors such as axle load, types of wheel/rail imperfections,
speeds of vehicle, track stiffness, etc. This paper demonstrates the development of finite element modelling to investigate the dynamic responses of prestressed concrete sleepers using
ultra high strength materials (over 100 MPa), particularly under a variety of impact loads.
The 3D finite element model of prestressed concrete sleeper has been developed using a finite
element package, LS-Dyna. It has been verified by the experiments carried out using the high
capacity drop-weight impact machine at the University of Wollongong, Australia. The experimental results provide very good correlation with numerical simulations. In this paper, the
numerical studies are extended to evaluate the dynamic behaviors of high strength steel wires
and ultra high strength concrete; as well as their nonlinear responses under different parameters. The outcome of this study can potentially lead to the utilization and design guideline of ultra high strength concrete for prestressed concrete sleepers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In ballasted railway tracks, railway sleeper is a major structural component to transfer train
axle loads from the rails to the underlying ballast and supporting system. Typical ballasted
railway track and its components can be seen in Figure 1 [1]. Reportedly, it is chronically believed based on the industry practice that railway concrete sleepers possess reserved strength
that are untapped. Accordingly, it is essential to evaluate the spectrum and amplitudes of forces applied to the railway track, in order to understand more clearly the behaviors in which
track components respond to those forces, and to identify the processes whereby concrete
sleepers in particular carry those force actions. Recent findings show that the nature of the
majority of loading conditions on track structures is of dynamic impact [2]. Those loads are
normally of short duration but of very high magnitude. They are ascribed to the wheel/rail interactions associated with irregularities, i.e. wheel burns, wheel flats, corrugations, nonuniform track modulus, and any other out-of-round wheel defects. Structural performance
monitoring is an effective way to establish better understanding into the impact behaviors of
prestressed concrete sleepers.
In addition, cracks in concrete sleepers have been visually observed by many railway organizations. As described in the review [3], the principal cause of cracking is the infrequent
but high-magnitude wheel loads produced by a small percentage of “bad” wheels or railhead
surface defects. For instance, the typical loading duration produced by wheel flats is about 110 msec, while the force magnitude can be over 400 kN per rail seat. Existing structural design concept for prestressed concrete sleepers in Australia is based on permissible stress principle taking into account only the static and quasi-static loads, which are unrealistic to the
actual dynamic loads on tracks. However, it is inevitable to avoid those criteria in any consideration of rail track designs since even the standard quality ride of rail vehicles still involves
with the low-velocity impact forces. In order to devise a new limit states design concept
whereas the extreme loading conditions can be taken into account, the research efforts are required to perform comprehensive studies of the loading conditions, the static behaviour, the
dynamic response, and the impact resistance of the prestressed concrete sleepers [4]. A collaborative research task between the University of Birmingham and University of Wollongong is to evaluate the dynamic responses of concrete sleepers under static and impact loads.
There have been only a few studies related to the modelling of prestressed concrete sleepers.
Most of them predicted the rail seat flexural behaviour of the concrete sleepers [5-6] using
high strength concrete of 50-60 MPa. In contrast, the use of ultra high strength concrete for
manufacturing railway sleepers has not been thoroughly evaluated.

Figure 1: Typical ballasted railway track and its components [1]
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This study has established a finite element model that can simulate and predict the responses of reinforced and prestressed concrete members. A three-dimensional non-linear finite element model of a railway prestressed concrete sleeper for static analysis was developed
using the general-purpose finite element analysis package, ANSYS [7]. The concrete section
was modelled using SOLID65 solid element where the compressive crushing of concrete and
the concrete cracking in tension zone can be accommodated. In the current practice, the railway concrete sleeper is designed to resist prestressing force fully throughout the whole cross
section as the force/moment redistribution can be seen in Figure 2. This makes the smeared
crack analogy unsuitable for the replacement of prestressing tendons in the fully prestressed
concrete sleeper. The use of a truss element, LINK8, for discrete reinforcement modelling, is
then more practicable. An initial strain real-constant feature in ANSYS appropriately substituted the pre-tensioning forces in the tendon elements. However, it was assumed that perfect
bonding between concrete and pre-stressing wires. The static full-scale experiment was conducted to validate this FE model [7]. The experimental details were based on the associated
Australian Standards [8, 9].

-

bending moment

-

ballast pressure

Figure 2: Moment distribution for standard gauge sleepers [8]
The calibrated finite element model has been extended to include ballast support and in situ
boundary conditions. The extended model was linked to LS-Dyna [10] for impact analysis
and validation against the drop impact tests. This paper investigates the impact responses of
prestressed concrete sleepers using ultra high strength concrete (with compressive strength
over 100 MPa). The highlights in this paper are the better understandings into the influence of
concrete material on the impact behavior of railway prestressed concrete sleepers.
2

MODELLING OF IN SITU SLEEPER

In this investigation, the concrete part of the sleeper was modelled using a threedimensional solid element, which has the material model to predict the failure of brittle materials [7]. This element is defined with eight nodes – each with three degrees of freedom: translations in nodal x, y, and z directions. To simulate the behaviour of prestressing wires, a truss
element, were used to withstand the initial strain attributed to prestressing forces, by assuming
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perfect bond between these elements and concrete. Note that this truss element cannot resist
neither bending moments nor shear forces. Non-linear elastic behaviour of concrete can alternatively be defined by the multi-linear stress-strain relationships. The modulus of elasticity of
concrete ( Ec ) is esmiated based on AS3600 [11] using the compressive strengths (100, 200,
and 1000 MPa).
For prestressing wires, the bi-linear elasto-plastic material models can be used as well as
the multi-linear isotropic model from the manufacturer’s data. The 0.2% proof stress is 1,700
MPa and the ultimate stress is 1,930 MPa. The static and dynamic elasticity of moduli of prestressing wire are 190,000 MPa.
The multi-linear isotropic dynamic stress-strain curve for the concrete and prestressing
wires can be calculated based on the consideration of the effect of strain rate. Based on the
assumption of perfect bond between prestressing wires and concrete, the dynamic material
properties of concrete and prestressing wires can be determined as follows [12].
Concrete:
2

   

 
  f c,dyn 2

  c 0,dyn   c 0,dyn  



(1)

f c,dyn
2
 1.49  0.268 log10   0.035log10  
f c, st

(2)

 c 0,dyn
 1.24  0.053 log 10 
 c 0, st

(3)

where  is the dynamic stress, f’c,dyn is the dynamic compressive strength, f’c,st is the static
compressive strength of concrete,  is the dynamic strain,  c 0, st is the static ultimate strain,
and  is the strain rate in concrete fibre.
Prestressing wires:
f y ,dyn
f y , st

 0.258

 100.38log10 

 0.993

(4)

where fy,dyn is the dynamic upper yield point stress, f’c,st is the static upper yield point stress of
prestressing wires (about 0.84 times proof stress), and  is the strain rate in tendon.
A three-dimensional model of a typical railway prestressed concrete sleeper was developed
initially in ANSYS [7] as illustrated in Figure 3. The dedicated solid bricks represent the concrete and the embedded three-dimensional spar elements are used as the prestressing wires.
The pre-tensioning was modelled using an initial strain in the tendons corresponding to the
prestressing forces at final stage (sustained prestressing force after all losses). For impact
simulations, a FE model was extended to include rails, rail pads, ballast bed, and falling mass,
as shown is Figure 4. The extended finite element model was calibrated using vibration data
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[13-16]. The updated finite element model was then transferred to LS-Dyna. The simulation
results were achieved by assigning the initial velocity to the drop mass to generate an impact
event, similarly to the actual drop tests.
Multi-linear stress-strain curve of concrete
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Figure 3: A three-dimensional model of full-scale railway sleeper [4]

Nose/Rail Contact
(impact forces)

Ballast/Sleeper Contact
(impact forces)

Figure 4: Extended finite element model of full-scale railway sleeper [4]
3

CALIBRATION OF FE MODEL

The prestressed concrete sleepers used in this study were kindly supplied by an Australian
manufacturer, under a collaborative research framework funded by European Commission
(H2020-RISE Project RISEN). A series of static tests on the concrete sleepers was performed
at the University of Wollongong in accordance with the Australian Standards (which are similar to European Standards). The details of static responses, rotational capacity, post-failure
mechanism, and residual load-carrying capacity of the prestressed concrete sleeper can be
found in refs: [17-22].
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a) sketch of impact machine

b) impact test setup
Figure 5: Experimental overview
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The high-capacity drop-weight impact-testing machine has been developed at the University of Wollongong, as depicted in Figure 5a. The drop mass assembled is 5.81 kN with the
varied height from 0 to 6m in total, which provide the maximum capacity of 10m/s drop velocities. Experimental setup and impact tests were arranged in accordance with the Australian
Standards, as shown in Figure 5b. The accelerometers have been used to measure the dynamic
responses at mid-span and railseat. The contact impact force between impactor and rail was
recorded using the dynamic load cell connected to the data acquisition system. For the verification purpose, the drop height used was 0.1m since there was the measurement limitation for
the accelerometers employed. The in-situ conditions of railway concrete sleeper were replicated. Attempts to simulate impact loading actually occurred in tracks were succeeded experimentally and numerically. Comparison between numerical and experimental results can be
found in Figure 6. It is found that the finite element model is fairly sufficient for use in predicting impact responses of the prestressed concrete sleepers. The trends of peak acceleration
responses are quite close to each other, although there is certain phase difference.
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c) an example of prestressing force (at impact velocity 3 m/s)
Figure 6: Comparison of numerical and experimental results
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4

EFFECT OF ULTRA HIGH STRENGTH OF CONCRETE

The relationship between compressive strength and elastic modulus of concrete is a complex topic. As shown in Figure 7, the modulus of concrete can vary from 50GPa to 100GPa
(depending on the type of concrete mixes). In this analysis, the modulus of 50 GPa, 80GPa,
and 100 GPa are considered for benchmarking analysis. In the finite element model, the drop
velocity is also varied to evaluate the effect of drop heights on the impact force occurring on
railway track structures. On the other hand, this analysis provides the insight into the effect of
railway track environments on the contact impact forces due to the identical causes and the
responses of concrete sleepers to such loading. For example, a wheel, with 10mm wheel flat
on a specific vehicle and running at 300 km/h, generates different contact impact forces on
tracks with different environments. However, this study focuses only on concrete parameters
as they play key role on the interface impact force characteristics and flexural responses of
sleepers under a low-velocity impact [20] as illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 7: Compressive strength vs modulus of elasticity [22-25]

Figure 8: Impact von-misses stress in concrete sleeper (both railseats are firstly damaged)
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Figure 9: Effects of ultra-high-strength concrete on impact responses of railway sleepers

Figure 10: Influential analysis of ultra-high-strength concrete
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Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the dynamic effects of ultra-high-strength concrete on the
impact responses of a railway sleeper. Using a normal high-strength concrete (50 MPa) as a
baseline, it is clear that concrete strength plays an influential role in the maximum displacement, maximum acceleration and von-mises stress of the sleeper at both railseat and midspan
zones. Especially at mid span, the von-mises stress can increase significantly due to the use of
higher strength concrete. From Figure 10, it is clear that, in most cases, higher strength of
concrete has more influence on the sleeper responses (except for the maximum displacement
at mid span).
5

CONCLUSIONS

Ultra high strength concrete has recently been introduced in construction industry. Its application to railway environment has not been fully investigated. In this study, its use to manufacturing railway sleepers has been evaluated. The study is based on the experimental and
numerical simulations of prestressed concrete sleepers subjected to impact loading. The threedimensional finite element model have been established for investigate both static and dynamic behaviors of the railway sleepers. It has then been appended the track components to mimic
in-situ conditions often found in actual tracks. A commercial finite element package, LSDyna, has been employed to extend the model for impact analysis and it has been validated
against experimental drop impact tests. Nonlinear material properties under high strain rate
effects were used. The emphasis of this study is placed on the effects of ultra-high-strength
concrete on the dynamic responses of railway sleeper. This result illustrates dominant influences of concrete elastic moduli on the impact behavior of the sleeper. It is found that the ultra-high-strength concrete will increase stiffness of sleepers, then increase contact forces and
dynamic responses of the sleepers.
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Abstract. The interspersed pattern sleeper of railway track, which is a replacement of old
timber sleeper with concrete, is often used as a temporary maintenance for second or third
class railway lines with aging timber sleepers. However, their negative effect on the railway
has to be taken into an account. The numerical simulations of interspersed sleeper railway
tracks are conducted as well as the plain ones using a finite element program, STRAND7, so
that the precise numerical models can be established. Two moving point loads, 100 kN each,
are simulated to represent a passenger train bogie moving along each rail in 2 dimensional
plane. Dynamic displacements and accelerations of all sleepers are then evaluated. Sensitivity analyses are carried out by varying the speed of the moving train loads from 5 km/h to 120
km/h and by changing the type of the interspersed patterns to determine the dynamic behaviours that can cause any more rapid deterioration of the interspersed tracks compared with
plain railway tracks. The results demonstrate the potential sources of structural vibrations
that will swiftly degrade the interspersed railway tracks. The insight will help track engineers
to plan predictive maintenance and inspection of the interspersed railway tracks in live operational networks.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Timber components have for a long time been used as railway sleepers for a railway track
in many parts of railway networks around the world. As the timber sleeper life span is around
15-20 years depending on application and maintenance, such timber sleepers will be required
for maintenance or even a huge replacement at certain point in time. Also, unless used in low
speed operation, timber sleepers require a strengthening for enhancement in ability to withstand high velocity operations or to restrain longitudinal rail forces preventing a track buckling. “Interspersed” is a method that can be used as a measure against these problems.
Interspersed railway track can be built by re-sleepering old and rotten timber sleepers and replace it with concrete sleepers [1]. Due to differential track stiffness, deterioration process,
and operational parameter, many patterns of interspersed railway tracks have been introduced
i.e. 1 in 2, 1 in 3, 1 in 4 and so on (which mean there is 1 concrete sleeper in every indicated
number of sleeper such as 1 in 4 mean 1 concrete sleeper in every 4 sleepers including the
concrete itself). It is important to note that this type of railway track mainly existed in a second or third class of railway tracks with low operational speeds.

(TOP)

(BOTTOM)
Figure 1: Deteriorated interspersed railway track (Top: mud pumping, and Bottom: ballast pulverisation and
ballast dilation)

The key reason is that this type of track has various flaws derived from how it is built. The
replacement of old timber sleepers is frequently done over old and soft existed formation,
which has been in services for so long, by installing new stiff concrete sleepers in its existing
place. This can result in soil foundation failure, track stiffness inconsistency (as it made up of
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both concrete and timber sleepers), and differential track decay rate [2]. These can impair the
long-term performance of interspersed railway tracks as shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows
the conditions of interspersed railway tracks under low-speed operations (<25 km/h). The
tracks have been commissioned between 2006 and 2008 and have served as a link to maintenance junctions. The photos were taken in April 2016 during a site visit.
The serviceability limit state (or dynamic performance) has become the governing criteria
for sleepers made of different material properties in the existing aged track systems. Note that
this method is sometimes called ‘spot replacement’ or ‘intersperse method’. It is important to
note that a general recommendation (e.g. by Australian Office of Transport Safety Investigations) is to perform concrete sleeper installation only ‘in-face’ (i.e. the practice of installing
the same sleeper type constinuously rather than interspersed with other sleepers in between,
also referred to as ‘on-face’) [3-4]. This paper aims at investigating the nonlinear dynamic
behaviours of the interspersed railway tracks. Based on critical literature review, this research
has never been presented in open literature [3-6]. The insight into this practice will help rail
track engineers to enable truly predictive track maintenance, enhance smarter track inspection
regimes, and improve reliability of infrastructure assets in uncertain settings.
2

NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT MODELING

A 2D Timoshenko beam is selected as a beam model because it was found to be one of the
most suitable options for modelling concrete sleeper [5]. For both rail track and sleeper they
were designed as a beam element in finite model so shear and flexural deformation can be included in computation [6]. The rail pads at the rail seat are simulated by using series of spring
dash-pot elements. In order to replicate ballast supports, non-linear tensionless beam support
is used. The tensionless support can correctly demonstrate ballast under the sleeper as this attribute allow beam to lift over the support while the tensile support is omitted [6-8]. For train
on the rail track, it is simplified to 2 points loads with 100kN in magnitude, 2m apart, on each
side of the rail track (4 point loads in total), to enable envelop analysis (maximum responses).
Figure 2 shows the illustration of the model.

Figure 2: Schemetics of interspersed railway track modelling
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The numerical simulation is conducted using non-linear transient dynamic solver in
Strand7 to enable tensionless capability of ballast. The nonlinear iteration (Newton Raphson)
has been used to compute the ballast contact and support. The model has been validated earlier using experimental parameters, field data and previous laboratory results [9-15].
3

DYNAMIC MOVING LOAD ANALYSIS

The effects of train velocity on the maximum responses of sleepers can be seen in Figure 3.
The train speeds from 5 to 120 km/h have been investigated as shown in Figures 4 and 5. It is
clear than the timber track has higher deformation. At rail seat, the relative uplifts of the
sleepers tend to cause deteriorations of railway tracks over time. Figure 4 demonstrates the
dynamic effects of interspersing methods coupled with train speeds on the maximum displacement responses of sleepers at mid spad. Considering the sleepers’ responses, it is clear
that timber sleepered tracks deform vertically lower than interspersed or concrete sleepered
tracks. However, the concrete sleepers in either plain or interspersed tracks tend to deform
significantly at their mid span. Such the deformations can cause centerbound problems or the
issue with cracks at the midspan of sleepers. This issue is commonly found in railway tracks
with poor maintenance. On this gound, the use of interspersed system will accelerate the centerbound problems in railway lines.

Figure 3: Dynamic responses of sleepers in the interspersed tracks

The dynamic effects of train velocity on the maximum uplift responses of sleepers can be
seen in Figure 5. It is clear than the interspersed tracks have higher uplift deformation. The
relative uplifts of the sleepers tend to cause deteriorations of railway tracks over time, such as
ballast breakage, excessive dilation and densification, which can cause further track
differential settlements. Figure 6 demonstrates the dynamic impact factor of interspersing
methods coupled with train speeds on the maximum acceleration responses of the interspersed
tracks. It is very clear that the heavy mass of concrete sleepers can suppress nonlinear
vibration responses and secure the track through vibration control.
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Figure 4: Maximum displacement of sleeper at midspan

Figure 5: Maximum front uplift of sleeper at midspan

Figure 6: Dynamic factor of rail vibration at midspan (front uplift)
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4

CONCLUSION

Railway industry in many countries around the world still adopts interspersed track system
as a measure for spot replacement of decayed timber sleepers. Such practice is common for
secondary or third class tracks where operations are not excessive. However, the practices can
cause excessive track maintenance over time. This is because a cluster of timber sleepers with
mixed quality could deteriorate faster than the others and the replacement by concrete sleepers
could induce track stiffness inconsistency and aggravate loading conditions acting on the
track. This paper is found to be the first to investigate nonlinear behaviours of the interspersed
track due to a moving train load in order to understand the root cause of rapid track deterioration. A finite track models in three-dimensional space have been established and validated.
The parametric studies have revealed the key insights into the actual source of track deterioration:
- Spot replacement of sleepers or interspersed tracks can deteriorate relatively faster than
open-face tracks (i.e. pure concrete or timber sleepers). This is also evidenced by field
monitoring.
- The cause of rapid deterioration such as track mud pumping, ballast pulverisation and
ballast dilation is due to relative dynamic uplift responses of sleepers.
- Ballast dilation can be aggravated by concrete sleeper vibrations at resonance. The excessive ballast dilation can reduce lateral track stability.
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Abstract. Railway infrastructure is nonlinear by nature, scientifically proven by its behaviours, geometry and alignment, wheel-rail forces and operational parameters such as tractive
efforts. It is often found that most train-turnout interaction models do not consider the time
dependent ballast degradation. Such ballast degradation later causes differential settlement
and aggravates impact forces acting on partial and unsupported sleepers and bearers. Furthermore, localised ballast breakages underneath any railseat increase the likelihood of centre-bound cracks in railway sleepers and bearers due to the unbalanced support. This paper
presents a numerical simulation of a standard-gauge concrete bearer at crossing panel, taking into account the tensionless nature of ballast support. The finite element model was calibrated using static and dynamic responses using past experiments. In this paper, the
influences of topologic asymmetry on dynamic amplification behaviours of crossing bearers
under impact loading are firstly investigated. In addition, it is the first to demonstrate the effects of sleeper length on the design consideration of turnout bearers in crossing panel. The
outcome of this study will improve the railway turnout construction and maintenance criteria
in order to improve train-turnout interaction and ride comfort.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A typical ballasted railway track consists of many key components that form specific functional assets such as railway tracks, bridges, turnouts, overhead line structure, etc. Railway
sleepers or bearers (also called ‘railroad tie’ in North America) are a vital structural element
in the railway track systems. Railway sleepers are different to bearers in terms of topology,
location, utilization, steel rail components they support, and the dynamic load condition they
are subjected to. Their key role is quite similar to sleepers that they serve to redistribute loads
from the rails to the underlying ballast bed, as well as to secure rails and crossings under live
operations. Based on the current design approach, the design life span of the concrete sleepers
is targeted at around 50 years in Australia and around 70 years in Europe [1-6], whilst turnout
bearers tend to last just about half lives of sleepers in the field. There have been a number of
previous investigations on the railway sleeper/bearer models [7-11]. Most of the models employed the concept of beam on elastic foundation where a sleeper is laid on the elastic support,
acting like a series of springs. It is found that only vertical stiffness is sufficient to simulate
the ballast support condition because the lateral stiffness seems to play an insignificant role in
sleeper’s bending responses [12-14]. In practice, the lateral force is less than 20% of vertical
force and the anchorage of fastening has been designed to take care of lateral actions [12]. In
fact, field measurements suggest a diverse range of sleeper flexural behaviors, which are
largely dependent on the support condition induced by ballast packing and tamping [13-18].
However, it is still questionable at large whether modern ballast tamping process is effective
and it could enable adequate symmetrical support for sleeper at railseat areas. In reality, the
ballast is tamped only at the railseat areas. The ballast at the mid span is left loosening, with
the intention to reduce negative bending moment effect on sleeper mid span, which is the
cause of centre bound. Over time, the dynamic track settlement induces ballast densification
and the sleeper mid-span comes into contact or is fully supported by ballast until the track geometry is restored by resurfacing activity (i.e. re-tamping).

Figure 1: Typical turnout system layout (Sae Siew et al., 2016).
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Based on a review of open literatures, the dynamic behavior of turnout bearers has not
been fully investigated. As shown in Figure 1, a railway turnout system have generally been
analysed the using a grillage beam method [19-20]. Although the simplification is very useful,
such a method could not adequately assist in the failure analyses of turnout components. In
some cases, the results using the grillage beam method seem to have discrepancies with the
field observations where the maximum bending and shear forces were evident within the
crossing panel [21]. A number of researches have been conducted to locate the critical section
within a turnout, and many of which conclude that the critical section is located specifically at
the crossing panel at either v-crossing or k-crossing [20]. Although it is clear that the turnout
bearers are topological asymmetry, such the aspect has never been fully investigated. This paper presents an advanced turnout bearer modeling capable of nonlinear impact analysis into
the dynamic effect of topological asymmetry of railway turnout bearers. It focuses on the nonlinear dynamic flexural responses of railway concrete sleepers subjected to a spectrum of ballast stiffness at the mid span, in comparison with the current design method in accordance
with the design standards.
2

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

In this study, a finite element model of concrete sleeper (optimal length) has been previously developed and calibrated against the numerical and experimental modal parameters [15].
The model is in very good agreement with previous extensive studies, which established that
the two-dimensional Timoshenko beam model is the most suitable option for modeling concrete sleepers under vertical loads [7-9]. Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional finite element
model for in-situ railway turnout bearers. Using a general-purpose finite element package
STRAND7 [22], the numerical model included the beam elements, which take into account
shear and flexural deformations, for modeling the concrete sleeper. The trapezoidal crosssection was assigned to the sleeper elements. The rails and rail pads at railseats were simulated using a series of spring. In this study, the bearer behaviour is stressed so that very small
stiffness values were assigned to these springs. In reality, the ballast support is made of loose,
coarse, granular materials with high internal friction. It is often a mix of crushed stone, gravel,
and crushed gravel through a specific particle size distribution. It should be noted that the ballast provides resistance to compression only. It is noted that the use of elastic foundation in
the current standards in Australia and North America [1, 18] does not well represent the real
uplift behaviour of bearers in hogging moment region (or mid span zone of railway bearers).
In this study, the support condition was simulated using the tensionless beam support feature
in Strand7 [22]. This attribute allows the beam to lift or hover over the support while the tensile supporting stiffness is omitted. The tensionless support option can correctly represent the
ballast characteristics in real tracks. Table 1 shows the geometrical and material properties of
the finite element model. It is important to note that the parameters in Table 1 give a representation of a specific rail track in Europe. These data have been validated and the verification
results have been presented elsewhere [15]. Also, the flexural influences on railway concrete
bearers in a turnout system (switch and crossing) due to the variations of ballast support conditions together with the asymmetric topology of sleeper has not yet addressed by the past researchers [21]. Especially when the uplift behaviour due to ballast tensionless support in
hogging region of sleepers is considered, a finite element analysis is thus required to supersede the simple manual calculation. For this study, the numerical simulations have been extended to conduct the analyses using the nonlinear solver in STRAND7. The effects of
asymmetric topology of concrete bearers on their flexural responses in a turnout system can
be evaluated. The length of bearer varies from 2.5m to 4.0m, which is practically common in
the 2 and 3 rail-seats sections (see Figure 2).
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L

a) symmetrical topology

L

b) asymmetrical topology (overhanging)

L

c) asymmetrical topology (fully supported)
Figure 2. STRAND7 finite element model of a concrete bearer
Table 1 Engineering properties of the standard sleeper used in the modeling validation
Parameter lists
Flexural rigidity

MN/m2

Rail pad stiffness

EI c = 4.60, EI r = 6.41
 GAc = 502,  GAr = 628
kb = 13
k p = 17

Sleeper density

 s = 2,750

kg/m3

Sleeper length
Rail gauge

L = 2.5
g = 1.5

m
m

Shear rigidity
Ballast stiffness
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The numerical simulations based on the design data in Table 1 enable Tables 2 and 3 that
present the dynamic bending moment envelops along the bearer when subjected to the equal
wheel load impulse of 100kN (3 ms) at both railseats, in comparison with the standard design
moments. Based on AS1085.14 (Standards Australia, 2003), the design maximum positive
bending moment at the rail seat = 12.50 kNm, while the centre negative design bending moment = 6.95 kNm (if considered half support) or =12.50 kNm (if considered full support). It is
typical that the positive and negative moments are associated with the railseat and mid-span
sections, respectively.
Table 2 Maximum bending moment of overhanging bearer
L/L

At railseat (kNm)

At mid span (kNm)

(overhanging)

M*

|M*/MDesign|

M*

|M*/MDesign|

0

+ 13.81

1.1048

+15.01

2.16

10%

+14.40

1.152

- 8.01

1.15

20%

+18.65

1.492

+9.30

1.34

30%

+14.46

1.1568

+16.14

2.32

40%

+13.29

1.0632

+14.34

2.06

50%

+14.69

1.1752

+12.08

1.74

60%

+14.17

1.1336

+10.09

1.45

Table 3 Maximum bending moment of fully-supported bearer
L/L

At railseat (kNm)

At mid span (kNm)

(full support)

M*

|M*/MDesign|

M*

|M*/MDesign|

0

+ 13.81

1.10

+15.01

2.16

10%

+14.40

1.15

+9.35

1.35

20%

+18.69

1.50

+9.50

1.37

30%

+14.51

1.16

+16.50

2.37

40%

+13.30

1.06

+14.85

2.14

50%

+14.73

1.18

+12.75

1.83

60%

+14.21

1.14

+10.00

1.44

Based on the static results in Tables 2 and 3, it is clear that the influence of the asymmetrical topology is more pronounced when there is a contact between bearer and ballast layer.
Considering field investigation, such the contact could occur when there is a differential settlement on the mainline track (or run-through turnout road). Once the ballast-bearer contact
establishes, the bearer will take additional bending moment at the inner railseat. Figures 3 and
4 demonstrate the dynamic amplification factors (DAF) for the turnout bearers. It can be seen
that the common use of DAF around 2.5 (e.g. in Australian Standard and AREMA) is considered to be suitable for the turnout bearers, provided that the dynamic impact load amplitudes
are retained at the same level. This also implies that if the train wheels or turnout crossings
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are not properly maintained, the turnout bearers are likely to reach the structural capacity design under dynamic loading and are potentially be damaged.

Figure 3. Dynamic amplification factor of concrete bearers under overhanging condition

Figure4. Dynamic amplification factor of concrete bearers under ballast support condition

4

CONCLUSION

Railway turnout bearers are structural and safety critical components in railway turnout
systems. This paper evaluates the critical dynamic transient effects of a variety of ballast conditions and asymmetric topology on the flexural responses of railway turnout bearers in a
turnout system (switches and crossings) subjected to impact loading. The finite element model of bearers, which was established and calibrated earlier, is utilised in this study. The nonlinear solver in STRAND7 was employed to handle sleeper/ballast contact mechanics. Under
dynamic impact conditions for overhanging and supported bearers, the numerical results exhibit that the bending moment resultants are considerably affected by topological aspects, es-
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pecially when the ballast-sleeper contact is established. The standard design bending moments
tend to be a fair estimate for both supported and overhanging conditions. Generally, positive
bending moments at inner railseat of bearer have generally high sensitivity to the spectrum of
ballast support conditions in comparison with the more pronounced influence of sleeper
length. By understanding the impact behavior of turnout bearers, it is clear that the dynamic
amplification factor of 2.5 is a minimum requirement in the design of turnout bearers. This
implies that the turnout bearers are prone to damage under high-intensity impact loading,
which could trigger and sweep through various resonant frequencies of the turnout bearers.
The insight in this dynamic behavior of bearer has raised the awareness of track engineers for
better design and maintenance of switch and crossing support structures.
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Abstract. The European project “INDUSE-2-SAFETY” aims at the development of a quantitative risk assessment methodology for seismic loss prevention of “special risk” petrochemical
plants and components. To demonstrate the capabilities of this approach, a representative case
study plant containing standard components is subjected to detailed investigation. Probabilistic
seismic demand models are used to establish a relation between seismic demand and structural
performance of the components with respect to relevant limit states. The resulting fragility
curves are required as an input to the quantitative risk model.
The case study comprises of a LNG regasification plant which contains various components
with extreme variability in structural and dynamic characteristics. Due to process flow related
requirements, all of these components are interconnected by an extensive pipe network. In case
of an earthquake, these interconnections may cause significant structural interaction effects.
The influence of the coupling is hard to predict and thus often neglected or estimated inappropriately in a common structural design of a single plant component. Within this paper, the
effects of structural interaction are assessed rigorously for a small part of the LNG plant using
finite element methods. The subplant considered for this analysis consists of a horizontal pressure vessel, connected pipes and respective supporting structures.
Twenty-six natural seismic records are selected with respect to uniform site hazard spectra for
three different return periods to account for a wide variability of earthquake characteristics
such as magnitude, fault distance and wave content are considered in the analysis. Cloud analysis is employed to perform the probabilistic seismic demand analysis which yields the fragility
of the horizontal pressure vessel. Besides the variability of the seismic input, the liquid filling
level of the vessel as well as the direction of ground motion have been considered as additional
sources of uncertainty.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Industrial plants can be of very complex nature due to a large number of possible components
with extreme variability in structural and dynamic characteristics. In addition, process flow
related interdependencies between the components govern the plant lay-out including interconnections by pipes and positions of supporting structures. It is, however, common practice to
design the structures and components individually; the structural interaction between these subsystems is thus either neglected or taken into account only inappropriately, e.g. by provision of
estimated forces without considering deformation compatibilities. These design methods might
result in nonconservative assessment of the seismic performance of structures and components
resulting in casualties and serious economic losses in case of earthquakes.
The study at hand focusses on the seismic performance of a horizontal pressure vessel, explicitly studying the effect of structural interaction with its surrounding components. The vessel
is used for storage of liquefied natural gas (LNG) at an operating pressure of 6 bar. The component has an internal diameter of 2.6 m and a total length of 10.15 m (Volume of 51.2 m³). It
is supported on two steel saddles (one free, one fixed in longitudinal direction) with a spacing
of 6.3 m. The thickness of the vessel wall accounts to 8 mm and the material is SA240 Gr. 304 L.
The vessel is part of a large LNG plant and is interconnected to several other industrial components by a piping system. For this purpose, two nozzles (DN 450/DN 500) are located on the
top side of the vessel. The component under exam together with its surrounding is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Horizontal pressure vessel under exam together with surrounding pipes and support structures

2
2.1

MODELLING APPROACH
Simplified modelling approach for horizontal pressure vessels

To derive fragilities of a structure numerically, dozens or even hundreds of dynamic transient
simulations are required, depending on the probabilistic seismic demand model applied and on
the amount of sources of uncertainties considered. Thus, simplified models are required to limit
the computational effort and to efficiently assess the influence of different variables towards
the fragility of the component under investigation. In the present study, a simplified model with
only a few degrees of freedom, as shown in Figure 2, was used and implemented in ANSYS
software to approximate the seismic response of the horizontal pressure vessel.
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Figure 2: Sketch of the simplified model of the horizontal pressure vessel.

The simplified model is based on the assumption that deformations of the pressure vessel
concentrate on the saddle region and the surrounding of the nozzles when subjected to seismic
loading. Accordingly, the spring stiffnesses 𝑘𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙 and 𝑘𝑖,𝑁𝑗 have been calibrated to represent
the nonlinear deformation behaviour as well as the dynamic structural response of the vessel.
Approaches presented by Housner [1] and Karamanos [2] are adopted to take sloshing phenomena into account in a simplified way. The total mass of the pressure vessel is decomposed into
an impulsive part (which incorporates the mass of the vessel and the impulsive component of
the liquid) and four convective parts to account for the sloshing behaviour of the liquid filling
(first four sloshing modes are considered). In the simplified model, the resulting masses are
represented as lumped mass elements applied in their respective centre of gravity.
Three different limit states and associated engineering demand parameters (which are used
to indicate whether or not the limit states are exceeded) were defined for the fragility analysis
on the basis of nonlinear pushover simulations on a rigorous finite element model:
 LS 1: Rupture of vessel wall at saddle location
(𝐸𝐷𝑃: Base shear)
 LS 2: Rupture of vessel at nozzle transition’
(𝐸𝐷𝑃: Bending moment at the top of the nozzles)
 LS 3: Failure of the first anchor bolt
(𝐸𝐷𝑃: Base shear)
For more details on the derivation and verification of the simplified model as well as on the
limit state analysis, please refer to [3].
2.2

Subplant model

The simplified model of the pressure vessel has been integrated into a realistic plant environment (coupled model) as indicated in Figure 1. Figure 3 shows the simplified model of the
vessel (green) together with the pipes (red) that connect at both nozzle locations. Further, the
supporting structure (blue) of the pipes is considered within the subplant.
The support structure consists of steel frames (S235) stiffened by diagonal X and V bracings.
The structural elements are modelled using fibre section beam elements (BEAM188) with a
bilinear elastic-plastic material behaviour (nominal stiffness/yield strength and 5% kinematic
hardening). Additional dead and live loads are considered as nodal masses.
The pipes present in the subplant model are made of stainless steel SA Gr. 304 L which is
identical to the material the pressure vessel itself is made of. One of them (DN 500) connects
to nozzle 2 and leads to a ventilation stack. While this pipe is considered empty, the other three
pipes are assumed to be filled with LNG. A DN 450 pipe connects to nozzle 1 of the pressure
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Horizontal pipe rack
DN 500

simplified PV model
DN 450
DN 200

Figure 3: ANSYS model of the simplified pressure vessel model (green) coupled to surrounding pipes (red)
and support structure (blue).

vessel whereas two smaller pipes (DN 200) are connected to another component, which is neglected in the model. The pipes continue to a horizontal pipe rack which is not considered in
detail. Instead of explicitly modelling the pipe rack and the remaining components of the plant
that are interacting with it, the dynamic characteristics of the surrounding of the subplant are
taken into account as adjusted boundary conditions. For this in a first step, a modal analysis of
the horizontal pipe rack was conducted to determine the decisive Eigenfrequencies of the structure and to estimate the participating masses in the respective modes. Then, single degree of
freedom oscillators were employed in both horizontal directions and coupled to the end of the
pipes to incorporate the dynamic response of the horizontal pipe rack. By following this approach, only the dominant modes in both directions are considered, while higher modes with
low participation factors are neglected for simplicity reasons. The pipes were represented by
pipe elements (PIPE288) with a bilinear elastic-plastic material behaviour (𝐸=200000 N/mm²;
𝑓𝑦 =200 N/mm²; 𝐸ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑑 =0.05∙E).
3
3.1

FRAGILITY ANALYSIS
Fragility model

Within this study, fragility is defined with regards to seismic demands only. Thus, resulting
fragilities represent the probability of exceeding a specific limit state at a specific level seismic
intensity measure (IM) without considering uncertainties in the capacity of the system [4]:
𝐹𝑅𝑑 (𝑥) = 𝑃[𝐷 ≥ 𝑑 𝐿𝑆 | 𝐼𝑀 = 𝑥]

(1)

where 𝐷 describes the seismic demand in terms of a suitable engineering demand parameter
(e.g. base shear force, interstorey drift,…) and 𝑑 𝐿𝑆 represents the respective threshold value for
the specific engineering demand parameter where the limit state is exceeded. Since uncertainties in the capacity of the system are not considered in a probabilistic manner, 𝑑𝐿𝑆 is of deterministic nature. On the other hand, the seismic input is considered as a random variable, which
means that the obtained seismic demand parameter 𝐷 is randomly distributed as well.
In a first step, the relation between seismic intensity measure (in the paper at hand, PGA has
been adopted) and the seismic engineering demand parameter is established. The functional
relationship between conditional median of the demand parameter 𝑚𝑑 and the seismic intensity
measure 𝐼𝑀 (probabilistic seismic demand model = PSDM) is generally assumed to follow a
power law:
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𝑚𝑑 = 𝑎(𝐼𝑀)𝑏

(2)

where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are regression parameters that are determined by a linear regression of the
𝑙𝑛(𝑑𝑖 ) (maximum 𝐸𝐷𝑃 value observed during a seismic event) over 𝑙𝑛(𝐼𝑀𝑖 ) values (the index
𝑖 refers to the 𝑖-th seismic event), resulting from the probabilistic seismic demand analysis (e.g.
incremental dynamic analysis or cloud analysis). The conditional logarithmic standard deviation of the fitted functional relationship between 𝑚𝑑 and 𝐼𝑀 is calculated using eq. (3).
𝛽𝑑|𝐼𝑀

=√

∑𝑛𝑖=1[𝑙𝑛(𝑑𝑖 ) − 𝑙𝑛(𝑎(𝐼𝑀𝑖 )𝑏 )]2
𝑛 − 𝑑𝑓

(3)

where 𝑛 is the number of ground motions selected for the probabilistic seismic demand analysis and 𝑑𝑓 is the number of variables estimated in the linear regression (here, 2 variables are
estimated – a and b, see equation (2)). Finally, the median 𝑚𝑅𝑑 as well as the dispersion 𝛽𝑅𝑑 of
the demand fragility are calculated using the following equations:
1/𝑏

𝑚𝑅𝑑

𝑑 𝐿𝑆
=( )
𝑎

𝛽𝑅𝑑 =

(4)

1
𝛽
𝑏 𝑑|𝐼𝑀

(5)

The seismic fragility is then expressed using a lognormal cumulative distribution function:
𝐹𝑅𝑑 (𝑥) = 𝑃[𝐷 ≥ 𝑑 𝐿𝑆 |𝐼𝑀 = 𝑥] = 𝛷 [

3.2

ln(𝑥/𝑚𝑅𝑑 )
]
𝛽𝑅𝑑

(6)

Probabilistic seismic demand model

Different methodologies for the probabilistic seismic demand analysis (PSDA) have been
presented in literature [5]-[9]. The models most commonly used are the incremental dynamic
analysis, the stripe analysis and the cloud analysis. In the present study, cloud analysis was
selected for two reasons: Firstly, cloud analysis utilises the “bin” approach - instead of scaling
up a single set of accelerograms to increase the intensity measure (which may not be realistic
for higher scale factors), multiple sets of slightly scaled natural seismic records are used that
have different characteristics (magnitude, fault distance, frequency content). Secondly, less records are usually needed in comparison to the incremental dynamic analysis approach to generate
reasonable results. With respect to the computational resources required for transient analyses
of the subplant, this is considered a decisive advantage. However, the assumption that the functional relationship between engineering demand parameter and seismic intensity measure follows a power law is not implicitly accurate. While good agreement is generally achieved for
the range of intensities considered in the ground motion bins, the validity of results decreases
when extrapolating equation (2) to higher intensities.
Within the project INDUSE-2-SAFETY, uniform hazard spectra with different target rates
of exceedance for the location of the plant (soil class B) have been derived. Appropriate natural
seismic records were selected from the PEER ground motion database and scaled to minimise
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Figure 4: Spectra of seismic record selection
To visualize the results (especially the influence of the filling level and the direction
of ground motion), multiple fragility curves are merged into fragility surfaces that represent the
probability of exceedance of a limit state for a certain level of PGA. For example, the surfaces
shown in Figure 5 illustrate the probability of exceeding the limit state ‘rupture of vessel at
saddle location’ for the uncoupled vessel (without considering the surrounding of the pressure
vessel). The six surfaces represent different levels of PGA (starting at 0.6 g with incremental
increase of 0.4 g in this case).
Obviously, the fragility of the vessel with respect to ‘rupture of vessel wall at saddle location’
depends significantly on the filling level H (0 corresponds to an empty vessel) and the direction
of ground excitation α (0° corresponds to seismic excitation in transversal direction). Generally,
the fragility increases with increasing filling level and angle of ground excitation. Seismic loading in longitudinal direction (α = 90°) seems to be more crucial than in axial direction. Comparing the fragility surfaces of the uncoupled vessel (Figure 5) with the coupled situation
(Figure 6), probabilities of ‘rupture of vessel wall at saddle location’ are lower for most situations. Moreover, in the coupled scenario, the influence of the filling level seems to be negligible.
Period [s]

Acceleration [g]

4.0
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Figure 5: Fragility surface for LS ‘rupture of vessel wall at saddle location’, uncoupled state.

Figure 6: Fragility surface for LS ‘rupture of vessel wall at saddle location’, coupled state.
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Figure 7: Fragility surface for LS ‘anchor bolt failure’, uncoupled state.

Figure 8: Fragility surface for LS ‘anchor bolt failure’, uncoupled state.
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Figure 9: Fragility surface for LS ‘rupture at nozzle transition’, coupled state.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 depict fragility surfaces for the ‘anchor bolt failure’ limit state with
and without considering the surrounding of the vessel. As already observed for the LS ‘rupture
of vessel wall at saddle location’, the probability of failure decreases in case the coupling is
accounted for properly. Independently of the coupling situation, the probability of exceeding
‘anchor bolt failure’ seems to be higher than exceeding the LS ‘rupture of vessel wall at saddle
location’ (see Figure 5 and Figure 6). However, the fragility in the context of ‘anchor bolt failure’ can be easily reduced by replacing the existing bolts by higher strength/diameter ones.
Finally, fragility surfaces for the limit state ‘rupture at nozzle transition’ are shown in Figure
9. This limit state is only relevant for coupled scenarios, since the nozzles are free of load when
not coupled to the surrounding piping system. Furthermore, only one of the nozzles (DN 450)
is vulnerable to this limit state – the second nozzle has a higher resistance to this failure mode
and is at the same time subjected to much lower bending moments. However, even the probability of exceeding the LS ‘rupture at nozzle transition’ at the DN 450 nozzle seems to be quite
low compared to the exceedance of the other two limit states (consider the different level of
PGA the surfaces are referencing to). Another observation is that the exceedance of this limit
state does not depend on the filling level at all.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Within this study, a horizontal pressure vessel was investigated with respect to its seismic
fragility varying the direction of seismic excitation and the filling level. Furthermore, special
attention was given to the influence of the boundary conditions, by taking into account the
surrounding of the vessel (piping system and support structure). To allow for extensive PSDA,
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a simplified pressure vessel model, introduced in [3], was adopted for this study. Multiple fragility curves have been merged into fragility surfaces to illustrate the influence of the considered variables on the resulting fragility of the pressure vessel.
Three different limit states have been considered within this study, with ‘anchor bolt failure’
being the one with the highest probability of exceedance for most scenarios. It has also been
shown that the probability of exceeding the two limit states ‘anchor bolt failure’ and ‘rupture
of vessel wall at saddle location’ is significantly lower when the surrounding of the pressure
vessel is taken into account properly. For the vessel, studied within this paper, ‘rupture at nozzle
transition’ due to seismic loading has a very low probability of occurrence. However, it is expected that the probability of exceeding this limit state strongly depends on the layout of the
coupled piping system.
5
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Abstract. This paper presents the experimental campaign carried out on cylindrical liquid
storage steel tank specimens in CEA TAMARIS facility.
Two geometries of tanks have been tested on a shaking table under seismic conditions. The
broad tank specimen (diameter 3 m, height 0.9 m) was dedicated to the study of sloshing and
potential uplifting during the seism. This specimen was unanchored on the table and free to
lift or slide. The influence of a floating roof on sloshing has been studied. The slender specimen (diameter 2 m, height 5 m) was dedicated to the foot buckling of the cylindrical shell.
The slender specimen was anchored to the table. All the specimens were water filled.
All these specimens were strongly instrumented with inner pressure sensors and wave
gauges and outer accelerometers and displacement sensors. In addition a new 3D scanner has
been used to detect any residual deformation of the tanks by after / before tests comparisons.
The purpose was to give to the calculating teams all the needed measurements and information to check their models.
Results acquired on one broad tank and one slender tank are presented here.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the framework of INDUSE2-SAFETY European project, CEA EMSI laboratory, hosting
the seismic testing facility TAMARIS, has carried out experimental tests on tanks under seismic loadings. This experimental campaign formed the task 4.7 of the INDUSE-2-SAFETY
project (called INDUSE2 in the following parts of this document).
The goals of this project are to study the petrochemical plants components fragility to improve the seismic safety assessment in EUROCODE 8. This project has received the grant
agreement RFSR-CT-2014-00025 [1].
This article presents experimental results obtained on two tanks: a broad one (diameter 3 m,
height 0.9 m) and a slender one (diameter 2 m, height 5 m).
2

TAMARIS EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

The Seismic Mechanical Study Laboratory (EMSI), part of the Mechanical and Thermal
Study Section in CEA-Saclay has been operating the TAMARIS experimental facility since
1991. This facility is composed of four shaking tables, a test pit and a reaction wall (Figure 1).
These testing means are positioned in a huge reaction massif made of reinforced concrete. The
tests carried out are intended to better understand the mechanical behavior of structures,
equipment or devices under dynamic and seismic loadings.
Mostly, the tests are performed on the triaxial table AZALEE, which is capable of
shaking specimens up to 100 tons and 1 g
acceleration. It is a 6 x 6 m2 metallic structure which is motioned in the three directions
by eight actuators. The six Degrees Of Freedom (6 DOF, three translations and three rotations) can be monitored by a MTS control
system.
Another interesting device is the
VESUVE table. It is a simpler but efficient
shaking table. It is moved by a unique horizontal actuator (1 DOF). The VESUVE table
is monitored by a SERVOTEST control system.
Figure 1: TAMARIS facility
The INDUSE2 tests on tanks have been conducted on the VESUVE table which has the
following characteristics (Table 1).

Table

DOF

Control

Dimensions
(m x m)

VESUVE

1

displacement

3.1 x 3.8

Payload
(tons)

Displacement
(mm)

Seismic control
frequency (for
empty table)
(Hz)

20

±100

0 - 40

Table 1: VESUVE table characteristics
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3
3.1

THE SPECIMENS
Initial configurations

Two configurations of steel tanks (Figure 2) are described in the INDUSE2 technical proposal [2]:
• a broad tank (unanchored, with or without floating roof),
• a slender tank (anchored).

Figure 2: Configurations of steel tanks [2]

3.2

Detailed design for the broad tank

The broad tank is scaled from a real tank (diameter 54 m, height 15 m). The scale ratio λ is
1/18. The specimen has a 3 m diameter and a 0.868 m height. It is formed by one cylindrical
SS304 steel sheet 1 mm thick welded to a round bottom of the same material. A circular
stiffener is welded to the top of the cylindrical shell. It has been fabricated by the Walter
Tosto Company (Figure 3).
The broad tank was unanchored during the tests on the shaking table. It has been tested
with a monoaxial seismic loading to study :
• the influence of a floating roof on sloshing created at low frequencies,
• the uplifting phenomenon induced by higher frequencies.
The estimated mass of the empty tank is
123 kg. Once filled with water at 90% of its
height (0.781 m), the specimen mass was 5.6
tons.
A roof has been built in CEA from wood
and rigid foam to ensure the buoyancy
(Figure 3). 43 springs were fit around the
roof in order to simulate the rigidity of the
centering system of the roof in the real tank.

Figure 3: Broad tank with its roof
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3.3

Detailed design for the slender tank

The slender tank is scaled from real tanks (diameter 8 m, height 20 m). Its scale ratio λ is
1/4. The specimen has a 2 m diameter and a 5 m height. It is formed by four cylindrical
S355JR steel sheet 1.5 mm thick assembled by longitudinal and circumferential weldments to
create a cylindrical shell. This one is welded to a massive basis. A circular stiffener is welded
to the top of the cylindrical shell. The slender tank has been fabricated by the Walter Tosto
Company (Figure 4).
Four glued outer flanges reinforced the tank’s
shell lower part without introducing any residual
stress due to weldment. The slender tank has
been tested with a monoaxial seismic signal to
study the buckling of the cylindrical shell.
The basis has been designed to permit the
bolting of the tank to an intermediate steel plate
(2.3 x 2.3 m2, 2100 kg). This plate was itself
bolted to the shaking table’s plate.
The mass of the empty tank was 2300 kg. Once
filled with water at 90% of its height (4.5 m), the
specimen mass was 16.4 tons. The total mass on
the table was 18.5 tons.

Figure 4: Slender tank

3.4

Steels characterization

The two steels used for the tanks manufacture have been characterized according to the
standard NF EN ISO 6892-1 A233. The laminating direction and the transverse direction have
been discriminated. The results are shown in the following table (Table 2), where SST stands
for Stainless Steel (SS304) Transverse, SSL for Stainless Steel Longitudinal, ST for Steel
(S355JR) Transverse and SL for Steel Longitudinal.
Tank

Steel

Thickness

Rp0.2
(N/mm2)

Rm
(N/mm2)

A
(%)

Broad

SST

1.0

368

722

51.8

Broad

SSL

1.0

373

728

49.4

Slender

ST

1.5

420

452

26.7

Slender

SL

1.5

400

447

26.1

Table 2: Tanks steels mechanical characterization

3.5

Specimens testing position and orientation

The broad tank was positioned in the center of the table plate on an intermediate EPDM
sheet (Figure 5). This rubber membrane increased the friction coefficient between tank base
and the table to decrease sliding effect and protected the mechanical bearings and electrical
circuits in case of water over topping.
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X (seism direction)

Y

Figure 5: Broad tank on VESUVE table

The same implementation was reproduced for the slender tank, apart the anchoring of the
tank in the VESUVE table, as previously described.
In both cases, the orientation reference was:
• X axis is the direction of the displacement, positive when the rod goes out,
• Y axis is transverse,
• Z axis is the vertical one positive towards the top.
The tanks were positioned taking into account the longitudinal welds of the cylindrical
shell. These weldments were placed at 45° in respect of the X axis. Each tank had its own orientation and generatrixes were marked every 45° in trigonometric orientation. The 0°-180°
axis was the seism axis, that is the X axis.
4

THE SEISMIC SIGNALS

The seismic signals used for the tests were natural acceleration signals chosen to maximize
the mechanical effects on the tanks (Table 3, Figure 6):
• for the sloshing behaviour of broad tank,
• for the uplifting behaviour of broad tank,
• for the buckling behaviour of slender tanks.
The VESUVE table is controlled with displacement feedback. So, the seismic accelerograms have first been changed into displacement signals, and then a similitude has been applied for each type of test taking into account the scale of the specimen.
Tank

Effect

Event

Country

Date

Component

Broad

Sloshing

Chichi

Taiwan

21/09/1999

Broad

Sloshing

Düzce

Turkey

12/11/1999

Broad

Uplifting

Northridge-01

USA

17/01/1994

NORTHRx

Slender

Buckling

L'Aquila

ITALY

06/04/2009

IT0789xa

Table 3: Signals used for the tanks

The most suitable similitude has been defined for each type of test (considering λ < 1):
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•

considering the sloshing behaviour on broad tank at low frequency, the Froude similarity was applied (
and
),

•

considering the uplifting of a broad tank, an acceleration scaling was used (
and

•

).

considering the buckling of slender tanks, the velocity similarity was applied
and
).
(

Figure 6: Natural seismic signals selected for the tests (accelerations in green for broad tanks, in blue for
slender tank)

5

THE INSTRUMENTATION

The instrumentation placed on the tanks and on the table measured the mechanical inputs
(accelerations, pressures) and the mechanical outputs (strain, displacements, water level) of
the experimental system table + tank. The implementation of the instrumentation is shown in
Figure 7 for the broad tank and in Figure 8 for the slender one. 120 sensors ca have been positioned on each tank.
5.1

Table instrumentation

A displacement sensor and a triaxial accelerometer measured the behavior of the table, i.e.
the dynamic input at the foot of the tank.
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5.2

Specimen instrumentation

Triaxial accelerometers were scattered on the outer surface of the tank in order to measure
the accelerations distribution in regard to the height of the tank and the angle around the tank
axis.
Pressure sensors measured the water pressure on the inner surface of the tank. They were
scattered vertically and circumferentially in order to measure pressure variation versus time,
that is the inner forces variation.
Level sensors measured the water level variations at the free surface of the tank. They were
positioned around the top circumference of the tanks.
Local displacements, such as the uplifting of the tank base, were measured by vertical
LVDT sensors fixed on the tank base and pointing on the table plate. Global displacements of
the broad tank have been measured by cable displacement sensors placed between fixed point
outside the table and the tank itself. For the slender tank due to its height, no traditional displacement sensors could be used. So an optical technique has been used. This one is presented
in § 5.3.
Some strain gauges glued on the tanks measured relevant strains indicating that the desired
phenomenon was triggered. They were positioned vertically on the outer surface of the slender tank’s foot to detect the buckling of the tank foot. And they were positioned on the inner
side of the broad tank’s bottom plate to detect flexion triggered by the uplift.

Figure 7: Instrumentation of broad tank
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Figure 8: Instrumentation of slender tank

5.3

3D stereovision target tracking

To measure the displacement of the top of the slender tank, no conventional sensors could
be used due to the height of the tank (5 m). A stereoscopic video technique, so called target
tracking (Figure 9), has been implemented. This technique has been used for several years in
EMSI laboratory. This system based on a stereoscopic rig and dedicated softwares for acquisition and post processing has been supplied by the VIDEOMETRIC Company (based in Clermont Ferrand, France).
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The stereovision sensor is constituted of
two CCD cameras encapsulated in a rigid
carbon arm that produces twin stereoscopic
images of the same object on which are positioned dedicated targets. It is linked to a computer with an acquisition software. The
images stored (Figure 10) during a test at a
100 Hz frequency are post processed (i.e. targets are spotted, located and sorted in each
image) to evaluate the targets displacements
in all space directions versus time.

Dedicated blurred target

Figure 9: 3D target tracking principle

Figure 10: Stereoscopic view of SLENDER1 (top –down direction)

5.4

3D shape measurement

An optical technique for shape measurement has been used to compare the shape of the
tanks before and after tests (Figure 11).
It is a structured light optical technique based on fringes pattern projection dedicated to tridimensional shape measurement. The fringes are projected by a conventional image projector.
The illuminated surface is observed by a stereoscopic rig equipped with two high resolution
cameras. This system has also been supplied by the VIDEOMETRIC Company.
The complete outer surface of a slender tank (ca 31 m2) is the result of the assembly of ca
50 individual scans (ca 2 m2 each). A sufficient overlap is necessary to be able to link all these
individual scans. This operation is automatically performed by post processing using spherical
markers scattered on the outer surface of a tank.
It was then possible to calculate the difference between pre and post-tests shapes, i.e. to
calculate the residual deformations of the tanks.
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Figure 11: 3D shape measurement of a broad tank

6

TESTS ON BROAD TANK
Three seismic signals (Table 3) have been used on BROAD1 tank:
• For sloshing, Düzce, Turkey and Chi Chi, Taiwan,
• For uplifting, Northridge (USA).

6.1

Sloshing testing

The limit for the tests was the over topping of the water, that is a wave height of 87 mm.
This has been reached for Düzce signal at a table displacement of ±30 mm. In Figure 12, several graphs show the consistency of measurement through different aspects:
(a) The measurements versus time of the waves every 90°, WG0 and WG180 being along
the seism axis, show the phase opposite movement of the waves along the X axis. On
the contrary, the perpendicular gauges WG90 and WG270 measured almost zero waves.
(b) Considering the wave height and bottom pressure repartition along the circumference,
both measurements are coherent at two different times (high wave at 0°, low wave at
0°).
(c) The pressures along the 0° generatrix (P0_1 lowest sensor, P0_5 highest sensor) are
coherent with the wave height measurements at 0°.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 12: Some results for sloshing highest level
(Düzce signal)

(c)
The over topping has been reached for Chi Chi signal at a table displacement of ±35 mm.
In Figure 13, the same types of graphs as previously shown for the Düzce signal give the
same quality of measurements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Some results for sloshing highest level
(Chi Chi signal)

(c)
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6.2

Influence of the roof for sloshing testing

The influence of the roof has been
checked for the two signals. As expected,
the roof creates a strong damping of the
waves. In Figure 14, this damping is clearly
shown by comparison with the measurements in Figure 12 (a), the input signal being the same (Düzce, ±30 mm).
This result has been checked for the Chi Chi
signal as well.

Figure 14: Wave height with the roof (Düzce signal)

6.3

Uplifting testing

The Northridge signal was used to trigger significant uplift on the broad tank. Some results
are shown in Figure 15:
(a) An uplift of ca 40 mm was achieved at 180° for a -20 / +15 mm signal.
(b) This uplift was linked to a significant slide of the tank on the table (ca 70 mm). It was
no use to increase the level of the signal for the slide effect was predominant on the uplift effect. 40 mm was the highest uplift achievable with this implementation.
(c) The strains measured by the gauges are consistent with the uplift. The highest strain
was obtained close to the tank’s wall, i. e. on J1 and J10. For example, J10 experienced
a compression of 1100 µstrain.
(d) Finally, pressure measurements and uplift are also consistent. The pressure distribution
along the circumference for the bottom sensors shows that a high pressure corresponds
to low uplift whereas low pressure means high uplift.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 15: Some results for uplifting highest level (Northridge signal)
7

TESTS ON SLENDER TANK

One seismic signal has been used on
SLENDER1 tank, the L’Aquila signal (Table 3).
A ±15 mm signal level has been used at maximum which corresponds to a ±1 g on the table at
the tank’s foot. The buckling has not been
achieved (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Slender tank ready to be tested

Several global facts can be shown from the time measurements:
(a) The highest drift (difference between top and foot) measured is ca 16 mm. A residual
drift of ca 5 mm shows possible permanent deformation of the tank.
(b) An important amplification of the acceleration at the top gives measurement higher
than 10 g for a table acceleration of 1 g.
(c) The comparison of the drift and strain gauge measurement shows a fine coherence of
the local bending mechanism at 0°, a positive drift triggering a gauge tension.
(d) In the reverse, at 180° the positive drift triggers a gauge compression. The highest
strain measured was a 1500 µstrain compression on J8 gauge.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Table 4: Some results for SLENDER1 highest level (L’Aquila signal)

Drifts and local strain give some indications about the tank behavior (Figure 17):
(a) The drifts at 0° and 180° are first in the same direction and then in opposition. This
means that the global behavior of the tank shifts from bending mode to shell deformation mode after the strong part of the signal.
(b) Strong local deformation occurs on the 180° generatrix. The local bending shifted to
local shell deformation which could be a buckling initiation.

(a)

(b)
Figure 17: Behavior of slender tank

Finally, if we focus on the top of the tank:
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•
•

The displacements of the top of the tank are mainly radial displacement as shown
by the in plane displacements (Figure 18) of the seven targets positioned every 45°
at tank’s top (the eighth one at 225° has fallen down).
The residual deformations of SLENDER1 have been computed (Figure 19) as the
geometrical distance between the posttest shape and the pretest shape, measured
with the 3D scanner (see §5.4). This shows a four petals shape with ±8 mm amplitude, that is 0.8% residual radial strain.

Figure 18: Displacements of targets around the top of
the tank

Figure 19: Difference of pretest / posttest
shapes for SLENDER1

These measured deformations, at the foot (Figure 17) or at the top (Figure 18, Figure 19),
are consistent with what can be observed on the videos shot during the tests.
8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The first analysis presented in this paper need to be strongly completed by some modal
analysis, pre / posttest shape differentiation… All the intended goals have not been achieved
in the study of the seismic behavior of tanks but the highly instrumented tanks gave a lot of
measurements to be compared and analyzed.
A second slender tank will be tested in a close future. The goal is once more to trigger a
significant buckling of its foot. The experience acquired in the first test will be used to
achieve this goal.
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Abstract. Typical vehicle suspension systems are based on passive energy dissipation devices.
This type of systems have proven to be a reliable and economic approach, however they are
not capable to modify its behavior in accordance with the road conditions. On the other hand,
active systems allow a continuous control of the suspension response although requiring sensors, actuators and controllers which represents a more complex and expensive system, usually
demanding high power requirements. A middle-term vibration control approach is to use the
so-called semi-active systems with the adaptability of active systems and lower energy consumption. This paper aims to evaluate the comfort ridding of a full suspension bicycle equipped with
semi-active open loop controlled suspension system using a magneto-rheological (MR) damper.
The assessment was carried out based on the analysis of real data, extracted from the instrumented bicycle prototype. The experimental tests were made in a smooth indoor pavement and
a cobblestone road. Finally, the results obtained with the proposed semi-active suspension
control system are presented and discussed.
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1

Introduction

In several engineering applications there is frequently the need to control and/or attenuate
the vibrations of different mechanical systems, in order to promote the comfort increase of its
users. Bicycles are typical mechanical systems, in which it is essential to control the vibrations
that are transmitted to the passenger, while driving.
There are three main groups of control systems applied to attenuate the effects caused by
unwanted vibrations, the passive, active and semi-active. The passive systems are the simpler
and the more economical, since it is not necessary to use external power sources, actuating
directly with the physical properties of the system. The main drawback of this systems is that
they are not able to adapt to different road conditions and only actuate in a limited frequency
bandwidth. The downsides of passive control systems can be avoided by using active control
systems, but this systems require sensors, actuators, feedback control and external power source,
making it complexer, more expensive to prototype and to produce and less economic while
using. The solution for this problem is the use of semi-active control systems, that combine the
characteristics of both passive and active control systems [1][2][3]. As in the passive control
systems the control force is generated trough the energy dissipation of the system, yet, this force
can be controlled. The force control implies power consumption, but much lower values when
compared with the active control systems.
This paper aims to discuss the assessment of the comfort evaluation of an semi-active open
controlled suspension system of a bicycle, that is equipped with a magneto-rheological damper
[4][5][6][7]. The evaluation was carried based on the analysis of real data extracted from an
instrumented bicycle prototype. The paper is structured as follows, initially the bicycle prototyping and its instrumentation are described, then the data extracted data is analyzed and
discussed for several road and finally some conclusions and future work are pointed out.
2

Bicycle Prototyping and Instrumentation

The presented prototype was adapted from a standard commercial bicycle, that was originally equipped with a passive suspension system, being modified to use a MR damper instead
of a typical shock absorber. These semi-active devices use MR fluid whose behavior can be
controlled by a magnetic field in order to change the damping characteristics of the damper.
This allows a passive or semi-active operation of the suspension controlled by keeping constant
or varying the power of the electromagnet within the damper, respectively. Besides, they have
as small power requirement, reliability and inexpensiveness to manufacture. These unique features makes them particularly appropriate to design advanced suspensions that can adapt the
damping force according with the vehicle body motion (monitored through sensors in the vehicle) and road conditions. The bicycle prototype was equipped with accelerometers and with
incremental encoders based on the Hall effect (applied to estimate displacement and velocity).
The referred sensors provide valuable information in order to evaluate the ride comfort. The
data was acquired at a 100 Hz rate using an Arduino Mega Board and the data was sent to a
laptop through a Serial Port connexion. The instrumented bicycle prototype can be observed in
Figure 1.
3

Bicycle Comfort Analysis

Comfort is, in the cycling world, one of the topics that is subject to continuous research
over the years [8][9]. In this case, acceleration measurements of the handlebar, seat and pedals
are monitored and later applied in the performance evaluation for two input voltages 0.78 V
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Figure 1: Bicycle Prototype
(0.35 A) and 1.56 V (0.70 A). To ensure that there are no differences between the experimental
conditions, the velocity is kept constant during each test. The experimental tests were carried
out in two types of horizontal road profiles: a smooth indoor pavement and a cobblestone road.
The measurements taken during the tests, for each combination of voltage input and road profile,
can be observed in Figures 2 to 5. A lower peak and RMS value signifies better performance or
handling comfort.

Figure 2: Indoor Pavement (0.78 V).
The damping properties or damping level of MR dampers can be modified using a voltage
or a current based controller. The usual approach is to use a voltage signal created by a microcontroller or DAQ card to feed a voltage-to-current linear converter (WonderBox by Lord
Co., USA) that is responsible to generate the operating current for the electromagnet within
the device in order to change the magnetic field applied to the MR fluid. According with the
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Figure 3: Indoor Pavement (1.56 V).

Figure 4: Cobblestone Pavement (0.78 V).
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Figure 5: Cobblestone Pavement (1.56 V).
Table 1: Maximum Relative Accelerations
Pavement
Indoor
Cobblestone

Input (V)
0.781
1.56
0.781
1.56

Maximum Z-axis Acceleration (g)
Handlebar Pedals Seat
0.589
0.302 0.289
0.207
0.259 0.291
3.077
1.747 1.766
2.801
2.251 2.219

Velocity m/s
3.859
3.683
4.034
3.869

device specifications, the RD-1005-3 series can operate within a current range from 0.0 A up
to 2.0 A with a maximum recommended input value of 1.0 A for continuous operation. Thus,
the microcontroller generates a voltage input and the WonderBox provides the corresponding
operating current for the electromagnet. As already has been specified, the operating current
increases linearly with the voltage input.
The evaluation criteria are based on a comparison of the peak responses and also the root
mean square (RMS) values for the z-axis acceleration. The results of this analysis are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
As can be seen, the peak vertical acceleration in the handlebar for both road profiles is
reduced as the voltage input or damping level increases. This mean that the vibration level
Table 2: Root Mean Square Relative Accelerations
Pavement
Indoor
Cobblestone

Input (V)
0.781
1.56
0.781
1.56

RMS Z-axis Acceleration (g)
Handlebar Pedals Seat
1.261
1.252 0.089
1.260
1.244 0.085
1.505
1.384 0.629
1.475
1.380 0.653
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transmitted to the rider arms has been reduced and therefore the rider comfort and handling
are improved. On the other hand, the peak values measured in the seat and pedals with a high
voltage input are increased, which means that the damping effect provided by the MR damper is
essentially focused on the bicycle handlebar. The results of the RMS values are consistent with
the ones encountered for the peak accelerations, i.e., the higher the damping mode the lower
the handlebar vibration level, although in this case there has been an improvement in almost
all performance indexes indicating that the high voltage input or damping level is better for the
rider comfort than the low voltage signal.
4

Conclusions and Future Work

Overall, it was verified that the MR damper is capable to improve the behavior of the bicycle
suspension system providing a better riding experience. What particularly stands out from this
analysis is that there is a large potential application of MR dampers to control the vibration
level of a bicycle suspension system in order to improve the rider comfort and handling. It is
recommended a further analysis using a closed-loop control system for different road profiles to
demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed controllable suspension system.
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Abstract. This paper aims to evaluate the performance of a semi-active controlled suspension
system using a magneto-rheological (MR) damper to provide better ride comfort and safety to
vehicle passengers than an uncontrolled or passive suspension system. Passive systems represent a conventional solution for vibration control of suspension systems. Although this system
is a proven, reliable and economic technology, their parameters cannot be modified according to the road conditions. On the other hand, active systems allow a continuous control of
the suspension motion, but require a complex and energy demanding actuator. The proposed
suspension system has the adaptability of active systems with lower energy consumption,
which constitute an economic and efficient option for vibration control in vehicle suspensions.
The analysis was carried out with a set of numerical simulations in Matlab/Simulink using a
1/4 vehicle suspension model with two degrees of freedom for a passive system and two semiactive control modes based on fuzzy and optimal controllers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

As is well known, the purpose of automotive suspension systems is to minimize the effect
of the road roughness in the vehicle to allow a comfort, safety and smooth drive. A large selection of vibration control system has been proposed to reduce unwanted vehicle vibrations.
These systems are designed to reduce and dissipate quickly large oscillations and essentially
they can be classified according with the control approach as passive, active and semi-active
systems. Passive control systems use absorbing or dissipating energy devices operating in a
passive mode, i.e., using the suspension motion to command the actuator. Thus, no external
power source is required. Although they are simple and inexpensive when compared with
other control approaches, they operate in a narrow frequency bandwidth since they cannot adjust the control mode for different road conditions. On the opposite side, active control systems are able to deal with modifications in the system properties including to road
disturbances. However, complex actuators are often needed usually with high power requirements making them more complex and expensive than passive systems. In this context, semiactive control systems combining simple controllable or adjustable semi-active devices with
low power requirements have been seen as a promising technology for automotive suspension
systems with substantial advantages over both active and passive control systems.
Like active control systems, semi-active control approaches also require sensors, actuators
and controllers to compute the control action, but the latter use simpler and therefore low-cost
actuators which can operate with reduced power sources such as small batteries. The main
issue is related with the selection of an effective controller to command the semi-active actuator. So far, a wide range of controllers have been proposed for semi-active vehicle suspension
systems. While optimal controllers represent a well-known and simple classical vibration control approach, the hard dependence on the system model and lack of robustness can hinder
their applicability to uncertain systems. On the other hand, fuzzy logic controllers seem to be
a good approach to design advanced control systems due to its robustness to deal with the inherent uncertainty of automotive suspension systems [1-3].
This paper aims to evaluate the performance of a semi-active controlled suspension system
using a magneto-rheological (MR) fluid based actuator. The analysis was carried out with a
set of numerical simulations in Matlab/Simulink using a 1/4 vehicle suspension model with
two degrees of freedom for a passive system and two semi-active control modes based on
fuzzy and optimal controllers. The objective is to compare the effectiveness of each controller
in increasing the ride comfort and road handling of a vehicle. The results obtained with the
MR damper operating in a passive mode are compared with those obtained with semi-active
control modes to assess the performance of the suspension control systems.
2

VEHICLE SUSPENSION

Typically, basic vehicle suspension systems are described by two masses: the body or vehicle mass and the suspension mass. Besides, suspension systems have a symmetric distribution over the car body that allows a simplified vibration response analysis using only one
wheel or the so-called ¼ vehicle model shown in Figure 1 [4].
According with the two degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) mass system of the simplified model,
the equations of motion of the system can be written as
(1)
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in which m1 is the sprung mass, m2 is the unsprung mass, Fs and Ft are the suspension and tire
forces, respectively, described by
(2)
where x1 is the motion of the vehicle body and x2 is the wheel displacement, k1 is the suspension stiffness and k2 the spring constant of the tire, and finally c1 is the damping coefficient of
the suspension system. In this case, x0 represents the road disturbance.

Figure 1 - ¼ vehicle suspension system (Two DOFs model).

The equations of motion of the suspension system can be rewritten as

(3)

which can be used to describe a state space model of the system as
(4)
where X is the state vector, x0 is the input vector, matrix A given by

(5)

is the state or system matrix and B is the input vector given by
(6)
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3

SEMI-ACTIVE MR SUSPENSION

Vehicle suspension system usually relies on passive dampers with constant damping characteristics to absorb and/or dissipate the kinetic energy generated by the wheel motion due to
the road disturbance. These conventional shock absorbers can be replaced by active or semiactive actuators with real-time controllable damping and/or stiffness properties. Among these
devices, MR fluid based dampers represent a novel technology that combines the simplicity of
passive dampers with the adaptability of active actuators that have been widely used in advanced vehicle suspension systems. Basically, the MR fluid flow within the damper can be
controlled using a magnetic field generated by an electromagnet located in the piston rod.
This allows for a real-time modification of the rheological behavior of the MR fluid, which
results in a modification of the damping force that can be adjusted in accordance with the vehicle motion and road condition. Besides, MR dampers allow a passive or semi-active operation of the vehicle suspension system by using a constant magnetic field or changing the
power of the electromagnet, respectively.
The simplified model of a MR based semi-active suspension system is shown in Figure 2.
The passive suspension stiffness k1 and damping c1 remain as constant values while the damping force represented by the variable damping c(t) can be controlled in accordance with prescribed criteria or required operating settings.

Figure 2 - Semi-active MR based vehicle suspension system.

In this case, the equations of motion are given by

(7)

where F the control force of the suspension system generated by a MR damper located between the sprung and unsprung masses of vehicle suspension system. The corresponding state
space model can be written as
(8)
where B1 is the vector of the control force representing the effect of the actuator in the suspension system is given by
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(9)
and F is the damping force produced by the actuator. If only the MR damper is responsible by
the damping in the suspension system, then c1=0.
The damping force can be numerically simulated using a numerical model such as the
modified Bouc-Wen model shown in Figure 3 [5].

Figure 3 - Phenomenological model of the MR damper (modified Bouc-Wen model).

This model is able to represent the highly non-linear hysteretic behavior of MR dampers.
According with the model depicted in Figure 4, the damper force F is obtained by
(10)
where
(11)
is dependent on the hysteresis effect given by the evolutionary variable
(12)
Some of the modified Bouc-Wen parameters are current independent parameters (constant
values) and frequently, α, and are current dependent parameter described by

(13)

Besides, the dynamics involved in the MR fluid reaching equilibrium state is represented
through first order filter given by
(14)
in which the applied current u is described with a time delay relative to the desired current i
and η is a first-order filter time constant. The model parameters are determined based on experimental data.
In this study, a numerical model of a commercial MR damper (model RD-1005-3 by Lord
Co., USA) is used to represent the damping force. A model parameter identification procedure
was carried out and the following current independent parameters were found: δ=10.013,
β=3.044 mm, γ = 0.103 mm, k0 =1.121 N/mm, f = 40 N and n =2 [6].
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It was also found that the current dependent parameters can be described by polynomial
functions as follows

(15)

Finally, a first order filter with η= 130 sec-1 was used to represent the first-order time lag
involved in the current driver/electromagnet during a step command signal.
4

OPTIMAL CONTROLLER

The damping properties of MR dampers are frequently controlled using classical control
algorithms in combination with a secondary or clipping unit that generates a bang-bang control operation. This approach represents a well-known semi-active control strategy for these
devices known as Clipped-Optimal (CO) control algorithm. Besides, this controller has been
shown to be very efficient in estimating the control signal and exploring the variable damping
force of these semi-active actuators.
The basic idea is to append a force feedback loop to induce the device to produce approximately a desired control force. As has been said, this control strategy combines two controllers:


A primary controller that includes an optimal control unit which is responsible for determining the optimal or desired control forces of an ideal active control system that
should be applied to the structure to reduce the system response;



A secondary controller. Since only the current/voltage applied to the current driver of
the MR damper can be directly controlled, this controller has the function to generate
the corresponding control signal in the form of a bi-state control output by clipping the
optimal control forces. This accounts for the non-linear nature of MR dampers ensuring that they only produce dissipative forces (i.e., by adapting the ideal control to the
semi-active nature of the actuator).

The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is a simple and well-known optimal controller that
provides practical feedback gains. In these vibration control problems, the goal is to minimize
the following quadratic cost function
(16)
in which the weighting parameter Q is a diagonal semi-positive matrix that evaluates the state
vector X and the weighting parameter R is a positive matrix that evaluates the control force F.
The controller law is defined by a state feedback gain G given by
(17)
where P represents the solution for the reduced Riccati equation
(18)
Thus, the optimal control problem is to find the feedback gain G to obtain the corresponding optimal control force, which is given by
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(19)
In this study, the weighting matrices Q and R were found by keeping Q with a constant
value and changing R until the optimal control force is within the force range of the MR
damper. The constant weighting matrix Q is related with displacements and velocities of each
mass and R is a value that weights the importance of the damper force (there is only one actuator), which are defined as
1

0

0

0

0
0.5
0
0

0 0

0 0
,
1 0

0 0.5

(20)

Then, the optimal state feedback gain G can be found by solving the Riccati equation,
which can be carried out using standard numerical tools in linear algebra. In this case, it follows that
(21)
5

FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER

Recently, soft computing and intelligent algorithms such as fuzzy logic based controllers
(FLCs) have been proposed for semi-active vehicle suspension systems. This advanced modeling technique represents a powerful tool to deal with non-linear systems. FLC controllers
use human-like reasoning through the use of fuzzy sets and linguistic variables related by a set
of IF-THEN fuzzy rules. The design of a FLC requires the definition of membership functions
(MFs) and the selection of appropriate fuzzy inference rules that relate the controller inputs
and outputs. In this case, triangular MFs are used to represent both input and output variables
as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The FLC inputs are the relative displacement and velocity across
the MR damper, which represent state variables obtained via sensor measurements. The controller output is the control signal used to operate the MR damper.

Figure 4 - MFs for displacement and velocity variables.

Figure 2 - MFs for the output variable (operating current).
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Displacement

As can be seen in Figure 4, seven linguistic variables were defined for each input as follows: NH- negative high, NM- negative medium, NL, negative low, Z- zero, PL- positive low,
PM- positive medium, PH- positive high. The linguistic variables for the fuzzy controller output shown in Figure 5 are de-fined as: ZO- zero, CL- current low, CM- current medium and
CH- current high.

NH
NM
NL
Z
PL
PM
PH

NH
CH
CH
CM
CM
ZO
ZO
ZO

Velocity
NL
Z PL
CM PM ZO
CM PM ZO
CL ZO ZO
CL ZO CL
ZO ZO CL
ZO CM CM
ZO CM CM

NM
CH
CM
CM
CM
ZO
ZO
ZO

PM
ZO
ZO
ZO
CM
CM
CM
CH

PH
ZO
ZO
ZO
CM
CM
CH
CH

Table 1 – Fuzzy rules of the proposed FLC.

The fuzzy inference system (FIS) must be defined assuming some knowledge about the
system behavior. In this case, the following concept is used: if the displacement and velocity
across the damper are very large, then the output is also large. The resultant fuzzy inference
rule is shown in Table 1 [4].
6

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

A Matlab/Simulink model with the following parameters was used: m1 = 350 kg; m2 = 40
kg; k1 = 50000 N/m; k2 = 190000 N/m and c1 = 500 N.s/m. The road disturbance is modeled
as impulse signals as shown in Figure 6. In this case, two positive impulses with 5.0 mm alternated with a negative impulse with 2.5 mm are used.
Road disturbance (m)

0.06
0.04
0.02
0
-0.02
0

1

2

3
Time (sec)

4

5

6

Figure 6 - Road disturbance - impulsive signals.

The clipped-optimal algorithm uses a clipping unit (or secondary controller) to adapt the
control forces estimated by the primary optimal controller into a bi-state control signal (bangbang/on-off controller) to command the MR damper. The damping forces generated by the
actuator are dependent on the local responses of the structural system and therefore the device
cannot always produce the desired optimal control force. Thus, the following command signal
algorithm is applied
(22)
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When the MR damper is delivering the desired optimal force, the operating current should
remain the same. If the magnitude of the damper force is smaller than the magnitude of the
desired optimal force and the two forces have the same sign, the voltage applied to the current
driver is increased to the maximum level. Otherwise, the voltage is set to zero. The algorithm
for selecting the command signal for the MR damper can be stated as
(23)
where Vmax is the saturation voltage/current of the MR damper, fc is the desired optimal control force, f is the measured damper force and H is the Heaviside step function.
The results obtained with the two control approaches are shown in Figure 7 for the
displacements of each mass and relative displacement between the two masses and Figure 8
for the acceleration of each mass.
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Figure 7 - Displacements (passive and semi-active modes).
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Figure 8 - Accelerations (passive and semi-active modes).
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The semi-active control approach is more effective than the passive mode in eliminating
the oscillation of the individual components. The effectiveness of the semi-active suspension
system can be assessed measuring the root mean square (RMS) value of the body vertical motion (m1) in both passive and semi-active control modes. The results are summarized in Table
2. Essentially, the results show that the proposed semi-active control system presents a higher
performance in reducing the vehicle body vertical displacements and accelerations (clippedoptimal) than that obtained with the passive system.
Control system

RMS

RMS

Passive

0.0148

1.9369

SA – optimal

0.0062

1.5724

SA – Fuzzy

0.0073

2.1138

Table 2 – Controller evaluation (RMS criteria).

The semi-active fuzzy controller is less effective in reducing the peak vertical acceleration
than the passive and clipped-optimal control mode, which is related with the fuzzy parameters
used in this case. Searching procedures could be used to optimize the MFs and inference system in order to enhance the performance of the fuzzy controller.
7

CONCLUSION

In this study, a simplified model with two degree of freedom under impulsive road excitation was used to assess the performance of passive and semi-active suspension systems. The
proposed semi-active suspension integrates a clipped-optimal and a fuzzy logic based controller in combination with a MR damper to reduce the motion of the vehicle body. Although the
peak values of the body vertical acceleration are increased, the proposed clipped-optimal and
fuzzy based control modes provide better ride comfort and safety reducing or attenuating the
vibration level of the vehicle body when compared with the passive suspension system.
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Abstract. This work contributes to a better understanding of the seismic response of
cantilevered sign support structures used in highways. For such, the present paper presents a
comparative study of the seismic response of a cantilever sign support when subjected to
earthquakes with and without a tuned mass damper (TMD). The paper starts with a brief
summary of different methodologies to assess seismic input on structures. Some guidelines on
the considered procedure for the selection of appropriate suites of accelerograms complying
with Eurocode 8 prescription for Portugal (Faro) are presented. To mitigate earthquakes
dynamic effects, the sign support structure can be equipped with a TMD with proven
efficiency and ease of application and modelling, for the out-of-plane vibration control of the
sign support in terms of displacements and accelerations reductions when the structure is
subjected to series of real accelerograms compatible with the earthquake scenario of
Eurocode 8-1.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the present work intends to study the effectiveness of TMD, it is of major importance to
describe the seismic input in the time domain. The purpose is to compare the structural
response with and without a theoretical implementation of the TMD. For that linear elastic
dynamic time history analysis will be conducted, which is also very useful when dominant
modes are closely spaced or for multiply supported structures (bridges) where higher modes
are expected to be excited, due to the asynchronous nature of incoming seismic waves [1].
Time-domain is prescribed in the majority of seismic codes around the world, as so in the
Eurocode 8-1 (EC8-1) [2].
The aim of this paper is to present a structural model of a cantilevered sign structure in
order to study the effect of real earthquake records and recommend passive control measures
to limit the structure response (by TMD). Highway sign support structures have been studied
previously by the authors, in the viewpoints of stability and design under [3] the Eurocode 31; moreover, some significant aspects of the wind response have also been addressed in other
studies by the authors [4]. The following section pretends to detail the fundamentals of
seismic-input selection on structures. Afterwards, the methodology to address the selection of
real accelerograms complying with EC8-1 is presented. A theoretical implementation of TMD
will be studied, and a comparative analysis of the structure response (displacements and
accelerations) with and without TMD will be made
2. RECORD SELECTION IN EUROCODE 8-1
The structural seismic assessment requires earthquake loads to be represented either by
response spectrum or by recorded acceleration time histories (accelerograms) as input to a
linear or non-linear dynamic analysis. For that, input motions have to be selected so as to
represent regional seismicity and must conform to expected earthquake (target spectrum), this
mean they have to fulfill earthquake scenarios (as EC8-1 describes) in order to be used in the
posterior dynamic analysis.
2.1 Elastic response spectra of Faro according with EC8
Contrary to general practice, the Portuguese National Annex of the EC8-1 adopts two
zones (Figure 1), one for the near-source scenario and the other for a distant-source scenario.
In the present work, Faro municipality has chosen for the location of the sign structure,
because of the many studies available concerning its disaggregation seismic hazard. Faro is
located in the south of Portugal, corresponding to zone 1.2 and 2.5 in Figure 1 (A1 and A2).
In this study, and for the purpose of the TMD efficient assessment, only zone 1.2 will be
study, which represents a severe earthquake and distant-source scenario.
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Figure 1: Seismic zonation for distant scenario (A1) and for nearby scenario (A2) in the EC8 Portuguese
National Annex. Colors correspond to different PGA values, and at each site the higher of the two values is
adopted. Elastic response spectrum for a ground type C in Faro, zone 1.2 (figure B)

In EC8-1 the seismic action on structures is defined after the acceleration elastic response
spectrum. In Part 1, which applies for buildings, the spectral shapes are given for both
horizontal and vertical components of motion. All shapes have a functional form which
depends, a part of the soil class, on a single value, ag, anchoring the spectrum to the seismicity
of the site. The ag refers to the seismic classification of the territory in each country; it is
basically related to the hazard in terms of peak ground acceleration (PGA) on rock for the site.
Recurring to EC8-1 Portuguese national annex, the resulting ag for zone 1.2 is 2.0 m/s2.
Adopting a ground type C (Smax=1.6, with S=1.4) and all the periods necessary to the
construction of the elastic response spectrum, with TB=0.1, TC=0.6 and TD=2.0. The
resulting elastic response spectrum (η=1.0) for Faro is represented in Figure1 B.
2.2 Identification of the critical earthquake scenario for Faro
Disaggregation of the seismic hazard for the Faro
The Cornell approach to probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) is based on an area
summation, covering all the relevant sources [5]. Restricting the summation to a given subarea allows the estimation of the contribution of that sub-area to the total hazard. This notion
is the basis of the technique known as hazard disaggregation [6], which allows the
identification of the seismic sources making dominant contributions to the hazard at a
particular site. This information can in turn be used to define the ground shaking scenarios
(ex. magnitude and epicentral distance) that are relevant for earthquake risk mitigation at the
site. Inadequate disaggregation of seismic hazard may be a distracting factor, focusing
resources in sources that are not dominant and underestimate others.
Hazard disaggregation in Portugal (and Iberian Peninsula) was conducted in the works of
[7]-[8], for example. Taking into account specific appreciations made in reference [9], the
results of [8] were followed. In addition to that there is some information in the Portuguese
National Annex EC8-1-5 [10], which provides representative magnitudes for a return period
of 475 years. For Faro municipality the magnitude adopted according with EC8-1-5 was 7.5,
and a distance (mean value) of 123 km, this consists in a distant-earthquake scenario with
scattered seismicity around the Gulf of Cadiz and West Cape San Vicente as mentioned by
Montilla et al [8].
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2.3 Accelerograms selection rules according with EC8
Some issues can explain the difficulties experienced by common practitioners in dealing
with code-based record selection. According with [11] these can be grouped on a twofold set:
the first one derives from the fact that the determination of the design earthquakes may
require hazard data often not readily available to engineers or may require seismological skills
beyond their education (already mentioned); the second reason develops from matching a
suite of real records to a design spectrum in a broad range of periods, which may be extremely
unfeasible if appropriate tools are not available. The later situation has favored the use
spectrum matching accelerograms, either artificial or through manipulation of real records. As
generally recognized by many in the earthquake field, real records are considered the best
representation of the seismic loading for structural assessment and design, so some computer
aided tools have been developed for the record selection, as being that REXEL 3.5 [12], and
other for spectral matching [13]. The REXEL computer software allows to build design
spectra according EC8-1 or to user-defined target design spectra, and to search for sets of 7,
14, 21 groups of records (each group may be made of 1, 2 or 3 components ground motions),
from the European Strong-motion Database (ESD) [14] and [15]. These sets are compatible to
target spectra with respect to EC8-1 code prescriptions, but reflect also some seismological
characteristics (magnitude, epicentral distance and EC8-1 soil site classification) relevant for
the seismic structural analysis. In the case of spectrum seismic match, the record selection
must be made outside of the program, in databases available online, and posteriorly matched
to the target spectrum.
Once the reference spectrum has been defined, EC8-1 allows the use of any form of
accelerograms for structural assessment; i.e., real, artificial or obtained by simulation of
seismic source, propagation and site effects. To comply with Part 1 the set of accelerograms,
regardless its type, should basically match the following criteria:
a) a minimum of 3 accelerograms should be used;
b) the mean of the zero period spectral response acceleration values (calculated from the
individual time histories) should not be smaller than the value of ag S for the site in question
(S is the soil factor);
c) in the range of periods between 0.2T1 and 2T1, where T1 is the fundamental period of the
structure in the direction where the accelerogram will be applied, no value of the mean 5%
damping elastic spectrum, calculated from all time histories, should be less than 90% of the
corresponding value of the 5% damping elastic response spectrum.
The EC8-1, refers that in the case of spatial structures, the seismic motion shall consist of
three simultaneously acting accelerograms representing the three spatial components of the
shaking, then 3 of condition (a) shall be considered as the number of translational components
of motion to be used (the two horizontal and the vertical one). Furthermore, the vertical
component of the seismic action should be taken into account only for base-isolated
structures, and for some special cases in regular buildings, if the design vertical acceleration
for the A-type site class (avg) is greater than 0.25g. Finally, some prescriptions regarding
duration are given for artificial accelerograms, and real or simulated records should be
adequately qualified with regard to the seism genetic features of the sources and to the soil
conditions appropriate to the site.
Section 4.3.3.4.3 of EC8-1, allows the consideration of the mean effects on the structure,
rather than the maximum, if at least seven nonlinear time-history analyses are performed.
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In [16] it was investigated whether it is possible to find unscaled real record sets fulfilling,
as much as possible, the requirements of EC8-1. As a general conclusion it was found that
prescriptions do not easily allow selecting suitable real record sets, factually favoring the use
of records obtained either by computer techniques or manipulation of real records to have a
spectral shape coincident to that of the reference in a broad range of periods.
The procedure for the selection of horizontal accelerograms according with EC8-1 for the life
safety limit state (475 years return period) involves the next 4 steps:
1. Definition of the target spectrum, in this case the horizontal elastic response spectrum of
Faro zone 1.2 (ground type C) that the set of records has to match on average. The present
location demands the definition of two elastic response spectrum, zone 1.2 and 2.3, but
was already mentioned, for Faro, the main earthquake hazard scenario correspond to a
distant seismic source, so in this paper only zone 1.2 is studied.
2. Definition of the magnitude and distance bins for each of the two target spectra referred
for the specific site class. For the type 1 (high and moderate seismicity regions) target
spectrum the magnitude considered was 7.3<M<7.7 and 80<R<160. The reason for
selecting the parameters magnitude, source-to-site distance and site class, is that important
characteristics of the record such as frequency content, spectral amplitudes, spectral
shape, and duration are correlated with the mentioned parameters [17]. For their case
study [18] recommended a magnitude bin width +-0.20Mw and a distance bin +-40 km
around the scenario value of 10 km, they recommend to relax the distance criterion if the
search yields too few records. And in the case of insufficient records, they also suggest to
be not too rigorous regarding the match of site class but to solely exclude records with
very different site classification from that of the project site.
3. Assigning the period range where the average spectrum of the set has to be compatible
with the target spectrum and tolerances acceptable. For the present case a minimum period
of 0.14 s (0.2*T1≅0.14 s, where T1=0.7s is the fundamental period of the cantilevered
sign support) and maximum period of 2.0 (2*T1=1.4 but a larger value was adopted), the
lower and upper spectral matching limits were respectively 10% and 30 %. The EC8
explicitly states that the average elastic spectrum must not underestimate the code
spectrum, with 10% tolerance (lower limit), but does not provide any indication about the
upper limit. Therefore, it is of economically importance to reduce as much as possible this
overestimation of the spectrum, that’s why the correspondent upper limit was chosen.
4. Running the search for combinations of seven records with two horizontal components of
motion (14 records) and that, on average, match the design spectrum with parameters
specified in step 3. REXEL 3.5 allows obtaining combinations of accelerograms
compatible with target spectrum which does not need to be scale, but also permits
choosing sets of accelerograms compatible with target spectrum if linearly scaled. This
means that the list of spectra defined in step 2 are preliminarily normalized dividing the
spectral ordinates to their Peak ground acceleration (PGA). Combinations of these spectra
are compared to the non-dimensional code spectrum. This situation is for cases in which
horizontal motion has to be applied in both direction of 3D structure, and where vertical
acceleration can be ignored.
2.4 Accelerograms selection for Faro
In the first search none of the combinations available in the database complied with EC8
prescription, even with the scaled record option selected. In the subsequent search all ground
types were considered for selection, hence a total of 3 earthquakes (possibly over-representing
some events) were found acceptable (with 2x23 records from different stations).
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The Figure 2 shows the 14 scaled records (7x e 7y) that are compatible with the EC8-1
target spectrum for Faro (zone 1). The program selects the records according with a
parameter, which gives a measure how much the spectrum of an individual record deviates
from the target spectrum of the code.

T(s)

Figure 2 - Results of the 14 selected records, scaled response spectra and target spectrum

The average scale factor has 2.6, with a maximum 6.1 for the record 1216 in the y direction. The
Figure 3 shows the 14 scaled accelerograms, 7 in the x direction (top) and 7 y direction (bottom).

Figure 1: Scaled accelerograms, x direction (top graphics) and y direction (bottom graphics)
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3. LINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A CANTILIVERED SIGN SUPPORT
WITHOUT AND WITH A TMD DAMPER
3.1 Numerical Model Development and Modal Analysis
The Figure 4 represents a cantilevered sign support, constituted by a square hollow crosssection 250*250*8 mm (uniform member) in S355 strength steel. The column and the beam
have a length of 6.5 m and 6.0 m, respectively. The signboard dimensions can also be seen in
Figure 4. For in-depth information of the finite element model used in the dynamic analysis,
the reader is referred to a paper from the authors [4]. In the same paper the reader can find the
main results of the performed modal analysis.

Figure 4 - Example of a cantilevered sign support structure (left) geometry of the design example (dimensions in
mm, center) and numerical model of the cantilever sign support (right)

3.2 Results from Time History Analysis with and without a TMD for passive control of
vibrations
The manner in which the two horizontal components of the accelerograms or ground
motion (GM) are oriented when being applied to the structural model is extremely important
and there is both little and inconsistent guidance on this aspect. In this work an original
orthogonal orientation at 0º and then a 180º rotation of the GM was considered for the
dynamic analysis (as indicated by the EC8-1).
The results in terms of displacements and accelerations were evaluated and compared for
the computational structural model, without and with installed TMD vibrating bar. The
Hilber-Hughes Taylor (HHT) method is used to solve dynamic equation of motion (with α=0.3 for an unconditionally stable scheme of integration). The HHT method is a very efficient
algorithm for numerical integration that allows removing the unfavorable impact of high
frequencies on the quality of a solution. A damping ratio of 0.5% and an integration time step
of ∆t=0.01/10 sec, for the 7 time series of two components (x and y) of seismic dynamic loads
were applied (for each time series two directions were analyzed, 0º and 180º) and their mean,
median and standard deviations results obtained in terms of displacements and accelerations.
The predication of the variability in structural response is important, because it helps to
judge margins against undesirable performance. The record selection and scaling was based
on a mean target spectrum, such as the uniform hazard spectrum. This means that no defined
variability exists in the spectral values. The prediction of the structural response variability is
statistically meaningless and will depend entirely on how the records were selected and scaled
to match the target spectrum.
The Figure 5 shows the time variations of acceleration and displacement on the tip of the
beam (node 3 in Figure 5) of the sign support, for the seismic input corresponding to 001251
time series in the cases without and with TMD.
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Figure 5: Displacements and accelerations (direction y) of node 3 of the beam (see Figure 4), without and with
TMD modeled with mass ratio of 1% for the earthquake 001251 time series

Table 1 presents a summary of maximum values of displacements and accelerations on
node 3 (horizontal direction), for the 7 the time series.
Standard

Earthquake/
Direction 000476 000479 001216 001249 001251 001252 001254 Mean Median

Deviation

Time-series
Maximum

x

displacement
(cm)

y

Maximum

x

acceleration

(cm/s2)

3,1

3,2

2,9

3,2

6,9

4,4

9,5

4,8

3,2

2,5

3,6

3,3

2,5

3,2

6,8

3,6

9,9

4,7

3,6

2,7

8,1

29,5

13,1

18,1

36,6

14,7

11,1

18,7

14,7

10,4

9,2

13,4

11,5

13,2

15,8

16,4

14,5

13,4

13,4

2,5

874,2

997,1

325,5

743,7

914,5

2636,3 1337,4 1118,4 914,5

734,5

917,1

1018,7

343,5

714,9

965,7

2521,8 1348,2 1118,6 965,7

690,3

1332,2 2684,6 1223,3 1642,1 3282,4 2457,0 1742,5 2052,0 1742,5

768,9

1595,9 1263,5 1189,2 1270,9 1625,1 2021,7 1506,6 1496,1 1506,6

289,3

y

Table 1 – Maximum displacements and accelerations on node 3, for each of the time series (without TMD) and
with TMD (bold format)

All the subsequent considerations are towards to the y direction, due to the TMD was tuned
for the fundamental model vibration. In general, in the x direction, the TMD has produce no
overall structural benefits. For the y direction, the maximum displacement and acceleration
was found for the 001251 time-series, where in addition the TMD proved to be the most
effective. The 000476 time-series displayed the minimum displacement and acceleration of all
the 7 cases, in this particular situation the TMD has amplified slightly the response.
The efficiency on the use of the modeled TMD on the structure can be interpreted by the
results of Table 1, here associated with mass ratio of 1%: reduction of maximum
displacements and accelerations (mean values) in the y direction on the order of 28% and
14%, respectively. Another parameter that deserves attention is the standard deviation; for the
case with TMD installed, there is a substantial reduction of the structural response variability
(displacements and accelerations).
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The paper introduces and describes a procedure for selecting and scaling natural records of
earthquakes for the study of cantilevered sign support structures. The herein suggestions
follows the EC8-1 (Portuguese National Annex) prescription for a particular sign support
located in the south of Portugal (Faro).
Regarding the implementation of the TMD, it was concluded that this device is proving to
be effective in terms of displacements and accelerations reductions when the structure is
subjected to the scaled natural records, but only in the y direction (fundamental vibration
mode). For the TMD modeled with the parameters calculated, it was concluded that in terms
of maximum accelerations (mean values) reductions of the order of 28% can be achieved for a
TMD with 1% mass ratio. For the maximum displacements (mean values) it was concluded
that the structural reference system has proved less effective, achieving reductions of 14% for
a TMD with 1% mass ratio. In the present paper, the implementation of the TMD was only
considered the out-plane direction (y direction associated with the fundamental vibration
mode), future studies should focus ways to provide effective damping in both directions, as a
combination of two damping devices. From a structural system perspective, the in-plane and
out-of-plane behaviors are almost uncoupled (modes of vibration); hence the movement (and
suppression) can be considered independently and superimposed.
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Abstract. The main goal of this work was to evaluate the response of the diagonals members of
steel lattice towers with circular cross-sections under the wind load determined according to the
current regulation EN1991-1-4. For the purpose of this study a program in VBA using Excel was
developed to evaluate the response of lattice steel towers to vortex shedding induced vibrations
and possible failure due to fatigue. A design example was dealt with some possible detail.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The telecommunication tower design is strongly influenced by the project requirements. For
lattice towers it is necessary to analyse the loading effects on its slender members as well as their
resistance. One of the crucial analyses is related with the dynamic wind loading, which can lead
to local failure of members and may create a chain of consecutive failures. This would lead to the
tower structure loss of resistance and stability, leading eventually to global failure. Thus, wind
related phenomenon like vortex shedding should and must be considered.
In the worst scenario, vortex shedding can create small medium and large amplitudes resonant
vibrations corresponding to oscillations in the transversal direction, which may strongly lead to
fatigue problems in some of the tower members.
The vortex shedding occurs in the diagonals of the telecommunication towers essentially
because of the forms of their sections [1]. Although it is frequently not considered as a design
verification in lattice towers, a considerable number of similar structures suffers failures due to
vortex shedding. The non-linearity of the phenomenon, in addition to its complexity creates
difficulties in its approach and study analysis. The aim of this work was to optimize the analysis
of the vortex shedding on steel diagonals of lattice towers using a simple program to predict the
potential elements at risk. Consequently, for the known diagonals that may experience some
induced vibration problems, the final goal of this work is to further develop a method of
minimizing the damage, which will be detailed in a letter research work. The results obtained
may be useful for future projects and for lattice tower designs.
2. VORTEX SHEDDING
For bluff bodies, i.e., less aerodynamic, the wind action creates transversal vibrations due to
vortex shedding [2]. This phenomenon is defined as the moment in which the flow of a fluid
around an element creates an alternation of low pressures zones in its vicinity. This alternation
causes the perpendicular vibration regarding the wind load direction [3]. As the fluid flow
velocity reaches the critical velocity of the contact element, the dynamic force created by the
shedding leads to higher vibrations (normal to the flow) in the zones where the dynamic force is
more felt on the element perimeter [4]. Same as to say, it creates resonant vibration.
2.1 Lock-in
When the frequency of the vortex shedding and the natural frequency of the slender element
are equal, the Lock-in is said to be created. In this instant, the element is subjected to higher
vibrations, and its natural frequency controls the shedding [5] [6]. It is difficult to characterize the
element response when the vortex shedding frequency value is far from the element frequency
(the response type is random). This is way it is considered the scenario where the vibrations are
of higher order in resonance. To simplify the analysis and calculations, it is considered a singular
value of frequency where Lock-in occurs, but it is well established that in fact it occurs in a range
of velocities of fluid flow (representing the frequencies) [4]. Thus, the following equation is used
in the analysis:
(1.1)
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3. VORTEX SHEDDING EVALUATION – EUROCODE EN1991-1-4 (2010)
The current Eurocode establishes that it should be verified two criterions for vortex shedding
analysis necessity [7]:
• The ratio between the largest and the smallest dimension in the plane normal to the wind
direction is greater than 6;
• The critical wind velocity in the considered mode of vibration, is less than 1.25 times the
average wind velocity, at the cross-sectional level where the vortex shedding is triggered.
v crit ,i < 1,25 ⋅ v m

(2.1)

The average velocity is calculated using the equations and the conditions expressed in
EN1991-1-4, for a giving base velocity and height (from the ground). For the case of lattice
towers elements, the critical velocity is given for the first mode of vibration, since it’s considered
the mode that governs.
v crit ,1 =

b.n1, y

(2.2)

St

Where b is the cross-section diameter, n1,y the frequency of the element for mode 1 and St the
Strouhal number, defined as a parameter that relates the vibrational forces and forces of inertia
(body forces). For this study, the value of St is 0.18, for circular tubes.
For the vortex shedding calculations, the Eurocode presents two methods of analysis to calculate
the maximum deflection. Calculating the maximum deflection, the resultant effect is given by:
Fw ( s ) = m( s) ⋅ (2 ⋅ π ⋅ ni , y ) 2 ⋅ φ i , y ( s ) ⋅ y F , máx

(2.3)

Methods 1 and 2 are detailed in Appendix E of EN1991-1-4 [7]. It is necessary to determine
another parameter to identify the type of flow [8], designated as Reynolds number, which
influences the effect of the vortex shedding.
Re (v crit ) =

b ⋅ v crit

(2.4)

ν

For the current code, the Reynolds number is used to determine the lift coefficient (for lateral
movement) which is used in the deflection formula for method 1. Moreover, it is also used for the
variables defined in Method 2.
4. FATIGUE ANALYSIS
The analysis used in the determination of number of cycles of excitation leading to damage is
based on the rules and methods in the regulation EN1993-1-9 [9]. The initiation and crack
propagation on a structural element is caused by a cyclic change of stress, this is way the code
presents two types of safety verification for damage control: one based on range of equivalent
stress in constant amplitude, and accumulative damage verification. The total number of cycles is
given by [7]:
2
(3.1)
  v 2 
 v crit 
 ⋅ exp −  crit  
N = 2 ⋅ T ⋅ n y ⋅ ε 0 ⋅ 
  v0  
 v0 
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The number of cycles is a function of the critical velocity vcrit, the frequency of vibration ny,
the modal value of the wind velocity taking in account the Weibull distribution v0, the life spam
considered for the structural element T, and factor that describes the range of velocity in which
vibrations occur ε0.
For the equivalent stress in constant amplitude safety verification, the following condition
must be verified:
(3.2)
γ Ff ⋅ ∆σ E , 2
≤1
∆σ c / γ Mf
Where the variables related to stresses can be calculated using the formulas here expressed, in
addition to using the graph of S-N curves for the resistance stress determination.
(3.3)
∆σ E , 2 = λ ⋅ ∆σ E
1

 N m
λ =
6 
 2 ⋅10 
∆σ E = 2 ⋅ σ Comb .Freq = 2 ⋅ σ (ψ 1 , σ máx )
σ Comb.Freq =

ψ 1 ⋅ M máx D
I

⋅

2

=

0,2 ⋅ M máx D
⋅
I
2

(3.4)

(3.1)
(3.6)

Figure 1 – S-N fatigue resistance curves for nominal stress range [9].

As for the safety verification based on the accumulative damaged, the code obliges that the
ratio of the summation of the number of cycles associated to given range of stresses and the
number of cycles associate to the resistant stress, must be less than 1.
n
(3.7)
n
D d = ∑ Ei ≤ 1
i N Ri
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Furthermore, based on the EN1993-1-9 [9], the number of cycles until damage can be
predicted by:
(3.8)
∆σ Cm ⋅ 2 ⋅106
N=
m
∆σ Freq
Which can be converted to the period T related to it, which is a function of the frequency, the
Weibull distribution, and the factor of range of velocities.
5. LATTICE TOWER - ANALYSIS
For this study it was analyzed a 200-meter-tall already designed lattice steel tower (figure 2)
with different diagonals per section (depending on the height).
Section number
S
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Diagonals
Tube elements
Steel Grade
Øx168,3x3,0
355
Øx168,3x3,0
355
Øx168,3x3,0
355
Øx168,3x3,0
355
Øx139,7x3,0
355
Øx139,7x3,0
355
Øx139,7x3,0
355
Øx139,7x3,0
355
Øx114,3x3,0
355
Øx114,3x3,0
355
Øx101,6x3,0
355
Øx76,1x3,0
355
Øx60,3x3,0
355
Øx60,3x3,0
355
Øx76,1x4,0
355
Øx76,1x4,0
355
Øx76,1x4,0
355
Lx40x40x4
355
Lx40x40x4
355
Lx40x40x4
355

Figure 2 – Lattice tower geometry and diagonals sections.

To automate the process of analysis, it has been developed a program in VBA Excel for
evaluation of both vibration induced by vortex shedding due to wind load, and the fatigue
analysis for the lateral vibrations in the diagonals.
The program relies on the user input, and it is developed to work with a structural evaluation
software, like Robot Structural Analysis from Autodesk. The user must provide all data required
to run the program in excel. The program overview is simple and easy to use, with steps such that
the user can follow the regulation guidelines (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 – Overview of the program (Vortex Induce Vibration Analysis) [10].

The output of the program will be all the variables necessary for vortex shedding evaluation,
including potential diagonals at risk, and the results of fatigue safety verifications (Figure 4).
Besides, the user can also choose to see the proposed measures of lateral vibration mitigation.
This setup corresponds to adding steel fins of certain length (defined at the program) on the mid
span of the element. It is used an equation based on an approximation of the alpha factor equation
for reduction of the lift coefficient used in the Eurocode [11].
d
9−
(4.1)
 ls  22
α = 1 − 


L

With the output information, it is possible to adapt the members if it is necessary, or if it fails
the safety verifications.

Figure 4 – Output example – determination of the diagonals critical velocities.
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6. RESULTS
It is considered now one single element from the all structure, of the ones in the sections at
risk of failure due to fatigue caused by vortex shedding. Using the program developed, the results
for the diagonal 588 of section S15 are shown in table 1 and 2.
Table 1 – Properties of diagonal 588 S15.
Data
z (mid section height)

66,7m

Exterior diameter

139,7mm

Thickness

3mm

Span

7,981m

Cross-sectional area

12,884cm2

Inertia

301,090cm4

Young’s modulus

210GPa

Volumetric weight

7850kg/m3

Frequency of vibration (mode I)

6,167 Hz

Table 2 – Lateral deflection due to vortex shedding and the resultant stress, given by the Eurocode.
Method 1
Results of the
parameters using the
base values of table 8.4
EN1991-1-4

Method 2, considering

Método 2, not considering

turbulence effects

turbulence effects

-

-

Kv

0,583

-

-

-

-

Ka

1,166

Ka

2

clat

0,70

Cc

0,02

Cc

0,02

Kw

0,16

al

0,4

al

0,4

0,10

kp

2,004

kp

K
.

-3

ymáx (m)

3,99 10

σmáx (MPa)

14,233

.

4,45 10

-2

1,490
.

5,92 10

158,917

-2

211,428

These results were used for the fatigue safety verification, and as shown in table 3 the element
fails the condition of safety in method 2.
Table 3 – Fatigue safety verification, based on the equivalent stress in constant amplitude.

Equivalent stress in constant amplitude safety verification
Method

2, considering turbulence effects

vcrít (m/s)
vm (m/s)
N
∆σc (MPa)
∆σE,2 (MPa)

4,786
36,915
8,17.108

γ Ff ⋅ ∆σ E , 2
∆σ c / γ Mf

2, not considering turbulence
effects
4,786
36,915
8,17.108
71

211,584

281,498

3,43

4,56
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Table 4 – Results for the diagonal 588 of S15 related to failure prediction due to lateral vibrations.
Method

2, considering turbulence

2, not considering turbulence

vcrít (m/s)

4,786

4,786

Nc
∆σc (MPa)
∆σFreq (MPa)
m (curve slope)
N (Resistant cycles)
Damage prediction

2.106

2.106
71

63,57
3
1,832.106
41,5 days

84,5712
3
7,781.105
17,6 days

As shown in table 4, not only the diagonal fails the safety check for fatigue analysis due to
vibration in the lateral direction, but it can also be assumed that the members of this same section
will fail in a short period. It is not possible to confirm that all members will fail in the time range
calculated, but an alert notice is given for the design process.
For the entire structure the sections in blue can be defined as potential risk zones (figure 5).

Figure 5 – Output example – determination of the diagonals critical velocities.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The second method of lateral vibration analysis for vortex shedding due to wind load
presented in the Eurocode has a better approximation to similar cases where structural elements
have failed. This is the reason way it is given special attention throughout the calculations of
fatigue failure verifications. The risk of failure of the tower structural elements due to fatigue is
as expected because for slender members in lower heights in which the wind turbulence is more
felt, the promptness for transversal excitation is higher. Therefore, it should be taking into
account adding bracing to the diagonals. The special software program in VBA using Excel that
was developed for the purpose of this study, has great potential to be adapted to numerous
scenarios and new features could be added for more complex cases. It is a valuable tool in
accelerating the decision process and wind verifications.
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Abstract. In the present paper the investigation of the problem of reinforced concrete (r/c)
buildings’ seismic damage prediction is exhibited utilizing Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).
More specifically, the problem is formulated and solved in terms of the Pattern Recognition
Problem using Multilayer Feedforward Perceptron Networks (MFP). The networks are
trained by the implementation of two training algorithms: the Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm (SCG) and the Resilient Back-Propagation algorithm (RP). The training data-set is
created by means of Nonlinear Time History Analyses (NTHA) of 30 r/c buildings which are
subjected to 65 earthquakes. The selected buildings have different heights, structural systems
and structural eccentricities, and are designed on the basis of the suggestions of Eurocodes.
The damage index which is used to describe the seismic damage state of buildings is the Maximum Interstorey Drift Ratio (MIDR). In the context of the present paper the influence of the
number and the combination of seismic parameters which describe the level of impact of
seismic excitations on the r/c buildings is also investigated. To this end, 8 different and widely
used seismic parameters are utilized. Furthermore, the influence of the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons in the hidden layers, as well as the activation functions of neurons
is also examined. The generalization abilities of the optimum configured ANNs are investigated through the assessment of their performance in the case of prediction of seismic damage
state of the selected buildings subjected to 16 earthquakes different from the earthquakes
which are used in the creation of the training data-set. The most significant conclusion that
turned out is that the ANNs can reliably classify the r/c buildings into pre-defined damage
classes if they are appropriately configured. More specifically, the parametric investigations
prove that the most important factor for the effective ANNs’ configuration is the activation
functions of output layer’s neurons (tansig function) as well as the number of the hidden layers (the utilization of two hidden layers leads to better results). As regards the examination of
the optimum number and combination of seismic input parameters (using the “Stepwise” sensitivity analysis method) it is proved that are dependent on the utilized training algorithm.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The assessment of seismic damage level in case of r/c structures is at the core of the civil
engineering research globally, since a large number of strong earthquakes that happened in
the past have caused extensive structural damages and human losses. As a consequence, numerous researchers have published studies dealing with the methods that can be used in order
to estimate the seismic vulnerability of existing buildings. The research studies can be classified into two general categories: a) studies dealing with the development of methods that can
estimate the seismic performance of individual buildings and b) studies dealing with the development of methods that can rapidly assess the seismic vulnerability of groups of buildings
with common structural characteristics. The research studies belonging to the first category
resulted in analytical methodologies of assessment which are based on linear and nonlinear
methods that have been adopted by modern seismic codes (e.g. [1, 2, 3]). Respectively, the
researches belonging to the second category led to the development of methodologies that can
accomplish the approximate assessment of the seismic vulnerability of buildings' groups with
common structural characteristics (e.g. rapid screening methods; damage probability matrices;
fragile curves, see for example [4, 5, 6]. These methods can be used in order to estimate the
buildings' seismic vulnerability in a very short time comparing with the methods of the first
category, with the price of losing accuracy. However, the merit of these approximate methods
is important, since the use of them can lead to rapid and reliable decisions about the need for
further investigation of buildings' seismic performance.
In the context of the direct (though approximate) assessment of the seismic vulnerability of
buildings' groups with common structural characteristics, in the past 25 years many research
studies have been conducted aiming to utilize the capacities of artificial intelligence, such as
the Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). The ANNs are complex computational structures,
which attempt to mimic the operations of the biological (human or animal) brain and the central nervous system and are used for the solution of complex problems with the aid of computers using algorithms based on different philosophy than the conventional ones (see e.g.
[7]). Although the ANNs have been developed on an idea that dates back to the 1940s [8], the
first thorough investigation dealing with the use of them for the direct (in real time) estimation of the level of structural seismic damage was published in 1995 [9]. Since then, this approach has been the subject of numerous research studies (e.g. [10, 11]), which led to highly
important and interesting results. These results designate the ability of ANNs to predict the
potential seismic damage of buildings in an approximate but generally reliable way.
The aim of the present study is to further investigate the ability of ANNs to reliably predict
the seismic damage level of r/c buildings. More specifically, the problem is formed and
solved as a pattern recognition problem. Problems of this type can be solved reliably using
ANNs. For the needs of the investigation, the training of the ANNs was achieved with the aid
of a data set created using results from Nonlinear Time History Analyses of 30 r/c buildings
with different heights, structural systems and structural eccentricities, subjected to 65 actual
ground motions. The Maximum Interstorey Drift Ratio (MIDR), (e.g. [12]) was used as the
damage index. As a consequence, 1950 (30 x 65) values of MIDR resulted from the analyses
conducted. These values were categorized into five general damage levels, into which the investigated buildings were classified with the aid of the ANNs. The training of the ANNs was
made by using both the Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm (SCG, [13]) and the Resilient
Back-Propagation algorithm (RP, [14]). Moreover, the number and the combination of the
seismic parameters leading to the strongest correlation between the analyses results and the
results produced by the ANNs was investigated. To this end, 8 different and widely used
seismic parameters were examined. Furthermore, the influence of the number of hidden layers,
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the number of neurons in the hidden layers, as well as the activation functions of neurons was
also examined. The prediction ability of the trained ANNs was checked through the prediction
they made in the case of future earthquakes and it was demonstrated that they can extract especially reliable (though approximate) results.
2

THE ARIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

It is well-known that the Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are complex computational
structures which are capable to solve problems using the general rules of the human brain
functions (see e.g. [7]). Thus, using ANNs it is feasible to approximate the solution of problems such as pattern recognition, classification and function approximation problem.
The ANNs’ function is based on the combined action of interconnected processing units
that are called artificial neurons (Figure 1(a)). The artificial neuron receives input signals (x 1,
x2,…., xm) and transform them to an output signal (yk) through the use of an adder (which
adds the products of the input signals by the respective synaptic weights (wk1, wk2,…., wkm) of
neuron’s synapses), and the use of an activation function (which has as argument the u k that
results from the adder and transform it to the output signal yk).

Figure 1: The artificial neuron (a), typical configuration of a multilayer feedforward perceptron ANN (b).

In Figure 1(b) the typical configuration of a Multilayer Feedforward Perceptron (MFP)
type ANN with four layers of neurons (input layer, two hidden layers and output layer) is presented. MFP networks were selected for the analyses which were conducted in order to
achieve the objective of the present investigation. The solution of problems through the utilization of ANNs is accomplished if they have been trained. The training of ANNs is achieved
by procedures which are called training algorithms. These algorithms require a set of n input
vectors x and the corresponding to them n output vectors d that called target vectors. The n
pairs of vectors x and vectors d constitute the training data-set. During the training procedure,
the values of the synaptic weights (w) are successively altered until the error vector e(w)
[e(w)=d-o(w), where o(w) is the output vector] that is produced by the ANN is minimized.
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3

FORMULATION OF THE SEISMIC DAMAGE PREDICTION PROBLEM AS A
PATTERN RECOGNITION PROBLEM USING ANNs

As “pattern recognition” is defined the procedure of the detection and identification/classification of objects in specific categories (patterns). The solution of the pattern
recognition problem is approached by the utilization of several methods (see e.g. [15]). One of
these methods is based on the use of ANNs. In this section, it will be presented the procedure
by which the problem of the r/c buildings’ seismic damage prediction is formulated as a pattern recognition problem. The steps which are required for this formulation are illustrated in
the flowchart of Figure 2. In this diagram the choices which were made for some of the problem’s parameters in the current investigation are also presented. Detailed description of all
selected parameters will be given in the following subsections.
SELECTION OF ANN's TYPE

Multilayer Feedforward Perceptron (MFP)

SELECTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS
(Type and number of: the structural and the seismic parameters)
SELECTION OF OUTPUT PARAMETERS
Selection of formulation of damage index

Maximum Interstorey Drift Ratio (MIDR)

Output: The classification of MIDR values in certain categories

TRAINING DATA SET GENERATION
(Formation of the set of input and target vectors using nonlinear time history analysis)
SELECTION OF TRAINING ALGORITHMS
(a) Resilient Propagation algorithm (RP)
(b) Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm (SCG)
CONFIGURATION OF ANNs
Selection of parameters (e.g. number of hidden layers, number of neurons, activation functions)
[Some of these parameters were selected after parametric investigation (see section 4)]
Figure 2: The procedure of the formulation of the pattern recognition problem.

3.1

Selection of the type of ANNs

As mentioned in the section 2, in the present investigation MFP networks were utilized. In
the networks of this type, the neurons in any layer are connected to all neurons in the adjacent
layer (Figure 1b). This choice was based on the fact that this type of ANNs was successfully
used in many published investigations which are related to the subject of the present investigation (see e.g. [10, 11, 16, 17, 18]).
3.2

Selection of the input parameters

The ANNs are computational structures which are capable to handle and approach the solution of multiparametric problems. This feature gives the flexibility to select the number of
the parameters (input parameters) through which a problem can be described. The parameters
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which describe the problem of the prediction of the seismic damage of r/c buildings can be
grouped in two categories: the structural parameters and the seismic parameters.
The structural parameters are used for the description of the buildings’ response on earthquake excitations. In the case of the vulnerability assessment of existing r/c buildings, the
widespread methods such as the fragility curves method (see e.g. [5, 6]) utilize macroscopic
characteristics which are related to the geometric morphology and the structural system. In the
present study 4 structural parameters were selected: the total height of buildings H tot, the ratio
of the base shear that is received by r/c walls (if exist) along two perpendicular directions x
and y (ratio nvx and ratio nvy), and the structural eccentricity e0.
As regards the seismic parameters which are used to describe the seismic excitations and
their impact to structures, there are many definitions which are resulted from the analysis of
accelerograms records (see e.g. [19]). These parameters can be classified to: (a) seismic parameters determined from the time histories of the records; (b) seismic parameters determined
from the response spectra of the records; (c) seismic parameters accounting for the earthquake's frequency content and (d) seismic parameters based on the earthquake's duration. For
the investigation conducted in the present study, the 8 seismic parameters illustrated in Table
1 have been chosen.
Ground Motion Parameter
Peak Ground Acceleration: PGA
Peak Ground Velocity: PGV
Peak Ground Displacement: PGD

Calculation procedure
max|a(t)|
max|v(t)|
max|d(t)|

Category

Arias Intensity: Ia

Ia = (π / 2g)  [a(t)]2 dt

Seismic parameters determined
from the time histories of the
records.

t tot

0

Acceleration Spectrum Intensity: ASI

[a(t), v(t), d(t) are the acceleration,
velocity and displacement time
history respectively]

Seismic parameters determined
0.5
ASI =  Sa (ξ = 0.05, Τ)dT from the response spectra of the
0.1
records.

Housner Intensity: HI

HI =  PSV(ξ = 0.05,Τ)dT

(Sa is the acceleration spectrum,
PSV is the pseudovelocity spectrum, ξ is the damping ratio)

Vmax/Amax (PGV/ PGA)

max|v(t)|/max|a(t)|

Seismic parameter accounting
for the earthquake's frequency
content.

2.5

0.1

Seismic parameter based on the
earthquake's duration.
Time of Uniform Duration: TUD

Special algorithm
(e.g. [20])

[TUD is the total time during
which the ground acceleration is
larger than a given threshold value
(usually 5% of PGA)]

Table 1: Examined ground motion parameters.

Thus, in the present study 12 input parameters (4 structural and 8 seismic) were selected.
Therefore, the input vector of ANNs x has the general form which is given by the Eq. (1).

x   xseism xstruct 

T

(1)

xseism   PGA PGV PGD Ia ASI HI PGV / PGA TUD ,
T
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However, it must be stressed that the dimension of the input vector x was not considered
constant (12x1) in the analyses conducted in the present study. As will presented in the section 4, the number and the combination of the seismic parameters in the input vector x were
investigated in order to accomplish the optimum performance of ANNs, i.e. the optimum prediction of the seismic damage. Thus, the dimension of the used input vectors was fluctuated
between (5x1), i.e. 1 seismic parameter plus 4 structural parameters, and (12x1).
3.3

Selection of the output parameters

Due to the fact that the problem which is investigated in the present study is the r/c buildings’ seismic damage prediction using ANNs, the first step in the procedure of the selection of
the networks’ output parameters is the choice of an appropriate damage index. As it is wellknown, the damage indices are used for the numerical modeling of the damage level in the
vulnerability assessment of structures, and can be grouped into categories based on whether
they are local or global, deterministic or probabilistic, structural or financial (e.g. [21]). In the
present study, the seismic damage of r/c buildings was expressed in terms of the Maximum
Interstorey Drift Ratio (MIDR). The MIDR is a global and structural damage index which is
generally considered as a reliable indicator of structural and nonstructural seismic damage of
r/c buildings (e.g. [22]), and has been used for the evaluation of seismic response of structures
(e.g. [23]). Indicative calculation of the MIDR value in the case of a n-storey building with a
rectangular plan-view is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Indicative calculation of the MIDR value in the case of a n-storey building with rectangular plan-view.

The formulation of the investigated problem as a pattern recognition problem requires the
definition of classes into which a r/c building can be classified on the basis of its damage level
after an earthquake. To this end, in the present study five damage states were defined using
specific limit values of the MIDR. These damage states (valid for r/c buildings) are presented
in the Table 2 (see e.g. [24]).
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<0.25
Null

MIDR (%)
Degree of damage

0.25-0.50
Slight

0.50-1.00
Moderate

1.00-1.50
Heavy

>1.50
Destruction

Table 2: Relation between MIDR and damage state.

Using the five damage states which are defined in the Table 2 any r/c building which is
subjected to an earthquake can be classified on the basis of its corresponding MIDR value. In
terms of ANNs this means that any input vector x can be classified on the basis on its corresponding output vector o (or target vector d in the case in which the input vector is a training
vector) in one of the five damage states of Table 2. Thus, the output vectors as well as the target vectors must have dimension (5x1). In other words, the number of outputs of ANNs in the
present case is five. The general form of the output vectors is given (using an example) in
Figure 4.
MIDR
o1

<0.25%

0

o2

(0.25%-0.50%]

o = o3
o4

(0.50%-1.00%]

o5

Example:
MIDR=0.72%

(1.00%-1.50%]
>1.50%

0

o= 1
0
0

Figure 4: General form of output vectors o.

As it emerges from Figure 4, each element of a vector o represents one of the five classes/damage states of Table 2 and attains value equal to 1 if the corresponding MIDR belongs
to the interval of values which define the specific damage state. Otherwise, it attains value
equal to 0.
3.4

Training data-set generation

The procedure which is conducted for the generation of the training data-set is presented in
the flowchart of the Figure 5. The steps of this procedure will be described subsequently.
SELECTION OF 30 3D R/C BUILDINGS
Criteria: (a) Realistic configuration of buildings ("actual" buildings)
(b) Coverage of a wide range for the values of the selected structural parameters
SELECTION OF 65 GROUND MOTIONS - Calculation of values of the seismic parameters
(Criterion: Coverage of a wide range for the values of the selected seismic parameters
MODELING OF LINEAR BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS & DESIGN OF SELECTED BUILDINGS
(Following the reccomentations of EN1992-1-1 and EN1998-1)
MODELING OF NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR AND ANALYSIS
Data for the MIDR calculation
(Performing Nonlinear Time History Analyses for the 30 r/c buildings subjected to 65 ground motions)
POST-PROSECCING OF THE RESULTS OF THE NONLINEAR TIME HISTORY ANALYSES
Calculation of MIDR for the1950(=30x65) analysis cases
Figure 5: Procedure for the design and generation of the training data-set.
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(a) Selection of 30 r/c buildings: The selected buildings (rectangular in plan and regular in
elevation according to the criteria set by EN1998-1), differ in the total height Htot, the structural eccentricity e0 (=the distance between the mass center and the stiffness center of storeys), as well as the ratios of the base shear nvx and nvy that are received by the r/c walls (if
they exist) along two perpendicular axes (axes x and y). The values of the above structural
parameters for the selected buildings are given in Table 3.
No. nst
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

3
5
7
3
5
7
3
5
7
3
5
7
3
5
7

Lx
(m)
13.5
20.0
20.0
15.0
19.0
19.0
15.0
21.2
21.2
17.0
20.2
20.2
15.0
20.2
20.2

Ly
e (m)
(m) o
10.0
0.0
14.0
0.0
14.0
0.0
10.0
0.0
16.2
0.0
16.2
0.0
15.0
0.0
18.7
0.0
18.7
0.0
12.5
0.0
15.2
0.0
15.2
0.0
10.0
0.0
15.2
0.0
15.2
0.0

nvx
(%)
0.0
0.0
0.0
73.0
77.0
57.0
41.0
46.0
43.0
43.0
41.0
38.0
77.0
68.0
51.0

nvy
(%)
0.0
0.0
0.0
76.0
80.0
64.0
41.0
50.0
46.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

No.

nst

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

3
5
7
3
5
7
3
5
7
3
5
7
3
5
7

Lx
(m)
13.0
17.5
17.5
13.5
16.0
16.0
13.5
16.0
16.0
14.5
14.0
14.0
13.5
16.5
16.5

Ly
(m)
9.0
10.0
10.0
9.0
14.5
14.5
9.0
14.5
14.5
9.0
16.0
16.0
10.0
16.5
16.5

eo(m)
0.98
2.58
2.39
4.65
4.19
3.79
2.23
2.65
2.49
3.53
3.01
3.01
6.73
6.29
5.96

nvx
(%)
0.0
0.0
0.0
52.0
43.0
37.0
47.0
38.0
35.0
64.0
0.0
0.0
64.0
65.0
59.0

nvy
(%)
0.0
0.0
0.0
46.0
42.0
36.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
69.0
65.0
58.0
72.0
67.0

Table 3: Values of structural parameters of the selected r/c buildings.

In Table 3 e0=(e0x2+e0y2)1/2, where e0x, e0y are the structural eccentricities along axes x and y.
(b) Selection of ground motions: A suite of 65 pairs of horizontal bidirectional earthquake
ground motions obtained from the PEER [25] and the European strong-Motion database [26]
was selected. The main criterion used for the selection of these excitations was to cover a
large variety of realistic values for the 8 ground motion parameters considered in the present
investigation (see Tables 1 and 4). The seismic parameters for each ground motion were determined as the geometric mean values of the parameters corresponding to the two horizontal
components of each earthquake record.
Ground Motion Parameter
PGA
PGV
PGD
Ia
ASI
HI
PGV/PGA
TUD

Units
%g
cm/sec
cm
m/sec
g·sec
cm
sec
sec

Minimum Value
0.004
0.86
0.36
≈0.0
0.003
3.94
0. 036
≈0.0

Maximum Value
0.822
99.35
60.19
5.592
0.633
317.6
0.336
17.68

Table 4: Ranges of values of the selected seismic parameters.

(c) Modeling of linear behavior, analysis and design of selected buildings: The selected buildings (which were considered as Medium Ductility Class structures) were modeled, analyzed
and designed based on the provisions of EN1992-1-1 [27] and EN1998-1 [28] (using the pro-
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fessional analysis and design program RAF [29]). It must by stressed that in any case the
choice of the dimensions of the r/c members’ cross-sections, as well as of their reinforcement,
was made while bearing in mind the optimum exploitation of steel (S500B) and concrete
(C20/25).
(d) Nonlinear modeling and analysis (Nonlinear Time History Analyses) – Calculation of
Damage Index MIDR: Τhe buildings' nonlinear behaviour was modeled by means of lumped
plasticity models at the column and beam ends, as well as at the base of the walls. The material inelasticity of the structural members was modeled with the aid of the Modified Takeda
hysteresis rule [30]. The effects of the axial load-biaxial bending moments (P-M1-M2) interaction at column and wall hinges were taken into account by using the P-M1-M2 interaction diagram, which is implemented in the software adopted for the application of the analyses.
After the nonlinear modeling, the 30 selected r/c buildings were analyzed by Nonlinear
Time History Analysis (NTHA) for each one of the 65 earthquake ground motion pairs. Thus,
a total of 1950 NTHA (30 buildings x 65 earthquake records) were performed with the aid of
the computer program Ruaumoko [31]. For each one of the 1950 analyses, the required data
for the MIDR calculation were exported.
(e) Post-processing of the results of NTHA – Calculation of MIDR: The last step of the procedure for the training data-set generation (Figure 5) is the processing of the results of NTHA in
order to calculate the MIDR values of the analyzed buildings. To this end, a computer code in
Visual Basic was developed. This code calculates firstly the MIDR values following the procedure which is presented in Figure 3 and subsequently configures the target vectors d in the
form which is given in Figure 4.
Thus, following the above procedure, 1950 training vectors x with dimension (12x1) which
are described by Eq. (1) were created. Also, the corresponding 1950 target vectors d (dimension (5x1), Figure 4) were created.
3.5

Selection of training algorithms

Two training algorithms were adopted: the Resilient Backpropagation algorithm (“RP” algorithm, [14]) and the Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm (“SCG” algorithm, [13]). The RP
algorithm constitutes a variation of methods which are based on variable learning rate and it is
recommended for the quick and reliable solution of pattern recognition problems (see e.g. [32,
33]). The algorithm SCG belongs to the specific class of Conjugate Gradient (CG) methods,
which can effectively handle large-scale problems. Furthermore, special features of the SCG
algorithm are its fastness, as well as the fact that it does not contain user-dependent parameters.
3.6

Configuration of ANNs

The last step of the procedure for the formulation and solution of the seismic damage prediction problem as a pattern recognition problem using ANNs, is the configuration of the
networks. More specifically, this step concerns the choice of the parameters which are required for the configuration of the used ANNs. These parameters are: (a) the number of the
hidden layers; (b) the number of neurons in each hidden layer; (c) the activation functions of
neurons; (d) the performance evaluation parameters; (e) the normalization functions of the
input and output values and (f) the method for partitioning the data set in training, validation
and testing subsets.
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In the present study, specific choices for some of the aforementioned parameters were
made, while for some others more than one choice were made. These choices are the following:
(a) Number of the hidden layers: ANNs with one or two hidden layers were selected.
(b) Number of neurons in hidden layers: The optimum number of neurons in hidden layers is
not uniquely defined for all problems. Furthermore, there is no a direct method for its determination, so the trial and error method is always adopted. In the context of the present
study, an investigation for the determination of the optimum number of neurons in hidden
layers was conducted. More specifically, ANNs with a number of neurons in hidden layers that ranges between 10 and 60 were configured. Then, the number of neurons that led
to the optimum results in each examined case was determined. In section 4, more details
will be given.
(c) Activation functions of neurons: Two different types of activation functions for neurons
were used: the sigmoid function (logistic - logsig) and the hyperbolic tangent function
(tansig), (Figure 1(a)). The choice of using two activation functions (instead of using a
single one) was made in order to investigate the optimum efficiency of the ANNs.
(d) Performance evaluation parameters: The performance evaluation parameters are indices
which are used for the assessment of ANNs’ prediction abilities. In the case of solution of
a pattern recognition problem the most useful tools for the evaluation of ANNs are the
Confusion Matrices - CM (see e.g. [32, 34]). The general form of a CM (for a three-class
problem) is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6: General form of a confusion matrix for a three-class problem

On the basis of CMs three types of metrics for ANNs’ prediction accuracy are defined,
namely the “Recall” index, the “Precision” index and the “Overall Accuracy” index (Figure 6). In the present study, the “Overall Accuracy” or (OA) index was mainly used.
However, for the evaluation of the several configurations of the ANNs which were examined the corresponding CMs are also presented and evaluated in section 4.
(e) Normalization functions for the input and target vectors’ elements: The utilization of
functions which normalize the values of the elements of input vectors x before these vectors introduced to ANNs is considered as necessary in order to optimize the training (e.g.
[35]). The same transformation is also required for the elements of the target vectors d. A
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function, through which the elements of input and the target vectors of the data set attain
values in the range [-1,1], was selected in the present study [32].
(f) Partition of the data-set: The partition of the data-set in three sub-sets, namely the training, the validation and the testing sub-set is recommended in order to ensure good generalization of networks and to avoid the overfitting (e.g. [36]). In the present study, the
partition of the data-set in training, validation and testing sub-sets was done in any case
using the ratio 70%/15%/15% respectively. The training and target vectors, which consist
of the three sub-sets, were chosen randomly [32].
4

PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATION FOR THE OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE OF
ANNS

In this section the results of the parametric analyses which were conducted for the investigation of optimum ANNs’ seismic damage prediction is exhibited. More specifically, the aim
of these analyses was the investigation of the influence of:
(a) the number and the combination of seismic input parameters,
(b) the type of the neurons’ activation functions,
(c) the training algorithms,
(d) the number of neurons in hidden layers, and
(e) the number of hidden layers
to the ANNs’ performance.
This investigation was conducted in two parts. In the first part ANNs with one hidden layer
were utilized. In this part the influence of the factors (a)-(d) were investigated. In the second
part, ANNs with two hidden layers were used. It must be noted that in the second part of investigation, specific conclusions of the first part (such as conclusions about the influence of
the number and the combination of seismic input parameters as well as the influence of the
type of the neurons’ activation functions) were taken into consideration in order to reduce the
number of required training procedures, which is significantly more in the case of ANNs with
two hidden layers. For example, in the case of ANNs with one hidden layer, the number of
different combinations of activation functions’ types in the hidden and output layer is 4 (i.e.
logsig/logsig, tansig/tansig, logsig/tansig and tansig/logsig). The corresponding number in the
case of ANNs with two hidden layers is 8. If we also take into consideration the fact that the
investigation of the optimum number of neurons required training procedures for ANNs with
different number of neurons in each hidden layer (10÷60 as it will be presented in the following subsections), it is clear that the total number of the required calculations in the case of
ANNs with two hidden layers is significantly greater.
4.1

Investigation of optimum performance of ANNs with one hidden layer

The investigation of the optimum performance of ANNs with one hidden layer was conducted in three stages. In each stage, different number of seismic input parameters was considered:
(a) Stage 1: Each one of the 8 seismic input parameters of Table 1, and the 4 considered structural parameters were introduced into the input vectors x (Eq. 1). Therefore, eight different
types of input vectors were formed (with dimension (5x1)).
(b) Stage 2: The 8 seismic input parameters of Table 1 were introduced simultaneously with
the 4 structural parameters into the input vectors x. Therefore, one type of input vectors
was formed (with dimension (12x1)).
(c) Stage 3: Using the two versions of “Stepwise” sensitivity analysis method [37, 38, 39] the
number and the combination of seismic input parameters which lead to the optimum
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ANNs’ predictions for the seismic damage state of r/c buildings was investigated. Thus, in
this stage input vectors with dimension between (5x1) and (12x1) were formed.
The Stages 1 and 2 were utilized for the detection of the optimum combination of neurons’
activation functions in the hidden and the output layer between the 4 possible combinations.
Thus, the analyses of the Stage 3 were conducted only for the optimum combination of these
functions, but for both of the two training algorithms which were considered in the present
study (RP and SCG). For the training of the investigated ANNs in Stages 1 and 2 a specific
procedure was performed in order to detect the number of neurons in hidden layer which leads
to the best predictions. This procedure is described in Figure 7.
Number of seismic input parameters:

1 in Stage 1
8 in Stage 2

Training Algorithm (TA): RP / SCG
Number of hidden layers (hl): 1
Activation Function (AF) of the hl
neurons (AFhl): tansig / logsig
tansig
AF of the output layer (ol) neurons (AFol ):
logsig
Number of neurons in the hl (nn hl ): 10-60

nn hl =10,60
Configuration of ANN with nn hl
neurons in hl ANN(nn hl)
Training Number: TN(nn hl )=1,75
Training
Synaptic Weights (SW) and
Evaluation Parameter (EP)

Stage 1 / 2
TA= RP

CTEP

TA= SCG

AFhl =tansig AFhl =tansig AFhl =logsig AFhl =logsig
AFol =tansig AFol =logsig AFol =tansig AFol =logsig
CTEP
CTEP
CTEP
CTEP
(Configurations Trainings & Evaluation Processes)

Comparison of EP of the 75 trainings
Optimum Training
SW and EP of the OT

OT(nn hl )

Comparison of EP of all OT(nn hl (=10-60))
OT(nnoptimum
)
hl
SW and EP of the ANN with
the optimum nn hl nnoptimum
hl

Figure 7: Calculations’ procedure of Stages 1 and 2

It must be noted that the Evaluation Parameter (EP) in Figure 7 is the Overall Accuracy
(OA) index which is defined in Figure 6. It must also be stressed that the Evaluation Parameter OA was calculated in any case on the basis of the samples which belong to the testing subset. This set, is used to control the generalization ability of the trained ANNs. Thus, the results
of the current investigation have wider validity because they are exported from a data sub-set
which is comprised of training and target vectors that are not used to optimize the values of
ANNs’ synaptic weights, but is comprised of unseen vectors. As turns out from the Figure 7,
for each ANN which was configured, 75 training procedures were conducted. This is due to
the fact that differences in the performance of the networks are caused by the initial values of
the synaptic weights and biases (see e.g. [11]), and also due to the random composition of the
three sub-sets of the data set (training, validation and testing data sub-sets). The best trained
network (optimum trained network) for each one of the different ANN architectures was finally adopted in the procedure.
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79.9%
71.7%
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65.9%
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58.0%
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Overall Accuracy (%)

75%
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(79.9%)

HI
PGV
Ia
PGA
ASI
TUD
PGD
PGV/PGA

All parameters
(80.9%)

85%

Seismic Input
Seismic Input
Seismic Input
(d) Parameters
(c) Parameters
(b) Parameters
Activation Functions: Activation Functions: Activation Functions:
- Hidden layer: tansig - Hidden layer: logsig - Hidden layer: tansig
- Output layer: logsig - Output layer: tansig - Output layer: tansig

Figure 8: Overall Accuracy which is extracted from ANNs with one hidden layer and one seismic input parameter trained using the RP algorithm
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HI
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53.2%
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Figure 9: Overall Accuracy which is extracted from ANNs with one hidden layer and one seismic input parameter trained using the SCG algorithm

Figures 8 and 9 present the results of analyses of Stages 1 and 2. From these Figures, the
following conclusions can be drawn:
• The ANNs in which the tansig function is used in the output layer extract higher values for
OA index than the values which are extracted from ANNs with logsig function in this layer.
This conclusion is valid either in cases in which one of the studied seismic input parameter
is used or in the case in which all studied seismic input parameters are introduced to ANNs
(horizontal red lines in Figures 8 and 9). For example, when the HI parameter is used as
seismic input parameter the values of the OA index which are exported from ANNs with
tansig function in their output layer fluctuate between 76.8% and 79.9%, whereas the cor-
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responding fluctuation range in the case of the utilization of logsig function in the output
layer is 51.9%-56.7%.
• The training algorithm has significantly less influence to the ANNs’ prediction ability than
the type of the output layer’s activation function. For example, when all the studied seismic
input parameters are introduced to networks the value of the OA index is equal to 80.9% in
the case of utilization of RP algorithm and equal to 79.5% in the case of utilization of SCG
algorithm for the training of ANNs with logsig function in the hidden layer and tansig
function in the output layer (Figures 8(c) and 9(c)). Similar differences are observed for all
the other combinations of activation functions in the hidden and the output layer.
• The ranking of the seismic input parameters concerning their importance (i.e. concerning
the value of OA index which is extracted from ANNs when only one of them is imported
to input vectors) is identical and independent of the training algorithm and of the type of
hidden layer’s activation functions only in the case of utilization of function tansig in the
output layer (Figures 8(c), 8(d), 9(c), 9(d)).
• In almost all cases which are presented in Figures 8 and 9 the most effective seismic input
parameter is the Housner Intensity (HI). Using this parameter as the only seismic input in
the input vectors, values between 76.8% and 79.9% for the OA index are achieved in the
case of utilization of the tansig activation function in the output layer. The corresponding
values in the case of utilization of the logsig function range between 51.9% and 56.7%. On
the contrary, the less effective seismic input parameters in all studied cases are the ratio
PGV/PGA and the PGD. It must also be noted that the difference between the OA values
which are extracted using the most effective seismic parameter and the corresponding values which are extracted using the less effective seismic parameter is almost double in the
case in which the tansig function is used in the networks’ output layer over the case in
which the logsig function is used.
• The level of effectiveness of the HI parameter as the only seismic input parameter in input
vectors approaches the corresponding level which is achieved when all seismic parameters
are introduced in input vectors, mainly in the case of the utilization of tansig function in
the output layer. As turns out from the Figures 8(c), 8(d), 9(c), 9(d) the OA values which
are extracted using only the HI parameter in the input vectors are only 1.3%-4.2% smaller
than the corresponding values which are extracted when all seismic parameters are introduced. Similar level of divergence is not observed if the logsig function is used in the output layer.
As mentioned above, in the Stage 3 of the investigation of one hidden layer ANNs’ performance concerning to the seismic damage prediction, the optimum number and combination
of seismic input parameters (i.e. the number and the combination of seismic input parameters
which lead to the optimum ANNs’ predictions for the seismic damage state) was investigated.
To this end the two versions of the “Stepwise” sensitivity analysis method i.e. the “Forward
Stepwise Method” (FSM), and the “Backward Stepwise Method” (BSM) were utilized. The
“Stepwise” method is widely used for the investigation of importance of the parameters which
affect multi-parametric problems with unknown mathematical formulation. The Stepwise
Method consists of adding (FSM) or rejecting (BSM) step-by-step one input parameter of the
network [37]. Thus, at each step, a new ANN is configured and is trained by the use of the
available training data-set. The performance of the new network of each step is assessed (i.e.
the OA index is calculated). On the basis of the changes of the performance parameter’s values, the input parameters are ranked according to their importance. The sequence of FSM’s
and BSM’s steps is presented in details by Morfidis and Kostinakis [40]. It must also be noted
that the required procedure at each step of the Stepwise method (FSM or BSM) is the procedure which is described in the Figure 7. Thus, it is obvious that the amount of calculations
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Maximum Overall Accuracy (%)

which are required for the complete implementation of the FSM and the BSM is significantly
great. In order to make this statement clear it can be noted that in the present study (in which
the influence of 8 seismic input parameters was examined) the full implementation of FSM
and BSM required 8 steps each [40]. In each of these steps the procedure of Figure 7 was implemented. For this reason, in the present study the full implementation of the FSM and BSM
was conducted only for ANNs with tansig function in the hidden and the output layer, but for
the both of two training algorithms which were utilized (RP and SCG).
Figure 10 illustrates the results of the full implementation of the “Stepwise” method. More
specifically, the maximum values of the OA index for each number of seismic input parameters between 1 and 8 in input vectors are presented. These values are the maximum OA index
values which are exported from all the examined combinations of each method’s step. In Figure 10 the numbers of neurons in the hidden layer of ANNs which export the maximum OA
index values are also presented.
85%
RP
83%

SCG

81.6%
80.9%
80.9%
80.2%

81%

82.3%
81.9%
81.6%
81.6%
81.2%81.2%
81.2%
80.5%
80.5%
79.9%

79% 78.5%

77.1%
77%

30

18
10

36

42

20

22

48 32

26

32

32 10

12 34

20

75%
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
Number of seismic input parameters in input vectors

8

Figure 10: Maximum values of the Overall Accuracy index from the examined combinations of seismic input
parameters in the context of the implementation of the “Stepwise” method

The main conclusions which arise from the Figure 10 are the following:
• With the exception of the case of only one seismic input parameter, in all other cases the
maximum value of OA index fluctuates within a narrow range of values (2.39% in the case
of utilization of RP algorithm and 1.71% in the case of utilization of SCG algorithm).
• The best performance of ANNs in the case of using the RP training algorithm is accomplished when 4 seismic parameters are introduced in input vectors (OA=82.3%). The corresponding number of seismic parameters in the case of use of the SCG algorithm is 5
(OA=81.9%).
• The optimum number of neurons in the hidden layer is altered randomly. This conclusion
substantiates the nonexistence of a direct method for its calculation, and the recourse to the
trial and error procedure.
• The two utilized training algorithms lead to results which do not differ significantly. Thus,
the factor “training algorithm” is not considered as a critical factor in the present study.
In the Table 5 the optimum combinations of seismic input parameters for every number of
seismic parameters which are introduced in input vectors are presented.
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RP algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SCG algorithm

HI
HI-PGD
HI-PGD-PGA
HI-PGD-PGA-ASI
HI-PGD-PGA-ASI-PGV/PGA
HI-PGD-PGV-ASI-PGV/PGA-Ia
HI-PGD-PGA-PGV-ASI-PGV/PGA-TUD

HI
HI-PGV
HI-PGV-PGD
HI-PGV-PGD-PGA
HI-PGV-PGD-PGA-PGV/PGA
HI-PGV-PGD-PGA-PGV/PGA-Ia
HI-PGV-PGD-PGA-PGV/PGA-Ia-ASI

Table 5: Optimum combinations for each number of seismic input parameters – “Stepwise” method

From the combined study of the Figure 10 and the Table 5 it is concluded that the optimum
combination of seismic parameters is consisted of the seismic parameters HI-PGD-PGA-ASI
in the case of utilization of the RP algorithm, and of the seismic parameters HI-PGV-PGDPGA-PGV/PGA in the case of utilization of the SCG algorithm.
(a)

ANN's classification

ANN's classification

(b)

True (target) class

True (target) class

1
2
3
4
5
R
1
2
3
4
5
R
1
42
4
1
0
0
89.4%
1
37
4
0
0
0
90.2%
2
5
20
4
0
0
69.0%
2
3
23
10
3
0
59.0%
3
0
15
55
14
3
63.2%
3
0
5
54
8
3
77.1%
4
0
0
8
24
2
70.6%
4
0
0
11
36
12 61.0%
5
0
0
0
7
89 92.7%
5
0
0
1
8
75 89.3%
P 89.4% 51.3% 80.9% 53.3% 94.7% 78.5%
P 92.5% 71.9% 71.1% 65.5% 83.3% 76.8%
RP algorithm-tansig/tansig - 30 neurons in the hidden layer SCG algorithm-tansig/tansig -20 neurons in the hidden layer
ANN's classification

ANN's classification

(c)

True (target) class

True (target) class

1
2
3
4
5
R
1
2
3
4
5
R
1
40
9
0
0
0
81.6%
1
43
10
0
0
0
81.1%
2
6
22
10
0
0
57.9%
2
6
34
3
0
0
79.1%
3
0
6
47
7
1
77.0%
3
0
0
53
7
2
85.5%
4
0
0
5
39
7
76.5%
4
0
0
12
26
8
56.5%
5
0
0
0
8
86 91.5%
5
0
0
0
9
80 89.9%
P 87.0% 59.5% 75.8% 72.2% 91.5% 79.9%
P 87.8% 77.3% 77.9% 61.9% 88.9% 80.5%
RP algorithm-tansig/tansig - 12 neurons in the hidden layer SCG algorithm-tansig/tansig -34 neurons in the hidden layer

ANN's classification

ANN's classification

True (target) class

True (target) class

1
2
3
4
5
R
1
2
3
4
5
R
1
44
6
0
0
0
88.0%
1
40
5
0
0
0
88.9%
2
3
26
5
0
0
76.5%
2
2
19
7
0
0
67.9%
3
0
5
36
8
2
70.6%
3
0
6
54
9
1
77.1%
4
0
0
10
42
10 67.7%
4
0
2
7
30
4
69.8%
5
0
0
0
3
93 96.9%
5
0
0
0
10
97 90.7%
P 93.6% 70.3% 70.6% 79.2% 88.6% 82.3%
P 95.2% 59.4% 79.4% 61.2% 95.1% 81.9%
RP algorithm-tansig/tansig 20 neurons in the hidden layer SCG algorithm-tansig/tansig-32 neurons in the hidden layer
Figure 11: CMs of classifications made by the best trained (single-hidden layered) ANNs with: (a) one seismic
input parameter (HI parameter), (b) eight seismic input parameters, (c) the optimum combination of the seismic
input parameters
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The evaluation of the performance of ANNs using the OA index is a procedure which
leads directly to results (i.e. direct comparison between the results which are exported from
various ANNs’ configuration by means of only one index). However, more detailed study of
the evaluation of the performance of ANNs in the pattern recognition problem’s solution is
accomplished through the study of the corresponding CMs and their related metrics (Figure 6).
In Figure 11 the CMs of the classifications made by the best trained ANNs with one hidden
layer are illustrated. In the blue colored cells of these matrices the OA index values which
have been used above for the evaluation of the performance of ANNs are placed. The main
characteristic of CMs is the information which they give about not only the total accuracy of
predictions (this is given by the OA index) but also about the percentages of correct classifications of samples to the classes in which the examined objects can be classified. To this end the
indices R (Recall index) and P (Precision index) are defined (Figure 6). Valuable information
about the quality of the predictions of ANNs is also given by the configuration of CMs. More
specifically, when the vast majority of the non-zero elements of a CM are located about the
main diagonal means that the ANN achieves an acceptable classification. For example, if all
the non-zero elements are located in the cells of the main diagonal and in the adjacent cells
means that the objects are classified into correct classes and into classes which are adjacent to
them (i.e. if the correct class for an object is the class i, the ANN classifies this object in the
class i-1 or in class i+1). Therefore, all predictions/classifications about the expected damage
states which are made by the ANN in this case are correct or nearby to the correct ones.
The main conclusions which can be drawn from the Figure 11 are the following:
• The difference of the quality of classification which is achieved by the ANNs trained using
the RP algorithm and by the ANNs trained using the SCG algorithm is least and not clear.
• The vast majority of classifications in all cases which are presented in the Figure 11 are in
the correct classes (green colored cells) or in classes adjacent to them (yellow colored
cells). The classifications in categories which are not adjacent to the correct category (grey
colored cells) are generally very few, especially in the cases in which all seismic parameters or their optimum combination are introduced to input vectors (Figures 11(b), 11(c)).
For example, in the case of utilizing the RP algorithm, 4 classifications are made in classes
not adjacent to correct ones when one seismic parameter (the HI parameter) was introduced in input vectors (Figure 11(a)). When the eight examined seismic parameters are introduced to input vectors, the corresponding number of classifications is 1 (Figure 11(b)).
• The percentages of correct classifications in each one of the 5 damage classes (values of
indices R and P) are generally high. These percentages are significantly high in the case of
classes 1 and 5 (with very little exceptions, they are greater than 85%). On the contrary relatively lower percentages of correct classifications in the classes 2, 3 and 4 are achieved,
especially in the case of introduction of 1 seismic parameter (HI parameter) to input vectors.
• The quality of classification from the best trained ANNs with one hidden layer can be rated
as acceptable, because, besides the achieved high percentages of correct classifications
(OA=80%-82%), the approach which is accomplished for the damage state of the overall
testing sample is very satisfactory.
4.2

Investigation of the influence of the second hidden layer to ANNs’ performance

In the subsection 4.1 the results of the investigation for the optimum configuration of
ANNs with one hidden layer (first part of the parametric investigation for the optimum performance of ANNs) were presented. As it was mentioned in the introduction of the section 4,
the second part of the parametric investigation concerns the performance of networks with
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two hidden layers. For reasons which were emphasized at that point, the investigation of
ANNs with two hidden layers was based on the basic conclusions which were resulted from
the corresponding investigation of the single layered ANNs. Thus, networks with tansig functions in the two hidden and the output layer were examined. Due to the fact that no clear conclusion was extracted about the more effective training algorithm between RP and SCG, both
algorithms were utilized in the second part of investigation. Furthermore, the optimum combinations of the number of neurons in the two hidden layers were also examined. To this end,
networks with all possible combinations of numbers of neurons in the two hidden layers between 10 and 60 were configured. Finally, as regards the seismic input parameters, three cases
which correspond to the three stages of the investigation of the single layered ANNs were examined. The only difference is that at the 3rd stage it was not conducted analysis with the
“Stepwise” method. Therefore, the results (i.e. the optimum seismic parameter combinations)
of the “Stepwise” method which was conducted for the single layered networks were utilized.
In the Figure 12 the procedure of the second part of the parametric investigation is illustrated.
Number of seismic input parameters:
Stage 1: 1
Stage 2: 8
Stage 3: 4 (RP algorithm) / 5 (SCG algorithm)*
Training Algorithm (TA): RP / SCG
Number of hidden layers (hl): 2
Activation Function (AF) of hl(s) neurons
(AFhl-1, AFhl-2 ): tansig
AF of the output layer (ol) neurons (AFol ): tansig
Number of neurons in hl(s) (nn hl-1, nn hl-2 ):10-60

nn hl-1 =10,60
nn hl-2 =10,60
Configuration of ANN with nn hl-1
neurons in hl-1 and nn hl-2 neurons
in hl-2 ANN(nn hl-1, nn hl-2 )
Training Number:
TN(nn hl-1, nn hl-2 )=1,75
Training

Stage 1 / 2 / 3
TA= RP

CTEP

SW and EP

TA= SCG

Comparison of EP of the 75 trainings
Optimum Training

AFhl-1=tansig
AFhl-2=tansig
AFol =tansig

SW and EP of the OT

CTEP
(Configurations Trainings & Evaluation Processes)
(SW Synaptic Weights)
(EP Evaluation Parameter)
* See Table 5

OT(nn hl-1, nn hl-2)

Comparison of EP of all
OT(nn hl-1(=10-60), nn hl-2 (=10-60))
OT(nnoptimum
, nnoptimum
)
hl-1
hl-2
SW and EP of the ANN with the optimum:
nn hl-1, nn hl-2 nnoptimum
, nnoptimum
hl-1
hl-2

Figure 12: Calculations’ procedure of the second part of parametric investigation (ANNs with two hidden layers)

Figure 13 illustrates the ranking of the examined seismic input parameters on the basis of
their importance when ANNs with one and two hidden layers are utilized. In this Figure the
numbers of neurons in hidden layers which export the maximum OA index values (the notation n/m states: n neurons in the first hidden layer and m neurons in the second hidden layer)
are also presented.
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Figure 13: Ranking of the examined seismic input parameter which is resulted from ANNs with one and two
hidden layers

The main conclusions which are extracted from the Figure 13 are the following:
• The ranking of the examined seismic parameters which is extracted using single layered
ANNs or ANNs with two hidden layers is the same. This conclusion is valid in the case of
networks with tansig function in all neurons’ layers (hidden and output), and for both of
two utilized algorithms.
• The use of two hidden layers increases the effectiveness of networks but not significantly.
For example, the value of the OA index in the case in which one seismic parameter is introduced to input vectors (HI parameter) is 78.5% when a single layered network is used,
while when a network with two hidden layers is utilized the corresponding value is 80.5%
(Figure 13(a)). Hence, the use of a second hidden layer leads to increase of the OA value
about 2.5% in the case of use of RP algorithm. The corresponding increase when the SCG
algorithm is utilized is about 4.0% (Figure 13(b)). When all the examined seismic parameters are introduced to input vectors, the increase of the OA value due to the introduction of
the second hidden layer is about 3.0% in the case of utilization of the RP algorithm and
about 4.5% in the case of utilization of the SCG algorithm.
• The level at which the second hidden layer improves the classification quality does not depend on the utilized training algorithm, because in some cases the increase of the OA value
is greater when the RP algorithm is used (for example when the parameter Ia or the parameter TUD introduced to input vectors), while in some others is greater when the SCG algorithm is utilized (for example if the parameter HI is introduced to the input vectors).
In Figure 14 the CMs of the classifications made by the best trained ANNs with two hidden layers are illustrated. The combined study of the Figures 11 and 14 indicates that, while
the introduction of the second hidden layer does not increase significantly the value of the OA
index, it improves the percentages of correct classifications in damage classes 2, 3, 4 which
are not high in the case of utilization of single layered networks. More specifically, the relatively low values of the Recall and the Precision indices for these damage classes (for example about 50%-60% when the HI parameter is introduced in input vectors) when single
layered networks are used, are increased up to 60% in the case of utilization of ANNs with
two hidden layers. Moreover, in the case of introduction of all the examined seismic parameters in input vectors the most of values of the Recall and the Precision indices are greater than
75%.
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Figure 14: CMs of classifications made by the best trained (two-hidden layered) ANNs with: (a) one seismic
input parameter (HI parameter), (b) eight seismic input parameters, (c) the optimum combination of the seismic
input parameters

Finally, it must be noted that the number of classifications in classes which are not adjacent
to the correct ones is least in the case of networks with two hidden layer. More specifically, in
the case of introduction of HI in input vectors this number is 2 when the RP algorithm is used
and 1 when the selected algorithm is the SCG. The corresponding number in the case of single layered networks is 4 and 7 respectively (Figure 11(a)). Additionally, in all cases which
are illustrated in Figures 14(b), (c) the number of classifications to classes not adjacent to the
correct ones is equal to 1 or 0.
In the Table 6 the configuration of the best trained networks which were used for the evaluation of ANNs’ seismic damage predictions accuracy in the case of earthquakes that are not
included to the training data-set is illustrated. The results of this evaluation are presented in
the following section.
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ANN’s name
N1-RP-20
N1-SCG-32
N2-RP-48/28
N2-SCG-56/20

Number
of hidden
layers
1
1
2
2

Number of
neurons in
hidden layers
20
32
48/28
56/20

Activation
functions

Training
algorithm

tan/tan
tan/tan
tan/tan/tan
tan/tan/tan

RP
SCG
RP
SCG

Number of
seismic input
parameters
4*
5*
8
8

* The optimum combination of seismic input parameters of Table 5
Table 6: The configuration parameters of best trained ANNs

5

EVALUATION OF THE BEST TRAINED ANNS’ SEISMIC DAMAGE
PREDICTIONS FOR UNKOWN EARTHQUAKES

In the previous section were presented the investigation which was conducted for the definition of optimum configurations of ANNs’ using as criterion the maximization of the percentage of the r/c buildings’ correct classification into predefined seismic damage classes
(Table 2). The ANNs’ predictions accuracy was also evaluated using also the other metrics
which are defined on the basis of the CMs (Figure 6). In the Table 6 the ANNs which
achieved the best predictions/classifications of the seismic damage of the testing sub-set’s
buildings are illustrated.
In the current section the prediction ability of ANNs presented in Table 6 is further investigated using a set of samples which are not included to the training data-set. To this end, additional time history analyses were conducted using the 30 selected r/c buildings (Table 3)
and 16 pairs of horizontal bidirectional ground motions (Table 7) different from the 65 ground
motions which were used for the generation of the training data-set. Thus, a new testing set of
480(=30x16) samples was generated.
Ground Motion Parameter
PGA
PGV
PGD
Ia
ASI
HI
PGV/PGA
TUD

Units
%g
cm/sec
cm
m/sec
g·sec
cm
sec
sec

Minimum Value
0.014
1.14
0.13
0.003
0.015
3.47
0.04
≈0.0

Maximum Value
1.20
123.44
57.73
11.07
0.98
471.17
0.29
14.57

Table 7: Ranges of the selected seismic parameters’ values corresponding to the 16 testing earthquakes

Then, the best configured ANNs (Table 6) were used to classify the 480 samples of the
new testing set to the seismic damage classes of the Table 2. Similarly to the case of the investigation of the optimum ANNs’ configuration, the OA index, as well as the other metrics
which are related to the CMs, were utilized for the evaluation of the networks’ performance in
the current case.
In the Figure 15 the CMs of the classifications made by the best configured ANNs for the
samples of the new testing set are illustrated.
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Figure 15: CMs of classifications made by the best trained ANNs for the samples of the new testing set: (a) N1RP-20, (b) N1-SCG-32, (c) N2-RP-48/28, (d) N2-SCG-56/20

From the Figure 15, the following main conclusions can be drawn:
• The percentages of the correct classifications (i.e. the values of the OA index) for the samples of the new testing set are lower than the corresponding percentages which are extracted from the examined networks for the samples of the training data-set’s testing sub-set.
For example, the value of the OA index which is extracted from the network N1-RP-20 is
82.3% (Figure 11(c)) for the samples of the training data-set’s testing sub-set, whereas the
corresponding value for the samples of the new testing set is 75.2% (reduction 8.6%). Similar reductions arise for the other examined networks. This decrease of the values of the
OA index is not significant if we take into consideration the fact that the input vectors of
the new testing set include values of seismic parameters which are unknown to the used
networks.
• Greater reductions than those of the OA index arise for the indices R and P especially for
the damage classes 2, 3, 4, whereas the corresponding values of these parameters for the
classes 1 and 5 remain in the same level. This conclusion is valid for all the examined networks and it is independent of the choice of the number of hidden layers and the utilized
training algorithm.
• The general configuration of the CMs of the Figure 15 is similar to the configuration of the
CMs which correspond to the classification of the testing sub-set’s samples as regards the
location of the non-zero elements. As mentioned in the section 4, the CMs in which the
vast majority of the non-zero elements are located about the main diagonal (green and yellow colored cells) correspond to classifications which can be evaluated as acceptable.
Therefore, the examined networks are capable to give a reliable vision of the expected
damage state even for unknown earthquakes on the basis of their existing training. This
conclusion is more valid in the case of networks with two hidden layers (only three samples are classified into classes not adjacent to the correct ones – see the grey colored cells
in the Figures 15(c), (d)).
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Finally, it must be stressed that the aforementioned reduction of the percentages of the
overall correct classifications (OA index) as well as the reduction of the quality of classifications to the classes 2, 3, 4 can be attributed to the fact that the selection of the 16 testing
earthquakes was done on purpose, in such a way in order to have values for seismic parameters which are out of the bounds of the corresponding parameters’ values of the 65 seismic
excitations which are used for the networks’ training (see Table 4 and the red colored numbers in Table 7).
6

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper it was investigated the ability of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to
successfully approach the solution of the reinforced concrete (r/c) buildings’ seismic damage
prediction problem when it is formulated in terms of a pattern recognition problem. To this
end, Multilayer Feedforward Perceptron Networks (MFP) were utilized. Two training algorithms, namely the Scaled Conjugate Gradient algorithm (SCG) and the Resilient BackPropagation algorithm (RP), were used for the training of ANNs. The required training dataset was generated using results from Nonlinear Time History Analyses (NTHA) of 30 r/c
buildings with different heights, structural systems and structural eccentricities, subjected to
65 actual ground motions. The selected r/c buildings were designed following the provisions
of Eurocodes. In total, 1950 NTHA were conducted. From each one of them the damage index formulated in terms of Maximum Interstorey Drift Ratio (MIDR) was calculated. In order
to investigate the optimum ANNs’ performance several networks with different configurations were examined. More specifically, ANNs with different number of hidden layers (1 or
2), different number of neurons in the hidden layers (between 10 and 60), as well as different
activation functions of neurons (sigmoid function (logsig) or hyperbolic tangent function (tansig)) were formed. Furthermore, the number and the combination of the seismic input parameters which lead to the optimum ANNs’ predictions was investigated. To this end, 8 different
and widely used seismic parameters were examined using the “Stepwise” sensitivity analysis
method. Finally, the prediction ability of the best configured ANNs was further investigated
using scenarios of future earthquakes. In the investigation procedure the ANNs’ performance
was evaluated in any case using the percentages of correct classifications of buildings into
pre-defined damage classes (Overall Accuracy (OA) index) as well as the corresponding Confusion Matrices (CM). The basic conclusions that turned out from the present investigation
are the following:
• The utilization of the tansig function in the output layer’s neurons leads in all examined
cases to much more exact predictions than those which are extracted when the function
logsig is used.
• The used training algorithm affects the performance of ANNs but no clear conclusion is
extracted about the more effective training algorithm between RP and SCG. Thus, the factor “training algorithm” is not considered as a critical factor in the present study.
• When only one seismic parameter is introduced to input vectors, the Housner Intensity (HI)
parameter is the most effective one in almost all examined cases. This conclusion is valid
in any case if the tansig function is used for the neurons of the output layer.
• The ranking of the seismic input parameters concerning their importance (i.e. concerning
the value of OA) is identical and independent of the training algorithm, of the type of hidden layer’s activation functions and of the number of hidden layers only in the case of utilization of function tansig in the output layer.
• The optimum number and combination of the seismic parameters depends on the used
training algorithm, and on the activation functions of the hidden and output layer.
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• The utilization of second hidden layer improves the quality of ANNs’ predictions especially when the percentages of correct classifications into individual classes instead of the
overall percentages of correct classifications are examined.
• The vast majority of classifications which are made by the ANNs correspond to the correct
classes or to classes which are adjacent to the correct ones. This conclusion is valid in both
cases of ANNs with one or two hidden layers. It also valid for the samples of the training
data-set’s testing sub-set, as well as for the samples of the data-set which is formed considering earthquakes unknown to the trained ANNs. Therefore, the examined networks are
capable to give a reliable vision of the expected damage state even for unknown earthquakes on the basis of their existing training.
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Abstract. The city of Florence, whose historic center has been declared a World Heritage
Site by UNESCO in 1982, is known all over the world for its historical and artistic heritage.
However, more than half of its buildings population was made in the XX century, therefore
presenting the typical problems and weaknesses proper of pre-normative “recent” constructions. The XX century buildings population is made both by RC and masonry constructions.
This work deals with the seismic assessment of masonry buildings made in Florence after the
II world war. In those decades, in fact, a large number of masonry buildings has been made,
both as private and public projects. The public interventions, belonging to housing national
projects, were aimed at providing homes for needing citizens; they cover a large number of
buildings, all over the town, having similar features and material. In the paper, a brief description of the development of the public housing in Florence has been presented, and some
building—types have been assumed to represent the public buildings population. One of this
buildings-type has been selected for an evaluation in terms of seismic assessment. To this
purpose two case-studies, belonging to the same type, have been considered, and different
assumptions, all consistent to the collected information, have been made about their masonry
strength, elastic stiffness and floor weight, in order to represent a variety of possible situations compatible with the proposed classification. The seismic assessment of the case-studies
has been made by performing a nonlinear static analysis, where the seismic input has been
described according to the Italian current Technical Code. The obtained results evidence a
safety level lower than expected for new constructions, whose acceptability depends on the
model assumptions.
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The city of Florence is known all over the world as representative of the Italian architecture, and symbol of Renaissance. However, more than half of its residential buildings population was made in the XX century, before the support of the recent technical seismic legislation.
These buildings, secondary for importance but primary for number, are still in use, even if
their safety level has never been checked.
By comparing the constructive activity in Florence to the one of the entire Country (Figure
1), it can be noted that in Florence the construction activity is gathered mostly in the beginning of the century, and it is made mostly by masonry buildings. Pre-normative masonry
buildings, therefore, represent the large majority of the residential reality of the town.

Construction Year

masonry buildings

RC buildings

other types of buildings

Figure 1. Construction activity in Italy and in Florence (ISTAT).

In the XX century many public housing interventions have been made in Florence, as well
as in all over the country. They have been very important, since they comprehend a meaningful number of constructions, and their projects are, usually, more detailed and better preserved
than the others. Furthermore, the buildings belonging to the public housing are more “homogenized” than the private ones, and they have settled a standard in morphology, mechanical
properties and – consequently – performance; therefore they can be considered important in
representing the XX century houses in Florence.
Even as regards the public housing interventions, the masonry buildings were much more
numerous than the RC ones, as can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Public housing activity in the XX century.

This paper is focused on the evaluation of the seismic assessment of standard masonry
buildings belonging to the public housing interventions made in Florence in the XX century.
The study refers to two case-studies, assumed to represent a typical masonry building. The
selection of the case-studies has been made after a careful survey on the buildings population
belonging to the public housing interventions in Florence in the XX century. In the paper, a
brief description of the development of the public housing in Florence has been presented
(Section 2), in order to better frame the quantity and the properties of these residential buildings. In Section 3 the masonry main building types constituting the housing interventions in
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Florence have been briefly presented, and one of them has been selected for the seismic assessment. Two different case-studies, differing for storey number and main walls disposition,
have been selected and described. In Section 4 the seismic assessment of the case-studies,
based on a nonlinear static analysis, has been presented and compared to the current safety
standards.
2

MAIN HOUSING INTERVENTIONS IN FLORENCE

The first public housing intervention, in Florence, go back to 1849, when the SAE (anonymous housing society) built a house for workmen [1]. In the following years (1865-71) Florence became the Capital of Italy, and the housing polity was consequently affected by politic
needs, like pursuing representativeness and security by replacing many old and tiny buildings
with new middle-class constructions.
With the premature relocation of the Capital, Florence experienced a period of decline, and
the city center become the refuge of the poorest part of the population. Many other anonymous interventions succeeded, to help the poorest population. One of the most representative
was the housing committee “Comitato per le Case ad uso degli Indigenti”, founded in 1855,
which made 342 apartments (black circles in Figure 3) between 1886 and 1916.
At the beginning of the XX century, with the increasing of the industrial activity and the
life standards, many new buildings, both private and public, were made. In 1903, with the first
Code on the public housing [2], the public administration begin to make housing interventions,
starting a process which lead, in 1909, to the institution of the IACP “Ente Autonomo per le
Case Popolari” [1]. The first intervention consisted of 223 apartments, having good quality
standards, according to the time (such as the supply of electricity and potable water). Such
buildings had limited dimensions, and they were located in the suburban – and more inexpensive - areas. These constructions were very similar to the private houses, both for the plan organization and for the decorative choices. In the meantime, many private apartments were
build (490 luxury, 3234 standard and 2212 working-class, respectively), usually without any
order or urbanistic criterion. In order to limit the urbanistic disarrangement, a new plan was
introduced in 1908, whose effects were compromised by the IWW.
After the war the housing activity restarted with the construction of new buildings in the
suburban areas, whilst the central areas were left for middle-class housing and commercial
use. Between 1922 and 1943, with the Fascist regime the housing emergency was faced by the
“Istituto Autonomo Fascista Case Popolari”, which made several buildings, with intensive
occupational density and low standards. In 1935 the local Institutions merged in the National
housing association (Consorzio Nazionale fra gli Istituti Autonomi per le Case Popolari), and
new housing standards were set: higher buildings (4 storeys), smaller dimensions of rooms
and a different plan-distribution. In the late ’30 the quality of the apartments made for social
housing became lower, together with the regime decline. Special attention should be paid to
the house made for the soldiers families [1], which had higher standard quality and dimensions (6-10 rooms each) and presented a special arrangement, with buildings having a trainlike aggregation.
After the IIWW the public housing had a further development. The tough economic situation generated a housing impasse, and the Office in charge was not able to face the situation;
therefore the reconstruction projects were mostly private. In this situation, the birth of “INACASA” [3] represented a turning point in the public housing. INA-CASA was the building
branch of the National Insurance Company (INA) [2]. Its aim was to construct houses to assign to the working class, adopting a ransom policy. INA-CASA cooperated with local companies: INPS and social security companies were in charge of the funding, the contractors
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found the area for constructions, whilst IACP managed the buildings administration. In the
years 1950-52 INACASA issued a framing regulation for the project of the first step of interventions (planned for the first 7 years of activity), in order to have homogeneous buildings all
over the Country. The model was inspired to the Scandinavian experiences [1], with comprehensive quartiers, having all the devices and infrastructures for the inhabitants social and cultural life. A minimum surface was fixed for any apartment function, and few layouts were
selected for all the interventions. The hallways were minimized to assure a minimum surface
to the main rooms, and cloisters and courtyards were eliminated. Moreover, strict limits are
assumed for the construction costs, with the effect of an extensive use of poor technology.
Due to the poor materials, the houses experienced a fast decline. Therefore, the next generation of guidelines (made in 1956-57 [4]) paid more attention to the quality and even the urban planning, the common areas, and the design coordination were improved. Starting from
1963, with the replacement of INA-CASA by GESCAL (Gestione Case per i Lavoratori),
many further interventions were made in Florence, and many other actors, such as ATER and
ARDSU, appeared in the scenario. Namely, ATER [2] managed the construction of around
12000 apartments, mainly still in use. The city itself built around 4000 units, while different –
sometimes private - companies made around 6000 units.
As a results of the whole public housing activity occurred from 1849 to nowadays, more
than 22000 apartments, corresponding to almost 15% of the total building population, have
been made. Figure 3 shows the main interventions of public housing made in Florence. They
have been classified after their years of construction, dimension and material (masonry or reinforced concrete, RC), besides the location inside the town area.
Age of the interventions

Structural material

1849-1939

Reinforce Concrete

< 60 units
61-120 units
>120 units

< 60 units
61-120 units
>120 units

Masonry

1945-1990

< 60 units
61-120 units
>120 units

< 60 units
61-120 units
>120 units

Figure 3. Main interventions of public housing made in Florence.

3
3.1

THE SELECTED CASE-STUDIES
Main types of buildings belonging to the public housing

As evidenced in Section 2, the buildings belonging to the public housing interventions
present different properties, in terms of general features and mechanical properties, above all
depending on age of construction, and on the general frame (technical, political and normative)
of the time. The classification has been limited to the aggregation properties of masonry
buildings, since the RC ones are beyond the scope of this paper. Table 1 shows the main in-
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formation about the proposed classification, made after the aggregation geometry of the buildings. In this work the Type_1 has been selected for the seismic assessment.
Table 1. Main building-types made in the public housing masonry interventions
Storey
Construction
Buildings Types
number
years
Type_1: BLOCK

3.2

Type_1: BLOCK

2-4

late ‘800, 30s-today

Type_2: LINE
Type_2: LINE

3-6

1870-1936, 30s-today

Type_3: ANGLE

3-6

1800, 30s

The considered building-type

The building-type selected for analysis is the one indicated as Type_1 in Table 1. The
Type_1, together with the Type_2, is the most diffuse in Florence, and it can be found in different areas (see Table 1) and with different features. The peculiarities are the independency
of each block, the rectangular plan with the stairs in the middle, which serve two apartments
for each storey. The foundation is usually made by masonry walls, having the same geometry
and larger depth than the upper ones. The hip roof is sustained by a proper perimeter concrete
kerb.
In Florence many public intervention have adopted this type. Therefore, the buildings assumed to belong to this type can differ each other for material quality, walls disposition,
floors orientation, number and type of storeys, etc. In this work, therefore, two different buildings, both belonging to the Type_1, have been considered.
3.3

The considered case-studies

Two different case-studies have been considered in this work, both classified as Type_1
and belonging to the same intervention, made between 1949 and 1951.
Case-study #1

Case-study #2

Masonry A

Masonry B
Number of storeys: 4
Number of storeys: 3
Masonry walls: foundation: 55cm (A)
Masonry walls: foundation: 50 cm (A)
1st, levels: 45 cm (A),
1st level: 45 cm (A),
30 and 15 cm (B)
30 and 15 cm (B)
2nd, 3rd, 4th levels: 30 and 15 cm (B)
2nd and 3rd levels: 30 and 15 cm (B)
Main walls: Y-direction
Main walls: X-direction
Figure 4. The two case-studies: plans and information.
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An extensive information about the original projects has been collected, and the representation of the buildings has been made consequently. In Figure 4 the plans of the two casestudies are shown, together with the main assumptions made for the analysis. The two casestudies differ each other mainly for the direction of the main masonry walls and for the number of storeys. In Fig. 4 two different masonry types have been evidenced, respectively made
of coursed rubble masonry (A) and plain brick one (B). The coursed rubble masonry is made
of stones of various size and by horizontal courses, 1 meter spaced, made of bricks. The plain
brick masonry, instead, is made with lime mortar.
The floors are made of RC joists alternated to hollow bricks, topped by a 4-cm concrete
slab, and they have a thickness of 20 cm; the top storey floors, where there are not live loads,
have the same technology but lower (12/16 cm) depth.
4

THE SEISMIC ANALYSIS

The seismic assessment has been made by performing a nonlinear static analysis, comparing the structural capacity of the case-study under horizontal loading to the seismic demand
defined after the seismic classification of the site. In Section 4.1 the numerical models adopted for analysis are described, while in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 the capacity and the seismic demand of the case-study are presented, respectively. Finally Section 4.4 shows the obtained
seismic assessment of the case-studies.
4.1

The models

The structural model has been made through the software 3Muri [5], which is the commercial version of the Tremuri computer code developed by [6]. The masonry have been represented as plane panels with a nonlinear beam-behavior [7]. A no-tension bilinear
relationship has been assumed for the masonry, with a nonlinear reallocation of the compressive stress based on the stress-block model. The floors have been modelled through plane
stiffness membranes having an equivalent thickness, two orthogonal elasticity moduli and an
equivalent shear modulus. Therefore, the influence of the floor deformability has been considered in the global response of the structural system.
In Figure 5 the 3D views of the numerical models can be seen, while Tables 2 and 3 show
the main values assumed for the mechanical properties of masonry, concrete and steel, respectively.
Case-study #1

Model mesh

Case-study #2

Model texture

Model mesh

Model texture

Figure 5. 3D views of the structural model.

The mechanical properties of masonry have been assumed according to the current Italian
Technical Code [8], which provides two different values (minimum and maximum) for each
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quantities. The value assumed for the masonry A refer to a “improvement coefficient” equal
to 1.1, according to the instructions provided by the Code [8]. Furthermore, different safety
factors (Confidence Factors, CF) can be assumed depending on the achieved knowledge level
of the building. The masonry stress, therefore, has been described by the alternative values,
respectively found as the maximum of the Code range, related to CF=1.00, and the minimum,
related to CF=1.35.
Table 2. Mechanical quantities assumed for the masonry [8,

Normal stress
Shear stress
Young modulus
Shear modulus
Specific weight

symbol
fm,A

0,A

Em,A
Gm,A

A

C8A.2].

Masonry_A
unit min value max value
N/cm2
260
380
N/cm2
5.6
7.4
N/mm2
1500
1980
N/mm2
500
600
KN/m3
21

symbol
fm,B

0,B

Em,B
Gm,B

B

Masonry_B
unit
min value max value
N/cm2
240
400
N/cm2
6.0
9.2
N/mm2
1200
1800
N/mm2
400
600
KN/m3
18

Table 3. Mechanical quantities assumed for concrete and steel.
Concrete (class C20/25)
quantity
Normal stress
Young modulus

symbol
fc
Ec

unit
N/mm2
N/mm2

value
24
28600

Steel (class “acciaio comune”
[Verderame et al. 2011][9])
symbol
unit
value
fc
N/mm2
350
Ec
N/mm2
206000

Even the masonry Young modulus has been represented through two alternative assumptions, which are assumed to describe the elastic stiffness of the uncracked (max Em) and
cracked (min Em) masonry, respectively. Another variable has been introduced through the
floors description. Indeed, two different types of floors have been considered, having different weight.
Since no specific information is available about the technology adopted for the floors,
two different components, respectively normal and lighten, have been considered. The two
floor types present the same structural behavior, changing only in their weight, with the lighten floor about 30% lighter than the other. In Table 4 the assumptions concerning the buildings
representation are resumed, and the models adopted in the analysis have been named after
them.

Table 4. Models adopted in the analysis.
Model

Code

Weak and uncracked masonry, regular floors
Weak and cracked masonry, regular floors
Strong and uncracked masonry, regular floors
Strong and cracked masonry, regular floors
Weak and uncracked masonry, lighten floors
Weak and cracked masonry, lighten floors
Strong and uncracked masonry, lighten floors
Strong and cracked masonry, lighten floors

W_UN_R
W_CR_R
S_UN_R
S_CR_R
W_UN_L
W_CR_L
S_UN_L
S_CR_L
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Masonry
strength
minimum
minimum
maximum
maximum
minimum
minimum
maximum
maximum

Masonry
stiffness
maximum
minimum
maximum
minimum
maximum
minimum
maximum
minimum

Floors
weight
regular
regular
regular
regular
lighten
lighten
lighten
lighten
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The structural capacity

4.2

A pushover analysis has been performed on the case-studies, according to the instructions
provided by the European [10] and Italian [11] Technical Codes. The adopted horizontal forces have two different patterns, respectively proportional to the mass distribution (MP) and to
the first proportional mode (1M). For each direction of analysis, the forces have been applied in both ways - to the mass center of each storey (with no eccentricity, E0), and to a distance
corresponding to an eccentricity of +/- 5% (E+, E-), so that six analyses have been performed
for each direction and horizontal pattern.
The obtained capacity curves have been represented through bilinear diagrams as required
by NTC 2008, by i) imposing the areas equalization, and ii) assuming that the elastic tract includes the point of the original curve having the 60% of the maximum shear force.
In Figure 6 the pushover families provided by the nonlinear analysis have shown for the
model W_UN_R. As can be noted, the buildings evidence a different strength in the two directions; in the case-study #1, which has the main masonry walls along the Y-direction, the
capacity along the Y-direction is almost double than the other one. The case-study #2, instead,
has a capacity slightly larger in the X-direction. In all cases, the two assumed horizontal patterns play an important role, with the capacity provided by the MP pattern higher and stiffer
than the other. The introduced eccentricity, instead, does not affect significantly the obtained
capacity. Figure 7 shows the capacity curves obtained for the two case-studies by introducing
the considered assumptions about the material and the floors. For sake of simplicity, only the
results referred to the cases MP+E0 and 1M+E0, i.e. by considering the horizontal forces
along one way only and without any eccentricity, have been shown, to better evidence the effects related to the introduced assumptions.
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Figure 7. Capacity curves of the case-studies (no eccentricity).
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As can be seen from the diagrams, the assumptions concerning the masonry behavior
largely affect the obtained results, whilst the floor weight does not seem to play an important
role in the seismic capacity of the case-studies.
4.3

The seismic demand

Florence has a PGA of 0,131g for a Return Period, RP, equal to 475 years, i.e. for a probability of occurrence equal to 10% in 50 years [12]. The seismic demand has been represented
through the seismic spectrum provided by NTC 2008 for the Life Safety (LS) limit state,
which is defined as a function of the soil classification, based on the uppermost 30 m shearwave velocity (vs,30). The elastic spectra provided by NTC 2008 slightly differ from the ones
provided by EC8; in this work, therefore, the Italian Code has been preferred, since all the
available information on the soil are compatible to such classification.
The soil classification of the case-study soil is not easy to achieve. Many investigations
[13-15] have been made on the soil of the Florence area, providing a detailed knowledge of
the lithostratigraphic subsurface, of the lithoid substrate profile and of the geotechnical properties of its soils. The survey included 1,850 drillings and 32 downhole tests, which provided,
for the case-studies vicinity, different strathigraphies, varying in the steadiness of the soil and
in the consequent uppermost vs,30. As a consequence, different hypotheses regarding the soil
classification can be made for area. In this work, therefore, three different hypotheses, all
compatible to the available data, have been made, and three elastic spectra (referred to the
soil-class B, C and D, respectively) have been considered. Figure 8 shows the elastic spectra
considered for the case-studies, together with the information required for the spectra setting.

Acceleration (g)

0,6

B-soil
C-soil
D-soil

0,5
0,4

0,3
0,2
0,1
0,0
0,0

0,5

1,0

1,5

Period (sec)

class

TR

Parameters for the seismic spectra setting
ag
F0 T*c ST SS Cc
TC

B
C
D

475
475
475

0.131 2.41 0.30 1.0 1.2 1.397 0.442 0.141 2.215
0.131 2.41 0.30 1.0 1.5 1.558 0.471 0.157 2.215
0.131 2.41 0.30 1.0 1.8 2.274 0.687 0.229 2.215

TB

TD

TR = return period, ag = ground acceleration, F0 = amplification factor on the rocksite, T*C = beginning period of the velocity-constant branch, ST = topographic amplification factor, SS = stratigraphic amplification factor, Cc = soil-type amplification, TC = period at the beginning of the velocity-constant branch for the assumed
2,0 soil-type, T = period at the beginning of the constant-acceleration branch, T =
B
D
period at the beginning of the displacement constant branch.

Figure 8. Elastic spectra representing the possible seismic input of the case-studies (RP = 475 years).

4.4

The seismic assessment

The seismic response of the case-studies has been found by intersecting the elastic seismic
spectrum with the capacity curves, represented in the ADRS (Acceleration Displacement Response Spectrum) plane. Such transformation has been made by applying the N2 method [16].
According to Vidic et al. [17], the inelastic response has been assumed to coincide to the elastic one for intersection points belonging to the branch of the spectrum with periods over TC,
whilst, otherwise, it is opportunely amplified.
Figure 9 shows the intersection between the spectral capacity and the spectral demand for
the two case-studies. As can be noted, the case-study #1 has a lower stiffness then the casestudy #2. As a consequence, the case-study #1 intersects the seismic spectrum in the horizontal plateau only for the soil-type D (both directions) and C (Y-direction), while in the other
cases the intersection occurs for lower ordinates. The case-study #2, instead, is much stiffer,
with the effect of intersecting the seismic spectra in the plateau in all cases except for the soiltype D.
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Figure 9. Spectral capacity and demand of the case studies.

The performance of the case-studies, i.e. their accomplishment of the safety level required
by NTC 2008 has been expressed through a proper Performance Index (PI) as the ratio between the seismic capacity of each model and the corresponding demand. Figure 10 shows the
PI found for the two case-studies through the adopted models.
As regards the case-study #1, the seismic performance in the Y-direction is much better
than the one in the X-direction. However, when the B-soil is assumed, it results to be verified
in almost all cases. At the opposite, PI is always lower than unity, i.e. the building does not
accomplish the safety requirements, when the D-soil is considered. When the C-soil is assumed, instead, the PI is over the unity for excitations along the Y-direction only.
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Figure 10. Performance Index of the two case-studies

The case-study #2 evidences higher values of PI, with the performance along the Xdirection better than the one along the -direction. By assuming a soil-type B or C the building
present an adequate safety level in all cases. When the D-soil is assumed, instead, the building
performance along the Y-direction does not always comply to the safety requirements.
5

CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

In this paper the seismic assessment of masonry buildings representative of the XX century public housing interventions in Florence has been made. A classification of the buildings
population belonging to the public housing activity has been proposed, based on aggregative
criteria. One of the most common aggregation type consists of “block” buildings, rectangular
in plan and with a number of storeys ranging between 2 and 4. Two case-studies have been
selected to represent the block-type buildings family, having respectively 3 and 4 storey, and
different orientation of floors and main masonry walls.
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The seismic assessment of the case-studies has been made by performing a nonlinear static analysis, where the seismic input has been represented through the elastic spectra provided
by the current Technical Code for a Life Safety limit state. Different soil classes, namely the B,
C and D soil ones, have been assumed for setting the spectral demand, since the soil stratigraphy of the area presents a large variation due to the soil steadiness. Two different patterns,
respectively proportional to the mass distribution and to the first vibrational mode, have been
assumed for the pushover analysis. Furthermore, different hypotheses have been made regarding the strength and the stiffness of the masonry, and of the floor weight.
The analysis has evidenced a different performance of the two case-studies, with the
case-study #2, having 3 storeys only, evidences a much better seismic performance. Furthermore, the assumptions made about the soil-type of the area plaid an important role in the
seismic assessment of the buildings.
As regards the case-study #1, having the main walls along the Y-direction, the building is
fully verified only for analysis in the Y-direction under the assumption of a B soil-type; at the
opposite, when a D-soil is assumed for the area, the seismic performance is never satisfactory.
For soil-class C, instead, the assessment depends on the assumptions made about the strength
and the stiffness of the masonry. The variation in the floors weight, instead, does not affect
the obtained results in any cases.
As regards the case-study #2, the safety requirement are satisfied in all cases in the hypothesis of soil-type B or C, while when the D-soil is assumed, the seismic performance of
the building in the X direction.
The study has evidenced the possibility that the investigated buildings-type, i.e. the
“block” masonry buildings, does not comply the current requirements concerning the seismic
performance. Depending on i) the soil properties of the area, and ii) the specific features of
the constructions, indeed, these buildings can be acceptable for their seismic performance.
Their seismic assessment, therefore, should be investigated through more extensive analyses.
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Abstract. The seismic assessment of an existing structure is a complex procedure. In the evaluation of the structural capacity, difficulties arise in the definition of the lateral resisting members, in the estimation of the lateral capacity from component to system level. The identification
of the local and global mechanisms, depending on the hierarchy of strength at subassembly
level, is a challenging task. Nowadays, advanced numerical analysis procedures, implemented
in user-friendly commercial software, are commonly adopted in the current practice to overcome the difficulties in the use of non-linear analyses. Nevertheless, their accuracy strongly
depends on the ability of the numerical model to capture all the probable failure mechanisms.
To help the user in the assessment of the probable failure mechanism and to have a first estimation of the building lateral capacity, the Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis (SLaMA)
method has been recently developed and included in the NZSEE 2016 guidelines. SLaMA is a
simple and reliable “by-hand” tool to derive the local and global mechanism of a structural
system and the corresponding capacity curve. This paper deals with the application of the
SLaMA to an existing RC building severely damaged during the Christchurch earthquake (2011,
New Zealand). The lateral capacity of four 2D resisting systems was assessed following the
SLaMA method. The results of a refined nonlinear numerical model were used to assess the
accuracy and reliability of SLaMA. The good match confirmed that SLaMA can be a useful
and simple tool to have a first estimation of the building lateral response. It allows to identify
the main structural weaknesses driving the user to the development of more refined nonlinear
models.
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1

INTRODUCTION

High uncertainties characterize the seismic assessment procedures both at building and regional level [1]. Although significant advances were made to improve the procedures for the
input selection and in the development of refined analysis methods, difficulties are still present.
Nowadays, thanks to user-friendly commercial software, the use of non-linear analyses is common in the design practise. It is worth mentioning that, although the non-linear analysis are the
most refined tools for the seismic assessment of existing buildings, their accuracy strongly depends on the ability of the numerical model to capture all the probable failure mechanisms.
For existing RC structures, characterising the lateral capacity of existing members (beams,
columns, walls) that do not conform to modern seismic codes is challenging. This is because
the lack of seismic detailing may lead to different failure mechanisms (flexure, shear, bar buckling, slip at the lap-splice of longitudinal reinforcement). Moreover, the lack of seismic detailing may have detrimental effects on the seismic capacity of beam-column joints. Indeed, recent
earthquakes and relevant scientific studies ([7], [8]) outlined that the shear failure of poorly
detailed beam-column joints significantly affects the structural seismic performances. High uncertainties are also related to the estimation of the probable material properties and to the influence of stiff-infill on the structural behaviour ([2], [3], [4], [5], [6]). As a result, the development
of reliable numerical models to be employed in refined non-linear analysis is of paramount
importance and the designers should have the chance to check the model accuracy. Nevertheless,
the lack of simple tools to quickly assess the model accuracy or the influence of the modelling
assumptions on the strength hierarchy, the failure mechanism and the global capacity curve
makes the entire assessment procedure susceptible to large errors. In order to help the designers
in the development of reliable nonlinear models, a step-by-step simplified analysis method
named Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis (SLaMA) was recently proposed in the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering, NZSEE2016, guidelines for Detailed Seismic Assessment (DSA) of existing building [11]. As reported in the document: "The onus is on the
assessing engineer to understand the level of reliability available from the chosen assessment
approach and to be able to articulate this to the end user of the DSA”.
In this paper, SLaMA is used to predict the lateral capacity of 2D lateral resisting systems
extracted from a real building damaged by the 2011 Christchurch earthquake. In particular, the
SLaMA method, which can be referred to as a "by-hand analytical pushover", is proposed as a
reliable benchmark to assess the accuracy of a numerical model/analysis of a RC structure in
predicting the main structural weaknesses and the capacity curve itself.
2

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A RC case study building damaged by the Christchurch earthquake (New Zealand, 2011)
was selected for this study. The response of its main lateral resisting systems was assessed
using both SLaMA and 2D refined nonlinear numerical models by using the FEM software
Ruaumoko [12]. All the structural nonlinearities typical of the “non-conforming” RC structures,
i.e. flexural-shear interaction, bar buckling, joint shear failure, possibility of soft-storey mechanisms, were properly considered. The results of the numerical model are directly compared
with those predicted with SLaMA. The non-linear capacity curves and the plastic mechanism
predicted at the ultimate limit state are compared and discussed.
The capability of SLaMA of predicting the actual hierarchy of strength and, hence, the plastic mechanism obtained from refined numerical pushover analyses is discussed. This confirmed
that this simplified method can be used to have benchmark capacity curves useful to check the
accuracy of refined numerical models.
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3

CASE STUDY BUILDING

The case study building is an 8-storey RC building (approx. 24m tall) which was used as
commercial office before the February 2011 Canterbury earthquake. It was built in 1974 and
designed according to pre-70’s practice when capacity design and seismic detailing were not
yet introduced. The building was part of a reconnaissance project developed in the aftermath of
the abovementioned earthquake and hence the observed damage state can be found in [13], [14].
Figure 1 shows the plan view of the ground level, taken from the original structural drawings,
and the idealisation of the structure. The structural system consists of RC perimeter frames and
a C-shaped structural wall, which is also connected to the corner columns through link beams,
forming a frame-wall system. Assuming a decoupled behaviour of the web and the flanges of
the C-wall, for the purpose of this work, the lateral resisting systems “extracted” from the building (see Figure 2) are the following:
§ Frame 1: the RC frame on gridline 1 (N-S or y-direction);
§ Frame A: the RC perimeter frame on gridline A, (E-W or x-direction). This is identical
to the frame on gridline D;
§ Wall (flange only): two flanges of the RC C-shaped wall on the east side of the building;
§ Dual System: the RC frame-wall system formed by the web of the C-wall connected to
the corner columns through link beams (y-direction).
Building geometry, material properties, members dimensions, reinforcement detailing, load
analysis and photographic report of the damage are widely discussed in [15] and [14].

Figure 1: Original plan view of the ground level and idealisation of the structural system.

Figure 2: Schematic of the structural systems of the case study building.
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4

SIMPLE LATERAL MECHANISM ANALYSIS

4.1 The method
The Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis, introduced in the New Zealand code in 2006 [11]
and significantly improved in the 2016 [24] version, can be referred to as a "by-hand analytical
pushover" in which the structure capacity curve is calculated using basic principles. In line with
the Direct Displacement Based Assessment (DDBA) approach, this method is a powerful instrument to assess the seismic performance (capacity-to-demand ratio in the ADRS domain) of
relatively complex structures also considering 3D effects (inelastic torsion).
This paper deals with the application to 2D lateral resisting systems (see Figure 3Figure 4).
A full example of the application of SLaMA, including detailed calculations and 3D effects is
reported in detail in Del Vecchio et al. [15].
The starting point of the SLaMA method is the characterisation of the lateral capacity of
each of the structural member (beams, columns, joints, walls) performing software-based sectional analyses (e.g. [18]) or by-hand simplified calculations. It is worth noting that this process
would be carried out, in an identical way, to characterise the nonlinearities of a lumped plasticity numerical model. To avoid repetition, the details on this aspect are given in Section 5, when
discussing the numerical models assumptions. The interaction between the members in each
beam column joint subassembly is analysed (hierarchy of strength calculation, [25], see Figure
3). These results allow to assess the probable inelastic mechanism of the structure and calculate
the related strength using equilibrium conditions. It is worth noting that, in order to compute
the base shear strength, a full redistribution of the actions is assumed. Indeed, the fully exploit
of the strength capacity of all the beam-column subassemblies is considered. The displacement
capacity at the effective height, representative of the SDOF system, is calculated multiplying
the minimum drift capacity of the RC members experiencing the first yielding or the ultimate
failure by the effective height (which depends on the probable inelastic mechanism, see Figure
4). In this paper, the SLaMA is discussed with reference to Frame A, while the principles of the
method is explained in details in the NZSEE guidelines [24] and applied on a worked example
in Del Vecchio et al. [15].

Figure 3: SLaMA application for a frame structure (Pampanin et al., 2002; Tasligedik et al., 2016).
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Figure 4: Possible plastic mechanisms (NZSEE 2016).

4.2 Results
The lateral resisting systems (LRSs) individuated in Section 3 were analysed using SLaMA,
predicting both the capacity curve and the plastic mechanism at the ultimate limit state. It is
worth noting that, considering the predicted plastic mechanisms, for all the LRSs the effective
height was considered to be two thirds of the total height of the building.
Taking frame A as example, Figure 5 shows the derivation of its plastic mechanism based
on the hierarchy of strength of the beam-column-joint subassemblies. The numerical analysisbased mechanism is also shown to avoid duplications, although it is discussed in Section 6. The
results show that the predicted plastic mechanism is a beam sway, characterised by beam hinges
in all the subassemblies. However, for a significant number of them, as for example joint D1
shown in Figure 5, the beam plastic hinge is predicted after the joint first shear cracking. The
next mechanism in the hierarchy, the joint failure, cannot develop because of the limited beam
hardening.
Although the first cracking in the joints does not influence the base shear capacity of the
frame, it increases its deformability. For this reason, the capacity curve (Figure 6) was computed twice: first characterising the yield displacement considering the beam hinging and then
considering the joint deformability at peak strength. The second curve is considered for the
comparison in Section 6, since it is deemed to yield a more conservative estimation of the lateral
capacity.
The capacity curve for the other analysed lateral resisting systems is shown in Figure 10 (in
Section 6) in the context of the comparison with the numerical analyses results.
5

NUMERICAL ANALYSES AND NUMERICAL-ANALYTICAL COMPARISONS

5.1 Numerical modelling assumptions
A 2D numerical model was developed using the FEM software Ruaumoko [12] for each
lateral resisting system. A displacement-control Pushover was carried out imposing a linear
lateral force profile and neglecting P-delta effects. Figure 7 summarises the modelling assumptions and the nonlinear behaviour of structural components. A lumped plasticity approach was
adopted using a Giberson one-component model for the frame elements [16] that concentrates
the members nonlinearities at the end sections of beams and columns. Several studies ([7], [8],
[9]) highlighted the importance of modelling the non-linear behaviour of poorly-detailed beamcolumn joints. For this reason, in this study they were modelled by means of rotational springs
connecting the beam and column elements that converge in one node. The characterisation of
the nonlinearities was based on the geometry, material and reinforcement details of the members reported in the original drawings.
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Figure 5: Plastic mechanism for frame A predicted through SLaMA and numerical pushover. On the bottom:
hierarchy of strength of joint D1.
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Figure 6: SLaMA capacity curve for Frame A.

In particular, the beams nonlinear behaviour was characterised basing on the equivalent plastic hinge length [17] and a bi-linear representation of the Moment-Curvature relationship calculated using the software CUMBIA [18] considering refined stress-strain relationships for
concrete [19] and steel [20]. The approach proposed by Berry et al., 2005 [21] was used to
check the buckling of the longitudinal bars. Finally, the shear degradation curve proposed by
Kowalski and Priestley 2000 [22] was used to assess the possible shear failure limiting the drift
capacity.
For columns, the same approach of beams was adopted, but in order to account for the influence of axial load on the moment capacity at different step of the analysis, the moment-axial
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load interaction diagram was used. A similar approach was adopted for walls, for which the
shear degradation curve proposed by Krolicki et al., 2011 [23] was adopted. Finally, the joints
capacity was calibrated basing on a principal stress approach that allows to define the strength
of the joint panel at the first cracking and at a severe damage limit state in terms of equivalent
moment in the column (more details on the method are given in Pampanin et al., 2003 [8],
together with the adopted deformation limit states). The joints rotational springs are hence modelled by means of equivalent column moment – axial load interaction diagram, which allows to
capture the variation of strength with the axial load on the joint panel, defined for first cracking
and severe damage limit states.

Figure 7: Numerical modelling assumptions and characterisation of the structural members.

5.2 Results
The capacity curves resulting from the pushover analyses, shown in Figure 8, are expressed in
terms of base shear versus displacement at the effective height of the structural system (the
adopted values for the effective height are discussed in Section 4.2) in order to represent the
behaviour of an equivalent SDOF system. The ultimate point of the curves represents the step
of the analyses in which the first member in the structural system reached its deformation capacity. A more detailed discussion on the numerical capacity curves is given in Section 6, in
the context of the comparison with SLaMA. A snapshot of the formed hinges at the ultimate
point is given in Figure 9, in which the members ductility demand is indicated and the member
causing the ultimate limit state is highlighted with a circle. For the two frames, this indicates
that the non-linear behaviour of the members is triggered up to the 6th level, avoiding the formation of a global mechanism and not allowing for the full redistribution of the internal actions.
This phenomenon is detrimental for the base shear capacity of the two systems. Frame 1 plastic
mechanism is characterised by a combination of beam hinges and shear failure in the joints
(Mixed Sidesway) while mainly beam hinges form in frame A (Beam Sidesway). A Mixed
Sidesway mechanism with full redistribution forms in the dual system while the flange of the
C-wall is characterised by a flexural failure at the base level.
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Figure 8: Pushover analyses results.

Figure 9: Plastic mechanism at ultimate limit state.

6

COMPARISON WITH SLaMA

For each lateral resisting systems (LRSs) individuated in Section 3, the SLaMA results are
here compared with the ones of the numerical pushover analyses. The first fundamental comparison to make is based on the ability, in SLaMA, to properly capture the hierarchy of strength
and, by extension, the plastic mechanism (with some degree of error). Figure 5 shows the comparison, only for frame A for brevity, of the plastic mechanism predicted with SLaMA (or, more
precisely, the summary of the hierarchy of strength calculations) and the plastic mechanism
extracted from the numerical analysis. As anticipated, there is high accuracy on the prediction
of the hierarchy of strength in each subassembly. As an example, for the external joint D1 (indicated in Figure 5) the beam plastic hinge is predicted after the joint first shear cracking. This
sequence replicates very well what is predicted in the numerical model. However, the numerical
analysis indicates that the reaching of the drift capacity in the external beam at the 3rd floor
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(highlighted in a red circle) does not allow a full redistribution of the internal actions in the
frame and hence there is some discrepancy between the result of SLaMA and the numerical
model in terms of plastic mechanism. This discrepancy also leads to an over estimation of the
base shear capacity, with respect to the numerical analysis. This is reflected in the comparison
of the SLaMA curve with the numerical one (see Figure 10.b).
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Figure 10: SLaMA vs Numerical capacity curve comparison for Frame 1, Frame A, dual system and wall.

The SLaMA-to-numerical comparison of the capacity curves is shown for all the selected
lateral resisting systems in Table 1 and Figure 10, in which the bi-linear representation for the
numerical curves is obtained according to ATC 1996 [26]. Satisfactory agreement is observed
between the SLaMA and the numerical curves in terms of initial stiffness and ultimate strength
and displacement. The main discrepancy is observed immediately after the first yielding (formation of the 1st plastic hinge). This is attributed to the approximation, in SLaMA, for which
all the structural members reach the yielding for the same structure displacement. The over
prediction on the ultimate base shear is caused by the assumption for which the internal actions
are fully redistributed, which is not always observed in the numerical models (see Figure 9).
In terms of quantitative SLaMA-numerical comparison (given in Table 1), it is deemed that
the most important parameters to consider are the ultimate displacement and the maximum base
shear. In fact, these are directly affecting the seismic performance of the structure in the Acceleration-Displacement Response Spectrum (ADRS), in the context of the DDBA. Table 1 indicates that the ultimate base shear is often over predicted by SLaMA with respect to the
numerical analysis, even though the maximum error is 6%. The only exception is the dual system, for which the comparison leads to almost no error. The base shear over prediction is to be
attributed to the full actions redistribution hypothesis in SLaMA (see Section 4.1 and Figure 5).
For what concerns the ultimate displacement, it is noted that, in this specific case, when this is
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caused by a joint (frame 1, dual system) the result is an under prediction, while when it is caused
by a beam (frame A) the result is an over-prediction. This interpretation is also based on a much
greater number of case studies not published yet. Since in SLaMA the yielding point base shear
is assumed to be equal to the ultimate one, there is always an over-prediction for this parameter.
The error is smaller for walls and dual systems, for which the wall strongly governs the behaviour. Finally, the SLaMA-numerical comparison on the yield displacement is reported for completeness but not commented because of its different definition in SLaMA and in the bi-linear
numerical pushover curve.
LRS
Frame 1
Frame A
Dual System
Wall flange

ERR(dy) ERR(Vby) ERR(du) ERR(Vbu)
[%]
[%]
[%]
[%]
24.6
31.2
-5.0
2.2
-30.7
18.9
21.0
6.2
58.5
4.4
-16.6
-0.7
10.4
5.8
-4.0
4.0

Table 1: SLaMA vs numerical discrepancy for all lateral resisting systems.

7

CONCLUSIONS

Four bi-dimensional lateral resisting systems of different typology (frame, cantilever wall,
frame-wall dual system) were extracted from a real RC 8-storey building. Their lateral capacity,
in terms of non-linear static capacity curve and plastic mechanism, was assessed by means of
“by-hand” analytical predictions obtained with the Simple Lateral Mechanism Analysis
(SLaMA). The results were compared with refined numerical models. The comparisons show
that SLaMA is capable of reproducing the local interaction (actual hierarchy of strength) between the structural members. Moreover, the method allows to have an acceptable estimation
of the plastic mechanism of the structure at the ultimate limit state (ULS) and of the lateral
capacity curve. In fact, the match between the SLaMA and the numerical pushover analyses is
satisfactory with a maximum discrepancy of about the 6% for the ULS base shear and 21% on
the ULS displacement, for the cases analysed in this paper. It is worth mentioning that the
qualitative trends outlined in this study are representative of different structural typologies and
mechanisms. Nevertheless, further applications are needed to better quantify the limits of the
SLaMA method and the range of the expected errors.
SLaMA is a useful tool to characterize any local/global failure mechanism characterizing
the structural system which cannot be easily identified by using commercial software. The
method can be employed to check the accuracy of the numerical models and to identify the
main sources of errors. This allows to maintain a continuous control on the modelling procedure,
improving the user confidence in the seismic assessment of the structural system. Furthermore,
SLaMA allows to clearly identify the main structural weaknesses and to design proper retrofit
solutions.
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Abstract. In order to mitigate the seismic risk, politician decision-makers, insurance companies, banks, professional engineers, private owners, (despite operating at different territorial
scale and with different aims) need of accurate tools able to highlight the negative economic
effects of an earthquake in terms of reduction of building economic value and earning power
effective time. In this way, accurate seismic direct economic losses scenarios have a key role.
In this paper, a new procedure for probabilistic, analytical seismic direct economic losses
scenarios has been discussed and applied. Economic fragility curves for different existing
building types (RC-MRF) have been defined. The economic feasibility of different form of retrofit interventions strongly depends by the entity of negative seismic damage economic effects,
in terms of reduction of building economic value and earning power effective time. In this paper, a first attempt in estimation of building residual economic life after an earthquake has
been performed. An innovative tool based on the integration of seismic direct losses models in
building life-cycle cost value models has been presented and applied. This tool plays a fundamental role in promotion of a private seismic risk mitigation strategies, highlighted as accurate retrofitting intervention in peacetime could be able to minimize the negative seismic
financial effects that is a primary objectives of owners-investors.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The high vulnerability of existing buildings is a crucial issue in modern earthquake engineering. This issue plays a fundamental role in seismic risk mitigation strategies and it should
be strongly considered in all planning activities. The available studies are generally based on
buildings stock and the possible seismic occurrence of earthquakes [1], [2], [3]. The main
problem is the strong disproportion between the available public economic resources and the
buildings that require retrofitting interventions.
For this reason, the accurate definition and the implementation of effective seismic risk
mitigation strategies require a multidisciplinary approach based on new and effective tools.
These tools should be based on accurate studies of seismic hazard, vulnerability, and economic consequence of earthquake. Unfortunately, these tools and studies are often remained an
academic topics and their application is still largely unrealized [4].
Recently indirect actions able to grow the awareness of seismic risk, seismic vulnerability,
and the importance of maintenance operations in the population have been implemented [5].
Actually, tools able to indirectly recall the owners to seismic issues could be identified developed and promoted. A private seismic risk mitigation process, differently to public one, could
be moved also by economic-financial convenience criteria.
In this work, new approach to quantify the reduction of economic life due to seismic damage has been described. This approach is based on integration of seismic direct losses scenarios in building life-cycle economic value models. New and effective seismic direct losses scenarios for existing RC-MRF buildings is illustrated. The proposed approach has been also
applied and validated.
2

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

Seismic direct losses scenarios play a key role in seismic risk mitigation. It provides information about the expected economic losses refer to all possible arriving earthquakes [3].
Generally, a seismic economic losses model could be referred to different kind of losses (direct and indirect). The direct losses are the repair costs necessary to restore the buildings preearthquake state [1].
In Figure 1, a flow chart illustrative of the built process for losses scenarios is reported. It
is based on the convolution between fragility curves and repair cost functions. In next part of
the section, several considerations and statements about the definition both of fragility curves
and repair cost functions are reported.
The fragility curves are need in order to provide accurate information about the structural
performance in a probabilistic way. The probability of exceeding for specific damage levels is
evaluated. In several works, the advantages and disadvantages of different FCs built approaches and analyses methods have been discussed [6], [7], [8].
The accuracy of FCs mainly depends on Damage Model (DM) [9]. A Damage Model consisting in different damage levels, which should be characterized by a qualitative description
of expected damage, a structural limit state, and a global engineered response parameter
threshold. In order to define accurate seismic risk mitigation strategies the damage levels
should be able to identify the building seismic safety level during and after the event. Consequently, limit states referred to structural performance of primary structural elements should
be employed.
Based on FCs, a seismic direct losses scenario can be defined. It is a probabilistic tool able
to provide information on direct economic losses when a given seismic intensity occurs.
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Mathematically, a seismic direct losses scenario is computed through a probabilistic convolution operation between fragility curves and repair cost functions, as:





E C r ,r I    E C r ,r dli I PDL  dli I 
n





i 1

(1)

Where Ei C r , r dli I is the expected value of the repair cost function for a specific damage





level dli|I and intensity range I . P DL  dli I is the occurrence probability of damage level

dli|I for a specific seismic intensity value I, definable starting from the FCs.
In this work, the main efforts have been made in order to define the repair cost function in
the more accurate way.
Building Type Probabilistic
characterization
Seismic Input
Analysis Methods
FRAGILITY
CURVES

Global-Local Structural
Performance
Damage Model

SEISMIC DIRECT
LOSSES SCENARIOS

BUILDING TYPE
TOTAL REPAIR COST
FUNCTION
(conditioned on damage level
and seismic intensity)

Seismic Risk Mitigation
Emergency Management
Economic Feasability
Resilience
Life Cycle Cost
Insurance

Structural and non-Structural
Performance Groups
Performance Groups
Damage Consequence Model
Translation Damage
distribution in Repair Cost
Building Total Repair Cost

Figure 1. Procedure for analytical Seismic Direct Economic Losses Scenarios.

The strong variability in performance of each building type have been considered by FCs.
Then, for same type the difference in damage distributions provides different consequent
global repair costs. Repair Cost Functions have been defined for each building type, as different for each damage level and macro-seismic intensity range. For Repair Cost Functions a
continue probability density function has been considered in order to be the best fit of discrete
empirical frequency distribution of Ratio Cost.
The Ratio Cost ( C r , r ) is the ratio between the total repair cost that are need to restore the
pre-earthquake condition and the building replacement cost (including the demolition cost),
[6]; it is ranging between 0 and 1.
Damage Consequence Models (DCM) for different performance groups have a key role in
definition of building global ratio cost. DCMs are tools able to correlate the seismic damage
of each structural and non-structural element to their repairing costs. As performance group,
different components of building (such as column-beam, column-slab, shear wall, masonry
wall etc.) could be considered. In this way, it is to be highlighted that accuracy of relation
seismic damage of each structural and non-structural element to its repairing costs strongly
depends on approach used to define FCs (in particular, modeling and analysis methods), as
briefly reported in figure 2. Only accurate approach, based on macro-elements models, reliable behavior models, and structural analysis methods allow knowing the real damage state of
each structural and non-structural elements.
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Simplified
approach
a) Column sway collapse
mechanism

b) Beam sway collapse
mechanism

Accurate approach and accurate
damage distribution
Figure 2. Accuracy of FCs and damage distribution analysis.

Damage states should be defined for each performance groups. Moreover, a relationship
between damage states and damage levels of engineering demand parameters should be defined. In addition, detailed repair actions and associated repair costs should be identified for
each performance group and damage states. Repair cost must be evaluated including all collateral, preliminary and supplementary works. Finally, for each investigated types total repair
cost has been obtained combining the repair costs associating at each structural and structural
components through specific DCM.
In order to evaluate the benefit of retrofitting, the building owner should be considered a
consumer or production goods depending on the economic agents that require them to conform to the behavior all pattern of the consumer or investor [10]. This issue could be used also
to prioritization strategies [11].
For many owners-investors the maintaining of building property economic value and the
increasing of building economic life is the best goal. In this way, the interventions (such as
extraordinary maintenance, repair, retrofitting, consolidation) must be able to meet also this
objective, otherwise the intervention less frequently are realized. Therefore, the assessment
the economic feasibility and the economic effects of an intervention are important questions.
In this way, building life cycle economic value model able to describe the temporal trend
of building economic value during its lifetime, and provide indications on building economic
life has a key role.
The property cost value may be split into two part: building and land cost value. Both vary
in time following absolutely different dynamics [12]. The land value due to the land rent,
normally, in time does not undergo any depreciation, indeed more readily, it grows. The first
building part of deprecation is due to the age that determines a progressive achievement of
service life. A second part of depreciation, always connected to physical degradation, is the
income decay depreciation. Other forms of depreciations are linked to building obsolescence,
that provide a decline in value not directly related to physical deterioration, but resulted from
an outdated appearance and increased demands by occupants for a more efficient and controlled facilities. In [12] has been reported a simplified methodology for evaluation of temporal trend of cost value taking into account the deductions linked to the different forms of
deprecation. In accordance with this procedure, the building is subdivided in functional elements (or homogeneous parts); for each of them the percentage of cost respect to total reconstruction cost and the depreciation functions must be evaluated.
The economic life concerns with earning power; without topics linked to cultural heritage,
a building is often demolished before its physical life expiry to permit a more profitable use of
the site, or because it is found cheaper to clear and rebuild rather than to adapt the building to
the change requirement. Analytically, the end of building economic life corresponds with the
point in which the depreciated building value is equal to zero. The above concepts are considered in this work in order to define the proposal.
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3

APPLICATION AND RESULTS

In this section, a first application of the proposed approach is reported. Firstly, analytical
FCs for several RC-MRF existing building types (Figure 3) have been defined from previous
NLDAs numerical results [6] and following the improved approach of [8].

Figure 3. Considered building types: number of storey and infill distributions.

More detailed information about structural, geometrical, and mechanical characteristics of
each considered building types and details about NLDAs are reported in [6], [8] and [9]. Fragility curves have been defined considering the Housner intensity.
Consequence Damage Models have been defined using the price list of Abruzzo Region of
2015. Wide set of results of experimental tests and real post-earthquake observations have
been used to validate the model.
Damage consequence models for three performance groups have been built: beam-column
joint, slab-column joint, masonry infill panel. The ductility ratio has been considered the most
relevant parameter for beam-column joint and slab-column joint performance group. However,
the interstorey drift ratio for masonry infill panel.
Four damage states have been considered for each performance groups. Each damage state
has been characterized by a specific threshold value for the selected engineering response parameter, and a set of repair activities necessary to restore the components to its pre-earthquake
state. In these latter were been included all necessary collateral works, such as installation of
scaffoldings, installation of shoring to support gravity loads, demolition of partition and furnishing that obstruct the access to RC members that must be repaired, consequent replacement
and restoration, technical costs etc. The damage consequent models have been also defined
for masonry infill panels.
In Figure 4, for three types considered as example (BF-IF-PF 4 storey Old Code), the FCs
and the associated repair cost functions are reported in terms of damage level and macroseismic intensity grade. In this application, the EMS-98 intensity [14] has been considered as
reference intensity. In this way, based on relationship between European macro-seismic scale
EMS-98 and Housner intensity (IH) proposed in [3] the equivalence between IH and EMS-98
has been defined.
A repair cost function coherent with near collapse condition suggested by the Italian and
European seismic codes based on ultimate rotation (3/4 θu < θ < θu) has been defined. Moreover, an un-repairable collapse condition has been considered and a unitary ratio cost has been
assigned. The Figure 4 synthetically characterizes the building types (BF-IF-PF 4 storey Old
Code) structural fragility and their monetary consequence.
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Figure 4. Fragility curves and Repair Cost Functions for RC-MRF Bareframe (BF) – Infillframe (IF) – Pilotisframe (PF) 4 storey - Old Code.

The repair cost functions reported in Figure 4 highlight difference both in mean and in variance value of repair cost for the same damage level (or seismic risk level) and seismic intensity range.
In particular, the BareFrame type is always characterized by mean values of ratio cost
greater than those characterize Infilled and Pilotis type. A similar consideration is valid for
variance values. These results are coherent with their different deformation capacity. This latter implies a different number of severe damaged non-structural elements and of structural
elements at the same or low yield level.
A global relationship interstorey drift ratio – ratio cost has been defined for existing RCMRF building types taking into account the structural performance variability in a large range
of seismic intensity (Figure 5).
The global relation has been defined characterized all considered building types in terms of
economic consequence of structural performance (employing the consequence damage models and a simple assembly procedure) and maximum interstorey drift ratio.
The Figure 5 shows a strong correlation between the interstorey drift ratio and ratio cost
until infill panel collapse interstorey drift ratio (0.75-1%). The Figure 5 shows a step in interstorey drift ratio – ratio cost relation in correspondence of 0.75-1% interstorey ratio; this latter
is due to the contribute of structural damage to ratio cost, that starts to be relevant. In particularly, for the same interstorey drift ratio, BF types ratio cost is greater than IF and PF ones.
Then, overlapping the infill panel collapse interstorey drift ratio, the relation depends by
deformation capacity, which influences the entity and distribution of structural damage.
The deformation capacity also influence the occurrence of collapse; PF types have been
characterized by unitary ratio cost soon after the collapse of few infill panels, in general at
upper of pilotis storey.
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Figure 5. Analytical relationship interstorey drift ratio-ratio cost for existing RC-MRF building types.

The reliability of built consequence damage models and repair cost functions have been
validated on the basis of L’Aquila earthquake reconstruction program and its resulting repair
costs.
After L’Aquila earthquake (9 April 2009) several Ordinances of the Council Prime Minister [15], [16], have been issued in order to regulate the reconstruction process. In particular,
they have established that the financial support of the Italian government to the reconstruction
was given and it is managed by private owners. The financial available resource was based on
the building usability rate, as defined by in situ inspections [13] and [17]. Assigned the usability rate for each damaged building, professional engineers were engaged by owners; repair
and strengthening interventions have been defined and the corresponding costs have been
computed. These projects have been the technical support in order to define the funding applications by the owners. These funding applications have allowed to collect a database containing information on 5775 residential buildings of several municipalities and located outside of
the historical centre of the L’Aquila.
In order to validate the DCMs and consequent repair cost function the following correspondence between usability rating - damage level has been considered:
 Damage Level 1-2 \ usability rating B and C;
 Damage Level 3\ usability rating E-B (E treaty as B);
 Damage Level 4 \ usability rating E;
In Table 1, the obtained mean and standard deviation repair cost values for BF-IF-PF types
4 storey Old Code have been reported, and compared with those provide by statistics cost of
L’Aquila reconstruction process [13] and [17].
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DL1
DL1
DL2
DL2
DL3
DL3
DL4
DL4

RC mean (€/sqm)
RC dev.st (€/sqm)
RC mean (€/sqm)
RC dev.st (€/sqm)
RC mean (€/sqm)
RC dev.st (€/sqm)
RC mean (€/sqm)
RC dev.st (€/sqm)

BF - 4 storey - Old Code
IF - 4 storey - Old Code PF - 4 storey - Old Code
L'Aquila reconstruction
process (9/4/2009)
VI EMS VII EMS VIII EMS IX EMS VI EMS VII EMS VIII EMS VI EMS VII EMS VIII EMS
146
176
--65
97
117
57
89
-B and C RC mean (€/sqm) 174
30
29
--34
43
15
26
21
-158
184
---141
142
103
123
149
B and C RC dev.st (€/sqm) 118
29
28
---18
19
21
22
12
-221
250
--162
195
134
157
198
E-B RC mean (€/sqm)
270
-39
50
--33
43
34
29
35
E-B RC dev.st (€/sqm)
141
-255
321
358
--289
-222
270
E RC mean (€/sqm)
426
-55
46
63
--52
-346
38
E RC dev.st (€/sqm)
178

Table 1. Comparison between analytical defined (for BF-IF-PF 4 storey Old Code types) and empirical
(L’Aquila 9/4/2009 reconstruction process) repair cost (RC) for square meter (mean and standard deviation values).

The comparison highlights a good accordance between the mean value of repair costs
(€/sq.m) analytically obtained and those provided by L’Aquila reconstruction process, in particular for Bareframe type. The main differences, especially in standard deviation values, are
due to the lack in empirical data of distinction in terms of storey number, age construction,
structural types, architectural features and maintenance state. For this reason, the comparison
have been also conducted in a global point of view; the repair cost of all analysed building
types have been considered without any distinction in terms of typological parameters.
The global comparison has been highlighted as the procedure and tools (DCMs) used in
translation of an analytical damage distribution in a global ratio cost provide results similar to
empirical ones. Therefore, the defined tools (Damage Consequence models) are able to provide a realistic estimation of expected repair cost based on a simple assignment and assembly
methodology. However, the difference could be linked to characteristics of buildings compared, specific buildings conditions influencing the repair costs, such as accessibility, position
iteration with others building, maintenance state, which in analytical process have been neglected, and the difference in damage models employed.
Based on a simple convolution between FCs and Repair Costs functions, expected direct
economic losses models have been defined for each building types considered. Finally, economic fragility curves have been defined. In Figure 6 the obtained direct economic losses
models for BF-IF-PF 4 storey Old Code types have been reported. The Seismic Direct Losses
Models provide useful information on the total expected monetary losses resulting of building
types structural fragility and taking into account the deformation capacity that influences the
repair costs.
The defined Seismic Direct Losses Models have been highlighted as the expected ratio cost
seems to be influenced by infill panel effectives and distribution. Bareframe and Pilotisframe
types are responsible of similar monetary losses. On one hand the greatest fragility of Pilotis
Frame is balanced by a less deformability that required less repair costs; on the other hand the
less fragility of BareFrame (than Pilotis) is recovered by a greater deformability and so necessary repair costs. Infillframe type is responsible of lower monetary losses, due to the beneficial role of infill panels that positively influence both the strength and deformation capacity.
Finally, the others typological parameters (such storey number, design code, material strength
etc.) seem less influence the expected direct economic losses.
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Figure 6. Seismic Direct Losses Models for RC-MRF Bareframe (BF) – Infillframe (IF) – Pilotisframe (PF) Old
Code 4 storey.

Finally, in Figure 7, the temporal trends of the depreciated cost value (starting from the
construction time), normalized then the total reconstruction cost, also called “life-cycle cost
value model” for a residential existing RC building is reported. It is built using the information reported in technical manual of Italian building type costs. The two temporal trend
have been defined assuming respectively the absence of extraordinary maintenance operations
(black line) and occasional maintenance operations regarding few functional elements (grey
line). The life-cycle cost value models highlight a building economic life equal to 55 years in
absence of maintenances, whereas of 70 years with corrective maintenance operations. Building economic life is the time interval during which the depreciation runs from 0 to 100%.
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Figure 7. Life-Cycle Cost Value Models of an existing residential RC building considering two different maintenance processes.

The potential effect on residual economic life due to building seismic risk level for life
safety performance level has been evaluated.
For example, a building situated in Italian seismic zone characterized by a reference macro-seismic intensity for life safety performance level of VIII ESM98 grade (10% of probability in 50 years), and characterized by vulnerability typical of BareFrame, InfillFrame,
PilotisFrame 4 story Old-Code types respectively, has been considered.
In Figure 8, the effects on residual economic life resulting of building seismic risk level
have been displayed. Mathematically, the modification of life-cycle cost value model has
been obtained adding the expected value of ratio cost (related to VIII ESM98 seismic intensity range of seismic direct economic losses model) at a specific ordinate of building life-cycle
cost value model (for example in this case at the sixteen year after the built). In this way, the
cycle-life cost value move up of the expected ratio cost (repair cost/reconstruction cost), and
the residual economic life proportionally reduces.
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Figure 8. Life – Cycle cost value Model Modified taking into account the monetary losses resulting from seismic
risk level for life safety performance level for BF-IF-PF 4 storey Old Code types.

The Figure 8 highlights as the seismic risk level of an existing RC building (BareFrame and
PilotisFrame) designed only to gravity load implies an instantaneous and strong reduction of
residual economic life after a reference earthquake. However, InfillFrame type highlights a
less reduction of residual economic.
These integrated models represent a strong input for owners-investors to found themselves
retrofitting interventions in peace-time, avoiding the economic disadvantages due to the reduction-annulment of building economic life as a result of seismic damage, that could be recovered only with high economic investment, in some cases even higher than that required for
retrofitting.
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4

CONCLUSION AND WORK IN PROGRESS

In this paper, a new procedure for definition of Seismic Direct Economic Losses Model
has been presented and applied. The Seismic Direct Losses Models have been defined convolving Fragility Curves and Repair Cost Functions.
Novel Repair Cost Functions have been defined based on a translation process of analytical
damage distribution in a global ratio cost. In this way have been defined Damage Consequence Models for the main performance groups
The translation process and the Damage Consequence Models have been empirical validated based on data of L’Aquila reconstruction process. Then, the defined DCMs and the
simple assignment and assembly methodology are able tools to provide a realistic quantification of economic consequence of structural performance. In this way, the accuracy of structural performance play a key role.
The proposed approach for Seismic Direct Losses Models could be considered an improvement that the classic and convention ones based on expert vulnerability and damage-cost
indexes. On the other hand, the novel approach is more easy and practical than those based on
elements fragility curves.
In this work, a first attempt of using of Seismic Direct Economic Losses Model in evaluation of economic feasibility of retrofitting intervention on existing RC buildings has been presented. Innovative and strong multidisciplinary models based on integration of Life-Cycle
Economic Value Model and Seismic Direct Economic Losses Model have been defined.
These latter could be considered as innovative tools able to encourage the single ownersinvestors to be leader in mitigation process, in order to minimize the negative seismic financial effects that is one of their primary objectives.
In next work, further efforts and developments will be performed in order to obtain a better
estimation of effect of seismic risk on building residual economic life.
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Abstract. The assessment of the seismic vulnerability of existing buildings (in particular for
public or strategic) is frequently based on strongly simplified methods than those used for
new or retrofitting design at least for the first evaluation. In particular, the seismic performances are often summarized by simple and poor indexes, incorrectly called seismic risk indexes. For example, the seismic risk index provided from several standard code or guidelines
for practice are based on simplified and deterministic procedure. Moreover, the evaluation of
the reference seismic intensity is generally based on simplified model. In this work, these limitations are highlighted and overcame. A new and probabilistic approach to define a more accurate Seismic Risk Index (SRI) for existing building is proposed. The novel SRI is based on
reliable and analytical Fragility Curves.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In last years, the priority ranking for the retrofit of existing buildings has become a key issue in the mitigation of seismic risk [1]. The ranking lists are generally based on seismic risk
of the buildings, which is defined based on several analysis methods and procedures.
The seismic risk index (SRI) can be considered as the most important parameter in planning of seismic risk mitigation strategies and in prioritization of retrofitting interventions [2],
[3], [4]. Moreover, the SRIs are also useful tools for monitoring the changes in seismic risk
through time and space [5].
The SRIs should be able to investigate and summarize the building safety level. Nevertheless, they are needed in order to investigate about the economic impact of the existing buildings vulnerability.
Unfortunately, there is not a standard method and definition of seismic risk indexes. Consequently, the significant differences could be lead to significant discrepancies in term of
seismic risk strategies. The SRI is affected from a high number of factors, such as simple procedure providing inappropriate results.
The SRI should be defined starting from one or more goals, which are generally called Rehabilitation Objectives (RO), for example [6]. RO is based on a Target Performance Level
and a Seismic Hazard Level. The Target Performance Level (PL) must be defined in terms of
safety of the buildings and their occupants during and after the event.
In the last years, several studies have been carried out and different approaches have been
proposed and reported in guidelines, standards, and codes. These last applications have been
defined in order to provide better and simple procedure for practice engineers and decision
makers in order to reduce the seismic risk of the communities.
In this work, the new procedure to define the Seismic Risk Index for existing buildings is
defined. New SRI definition has been applied to existing reinforced concrete with moment
resisting frames (RC-MRF) building types.
On the first, several existing approaches have been reported and described in order to investigate the main existing procedures to SRI evaluation. Different safety assessment procedures and SRI definitions are reported in very much guidelines and codes in other part of the
world. In Table 1, only some approaches have been reported, those are considered the most
interesting in order to comparison with the new proposal.
The first definition has been widely used in the past years in order to define the prioritization for public or strategic Italian buildings [2], [3]. The second can be considered as the actual evolution of the first and it is defined Italian and European codes in force.
The classic SRI is based on the simple comparison (as ratio) between the building capacity
and demand, where the building capacity is expressed in a deterministic way. In this ratio, the
comparison between capacity and demand is expressed in terms of seismic intensity parameters.
The seismic capacity of the existing buildings is expressed in terms of seismic intensity
that marks out the achievement of Performance Level. However, the demand level is defined
as the seismic intensity threshold compatible with the hazard level accepted for each performance level.
The above SRI must be used according to a deterministic or semi probabilistic structural
behavior assessment procedures. This approach is coherent with knowledge factor defined in
the Italian and European codes [9], [10].
Then, the classic seismic risk index measures the level of non-compliance to PL requirement (different between capacity and demand).
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Consequently, in some cases the SRI values could be not representative of real building
seismic safety state. In fact, in most cases the factors considered in the deterministic approach
could be no able to take into account the uncertain and variability of real seismic behavior of
the existing buildings, and could be representative of a singular and low probable failure behavior.
It to be highlight that in more recent Italian regulations [7], [8], SRI is based on the same
concept. It used for distribution of economic funding for seismic risk mitigation and post
event reconstruction.
Code or
Guidelines
SEISMIC RISK INDEX
𝑃𝐺𝐴𝑃𝐿𝑖
O.P.C.M.
𝛼
=
𝐿𝑆𝑖
3274/2003
𝑃𝐺𝐴𝑃𝐿𝑖|𝐻𝐿
and subse- PGALSi= seismic intensity that marks out the achievement of Performance Level (PLi) comquent guide- pliance criteria.
PGALSi= maximum seismic intensity threshold in accordance with the Hazard Level associlines
ated to PL.

𝛼𝐿𝑆𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
NTC08
EC8

𝜃𝑃𝐿𝑖

𝑉𝑟𝑃𝐿𝑖
}
max(𝜃𝑃𝐿𝑖|𝐻𝐼 ) 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑉𝑃𝐿𝑖|𝐻𝐼 )
,

max(θPLi|HI) = maximum deformation of ductile elements achieved under a seismic intensity
compatible with the Hazard Level associated to PL.
θPLi= limit deformation for ductile elements required by Performance Level (PLi).
max(VPLi|HI) = maximum force of brittle elements achieved under a seismic intensity compatible with the Hazard Level associated to PL.
VrPLi= limit force for brittle elements required by Performance Level (PLi).
Table 1: Seismic Risk Index definitions.

An improvement in seismic risk evaluation should be obtained dealing the performance assessment problem in a probabilistic way; the uncertainties are directly considered. In this way,
it is to be highlighted that the classic expressions of SRI definitions are unsuitable to synthetically handle the results of probabilistic assessment procedure, and then a new definition
should be defined.
2

METHODOLOGY

New Seismic Risk Index is integrated in a probabilistic performance assessment procedure,
which directly take into account all the uncertainty sources in building behavior. The new SRI
quantifies the level of seismic risk in terms of probability that the building capacity no fulfill
the demand required by each limit state. This is the main difference with the existing considered approach. In fact, the new SRI is based on Fragility Curves and accurate characterization
of Hazard Level required for each PL.
The Fragility Curves (FCs) approaches allow a complete probabilistic characterization of
building performances. However, the seismic intensity corresponding to the Hazard Level assigned at each PL allows identifying the range or the ordinate of FC to consider; taking into
account that each performance criteria must be verified for given reference intensity.
In Figure 1, the amounts involved in new Seismic Risk Index definition in reference a generic Performance Level are highlighted.
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Figure 1. Framework to Seismic Risk Index definition.

New SRI definition is the follow:
SRIPLi = 1 −

IPLi,f
P[PL≥PLi|I]dI
PLi,i
IPLi,f
dI
∫I
PLi,i

∫I

(1)

In discrete way, the SRI become:
𝐼

𝑆𝑅𝐼𝑃𝐿𝑖 = 1 −

∑𝐼𝑃𝐿𝑖,𝑓 𝑃[𝑃𝐿≥P𝐿𝑖|𝐼]𝛥𝐼
𝑃𝐿𝑖,𝑖

(2)

𝐼

∑𝐼𝑃𝐿𝑖,𝑓 𝛥𝐼
𝑃𝐿𝑖,𝑖

SRI is equal or near to 1.0, if the considered building shows a good performances (or no
achieves or exceeds the PL). For SRI less than 1.0, the considered building achieves or exceeds the PL requirements. The reliability of the new SRI strongly depends from accuracy of
building fragility curves and hazard level characterization. In figure 2, a graphic representation of the formal definition of new SRI is reported.

P [ PL≥PLi | I ]

1

I

0

Figure 2: Graphic representation of new seismic risk index definition.

In the next section, a first application of new SRI is reported.
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2.1 First application to existing RC-MRF buildings
As first application, in this work the proposed SRI definition has been applied to the most
Italian and European widespread existing RC-MRF building types [11]. This application
would provide a fast and reliable evaluation of the seismic safety level of considered building
types with regard to the national Italian territorial scale. The application is based on previous
studies [12], [13] and consequent Fragility Curves conditioned to Housener intensity.
On the first, it is to be highlighted that different approaches are available to FCs definition,
base on different analysis methods, different damage models, different forms, and different
intensity parameters; advantages and disadvantage have been discussed in other studies of the
authors in order to define the optimal way [13], [14].
2.2 Seismic performance of investigated types
The considered types have been widely characterized in previous study [11]. The building
types are low-mid-high rise (2-4-8 storey) and different infill panels distribution have been
considered (frames without effective infills, BF; frames with regularly arranged of effective
masonry infills IF; frames with effective masonry infills at the ground floor, PF). Based on
the design code and construction age, other two different types have been considered. They
can be considered as low-engineered buildings, designed with old codes and pre-modern
seismic code typical of Southern Europe. The considered building types are briefly reported in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Considered building types: number of storey and infill distributions.

Structural performances have been evaluated using Non Linear Dynamic Analyses
(NLDAs). More details about non linear models and analyses are reported in a previous study
[11], [15].
The maximum performances have been summarized using global parameters (for example
interstory drift ratio) and local ones (maximum, medium ductility ratio of beams and columns). These latter have been interpreted in terms of damage level based on a specific Damage Model [12], [13]. The considered damage levels are linked to four Performance Levels
considered by Italian (NTC08) and European (EC8) code: Operatively PL, Light Damage PL,
Life Safety PL and Collapse PL.
Each Damage Level (DL) has been characterized by a quantitative description addressed to
section yield level of the more critical structural elements. In a synthetic way, the Figure 4
shows the structural elements flexural performance required by each Damage Level considered. Moreover, the Damage Level 0-1, is been linked also to interstorey drift ratio, that
strongly influence the non-structural elements damage.
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Figure 4: Structural element flexural performance required by each Damage Level.

According with Damage Model and the maximum damage distribution, base on the comparison between the achieved maximum structural performance by each primary structural
element and non-structural element and the DL limit requirements, the achieved damage level
has been identified.
2.3 Italian Life Safety Hazard level
With regard to methodology summarized in framework (Figure 1), seismic intensity range
compatible with hazard levels required for each Performance Level have been identified. The
Hazard Levels required by Italian seismic code in terms of probability of exceedance in a reference time interval of 50 years for each PL respectively have been considered.

Figure 5: Italian Hazard map in MCS macro-intensity for an exceedance probability of 10% in 50 years.

In this study only the Life Safety Hazard Level has been characterized based on the Italian
hazard map proposed in [16] in Mercalli-Cancani-Sieber macro-seismic intensity (MCS) for a
return period of 475 years (Figure 5). The Figure 5 shows as the Italian territory could be
splitted in six macro-seismic regions. Each of them is characterized by an expected macro-
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seismic intensity (MCS) with a return period of 475 years or probability of exceedance of 10%
in 50 years.
The map has been chosen due to the strong correlation between MCS macro-seismic scale
and EMS-98 one. As reported in previous study [17], about the macroseismic intensity scale,
a substantial equality between Mercalli–Cancani–Sieberg scale (MCS; Sieberg 1930) and the
European definition of macroseismic intensities (MSK-76, EMS-92 and EMS-98) has been
considered.
3

RESULTS

New Seismic Risk Index values have been evaluated for considered RC-MRF building
types. In this application, the EMS-98 intensity [18] has been considered as reference intensity thus, SRIs have been evaluated based on the discrete expression (2) in regarding to a range
of seismic intensity. In this way, based on relationship between European macro-seismic scale
EMS-98 and Housner intensity (IH) proposed in [17] equivalence between IH and EMS-98 has
been defined. In Figure 6, the Fragility Curves for some building types considered have been
reported. Moreover, the relation between IH and EMS-98 has been highlighted.
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Figure 6: Fragility curves: Old Code for 2-4-8 storey types.

Different areas of fragility curve have been involved in SRIs quantification according with
life safety hazard level intensity characterization. For each MCS Italian seismic area a different range of Fragility Curve has been considered. In order to clarify the application, in Figure
7 the areas of the fragility curve (for Life Safety LS) for each seismic region have been highlighted.
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Figure 7: Fragility Curve and seismic intensity Hazard level characterization.

In Figure 8 are reported the SRIs values obtained for considered types for VII and VIII
EMS98. SRIs have been classified in ascending order. For each Italian seismic region, types
ranking lists for Life Safety PL have been obtained.
The Figure 8 (a) shows that the Old Code (OC) and PF types suffer the greater seismic risk
level for IEMS98 = VII (0,8 < SRI < 1). However, the Figure 8 (b) shows that all types are characterized by a high seismic risk level for IEMS98 = VIII (0,3 < SRI < 0,63). Particularly, the
typological ranking highlights as the Seismic Risk Index firstly depends by the infill panel
distribution and effectiveness condition (PF-BF-IF). PF types are the most vulnerable types,
following by BF and IF types.
For the same infill panel distribution and effectiveness condition, SRI is influenced by the
design code. Building types designed in accordance with a no-seismic code (OC) are more
vulnerable than those designed according to old seismic design code (PC). Finally, the Seismic Risk Index seems to be less influenced by the storey number.
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Figure 8: SRIs (for Life Safety PL) for each building types considered as situated in Italian seismic regions characterized by a reference macro-seismic intensity for Life Safety PL of VII, VIII EMS-98 intensity.

4

CONCLUSIONS

A new Seismic Risk Index based on the probabilistic approach has been defined in order to
compare in a probabilistic way the performance of existing buildings with PL requirements.
Specific Performance Level requirements have been proposed based on in force codes. It is
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considered a more accurate way to seismic risk evaluation, than the conventional approach
based on the simple and deterministic comparison between building capacity and required
demand. The new SRI definition, based on a totally probabilistic approach (both in building
characterized that in performance assessment), seems to provide different seismic risk index
estimation than the conventional one. Then, it could be considered a useful tool for a more
accurate and realistic estimation of building seismic risk index, based on the probability that a
PL could be exceeded.
The new SRI requires a more accurate probabilistic building characterization and the definition of building FCs, which are the best way to represent the building seismic vulnerability.
The new SRI for the MRF-RC building types considered in this first study could be a reference for practice applications but only for building types or single building similar to those
examined. Therefore, a more extensive use of the obtained information could be possible relying on the expert judgment of the analysts, which may revise the results in accordance with
the peculiarities of analyzed buildings.
In future works, the effectiveness of new SRI than classic one will be further tested, based
on recent post-earthquake scenario, and specify cases study.
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Abstract. Bridge parameter identification based on vehicle-bridge interaction theory and data extracted from the vehicle response has many potential applications. However, its real application is restricted, partly due to the bridge surface roughness, which can significantly
contaminate the vehicle response data and make parameter identification hard or even impossible. If the bridge surface roughness can be detected with satisfactory accuracy, then it is
possible to eliminate its uncertain effect on the vehicle-bridge interaction, which will facilitate more accurate identification. This study aims to provide a way to estimate the surface
roughness profile of a bridge using the acceleration data gathered from a vehicle running on
the bridge twice with different masses. The mass-spring-damper model is used to simulate the
moving vehicle. Finite element simulation results show that this method is able to estimate the
surface roughness profile accurately.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Parameter identification is useful for estimating the dynamic properties of newly built
bridges, detecting damage in existing bridges, and assessing the serviceability of old bridges.
Various methods have been proposed for identifying various bridge parameters. One of the
economical and convenient methods is the drive-by parameter identification approach.
The bridge and the vehicle running on can be considered as a coupled vibration system.
The properties of a moving vehicle can be identified from the bridge vibration data [1]. Similarly, the bridge dynamic parameters can also be derived from the vibration data measured
from an instrumented vehicle moving on a bridge [2, 3].
Using vehicles instrumented with sensors to detect bridge parameters is an indirect method
that is both economical and convenient, and the disruption to normal traffic on the bridge can
be minimized as compared to other methods [4]. However, this method is prone to environmental and other types of noise. In particular, the presence of surface roughness of the bridge
can seriously affect the vehicle-bridge interaction phenomenon and contaminate the vehicle
vibration data. Most of the theoretical research work has ignored the surface roughness. Some
used simple waves to simulate the surface roughness, such as sinusoidal wave [5]; or considered in the vehicle-bridge interaction simulation but with an impractically small magnitude
[6]. These methods are therefore incapable of dealing with real surface roughness. As a result,
most of the experiments in related fields were conducted on bridge models with smooth surface in lab environment [7].
There were studies on road roughness detection with promising results, but their target and
focus are different from those in this study. Their focus was on the statistical properties of
road roughness, such as power spectral density, which is usually used for classification of
road quality based on standards such as ISO 8608. This study, on the other hand, focuses on
the estimation of surface roughness profile, which is useful in eliminating its uncertain effect
on the vehicle-bridge interaction system.
2

THEORY

The vehicle-bridge interaction model with smooth surface is first examined, followed by
another model with surface roughness. A method for estimating surface roughness profile is
proposed accordingly based on the latter model.
2.1 Vehicle-bridge interaction dynamics for a smooth bridge

v

mv

uv

cv

kv
y

ub ( x, t )
x
Figure 1: Vehicle-bridge interaction model
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A vehicle is traveling on a simply supported uniform bridge with smooth surface as shown
in Figure 1. The vehicle is modeled as a mass-spring-damper model, which captures the main
features of the vehicle and is relatively simple to analyze. For this vehicle-bridge interaction
system without surface roughness, the equation of motion of the bridge can be written as
m

 2ub ( x, t )
ub ( x, t )
 4ub ( x, t )

c

EI
 Fc (t ) ( x  vt )
t 2
t
x 4

(1)

where m , c , E and I denote the mass per unit length, damping, elastic modulus and moment of inertia of the beam, respectively; ub ( x, t ) is the vertical displacement of the bridge at
abscissa x and time t ; Fc (t ) is the contact force between the vehicle and bridge; v is the
speed of vehicle; and  ( x  vt ) is the Dirac delta function to describe the movement of vehicle on the bridge mathematically, i.e.

, x  0
0, x  0

 ( x)  

and







 ( x)dx  1

(2)

The equation of motion of the vehicle can be written as
mv

 du (t ) du ( x, t )

d 2uv (t )
 cv  v  b
  kv uv (t )  ub ( x, t ) x vt   0
2
dt
dt
x  vt 
 dt

(3)

where mv , cv and kv are the mass, damping and stiffness of the vehicle, respectively; uv (t ) is

dub ( x, t )
denotes the vertical velocity of the
dt
x  vt
bridge at the contact point x  vt , which can be further split up in terms of the vibration velocity of the bridge caused by the vehicle load and the additional vertical velocity of the wheel
caused by the horizontal movement of the wheel along the slope of the bridge due to vibration
on the right-hand side respectively as

the vertical displacement of the vehicle;

dub ( x, t )
u ( x, t )
u ( x, t )
 b
v b
dt
t
x x vt
x  vt
x  vt

(4)

Since in reality bridges are very stiff, the slope caused by the vehicle load is very small.
Moreover, the vehicle speed is not very high. Therefore, the second term on the left-hand side
of Equation (3) can be ignored, thereby giving
 du (t ) u ( x, t )

d 2uv (t )
mv
 cv  v  b
  kv uv (t )  ub ( x, t ) x vt   0
2
dt
dt

t
x  vt 


(5)

The contact force between the bridge and vehicle is
 du (t ) ub ( x, t ) x vt 
Fc (t )  mv g  kv uv (t )  ub ( x, t ) x vt   cv  v 

t
 dt


(6)

The displacement of the bridge can be obtained as elaborated below.
Equation (1) is the equation of motion for the simply supported bridge and can be analyzed
by mode superposition method [8]. The vertical displacement of bridge can be written as
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ub ( x, t )   i ( x)Yi (t )

(7)

i 1

where i ( x) is the ith mode shape of the bridge, and Yi (t ) is the associated modal amplitude.
To evaluate the contribution of mode i to the bridge vertical displacement ub ( x, t ) , substituting Equation (7) into Equation (1), multiplying both sides by  j ( x) and integrating give


L

d 2Yi (t ) 
dYi (t ) 

m

(
x
)

(
x
)
dx

c

(
x
)

(
x
)
dx 

j
i
 i

2
0 j 


0
dt 
dt 
i 1 
i 1 

L
L
 d 4i ( x)

EI
x
Yi (t ) dx   Fc (t ) ( x  vt ) j ( x)dx

(
)

4
0 j 
0
dx
i 1 

L

(8)

Assuming the damping of the bridge to be Rayleigh damping which satisfies the orthogonality condition, and applying the orthogonality condition, i.e.

i ( x)  m   j ( x) 
i ( x)  c   j ( x)   0 if i  j
i ( x)  EI   j ( x) 

(9)

in Equation (8) yield

d 2Y j (t )

L

dt 2 0
 Fc (t ) j ( x  vt )dx
m

 j 2 ( x)dx  c

dY j (t )
dt



L

0

L

 j 2 ( x)dx  EI  Y j (t )   j ( x)
0

d 4 j ( x)
dx 4

dx

(10)

where only one term of each infinite series remains on the left hand side. Hence the amplitude
term Y j (t ) can be obtained by solving this ordinary differential equation.
The mode of a simply supported beam is of sinusoidal shape given by

 j ( x)  sin

j x
L

(11)

Substituting Equations (6) and (11) into Equation (10), and rearranging yields

2
j vt

sin
dt
dt
L
mL
(12)



duv (t )
k vt
k vt dYk (t )  

 v  sin
Yk (t )  2v  sin
mv g  mvv vuv (t )  2v

dt
L
L
dt  
k 1
k 1


d 2Y j (t )
2

 2bjbj

dY j (t )

 bj2 Y j (t ) 

where bj and bj are the jth frequency and damping-ratio of the bridge respectively, i.e.

bj 

j 2 2
L2

EI
,
m
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Assuming the vehicle mass to be negligible in comparison with the bridge mass, i.e.

mv
 1 , the terms in square brackets on the right-hand side of Equation (12) can be ignored,
mL
giving
d 2Y j (t )
dt

2

 2bjbj

dY j (t )
dt

 bj2 Y j (t ) 

2mv g
j vt
sin
L
mL

(14)

Solving Equation (14) yields a solution for the modal amplitude Y j (t ) as
Y j (t )  ( M cos bjd t  N sin bjd t )

bj bj t



bj

j vt
j vt 

(1   j2 )sin
 2bj  j cos
2 2
2 
L
L 
(1   j )  (2bj  j ) 

(15)

where the constants M and N can be evaluated for any given initial conditions, Y j (0) and
dY j (t )

, the first term on the right-hand side accounts for the transient response that will
dt t 0
damp out exponentially, and the second term represents the steady state harmonic response
that will continue indefinitely. However, since the transient response damps out quickly, it is
not the primary concern. Here the solutions under the initial condition Y j (0)  0 and
dY j (t )
dt

 0 are provided as an example. The jth frequency of the damped bridge bjd , the
t 0

static vertical displacement of the jth mode caused by the vehicle loading  bj , the dimensionless speed parameter  j , and constants M and N are given as follows

bjd  bj 1  bj2
bj 

2mv gL3
j 4 4 EI

(17)

j v
Lbj

(18)

j 
M

N

(16)

2bj  j bj
(1   j2 ) 2  (2bj  j ) 2

 2 jbj  j v  (1   j2 )bjbj L 


(1   j2 )2  (2bj  j ) 2 
bjd L

bj

(19)

(20)

Ignoring the transient responses in Equation (15) and substituting it into Equation (7), the
vertical displacement of bridge can be obtained as
bj

j vt
j vt 
j x

(1   j2 )sin
 2bj  j cos
sin


L
L 
L
j 1 (1   )  (2bj  j ) 


ub ( x, t )  

2 2
j

2
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Differentiating Equation (21) with respect to time t , the vertical velocity of the bridge is
obtained as
bj
ub ( x, t ) 
j v 
j vt
j vt 
j x
(22)

(1   j2 ) cos
 2bj  j sin
sin
2 2
2


t
L 
L
L 
L
j 1 (1   j )  (2bj  j )

Hence Equation (21) and (22) indicate that the vertical displacement as well as velocity of
the bridge are linearly related to the mass of vehicle mv .
2.2 2.2 Vehicle-bridge interaction model with surface roughness

v

mv

uv

cv

kv
y
R( x)

ub ( x, t )
x
Figure 2 Vehicle-bridge interaction model with surface roughness

Two assumptions are made to establish the vehicle-bridge interaction model with surface
roughness as shown in Figure 2. The wheel of the vehicle is always in contact with the bridge
surface, i.e. the vehicle does not bounce on the bridge. The surface roughness profile remains
unchanged during multiple passes in a short period.
Based on these two assumptions, the vertical displacement of the wheel of vehicle is equal
to the sum of the vertical displacement of the bridge at the contact point and the surface
roughness, i.e.

uw (t )  ub ( x, t ) xvt  R(vt )

(23)

where uw (t ) is the vertical displacement of the vehicle wheel, and R(vt ) is the surface roughness at the contact point x  vt . With the surface roughness taken into consideration,
ub ( x, t ) x vt in Equation (3) should be replaced by uw (t ) in Equation (23), which yields


d 2uv (t )
 duv (t ) d ub ( x, t ) x vt  R(vt )  

mv

c


  kv uv (t )  ub ( x, t ) x vt  R(vt )   0 (24)
v
2
dt
dt
dt









Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (24) and ignoring the additional vertical velocity of
the wheel yields
mv

d 2uv (t )
du (t )
u ( x, t )
 cv v  kvuv (t )  cv b
2
dt
dt
t

x  vt

 kvub ( x, t ) x vt  vcv

dR(vt )
 kv R(vt ) (25)
d (vt )

which is the equation of motion of the vehicle considering the effect of surface roughness.
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2.3 Method for estimation of surface roughness profile
Based on Equation (25), a double-pass mass-addition technique is proposed to estimate the
bridge surface roughness profile, as elaborated below.
Step 1: Let the test vehicle of mass mv with accelerometer installed on it move on the
bridge at a constant speed v , and record its vertical acceleration response history a1 (t ) .
Step 2: Add a certain mass on the vehicle so that the total vehicle mass becomes  mv
where  is a parameter slightly above unity, e.g. 1.1. Let the vehicle with added mass move
on the bridge once more at the same speed v , and record its vertical acceleration response history a2 (t ) .
Step 3: Calculate the following two time series ans1 and ans2 which are derived from Equation (25):
ans1  cv

ub ( x, t )
dR(vt )
 kvub ( x, t ) x vt  vcv
 kv R (vt )
t
d (vt )
x  vt

(26)

 mv a1 (t )  cv v1 (t )  kvu1 (t )
ans2   cv

ub ( x, t )
dR(vt )
  kvub ( x, t ) x vt  vcv
 kv R(vt )
t
d (vt )
x  vt

(27)

  mv a2 (t )  cv v2 (t )  kvu2 (t )

where u1 (t ) and u2 (t ) are the vertical displacement histories of the vehicle in the first and
second passes respectively, v1 (t ) and v2 (t ) are the vertical velocity histories of the vehicle in
the first and second passes respectively, which can be obtained by numerical integration of the
acceleration histories a1 (t ) and a2 (t ) .
Combining Equations (26) and (27) yields
vcv

1
dR(vt )
 kv R(vt )  ans1 
(ans2  ans1 )
 1
d (vt )

(28)

which is an ordinary differential equation involving the surface roughness R(vt ) , which can
be solved numerically by methods such as Euler method or Runge–Kutta methods.
2.4 Differentiability of the surface roughness

Figure 3 Possible non-differentiable cases in surface roughness profile
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In reality, the surface roughness can be of any shape. If it is described mathematically as a
function of abscissa x , it might not be differentiable for any x . The surface roughness must
be continuous without any removable or jump discontinuity, but in theory it could have vertical tangent points, corners and/or cusps, which make these points non-differentiable, as
shown in Figure 3. This means that the transformation from Equation (23) to Equation (24) is
not always mathematically feasible. However, the surface roughness is treated as a series of
discrete points instead of a continuous curve in engineering. The interval between adjacent
points is decided by the sampling rate or distance. The derivatives of series of discrete points
can be obtained numerically, and therefore the differentiability of the surface roughness has
no effect on the applicability of this method.
3

NUMERICAL VERIFICATION

The feasibility of the proposed method is verified numerically with different classes of surface roughness profile. Two error indicators are introduced to evaluate the performance of this
method.
3.1 Generation of surface roughness for simulation
The standard ISO 8608 Mechanical Vibration-Road Surface Profiles-Reporting of Measured Data [9] classifies the surface profile into 5 categories based on their power spectral
density and provides the following process to generate surface roughness for simulation purpose.
It is a commonly assumed hypothesis that the randomness of the road surface roughness
can be represented by a normal zero-mean, real-valued stationary Gaussian process as
N

R( x)   2Gd (ni )n cos(2 ni x  i )

(29)

i 0

where N is the total number of harmonic waves used to construct the roughness profile, which
usually varies from a few hundred to a few thousand; i is the random phase angle uniformly
distributed in the interval [0, 2π] (inclusive); and Gd (ni ) , n and ni are defined as follows
n 
Gd (ni )  Gd (n0 )  i 
 n0 

w

(30)

nu  nl
N

(31)

ni  nl  in

(32)

n 

in which nu and nl are the upper and lower spatial frequency limits taken as 0.01 m-1 and 10
m-1 respectively, the reference spatial frequency n0 is taken as 0.1 m-1, the exponent is taken
as w  2 , and the parameter Gd (n0 ) is determined based on the roughness class as shown in
Table 1 according to the ISO standard [9].
To verify the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed method, three sets of surface
roughness profile belonging to classes A, C and E are generated. The total number of sinusoidal wave used to form the roughness profile N is taken as 1024. The generated surface
roughness profile are shown in Figure 4 to Figure 6 respectively.
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Gd (n0 ) (10-6m3)
Road class Description
Lower limit Geometric mean Upper limit
A
Very good
-16
32
B
Good
32
64
128
C
Average
128
256
512
D
Poor
512
1024
2048
E
Very poor
2048
4096
8192
Table 1 Parameter Gd (n0 ) for different road classes

Figure 4 Generated surface roughness (Class A: Very good)

Figure 5 Generated surface roughness (Class C: Average)
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Figure 6 Generated surface roughness (Class E: Very poor)

3.2 Error indicator
To better evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, two error indicators, emphasizing on the absolute and relative errors respectively, are introduced.
Minkowski distance can be used to measure the difference between two series, i.e.
1

 n
p p
err1    ai  bi 
 i 1


(33)

where p  1 . Here we adopt the most commonly used Minkowski distance with p being 2,
which is also known as the Euclidean distance. It is the distance between two points in
Euclidean n-space, which can be used to measure the difference between two series. This indicator omits the absolute values of the two series and only focuses on their absolute difference. It has also an accumulative nature, and hence it cannot decrease as more terms are used
in the series.
Since Minkowski distance cannot effectively measure the relative similarity of two series,
the relative area difference is introduced, as
err2 

 a( x)  b( x) dx
 b( x) dx

Figure 7 Relative area difference
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Equation (34) can be construed as the ratio of the area between the detected value and the
real value to the area of the real value as illustrated in Figure 7. This indicator takes the relative relationship between the detection error and the real value into account. Therefore, if the
variation of the real value itself is higher, then the same relative area difference means a
higher tolerance for the detected value.
3.3 Finite element simulation
The vehicle and bridge parameters used in the finite element simulation can be found in
Table 2 and Table 3.
Mass Stiffness
(kg) (N∙m-1)
1000
5×104

Damping Speed
(N∙s∙m-1) (m∙s-1)
5000
10

Sampling
Frequency (s-1)
1000

Added mass
(kg)
100

Add mass ration λ
1.1

Table 2: Vehicle parameters for FE modeling

Span
(m)
25

EI
(N∙m2)
3.3×109

Mass
(kg∙m-1)
4800

Damping ratio
1 mode
2nd mode
0.02
0.02
st

Element number
25

Table 3 Bridge parameters for FE modeling

The simulation results for different surface roughness classes are shown in Table 4 and
Figure 8 to Figure 10.
Surface roughness class
A
C
E

err1 (10-3m)
1.3×10-3
4.8×10-3
16.7×10-3

err2 (%)
0.49
0.45
0.46

Table 4 Results of error indicators

Figure 8 Surface roughness detection results (Class A: Very good)
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Figure 9 Surface roughness detection results (Class C: Average)

It can be concluded, both visually and based on the error indicators, that the simulation results are of satisfactory accuracy. The variation between the detected and generated surface
roughness is very small compared to the variation of the generated surface roughness itself.
As the variation of the generated surface roughness increases (the surface class becomes
worse), the absolute detection error represented by err1 also increases, but the relatively error
represented by err2 stays almost the same. Therefore, this method can be considered as effective for most bridges, whether their surface conditions are good or poor.

Figure 10 Surface roughness detection results (Class E: Very poor)

3.4 Discussion of errors
The error between the detected and generated surface roughness may be caused by various
simplifying assumptions. Assuming the vehicle mass to be negligible in comparison with the
bridge mass leads to several terms in Equation (12) being neglected. Ignoring the transient
responses simplifies Equation (15) significantly but also introducing errors. The responses of
the vehicle-bridge system obtained do not satisfy the governing equations exactly. The assumption of linear relationship between the bridge response and vehicle mass may also introduce some error. Further improvement can be achieved by boosting the accuracy of responses
through iteration. Moreover, using numerical integration to calculate uv (t ) and vv (t ) from
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av (t ) and the numerical solution of differential equations will inevitably cause a loss of accuracy.

4

CONCLUSION

In order to estimate the surface roughness of a bridge, this study presents a double-pass
mass-addition method. The information required by this method includes the acceleration response histories extracted from an instrumented vehicle equipped with an accelerometer running on the bridge twice, with an added mass in the second time. Numerical simulation proves
that this method is able to estimate the bridge surface roughness with satisfactory accuracy
regardless of its surface quality.
This method is useful in reducing the uncertainties associated with surface roughness in
vehicle bridge interaction and improving the accuracy of numerical simulation, which are
helpful to the drive-by bridge parameter identification.
In order to get results with satisfactory accuracy, one should be mindful of the basic assumptions. The test vehicle should not be too heavy compared to the bridge mass, and the vehicle should not be too fast to avoid any loss of contact with the bridge.
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Abstract. This paper summarizes the latest approaches proposed on indirect bridge monitoring and provides recommendations for future development. The possibility of the estimation of
bridge mode shapes from indirect measurements, is investigated. The Hilbert transform is applied to the responses measured from two following axles to extract the amplitudes of the signals. The global bridge mode shapes are constructed by applying a re-scaling process to the
local mode shapes obtained from the amplitudes. The performance of the proposed method is
demonstrated using a numerical case study.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Improved condition monitoring of bridges is an important issue all over the world. The use
of structural vibration data is one of the most popular Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
approaches. The concept is that if damage occurs in a structure, it causes measurable changes
in its dynamic properties. In most vibration-based bridge health monitoring techniques, sensors are installed on the structure to monitor the dynamic properties. The on-site instrumentation tends to be costly, time-consuming, and may even have safety implications, depending on
the location and type of bridge.
Bridge SHM using indirect measurements has been studied by many researchers in recent
years [1, 2]. The concept is to instrument a vehicle passing over the bridge and identify bridge
dynamic properties using the response measured on the vehicle. Malekjafarian et al. [3] provide a critical review of indirect methods published up tp 2015.
Identification of the bridge natural frequencies using indirect measurements has been extensively investigated by many researchers [4-6]. Yang and Chen [7] propose a modified version of the Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) method for estimating the bridge natural
frequencies from the responses measured on a vehicle. It is shown that the method is more
effective compared to conventional methods. Nagayama et al. [8] propose using a crossspectrum of the accelerations measured from multiple vehicles to find the common vibration
component. It is shown that the cross-spectrum provides a higher peak corresponding to the
bridge natural frequency compared to the power spectral density (PSD) of the accelerations
measured on a single vehicle.
Several attempts have been made for bridge damage detection using drive-by measurements. OBrien et al. [9] use empirical mode decomposition (EMD) of the accelerations measured on a passing vehicle for damage detection. It is shown that some components of the
signal include the damage information. Hester and González [10] investigate using a wavelet
transform of the drive-by measurements for the localization of bridge damage.
Estimation of the bridge mode shapes using indirect measurements has been investigated in
a few studies [11-17]. Oshima et al. [13] propose a convoy truck-trailer system for estimating
the bridge mode shapes. The estimated mode shapes are then used for bridge damage detection. The authors employ the truck to excite the bridge at a high level and a few trailers to
measure the bridge response at many moving coordinates. The mode shape vectors of the
bridge are identified from Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the measured signals.
Short Time Frequency Domain Decomposition (STFDD) is proposed by Malekjafarian and
OBrien [14] for identifying bridge mode shapes from a moving vehicle. In this method, the
bridge is divided into a number of segments and the responses are measured on two following
vehicles. Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) is applied to short signals related to each
segment to identify the local mode shapes. The global bridge mode shapes are then obtained
by a rescaling process. The STFDD method provides a better resolution of mode shapes compared to the method proposed by Oshima et al. The STFDD is improved by OBrien and Malekjafarian [15] to provide more resolution. The authors illustrate that the estimated mode
shapes can be used for bridge damage detection. Yang et al. [11] theoretically prove that the
vehicle response contains bridge mode shape information. The authors investigate the amplitude of the theoretical response of a moving sprung mass on a bridge using the Hilbert transform. It is shown that this amplitude at a frequency close to the bridge natural frequency, is an
approximation of the bridge mode shape corresponding to that frequency.
Malekjafarian and OBrien [16] summarize the most recent methods for drive-by identification of bridge mode shapes. They conclude that a truck-trailer system equipped with an actuator can be an optimum vehicle for this case. In this paper, a recent method proposed by the
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authors in [16], is explained and a discussion is elaborated about its limitations. An external
excitation is employed to provide access to the energy of the bridge response at the key frequencies. It is discussed that this energy is not the bridge mode shape, but is correlated to the
bridge mode shape at the time of measurement. It is shown that a rescaling process needs to
be applied to obtain the bridge mode shapes from the Hilbert amplitudes. The first two mode
shapes of the bridge are estimated with good accuracy and high resolution. This study provides important insights into the indirect identification of bridge mode shapes.
2

THE VBI MODEL

The truck-trailer vehicle shown in Fig. 1 is employed to excite the bridge and measure its
responses. It consists of a truck towing two trailers. It is assumed that a controlled force, F(t),
can be applied to the fourth axle of the vehicle. The properties of the vehicle are given in Tables 1 and 2.

Figure 1: The truck-trailer model.

Body mass
Axle mass

Unit
kg
kg

Suspension stiffness

N/m

Suspension damping

Ns/m

Tyre stiffness

N/m

Moment of inertia
Distance of axle to centre of
gravity

kg m2
m

Body mass frequency
Axle mass frequency

Hz
Hz

Symbol
ms1
mu1
mu2 = mu3
ks1
ks2 = ks3
cs1
cs2 = cs3
kt1
kt2 = kt3
Is1
D1
D2
D3
fbody,1
faxle,1
faxle,2
faxle,3

Table 1. Properties of the truck.
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Value
27100
700
1100
4×105
1×106
10×103
20×103
1.75×106
3.5×106
1.56×105
4.57
1.43
3.23
1.32
8.82
10.17
10.20
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Body mass
Axle mass
Suspension stiffness
Suspension damping
Tyre stiffness
Moment of inertia
Distance of axle to centre of
gravity
Body mass frequency
Axle mass frequency
Gaps, truck-to-trailer and
trailer-to-trailer

Unit
kg
kg
N/m
Ns/m
N/m
kg m2
m

Symbol
ms2
mu4 = mu5
ks4 = ks5
cs4 = cs5
kt4 = kt5
Is2
D4 = D 5

Value
4000
50
4×105
10×103
1.75×106
2401.67
1.25

Hz
Hz

fbody,2
faxle,4
faxle,5
d1 = d2

2.02
33.01
33.04
1

m

Table 2. Properties of the trailers.

The bridge is a 15 m simply supported beam with a modulus of elasticity of 35000 MPa
and second moment of area of 0.5273 m4. The first two natural frequencies of the bridge are
5.65 and 22.62 Hz. The bridge is modeled using the finite element (FE) method using 20
beam elements. The global mass and stiffness matrices of the coupled vehicle bridge
interaction (VBI) model are constructed at each time step.
3

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The vehicle is assumed to pass over the bridge at the speed of 2 m/s. Two simulations are
implemented with different excitation frequencies. An excitation force with an amplitude of 3
kN and frequency of 5.5 Hz is applied to the vehicle in the first simulation. This frequency is
close to the first natural frequency of the bridge. The simulation is repeated with a new
excitation frequency of 22.5 Hz. The acceleration responses are measured at the axles of the
second trailer (Axles 6 and 7). The responses measured from the two simulations are shown in
Fig. 2. It can be seen that the first mode of the bridge is dominant in the response shown in
Fig. 2(a), while Fig. 2(b) shows a response where the second mode is dominant. The
amplitudes of the measured signals correspond to the energy in them. As the bridge is excited
at frequencies close to its natural frequencies, the energy of each signal is correlated to the
bridge mode shapes. Although the amplitudes look like the bridge mode shapes, they are not
exactly the mode shapes. For example, Fig. 2(b) gives different amplitudes for the same
location from the two axles.
The amplitudes of the measured accelerations at two following axles are obtained using the
Hilbert transform (Fig. 3). This figure clearly shows the difference between the amplitudes
measured by different axles at the same location. For example, Fig. 3(a) shows the amplitudes
of two following axles. They represent two different shapes which are not exactly the bridge
first mode shape, but are correlated with it. Fig. 3(b) shows the amplitudes of the axles when
the second mode is dominant in the responses.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2: Acceleration responses measured at Axles 6 and 7; (a) excitation frequency of 5.5 Hz and (b) excitation
frequency of 22.5 Hz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Amplitudes obtained from two following axles; (a) excitation frequency of 5.5 Hz and (b) excitation
frequency of 22.5 Hz.

The amplitude for each axle represents how much the bridge is excited at the frequency of
excitation. They are represented at two moving coordinates corresponding to the axle
locations. However, as they are measured at the same time at different coordinates, the
rescaling process proposed in [14] is used to find the global mode shape values. The bridge
first and second mode shapes are estimated and compared to the FE mode shapes in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 (a) shows the first mode shape which is estimated by applying the rescaling process to
the amplitudes shown in Fig. 3 (a). A similar procedure is used for the second mode shape
shown in Fig. 4 (b). As the amplitude values shown in Fig. 3(b) have a positive sign,
engineering judgment is used to infer the correct sign of the second mode shape components.
It is shown that the mode shapes are estimated with good accuracy and high resolution.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4: The normalized bridge mode shapes (a) the first mode, (b) the second mode.

4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper provides a numerical study on the identification of bridge mode shapes with
high resolution. It suggests using a truck-trailer system equipped with an actuator to artificially excite the bridge. It is proposed that the external excitation is useful for getting access to
the energy of the bridge response at the key frequencies. Some of the previous studies assumed that this energy is a normalized bridge mode shape. In contrast, it is shown that the energy is not the bridge mode shape, but is correlated to the bridge mode shape at the time of
measurement. To obtain the bridge mode shapes, a rescaling process is employed using the
amplitude of the responses measured on two following axles. The study has gone some way
towards enhancing understanding of the contribution of the bridge mode shapes to the measured response in a vehicle. There are many challenges that need to be tackled to use the idea
in practice. More research is needed to overcome the challenge of the influence of road profile.
In addition, the current work is based on acceleration measurements on the vehicle axle which
is usually contaminated by measurement noise. On the other hand, using laser measurements
on the vehicle provides many advantages compared to accelerometers. Therefore, future research should examine using such a measurement system. A Traffic Speed Deflectometer
(TSD) device seems to be a promising instrumented vehicle which could be used successfully
for indirect bridge monitoring.
5
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Abstract. The influence of infills on the seismic response of frame structures has long been
recognised. Typically, stiffness and strength of the infill and connections between infill and
frame are such that the infill affects the global seismic behaviour of the structure. Hence, the
presence of infills should be considered in the analysis and design of new buildings and in the
seismic assessment of existing ones. To this aim, simple models for infill walls, such as the
equivalent diagonal no-tension strut model, have been developed in the last decades. The objective of the present study is to assess the validity of different strut models. To this aim, 162
experimental tests available in the literature are considered. The data set includes both reinforced concrete and steel frames, as well as confined masonry structures. The mechanical
characteristics of masonry and the boundary conditions between frames and infills of the test
specimens take into account a large set of situations, reflecting the great variability in the materials and in the construction techniques adopted in different countries. Moreover, the type
of tests and the related results are not uniform; in some cases monotonic experiments are performed, whereas in other cases cyclic tests are carried out. As expected, the presence of different types of infill-frame systems results in a large scatter of the data. However, the
comparison between experimental results and predictions show that, on the average, the infill
strength can be adequately estimated by resorting to the strut model whereas major uncertainties are found for the stiffness prediction.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Damage observed after moderate and strong earthquakes highlighted the influence of infills on the seismic response of frame structures. Regularly distributed infills may significantly contribute to withstand seismic actions, reducing the deformation demand and
enhancing the energy dissipation capacity [1,2]. On the contrary, irregular arrangement of infills may be strongly detrimental, producing unfavourable distribution of plastic hinges, high
demand of inelastic deformations and brittle failures. Therefore, the presence of infills should
be considered in the design of new buildings and in the seismic assessment of existing ones.
For this reason, in the last decades, the issue concerning the modelling of infills has gained a
growing attention and different methods have been proposed and developed [3,4]. Such methods may be divided roughly into two categories according to whether they are based on micro-modelling or on macro-modelling approaches.
The former is based on a finite element representation of the frame and the infill. The response of the frame, the infill and their interface are described by means of proper constitutive
relations. To reproduce the shear sliding of masonry mortar, several plasticity-based continuous interface models have been developed [5]. In general, this approaches are quite complex
due to the large amount of information required [6]. On the contrary, macro-models, even
though unable to capture local phenomena, are characterized by an advantageous simplicity.
The equivalent diagonal no tension strut is one of the most used macro-model, being often
adopted for in-plane seismic assessment of frame structures. This model was initially based
on the observation that the compressive path in the masonry panel, due to horizontal loads,
develops mainly along its diagonal. Therefore, a way of representing the stiffening and
strengthening effect of the masonry infill is replacing the panel with an equivalent no tension
strut acting along the compressive path [7,8]. The strut model may also be used, with opportune modifications, for perforated infills [9]. The width of the strut depends on different features, such as the extension of the region of interaction between masonry and frame. The
ultimate strength of the infills depends also on the failure mechanism, which is somewhat difficult to predict being affected by many factors, such as the material properties, the dimensions of the system and the vertical stress in the panel. Multiple strut configurations have also
been proposed with the aim of capturing the interaction between the infill panel and the frame
(e.g. [10,11]). The multiple strut approach allows to account for the shear transmission in
critical regions but the calibration of the required parameters is somewhat complex. The use
of these methods is recommended for building not designed for seismic loads, having insufficient shear reinforcement and strong infills.
In this study, a comparison between different single strut models is performed, based on
162 experimental tests available in the literature. The database includes both reinforced concrete and steel frames, as well as confined masonry structures. The mechanical characteristics
of masonry and the boundary conditions between frames and infills of the test specimens take
into account a large set of situations, reflecting the great variability in the materials and in the
construction techniques adopted in different countries. In the following sections, the selected
models and the considered experimental tests are briefly presented. Afterword, the comparison between experimental and predicted values is reported in terms of lateral stiffness and
strength of the masonry infill.
2

STRUT MODELS

Various relationships have been proposed to calculate the lateral strength and stiffness of
the equivalent strut. The former is strictly related to the infill failure mode, which depends on
several parameters, such as the aspect and slenderness ratios, the mechanical characteristics of
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masonry, the stiffness and strength of the surrounding frame. As observed by Haldar et al.
[12], four main failure modes have been identified: i) shear failure due to bed-joint sliding; ii)
cracking due to diagonal tension; iii) diagonal compression failure and iv) corner crushing of
the infill. The predicted failure mode, the related strength and the stiffness change noticeably
from one model to another [13].
In this study, five strut models have been taken into account (Table 1). Most of them takes
into account different failure modes and are derived through comparisons with experimental
results.
Reference
Decanini and Fantin [14]
Paulay and Priestley [15]
Priestley and Calvi [16]
Saneinejad and Hobbs [17]
FEMA 306 [18]
Panagiotakos and Fardis [19]

Rs(1)
Y

Rdt(2)
Y

Rdc(3)
Y

Rcc(4)
Y

Y

Y

Y

×

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
×
Shear strength

Y
Y

(1) Failure due to bed-joint sliding; (2) Cracking due to diagonal tension; (3) Failure due to
diagonal compression; (4) Failure due to corner crushing
Table 1: Failure modes taken into account in the considered strut models.

Predictive equations for the strength are listed in Table 2, respectively. In the Table 2, the
strut axial strength, R, is reported. The lateral strength, H, is then given by the following equation:
𝐻𝐻 = 𝑅𝑅 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝜃)
(1)

In the model by Decanini and Fantin [14] four failure modes are considered (equation 2 to
5). In Table 2, 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 is the strength in the bed-joint sliding failure mode; 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the strength in
the diagonal tension failure mode; 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the strength in the diagonal compression failure
mode and 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the strength in the corner compression failure mode; d is the length of the
strut; t is the masonry thickness; θ is the strut angle of inclination; 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚′ is the masonry compressive strength; 𝜏𝜏0 is the basic shear strength of bed joints; 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚0 is the shear strength evaluated through diagonal compression tests; 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 is the vertical stress; 𝑤𝑤 is the width of the
equivalent strut; 𝜆𝜆ℎ is a non-dimensional parameter and k1 and k2 are equation coefficients
(see Table 3).
According to Paulay and Priestley [15] the strut force to initiate sliding in infill panels, 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 ,
depends on the shear friction stress and on the aspect ratio of the panel, the coefficient of friction is assumed equal to 0.3 (equation 6). The diagonal compression strength (equation 7) is
function of the vertical contact length, z, between infill and column. In Priestley and Calvi [16]
the diagonal tension cracking failure is also considered. This failure mode does not produce
itself the infill collapse, however the in-plane damage due to cracking contributes to the outof-plane expulsion of the panel. The diagonal force, which induces diagonal tension cracking,
is evaluated using the relationship for tensile stress in a disk loaded along a diameter (equation 8).
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Reference

Strut Axial Strength
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 = �(1.2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃 + 0.45 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃)𝜏𝜏0 + 0.3 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 � 𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑
𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = �0.6 𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚0 + 0.3 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 � 𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑

Decanini and Fantin [14]

𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =

𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =
Paulay and Priestley [15]
Priestley and Calvi [16]

𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =

1.16 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝜃𝜃 ′
𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑
𝜆𝜆ℎ

(6)

2
𝜋𝜋 ℎ
𝑧𝑧 𝑡𝑡 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚′ 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃
𝑧𝑧 =
3
2 𝜆𝜆ℎ
𝜋𝜋
′
𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =
𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
2

(7)
(8)

𝛾𝛾 𝜏𝜏0 𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑
1 − 0.45 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝜃𝜃 ′

(9)

0.83 𝛾𝛾 𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑 (0.83 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀)

Saneinejad and Hobbs [17]
𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 2√2 𝑡𝑡 ℎ𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡′ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃

0.5 ℎ𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎
=
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃
𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 =

𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎 =

0.39𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚′

�𝜏𝜏0 + 𝜇𝜇 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 � 𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃

𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 2√2 𝑡𝑡 ℎ𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡′ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃
′
𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑤𝑤 𝑡𝑡 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚90

𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 =

Panagiotakos and Fardis [19]

1.3 𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃

(10)
2

𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
�1 − �
� �
40 𝑡𝑡

(1 − 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐 )𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐 ℎ 𝑡𝑡 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐 + 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏 𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑡 𝜏𝜏𝑏𝑏
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃
𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 =

FEMA 306 [18]

(5)

𝜏𝜏0
𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑
1 − 0.3(ℎ⁄𝑙𝑙 )

𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 �

(3)
(4)

1.12 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃 ′
𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡 𝑑𝑑
𝜆𝜆0.88
ℎ

𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠 =

(2)

(11)
(12)

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Table 2: Predictive equations for the strut axial strength.

In the analytical method developed by Saneinejad and Hobbs [17] all failure modes are
considered. In equations 9 to 12 (Table 2), 𝛾𝛾 is the load factor and 𝜃𝜃 ′ is depicted in Figure 1.
Diagonal cracking of the infill is regarded as a serviceability limit state; however, it may be
related to a collapse limit state because presence of diagonal cracking in both diagonals accelerates the out-of-plane failure of the infill. For the cracking load, equation 10 is suggested,
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where 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡′ is the tensile strength of infill material. The diagonal compression strength is given
by equation 11, where 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎 is the permissible stress, which takes into account the out-of-plane
buckling and 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the effective length of the strut (Figure 1). From the above formula it results that the permissible stress is negative when the thickness of the infill is smaller than 2.5%
of the effective length. Finally, in equation 12, 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐 ℎ and 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏 𝑙𝑙 are the contact lengths between
infill and columns and infill and beam, respectively, σc and τb are the column-infill and beaminfill contact stresses.
Three potential in-plane failure modes are considered in FEMA 306 [18]. The MohrCoulomb failure criteria is used to assess the sliding-shear capacity of the infill, the corresponding strut resistance may be calculated by means of equation 13, where τ0 may be taken as
1/40 times the compressive strength and μ is the coefficient of friction along the bed joints.
The diagonal tension strength in [18] is the same as suggested by Saneinejad and Hobbs,
′
.
where 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡′ may be taken as 1/20 of the compressive strength in the horizontal direction, 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚90
For corner compression failure, a modified version of the method proposed by Stafford-Smith
and Carter [20] is suggested (equation 15).
Finally, Panagiotakos and Fardis [19] suggest calculate the infill ultimate strength by equation 16, where 𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the masonry cracking strength as determined from diagonal compression
tests.
l

w
h

hm

d

θ

θ

θ'

lm
l

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Equivalent strut model: a) in-plane geometrical features; b) equivalent strut; c) Saneinejad and Hobbs
geometrical parameters [17].

The axial stiffness of the strut, k, is generally calculated as a function of the strut width, w,
according to the following equation:
𝐸𝐸 𝑡𝑡 𝑤𝑤
𝑘𝑘 = 𝑚𝑚 𝑑𝑑
(17)
where Em is the modulus of elasticity of masonry, t is the panel thickness and d is the strut
length. The lateral stiffness, km, can be calculated as:
𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚 =

𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡 𝑤𝑤
𝑑𝑑

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 2 (𝜃𝜃)

(18)

Equations proposed to estimate w are reported in Table 3. The parameter λh, used in some
of these expressions, is a non-dimensional parameter introduced by Stafford-Smith [7] to take
into account the influence of the relative stiffness of the frame and the infill:
4

𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2𝜃𝜃

𝜆𝜆ℎ = �

4𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸ℎ 𝑚𝑚
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where: E is the modulus of elasticity of the frame material and I is the moment of inertia of
columns (see above for definitions of other parameters).
Reference

Equivalent strut width

Decanini and Fantin [14]

𝑤𝑤 = �

𝑘𝑘1
+ 𝑘𝑘2 � 𝑑𝑑
𝜆𝜆ℎ

Paulay and Priestley [15]
Priestley and Calvi [16]

Saneinejad and Hobbs
[17]

FEMA 306 [18]

for 3.14 < 𝜆𝜆ℎ < 7.85
𝑘𝑘1 = 0.707 𝑘𝑘2 = 0.01

(20)

𝑤𝑤 =

𝑤𝑤 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

for 𝜆𝜆ℎ < 3.14
𝑘𝑘1 = 1.3 𝑘𝑘2 = −0.178

𝑑𝑑
4

for 7.85 < 𝜆𝜆ℎ
𝑘𝑘1 = 0.47 𝑘𝑘2 = 0.04

(21)

𝜎𝜎

𝜏𝜏

(1 − 𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐 )𝛼𝛼𝑐𝑐 ℎ 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 + 𝛼𝛼𝑏𝑏 𝑙𝑙 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏
⎧
𝑐𝑐
𝑐𝑐
⎪
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃
⎨
⎪
⎩

0.5

ℎ𝑚𝑚

𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎

(22)

𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃

𝑤𝑤 = 0.175 (𝜆𝜆ℎ )−0.4 𝑑𝑑

(23)

Table 3: Predictive equations for the strut width.

The expression by Decanini and Fantin [14] provides the secant stiffness of the strut. The
equation suggested by Paulay and Priestley [15], which gives a conservative value of the
width, is recommended for a lateral force level of 50% of the ultimate capacity. The value
suggested by Saneinejad and Hobbs [17] is related to the attainment of the resisting loads Rcc
and Rdc. The formula reported in FEMA 306 [18], which was initially proposed by Mainstone
[21], was found suitable for the estimation of the infill secant stiffness if the masonry elastic
modulus in the horizontal direction is used [19].
3

DATABASE USED IN THE STUDY

Experimental results available in the literature are used in this study to assess the selected
strut models. The whole dataset, composed of 162 test specimens (Table 4), includes different
types of frame-infill systems. With regard to reinforced concrete frames, both infilled frames
and confined masonry structures are considered. In the infilled frames the masonry panel is
built after the frame, whereas in confined masonry the panel is built earlier. The difference
between confined masonry and infilled frame systems is twofold: i) in confined masonry, a
stronger adherence between masonry and RC columns and beams develops compared to that
present in infilled frames; ii) in confined masonry buildings the column and beam cross sections are generally smaller than in infilled frame buildings.
Concerning the walls, in 60% of the test specimens the masonry is made up of hollow units
(vertical or horizontal hollows), in the other 40% the masonry is made up of solid bricks or
blocks. The aspect and the slenderness ratios of the infills vary noticeably: the former is in the
range 0.48-2.95, the latter varies between 5.33 and 25.78. However, in 80% of the specimens
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the aspect and slenderness ratios are less than 1 and 15, respectively. This values can be considered representative of sizes present in common existing infilled framed buildings. Horizontal loads are applied monotonically or cyclically in 34 and 128 experimental tests,
respectively. Cyclic loads are generally applied statically with force-controlled or, more often,
displacement-controlled procedures. Pseudo-dynamic and dynamic tests are performed in 12
experimental tests.
The whole database is used to assess the capability of different strut models to estimate the
infill strength. As for the assessment of the infill stiffness, only the tests for which the horizontal force versus horizontal displacement curves were available have been used. The reduced database includes 101 specimens.
Reference
Benjamin and Williams, 1958, [22]
Jorquera, 1964, [23]
Leuchars and Scrivener, 1976, [24]
Jurina, 1977, [25]
Parducci et al., 1980 [26], 1982 [27]
Liu et al., 1982, [28]
Srinivasa Rao et al., 1982, [29]
Gallegos and Casabonne, 1984, [30]
Zarnic and Tomazevic, 1984 [31], 1986 [32]
Decanini et al., 1985, [33]
Michelini et al., 1986, [34,35]
Valiasis and Stylianidis, 1989 [36]
Pires, 1990, [37]
Kato et al., 1992, [38]
Meherabi et al., 1996, [39]
Crisafulli, 1997, [11]
Calvi e Bolognini, 2001, [40]
Colangelo, 2005, [41]
Hashemi and Mosalam, 2006, [42]
Bergami, 2007, [43]
Kakaletsis and Karayannis, 2008, [44]
Stavridis, 2009, [45]
Tasnimi and Mohebkhahb, 2011, [46]
Yuksel, 2011, [47]
Sigmund and Penava, 2012, [48]
Di Trapani, 2013, [49] and Cavaleri et al., 2005, [50]
Markulak et al., 2013, [51]
Guidi et al., 2013, [52]
Morandi et al., 2014, [53]
(1)

N. of test
8
17
2
3
6
9
3
2
11
3
9
16
6
4
10
2
8
11
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
12
6
1
2

RC=Reinforced Concrete, CM=Confined Masonry
Table 4: Experimental tests used in the study.
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Structure (1)
RC
CM
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC (1), CM (2)
RC
RC
CM
CM
RC
RC (3), CM (3)
CM
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
Steel
RC
RC
RC
Steel
RC
RC
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4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Equations reported in Table 2 are used to predict the lateral strength of infills. The predictions are then compared with the experimental values of lateral strength. The experimental
results always concern the infill-frame systems; therefore, a basic preliminary step was the
estimation of the contribution of infill to the total lateral resistance. This is made herein by
calculating the difference between the infilled frame and the bare frame. In those cases in
which the bare frames were not available, an approximated frame backbone curve has been
obtained using the model proposed by Haselton [54].
The ratio between predicted and experimental strength is calculated for the five strut models. The exponential of the logarithmic mean, 𝑒𝑒 𝜇𝜇 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 , and the logarithmic standard deviation, 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 ,
of this ratio are then estimated. The former represents the median values under the hypothesis
of a lognormal distribution, the latter approximates the coefficient of variation and gives a
measure of the dispersion. These values are reported in Table 5 for the whole database and for
data samples clustering different type of structures, i.e., infilled reinforced concrete frames,
confined masonry systems and infilled steel frames.
The model proposed and Priestley [15] and Priestley and Calvi [16] provides, on the average, a good estimate of the actual values. However, with the exception of the steel frames set,
a large dispersion is noted, being the logarithmic standard deviation between 0.453 and 0.534.
The models proposed by Decanini and Fantin [14] and by Panagiotakos and Fardis [19] give,
in general, the lowest dispersion for infilled RC frames and confined masonry, whereas the
Paulay and Priestley [15] and Priestley and Calvi [16] model furnishes the best results for
steel frames, in terms of both mean value and logarithmic standard deviation.

Whole database
𝑒𝑒 𝜇𝜇 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
Infilled RC frames
𝑒𝑒 𝜇𝜇 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
Confined masonries
𝑒𝑒 𝜇𝜇 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
Infilled steel frames
𝑒𝑒 𝜇𝜇 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

DF(1)

PF(2)

PPC(3)

SH(4)

FEMA(5)

0.848
0.407

1.350
0.409

1.071
0.517

0.624
0.580

0.698
0.571

0.871
0.439

1.389
0.444

1.010
0.534

0.652
0.617

0.708
0.608

0.808
0.294

1.277
0.285

1.284
0.453

0.567
0.472

0.709
0.456

0.701
0.252

1.151
0.253

1.045
0.177

0.517
0.268

0.492
0.281

(1)

Decanini and Fantin [14], (2)Panagiotakos and Fardis [19], (3)Paulay and Priestley [15] and
Priestley and Calvi [16], (4)Saneinejad and Hobbs [17], (5)FEMA 306 [18].
Table 5: Predicted/experimental strength ratios: 𝑒𝑒𝜇𝜇𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = exponential of the logarithmic mean, 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = logarithmic
standard deviation.

The predicted lateral strengths are plotted in Figure 2 versus the experimental ones. Different colours indicate different structural systems: blue markers are used for infilled reinforced
concrete frames, red markers for confined masonries and black markers for infilled steel
frames. Linear regression curves, related to the whole database, and coefficients of determination, R2, are also reported in the figure.
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Figure 2: Lateral strength of infill: predictions vs. experimental values. Blue markers: infilled reinforced concrete frames; red markers: confined masonry; black markers: infilled steel frame.

It is noted that: strength values predicted by Panagiotakos and Fardis [19] are higher than
the actual (experimental) ones; the model proposed by Paulay and Priestley [15] and Priestley
and Calvi [16] is almost unbiased; the other models tend, on the average, to underestimate the
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infill strength. The highest and the lowest coefficients of determination are obtained, considering the whole dataset, using the formulation proposed by the Decanini and Fantin [14] and
Saneinejad and Hobbs [17], respectively.
The comparison between predicted and experimental lateral stiffness is made considering
the reduced database. Formulas reported in Table 3 and equation 18 are used to calculate the
predicted values. The experimental stiffness is calculated as the elastic stiffness of an equivalent bilinear system, obtained through the energy equivalence criterion up to the peak lateral
load (Hm). Figure 3 shows the comparison between predicted and experimental results. The
use of various formulas leads to different values of the equivalent width, and, therefore, of the
strut stiffness. For example, the equation in FEMA [18] gives a much more deformable strut
compared to the other models. Moreover, differences between predicted and experimental
values are significant, showing that none of the considered models is able to predict the infill
stiffness adequately. For the confined masonry frames, all of the models predict values of the
stiffness lower than the actual ones. The dispersion of the data is noticeable, coefficient of
variations varying between 1.7 and 2.0. These results show the great uncertainty in the assessment of infills stiffness.
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Figure 3: Lateral stiffness of infill: prediction vs. experimental values. Blue markers: infilled reinforced concrete
frames; red markers: confined masonry; black markers: infilled steel frame.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, 162 experimental tests have been considered to evaluate the adequacy of
various strut models. The database includes different types of masonry walls, which are made
of hollow or solid bricks or blocks, and different types of frame-infill systems: 116 infilled
reinforced concrete frames, 39 confined masonry structures and 7 infilled steel frames.
The assessment of the contribution of infills to the lateral stiffness and strength of the experimental tests was a basic preliminary step. This assessment was made by calculating the
difference between the infilled frame and the bare frame. In those cases in which the bare
frame was not available, several assumptions, like for example that of rigid beams, have been
made to calculate the bare frame backbone curves. Stiffness and strength predictions have
been calculated considering five strut models. Such models require the knowledge of the
geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the frame and the infill. In some cases, the required parameters were not assessed experimentally, such as the masonry shear strength and
the horizontal compressive strength. When not available, these features have been calculated
here by means of empirical equations.
The comparison between predicted and actual lateral strengths shows that the models by
Paulay and Priestley [15], Priestley and Calvi [16] and Decanini and Fantin [14] give the best
predictions, with the former having the advantage of being almost unbiased and the latter giving the lowest dispersion. The strength predicted by Panagiotakos and Fardis [19] is, on the
average, higher than the actual one, while the other models ([17,18]) underestimate the infill
strength. Concerning the stiffness, none of the models reproduce satisfactorily the actual values. Differences between predicted and experimental values are significant, showing the inadequacy of all the considered equations. Given the large differences obtained using different
formulations, much attention should be paid in the model selection.
On the basis of the reported results, it can be concluded that the high variability of the material and the large number of parameters involved, make the reliability of the modelling very
hard to obtain. However, the significant contribution of infill walls in the behaviour of infilled
frames requires the continuation of research in this area. Finally, other aspects not taken into
account in this study, such as the modelling of the hysteretic behaviour, need to be further investigated.
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Abstract.
The main proposals for the modelling of the infilled frames are calibrated on the results deriving from experimental testing data. In many cases, the experimental laws acquired that concern
samples packaged with materials and executive methods (for frame-panel interface conditions,
for mechanical properties ...) are extended to different with several uncertainties. Several researchers suggest approaches that ranging from the macro-scale to micro-scale analysis. The
different proposals confirm the complexity to simulate the kinematic mechanism between constitutive elements (mortar and bricks) and between masonry panel and surrounding frame.
Therefore, the great variability of models and available studies do not allow to apply a univocal
model adaptable in all cases, (Except by adopting, micro-modelling approaches, increasing the
computational effort). This raises the need to define simplified models that take into account
the geometry, mechanical properties of the masonry walls and elements of the surrounding
frame. For these purposes, the present study proposes a Rigid Blocks Method in a simplified
format for simulating of the infilled frames in order to define the main parameters that characterize the simplified "Equivalent Strut model" (i.e. the macro-modelling of the infill walls). The
method falls in the meso-scale approaches commonly used for analysis of masonry structures.
The use of an equivalent rod for modelling the infill panels is simple and reduces the computational costs when it is need to evaluate the global behavior on building scale. In order to demonstrate its multiple advantages, the method is presented. The opportunity to simulate the
behavior of the infilled frame varying the mechanical properties and modality to derive ad hoc
constitutive laws in presence of openings are just some the potential of the method. With the
help of numerical benchmarks having similar characteristics to those widespread into building
heritage these results are widely discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The numerical modelling of the infilled frames is affected by several variables, which makes
the different models existing in the technical literature very variable and uncertain. For many
years, in fact, the research goal of many researchers has been to reduce the influence of the
many factors involved in the problem [1, 17]. Among the variables, first of all, it should be
recalled the heterogeneity of the mechanical properties of the constituents (bricks and mortar)
and the difficulty to obtain information and data about the masonry used in the infilled panels
[26], the difficulty to simulate the frame-infill interaction or the impossibility to predict, at the
design phase, the exact failure mode of the generic infilled frame.
A model that is particularly easy to use for this typology of studies is the "Equivalent Strut
Method". In the field of the approaches of macro modelling, the Equivalent Strut is widely used
to simulate the effects of infill panels on the global response of individual frames and / or buildings [2, 4, 11, 15, 19, 27]. These studies are important in order to establish the retrofit interventions needed to ensure the seismic safety to the deficient buildings [9, 10].
The model is based on the behaviour exhibited by an infilled frame subject to a horizontal
load. In particular, by increasing the load, because of the detachment of masonry from the
boundary reinforced concrete frame, the panel no longer behaves as a two-dimensional shear
resistant element but as a "one-dimensional equivalent beam" element. The strut follows the
distribution of the compressive forces along the diagonal of the panel and it acts as a strut in
opposition to the horizontal action [3, 16, 18].
The described model is defined by the geometrical and mechanical characteristics and by the
force-displacement constitutive law that governs the behaviour of the equivalent strut during
the non-linear phase. The above parameters depend by models and experimental tests reported
in the literature, which especially in the case of existing structures, cannot be generalized to all
the possible cases, but are reliable only in few cases that are similar to those on which they were
defined [4]. The laboratory tests cannot be generalized because are expensive. Therefore, it is
necessary to employ computational procedures, more or less refined, by which the experimental
tests on specimens of infilled frames are simulated numerically.
The aim of the present work is to define the Force-Displacement constitutive law of the
equivalent strut. A simplified discrete model (falling within the family of the models, for Rigid
Block-analysis) is used in this work and was implemented within a common commercial finite
element software [5]. The definition of the Rigid Blocks and Springs Model (RBSM), in a simplified format, requires as input a few data on the geometry of the infilled frame and the mechanical parameters of the masonry panel. The purely numerical findings consist of capacity
curves, in terms of shear base – interstorey drift. The characteristic branches of the constitutive
law of the equivalent strut (the force-displacement relationship "Fw - dw") which regulates the
elastic and plastic behaviour of the rod are obtained by means of a simplified procedure divided
into three operating phases briefly recalled inside. The application of which, for the purposes
of the present work only affect the third phase.
The procedure on a sampling of #17 RBSM models with variable geometry was applied. For
each of which the constitutive law of the equivalent rod was determined. With the seventeen
force-displacement relationships, by means of numerical processing, the formulations for the
parametric evaluation of the characteristic points of a single constitutive law of the entire sampling were defined. The generalized law so defined can be used to define an equivalent strut for
building scale applications without having to resort to sophisticated modelling (having high
computational costs) for each single infilled frame. Thence, the aim of this paper is to demonstrate how to perform extensive numerical experiments by RBSM models allows to obtain results useful for calibrating macro-models when it changes not only the geometry (as briefly
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shown in this paper) but also, as future scenarios, when they change the mechanical characteristics of the panels. These results in terms of "approximate" laws are expressed. These laws
define the parameters regulating the behaviour of the equivalent rods in non-linear field.
2

THE MESO-MODELING AND SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE

The "meso-scale" models are usually referred to as "discrete models". If they are applied to
structural systems that require a limited number of elements, they allow to reduce the computational burden required by the continuous or discontinuous approaches. The Rigid Body Spring
Model (RBSM), consists in describing the masonry as a mechanism composed of the unitary
cells constituted by of rigid blocks and elastic-plastic springs [6, 20] (Figure 1). Through this
approach, it is possible to model the masonry panels at the "macro-scale" through a kinematic
that takes into account the specific effects of masonry texture. It has been fruitfully applied, in
the last few years, for modeling the behavior of masonry structures both in-plane and out-ofplane [21,22], allowing to perform the vulnerability assessment for whole masonry buildings
[23,24,25].
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Figure 1: Simplified periodical cell describing the masonry texture.

The connection between the rigid blocks occurs by means of two axial springs (indicated
with Kx or Kz, depending on the direction) and a shear spring (Kh, Kv, depending on configuration) arranged along each of the common sides between the blocks at a distance equal, respectively, to bx and bz. The hysteretic behaviour of the springs is obtained on the basis of the
mechanical parameters of the constitutive elements of the panel (mortar and blocks) and takes
account of the mechanical degradation of mortar joints in the cycles of loading and unloading.
In the simplified format, the use of a meso-scale modelling is an easy and quick step within
the proposed procedure, aimed at defining some characteristic features of the global response
of the infilled frame. For these reasons, the properties of the springs are defined according to a
simplified approach. The elastic stiffness of each spring is estimated through the geometrical
and mechanical properties of the infill, such as the modulus of elasticity of the masonry panel
in horizontal and vertical direction (Ewh, Ewv), shear modulus (G), areas of influence of the axial
spring (A), areas of influence of the shear spring (AT), thickness of the head joint (gt), thickness
of the bed joint (gl) and thickness of the masonry panel (tw).
When the kinematic of the model is such as to engage the springs over the elastic response,
force-displacement laws regulate the plastic behaviour of the system. As with the elastic behaviour, also for the decreasing behaviour of the stiffness has been adopted a simplified approach.
Figure 2 shows the constitutive laws of the springs, respectively, axial and shear, used in the
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present work. For both, three branches constitute the force-displacement law. In the figures, the
subscript "as" indicates the axial spring, while “ss” the shear spring. The fundamental variables
of the laws are calibrated with an approach depending on the material strengths: compression
strength of the masonry in horizontal direction (σwh), compression strength of the masonry in
vertical direction (σwv), tensile strength of the masonry (σwt), shear strength of the masonry
along the bed joints (τwh), shear strength of the masonry along the head joints (τwv).
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Figure 2: Constitutive laws of the axial and shear springs.

Three consequential step forms the simplified procedure (Figure 3).
1st step: “meso-analysis of the infilled frame”
The first step of the procedure is to assess the response of the infilled frame by a nonlinear
static analysis (pushover). The model described in the previous section simulates the behaviour
of the masonry panel. A lumped-plasticity model evaluated with plastic hinges arranged in five
sections along the length of each element (beam and columns) describes the nonlinear behaviour of the concrete. The constitutive law adopted for the plastic hinges is in according to FEMA
273 [12]. In the case of existing structures, the evaluation of plastic hinges should take into
account the effective strength values of materials in according to numerical approaches (in this
context, the research developed by authors [13,14] are particularly interesting.)
2nd step: “evaluation of the infill conribution without RC frame”
The Fh-dh curve of the INF configuration is intended as the “sum” of two distinct contributions, respectively, due to the bare frame (B) and the masonry panel (MP). The first contribution
is evaluated using a nonlinear static analysis on the model without infill panel. The second,
however, is obtained by subtracting (in correspondence with each displacement value) from the
response of the INF configuration, the share due to the bare frame B.
3rd step: “Evaluation of the constitutive law of the Equivalent Strut”
Once the response FwMP- dwMP for masonry panel has been obtained, the constitutive law of
the equivalent strut is built on the backbone of MP curve in order to define the ESM model.
The law consists of four branches delimited by four characteristic points identified on the MP
curve. The first branch describes the elastic response up to the yield point "S". The second
branch describes the behaviour of the equivalent strut from when begins the plastic deformation
up to achieve the point of maximum strength capacity "M". This is followed by the descending
branch due to the propagation of crack in the panel such that induce a significant decrease of
resistance until to the point "D". Finally, the fourth branch describes the force-displacement
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relation until the failure (point "R") with a residual resistance maintained in order to ensure
stability and convergence to the numerical solution. The M and R points are preliminarily identified. They coincide, respectively, with the maximum point and last point of the MP curve.
While, S and D points are directly evaluated by an iterative approach that minimizes the difference between the subtended areas of the MP curve and the defined constitutive law.

Figure 3: Graphical description of the simplified evaluation of the masonry panel response.

3

NUMERICAL TESTS

3.1 Description of the sampling and modeling
For the purposes of this study in software Sap2000 #17 RBSM plane models were implemented. All models are listed in ascending order in Table 1 as a function of the slenderness “λ”
equal to the ratio of height H and width B (defined in Figure 4) of the infilled frame (both
measured than to the middle line of the sections). The thickness of the panel is equal to 30cm
for all samples.
n.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

B [m]
5.0
4.5
5.0
4.0
5.0
3.5
4.5
5.0
4.0

L [m]
2.5
2.5
3.0
2.5
3.5
2.5
3.5
4.0
3.5

λ
0.500
0.555
0.600
0.625
0.700
0.714
0.777
0.800
0.875

n.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

B [m]
5.0
3.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
2.0
3.0
2.5

L [m]
4.5
3.0
4.5
4.5
4.0
2.5
4.0
3.5

λ
0.900
1.000
1.000
1.125
1.143
1.250
1.333
1.400

Table 1: Characteristics of sampling.

The boundary frame (the same for each sample) is reinforced concrete with conglomerate
having class of resistance C25/30. It is constituted by two square columns with side equal to
30cm and one beam with width b=30cm and height h=50cm. The longitudinal reinforcement
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of the columns is equal to 8φ16 symmetrically along the sides distributed, while the beam presents in the centre span, longitudinal tension reinforcement As equal to 4φ14 and in compression
reinforcement As' equal to 3φ16. Those quantities are inverted at the supports. The masonry
panel is assumed made of brick blocks P700 type. They are characterized by a weight per unit
of volume of about 700-760 kg/m3. Their physical and geometric characteristics are comply
with the requirements established by Eurocode 6 [7] and fall among the elements classified as
hollow bricks, with φ drilling percentage between 45% and 55%. Eurocode 6 provided the
compression strength along the vertical direction, in the case of hollow blocks and ordinary
mortar, with the Eq.1.
= ∙ . ∙ .
(1)
where:
• fk is the characteristic compressive strength, expressed in MPa. In the present treatment the
average values of the resistances have been adopted. From experimental tests carried out
on similar typologies of the blocks used, it is the average value obtained by multiplying
the characteristic value by a factor equal to 0.8.
• K is a constante qual to 0.45.
• fb is the average compression resistance along the direction of loads, expressed in MPa.
• fm is the mortar compression strength, expressed in MPa.
As regards the compression strength in the horizontal direction, EC6 proposes the Eq.1, putting in place of K a coefficient Kh = 0.5K. The shear strength (τwh = τwv), with no vertical loads,
it is assumed to 0.2MPa assuming a mortar with bad features having M2.5 resistance class. The
average value of the resistance, for non-linear analysis, is obtained by dividing the characteristic
value to 0.7. The mechanical characteristics are determined with the usual relations provided
by the Italian Technical Standards [8]: E=1000fk, G=0.4E e ν=E(2G)-1-1.
The single RBSM model is constituted by a regular discretization of n two-dimensional
plane elements (4-nodes shell elements) enclosed by a contour of the beam elements. The total
degrees of freedom are 4n. The behaviour perfectly rigid of blocks is guaranteed by assigning
to 4-nodes of each shell a "Diaphragm" internal constraint with Y rotational axis perpendicular
to the OXZ reference system. The internal costraint connects the nodes of the shell element by
means of ideal rigid rods devoid of mass and stiffness. The connections between rigid blocks is
with “NLlink” elements of “multilinear plastic” typology (Figure 4). The nonlinear behaviour
of NLlink elements is in according to constitutive laws shown in Figure 2, respectively, for the
axial (Fas - das) and shear (Fss - dss) springs.
At the interface between frame and masonry panel (i.e. between beam and NLink elements
along the sides of the rigid blocks adjacent to the frame), are arranged Rigid NLink elements.
The rigid NLlink maintain unchanged the relative distances between the nodes on axis line of
the reinforced concrete element and the boundary line of the concrete, in order to simulate the
material between them. The model is constrained to the ground by means of interlocking constraints at the base columns. In addition, the hinge constraints at the end nodes of the rigid
NLlink elements simulate the position of specimen in the test device.
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H

B
Figure 4: Extrude view of the finite element model with rigid blocks and springs implemented in Sap2000 (on
the left); Deformed configuration for generic RBSM model (on the right).

3.2 Analysis by simplified procedure
The procedure described in §2 has been applied to the models listed in Table 1. For each
model by starting from the nonlinear static analysis and its processing, the steps 2 and 3 lead to
the definition of the law of the equivalent strut for the geometry of infilled frame considered.
For example, the law of the equivalent rod for the model number 15 (λ=1.25) is represented in
Figure 5.
140,0
120,0

FW [kN]

100,0
80,0
60,0
40,0
20,0
0,0
0,00

0,01
MP

0,01

0,02

0,02

0,03

dw [m]

ESM

Figure 5: Force - displacement law for the sample with geometry 2,0m x 2,5m.

After determining the constitutive laws for all 17 models of the sampling, a numerical study
was performed in order to obtain, as a function of the slenderness “λ”, a univocal law of the
entire sample. The aim is to define parametric formulations for the infill panels having similar
mechanical properties to those of the sampling, which allow to determine the constitutive law
of the equivalent rod, once known only the geometry of the infilled frame. To this end, bringing
together the 17 constitutive laws, they were built of graphics to correlate the yield strength (Fy),
the displacement at yield (dy), the maximum strength (Fmax) and the maximum displacement
(dmax) to the shape parameter (in Figure 6 for the force Fy).
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Figure 6: Exponential regression for the evaluation of Fy as a function of the slenderness

The numerical regressions that approximate with lower margins of error are functions in
the format, respectively, exponential and linear. The formulations obtained for the analysed
sampling are shown below. The Eqs. 2 and 3 in exponential form, while Eqs. 4 and 5 in two
variables linear.
= 196.42 ∙

.

&
.

= 223.93 ∙

= 0.0012 ∙

&

= 11.389 + 99.667& − 44.97( &

= 0.002 ∙

.

(2)
.! "

(3)

= −0.000105 + 0.000143& + 0.000233( (4)

= 52.384 + 91.45& − 41.09( &

= −0.00147 + 0.000019& + 0.00034((5)

The D point that represents the maximum loss of strength of the panel when it is in the plastic
phase is definable by the coordinates {3dmax; 0.3Fmax}.
4

RESULTS

In order to validate the whole procedure, the results of the nonlinear analyses on macromodels and meso-models (RBSM) were compared. The geometries taken as a reference for the
comparison are those having slenderness λ equal, respectively, to 0.5, 0.9 and 1.25.
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Fw-dw_with Eqs. 2,3
Fw-dw_with Eqs. 4,5
Figure 7: Fw-dw laws compared for sample having λ=0.9.
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For all the three samples, the points of the force-displacement law of the equivalent strut
was derived by applying the Eqs 2-5. For the geometry having λ = 0.9 in Figure 7 the Fw-dw
laws are compared.
Subsequently, for each geometry under consideration for comparative purposes, two models with the Equivalent Strut Method (ESM) were implemented. The first with the equivalent
rod having the Fw-dw law having main points defined by the eqs. 2 and 3. The second with strut
that has Fw-dw law given by eqs. 4 and 5. For both models pushover analysis was performed.
The capacity curves obtained from both models, in terms of Base shear - Drift [%] were compared with, respectively, the curves obtained with the RBSM models and the model relative to
the bare frame. As an example, in Figure 8, the comparisons between results obtained for a
geometry characterized by λ=1.25 are summarized.
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250,0
200,0
150,0
100,0
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0,200

0,400

0,600

0,800

1,000

Drift [%]
RBSM
ESM with eqs. 4,5

ESM with eqs. 2,3
Bare frame

Figure 8: Comparison of results for geometry having λ=1.25.

The macro-models differ from the meso-scale model (RBSM), on average, by about 25%
in the range of 0<drift[%] <1. In addition to the difference between the above models, the
comparison between the models in terms of resistance increase with respect to the model representative of bare configuration (without infill) is very attractive. An increment of the base
shear between 1.48 and 2.32 times the resistance explicated by the bare frame was encountered.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The main aim of this work is the calibration of the Equivalent Strut Method for modelling
of infilled frames in building-scale application. The above calibration is proposed by means
numerical experimental tests on discrete models (Rigid Block and Spring Model - RBSM), commonly used in the analysis of masonry structures, and subsequent application of a simplified
procedure proposed by the authors.
The procedure aims to define the points of the nonlinear constitutive law of equivalent
connecting rod by means of the use of numerical formulations expressed as a function of a
geometrical shape parameter of the buffered frame. The formulations through the implementation of #17 RBSM models having fixed mechanical characteristics and λ that it varies between
0.5 and 1.4 were obtained.
By applying the procedure on the entire sampling and whereas for comparative purposes
the results obtained for the geometries having the equal, respectively, to 0.5, 0.9 to 1.25, the
following conclusions can be derived:
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• The differences between RBSM models and models with equivalent struts having nonlinear law obtained with generalized approximate formulations are equal to about 25%.
• The use of approximate formulations of exponential type for the definition of the nonlinear law of the struts is closest to the results obtained with refined modelling RBSM,
compared to the models with the struts defined with polynomial formulations.
• The results obtained, both preliminarily on the RBSM in its simplified form, both on the
model with equivalent strut, show the significant contribution in strength provided by infills.
In the future, the definition of approximate laws for the calibration of the macro-models
can be extended to infilled frames having different mechanical properties.
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Abstract. A common way to model infill-frame interaction is the use equivalent strut macromodels. In most cases these are compression only resistant truss elements defined with a multi-linear axial-force / axial-displacement law. The main difficulty in using this approach is to
correctly calibrate such a force-displacement curve (slope of ascending and post-peak
branches, critical yielding, peak and residual forces) because of the large number of variables (mechanical and elastic properties of materials) and the different possible damage
mechanisms activated for the frame-infill system. Another possible way is using fiber-section
elements as diagonal struts. In this case the force-displacement law is substituted by a stressstrain curve. In both cases a reliable definition of inelastic response of the strut, based on mechanical approaches, which are valid in general is not easy, as most of models provide rules
valid for specific typologies of infills (e.g. weak or strong infills) and frames (e.g. concrete or
steel frames). Based on this, the paper proposes the use of fiber-section diagonal struts with a
concrete-type stress-strain relationship calibrated using a semi-empirical approach. The
Kent-Scott-Park model, depending on four parameters, is used as reference constitutive law
for the strut. Experimental data and additional numerical simulations are used to derive semiempirical correlations linking geometrical and mechanical properties of the frame-infill system to the aforementioned parameters governing nonlinear response of the diagonal. Analytical expressions of the best fitting curves are finally provided and suggested as design
equation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Infilled frames are typically placed in framed structures as partition walls and to separate
internal spaces from external environment. Although they are not commonly included in
structural models, laboratory tests [e.g.1-4] and real observation of post-earthquake damage
have demonstrated that masonry infills have a strong interaction with primary structures, influencing overall and local strength, stiffness and structural ductility [5-7]. Basically two different approaches are used to model infill-frame interaction. One is detailed finite element 2D
or 3D modeling (e.g [8-10]) of the infill, the frame and the interface mortar [11-14]. Such a
kind of approach is generally preferred for research purposes as it requires significant computational effort and expertise of the user. The other is macromodelling of the infill, which provides the use of one (or more) equivalent diagonal struts. This is approach is largely employed,
especially when performing seismic assessments using nonlinear static or dynamic analyses.
Since equivalent struts are an idealization of the real system, they have to undergo an identification process in order to effectively simulate the infill-frame interaction. A number of identification methods have been developed in the last 60 years. Some of these focused on the
stiffening effects [15-19] produced by the infills on the overall response, other studies [e.g.
20-22] were addressed to the assessment of the inelastic in-plane response. More recently,
equivalent strut macromodels have been updated to include the possibility to model the outof-plane response of the infill wall, and its mutual interaction with the in-plane damaging.
Studies [e.g. 23-25] have demonstrated that infills can develop a significant resistance against
out-of-plane actions if they have adequate thickness and the frame is stiff enough. An updated
literature review of macromodelling techniques can be found in [26].
Although, as it can be seen, a large literature is available, the uncertainty in the identification of the equivalents struts, in particular their inelastic response, still remains an open issue.
This is due to the fact that the overall lateral response of the infilled frame basically depends
on the damage mechanism occurring from time to time, which in turns, as summarized in [1],
depends on the different possible assemblage of masonry infills and frames. Because of this,
sliding of mortar joints, rather than corner crushing of units, of diagonal failure may occur.
Moreover, in many cases, a combination of such mechanisms is also observed.
Such potential variability of failure mechanisms is not easy to predict a priori, and still
constitutes the main unknown in the assessment of such systems. In fact, the identification
strategies available in literature, which make use of mechanical approaches to predict the inelastic response are generally referred to special typologies of infilled frames or validated with
reduced experimental testing. Consequently, a strategy to define the inelastic behaviour of the
equivalent strut, which can be considered to be valid for any typology of masonry and any
typology of frame, is not yet available in the literature. Today, the increasing need for a reliable assessment of seismic performance of new and existing buildings [27-32] moves the interest in finding models which are accurate in reproducing the inelastic response of structures.
Based on the aforementioned difficulties encountered in using mechanical approaches to
define nonlinear behaviour of the equivalent struts, this paper proposes a calibration strategy
making use of a semi-empirical definition of the parameters governing their inelastic response.
The procedure is based on the use fiber-section elements to model equivalent struts, associating a concrete-type (Kent-Park [33]) stress-strain model for the fibers. This stress-strain model is basically governed by four parameters: peak strength, peak strain, ultimate strength and
ultimate strain.
A comparison between real experimental test results of different typologies of specimens
of infilled frames, and results of the associated equivalent strut models, allowed iteratively
calibrating the four stress-strain parameters for several specimens. The same calibration pro-
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cedure was repeated with the results of a detailed FE model. After, analytical correlation laws,
based on the interpolation of data obtained, linking geometrical and mechanical features of an
infilled frame and the stress-strain parameters were provided. The latter can be used as predictive tool for the identification of the stress strain law to assign to the equivalents struts.
2

PROPOSED MODELLING STRATEGY AND DETERMINATION OF THE
STRESS-STRAIN PARAMETERS

The identification method proposed, is aimed at the definition of the stress-strain law to be
assigned to the equivalent struts of a generic infilled frame. This implies that struts are modeled using fiber-section elements. The reference numerical models used in the paper are realized with OpenSees software platform [34]. The typical infilled frame model (Figure 1a-b)
consists of nonlinear beam-column elements as beams and columns, and nonlinear compression only trusses as equivalent diagonal struts. The modeling scheme is shown in Figure 1b.
The stress-strain law of the fibers composing the struts is a simple Kent-Park [33] concretetype model. The latter depends on 4 parameters: peak strength (fmd0), peak strain (εmd0), ultimate strength (fmdu) and ultimate strain (εmdu) which regulate the ascending and descending
branches. After the achievement of the ultimate strain the ultimate stress is maintained constant.

Figure 1: Modeling of an infilled frame: a) Real configuration; b) Equivalent strut model.

When using this approach to model equivalent struts, it should be noted that the four stressstrain parameters (fmd0, εmd0, fmdu, εmdu) are not coincident with those associated with the masonry constituting the infill. This is due to the fact that the lateral response of an infilled frame
depends on the damage mechanism typology rather directly on masonry properties. As example, if the failure mechanism activated is the sliding of mortar joints, it is reasonable that
compressive strength of masonry will be not achieved. For this reason, the stress-strain parameters, and the associated stress-strain relationship have to be intended as purely phenomenological. However, the stress-strain parameters cannot be thought as non-correlated with
masonry properties, but more in general they depend on the geometrical and mechanical
properties of the overall system.
The aim of the paper is then to find four analytical correlations which allow, starting from
the basic geometrical and mechanical data of an infilled frame, to determine each of the
stress-strain parameters. In this way once the infilled frame features are defined, the stressstrain curve of the struts can be evaluated through simple analytical calculations.
In order to derive the aforementioned correlations, the following procedure has been implemented:
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1. Acquisition of experimental test data (force-displacement curves of in-plane monotonic or cyclic tests on infilled frames);
2. Definition of the numerical models of the infilled frames actually tested;
3. Calibration of the parameters fmd0, εmd0, fmdu, εmdu iterating results of pushover
curves up to the best matching with experimental curves;
4. Research of a correlation of between the stress-strain parameters obtained and the
characteristics of the infilled frames.
Experimental calibration is considered the best way to derive stress-strain parameters, as it
includes real phenomena which are not easily captured by analytical models. However, despite several researchers have conducted experiments on the in-plane response of infilled
frames, only a few of these report detailed information on the preliminary tests on masonry
(e.g. results of compressive tests on prisms, results of diagonal compressive tests, experimental evaluation of elastic and tangential moduli).
Because of this, in order to enlarge the data-set used to derive correlations, detailed FE
models of the infilled frames actually testes were also realized. The FE models, once calibrated, were used to derive numerical predictions of the responses of the infilled frames with varying geometric and mechanical parameters of the infill. The subsequent procedure has been
followed:
1. Calibration of a detailed FE model with experimental data;
2. Variation of geometrical and mechanical properties and derivation of numerical lateral force-displacement curves;
3. Definition of the OpenSees models of the infilled frames tested in FE simultions;
4. Calibration of the parameters fmd0, εmd0, fmdu, εmdu iterating results of pushover
curves up to the best matching with numerically generated curves;
5. Adding data to those obtained with experimental calibration.
Stress-strain parameters data-sets, one obtained from experimental tests, the other from
numerical simulations of detailed FE models were then merged.
In the aforementioned process, the identification of the cross-section dimensions of the
equivalent strut is carried is carried out using the procedure by Asteris et al. [19], which briefly summarized in the following. According to [19], the thickness (t) is equal to the actual
thickness of the infill, while the width (w) is evaluated as:
h c
w = kγ   β d
 l  λ*

(1)

where, with reference to Figure 1, d is the length of the diagonal strut, h and l are the length
and the height of the infill, κ is a parameter accounting for the stiffening action exerted by
vertical loads, defined as:

κ = [1 + ( λ* + 200 )ε v ]

(2)

in which εv is the axial strain on columns, calculated considering the total load Fv acting on
the 2 columns having cross-sectional area Ac and elastic modulus Ec , as:

εv =

Fv
2 E c Ac

The parameter λ* is calculated with the expression by Papia et al. (2003) [35]:
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2
Emd th '  h '
1 Ac l ' 
λ =
+
Ec Ac  l ' 2 4 Ab h ' 


*

(4)

where Emd is the Young modulus of the masonry infill along the diagonal direction and Ab is
the area of the beam cross-section. The other symbols appearing in Eq. (4) can be simply deduced from Figure 1.
The parameter γ in Eq. (1) takes into account the combined effect of openings and aspect
ratio with the following expression:

γ = 1 + 0,5

r
(l / h )4

(5)

being r=1 for in the case of solid infills.
Finally c and β depend on the Poisson’s ratio νd of the masonry constituting the infill along
the diagonal direction according to the following expressions:
c = 0,249 − 0,0116ν d + 0,567ν d

2

(6)

β = 0,146 − 0,0073ν d + 0,126ν d 2

The determination of Ed and νd starting from elastic moduli along the 2 orthogonal directions is described in [2]. In absence of experimental data in both directions the average
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ration along the vertical direction are used.
3

STRESS-STRAIN PARAMTERS FROM EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

Experimental test data from Cavaleri and Di Trapani (2014) [22], Mehrabi et al. (1996) [1],
Kakaletsis and Karayannis [3], Papia et al. [35] were used as reference to derive stress-strain
parameters. The choice of these studies was due to the completeness of their experimental
programs, which included also detailed data of experimental tests on masonry constituting
infills. Design details of specimens are reported in Table. 1.
The widths of the equivalent strut models associated to the specimens are also reported in
Table 2 together with the parameters for their identification, calculated according to [19] and
[35].
Auth.

Spec.
#

[22]
[22]
[22]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[3]
[35]
[35]

S1A
S1B
S1C
4
5
11
6
S
S2A
S2B

t
h
h'
l
l'
Masonry.
Typol.
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)
Calc.
Clay.
LW conc.
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Brick
Calc.
Lat.

200
150
300
92
92
92
92
60
200
150

1600
1600
1600
1422
1422
1422
1422
800
1600
1600

1800
1800
1800
1536
1536
1536
1536
900
1800
1800

1600
1600
1600
2032
2032
2948
2032
1200
1600
1600

1800
1800
1800
2210
2210
3126
2235
1350
1800
1800

l/h

d
(mm)

Ac
(mm²)

Ab
(mm²)

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.43
1.43
2.07
1.43
1.5
1.0
1.0

2545.6
2545.6
2545.6
2691.5
2691.5
3483.1
2712.3
1622.5
2545.6
2545.6

40000.0
40000.0
90000.0
31684.0
31684.0
31684.0
41290.2
22500.0
40000.0
40000.0

80000.0
80000.0
120000.0
34838.6
34838.6
34838.6
34838.6
20000.0
80000.0
80000.0

Table 1: Geometric details of specimens tested by [1], [3], [22], [35].
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Auth.
[22]
[22]
[22]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[3]
[35]
[35]

Fv
Emd
Ec
(kN) (N/mm²) (N/mm²)
400
400
400
294
294
294
294
100
400
400

5670
5719
3254
4600
8949
9604
4198
660
8317
5719

25000
25000
25000
17000
18064
18133
19856
29961
23000
23000

vd
-

c
-

β
-

εv

κ

-

0.15
0.10
0.18
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.09
0.10

0.260
0.254
0.264
0.260
0.260
0.260
0.260
0.260
0.253
0.254

0.150
0.148
0.151
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.150
0.148
0.148

0.00020
0.00020
0.00009
0.00027
0.00026
0.00026
0.00018
0.00007
0.00022
0.00022

λ*

-

h/l
-

-

w
(mm)

1.50
1.50
1.50
3.08
3.08
10.24
3.08
3.53
1.50
1.50

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.70
0.70
0.48
0.70
0.67
1.00
1.00

2.30
1.74
0.93
0.98
1.79
1.66
0.65
0.05
3.66
1.89

627.1
636.4
700.4
587.1
536.6
726.7
590.1
470.5
577.4
632.8

γ

-

r
-

1.048
1.046
1.019
1.059
1.060
1.059
1.038
1.015
1.058
1.051

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 2: Mechanical data of specimens and identification parameters.
The experimental tests were simulated with the OpenSees models, iterating the stress-strain parameters associated with the equivalent struts in order to best-fit the experimental backbone curves. The results obtained after
the calibration of the equivalent struts are shown in Figures 2-5.
300

S2A (specs. 1-2)
(Cavaleri & Di Trapani, 2014 [22])

200

100

Clay masonry infill
Opensees model
Experimental backbone curves

0
0

10

20
30
40
dispacement [mm]

50

Figure 2: Experimental backbone curves of specimens by Cavaleri and Di Trapani, 2014 [22] and pushover
curves of the OpenSees model at the end of the calibration.
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Figure 3: Experimental backbone curves of specimens by Mehrabi et al., 1996 [1] and pushover curves of the
OpenSees model at the end of the calibration.

Figure 4: Experimental backbone curves of specimens by Kakaletsis et al., 2009 [3] and pushover curves of the
OpenSees model at the end of the calibration.
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300

S2A
(Papia et al. 2003 [35])

200

100

Calcarenite masonry infill
OpenSees Model
Experimental backbone curves

0
0

10

20
30
40
dispacement [mm]

50

Figure 5: Experimental backbone curves of specimens by Papia et al., 2003 [35] and pushover curves of the
OpenSees model at the end of the calibration.

The stress-strain parameters obtained for the models of the infilled frame specimens analyzed are reported in Table 3, together with the experimental values of shear and compressive
strength of masonry infills. It can be observed, as before mentioned, that the compressive
strength of diagonal struts (fmd0), which resulted after the calibration, was significantly lower
than the actual compressive strength (fmdu). This reduction ranged between -25% and -75%
and depended on the different damage mechanism actually activated during the tests.
The experimental/numerical comparisons have also shown that the use of diagonal fibersection struts with a concrete-type stress-strain law is particularly suitable to predict the response of infilled frames. In particular the proposed modeling approach resulted particularly
accurate in predicting the ascending and descending branches, regulating initial and postcracking stiffness and post-peak softening.
Auth.

Spec. #

[22]
[22]
[22]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[3]
[35]
[35]

S1A
S1B
S1C
4
5
11
6
S
S2A
S2B

εmd0

εmdu

fvm

fm

fmd0

fmdu

N/mm²

N/mm²

N/mm²

N/mm²

-

-

0.73
1.07
0.30
0.93
1.15
1.03
0.70
0.08
0.89
1.07

2.67
8.66
1.74
5.30
13.85
11.44
5.06
2.63
4.57
8.66

2.00
2.50
1.20
2.40
5.30
3.80
2.60
2.30
2.50
2.30

1.20
1.10
0.50
0.65
1.60
0.95
0.65
0.75
1.40
1.10

0.0018
0.0015
0.0015
0.0008
0.0008
0.0008
0.0008
0.0030
0.0010
0.0015

0.0100
0.0090
0.0100
0.0090
0.0090
0.0080
0.0090
0.0110
0.0100
0.0090

Table 3: Mechanical data of masonry and stress-strain parameters.

4

STRESS-STRAIN PARAMTERS FROM FE MODELS

In order to enlarge the data-set necessary to derive the correlations, additional tests were
simulated with a detailed finite element model. The FE model was realized using ATENA 2D
software platform which is based on a concrete smeared cracking model and also implements
frictional interface elements. The reference specimens used for the simulation of the tests
were specimens S1B [22]. Reinforced concrete elements were modeled using CCIsoQuad
nonlinear elements with a SBeta material, defined with a uniaxial stress-strain concrete law
and a biaxial failure criterion. The same material was used to model masonry units. Interface
elements were used to model the contact surfaces between concrete and masonry and between
masonry units. Interfaces were governed by Mohr-Coulomb failure surface with a specified
friction coefficient and cohesion. Longitudinal reinforcement was included in the model using
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rebar elements consisting in 1D truss with uniaxial steel (elasto-plastic with strain hardening
law). For the transversal reinforcement a smeared reinforcement material was adopted. The
numerical simulation of the tests consisted of two steps. First vertical loads at the tops of the
column were applied. Then a lateral displacement was imposed up to the prescribed magnitude. The FE model and the assembly scheme are shown in Figure 6.

a)

b)

Figure 6: Definition of the FE model: a) FE model in ATENA; b)Scheme of the model assembly and application
of loads.

The simulation of the tests of S1B specimen was iterated several times to obtain calibration
parameters of the FE model. In the calibration process, mechanical data of materials (compressive and tensile strength of concrete and masonry) were those experimentally evaluated.
The final result, after the calibration, is illustrated in Figure 7, where it can be noted the accuracy of the FE model in predicting the average initial stiffness and post-peak decay actually
exhibited by the specimens. In Figure 8-a is shown the distribution of Von Mises stresses at
the peak-load, while Figure 8-b and 8-c show the cracking pattern of the FE model at the peak
and at the end of the test respectively. As it can be observed sliding of mortar joint was the
dominant damage mechanism (as recognized in actual test), however this was associated with
a diagonal cracking pattern involving masonry units. The calibration parameters determined
for the reference FE model are reported in Table 4.

Figure 7: Experimental backbone curves of specimens S1B [35] and pushover curve of the FE model at the end
of the calibration.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 8: Results from FE model: a) Von Mises stresses at peak-load; b) cracking pattern at the peak-load; c)
cracking pattern at end of the test.

Compressive strength Tensile strength
fc [MPa]
25

ft [MPa]
0.25

Compressive strength Tensile strength
fcm [MPa]
8.66

fvm [MPa]
1.07

Normal stiffness
Knn [MN/m]
4000000

Tangential
stiffness
Ktt [MN/m]
400000

Concrete
Softening
coefficient
0.20
Masonry
Softening
coefficient
0.20
Interface

Ultimate tensile
strain
0.001

Shear retention
factor
0.20

Ultimate tensile
strain
0.001

Shear retention
factor
0.15

Tensile strength

Cohesion

ft [MPa]
0.4

c
1.0

Friction
coefficient
µ
0.7

Table 4: Mechanical data and calibration parameters of the reference FE model.

The FE model, after the calibration, was used to simulate supplementary tests by varying
geometric and mechanical parameters of the infill. In particular the calibration parameters
were fixed, as well as the geometry of the frame, while it was supposed to vary compressive
and shear strength of masonry, infill thickness and masonry elastic modulus. The supplementary tests simulated are listed in Table 5, where the parameters each time varied are highlighted.
Spec. #
FEM-1S
FEM-2S
FEM-3S
FEM-1T
FEM-1T
FEM-1T
FEM-1T
FEM-1E
FEM-2E
FEM-3E
FEM-4E

fvm
N/mm²
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

fm
N/mm²
12.00
4.00
2.00
8.66
8.66
8.66
8.66
8.66
8.66
8.66
8.66

t
N/mm²
150
150
150
50
100
150
200
150
150
150
150

Em
N/mm²
5719
5719
5719
5719
5719
5719
5719
1200
2000
3850
9000

Table 5: Geometric and mechanical data of numerical models generated from the reference S1B model.

The results of the tests simulated with the FE models are shown in Figure 9. Some general
trends can be observed from the curves obtained, in particular: an increase of compressive and
shear strength of masonry resulted in an global increase of the strength of the system, with a
post-peak branch characterized by losses and regain of strength; an increase of the thickness
of the infill resulted in an overall increase of strength, but this was less relevant as the thick-
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ness increased, at the same time a post-peak loss of strength, progressively increasing, was
recognized; an increase of Young’s modulus of the infill resulted in a proportional increase of
stiffness of the system and a significant reduction of the peak-displacement with a simultaneous reduction of the overall strength.
In Figure 9, results of the OpenSees models simulating FE tests are also reported. The parameters evaluated for the identification of the equivalent strut widths are reported in Table 6
together with the stress-strain parameters obtained after the calibration.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 9: Results of FE model simulations and pushover curves of the OpenSees models at the end of the calibration: a) variation of strength; b) variation of thickness of the infill; c) variation of elastic Young’s modulus.
Spec. #

k

γ

λ*

w

fmd0

fmdu

εmd0

εmdu

FEM-1S
FEM-2S
FEM-3S
FEM-1T
FEM-1T
FEM-1T
FEM-1T
FEM-1E
FEM-2E
FEM-3E
FEM-4E

1.046
1.046
1.046
1.042
1.044
1.046
1.048
1.042
1.044
1.041
1.050

1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50

1.737
1.737
1.737
0.579
1.158
1.737
2.316
0.608
1.169
0.304
2.734

mm
636.4
636.4
636.4
744.3
673.8
636.4
611.7
739.2
672.8
817.7
598.2

N/mm²
1.70
2.90
0.80
3.50
3.20
2.70
2.20
2.20
2.30
2.00
2.50

N/mm²
0.40
1.50
0.15
0.70
1.40
1.10
1.20
1.40
1.40
1.60
1.45

0.001
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.003
0.002
0.005
0.001

0.008
0.007
0.008
0.008
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.008
0.005
0.010
0.005

Table 6: Identification parameters of equivalents strut models and stress-strain patameters.
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5

PROPOSED CORRELATIONS TO DETERMINE STRESS-STRAIN
PARAMETERS

The stress-strain parameters obtained from the calibration of the equivalent strut models on
real experimental tests and FE simulations were used to define direct semi-empirical correlations linking geometric and mechanical data of an infilled frame to the parameters defining
the equivalent strut stress-strain law. If one sets the following quantities:

α=

f m 2 ⋅ w ⋅ t ⋅ ( f vm + µσ n )

(l / h )⋅ λ*
β=


0.4

f md 0 0.8 ⋅ w ⋅ t

(8)

Emd 0.2 d
2



0 .5

(7)



f
E
γ =  mdu  c 1.5 
 f md 0  Emd 

(9)

δ = Emd 0.15ε md 0

(10)

where σn is the average compressive stress on masonry due to vertical loads while the meaning of the other symbols has been already explained, the following trends (Figure 10) can be
observed with respect to the normalized stress-strain parameters fmd0 /fm, fmdu /fmd0, εmd0/εm0,
εmd /εmd0 (εm0 is set equal to 0.0015).

Figure 10: Relationship between parameters α, β, γ and δ and dimensionless stress-strain parameters and proposed analytical correlations.
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Dimensionless stress-strain parameters resulted having a clear correlations with parameters
α, β, γ and δ defined in Eqs. (7-10). These can be expressed by the following analytical relationships:

f md 0
= −0.1 ⋅ ln(α ) + 1.95
fm

( R 2 = 0.73)

(11)

f mdu
= 0.129 ⋅ e 0.088 β
f md 0

( R 2 = 0.76)

(12)

ε md 0
= 19 ⋅ γ 0.356
ε m0

( R 2 = 0.93)

(13)

ε md 0
= 0.0155 ⋅ δ −1.1
ε mdu

( R 2 = 0.85)

(14)

The normalization of stress-strain parameters was adopted to highlight the relationship between the quantities. In this way the diagrams in Figure 10 give also the idea of the magnitude
of variation between a stress-strain parameters and the entity used as normalizing factor.
In Eqs. (11-14) the coefficients of determination are also shown for each correlation. The
latter range between 0.73 and 0.93, confirming an adequate reliability of the correlation laws
proposed.
Stress-strain parameters of a generic infilled frame can be determined with Eqs. (7-10) and
(11-14), which have to be used in the same order as they are listed. In fact paramter β depends
on fmd0=f(α), paramter γ depends on fmdu=f(β) and parameter δ depends on εmd0=f(γ).
Eqs. (7-10), combined with Eqs. (11-14) can be used as an effective tool to predict the real
complicated inelastic behaviour of an infilled frame subjected to lateral loads when using fiber-section equivalent strut macro models.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The identification of nonlinear behaviour of equivalent struts is still a major issue in the
modeling process of infilled frames. This is due to the fact that the actual damage mechanisms
activated in an infilled frame subjected to lateral loads can be really different and are not easy
to be predicted a priori. Based on this, the paper proposes a method for the identification of
the inelastic response of equivalents struts which starts from a semi-empirical approach oriented to the definition of concrete-type stress-strain relationship to be used for fiber-section
modeling of equivalent struts. The parameters governing the equivalent strut stress-strain law,
namely fmd0, εmd0, fmdu, εmdu, have been derived by iteratively calibrating a fiber-section
equivalent strut model with real experimental tests and FE simulations. The stress strainparameters have shown a distinct correlation with the quantities α, β, γ and δ, depending on
simple geometric and mechanical features of the infilled frames. Analytical expressions describing such a correlation have been determined for each parameter, and have shown an adequate degree of reliability. The latter allow, through the simple evaluation of parameters α, β,
γ and δ, to define the stress-strain parameters for a generic infilled frame. The identification
strategy proposed on the paper can be used as a tool for the identification of the inelastic behaviour equivalents strut both for practical engineering and research purposes.
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Abstract. Masonry walls are generally utilized in Reinforced Concrete (RC) structures, either
as external infills or as internal partitions. Although the interaction between them and structural members significantly affects the seismic response of structures, infills are usually not
included in the structural models and, hence, their mechanical contribution is neglected in seismic analysis and assessment of existing structures. However, additional strength provided by
infills may either play a beneficial role or affect the resulting structural capacity. Although
several proposals are currently available for simulating the nonlinear response of masonry
infills in structural analysis, no well-established methods emerged so far for evaluating the
global response of infilled RC frames.
This paper proposes a simplified procedure based on Nonlinear Static (NLS) analysis and an
extension of the well-known N2 Method. A statistical assessment and validation is also presented with the aim to confirm accuracy and reliability of the proposed analysis procedure.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the last fifty years, Reinforced Concrete (RC) frames have been widely realized also in
seismic areas, such as the Mediterranean region. In these structures, masonry walls are generally used as both internal partitions and external infills.
Although the behaviour of masonry infills may significantly affect the overall structural response as well observed in recent seismic events [1], only RC members are considered in practice-oriented structural analysis, while masonry infills are considered to contribute to the
structural response by mean of their weight and mass only [2]. However, such a simplification,
generally accepted for new structures designed according to the Capacity Design rules in which
the stiffness of columns is higher than the one of masonry, may affect the response of existing
RC structures characterized by strong infill walls and weak columns [3].
Plenty of researches have been developed on this subject by the scientific community. Specifically, simulating the actual dynamic behaviour of infills and evaluating their influence on
the global seismic response of RC structures is the main investigated issues [4][5]: nevertheless,
no procedures capable to take into account the contribution of masonry infills in practice-oriented seismic analyses of RC frames have been established so far. As a matter of fact, Nonlinear
Static (NLS) analyses are commonly employed nowadays for evaluating the seismic response
of both new and existing structures. They are generally performed on bare frame models, but
recent developments aiming at introducing the effect of masonry infills have been recently proposed in the scientific literature. One of those procedures is based on formulating a specific R–
–T relationship [6] for partially dissipative systems. It aims at to consider the effects of a the
significant softening response induced by the progressive damage affecting masonry walls during the seismic shaking. Moreover, further improvements have been achieved for assessing the
seismic capacity of infilled frames within the framework of the Capacity Spectrum Method
(CSM) and the Coefficient Method [7].
Although, such procedures generally result in accurate predictions of the actual seismic response of infilled RC frames, their analytical definitions are formally complicated and based
on several parameters whose determination is not generally straightforward. Moreover, if
“weak” infills are considered, they do not clearly reduce (as, in principle, one should expect) to
the well-known N2 Method widely accepted for bare structures [8].
Therefore, the challenge of formulating a simple, accurate and reliable procedure for determining the performance point of masonry infilled RC structures by means of NLS analysis is
still a relevant issue within the scientific community.
A possible extension of the N2 Method to the masonry infilled structures has been recently
proposed by Martinelli et al. in 2015 [9]. Specifically, they analysed the capacity curves of both
bare and infilled configurations of a series of parametric structures and proposed a scalar “shape”
parameter aimed at simply correlating the displacement of the infilled structure to the one of
the bare configuration evaluated via the N2 Method.
In the present paper, the aforementioned procedure is firstly presented, then a further validation of such a proposal is outlined based on a parametric set of structure wider than the one
originally used by the Authors [9]. Specifically, NonLinear Time History (NLTH) and NLS
analyses performed on two- four- and six-storey structures are herein integrated by considering
one-, three- and five-storey buildings in which the monotonic and cyclic response of infill walls
is simulated through the computationally convenient approach based on the “equivalent strut”
concept [10]. Finally, a sample application on an existing frame considered as a relevant case
study is reported.
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2

OVERVIEW OF THE SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE

Martinelli et al. [9], based on the results of several numerical experiments and comparisons
between the capacity curves of bare and infilled structures, suggested a direct estimation of the
displacement demand of infilled frames via NLS analyses. Specifically, the top displacement
of a framed structure with masonry infills can be obtained from the one evaluated via N2
Method [8] for the corresponding bare structure:
NLS
NLS
 top
,infill     top ,bare ,

(1)

where α is a parameter defining the “shape” of the two capacity curves corresponding to the
infilled frame and the corresponding bare one. Specifically, the shape parameter α is defined as
the ratio between the areas beneath the two aforementioned capacity curves, up to a displacement equal to the demand determined through the N2 Method on the bare structure:
NLS
Abare
  NLS .
Ainfill

(2)

40%

N2 Method applied to the bare structure

V

V*/m*

As a matter of fact, the nonlinear behaviour of a structure with and without infills is captured
by the capacity curves reported in Figure 1. The proposed procedure is based on evaluating the
displacement demand of the bare configuration through the well-know and widely accepted N2
Method (Figure 1,a). Thus, the parameter α is determined by means of eq. (2) (Figure 1,b) and
the displacement demand of the infilled structure is obtained through eq. (1).
Infilled

35%

Bi-linear Capacity Curve
Elastic Design Spectrum
Inelastic Design Spectrum
Performance Point
Capacity Curve

Bare

30%
25%
NLS

20%

Ainfill

15%

10%
5%

*
 NLS
top,bare

Δtop*

0%
0.00%

NLS

Abare
0.20%

NLS

0.40%


top,bare

0.60%

0.80%
top

(a)
(b)
Figure 1: Seismic demand evaluation on the bare structure (a) and comparison between capacity curves (b).

Actually, as it clearly emerges from its definition, the parameter α ranges between 0 and 1.
Specifically, values close to 0 are obtained for “strong” masonry walls and/or “low” seismic
actions, while values close to the unit denotes “weak” masonry infills and/or “strong” seismic
actions. Moreover, the proposed procedure reduces to the widely accepted and validated N2
Method if the gap between the two curves tends to close and, hence, α tends to 1.
3

THE STRUCTURES FOR THE PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

Two-, four- and six-storey 3D frames, generated through a simulated design inspired to
codes and practices in force in 1960s in Italy [11], are considered in a parametric analysis intended at investigating the mechanical contribution of masonry infills on the resulting response
of RC frames. The 3D frames are characterised by three-bays along the y-direction and either
three- or five-bays along the x-direction. Further geometric and mechanical properties are omitted herein and can be found in a previous work [9].
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As a matter of fact, the simulated design only considers gravitational; it was originally developed for the six-storey frame, whereas two- and four-storey structures were firstly obtained
by removing the lower levels [9]. In the present study, three further structures are generated by
adopting the same criteria: specifically, one, three and five floors are removed from the sixstorey frame in order to obtain one-, three- and five-storey structures. Moreover, only analysis
along the x-direction are performed and presented in this paper with the aim to further validate
the procedure proposed in [9].
Infilled frames are analysed considering three different distributions of masonry walls. Specifically, type A denotes fully infilled structures in which masonry walls are located in all the ,
type B refers to structures in which infills are inserted alternatively by bay, while type C indicates frames in which the first storey is not infilled [9].
Moreover, since openings can significantly affect the behaviour of infills, and then the global
structural response, different opening ratios are considered. As matter of fact, according to the
model by Papia et al. [12], the role of openings is taken into account by reducing with a parameter λ0 both strength and stiffness of the equivalent strut which simulate infills:

0  1 1.5  a  0 where a  lv lw .

(3)

in which lv and lw are the horizontal lengths of the opening and the wall, respectively. As previously defined, the parameter a can range between 0 (for which λ0=1) corresponding to infill
walls without openings and a=0.667 which means to not consider the infill wall in the structural
model (λ0=0 → bare structure) due to its weak expected response. Consequently, opening ratios
a ranging between 0 and 0.60 were considered.
Finally, two levels of the seismic intensity are considered in the parametric analysis. Values
of Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) equal to 0.10 g and 0.35 g are taken into account in order
to simulate both low and medium-to-strong seismic shakings. As matter of principle, these two
levels of intensity are intended at reproducing the seismic input required for serviceability and
ultimate limit states in medium-to-strong seismic areas, according to EC8 [13] and the Italian
code [14]. The corresponding two Linear Elastic Design Spectra (LEDS) needed for performing
NLS analyses are obtained according to EC8 provisions [13] considering a soil category A and
a spectrum type A for buildings. Furthermore, NLTH analyses are developed taking into account two sets of seven unscaled natural accelerograms selected from the European Strong Motion Database [15] which are compatible with the two aforementioned LEDS.
Further details about the seismic input, as well as the characteristics of structures and infills
are herein omitted for sake of brevity and can be found in Martinelli et al. [9].
Seismic intensity
Storeys
Bays along x-direction
Infill distribution
Infill openings (a)

1
A
0.00

0.10 g
2
3

3
B

0.20

0.35 g
5
5

4
C
0.40

0.60

6
bare
(a=0.667)

Table 1: Matrix of the cases considered in the parametric analyses.

Table 1 reports the matrix of the cases analyses in the parametric study. A total number of
148 structures is analysed against two different levels of the seismic intensity. Specifically,
considering that in NLTH analyses two sets of seven accelerograms are taken into account,
148x14=2072 nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed on 3D models. Moreover, 148x2=296
pushover analyses are conducted according to EC8 [13] by applying two different horizontal
force patterns (referred to as “modal” and “uniform”) to the structure under investigation.
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3.1 Modelling RC frames and masonry infill walls
The RC frames described are modelled in OpenSEES [16] by employing force-based distributed plasticity elements (namely “nonlinearbeamcolumn”) available in the software for
simulating RC elements. Both cover and core concrete are modelled by adopting the Concrete01 material [16], which does not consider tension strength of the material, while Steel01
stress-strain law with hardening ratio equal to 1% is considered for rebars. The models take into
accounts both mechanic and geometrical nonlinearity adopting the “P-Delta geometric transformation” command included in the software.
Truss elements are used for modelling the “equivalent struts” simulating the masonry infills
made of artificial blocks of expanded clay with thickness equal to 30 cm. Specifically, two
diagonal equivalent struts which can carry loads only in compression are defined according to
the model by Dolsek and Fajfar [17]. Hence, the infill walls are macro-modelled by means of a
tri-linear relationship representing their horizontal force-displacement behaviour (Figure 2).
d
F
Fm
eq
uiv
ale
nt
str
ut

R2

Fy

R1 

Gwtwlw
hw

Fy  0.6Fm
2

f ws twlw 
l
 1   1.925 w   1 
hw 
l



dy
m
du
1.925 w 

hw
Figure 2: Force-displacement law of the diagonal strut in along the horizontal direction.

R1

R3

Fm  0.818

F

F

Figure 2 shows the force-displacement relationship adopted for modelling the two diagonal
trusses simulating the masonry wall with the following meaning of symbols:
- Gw = shear modulus of the masonry;
- tw = thickness of the wall;
- fws = shear strength of masonry.
Figure 3 reports some examples of force-displacement curves adopted in this study for simulating the behaviour of masonry infills.
a=0.00
a=0.20
a=0.40
a=0.60

Cyclic behaviour
Static envelope

d

d

(a)
(b)
Figure 3: Force-displacement law of the diagonal strut in along the horizontal direction.
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The horizontal displacement dm corresponding to the maximum force Fm depends on different limitations of the storey drift, assumed equal to 0.2% for short walls, 0.15% for long walls
with a window and 0.10% for walls with a door opening. The post-peak negative stiffness of
the softening branch is obtained considering an ultimate displacement d u=5dm which corresponds a residual strength equal to zero. The presence of openings is taken into account by duly
reducing R1 and Fm through the coefficient λ0 defined in eq. (3) (Figure 3,a).
The nonlinear response of the simulated equivalent struts was carefully calibrated against
experimental results available in the scientific literature [9] and is defined by adopting the
“Pinching04” model available in OpenSEES which cyclic behaviour is depicted in Figure 3,b.
The cyclic behaviour of the truss clearly demonstrates that such an element only responds in
compression.
4

RESULTS OF THE PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

NonLinear Time History and NLS analyses are carried out on the aforementioned structures
considering the two sets of natural accelerograms and the LEDS outlined and the section 3.
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Figure 4: Top displacement demand obtained through NLTH analyses for the one-storey five-bay structures.
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Figure 5: Top displacement demand obtained through NLTH analyses for the three-storey five-bay structures.

The results of NLTH analyses are presented in terms of top absolute displacement demands
, which represent the average value of the maximum response obtained for the seven ac
celerograms that simulate the seismic intensity (Figure 4 to Figure 6). Specifically, due to space
constraints, only results of the structures with five bays are shown herein, being the ones obtained for three-bay frames very similar to them. Furthermore, it is worth highlighting that results obtained for two-, four- and six-storey frames are not shown herein as they have been
already outlined by Martinelli et al. [9], while the new contribution of the present work is represented by the analyses of the one-, three- and five-storey structures.
NLTH
top
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Figure 6: Top displacement demand obtained through NLTH analyses for the five-storey five-bay structures.

As expected, NLTH analyses demonstrate that top displacements of infilled frames are genNLTH
erally smaller than ones obtained in bare structures. Moreover, the top
values reduce with the
opening ratio a, as a clear effect of the stiffness of infill which contribute to the lateral capacity
of the structure. Although masonry infill walls reduce the displacement demand on RC frames,
it is worth to highlight that the results herein presented cannot be merely summarised by claiming that masonry infill walls play a “beneficial” effect on the seismic response of RC frames.
In fact, the internal distribution of forces as well as the total force transferred to foundations
can be significantly different (and often higher) than the corresponding values determined for
a bare RC frame resulting in premature brittle failure of columns and joints which reduces the
displacement capacity [18].
4.1 Application of the proposed procedure
NonLinear Static (NLS) analyses are carried out on the same set of frames analysed via
NLTH analyses, in both bare and infilled configurations. The representation of the capacity
curves derived for both “modal” and “uniform” distribution is herein omitted for sake of brevity.
As expected, a significant variation in terms of both lateral stiffness and maximum strength is
induced by openings of increasing dimensions [18].
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Figure 7: Top displacement demand obtained through the novel procedure for the one-storey five-bay structures.

Then, the values of the top displacement demand of the RC bare frames are obtained by
applying the well-known N2 Method [8] and the parameter  is defined according to eq. (2) by
considering the “shape” of the two capacity curves corresponding to the infilled frame and the
corresponding bare one (Figure 1). Finally, the displacement demand top,infill of infilled structures is evaluated by means of equation (1) and, according to EC8 [13] provisions, the displacement demand of the structures evaluated through NLS analysis is taken equal to the maximum
value between the ones obtained by applying the two different horizontal force distributions
(“modal” and “uniform”). Figure 7 to Figure 9 report the top absolute displacement demands
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NLS
 top

evaluated by applying the procedure proposed by Martinelli et al. [9] for infilled structures
and the N2 Method for the corresponding bare frame. The results about one- three- and fivestorey structures are outlined in the same shape already used for presenting the top displacement
NLS
demand evaluated via NLTH analyses (Figure 4 to Figure 6), while the representation of  top
for frames with two, four and six storeys is omitted herein for the sake of brevity.
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Figure 8: Top displacement demand obtained through the novel procedure for the three-storey five-bay structures.
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Figure 9: Top displacement demand obtained through the novel procedure for the five-storey five-bay structures.

Figure 7 to Figure 9 demonstrate that top displacements of infilled frames evaluated through
NLS
the proposed procedure are always smaller than the ones obtained in bare structures. The  top
values are in agreement with the general trend already observed for NLTH analyses. Specifically, they reduce with the opening ratio a, as a clear effect of the higher stiffness provided by
masonry infill.
4.2 Validation against NLTH results and accuracy of the proposed procedure
Martinelli et al. [9] performed a validation of the proposed procedure considering the same
two-, four- and six-storey frames used for calibrating and formulating the novel method. They
obtained a very high correlation and accuracy of the results compared with ones derived with
NLTH analyses. Herein, the results originally obtained from the Authors are enriched by considering one-, three- and five-storey structures with three and five bays, characterised by different distribution of masonry walls and openings. Specifically, the results obtained by applying
the novel procedure are compared with the ones evaluated through NLTH analyses.
Figure 10 shows the comparison between the top displacement demand evaluated via NLTH
analyses (average value of seven accelerograms) and the corresponding value determined
through the proposed procedure. The two charts are divided for outlining the influence of the
two level of seismic intensity under consideration. It is worth to highlight that the following
comparisons include results obtained for three- and five-bay structures, but they are not explicitly depicted as similar results are obtained for both types of frames demonstrating that the
number of bays is a parameter that does not affect the accuracy of the proposed procedure.
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Figure 10: Comparison of the proposed procedure against NLTH analyses.
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Figure 11: NLS proposed procedure vs. NLTH analyses: structures grouped against the infill distribution.
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Figure 12: NLS proposed procedure vs. NLTH analyses: structures grouped against the infill opening ratios.

Further comparisons are depicted in Figure 11 and Figure 12 in which results are grouped
considering the infill distribution (Type A, B and C) and the opening ratios (a from 0 to 0.60).
The significant level of accuracy of the novel procedure emerges in Figure 13, which reports
the comparison of results for all the analysed structures as a whole and the two level of seismic
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intensity under investigation. Figure 13 also reports the value of the correlation factor R2=0.92
and the distribution of the ratio between the displacement demand evaluated trough the novel
procedure and the corresponding value obtained via NLTH analysis.
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Figure 13: Accuracy of the proposed NLS procedure.

The comparisons demonstrate the very good agreement between the results estimated
through the proposed procedure and the ones of NLTH analyses. The coefficient of determination R2, originally evaluated equal to 0.934 by Martinelli et al. [9] for a database of structures
smaller than the one considered in this study, is very close to the unit yet confirming the accuracy of the proposed procedure. Moreover, the median value of the displacement ratio of the
entire database of structures as a whole is equal to 1,02 resulting in slightly conservative estiNLS
NLTH
mation of the displacement demand (median value of  top
is greater than  top
). This result
confirms an accuracy greater than the one originally evaluated by Martinelli et al. [9] on a
smaller parametric field.
NLS
NLTH
Finally, it is worth to highlight that the standard deviation of the ratio top
is equal to
/ top
0.49 resulting in medium-to-low values of uncertainties introduced by the novel procedure. As
expected, such a value is slightly higher than the one originally evaluated by Martinelli et al.
[9] as it is derived considering a parametric field of structures wider than the one originally
used for calibrating the procedure.
5

CASE STUDY

The present section reports an application of the proposed procedure to an seven-story building considered as a relevant case study. Specifically, an existing masonry infilled RC structure
located in Southern Italy and designed for only gravitational loads according to codes of practice in force in the 1970’s.
Masonry infills are made of artificial blocks of clay forming a wall with thickness equal to
35 cm and the following mechanical properties:
- specific weight:
γw = 8.00 kN/m3 ;
- compressive strength: fm = 4.00 N/mm2 ;
- shear strength:
τ0 = 0.30 N/mm2 ;
- elastic modulus:
E = 3600 N/mm2 ;
- shear modulus:
G = 1080 N/mm2.
The concrete cylindrical strength is equal to 20.75 MPa, while fsm=220 MPa is considered
for the yielding strength of steel bars. , Figure 14 represents further details, taken from the
original design documents.
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Figure 14: Details of the analyzed structure.
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The structure is modelled in OpenSEES [16] with Concrete01 and Steel01 laws simulating
the nonlinear behaviour of materials. Beam and column are modelled through distributed plasticity force-based elements (namely “nonlinearbeamcolumn”), while masonry infill walls are
simulated adopting the equivalent strut model by Dolsek and Fajfar [17] described in section 3
and already used within the parametric analysis presented above. Specifically, the real distribution of openings within infills is taken into account considering the opening ratio defined in
section 3. Figure 15 shows the horizontal force-displacement relationships of the masonry infill
under investigation. Opening ratios equal to a=0.00 (solid wall), a=0.40 and a=0.60 are considered in order to modelling infills with increasing dimensions of windows and doors, while infills
at the first storey are not included within the structural model as very large doors are present at
that level. Moreover, the strain-stress relationship of the equivalent strut simulating infills is
depicted in Figure 15. This relationship is modelled in OpenSEES by adopting the Pinching04
material assigned to truss element with cross sectional area equal to Atruss=1 mm2.
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Figure 15: Nonlinear behaviour of the equivalent struts simulating masonry infill walls.
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Both Nonlinear Static (NLS) and NLTH analyses are performed. According to the current
Italian code [14], two levels of seismic intensity related to the Limit State of Damage Preservation (SLD) and of Life Safety (SLV) are considered. Figure 16 shows the two Linear Elastic
Demand Spectra (LEDS) considered in NLS analyses along with the spectra of the two sets of
seven natural accelerograms used in NLTH analyses.

SLV

SLD

Figure 16: Spectra representing the seismic input levels of NLS and NLTH analyses.

NLS analyses are performed on the infilled structure and the corresponding bare one in the
two-main directions; both “uniform” and “modal” patterns are considered. Figure 17 shows the
eight capacity curves obtained for the infilled model along with the curves of the bare frame.
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Figure 17: Capacity curves of the infilled structure and the corresponding bare one.

The response of the structure in the negative verse is quite similar to the positive one in both
x- and y-direction. Moreover, the presence of infills significantly increases both stiffness and
strength of the analysed model. The N2 Method is applied based on the capacity curves of the
NLS
bare structure and the displacement demand  top ,bare is evaluated. Then, the proposed novel
procedure is adopted as described in Section 2 with the aim to evaluate the top displacement
demand of the structural model including masonry infills.
Moreover, NLTH analyses are also performed in order to compare the results obtained
through the proposed procedure with the ones provided by the dynamic analysis. These results
are reported in Table 2 and Table 3 for the Limit State SLD and SLV, respectively, along with
the values of the shape parameter α and of the areas beneath the capacity curves, up to a displacement demand of the bare structure determined through the N2 Method. The displacement
demands obtained via NLTH analyses are intended as average values of seven numerical simNLS
ulations related to the seven natural accelerograms. Specifically, the column denoted as top
,bare
reports the displacement demand evaluated via N2 Method on the bare frames, while the other
NLS
NLS
two columns ( Abare
and Ainfill
) report the areas beneath the capacity curves, up to a displacement
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NLS
NLS
demand top
,bare . The shape parameter α is evaluated through eq. (2) and the column top ,infill reports the valued of the top displacement demand of infilled structures determined adopting the
proposed procedure. Moreover, the maximum displacement demand for each direction is highlighted and compared to the one obtained via NLTH analysis.

NLS analysis
bare (N2 Method)
Direction

X

Y

mod X+
mod Xunif X+
unif Xmod Y+
mod Yunif Y+
unif Y-

NLS
 top
,bare

[cm]
5.089
5.025
4.046
3.987
5.846
5.846
4.081
4.081

NLTH analysis
bare
infilled

infilled
NLS
 top
,infill

NLS
Abare

NLS
Ainfill

α

1.78E+05
1.80E+05
1.64E+05
1.65E+05
1.25E+05
1.24E+05
9.28E+04
9.24E+04

8.72E+05
8.76E+05
7.65E+05
6.50E+05
1.03E+06
1.04E+06
8.46E+05
8.44E+05

0.204
0.205
0.214
0.254
0.121
0.119
0.110
0.109

[cm]
1.038
1.032
0.865
1.014
0.705
0.698
0.448
0.447

NLTH
 top
,bare

NLTH
 top
,infill

[cm]

[cm]

1.038

3.518

1.079

0.705

3.191

1.037

max

Table 2: Numerical results of the analyses for the Limit State SLD.
NLS analysis
bare (N2 Method)
Direction

X

Y

mod X+
mod Xunif X+
unif Xmod Y+
mod Yunif Y+
unif Y-

NLS
 top
,bare

[cm]
15.197
15.052
12.452
12.343
19.481
19.481
13.601
13.601

NLS
Abare

1.05E+06
1.05E+06
1.07E+06
1.08E+06
1.07E+06
1.11E+06
7.96E+05
7.95E+05

NLTH analysis
bare
infilled

infilled
NLS
Ainfill

NLS
 top
,infill

α

2.73E+06
2.78E+06
2.48E+06
2.49E+06
2.80E+06
2.84E+06
2.41E+06
2.40E+06

0.383
0.378
0.432
0.434
0.381
0.390
0.330
0.331

[cm]
5.827
5.691
5.376
5.358
7.426
7.598
4.489
4.498

NLTH
 top
,bare

NLTH
 top
,infill

[cm]

[cm]

5.827

9.256

4.014

7.598

10.796

3.634

max

Table 3: Numerical results of the analyses for the Limit State SLV.

Finally, Figure 18 demonstrates a good agreement between the proposed procedure and the
NLTH analyses considered in this study, the former being slightly conservative at the SLV.
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Figure 18: Comparison of the proposed procedure against NLTH analyses for the case of study.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a further validation of a simplified procedure recently formulated
by the Authors for simulating seismic response and determining displacement demand on masonry infilled RC frames. A wide parametric analysis has been proposed with the aim to support
the proposed formulation, which is further validated on a relevant case study.
The proposed analyses point out that simplicity is the key attractive features of the proposed
procedure, which prove to be also very accurate, as demonstrated in a wide number of applications covering a significant set of relevant quantities (in a total of 148 structures) and their
variability in a wide range of values. Moreover, the procedure has been assessed in two different
levels of seismic intensity (with PGA of 0.10g and 0.35g) corresponding to two relevant limit
states in medium-seismicity regions.
Finally, further validations will be presented in the future with the aim to assess the stability
of the proposed procedure with respect to several typologies of structural members and masonry
types.
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Abstract. It is well known that masonry infill walls, although non-engineered and considered
as non-structural, may provide most of the earthquake resistance and prevent collapse of relatively flexible and weak RC structures. The objective of this study is to investigate the effect
of masonry infill walls with openings on the performance of reinforced concrete frames under
lateral loads. Specifically, this study is concerned with the evaluation of inelastic parameters
of masonry infilled reinforced concrete buildings. Buildings with various heights are selected
and designed according to EC8. Inelastic pushover analyses are performed and local and
global strength and inelastic deformation characteristics are evaluated. The influence of various parameters, such as the number of storeys, the distribution of infill walls, their strength
and their opening percentage on the seismic response of the buildings is thoroughly examined.
The results from nonlinear pushover analyses indicate that the overstrength and ductility of
RC buildings can be higher than the values considered in the design. The presence of infill
walls increases considerably the stiffness of the structures and their global resistance to lateral loads. However, the irregular distribution of infills (soft storey – case of pilotis) significantly reduces the capacity of the structure.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Reinforced concrete (RC) frames with unreinforced masonry infill walls are commonly
used worldwide. Masonry infill walls are non-structural elements and are usually ignored in
the design of the structures. However, the infill walls significantly influence the seismic response of a structure since they may interact with bounding frames when the structure is subjected to strong lateral loads induced by seismic load. In many cases infills may provide most
of the earthquake resistance, improve the behaviour of the structure and prevent collapse of
relatively flexible and weak RC structures. Nevertheless, an irregular distribution of infill
walls may have negative effects on the structure’s performance.
There is a complex interaction between primary structures and masonry infill panels and it
is well known that in the presence of lateral actions masonry infills partially detach from the
surrounding frame, remaining in contact with this only in correspondence of two opposite
corners. A significant bracing action, affecting both the strength and stiffness, originates by
this mechanism, as demonstrated by a large number of experimental investigations [1-13] and
analytical-numerical studies [14-32]. However, despite several modelling strategies available
in the literature, going from pinned equivalent struts macromodeling to FE micromodeling
[33-38], masonry infills are generally not accounted for in models because of the large
amount of uncertainties arising during their structural identification.
In this study, the effect of masonry infill walls with openings on the performance of reinforced concrete frames under lateral loads is investigated using inelastic pushover analyses.
To this end, buildings with various heights and infill wall opening percentages are selected.
2
2.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURES
Building forms and infill walls parameters

In this study, the seismic response of masonry infilled reinforced concrete buildings is investigated. Buildings examined have 4, 6, 8 and 10 storeys. The storey height for all buildings
is kept constant and equal to 3.0 m. All buildings have 4 spans with 6 m length. In the perpendicular direction the span length has been kept constant and equal to 5 m for all cases.
Both bare-frame structures as well as structures with fully or partially unreinforced masonry infilled frames with or without openings are analysed, in order to examine the influence of
infill walls. Infill panels are 0.25 m thick, following the conventional construction double leaf
walls with a masonry panel strength equal to 3.0 MPa, which represents a good clay masonry.
Young’s modulus Ew of masonry is 3.0 GPa. Four different cases for infill wall openings are
studied. These are: fully infilled walls (0% openings), infill walls with small and large openings (25% and 50% openings) and bare frames (100% openings). Infill walls are uniformly
distributed in all spans of the frame. Moreover, the case of an open storey at the ground floor
(pilotis) is examined for each infilled frame.
In total, 28 different cases of infilled RC frames were analysed in order to investigate the
influence of several parameters on the seismic response of infilled frame structures.
2.2

Design of structures

The frames are designed according to Eurocode standards using the software FESPA [39].
Modal response spectrum analysis was also performed. The frames were designed for seismic
zone I with reference peak ground acceleration on type A ground, agR = 0.16 g, importance
factor γI equal to 1.0, ground type B with soil factor S equal to 1.2, according to Eurocode 8,
medium ductility class (DCM) and behaviour factor, q, equal to 3.45. Concrete strength class
C25/30 was used for beams and columns, while steel grade B500c was used for the rein-
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forcement steel bars. The dead load was 1.50 kN/m2 plus 0.90 kN/m2 to include interior partition walls in the mass of the building. Live load was 3.5 kN/m 2. Slabs were 150 mm thick for
all cases. Beams were 250/600 mm for all frames. Square column sections were used for all
frames. For the 10-storey frame, columns had dimensions ranging from 650x650 [mm] at the
ground floor to 500x500 [mm] at the roof. For the 4-storey frame, column dimensions are
550x550 [mm] at the first three storeys and 500x500 [mm] at the roof. Column longitudinal
reinforcement ratio was kept low and ranged between 1.0% and 1.5%, with most cases being
under 1.15%.
3
3.1

MODELLING OF INFILL STRUCTURES
Modelling of infill walls

The response of composite infilled framed structures is modelled using diagonal compressive struts with appropriate geometrical and mechanical characteristics (Figure 1). As it is
widely accepted, diagonal struts can adequately model the inelastic behaviour of infills with
low computational cost. In Figure 1, w is the width of the diagonal strut, d is the diagonal
length of the masonry panel, L is the distance between the centres of two columns, and z is the
contact length of the diagonal strut to the column.

Figure 1: Masonry infill frame sub-assemblage.

Mainstone and Weeks [40] and Mainstone [41] based on experimental and analytical data,
proposed the following empirical equation for the calculation of the equivalent strut width w,
which was later included in FEMA-274 [42] for the analysis and rehabilitation of buildings as
well as in FEMA-306 [43]:

w
 0.175h0.4
d

(1)

where d is the diagonal length of the masonry panel and λh is given by the following equation,

h  h

4

E w t w sin 2
4 EIhw

(2)

where Ew is the modulus of elasticity of the masonry panel, EI is the flexural rigidity of the
columns, tw the thickness of the infill panel and equivalent strut, h the column height between
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centerlines of beams, hw the height of infill panel, and θ the angle, whose tangent is the infill
height-to-length aspect ratio, being equal to:

h 
  tan 1  w 
 Lw 

(3)

where Lw is the length of infill panel. All the above parameters are explained in Figure 1.
In case of openings in the infills, the infill wall stiffness can be multiplied with the following reduction factor λ, proposed by Asteris [44]:
  1  2 0w.54  1w.14

(4)

where αw is the ratio of the area of opening to the area of infill wall. The above coefficient
is used in the current study to find the equivalent width of a strut for the case of an infill with
opening by multiplying the width obtained using Eq. (1) by the relevant reduction factor.
3.2

Modelling of RC structures

All buildings were modelled as plane frames using Seismostruct [45]. A plastic-hinge element has been adopted for beams and columns, with concentrated inelasticity within a fixed
length at each member’s end. The Mander et al. [46] model, later modiﬁed by MartinezRueda and Elnashai [47], has been assumed for the core and the unconﬁned concrete, while
Menegotto-Pinto steel model has been adopted for the reinforcement steel [48]. Concrete
compressive strength was equal to 25 MPa and the yield strength of the steel equal to 500
MPa. Mass was calculated using the seismic load combination, namely dead loads plus 30%
of the live loads.
Masonry is modelled using the inelastic infill panel element. This is an equivalent strut
nonlinear cyclic model proposed by Crisafulli [49] for the modelling of the nonlinear response
of infill panels in framed structures. Each panel is represented by six strut members. Each diagonal direction features two parallel struts to carry axial loads across two opposite diagonal
corners and a third one to carry the shear from the top to the bottom of the panel (Figure 2).
The struts act only across the diagonal that is on compression, hence, its "activation" depends
on the deformation of the panel. The axial load struts use the masonry strut hysteresis model,
while the shear strut uses a dedicated bilinear hysteresis rule, as described by Crisafulli [49].

Figure 2: Infill panel element proposed by Crisafulli [49]. a) Compression/Tension Struts, b) Shear Strut.

3.3

Performance criteria

Local or global failure definition criteria are adopted, in order, to estimate the limiting lateral deformation capacity and corresponding limit resistance, global deformability and ductility of the infilled RC structures. In the present study, it is assumed that local failure occurs
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only when a column fails, thereby, assuming that beam failure cannot cause a brittle catastrophic type of failure of the entire structure, due to the expected redistribution of loads that
takes place in this case. The following criteria are evaluated for every structure:
a) local inelastic rotation capacities at the end critical regions of beams and columns
according to EC8-3,
b) local shear force capacity of the individual members according to EC8-3 and
c) failure of the compression struts of the infill masonry walls for the infilled frames
3.4

Target Point

Target displacement is evaluated according to EC8 procedure for three performance levels.
The idealized elasto-perfectly plastic force displacement relationship is determined in such a
way that the areas under the actual and the idea1ized force deformation curves are equal and
the yield force of the idealized system is equal to the base shear force at the formation of the
plastic mechanism.
4

INELASTIC ANALYSES

Pushover analyses with two distributions of lateral loads (uniform and triangular) were performed for all the frames. The predicted base shear – roof displacement characteristics are
shown in Figures 3 to 6. On each capacity curve, the bilinear approximation and the target
point for limit state of significant damage (SD) are also shown. In this study, failure is considered when at least one of the performance criteria described above is reached.

(a) 4-storey

(b) 6-storey

(c) 8-storey

(d) 10-storey

Figure 3: Capacity curves of examined frames.

In Figure 3 the capacity curves of frames with 4, 6, 8 and 10 storeys are shown, for the fully infilled frame (0% openings), the frames with 25% and 50% infill opening ratios and the
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bare frame (100% openings). As expected, masonry infills significantly influence the seismic
response of the frames. For fully-infilled frames, the stiffness of the frame increases considerably compared to the bare frame. This increase is smaller for frames with 25% and 50% opening ratio. As also shown in previous studies [50-51] for opening ratios above 80% the
influence is insignificant.
Total displacement and interstorey drifts of the infilled frames decrease compared to bare
frames. Target displacement also decreases. Consequently, both ductility capacity and demand decrease with the presence of infill walls. On the contrary, overstrength significantly
increases with the presence of infill walls. The capacity strength of the examined fully-infilled frames increased by 374% to 417% compared to the strength of the bare frames. However, after the failure of the infills the strength reduces.
The capacity curves of the bare frames and the fully-infilled frames with different number
of storeys are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen, that higher frames have smaller initial stiffness and higher target displacement for both bare and infilled frames. The predicted base
shear – roof displacement characteristics with uniform and triangular lateral loads are compared in Figure 5 for the 6-storey bare and fully-infilled frame. The maximum strength from
pushover with uniform lateral loads is higher, while the target displacement is smaller, compared to the capacity curve with triangular distribution of lateral loads.

(a) Bare frame

(b) Fully infilled

Figure 4: Capacity curves of 4, 6, 8 and 10-storey (a) bare and (b) fully-infilled frames.

Figure 5: Capacity curves of 6-storey bare and fully-infilled frame with uniform and triangular lateral loads.

Capacity curves for bare, fully infilled frames and frames with soft storey are compared in
Figure 6 for the 8 and 10-storey frames. The deformed shape of these frames is shown in Figure 7. In the same figure, the performance criteria are shown for the members of the frames.
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Yield is indicated in green, flexural failure in red and shear failure of the members in blue. In
the structures with a soft storey at the first floor, infills do not reach their strength degrading
branch since inelastic energy absorption concentrates to the columns of the open storey. On
the contrary, infills in the lower part of the fully infilled frames do reach their maximum resistance. Fully-infilled frames having regularly distributed infills, exhibit reduced local deformation demands and therefore behave in a desirable manner.

(a) 8-storey

(b) 10-storey

Figure 6: Capacity curves of the 8 and 10-storey bare, soft storey and fully-infilled frame.

Figure 7: Deformed shape and performance criteria of the 8-storey bare, soft storey and fully-infilled frame
(green: yield, red: flexural failure, blue: shear failure).

5

CONCLUSIONS

The influence of the masonry infill walls on the seismic performance of reinforced concrete frames is investigated in this study. Buildings with four to ten storeys are initially designed according to EC8. Static pushover analyses are subsequently performed for bare and
infilled frames with various opening ratios. Based on the results of these analyses, the following are concluded:
 Results from static pushover analyses confirm the significant influence of the infills on
the seismic response of the structures. Thus, infill walls should be included in the model.
 Infill walls increase the stiffness and overstrength of the structure but reduce its deformability and thus its ductility.
 A non-uniform distribution of infills, like an open first storey, results in a concentration of damage at this storey, creating a soft-storey response mechanism. The irregular distribution of infills significantly reduces the capacity of the structure which necessitates their inclusion
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in the structural model. On the other hand, regularly distributed infills significantly reduce the
deformation and ductility demand in structural elements, with the frames exhibiting an improved
performance.

 As the opening percentage of the infills increases, the stiffness and overstrength decreases and the behaviour of the frame approaches that of the bare frame. For opening ratios
above 75% the influence of the infills is insignificant.
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Abstract. An established practice for the design of steel frame structures is to ignore the contribution of non-structural elements, such as masonry infilled walls. Even though this is considered a pro-safety simplification, it removes the opportunity to predict more realistically the
actual structural response, on one hand, and to evaluate non-structural damage, particularly
under less severe earthquakes, on the other. This study attempts to evaluate the contribution
of masonry infills to the response of typical steel frames. In particular, a selection of multistorey frames designed according to Eurocode 3 and 8, ignoring the presence of infills, is examined. The infills are then modeled, using an equivalent diagonal strut scheme. Their contribution to the structural response is evaluated through both linear and nonlinear analyses,
for variable ratio of wall openings and number of storeys. The response characteristics are
compared with the respective ones of the bare steel frames. The results reveal a significant
increase in stiffness, as well as improved lateral resistance. Moreover, in regard to damage
limitation requirements, the effectiveness of the infilled frames is significantly enhanced.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The contribution of non-structural elements in the analysis and design of steel frame structures is normally ignored, partly due to the inherent uncertainties on masonry materials and
construction. However, it has been indicated by experimental and analytical studies [1, 2] that
the impact of masonry infill in the seismic response of frame structures, can become significant both in terms of stiffness and resistance and therefore necessary to be accounted for.
For the modeling of masonry infills under global frame analysis, two practical approaches
have emerged: micro-modeling and macro-modeling. With micro-modeling, the interaction
between every brick unit and the mortar is included in a discrete form, with characteristics
that are directly connected to the mechanical properties of the materials. This approach is considered the most accurate one, but unfortunately can prove time consuming and hard to implement. With macro-modeling on the other hand, the influence of the infill is represented
with sets of equivalent struts, reflecting infill failure modes and characteristics that are normally estimated through analytical or empirical methods. Macro-modeling has evolved from
single diagonal strut implementations [3] to multi-strut assemblies that are capable to capture
the corner interactions between masonry and frame members [4-8]. Even though multi-strut
models are more accurate than single ones, they are also less intuitive and require much more
parameters to be properly setup. Detailed and in-depth state-of-the art works can be found in
Asteris et al. 2011 & 2013 [9-10], and Mohyeddin et al. 2017 [11].
An aspect of the infill geometry that greatly affects in-plane behavior is the presence of
openings. Mosalam et al. (1997) [12] studied experimentally the response of infilled frames
with openings under cyclic loading. Also, Kakaletsis and Karayannis (2008) [13] examined
experimentally the earthquake response of RC infilled frames with openings and suggested an
equivalent strut scheme. Tasnimi and Mohebkhah (2011) [14] studied experimentally steel
frames and suggested analytical models for infills with window and door openings. Asteris et
al. (2012) [15] have proposed a reduction factor for the stiffness of infills with openings.
In this work the performance of steel moment-resisting frames, with variable ratio of openings and number of storeys, that were designed as usual, ignoring the influence of masonry
infills, is evaluated under lateral loading conditions, using diagonal strut infill modeling.
2

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMINED STEEL FRAMES

A parametric analysis has been undertaken in order to investigate the in-plane influence of
masonry infills in the response of 2D moment-resisting steel frames. Specifically, four regular
frame designs were considered, with 4, 8, 10 and 12 storeys, each 3m high. The number of
bays has been kept constant to three, with each bay 5m long. The frames were designed for
both gravity and seismic loading according to Eurocodes 3 and 8 [16,17], ignoring masonry
infills completely, as typically is done in practice. For lateral stability, moment resisting framing was selected, which relies on the rotational stiffness and the bending resistance of the
beam-to-column joints to successfully transfer lateral loads to the ground.
The design process has been performed through the commercially available program
SAP2000 [18], with the following design parameters: steel grade: S355, uniform dead load:
15 KN/m, uniform live load: 20 KN/m, seismic ground acceleration: 0.24g, soil type: B,
seismic behaviour factor: 5.0.
In Figure 1, the four designed frames are displayed. Selection of the beam cross sections
was dictated by the gravity loading. Column profiles on the other hand, were determined by
the joint resistance requirements and more specifically, by the requirement of the joint component column web panel in shear. This component can be reinforced through a supplementary web plate that is welded upon the column web, but according to EN1993-1-8 [19], the
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thickness of this plate cannot be bigger than the thickness of the column web itself. Therefore,
the capacity of the joint to transfer gravity or seismic forces is directly linked to column size.

Figure 1: Steel frames that were examined.

3
3.1

EVALUATION OF FRAME BEHAVIOR WITH MASONRY INFILLS
General

In this work, the modeling of the infills was accomplished using single diagonal compression struts, as a balanced compromise between accuracy and required effort to prepare a full
scale model, with commonly available frame analysis software. In particular, the main shortcoming of single strut modeling is the representation of shear and bending moment interactions between the infill and the surrounding members. However, it requires significantly less
parameters for input and its performance against experimental pseudo-dynamic tests [15] has
been found less accurate than multi-strut models, but in satisfactory agreement with them.
In Figure 2, the 4-storey frame is displayed, with diagonal compressive springs applied to
every panel. The member elements are positioned along their centerlines and the length of
each spring element is defined by the nodal distance of diagonally opposite beam-to-column
joints. The additional time for the preparation of such a model was minimal and comparable
to modeling with bracings, provided that the force-deformation characteristic of the springs is
previously established. This is considered a decisive factor for a more wide-spread implementation of such an approach by the steel construction industry.
Masonry properties
Thickness tw
180 mm

Non-linear
spring

Compressive strength fm

4.1 MPa

Young’s Modulus Ew

2.3 GPa

Figure 2: Steel frame model with diagonal struts for the simulation of infills and masonry properties

The force-deformation characteristic of the springs is nonlinear, with only the compressive
path being active, as illustrated in Figure 3. The initial segment of the characteristic corresponds to the elastic linear range with initial stiffness Sini . The firstly encountered limit corresponds to the first crack on the masonry that occurs for a strut force Fcr, and deformation δcr.
Subsequently, the ultimate load limit, occurs at force Fm and deformation δm, after which the
response deteriorates, up to a residual force level, denoted with force Fr and deformation δu.
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The minimum required parameters for the complete description of the force-displacement
characteristic are Sini, Fm, k, a, b and m, according to the following relationships:
 Ssec  kSini
 Fcr  aFm
 Fr  bFm
  u  m m
Parameter a  Fcr / Fm is taken equal to 0.8, similar to existing literature practices [7,20],
while parameter b  Fr / Fm usually ranges between 0.02-0.4 [4,7,20] and a value equal to 0.2
is adopted here. The parameter k that relates secant stiffness towards the ultimate load, Ssec ,
with the initial stiffness, Sini , is taken equal to 0.5, based on the characterization of experimental data [21] and available analytical modeling [4]. For the needs of estimating the ultimate displacement  u , the negative stiffness of the third branch of the force-deformation law
has been approximated in a range of 0.01-0.1 of initial stiffness [22], with value 0.1 corresponding to quite brittle masonry with weak framing. Conservatively, a value of m equal to 5
is considered here. The determination of Sini and Fm is described in the next two sections.

Figure 3: Force-deformation law of the diagonal struts (left) and capacity curve yield point definition (right).

3.2

Initial Stiffness

The width w of an equivalent diagonal strut may be found according to equation 1, which
was first proposed by Mainstone and Weeks (1971) [3] and was included in FEMA-306 [2]:
w  0.175h0.4 d

(1)

where, d is the diagonal length of the masonry infill and λh given by the following equation:

h  4

Ewt w sin 2
h
4 EIhw

(2)

where Ew is the modulus of elasticity of the masonry infill, tw its thickness, hw the net
height of infill panel, EI the flexural rigidity of the columns, h their height, measured between
beam centrelines, and θ the angle, so that, tan   hw / Lw , where Lw the net length of infill.
When openings exist in the infills, the thickness of the equivalent diagonal strut is modified, by multiplying the value found from equation 1, with a reduction factor λ, that has been
proposed by Asteris et al. (2012) [15], and is shown in the following equation:

  1  2aw0.54  a1w.14
where αw is the ratio of the openings relative to the total infill panel area.
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3.3

Strength

The resistance of masonry infills is rather complicated to predict analytically. Several failure mechanisms can be realized and the ultimate load that can be sustained for each one is not
only dependent on the infill characteristics, but also on detailing and construction quality.
Typical in-plane failure mechanisms include [2] compression failure, diagonal tension failure,
shear sliding failure and general shear failure. Only the compression strength has been considered for our evaluation, which, in the diagonal direction, can be expressed as:
Vc  wt w f m' 90

(4)

where f m' 90 the masonry compressive strength in the horizontal direction, that can be assumed 50% of the respective stacked prism strength, and the parameters w, t as before.
3.4

Modeling of members of the steel frame

Steel columns and beams members were modeled taking into account material and geometric nonlinearity. For material nonlinearity, a lumbed plasticity approach has been adopted,
with the properties of individual plastic hinges determined through discretization of the crosssections to fiber layers. Offset distance from centerline joints, equal to 5% of the member
length were designated for the location of plastic hinges.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The four test frames were analysed in SAP2000[18], using static pushover analysis with
uniform lateral loading, for six cases of infill opening ratios aw: 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.
The case aw=1 corresponds to the bare frame while aw=0 to solid infills without any opening.
The normalized capacity curves (base shear to building weight ratio V/W vs. roof drift to
building height ratio Δ/Η) are shown in Figure 4. The red dot on each curve, marks the yield
point, which is calculated from the yield displacement of the bilinear approximation (Figure
3), which is regressed until the areas between the bilinear and the actual curve are balanced
out. For this calculation, the actual curve is considered up to its maximum capacity or its capacity at 10% drift, whichever is bigger.
The masonry infills significantly influence the response both in terms of initial stiffness K
and capacity. Specifically, the increase of initial stiffness, compared to the bare frames, is depicted in Figure 5 and proves quite drastic, reaching levels of 16x magnification for aw=0,
while for aw=0.25~0.5 the increase ranges between 1.8 and 4.4, which is still considered remarkable. For aw=0.75 on the other hand, the change is insignificant. The described behavior
is uniform for all different number of storeys. Also, similar increase, but slightly smaller, can
be observed for the secant stiffness targeting the yield point.
In terms of capacity, a substantial increase is also observed for the frames with infills. As
shown in Figure 5, the yield base shear for aw=0 becomes 2-3 times larger compared to the
bare frames, and for aw=0.25 the increase lies between 1.15 and 1.40, while for larger aw it
becomes rather insignificant. This increase however is accompanied with a notable change of
the shape of the capacity curve, the appearance of limit point, after which the capacity drops
to a rather stable residual capacity, which for small aw remains quite higher, than the bare
frame. This post-critical capacity drop proves more severe for frames with more storeys.
The drifts on the other hand, typically decrease due to masonry infills. The comparison of
the roof drifts at yield of the infilled frames relative to the bare frame ones, reveal a close to
linear increase with the infill opening ratio aw, as can be seen in Figure 5. For aw=0, the yield
roof drift becomes approximately five times smaller than the drift of the bare frame. The be-
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havior remains uniform for all different frames. The reduced drifts can prove valuable for the
verification against damage limitation seismic requirements [17]. Specifically, damage limitation is satisfied when design intestorey drift ratios are smaller than 1%, in buildings with nonstructural brittle materials attached to the structure. In this context, the ratios of required base
shear to induce a 1% roof drift ratio (RDR), relative to the bare frame, are depicted in Figure
5, for all different frames and infill openings. It is evident that substantially bigger base shear
is needed (approximately 4 times if aw=0, and 2 times if aw=0.25), to exceed the 1% RDR in
infilled frames. The relationship proves quite close for all different frames.
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Figure 4: Normalized capacity curves of the examined frames for various ratios of openings aw.

5

CONCLUSIONS

An investigation of the response of typical moment-resisting steel frames with masonry infills and variable ratio of openings has been performed, using nonlinear static analyses. The
results revealed an improved behavior for the frames with infills, however some points of
concern have been observed as outlined below.
 Up to yielding, the response of the frames with infills, improves drastically, both in
terms of initial stiffness and drifts. In particular, for performance level of 1% roof
drift ratio, the increased stiffness offers the possibility to surpass the damage limitation requirements for the seismic design of the structure.
 The post-yield behavior seems also improved, in terms of yield and maximum capacity, but a critical point of the response can emerge, after which strength degradation is observed that is quite severe for infills with small or no openings.
 When the opening ratio exceeds 50% in every frame panel, no significant improvement of the infilled frame response has been detected.
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All infilled frames managed to reach high drift ratios (above 5%), while at the same
time exceeding the sustained base shear of the bare frame. However, the improvement of the capacity at these levels of drift ratios is not equally impressive as in a
pre-yield state. Specifically, at 5% roof drift ratio, which can be considered appropriate for no collapse requirements, a 1.7x magnification of capacity has been recorded for infills with no openings and 1.15x for infills with 25% openings.
The drastically increased pre-yield stiffness of the infilled frames should raise awareness,
for the potential consequences when using a fundamental period under seismic design, based
on the bare frame alone. For the frames examined in this work, the fundamental periods of the
bare frames were found more than triple of those of the infilled frames with aw=0. Using the
same seismic design parameters, the errors in the calculation of the design seismic base shear,
from EN1998 [17] spectrum, using the bare frame period instead of the infilled frame one,
have been calculated and are shown in Figure 6. An extreme underestimation of the design
base shear, up to -77%, has been found, for the higher storey frames with fewer openings.
Before practical design recommendation can be made, further research is required, towards
the impact of irregularities and post-yield masonry-frame interactions, particularly under dynamic loading conditions.
Base shear and drifts relative to bare
frame at yield
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Figure 5: Response characteristics of the examined frames versus the infill openings ratio aw.
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Figure 6: Relative error in the estimation of seismic base shear according to EN1998 when ignoring infills
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Abstract. Unreinforced masonry (URM) infill walls affect both the strength and the stiffness
of reinforced concrete (RC) frame structures undergoing lateral loads. Despite being
classified as non-structural elements and often neglected in design numerical models, URM
infills have a relevant influence on the seismic behaviour of structures. The brittle nature of
URM determines a swift degradation of stiffness, strength, and low energy dissipation
capacity once the panels are damaged or fail in the one of the in-plane direction failure
modes.
The aim of this work is to adopt and calibrate a macro-model for masonry infill walls that
considers simultaneous in-plane and out-of-plane actions, and apply it to the nonlinear
pushover analysis of RC frame structures representative of traditionally and seismically
designed buildings. To this scope, a recently proposed URM infill macro-model with in-plane
out-of-plane interaction is calibrated with existing experimental data from quasi-static tests
performed on two types of clay masonry infill walls that are commonly found both in Italy and
other Mediterranean countries. The calibrated elements are included in planar numerical
models of RC framed structures representative of the Italian building stock, considering both
traditionally and newly designed frames. Nonlinear static pushover analyses are performed
on the frames with simultaneous static forces acting on the walls elements in the out-of-plane
direction. Results confirm that increasing the out-of-plane loads on the panels induces both
cracking and failure of the walls at lower lateral drifts of the buildings. The global forcedisplacement curves of the frames are also affected.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Unreinforced masonry (URM) infill walls affect both the strength and the stiffness of
reinforced concrete (RC) frame structures undergoing lateral loads. When an earthquake
strikes, in particular, infill walls increase the global lateral stiffness and strength of the
structure and they can contribute to the energy dissipation of the structure, if damage is
limited to acceptable levels. However, in many cases masonry infill panels have also played a
negative role on the seismic response of buildings; in fact, damage and failures to URM infill
walls has been linked to heavy socio-economic consequences, including human casualties,
unusable buildings and high repair costs. Several negative phenomena impact the seismic
response of both old and newly constructed buildings. The interaction between infill walls and
frame elements, as an example, can also be the source of localized damage to structural
components, activating undesirable failure modes. Moreover, the brittle nature of URM
determines a swift degradation of stiffness, strength, and low energy-dissipation capacity once
the panels are damaged or they fail (El-Dakhakhni et al. 2003) [1].
In addition to in-plane (IP) failures modes, infill walls can also suffer the expulsion in the
out-of-plane (OOP) direction, posing a serious hazard to human safety. Studies dedicated to
the behaviour of URM infill walls in the out-of-plane direction have been historically less
numerous, compared to those regarding the in-plane behaviour, and fewer studies have
discussed the effects of a combination of in-plane and out-of-plane actions, which is the most
realistic action on infill walls during an earthquake. URM infills are usually classified as nonstructural elements and often neglected in design numerical models. Moreover, although a
number of simple and more refined models for infill walls have been proposed in the past few
decades, most of them consider only in-plane actions.
Several studies about macro-modelling of infilled frame structures have been proposed in
recent years (Asteris et al. in 2011 [2], Jeselia et al. in 2013 [3] and Tarque et al. in 2015 [4]),
in which different models have been analyzed, classifying macro-model in single diagonal
strut models and more complex multi-strut models. Macro-models require less computational
effort compared to micro-models, which instead involve non-linear finite element modelling
of the RC frame, the infill panels and the interface between the frame and the wall. Therefore
macro-models are more suitable to represent the global behavior of structures.
The representation of the masonry infill wall through an equivalent diagonal element was
introduced in 1960s, who proposed a truss diagonal element characterized by the same
material and thickness of the panel, but considering an “equivalent width”. In the following
years, Smith provided a more sophisticated formulation for the equivalent element width,
which is a function of the ratio between the frame and panel stiffness.
Multiple-strut models were proposed with the aim of better simulating both the effect of
the panel and the internal forces distribution on the frame members.
Since 1997 Crisafulli [5] carried out some studies to compare the performance of one, two
and three-strut models. According to those studies, a single-strut model cannot properly
represent the internal forces generated on the frame members, although its simplicity and
ability to correctly represent the lateral stiffness of the infilled frame and the axial stresses
induced from lateral forces; therefore, a 2-struts model at least should be used for a more
appropriate modelling, considering also a 3-struts model to minimize the errors for the
bending and shear stresses.
Regarding the IP/OOP interaction, in 2004 Calvi et al. [6] studied the resisting archmechanism of the masonry walls, depending on the slenderness (the ratio between height and
thickness). In particular they referred to Flanagan & Bennett (1999) [7] and Angel-Abrams
(1994) [8] studies. Flanagan & Bennett have demonstrated that the IP damage influence
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depends on the ratio of slenderness of the infill walls and not on the ultimate load capacity.
Angel-Abrams have demonstrated experimentally that, for high levels of slenderness, the
reduction of the OOP resistance due to the IP damage can be evaluated at about 50%. More
recently, other authors who have been studied the influence of the IP damaging on the OOP
behavior through a numerical model are Furtado and Rodrigues (2015) [9] and
Najafgholipour et al. (2013) [10], while several studies and an experimental campaign on
URM infill walls have been made by da Porto et al. [11], in particular considering thick
panels. This study instead aims to consider the simultaneous combined IP/OOP action. In
2015 Mosalam & Gunay [12] proposed a macro-model (MG-model) to consider the IP/OOP
interaction, calibrated according to the following expression:
3

 Pil  2  Pol 
  

 Pic 
 Poc 

3

2

1

(1)

where Pil and Pol are respectively the in-plane and out-of-plane loads, instead Pic and Poc are
the in-plane and out-of-plane capacities. This model (Figure 1) represents the infill by means
of a diagonal element based on two bi-directional domains (Figure 2), which govern
respectively the yielding and the removal criteria of the element itself. In particular, this
element consists of two elastic beams with a plastic hinge in the contact point, where an
inelastic fiber section with fibers spaced in the out-of-plane direction is defined: in this way,
they withstand to axial force as well as to bending moment, combining the IP/OOP response;
the fibers are defined through their area Ai, location zi related to the central axes, yielding
stress fvi and yielding deformation εvi. Yielding condition is given by a IP-Axial Force/OOPBending Moment diagram (Figure 2a) derived from Eq. (1), and a similar domain is used to
remove the element during the analysis when it is exceeded by the displacement of the central
node. The model use a simple elastic-plastic constitutive law for the fibers, which means that,
once the element yields, it maintains its capacity until the element removal occurs.
Starting from the MG-model, taken as reference, the paper proposes a more appropriate
macro-model to consider simultaneous IP and OOP actions, calibrated on the basis of
previous experimental campaings [6[11], with the aim to assess the influence of the seismic
action directionality on the response of the infilled R.C. frame. For this purpose, a parametric
non-linear pushover analysis was carried out in OpenSees, involving different direction of the
load pattern, differrent configurations of R.C. frames, traditionally and seismically designed,
and two types of infill, thin and thick, representative of the Italian building stock. Results are
presented in terms of pushover curves, energy indexes and inter-storey drift profiles.

Figure 1. Infilled Frame Modelling according to Mosalam & Gunay [12]. Infills were modelled by using elastic
beams with a plastic fiber region to simulate the In-Plane/Out-of-Plane interaction.
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a)
b)
Figure 2. a) IP-Force (P)/OOP-Moment (M) domain for the yielding condition of the fibers and (b) IP/OOP
displacement domain for the element removal, from Mosalam & Gunay[12].

2
2.1

CALIBRATION OF THE F.E. MODELS THROUGH IP/OOP TEST RESULTS
Presentation of the reference tests

The available experimental results regard two different types of infill panel tested both inplane and out-of-plane at the University of Padova (da Porto et al. 2013) [11] and Pavia
(Calvi et al. 2004) [6]. These masonry panels have similar length and height but two different
thicknesses, in order to assess the seismic behavior of both thick and thin infills. The walls
tested by da Porto et al. [11] were full-scale panels made of clay units with vertical holes.
Infills built with this thick units have become more common in recent years, because they can
improve thermal insulation and are generally more robust, especially against earthquakes.
However, thin walls made of clay units with horizontal holes have been the typical light
enclosure system used since 1960s and are widespread in existing buildings. These infills
were studied, still through full-scale tests, by Calvi et al. [6]. The characteristics of the
experimental sets and the main results are shown respectively in Table 1 and Figure 3 and 4.
Looking at Figure 4, a progressive stiffness and strength degradation is observed in the
OOP direction increasing the IP damage and the following points can be identified on the
capacity curves:
 a Damage Limit State (DLS) corresponding to a first important variation of the slope;
 an Ultimate Limit State (ULS), corresponding to the peak strength;
 a Collapse Point (CP), which identifies the moment (determined also by test observations)
of sudden strength degradation, which anticipates the out-of-plane collapse of the panel.

RC frame

Masonry
infill

Column section
Beam section
Frame height
Frame length
Concrete compressive strength
Concrete elastic modulus
Steel yield strength
Steel elastic modulus
Infill thickness
Infill height
Infill length
Masonry compressive strength
Masonry elastic modulus

Type Padova (PD)
300x300 mm
250x500 mm
3200 mm
4750 mm
30 MPa
25000 MPa
450 MPa
200000 MPa
300 mm
2650 mm
4150 mm
6.0 MPa
6000 MPa

Type Pavia (PV)
300x300 mm
250x500 mm
3250 mm
4800 mm
30 MPa
25000 MPa
560 MPa
195000 MPa
115 mm
2750 mm
4200 mm
4.5 MPa
4500 MPa

Table 1. Geometrical and material properties for the two infilled RC frames tested.
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a)
b)
Figure 3. IP hysteretic cycles of infilled frames tested at the University of Padova (a) and Pavia (b).

a)
b)
Figure 4. OOP test results starting from different IP damages: (a) thick panel (Padova), (b) thin panel (Pavia).
IP Limit States
DLS
ULS
CLS

Thick panel (Padova)
0.5 %
1.2 %
2.5 %

Thin panel (Pavia)
0.4 %
1.0 %
1.4 %

Table 2. IP limit drifts, associated to the principal limit states, for the two analyzed infill panels.

Finally, the IP limit states, directly derived from test observations, are reported in Table 2
(with the same meaning of those presented for the OOP direction).
2.2

Presentation of the F.E. model

In the proposed F.E model (see Figure 5), implemented in OpenSees, RC members were
modelled using force based beam-column elements with non-linear fiber sections, using five
integration points. The Kent-Scott-Park [13] constitutive law, with added linear tension
softening, was considered for the concrete, while Mander’s model was adopted to evaluate the
confinement parameters for the core and cover concrete. For the steel bars, an elasto-plastic
behaviour with strain hardening was used, as proposed by Menegotto & Pinto[14]. These
material laws, calibrated through the previous test results, are shown in Figure 6a),b),c).
In order to confer a realistic OOP stiffness to the frame planar models, elastic springs with
OOP stiffness were placed on the frame nodes which would be connected to the frames in the
orthogonal direction. The stiffness values of these fictitious springs were iteratively calibrated
for each model so as to obtain similar first periods of vibration in both OOP and IP directions.
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The infill panels are modelled by means of two equivalent struts, each of them is defined
similarly to the element of the MG-model [12], but with half IP/OOP resistance: the same
fiber section, composed by 10 fibers symmetrically placed out-of-plane with respect to the
strut axis, is used to consider the IP-OOP interaction, but a different hysteretic law is defined
to represent the degradation of the masonry strength and stiffness. In particular, the
“Hysteretic material” (from OpenSees material library) was used to simulates the infill
experimental behavior and was calibrated, for each of the 5 different fibers, as shown in
Figure 6d. The calibration of the “yielding point” (maximum strength) of the fibers was done
in accord to MG model, with the only difference that the same “yield strain” (calculated as the
medium yield stress of the fibers divided the masonry Young’s modulus) was assumed for all
the fibers, thus using different elastic moduli for the fibers (calculated as the yield stress of
the specific fiber divided the yield strain), but such that their mean value is the elastic
modulus of the masonry; considering a material with strength and stiffness degradation, this
was necessary to increase the controllability of the model for the following calibrations.
The contact length, which define the distance between the struts, was appropriately
calculated according to Stafford Smith (1966) [15].
The in-plane inertial masses include both the frame masses and the infill ones and they are
represented as lumped masses at each beam-column joint. Instead, the out-of-plane mass is
considered only for the masonry infill, because of the bi-dimensional model, and this is
concentrated only in the central point of the two struts, equally subdivided between the struts.
In the out-of-plane direction, the two central nodes of the struts are rigidly connected.
The calibrated hysteretic laws of Figure 6d) allow to better predict the real seismic
behaviour of the masonry panels with respect to the MG model. Moreover, if for the MG
model the removal domain is necessary to cut the capacity of the yielded panel, simulating the
loss of the total IP and OOP strength of the panel after its collapse, in the proposed modified
MG model (mMG) the same domain, corresponding to the Collapse Limit State (CLS)
domain in Figure 7, is effectively used to describe only the real out-of-plane collapse of the
panel, which corresponds to a sudden reduction of the infilled-frame IP resistance, equal to
the residual IP strenght of the panel. Thus, the removal condition for the IP direction is not
used, because the model already simulates the stiffness and strength degradation up to zero.
The main differences between the MG model and that proposed are summarized in Table 3.

Figure 5. Model proposed by the authors, or modified Mosalam-Günay (mMG) model.
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a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 6. Constitutive laws, associated to the fibers, of the materials implemented in the F.E. analysis: a)
concrete; b) reinforcing steel; c) infill type Padova; d) infill type Pavia.

a)
b)
Figure 7. IP-drift/OOP-displacement domains for the principal limit states: a) thick panel; b) thin panel.
Differences

Mosalam-Günay model (MG)

Proposed model (mMG)

1

One diagonal strut

2

Elasto-plastic behaviour
IP-Force/OOP-Moment domain for the yielding
criterion plus IP/OOP displacement domain for
the infill removal according to a 3/2 power law

3

Two diagonal struts, to improve the evaluation of the
infill effects on the frame, according to Crisafulli [5]
Hysteretic behaviour with softening
OOP (only) displacement domain for the infill
removal, calibrated from test results

Table 3. Main differences between the original MG model and the modified one (mMG) proposed by authors.

Similar displacement domains, with the only purpose to assess the damage level reached
by the infill panels during the IP/OOP numerical analyses, were calibrated for the Damage
Limit State (DLS) and Ultimate Limit State (ULS), as shown in Figure 7. These domains,
actually IP - drift/OOP - displacement domains, are obtained through a linear interpolation of
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a)
b)
Figure 8. In-plane calibration results: a) thick panel (type Padova); b) thin panel (type Pavia).

a)
b)
Figure 9. Out-of-plane calibration results for different levels of IP damage: a) thick panel; b) thin panel.

the OOP limit states, function of the in-plane damage, and the IP limit states presented in
Figure 4 and Table 2 respectively, both deriving from experimental evidences.
The results of the model calibration, considering the tests related to both thick (Padova)
and thin (Pavia) panels, are reported in Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively for the IP behavior
of the bare and infilled frames and for the OOP behavior of the infills at different IP damage.
3

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

A parametric non-linear static analysis was performed in OpenSees using the proposed
model. Pushover analyses were initially carried out on the bare frame (BF) models, as
reference, and then on the infilled frame (IF) models, considering both infill types previously
calibrated, type Padova (PD) or thick and type Pavia (PV) or thin.
For the IP/OOP load pattern, the force distribution proportional to masses and heights was
chosen, according to the Italian [16] and European codes [17], applying concentrated loads in
each mass of the structural model. To consider various intensity ratios between OOP and IP
forces acting on the panel, different inclination α of the seismic action were considered,
specifically: 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°. In particular, the IP load pattern, applied to each beamcolumn node, is multiplied by cosα, while the OOP load pattern, acting on the central nodes
of the equivalent struts, is multiplied by sinα.
The set of frames reported in Table 4, representing some of the most common Italian R.C.
buildings, was analyzed in the parametric study, considering for each frame two different
types of design: only for gravity loads, or traditional design (TD), and for both gravity and
seismic forces, or seismic design (SD). The material characteristics and sections of these
frames, with the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement, are reported in Table 5.
In particular, for SD frames a steel B450C and a concrete C30/35 were used according to
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Squat
3x2

Regular
2x3

Slender
1x3

5x2

3x3

2x5

Frame for PD infill: bay length 4.55 m; storey height 2.85 m
Frame for PV infill: bay length 4.60 m; storey height 2.95 m
Table 4. Sample set considered in the parametric study, representative of the Italian R.C. frames.
Seismic Design (SD)

Traditional Design (TD)

Concrete

C30/35
30
27386
2.9
1450

C20/25
20
22361
2.2
1100

Steel

B450C
450
500
620
205000

AQ50
370
410
550
195000

Long. reinforcement: 8 Φ18

Long. reinforcement: 8 Φ16

Column

Beam

Long. reinforcement: 8 Φ16

Long. reinforcement: 12 Φ16

Table 5. Materials, sections and reinforcement details of the R.C. elements of the frames analyzed.

NTC08 [16], while for TD frames a steel AQ50-60 and a concrete C20/25 were chosen
following some common Italian design criteria of the 50-80s (Cristofaro et al. [18]).
For the evaluation of the structural damage level during the analysis, some Performance
Levels (PLs) and Limit States were defined also for the R.C. frame. In particular, the PLs
considered, which were verified step-by-step of the analysis, are:
• colYM (column Yield bending Moment), calculated from a paramtric moment-curvature
analysis where the parameter is the vertical axial load N on the section; a function of the
nominal yield curvature χy depending on N was derived and is reported in Figure 10;
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a)
b)
Figure 10. Nominal χy and ultimate χu curvature as function of axial load N, for both column sections of Table 5.

• colUM (column Ultimate bending Moment), calculated as colYM; a function of the ultimate
curvature χu depending on N was derived and is shown in Figure 10;
• colSF (column Shear Failure), calculated according to the R.C. shear strength formulation
of Sezen [19], which takes into account the section ductility;
• colNF (column Nodal Failure), obtained by the node rotation capacity defined in NTC08.
The Limit States (LS) of the frame (fr), yielding and ultimate LS, are therefore defined as:
frYield  colYM
frULS  min colUM ; colSF ; colNF 

4
4.1

(2)

RESULTS
Pushover Curves

The pushover curves from Figure 11 to Figure 13 report the total in-plane shear force at the
base versus the maximum displacement at the top of some frame configurations analysed.
Each graph compares the pushover curves obtained for the bare frame (BF) and infilled frame
in-plane (IP) to the ones obtained considering different directions of the load pattern, OOP15,
OOP30, OOP45, OOP60 where the number is the inclination α of the seismic force.
Furthermore, each curve reports the Performance Levels and Limit States reached by both
frame and panel.
The principal outcomes from the pushover curves are briefly summarized below.
- The resistance of the bare frame (BF) is clearly different for the two designs, seismic (SD)
or traditional (TD), resulting higher in the case of SD of about 1.2 to 1.4 times, depending on
the frame type.
- For the infill type Padova, the maximum strength contribution of the panel to the infilled
frame system in-plane (IP) (i.e. the maximum distance between the IP curve and the BF one)
is between 1.5 and 2 times that provided by the infill type Pavia, depending on the frame type
(for frame with the same number of floors, it increases with increasing number of bays).
- The infilled frames present a maximum strength much greater than that of the bare frames
and, in the case of thick panel, this is about 1.8 times that of the related infilled frame with
thin panel; this result is not inconsistent with the previous note, because the maximum
strength of the infilled frame is reached at difference displacements for the two infill types.
- The pushover curves of the infilled frame with thick panel present a wide plastic branch,
generally with strain hardening (at least for SD frames), while those relating to the thin panel
present a softening branch.
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- About the Performance Levels, it is possible to observe that their order of occurrence and
position vary in function of infill type and design type of the frame. For example:
• in case of thick panel, its Ultimate Limit State occurs close or just after the frame yielding
while, for the thin panel, all its limit states (also the collapse) anticipate the frame yielding;
Slender building (2x5)

a)

Thick infill – Seismic Design

b) Thin infill – Seismic Design

c) Thick infill – Traditional Design

d) Thin infill – Traditional Design

Figure 11. Pushover curves of bare (BF) and infilled frame (IP, OOP at 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°): slender frame (2x5).
Regular building (2x3)

a) Thick infill – Seismic Design

b) Thin infill – Seismic Design
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d) Thin infill – Traditional Design

c) Thick infill – Traditional Design

Figure 12. Pushover curves of bare (BF) and infilled frame (IP, OOP at 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°): regular frame (2x3).
Squat building (5x2)

a) Thick infill – Seismic Design

b) Thin infill – Seismic Design

c) Thick infill – Traditional Design

d) Thin infill – Traditional Design

Figure 13. Pushover curves of bare (BF) and infilled frame (IP, OOP at 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°): squat frame (5x2).

the performance levels of the frame are generally anticipated in case of traditional design
and thick panel, in fact, a thicker panel increases the bracing effect leading to smaller
displacements but higher stresses on the frame; in these cases, furthermore, columns
experience the shear failure and thus the ULS is suddenly reached in the elastic branch of the
pushover curve.

•
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- Increasing the ratio OOP/IP of the load pattern, through an increment of the inclination α of
the seismic action, the collapse of the panels is generally anticipated, with a consequent
reduction of the overall in-plane resistance (capacity curve) of the infilled frame. But while
for the case of thick panel the OOP effects only slightly affect the width of the plastic branch
of the pushover curve and the softening phase, negligibly influencing the limit states, for the
case of thin panel it can be observed, increasing the OOP action, a significant reduction of the
maximum resistance as well as an anticipation of the infill limit states.
4.2

Energy indexes

The graphs reported in Figure 14 show the values of the energy index E (or area under the
pushover curve) for the in-plane deflection of the infilled frame, up to reach the ULS of both
Slender building (2x5)

a)

c)

Regular building (2x3)

Squat building (5x2)

b)

d)

f)

e)

Figure 14. Energy index or area under the pushover curve, related to the ULS of the infill (a, c, e) and frame (b,
d, f), for different inclinations (OOP) of the seismic action.
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a) Slender building (2x5)

b) Regular building (2x3)

c) Regular building (3x2)

d) Squat building (5x2)

Figure 15. Energy robustness index related to the frame ULS, for different inclinations of the seismic action.

infill and frame. Figure 15, instead, shows the energy robustness index RIE, calculated as the
ratio between the energy dissipated by the infilled frame and that dissipated by the associated
bare frame (BF): from this definition, it is clear that RIE, which do not exist for the infill ULS
but only for that of the frame, quantifies in terms of energy the beneficial contribution of the
infill relatively to the BF.
The principal results from Figure 14 and Figure 15 are summarized hereinafter.
- The values of the energy index (E) associated to the infill ULS are strongly affected by the
OOP actions only in the case of thin panel: in this case, respect to the thick panel, E is much
smaller and decreases rapidly with increasing load pattern inclination.
- About the ULS of the frame, it is possible to do the following considerations:
• the use of a thick panel greatly increases the energy dissipated by the building in case of
seismic design of the frame while, in case of traditional design, because of the possibility of a
brittle collapse, this index shows minimum values;
• using a thin panel, instead, the infill effects on the energy dissipation of the building are
slightly advantageous only in the case of squat frames, since in the other cases (slender and
regular) the small energy contribution of this type of infill is not able to compensate the
reduction of energy due to the anticipation of the ULS respect to the bare frame.
- Finally, using thin panel, the energy dissipated at the ULS by the seismically designed frame
is slightly higher than that dissipated by the traditional frame.
- The energy robustness index (RIE), which is 1 (by definition) for the bare frame, explicitly
shows the beneficial or not effects of the infills in increasing the energy dissipated by the
infilled frame to reach the ULS of the frame. The previous remarks about the energy index are
still valid for the energy robustness index.
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4.3 Inter-storey drift
Figure 16 to Figure 19 show the in-plane inter-storey drift profiles along the building
height, for different case studies, at the following limit states: damage and ultimate limit states
of the infill (infDLS and infULS respectively) and yielding and ultimate limit states of the
frame (frYield and frULS respectively). The principal remarks are listed hereinafter.
- Regarding the case with thick panel, the inter-storey drift profiles at the infill limit states are
not affected by the OOP actions, as well as the ones at the frame yielding, which generally
occurs very close to the infill ULS. The profiles at the frame ULS, also, are only slightly
influenced by the OOP actions, in particular at the first floor. The presence of a thick panel,
regarding the frame limit states and with respect to the bare frame, tends to reduce drift values
of the upper floor and to concentrate the deformation at the first level where, for the
slendernest buildings, the drift value becomes higher than that of the bare frame.
- In case of thin panel, instead, the drift profiles at the infill DLS and ULS greatly depend on
the inclination of the load pattern and the drift values from the IP-OOP analyses are very
smaller than those obtained by the IP only analysis. At the frame limit states, instead, similar
conclusions to those for the thick panel can be done for squat configuration while, for regular
(2x3 TD) and slender (2x5) frame configurations it is possible to observe an interesting
phenomeno: starting from a drift profile due to IP actions that concentrates the deformation at
the first level, increasing the OOP effects on the infills, the soft storey moves from the first to
the second floor.
Finally, for the various configuration analysed, Figure 20 reports the IP inter-storey drifts,
related to the achievement of the infill limit states, versus the inclination of the seismic action.
This figure clearly shows what already seen previously, namely that the OOP actions, in the
Slender building (2x5) – Seismic design

a)

b)
Figure 16. Inter-storey drift profiles for the SD frame (2x5), for different inclinations of the seismic action
and at the various limit states of infill and frame: a) thick panel (type Padova); b) thin panel (type Pavia).
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Regular building (2x3) – Seismic design

a)

b)
Figure 17. Inter-storey drift profiles for the SD frame (2x3), for different inclinations of the seismic action and
at the various limit states of infill and frame: a) thick panel (type Padova); b) thin panel (type Pavia).
Regular building (2x3) – Traditional design

a)

b)
Figure 18. Inter-storey drift profiles for the TD frame (2x3), for different inclinations of the seismic action and
at the various limit states of infill and frame: a) thick panel (type Padova); b) thin panel (type Pavia).
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Squat building (5x2) – Seismic design

a)

b)
Figure 19. Inter-storey drift profiles for the SD frame (5x2), for different inclinations of the seismic action and at
the various limit states of infill and frame: a) thick panel (type Padova); b) thin panel (type Pavia).

a) Thick panel – Seismic Design

b) Thin panel – Seismic Design

c) Thick panel - Traditional design

d) Thin panel - Traditional design

Figure 20. IP inter-storey drift values, at the infill DLS and ULS, versus the seismic action inclination (α), for the
different case studies analysed; indication of the EC8 drift limit and of a suggested value by Hak et al.[20].
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case of thin panel, strongly affect the value of the IP inter-story drift at which the DLS or
ULS of the panel is reached, while are unimportant for the case of thick panel. For this reason,
the EC8 [17] drift limit of 0.5% (in case of non-structural components not specifically
designed to withstand seismic forces) can be considered appropriate only if a thick panel (type
Padova) is used; the same limit was already shown to be not conservative in case of thin
masonry panel, type Pavia, by Hak et al.[20], who suggested a more conservative limit of
0.3%. However, considering the IP/OOP interaction effects, also this drift value becomes not
appropriate at all for the thin panels, which can reach the DLS at drift values (measured in
plane) also much smaller. Finally, a similar dependence of the trend of the drift values on the
inclination of the seismic force can be observed for both DLS and ULS of the same infill type.
5

CONCLUSIONS

 The paper presented a new FE macromodel to simulate the interaction between the inplane (IP) and out-of-plane (OOP) behaviour of masonry infills in R.C. frames. The model
was calibrated for two different types of masonry infill, thick and thin, through test results
obtained from previous experimental campaigns on real scale infilled frame.
 The model was implemented in a parametric pushover analysis in OpenSees, with the aim
to assess the influence of the directionality of the seismic action on the lateral response of
different R.C. infilled frames. In particular, six frame configurations (squat, regular and
slender) and, for each of these, two types of design (for gravitational loads only and for
seismic actions) were considered in the analysis, studing the cases of bare frame, infilled
frame with thick panel and infilled frame with thin panel.
 The main influences of the OOP forces on the infilled frame seismic behaviour are
presented through pushover curves (with the indication of the principal performance levels
and limit states) and energy indexes, drift profiles and drift values related to the
achivement of the various limit states (for both infill and frame).
 Some of the principal conclusions from this numerical study are:
- IP/OOP interaction of the infill considerably affects the structural response of the infilled
frame in case of thin panel (type Pavia), reducing the global resistance and anticipating the
infill limit states;
- the peak resistance, higher in case of thick panel and seismic design of the frame, reduces
increasing the inclination of the seismic action;
- infilled frames with thick panels present pushover curves with a wide plastic branch,
generally with strain hardening, while those related to infilled frames with thin infills show
a softening branch (so the firsts present a more ductile behaviour);
- the infill ULS is achieved close to the frame yielding in case of thick panel; for the thin
panel, instead, all the limit states (including the collapse) are reached before;
- considering the regular frame configurations analysed in this study, if the in-plane seismic
action generally leads the soft storey to be localized at the first level of the infilled frame,
for both infill panels, the out-of-plane effects, in case of thin panel, move this soft storey to
the second floor;
- thin panels are greatly influenced by the OOP forces: the inter-storey drifts of the infilled
frame, registered in-plane, required to reach the infill limit states, strongly decrease with
increasing inclination of the seismic action; for this reason, the current drift limit proposed
by EC8, i.e. 0.5% (in case of non-structural components not specifically designed to
withstand seismic forces), can be considered appropriate only if the panel is thick (type
Padova), which is negligibly influenced by the IP/OOP interaction effects.
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Abstract. Structural frames, constructed either by steel or reinforced concrete (RC), are often infilled with masonry panels. In design, they are usually treated as non-structural elements, and their interaction with the bounding frame is often ignored. However, recent
studies have demonstrated that infilled frame can be superior to a bare frame in terms of
stiffness, strength and energy dissipation, when the structure is subjected to strong lateral
loads including earthquakes. Today, several models have been developed to evaluate infilled
structures. Nevertheless, such models have been validated with limited experimental data, and
they have demonstrated different performances when compared with test results. This paper
presents the development of a three-dimensional computational model based on the finite element method (FEM) that has been used to study the in-plane and out-of-plane behaviour of
masonry infilled RC frames containing openings. Masonry infill walls were modelled as an
assemblage of stiff yet deformable bricks while mortar joints as zero thickness interfaces. Initially, the material and interface parameters were determined by carrying out a series of
small scale tests. The computational model was then used to predict the in-plane and out-ofplane behaviour of a series of full scale infill wall panels constructed in the laboratory using
a similar brick and mortar combination. From the results analysis, it was shown that the FE
model was capable of capturing the mode of failure and the load carrying capacity of the masonry-infilled RC frame with sufficient accuracy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Structural frames, constructed either by reinforced concrete are often infilled with masonry
panels/walls. However, in design, the presence of masonry infill for the analysis of the structure is usually ignored. The complexity and interaction mechanism between the masonry infill
and the RC frame leads structural engineers to completely disregard this structural component
from the analysis [1]. So, it is common practice that the panel and the frame of the structure to
be designed separately. However, this results a possible change of the seismic demand due to
the significant reduction in the natural period of the composite structural system [2–4]. Also,
by doing so, the interaction effects between the two structural components are completely ignored. Recent research [5] demonstrated that the two components complement each other and
provide a more efficient structural system. Despite research dating back to the 1950s, there is
still lack in the full understanding of the interaction behaviour of masonry infilled steel frames
which deem further investigation. Over the last three decades, both full scale experimental
testing [6] and various types of computational analyses [7] have been carried out to investigate this interaction and gain a better understanding and representation of the detailed behaviour (i.e. crack patterns) of such systems. Today, there has been a significant development in
computational models which have been used for the research of such structural systems.
These are becoming increasingly popular due to large costs associated with full-scale experiments and data acquisition systems required to gather all necessary information. However, the
biggest hurdle is to identify the correct material parameters to be inputted into masonry constitutive models and produce accurate and reliable models which can simulate the actual behaviour of the structure subjected to various external linear and non-linear loads [8].
So far, it is well understood that an infill wall acts as a diagonal strut connecting the two
loaded corners under lateral loads. However, this is a case only applicable when infill walls
does not contain any openings (e.g. doors, windows, etc.) interfering the diagonal distribution
of stresses. However, there is limited research on the influence of the significance of the location and the size of the opening in infilled frames [9]. Also, masonry infilled RC frames subjected to seismic excitations suffer a combined in- and out-of-plane response. Yet, most
calibrated in-plane models are done using 2D methods of analysis where the out-of-plane behaviour of the frame is impossible to be captured and understood. Therefore, the development
of accurate 3D micromodel able to predict the in-plane and out-of-plane behaviour of masonry infilled frames is vital.
This paper presents the development of a three-dimensional computational model based on
the finite element method (FEM) that has been used to study the in-plane and out-of-plane
behaviour of masonry infilled RC frames containing openings. Masonry infill walls were
modelled as an assemblage of stiff yet deformable bricks while mortar joints as zero thickness
interfaces. Initially, the material and interface parameters were determined by carrying out a
series of small scale tests [10]. The computational model was then used to predict the in-plane
and out-of-plane behaviour of a full scale infill wall panels constructed in the laboratory using
a similar brick and mortar combination. From the results analysis, it was shown that the FE
model was capable of capturing the load carrying capacity of the masonry-infilled RC frame
as well as the different stages of behaviour from initial crack development, crack propagation
at stages of in-creased loading and the mode of failure.
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2

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

Ten masonry infilled RC frames were tested at a scale of 1:2.5 by one of the authors [11].
Frames were designed as medium ductility frames (DCM) in compliance with EN 1992-1-1
[12] and EN 1998-1 [1]. Masonry infill walls were made by Group 2 hollow clay masonry
units (Figure 1). Mortar joints were M5 designation according to EN 1996-1-1 [13] and nominal 10 mm thick. A quasi-static cyclic lateral loading applied at the beam-ends. Each infilled
frame specimen was also subjected to vertical pre-compression which applied on top of the
columns and was equal to 365 kN (Figure 1). According to DG 3- EMS 98, static pushover
loading was applied after large cracks in the infill occurred [14, 23]. A detailed description of
the test-rig, the structural material properties, as well as of the loading scheme, can be found
in [15].
Six infilled frame configurations were studied in this research. These are presented in Table 1 and include: a) II/1 RC frame without infill; b) II/2 RC frame with full infill; c) I/1 RC
frame with centric door opening in the infill; d) I/2 RC frame with centric window opening in
the infill; e) I/3 RC frame with eccentric door opening in the infill; and f) I/4 RC frame with
eccentric window opening in the infill. Also, in Table 1, 𝐴𝑜 is the area of an opening and is
equal to ℎ𝑜 × 𝑙𝑜 , 𝐴𝑖 is the area of masonry infill wall and is equal to ℎ𝑖 × 𝑙𝑖 , 𝑙𝑜 is the opening
length, ℎ𝑜 is the opening height, hi is 1.3 m and is the infill wall height, li is 1.8 m and is the
infill wall length, eo is the opening eccentricity, ti is 0.12 m and is the infill wall thickness and
P is the parapet wall height. Experimental testing of the masonry infilled RC frames were divided into three groups. The first group consisted of four masonry infilled RC frames containing an unconfined opening (e.g. door or window) centrically or eccentrically positioned. The
second group had vertical tie-column elements around the opening. The third group had two
reference specimens, i.e., infilled frames without an opening and a bare reinforced-concrete
frame. The opening area (𝐴𝑜 ) was selected to be 2.0 m2 which falls within the range (i.e.,
𝐴𝑜 > 1.5 m2 and 𝐴𝑜 > 2.5 m2) defined by EN 1998-1, [16] & [17].
The experimental test results are presented by the resistance envelope curves (peaks of the
second cycles), values of the secant stiffness at characteristic drifts and observed failure
mechanisms. Characteristic damage grades of the infilled frame specimens were observed as
being 0.1 % for Slight (DG1), 0.2 to 0.3 for Moderate (DG 2), 0.5 for Heavy (DG 3) and 1.0 %
for Pre-collapse (DG 4). These damage grades are in compliance with the EMS-98 damage
scale [14], and they occurred at the masonry infill. Also, the experimental tests showed that
there were two notable features of the behaviour of the masonry infill walls with and without
openings. First, bed-joint sliding above the opening observed. This was due to weakened horizontal planes caused by the presence of the opening. Then, diagonal tensile or bed-joint sliding failure occurred at the masonry piers.
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Figure 1: Tested infilled frames [11, 15]

Figure 2: Hollow clay block used
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By comparing the measured resistance envelope curves between the infilled frames and the
bare frame, significant increases in secant stiffness and a load carrying capacity of up to three
times have been observed.
Specimen
Group

Mark

1

Appearance of the
specimen

Opening
Description
Type and area

Position

Door

Centric

lo/ho=0.35/0.90 m

eo= li/2 =0.90 m

Ao=0.32 m2

2

Window

Centric

lo/ho=50.0/60.0 cm

eo= li/2 =0.90 m

Ao=0.30 m2

P=0.40 m

Ao/Ai=0,13
I

3

Door

Eccentric

lo/ho=0.35/0.90 m

eo=hi/5+lo/2=0.44 m

Ao=0.32 m2
Ao/Ai=0,14

4

Window

Eccentric

lo/ho=50.0/60.0 cm

eo=hi/5+lo/2=0.44 m

Ao=0.30 m2

P=0.40 m

Specimens without confinement

Ao/Ai=0,14

1

-

-

2

-

-

II

Reference specimens

Ao/Ai=0,13

Table 1: Classification and description of the specimens

3

COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING OF MASONRY INFILLED FRAMES

Three dimensional computational models representing bare and masonry infilled RC
frames tested in the laboratory were developed using the Atena3D software [18]. Concrete
frame, lintel, steel plates and masonry units were modelled using 3D solid constituents. Also,
concrete rebar modelled by 1D truss elements with perfect bond assigned to the concrete.
Mortar joints were modelled as a zero thickness interfaces. The modelling constituents and
boundary conditions used in the analyses are shown at Figure 3. A mesh size of 4 cm was
used for the analysis [10]. CCIsoTetra mesh elements were used for steel plates while CCIsoBrick was used for all the other elements of the masonry infilled RC frame.
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Monitoring point
Support
Spring
Reinforcement
Solid elements

Figure 3: Typical infilled frame developed in Atena 3D (Case I/1)

A constant pre-compression equal to 365 kN assigned at the column ends. Due to large
vertical pre-compression, friction could not be undermined. Friction coefficient for sliding the
steel roller (𝜇𝐹 ) was taken as 0.03 [19]. Hence, the friction force (𝑇𝐹 ) for one column end
was calculated using eq. 1.
𝑇𝐹 = 𝜇𝐹 × 365 ≈ 10 kN

1

For introducing friction force onto the numerical model, a non-linear surface spring was set
on the beams end on the opposite side of the in-plane applied loading. Spring stiffness calculated by eq. 2.
𝐾𝑠 =

2𝑇𝐹
= 0.83 MPa
𝐴𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚

2

Figure 4b shows the spring's non-linear relationship. The concrete frame, lintel and masonry units simulated using “3D non-linear cementitious” material model (Table 1). Reinforcement simulated using the “bilinear reinforcement” material model shown in Table 2 and the
mortar joints simulated using the “3D interface” material model (Table 3). Material model
parameters were adopted from [10] and are described in detail in [20].
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0.0
0.0
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1.5
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2.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Relative displacement

d (mm)
a) Mortar interlock

b) Spring non-linear function
Figure 4 Material functions

Description

Symbol

Frame concrete

Concrete lintel

Clay block

Value

Value

Value

Unit

Elastic modulus

E

4.100 E+04

3.032 E+04

5.650 E+03

MPa

Poisson's ratio

μ

0.200

0.200

0.100

/

Tensile strength

ft

4.000

2.317

1.800

MPa

Compressive strength

fc

-5.800 E+01

-2.550 E+01

-1.750 E+01

Specific fracture energy

Gf

1.200 E-04

5.739 E-05

4.500 E-04

Crack spacing

smax

0.125

0.125

-5.000 E-04

m

Tensile stiffening

cts

0.400

0.400

-1.358 E-03

/

Critical compressive disp.

Wd

-1.010 E-03

-5.000 E-04

/

/

Plastic strain at fc

εcp

-1.417 E-03

-8.411 E-04

/

/

Reduction of fc due to cracks

rc.lim

Crack shear stiffness factor

SF

MPa
MN/m

0.800

0.800

0.800

/

20.000

20.000

20.000

/

Aggregate size

1.600 E-02

2.000 E-02

Fixed crack model coefficient

1.000

1.000

/
1.000

Table 1: Non-linear cementitious 2 material properties for each constituent
Description

Symbol

Unit

E

Value
2.10 E+05

Elastic modulus
Yield strength

σy

5.50 E+02

MPa

Tensile strength

σt

6.50 E+02

MPa

Limited ductility of steel

εlim

0.01

/

Table 2: Bilinear steel reinforcement material properties
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Description

Symbol

Mortar bedjoint

Mortar headjoint

Value

Value

Unit

Normal stiffness

Knn

5.65 E+05

8.50 E+04

MN/m2

Min. normal stiffness

Knn.min

5.65 E+02

8.50 E+01

MN/m2

Tangential stiffness

Ktt

2.57 E+05

3.86 E+04

MN/m2

Min. tangential stiffness

Ktt.min

2.57 E+02

3.86 E+01

MN/m2

Tensile strength

ft

0.20

0.20

MPa

Cohesion

c

0.35

0.35

MPa

Friction coefficient

0.24

0.24

/

Interlock function

see fig. 1a

/

Table 3: Interface material properties

According to Eurocode 8 [1], the allowable minimum damage (𝑑r ) for no-collapse scenario for non-structural elements (3rd Class) made of brittle materials can be estimated by 0.10 ℎ;
where h is the height of the specimen. In favour of satisfying the stated requirement with the
specimen's height of 140 cm, the inter-storey drift ratio (𝑑r ) has to be ≤ 14 mm. Thus, during
the numerical simulations, all frames were allowed to deform up to 28 𝑚𝑚 (𝑒. 𝑔. 2 × 𝑑r ) so
that the 1% 𝑑r to be evaluated. Furthermore, depending on the location of the application of
the monotonic load, frames with eccentric openings would behave differently mechanically.
Subsequently, two additional models were developed for the case I/3 (e.g. I/3a & I/3b) and
two for the case I/4 (e.g. I/4a & I/4b). All loads were applied as point loads onto the steel
plates. It should be mentioned that steel plates had enough thickness to neglect St. Venant's
principle and a perfect connection to the frame. Vertical load was applied in 5 steps (i.e. 73
kN per step). Horizontal forces applied as a prescribed deformation of 0.20 mm in 140 steps
to achieve a total displacement equal to 28 mm.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 & 6 show the computational and experimental values with respect to displacement
(𝑑), drift ratio (𝑑r ), shear force (𝑉R ) and shear force ratio (𝑉R /𝑉R.max ). A shear force ratio
equal to 1.0 allowed for the maximum experimental shear force value (𝑉R.max ).
Figure 5 shows the crack pattern and minimal principal stresses for in-plane deformations
in the order of 28 mm. The minimal crack width was 0.1 mm [21]. Hairline cracks are in the
order of 0.1 mm and in many cases represent insignificant damage. However, according to [22,
23], hairline cracks can signal moderate or higher level of damage. Also, Table 5 presents a
comparison of the 𝑉R /𝑑 and the drift ratio. In Table 5, the deviation of computational against
the experimental results calculated using the eq. 3.
Δ=1−

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

3

From Table 5 and Figures 5& 6, we can conclude that:
a) The response of monotonic static and cyclic quasi – static models (Figure 6 & Table 5)
are within expected range [16] especially with regards to initial stiffness. Large differences occurred after cyclic quasi - static models reached plasticity as monotonic static
models have a greater bearing capacity [16]. Plasticity in cyclic quasi–static models
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

develops around 0.25% 𝑑𝑟 and around 4 times larger i.e. 1.25% 𝑑𝑟 for the monotonic
static models (Figure 6).
From Figure 7 and for all models, the failure mechanism can be characterized by a
shear development in the toe area, damage at the frame and in the diagonal of the masonry infill.
The differences between computational models with eccentric openings (I/3a & I/3b,
I/4a & I/4b) loaded from different ends are not extensive as the average difference in
stiffness is 8% (Table 5).
The positive and negative experimental cyclic results differ by 15% on average. In
some cases (e.g. the stiffness of I/1 model at 0.50% 𝑑𝑟 ), the difference could be in the
order of 52% (Table 5). Consequently, the monotonic static model results are in majority of cases between the positive and negative curve (Figure 6) with a larger tendency to the positive curve.
Considering the large variability of masonry constituents [10,11], the developed model
based on the micro-scale modelling approach was able to capture the experimental behaviour of the masonry infill RC frame with sufficient accuracy.
The model was subjected to nonlinear static (monotonic) approach and the results
comparison with experimental data showed high quality compatibility in failure mechanism description and response in initial stage. As anticipated, after the initial stage the
model showed higher response resistance.
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Figure 5: Principal stress and crack patterns for the models developed by Atena 3D software (deformation at 28
mm)
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Figure 6: Comparison of experimental and numerical shear force vs displacement curves
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0.50

35.95

37.50

23.71

n/a

34.09

n/a

0.75

24.51

n/a

n/a

n/a

24.00

n/a

1.00

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

1.50

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2.00

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

0.25

79.75

77.79

35.79

98.54

80.16

76.69

82.25

73.44

0.50

51.60

51.09

25.59

61.03

51.97

48.40

50.60

48.81

0.75

39.11

38.95

20.99

44.54

40.23

35.58

38.43

38.39

1.00

31.60

31.78

18.38

34.68

32.52

28.95

31.42

30.56

1.50

21.33

22.73

14.41

22.94

22.47

20.62

22.80

21.92

2.00

14.09

16.09

11.33

14.21

18.28

13.61

14.61

13.98

I/3

III/2

I/4

a

b

I/1

a

I/II

III/1

I/4

a

b

a

b

-7.36

7.04

-1.42

-26.79

-8.53

-3.84

-9.33

2.37

30.54

-15.54

1.51

-66.26

-34.65

-25.39

-27.63

-23.11

n/a

n/a

-10.50

-79.81

-64.58

-45.57

-45.14

-45.00

n/a

n/a

-23.34

-88.82

n/a

-53.58

-49.39

n/a

n/a

-44.95

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

-20.56

-11.98

2.20

-27.74

-38.41

-32.42

-43.53

-36.23

-7.90

n/a

-52.45

-41.97

n/a

-59.59

n/a

n/a

n/a

-67.61

-48.24

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

13.96

2.47

0.39

27.26

23.47

18.13

6.49

25.88

3.20

n/a

43.55

33.68

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

66.10

46.90

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Table 5: Stiffness difference
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I/3

III/2

b
Experimental cyclic positive

III/1

Experimental cyclic negative

I/II

Average difference

Computational
static

Test
type

-49.24

29.29

-33.26

15.44
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5

CONCLUSIONS

A three-dimensional computational model based on the finite element method of analysis
has been developed. The computational model was able to predict the in-plane and out-ofplane behaviour of masonry infilled RC frames containing openings. Use was made of the
commercial software Atena3D. Within Atena 3D, the masonry infill walls were modelled as
an assemblage of stiff yet deformable bricks. Mortar joints were represented as zero thickness
interfaces. Initially, the brick and interface parameters were determined by carrying out a series of small scale tests. The computational model was then used to predict the in-plane and
out-of-plane behaviour of a full scale infill wall panels constructed in the laboratory using a
similar brick and mortar combination. From the results analysis, it was shown that the FE
model was capable of capturing the load carrying capacity of the masonry infilled RC frame
as well as the different stages of mechanical behaviour of masonry infilled RC frames with
sufficient accuracy. Both experimental and numerical results showed that there were two notable features of the behaviour of masonry infilled RC frames. These are: a) initial bed-joint
sliding above the opening; followed by b) diagonal tensile or bed-joint sliding failure at the
masonry piers of masonry infill walls. The computational model was also able to capture the
load against displacement characteristics of the masonry infilled RC frames with sufficient
accuracy. Hence, it has been demonstrated that Atena 3D can be used successfully to predict
the in plane and out-of-plane mechanical behaviour of a masonry infilled RC frames with and
without opening when subjected to a nonlinear static procedure.
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Abstract. The vulnerability of masonry infilled frame structures has been demonstrated by many
recent earthquakes and research studies and it is often triggered by the in-plane interaction
between the flexible frame and the masonry infill (characterized by an inherent higher stiffness).
Among the different solutions studied to mitigate such issue, a deformable infill typology with
horizontal sliding joints has been proposed and tested by the authors in previous studies, capable
of reducing the infill-frame interaction and of limiting the damage in the masonry, so that also the
out of plane infill stability is maintained.
This paper proposes a simplified approach to assess the seismic performance of this innovative
masonry infill typology. Analytical formulations, based on geometrical and mechanical properties,
are proposed to describe the in-plane response of the infill and its interaction with the bounding
frame. Thanks to these formulations, a simplified numerical model for the infill, adopting an
equivalent strut approach, is calibrated to be used in the non-linear analysis of infilled frame
structures, accounting for their cyclic response. The reliability of the method is validated trough
the comparison of the estimated infill resistance and shear demand on the column with those
obtained from an extensive experimental campaign and numerical study based on refined finite
element models. The results show the efficiency of the proposed simplified model in estimating the
response of the infilled RC frame, in particular the shear action in the frame columns, which are
the critical element of the structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, several research studies [1]–[7] and field evidence[8], [9] stressed the
seismic vulnerability of masonry infilled reinforced concrete (RC) structures. In these structures
the seismic response is highly affected by the presence of stiff masonry infills, which significantly
modify the RC bare frame response, triggering, in many cases, brittle and unexpected collapse.
Due to the heterogeneity of the masonry infills and their scattered material properties, the infillframe interaction modeling is still a rather challenging task for practicing engineers, so that in most
cases the structural effect of the infills is ignored in the seismic design of the structures.
In the last years, several authors have focused on the masonry infill vulnerability and different
innovative solutions have been proposed with the aim of reducing the infill-frame interaction, as
reducing the forces transferred between the frame and the infill can reduce both the structural
element vulnerability and the infill damage. The proposed solutions reached the aim with different
approach: (i) partitioning of the infill wall [10]–[16]; (ii) adopting alternative joints instead of
mortar (dry or plastic joints) [17]–[21]; (iii) using deformable materials for the construction of the
infill [22], [23].
This paper deals with the in-plane response of masonry infill with horizontal sliding joints,
subdividing the wall into sub-portions, as proposed in [12], [13]. A simplified numerical model,
adopting an equivalent strut approach, is presented and validated. The model is proportioned on an
analytical model first presented in [23], which is based on simple equilibrium equations. The
calibration of the strut model is based on the parametric study of an infilled RC frame performed
in [24], modelled with refined FEM according to [25]. In literature [26]–[28] different
configurations of equivalent strut have been suggested to reproduce the effects of the infill-frame
interaction. Both single or multiple diagonal struts, oriented to the frame joints or eccentric, were
proposed, the latter meant to reproduce the shear action in the columns or beams.
In this study two different configurations have been calibrated: (i) one with a single strut per
diagonal, spanning between the frame joints, (Model A, in the following) and (ii) the other with
one single strut per direction, linked with the columns at a calibrated distance (Model B, in the
following), in order to reproduce the column shear action produced by the infill-frame interaction.
The comparison with the experimental and numerical results of single-bay, single-story frames
[13], [24]. shows that the proposed approach can fairly reproduce both the important features of
the infill response (including the initial stiffness, peak strength, and post-yielding behavior) and
the effects of the infill-frame interaction, in terms of maximum column shear.
2. INFILL TYPOLOGY AND PERFORMANCES
The innovative construction technique proposed and experimentally assessed in [12], [13]
consists in partitioning the infill wall into several sub-portions by the introduction of horizontal
sliding joints at selected locations along the height (Figure 1a, b). Such solution increases the
deformability of the infill, associated to the in-plane relative sliding between the infill sub-portions.
To reduce the contact forces along the columns-infill interface and delay crushing of the masonry,
deformable elements are placed on both the sides of the infill. In addition, a small gap is maintained
between the infill and the beam above to avoid their contact and the consequent interaction.
The in-plane cyclic response of an infill prototype, tested in a confining steel frame with the
hinged at the column-beam joints, is reported in Figure 1a, showing a ductile response
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characterized by a low strength and stiffness. Moreover, the infill showed only minor damage in
some masonry sub-portion, after exceeding 2% drift.

(a) steel frame infilled with a masonry wall partitioned by horizontal sliding joints: test layout and results (adapted
from [13])

Lateral Force [kN]

(b) layout of the RC infilled-frame object of the finite element
modeling (FEM) (dimensions in mm)
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Parametric study results

(c) concrete and masonry FEM schematic
PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS VARIABLES

Baseline

L

J
Sliding joints number

1

2

3

Infill length

m

Baseline at 2% drift

0

Lateral boards material

4

Sliding joint friction coefficient

Drift [%]

Masonry material

(d) results of the parametric analysis on the masonry infilled RC frame(adapted from [24])
Figure 1. Synthesis of the results of previous research works on infilled frame with horizontal sliding joints and
schematic of the finite element modeling (FEM) adopted.

The efficiency of such an infill typology in the application to reinforced concrete (RC) frames
was extensively tested in [11] and numerically assessed in [24] by means of a refined finite element
based on smeared crack and interface elements (Figure 1b, c), calibrated on the experimental
mechanical properties of the different components. Such numerical model allowed to perform a
parametric study investigating the role of mechanical and geometrical properties of the infill. The
main results of the study are recalled in Figure 1d. Moreover, these analyses quantified the contact
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forces transferred by the infill to the frame columns, at the subpanel corners, which increase the
shear forces acting on the RC columns compared to the bare frame response. It was observed that
the shear actions on the columns increase as the imposed inter-story drift increases, and for drifts
larger than 1% the shear demand on the column can have similar intensity as that in the case of
traditional solid masonry infills. Therefore, despite the severe reduction of the infill stiffness and
vulnerability due to the infill partitioning the design of the RC frame columns has to take this shear
demand into account.
3. ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR THE INFILL
The analytical model here presented stems from a first analytical interpretation of the
experimental response of an infilled steel frame presented in [23], then developed in [24], [29],
[30], supported by the results of a refined finite element model. The proposed formulations provide
an estimate of the infill net contribution (ΔFs) to the frame lateral strength, based on simple
equilibrium equations, that, added to the bare frame lateral strength, provides the overall infilled
frame resistance.
The contact forces to be considered in the equilibrium to rotation around the column base hinge
result from the superposition of the effects of two different resisting mechanisms in the infill: the
compression of the sub-portion along their diagonal (“strut mechanism”,) and the friction activating
by the sliding of the masonry sub-portion on the horizontal joints (“frictional mechanism”). The
graphical illustration of the two mechanisms is reported in Figure 2 and the infill lateral strength
can be expressed as the sum of the two contributions ( Fs  Fsstrut  Fs frict ).
ΔFs
Rn

Infill strength contribution
Resultant of the contact forces in
the nth infill sub-portion
Rh,n , Rv,n
Horizontal and vertical
components of the contact force Rn
Contact length
𝑋̅𝑛
h
Sub-portion heigth
H
Infill heigth
bc
Column width
L
Infill length
Apex “Lee” and “Win” refers to Windward
and Leeward columns, respectively.
Figure 2. Static scheme adopted in the analytical model with details of the contact forces between the frame
columns and the masonry infill.

Equation (1) provides the infill strength contribution due to the “strut” mechanism, obtained
considering both the pertaining horizontal and vertical components of the contact forces on the
columns. Such formulation is obtained under the hypothesis that, per each sub-portion, the
Lee
horizontal components ( Rhstrut
 t ) have the same intensity on the two columns. In
,n   c    X
contrast, the vertical ones ( Rvstrut
) differs: on the windward column, they are proportional to the
,n
horizontal component through the contact friction coefficient (µc), while on the leeward side the
vertical contact force component is smaller as the resultant is oriented along the sub-portion
diagonal (with inclination α).
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F

strut
s


 b
  c m  tan  
c
 2h





1
1

mj
  W  N  Rhstrut
,n  m c  tan    

2
 1  m j m c 

c   X

Fs frict

Lee

Lee

X


t  1  
h







(1)

(2)

This difference of the two vertical contact forces increases the normal stress on the horizontal
sliding joints, thus affecting also the "frictional mechanism". Therefore, the analytical formulation
for the contribution to the infill lateral strength due to the "frictional mechanism" results in
Equation (2), where the unbalanced vertical contact force is summed to the sub-portion self-weight.
According to Equations (1) and (2), the lateral strength of the infill can be estimated once
̅ ). In
geometrical and material properties of the infill are known, except for the contact length (𝑋
𝑛
detail the required parameters are: the infill-column contact compression strength (σc), the infill
thickness (t), the sub-portion height (h), the column width (bc), the friction coefficient along the
infill-column contact (µc) and along the horizontal sliding joints (µj), the sub-portion diagonal
inclination (α), the infill self-weight (W) and the number of sub-portions (N). The only parameter
̅ ). The
not a-priori defined is the contact length between the columns and the infill sub-portions (𝑋
𝑛
quantification of such parameter, varying the imposed lateral drift and the number of sub-portions,
can be estimated with Equation (3), which was calibrated on the parametric study presented in [24].
It is worth noting that in Equation (1) a stress block approach for the estimate of the contact stress
is adopted, assuming a reduction coefficient (β) for the contact length, taken equal to 0.8.
 X  0.3  0.019  N  4  Drift[%]

 X  0.3  3 Drift[%]  0.019  N  4

3.1.

Drift  1%
Drift  1%

(3)

Evaluation of the maximum column shear action in moment resisting frames

The same superposition approach adopted for the infilled frame lateral resistance allows to
quantify the shear action in the columns, accounting for the infill-frame interaction, with acceptable
approximation. The additional column shear due to the infill-frame interaction can be obtained
after the quantification of the contact forces. The shear developing in the column due to the transfer
of the bending moments at the frame joints is quantified considering the response of the bare frame,
as a function of the drift.
Figure 3 shows the static scheme for the equilibrium Equations (4), proposed for the evaluation
of the columns’ shear located at their top or bottom end. Equation (5) specifies the calculation of
the column shear action for the windward column top end, which is typically the most stressed
section. Rh,n is the horizontal components of the contact forces for the nth sub-portion, hn is the
top
bottom
distance between Rh,n and the base hinge, while M col
and M col
are the beam-column joint
bending moments. Since the vertical component of the contact stresses plays a secondary role, its
contribution is neglected in Equation (4).
The values of the contact forces to be adopted in the equations are those provided in the previous
paragraph, considering that, on the windward column both the “strut” and “frictional” mechanism
contribute to the contact force, while on the leeward column only the “strut” mechanism is
involved. Equations (7) and (8) quantify the relevant contributions to the column shear actions.
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top
bottom
 M col
M col
H

(4)

strut,Win
 Vtop
 Vtopfrict ,Win

(5)

V  V inf  V bare  V inf 
inf, Win
Vtop


R

Win
h ,n

 hn

H

inf, Lee
Vbottom
 Vtopstrut,Win

strut,Win
Vtop


Figure 3. Static scheme for the analytical
evaluation of the columns shear action for a
moment resisting frame infilled with
horizontal sliding panels.
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frict
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  R

(6)

strut
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Lee
 N 1
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 0 .4
 2
h 



1 
N

  n  h  h   Rhfrict
,n
2 
2


(7)

(8)

4. SIMPLIFIED EQUIVALENT STRUT MODEL
The analytical model presented in the previous chapter allows for the calibration of a simplified
strut model to be used for the analysis of multi-story buildings, for which a refined FE model would
be too much time-consuming in design practice. The proposed approach models the infill by means
of one compression-only truss element per infill diagonal (Figure 4a), calibrated to reproduce the
previously described “strut” and “frictional” mechanisms. To this aim, each diagonal strut is
equipped with three parallel non-linear spring elements with the constitutive laws reported in
Figure 4a: Spring 1 has an elastic-perfectly-plastic behavior with an initial rigid branch, accounting
for the “frictional” contribution provided by the sole self-weight; Spring 2 is characterized by a
slip bilinear hysteretic law, calibrated to account for the hardening in the “frictional” mechanism,
due to the ”strut” mechanism; Spring 3 has a slip bilinear hysteretic rule, obtained with reference
to the analytical contribution of the “strut” mechanism or simply by subtraction of the response of
Spring elements 1 and 2 from the analytical total infill capacity curve.
Model B

120

Infill net strength, ΔFs [kN]

Model A

Analytical infill strength

80

Spring elements 1+2+3
Spring elements 1+2

40

Spring element 3

0
-40
-80

-120
-3

(a) monothonic response and spring elements layout

-2

-1

0

Drift [%]
(b) cyclic response

1

2

3

Figure 4. Net lateral strength contribution of the infill equivalent strut model, and details of the different nonlinear spring elements response.
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The cyclic response provided by the selected set of springs is reported in Figure 4b, and is
capable of reproducing the cyclic degradation associated to the strut mechanism.
The strut model is here proposed in two different configurations (Figure 4a): the first (“Model
A”) has the diagonal struts linked to the frame joints, while in the second (“Model B”) the diagonals
are eccentric to the joints. Both the models are suitable for reproducing the lateral strength
contribution of the infill, but only Model B can capture the shear increase on the frame columns
due to the infill-frame interaction.
The model parameters are assessed according to Figure 5. The spring axial behavior (N/Δd) is
calibrated to reproduce the target infill lateral force-drift curve (ΔFs-Δ) by means of Equations (9)
to (14), where d and d’ are the un-deformed and deformed diagonal length, ϑ is the diagonal strut
inclination, z is the distance of the strut from the nearest frame node, H and L are the bay height
and length, Δ1 and Δ2 are the horizontal displacement of the two opposite strut-to-column
connections. In Model B, Equation (15) quantifies the maximum shear action in the columns
col
col
produced by the strut ( Vmax
). The choice of the z value targets both the shear action ( Vmax
) on the
columns and the net infill lateral strength (ΔFs), as obtained from the analytical model for a selected
design target drift (Equation (16)).

H
N A  Fs  1   
L

2

(9)

d A    cos A

kA 

(10)

NA
d A

(11)

 H  2z 
Fs  1  

 L 
NB 
 2z 
1  
 H

d B  1   2   cos B 
kB 

2


H  2 z   cos B
H

NB
d B

z 

col
Vmax
 N B  cos B  1  
H


(a)

(12)

(13)
(14)
(15)

(b)

Figure 5. Static scheme for Model A (a) and Model B (b) adopted in the simplified model of the infilled frame.
zh

4.1.

col
Vmax
 Fs
col
2Vmax
 Fs

(16)

Validation of the strut model

The efficiency of the proposed strut model in reproducing the infilled frame response is
validated through the comparison with the results of the experimental specimen described in [13]
and those obtained from the numerical study presented in [24]. For the two case studies, the adopted
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parameters for the springs, adopting both Model A and Model B, are summarized in Table 1. For
Model B, a 2% target drift is chosen for the calibration of z.
Table 1. Equivalent strut parameters calibrated on the analytical model to capture the experimental response of the
infilled steel frame ([13]) and the numerical results of the infilled RC frame ( [24]).
Horizontal component at the
Simplified strut model
beam level (ΔFs)
(Model A)
EXPERIMENTAL INFILLED STEEL FRAME [Preti et al.2015]
H=2.43m; L=2.93m
θ=40.5°
Fy= W μj= 8.54 kN
Ny= 11.10 kN
kin=43000 kN/m
kin=1442057 kN/m
k2=0 kN/m
k2=0 kN/m
Fy= 0.00001 kN
Ny= 0.00001 kN
kin=inf kN/m
kin= inf
k2=341.65 kN/m
k2=577 kN/m
Fy=67.66 kN (at 1% drift)
Ny= 87.9 kN (at 1% drift)
kin=2784 kN/m
kin= 4699 kN/m
k2=147 kN/m
k2= 249 kN/m
NUMERICAL INFILLED RC FRAME [Bolis et al.2016]
H=2.8m; L=4.2m
θ=33.7°
Fy= W μj= 14.112 kN
Ny= 16.96 kN
kin=141120 kN/m
kin= 2038400 kN/m
k2=0 kN/m
k2=0 kN/m
Fy= 0.00001 kN
Ny= 0.00001 kN
kin=inf kN/m
kin= inf
k2=260.48 kN/m
k2=376 kN/m
Fy=49.78 kN (at 1% drift)
Ny= 59.83 kN (at 1% drift)
kin=1778 kN/m
kin= 2568 kN/m
k2=60.9 kN/m
k2= 88 kN/m
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Spring
Calibration

Spring element 2

Spring element 3

Bay
Infill

Geometry

Spring element 1
(W=28.22kN, μj=0.5)
Spring
Calibration
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Spring element 3

Simplified strut model
(Model B)

z=0.827m; θ=14.8°
Ny= 27.69 kN
kin=8972360 kN/m
k2=0 kN/m
Ny= 0.00001 kN
kin= inf
k2=3588 kN/m
Ny= 219.26 kN (at 1% drift)
kin= 29240 kN/m
k2= 1549 kN/m

z=0.901m; θ=13.4°
Ny= 40.70 kN
kin= 11737657 kN/m
k2=0 kN/m
Ny= 0.00001 kN
kin= inf
k2=2167 kN/m
Ny= 143.56 kN (at 1% drift)
kin= 14787 kN/m
k2= 507 kN/m

150

150

100

100

Lateral Force [kN]

Lateral Force [kN]

The diagonal struts are applied into a frame modeled with beam elements and lumped plasticity,
representing both flexural and shear non-linear behavior.
Figure 6 shows the comparison between the cyclic capacity curve of the simplified model and
the result of the cyclic quasi-static test on the infilled steel frame ([13]). Both the proposed
configurations (Model A and Model B) provide a fairly good approximation of the experimental
curve, with only a slight underestimation of the dissipation capacity. In this case, no experimental
data on the column shear action are available for comparison.
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Figure 6. Simplified model of the experimental infilled steel frame with sliding joints tested by Preti et al. (2015)

Figure 7a,b show the comparison between the capacity curves obtained with the simplified
(“Simpl.FEM”) and the refined (“Refined FEM”) numerical model for the bare (“BF”) and infilled
(“IF”) frame studied in [24]. Similarly to the comparison with the experimental steel frame, both
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the proposed configurations of the strut model (Model A and B) offer results well matching those
of the refined numerical model results. As for the shear in the columns, Figure 7c highlights a safesided slight over-estimation obtained with the strut model (Model B). For completeness, Figures 6
and 7 report also the analytical prediction of the monothonic response, obtained from the
superposition of the analytical infill contribution to the bare frame response.
Below, the validation of the simplified strut model has been extended with the comparison with
some of the results of the parametric study reported in [24]. Figure 8 shows the results of the
comparison for 9 different case studies, whose properties are reported in Table 2. The results of
both the simplified model (Model A and Model B) are reported, normalized over the refined FEM
results.
Also in these cases the result of the superposition of the analytical infill contribution to the bare
frame is reported, for comparison.
300
250

200
150
IF, Refined FEM
IF, Simpl. FEM (Mod.B)
BF, Simpl. FEM
BF,Simpl. FEM+Analytical

100
50
0
0

0.5
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2.5

3

(b) Force-vs.-Drift curve (Model A) (c) Max.column shear-vs.-Drift curve
(Model B)

Figure 7. Comparison of the simplified and refined modeling of the reference infilled RC frame.
Table 2. Properties of the studied cases in the parametric comparison between the refined numerical model, the
analytical model and the simplified models.
Parameters

N° infill sub-panel
Friction coefficient
Infill length
Contact yielding stress

Case 1 (Baseline) Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9

N
4
7
14
4
4
μj
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.05
1
L [m]
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
σc [kN/m2]
2200
2200 2200 2200 2200
*the masonry yielding stress is adopted (2700 MPa)

4
0.5
3
2200

4
0.5
6
2200

4
4
0.5
0.5
4.2
4.2
1040 3210*

On the first line of Figure 8 the comparison is reported in terms of infilled frame in-plane
response for three different drift levels (0.5%, 1%, and 2%). It can be observed that at small drifts
such as 0.5%, the comparison shows an approximation with an error lower than 20% except when
the contact material located at the column-infill interface is stronger than masonry (Case 9).
However, for larger drift, the error diminishes below 15% for all cases, with the tendency of
overestimation as the drift grows to 2%. On the second line of Figure 8, the evaluation of the
maximum column shear action is reported for the same three drift levels. As observed for the lateral
strength, the error remains below 25% in the worst case, for 0.5% drift. The error reduces below
15% for 1% and 2% drift and shows the tendency for a safe-sided overestimation as the drift gets
larger.
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Figure 8. Results of the parametric analysis performed with the analytical and equivalent strut models, normalized on
the values obtained from the refined FEM analyses, in terms of infilled frame lateral strength (F) and column shear
action (V).

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a simplified modeling approach is presented for the estimate of the infill-frame inplane interaction when a masonry infill partitioned with horizontal joints is adopted. The approach
is based on an equivalent strut numerical macro-model, calibrated on analytical formulations,
capable of reproducing both the infill lateral strength contribution and the maximum column shear
produced by the interaction.
The proposed analytical formulations originate from simple equilibrium equations based on few
geometrical and mechanical properties of the infill, namely the infill geometry and weight, the
number of sliding joints and their friction coefficient, the column-infill contact yielding stress. A
basic parameter is the length of such contact, whose analytical estimate is proposed, as a function
of the interstorey drift.
Based on these analytical formulations, a simplified macro-model suitable for numerical
analyses of multi-story buildings is proposed and calibrated. The model reproduces the interaction
of the infill with the structural frame by means of diagonal struts. Two different configurations
have been proposed: the first (Model A) is only capable of reproducing the interaction in terms of
contribution of the infill in the frame lateral strength; the second (Model B) allows also to reproduce
the maximum shear action in the columns during the in-plane response.
The validation of the proposed models is performed by means of the comparison of their results
with those obtained experimentally and numerically in previous works on infilled portal frames.
The comparison of the capacity curves (monotonic and cyclic) shows a good reliability of the
proposed approach, with an error that, in the worst cases, remains below 25% up to a 2% interstorey
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drift. As for the shear action in the column, a tendency of the simplified model to overestimate the
maximum value is observed, compatible with a safe-sided design.
Moreover, the obtained results validate the adopted approach for the evaluation of the infilled
frame response, based on the simple superposition of the infill contribution to the bare frame
response. Such effectiveness is supported by the limited interaction with the frame ensured by the
infill with sliding joints, compared to that of traditional masonry infill.
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Abstract. In the Mediterranean area, Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings are usually provided of Unreinforced Masonry (URM) infill wall panels. When subjected to seismic action,
these non-structural elements are sensitive to the displacements produced in the In Plane (IP)
direction and to the acceleration in the Out Of Plane (OOP) direction. The damage due to IP
displacements reduce the OOP capacity and vice-versa: this phenomenon is called IP-OOP
interaction. Proposed empirical-based formulations both for predicting infills OOP strength
and for modeling the effects of IP displacement demand on OOP behavior and vice versa are
illustrated. A new lumped-plasticity macro-model based on the proposed empirical formulations and conceived to represent the IP and the OOP behavior taking into account the mutual
interaction effects is defined. Part of the proposed modelling strategy is a routine that removes the whole infill panel from the structural model in case of its IP or OOP collapse. In
this paper, the proposed model is described and applied to model the infills of case-study infilled RC frames designed according to Eurocode 8 and different for design PGA at Life Safety Limit State. The results of non-linear time-history analyses are presented and discussed in
order to show the effects of taking into account or neglecting the IP-OOP interaction phenomena in assessing the seismic response of the case-study buildings.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the Mediterranean area, Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings are usually provided of
Unreinforced Masonry (URM) infill wall panels. When subjected to the seismic action, these
non-structural elements are sensitive to the displacements produced in the In Plane (IP) direction and to the acceleration in the Out Of Plane (OOP) direction [1]. IP displacements can
damage infill walls and produce the attainment of the Damage Limitation Limit State (DL),
with significant effects in terms of repairing costs for RC buildings after earthquakes. OOP
acceleration can produce infills’ collapse by their overturning, which is a great risk for life
safety as well as an obstacle to escape/rescue operations during seismic emergency [2]: in this
sense, the OOP collapse of infill walls is associable to the attainment of the Life Safety Limit
State (LS). A great number of experimental and analytical works concerning the IP behaviour
of URM infills is available in literature ([3-6], among many others) and some analytical and
experimental works have been proposed about their OOP behaviour, especially in recent years
([7-15], among others), and concerning the IP-OOP interaction phenomena, i.e., the effects of
IP actions on the OOP behaviour and vice versa. For instance, several authors showed through
analytical and experimental studies how the IP displacement demand affects the OOP response of infills in terms of capacity and demand acting on them.
In this work, a state of art concerning URM infills modelling strategies accounting for
their OOP behaviour and the IP-OOP interaction is reported. An empirical-based URM infill
macro-model accounting for the IP-OOP interaction implemented in OpenSEES is introduced.
Then, two case study RC buildings designed in accordance with Eurocodes 2 and 8 recommendations, different for design PGA at LS (0.15 and 0.35 g), are described. The case-study
bare frames are infilled with a single-wythe thick and strong infill wall. Incremental Dynamic
Analyses (IDAs) are carried out on the infilled case-study buildings in order to define in a
non-linear incremental framework the different seismic capacity assessed with and without
accounting for the IP-OOP interaction phenomena.
2

STATE OF ART

In [16] Hashemi and Mosalam proposed a strut and tie macro-model of infills based on the
results of FEM analyses. In this model, the infill is represented by eight no-tension truss elements joined in the center by a no-compression truss element. Mechanical and geometric
characteristics of struts and tie are calibrated in order to obtain an interaction domain of IP
OOP action which follows the one obtained through FEM analyses.
In [11] Kadysiewski and Mosalam introduced a macro-model in which the infill is modelled through one diagonal beam element pinned at the edges provided of a lumped mass in
the center active only in the OOP direction. The OOP behaviour is assumed as elastic-plastic.
To account for the IP-OOP interaction, the authors introduce interaction domains in terms of
yielding force and collapse displacements derived from numerical analyses. Integral part of
the discussed model is a routine that removes from the structural model the elements representative of the infill when their IP-OOP displacement history exceeds the convex interaction
domain in terms of ultimate displacement.
Furtado et al. [17] defined a “Kadysiewski and Mosalam-based” macro-model in which the
infill is represented by 4 diagonal rigid elements joined in the center by one element which
takes into account the non-linearity of the infill behaviour. The central element is joined to the
diagonal struts through 2 nodes in which the OOP mass is lumped. Also in this case, part of
the model is an algorithm that removes the elements representative of the infill from the structural model if its IP-OOP displacement history exceeds a linear interaction domain in terms of
ultimate displacement. A macro-model based on the one defined by Kadysiewski and Mosal-
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am was also proposed by Longo et al. [18]. Shing et al. [19] proposed a macro-model in
which the infill wall is represented by two fiber-section diagonals accounting for the IP-OOP
interaction and through a vertical and a horizontal element accounting for the bi-directional
arching action.
An infill wall model accounting for the IP-OOP interaction was proposed by Oliaee and
Magenes [20]. The infill is represented by 2 diagonals, each one divided into 2 noninteracting in-series no-tension elements, an inelastic truss representing IP behaviour and a
distributed inelasticity fiber element representing OOP behaviour. The IP-OOP interaction is
introduced through the updating of the strain at peak load of the material assigned to fibers
(OOP stiffness reduction) and through the reduction of the fiber elements’ thickness (OOP
strength reduction) depending on the maximum IP displacement registered.
3

EMPIRICAL-BASED URM INFILL MODEL ACCOUNTING FOR IP-OOP
INTERACTION

Experimental tests aimed at assessing the OOP behaviour of URM infills and the effects of IP
displacement demand on the OOP capacity were performed by different authors ([7-15],
among others). In a companion paper [21], the Authors of this study collected in a database
the values of secant stiffness and lateral force registered for the above test specimens at first
macro-cracking and peak load, as well as the value, if provided, of their ultimate OOP displacement. The application of code and literature provisions aimed at predicting stiffness,
force and displacement associated to the significant points of the OOP backbone of URM infills showed that:
1) Timoshenko’s formula [22] for the calculation of the lateral stiffness of an elastic isotropic plate provides a good estimation of URM infills secant stiffness at first macrocracking point (Equation 1).
(1)
In Eq. 1, a and b are the shorter and longer dimensions of the infill, respectively, while
D is the plate flexural stiffness and α is a parameter accounting for the infill aspectratio and boundary conditions.
2) Dawe and Seah’s [9] formulation accounting for two-way arching action exhibits good
performances in predicting the OOP strength of URM infills, as well as Kadysiewski
and Mosalam approach [11] based on the first vibration frequency of a distributedmass cracked beam pinned at edges produces good predictions of their secant stiffness
at peak load (Equation 2).
(2)
In Eq. 2, E is the infill elastic modulus in the vertical direction, w, h and t are the infill
width, height and thickness, respectively.
3) No literature or code provision is applicable to obtain a good prediction of URM infills OOP collapse displacement.
In order to define a tri-linear OOP backbone for infills, in an empirical-based framework, a
least square linear regression was carried out on the experimental uniformly distributed first
cracking loads, qcrack, reported in the collected database. Moreover, to obtain a more reliable
prediction of the uniformly distributed peak load, qmax, with respect to the one provided by
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applying Dawe and Seah’s relationship, a least square linear regression was carried out on the
experimental values of qmax, too. The obtained relationships are:
(3)
(4)
Kcrack and Kmax should be calculated by applying equations (1) and (2), respectively.
Based on experimental evidences (Angel et al. [8], Guidi et al. [14], Calvi and Bolognini
[13], Griffith and Vaculik [12]), a plastic post-peak behaviour is assumed and the collapse
OOP displacement is assumed equal to 3.7 times the predicted displacement at peak load.
Based on experimental evidences, relationships aimed at predicting secant stiffness and
lateral strength at first cracking and peak load degradation due to IP damage represented by
the maximum IDR attained during the IP loading normalized with respect to the IDR corresponding to the complete loss of IP loads bearing capacity by the infill, IDRu, were defined.

(5)

In Eq. 5, Pdam is the observed variable for the infill that underwent a maximum IP displacement represented by the IDR, Pundam is the same observed variable for the undamaged
infill, and the α and β coefficients are determined through a linear least squares regression in
the log-log plan (Table 1). Clearly, Pdam/Pundam cannot be higher than 1 and must be equal to 0
if IDR≥IDRu, i.e., the OOP capacity drops to zero at the infill IP collapse, as shown in Figure
1.
α
β

Kcrack,dam/Kcrack,undam Fcrack,dam/Fcrack,undam
0.07
0.11
-0.76
0.89

Kmax,dam/Kmax,undam
0.12
-0.69

Fmax,dam/Fmax,undam
0.27
-0.37

Table 1. α and β values for Equation 5.
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Figure 1. Degradation of first macro-cracking force (a) and secant stiffness (b) and of peak load force (c) and
secant stiffness (d) due to IP damage represented by the current IDR normalized with respect to IP collapse IDR,
IDRu.

Based on the only reliable experimental datum provided on this issue in literature by Furtado
et al. [15], it is assumed that the du,dam/du,undam ratio decreases linearly at increasing IDR/IDRu.
Note that this approach is consistent with the proposal of Fardis in section 3.5 of [23].
(6)
IP load bearing capacity reduction due to OOP displacements was reconstructed based on
Flanagan and Bennett’s [24] combined IP-OOP test performed on specimen 23. Based on
these experimental evidences, if the infill has been damaged by the OOP action represented
by the OOP maximum displacement dOOP, the IP force that produces the IP displacement dIP,
FIP,dam(dIP, dOOP) can be expressed through a simplified linear relationship as:
(7)
in which FIP,undam(dIP) is the IP force that produces the IP displacement dIP of the undamaged
panel and dOOP,u is the undamaged infill ultimate OOP displacement.
The proposed empirical-based model has been implemented in OpenSEES [25]. First, the
OOP force-displacement behaviour relationship should be defined for the undamaged panel
through the semi-empirical approach described in this section. Hereafter, the above-defined
OOP behaviour relationship will be mentioned as the IDR=0 backbone. Then, n IDRs (IDRi,
with i=1, …, n) should be set as discrete IP damage thresholds. Through the degradationmodelling relationships, it is possible to define n OOP backbones, corresponding to the n
IDRs: each one of these curves, which will be mentioned hereafter as IDR=IDR i backbone,
represents the OOP behaviour that the infill will exhibit from the moment the IP IDR demand
exceeds the damage threshold represented by IDRi (see Figure 2).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Proposed modelling strategy of the IP-OOP interaction. Active and mutually-neutralizing OOP backbones for IDR<IDR1 (a); active, mutually-neutralizing and removed backbones for IDR between IDR1 and IDR2
(b).

As shown in Figure 3, each infill should be represented by a diagonal element representing
the IP behaviour of the infill. Each of these elements is connected through a pinned joint to
the surrounding frame and is provided of a central node connected to a second central node in
which the mass participating to the first OOP vibration mode of the infill is lumped: generally,
it can be assumed equal to the 81% of the panel total mass [11]. The connection between
these central nodes is ensured by 2n+1 plastic hinges. First, a plastic hinge carrying the
IDR=0 backbone must be defined (in the following example, a Hysteretic Material is used to
this aim). Then, for each IDR=IDRi backbone, a couple of plastic hinges must be defined: the
first one, which will be called “i-th real plastic hinge”, models the OOP behaviour defined by
the considered IDRi backbone; the second one, which will be called “i-th auxiliary plastic
hinge”, behaves according to the force-displacement relationship defined by the IDR=IDRi
backbone mirrored with respect to the displacements axis. This goal can be achieved in
OpenSEES by defining the “auxiliary” backbones through a Parallel Material that is referred,
with scale factor equal to -1, to the constitutive relationship used to define the corresponding
“real” backbone. This means that the OOP force for a given OOP displacement in the i-th real
plastic hinge is always equal and opposite to the OOP force at the same displacement in the ith auxiliary plastic hinge. This also means that as long as all plastic hinges are part of the infill model, the panel OOP behaviour is the one defined by the IDR=0 backbone, while the effects of the other plastic hinges are mutually neutralizing.

Figure 3. Graphical representation of the proposed modelling strategy.
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Integral part of the proposed model is a routine that removes from the structural model the
IDRi-1 real plastic hinge and the IDRi auxiliary plastic hinge when the IP IDR exceeds the
previously defined damage threshold represented by IDRi. In this way, as soon as the IDR exceeds IDRi and as long as the IDR is lower than the successive IP damage threshold IDR i+1,
the panel OOP behaviour is defined by the IDR=IDRi backbone “contained” in the ith real
plastic hinge, while the effects of the remaining plastic hinges are still mutually neutralizing.
Moreover, if the OOP displacement exceeds the ultimate displacement associated to the
IDR=IDRi backbone, all the elements representative of the infill wall are removed from the
structural model. An explanatory version of the removal routine is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Removal routine simplified schema.

The IP strength and stiffness degradation can be controlled through the ratio between the OOP
displacement demand and the OOP displacement capacity of the undamaged panel. It can be
modelled, together with the whole infill removal due to the attainment of the IP ultimate displacement, through a procedure very similar the one explained in the previous lines for the
modelling of the infill OOP behaviour.
4
4.1

CASE-STUDY RC BUILDINGS
RC frames

Hereafter, the design of 2 RC case-study buildings with rectangular plan is presented
(Figure 5). The buildings are provided of 5 and 3 bays in the X and Z direction, respectively.
All bays spans are 4.5 m long while the inter-storey height is always equal to 3 m. Each building has been designed for gravity and seismic loads by applying the Response Spectrum
Analysis method according to EC2 [26] and EC8 [27]. The case-study buildings designed are
distinguished for different values of the design PGA at LS (0.15 g and 0.35 g). The materials
used for the building design are class C28/35 concrete and reinforcing steel with yielding
stress equal to 450 N/mm2. The buildings were designed on a stiff and horizontal type A soil.
EC8 Type 1 elastic spectrum, which is recommended for high-seismicity zones, was used to
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evaluate horizontal seismic actions. A behaviour factor equal to 4.68 was applied to reduce
spectral pseudo-accelerations. All designed buildings resulted regular in plan while not regular elevation due to a non-gradual stiffness reduction along their height. P-δ effects resulted
negligible. The longitudinal and transverse reinforcement for beams and columns were determined accordingly to force demands assessed through RSA and by applying capacity design
rules. In order to perform non-linear dynamic analyses, the RC elements non-linearity is modelled through a tri-linear moment-chord rotation backbone provided of the cracking point and
perfectly plastic after yielding point. These points are determined through a section analysis
and by applying the dispositions about yielding chord rotation given by the Annex A of EC8,
part 3 [28].
In the following, each case-study building is defined through an acronym, such as 8PX, in
which X is the design PGA at LS expressed in g/100 (15 or 35).

Figure 5. Representation of the bare and infilled case-study buildings.

4.2

Infill walls

A one-leaf 300 mm thick, 4500 wide and 3000 mm high URM infill wall is modelled. Its
mechanical properties are the ones calculated for the masonry wallets tested by Guidi et al.
[14] (Table 2). The value of the masonry shear strength was set to 0.30 N/mm2 according to
Table 3.4 of EC6 [29].
vertical
horizontal
(parallel to holes)
(perpendicular to holes)
m
G
τcr
E
fm
E
fm
h/t
[t]
[N/mm2]
[N/mm2]
[N/mm2]
[N/mm2]
[N/mm2]
[N/mm2]
10
3.3
788
0.30
1767
1.19
4312
6
Table 2. Geometric and mechanical features of the case-study infill.

Each infill wall was introduced in the structural model through a single equivalent strut whose
non-linear behaviour is modelled based on Panagiotakos and Fardis proposal [3-4]. The ratio
of the softening over the elastic stiffness, α, was set to -3.6%. These assumption lead to predictions of the softening stiffness and ultimate IP displacement in good accordance with the
experimental evidences shown by Guidi et al. (specimen URM-U). The OOP behaviour was
modelled accordingly to the empirical-based approach discussed in the previous section.
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The IP and OOP behaviour characteristic points and the OOP vibration period of the casestudy infill, Ta, are reported in Table 3.

Fcrack
Kcrack
dcrack
Fmax
Kmax
dmax
α
du
IDRu

IP behaviour
[kN]
[kN/mm]
[mm]
[kN]
[kN/mm]
[mm]
[%]
[mm]
[%]

405.0
354.6
1.14
526.5
40.8
12.9
-3.6
54.1
1.80

Fcrack
Kcrack
dcrack
Fmax
Kmax
dmax
du
Ta

OOP behaviour
[kN]
[kN/mm]
[mm]
[kN]
[kN/mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[s]

73.9
83.9
0.9
281.2
63.6
4.4
16.3
0.035

Table 3. IP and OOP behaviour of the case-study infill.

The infill wall behaviour degradation was modelled through the proposed empirical approach:
for instance, the IP degradation was modelled with backbones defined at steps of 0.05 times
the dOOP,u displacement while the OOP degradation was modelled with backbones defined at
steps of 0.05 times the IDRu.
The PGA associated to the first OOP collapse (PGAC) for the case-study buildings assessed
through a “code-based approach” on the bare frames, i.e., by matching the infill OOP strength
calculated accordingly to EC6 §6.3.2 and the OOP demand acting on them calculated accordingly to EC8 §4.3.5, are reported in Table 5.
8P15
0.41

PGAC [g]

8P35
0.38

Table 4. PGA at first OOP infill collapse accordingly to an EC-based approach

5

RECORDS SELECTION FOR INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSES AND
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Seven ground motions were selected among the records of seven different European earthquakes collected in the Engineering Strong-Motion (ESM) Database [30] in order to perform
Incremental Dynamic Analyses (IDAs) [31]. Significant characteristics of the selected ground
motions are reported in Table 6.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ESM ID

Country

Date

M

ME-1979-0006
IT-1984-0005
IT-1997-0004
IT-1998-0103
GR-1999-0001
TK-1999-0294
IT-2009-0102

Montenegro
Italy
Italy
Italy
Greece
Turkey
Italy

15/04/1979
11/05/1984
26/09/1997
09/09/1998
07/09/1999
13/09/1999
07/04/2009

5.8
5.5
5.7
5.6
5.9
5.8
5.5

Repi
[km]
22.7
19.2
24.2
18.0
19.7
13.8
15.6

PGA – NS
[g]
0.092
0.025
0.023
0.161
0.108
0.074
0.131

Table 5. Selected Ground Motions for Incremental Dynamic Analyses.
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[g]
0.080
0.015
0.024
0.156
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The selection of records was performed searching among the bidirectional registration of stations based on EC8 type A soils, consistently with the design soil type. Consistently with the
choice of using EC8 Type I design spectrum, only earthquakes with magnitude between 5.5
and 7 and only registration of stations with epicentral distance between 10 and 30 km were
considered. The 5%-damped response spectra of the selected records are reported in Figure 6a
(North-South component) and 6b (East-West component). Both horizontal components of the
selected records were simultaneously matched to the 5%-damped EC8 design spectrum at LS
using wavelets through the RspMatchBi software by Grant [32]. So, two different record-set
were defined after matching: a first record-set (R15) used for IDAs on buildings designed for
a PGA at LS of 0.15 g, a second record-set (R35) used for IDAs on buildings designed for a
PGA at LS of 0.35 g. The response spectra of the R15 and R35 records are shown in Figure
6c and 6d, respectively, together with their mean spectrum and the EC8 target response spectrum.
IDAs were performed by scaling each selected and matched record for a set of predetermined scale factors in order to obtain for each horizontal direction an incremental PGA
(selected as Intensity Measure) vs maximum IDR (selected as Engineering Demand Parameter)
curve. Moreover, a bisection procedure was implemented in order to define the PGA associated to the first OOP infill collapse and removal from the structural model with a precision
equal to +/- 0.01 g. Note that IDAs were performed on a W/ model, in which the degradation
of IP and OOP backbones due to interaction was implemented, together with the infill removal routine, and on a W/O model in which only the infill removal routine at the attainment of
the IP or OOP collapse displacement was implemented.
The analyses were carried out by applying mass- and tangent stiffness-proportional Rayleigh damping rules for two control vibration modes. A “global” and a “local” mode were selected as control modes. For instance, the first control mode corresponds the first natural
frequency of the infilled structure, while the second control mode corresponds to the mode
associated to the frequency closer to the infill natural frequency in the OOP direction. The
assigned damping ratio is equal to 2% both for the first global and for the second local control
mode: the last choice is due to the lack of exhaustive studies on this topic, which is worth to
be investigated in the future.
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Figure 6. Selected records response spectra for NS component (a), EW component (b). Response spectra of the
selected records matched to EC8 design spectrum at LS for PGA=0.15 g (c) and PGA=0.35 g (d).

6

ANALYSES RESULTS

Incremental Dynamic Analyses were performed on the case-study buildings using the
OpenSEES software. IDA curves for all case-study buildings are shown for both W/ and W/O
models in Figure 7. Median IDA curves for W/ and W/O models are compared in Figure 8.
As expected, IDR demands are greater in the Z direction (less stiff direction of the buildings) and for the W/ model of all case-study buildings. For instance, the maximum IDR demand is underestimated by neglecting IP-OOP interaction especially for buildings designed
for a 0.15 g PGA at LS, while building designed for a LS PGA of 0.35 g are provided of
structural members with greater inertia properties and are, so, stiffer with respect to horizontal
actions. Accounting for IP-OOP interaction seems to be necessary in order to not underestimate displacement demands during seismic analyses.
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Figure 7. IDA curves for all case-study buildings (grey) together with their median IDA curve (black).
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Figure 8. Comparison of median IDA curves for W/O (continuous line) and W/ (dotted line) models of all casestudy buildings.

In Table 6, the mean PGA at first OOP collapse for all case-study buildings are reported,
together with the lower (L) and higher (H) storey at which the first OOP collapse occurred.

8P15
8P35

W/O Model
PGA [g]
Storey (L/H)
0.28
6/7
0.25
6/8

PGA [g]
0.16
0.14

W/ Model
Storey (L/H)
3/4
3

Table 6. First OOP collapse mean PGA for all case-study buildings.

Generally speaking, they are, as expected, lower for W/ models. In fact, in W/O models the
OOP collapse is attained for a fixed OOP collapse displacement equal to 16 mm, while in W/
models the OOP collapse displacement reduces due to IP action. The ratio of the infill natural
period in the OOP direction, Ta, over the case-study buildings’ vibration period in the same
direction, T1, is always lower than 1. This means that for stiffer buildings designed for higher
PGA at LS, and so provided of lower natural vibration period, the Ta/T1 ratio is closer to unit
than for buildings designed for a lower PGA. For this reason, higher OOP actions are expected for infills in stiffer buildings and so a lower PGA at first OOP collapse is as well expected for buildings designed for a 0.35 g PGA at LS.
Collapse PGAs assessed through dynamic analyses, which accounts for IP-OOP interaction
and structural non-linearity, is extremely higher that collapse PGAs evaluated through a codebased approach (Table 4). For instance, the overestimation of OOP collapse PGAs ranges
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P[OOP collapse|PGA =pga]

1

X

1

X

P[IDR >0.5%|PGA =pga]

from 46% (W/O model of 8P15 building) to 132% (W/ model of 8P35 building). Moreover, a
code-based approach predicts the first OOP infill collapse at the last storey, while it is expected due to IP-OOP interaction, based on the results of the above described analyses, between the third and the fourth floor. In fact, at intermediate storeys the maximum combined
effect of higher IDR demands (increasing from higher to lower storeys) and higher OOP demands (increasing from lower to higher storeys) is expected. Without accounting for IP-OOP
interaction, the first OOP collapse is expected at higher storeys (sixth to eighth): in fact, in
this case, the OOP collapse is only due to higher OOP demands, which reach their maximum
at the higher storeys. Probably, higher modes effects make the maximum OOP demand occur
not always at the last storey.
Simplified methods accounting at least for IP-OOP interaction in a linear elastic framework during OOP safety check of infills should be implemented in order to provide an accurate estimate of the OOP collapse PGA, which is often lower than design PGA at LS. Note
that at §2.2.2(6)P, EC8 [27] states that at LS: “it shall be verified that under the design seismic action the behaviour of nonstructural elements does not present risks to persons and does
not have a detrimental effect on the response of the structural elements”. The OOP collapse of
infills presents enormous risks for life safety and, in this sense, case-study buildings with first
OOP collapse PGA lower than the design PGA (8P35) are not EC8-compliant in the safety
check at LS, even if their structural members were designed according to EC8 provisions.
Fragility curves relating the probability of exceeding the DL (maximum IDR demand equal
or greater than 0.5%) or the “First OOP Collapse Limit State” (PGA equal to the first OOP
collapse PGA) to PGAs for W/ and W/O models are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Fragility curves for all case-study buildings in X (a-b) and Z (c-d) directions, with respect to the attainment of DL (a-c) or of the 1st OOP infill collapse (b-d). Legend reported in (b).
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First DL exceedance always occurred in the Z direction, while first OOP collapse always
involved infills along disposed along Z direction for seismic demand acting along X direction.
Based on the results above discussed in terms of IDA and median IDA curves, the probability of DL exceedance is underestimated for W/O models due to the underestimation of IP
displacement demands caused by the effects of OOP demand on the IP infill behaviour, which
are neglected if the IP-OOP interaction is neglected. The design at higher PGA at LS produces structural elements with higher inertia properties. For this reason, at equal upper-limit PGA,
a noticeably lower probability of DL exceedance is expected and observed for 8P35 casestudy building. The probability of OOP collapse activation is, as expected, underestimated for
W/O models. Values closer to unit for the ratio of the infill OOP vibration period over the
supporting structure vibration period, which lead to a higher dynamic amplification of OOP
demands along the building height are expected for stiffer buildings. For this reason, at equal
upper-limit PGA, a noticeably higher probability of first OOP occurrence is expected, in general, for stiffer buildings, such as those designed for a higher PGA at LS, and is observed for
the 8P35 case-study building.
7

CONCLUSIONS

This research paper is focused on the out-of-plane (OOP) behaviour of URM infills walls
and on the effects on it of the in-plane (IP) displacement demand and vice-versa, i.e., the IPOOP interaction effects. Modelling infills accounting for their OOP behaviour and for the IPOOP interaction is the main topic of this work. For instance, Incremental Dynamic Analyses
were carried out on two Eurocodes-conforming 8-storeys RC buildings designed for two different PGA acceleration at Life Safety Limit State (0.15 and 0.35 g), in order to analyze the
effects of taking or not taking account of the IP-OOP interaction effects in the case-study
buildings seismic assessment.
First, a state-of-the-art on the OOP infills behaviour and on the IP-OOP interaction modelling is presented. Then, a novel empirical-based model for URM infills accounting for OOP
behaviour and IP-OOP interaction implemented in OpenSEES is presented. The proposed
model is applied to model the thick infills of the case-study buildings, whose characteristics
are briefly described. 7 bidirectional ground motions were selected among the records of
strong European records. The ground motion components were simultaneously matched to the
design spectrum at Life Safety Limit State (LS) of the case-study buildings. IDA curves for
all records, their median curve and fragility curves with respect to the attainment of Damage
Limitation Limit State (DL) and of the first OOP infill collapse are shown to summarize dynamic analyses’ results, together with the mean of PGAs at first OOP collapse assessed during analyses for all case-study buildings.
The analyses results showed that the IP displacement demand is noticeably underestimated
if the IP-OOP interaction is neglected, especially for buildings designed for lower PGA at LS
and so constituted of structural members provided of low inertial properties. If IP-OOP interaction is neglected, the probability of DL exceedance is underestimated for all PGA demands.
PGA associated to the first OOP collapse is underestimated if IP-OOP interaction is neglected,
especially for stiffer buildings designed for higher PGA at LS. Moreover, an EC-based approach in assessing the PGA associated to the first infill OOP collapse could overestimate that
PGA up to 132%. In order to not overestimate RC buildings’ performances with respect to
both DL and LS Limit States, IP-OOP interaction modelling seems unavoidable.
In future works, further analyses should be carried out involving a greater number of casestudy buildings, different for number of storeys and design PGAs. Different infills’ layout
should be also considered. Simplified methods aimed at assessing the OOP capacity of infills
accounting for IP-OOP interaction phenomena in a code-based framework should be defined.
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Abstract. Firstly, the model using beam-column elements with fiber discretization to consider
in-plane and out-of-plane interaction of infill walls was elaborated. Then, in order to validate
the proposed model, a shaking table test model of a 4-storey infilled RC frame was modeled
and analyzed via the finite element software, OpenSees. Comparison with the experimental
and simulated results indicates that the numerical model considering in-plane and out-ofplane interaction of unreinforced masonry infill walls is valid for modeling the infilled RC
frame structure. Then, based on the calibrated numerical model, a three-dimensional model
of an infilled RC frame teaching building was established via OpenSees. And static pushover
analysis and incremental dynamic analysis under 24 suites of ground motion records were
carried out on the model with and without considering in-plane and out-of-plane interaction
of unreinforced masonry infill walls. Furthermore, incremental dynamic analysis results were
used to evaluate the global collapse resistance capacity of the structure with 50% collapse
probability. Analytical results show in-plane and out-of-plane interaction of infill walls has a
significant influence on the seismic behavior of the structure. The model without considering
in-plane and out-of-plane interaction of infill walls shows obvious degradation. Without
accounting for in-plane and out-of-plane interaction of infill walls, the global collapse
resistance capacity of the structure will be underestimated obviously.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Great Wenchuan Earthquake in 2008 in China and the Haiti earthquake in 2010 caused
serious casualties and property losses due to the collapse of structures [1, 2]. Therefore, how
to evaluate the collapse resistance capacity of the structure subjected to strong or catastrophic
earthquakes has become an important issue in the earthquake engineering [3]. Nowadays, the
researches on global collapse resistance capacity evaluation mainly focused on the bare frame
of the building. And the influence of some nonstructural components such as infill walls was
not well included. For analyzing and designing the infilled RC frame structure, only the
influence of infill walls to lateral stiffness of structures was considered. The interaction
between infill walls and the main structure was neglected.
The mechanism of the interaction between the main structure and infill walls is
complicated and it is also influenced by many factors, so there is still no consensus on how to
deal with this issue rationally [4-6]. Based on the Strut and Tie model, Hashemi proposed an
approach to model both the in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OOP) response of the infill, as
well as the interaction between IP and OOP capacities. But this model is only appropriate for
an analysis based on small displacement, and it is not appropriate when the model is subjected
to large in-plane load and out-of-plane displacement. Based on these concerns, infill model
using beam-column elements with fiber discretization is proposed by Kadysiewski, which can
obtain relatively stable numerical simulation results [7].
In this paper, the model using beam-column elements with fiber discretization to consider
the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls was elaborated firstly. Then, in order to validate the
proposed model, a shaking table test model of a 4-storey infilled RC frame was modeled and
analyzed via the finite element software, OpenSees. Based on the calibrated numerical model,
a three-dimensional model of an infilled RC frame teaching building was established. And
static pushover analysis and incremental dynamic analysis under 24 suites of ground motion
records were carried out on the model with and without considering the IP and OOP
interaction of unreinforced masonry infill walls. Furthermore, incremental dynamic analysis
results were used to evaluate the global collapse resistance capacity of the structure with 50%
collapse probability.
2

THE INFILL WALL
INTERACTION

MODEL

ACCOUNTING

FOR

IP

AND

OOP

An infill model using beam-column elements with fiber discretization is shown in Figure 1
[7]. For each infill panel, representing a single bay in a single story, the model consists of one
diagonal member. That member is composed of two beam-column elements, jointed at the
midpoint node. This node is given a lumped mass along the OOP direction.
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Figure 1: The infill model using beam-column elements
with fiber discretization.
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Figure 2: P-M interaction curve of typical infill
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Based on a nonlinear finite element model of the infill panel, Hashemi and Mosalam
indicated that there is an interaction between IP and OOP capacities. In that study the
interaction was expressed as the P-M interaction curve of typical infill panel, as shown in
Figure 2. The function was expressed as a third-degree polynomial, as shown in following:
3

3

 M N  2  PH  2

 
  1.0
 M N0   PH0 

(1)

where, M N is the OOP bending strength in the presence of IP force, and M N 0 is the OOP
bending strength without IP force. PH is the IP capacity in the presence of OOP force, and
PH 0 is the IP capacity without OOP force.
3

VALIDATION OF THE INFILL WALL MODEL ACCOUNTING FOR INPLANE AND OUT-OF-PLANE INTERACTION

3.1

The model structure by shaking table test and its numerical model

The investigated building is a 4-storey gallery-type teaching building of infilled RC frame
with 4 storeys and 2 bays, which was designed according to current Chinese seismic design
code for the 7 degree of seismic fortification with a peak ground acceleration of 0.10g. The
1/5 scaled model shown in Figure 3 was built for shaking table test. The height of the first
story of this model is 780 mm, the height of other storeys are 600 mm.
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Figure 3: The shaking table test model of 4-storey RC planar frame structure.
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Figure 4: Table excitation of the shaking table test.

The table excitation shown in Figure 4 was taken as input to predict the top displacements.
Taking the coincidence degree between stimulating results and test results as evaluation
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criteria, the error of mean square root, errorRMS 



1 n
  Fcompi  Fexpi
N i 1



2

, was used to judge

the numerical results .
The numerical model was modeled via OpenSees. The beams and columns are modeled
using Displacement-Based Beam-Column Element, in which the P -  effect of columns are
considered by using P-Delta transformation. The hysteretic of beams and columns are
modeled through the fiber sections, in which the fiber for reinforcing steels and concrete are
defined as ReinforcingSteel constitutive model and Concrete02 constitutive model
respectively [8-10]. The beam-column element of relatively stable fiber discretization was
used for infilled walls model, and the two beam with hinge elements based on fiber section
were applied to consider the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls [7].
3.2 Comparison of test results and numerical simulation results
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Top displacement/mm

Top displacement/mm

The time history curves of top displacement from test and numerical simulation with and
without considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls are shown in Figure 5. The
maximum value of top displacement obtained from test is 6.34 mm, the maximum value of
top displacement obtained from the model considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill
walls is 6.96 mm, and errorRMS  1.72 . And the maximum value of top displacement obtained
from model without considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls is 9.84mm,
errorRMS  2.83 . The numerical results with considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill
walls are more consistent with the test results than without considering the IP and OOP
interaction of infill walls. The results indicate that the numerical model considering the IP and
OOP interaction of unreinforced masonry infill walls is valid for modeling the infilled RC
frame structure.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the top displacement curves.

4

4.1

EVALUATION
OF
COLLAPSE
RESISTANCE
CAPACITY
WITH
CONSIDERING IN-PLANE AND OUT-OF-PLANE INTERACTION OF INFILL
WALLS
The investigated structures and numerical models

As shown in Figure 6, the investigated structure is a primary school teaching building, a 6storey infilled reinforced concrete frame, which is located in the region with seismic
fortification 8 degree. The height of the first story of this model is 4000 mm, the height of
other storeys are 3600 mm. The main objective is to investigate the influence of the IP and
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OOP interaction of infill walls on collapse resistance capacity of the structure. Two analytical
models were modeled respectively, namely, with and without considering the IP and OOP
interaction of infill walls were modeled respectively.
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Figure 6: The model of 6-storey infilled RC frame.

The fiber section model is developed via the OpenSees nonlinear analysis software
platform. The Displacement-Based Beam-Column Element is used for column and beam
component and each component sets five integration points. P-Delta transformation is used as
coordinate geometric transformation, which takes into consideration P -  effect. The
concrete of column and beam section is divided into a certain number of rectangular grids and
each grid is assumed to be a fiber. Reinforcing steels are also defined as fibers and is defined
by ReinforcingSteel constitutive model [8]. In order to reflect the confinement effect of
stirrup, the concrete of column and beam section is divided into cover concrete and core
concrete and each is defined by the corresponding constitutive parameters of Concrete02
constitutive model [8-10].
4.2

Nonlinear static analysis of the structure
4

3 x 10

Base shear/kN

2.5
2

1.5
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0.5
0
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Without considering infill walls
500
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Top displacement/mm

Figure 7: Comparison of pushover curves.

The pushover curves of the two models are shown in Figure 7. When the top displacement
is less than 280 mm, the pushover curves obtained from the two models are almost coincident.
For the models with and without considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls, the
models begin to enter yield stage when the top displacement exceeds 300mm and 280 mm
respectively. As the increase of top displacement, the curve without considering the IP and
OOP interaction of infill walls descends faster than the one with considering the IP and OOP
interaction of infill walls. The results demonstrate that without considering the IP and OOP
interaction of infill walls, the degradation characteristic of the structure will be
underestimated.
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4.3

Incremental dynamic analysis of the structure

As shown in Table 1, 22 far field ground motion records from PEER earthquake records
database and 2 ground motion records from the Wenchuan Earthquake are selected for
incremental dynamic analysis [5, 7].
The IDA curves of two analytical models with and without considering the IP and OOP
interaction of infill walls are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. When the
maximum interstory drift ratio  max is less than 0.01, the results from the two models are
almost identical. When the maximum interstory drift ratio  max is between 0.01 and 0.05, the
IDA curves become different. Corresponding to the same spectral acceleration Sa (T1 ,5%) , the
maximum interstory drift ratio obtained from the analytical model with considering the IP and
OOP interaction of infill walls is obvious less than the maximum interstory drift ratio from
the analytical model without considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls. Therefore,
collapse resistance capacity would be underestimated if the IP and OOP interaction of infill
walls is not taken into account.
Table 1 Selected ground motion records
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Earthquake events
Name
Northridge, USA
Northridge, USA
Duzce, Turkey
Imperial Valley, USA
Imperial Valley, USA
Kobe, Japan
Kobe, Japan
Kocaeli, Turkey
Kocaeli, Turkey
Landers, USA
Landers, USA
Loma Prieta, USA
Loma Prieta, USA
Superstition Hills, USA
Superstition Hills, USA
Cape Mendocino, USA
Chi-Chi, Taiwan
Chi-Chi, Taiwan
Tabas, Iran
San Fernando, USA
Friuli, Italy
Imperial Valley, USA
Wenchuan, China
Wenchuan, China

Magnitude
6.7
6.7
7.1
6.5
6.5
6.9
6.9
7.5
7.5
7.3
7.3
6.9
6.9
6.5
6.5
7.0
7.6
7.6
7.4
6.6
6.5
7.0
8.0
8.0

Year
1994
1994
1999
1979
1979
1995
1995
1999
1999
1992
1992
1989
1989
1987
1987
1992
1999
1999
1978
1971
1976
1940
2008
2008

Station

Component

BeverlyHills-Mulhol
Canyon Country-WLC
Bolu
Delta
EI Centro Array #11
Nishi-Akashi
Shin-Osaka
Duzce
Arcelik
Yermo Fire Station
Coolwater
Gilroy Array #3
Coyote Lake Dam (SW Abut)
EI Centro Imp.Co
Poe Road (temp)
Rio Dell Overpass
CHY101
CHY041
Dayhook
LA-Hollywood Stor
Tolmezzo
EI Centro Array #9
51AXT
51JYZ

NORTHR/MUL279
NORTHR/LOS270
DUZCE/BOL090
IMPVALL/H-DLT352
IMPVALL/H-E11230
KOBE/NIS090
KOBE/SHI090
KOCAELI/DZC270
KOCAELI/ARC090
LANDERS/YER360
LANDERS/CLW-TR
LOMAP/GO30090
LOMAP/CYC285
SUPERST/B-ICC090
SUPERST/B-POE360
CAPEMEND/RIO360
CHICHI/CHY101-N
CHICHI/CHY041-N
TABAS/DAY-TR
SRERNPEL180
FRIULI/A-TMZ270
IMPVALL/I-ELC180
EW
EW

The IDA curves of two analytical models with and without considering the IP and OOP
interaction of infill walls are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. When the
maximum interstory drift ratio  max is less than 0.01, the results from the two models are
almost identical. It indicates that with and without considering the IP and OOP interaction of
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infill walls can obtain the same seismic response of the structure when the structure remains
elastic or the structure is not damaged seriously. When the maximum interstory drift ratio
 max is between 0.01 and 0.05, the IDA curves become different. Corresponding to the same

2

2

1.8

1.8

1.6

1.6

1.4

1.4

S a(T 1,5%)/g

S a(T 1,5%)/g

spectral acceleration Sa (T1 ,5%) , the maximum interstory drift ratio obtained from the
analytical model with considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls is obvious less
than the maximum interstory drift ratio from the analytical model without considering the IP
and OOP interaction of infill walls. Therefore, collapse resistance capacity would be
underestimated if the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls is not taken into account.
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Figure 8: IDA curves without considering the IP and
OOP interaction of infill walls.

Figure 9: IDA curves with considering the IP and OOP
interaction of infill walls.
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Figure 10: Collapse probability curves without
considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls.
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Figure 11: Collapse probability curves with considering
the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls.

Taking Sa (T1 ,5%) as random variable, the collapse probability curves without and with
considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls, which are shown in Figure 10 and
Figure 11 respectively, were obtained by using normal distribution parameter estimation. The
index Sa (T1 ,5%)50%Collapse , corresponding to 50% collapse probability, is also shown in Figure
10 and Figure 11. The collapse probability of the model without considering the IP and OOP
interaction of infill walls is less than the value of the model with considering the IP and OOP
interaction of infill walls. The collapse resistance capacity of the model without considering
the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls is Sa (T1 , 5%)50%Collapse  1.27g . For the model with

considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls, it is Sa (T1 , 5%)50%Collapse  1.40g . It
indicates that collapse resistance capacity will be significantly underestimated without
considering the IP and OOP interaction of infill walls.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

In order to simulate and evaluate the global collapse resistant capacity of structure
accurately and reliably, the analytical model should not only consider the characteristics of
structural components adequately, but also take into account the behavior of nonstructural
components properly. So it is very important to consider the influence of in-plane and out-ofplane interaction of infill walls on the global collapse resistance capacity. The case study
results of a three-dimensional model of an infilled 6-storey RC frame teaching building show
that global collapse resistance capacity would be significantly underestimated if the in-plane
and out-of-plane interaction of infill walls is not taken into account in the analytical model.
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Abstract. Within the European FP7 Project "INSYSME", the research unit of the University
of Pavia has conceived a new seismic resistant masonry infill system with sliding joints,
which allows in-plane damage control of the masonry and the reduction of the detrimental
effects due to the panel-frame interaction. The system proposed ([1] and [2]) has been subjected to an extensive experimental campaign and both the in-plane and out-of-plane seismic
behaviour of RC frames with the innovative infills with and without opening have been examined ([3] and [4]) In this paper, a study on the in-plane seismic performance of RC structures
with the newly developed infills has been conducted through nonlinear static and dynamic
analyses. The experimental cyclic in-plane response has been calibrated through numerical
simulations of the tests by representing the masonry infill as two compressive diagonal struts
pinned at its ends to the intersection of beam and column centrelines. Nonlinear analyses on
6-storey 3-bay RC frames designed for different levels of PGA have been conducted. Bare and
infilled frames have been taken into account and various infilled configurations have been
considered, also examining the case with and without openings. The results have permitted to
study the influence of the infill on the global in-plane behaviour of the structure, in particular
in terms of displacement and inter-storey drift demands and their reduction as respect to bare
configurations. The definition of specific performance levels at the infill level according to the
amount of damage attained in the cyclic in-plane tests ([3] and [4]), has allowed determining
a consistent criterion for the attainment of the limit state conditions at the level of the building,
considering the actual performance of the infills in the structures in terms of the drift demand
versus capacity. Finally, a comparison between the results of the non-linear analyses on the
structural configurations infilled with the innovative solution and with a “traditional” infill
typology (double-leaf masonry in adherence at the RC structure [7]) has been performed,
clearly highlighting the improvement of the in-plane seismic response of the newly developed
system.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Since more than fifty years, many researchers have studied the seismic behavior of masonry infills and analyzed their interaction with the surrounding RC frame structures. A large
amount of experimental tests and numerical analyses has been carried out with the aim of reducing the vulnerability of masonry infills subjected to seismic actions. The main goal of these studies is to find a cost-effective technological solution able to limit the damage in the
infills and guarantee their lateral stability, while the thermal, acoustic and durability performances are not compromised.
In accordance with the “traditional” construction solution, masonry infills and the surrounding RC frames are completely in contact. The infills are usually built after the casting
and hardening of the RC frame, and no gaps or any particular connections are inserted in between these elements. The traditional masonry infill solution has a series of critical aspects,
related to both in-plane and out-of-plane seismic response, pointed out by the outcomes of
several experimental tests and by the experience in post-seismic surveys [2].
In order to improve the seismic response of the infills and to control the damage and the
stability of the panels, the research unit of University of Pavia, within the European FP7 Project "INSYSME" [5], has conceived a new seismic resistant masonry infill system with sliding joints within the wall and flexible joints around the wall-frame interface. The sliding
joints divide the infill into horizontal stripes and are designed specifically to allow the relative
in-plane movement of these stripes. The detrimental interaction of the infill with the surrounding RC frame is limited by the flexible joints, avoiding the direct impact of the infill against
the frame and absorbing part of the energy generated during the shake. Therefore, the local
stress concentration in the joints is limited by both the flexible joints at the wall-frame interface and the sliding joints. The out-of-plane stability of the infill is ensured by properly designed “shear keys” attached to the column. Figure 1a shows the details of the innovative
masonry infills proposed by University of Pavia and Figure 1b shows the sketch of the inplane deformed infilled frame; an exhaustive description of the system is reported in Morandi
et al. in [1] and [2].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Details of the innovative masonry infill with sliding joints: 1.C-shape units; 2. mortar bed-joints; 3.
Sliding joints; 4. clay units; 5. interface joints; 6. shear keys; 7. Plaster. (b) Sketch of the compressive struts and
the deformed frame with the infill with sliding joints

The main objective of this work is to study the in-plane performance of the innovative infill system and its influence in the overall seismic response of RC buildings, also in comparison with the results on a traditional infill solution constituted by a double-leaf wall of
horizontally perforated weak clay units.
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A series of numerical non-linear static and dynamic analyses were performed on different
types of newly designed RC plane frame structures, considering two typologies of innovative
infills (with and without opening) and the traditional one without opening, in various infill
configurations. A macro-modelling approach was adopted, since the focus of this work is the
damage on infills, which is governed essentially by inter-storey drift, and since the large
amount of non-linear analyses require a high computational burden; this simplified approach
was considered the best solution giving reliable results within reasonable time. The software
adopted to perform the non-linear analyses is Ruaumoko2D, a finite element program specifically for non-linear static and dynamic analysis ([6]).
A proper calibration of the numerical macro-model of the innovative infill system proposed by University of Pavia was possible thanks to the results of the experimental tests performed on this infill typology within the European FP7 Project "INSYSME", reported in
Milanesi et al. ([3]) and Morandi et al. ([4]).
2

CASE STUDIES

The in-plane cyclic experimental response of the innovative infill system was evaluated by
means of in-plane static cyclic tests, within an extensive test campaign executed at the University of Pavia within the European FP7 Project ([5]).
Three full-scale specimens were tested in-plane: a single story - single bay RC bare frame
called “TNT”), a fully infilled frame (“TSJ1”) and a partially infilled RC frame with a 1.42 m
wide central opening at the entire height (“TSJ2”). The geometry of the RC frame surrounding the innovative infills was the same for the three frames. The concrete class was C28/35
and the steel adopted for the steel reinforcement was of type B450C. The masonry was made
up by vertically hollowed plain clay units (length x height x thickness = 30 x 19 x 25 cm) and
general-purpose mortar, being the overall thickness of the wall equal to 29 cm (25 cm thick
units with 2 cm thick plaster at both sides). Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the
three tested specimens along with the reinforcement details of the RC frames.
In addition to the innovative infills, a traditional infill system, constituted by a double-leaf
wall of horizontally perforated weak clay units (length x height x thickness = 25 x 25 x 12 cm)
cast in complete adherence to the RC frame (see Figure 3) has been taken into account to establish a comparison with a commonly adopted infill typology. This masonry infill (called
“T2”) has been suitably calibrated by Hak et al. ([7]), on in-plane cyclic tests carried out by
Calvi and Bolognini ([8]).

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Frame configurations: a) RC bare frame (TNT); b) reinforcement details of the RC frame; fully infilled
frame (TSJ1); d) partially infilled frame (TSJ2).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) “Traditional” infill type: vertical section of the double-leaf wall [7]; (b) Geometry of the frames
tested by Calvi and Bolognini [8]

In order to evaluate the influence of the infills in terms of overall in-plane response of RC
buildings, six-storey RC frame structures were chosen to be representative of typical infilled
buildings in the European context. The height of each storey was 3.0 m and the building was
composed by four RC plane frames internally spaced of 5.0 m, each of them consisting of
three bays of 5.0 m, 2.0 m and 5.0 m, respectively. The case study selected to be analyzed is
the internal plane frame shown in Figure 4. The materials used for the building are concrete of
class C28/35 and reinforcement steel of class B450C.

Figure 4: Plan and elevation of two-dimensional prototype structure.
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The building was designed according to Eurocode 2 [9], Eurocode 8 [10] and NTC 2008
[11], with reference to the results of multimodal dynamic response spectrum analyses performed on linear bare frame models. The elastic gross stiffness of RC elements was reduced
of 50% to account for the effect of cracking. The buildings were designed for three levels of
seismicity, having a peak ground acceleration on ground type A, ag, equal to 0.10g, 0.25g and
0.35g and founded on ground type B (ag was multiplied by the soil factor S, equal to 1.35 for
ag=0.10g and S=1.2 in the other two cases). The ductility class of the building was “high”
(DCH) and, in accordance with the code recommendation, the behavior factor of this regular
structure, q, was equal to 5.85. The parameters of the elastic and design spectra at the Ultimate Limit State for each of the three values of PGA have been selected according to
Eurocode 8 [10] (response spectrum Type 2 has been adopted for the seismicity level with ag
of 0.10g, response spectrum Type 1 has been used for the other two cases). The members of
RC frames were dimensioned following the design capacity principles with strong columns
and weak beams, in order to avoid “shear failure”. The dimensions and the longitudinal reinforcement of the two-dimensional case-study frames are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table
3. The two structures designed for a PGA of 0.10g∙S and 0.25g∙S resulted to be the same, due
to the geometry and steel reinforcement minimum requirements given by the codes. Further
design details are discussed in Hak et al. in [7].
ag

Cross sectional
width/height [cm]
45/45
35/35
55/55
45/45
30/45

Storey
1st - 3rd
4th – 6th
1st - 3rd
4th – 6th
1st – 6th

0.10 g – 0.25 g
0.35 g
0.10 g – 0.25 g – 0.35 g

Columns
Beams

Table 1: Dimensions of the beams and the columns of the RC frame.
Storey
1st- 3rd

ag =0.10 g - 0.25 g
Exterior column
Interior column
8 F18
8 F18

4th- 6th

8 F18

ag =0.35 g
Exterior column
Interior column
12 F18
12 F18

12 F18

8 F18

12 F18

Table 2: Longitudinal reinforcement of the columns.

1st- 2nd

ag =0.10 g - 0.25 g
Exterior beam
Interior beam
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
4 F18
2 F18
3 F18
2 F18

ag =0.35 g
Exterior beam
Interior beam
Top
Bottom
Top
Bottom
4 F18
2 F18
4 F18
3 F18

3rd- 4th

Storey

4 F18

2 F18

2 F18

2 F18

4 F18

2 F18

3 F18

2 F18

5

th

4 F18

2 F18

2 F18

2 F18

4 F18

2 F18

2 F18

2 F18

6

th

3 F18

2 F18

2 F18

2 F18

3 F18

2 F18

2 F18

2 F18

Table 3: Longitudinal reinforcement of the beams.

3

MASONRY INFILLS SEISMIC PERFORMANCES

As better specify in Hak et al. [7], different limit states can be evaluated in terms of drift
attained to a correspondent level of damage derived from in-plane cyclic tests on infills. An
operational limit state (OLS), a damage limit state (DLS) and a life safety limit state (LSS or
ULS) are defined specifically for infill performance. At OLS the infill is considered undamaged or slightly damaged, at DLS the infill is damaged, but can be effectively and economi-
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cally repaired, whereas at LSS/ULS the infill is considered severely damaged and reparability
is economically questionable, but lives are not threatened.
In Table 4, the in-plane drift capacity corresponding to the different limits states for each
infill system has been reported, as defined by Morandi et al. [4] for the innovative infills and
by Hak et al. [7] for the traditional double-leaf infill.
LIMIT STATE
Drift OLS
Drift DLS
Drift LSS or ULS

Solid infill –
Sliding joints TSJ1
0.50%
3.00%
> 3.00%

Infill with opening Sliding joints TSJ2
0.40%
0.90%
> 3.00%

Traditional Infill Double leaf T2
0.20%
0.30%
1.00%

Table 4: Drift limit states of the considered infills ([4], [7]).

4

NUMERICAL CALIBRATION

The numerical-macro models representing the innovative infills were calibrated taking, as
reference, the in-plane cyclic tests carried out at the University of Pavia. The results of the inplane cyclic tests were more largely reported by Morandi et al. ([4]), along with the mechanical properties of the materials obtained from tests of characterization. The in-plane tests were
conducted applying a displacement-controlled loading history at increasing drift levels up to
very large values, with three reverse cycles performed for each target displacement. The results of the experimental tests were compared to the response of the numerical macro-models
in terms of force-displacement curves for the entire displacement history.
The purpose of the calibration was to reproduce numerically the in-plane experimental behavior of the frames with the innovative infill systems, which it was, in turn, necessary to obtain reliable models to be used in the subsequent non-linear analyses at the “building scale”.
The infilled frames were modelled using a macro-element approach, using Ruaumoko2D
program ([6]). Three models, the simple bare-frame portal, the fully infilled and the one with
the central opening, were defined as reported in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Scheme of the three in-plane cyclic tested specimens.

In the structural models, the RC members of the frames were defined as one-component
Giberson elements ([12]) with concentrated plasticity at their ends. Assuming that the design
of the frame was properly performed, the possibility of shear failures in the structural
members was not taken into account. In accordance with the recommendations of Pristley et
al. in [13], the region of intersection between the beam and the columns were characterized by
perfectly elastic short elements. The hysteresis rule adopted to simulate the RC behavior of
the section of the columns was the Schoettler-Restrepo rule ([6]), while the non-linear behavior of the beam was defined by the Fukada rule ([14]), as shown in Figure 6.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Backbone curve of Schoettler-Restrepo rule [6]; (b) Fukada degrading Tri-linear hysteresis rule [14]

Considering the infilled frame cases, two diagonal non-linear springs that represent the innovative infill system have been considered. These elements were pinned to the extreme
nodes of the frame and work only in compression (“no tension” elements). The hysteresis rule
associated to the non-linear behaviour of the two diagonal struts representing the infills was
the one proposed by Crisafulli in [15], as reported in Figure 7. The innovative infill with the
opening was modelled following the same principles of the fully infill. According to the experimental results, the two diagonal spring defined by the Crisafulli hysteresis rule was capable to represent both the configurations of the innovative system, with and without opening.
The springs elements, defined by the Crisafulli hysteresis rule, are defined by an elastic
modulus (Emo), a compressive strength (f’m) and an initial stiffness (KD) equal to
(Emo)∙(AREA1)/(element length). The area of the section of the element is assumed to be
dependent on the deformation, AREA1 at displacement R1, and AREA2 at displacemet R2.
The shape of the envelope of the hysteretic cycles was assumed to be parabolic. The peak of
the curve was defined by the point (ε’m, f’m) and the intersection with the x-axis occurs at the
value of deformation εu. The slope of the descending branch of the curve was determined by
the factor γun, while the reloading factor αre defines the point at which the reloading curves
attain the strength envelope. The closing strain, εcl, corresponds to the partial closing of the
cracks where the compressive stresses could be developed.
The final parameters of the calibrated diagonal macro-elements, representig the innovative
infill system, are listed in Table 5, both for the case of fully infill and infill with opening.

Figure 7: Masonry Strut Strength Envelope and Masonry Strut Hysteresis for Crisafulli rule [6].
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Parameters of the
element

Fully infill

Infill with
opening

81371

54644

initial diagonal stiffness
compressive strength

KD

kN/m

f'm

kPa

-1297

-1372

ε'm

-

-0.00047

-0.0005

εu

-

-0.99

-0.99

ultimate strain

εcl

-

0.47

0.5

closing strain

Emo

MPa

2967

2967

initial masonry modulus

γun

-

5

2

stiffness unloading factor

αre

-

strain at f'm

0.12

0.01

strain reloading factor

2

0.1518

0.102

initial strut cross-sectional area

AREA2

2

m

0.1053

0.065

final strut cross-sectional area

R1

m

-0.0024

-0.0028

displacement at 1

R2

m

-0.0073

-0.028

displacement at 2

m

AREA1

Table 5: Parameters of the diagonal struts.

Figure 8(a), Figure 8(b) and Figure 8(c) show the comparison, in terms of forcedisplacement curve, between the in-plane cyclic tests (black line) and the numerical models
(red line) on the bare frames and on the frames infilled with the innovative system (with and
without opening). Figure 8(d) also reports the comparison of the three envelope numerical
curves. The input of the numerical-model was given by the loading history of the displacement effectively applied at the half-height of the top-beam during the pseudo-static cyclic
tests. The plots show that the force-displacement curves of the numerical models match very
well the experimental ones, during all the cycles.
In the cases of the infilled frames (both with and without opening), it was also possible to
evaluate the energy dissipated during each cycle. Figure 9 shows the comparison between the
energy dissipated by the frames during the in-plane cyclic tests and the one of the numerical
models, which fit very well. Based on these results, it is possible to consider this macromodeling approach accurate enough for the purpose of the present work.
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Figure 8: Comparison between the force-displacement experimental and numerical curves: (a) bare frame; (b)
fully infilled case; (c) partially infilled case. (d) envelope comparison between the three calibrated models.
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Figure 9: Comparison between the energy dissipation of the in-plane cyclic tests and the numerical models: (a)
fully infilled case; (b) partially infilled case.

Moreover, in Figure 10(a), the macro-model hysteretic response of the double-leaf “traditional” infill (cyclic in-plane response and its envelope) is shown. The infill is modeled with
two diagonal struts with the envelope and the hysteretic laws by Crisafulli ([15]), evaluating
the stiffness and the strength with the criteria proposed by Decanini et al. ([17]), as indicated
in Hak et al. in [7].
Figure 10(b) finally reports the comparison between the innovative systems and the traditional one in terms of the numerical infill contribution envelopes.
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Figure 10: (a) Macro-model calibration of the double-leaf traditional infill (cyclic in-plane response and envelope); (b) envelope of the infill contributions between the innovative systems and the traditional one.
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5

NON-LINEAR ANALYSES ON BARE AND INFILLED BUILDINGS

A series of non-linear static (“pushover”) and dynamic time-history analyses have been
performed on the case-study building, with different infill configurations, in order to evaluate
the influence of the infills in the seismic response of the structures. A macro-modeling approach using the program Ruaumoko, as defined for the numerical calibration of the single
infilled frames, was adopted. Three case-study frames were defined, one per each level of design PGA: 0.10g∙S, 0.25g∙S and 0.35g∙S. In the case of the innovative infill solution with sliding joints, for each of the three case-study frames, five different configurations were
considered, one bare and four infilled, as reported in Figure 11. In the case of the “traditional”
infills, only two configurations have been taken into account: the partially infilled frame
(Figure 11b) and the one side partially infilled frame (Figure 11d).

Figure 11: Different infilled configurations for the six-storey building.

As for the case of the simple portal-frame described before, the macro-modelling of the
case-study frames was based on a concentrated-plasticity modeling approach (Figure 12a),
where the RC beams and the columns were represented by Giberson elements and the behavior of the rotational springs at the RC member ends was assumed to be defined by the Takeda
hysteresis rule [18] (Figure 12b), with no strength degradation. The stiffness corresponding to
unloading and reloading is characterised through the definition of coefficients α and β (α = 0.5
for both beams and columns; β = 0.3 for beams and β = 0.0 for columns), while the ratio between initial and post-yielding stiffness is defined by the Ramberg-Osgood moment-curvature
bi-linear factor r (r = 0.01 for beams and columns) (Figure 12c). Also in this case, the possibility of shear failure occurrence in the structural elements is not considered, supposing the
frames are properly designed and detailed according to modern seismic design code provisions. The gross stiffness of the RC structural members was reduced and the ratio of the effective to elastic initial stiffness was set equal to 0.25 for beams and 0.35 for columns. In the
regions of intersection between beams and columns the, finite-length elastic elements were
introduced. The viscous damping was represented by a tangent stiffness Rayleigh model. Following the recommendations by Priestley et al. ([13]) the damping corresponding to the fundamental mode of vibration was reduced and a value of 3.0% is adopted, while 5.0% damping
was assumed in the second mode. The masses of the structure were lumped in the central
nodes between the beams and the columns.
The models used for the infills are those evaluated in the calibration of the in-plane cyclic
tests on the single storey-single bay infilled frames.
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Figure 12: Concentrated-plasticity frame member; (b) Modified Takeda hysteretic rule; (c) Moment-curvature
bilinear idealization.

5.1

Pushover analyses

In the non-linear static analyses, the horizontal action was given by means of equivalent
horizontal loads applied at each mass of the structure. The intensity of the forces has increased monotonically, while their distribution was kept constant and proportional to the first
modal shape of the structure. The capacity curves obtained from the pushover analyses (base
shear vs roof displacement) on the configurations with the innovative infills are reported in
Figure 13. On the capacity curves, the steps corresponding to the first attainment of the different limit states (OLS, DLS and LSS/ULS) in the first infill of the buildings with the drift capacity defined in Section 3, has been indicated.

Figure 13: Capacity curves for the bare ad infilled (innovative system) frames.

For what concerns the buildings with the innovative infills, Figure 13 shows that no
strength degradation on the capacity curve is found. The frame-models are therefore capable
to attain large levels of displacements without reducing the base shear resistance. The shape
and the trend of the curves are similar each other, and, as expected, the frame designed for
higher level of PGA reach higher values of base shear. In addition, the curves of the infilled
frames show higher values of base shear respect to the curves relative to the bare frame. In
particular, the partially infilled frame system is the one capable to withstand higher level of
horizontal forces. This difference is more evident in the initial part of the plot, in which also
the stiffness reaches larger values. After the elastic range, the slope of the curves decreases
and the curves keep themselves almost parallel to each other. The partially infilled frame
reaches 3.0% of drift in correspondence of a value of roof displacement smaller than the others system. Moreover, it is possible to notice that the more the system is rigid and capable to
withstand higher forces, the more the system shows smaller value of top displacement in correspondence of the same level of maximum inter-storey drift. In order to compare numerically
in terms of resistance the different pushover curves, the base shear correspondent to the values
of displacements related to the performance levels of the infill as reported in Section 3 was
evaluated (see the gray vertical lines in Figure 13). Finally, it is interesting to notice that the
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opening in the infill walls does not weaken the system significantly before the attainment of
the OLS in comparison with the case without opening. The increase of base shear of the
infilled structures is smaller for RC frames designed for higher seismic actions since the contribution of the infills in the global strength of the building affects to a lesser extent for more
resistant and stiff RC structures.
A comparison in terms of the initial stiffness of the innovative system has also been performed, evaluating it as the secant stiffness at 50% of 0.6 times the base shear level reached at
the life safety limit state (Figure 14). The reason of this choice is that, commonly, the bilinear
idealization of a pushover curve pass through the point at 0.6∙Vmax (Vmax: maximum value of
base shear). The reduction of 50% is needed to catch the behavior of the system in the initial
phase, in which the elements still behave elastically. The partially infilled frame system is the
stiffest one and the partially infilled frame with opening is more rigid than the 1-side infilled
frame. As expected, the presence of the infills increases the overall rigidity of the structure,
compared to the bare frame configuration. It is interesting to note that the increase in stiffness
of the infilled structures is smaller for RC frames designed for higher seismic actions since the
contribution of the infills in the global stiffness of the building affects to a lesser extent for
more resistant and stiff RC structures.

Figure 14: Initial part of the capacity curves for the bare and infilled frames with innovative infill.

Figure 15 shows the differences between the traditional and innovative infill systems, considering the infills in one side of the frame or in both sides, without taking into account the
presence of an opening. The traditional system has a similar initial stiffness of the innovative
one, but after the reaching of a peak in terms of base shear, a fast force degradation occurs
until the attainment of a certain level of force that corresponds to the LSS (red dots); this limit
is reached at very low level of roof-displacement respect to the innovative solution. At larger
values of displacements, after the exceed of the ultimate conditions of the infills, the overall
behavior of these structures tends to approximate (regardless by numerical instability) the response of the RC bare frames. On the other side, the buildings with the innovative infills do
not show any strength degradation on the capacity curve and are able to attain much larger
levels of displacement capacity before reducing the base shear resistance, as respect to the
traditional ones.
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Figure 15: Capacity curves for the bare ad infilled (innovative and traditional systems) frames.

5.2

Non-linear dynamic analyses

Non-linear dynamic analyses were performed on each case-study frame for each configuration defined previously. The input ground motions were scaled to the DLS and to the ULS.
The selection of the earthquake records was done based on the recommendation of previous studies ([19]) on natural ground motions scaled to specified levels of seismicity. Ten
earthquake input ground motions were considered per each group of analyses relative to a
specific frame model, which is a number larger than the minimum number of seven records
given by the European seismic codes ([10], [11]) to consider average response quantities from
all the analyses. The software REXEL [20] was adopted to select the earthquakes from the
European database. The average value of the ten records was matched with the target spectrum (±10%) in a range between 0.2∙T1 and 2∙T1, where T1 is the fundamental period of the
structure. The selected spectrum compatible records were scaled to the design value of PGA
of the case-study frames. The records compatible to EC8 spectrum Type 1 are relative to the
case-study frames designed for PGA equal to 0.25g∙S and 0.35g∙S, while the ground motions
compatible to EC8 spectrum Type 2 are related to the case-study frames designed for PGA =
0.10g∙S. In accordance with the design procedure, to obtain records compatible with the spectrum corresponding to the damage limitation limit state, the reduction factor ν = 0.5 was applied. Only earthquakes recorded on soil class B are considered, with magnitudes between 5.5
and 8.0 for Type 1 and between 3.5 and 5.5 for Type 2 spectra. In Figure 16, the spectrum
compatible earthquake records at the ULS with PGA equal to 0.10g∙S and 0.25g∙S have been
reported.

Figure 16: Design spectrum compatible earthquake records at the ULS: (a) PGA=0.10g∙S; (b) PGA=0.25g∙S.
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The floor displacements and inter-storey drifts coming from the dynamic non-linear analyses have been evaluated. The selection of the input ground motion has a great influence in
the response on the structures, also considering that different frame typologies, both infilled
and bare, with different modes of vibrations, behave differently to the same earthquake. Nevertheless, considering that the sets of input ground motion adopted in the analyses were composed by ten spectrum compatible accelerograms, the quantities related to the response of the
structure were analyzed in terms of average values. The following figures (from Figure 17 to
Figure 20) summarize the displacement and drift profiles for each set of accelerograms, considering the bare frames, the four configurations with the innovative infills and the two with
the traditional infills. Displacement profiles are obtained for each frame type and for each
ground motion record corresponding to the instant of a maximum displacements obtained in
any of the storeys. The lines in the displacement-plots (Figure 17 and Figure 18) represent the
average values of the displacement for the specific set of accelerograms. Drift profiles are obtained for each frame type and for each ground motion record corresponding to the instant of
a maximum drift obtained in any of the storeys. The lines in the drift-plots (Figure 19 and
Figure 20) represent the average values of the maximum drifts for the specific set of
accelerograms.

Figure 17: Displacement profiles at the DLS.

Figure 18: Displacement profiles at the LSS (ULS)
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Figure 19: Inter-storey drift profiles at DLS.

Figure 20: Inter-storey drift profiles at LSS (ULS).

Looking at the response in terms of displacements of the structures (Figure 17 and Figure
18), it is possible to notice that the maximum absolute displacement is always the one relative
to the upper floor and therefore no higher mode of vibrations occur; the displacement shapes
relative to the achievement of the maximum displacement is almost the same for all the configurations (approximately linear with the exception of the upper floors).
As expected, the presence of the infills (both the innovative and traditional ones) in the
frames reduces considerably the maximum value of displacement demand as respect to the
bare structures and, in particular, the partially infilled frames configuration exhibits the lowest
values of displacements.
Another series of considerations can be done looking at the drift profiles (Figure 19 and
Figure 20). Besides the fact that the drift demands are larger for the bare frames than for the
infilled configurations, the drift profile of the frames without infills is quite different from the
configurations with walls. Moreover, it is possible to notice that the maximum drift for the
bare frame configuration is reached in correspondence of the fourth storey, while in the other
cases it is located between the second and the third floor. In some cases, the buildings with
traditional infills have reached higher drift demands respect to the ones with innovative infills
due to their brittle behavior having a sharp descending branch after the peak force and, therefore, providing a smaller contribution to the overall in-plane response of the buildings that
lead to a performance more similar to the one of a bare frame.
Comparing the three different structures designed for the three levels of PGA, the difference in terms of drifts and displacements between the bare frame and infilled frames configurations diminish with the increase of PGA level. This effect was expected since the properties
of the infills remain the same while the sections of beams and columns change.
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Furthermore, for all the cases considered, from observations on the displacement and drift
profiles, no occurrence of any soft-storey mechanisms appears.
In the case of traditional infills, the reduction of drift demands appears to be more significant at DLS than at ULS, due to the fact that, subjected to the design seismic action at ULS,
the traditional are severely damage, as better specified in the following section.
Interestingly, the results also illustrate that, at the DLS, storey drifts for the bare frames in
some cases exceed the design limit of 0.5%, suggesting that the current code approach is unable to fully control the response of traditional infills rigidly attached to the structure. The fact
that drifts are larger than expected can be attributed in part to the EC8 recommendation to use
50% of the gross section flexural and shear stiffness for the section stiffness when in fact the
cracked section stiffness is often lower, and in part to the fact that the frames enter into the
inelastic response range also under the DLS seismic action, and consequently the displacements are higher than predicted by a linear analysis with initial stiffness.
6

SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF THE INFILLED BUILDINGS

The distribution of in-plane damage due to the action of selected earthquake records is
evaluated from the results of dynamic non-linear analyses for each considered frame type and
infill typology at the different limit states. The damage of a single infill is assessed through
the maximum achieved drift. In particular, the frames are assumed to fulfil the performance
criteria if the requirements defined in Table 6 are satisfied for more than 50% of the earthquake records (at least 6 out of 10).
Fully infill with sliding joints
Drift_max_storey_i < 0.5%
(OLS)
0.5% ≤ Drift_max_storey_i < 3.0%
(DLS)
Drift_max_storey_i ≤ 3.0%
(LSS=ULS)
Drift_max_storey_i > 3.0%

Infill with sliding joints
Traditional Infill with opening
Double leaf T2
Drift_max_storey_i < 0.4%
Drift_max_storey_i < 0.2%
(OLS)
(OLS)
0.4% ≤ Drift_max_storey_i < 0.9% 0.2% ≤ Drift_max_storey_i < 0.3%
(DLS)
(DLS)
0.9% ≤ Drift_max_storey_i ≤ 3.0% 0.3% ≤ Drift_max_storey_i ≤ 1.0%
(LSS=ULS)
(LSS=ULS)
Drift_max_storey_i > 3.0%

Drift_max_storey_i > 1.0%

Table 6: Performance levels of the infills ([4], [7]).

From Figure 21 to Figure 22, the in-plane damage distribution obtained for each configuration of the infilled frames designed for PGA=0.35g∙S is displayed. The colors of the infills
indicate if a certain limit state is exceeded or not according to the procedure of Table 6.
INNOVATIVE INFILL - PGA= 0.35g∙S - input ground motion scaled at DLS

Partially infilled frame

Partially infilled frame with
opening
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One side partially infilled
frame

One side partially infilled
frame with opening
Figure 21: Damage distribution of dynamic analyses of infilled frame designed for PGA=0.35g∙S and subjected
to the input ground motions scaled to DLS: PGA=0.35g∙S∙0.5.
INNOVATIVE INFILL - PGA= 0.35g∙S - input ground motion scaled at LSS (ULS)

Partially infilled frame

Partially infilled frame with
opening

One side partially infilled
frame

One side partially infilled
frame with opening
Figure 22: Damage distribution of dynamic analyses of infilled frame designed for PGA=0.35g∙S and subjected
to the input ground motions scaled to LSS: PGA=0.35g∙S.

All the configurations with the innovative infills largely satisfy the performance criteria at
ULS and DLS for all the applied levels of PGA (the largest value applied was 0.35∙S g).
In particular, the drift limits related to the life safety limit state (LSS/ULS) are never exceeded in any of the infill configuration and frame typology. In the case of frames designed
for a PGA=0.10∙S g, no input ground motion set, even if it is scaled to its relative ULS, has
caused the exceeding of OLS. In the case of frame designed for a PGA=0.25∙S g, if the input
ground motions are scaled to the DLS, the DLS drift limit is never achieved. If the input
accelerograms are scaled to the LSS, the DLS is exceeded in some cases, but only in the configurations in which the infills have the opening. In the case of frames designed for a
PGA=0.35∙S g, if the ground motions are scaled to the DLS, only one of the one-side infilled
frames with the openings exceeds the drift limit at the DLS. In case of accelerograms scaled
to LSS, the drift at DLS is achieved by the frame models with the infills with the openings but,
on the other hand, the frames with the infills without openings never reach this limit.
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TRADITIONAL INFILL - PGA= 0.35g∙S - input ground motion scaled at DLS

Partially infilled frame

One side partially infilled
frame
Figure 23: Damage distribution of dynamic analyses of traditional infilled frame designed for PGA=0.35g∙S and
subjected to the input ground motions scaled to DLS: PGA=0.35g∙S∙0.5.
TRADITIONAL INFILL - PGA= 0.35g∙S - input ground motion scaled at LSS (ULS)

Partially infilled frame

One side partially infilled
frame
Figure 24: Damage distribution of dynamic analyses of traditional infilled frame designed for PGA=0.35g∙S and
subjected to the input ground motions scaled to LSS: PGA=0.35g∙S.

The traditional infills, for both configurations that have been taken into account, show a
lower seismic performance respect to the innovative system. The values of drifts at DLS and
at ULS reported in Table 6 have been always exceeded for ground motions scaled at DLS and
ULS, respectively. Therefore, considering the analyses performed within the case studies taken into account, the respect of the limit states is never fulfilled, due to the fact that the drift
limitations of the bare frame imposed by the standards at the design levels are not safe-sided
for the traditional infills, as concluded by Hak et al in [7].
7

CONCLUSIONS

Within the European FP7 Project "INSYSME" ([5]) the research unit of the University of
Pavia has conceived a new seismic resistant masonry infill ([1], [2]), with sliding joints within
the wall and deformable joints at the panel/frame interface which, through an extensive experimental campaign, has showed a strong reduction of the level of damage respect to the traditional completely adherent solutions.
The present work has been focused on the in-plane seismic performance of the innovative
infill and its influence in the overall in-plane behaviour of RC buildings. The in-plane seismic
behaviour of the innovative infills (with and without opening) has been calibrated on in-plane
cyclic tests ([3], [4]) by modelling the infill with macro-elements composed by two diagonal
non-linear struts pinned at two edges according to the Crisafulli hysteretic rule ([15]).
RC frame buildings have been designed to three different PGA levels and various infill
configurations have been taken into account in order to perform 2D nonlinear static and dynamic analyses on several distinct case studies. Moreover, considering the results on a previous research ([7]), a comparison with the results with traditional double leaf masonry infills
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has been conducted. Focusing on parameters such as the displacement profile, the inter-storey
drift and the base shear, the overall in-plane seismic response of the buildings has been discussed as a function of the infill type and configuration, also in comparison with the bare
frame case.
As expected, the presence of the infills modifies the global behaviour of the structure, and
the differences to the bare frame configuration are more pronounced in the case of buildings
designed for lower levels of PGA and infilled with the traditional system.
The buildings with the innovative infills have always widely satisfied the “life safety”
(ULS), the “damage limitation” (DLS) and the “operational” performance limit states both for
the case of the infill with and without opening. In the case of the infilled configurations without opening, no analyses have ever even reached any inter-storey drift limit at ULS and DLS
in any storey with ground motions scaled at ULS and DLS, respectively. Therefore, based on
these results applied on the considered case studies, it is possible to infer that the performance
of the infill system with sliding joints proposed by the University of Pavia is excellent at any
limit state (OLS, DLS and ULS) with the applied seismic actions.
The results also exhibit a significant improvement of the in-plane performance compared
to a commonly adopted “traditional” infill system constituted by a double leaf wall of a horizontally perforated clay unit masonry.
This research is only a first step for a full understanding of the overall in-plane seismic behaviour of RC buildings infilled with the innovative solution and further numerical investigation should be performed in order to carry out a larger number of non-linear time-history
analyses applied to a wider range of PGA levels and structural configurations with different
infill distribution.
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Abstract. The use of prestressed precast concrete shear walls (PPCW) as the primary lateral
force resisting system in seismic regions has been studied in previous researches. The PPCW
structures could concentrate the deformation at the joints and use the unbonded prestressed
tendons to provide restoring force to achieve self-centering capacity, thus the residual drift is
rather small. In this paper, analytical models of 16-story PPCW frame-shear wall structures
designed using displacement-based approaches were established using OpenSEES to study
the influence of location of joints and number of joints under both cyclic loading and earthquake loading. Case study buildings were analyzed under three levels of seismic hazards. The
comparison was made between the behavior of the PPCW structures and the conventional
cast-in-place concrete shear wall (CIPW) structures including the inter-story drifts, shear
force distribution, base moment distribution and concrete crushing stress at contact edges of
rocking sections. The results indicated that higher mode effects were mitigated on shear and
moment actions and residual drifts of buildings were negligible.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Resilient structural design is a recent development in earthquake-resistant structural systems. Self-centering structure is a branch of earthquake resilient structures. In comparison
with traditional structures, self-centering structures characterize less energy dissipation, negligible structural damage and smaller residual deformation under severe earthquakes [1-2]. This
system is featured by a softening force displacement response with minimal damage as a result of geometric nonlinearity. Self-centering capability, especially when combined with replaceable energy-dissipating elements, provide structures higher performance levels than
conventional seismic lateral force resisting systems.
Prestressed precast concrete shear wall (PPCW) structures belong to self-centering structures. Figure 1 shows the typical details of a PPCW schematically. The PPCW structure is
normally constructed by precast wall panels across horizontal joints at the floor levels using
unbonded post-tensioned prestressing (PT) tendons. Debonded mild steel reinforcement crossing the wall joints, which is referred to as energy dissipation (ED) steels in this paper, is provided to enhance the hysteretic energy dissipation of the structure. To prevent significant gap
opening at the upper joints, mild steel should be designed crossing these joints to make the
joints strong enough. The adoption of PT tendons allows the precast wall panels to open at the
base and also minimizes the residual drift by providing a restoring force, resulting in a flag
shaped hysteresis loop. A series of experimental and analytical studies conducted on the unbonded PPCWs have demonstrated the excellent seismic performance of PPCW structures [37].
Anchorage
Precast panel

Unbonded PT tendons
Upper joint
(strong)

Normal steel

Base joint
(weak)

ED Steel

Base

Unbonded PT tendons

ED Steel

Concrete
confinement

Figure 1: Schematic representation of a PPCW

Wiebe et al. [8] investigated the seismic performance of multiple rocking sections over the
height of one single shear wall models. The results showed that the bending moment envelope
was proved to be significantly reduced by providing multiple rocking sections, while maintaining the inter-story drifts within permissible limits. Khanmohammadi et al. [9] employed
multiple rocking systems for PPCW systems and all rocking sections were equally designed
by strength. The results indicated a great reduction of seismic shears and overturning moments along the vertical height with negligible residual drifts.
In order to investigate the behavior of multiple rocking systems in high-rise buildings, two
alternatives of rocking joints design (only base, base & mid height) were considered. For
comparison with the conventional design, for each building, corresponding cast-in-place shear
wall structures designed by the current design code [10-12] were also established. Criteria in-
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cluding peak drifts, inter-story drift, distribution of shear force and bending moment ratio, and
concrete stress strains at base rocking sections were evaluated and compared with the traditional design building to discover the effect of multiple rocking sections over height on the
structural response.
2
2.1

NUMERICAL MODELING VERIFICATION
Test Description

The experimental program investigating the behavior of precast concrete walls utilizing
unbonded PT tendons conducted by Perez et al. [4] was selected to validate the simulation
method. The test setup is shown in Figure 2. Specimen TW1 were tested under monotonic
loading and TW2 was tested under cyclic loading. Material properties are listed as below:
compressive strength of the unconfined concrete fc=52Mpa; compressive strength of the confined concrete fcc=110Mpa; yielding stress of the PT tendons fpy=951MPa; initial stress of PT
tendons fpi=0.6fpu (design ultimate stress fpu=1102MPa).

PT
tendons

6.6m

7.23m

Precast
panels

9.91m

Loading
beam

Confined
concrete

Figure 2: Test set up

2.2

Simulation Method

Figure 3 illustrates a schematic view of the methodology used for simulation of the experimental PPCW specimen in OpenSEES. It is assumed that no sliding-slip exists between the
contact surfaces. The proposed simulation model included a bed of truss elements at the base
of wall where the gap-opening is expected, corotational elements for the PT tendons, and fiber
force-based beam-column elements for the precast wall panel. In beam-column elements, each
section is discretized into unconfined concrete fibers, confined concrete fibers, and steel fibers.
One force-based element per story with five integration points was used for the walls and the
columns. For concrete material, Concrete02 material model is used in which the modified
Kent and Park model is used in compression, an initial linear elastic branch together with a
linear softening branch up to zero stress is used in tension. For reinforcing steel, Steel02 material model is used. Concrete fibers were modeled with no tensile capacity which is achieved
by combined the traditional material and the Elastic-No-Tension material in series. A truss
bed height of twice the length of plastic hinge is recommended (hspring=2lp). Plastic hinge
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length lp=min ( 2tw'' , 2a '' ), where tw'' is thickness of confined concrete, and a '' is depth of the
equivalent compression stress block excluding cover thickness. The “PDelta” algorithm is
used to consider the effect of large deformations.
node

Kinematic constrant

hstory
Beam-column element
(1 element per story)
Wall outline
Corotational truss
element

hstory

Rigid links
node
Concrete springs

hspring

Fixed constraint
(PT anchorage)

hbase

Figure 3: Modeling of PPCW

2.3

Results of Numerical Analyses

Figure 4(a) compares the experimental results of the lateral response for TW1 with the analytical results, which shows that the initial stiffness and base shear of TW1 are well captured.
Figure 4(b) compares length of contact between the wall base panel and foundation. Figure 5
compares the results of the lateral response for TW2. A good agreement between analytical
and experimental response was found in the results pertaining to both hysteretic curves and
uplifts. The results indicated that the bed of truss elements using the uniaxial concrete stressstrain material model accurately captured the wall-to-foundation rocking interface. Analysis
based on fiber section elements is accurate enough to predict both the global and local response of concrete structures although shear-flexure interaction was not considered.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Comparison of the analytic model with experimental results for TW1: (a) Wall lateral response; (b)
Contact Length
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Comparison of the analytic model with experimental results for TW2: (a) Wall lateral response; (b)
Uplift of wall ends

3

CASE STUDY STRUCTURE

A group of 16-story buildings of rectangular plan used for office buildings were evaluated.
The buildings of the first group were designed by the conventional provisions, and those of
the second group using PPCW structural system were designed following the direct displacement-based design (DDBD) [13]. The buildings were almost identical in geometry. In addition to rocking system at the base, double rocking joints (one at the base and the other at midheight) were also considered. The 16-story PPCW buildings allowing gap-opening only at
base is designated as PPCW-16-1, while allowing gap-opening at base and mid-height is designated as PPCW-16-2 (Figure 6). Similar notation is adopted for CIPW buildings.

PT
tendons

Rocking
joint
PPCW-1

PPCW-2

CIPW

Figure 6: Schematic representation of considered opening joints

The lateral force resisting system of the buildings consists of a frame-wall system in the
NS direction and a moment-resisting frame system in the EW direction. The plan of the considered buildings with a dimension of 36m×18m and a story height of 4.0m is illustrated in
Figure 7. The dead load (DL) and live load (LL) is 5kPa and 2kPa, respectively [10]. Gravity
load combination is assumed to be 1.00DL+0.50LL. The seismic site design is Group 2 and
Site Class IV according to the related design criteria [11].
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Moment Resisting Frame

18m

Column

PPCW
(CIPW)

N

36m

Figure 7: Building plan for the case study structure

3.1

Design of PPCW buildings

The PPCW structural structures were designed following the DDBD approach. Each wall
consists of one precast concrete wall panel each story, post-tensioned to the foundation with
unbonded high strength PT tendons. The beam-column connection is designed as hybrid precast ductile connections following the recommendations given by El-Sheikh et al. [14]. Column-foundation connection is similar with the wall-foundation connection. The connection
between the floors and the precast wall panels is assumed to be a vertical sleeved-type connection to allow the lateral forces to be transmitted from the floor to the wall while preventing
any vertical actions to be transmitted from the wall panel to floor [15]. A listing of the important features of PPCW buildings is provided in Table 1 and Table 2.
Story
Number
1-4
5-8
9-12
13-16

Column
(mm×mm)
800×800
750×750
700×700
650×650

ρptc
(%)
1.09
1.24
1.43
1.66

Beam(NS) ρptbNS
(mm×mm) (%)

Beam(EW)
(mm×mm)

ρptbEW
(%)

600×300

0.58

900×300

0.58

600×300

0.66

900×300

0.58

Note: ρptc = area ratio of PT steel in columns; ρptb = area ratio of PT steel in beams; Beam(NS) means beams
in NS direction; Beam(EW) means beams in EW direction.
Table 1: Member sizes of PPCW buildings

lw (mm)
8500

tw (mm)
500

ρptw (%)
0.053

ρs (%)
0.52

lhoop (mm)
2000

ldebonded (mm)
1000

Note: lw =wall length; tw =wall thickness; ρptw = area ratio of PT steel in wall; ρs = area ratio of ED steel;
lhoop = confinement region length; ldebonded = unbonded length of ED steel.
Table 2: Design details of precast walls used in PPCW buildings

3.2

Design of CIPW buildings

In addition to PPCW buildings, the third model was considered with the cast-in-place shear
wall (CIPW) buildings. The CIPW buildings were almost identical to PPCW buildings in geometry. The CIPW buildings were designed by the seismic provisions in China. Detailed size
information of the CIPW building is listed in Table 3 and Table 4.
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Story
Number
1-4
5-8
9-12
13-16

Column
(mm×mm)
800×800
750×750
700×700
650×650

ρc
(%)
1.42
1.35
1.24
1.26

Beam(NS)
(mm×mm)

ρbNS
(%)

Beam(EW) ρbEW
(mm×mm) (%)

800×300

0.7

900×400

0.72

700×300

0.71

800×300

0.74

Note: ρc = area ratio of longitudinal steel in columns; ρb = area ratio of longitudinal steel in beams.
Table 3. Member sizes of CIPW buildings

lw (mm)
8500

tw (mm)
500

ρ' (%)
1.25

ρ" (%)
0.35

ρt (%)
0.13

lhoop (mm)
2000

Note: ρ’= ratio of longitudinal boundary reinforcement area to gross section area of wall boundary; ρ’’=
ratio of volume of transverse confining steel to gross concrete area of web; ρt = volumetric ratio of transverse reinforcement; lhoop = confinement region length.
Table 4. Design details of shear walls used in CIPW buildings

4

GROUND MOTIONS

ID Record
No. Seq.

Year

1

169

1979 6.5

2

741

1989 6.9

3

1106

1995 6.9

4

1120

1995 6.9

5

1158

1999 7.5

6

1244

1999 7.6

7

1605

1999 7.1

Mw

Event
Imperial
Valley
Loma
Prieta
Kobe,
Japan
Kobe,
Japan
Kocaeli,
Turkey
Chi-Chi,
Taiwan
Duzce,
Turkey

Recording Station

Rrup
(km)

Delta

22.03

BRAN

10.72

KJMA

0.96

TAKATORI

1.47

Duzce

15.37

CHY101

9.94

Duzce

6.58

Record
Component
IMPVALL_H-DLT262
IMPVALL_H-DLT352
LOMAP_BRN000
LOMAP_BRN090
KOBE_KJM000
KOBE_KJM090
KOBE_TAK000
KOBE_TAK090
KOCAELI_DZC180
KOCAELI_DZC270
CHICHI_CHIY101-E
CHICHI_CHIY101-N
DUZCE_DZC180
DUZCE_DZC270

Table 5: Details of the selected input accelerations for the nonlinear time history analysis

The seismic fortification intensity of the case study buildings site is assumed to be 8, which
means the peak ground motion (PGA) under frequent, basic, and rare level of seismic hazard
is 0.07g, 0.2g, and 0.4g respectively [10]. Structures are designed to be elastic under frequent
level of seismic hazard. Thus except for basic and rare level earthquake (PGA=0.2g and 0.4g),
severe level earthquake was considered, which has a PGA of 0.6g. A total of seven earthquake records (Table 5) were selected from the PEER Ground Motion Database. The magnitude of the selected earthquake Mw is greater than 6.5.
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The mean acceleration response spectrum with 5% damping of the scaled ground motion
records under rare level of seismic hazard is shown in Figure 8. The bold line is design acceleration response spectrum provided in Chinese seismic code GB50011-2010.
2.5

IMPVALL_H-DLT262
IMPVALL_H-DLT352
LOMAP_BRN000
LOMAP_BRN090
KOBE_KJM000
KOBE_KJM090
KOBE_TAK000
KOBE_TAK090
KOCAELI_DZC180
KOCAELI_DZC270
CHICHI_CHIY101-E
CHICHI_CHIY101-N
DUZCE_DZC180
DUZCE_DZC270
Mean
GB 50011-2010

Acceleration (g)

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Period (s)

Figure 8: Code-specified design acceleration spectrum and median response spectrum Sa of selected input
ground motion records

5

RESULTS OF ANALYSES

Three-dimensional analytical models for the two designs were created, and nonlinear static
and dynamic time history analyses were carried out under bidirectional excitations. The ratio
of PGA(NS) to PGA(EW) should be fixed as 1:0.85 according to the Chinese seismic code.
5.1

Nonlinear static analyses

A total of 50 contact springs were used to model the gap-opening interface of precast walls
in the 16-story PPCW buildings. Nonlinear pushover analyses of the case study buildings
were conducted adopting inverted triangular distribution of lateral forces. The response of
case study buildings under monotonic loading is shown in Figure 9(a). Figure 9(b) compares
hysteretic energy dissipation for PPCW and CIPW structures. Hysteresis curve of the CIPW
building is fuller, which indicates the possibility of large residual deformations after an earthquake and better energy dissipation. As expected, the hysteresis curves of the PPCW buildings show significant „flag-shape‟ characteristic. Energy dissipation of PPCW buildings is
smaller and results in minor residual inter-story drifts.
5.2

Nonlinear dynamic analyses

Modal analysis was carried out first to evaluate the natural characteristics of the case study
buildings. The vibration periods calculated using OpenSEES are shown in Table 6. The Rayleigh damping of the PPCW and CIPW structures were considered 3% and 5%, respectively.
Base uplift due to rocking eliminates the development of concrete tensile stresses at the wall
base and provides a „base isolation effect‟ through the elongation of the system‟s structural
period.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Static response of case study buildings: (a) monotonic loading; (b) cyclic loading of PPCW-1; (c) cyclic loading of PPCW-2; (d) cyclic loading of CIPW

PPCW-1
PPCW-2
CIPW

1st Mode Period (s)
1.39
1.38
1.35

2nd Mode Period (s)
0.24
0.24
0.23

Table 6: Fundamental periods of PPCW and CIPW buildings in NS direction

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: Mean values of inter-story drift under seismic loading

The effects of gap-opening at the different locations of the precast shear wall on the maximum peak roof drifts are investigated, as shown in Figure 10. The results indicate that be-
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cause of the joint opening at mid height, the peak drift is significantly reduced by nearly 50%
at severe level seismic hazard. In rare and basic level seismic hazard, the peak drift of PPCW2 building is approximately equal to that of PPCW-2 building, but still less than CIPW buildings.
In Figure 11, results of the maximum inter-story drift are presented. Results of drifts in
PPCW buildings did not exceed 1% under rare level ground motions, which is the design drift
value in the conventional seismic code designs, the outcome results were acceptable from design point of view. The PPCW buildings have a more uniform distribution of inter-story drift
ratio (IDR) compared with the corresponding CIPW buildings. Under the basic level ground
motions, the inter-story drifts of PPCW-1 and PPCW-2 buildings are nearly the same. Development of rocking joints over height caused the drift to increase in the upper half and decrease in the lower half parts. With the increase of input amplitude of ground motions, interstory drift of PPCW-2 buildings reduces significantly compared to PPCW-1 building.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: Mean values of inter-story drift under seismic loading

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12: Mean values of shear force ratio under seismic loading

The distribution of shear forces is important in the performance-based design approaches.
Distribution of shear force ratios along height under three level of seismic hazard are shown
in Figure 12. To compare the results straightforward, the shear force ratios were normalized
by the total weight of the building. With adding one more rocking joint at mid-height, shear
forces were smaller than CIPW building, which in turn represented that the current design
codes and shape of shear force distribution were more regular than those without the second
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increase in upper half-height. With developing rocking sections, the amounts of shear forces
through upper half part of the buildings tended to be larger than PPCW-1 building.
Figure 13 shows distribution of maximum bending moment under three level ground motions. The results were normalized by the product of the building height and weight which
was a moment that can be regarded as overturning moment by applying a concentrated force
to the roof with the value of the total seismic weight of the structure. Values of the moment
demands related to CIPW models are more than those of the PPCW model, particularly at
lower parts of buildings. The maximum bending moment of PPCW-2 building at mid height
was reduced by 54 and 79% compared with PPCW-1 building under severe and rare ground
motions, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13: Mean values of moment ratio under seismic loading

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14: Concrete compressive strain on base rocking joints of PPCW buildings

The maximum suffered concrete compressive strains of the PPCW buildings are in the
base-to-foundation section, which are presented in Figure 14. Unlike cast-in-place shear walls,
damage to PPCWs is often featured by crushing of confined core concrete at the wall toes [35, 16]. As expected, the maximum concrete compressive strains are found around the wall
toes, and the observed concrete compressive strains are lower than design ultimate concrete
compressive strains (0.02 for confined concrete; 0.004 for unconfined concrete). The concrete
strain is greatly alleviated in all cases, which means the adding joint at mid-height is a good
protection of toes of concrete walls. The results showed that the concrete of the rocking sections did not reach the yielding point in any of the models under three levels of seismic hazard.
No crushing of confined concrete wall toes is expected in PPCW buildings.
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6

CONCLUSIONS
 The proposed fiber model based on OpenSEES of a PPCW is simple to conduct. Comparisons with the experimental results demonstrated that the simulation method can capture the nonlinear hysteretic response characteristics of PPCW reasonably well under
both monotonic loading and cyclic loading. The model estimated the wall uplift and
change in neutral axis accurately. The rationality of the model is verified.
 The PPCW buildings have a more uniform distribution of inters-tory drift ratio compared
with the corresponding CIPW buildings and thus preventing undesirable weak story failure pattern.
 The higher mode effects on shear and moment action demands were mitigated using multiple rocking joints.
 By using multiple joint, compressive strains of the concrete at wall toes are significantly
reduced and severe damage of the wall is alleviated.
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Abstract. The study concerns with the seismic analysis of reinforced concrete (RC) building,
with particular attention to the role played by floor system. The rigid-floor assumption is often used for RC existing buildings’ vulnerability assessment, in order to simplify the study of
their structural behavior. Seismic codes (EC8, NZS4203, FEMA-273) provide a set of quantitative criteria related to deformation of diaphragm and average drift of the associated storey
and qualitative criteria related to the shape of diaphragm. Despite in many cases this hypothesis can be considered sufficiently accurate, it is not always valid because it is related to several features of structure as floor geometry and materials, relative stiffness between floor
system and vertical structural elements, shape of building, etc. In fact, unlike new structures,
the main problem of RC existing buildings is not having geometrical and mechanical regular
features (for example, in a ribbed slab, the irregular depth of the top concrete slab) as well as
to present irregular dynamic parameters.
When the floor system cannot be considered rigid, it may be studied as flexible slab with the
increment of uncertainty related to stress states of structural elements.
In order to understand how the floor system influences the structural behavior, it has been
investigated the seismic performance of several applications, extrapolated from real RC existing buildings, through numerical methods, with and without the rigid-floor assumption.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Existing RC buildings are mostly characterized by an unsatisfactory level of the technical
design (mainly because the reference building codes are very obsolete), and the development
of vulnerability studies is one of the main research focus that the scientific community has
explored in the last years at different scales of analyses [1, 2, 3, 4]. These studies, together
with the observation of post-seismic damage after recent earthquakes, have clearly shown that
the seismic risk of existing RC buildings is very high, confirming the need of systematically
assessing their safety level and to develop to this aim not only proper techniques for the modeling and analysis but also for the monitoring and control, especially in the case of strategic
structures [5, 6]. In fact, on the one hand, existing buildings were designed by engineers
through old codes, which do not take in exam the seismic actions, on the other hand existing
buildings are often characterized by meaningful historical and artistic value.
Modern seismic codes, as Eurocode 8 [7] and consequently Italian NTC [8], suggest a performance based approach and guidelines that engineers can use in order to analyze the real
behavior of existing structure and to choose the most suitable retrofit solutions. One of most
important steps of the abovementioned performance approach is the nonlinear analysis of the
structural model, static or dynamic, in order to define the structural capacity and compare it to
seismic demand.
In this phase, a correct estimate of capacity is only possible through a correct finite element
method (FEM) model, even if simplified, which takes into account a series of hypothesis on
materials, geometry, loads, etc…
The FEM model, even on geometric regular existing building, must consider a presence of
irregularity factors, which can change results of analysis. With this regard, a particular attention in analysis results has to be taken when the influence of in situ materials strength is included in FEM model, as shown in Uva et al., 2014 [9] and Porco et al., 2014 [10]; or when
the influence of secondary structural elements as infill panels is considered, as shown in Porco
et al., 2013 [11] and 2015 [12]; Fiore et al., 2014 [13] and 2015 [14]; Casolo et al., 2013 [15].
Clearly, these influence factors cause strong behavior difference on buildings analyzed,
regarding to elements stiffness, masses and modal parameters.
In this paper, the attention is focused on one of these irregularity factors: a floor in-plane
deformability. The influence of this factor, in the evaluation of seismic behavior of RC existing building, has been evaluated.
2

STATE OF THE ART

In RC buildings, floor system is a bi-dimensional structure loaded orthogonally to its plane
by gravity loads and it distributes seismic actions among structural vertical elements. Generally, buildings are designed using the assumption of rigid floor, which is justified when floor is
stiffer than vertical elements. To design new RC buildings, modern codes as Eurocode (consequently in Italian code) provides technological rules for several typologies of rigid floor.
For example, to obtain an in-plane rigid behavior, a floor system must have a thickness of top
concrete slab larger than 4 cm, as show in Figure 1 where a ribbed slab is represented:
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Figure 1 – example of rigid floor, according to Italian NTC
Some cases of South Italian existing RC buildings have no top concrete slabs (SAP slab),
as shown in figure 2. In other cases, top concrete slab has a low thickness because of the presence of hydraulic or electrical systems or because of human mistakes.

Figure 2 – SAP slab (without top concrete slab)
The rule of top concrete slab thickness cannot be enough to define a rigid floor: its stiffness
must be compared to the stiffness of structural vertical elements. With this regard, FEMA
(1997) [16] provides a quantitative criterion which defines floor as either flexible, stiff or rigid. In particular way, it defines a factor λ as ratio between the maximum to minimum lateral
in-plane deflection of floor, caused by horizontal actions. The ratio is shown in Eq.1, where X
and Y are depicted in figure 3:

Figure 3 – In-plane displacement of slab, without the rigid floor assumption
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λ = Y/X

(1)

If λ is larger than 2, the floor is deformable while if λ is lower than 0.5, the floor is rigid. If
λ is included between 0.5 and 2, the floor is “stiff” (neither flexible nor rigid).
Eurocode 8 provides a qualitative criterion to define the rigid floor: the floor system is taken as being rigid if, when it is modeled with its actual in-plane flexibility, its horizontal displacements nowhere exceed those resulting from the rigid floor assumption by more than 10%
of the corresponding absolute horizontal displacements in the seismic design situation.
As well as Eurocode 8, even NZS 4203 [17] provides a qualitative criterion, such as indications of rigid floor assumption invalidity, for instance abrupt discontinuities, major variations in in-plane stiffness or major re-entrant corners in diaphragms.
Moeni e Rafezy, 2011 [18], analyzed the rigid floor assumption on buildings with irregular
shape in-plan, evaluating results in terms of Deflect/Drift ratio through qualitative and quantitative criteria provided by several international codes, such as those aforementioned. Authors
tested the efficiency and accuracy of all indications available in the matter of floor deformability.
Previously, several studies have been carried out in order to study the deformability of
floor and its effect on the structural behavior.
Saffarini and Qudaimat, 1992 [19], analyzed several RC buildings to compare the difference between rigid floor and flexible-floor analyses. They found that the rigid-floor assumption is accurate for buildings without shear walls, but it can cause errors for building systems
with shear walls. The study made up of a numerical model where some parameters were varied, such as number of stories, story height, slab type, building-plan aspect ratio, regularity of
building plan, openings in the slab, the sizes and spacing of columns and shear walls.
Kunnath et al., 1991 [20], studied the effect of deformable floor system on irregular buildings, using a simplified macro modeling scheme which included an inelastic behavior. Results
of research showed that, the base shear is larger when the floor is flexible, rather than when it
is rigid and elastic. However, incrementing the number of ways and floors, interior frames
have a higher base shear with a larger strength and ductility demand.
Dolce et al., 1994 [21], studied the inelastic dynamic response of a large number of floor
systems simple models. On their cases studied, they analyzed the variability of the ratio
kfloor/kvert, using a spring model and varying elements stiffness. They obtained that, when the
stiffness distribution of structural vertical elements is uniform, the flexibility of floor system
is negligible, while when the structures have important re-entrances, the deformability effect
is relevant.
Other authors studied this problem (Ju and Lin, 1999 [22]; Fleishman and Farrow, 2001
[23], Lee at al., 2002 [24]; Fouad at al., 2012 [25]; Bakar et al. [26], 2014; Tena-Colunga et
al., 2015 [27]), observing the differences of results of modal parameters and stresses, obtained
by different modeling methods and using the hypothesis of rigid floor or not.
Relying on results obtained by the abovementioned authors and using indications provided
by international seismic codes, the aim of this paper is to show the differences of simple numerical applications’ structural behavior, on the basis of a variation of the FEM model, which
take or not into account the rigid floor assumption.
3

STRUCTURAL FEM MODELS

In order to study the influence of the floor deformability, two FEM models are carried out
using FEM software SAP2000 [28].
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The reference case is a single storey RC frame building, which has one bay in both direction, dimension in plan of 3 x 6 m and height of 3 m. Beams and columns have dimension of
30 x 30 cm and floor is constituted by a ribbed slab with joists of ordinary dimension (10 x 20
cm). Top concrete slab has a thickness of 4 cm, minimum value which Italian code considers
to assume the hypothesis of rigid floor. Strength class of concrete is 25/30, according to [4].
In the reference case, it is considered only dead load, neglecting non-structural and accidental
loads.
The first model is a “frame model” which considers a rigid floor hypothesis by applying a
constrain “diaph” at every nodes of plane. Dead loads are inserted on a shell “none” which is
linked to every nodes of plane.
The second model is a “solid model” which does not consider a rigid floor hypothesis. In
this case, columns are modeled as frames while beams and slab are modeled using solid elements, meshed each centimeter, in order to modify both thickness of edge beams and thickness of concrete slab.
The two above mentioned models are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 – Reference models
In both models, one dimension of vertical elements is varied, from a ratio between section
sides of 1:1 to 1:4, in order to vary the ratio between floor stiffness and structural vertical element stiffness. In addition, columns have been replaced by shear walls (modeled through
shell elements), with thickness which varying from 20 cm to 40 cm. For each models, it is
evaluated the difference of period and participating mass, through a modal analysis, which
compare the two FEM model typology.
Moreover, same comparison is carried out for same models with 3 and 5 storeys. In Figures 5-6-7 histograms of the differences aforementioned are shown. Periods and participating
mass of the solid models are indicated in green while same parameters of the diaph models in
grey.
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Figure 5 – 1 storey models variations

Figure 6 – 3 storeys models variations

Figure 7 – 5 storeys models variations
Subsequently, modal analyses are carried out on a single storey RC frame building, which
has one bay and doubling dimension in plan (3 x 12 m) and height of 3 m. Histograms of the
differences of periods and participating mass are shown in figure 8, using same colors for
model typology.

Figure 8 – 1 storey models variations – doubling in-plan dimensions
Using solid models, it is possible to study if the floor is rigid or deformable. Particularly,
relying on the quantitative criteria provided by [5], maximum deflection and interstorey drift
for reference model has been monitored and the ratio between them has been calculated (ratio
Deflect/Drift). In the same way, this ratio has been calculated, increasing the number of sto-
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reys and the ratio of dimension in plan. In figure 9 histograms show these ratios, even considering the variation of structural vertical elements dimension. In blue are represented the cases
with columns for structural vertical element while in red are represented the cases with shear
wall. When the values exceed 2, the floor is deformable. When the number of storeys increases, the ratio is always calculated on the first floor, because in that plane is detected the maximum ratio Deflect/Drift.

Figure 9 – Deflection/Drift ratio variations, increasing number of storeys and in-plan dimensions
4 NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS
In order to understand when the floor can be deformable in RC existing building, two numerical applications, extrapolate from two real case study, have been analyzed using solid
models. For this purpose, a single storey RC frame building is assumed as new reference
model. It has dimension in plan of 6 x 12 m. and height of 3 m. Beams and columns have dimension of 30 x 30 cm. It has one bay in long direction and two bays in short direction, in order to simulate the resistant frames in one way, as in RC existing building designed without
using of seismic codes. The new reference model is shown in Figure 10a.

Figure 10a – 10b – 1st application
In first application, the new reference model is compared with a same model, which has a
C-shape shear walls instead of the central column, in which there is an elevator, as shown in
Figure 10b. Clearly, in a floor there is an opening. The ratio Deflect/Drift is evaluated increasing the thickness of walls from 20 cm to 40 cm, keeping constant the opening dimension. The
histogram of figure 11b shows the results: the comparisons among each model and new reference model. In Figure 11a is displayed a typical deformed shape of this application, where
Deflection is the maximum displacement in-plane and Drift is the minimum displacement inplane.
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Figure 11a – 11b – Deflect/Drift ratio results of 1st case study
In second application, the new reference model is compared with the same model, where
are varied the dimensions of external columns under central beam and the dimensions of other
structural elements is not varied. Specifically, one dimension of columns taken in exam, is
increased up to obtain a ratio between them section sides of 1:4. This application is representative of the typical case in which a possible way to retrofit a RC existing building is taken
into account, regularizing its dynamic behavior. Figure 12, in terms of ratio Deflect/Drift, exhibits the results.

Figure 12 - Deflect/Drift ratio results of 2nd application – increment of ratio dimensions columns
Subsequently, the external columns under central beam have been substituted with shear
walls of 30 cm and the variation of ratio Deflect/Drift is evaluated, increasing the length of
walls from 1.30 m to 4.30 m. A comparison between new reference model and modified model is illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13 - 2nd case study – shear walls length increment
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The results, in terms of ratio Deflect/Drift, and the deformed shape in-plane are explained in
figure 14.

Figure 14 - Deflect/Drift ratio results of 2nd application - increment of shear walls length
5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, simple models of RC existing building are analyzed in order to evaluate
structural behavior, using or not the rigid floor assumption. These analyses have been
achieved varying the ratio between floor stiffness and structural vertical element stiffness. For
considering the rigid floor hypothesis, “frame models” are carried out using a constraint on
each point of plane. These models have been compared to analogues “solid models” and modal parameters differences have been evaluated. Furthermore, for each models, ratio Deflect/Drift has been evaluated, varying on the reference model, the number of storeys and the
dimension in plan.
Same analyses have been accomplished on the two numerical application. The first case
study compares a new reference model with same model having a C-shape shear wall, the
second one compares the new reference model with same model, having some columns whose
dimensions in thickness and length was varied.
Results are summarized as follow:
- The two different types of modeling have shown that on the same model, when the
structural vertical elements are columns, variations of modal parameters (periods and
participating mass) are negligible, rather when the model has shear walls, same parameters have high variations;
- Increasing reference model’s storeys number, the results, in terms of Deflect/Drift ratio,
show that the rigid floor assumption is more and more appropriate;
- Increasing in-plan dimension of the reference model, the results, in terms of Deflect/Drift ratio, shown that the rigid floor assumption is less and less appropriate;
- The two numerical applications analyzed shown that rigid floor assumption cannot be
always considered correct. In the first case, the presence of C-shape shear wall, at constant opening in the floor, as soon as the thickness increases, the floor becomes more
deformable. In the same way, in the second case, the addition of shear walls on the
structure perimeter, as soon as their length increases, the plane becomes more deformable.
Future aims of the research are study the floor behavior, under seismic actions, when the
thickness of top concrete slab is smallest of 4 cm and when changing the edge beam dimensions.
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Abstract. Multilinear hysteresis models such as the Clough model are generally used for
earthquake response analysis of reinforced concrete (RC) structures, while force-deformation
relations obtained in experimental studies are curvilinear. Other hysteresis models are developed to consider features such as strength degradation at large deformation regions, stiffness
degradation due to cyclic loading or inverted S-shaped slip property. However, these models are generally not widely used because most use many rules to express all the features and
require many parameters, which makes the model complicated. In this study, a curvilinear
hysteresis model for RC structures is developed with relatively simple rules and a small number of parameters. The model consists of only two functions, the skeleton curve and the inner
loop, and nine model parameters. The developed model is applicable to various types of RC
beams and columns, including strength deterioration at large deformation regions, stiffness
degradation due to cyclic loading or inverted S-shaped slip property. A method to evaluate the
capability of hysteresis model is developed using the minimized error index based on genetic
algorithm to obtain the best parameter which will reproduce the force-displacement relations.
Force-displacement relations of RC specimens are collected from previous experimental studies
and the error indices are calculated. The developed model are capable of reproducing forcedisplacement relations well compared to other hysteresis models for RC structures.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In general, multi-linear hysteresis models such as the Clough or Takeda model are used
to describe the restoring force characteristics of reinforced concrete(RC) structures, although
force-displacement relations obtained in experiments of RC members are curvilinear. On the
other hand, curvilinear hysteresis models are developed for wooden structures[1][2], which
reproduce experiments well using relatively simple rules with a small number of parameters.
The same approach may be applicable for RC structures that include slip or stiffness degradation
due to cyclic loadings.
In this study, a curvilinear hysteresis model for RC structures is developed. Force-displacement
relations obtained in previous experimental studies are reproduced to evaluate the capability of
the developed model.
2

HYSTERESIS MODEL

The outline of the developed model is shown in Figure 1, which consists of only two rules,
the skeleton curve(I) and the unload-reload curve(II).
2.1

Skeleton curve

The skeleton curve is simply defined by one function
f = A0

tanh((α/dm ) · d)
dβ + d0

(1)

where f is the force, d is the displacement, α and β are parameters to control the shape of
the curve. The maximum force point (dm , fm ) are determined by the following equations.
du β + d0
tanh(α)
(0.5β sinh(2α) − α) · dm
d0 =
α

A0 = f m ·

(2)
(3)

The influences of the shape parameters α and β are shown in Figure 2, in which the maximum
force point(dm , fm ) is fixed at (0.3, 14.0). The parameter α controls the initial stiffness and
strength deterioration and β influences the strength deterioration after the maximum force point.
dmax(i-1) fmax(i-1)

dmax(i) fmax(i)

fu

0.25du

dpeak fpeak

Figure 1: Model outline
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d
(a) Shape factor α

(b) Strength deterioration factor β

Figure 2: Influences of the skeleton shape parameters

Figure 3: Influences of the inner loop parameters

When the velocity direction is reversed and the absolute maximum displacement exceeds the
elastic limit (0.25du ), the hysteresis enters the unload-reload curve (rule II).
2.2

Unload-reload curve

The following function expresses a loop ranging from a spindle-shape loop to a slip-type
loop
top
Fbottom
= ∓AD4 + BD3 ∓ (P0 − A)D2 + (1 − B)D ± P0
(4)
where A, B and P0 are parameters to control the shape of the curve. F and D are normalized
force and displacement with values of -1 or +1 at the unloading point or the maximum/minimum
point on the other side of the unloading point using scale factors.
The influences of the parameters A, B and P0 on the inner loop are illustrated in Figure
3. The parameter A controls stiffness variation level, B controls slip characteristics and P0
controls loop area, respectively.
P0 is the ratio of the force at D = 0 to the peak force fpeak . According to the loaddisplacement curves obtained in previous experimental studies, the parameter P0 cannot be
fixed as a constant value, but varies depending on the peak displacement. In many cases, P0
increases as peak displacement increases as shown in Figure 4(a). Three examples of relations between peek displacements and P0 are shown by the points in Figure 4(b). Based on the
characteristics of these relations, P0 is formulated as follows
P0 =

−1

γ + 1
dpeak
1 + rpzc · du
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1

No.1
No.2
No.3

0.8
dpeak(i)

P0

dpeak(i-1)

0.6
0.4

d

0.2

p0 (i-1)
p0 (i)

0

(a) Reading P0 from experimental data

1

2

3
4
dpeak / du

5

6

(b) Examples of P0 − dpeak relations [5]

Figure 4: Relations between unloading displacement (dpeak ) and the force at zero displacement (P0 )

f

f

fu
S1

S2

du

d

d

Figure 5: Hysteretic area S1 and base area S2

where rpzc and γ are model parameters to determine P0 . The displacement dpeak is normalized
by the displacement at the maximum force du .
For the three examples shown by the points in Figure 4(b), the P0 values calculated by
Equation 5 are illustrated by the lines. The experimental P0 values are well expressed by the
equation with appropriate values for the parameters rpzc and γ.
2.3

Stiffness degradation

Stiffness degradation due to cyclic loading is expressed by increasing the hysteretic maximum displacement, as shown in Figure 1. When the velocity direction is reversed, the unloadreload curve function (Equation 4) scale factors are determined to aim for the previous peak
point (dmax(i−1) , fmax(i−1) ). The target peak point is moved from (dmax(i−1) , fmax(i−1) ) to (dmax(i) , fmax(i) )
on the skeleton curve to consider the stiffness degradation. The amount of movement of the
maximum experienced displacement is based on the energy dissipation, determined by the following equation with the previous hysteretic area (S1) normalized by the basic area (S2)


S1
(6)
dmax(i) = dmax(i−1) · 1 + rs ·
S2
where S1 and S2 are dissipated energy area and basic energy area in the previous hysteresis
loop (Figure 5), respectively, and rs is a model parameter to determine the amount of stiffness
degradation due to cyclic loading.
2.4

Model outline

The required model parameters are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Model parameters

Model parameter
Maximum force
Deformation at the maximum force
Skeleton curve shape factor
Skeleton curve strength deterioration factor
Inner loop shape factor
Inner loop slip factor
Inner loop swelling factor
Inner loop swelling index
Stiffness degradation factor

Variable
fu
du
α
β
A
B
rpzc
γ
rs

A summary of the developed hysteresis model is given below:
• Until the absolute maximum displacement exceeds the elastic limit, restoring force is
determined by the skeleton curve function (Equation 1).
• After the displacement exceeds the elastic limit and the velocity direction is reversed,
restoring force is calculated by the unload-reload curve (Equation 4). The scale factors
for both displacement and force are determined so that the normalized displacement and
force take a value of 1 or -1 at unloading point (dpeak , fpeak ) and maximum point at the
opposite direction (dmax , fmax ).
• To consider stiffness degradation, the maximum experienced point at the opposite direction (max , fmax ) is increased based on energy consumption in the previous loop.
• If the velocity is reversed in unload-reload state, new scale factors are calculated for the
new unloading point and target at the opposite direction.
• The absolute maximum deformations are saved for both directions. When the absolute
displacement exceeds the maximum value, restoring force is calculated by the skeleton
curve function.
3

REPRODUCING LOAD-DEFORMATION RELATIONS FROM PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Load-deformation relations are collected from previous experimental studies for reproduction using the developed model.
The normalized error of the reproduction is calculated by the following equation
v
u
N
1 X
1 u
t
(fexp (i) − fmodel (i))2 )
(7)
E=
fm N i=1
where fexp (i) and fmodel (i) are the forces at ith step in the experiment and model reproduction
and N is the total step number. The error is normalized by the maximum force fm in the
experiment.
The best values of the parameter sets are determined using genetic algorithm to minimize the
normalized error. During optimization, both the skeleton curve strength deterioration factor β
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(d) Specimen BA11 [7]

(e) Specimen No.17 [8]

(f) Specimen B04R [9]
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Figure 6: Force-displacement relations in experiments and model reproductions
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Figure 7: Reproduction comparison with other hysteresis models (Specimen[8] No12)

and the stiffness degradation factor rs influence strength deterioration at the large displacement
region, which makes it difficult to get stable values for the parameters. Therefore, the envelope
curves are extracted from experimental data and the skeleton parameters, fu , du , α and β, are
optimized first before determining the other parameters.
Examples of the reproductions for the best model parameters to fit load-deformation relations
in the experiments are shown in Figure 6, where the dotted lines are experiments and solid
lines are model reproductions. From spindle-shaped force-displacement relations (ex.(e)) to
slip-type ones (ex.(c)), the force-displacement relations are well reproduced including strength
deterioration at the large deformation area and stiffness degradation due to cyclic loadings.
The same methodology is applied to other hysteresis models, the Takeda model[3], the most
frequently used multi-linear model for RC structures in Japan, and the NCL model[4], a curvilinear model for RC structures, with the results for an experiment shown in Figure 7. In Takeda
model, stiffness degradation due to cyclic loading is not considered which may lead to overestimation of the energy dissipating capacity of structures. In NCL model, unload-reload curves are
not well reproduced in the first and last several cycles because the force at zero-displacement
(P0 in the developed model) is constant.
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Figure 8: Comparison of minimized error with other hysteresis models [6]-[13]

4

MODEL CAPABILITY EVALUATION

To evaluate the capability of the developed model, the error index of the model Emin is
defined as the minimized normalized error. In other words, the best parameter set is obtained
by genetic algorithm for each reproduction and the minimized error is used to assess model
capability. Smaller minimized error (Emin ) means better capability of the hysteresis model to
reproduce force-displacement relations.
Fifty-one force-displacement relations of RC beam or column specimens are collected from
previous experimental studies with various kinds of failure such as shear failure, flexural failure or shear failure after flexural yielding published in the Proceedings of the Japan Concrete
Institute or Journal of Structural and Construction Engineering. The minimized errors defined
above are calculated for each specimen for the developed model, Takeda model and NCL model.
The results are compared in Figure 8. In most experiments, the Emin for the developed model
is smaller than that for Takeda model or NCL model, which shows that the developed model is
more capable of reproducing experimental RC force-deformation relations.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A curvilinear hysteresis model for reinforced concrete structures is developed. The developed model is relatively simple and requires a smaller number of parameters even though it
considers many features such as strength deterioration at large displacement regions, stiffness
degradation due to cyclic loading and inverted S-shaped slip property.
Various force-displacement relations from previous RC member experiments were reproduced by the developed model and compared to other models. The model parameters were
determined using genetic algorithm to best reproduce the experimental results. The reproduction can be quite good if the parameters are set appropriately.
The model capability is evaluated using minimum normalized error calculated for 51 forcedisplacement relations obtained in previous experimental studies and compared to other RC
structure hysteresis models. In most cases, the reproduction of the developed model are better
than the other models. The developed model showed high capability in reproducing experimental RC force-deformation relations.
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Abstract. In this paper the aim is to show a comparison between two design methodologies.
In the following is reported the design of a reinforced concrete frame according code rules
i.e. adopting the hierarchy criteria and the same frame designed by the Theory of Plastic
Mechanism Control (TPMC).
The TPMC, based on the application of the kinematic theorem of plastic collapse, is a more
sophisticated design procedure because it works in full compliance with codes
recommendations considering that it respects the hierarchy criteria. These last, in fact, are
fundamental to avoid dangerous collapse mechanisms such as “soft-storey” mechanism but
they are not sufficient to guarantee the exploitation of the maximum dissipation capacity of
the frame.
In addition push-over analyses have been made to investigate the actual collapse mechanism
of the designed structure. All the obtained results confirm the ability of the design procedure
to obtain a collapse mechanism of global type.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The optimization of the seismic structural response represents the primary purpose of every
designer. This aim consists in the possibility to avoid dangerous and unsatisfactory collapse
mechanism, in terms of energy dissipation capacity i.e. in the possibility to control the
typology of collapse mechanism.
A perfect design should lead to the collapse of the structure according to the global
mechanism, characterized by the development of plastic hinges in all the beam ends and at the
base sections of the first storey columns.
To this scope in 1970s, in New Zealand [1-4], born the concept of capacity design i.e. the
awareness that to reach the maximum dissipation capacity of the structures is necessary to
design the different elements with several resistances. In fact, the basic principles of capacity
design approach impose to differentiate on one hand, dissipative zones, designed according to
the internal actions arising from the seismic forces provided by the codes, and on the other
hand non-dissipative zones, proportioned on the maximum internal actions transmitted by the
dissipative zones.
In a seismic resistant concrete frame this means designing structures with strong columns
and weak beams. These design criteria are nowadays present in all the modern seismic codes,
included the Eurocode 8 [5], under the name of the so called beam-column hierarchy
criterion.
Unfortunately this approach is only able to prevent the development of a partial collapse
mechanism but does not assure a collapse mechanism of global type because it isn’t a
rigorous application of the capacity design’s criteria. Even if different strategies have been
developed in order to improve the seismic behaviour of concrete moment resisting frames [618], considering also the influence of the soil conditions [19], a more sophisticated design
procedure has been developed starting form an idea presented in 1997 [20] with reference to
steel moment resisting frames. Starting from this first work, the “Theory of Plastic
Mechanism Control” (TPMC) has been obtained as a powerful tool for the seismic design. In
particular, it consists on the extension of the kinematic theorem of plastic collapse to the
concept of mechanism equilibrium curve. This design approach was successively extended to
a large variety of structural typologies [21-37]. In 2015 TPMC was developed also with
reference to the reinforced concrete frames [38-40].
The strength of this method is its simplicity that will be emphasized by means of a worked
example. The aim of this paper is to show the comparison of this methodology with that
recommended by the codes in term of dissipation capacity. To this purpose a static inelastic
analysis has been carried out for both design procedures.
2

DESIGN ACCORDING MODERN SEISMIC CODES

The Eurocode 8 suggest to design according to the hierarchy of strengths of the various
structural components, in particular according to the beam to column hierarchy criterion.
In multi-storey buildings, formation of a soft storey plastic mechanism shall be prevented,
as such a mechanism might entail excessive local ductility demands in the columns of the soft
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storey. To satisfy that requirement, in frame buildings with two or more storeys, the sum of
the design values of resistance moments of the column framing the joint must be greater than
the sum of the design values of the moments of resistance of the beams framing the same joint,
multiplied by an over strength factor (
= 1,3).
≥

(1)

Exception is made for the roof level.
Unfortunately this method, based on a simple joint equilibrium, in most cases cannot
achieve the design goal i.e. the development of a global type mechanism.
3

THEORY OF PLASTIC MECHANISM CONTROL FOR MRC FRAMES

To guarantee an accurate design method able to assure the development of a collapse
mechanism of global type, in 1997, has been presented a new rigorous methodology “Theory
of Plastic Mechanism Control” [20], indicated in the following with the acronym TPMC.
It is based on the upper bound theorem of plastic collapse extended to the concept of
mechanism equilibrium curve. According to the theory of limit analysis, the assumption of a
rigid-plastic behavior of the structure until the development of a collapse mechanism is made.
Given the above, in general, the structures can exhibit three main collapse mechanism
typologies: these mechanisms, depicted in Figure 1, are to be considered undesired because
they do not involve all the dissipative zones.
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im
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Figure 1: Collapse mechanism typologies
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The TPMC is able to assure that plastic hinges develop only at beam ends while all the
columns remain in elastic range with the only exception of the base sections at first storey
columns. In this method is of paramount importance the introduction of the concept of
linearized mechanism equilibrium curve for each considered mechanism.
The mathematical expression of this curve is represented by the Eq. (2).
=

(2)

−

where α is the kinematically admissible multiplier of horizontal forces and γ is the slope
of the mechanism equilibrium curve. For any given collapse mechanism, according to a
kinematic approach, the mechanism equilibrium curve can be easily derived by equating the
external to the internal work.
However, the simple application of the upper bound theorem of plastic collapse is not
sufficient to assure the desired collapse mechanism because the high horizontal displacements
occur before the complete development of the kinematic mechanism. These displacements
give rise to significant second order effects which cannot be neglected in the seismic design
of structures. In order to account for second-order effects, the external second-order work due
to vertical load is also evaluated.
For the better comprehension of the adopted notation, reference is made to Table 1.
number of columns

plastic moment of the i-th
column at -th storey

, ,

number of bays

=

,

sum of plastic moments of
columns at -th storey

,,

number of storeys

=

ℎ

second-order work due to vertical
loads in global mechanism

index of mechanism

=

ℎ

external work due to horizontal
forces in the global mechanism

sum of the interstorey heights
of the storeys involved by the
generic mechanism

=

ℎ

height of the k-th storey
(with k=1, 2, .., )

e

index of beam ends
(e=L=left end, e=R=right end)

sum of the horizontal forces
plastic design resistance of beam
at j-th bay of the k-th storey

.

,

,

=

.

sum of the plastic design
resistances of beam ends (for e
end) in the global mechanism

Table 1: Notation

In the following will be reported the main relations; for complete equations of this method
is possible to refer to previously, specific paper [39].
Therefore, the application of the virtual work principle provides the kinematically
admissible multiplier that, for LR (from Left to Right) and RL (from Right to Left)
earthquake, can be written as reported in Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively.
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( )
,

=

,1

+

,

,

+

,

,

(3)

( )
,

=

,1

+

,

,

+

,

,

(4)

The sign “+” is used to indicate that the bending moment produces tension in lower fibers
of the beam section and compression in the upper fibers, while the sign “–“ is used to indicate
the opposite case.
In order to compute the slope of the mechanism equilibrium curve , it is necessary to
evaluate the second-order work due to vertical loads.
In the case of global mechanism it is given by Eq. (5).
1
( )

=

=

1
ℎ

(5)

Is possible to obtain a mechanism equilibrium curve for each considered mechanism.
In particular, for the i -th mechanism ( = 1, 2, … , ) of the -th mechanism typology
( = 1, 2, 3), the application of kinematic theorem of plastic collapse provides through the Eq.
(6) for LR earthquake and the Eq. (7) for RL earthquake, the evaluation of the mechanism
equilibrium curves.

( )
,

and

( )

( )
,

=

( )
, ,

−

( )

( )
,

=

( )
, ,

−

( )

(6)
(7)

represent, respectively, the kinematically admissible multiplier and the slope

of mechanism equilibrium curve of the -th mechanism of the -th mechanism typology.
Beam sections are designed to resist vertical loads so, the unknowns of the design problem,
are the column sections. They could be determined by means of design conditions i.e. the
equilibrium curve corresponding to the global mechanism has to lie below those
corresponding to all other mechanisms for each value of the displacement , up to a selected
ultimate displacement
(Figure 2).


 im
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im
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Figure 2: Design condition
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Therefore, there are 6 design conditions to be satisfied for a structural scheme having
storeys. With reference to -th mechanism of type-1, the kinematically admissible multiplier
of seismic horizontal forces is given, for LR earthquake, by:
( )
, ,

+∑

,

=

∑

.

+∑

∑

ℎ +ℎ

∑

.

∑

ℎ +ℎ

,

∑

.

,

+

.

,

+

,

∑

(8)

and for RL earthquake by:
( )
, ,

+∑

,

=

+∑

,

∑

,

∑

(9)

while the slope of the mechanism equilibrium curve is the same for both directions:

( )

=

1 ∑
ℎ ∑

ℎ +ℎ

∑

ℎ +ℎ

∑

(10)

With reference to -th mechanism of type-2 the kinematically admissible multiplier of
seismic horizontal forces is given, for LR earthquake, by:
( )
, ,

+∑

,

=

∑

.

∑

+∑

,

(ℎ − ℎ

∑

.

,

)

(11)

and for RL earthquake by:
( )
, ,

=

,

+∑

∑

.

∑

,

+∑

(ℎ − ℎ

∑

.

)

,

(12)

while the slope of the mechanism equilibrium curve is:

( )

=

1
−ℎ

ℎ

∑

ℎ −ℎ

∑

(ℎ − ℎ

)

(13)

It is useful to note that, for
= 1 Eqs. (11), (12) and (13) are coincident with Eq. (3), (4)
and (5) respectively, because in such case the mechanism is coincident with the global one.
In addition, these relations for
= 1 include the term ℎ
= ℎ which is to be assumed
equal to zero. Finally, with reference to
-th mechanism of type-3, the kinematically
admissible multiplier of horizontal forces, is given by:
( )
,

=

ℎ

2
−ℎ

,

∑
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In this case the expression is the same for both directions of earthquake because the beams are
not involved in this collapse mechanism.
In addition, the corresponding slope of the mechanism equilibrium curve is given by:

( )

γ

∑

=

h

V
∑

−h

(15)

F

It is important to underline that, for any given geometry of the structural system, the slope
of mechanism equilibrium curve attains its minimum value when the global type mechanism
is developed. In fact, it is easy to check that
minimum value among all the
4

( )

( )

, which is equal to

( )

, is always the

.

WORKED EXAMPLE

The structural scheme in Figure 3 consists of five-bay six-storey moment resisting frame.
The interstorey height is equal to 3m. The characteristic values of the vertical loads acting
on the beams are equal to 10.7 kN/m and 4 kN/m for permanent ( ) and live ( ) actions,
respectively. The structural materials adopted are concrete C25/30 and reinforcement of steel
grade B450C.

79.22 kN
3m

66.02 kN

3m

52.82 kN

3m

39.61 kN

18 m
3m

26.40 kN

3m

13.20 kN

3m
A

B
4m

C
4m

D
5m

E
3m

F
5m

21 m
Figure 3: Structural scheme of the designed frame
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According to Eurocode 8, the value of the period of vibration used for preliminary design
is:
/

= 0.075

= 0.075 ∙ 18

/

≈ 0.65

(16)

where is the total height of the frame.
With reference to the design spectrum for stiff soil conditions (soil class A of Eurocode 8)
and by assuming a behaviour factor q equal to 3.9, the horizontal seismic forces are those
depicted in Figure 3. The design requirements are that the beams should remain elastic and
the columns should provide the required ductility by plastic hinges. In this specific case, has
been considered a DCM (medium ductility) building.
Regarding the structural modelling, the mechanical non-linearities have been concentrated
at beam and column ends by means of plastic hinge elements. The constitutive law of such
plastic hinge is provided by a rigid plastic moment-rotation curve. The type of hinge depends
on the element considered i.e. by its internal action. In fact, for the beams and the columns
M3 and P-M3 hinge type have been considered, respectively. In case of P-M3 hinge type, the
interaction domain P-M has been evaluated for each column and used in SAP2000 computer
program [41].
In order to evaluate the inelastic behaviour of the designed structure, a push-over static
analysis, has been conducted for both design procedures.
4.1 Results of the TPMC design procedure
In the TPMC procedure the first step is the selection of the maximum top sway
displacement up to which the global mechanism has to be assured.
=

∙ℎ

= 0.01 ∙ ℎ

= 0.01 ∙ 18 = 0.18

(17)

The reinforcement at the beam ends is the same at all the storeys; the values are reported in
Table 2.
LAB = 4m

LBC = 4m

LCD = 5m

LDE = 3m

LEF = 5m

PART OF
SECTION

e=L

e=R

e=L

e=R

e=L

e=R

e=L

e=R

e=L

e=R

Top

4 16

4 16

4 16

4 16

4 16

4 16

4 16

4 16

4 16

4 16

Bottom

4 16

4 16

3 16

4 16

4 16

4 16

3 16

4 16

3 16

4 16

Table 2: Reinforcement at the beam ends (L = left and R = right).

In Table 3 the axial forces , due to vertical loads, for both directions of earthquake, are
reported for each storey and for each column.
Storey
im
1
2

Column A
,

,

Column B
,

,

Column C
,

,

Column D
,

,

Column E
,

,

Column F
,

,

[kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN] [kN]
143.2 143.2 286.5 286.5 322.3 322.3 286.5 286.5 286.5 286.5 179.1 179.1
8
8
6
6
8
8
6
6
6
6
0
0
119.4
119.4
238.8
238.8
268.6
268.6
238.8
238.8
238.8
238.8
149.2
149.2
0
0
0
0
5
5
0
0
0
0
5
5
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95.52 95.52 191.0 191.0 214.9 214.9 191.0
4
4
2
2
4
143.2
161.1
161.1
143.2
71.64 71.64 143.2
8
8
9
9
8
107.4
107.4
47.76 47.76 95.52
95.52
95.52
6
6
23.88 23.88 47.76 47.76 53.73
53.73
47.76

3
4
5
6

191.0 191.0 191.0 119.4 119.4
4
4
4
0
0
143.2
143.2
143.2
89.55
89.55
8
8
8
95.52
95.52
95.52
59.70 59.70
47.76 47.76 47.76 29.85 29.85

Table 3: Axial forces acting in the columns related to the vertical loads for both directions of earthquake

In Table 4 are reported the axial loads related to the shear actions due to the plastic hinges,
developed at the beam ends
( , ), for LR earthquake (for RL earthquake).
,
Storey

Column A
,

im

Column B
,

,

,

Column C
,

Column D

,

,

,

Column E

Column F

,

,

,

,

1

[kN]
[kN] [kN] [kN] [kN]
-326.62 326.62 40.08 -12.00 25.24

[kN]
[kN]
[kN]
[kN]
[kN]
[kN]
[kN]
-65.21 -120.76 174.04 152.82 -174.14 229.23 -261.20

2

-272.18 272.18 33.40 -10.00 21.04

-54.34 -100.63 145.03 127.35 -145.11 191.03 -217.67

3

-217.75 217.75 26.72

-8.00

16.83

-43.47

-80.51

116.03 101.88 -116.09 152.82 -174.14

4

-163.31 163.31 20.04

-6.00

12.62

-32.60

-60.38

87.02

76.41

-87.07

114.62 -130.60

5

-108.87 108.87 13.36

-4.00

8.41

-21.74

-40.25

58.01

50.94

-58.05

76.41

-87.07

6

-54.44

-2.00

4.21

-10.87

-20.13

29.01

25.47

-29.02

38.21

-45.53

54.44

6.68

Table 4: Axial forces acting in the columns related to the shear actions for both directions of earthquake

Applied the design procedure, prevented the technological condition (checking that
column section does not increase along the height) and optimized the reinforcement in
column; the definitively values of required bending moment for each column M , , ,
section, the upper and lower reinforcement and the axial force, for both directions of
earthquake are reported in Table 5.
Storey

1°

2°

3°

M

[kNm]

M

[kNm]

the
the
the
the

bxh
30x60
50x30
50x30
50x30
50x30

A =A
3 Φ 28
2 Φ 28
2 Φ 28
2 Φ 28
2 Φ 28

N [kN]
-183.34
326.64
347.62
165.80
439.38

N [kN]
469.90
286.44
257.17
460.60
112.42

F

30x70

3 Φ 28

408.33

-82.10

A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E

30x60
50x30
50x30
50x30
50x30
30x70
30x60
50x30
50x30
50x30
50x30

4 Φ 28
2 Φ 28
2 Φ 28
2 Φ 28
2 Φ 28
4 Φ 28
5 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28

-152.79
272.2
289.69
138.17
366.15
340.28
-122.23
217.76
231.75
110.53
292.92

391.58
238.70
214.31
383.83
93.69
-68.42
313.27
190.96
171.45
307.07
74.95

30x70

5 Φ 28

272.22

-54.74

Column
A
B
C
D
E

,

,

153.63

,

,

164.05

178.87

202.80

250.61

276.58

F
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A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F

4°

5°

6°

281.75

307.20

258.75

280.27

168.09

181.41

30x60
50x30
50x30
50x30
50x30
30x70
30x60
50x30
50x30
50x30
50x30
30x60
30x50
40x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
30x50

4 Φ 32
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
5 Φ 32
5 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
5 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
3 Φ 28
4 Φ 28

-91.67
163.32
173.81
82.90
219.69
204.17
-61.11
108.88
115.87
55.27
146.46
136.11
-30.56
54.44
57.94
27.63
73.23
68.06

234.95
143.22
128.59
230.30
56.21
-41.05
156.63
95.48
85.72
153.53
37.47
-27.37
78.32
47.74
42.86
76.77
18.74
-13.68

Table 5: Design of column sections at each storey for earthquake

In order to validate the designed frame a pushover analysis has been carried out in
SAP2000 computer program.
The results of the push-over analysis are mainly constituted by base shear – top sway
displacement curve, for both direction of earthquake, that are depicted in Figure 4.

GLOBAL MECHANISM
EQUILIBRIUM CURVE "LR"

700

GLOBAL MECHANISM
EQUILIBRIUM CURVE "RL"

BASE SHEAR ( kN )

600
500
PUSH-OVER
CURVE "RL"
400

PUSH-OVER
CURVE "LR"

300
200
100
0
0

0.1

du 0.2

0.3

0.4

TOP SWAY DISPLACEMENT ( m )
Figure 4: Overlap of the push-over curve with the global mechanism equilibrium curve.
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As is possible to observe the seismic response of the designed frame confirms the
development of the desired collapse mechanism typology.
In the same figure the mechanism equilibrium curve of global mechanism, both for LR and
RL earthquake, is very close and parallel to the corresponding push-over curve. In the
following has been reported the equations of these curves.
( )

= 2.0938 − 0.002435 δ

(18)

( )

= 2.2233 − 0.002435 δ

(19)

A further confirmation, of the fulfilment of the design objective, are reported in Figure 5.
The distribution of the pattern of yielding, developed at the occurrence of the design
ultimate displacement, corresponding to both seismic direction is, in fact, in perfect
agreement with the global mechanism.

Figure 5: Pattern of yielding of the designed frame at

=

for LR and RL earthquake direction.

An appropriate design will require to concentrate the attention on the control and limitation
of displacements that could occur during the earthquake.
According to the limit reported in the Eurocode 8, the interstorey drift have been checked;
in particular the considered limit refers to buildings having non structural elements of brittle
materials attached to the structure:
≤ 0.005 h

(20)

In Table 7 the final results are reported.
STOREY
6°
5°
4°
3°
2°
1°

[cm]
9.4871
8.4617
7.2111
5.5598
3.5980
1.5022

[cm]
1.0253
1.2506
1.6513
1.9617
2.0957
1.5022

0.5

0.5126
0.6253
0.8256
0.9808
1.0478
0.7511

Table 6: Limitation of interstorey drift for TPMC frame.
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If this serviceability requirement is not verified, the structural stiffness can be improved by
increasing the beam sections or the ultimate design displacement. In fact, in both cases the
final results will be a more rigid structure with respect to the one obtained in the worked
example herein presented.
4.2 Frame designed in accordance with Eurocode 8
The same five-bay six-storey moment resisting frame, previously presented, has been
designed even in accordance with Eurocode 8. It is clear that the formation of soft-storey,
whereby plastic hinges can develop simultaneously at the top and bottom end of columns in a
storey, is unacceptable in multi-storey framed buildings.
Therefore columns of storeys must be stronger than the beams that frame into them.
Designed the structure, applying the beam-column hierarchy criterion, the definitively
values of the section, the upper and lower reinforcement are reported in Table 7.
STOREY

1°

2°

3°

4°

5°

Column

bxh

A =A

A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F
A
B
C
D
E
F

30x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
30x30
30x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
30x30
30x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
30x30
30x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
30x30
30x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
30x30

4 Φ 16
4 Φ 16
4 Φ 16
4 Φ 16
4 Φ 16
4 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
4 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
4 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
6 Φ 16
6 Φ 16
6 Φ 16
6 Φ 16
5 Φ 16
5 Φ 20
5 Φ 20
5 Φ 20
5 Φ 20
5 Φ 20
5 Φ 20
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A
B
C
D
E
F

6°

30x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
40x30
30x30

5 Φ 20
5 Φ 24
5 Φ 24
5 Φ 24
5 Φ 24
5 Φ 20

Table 7: Design of column sections at each storey for earthquake

In order to validate the designed frame, in Figure 6 are reported the pattern of yielding
corresponding to both seismic direction, obtained through a pushover analysis.

Figure 6: Pattern of yielding in the frame designed in according with Eurocode 8, for both earthquake directions.

As is possible to observe from Figure 6, the structure exhibits a Type 1 collapse
mechanism, extended to the third storey of the frame.
Therefore, the fulfilment of the strong-column/weak-beam principle is fundamental to avoid
soft-storey mechanism but it is no sufficient to guarantee the development of the maximum
number of plastic hinges. Even in this case is very important to verify the serviceability
requirements, expressed through the (20). In Table 8 the final results are reported.
STOREY
6°
5°
4°
3°
2°
1°

[mm]
9.7710
9.0151
7.7114
5.9591
3.8808
1.6526

[mm]
0.7558
1.3036
1.7522
2.0783
2.2281
1.6526

0.5

0.3779
0.6518
0.8761
1.0391
1.1140
0.8263

0.005 h
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Table 8: Limitation of interstorey drift for EC8 frame.

1. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a comparison between two design procedure, for reinforced concrete moment
resisting frames, has been presented.
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The procedure called “Theory of Plastic Mechanism Control”, based on the extension of
the kinematic theorem of plastic collapse to the concept of mechanism equilibrium curve,
allows to evaluate the sum of plastic moments of the columns required at each storey in order
to develop a collapse mechanism of global type.
Beams are designed in order to bear external loads, while columns are designed according
to the maximum internal actions transmitted by the dissipative zones, in this way TPMC
constitutes a rigorous application of the capacity design principles.
On the other hand has been presented the design carried out through the beam-column
hierarchy criterion, commonly suggested by seismic codes.
Unfortunately the beam-column hierarchy criterion is not sufficient to assure the
development of the flexural plastic hinges at the ends of all the beams, combined with the
only base column.
In conclusion, the closed form solution of the design conditions that makes the TPMC
procedure very easy to be applied even by means of hand calculations, it could also be
suggested for code purpose to definitely solve the problem of collapse mechanism control
whose importance in seismic design is universally recognised. Therefore, is important to
underline that the TPMC method is in perfect agreement with that recommended by the code.
Finally, it is important to underline that also the joists influence should be accounted for [42].
This is a possible development of future research.
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Abstract. Considering Soil-Structure-Interaction (SSI) in Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is accounted for through explicit representation of the soil domain allowing for departures from
fixed base conditions and constraints. The performance evaluation of a six-story reinforced
concrete (RC) shear wall with and without SSI is presented in this paper. The soil domain and
Reinforced Concrete (RC) elements including walls, slabs, and foundations are modeled using
3D 8-noded hexahedral brick elements. Furthermore, longitudinal and transverse reinforcement are modeled as embedded rod elements while the cracking of concrete is modeled via the
smeared crack approach. Nonlinear pseudo-static and cyclic pushover analyses are carried out
on fixed and flexible base models. The soil in the flexible base model represents a site class E
soil type according to ASCE7-10. A parametric study is performed on different pushover loading profiles prior to the comparison between fixed and flexible base systems. The performance
evaluation of the two systems is done through direct comparison of pushover curves, displacement, strain locations and cracking patterns. Based on the numerical findings, the RC wall in
the SSI model is found to exhibit higher lateral displacements yet lesser levels of strain concentrations for the any given horizontal deformation. Additionally, the superstructure toughness
developed in the fixed base model is higher than the SSI model due to the vertical displacement
of the soil medium. Finally, cracks in the slabs are found to be more prominent in the SSI model
at the upper floors due to the accumulated lateral displacement of the wall and the overall more
flexible behavior of the model. In conclusion, soil flexibility (SSI) is found to have a considerable effect on the overall structural system behavior.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Considering soil flexibility during analysis for any structural system will result in different
stress distributions and displacement profiles. Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI) evaluates the
structural system response taking into account the soil as a support condition. Soil deformability
often leads to releasing stresses in footings that will increase lateral displacements. The extent
of soil deformability depends on many parameters, such as bearing capacity, shear wave velocity, cohesion, etc.
Two mechanisms have to be considered when studying the impact of SSI on the seismic
response of structures, kinematic interaction and inertial interaction. Kinematic interaction is
the mechanism that occurs due to difference in movement between the soil and foundation.
Inertial interaction is the mechanism induced from the relative displacement between the soil
and foundation due to the inertial forces. Inertial forces cause base shear and moments at the
foundation level that could cause displacement to the soil [1].
The simulation of the soil medium by using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is essential
when considering the SSI phenomenon. To obtain accurate results, the soil element mesh size
has to be optimized in order to obtain accurate results with reasonable computational demand.
Similarly, the extent of the soil medium and its representative depth has to be wisely chosen if
large models and excessive computational demands are to be avoided.
Tabatabaiefar et al. [2] used 2D Finite Element (FE) modeling in order to study the seismic
behavior of a ten-story building with a moment-resisting frame considering SSI effects. Their
SSI model included the discretization of the soil depth utilizing shell elements, while the building’s frame was modeled through the use of beam-column linear elements. The used software
was FLAC2D, which is a 2D FE software that can model the soil profile with different shear
wave velocities representing soil classes such as Ce, De and Ee according to the Australian
code. Likewise, a nonlinear elasto-plastic constitutive SSI model was investigated by Torabi
and Rayhani [1] by using a 3D FE model. Different embedment depths and aspect ratios were
considered when discretizing the soil domain so as to account for SSI. The 3D modeling of soil
medium was done in Opensees with 8-noded brick elements with total depth of 30m. The superstructure was modeled as lumped mass SDOF beam-column element for simplicity and computational efficiency purposes.
A more recent work was presented by Markou and AlHamaydeh [3] and Makrou et al. [4],
in the latter, the full-scale five-story RC building was modeled under pseudo-static push over
loads. The soil domain, the raft slab and half of the ground floor of the structure were modeled
through the use of the 8-noded solid elements, while the remaining part of the superstructure
was modeled through the use of the beam-column finite element that incorporates the fiber
approach and the natural mode method. This type of simulation is known as hybrid modeling
(HYMOD) which allows for the decrease of the computational demand without losing the required numerical accuracy during the analysis.
Nonlinear FEA (NLFEA) is pivotal to earthquake engineering [5]–[18] and failure analysis
[19], [20]. The available tools for the structural engineering community vary significantly in
complexity and capability. Since high fidelity NLFEA is typically very demanding computationally, brilliant simplifications are always sought after. Some of the common and widely accepted methods are macromodel-based formulations which implement comprehensive elements
capable of exhibiting nonlinear characteristics. Macromodel-based formulations either incorporate fiber models to calculate member properties, they are based on mechanics of typical
structural members. Common nonlinearities that are accommodated by such techniques are:
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linear or uniform flexibility, as well as concentrated or distributed plasticity with yield penetration, etc. Many existing analysis platforms employ such modeling capabilities. e.g. IDARC-2D
[21], [22], OpenSees [23]–[25], ZeusNL [26] and SeismoStruct [27].
2

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 Structure properties
This paper will focus on examining the lateral response of a six-story RC shear wall including the associated tributary areas of the slabs, and considering SSI effects. Two FE models are
investigated herein, a fixed base model and a flexible base model. Figure 1 shows the fixed base
model. The FE model includes a shallow foundation, the shear wall, six slabs and a soil medium
(for the case of the flexible base model; see Figure 2). Furthermore, the wall and slab reinforcement are discretized and modeled as shown in Figure 1b. The considered RC wall was designed
and detailed as ordinary RC wall in accordance to the ASCE7-10 standard [28]. The design and
detailing of the RC wall was adopted from a previously conducted investigation [12]. The RC
wall is 2.5 m long in-plan and 24 m in height (six floors at 4 m). Table 1 summarizes the remaining design specifics. The considered building, from which the representative RC shear wall
is used herein, was designed to sustain a superimposed dead load of 3.6 kPa (75psf), live load
of 2.4 kPa (50psf), and partition wall load of 0.72 kPa (15psf). The FE modeling and analysis
are carried out using the ReConAn FEA solver [29].
Table 1- Design details for the RC shear wall

Compressive In-Plan Length x
Element/Floors
Strength (MPa) Thickness (mm)
Walls/4-6
38
2500x200
Walls/1-3
38
2500x250
Slabs/1-6
28
200

Vertical (Flexural) Horizontal (Shear)
Reinforcement
Reinforcement
T12@450mm
T12@450mm
T25@200mm
T16@300mm
T16@150mm top and bottom

(b)

(a)
Figure 1- Finite Element Mesh of the fixed base model (a) Concrete hexahedral elements,
(b) Embedded rebar elements
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2.2 Soil properties
The soil extent is taken as two times the foundation in-plan dimensions in the lateral and
longitudinal directions as recommended in the literature [30]. The foundation footprint is 3.5 m
by 7 m, and 1.25 m deep. Based on the adopted soil domain dimensions, the model included a
total soil depth equal to 10 m. Figure 2 illustrates the discretization of the soil medium created
in order to account for the SSI effects in the flexible base model. The top of foundation is
matching the top of soil and does not assume any above-foundation soil, a simplified conservative modeling approach.

Figure 2- Finite element mesh of the flexible base model

In regards to the soil parameters, Table 20.3-1 of ASCE7-10 [28] was used where the soil
characteristics (shear wave velocity and standard penetration resistance) of site class E were
adopted. Using basic soil parameters, the bearing capacity and modulus of elasticity of the soil
are calculated using equations 1 through 4 [31] (see Table 2).
=
×
= 2(1 + )
∅ (deg) = 27.1 + 0.3N − 0.00054 (N )
= ×
+ 0.5 × × ×
G Shear modulus
∅
E Modulus of elasticity N
Shear wave velocity
/
Soil density

Soil internal friction angle
Standard penetration resistance
Terzaghi’s bearing capacity factors
Soil pressure underneath footing

Soil unit weight
Footing width
Soil bearing capacity
Poisson’s ratio

Table 2- Soil parameters for site class E

Soil Parameter
Value

G
25.3 MPa

E
65.7 MPa
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3

VALIDATION MODEL

The validation process was performed through numerical calibration of the FEA model
against published experimental results. The SSI problem that was adopted in this investigation
was adopted from Lin et al. [32], where the effects of biogrouting on concrete piles embedded
in sandy soils was investigated. In one experiment, a 76 mm-diameter concrete pile was embedded in sandy soil medium extending 1.1m by 1.1 m and 1.55 m deep. The pile was pushed
down along the gravity direction until failure. The soil had sensors in different locations to
capture stresses and displacements. The vertical load versus the vertical displacement plot for
a non-treated pile was compared with the curve obtained from the simulation model developed
in this presented research. Figure 3a shows the FE model of the concrete pile embedded in soil,
while Figure 3b illustrates the displacement of the concrete pile inside the soil medium. The
soil elements that were connected to the pile were modeled assuming a low compressive
strength and modulus of elasticity in an attempt to capture the shear stresses that are transferred
from the pile to the sand domain through friction.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3- Concrete pile embedded in sand domain (a) 3D mesh of pile and soil medium, (b) displacement
contour just prior to failure
Vertical Load (N)
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

0

Vertical Displacement (mm)

-20
-40
-60
-80

-100
4,811 N

-120

5,117 N
-140

Numerical Model

Experiment

Figure 4- Comparison between the numerical and experimental for vertical load vs pile displacement
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The comparison between the experimental and numerical results is shown in Figure 4. From
the comparison is clearly observed that the numerical model captures the essence experimentally reported mechanical behavior.
4

NONLINEAR FEA

4.1 Modeling assumptions
In order to account for the continuity of slabs and avoid cantilever-type deformations, the
tributary area associated with the wall is modeled with roller restraints around the edges. Figure
5 shows the restraints assigned to the slabs where the same boundary conditions were applied
at all floors. Given that the horizontally applied displacements and forces during the analyses,
were along the x-axis of the model, the z- and y-axis Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs) were fixed
along the edges of the short span of the slabs (parallel to the y-axis), while the edges found on
the long span of the slabs were restrained in the y-axis in order to avoid any out of plane deformations.
z- and y-axis restraint

Figure 5- Slab boundary conditions

4.2 Loading protocol
The modeled structure was loaded with lateral displacements along the x-axis (displacementcontrol) and the members’ own weights were accounted for by the software automatically. Superimposed gravity loads (dead and live) were applied as distributed loads on the slabs. Displacement-controlled pushover analysis was performed so as to evaluate the overall system’s
seismic response (Soil-Foundation-Wall). Since the seismic loads originate at the slab center of
mass and then are transmitted to the lateral forces-resisting system (wall), the imposed displacements were assigned at the floor levels. The relative magnitudes of the assigned displacements
were kept constant and proportional to floor elevations, so as to simulate the induced inertial
forces during seismic events [33]. In this presented research work the building is pushed laterally for a maximum roof displacement of 2.5% of its total height (600 mm). Since the distribution of the prescribed seismic loads/displacements greatly influences the capacity estimates for
the structure at question, a parametric study was performed. It is generally recommended to
consider at least two different profiles [33]. Therefore, four different displacement profiles were
considered in an effort to shed light on any design weaknesses that static analyses are incapable
of detecting. Equation 5 describes the displacement applied at each floor for all considered
profiles, where (x) is the floor elevation from ground level, (L) is the total building height and
(k) is the profile power factor ranging from 1 to 2. Specifically, the four profiles had the following power factors: 1 (linear first fundamental vibrational mode), 1.2 (profile used for the
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original design), 1.5 and 2 (typical cases to be considered representing higher mode effects to
different extents). This sensitivity analysis exercise was performed on the fixed-base model
only for brevity.
=( )

(5)

The pushover curves were compared as shown in Figure 6. For k = 1 and 2, the profiles
were deemed not very suitable, as the former uncooperatively exaggerates the capacity while
the latter unrealistically underestimates the capacity since it is associated with extreme highermodes-dominated behavior. For k = 1.2 and 1.5, they are deemed appropriate seismic capacities
for the structural system. The k value of 1.2 is chosen as it is consistent with the design stage
profile for the original building [12].
3500

k = 1.0
k = 1.2
k = 1.5
k = 2.0

Total Shear Base (kN)

3000
2500
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Figure 6 - Pushover curves for different displacement profiles
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Figure 7 – Base shear vs horizontal displacement curves for the fixed base and SSI models
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The following comparisons between the fixed base and flexible base models including displacements, strains and cracking patterns, are based on the k = 1.2 displacement profile. Figure
7 demonstrates the pushover curves of two models as they were subjected to the same displacement-controlled pseudostatic protocol.
5

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

5.1 Pseudostatic Pushover Loading
5.1.1. Force-Deflection Response
Changing the fixed boundary conditions applied at the foundation level with hexahedral
finite elements (soil base) allows the isolated footing to compress the soil resulting in a more
flexible structural response. Consequently, rotation is allowed at the base which leads to increased lateral displacements (corresponding to some internal stresses relieves) in the superstructure. In this article, the pushover analysis was performed using displacement-controlled
approach where the building was pushed laterally to 2.5% of the total height, which is 0.025 x
24m = 0.6m. The imposed displacement was applied through the use of 100 displacement increments and an energy-based convergence criterion tolerance equal to 10-5. Referring to the
pushover curves in Figure 7, the fixed base model demonstrates higher resistance for any specific imposed displacement value. Key response parameters, such as the initial stiffness (Ki)
and secondary stiffness (Ks) for the fixed base and SSI models are evaluated and listed in Table
3.
=
(6)
∆

=
Where
is the yield force,
displacements, respectively.

∆

(7)

∆

is the ultimate force, ∆ and ∆ are the yield and ultimate

Generally, the SSI model exhibits more flexible behavior in comparison to the fixed base
model (higher displacements corresponding to lower forces). For example, the yield displacement is 225% higher for the SSI model, and the initial stiffness is 41% lesser, compared to their
fixed base counterparts. Since lesser stress and strain demands are typically undergone in the
SSI model, the yield force is also lesser, but the secondary stiffness is higher. This is indicative
of lesser superstructure inelastic demands exhibited through higher post-yielding stiffness.
Moreover, the superstructure toughness is reduced by 16%.
Table 3- Key response parameters from Figure 7

Parameter
∆

∆
/
Toughness

SSI Model
1,098 kN
0.054m
20,333 kN/m
2,382 kN
0.162m
11,889 kN/m
0.585
235 kJ

Fixed Base (FB) Model
1,183 kN
0.024m
49,292 kN/m
2,488 kN
0.132m
12,083 kN/m
0.245
249 kJ
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Figure 8 shows the numerically predicted deformed shapes for the two models at the ultimate loading conditions. As it can be seen the fixed base model failed at a total horizontal
displacement of 136 mm, where the corresponding displacement for the case of the SSI model
was 169 mm (24.3% larger displacement prior to failure).

(a)
(b)
Figure 8 – Von Mises strain contours on deformed shape prior to failure of the (a) SSI model (b) fixed
base model.

5.1.2. Strain levels
Based on the numerical findings, the strain concentrations in the RC wall of the fixed model
were found to be higher in the fixed base model due to their high stiffness. This is expected
given the boundary conditions that were applied at the foundation level which does not allow
for any rotation. Figure 8 illustrates the differences in strain levels prior to failure for the two
models. As it can be seen, for the case of the SSI model the lower floors exhibited lower strain
concentrations in comparison to the fixed model at the stage of the maximum horizontal displacement. This is attributed to the ability of the SSI model to allow the isolated footing to
develop rotations (Figure 8b). The strains shown in indicate the high demands from the pushover analysis, as strain values above 0.003 indicates that the concrete sections are tension-controlled and exhibiting significant yielding according to ACI318-11, Chapter 9 [34].
Moreover, the numerical investigation showed that the fixed base model exhibited a cracking pattern that is dominated by horizontal and diagonal cracks at the bottom region of the RC
wall due to the full rotational restraint of the base. At the point where the maximum horizontal
displacement was applied, the isolated footing developed tensile cracks as well. The full restraint of the foundation creates high moments that cause cracking of concrete due to tensile
stress concentrations. Whereas in the SSI model, the crack development in the slabs was found
to be higher. This finding could be attributed to the increased lateral wall displacements as a
direct result of the rotational flexibility of its base. i.e. the additional sway of the wall adds more
bending demands on the slabs given the relative rigidly of the wall.
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5.2 Cyclic Loading
5.2.1. Force-Deflection Response

Displacement (m)

Cyclic displacement-controlled analysis was performed to further investigate the overall
effect of the SSI phenomenon in terms of the overall structural behavior of the considered system. The lateral displacement protocol that was imposed on the structure pictorially illustrated
in Figure 9. The resulting hysteretic loops obtained from the analysis can be seen in Figure 10.
It is observed that the force-deformation curves in Figure 10 indicate a somewhat similar seismic response to that presented in Figure 7. The deterioration in the structural response after the
first two cycles, can be easily noticed. The cyclic structural toughness (area enclosed in hysteresis loops) the fixed base and SSI models were found to be 677.45 kJ and 643.27 kJ, respectively. The 5% reduction in the cyclic structural toughness is evidently a direct consequence of
the increased flexibility of the SSI model.
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Figure 9- Cyclic lateral displacement protocol
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Figures 11 illustrate the Von Mises strain levels for the cyclic analysis of flexible base model
at a roof displacement of 0.2m. The cyclic analysis material models that were used to perform
this numerical investigation were based on the work presented by Mourlas et al. [35].
5.2.1. Soil Stress-Strain Response
The soil’s contribution to the overall structural behavior was evident for the analyses performed with the SSI model. Stress concentrations at various locations were captured throughout
the cyclic analysis. As it can be seen in Figures 12 and 13, the von Mises stresses that were
developed under the foundation were not larger than 200 kPa, which indicates that the soil
domain behaved in a linear manner throughout the analysis. In addition to that, it is easy to
observe that the stress contours in the soil medium are controlled by the deformation state of
the shear wall structure and its foundation.

Figure 10- Von Mises strain contours for the SSI model at the 0.2m roof displacement step.

Figure 11- Von Mises stress contours for the soil domain at increment 100 (δ = 100 mm)
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Figure 12- Von Mises stress contours for the soil domain at increment 300 (δ = -100 mm)

Based on the numerical findings, it was found that the isolated foundation did not develop
any uplift thus the structure was compressing the soil medium-foundation interface throughout
the cyclic analysis.
6

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the performed nonlinear FEA, the following may be concluded:
 The SSI affects the lateral response of structures by increasing lateral displacement. The
weaker the soil, the higher the rotational release which the system will experience is. Thus,
the difference in displacement between fixed and flexible base systems (for the same base
shear) might not be felt if the soil is very stiff. i.e. when the soil is very stiff, the footing
will not encounter relative displacement that will allow it to rotate.
 Regions of high strain concentrations shift when considering SSI effects. In fixed base
systems, strains are higher at the bottom of the walls due to rotational fixity. Whereas in
SSI system, walls behave in a more flexible manner deriving lower strain concentrations.
However, the slabs will experience higher bending demands as the wall exhibits higher
lateral displacements. Higher strain concentrations within the RC structural elements results in yielding of steel reinforcement, which is a limit state that requires further investigation.
 The shear wall of the SSI model develops lower strain concentrations in comparison to the
fixed base model for the same horizontal deformation levels. This numerical finding could
be attributed to the excess flexibility of the SSI model. This additional flexibility stems
from the compressibility of the soil beneath the footing in response to the overturning effects of the imposed lateral displacements.
 The soil domain did not develop any nonlinearities throughout the cyclic analysis, and the
footing did not develop any uplifts. The stress concentrations within the soil medium was
found to be relatively low, highlighting the efficient footing design that did not allow for
any high stress concentrations during the cyclic analysis.
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Abstract. The study of the seismic vulnerability of existing structures is an important issue.
Many researches have been developed in order to investigate the structural behavior of these
structures, and extract the basic informations needed to establish retrofitting guidelines in
order to reduce the seismic risk to acceptable levels. The most accurate analysis procedure
for the structures subjected to strong ground motions is the time-history analysis. This method
is time-consuming though for application in all practical purposes. The necessity for faster
methods that would ensure a reliable structural assessment or design of structures subjected
to seismic loading led to the pushover analysis. Pushover analysis is a non-linear static
analysis based on the assumption that structures oscillate predominantly in the first mode or
in the lower modes of vibration during a seismic event. The present work deals with seismic
vulnerability assessment of an old existing reinforced concrete structure – Perret tower –
located in Grenoble, France. After a brief description of the structure in exam, a preliminary
computation of the mass of the building and the definition of every existing section are
performed. A simplified 3D numerical model is carried out using a finite element code based
on multifiber beams approach. Firstly, a non-linear temporal dynamic analysis is performed,
then a conventional and adaptive pushover analysis is carried out. The results obtained of the
studied cases are then compared: it is observed that the conventional pushover analysis
should be adjusted in order to take into account the change of dynamic characteristics due to
the formation of plastic mechanisms. Finally, the tower critical levels in term of damage are
highlighted.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The seismic vulnerability assessment of existing structures and buildings is an important
issue nowadays. In general terms, vulnerability expresses the propensity of a system of
elements exposed to hazards to suffer damage. Many researches have been developed in order
to investigate the behavior of these structures, and extract the basic informations needed to
establish retrofitting guidelines in order to reduce the risks to acceptable levels. Numerous
types of structures can be subjected to seismic risks and require a particular attention, such as
buildings, towers, bridges, dams and nuclear power plants. In this matter, the seismic loading
is due to well known "ground shaking" that can lead to a significant damage and/or collapse
of the structure.
In seismic regions, a majority of old structures have been only designed to withstand
gravity loads or to sustain seismic risks according to outdated seismic codes. These structures
were designed and built without considering adequately earthquakes provisions constituting
therefore an important source of risks. Recently, major earthquakes around the world have
clearly proved that these old structures require an appropriate analysis to predict accurately
their seismic behavior and evaluate their vulnerability. This allows proposing guidelines for
the retrofitting procedure which is necessary for reducing seismic damage to allowable levels.
The process of analysis and design of a new structure is quite different from the case of an
existing old structure. The design procedure objective is not the same in both cases indeed.
When designing a new structure, the behavior is considered as ductile as the brittle failure
modes are avoided. However, the failure modes characterizing an existing structure are
mainly considered as brittle. This difference must be taken into account during the analysis
phase.
The prediction of seismic behavior of existing structures has attracted some attention in the
last decades [1, 2, 9, 11]. Several codes such as the Japanese Standard for Evaluation of
Seismic Capacity of Existing Reinforced Concrete buildings [7] and Eurocode 8 [6] have
addressed strengthening and rehabilitation of existing structures.
The numerical modeling represents a quite powerful and economic tool to assess
accurately the seismic vulnerability of structures. The main objective of this paper is to
present the numerical seismic analysis of the Perret tower located in Grenoble, France. Firstly,
the description of the tower structure will be shown. Then it will be followed by a linear and
non-linear analysis by mean of a 3D simplified finite element modeling using multifiber
beams. Thirdly, the results of the non-linear temporal dynamic analysis will be compared with
those obtained by carrying out a non-linear static pushover analysis. In this matter, an
adaptive pushover method will be then described in order to improve the numerical behavior
accuracy. And finally, conclusions and perspectives will be discussed.
2

PRESENTATION OF PERRET TOWER

Perret tower is a reinforced concrete structure constructed between 1924 and 1925,
currently located in the park Mistral in Grenoble, France. This tower, which is the first tall
reinforced concrete building in Europe, with a height of 83 m approximately, was specifically
built by the architect Auguste Perret. It has been completed in 1925 for the “Houille Blanche”
and tourism exhibition in downtown Grenoble, France. Its main purpose was to be a
panoramic observation point and was opened for public until 1960. It consists of a framework
mainly made up of 8 piles joined together by three ring-shaped shear walls at 3 different
levels (Figure 1). The screen walls are made of perforated concrete. The different constitutive
levels of the tower are the following:
 A crown located at 3 m above the ground;
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 At level 51.8 m, there is a platform elevator above it rises a second tower
consisting of three terraces:
‐
A platform for visitors at 60 m
‐
A terrace at 71 m (summit platform); Figure 3.1 section at the base
‐
terrace at 78 m (2 summit arcs and a ball)
Elevators and helical stairs give access to the platform, and another stair leads to the top of
the tower. The tower is lying on a shallow foundation supported by 72 deep inclusions. At the
level of the platform for visitors, a discontinuity in the section of the tower appears, where the
columns above this level rest on a small cantilever beam. Figure 3.a shows clearly the details
of this zone. Moreover, the columns are tapered and have a section quite similar to T shape
(Figure 3.b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Overview of the Perret tower in Grenoble, (b) the detailed structure‟s description

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Interior view showing the helicoidal stair and the elevators, (b) Screen walls
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Interior view showing the helicoidal stair and the elevators, (b) Screen walls

3

NUMERICAL MODELING

The structure is composed of eight piles confined together by three ring shaped shear walls
which keep them together as unique structure. So the structure can be considered as a
monolithic vertical beam. At the opposite, the screen walls seem to be only decorative as they
are weakly linked to the columns. In this matter, the junctions contain very few corroded steel
rebars. Thus, these elements do not participate to the structural stiffness. At the same time,
there is an important concrete degradation of the spiral stairs which bring only mass to the
tower and therefore their stiffness is negligible.
A numerical modeling is proposed hereafter to try reproducing the linear behavior of the
tower as a first step which will be followed by a non-linear analysis. The eight piles will be
considered as belonging to the same section of one beam clamped at the base and SSI was not
taken into account. The total mass of the tower (1677tons) has been modeled by mean of
concentrated masses distributed over 23 sections along the height of the tower. Numerical
computations were performed with multifiber Timoshenko beam elements [10, 13],
introduced in the finite-element code FEDEASLab (a MATLAB toolbox) [8]. This finite
element strategy allows reproducing in a simplified manner the cyclic behavior of concrete as
this numerical approach is suitable for slender structures. 1D non-linear constitutive behavior
laws can be used for modeling concrete and steel fibers. The details of the numerical
modeling data and results will be treated in the following paragraphs.
3.1 FE mulitifiber beam modeling
This approach is used to simplify the modeling of a structure versus a full 3D approach.
Each element of the structure (columns, beams...) is decomposed into several beam elements
with a node at each end. The section of a multifiber beam element is decomposed into several
parallel fibers to the axis of the beam (Figure 4.a). For each fiber, a uniaxial constitutive law
can be applied; this allows representing different materials in one section. The beam can
follow Bernoulli or Timoshenko kinematics then each behavior law requires only a uniaxial
writing.
The section of each column is discretized into 8 fibers of concrete and 3 fibers of steel
(equivalent to the real section of steel), so at all the section of the beam contains 64 fibers of
concrete and 24 fibers of steel (Figure 4.b). The simple model is equivalent to a simple beam
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fixed at the base in the ground whose section and stiffness vary with height. The model is
discretized along the height into 22 elements and 23 nodes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Multifiber beam modeling, (b) Piles section discretization

3.2 Constitutive models for concrete and steel materials under cyclic loadings
The major feature of the used material models is to describe each material only by one
uniaxial law, which constitutes a significant simplification compared to a 2D or 3D
description. The mechanical characteristics of the concrete have been determined by mean of
experimental testing performed on specimen extracted from the tower. However, steel
properties were not available at the time of the study so they were fixed on conservative
values.
The behavior of concrete is described by the unilateral La Borderie model [12]. This local
model based on damage mechanics follows the thermodynamics of irreversible processes and
allows to take into account phenomena on opening and closure of cracks under cyclic loading
for concrete (Figure 5.a). Quantification of damage distinguishing tension and compression
through the corresponding two damage variables is a very interesting feature for the seismic
analysis of a structure. The results obtained with this model in previous numerical simulations
of structure under dynamic loading have also shown its good performance [5]. The model‟s
general formulation is tridimensional (3D), but only the uniaxial (1D) version is used herein.
The mechanical properties are fixed considering a compressive strength of 25 MPa measured
in situ, tensile strength of 2 MPa calculated based on EC8, Young‟s modulus of 30 GPa and a
poisson‟s ratio of 0.17.
The behavior of steel is represented by the modified model of Menegotto-Pinto [14] (Fig.
5.b). This uniaxial cyclic law reproduces a kinematic hardening and the buckling of the bars
in compression when the transverse ones or stirrups are not sufficiently brought closer. Due to
the lack of data about the steel properties used in the past when the tower was built, we
supposed that the steel is smooth round of construction whose yield stress is supposed 235
MPa, Young‟s modulus about 190 GPa and a poisson‟s ratio of 0.3.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) La Borderie‟s 1D cyclic model, (b) Menegotto–Pinto‟s 1D cyclic model

3.3 Modal analysis using experimental data from ambient noise
The tower has been monitored by nine accelerometric stations (Figure 6). Four have been
placed at the base of the structure, four additional at the level of the visitor platform and
another one at the top of the tower. This in-situ modal analysis campaign has been performed
on the Perret Tower in 2011 by the French company Miage Sarl by mean of the ambient noise
technique [4]. The experimental results are provided into the table 1.

Modes

EW direction
f (Hz)

NS direction
f (Hz)

1st longitudinal
2nd longitudinal
3rd longitudinal

0.81
2.88
4.88

0.75
2.56
4.69

Table 1: Experimental modal analysis of the Perret tower: resonance frequencies in the different directions using
the FDD method with ambient noise.

Figure 6: Positions of the accelerometric stations used in the ambient noise in-situ measurements
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3.4 Numerical modal analysis
The results of the modal analysis carried out by taking into account only the structural
parts of the tower (eight columns and three ring-shaped shear walls) are provided in table 2.
The first three modes (Figure 7) correspond to bending effect. The results show that the
numerical fundamental mode frequency is congruent with the value measured in-situ.
However, the second and third modal frequencies obtained numerically are higher than in-situ
values. This can be due to the numerical section rigidity which is higher than the reality due to
the assumptions of the infinitely stiff three ring-shaped shear walls. By calculating the modal
participation factor of the first 4 modes, we found that the fundamental mode is not
predominant by large percentage (57.1%) as in the case of regular structures, and at the same
time the higher modes have an important modal participation. The sum of modal participation
factors for the first 4 modes is about 90%. This is due firstly to the non-uniform repartition of
masses along the height of the structure which is heavier at the base than at higher levels, and
secondly to the infinitely stiff braces in the model which promote the formation of bends and
consequently activating the higher modes.

Modes

Numerical
f (Hz)

1st longitudinal
2nd longitudinal
3rd longitudinal

0.78
3.44
7.81

Table 2: Numerical modal frequencies

A sensitivity analysis has been carried out by [3] in order to identify the most accurate
numerical model to be used for the Perret tower. It allowed to better understand the
contribution to the global stiffness given by the “secondary” structural components and
mainly the screen walls. The numerical results showed that taking into account the screen
walls allows to match the in-situ analysis results, with high accuracy. Although, the severe
conditions of degradation of these decorative elements authorize to hypothesize, for them, a
low-strength and fragile behavior under true seismic loading

Figure 7: Representation of the three first fundamental modes of the Perret tower
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3.5 Non-linear temporal dynamic analysis
The main idea of the study is to simulate the effects of a possible earthquake on the tower.
Eurocode 8 spectrum has been used to calibrate the accelerograms assumed acting in 3
directions (Figure 8). Three difference sets of accelerograms have been used to have a better
idea of the tower response. These signals have been artificially generated by the ISTerre
(Institut des sciences de la terre) in Grenoble.

Figure 8: Set of accelerograms and spectrum of the X ones compared to the EC8 spectrum required

The amplitude of horizontal displacements of the numerical model of the Perret tower
subjected to the EC8 earthquake in the EW direction reaches 20 cm while vertical
displacements are negligible (< 6 mm) (Figure 9). In terms of solicitations at the base of the
structure, the maximum shear force is 3087 KN and the maximum bending moment is 94390
KN.m.
Under the effect of the tri-directional earthquake the behaviour of the structure becomes
nonlinear. Figures 10,11 and 12 show the results of numerical analysis in terms of damage
and plastic strain in the steel rebars. Specifically, the behaviour of structure is mainly of
flexion type, without adverse effects of torsion. This confirms that multi-fibre Timoshenko
beams can be used.

Figure 9: Non-linear temporal dynamic analysis results
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Figure 10: Tensile and compressive damages at 0 m level

Figure 11: Tensile damage at 50.9 m (left) and 51.8 m (right) levels

Figure 12: Repartition of maximum and minimum stresses and strains of rebars along the height of the tower

The objective of this work is the numerical evaluation of structural disorders which will be
used to quantify the level of global damage of the structure. In other term, the damage is
defined as irreversible degradations resulting from a dynamic stress modifying the later
behavior of the structure. Within the framework of a reinforced concrete structure, such as
Perret tower, whose dynamic behavior is expressed primarily in bending, the concept of
damage relates to the cracking of the concrete in traction, spalling of the concrete in
compression and the plasticization of the steel reinforcements, the three aspects being closely
interrelated. With the numerical tools used, we have indicators of damage (damage variable in
the sense of damage mechanics).
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The damage in traction of concrete leads to the dissipation of energy, which can influence
the behavior of the structure. Thus, the study of this damage brings an indication on the
dynamic operation of the structure. A chart of damage makes it possible to visualize the
damaged zones corresponding to a strong localization of the deformations "cracking of
concrete". Those concentrate at the base of the tower and at the level of the discontinuity of
section at 51.8 m. The maximum damage in traction is about: 0.96 at the base (Figure 10),
0.44 at 50.9 m just before the discontinuity (Figure 11) and 0.95 just after the discontinuity
(Figure 11). We conclude that the critical zone at 51 m is strongly damaged in traction.
The main risk of the damage of the concrete in compression is related to spalling which
induces the ruin by buckling of the steel reinforcements. However, this kind of risk is not
observed on the structure of Perret tower as the maximum compressive is at the base and its
value (0.12) is low (Figure 10).
By looking to Figure 12, we find that there is no plastification of steel rebars. The
maximum stress and strain values are localized at the level of the section‟s discontinuity (51m)
where the maximum stress is 145 MPa which is less than the yielding stress value (235 MPa),
as for the maximum strain 0.76‰ which is less than the value of yielding stress (1.2‰).
Therefore, the steel behavior remains in the elastic domain with no yielding,
3.6 Pushover analysis
The purpose of the pushover analysis is to assess the structural performance by estimating
the strength and deformation capacities using static, nonlinear analysis and comparing these
capacities with the demands at the corresponding performance levels. Traditionally,
conventional pushover method has been used and implemented in design codes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Pushover analysis for the fundamental mode of Perret tower (a) lateral force distribution (b) capacity
curve

Traditional pushover analysis is based on the assumption that the dynamic response of the
MDOF (Multi-Degree-Of-Freedom) system is determined by a single mode only and that the
shape of that mode is constant, throughout the time-history, regardless of the level of
deformation. The response of the structure is supposed controlled by the first mode of
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vibration and mode shape, or by the first few modes of vibration. The structure is subjected to
a lateral load that is equivalent approximately to the relative inertia forces generated at the
locations of substantial masses such as floor levels (Figure 13.a). The outcome of the analysis
is the global force-displacement curve or capacity curve of the structure (Figure 13.b). This
capacity curve provides valuable information about the response of the structure because it
approximates how it will behave after exceeding its elastic limit.
The plateau of the capacity curve is reached for an asymptote corresponding to a value of
shear at base about 2800 KN. This plateau corresponds to the mechanism of plastification
which appears in the structure by several aspects like cracking of the concrete, plastification
of steel and apparition of plastic hinges.
Secondly, the capacity curve is transformed to the ADRS (Acceleration Displacement
Response Spectrum) (Figure 14), and an iteration process must be carried to find the
performance point of the structure which corresponds to the equality between the capacity and
demand ductility of the structure

Figure 14: Pushover analysis of Perret tower: Finding the performance point of the structure

Table 3 shows the Pushover analysis results. By comparing the obtained values with those
obtained in temporal dynamic analysis, we find that the results are not accurate especially in
terms of shear force where the error is important (≈ 46 %). That means that carrying out
pushover analysis for the fundamental mode only is not sufficient to provide accurate results
and good estimation of dynamic behavior by an alternative static pushover approach. It can be
explained also by the fact that the modal participation factor of the first mode is not high
sufficiently (57 %) to govern the dynamic response of the tower. In other terms, higher modes
are activated during the dynamic process and need to be taken into account during pushover
analysis. In the following, a non-linear multimodal pushover analysis will be presented.
Displacement at top
(cm)

Shear force at
base (KN)

Bending moment
at base (kN.m)

16.22

1661

80332

Table 3: Pushover mode 1 – values of top displacement and solicitations at the base of the tower
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3.7 Non-linear multimodal pushover analysis
An improved non-linear multimodal pushover analysis method is presented to incorporate
contributions of multiple modes and the effects of their interactions to the responses. The key
step for the method is to obtain and equivalent seismic force for the important vibration
modes. After launching pushover analysis for each mode apart, the results of different
analysis must be combined to take into account the interactions between the responses. The
combination is based on the SRSS method (Square Root of the Sum of the Square):
√∑

(1)

This formula can be applied for all variables such as displacements, forces and moments.
The obtained results are shown in table 4.

Combining 2 modes
Combining 3 modes
Combining 4 modes

Displacement at
top (cm)
17.04
17.22
17.23

Shear force at
base (kN)
1877
2219
2305

Bending moment
at base (kN.m)
80353
83930
84000

Table 4: variation of displacement at top and solicitations at base with the number of modes included in the
multimodal pushover analysis

Table 4 shows that by increasing the number of modes combined in multimodal pushover
analysis, the values of displacement at top and solicitations at the base become closer to those
obtained by the non-linear temporal dynamic analysis. However, the error still important in
terms of base. By comparing the values of displacements, we found that 17.23 cm (value
obtained by multimodal pushover analysis) represents about 85% of the value obtained by
dynamic analysis (20 cm). This value was determined by considering the combination of the
first 4 modes which have a modal participation of 90%. This difference between values can be
interpreted by the phenomenon of damage evolution of the structure. The structure damage
increases with the evolution of dynamic process under seismic loading, which can influence
the dynamic characteristics of the structure (modal frequencies, modal shapes).
3.8 Effect of damage on the dynamic characteristics of the structure
The dynamic analysis is a complex phenomenon including several mechanisms (yielding,
opening and closure of cracks...). The damage of the concrete in traction increases with time
under seismic effect. By investigating the evolution of the tensile damage of concrete fibers
during the non-linear dynamic temporal simulation, we found that in a specified phase
(between 5s and 7.5s) (Figure 15) the damage of concrete fibers increases by an important
rate. After carrying out modal analysis at each instant of dynamic process, we draw the
evolution of modal frequencies of the first 4 modes (Figure 15), and we conclude that at the
same phase there is a falling of the values of frequencies. In this matter, at each instant, we
created a numerical model of the tower and we considered that the new value of Young‟s
modulus of is affected by the tensile damage value :
(2)
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Figure 15 shows clearly that the modal frequencies decreased by a percentage of 35%
during the evolution of dynamic process, that‟s prove the effect of damage of concrete on the
modal frequencies of the studied structure.

Figure 15: Evolution of damage in traction of concrete and of the modal frequencies during the non-linear
dynamic simulation

3.9 Adaptive pushover analysis of Perret tower
Although conventional pushover analysis provides crucial information on response
parameters of the structure, this method is not exempt from some limitations such as the
inability to include progressive stiffness degradation. Therefore, the need for an adaptive
procedure that overcomes the noted deficiency. The adaptive pushover analysis procedures
are mostly concerned with an appropriate estimation of the force vector that is going to „push‟
the structure at each static force increment. The monitoring of the change in the incremental
force vector could ensure that the stiffness degradation or strength deterioration of the
structure is counted to be more realistic than conventional nonlinear static analysis. Once the
new lateral force distribution has been determined, the remaining steps of the adaptive
pushover analysis follow those of the conventional.
After executing multimodal pushover analysis (for the first five modes) and taking into
account the new distribution of lateral forces by considering the modal shapes of the damaged
structure, we found the new values of displacement at top and solicitations at base (Table 5).
We could conlude that the value of displacement at top became closer to those obtained by the
temporal dynamic analysis. But in terms of shear force and bending moment at base of the
tower, the differences between the corresponding dynamic and static pushover results are still
important. This can be explained by the inability of adaptive pushover analysis used in the
analysis to take into account the formation of plastic mechanism in the structure during
dynamic process under seismic loading.

Displacement at top (cm)
Shear force at base (kN)
Bending moment at base (kN.m)

Dynamic analysis
20
3087
94390

Adaptive pushover
18.76
2490
85616

Table 5: Comparison of the results of dynamic and static adaptive pushover analysis
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The main objectives of this research were (i) to investigate numerically the seismic
vulnerability of the Perret tower by mean of simplified 3D model and compare the linear
behavior results with those obtained in-situ, (ii) to explore the critical structural zones of the
tower which are the most affected by an earthquake, (iii) to discuss and access different
methodologies for dynamic behavior of the tower like non-linear temporal dynamic analysis
and pushover methodology, (iv) to explore the deficiencies presented in the conventional
pushover method which is a practical engineering tool, and (v) to evaluate the level of damage
of the tower under an earthquake.
The simplified 3D modeling used gives a good estimation of the behavior of the Perret
tower in terms of solicitations and displacement. Under seismic loading, the concrete is
almost cracked at the base and the level of section discontinuity (51m) with no yielding of
steel which supports the efforts elastically.
Pushover analysis can provide good results as a static alternative of dynamic analysis. In
terms of displacements and solicitations, the obtained results are still little bit far from the
ones obtained by non-linear temporal dynamic analysis. It can provide an insight into the
structural aspects which control performance during severe earthquakes, and data on the
strength and ductility of the structure which cannot be obtained in an elastic analysis.
Furthermore, the non-linear static procedure based on pushover analysis is restricted with a
single or few modes response. Then it is valid for low-rise buildings where the behavior is
dominated by fundamental vibration mode. It is required to take into account of higher modes
effects in pushover analysis of tall buildings. Moreover, conventional pushover procedure is
based on a very restrictive assumption, i.e. invariant lateral force distribution without
considering progressive stiffness degradation.
Therefore, the future research should continue developing the adaptive pushover analysis
that overcomes the deficiencies above cited. It should take into account the structural
weakness which may be generated when the structure‟s dynamic characteristics change after
the formation of the first local plastic mechanism. The redistribution of inertia forces due to
structural yielding should be investigated also in the adaptive procedure.
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Abstract. Liquid storage tanks are important components of liquid transmission and
distribution systems and should be properly designed to withstand dynamic loadings which can
take several forms. One of them is the investigation of tanks subjected to a seismic excitation.
During seismic activity, a specific interaction between the tank and the liquid occurs. It is
expressed as a vibration of the tank, its walls and contained liquid. The impulsive (lower)
portion of the liquid moves in unison with the structure while the convective (upper) portion
represents the free surface moving against a wall which results in a sloshing effect. The
procedure for the design of tank-liquid systems for earthquake resistance is covered in various
international and national standards. The paper deals with the seismic analysis of the
aboveground vertical liquid storage tanks of circular cross section with different slenderness
parameters (from broad to tall tanks) intended to compute the dynamic properties (natural
frequencies and respective modes of oscillation) and the response of the flexible tank – liquid
system to seismic loading using the response spectrum method. The paper also focuses on the
comparison of dynamic properties of the tank-liquid system when it is resting on a rigid or
flexible foundation. For tanks supported on softer soils, the dynamic response may be
significantly different from those supported on rigid foundations. In addition to the seismic
analysis, the paper is dedicated to comparing the acquired results from analyses computed by
FE method (in ANSYS Multiphysics) with the results from analytical calculations of a tank
containing liquid introduced in Eurocode 8.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In contemporary global industrial development and improvement of production efficiency,
emphasis must be given to the improvement of safety in facilities using new and advanced
technical resources that will ensure effective prevention of large industrial accidents. In a
broader context, the word “safety” can be expressed by the term loss prevention so as to prevent
the loss of human life and in doing so, also ensuring the integrity of property, production and
the environment [1].
There are some quantitative and qualitative methods in hazard identification (HAZOP, DOW
index, fault tree analysis, selection method, etc.) to prevent negative consequences of
transmission and processing systems (e.g., heat exchangers, evaporators, drying devices,
cooling system, etc.) in ordinary operation (more introduced in [2]).
On the other hand, the systems must withstand external loadings of different nature (static,
dynamic) as well. Requirements for the suppression of possible loading in future operation must
be reflected in the design process of the device which are mostly included in various
international, national or company standards and/or guidelines. One of the most critical external
events affecting safety and operation efficiency of systems is seismic excitation (e.g., seismic
testing of structures is described in [3]).
Large capacity tanks and vessels are one such device which is assessed in terms of
vulnerability against seismic effects. Tank-liquid systems are commonly used in the storage of
various liquids in various sectors of industry (e.g., nuclear, chemical, food, etc.). Seismic
analysis of liquid storage tanks requires special considerations which take into account timedependent hydrodynamic forces and pressure exerted by the liquid on the tank wall and bottom.
Knowledge of these hydrodynamic effects is essential in the seismic design of tanks.
Inadequately designed tanks in the past exposed to strong ground motions led to damage,
ruptures and failures of tank accessories. Furthermore, when tanks store flammable or toxic
liquids, disastrous effects, such as uncontrolled fire, explosion or toxic dispersion arose [2].
Therefore, tanks must be designed to maintain their integrity before, during and after a seismic
event to prevent negative future effects.
Based on experimental research and analytical results of G. W. Housner [4, 5, 6], A. S.
Veletsos [7, 8], P. K Malhotra [9] and others, different provisions for seismic resistance of
different tank-liquid systems (e.g., aboveground, buried, elevated, etc.) have been developed.
Some of them were adopted in international codes and guidelines dedicated to a seismic
resistance of these systems, e.g., AWWA, ACI, API, Eurocode 8 and NZSEE.
2

BASIC CONCEPT

Evaluation of hydrodynamic forces due to lateral base excitation requires modeling and
dynamic analyses of the tank-liquid systems. The complexity of the investigated liquid storage
tanks may be simplified by mechanical models. The most used equivalent mechanical model is
the one proposed by G. W. Housner [4] which converts investigated tank-liquid system into a
spring-mass system. Housner’s model or eventually its modification is introduced in the codes
aimed at the structural design for earthquake resistance (e.g., in Eurocode 8 [10]).
This mechanical analogy assumes that the contained liquid can be divided into two regions.
The first, impulsive portion of the liquid moves in unison with the tank as a rigid body and
induces impulsive hydrodynamic pressure on the tank wall and its base. In the equivalent model,
it is replaced by an impulsive mass
rigidly attached to the tank walls at a height ℎ (ℎ ′). A
second or convective portion of the liquid represents the free surface which undergoes sloshing
motion and exerts convective hydrodynamic pressure on the tank wall and base. In the
simplified model, this zone is substituted by an infinite number of convective masses
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attached to the tank wall at height ℎ (ℎ ′) by a spring of stiffness
. Each convective mass
represents the effective liquid mass that oscillates in each particular slosh mode [11].
Parameters introduced in Fig. 1 like liquid masses and heights are used in basic seismic
characteristics such as base shear, overturning moment and hydrodynamic pressure. Procedure
for parameters calculation for cylindrical storage tanks can be found e.g. in [10, 12].
Mechanical models were first developed for tanks with rigid walls which were modified for
short and slender tanks. Subsequently, Haroun and Housner [6] and Veletsos [7] developed
models for flexible tanks. Malhotra [9] further simplified models proposed by Veletsos [7].
Observing and comparing the parameters of the rigid and flexible tank-liquid systems it was
concluded there is no significant difference in the results obtained from these models [13].

Figure 1: Equivalent spring-mass mechanical model

In addition to spring-mass models, other equivalent models were developed in which the
convective liquid can be substituted by a system of simple pendulums, each of mass
, and
length . For observing nonlinear phenomena (e.g. at sloshing frequencies), the aforementioned linear models do not provide an adequate representation of the liquid free-surface.
Therefore, models capable of describing relatively large amplitudes (spherical pendulum model)
or strongly nonlinear motion (pendulum describing impacts with the tank walls) must be
employed [12].
Analytical methods are suitable only for the simplest systems. For complex structures,
analytical approach may be insufficient and inaccurate. Therefore, numerical approaches have
been developed. The most widely used is the method based on finite elements (FEM). This
interaction can be investigated by applying elements based on different formulation, such as
the added mass concept, Lagrangian or Eulerian methods. Using fluid elements, a definition of
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) at interface between structure and fluid is required to couple
their displacements.
3

SEISMIC RESPONSE OF ABOVEGROUND LIQUID STORAGE TANKS

The paper is focused on the seismic analysis of aboveground vertically oriented liquid
storage tanks with circular cross section and differing slenderness parameters (liquid height
to tank radius – 0.5, 1 and 2). The investigated models are of radius R (5 m), wall thickness t
(5e-3 m) and heights H (4, 6 and 11 m). The tanks are filled with liquid (water) with free surface
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heights HL (2.5, 5 and 10 m). The aim is to calculate dynamic properties such as impulsive and
convective frequencies and respective modes of oscillation. Subsequently, a seismic response
to a given earthquake loading is calculated using a response spectrum method.

Figure 2: El Centro earthquake

For the seismic input, data recorded from the El Centro earthquake (1940) with a PGA of
3.417 m/sec2 at 2.14 sec was used. Acceleration time-history of the earthquake and its response
spectra for proportional damping of 0,5 % (liquid) and 5 % (structure) are presented in Fig. 2.
3.1

Impulsive vibration

Impulsive mode of oscillation corresponds to the lateral mode of a tank-liquid system. It
refers to a situation when the tank oscillates in unison with its content (liquid). The lateral force
acting on the tank depends on the respective impulsive frequency. Tank flexibility affects the
impulsive component of hydrodynamic effects, hence impulsive frequency of the assumed
system as well. In Eurocode 8, there is a procedure for the determination of impulsive frequency
at which this unfavourable response occurs. The equation was proposed by Malhotra [9] and is
expressed as
⁄ √

=

(1)

where is the density of the liquid, E is Young’s modulus of elasticity of the tank material
and Ci represents coefficients for respective slenderness parameter HL / R which are presented
e.g. in [9, 10].
Slenderness
parameter

Eurocode 8

ANSYS
Multiphysics

0.5

23.68 Hz

21.06 Hz

1

14.41 Hz

14.20 Hz

2

07.38 Hz

07.28 Hz

Table 1: Comparison of impulsive natural frequencies
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Tab. 1 presents calculated impulsive natural frequencies for investigated tank-liquid systems
by analytical approach (Eurocode 8) and compared by numerical computations in ANSYS.
Fig. 3 represents computed unfavourable responses for various tanks containing liquid at
natural frequencies listed in Tab. 1.

= 0.5

=1

=2
Figure 3: Impulsive modes of oscillation

For tanks supported on softer soils, the dynamic response may be significantly different from
those supported on the rigid foundation. In addition to the lateral component of motion, the
foundation motion may include a rocking component. If the response of the structure is
dominated by its impulsive mode, the soil-structure interaction effects may result in a decrease
in the natural impulsive frequency of investigated tank-liquid system. This decrease depends
on the flexibility of the foundation soils.
Slenderness
parameter

ANSYS
Multiphysics

0.5

19.40 Hz

1

09.24 Hz

2

03.12 Hz

Table 2: Impulsive natural frequencies influenced by foundation flexibility
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In Tab. 2, impulsive natural frequencies of investigated tank-liquid systems supported on a
flexible foundation are presented. In FE analysis, the Winkler’s foundation model is used with
foundation stiffness of = 10e7N /m
. When comparing results with frequencies from
Tab. 1, soil-structure interaction decreased values of original impulsive natural frequencies.
3.2

Convective vibration

The upper (convective) portion of the liquid (Fig. 1) does not move as a rigid body with the
tank walls but experiences a sloshing motion. Convective effects are associated with
oscillations of much shorter frequency than the impulsive effects. These two components are
weakly coupled and each effect is insensitive in characteristics of the other.
Convective oscillations can be expressed as a linear combination of the corresponding
natural modes of the liquid. Slosh modes of the free surface in a vertical cylindrical vessel of a
circular cross-section are usually formulated analytically by the Helmholtz equation. Using
polar coordinates, the Helmholtz equation can be expressed as
+

+

+

=0

(2)

where
is a wave number of a respective mode of oscillation and
is a function describing
the amplitude of the response depending on the location of the oscillating free surface. The
solution for each slosh mode of (2) can be expressed by the Bessel function of the first kind
,

=

cos

,

(3)

where represents the Bessel function of the first kind and , is the mth zero of
.
,
The natural frequency of the convective liquid with respective wave number may be
calculated as follows
( , )

=

,

tanh

(4)

,

Eurocode 8 standard introduces (4) for calculation of natural convective frequencies but the
expression is modified only for modes antisymmetric about the axis of rotation, i.e. modes of
oscillation are described by the Bessel function of the first kind and first order.
Fig. 4 shows three selected slosh modes of oscillation which are computed analytically using
(4) for the investigated model of the liquid storage tank (with slenderness ratio equal to one)
and subsequently compared with sloshing waves computed by FEM in ANSYS.
The natural frequencies corresponding to the selected modes of oscillation are introduced in
Tab. 3. Analytically calculated convective frequencies are compared with those obtained from
FE analysis.

Mode of
oscillation

Analytical
approach

ANSYS
Multiphysics

(1,1)

0.30 Hz

0.30 Hz

(1,2)

0.51 Hz

0.52 Hz

(2,3)

0.70 Hz

0.71 Hz

Table 3: Comparison of selected convective natural frequencies
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Figure 4: Selected convective modes of oscillation

For most tanks, the first impulsive and first convective modes account for 85–98% of the
total liquid mass in the tank. The remaining mass of the liquid vibrates primarily in higher
impulsive modes in tall tanks, and higher convective modes for broad tanks [9]. Therefore, only
first oscillating frequency and mode is considered for design purposes. Eurocode 8 introduces
the expression for the calculation of the first convective frequency in the simplified procedure
for fixed base cylindrical tanks.
=
where

√

(5)

represents coefficients for respective slenderness (e.g., in [9, 10]).

Fig. 5 gives the values of the first convective frequency as a function of the most used
slenderness parameters . The figure presents the sloshing frequencies for assuming constant
radii R of the investigated tank (5 m) whilst the liquid heights are changing. As it can be seen,
frequencies become almost independent of (for larger than about 1). Frequencies show good
correlation between analytical and numerical calculations.
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Figure 5: Convective frequencies for various slenderness parameters

When investigating an influence of flexible foundation on convective components, effects
of soil-structure interaction are expected to be small due to weak coupling between convective
and impulsive components (the convective effects are associated with oscillations of much
shorter frequency than those characterizing the impulsive effects) and may be neglected [7].
3.3

Sloshing wave height

When investigating open tanks filled with liquid, the maximum vertical displacement of the
free liquid surface is observed. Oscillation of the convective liquid in the containers may lead
to negative effects, such as deformations of the tank walls (closed tanks) or liquid spilling (tanks
without roofs). Therefore, sufficient freeboard between the free surface and the top of the tank
must be designed.
The sloshing wave height may be given from the following expression
( , , )=

∑

(

,

,

,

,

( , ))

cos

(6)

where Se ( fc ) is the convective spectral acceleration, obtained from a 0,5 %-damped elastic
response spectrum.

b)

a)
Figure 6: Sloshing wave height
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In Eurocode 8, the wave height is calculated by assuming only the first mode of oscillation
and the procedure is reduced for specifying the maximum height at the tank wall. Peak value
of the wave height at the edge may be expressed as
= 0.84

(

,

)

(7)

For calculation of the vertical displacements for tank models, only the first convective mode
is considered with spectral acceleration values from the respective response spectrum (Fig. 2).
In Fig. 6a surface displacements along tank radius are shown. For the tank of equal to one,
maximum vertical displacement is 0.70 m using (6) or (7) and 0.91 m using ANSYS (Fig. 6b).
3.4

Response spectrum analysis

Response spectrum method (spectrum analysis) is a significant method for seismic analysis
of structures and equipment. It is mainly used in place of a time-history analysis to determine
the response of structures to time-dependent loading. A spectrum analysis is one in which the
results of a modal analysis are used with a response spectrum to calculate displacements and
stresses in the model. The structures and equipment components are modeled usually as multidegree-of-freedom systems on the base of finite element method [14].
The modal solution is required because the structure’s mode shapes and frequencies must be
available to calculate the spectrum solution. The sufficient number of modes characterizing the
structure’s response in the frequency range of interest must be extracted. The ratio of the
effective mass to the total mass greater than 0.9 (more than 90% of the mass is included) is
generally considered acceptable [15].
When investigating tank-liquid system using FEM and considering a fluid-structure
interaction, the modal analysis uses as the mode-extraction method unsymmetric matrix
formulation. If the unsymmetric eigensolver is used, right and left eigenvectors must be
computed. The effective mass for the ith mode can be expressed as
=(

)

(8)

where
is the direction vector of the excitation (structural DOFs only),
is the stiffness
matrix of the structural part,
is the ith right eigenvector (structural DOFs only).
The equation of motion for the system subjected to the ground motion ̈ ( ) is written as
̈( )+

̇( )+

( )=−

̈( )

(9)

where d is a vector of excitation direction (direction cosines).
The response of the structure is represented in terms of a linear superposition of mode shapes
( )=∑

w ( )

(10)

where w ( ) are called normal coordinates and are functions of the time variable .
When using the unsymmetric eigensolver, the matrices are unsymmetric. Both left and right
normalized eigenmodes are used to decouple the modal equations as follows
(

)

( ) ̈( )+(

)

( ) ̇( )+(
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The participation factor for a given excitation direction, if the unsymmetric eigensolver is
used, is defined as
γ =

(12)

Equation (11) leads to the modal coordinate equation
ẅ ( ) + 2ω ξ ẇ ( ) + ω w ( ) = −

̈ ( )

(13)

In the modal superposition method, (12) is solved to obtain the time histories of the normal
coordinates w ( ) which with (10) gives the history of the relative displacement vector ( ).
This concept may be used to apply the response spectrum method to the MDOF structure. If
the response spectrum of the given earthquake is known (e.g. acceleration response spectrum)
it can be used in the calculating the maximum response of the system. Maximum displacement
vector in the ith mode can be written
=
where S

(14)

represents the spectral acceleration for the ith mode.

Given displacement vector (14) represents the maximum value of any response of interest.
The overall response of the system is calculated by combining the maximum modal responses
specified by one of the mode combination methods (SRSS, CQC, GRP, etc.).
A general rule for modal response combination can be defined as
=±

(15)

,

where , are the ith and jth modal response respectively and , is a combination matrix
whose shape and values are based on the chosen modal response combination.
A response spectrum method for determining the overall responses of the investigated tankliquid systems fixed to a rigid foundation was performed. the seismic response was described
by two response spectrum curves, one with 5 % proportional damping of the structure while the
latter had 0,5 % for the liquid (Fig. 2). Fig. 7 shows the overall responses of liquid storage tanks
to the El Centro earthquake. Tab. 4 presents results of the response spectrum method for the
investigated liquid storage tanks.

Slenderness
parameter

Maximum
displacement

Maximum
sloshing wave

0.5

0.304e-3 m

0.526 m

1

0.683e-3 m

0.694 m

2

0.005 m

0.712 m

Table 4: Summary of results from response spectrum method
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= 0.5

=1

=2

Figure 7: Overall responses of liquid storage tanks to El Centro earthquake

4

CONCLUSIONS

The continuing development of technologies in each industry requires increased attention to
operational safety and protection of the environment. Liquid storage tanks serve as reservoirs
for a variety of liquids (e.g., storage tanks in nuclear power plants), which are usually vulnerable
to seismic effects (past earthquakes e.g., in Fukushima, San Fernando, etc.). Therefore, their
safe operation is desirable. Seismic analysis is one method which should be carried out to
provide satisfactory performance of tanks, especially in earthquake prone regions.
The aim of the paper was to perform a seismic design for various tank-liquid systems (from
broad to tall tanks) and determine the dynamic effects such as impulsive and convective
frequencies and modes of oscillation, which may result in unison vibration and sloshing
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respectively, and the overall response to the seismic loading. In addition to the aforementioned
dynamic effects, some seismic characteristics (e.g., base shear, overturning moment,
hydrodynamic pressure etc.) used in the seismic design were not covered in this paper, since
they were given attention in other publications of the authors, e.g. in [11, 16, 17].
For the calculation of dynamic characteristics, analytical models according to Eurocode 8
standard and numerical approach (finite element method) were used. Some seismic
characteristics calculated analytically were compared with results obtained in ANSYS
Multiphysics and Matlab software. Results between each solution represented good conformity.
5
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Abstract. Earthquake induced collisions between adjacent structures have been repeatedly
reported in the literature as a frequent case of damage. It is quite usual seismic induced oscillations of a structure in a block of buildings to be partly restrained in lateral displacements
and therefore a torsional movement to be introduced in the building during an earthquake
excitation. Further it has been repeatedly observed that torsion is a critical factor leading in
many occasions to major structural damage or even complete collapse during strong ground
motions. Seismic damage surveys and relevant analyses conducted on modes of failure of
building structures during past severe earthquakes have concluded that among the most damage susceptible structures are those that exhibit torsional behavior. In this work the case of
reinforced concrete multistory buildings that suffer pounding in a non-symmetric way is studied. Pounding occurs only in one (case 1) or two (case 2) columns of the structure whereas
the other columns are free to move without restrictions. This way torsional oscillations are
introduced in the structural system during a seismic excitation. Nonlinear dynamic step-bystep analysis and special purpose elements are employed for the needs of this study. More
than fifty pounding cases with torsional effect between structures with different total height
for three excitations are studied and results in terms of displacements, torsional rotations,
ductility requirements are presented and commented. The influence of the size of the gap distance between the adjacent structures on the torsion effect is also investigated. The results
clearly show that high capacity requirements in terms of torsional moments, column shear
strength and ductility are developed due to the asymmetric pounding.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The earthquake induced collisions between structural systems that are in contact or in close
proximity to each other is commonly referred to as structural pounding. Based on reports of
field observations after numerous destructive earthquakes all over the world, it can be concluded that pounding is frequently observed when strong earthquakes strike big cities and
densely populated urban areas [1], [2], [3]. Further false code application lead sometimes to
building separations that are inadequate and inconsistent with the philosophy of modern codes
that imply large deformations can occur during major earthquakes due to inelastic response.
Moreover the high cost of land in densely populated metropolitan cities and the small lot sizes
make the seismic separation requirements not always easy to apply.
Karayannis and Fotopoulou (1998) examined various cases of structural pounding [4] between multistory reinforced concrete structures designed according to the Eurocodes 2 and 8.
The work is based on non-linear dynamic step-by-step analysis and its purpose was to present
initial results for the influence of some critical pounding parameters on the ductility requirements of the columns and to examine the possibility of taking into account the pounding effect during the design process according to EC2 to EC8.
Furthermore in city centers with large blocks densely filled with buildings the land lots are
mostly not equal nor alike in plan geometry henceforth it is very likely adjacent buildings in a
block to be partly and in a non-symmetric way in contact to each other. Consequently it is
quite usual seismic induced oscillations of a structure in a block to be partly restrained in lateral displacements and therefore a torsional movement to be introduced in the building during
an earthquake excitation. Therefore it can be concluded that in these cases pounding between
adjacent structures may introduce significant plan asymmetry in the building in terms of lateral stiffness distribution.
On the other hand it is well known that buildings due to inherent asymmetries may exhibit
torsional behavior during seismic excitations. Further it has been repeatedly observed that torsion is a critical factor leading frequently to major structural damage or even complete collapse during strong ground motions.
In this work forty eight pounding cases each one for three earthquake excitations have been
studied. These cases are sorted into two series based on the level of the asymmetry introduced
in an 8-story building due to pounding. In series 1 pounding cases with high asymmetry are
included since pounding takes place between only one external column of the 8-story building
and one column of the adjacent short and stiff structure. In series 2 pounding takes place between two columns of the 8-story building and two columns of the adjacent short and stiff
structure. Both series include asymmetric pounding cases between the 8-story and an adjacent
structure with ns =1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 stories. Each pounding case first is examined considering that the interacting structures are in contact from the beginning (gap distance dg=0)
and further it is examined considering that there is a gap distance equal to 1 or 2 cm (dg=1 and
2 cm) between the structures. Nonlinear dynamic step-by-step analysis and special purpose
elements are employed for the needs of this study.
2

MODEL IDEALIZATION OF POUNDING

In this work the pounding between adjacent structures with different total heights that are
partly in contact to each other in a non-symmetric way is studied (fig. 1). This configuration
implies that the seismic induced oscillations of the tall building is laterally partly restrained by
the other structure and therefore a torsional movement is introduced in the building during an
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earthquake excitation. Therefore in the examined cases pounding between adjacent structures
introduces significant plan asymmetry in the building in terms of lateral stiffness distribution.

Structure B

Structure A

Case 1
C1
Case 2
C2

E

Case 1; one column pounding
Case 2; two columns pounding

y
x

C5
Figure 1: Plan view. Asymmetric pounding.

It is considered that one flexible multistory building (Structure A in fig. 1) is in contact or
in close proximity to one less flexible shorter structure (Structure B in fig. 1). If there is a gap
distance between these structures collisions can only occur when the lateral displacements of
the structures exceed the pre-defined gap distance (dg). The influence of the gap size on the
pounding effects is also investigated.
As it can be shown in fig. 1 two cases of asymmetric pounding are examined. In case 1 the
lateral displacement of one column (column C1) of the 8-story building (structure A) is restrained in the x-direction only towards the adjacent structure (structure B); whereas in case 2
the lateral displacements of two columns (columns C1 and C2) are restraint. In both cases torsional movement is introduced in the structure under consideration (structure A) due to the
plan asymmetry caused by the restraints imposed by the pounding between the adjacent structures.
The heights of the story levels of the two structures are equal (Fig. 2). Actual condition and
the model idealization of this pounding case are shown in Fig. 2.
Contact points are taking into account at the levels of the floor slabs of the short structure
(Fig. 2). Nevertheless, from the analyses of the examined pounding cases it has been found
that the response of the interacting structures is mainly influenced by the position and the
characteristics of the contact point at the short structure’s top floor. The influence of the other
contact points on the results proved to be negligible in the examined cases. The same conclusion also holds, more or less, for the examined cases with non-zero initial distance gap.
Nevertheless, in the following analyses and results, the influence of the pounding effect
through all floor contact point on the behaviour of the structures and on the response and ductility requirements of the columns is examined.
Seismic analyses have been performed using time steps in the range of 1/1000 sec to
1/10000 sec in order to maintain equilibrium during the integration.
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8th floor

7th floor

6th floor

5th floor

4th floor

1st floor

Structure B

2nd floor

Structure A

Structure B

3rd floor

Structure A
Figure 2: Pounding between buildings with different total heights. The heights of the stories of the two structures
are alike.

3

CONTACT ELEMENT

Axial force

compression

Collisions are simulated using special purpose contact elements that become active when
the corresponding nodes come into contact.

Initial gap
dg

i

j

Stiffness

Stiffness
Initial gap (dg)

tension

Stand off (+)
(gap opening)

dg

Shortening (-)

Distance x between the structures

Figure 3: Contact elements

The response of the contact elements is shown in Fig.3. The negative direction of the Xaxis represents the condition that the buildings move away from each other. In the positive
direction of the X-axis there are two parts in order to simulate the actual behaviour of the
structures in case there is an initial small gap distance (dg) between them. It is possible that
the structures move one towards the other but the displacements are small and the existing gap
is not covered. In this case the contact element remains non-active and the buildings continue
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to vibrate independently. In the case that the structures move one towards the other and the
sum of the displacements of the two structures bridge the existing gap or the structures are in
contact from the beginning (dg=0) then the contact element responds as a spring with large
stiffness.
4

ANALYSIS MODEL OF STRUCTURES

The frame structural system of the tall structure consists of beams and columns. Each
structure is modeled as a 3D assemblage of non-linear elements connected at nodes. Each
node has six degrees of freedom. The mass is lumped at the mass center of each floor. Each
structure responds dynamically and vibrates independently. Collision occurs when the lateral
displacements of the structures at the floor levels exceed the predefined gap distance (dg) between the two structures.
The computer program used in this work is the program package ETABS2000. The finite
element mesh used here for the modeling of each structure utilizes an one-dimensional element for each structural member. The element is a common lumped plasticity beam-column
model that considers the inelastic behaviour concentrated in zero-length “plastic hinges” at
the element’s ends. An interaction 3D surface N-Mx-My is employed for the check of the elastic or plastic response of the zero-length plastic hinges.
5

POUNDING CASES

More than fifty pounding cases have been studied for the needs of this work. Each one is
subjected to three different natural seismic excitations having been selected so that their spectra fit properly with the design spectrum used for the design of the 8-story building.
The examined cases are sorted into two series based on the level of the asymmetry that is
induced in the 8-story building due to the pounding.
Series 1 includes pounding cases with high asymmetry (case 1 in fig. 1) where pounding
takes place between only one column of the 8-story building (column C1 in fig. 1) and one
column of the adjacent short and stiff structure. In series 2 (case 2 in fig. 1) pounding takes
place between two columns of the 8-story building (columns C1 and C2 in fig. 1) and two
columns of the adjacent short and stiff structure.
Thus both series include asymmetric pounding cases between the 8-story and an adjacent
structure which has ns story level where ns =1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 stories.
Pounding cases of the 8-story building with an adjacent single story structure with different
period values (not very stiff) are also examined and results are presented herein.
Each one of the pounding cases of both series first is examined considering that the interacting structures are in contact from the beginning (gap distance dg=0); further each pounding
case is examined considering that between the interacting structures there is a gap distance
equal to 1 and 2 cm (dg=1 and 2 cm).
6

RESULTS AND COMMENTS

The results and the conclusions deduced from the analyses of each series include the observed overall response of the multistory frame in terms of the induced torsional behavior and
its repercussions on the developing capacity requirements of the columns. Therefore results
for the shear demands and shear capacity of the columns are also presented and commented
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upon. Special attention has been given to the response of the columns of the story of the multistory frame where the pounding takes place.
6.1 Torsional behavior
Torsional movement is observed in the 8-story building due to the asymmetric pounding
that occurs between it and the adjacent shorter and stiff structure. The time history of the developing torsional moment at the base floor of the 8-story building during the seismic excitation due to case 1 asymmetric pounding (fig. 1) with a 3-story very stiff structure is presented
in figure 4.
350

Torsional moment (kNm)

Structure B

Time history of torsional moment at the base floor
(Case 1)

Structure A

Case 1

E

250
y

150

x

Case 1

50
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-50 0

2

4

6

8

10

12

7th floor

6th floor

dg=0

-150

5th floor

4th floor

dg=1cm

3rd floor

-250

Without
pounding
free vibration

seismic excitation
"Mammoth Lakes-03, 1980"

-350

2nd floor

1st floor

Time (sec)

Figure 4: Time history of the torsional moment at the base floor due to asymmetric pounding case 1 between the
8-story building and a 3-story stiff structure.
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free vibration
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Figure 5: Time history of the torsional moment at the base floor due to asymmetric pounding case 2 between the
8-story building and a 3-story stiff structure.

Further the time history of the torsional moment at the base floor of the 8-story building
during the seismic excitation due to case 2 asymmetric pounding (fig.1) with a 3-story very
stiff structure is presented in figure 5. From these figures (figures 4 and 5) it can be deduced
that asymmetric type of pounding causes significant torsional movement and high value tor-
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sional moments in the 8-story building although its plan view is symmetric and in the cases it
vibrates without the pounding effect it presents no torsional moment and consequently no torsional movement.
From the results it can also be deduced that the developing torsion of the 8-story building
also depends on the height of the adjacent stiff structure. In Fig. 6 the time histories of the developing torsional moment for the four cases of pounding are presented. In particular the
pounding case between the 8-story building (8RC) and a single story building (1RC), a three
story building (3RC), a five story building (5RC) and an eight story building (8RC) are included and compared to each other. From these comparisons it can be observed that in general
the developing torsion increases as the height (the number of the stories) of the adjacent stiff
structure increases.

Torsional moment at the base story
(Case 1)

Torsional moment (kNm)

350
250
150
50
-50 0

2

4

6

8

10

-150

12

8RC - 1RC
8RC - 3RC

-250
seismic excitation
"Mammoth Lakes-03, 1980"

-350

8RC - 5RC

8RC - 8RC
Time (sec)
Figure 6: Influence of the number of stories (total height) of the adjacent structure on the developing torsional
moment of the 8-story building (8RC) as observed at the base floor due to asymmetric pounding (case 1).

Asymmetric
pounding
– case 1
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1
Seismic excitation
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Fernando
1971
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4
3
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0
-0.0006

-0.0004

-0.0002
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0.0002

0.0004

0.0006

Roatation (rad)
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(rad)
Figure 7: Influence of the period of the adjacent single story structure (1RC) on the developing torsional oscillations (maximum observed rotations of all stories) of the 8-story building (8RC) due to asymmetric pounding
(case 1).
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Furthermore the developing torsion of the 8-story building is also influenced by the period
of the adjacent structure. In Fig. 7 the maximum observed rotations of the all floors of the 8story structure are presented for the cases (a) free vibration without pounding, (b) pounding
case 1 with a single story structure exhibiting period in the direction of the seismic excitation
equal to T=1.77s and (c) pounding case 1 with single story very stiff structure.
From Fig. 7 it can be observed that the period of the adjacent single story structure influences the pounding of the buildings and it seems that the stiffer single story structure induces
higher values of rotation in the 8-story building.
6.2 Column shear forces
As expected the torsional movement of the examined building highly influences the distribution of the developing shear forces in the columns. In Fig. 8 the time history of the developing shear forces of column C1 of the 3rd floor is for the pounding case 1 between the 8-story
building and a 3-story stiff structure.
Column C1 - 3rd floor
(Case 1)
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Figure 8: Shear time history for column C1 of the 3rd floor in the two directions for seismic excitation acting in
the x-direction. It is stressed that high shear is developed in the normal direction (y-direction) due to the torsional
movement induced by the asymmetric pounding.
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It can be seen the shear forces of the column C1 in the direction of the earthquake excitation (x-direction) decrease due to the movement restraint provided by the adjacent 3-story
structure at this point of the building whereas at the same time significant shear forces are developed in the normal direction (y-direction).
The ratios rv of the maximum shear force (maxVy) of column C1 at the base floor developing normal to the direction of the earthquake excitation to the maximum shear force (maxVx)
of the same column developing in the direction of the earthquake excitation for the pounding
between the 8-story building and the single story stiff structure are presented in table 1 for
pounding cases 1 and 2.
rv=maxVy/maxVx
seismic excitation
Borego Mtn (4/9/1968)
San Fernando (2/9/1971)
Mammoth Lakes-03 (5/25/1980)

Case 1

Case 2

0.98
0.76
1.11

0.56
0.63
0.61

Table 1: Ratios rv for column C1 at the base floor. Pounding between 8-story and single story structures.

The ratios rv of the maximum shear force (maxVy) of column C1 at the 3rd floor developing normal to the direction of the earthquake excitation to the maximum shear force (maxVx)
of the same column developing in the direction of the earthquake excitation (x-direction) for
the pounding between the 8-story building and the 3-story stiff structure are presented in table
2 for pounding cases 1 and 2.
rv=maxVy/maxVx

dg = 0
Case
1
seismic excitation
Borego Mtn (4/9/1968)
0.85
San Fernando (2/9/1971)
0.71
Mammoth Lakes-03 (5/25/1980) 1.03

Case 2
0.66
0.70
0.94

dg = 1 cm
Case 1
0.46
0.41
1.37

Case 2
0.37
0.31
0.50

Table 2: Ratios rv for column C1 at the 3rd floor. Pounding between 8-story and 3-story structures.

The ratios rv of the maximum shear force (maxVy) of column C1 at the 5th floor developing normal to the direction of the earthquake excitation to the maximum shear force (maxVx)
of the same column developing in the direction of the earthquake excitation (x-direction) for
the pounding between the 8-story building and the 5-story stiff structure are presented in table
3 for pounding cases 1 and 2.
rv=maxVy/maxVx

dg = 0
Case 1
seismic excitation
Borego Mtn (4/9/1968)
1.00
San Fernando (2/9/1971)
0.99
Mammoth Lakes-03 (5/25/1980) 1.21

Case 2
0.54
1.25
1.01

dg = 1 cm
Case 1
0.83
0.88
1.08

Case 2
0.74
0.84
1.23

Table 3: Ratios rv for column C1 at the 5th floor. Pounding between 8-story and 5-story structures.

From tables 1, 2 and 3 it can be seen that significant shear forces are developed in the direction normal to the direction of the seismic excitation. This conclusion holds for all seismic
excitations used in this study. Thus for pounding case 1 and dg=0 (structures in contact) for
the pounding cases examined in this study ratio rv shows that the shear force developed nor-
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mal to the excitation direction is more or less equal to the shear force developed in the direction of the seismic excitation. Further though it can be observed that in cases an initial seismic
gap (dg=1cm) exists from the beginning between the interacting structures an essential mitigation of the phenomenon is observed.
6.3 Ductility requirements
Pounding induced torsional vibration changes significantly the ductility requirements of
the columns and rather increases the ductility requirements of columns that experience high
displacement due to the rotational movement of the structure and especially of column C5.
In Fig. 9 the ductility requirements of column C5 of the 8-story building (see Fig. 1) in all
floor levels for pounding case 1 and dg=0 are presented and compared with the corresponding
ones of the same column for the same seismic excitation without pounding effect. It can be
observed that column C5 in the levels above the contact level exhibits increased ductility requirements in comparison with the ones of the same column for the same excitation without
pounding effect.

ColumnC5
C5dn
Column
Case 1

8
7

Floor level

6
5
4
3
2
Vibration
Free
vibration
without
without
pounding
pounding
free
vibration
dg=0
Pounding case 1 and dg=0 (in contact)

1
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Curvature ductility (µφ)
Figure 9: Maximum ductility requirements of column C5 in all floor levels. Comparisons of ductility requirements between pounding (case1) of the 8-story building with a single story structure and the free vibration of the
8-story building (without pounding effect).

7

CONCLUSIONS
• Seismic induced interaction between adjacent buildings that are partly and in a nonsymmetric way in contact may introduce significant torsional oscillations. This type of
structural interaction may be referred as asymmetric pounding.
• Asymmetric pounding between an 8-story reinforced concrete building with symmetric
plan view and an adjacent shorter structure that has ns floor levels is investigated for
ns=1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and 8 stories. Interaction cases with high (case 1) and medium (case 2)
asymmetric pounding are included in the present study. It has been observed that in general the developing torsion increases as the height (the number of the stories) of the adjacent stiff structure increases.
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• The examined asymmetric type of pounding causes significant torsional movement and
high value torsional moments in the 8-story building. The developing torsion increases as
the height of the adjacent shorter structure increases.
• The period of the adjacent structure influences the severity of the pounding. In the case
of pounding between the 8-story with a single story structure it seems the stiffer the single story structure is the higher values of rotation is induced in the 8-story building.
• From the presented study it can be concluded that the torsional movement which is induced due to the asymmetric pounding highly influences the distribution of the developing shear forces in the columns. High shear forces are developed in the columns in the
direction normal to the earthquake direction although the plan view of the building is
symmetric in both directions.
• Pounding induced torsional vibration changes significantly the ductility requirements of
the columns and rather increases the ductility requirements of columns that experience
high displacement due to the rotational movement of the structure.
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Abstract. In order to perform efficient dynamic analyses of continuous high-speed railway
bridges, a numerical and an analytical beam models are proposed in the present work. The
behaviour of the bridge girder is described by a three-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam element, where an additional degree-of-freedom is considered at each beam-end, representing
the cross-sectional warping. The structural response is determined by considering a modal
analysis along with a direct integration scheme. The natural frequencies and vibration mode
shapes are determined by the developed models. The trains are modeled as series of moving
masses acting eccentrically at constant speed, allowing the corresponding inertial effects to
be considered besides the gravitational force of mass.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the design of high-speed railway bridges, special consideration must be given to the torsional response of thin-walled girders. Therefore, warping of the cross-sections cannot be neglected in the structural dynamic analysis.
Performing dynamic analyses of bridges using shell finite element models allows to obtain
accurate results, as long as detailed geometrical and material descriptions of the structures are
known. However, using such models in early design stages is time consuming, which renders
the evaluation of several structural solutions cumbersome. The use of beam models can minimize the time needed to calculate structural responses and prove good agreement with shell
models. In the present work, a numerical and an analytical beam models are prosed.
The coupled governing equations of thin-walled beams were derived by applying the Hamilton’s principle along with the Vlasov’s beam theory.
In the developed numerical model, the behaviour of the bridge girder is described by a
three-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam finite element, where an additional degree-offreedom is considered to represent the cross-sectional warping. Lisi, [1], recently developed a
beam finite element model for the static and the dynamic analysis of thin-walled beams under
the action of a single eccentric moving force. The present work extends Lisi’s study towards
the inclusion of arrays of moving masses. Other relevant studies on coupled lateral bendingtorsional vibrations of beams under moving loads are those of Michaltsos et al., [2][3][4].
The proposed analytical model allows to obtain the structural response of continuous
beams with bending-torsional coupling in an exact sense. The formulation presented is based
on the work done by Chan and Ashebo, [5], where the problem of uncoupled bending vibrations was solved exactly. This method was also used by Graça, [6], to model the dynamic response of continuous bridge girders, despite coupled bending-torsional motion was not
considered.
The trains are modelled as series of moving masses acting eccentrically at constant velocity. Thus, the corresponding inertial effects of the moving loads are considered besides the
gravitational force of mass.
Both models are suitable for computational implementation and automation of the design
process.
2

THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF COUPLED THIN-WALLED BEAMS

The governing equations that describe the static and the dynamic behaviour of thin-walled
beams with arbitrary cross-section were derived by applying the Hamilton’s principle, yielding
(1)

(2)

(3)
where primes indicate differentiation with respect to the spatial coordinate x and dots represent derivatives with respect to time t. The variable E represents the modulus of elasticity,
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G is the shear modulus, J is the torsion constant, A is the cross-section area, Si and Iij are respectively the first and second moments of inertia, with {i,j}={y,z}, and Sω and Iωω correspond to the first and the second sectorial moments, respectively. The generalized
displacements ξx, ξz, ξy and φ and the applied loading fz, fy and mx are illustrated in Figure 1.
y
x
my
fx

ξ z′
ξx
ξ ′y

φ′

ξy

φ

Elastic axis
z

mz
mω

^x
fy
Sectorial pole axis

mx
fz

ξz

Figure 1: Element loading and generalized displacements.

For mono-symmetric cross-sections, being z the axis of symmetry, and considering the
principal global coordinate system (x,y,z), the principal sectorial pole P and origin O, the dynamic equilibrium of the bridge’s girder is given by
(4)
(5)
(6)
being the warping effect included and the rotary inertia of the cross-sections neglected.
3

FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION

The developed beam finite element considers the six nodal degrees-of-freedom of a threedimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam and an additional warping degree-of-freedom. This represents the out-of-plane displacements of the cross-sections when a beam is loaded in torsion.
As depicted in Figure 2, the generalized displacements are referred to the centre of gravity,
which motivates the presence of coupling terms in the element matrices.

Figure 2: Beam element and the corresponding nodal degrees-of-freedom referred to the centre of gravity.
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The element axial displacements ξ xe are approximated by Lagrange’s interpolation functions, whilst Hermite’s cubic interpolation functions are suitable to the bending displacements
ξ ze and ξ ye and to the torsional rotations φ .
By applying the Galerkin’s method, the governing equations are restated in the matrix form
as follows:
(7)
where Me is the element mass matrix, Ce is the element damping matrix, Ke is the element
stiffness matrix and fe is the element external force vector. In [7], these matrices are thoroughly derived, being therein presented explicit expressions for their calculation.
The structural response to a time-dependent loading involves the solution of the differential
equation (7) in time. To this end, the Newmark’s β method is used, [8].
4

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

In this section, it is proposed an analytical model to perform the dynamic analysis of continuous thin-walled beams with mono-symmetric cross-section. The natural frequencies and
the corresponding mode shapes of vibration are met exactly and the modal superposition
method is used to determine the structural response to moving loads. The Newmark’s β method is applied to integrate of the governing equations in time.
The developed formulation considers an N-span bridge of total length L, as depicted in Figure 3, subjected to moving loads fz, fy and mx of the form
δ ( x − xk (t))Vzk (t)

(8)

δ ( x − xk (t))V yk (t)

(9)

δ ( x − xk (t)) M xk (t)

(10)

f z (x,t) = ∑

nload

f y (x,t) = ∑

nload

mx (x,t) = ∑

k

k

nload
k

being xk(t) the position of the k-th load, δ(t) the Dirac delta function, nload the number of loads,
Vik the k-th force parallel to the i-axis and Mxk the resulting torsion moment.
Vzk

x1

Vz2

Vz1

x2
l1

xr
l2

xs
lr

xs+1
ls

xN

ls+1

lN

L
Figure 3: Model of the N-span bridge considered in the analytical formulation.

Considering that the generalized displacements are approximated by harmonic functions,
the homogeneous solution of the equations (4)-(6) is given by
− ρ Ap 2Ξ z (x) + EI yyΞ′′′′
(x) = 0
z

(11)

− ρ Ap 2Ξ y (x) + ρ S yP p 2Φ(x) + EI zzΞ′′′′
(x) = 0
y

(12)

(

)

ρ S yP p 2Ξ y (x) − ρ I zzP + I yyP p 2Φ(x) + EIωω Φ′′′′(x) − GJ Φ′′(x) = 0
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being Ξ z , Ξ y and Φ the shape functions of the vertical displacement ξ z , lateral displacement ξ y and torsional rotation φ , respectively, and p is a circular frequency.
In the case of mono-symmetric cross-sections, being z the axis of symmetry, the bending
vibrations in the xz-plane are decoupled. Thus, the equation (11) reduces to
− λ 4Ξ z (x) + Ξ′′′′
(x) = 0
z

(14)

where the frequency parameter λ is obtained by
λ4 =

ρ Ap 2

(15)

EI yy

The solution Ξ z of the equation (11) is given in trigonometric and hyperbolic terms by
Ξ z (x) = A 1 cosh( λ x) + A 2 sinh( λ x) + A 3 cos( λ x) + A 4 sin( λ x)

(16)

being the A j constants such that the boundary conditions are satisfied. This allows expressing
three of the constants A j as functions of the fourth, which represents an arbitrary amplitude
of the mode shape.
For the case of coupled bending-torsional vibrations in the xy-plane, the solutions Ξ y and
Φ of the equations (12)-(13) involve some mathematical treatment. By combining these two
equations into one equation, eliminating either Ξ y or Φ , [9], it is possible to obtain the following ordinary differential equation:

(

)

dD8 − D 6 − a + bd D 4 + bD 2 + abc χ (x) = 0



(17)

being χ either Ξ y or Φ , D is a differential operator in order to x, and the remaining parameters given by

(

a= I +I
P
zz

P
yy

ρ p2

) GJ

b=

ρ Ap 2

c = 1−

EI zz

(

S yP 2

A I +I
P
zz

P
yy

)

d=

EIωω
GJ

(18)

Considering an exponential solution for the differential equation (17) and performing a
change of variables, the following quartic polynomial is obtained:

(

)

dη 4 − η 3 − a + bd η 2 + bη + abc = 0

(19)

Since, for a physical problem, the coefficients a, b, c and d are always positive reals, being
c less than one, it is possible to show, [10] that all eight roots of the polynomial (19) are

α, −α, β, −β, γ, −γ, δ and −δ

(20)

where

α = η1 , β = η2 , γ = η3 , δ = η4

and i = −1

(21)

being η1, η2, −η3 and −η4 the four real roots of equation (19).
Thus, obtaining the solution χ of the equation (17), the lateral bending displacement Ξ y
and the torsional rotation Φ are defined as follows:
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Ξ y (x) = B1 cosh(α x) + B 2 sinh(α x) + B3 cosh( β x) + B 4 sinh( β x) +

(22)

+ B5 cos(γ x) + B6 sin(γ x) + B7 cos(δ x) + B8 sin(δ x)
Φ(x) = C 1 cosh(α x) +C 2 sinh(α x) +C 3 cosh( β x) +C 4 sinh( β x) +

(23)

+C 5 cos(γ x) +C 6 sin(γ x) +C 7 cos(δ x) +C 8 sin(δ x)

The relations between the two sets of constant B j and C j are given by

C 1 = κ αB1 , C 2 = κ αB2 , C 3 = κ βB3 , C 4 = κ βB4 ,

(24)

C 5 = κ γB5 , C 6 = κ γB6 , C 7 = κ δB7 , C 8 = κ δB8 ,
where the coefficients κα, κβ, κγ and κδ are defined as follows:
κα =

ρ Ap 2 − EI zzα 4
ρ Ap 2 − EI zz β 4
ρ Ap 2 − EI zzγ 4
ρ Ap 2 − EI zzδ 4
,
κ
=
,
κ
=
,
κ
=
β
γ
δ
ρ S yP p 2
ρ S yP p 2
ρ S yP p 2
ρ S yP p 2

(25)

In order to obtain the n-th frequency of vibration of the considered structure, the equations
(16), (22) and (23) are applied to each span s along with the corresponding boundary conditions, as illustrated in Figure 4. The frequency of vibration is given by the equations that define the static boundary conditions at the last support of the span N. This assembly procedure
was used by Chan and Ashebo, [5], being extended in the present work to coupled vibrations.
Φns (0) = 0
Ξ yns (0) = 0

Ξ zns (0) = 0

dxs2

d Ξ zns (0)
2

Es I yys

d 2Φns (0)

dx

2
s

= Er I yyr

= Er Iωω r

dxs

dx

=

dΞ ynr (lr )
dxr

d 2Φnr (lr )

d Ξ znr (lr )
2

Kinematic boundary

s
dΞ yns (0)

dΞ zns (0) dΞ znr (lr )
=
dxs
dxr

Kinematic boundary

Ξ zns (ls ) = 0

Ξ yns (ls ) = 0

dΦns (0) dΦnr (lr )
=
dxs
dxr

Es Iωω s

Φns (ls ) = 0

s

dxr2

Static boundary

s

Es I zzs

2
r

d 2Ξ yns (0)
dxs2

= Er I zzr

d 2Ξ ynr (lr )
dxr2

Figure 4: Boundary conditions at the supports of a generic span s.

The constants A jns and B jns, resulting from the application of shape functions to the s-th
span, are calculated by imposing the following static and kinematic boundary conditions at
the corresponding supports:
Ξ zns (0) = 0, Ξ zns (ls ) = 0, Ξ yns (0) = 0, Ξ yns (ls ) = 0, Φns (0) = 0, Φns (ls ) = 0
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dΞ zns (0) dΞ znr (lr ) dΞ yns (0) dΞ ynr (lr )
=
,
=
,
dxs
dxr
dxs
dxr
Es I yys
and

d 2Ξ zns (0)
dxs2
Es Iωω s

= Er I yyr

d 2Φns (0)
dxs2

d 2Ξ znr (lr )
dxr2

= Er Iωω r

, Es I zzs

dΦns (0) dΦnr (lr )
=
dxs
dxr

d 2Ξ yns (0)
dxs2

= Er I zzr

(27)

d 2Ξ ynr (lr )
dxr2

d 2Φnr (lr )

(28)

dxr2

The case of decoupled vertical bending vibrations is firstly considered. By substituting the
corresponding boundary conditions (26)-(28) in the equation (16), and considering that one of
the four A jn1 constants, relative to the first span, represent an arbitrary amplitude of the shape
function Ξ zn1 , yields

A1n1 = 0, A2n1 = 1, A3n1 = 0, A4n1 = −

sinh( λn1l1 )
sin( λn1l1 )

(29)

and for the s-th inner span

A1ns =

2
1 Er I yyr λnr 
A cosh( λnr lr ) + A2nr sinh( λnr lr ) − A3nr cos( λnr lr ) − A4nr sin( λnr lr )
2 Es I yys λns2  1nr

A2ns =

λnr 

A sinh( λnr lr ) + A2nr cosh( λnr lr ) − A3nr sin( λnr lr ) − A4nr cos( λnr lr ) ×
λns 1nr

sin( λnsls )
cos( λns ls ) − cosh( λns ls )
×
− A1ns
sin( λns ls ) − sinh( λns ls )
sin( λns ls ) − sinh( λns ls )

A3ns = −A1ns
A4ns =

(30)

(31)

(32)

λnr 
A sinh( λnr lr ) + A2nr cosh( λnr lr ) − A3nr sin( λnr lr ) + A4nr cos( λnr lr ) − A2ns
λns  1nr

(33)

Imposing the boundary condition on the bending moment at the last support of the span N,
the following equation is obtained:

A1nN cosh( λnN lN ) + A2nN sinh( λnN lN ) − A3nN cos( λnN lN ) − A4nN sin( λnN lN ) = 0

(34)

which roots give the natural frequencies for the decoupled vertical bending motion. In the
work of Chan and Ashebo, [5], the equation (34) is not presented, being the procedure of finding the natural frequencies unclear.
The frequencies of the coupled lateral bending-torsional vibrations are determined through
a similar procedure. By substituting the remaining boundary conditions (26)-(28) in the equations (22)-(23), the eight B jn1 constants of the first span are given by

B1n1 = 0, B3n1 = 0, B5n1 = 0, B7n1 = 0
B6n1 =

B2n1 sinh(α n1l1 )(κ δ 1 − κ α1 ) + B4n1 sinh( β n1l1 )(κ δ 1 − κ β 1 )
sin(γ n1l1 )(κ γ 1 − κ δ 1 )
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B8n1 =

B 2n1 sinh(α n1l1 )(κ α 1 − κ γ 1 ) + B 4n1 sinh( βn1l1 )(κ β 1 − κ γ 1 )
sin(δn1l1 )(κ γ 1 − κ δ 1 )

(37)

For the generic inner span s the expressions of the eight constants B jns may be easily obtained using symbolic algebra software. Once computed the explicit expressions for the constants B jns, it is straightforward to apply the presented analytical procedure to girders with
any number of spans.
The n-th frequency of vibration is obtained by imposing the boundary conditions on the
bending moment and the bimoment at the last support of the span N. These conditions can be
written as functions of B 2n1 and B 4n1, yielding
 S
 22
 S
 42

S24  B2n1

S44  B4n1



=0


(38)

where the matrix components Skl are determined by making B kn1 and B ln1 equal to zero and
one, respectively, when the first span is evaluated, i.e., in equations (35)-(37). By giving B 2n1
a unit value, the B jn1 constants are rewritten as follows:

B1n1 = 0, B3n1 = 0, B5n1 = 0, B7n1 = 0, B2n1 = 1, B4n1 = −
B6n1 =
B8n1 =

S24 sinh(α n1l1 )(κ δ 1 − κ α 1 ) + S22 sinh( βn1l1 )(κ β 1 − κ δ 1 )
S 24 sin(γ n1l1 )(κ γ 1 − κ δ 1 )
S24 sinh(α n1l1 )(κ α 1 − κ γ 1 ) + S22 sinh( β n1l1 )(κ γ 1 − κ β 1 )
S24 sin(δ n1l1 )(κ γ 1 − κ β 1 )

S22
S24

(39)

(40)

(41)

Finally, the n-th frequency of vibration for the coupled bending-torsional motion is calculated be seeking for the roots of the equation

S
det  22
 S
 42


S24 
 =0
S44 


(42)

Once the frequencies of vibration have been calculated, the m- and the n-th mode shape, in
which the continuous beam is said to respond when vibrates with a frequency pm or pn, is established by the explicit expressions
N 
s−1
s

Ξ zm (x) = ∑ H(x − ∑ lr ) − H(x − ∑ lr ) Ξ zms (xs )
r=1
r=1
s=1


(43)

N 
s−1
s

Ξ yn (x) = ∑ H(x − ∑ lr ) − H(x − ∑ lr ) Ξ yns (xs )
s=1
r=1
r=1


(44)

N 
s−1
s

Φn (x) = ∑ H(x − ∑ lr ) − H(x − ∑ lr ) Φns (xs )
s=1
r=1
r=1


(45)

being H the Heaviside step function.
To quantify the damping properties, it is established a proportional relation to the modal
mass properties. Considering the modal superposition method, the beam’s generalized displacements ξz, ξy and φ are redefined as
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∞

ξ z (x,t) = ∑ k Ξ zk (x) Ψ k (t)

(46)

∞

ξ y (x,t) = ∑l Ξ yl (x) ϒ l (t)

(47)

∞

φ (x,t) = ∑l Φl (x) ϒ l (t)

(48)

where Ψk and l are the time-varying amplitudes of the k-th and the l-th vibration modes.
By applying the Betti’s law, the orthogonality conditions of the vibration mode shapes m
and n with respect to mass yield

∫

∫

L
0

L
0

Ξ zm (x) Ξ zn (x) dx = 0

(

(49)

)

 ρ A Ξ (x) Ξ (x) + ρ I P + I P Φ (x) Φ (x) dx = 0
ym
yn
zz
yy
m
n



(50)

The decoupling of the governing equations (4)-(6) is accomplished by considering the
modal coordinate expressions (46)-(47), leading to
(51)
(52)
where
M zm = ρ A ∫ Ξ2zm (x) dx, C zm = 2ζ zm pm M zm , Pzm =
L

0

M yφ n =
and

∫

L
0

(

∫

L
0

Ξ zm (x) f z (x,t) dx

(53)

)

ρ A Ξ2 (x) + ρ I P + I P Φ2 (x) dx , C = 2ζ p M
yn
zz
yy
n
yφ n
yφ n n
yφ n



Pyφ n =

(54)

∫ 0 Ξ yn (x) f y (x,t) + Φn (x)mx (x,t) dx
L

being ζzm and ζyϕn the modal viscous damping ratios of each vibration mode.
The dynamic response of the structure under the action of moving loads is obtained by applying the Newmark’s β method to the equations (51)-(52).
5

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF CONTINUOUS BEAMS UNDER MOVING LOADS

In the sequel, the proposed numerical and the analytical beam models are applied in order
to perform the dynamic analysis of a multi-span bridge eccentrically traversed by moving vehicles. The longitudinal model is shown in Figure 5 and the prescribed boundary conditions at
the supports are listed in Table 2. The dynamic responses are obtained by taking into account
the high-speed universal trains HSLM-A10 proposed by the EN 1991-2, [11], travelling at 80
and 120 ms-1. The mass effect of the moving loads is also considered.
An open double-T cross section is considered, being the material and the geometrical properties presented in Table 1.
E (kN/m2) G (kN/m2) ρ (ton/m3) A (m2)
33000
13750
2.55
9.51

J (m4)
1.22

Iyy (m4)
9.16

Izz (m4)
122.37

Izω (m5)
175.74

Table 1: Material and geometrical properties of the cross-section considered in the examples.
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ecc = 2.5 m
Pz
S1

S2

S3

S4
y

30 m

40 m

CG

30 m

x

z
Figure 5: Longitudinal model of the considered three-span girder.

Support Nodal Coordinate Kinematic Boundary Conditions Static Boundary Conditions
ξ z (x) = ξ y (x) = φ (x) = 0
ξ ′′z (x) = ξ ′′y (x) = φ ′′(x) = 0
S1
x=0m
S2

ξ z (x) = ξ y (x) = φ (x) = 0

x = 30 m

S3

x = 70 m

S4

x = 100 m

ξ z′′(x − ) = ξ ′′z (x + )

ξ z′ (x ) = ξ ′z (x )
−

+

ξ ′′y (x − ) = ξ ′′y (x + )

ξ ′y (x − ) = ξ ′y (x + )

φ ′′(x − ) = φ ′′(x + )

φ ′(x − ) = φ ′(x + )
ξ z (x) = ξ y (x) = φ (x) = 0

ξ ′′z (x) = ξ ′′y (x) = φ ′′(x) = 0

Table 2: Prescribed boundary conditions at the supports of the three-span girder.

The natural frequencies calculated by the two beam models are compared in Table 3 with
the values given by the shell finite element model.
The dynamic influence lines of the vertical displacements and accelerations at the track’s
mid-point of the central span are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
Frequencies of Vibration in the plane xz (Hz)
Frequency Model of Analysis
Number
Numerical Analytical Shell FEM
1
4.58
4.59
4.43
2
7.48
7.52
7.05
3
8.97
9.02
8.19
4
17.07
17.29
15.05
5
25.84
26.40
22.20
6
28.18
28.78
23.31

Frequencies of Vibration in the plane xy (Hz)
Frequency Model of Analysis
Number
Numerical Analytical Shell FEM
1
4.87
4.89
4.76
2
7.41
7.45
7.10
3
8.53
8.57
7.91
4
15.78
15.93
14.11
5
17.17
18.11
12.74
6
23.55
23.94
20.46

Table 3: Natural frequencies of vibration of the considered girder.

In the next, the mass effect of the moving vehicles is taken into account in the dynamic response of the three-span girder. Therefore, the considered loading is written as follows:
f z (x,t) = ∑

nload
k



δ ( x − xk (t)) Vzk (t) − mk


d 2 vk 

dt 2 

and

mx (x,t) = f z (x,t) e cc

(55)

being xk (t) the position and mk the mass of the k-th load, vk is the vertical displacement of the
moving mass mk, δ the Dirac delta function, nload the number of loads and ecc is the eccentricity of the track’s position.
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(a) – Velocity: 80 ms-1

z-displacement (m)
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1.0E-03
0.0E+00
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0

50
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450
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(b) – Velocity: 120 ms-1

z-displacement (m)

6.0E-03

3.0E-03
0.0E+00
-3.0E-03
0

50

100
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Figure 6: Dynamic influence lines of the -displacement at the track’s mid-point of the central span.
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Figure 7: Dynamic influence lines of the z-acceleration at the track’s mid-point of the central span.
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Since the load is acting on a moving coordinate, vk and its derivatives with respect to time t
are given as follows, [12]:
vk (t) = ξ z (ct,t) ,

dvk ∂ξ z
d 2 vk ∂2ξ z
∂ξ
∂ξ z ∂ξ z 2 ∂2ξ z
=
+c z ,
=
+
2c
+c
dt
∂t
∂x
∂t ∂x
dt 2
∂t 2
∂x 2

(56)

where c represents the velocity of the moving masses. Notice that it is assumed that the masses do not separate from the beam during their travel and vertical vibration.
In Figure 8 the dynamic response considering the mass of the vehicles is represented. The
influence of constrained warping is also evaluated by using the numerical model. It is observed that both the displacements and accelerations in the z direction are lower than when the
warping effect is considered.
Velocity: 120 ms-1
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Figure 8: Influence of the mass effect on the influence lines of the z-displacement
at the track’s mid-point of the central span.
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6

CONCLUSION

The main objective of the present work was to provide two beam models capable of performing dynamic analyses of railway bridges, being considered the warping displacements
and the mass effects of the moving loads.
In the previous sections, a numerical and an analytical beam models were developed and
applied to the analysis of an open cross-section girder. The torsional response was shown to
be significantly influenced by the warping deformations.
The developed beam models gave good results, being in good agreement with the shell finite element model implemented in commercial software. Thus, the developed models perform efficient dynamic analyses that consider the warping effect, which may be very useful at
early design stages.
The presented models could serve as a starting point for further in-depth study of the subject and may be considered as a first step tending to more complete formulations accounting
for other aspects that have not been considered.
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Abstract. The world’s energy demand is growing with increasing population and
development in emerging markets. Electricity generation from fossil fuels, which represent
the main source of energy in the world, is responsible for a significant amount of land, water
and air pollution due to CO2 production as well as other greenhouse gases emissions. In this
context, the use of renewable energy sources has gained a lot of attention in the last decades,
as solar, biomass and wind energies. Considering the high wind energy potential worldwide,
wind turbine modeling and analysis has been studied by several authors recently. The goal is
to have a better understanding of the system behavior in order to increase the efficiency in the
energy conversion and reduce the cost. The electromechanical dynamics of power trainwhich is composed mainly by the rotor, gearbox and generator - plays an important role on
the turbine performance. In the literature, it is usual to focus on the modeling of one of these
three elements and consider simplified dynamics to the others. In this paper, a complete
model is considered, named rotor-gearbox-generator coupled model, where the three
elements are focused on with the goal of obtaining a more realistic representation of wind
turbines power train. The gear box considered in this work consists in a two-stage planetary
with epicyclicgearing, while a permanent magnet synchronous generator is considered. The
dynamical behavior is evaluated for different loads showing system behaviorand energy
conversion efficiency.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The challenges posed by the need to implement policies that ensure sustainable
development are particularly relevant in the field of energy. Increasingly it is faced the need
to find in renewable energy a real and feasible way of electricity production when comparable
to conventional energy sources, whose are responsible for serious environmental threats.
Wind power is a clean and renewable alternative to the production of electricity, which is
aligned with the goals proposed by the Kyoto Protocol, since its use contributes to the
reduction of greenhouse gases,especially in countries whose energy matrix is predominantly
fossil. Unlike hydroelectric plants, wind farms do not cause expropriation areas and relocation
of people.Thus, wind energy is well accepted in social and environmental points of view[6].
A wind turbine is a system composed basically of a rotor, a low-speed input shaft, a
gearbox (speed multiplier), a high-speed output shaft and a generator. Figure 1 shows the
components of the turbine.

Figure1. Components of a wind turbine.
Wind turbines are devices capable of converting kinetic energy of the wind into electrical
energy. Its operation consists in the rotation of rotor blades due to the force of the wind,
which is connected to a low speed shaft. This shaft is then coupled to a multiplier box in order
to obtain a high speed shaft, which is responsible for driving an electrical generator.
One of the most important components in the wind turbines is the Gear Box, highlighted
in Figure 1, which is responsible for increasingthe shaft rotation providing appropriate speed
to the generator.
Several research papers on wind turbines are currently being published.However, it is
usual to focus on the modeling of one of the three principal elements (rotor, gear box,
generator) and consider simplified dynamics to the others.
Betz [3],Heir[7], Busawon [4] and Johnson [9] presentedstudies related to the dynamics
of the wind turbine rotor. Still related to the rotor, Manyoge [12] presented a mathematical
model to describe the power coefficient behavior, which is used in the present work. Peeters
[16][17], Todorov [18], WeiShi[20], Datong [5], Wang [21] and Helsen [8]studied
mathematical models related to the gearbox of wind turbines (the mechanical part of the
power train). Regarding the generator, Marques [13], Bernardes [2], Ming Yin [14], Bastos
[1] and Lei [11]studied mathematical models related to the generator. Vásques [19]
developed mathematical models of permanent magnet synchronous generators for
hydrokinetic systems. Given the similarity with wind systems, the model is perfectly feasible
to wind turbines and is used in the present work.
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From the literature, there is a clear separation between works that considers mechanical
and electrical analysis. The goal of this work is to analyze the dynamics of the power train
considering a complete electromechanical model, that contemplates the coupled dynamics of
rotor, gearbox and generator.
2
2.1

ROTOR-GEARBOX-GENERATOR MODEL
Rotor

The rotor is the component responsible for transforming the kinetic energy of the wind
into rotational mechanical energy. Considering rotor configuration, there are two types of
wind turbines: upwind and downwind. In the upwind turbines, the rotor is positioned in front
of the tower. Unlike the downwind, where the rotor stays behind the tower.
Rotors with 3 blades are more common because they present a good relation between
power ratio, cost and speed of rotation, as well as better aesthetics compared to 2-bladed
turbines. This work is based on an upwind rotor with 3 blades.
2.1.1 Power extracted from the wind
The power extracted from the winds depends on several variables such as air density,
wind speed, rotor rotation and rotor geometry. The definition of extracted power, given by
Busawon [4], is shown un Eq. (1) and represents the mechanical power related to the
rotational behavior of the rotor.

=

1
2

( , )

(1)

is the wind speed, and is the
where
is the air density, is the radius of the rotor,
power coefficient, which depends on the blade tip velocity ratio , the rotor blade geometry
and the number of Reynolds of the flow in relation to the diameter of the rotor [18].
There are expressions for determined numerically, as the one presented by Heier [7],
that brings an approximation in terms of and , as follows:
( , )=

where the term

−

−

−

!

#
" $
%&

(2)

is given by:
=

1
'( ) *

+
− *,-.

(3)

The constants
with / = 1, … ,9 can be modified according to the type of turbine to be
analyzed for better adjustment.
Once the extracted power is determined by Eq. (1), the mechanical input torque of the
turbine is given as presented in Eq.(4).
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2

=

3456

(4)

where ω89: is the speed of the output shaft of the rotor.
2.2

Gearbox

The multiplier box of the wind turbines is responsible for transmitting the mechanical
energy delivered by the rotor shaft to the generator and is necessary for the input speed to be
multiplied to suit the speed required for the electric generator. They are usually made up of
shafts, drive gears and couplings.
The gearbox model developed in this work, shown in Fig. 2, is a commercial model of
the company TGM, with a multiplication system composed of two stages in series of
epicyclic trains.
One train is composed of four planets gears and while the other has three. Fig.2 shows a
schematic picture of the gearbox, whose symbol J< refers to the moment of inertia, Z< the
number of teeth of the gears, m< the masses of the planets gears, r@.< the radius of the Carrier
arms , and φ< the absolute angular displacement of a fixed coordinate. The index i =
1, 2, 3, 4, R , 5, 6, 7, R , 8 correspond to the rotor, carrier (2), planet gears, sun gear and ring
gear of the first stage, carrier (5), planet gears, sun gear and ring gear of the second stage and
the generator, respectively. K , K , K refers to the stiffness of each shaft.

Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the gearbox TGM.
Mathematical modeling is performed by applying the Lagrange equations, and
considering totally rigid bodies (except axles) and all rotational only motions (except
planetary gears that have tangential translation movements to the sun gears).
Considering the gear ratios K, using the number of teethL andLof the gears shown in Eq.
5, we have the kinematic relations (Eq. 6), used in the system model [15].
K = 1 − (L 1/L3)K = 1 + (Zr1/Z4)

K = 1 − (L 2/L6)K = 1 + (L 2/L7)
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OP = K OP OP = K OP

(6)

OP = K OP Q OP R = K OP Q

Simplifying the equations of the system, using the relations shown in Eq. 6, we obtain the
system of only 4 degrees of freedom.
Eq. (7) shows the four equations of motion for the multiplier set.
O : T OU + V O − V O = 2

− W atan (OP e ) −

OP +

OP

+ 4T K + T K ]OU + ^V + K V ]O − V O − K V OQ =
O : [T + 4\
P
)OQ
−W atan (O ! ) − OP − ( + K

OQ : ^TQ + 3\

+ 3T K + TR K ]OU Q + ^V + K V ]OQ − K V O − K V O_
= −W atan (OQ !P ) + (K OQP ) − + K
+ (K O_P )

O_ : T_ OU _ + V O_ − K V OQ = 2`

2.3

(7)

Q

4

− W atan (O_P ! ) −

O_P + (K OP )

Generator

The generator considered in this work is asynchronous generator of permanent magnets
(permanent magnet synchronous generator, PMSG). These generators have high performance
and have no slip rings or windings, that are replaced by magnetic elements [2].
Using the mathematical model that defines the dynamics of the generator (synchronous of
three-phase protruding poles), the equations of movement of the generator as a function of /a
e /b can be represented by Eq. (8), as detailed by Vásques [19].
/a = (cd + ca )

e/a
kl
= −(gd + gh )/a + icd + cb j
3
ef
2

/b

e/b
kl
kl
/b = icd + cb j
= −(gd + gh )/b − (cd + ca )
OP _ /a −
3
ef
2
2

(8)
m

where/a and/b are the currents in the direct axis and the quadrature axis of the generator
respectively, 3 is the velocity of the output shaft of the multiplier and m
é is the
magnetic coupling flux of the generator.
In a wind turbine, a value of much interest in the project is the power generated. The
active power of the generator is given by Eq. 9:

6n

3
= (
2

a /a

+

b /b )

(9)

Another important value is the electrical power that was actually converted from the
mechanical power. The electromechanical power of the generator is given by the expression,
Eq. (10):
o

= 3 (ma /b −mb /a )
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where3 is the electric angular velocity and ma andmb are the direct and quadrature magnetic
fluxes respectively.
The power generated is the product of the mechanical speed 3
torque2` 4 .

with the electric

In this way, the expression for the generator torque shown in Eq.11:
2`

3

4

=

3k
^m
4

/b + ica − cb j/a /b ]

(11)

ROTOR-GEARBOX-GENERATOR MODEL COUPLED

Attaching the mechanical (Eqs. 4 e 6) and electrical (Eqs. 8 e 11) parts and considering
the state variables{p , p , p , p , pQ , p , pR , p_ , pq , p } = {O , OP , O , OP , OQ , OQP , O_ , O_P , /a , /b },
the equations of motion can be rewritten as a set of first-order differential equations, Eq. (12).
Note that the angular velocity 3
is variable OP _ while the speed of the rotor,ω89: , is
variable OP .
pP = p
− p +
pP =

pP = p
− p −(
pP =

pP Q = p
K p
pP =

−(

pP R = p_
Kp −
pP _ =
pP q =
pP

=

p − W atan (p ! ) − V p + V p + 2
T

+K

)p + K p
− W atan (p ! ) − ^V + K V ]p + V p + K V pQ
T + 4\
+ 4T K + T K

+K

)p + K p_ − W atan (p ! ) + K V p − ^V + K V ]pQ + K V pR
TQ + 3\ Q + 3T K + TR K

p_ − W atan (p_ ! ) − V pR + V K pQ − 2`
T_
s
)p
−(gd + gh q + (cd + cb ) t p_ p

(12)

4

(cd + ca )
s
s
−(gd + gh )p − (cd + ca ) t p_ pq − t p_ m
icd + cb j

The efficiency of the system is also a very important parameter of analysis in the design
of a wind turbine. It indicates how much electrical energy can be obtained given an input
power. Efficiency is obtained by calculating the ratio of the active power 6 n , given by Eq.
9, and the mechanical input power,
, as shown in Eq. 13.
u=

6n
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4

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE COMPLETE SYSTEM

Analysis is carried out by numerical integration of Eq. (12)using Runge-Kutta of 4th
order. Gearbox parameters are provided by TGM and presented in Table 1. Generator
parameters are the same used by Tucunaré project [19], as presented in Table 2.

Element

Mass
(kg)

Total Inertia
(kg.m²)

Diameter
(mm)

Stiffness
(N/m)

Viscous
Damping
(N/m)

Input axis 1

--

--

--

1.468210_

7.3411x10

Carrier 2

--

J2=160.9612

676

--

--

Gears
Planets 3

20.64

J3=8.7649

--

--

--

Solar gear 4

--

J4=2.2026

--

--

--

Axis 2

--

--

--

0.4203x10_

2.1015x10

Carrier 5

--

J5=53.0721

588

--

--

Gears
Planets 6

11.0867

J6=3.2232

--

--

--

Solar gear 7

--

J7=0.1765

--

--

--

Axis 3

--

--

--

0.0483x10_

0.2417x10

Generator

--

J8=22.2548

--

--

--

Table 1.TGM gearbox Components information.

Gearbox
efficiency
u

Gear
ratio

Inductance
ca

Resistance
gx

1

10

0,00899995
H

0,0218463
ohm

Magnetic
Flux
m

Number
of pole
pairs

4,759 Wb

12

Table 2.Input data for the generator [19].

Initially the frequency response is evaluated by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
considering the free response of the system. Four different cases are simulated, two
considering the mechanical part alone (one with high and other with low damping) and two
for the complete model described previously (one with high and other with low damping).
The idea of considering at first only the mechanical part is analyze the influence of coupling
the electrical part.
For each case, 4 simulations of the free system with respect to the time are performed. In
each simulation one of the initial displacements (related to T , T , TQ , T_ ) has a nonzero value
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equal to 1 radian. The frequency response is calculated to each one of the 4 free responses
and the results consists in the sum of all FFTs.
Considering only the mechanical part alone, Figure 3 presents the frequency response to
high (A) and low (B) damping. Low damping is considered as 1% of the high damping. From
Figure (B) we observe 3 peaks related to natural frequencies, as expected (the zero frequency
related to rigid body motion was not activated). When the damping is higher, second and third
peaks become together and smaller in amplitude and only one peak is pronounced.

Figure 3. FFT of mechanical alone: (A) High damping; (B) low damping.
Figure 4 shows frequency response for the complete model considering the same
damping coefficients used in the results obtained in Figure 3. For the coupled model with
smaller damping coefficient, one can observe the presence of some small peaks between the
natural frequencies as highlighted in Figure 4B. Note that natural frequency refers to the
model that considers only the mechanical part alone. The presence of these small peaks is due
to the electric coupling of the generator, that presents nonlinearity.
The results presented in Figures 3 and 4 are one preliminary. Note that system response
was considered free, thus, the generator is not really operating. By considering the frequency
response when the system is operational, we guess that the influence on the frequency
response will be accentuated.

Figure 4. FFT of complete system: (A) high damping; (B) low damping .
At this point, the dynamic behavior of the complete system is of concern. It is considered
a wind speed input as shown in Figure 4. In addition, zero initial conditions are considered for
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all state variables except for the rotor angular velocity,OP , equal to 2,35m/s, corresponding to
the velocity that generates the maximum for the angle = 5°and a wind speed of 15m/s.
Figures 6 and 7 show the angular displacements and velocities of the transmission system
components for the wind profile considered in Figure 5. Figure 8 shows mechanical and
electrical torques presented by the rotor and the generator, respectively, while Figure 9 shows
mechanical, active and electromechanical power. Figures 10 and 11 show the efficiency of the
transmission system and the power coefficient, . Finally, Figures 12 and 13 show the
currents and voltages in the quadrature axes qand direct axis d, respectively, of the generator.

Figure 5. Wind speed input.

Figure6. Angular displacement of transmission system components.
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Figure7. Angular velocity of the transmission system components.
It is observed that for wind velocities of 15 to 20m/s, the turbine presents a satisfactory
operation after a transient period, as shown in Figure 7. When the speed decreases to 10m/s,
the turbine does not stabilize and the angular speeds of the casing components oscillate,
resulting in undesired behavior.When the wind speed decreases further, now to 5m/s, the inlet
torque becomes insufficient to keep the turbine running.

Figure 8.Mechanical and electrical torques of the complete model.
We observed in Fig. 9 that between 800 and 1000 seconds, where the wind speed is
10m/s, the active power is greater than the mechanical input power. This results in an
efficiency greater than 1, indicating a physical incoherence.
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Figure 9.Mechanical, electrical and active powers of the complete model.
It is observed from Fig. 10 that the efficiency of the turbine is higher in the case of wind
velocity equal to 15m/s than when it is 20m/s, showing that not always the higher wind speed
results in a higher power coefficient.

Figure10. Efficiency of the transmission system.

Figure11. Power Coefficient

.

stabilizes in very low values, less than 0.3. It is possible to
In Fig.11 we observe that
improve the performance of the system by applying appropriate control to obtain an ideal
blade tip speed, .
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Figure12. Currents/a e /b for the complete model

Figure13. Voltages za e zb for the complete model
From Figs. 12 and 13, we observe that the currents and voltages remain stable for the first
two wind speed variations. Near 1000 seconds of analysis, it is observed that the system
destabilizes until it stops when the wind speed reaches 5m/s.
5

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a mathematical model for the electromechanical transmission system
of a wind turbine, including three main components: rotor, multiplier gearbox and generator.
From the analysis in the frequency domain, we observe that when the electrical part is
coupled to the mechanical, small peaks appears between the natural frequencies (being natural
frequency related to the linear model that considers only the mechanical part).The
nonlinearity that comes with the electrical coupling may be responsible for these peaks. The
dynamical analysis in time allow a detailed analysis of each component of the system. The
development of the complete model allows a more realistic dynamic analysis
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Abstract. The influence of the structural pounding on the seismic behaviour of reinforced
concrete structures designed to EC2 and EC8 with non-equal story heights is investigated. In
these cases the slabs of the diaphragms of the short stiffer structure hit the columns of the
other adjacent structure at points within their deformable heights. Further it is quite usual
seismically induced oscillations of a structure in a block of buildings in city center to be partly restrained in lateral displacements and therefore torsional behaviour to be introduced during an earthquake excitation. In this work the case of an 8-story reinforced concrete building
that suffers inter-story pounding in a non-symmetric way is studied. Pounding occurs only in
one (case 1) or in two (case 2) columns of the structure whereas the other columns are free to
move without restrictions and therefore a torsional behavior is produced. The slabs of the
short stiff structure hit the columns of an 8-story frame structure at a height equal to 2/3 of
their deformable length. Nonlinear dynamic step-by-step analysis and special purpose elements are employed for the needs of this study. Pounding cases with torsional effect between
structures with non-equal story levels and different total heights for three excitations are
studied and results in terms of displacements, torsional rotations, shear forces, ductility requirements are presented and commented. The results clearly show that high capacity requirements in terms of torsional moments and column shear strength are developed due to the
asymmetric inter-story pounding. Furthermore from the results it can also be deduced that the
columns that suffer the hit develop high shear requirements that exceed the available capacity
during the step-by-step seismic response of the structures.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Based on reports of field observations after numerous destructive earthquakes all over the
world, it can be concluded that pounding is frequently observed when strong earthquakes
strike big cities and densely populated urban areas [1],[2],[3]. Moreover the high cost of land
in densely populated metropolitan cities and the small lot sizes make the seismic separation
requirements not always easy to apply.
Karayannis and Fotopoulou (1998) [4] examined various cases of structural pounding between multistory reinforced concrete structures designed according to the Eurocodes 2 and 8.
The work is based on non-linear dynamic step-by-step analysis and its purpose was to present
initial results for the influence of some critical pounding parameters on the ductility requirements of the columns and to examine the possibility of taking into account the pounding effect during the design process according to EC2 to EC8.
Further in city centers with large blocks densely filled with buildings the land lots are
mostly not equal nor alike in plan geometry henceforth it is very likely adjacent buildings in a
block to be partly and in a non-symmetric way in contact to each other. Consequently it is
quite usual seismically induced oscillations of a structure in a block to be partly restrained in
lateral displacements and therefore a torsional movement to be introduced in the building during an earthquake excitation. This phenomenon can be referred to as asymmetric pounding.
Considering that (i) pounding is a frequent cause of structural damage that under certain
conditions it can lead to collapse initiation, (ii) the problem has not yet been studied effectively especially for the case of colliding structures with non-equal inter-story heights, (iii) according to the new design codes (Eurocodes 2 and 8, ACI 318) flexible frame structures prone
to structural pounding can be designed and (iv) seismically induced oscillations of a structure
in a block of buildings in a city center is likely to be partly restrained in lateral displacements
and therefore torsional behaviour to be introduced; in this paper an attempt to study the influence of the asymmetric structural pounding on the ductility and shear requirements for reinforced concrete structures with different story heights is presented. This phenomenon can be
referred to as asymmetric inter-story pounding.
The examined structures are multistory reinforced concrete frames with unequal total
heights and different story heights designed according to the codes EC2 and EC8. In these
very common pounding cases the slabs of the diaphragms of the short stiffer structure hit the
columns of the other structure at a point within the deformable height.
In this work more than fifty pounding cases for three different seismic excitations each are
examined. The examined cases include pounding cases between an 8-story reinforced structure designed to EC2 and EC8 and a shorter structure with ns stories where ns=1,2,3,4,5,6,7
and 8. The heights of the story levels of the multistory structures are not the same with the
ones of the second structure. These cases are sorted into two series based on the level of the
asymmetry introduced in an 8-story building due to pounding. In series 1 pounding cases with
high asymmetry are included since pounding takes place between only one external column of
the 8-story building and one column of the adjacent shorter structure. In series 2 pounding
takes place between two columns of the 8-story building and two columns of the adjacent
shorter structure. Each pounding case first is examined considering that the interacting structures are in contact from the beginning (gap distance dg=0) and further it is examined considering that there is a gap distance equal to 1 or 2 cm (dg=1 and 2 cm) between the structures.
Nonlinear dynamic step-by-step analysis and special purpose elements are employed for the
needs of this study.
The results clearly show that high capacity requirements in terms of torsional moments and
column shear strength are developed due to the asymmetric inter-story pounding. Furthermore
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from the results it can also be deduced that the columns that suffer the hit develop high shear
requirements that exceed the available capacity during the step-by-step seismic response of
the structures.
2

MODEL IDEALIZATION OF POUNDING

The pounding between adjacent structures with different total heights that are partly in
contact to each other in a non-symmetric way is studied (fig. 1a). This configuration implies
that the seismic oscillations of the tall building is laterally only partly restrained by the other
structure and therefore a torsional movement is introduced in the building during an earthquake excitation. Henceforth in the examined cases pounding between adjacent structures introduces significant plan asymmetry in the building in terms of lateral stiffness distribution.

Structure B
8th floor

Structure A

Structure A

7th floor

6th floor

Case 1
C1

5th floor

Case 2
C2

4th floor

E

dg

2nd floor

x

C5

1st floor

h

Case 1; one column pounding
Case 2; two columns pounding

Structure B

y

Structure B

3rd floor

Structure A

(a) Plan view of structures in contact in a nonsymmetric way. Asymmetric pounding.

(b) Actual condition and model idealization of the
pounding problem. Inter-story pounding.

Figure 1: Plan view of structures in contact in a non-symmetric way and model idealization of the pounding between buildings with different story heights. Asymmetric inter-story pounding.

It is considered that one flexible multistory building (Structure A in fig. 1) is in contact or
in close proximity to one less flexible shorter structure (Structure B in fig. 1). If there is a gap
distance between these structures collisions can only occur when the lateral displacements of
the structures exceed the pre-defined gap distance (dg). The influence of the gap size on the
pounding effects is also investigated.
As it can be shown in fig. 1a two cases of asymmetric pounding are examined. In case 1
the lateral displacement of one column (column C1) of the 8-story building (structure A) is
restrained in the x-direction only towards the adjacent structure (structure B); whereas in case
2 the lateral displacements of two columns (columns C1 and C2) are restraint. In both cases
torsional movement is introduced in the structure under consideration (structure A) due to the
plan asymmetry caused by the restraints imposed by the pounding between the adjacent structures.
The heights of the storey levels of the two structures are not equal (figure 1b). In this very
common case the slabs of the diaphragms of each structure hit the columns of the other struc-
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ture at a point within their deformable height. This phenomenon is especially intense at the
contact point of the upper storey level of the short stiffer structure with the corresponding column of the tall building. The actual condition and the model idealization of this pounding case
are shown in fig. 1b. Contact points are taken into account at the levels of the floor slabs of
the short structure. Analyses have been performed using time steps of the order of 1=1000 to
1=10000 in order to achieve numerical stability and to adequately reproduce higher mode response excited by the short-duration impacts. Contact points are taking into account at the
levels of the floor slabs of the short structure (fig. 1b). Nevertheless, from the analyses of the
examined pounding cases it has been found that the response of the interacting structures is
mainly influenced by the position and the characteristics of the contact point at the short structure’s top floor. The influence of the other contact points on the results proved to be negligible
in the examined cases. The same conclusion also holds, more or less, for the examined cases
with non-zero initial distance gap.
Nevertheless, in the following analyses and results, the influence of the pounding effect
through all floor contact point on the behaviour of the structures and on the response and ductility requirements of the columns is examined.
3

CONTACT ELEMENT

Axial force

compression

Collisions are simulated using special purpose contact elements that become active when
the corresponding nodes come into contact.

Initial gap
dg

i

j

Stiffness

Stiffness
Initial gap (dg)

tension

Stand off (+)
(gap opening)

dg

Shortening (-)

Distance x between the structures

Figure 2: Contact elements

The response of the contact elements is shown in fig.2. The negative direction of the Xaxis represents the condition that the buildings move away from each other. In the positive
direction of the X-axis there are two parts in order to simulate the actual behaviour of the
structures in case there is an initial small gap distance (dg) between them. It is possible that
the structures move one towards the other but the displacements are small and the existing gap
is not covered. In this case the contact element remains non-active and the buildings continue
to vibrate independently. In the case that the structures move one towards the other and the
sum of the displacements of the two structures bridge the existing gap or the structures are in
contact from the beginning (dg=0) then the contact element responds as a spring with large
stiffness.
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4

ANALYSIS MODEL OF STRUCTURES

The frame structural system of the tall structure consists of beams and columns. Each
structure is modeled as a 3D assemblage of non-linear elements connected at nodes. Each
node has six degrees of freedom. The mass is lumped at the mass center of each floor. Each
structure responds dynamically and vibrates independently. In the cases the interacting structures have equal story heights collisions occur when the lateral displacements of the structures
at the floor levels exceed the predefined gap distance (dg) between the two structures. In the
cases that the heights of the interacting structures are not equal (inter-story pounding) the
slabs of the shorter structure hit the corresponding columns of the 8-story building at points
within their deformable length (fig. 1).
The computer program used in this work is the program package ETABS2000. The finite
element mesh used here for the modeling of each structure utilizes an one-dimensional element for each structural member. The element is a common lumped plasticity beam-column
model that considers the inelastic behaviour concentrated in zero-length “plastic hinges” at
the element’s ends. An interaction 3D surface N-Mx-My is employed for the check of the elastic or plastic response of the zero-length plastic hinges.
5

POUNDING CASES

More than fifty pounding cases have been studied for the needs of this work. Each one is
subjected to three different natural seismic excitations having been selected so that their spectra fit properly with the design spectrum used for the design of the 8-story building.
In the inter-story pounding cases it is considered that the pounding takes place at points of
the deformable height of the columns of the more flexible 8-storey frame structure. It is expected that the important problem in the case of inter-floor pounding of reinforced concrete
structures is the development of critical shear state, since in these cases the demands of flexural ductility can more safely be satisfied. Furthermore, the fact that the failure of reinforced
concrete members due to shear is brittle led the investigation of inter-floor pounding to the
examination of the developing shear forces and their comparisons to the corresponding shear
strength. Pounding at the mid-height of the column produces two column parts with equal
flexural moments that may be flexurally critical parts. Further in any case the two parts of the
column (the upper and the down part) suffer the same shear force which is equal to half of the
impact force. Thus pounding cases at points of the column different to the mid-height creates
a long part that may be flexurally critical and leads to a short shear critical column part.
Therefore the contact points of the two structures in the examined cases lie at 2/3 of the height
of the columns of the 8-story building; thus hA = 2/3 h in Fig. 1b.
The examined cases are sorted into two series based on the level of the asymmetry that is
induced in the 8-story building due to the pounding.
Series 1 includes pounding cases with high asymmetry (case 1 in fig. 1a) where pounding
takes place between only one column of the 8-story building (column C1 in fig. 1a) and one
column of the adjacent short and stiff structure. In series 2 (case 2 in fig. 1a) pounding takes
place between two columns of the 8-story building (columns C1 and C2 in fig. 1a) and two
columns of the adjacent short and stiff structure.
Thus both series include asymmetric pounding cases between the 8-story and an adjacent
very stiff structure which has ns story levels; where ns =1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 stories.
Each one of the pounding cases of both series first is examined considering that the interacting structures are in contact from the beginning (gap distance dg=0); further each pounding
case is examined considering that between the interacting structures there is a gap distance
equal to 1 and 2 cm (dg=1 and 2 cm).
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6

RESULTS AND COMMENTS

The results and the conclusions deduced from the analyses of each series include the observed overall response of the multistory frame in terms of the induced torsional behavior and
its repercussions on the developing capacity requirements of the columns. Therefore results
for the shear demands and shear capacity of the columns are also presented and commented
upon. Special attention has been given to the response of the columns of the story of the multistory frame where the pounding takes place.
6.1 Torsional behavior
Torsional oscillation is observed in the 8-story building due to the asymmetric inter-story
pounding that occurs between it and the adjacent shorter and stiff structure. The time histories
of the developing torsional moment at the base floor of the 8-story building during the seismic
excitation due to asymmetric inter-story pounding (fig. 1) with a single-story very stiff structure for pounding cases 1 and 2 are presented in fig. 3. Similarly the time histories of the developing torsional moment at the base floor of the 8-story building due to asymmetric interstory pounding with a 3-story very stiff structure for pounding cases 1 and 2 are presented in
fig. 4.

Torsional moment at the base story
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Figure 3: Time history of the torsional moment at the base floor due to asymmetric inter-story pounding for
cases 1 and 2 between the 8-story building and a single story stiff structure.

Further in figs. 3 and 4 the time history of the corresponding torsional moment at the base
floor of the 8-story building during the same seismic excitation without pounding is also included for comparison reasons. From this figures (fig. 3 and 4) it can clearly be deduced that
asymmetric type inter-story pounding causes significant torsional movement and high value
torsional moments in the 8-story building although its plan view is symmetric and in the cases
it vibrates without the pounding effect it presents insignificant torsional moment and consequently no torsional movement.
From the results it is also deduced that the torsional movement which is induced due to the
asymmetric pounding highly influences the distribution of the developing shear forces in the
columns [5]. High shear forces are developed in the columns in the direction normal to the
earthquake direction although the plan view of the building is symmetric in both directions.
In fig. 5 the observed maximum torsional rotations of all stories of the 8-story building
(8RC) due to asymmetric pounding cases 1 and 2 are presented.
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Figure 4: Time history of the torsional moment at the base floor due to asymmetric inter-story pounding for
cases 1 and 2 between the 8-story building and a 3-story stiff structure.
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Figure 5: Maximum Torsional rotations of all stories of the 8-story building (8RC) due to asymmetric pounding
(cases 1 and 2).

6.2 Columns that suffer the pounding - Shear force time histories
Time history for the developing shear force of the column C1 that suffers the pounding hit
at the base floor of the 8-story building for pounding case 1 between the 8-story and a single
story very stiff structure is presented in fig. 6 and is compared to the shear force time history
of the same column for the response of the building without pounding. It can easily be concluded from fig. 6 that the developing shear forces in the case of inter-story pounding are significantly higher than the corresponding ones in the case that the building responds without
pounding problems.
The ratio pv of the maximum shear force Vx,max,ip developing in the x-direction in the case
of asymmetric inter-story pounding (ip) to the maximum shear force Vx,max in the case that
the building responds without pounding effect may point out the significance of problem.
Thus the ratio pv1 for the case 1 and the ratio pv2 for the case 2 are 8.8 and 5.7, respectively.
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Based on these values it can easily be obtained that when inter-story pounding occurs the developing shears are very high compared to the expected ones without the pounding problem.
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Figure 6: Time history of the shear force of Column C1 that suffers the hit (upper part) at the base floor due to
asymmetric inter-story pounding for case 1 between the 8-story building and a single story stiff structure.
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Figure 7: Time history of the shear force of Column C1 that suffers the hit (upper part) at the 3rd floor due to
asymmetric inter-story pounding for case 1 between the 8-story building and a 3- story stiff structure.

Furthermore in fig. 7 time history for the developing shear force of the column C1 that suffers the pounding hit at the 3rd floor of the 8-story building for pounding case 1 between the
8-story and a 3-story stiff structure is presented in fig. 7 and is compared to the shear force
time history of the same column for the response of the building without pounding. It can easily be concluded from fig. 7 that the developing shear forces in the case of inter-story pounding are significantly higher than the corresponding ones in the case that the building responds
without pounding problems.
The ratio pv1 for the case 1 and pv2 for the case 2 are 9.2 and 3.5, respectively. Based on
these values it can easily be obtained that when inter-story pounding occurs the developing
shears are very high compared to the expected ones without the pounding problem.
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6.3 Columns that suffer the pounding - Shear force capacity
In figs. 8a and b the developing shear force values at the upper part of the column C1 at the
base floor of the 8-story building for pounding with a single story stiff structure and for cases
1 and 2, respectively, are presented and compared to the ones of the available shear strength.
In these figures the pairs of the observed shear force V - axial force N for all the time steps of
the performed dynamic step-by-step analysis are presented and compared to the limits of the
available strength. The red line represents the strength limits for each pair of V - N for the
limit state of Significant Damage (SD) whereas the blue line the strength limits for the Near
Collapse (NC) limit state.
It can be observed that in both asymmetric pounding cases (case 1 and case 2) there are
pairs V - N values that lie outside the line limit of the available strength. It means that there
are time periods during the seismic response of the building within which the developing
shear forces exceed the available shear capacity and therefore a potential of a local shear brittle failure can be expected.
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Figure 8: Asymmetric inter-story pounding between the 8-story building and a single story very stiff structure.
Shear force V - axial force N pairs of observed values for all the time steps of the performed dynamic step-bystep analysis are presented and compared to the limits of the available strength.

Similarly in figs. 9a and b the developing shear force values at the upper part of the column
C1 that suffers the hit at the 3rd floor of the 8-story building for pounding with a 3-story stiff
structure for the cases 1 and 2, respectively, are presented and compared to the ones of the
available shear strength.
It can be observed that in both asymmetric pounding cases (case 1 and case 2) there are
pairs V - N values that lie outside the line limit of the available strength. It means that there
are time periods during the seismic response of the building within which the developing
shear forces exceed the available shear capacity and therefore a potential of a local shear brittle failure can be expected.
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Figure 9: Asymmetric inter-story pounding between the 8-story building and a 3-story story very stiff structure.
Shear force V - axial force N pairs of observed values for all the time steps of the performed dynamic step-bystep analysis are presented and compared to the limits of the available strength.

6.4 Ductility requirements
Pounding induced torsional vibration changes the ductility requirements of the columns
and significantly increases the ductility requirements of the column that experiences the hit
due to the inter-story pounding between the adjacent structures.
The ductility requirements of column C1 of the 8-story building in all floor levels for interstory pounding with a single story stiff structure are presented in fig. 10. The presented results
are for pounding cases 1 and 2 and the structures are in contact (dg=0) from the beginning of
the excitation.
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Figure 10: Maximum ductility requirements of column C1 in all floor levels. Comparisons of ductility requirements between pounding (case1) of the 8-story building with a single story structure and the free vibration of the
8-story building (without pounding effect).

The contact points lie at 2/3 of the height of the columns of the 8-story building (inter-story
pounding); thus hA = 2/3 h in Fig. 1b. The results are compared with the corresponding ones
of the same column for the same seismic excitation without pounding effect.
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It can be observed that column C1 at the base floor where pounding takes place exhibits
significantly increased ductility requirements in comparison with the ones of the same column
for the same excitation without pounding effect.
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Figure 11: Maximum ductility requirements of column C1 in all floor levels. Comparisons of ductility requirements between pounding (case1) of the 8-story building with a 3-story structure and the free vibration of the 8story building (without pounding effect).

Similarly in Fig. 11 the ductility requirements of column C1 of the 8-story building in all
floor levels for inter-story pounding with a 3-story stiff structure, case 1 and dg=0, are presented and compared with the corresponding ones of the same column for the same seismic
excitation without pounding effect. Also in this case it can be observed that column C1 at the
floor where pounding takes place exhibits significantly increased ductility requirements in
comparison with the ones of the same column for the same excitation without pounding effect.
Furthermore it is observed that the column C1 at the 3rd level that suffers the hit exhibits
higher ductility requirements in pounding cases where high asymmetric pounding (case 1)
takes place in comparison with the ones in the cases where medium asymmetric pounding
(case 2) occurs.
Nevertheless it has to be noted that the ductility requirements in the examined cases although substantially high in the cases that pounding takes place do not really exceed the usual
available ductility capacity of reinforced concrete columns designed to Eurocodes 2 and 8.
7

CONCLUSIONS
• Seismically induced interaction between adjacent buildings that are partly and in a nonsymmetric way in contact may introduce significant torsional oscillations. Furthermore in
cases that the story heights of the interacting structures are not equal then the slabs of the
diaphragms of the one structure hit the columns of the other structure at a point within
their deformable height. This type of structural interaction may be referred to as asymmetric inter-story pounding.
• Asymmetric pounding between an 8-story reinforced concrete building with symmetric
plan view and an adjacent shorter structure that has ns floor levels is investigated for
ns=1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and 8 stories. Interaction cases with high (case 1) and medium (case 2)
asymmetric pounding are included in the present study. It has been observed that in general the developing torsion increases as the height (the number of the stories) of the adjacent stiff structure increases.
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• From the presented study it can be concluded that the torsional movement which is induced due to the asymmetric pounding highly influences the distribution of the developing shear forces in the columns. Furthermore high shear forces are developed in the
columns in the direction normal to the earthquake direction although the plan view of the
building is symmetric in both directions.
• Pounding induced torsional vibration changes the ductility requirements of the columns
and significantly increases the ductility requirements of the column that experiences the
hit due to the inter-story pounding between the adjacent structures.
• It is stressed that in all the examined inter-story asymmetric pounding cases during the
step-by-step analyses a great number of time steps have been observed within which the
pairs of the developing shear force - axial force (V - N) values lie well outside the line
limit of the available strength. It means that there are time periods during the seismic response of the building within which the developing shear forces well exceed the available shear capacity and therefore a potential local shear brittle failure is expected.
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Abstract. Soil Structure Interaction (SSI) is a complex phenomenon that may radically change the earthquake response of structural systems, as consequence of the variation of the natural frequency and the damping ratio. One of the most effective
means for evaluating SSI is the use of physical models. In this study the physical
model considered is formed by an oscillator founded on a group of piles embedded in
a horizontally layered deposit of dry sand. The benchmark experimental campaign
was carried out at the Bristol Laboratory for Advanced Dynamics Engineering
(BLADE) at the University of Bristol (UK), financed by the Seismic Engineering Research Infrastructures for European Synergies (SERIES). An accurate parametric
numerical study is performed and the results are discussed. The study investigates
the effects of the dynamic properties of the oscillator on the period elongation and
piles response. By means of advanced numerical analyses the outcomes of the present work provide insights into the quantitative evaluation of period elongation and
the strength of inertial contribute to the bending moment at the pile head, when the
system approaches resonance conditions.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The complex interaction between soil, foundation and superstructure is usually called SoilStructure-Interaction (SSI). In dynamic conditions the effects of such interaction may cause
significant variations of the system response due to the modification of dynamic properties of
both structure and soil as a consequence of the shaking. The main effects of SSI on deep
foundations include: (i) kinematic bending applied along the piles – even in the absence of a
superstructure; (ii) the variation between the free-field ground motion and the motion at the
pile top, that is at the base of the superstructure. From a structural point of view, SSI causes
mainly period elongation and variation of the damping ratio.
An effective way for evaluating SSI is the use of earthquake simulator for testing physical
models, and the employment of such results for the validation of numerical models. In this
paper the numerical model adopted has been validated by means of 1-g shaking table results
from and experimental campaign carried out at the Bristol Laboratory for Advanced Dynamics Engineering (BLADE) at the University of Bristol (UK). This experimental effort was
funded by the Seismic Engineering Research Infrastructures for European Synergies
(SERIES). In order to investigate the effects of the oscillator properties on the SSI, a parametric analysis has been carried out. The inputs considered have been selected from the recent
2016 and 2017 Central Italy sequence and scaled in frequency at the model size. The configuration considered in the parametric study is formed by an oscillator connected to the central
pile. The outcomes of the numerical simulations are presented in terms of period elongation,
maximum relative displacement for the oscillator and bending moments for the pile connected
to the oscillator and the neighboring pile. The parametric study shows that the resonance of
the system soil-foundation, oscillator and input drives the response of all the component of
the system.
2

PHYSICAL MODEL

The physical model considered in this work is formed by a Single-Degree-Of-Freedom
(SDOF) founded on a pile embedded in a bi-layer deposit. This configuration has been selected among others available from an experimental shaking-table campaign carried out at
3mx3m 1-g shaking table of the Bristol Laboratory for Advanced Dynamics Engineering
(BLADE) at the University of Bristol (UK) [1].
2.1 Experimental setup
The physical model (Figure 1) was formed by a group of five piles embedded in a bi-layer
of dry Leighton Buzzard (LB) sand fraction E (Dr = 28%, γd = 13.63 kN/m3) for the top layer
and a mix of 85% of fraction B and 15% of fraction E (Dr = 41%, γd = 17.46 kN/m3) for the
bottom one. The initial stiffness contrast (Gbottom/Gtop), computed experimentally [2], was
equal to 3. Piles were formed by an alloy aluminum tube (E = 7e10 Pa) with thickness t =
0.71 mm, outer diameter D = 22.23 mm and length L = 750 mm. The response of the model
was monitored using accelerometers, Linear Variable Displacement Transformer (LVDT) and
strain gauges. More details about the experimental campaign can be found in Durante et al.
[3].
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Figure 1: Model details (after Durante et al., 2016)

2.2 Numerical model
Based on the physical model described in the previous section, a numerical model has been
developed and implemented in the finite difference element code FLAC2D v.5 [4]. In such
numerical model (Figure 2), soil deposit is modeled using a user-defined hysteretic RambergOsgood constitutive model [5]. The two model parameters of the model are obtained fitting
the model response with experimental Vucetic and Dobry G(γ) and D(γ) curves for zero plasticity index [6]. The structural elements are modeled by means of pile (for the foundation) and
beam elements (for all the SDOF components) implemented in FLAC2D. Pile elements interact with the soil by means of non-linear normal and shear coupling springs. The normal
springs are defined using the Georgiadis et al. [7] analytical method, while the shear springs
properties are obtained from the soils properties [4]. More details about the numerical model
and its validation against the shaking table results can be found in [8].

Figure 2: Numerical model (after Durante et al. 2015 [8])
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2.3 Parametric analysis
In order to investigate the effects of the dynamic properties of the oscillator on the period
elongation and on piles response, a parametric study has been performed. In do doing, two
different sections have been considered for the column (SEC1 and SEC2) and seven different
masses for a total of eight different oscillators (Table 1). The oscillators are connected to the
central pile (Pile 5, Figure 1) and subjected to three scaled ground motion records (Figure 3,
Table 2). The latter strong motion records were selected from the recent seismic sequence of
Central Italy earthquakes (e.g. [9] among others]. The oscillators have been carefully selected
so that the range of variation of the wave parameter (1/ffix·h/Vs [10]) is 0.01 – 0.6. The latter mechanical parameter can be considered as a synthetic index of the structure and soil relative stiffness, in which ffix is the theoretical natural frequency of the fixed base oscillator, h is
the height of the column and Vs is the shear wave velocity of the deposit in the active length
of the pile. It should be noted that SEC1 was assumed equal to the actual section adopted for
the oscillators in the experimental campaign. The Scaling Factor (SF) for the ground motions
is assumed equal to 12, in accordance with the scaling law adopted in the experimental campaign [11].
Total added mass [g]
SEC1
(3x12mm, h=100mm,
E=7e10Pa)
SEC2
(20x20mm, h=50mm,
E=7e10Pa)

600
150
50
1300
550
320
200
150

Table 1: Oscillator details

ID

Event

Magnitude

PGA [g]

NRC

24 August 2016
(Norcia Station)

6.1

0.37

CNE

30 October 2016
(Castel Sant’Angelo Station)

6.5

0.29

AQF

18 January 2017
(L’Aquila –V. Aterno –Ferriera
Station)

5.5

0.13

Table 2: Ground motions adopted
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Figure 3: Original and scaled input adopted (FFTs and time series)

3

MAIN RESULTS

The main results obtained from the parametric analyses are discussed. In the following sections the SSI effects are reported in terms of period elongation and piles response.
3.1 Soil-Structure-Interaction effects
In this work, the elongated period of the oscillator (TSSI) is obtained from the Transfer
Functions (TFs) computed between the displacements recorded at the top of the oscillator and
the one on the free-field surface. The wave parameter is computed considering the shear wave
velocity that corresponds to the level of deformation for the ground motion considered.
The variation of the period elongation (TSSI/Tfix) with the wave parameter are reported in
Figure 4. As expected, the increasing of the period elongation is proportional to the wave pa-
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rameter with a linear variation. It should be noted that it is possible to fit the data using two
different linear equations, one for each group of oscillator considered in this study (SEC1 and
SEC2, Table 1). The linear equation for SEC1 is the same that was obtained experimentally in
[3], while the equation for SEC2 is characterized by the same slope but different constant
term. This outcome suggests that, if it is assumed a linear trend between TSSI/Tfix and 1/, the
slope of the equation is affected by the soil-foundation system, while the constant term is influenced by the column characteristics. This aspect is still under investigation and it will further discussed in future publications.

Figure 4: Period elongation versus wave parameter

Figure 5 shows the variation of the maximum relative displacement of the oscillator, computed as the difference in the time domain between the response at the top and the base of the
oscillator, with the wave parameter. The relative displacement increases with the wave parameter with a different slope for each input. The strong motion that generates the most rapid
increasing of the relative displacement with the wave parameter is CNE, which possesses the
intermediate value of PGA. The observed behavior is related to the frequency content of the
input (Figure 3): the high intensity around the soil deposit frequency (around 30 Hz) induces
effects of resonance that affect the oscillator response.

Figure 5: Oscillator elative displacement versus wave parameter
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3.2 Geotechnical response
The effects of the SSI on piles response are presented in this section with reference to the
pile directly connected to the oscillator (Pile 5, Figure 1) and the lateral pile not connected to
the oscillator (Pile 4, Figure 1) but within the area of influence of pile 5 (the ratio between the
spacing among the piles for the small group (s) and the pile diameter (D) is around 3).
Soil response in the free-field condition for all the configurations is reported in Figure 6 in
terms of absolute maximum acceleration along the depth. The soil response is function only
of the input considered and so the kinematic interaction on the piles is not changing with the
oscillator.

Figure 6: Envelope of absolute acceleration versus depth for the selected ground motions

Figure 7 shows the envelope of the absolute bending moments along depth for Piles 4 and
5 for the configuration considered together with the pure piles kinematic response (Free Head
Pile configuration without oscillator – FHP). Figure 7a shows that despite Pile 4 is not connected to the oscillator, its response is changing with the configuration considered, due to the
short distance to the oscillator (s/D=3). As a result, Pile 4 experiences either an increasing or
decreasing of the response respect to the pure kinematic response (FHP response) depending
to the oscillator considered. This phenomenon is related to the complex combination of resonance effects with soil non-linearity and for this reason it is not trivial to provide a general
rule able to predict such response. This aspect requires further investigations. However, it is
worth noticing that in both piles analyzed the response after the pile active length (that falls in
the first layer of the deposit) results not affected by the inertial interaction at the pile head.
Figures 8 and 9 show the envelope of the absolute bending moments along depth for Piles
4 and 5 for the configuration considered together with the pure piles kinematic response for
the records CNE and AQF, respectively. When considering CNE, the response of Pile 4 (Figure 8a) seems to be affected by the inertial effects of the oscillator only in the top part of it,
but it is not able to affect the kinematic response at the interface between the two layers as it
happens for the motion AQF (Figure 9a). The response of Pile 5 (Figures 7b, 8b and 9b)
shows that: (i) the inertial contribution to the pile response is dissipated at different depths for
the different motion but always within the first layer; and (ii) the oscillator that generates
higher inertial effects is different for each ground motion because of the combination between
the dynamic properties of oscillators and ground motions.
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Figure 7: Envelope of bending moment along Piles 4 (a) and 5 (b) for NRC ground motion

Figure 8: Envelope of bending moment along Piles 4 (a) and 5 (b) for CNE ground motion

Figure 9: Envelope of bending moment along Piles 4 (a) and 5 (b) for AQF ground motion
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4

CONCLUSIONS

A parametric analysis was performed by means of an advance two-dimensional model in
the finite difference element code FLAC2D. The numerical model was based on a physical
model tested on the shaking table of the BLADE laboratory at the University of Bristol. The
physical model was formed by a group of five piles embedded in a bi-layer with several oscillators connected to the central pile. The numerical model accounts for hysteretic constitutive
model for the soil and non linear connection between piles and soil. Three different scaled
ground motion from the recent central Italy earthquake sequence were selected as input in the
numerical model. The main outcomes of this work are:
 The numerical results of the Soil-Structure-Interaction in terms of TSSI/Tfix and 1/are in
good agreement with the experimental results;
 For the evaluation of the Soil-Structure-Interaction, the relation between TSSI/Tfix and 1/
can be considered linear for each group of section considered. The equations obtained
from the fitting of the numerical results show that the slope coefficient of the equation is
affected by the soil-foundation system, while the constant term is influenced by the column characteristics;
 The relative displacement of the oscillator increases with the wave parameter with a different slope for each ground motion, with the maximum response for the input with a
significant frequency content around the natural frequency of the deposit;
 For Pile 4 the comparison between the FHP configuration with the configuration with the
oscillator shows that the inertial effect affects its response for a depth that is related to the
ground motion considered but always within the active length of the pile (first layer);
 For Pile 5 the inertial effects caused by the oscillators are dissipated at different depths
for each ground motion (within the first layer) and the resonance mechanisms activated
for each test generates different responses in terms of bending moment at the pile head.
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Abstract. The dynamic analysis of a historic water is attempted taking into consideration the
fluid-structure-soil interaction. The water tank is cylindrical with a concentric manhole and
rests on a relatively flexible structure and a ring of surface foundations. A FEM model of the
tower and the structure is developed preserving all the details of the original structure. Extensive parametric studies, undertaken in the context of this work, resulted in a discrete model
for the hollow water tank along the lines of the convective-impulsive mass concept. Related
non-dimensional charts are shown herein. In addition, a discrete spring-mass-damper model
is used for the simulation of soil-structure interaction. The full model of the water tower is
subjected to seismic excitation and the results obtained by this rigorous numerical model are
compared to other simplified approaches.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The water tower under investigation was designed by the famous Italian engineer Pier Luigi Nervi for the Santa Maria Novella Station in Florence, introducing several innovations in
comparison to other similar structures of the same era. It was constructed in 1930 and is still
in use. Figure 1 shows a view of the structure and representative plans [1,2].

Figure 1. View and plans of the water tower at Santa Maria Novella Station in Florence
[1,2].
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The motivation for this study comes from a similar work by Sorace, Terenzi & Mori [2]
and the particular way they model the circular water tank with the coaxial manhole, although
this was not the focus of their work. They based their model on the discrete impulsiveconvective Housner [3,4] approach for circular tanks, without manhole. To this, they added
some arbitrary modifications, i.e. subtracting the volume of the manhole from the total water
volume and, thus, calculating an equivalent water mass corresponding to an idealized circular
tank of reduced water content. Although this approximation appears, more or less, adequate
for the geometry and water level of the particular structure, it certainly violates the intrinsic
hydrodynamic characteristics of such structures, in general, since the physical presence of the
manhole is ignored. With this in mind, the authors of this work set out to perform a parametric study for water tanks with coaxial manholes based on a rigorous FEM model. The results
of this study are compared to those obtained in [2] and some interesting conclusions are
drawn. Finally, a complete analysis of the water tower at the Santa Maria Novella Station is
presented (a) using a rigorous FEM model for the structure and the water-structure interaction
and (b) taking in addition into account the interaction of the above system with the soil. The
results of this analyses are also compared to those obtained using the approximate approach
presented in [2].
2

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF CIRCULAR TANKS WITH COAXIAL MANHOLES

The geometry and a FEM model of a circular, full water tower with a manhole are shown
in figure 2. In all cases examined in this eigenanalysis, the concrete walls of the outside and
the inside (manhole) shells are considered rigid and, for the purposes of this parametric study
aiming at computing the dynamic characteristics of the liquid content, of negligible mass.

Figure 2. Geometry and FEM model of circular water tank with manhole.
The results of the modal analysis of the tank are shown in figure 3, where (a) the 1st eigenfrequency of the water, (b) the 1stconvective mass M1, and (c) the corresponding con-
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vective mass height H1 are plotted in a non-dimensional form versus the ratio r/R, i.e. the
radius of the manhole to the that of the tank, as shown in figure 2. In all cases, g is the acceleration of gravity, Mw is the total mass of water and Hw the total height of water in the
tank. The results obtained by the rigorous FEM model are plotted along with those of the
approximate approach used in [2]. In an effort to verify the accuracy of the above solutions,
results for r=0, i.e. a cylindrical tank without a manhole, as obtained from the analytic solution provided in Ref. [5], are also shown in figure 3, for all ratios of Hw/R.
1st eigenmode

Figure 3. Non-dimesional of 1st eigenfrequency and corresponding convective
mass and convective mass height versus the ratio of r/R for several values of Hw/R.
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On the basis of the results shown in figure 3 it is concluded that (a) as it should be expected, the difference between the rigorous FEM model and the approach adopted in Ref. [2]
increases as the ratio r/R increases, (b) the differences between the two approaches also increase as the height Hw of the water increases in comparison to the radius R of the tank. These
differences are in all cases substantial, except for Hw/R=1 where a good agreement between
the ratio M1/Mw appears for all values of r/R. Of course, both approaches converge well at the
limit value of r/R=0.05/3 to those provided in Ref. [5] for simple cylindrical tanks. However,
for the particular water tank resting on the tower at the Santa Maria Novella Station, where
r/R=0.5/3 and Hw/R=1.2 (approximately) the approximate approach of Ref. [2] presents an
error, as compared to the rigorous FEM model, of about 23% with respect to the 1st eigenfrequency, 15% with respect to the ratio M1/Mw, and 10% as far as the ratio H1/Hw is concerned.
3

SEISMIC RESPONSE OF WATER TOWER AT SANTA MARIA NOVELLA
STATION

As a first step towards a practical seismic analysis, the entire water tower at Santa Maria
Novella Station, actual structure and full water tank, is subjected to a horizontal seismic excitation. The seismic record chosen is an artificial accelerogram compatible with the design
spectrum of Eurocode 8 for soil category C and damping 5%, with PGA=0.4g and duration
20sec. The fitting of the artificial accelerogram to the target spectrum is made via the iterative
procedure introduced in [6]. A 6% of critical damping is assumed for the concrete structure.
The analysis is performed using (a) a full FEM model, including the fluid in the tank, and (b)
a FEM model for the concrete structure and the approximate discrete model proposed in [2]
for the fluid. The 1st period of the structure is computed at 2.87sec using the FEM model and
2.58 sec using the approach in Ref. [2]. Certainly the high value of the 1st period is attributed
to the convective fluid mass which accounts for about 30% of the total water mass, and the
remaining impulsive mass, since the 1st period of the rather flexible concrete structure, with
an empty tank, is 0.94sec. The response versus time of the water tower, in terms of displacement at the top of the structure and base shear, is shown in figure 4.

Figure 4. Displacement at the top and base shear of the water tower at Santa Maria Novella Station versus time
due to a seismic excitation compatible with the design spectra of EC-8.
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Although for this structure, the differences in peak absolute values in terms of displacements and base shear do not seem large, the differences in the dynamic characteristics used by
the two approaches (see discussion in previous section) become evident. Of course, the FEM
model takes effectively into consideration all eigenmodes of the sloshing fluid (at least those
“allowed” by the particular choice of time step) while in the approximate discrete model of
Ref. [2] only the 1st mode is included. As it is shown in the literature, e.g. Refs [5,7], the 2nd
and higher sloshing modes are of negligible importance and can safely be ignored for all practical purposes.
In a second step, the effect of soil-structure interaction is considered. To this extend, a discrete spring-mass system is introduced at the base of the foundation of the FEM model. The
water tower under investigation is supported by 6 footings, at the base of each column, closely arranged and connected rigidly at their top by circular beam. For the purposes of this study,
the foundation is simulated as a rigid circular ring resting on a soil medium with shear wave
velocity around 280m/sec (an arbitrary guess for the actual soil conditions). The spring and
damping constants are computed following the approach proposed in Ref. [8]. Further details
for the FEM simulation of the structure and the foundation model can be found in Ref. [9].
The same artificial accelerogram is used as in the previous paragraph. As it is expected, a
relative increase in the top displacement and a decrease in the base shear, as compared to
fixed base conditions, are observed when the SSI phenomenon is taken into account.

Figure 4. A comparison study between fixed base and SSI conditions in terms of displacement at the top
and base shear of the water tower at Santa Maria Novella Station due to a seismic excitation
compatible with the design spectra of EC-8.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

A FEM rigorous model is developed for the study of the structure-fluid interaction of cylindrical tanks with a coaxial manhole. The results of these analyses are compared to those
obtained by an approximate approach where the hydrodynamic effects due to structural geometry are ignored. The conclusions drawn on the basis of these parametric studies are as follows:
 The 1st eigenperiod of the tank increases monotonically as the radius of the manhole increases in comparison to that of the tank ratio (r/R), and it is almost independent of the
water level Hw/R.
 The differences of eigenanalysis characteristics, i.e. 1st eigenfrequency and the corresponding convective mass and convective mass height, between the two approaches increase substantially as the radius of the manhole increases in comparison to that of the
tank, for all levels of water fill.
 A seismic analysis of the historic water tower at Santa Maria Novella Station using both
approaches results to minor differences between them. This is attributed to the particular
geometric and structural characteristics of the tower under investigation.
 Hydrodynamic effects caused by a particular structural geometry, such as internal holes,
should not be ignored, in general, for structures in which a large portion of the vibrating
mass is in fluid form and is located at a high elevation with respect to the rest of the
structure, e.g. water towers.
 Approximate approaches ignoring hydrodynamic effects are not in a position to consider
certain important effects related to sloshing, e.g. wave height and overspilling.
 SSI for structures with large fundamental period does not play an important role in their
seismic response. However, it could become detrimental for seismic motions of low frequency and soft soil conditions.
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Abstract. In various applications, not at least within the nuclear industry, piping systems are
required to be structurally verified for seismic loads. Piping systems often have connected
small bore pipes which also have requirements for seismic qualification. If the ratio of run-tobranch pipe moment of inertia is large, the small bore pipes can often be decoupled from the
main pipes when performing the structural analysis. There are many reasons why decoupling
is preferred in comparison to performing a coupled analysis. Firstly, from a project perspective, it is desirable to finish the design and verification of the main pipes before the work on
the small bore pipes is started. Secondly, with decoupled pipes the analysis models become
smaller, meaning reduced analysis time and reduced risk of encountering convergence difficulties for dynamic loads. Finally, decoupling the small bore pipes makes it possible to distinguish between primary and secondary loads, which will take away unnecessary
conservatism in the evaluation of the small bore pipes. Though there are advantages of decoupling, the analyst will be faced with the question of how to consider the impact of the main
pipe oscillations in the analysis of the small bore pipe. Seismic loads are generally applied to
pipes as response spectrum loads derived in a seismic analysis of the supporting building
structure. A clear disadvantage of a response spectrum analysis is that it only calculates
bounds for forces, moments, displacements and accelerations and that it does not result in
any frequency dependent quantities. There is no established industrial practice how the impact on the small bore pipe from the main pipe should be considered at the decoupling point
and in many cases simplifications that give non-conservative results are made. This study
presents a method to create an amplified response spectrum at the small bore piping connection point making use of modal analysis results and response spectrum input data. The method is validated by comparison with results from coupled analyses. The benefit of the proposed
method is also demonstrated by applying it in evaluation of a small bore pipe.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In various applications, not at least within the nuclear industry, piping systems are required
to be structurally verified for seismic loads. Generally, the seismic loads are applied to pipes
as response spectrum loads derived in a seismic analysis of the supporting building structure.
The structural behavior of the piping is then obtained by performing a response spectrum
analysis in which the modal responses of the piping system are combined.
Piping systems often have connected small bore pipes which also have requirements for
seismic qualification. If the ratio of run-to-branch pipe moment of inertia is large, the small
bore pipes can often be decoupled from the main pipes when performing the structural analysis.
There are many reasons why decoupling is preferred in comparison to performing a coupled analysis. Firstly, from a project perspective, it is desirable to finish the design and verification of the main pipes before the work on the small bore pipes is started. Secondly, with
decoupled pipes the analysis models become smaller, meaning reduced analysis time and reduced risk of encountering convergence difficulties for dynamic loads. If the small bore pipe
is very small in comparison to the main pipe, the modal analysis could also result in twin
modes and an unrealistically high response can be obtained if an unsigned modal combination
method is used, a phenomenon addressed in [1]. Finally, decoupling the small bore pipes
makes it possible to distinguish between primary and secondary loads, which will take away
unnecessary conservatism in the evaluation of the small bore pipes.
Though there are advantages of decoupling, the analyst will be faced with the question of
how to consider the impact of the main pipe oscillations in the analysis of the small bore pipe.
A clear disadvantage of a response spectrum analysis is that it only calculates bounds for
forces, moments, displacements and accelerations and that it does not result in any frequency
dependent quantities.
While different decoupling criteria have been developed for systems and subsystems in
general and main and small bore pipes in particular and considerable attention is given to their
accuracy, the main focus is always on the main system or pipe. No guidance how the impact
from the main system on the subsystem or small bore pipe should be considered is given. The
lack of guidance for the analysis of subsystems is also pointed out in [2], in which an overlap
approach is proposed as an alternative to decoupling. Antaki [3], also points out the lack of
uniform industrial practice and that the practice is to model the connection point as an anchor
and apply anchor motions and an envelope of the spectra for the main pipe supports at this
point.
It is obvious that the latter method is inexact and in most cases non-conservative. The accuracy of the method becomes lower, the more flexible the main pipe is. In the overlapping
method, the main pipe is included up to a point at which each of the three translational directions has been blocked at least twice. Though the validity of this method is justified in [2], it
has other drawbacks. It is not a pure analysis decoupling since there are still needs for modelling of the main pipe. In some cases a rather large part of the main pipe needs to be modelled
in order to fulfil the blocking criteria. Furthermore, with the overlapping method, it is not possible to distinguish between primary and secondary loads in the small bore pipe.
The purpose of this study is to present a method to create amplified response spectra to be
used as input for analyzing decoupled small bore pipes. The method has been developed as a
research project involving an M.Sc. thesis project resulting in [4].
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2.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
Construction of a response spectrum

A response spectrum is derived by looking at the response of a single degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) oscillator (illustrated in Figure 1) subjected to an input motion. There are many
books and articles describing the derivation of response spectra. Chopra [5], for example, presents the following stepwise procedure for deriving a response spectrum for a given input motion ug  t  :
1. Numerically define ug  t 

2. Select natural frequency n and damping  of a SDOF oscillator

3. Compute the deformation response u  t  of this SDOF system due to the input motion ug  t 

4. Determine u0 , the peak value of u  t 
5. Calculate the spectral ordinates D  u0 , V  n D and A  n 2 D
6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 for a range of n and  values covering all possible systems of
engineering interest
7. Plot D, V or A vs n

Figure 1: Single degree-of-freedom oscillator.

2.2

Computation of the deformation response

For the connection point of a small bore pipe, the pipe motions would be the input for generating response spectra. Since the main pipe seismic loads are given as response spectra, no
time history is available. However, the mode shapes of the main pipe eigenmodes are known
and each eigenmode can be considered as an oscillation of the form

u g  t   ug 0 sin t 
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For an oscillator with natural frequency ωn, the dynamic amplification based on the relative motion of the mass can be expressed as

u0

ug 0

 


 n 

2

(2)

2

   
 
 1  2    2

n 
 n  
2

2

The dynamic amplification calculated by this expression is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Dynamic amplification based on relative motion.

Hence, for each pair of main pipe natural frequency i and subsystem frequency n and

damping ratio  a dynamic amplification factor DF  n ,i ,   can be computed as

DF n ,i ,   

 i 
 
 n 
2

2

   2  
 1   i     2
  n   



(3)
 i  
 
 n  

2

The peak value u0 of the deformation of an oscillator with frequency n due to a main pipe
harmonic oscillation with amplitude u g 0 may be expressed as
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u0  DF  u g 0

(4)

For a system with all pipe mode shapes in the same coordinate direction subjected to a uniform response spectrum, the maximum displacement of the main pipe in the ith mode is obtained by

ui  Φi  i

1
Ai
i 2

(5)

where Φi is the mode shape of mode i,  i is the participation factor of mode i and Ai is the
spectral acceleration corresponding to mode i obtained from the response spectrum exciting
the main pipe. At the decoupling point, where the input motion for generation of a response
spectrum is denoted u g , the maximum displacement the ith mode thus becomes

ug 0,i  u ,i  i

1
Ai
i 2

(6)

where uΦ ,i is the mode shape coordinate of mode i at the decoupling point. The maximum deformation response for any oscillator eigenmode n with natural frequency n can thus be calculated as

u0,i  DF (n , i ,  )u ,i  i

1
Ai
i 2

(7)

In this way the maximum response for any pair of main pipe frequency i and oscillator
frequency n can be calculated. Normally, several modes contribute to the main pipe response. To obtain the maximum response for a subsystem frequency n considering a main
pipe response to which several modes contribute, a combination of the oscillator responses
u0,i due to all contributing main pipe modes i has to be made. Several methods for combining
modes exist, some of which are described in paragraph 2.5. Normally the combination methods are expressed in terms of a general modal quantity Ri which can be displacement, force,
acceleration etc. for mode i. Let the maximum combined modal response regardless of combination method be
1

Rmod   Ri ,max

(8)

i 1

where the summation in this case does not mean algebraic summation but summation according any method. If Eq. (8), which is written in terms of the general modal quantity is rewritten
as the deformation response for the oscillator as given by Eq. (7), the combined response for a
subsystem of frequency n can be expressed as
I

I

i 1

i 1

u0   u0,i   DF (n , i ,  )u ,i  i

1
Ai
i 2

(9)

The deformation response thus calculated corresponds to step 4 in the procedure for constructing a response spectrum described in paragraph 2.1. Table 1 shows in an illustrative way
how the oscillator deformation response is constructed for a number of oscillator frequencies
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for a chosen damping ratio ζ. For each oscillator frequency the spectral ordinates D, V and A
can be calculated according to step 5 in paragraph 2.1 and plotted vs frequency to obtain a
plot of the response spectrum. The procedure can be repeated for any damping ratio ζ.
Oscillator
frequency

Deformation response of oscillator
u0 (i  2 )
u0 (i ... )
u0 (i  I )

u0 (i 1 )
DF ( n 1 , i 1 )

n 1

A1
i21

u ,1 1

DF ( n 1 , i  2 )
A2
i2 2

u ,2  2

DF ( n 1 , i  I )
…

DF ( n  2 , i 1 ) DF ( n  2 , i  2 )

n  2

A1
i21

u ,1 1

n ...

A2
i2 2

u ,2  2

…

DF ( n  2 , i  I )
…

DF ( n  N , i 1 ) DF ( n  N , i  2 )

n  N

u ,1 1

A1
i21

u ,2  2

A2
i2 2

AI
i2 I

u , I  I

…

…

AI
i2 I

u , I  I

I

 DF (
i 1

u ,i  i

u , I  I

n 1

, i )

Ai
i2

I

 DF (
i 1

u ,i  i

…

n2

, i )

Ai
i2
…

DF ( n  N , i  I )
…

u0

AI
i2 I

I

 DF (
i 1

u ,i  i

n N

, i )

Ai
i2

Table 1: Tabular construction of oscillator response

2.3

Excitation and response in three directions

For a general case with mode shapes in the three dimensional space and spectrum excitation in all three directions an oscillator in each coordinate direction can be simulated by extending Eq. (4) to
 xg 0 
 x0 
 
u 0    y0   DF  u g 0   DF   yg 0 
z 
z 
 0
 g0 

(10)

The corresponding maximum modal deformation response for each mode then becomes

u0 i,d  DF (n , i ,  ) u i  i,d

1
Ai,d
i 2

where d denotes the direction of spectrum excitation (x, y or z), u 0 i ,d   x0,d

(11)
y0,d

z0,d i

T

is the deformation response for mode i and load application direction d,
T
u i   x y z i is the mode shape coordinates at the decoupling point,  i ,d is the
participation factor of mode i under loadings in direction d and Ai ,d is the spectral acceleration for mode i in direction d. Combining the modal the response according to Eq. (8) gives
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I

i 1

i 1

u 0 d  u 0 i,d   DF (n , i ,  ) u i  i,d

1
Ai , d
i 2

(12)

The contribution from the three directions of load application can then be combined by square
root of sum of square (SRSS) combination:
 x2  x 2  x2 
0, z
 x0   0, x 0, y

   2
2
2 
u 0    y0    y0, x  y0, y  y0, z 
z   2

 0   z  z2  z2 
0, x
0, y
0, z



(13)

The above expression gives the maximum deformation response for each direction. By
varying the oscillator frequency the spectral ordinates D, V and A can be computed for each
direction and plotted vs frequency.
2.4

Multi-level excitation

So far the method presented is based on a uniform spectrum application or single point
spectrum analysis. The same method can be applied to a multi-point spectrum analysis. The
maximum modal deformation response for each mode i, direction d and level l can be obtained as

u0 i,d ,l  DF (n , i ,  ) u i  i,d ,l

1
Ai ,d ,l
i 2

(14)

where  i ,d ,l is the participation factor for spectrum excitation of i under loadings in direction
d at level l. Ai ,d ,l is the spectral acceleration for mode i in direction d at level l. Depending
whether the support points (levels) are considered to move in phase, stochastically independent, or counter phase, the combination of different levels is made by algebraic, square root of
summed squares (SRSS) or absolute summation. For L levels of independent support excitations, the combination of level responses becomes
L

u 0 i,d  u0 i,d ,l

(15)

l1

where the summation in this case does not mean algebraic summation but summation according any method. The results from Eq. (15) can then be inserted in Eq. (12). Using these results
in Eq. (13) finally gives the total response and the procedure to create response spectra can be
continued.
2.5

Modal combination method

To obtain the maximum response for a subsystem frequency n considering a main pipe
response to which several modes contribute, a combination of the subsystem responses u g 0,i
due to all contributing main pipe modes i has to be made. Since all information on time and
sign relations between modes are lost in a response spectrum analysis, combinations are usually made by statistical methods. Several methods exist. A few common methods are described below expressed in terms of a general modal quantity Ri which can be displacement,
force, acceleration etc. for mode i.
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1. Absolute summation: All modes are assumed to have their maxima at the same
time which will be an upper bound for the response. The combined modal response
can be expressed as
I

Rmod   Ri,max

(16)

i 1

where I is the highest mode considered to contribute to the response.
2. Square root of sum of squares (SRSS): The modes are considered to be statistically independent, i.e. no correlation between the individual modal responses:
I

R

Rmod 

i 1

2
i ,max

(17)

3. NRC ten percent method: In this method, defined in [6], modes k with frequencies separated by more than 10% of each other are combined with SRSS as above.
However, modes whose frequencies are spaced within 10% of each other are combined by absolute summation. This can be expressed as

Rmod 

I

R
k 1

2
k ,max

 2 Ri ,max R j ,max

i j

(18)

where 1  i  j  I . The first summation is done for modes with separated frequencies and the second summation is done for modes with closely spaced frequencies.
Closely spaced modes i and j are defined as modes with frequencies within 10% of
each other according to

 j  i
 0.1
i

(19)

4. Complete quadratic combination (CQC): A modal correlation coefficient between each pair of modes is considered in the summation of responses according
to:
 I I

Rmod     Ri ,max  ij Ri ,max 
 i 1 j 1


(20)

where i and j are any two modes up to the highest contributing mode I and i  j .
ij is the correlation coefficient. A few different methods for calculating the correlation coefficient exist of which the methods according to Rosenblueth and Der
Kiureghian are the most frequently used. In [7], Rosenblueth defines the following
equations for the correlation coefficient:

ij 

1
1  i2j

where
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ij 

i 1   i2   j 1   j2

 i   i 

 ii   j j

2
i s

(22)

and s is the duration of the strong phase of the earthquake excitation.  i and  j
are the modal damping ratios for mode i and j.
The correlation coefficient according to Der Kiureghian [8] is

8  i ji j 

       
      4     

12

ij 



i

2

j



2 2

 4 i  j i  j

i

i

j

2

i

2

j

j

i

2
i

j

2
j

i

2

j

2

(23)

The choice of method may be governed by design codes or it can be based on engineering
judgement for the application in consideration. However, for obtaining the total subsystem
response it would be reasonable to use the same method as used to obtain the main pipe response.
2.6

Order of combination

In paragraph 2.4, it was shown how the total response could be obtained by combining the
level response followed by modal combination and finally combining the directional responses. If the modal combination is performed with the CQC method for which the sign of the
modal responses is required, this order of combination is only possible if the level responses
are combined algebraically. For other combination methods, the modal combination needs to
be performed first according to
I

u 0 d ,l  u 0 i,d ,l

(24)

i1

Then the levels can be combined:
L

 u 0  d   u 0  d , l

(25)

l1

Finally the results of this summation can be inserted in in Eq. (13) for combination of the
loading directions.
2.7

Residual rigid response

It is not practical to calculate all mode shapes and frequencies for piping systems. For high
frequencies, the modes behave rigid and are not excited by support motions. The frequency
above which modes can be considered rigid is normally referred to as Zero Period Acceleration (ZPA) frequency and the corresponding acceleration is called ZPA. Hence, this frequency
is normally used as cut-off frequency when performing modal extraction and modal combination. However, the mass associated with the modes above the cut-off frequency is then missing in the calculation of the response. To account for this, the residual rigid response of the
missing mass can be obtained in a static analysis in which the missing mass is multiplied by
the spectrum ZPA. This residual rigid response or missing mass correction can then be added
to the solution from the combination of modal responses performed according to the methods
described in paragraph 2.5 to obtain the complete system response.
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Since amplified response spectra are created for frequencies up to the ZPA, the missing
mass term will not affect the results. However, it will be included in the analysis examples in
Section 3 and 4.
3

VERIFICATION

To verify the method, results from a decoupled analysis and a coupled analysis are compared. The model of the piping system is shown in Figure 3. The model consists of a main
pipe with an outer diameter of 275 mm and a thickness of 20 mm. It has a small bore pipe
with an outer diameter of 48.26 mm and a thickness of 5.08 mm attached to it.

Figure 3: Model of coupled piping system.

3.1

Loads and analysis procedure

The system is supported at several points by restraints, spring hangers and fix supports at
its terminal ends and subjected to four different levels of earthquake excitation making it a
multi-level spectrum analysis. The applied response spectra are shown in Figure 4 and Figure
5. These are spectra for 5% damping, which is considered in the analysis. Levels LV=2 and
LV=5 act on the main pipe supports whereas levels LV=3 and LV=4 act on the small bore
pipe supports. The analysis is performed with a cut-off frequency of 60 Hz. The modes are
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combined by the CQC method with correlation coefficients according to Der Kiureghian. The
contributions of the different levels are combined by absolute summation and the spectral directions by the SRSS method. Finally, the residual response is added although in this case, it
is very small.

Figure 4: Applied response spectra in x and y directions.
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Figure 5: Applied response spectra in z direction.

In the decoupled analysis, the main pipe is analyzed first. The model is the same as for the
coupled analysis though with the small bore pipe removed. Using the modal results a response
spectrum for each direction is constructed for 5% damping according to the procedure in Section 2. The same combination methods are used as in the coupled analysis. The spectra thus
generated are shown in Figure 6. Normally spectrum peaks are broadened in the frequency
direction to account for inaccuracies in the calculation of natural frequencies. A plot of the
generated spectra with peaks broadened 15% is shown in Figure 7. Since there is no broadening effect in the main pipe excitation of the small bore pipe in the coupled analysis, a comparison using unbroadened spectra at the decoupling point would be of interest. Hence, the
comparison is based both on results obtained by broadened and unbroadened amplified response spectra.
The model of the decoupled small bore pipe is the same as for the coupled analysis though
with the main pipe removed. The decoupling point is modelled as a fix point. To simulate the
stiffness of the omitted main pipe, the diagonal elements of the stiffness matrix of the main
pipe have been calculated for force and moments applied at the decoupling point. These stiffness values have been applied to the fix point of the decoupled small bore pipe model. The
model of the decoupled small bore pipe is shown in Figure 8, where also point labelling has
been included.
In the coupled analysis, the small bore pipe behavior is a combination of inertial response
and quasi-static response due to the motion of the main pipe. When the small bore pipe is analysed separately by applying response spectrum loads at the decoupling point, only the inertial
response is obtained. In order to compare the results, the maximum displacements obtained at
the decoupling point of the main pipe model have been applied in the analysis of the decoupled small bore pipe. The quasi-static results are then added to the inertial response by SRSS
summation.
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Figure 6: Generated amplified spectra at decoupling point.

Figure 7: Generated amplified spectra at decoupling point with 15% peak broadening.
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Figure 8: Model of decoupled small bore pipe.

3.2

Results

The results are compared by looking at the displacements at the points indicated in Figure
8. Table 2 shows the directional displacements ux, uy and uz for each point in the coupled analysis and the decoupled analysis with unbroadened spectra applied at the decoupling point. Also the resultant displacements rc for the coupled model and rd for the decoupled model are
presented. The difference between the resultant displacements is presented both as displacement values and as a percentage. Table 3 shows the same comparison but based on the analysis with broadened spectra applied at the decoupling point.
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Coupled model

Decoupled model

Point

ux
[mm]

uy
[mm]

uz
[mm]

rc
[mm]

ux
[mm]

uy
[mm]

uz
[mm]

rd
[mm]

∆r
[mm]

∆r/ rc
[%]

2
3100
3110
4180
4185
4190
4195
4200
4205
4210
4215
4220
27U5
28U5
29U5
30U5
31U5
L852
L853
V100

8.26
10.90
10.90
9.08
10.91
10.89
12.30
9.31
1.04
2.54
3.01
4.25
0.00
6.07
0.00
10.91
10.30
10.90
10.90
11.06

6.07
6.43
6.53
5.91
5.41
6.11
6.11
5.02
0.69
1.62
2.12
3.15
0.00
4.81
0.00
5.51
6.14
6.33
6.43
8.73

4.82
7.45
9.64
5.31
7.53
5.89
1.99
1.39
1.39
0.88
0.48
0.01
0.00
0.00
1.39
7.94
6.32
10.46
10.06
9.64

11.32
14.69
15.95
12.07
14.32
13.80
13.87
10.67
1.87
3.14
3.71
5.29
0.00
7.74
1.39
14.57
13.56
16.38
16.17
17.07

8.26
9.63
9.63
8.55
9.63
9.56
10.40
7.71
0.87
2.17
2.58
3.63
0.00
4.72
0.00
9.63
9.24
9.63
9.63
10.69

6.07
7.25
8.20
6.27
5.63
5.97
5.96
4.74
0.64
1.52
1.95
2.90
0.00
3.94
0.00
6.24
6.71
8.49
8.35
9.47

4.82
6.73
8.27
5.15
6.32
5.21
2.04
1.22
1.22
0.76
0.41
0.01
0.00
0.00
1.22
6.74
5.90
8.86
8.57
8.18

11.32
13.81
15.11
11.78
12.82
12.42
12.16
9.13
1.63
2.75
3.26
4.64
0.00
6.15
1.22
13.31
12.85
15.60
15.36
16.46

0.00
-0.88
-0.83
-0.29
-1.50
-1.39
-1.72
-1.54
-0.24
-0.39
-0.45
-0.65
0.00
-1.59
-0.17
-1.26
-0.70
-0.78
-0.81
-0.62

0
-6.00
-5.23
-2.36
-10.44
-10.05
-12.37
-14.41
-12.86
-12.47
-12.19
-12.23
-20.56
-12.48
-8.67
-5.19
-4.79
-4.99
-3.62

Table 2: Displacement comparison between coupled and decoupled analysis results for unbroadened spectra.
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Coupled model

Decoupled model

Point

ux
[mm]

uy
[mm]

uz
[mm]

rc
[mm]

ux
[mm]

uy
[mm]

uz
[mm]

rd
[mm]

∆r
[mm]

∆r/ rc
[%]

2
3100
3110
4180
4185
4190
4195
4200
4205
4210
4215
4220
27U5
28U5
29U5
30U5
31U5
L852
L853
V100

8.26
10.90
10.90
9.08
10.91
10.89
12.30
9.31
1.04
2.54
3.01
4.25
0.00
6.07
0.00
10.91
10.30
10.90
10.90
11.06

6.07
6.43
6.53
5.91
5.41
6.11
6.11
5.02
0.69
1.62
2.12
3.15
0.00
4.81
0.00
5.51
6.14
6.33
6.43
8.73

4.82
7.45
9.64
5.31
7.53
5.89
1.99
1.39
1.39
0.88
0.48
0.01
0.00
0.00
1.39
7.94
6.32
10.46
10.06
9.64

11.32
14.69
15.95
12.07
14.32
13.80
13.87
10.67
1.87
3.14
3.71
5.29
0.00
7.74
1.39
14.57
13.56
16.38
16.17
17.07

8.26
10.02
10.02
8.65
10.02
10.41
12.96
10.01
1.10
2.64
3.08
4.33
0.00
6.20
0.00
10.02
9.54
10.02
10.02
11.57

6.07
7.76
8.86
6.37
6.48
6.58
6.58
5.37
0.73
1.79
2.29
3.37
0.00
4.94
0.00
7.20
7.01
9.11
8.99
11.31

4.82
7.59
9.95
5.28
8.12
6.24
2.13
1.45
1.46
0.91
0.50
0.01
0.00
0.00
1.46
8.73
6.38
10.91
10.44
9.78

11.32
14.77
16.67
11.97
14.43
13.80
14.68
11.45
1.97
3.32
3.88
5.49
0.00
7.92
1.46
15.11
13.45
17.39
17.03
18.90

0.00
0.08
0.72
-0.10
0.11
0.00
0.81
0.78
0.10
0.17
0.16
0.19
0.00
0.18
0.06
0.54
-0.11
1.01
0.87
1.82

0.00
0.55
4.54
-0.83
0.80
0.01
5.84
7.31
5.17
5.57
4.44
3.66
2.37
4.38
3.72
-0.81
6.15
5.37
10.69

Table 3: Displacement comparison between coupled and decoupled analysis results for broadened spectra.

3.3

Discussion of the results

First, it should be pointed out that an exact match of results would never be expected since
information is always lost when decoupling is made. For example, adding the quasi-static solution to the dynamic response is an approximation in comparison to the coupled analysis
which gives an exact solution. In spite of this, the comparisons show fairly good agreement.
The decoupled analysis based on unbroadened spectra underestimates the response in the entire model with a maximum deviation of 21%. The decoupled analysis based on broadened
spectra produce results similar to the coupled analysis or somewhat overestimates the results.
The maximum deviation is 11%. Upon decoupling, there will never be an exact match of natural frequencies in comparison with the coupled analysis. With narrow peaks in the response
spectrum, a small deviation in frequency will have a significant impact on the response. With
broadened decoupled spectra, the effect of deviating natural frequencies due to approximations in the modelling can be accounted for.
This verifying example shows that the proposed method for generating and using amplified
response spectra can be used when decoupling is desired. However, it is important to broaden
the amplified spectra to account for deviations in natural frequencies. Even though broadened
spectra are used, sources for errors should be reduced as much as possible. Hence, it is recommended to implement stiffness values at the decoupling point.
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4

ANALYSIS EXAMPLE

One of the benefits of decoupling is the possibility to separate primary stresses from secondary in the stress evaluation. This will be shown in the following sample stress evaluation,
which is performed on a coupled and decoupled system.
4.1

Code criteria

Several piping design codes exist and in many cases the equations for stress evaluation are
similar. For this example, the class 2 criteria of the nuclear section of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code [9] will be used. For dynamic loads, evaluation criteria exist both for
non-reversing and reversing dynamic loads. Earthquake loads can be considered as reversing
dynamic loads so the criteria for reversing dynamic loads are used. The earthquake considered
is a safe shutdown earthquake which is a faulted condition event (Level D). Sub-paragraph
NC-3654.2(b) of the code gives the following equations for stress evaluation:
D0
M W  0.5Sh
2I

(26)

PE Do
D
 B2 o M E  3S h
2t
2I

(27)

M AM Do
 6Sh
2I

(28)

B2
B1

C2

FAM
 Sh
AM

(29)

where Eq. (26) limits the sustained stress due to weight loading, Eq. (27) limits the stress due
to weight and inertial loading (primary stress) whereas Eqs. (28) and (29) limits the stresses
due to dynamic anchor motions (secondary stresses). For a coupled analysis, the secondary
stresses cannot be separated from the primary stresses so they will be included in the evaluation w.r.t. Eq. (27) and no evaluation will be made w.r.t. Eqs. (28) and (29).
4.2

Analysis models and loads

The same analysis models as were used in the validation in Section 3 are used for the stress
evaluation. However, in this analysis more severe response spectra are applied to the model.
The spectra derived for application at the decoupling point are broadened. As an interesting
comparison, also envelopes of the spectra acting on the main pipe are derived and applied at
the decoupling point. Both the amplified and enveloped spectra are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Amplified response spectra (EV=59) and enveloped response spectra (EV=60).

4.3

Analysis results

The highest stress results from the analyses are shown in Table 4. For each equation, the
results are shown as stress usage ratios, i.e. the stress calculated according to any of the equations divided by the allowable stress. Hence, a stress usage ratio above 1.0 means failure to
qualify the system. In the coupled analysis, Eq. (27) is not fulfilled. The reason for this is the
fact that the stress in the coupled analysis is not only due to inertial loading since it also includes the stress in the small bore pipe caused by the movement of the main pipe . By decoupling, the primary and secondary stresses can be separated and assessed w.r.t. the appropriate
equations. This results in a qualified system. Not unsurprisingly, the amplified spectra give
higher results than the envelope spectra.
Analysis

Stress usage ratio
Eq. (26)

Eq. (27)

Eq. (28)

Eq. (29)

Coupled

0.89

1.11

N/A

N/A

Decoupled with amplified spectra

0.94

0.92

0.28

0.05

Decoupled with envelope spectra

0.94

0.72

0.28

0.05

Table 4: Results from the example analysis.

4.4

Discussion

The results of the analysis works a good example showing that decoupling can be useful in
qualifying a piping system since the separation in primary and secondary stresses can be made.
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The practice to model the connection point as an anchor and apply anchor motions and an
envelope of the spectra for the main pipe supports at this point as was stated in [3] clearly underestimates the stress and gives non-conservative results. Looking at the stress only due to
the inertial response and not together with pressure and weight stress as in Eq. (27), the difference between the amplified and envelope methods is even greater. This is not surprising if
the spectra in Figure 9 are compared. The spectral peaks are significantly higher in the amplified spectra and the frequency contents are different. The amplified spectra reflect the dynamic characteristics of the main pipe whereas envelope spectra lack influence of the main pipe
on the small bore pipe response. No validating proof supporting the envelope method exists; it
is only used for convenience reasons. However, this example clearly shows that it is not a
suitable method since the risk is high that it will give non-conservative results.
5

CONCLUSION

The method to create amplified response spectra at the small bore piping connection point
shows good agreement when applied in a decoupled analysis and comparing the results with a
coupled analysis. However, it is recommended to broaden the spectra to account for modelling errors when decoupling.
Any errors in decoupled analyses are most likely due to the decoupling and not due to the
generation of amplified response spectra. Existing decoupling criteria mainly focus on the influence of the small bore pipe on the main pipe and not the opposite. More investigations will
be needed to provide decoupling criteria that are appropriate for response spectrum analysis of
small bore pipes.
When it can be justified to decouple small bore pipes, it is a useful technique since secondary stresses can be separated from primary stresses and unnecessary conservatism can be removed from the analysis. However, it is important to create amplified spectra. The practice to
apply envelope of the spectra acting on the main pipe at the decoupling point is not a suitable
method. It is clearly shown in the example analysis that this is not a conservative method.
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Abstract. A reasonable description of soil hysteretic constitutive relation has a significant
impact on the evaluation of design ground motion parameters. These parameters play an important role in predicting seismic damage and taking further effective anti-seismic measures.
In this study, based on the 200m-deep-borehole profiles in Suzhou region (China), the 1-D
seismic site responses are compared by two analysis methods. One is an equivalent linear
analysis (ELA) modeling in frequency domain, the other is a nonlinear analysis (NLA) using a
multi-degree-of-freedom, lumped mass model in term of the modified Matasovic constitutive
modeling in time domain. The effects of bedrock motion characteristics (amplitude, frequency
content and duration) on the predictions from the two site response analyses in deep sediment
layers have also been analyzed. Using the results from a broad range of bedrock motions, we
can find the difference between the two site response analyses in different strain levels. Specifically, the surface peak ground acceleration (PGA) calculated by ELA increases monotonically as the PGA of bedrock motion increases. However, the surface PGA calculated by NLA
first increases rapidly and then decreases gradually or keeps constant. Moreover, the surface
acceleration response spectra (Sa) for short periods computed using ELA and NLA are significantly different. The high-frequency contents of bedrock motions exhibit obvious filtering in
ELA while the high-frequency contents in NLA first magnify and then attenuate as the PGA of
bedrock motion increases. In addition, for the medium or strong bedrock motions, the surface
ground motion duration is not only related to bedrock motion characteristics, but also closely
related to the cyclic behavior of nonlinear soil medium. The influence of bedrock motion intensity on the duration prolongation of surface ground motion can be reasonably evaluated
using NLA.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Many site investigations and theoretical researches indicate that local site conditions have a
profound influence on surface ground motions and seismic damage distribution [1-3]. Reliable predictions of seismic site response and design ground motion parameters play an important role in predicting seismic damage and taking further effective anti-seismic measures.
The propagation of seismic waves through soil deposits depends on the intensity and frequency content of input ground motions, the seismic wave dispersion and absorption due to soil
deposits and cyclic soil constitutive model. The stress-strain relationship of soil under cyclic
loading is nonlinear, hysteretic and deformation cumulative. A reasonable description of the
dynamic behavior of soil is vital for improving the accuracy of site response analysis.
Based on a large amount of experimental results, Seed and Idriss [4] first found that large
strain in soil induced by strong earthquakes was the major factor leading to nonlinear effects
of soils, which draw extensive attention to nonlinear soil behavior in the field of geotechnical
engineering [5, 6]. Furthermore, seismic damage investigation records of destructive earthquake events such as the 1985 Ms 8.1 Mexico earthquake, 1989 Ms 7.1 Loma Prieta earthquake, 1995 Ms 7.2 Kobe earthquake in Japan, and 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan also
showed remarkable soil nonlinearity. Based on comparison of site response analyses performed by the equivalent linear analysis (SHAKE) and nonlinear (DEEPSOIL and LS-DYNA)
analysis methods, Bolisetti et al. [7] found there were significant differences between predictions from the two analysis methods especially for large strains and higher frequencies; the
equivalent linear method is unable to reproduce the high frequency acceleration response, resulting in almost constant spectral accelerations in the short period range. Kaklamanos et al.
[8] compared the recorded ground motions of vertical seismometer arrays in Japan with the
predictions from corresponding linear, equivalent linear and nonlinear site response models to
obtain the strain levels at which the models break down respectively. When the peak shear
strains were 0.01%-0.1%, the linear site response models failed to accurately predict shortperiod ground motions; when the peak shear strains were greater than 0.05%, nonlinear models exhibited a closer prediction to record data than equivalent linear models.
The equivalent linear model, due to its simplicity and low calculation effort, is the most
frequently employed model in engineering practice to approximate nonlinear soil behavior.
However, the comparisons of predictions from equivalent linear model with recorded data in
vertical arrays demonstrate that, during strong earthquakes, the equivalent linear site response
analyses filter out high frequency components of the input motion and almost underestimate
the surface peak ground acceleration. Therefore, in this study, based on two typical deep
borehole profiles in Suzhou region, the comparisons of 1D equivalent linear and nonlinear
seismic site responses are performed within the industry-standard site response program
DEEPSOIL, in order to gain insight into the effects of analysis methods on seismic site responses in deep sediment layers.
2

ENGINEERING GEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Suzhou is located at the southern margin of the Yangtze river delta in china, and is covered
by extensive soft clayey soil, saturated silt and silty fine sand belonging to the sedimentary of
marine and alluvial lacustrine facies. Deep overburden layers exist in this region, and the general strata are characterized as multi-sedimentary rhythms. Two typical borehole profiles (profile No. 1 and 2), with the overburden thickness over 200 m, as shown in Figure 1, are
selected to perform seismic site responses. According to the China Code for Seismic Design
of Buildings GB50011-2010 [9], both the sites belong to the Ⅲ category. The sediment for-
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mation is characterized as alternate deposition of fluvial, lacustrine and marine facies. The
typical deposits in Suzhou region are fill, silty clay, silty sand, clay and silty fine sand.
The natural frequency of deposit is closely related to the shear wave velocity of soil [10].
Thus, it is necessary to use the measured shear wave velocities at different depths of the two
profiles. Due to the limitation of test condition, the depth of measured shear wave velocity for
profile No. 2 is only 167 m. The shear wave velocities of soil at deeper depths are obtained by
extrapolating the fitting curve of shear wave velocities with depth. Figure 1 shows the soil
distribution characteristics and corresponding shear wave velocities for borehole profile No. 1
and 2.
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Figure 1: Soil profiles and corresponding shear wave velocity profiles used in the analysis

3

NONLINEAR CYCLIC BEHAVIORS OF SOILS

The accuracy of predicted surface ground motions depends on the rationality of the soil
hysteretic constitutive relation and the corresponding parameters. The equivalent linear method implemented in DEEPSOIL is similar to that in SHAKE [11], in which the seismic site response is simplified as the one-dimensional wave problem of vertical incident S wave in
horizontally layered soil deposit. The equivalent linear viscoelastic model is employed to approximate nonlinear soil behavior, which is not only stable in numerical calculation, but also
can consider frequency dependent characteristics such as damping due to the scattering of
waves and surface wave propagation, and perform a deconvolution analysis. The layer properties in this method are adjusted through an iterative process involving a series of linear analyses. The linear analysis is first performed using the strain dependent shear modulus and
damping obtained directly from the laboratory tests, and the iterations are continued until the
calculated shear strains match within a pre-defined tolerance. The equivalent linear method
can generally reflect the nonlinear and hysteresis of the dynamic stress-strain relationship of
soil. In nonlinear analysis implemented in DEEPSOIL, the geologic column is discretized into
individual layers using multi-degree-of freedom lumped parameter model. Each individual
layer is represented by a corresponding mass, non-linear spring, and dashpot for viscous
damping. Lumping half the mass of each of two consecutive layers at their common boundary
forms the mass matrix. The stiffness matrix is updated at each time increment to incorporate
nonlinearity of the soil. Hashash et al. (2016) incorporate the nonlinear pressure dependent
cyclic soil model in DEEPSOIL. The model is an extension of the modified hyperbolic model
developed by Matasovic, and accounts for the influence of confining pressure on strain dependent modulus and damping of soil. The extended Masing criteria define unloadingreloading criteria and behavior under irregular loading conditions. The backbone curve for the
model is described by the following equation [11]:
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Gmo 
 
1   
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(1)

s

Where
 r   ref
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b

(2)

Where  is the shear stress;  is the shear strain;  and s are dimensionless parameters; Gmo is
the initial shear modulus;  r is the reference shear strain; b is the correction coefficient of  r at
different depth;   is the effective vertical stress;  ref is the reference effective vertical stress
at which  r is equal to  ref .
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Figure 2: G/Gmax and damping ratio D curves versus shear strain amplitude γ for soils in Suzhou region: (a)
Silty clay; (b) Fill, Clay, Silty sand and Silty fine sand.

According to the borehole data, as well as the resonant column test results for typical soil
samples of depth less than 100 m in Suzhou, Figure 2 shows the normalized shear modulus
degradation and damping ratio curves as functions of the shear strain. The nonlinear behavior
of soil decreases with increasing depth, namely, shallow soils are more nonlinear than deep
soils. Moreover, the damping ratio of soil increases with increasing shear strain. The damping
ratio is very small at small strain. In DEEPSOIL, the model parameters can be determined by
fitting the inputted modulus-reduction and damping curves. For soils of depth less than 100 m,
due to the layers are thin, the shear modulus degradation and damping ratio curves are directly
given by laboratory experiments. However, for silty fine sand, silty clay 7 and silty sand 4 of
depth more than 100 m, the corresponding curves are given by the correction method considering the effect of confining pressure. The correction coefficient b is equal to 0.5 for silty fine
sand and silty sand 4, and 0.5 for silty clay 7 [12]. In nonlinear analysis, the thickness of the
layer i is determined by the maximum frequency that can be propagated:
hi 

 s i
4 f max

(3)

Where hi is the thickness of each layer, (νs)i is the shear wave velocity, fmax is the maximum
frequency that the layer i can propagate. Generally, for all layers, the maximum frequency
should be of 25-50 Hz, therefore, the thickness of each layer was of 1-4 m. An elastic bedrock
was taken as the seismic bedrock interface of input motions, and the Rayleigh damping at 2nd
modes was employed as viscous damping. To ensure the calculation results have high accuracy, the number of iterations was selected as 20 in equivalent linear analysis, while in nonline-
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ar analysis, the flexible sub-incrementation scheme with ∆γmax=10-6 was used to control increment step. In addition, the interface of elastic homogeneous bedrock and nonhomogeneous
soil is taken as the seismic bedrock interface of input motion. However, the depth of seismic
bedrock interface has a significant effect on design ground motion parameters. Hence, for
deep site in Suzhou region, the soil layer with shear velocity not less than 700 m/s was selected as the seismic bedrock interface [13].
4

SELECTION OF INPUT EARTHQUAKE RECORDS

Many studies have shown that bedrock motion characteristics have an important impact on
the seismic site response. Therefore, in this paper, a suite of three horizontal acceleration records were selected as the bedrock motion to cover a wide range of amplitudes, frequency contents, and durations, including the ground motion records on Montebello-Bluff site during the
1994 Ms 6.7 Northridge earthquake in America, Feltre site during the 1976 Ms 6.5 Friuli
earthquake in Italy, and Jingning site during the 2008 Ms 8.0 Wenchuan earthquake in china.
The intensity of bedrock motion is characterized by peak ground acceleration (PGA) and Arias intensity (AI) [14]; the frequency content is characterized by predominant period (Tp), and
the duration is characterized by significant duration between 5% and 95% of the AI (D5-95).
These main characteristics of input ground motions are summarized in Table 1. The acceleration time histories and Fourier spectra of bedrock motions are shown in Figure 3. The cumulative energy curves of bedrock motions in frequency domain are shown in Figure 4. In the
Montebello -Bluff Rd record, 90% of the energy is present in a narrower frequency band (0.14.9 Hz). in the Feltre record, the mid- and high-frequency components are abundant, 90% of
the energy is present in the frequency band of 0.2-13.8 Hz. In addition, the energy cumulated
in the frequency band of 10.0-13.8 Hz is as much as 45% of the total energy. However, in the
Table 1: Details of input ground motions used for site response analysis.
Ms
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Friuli (1976)
Wenchuan (2008)

6.5
8.0
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Figure 3: Time histories of acceleration and Fourier spectra of bedrock motions: (a) Montebello-Bluff Rd record;
(b) Feltre record and (c) Jingning record.
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Figure 4: Cumulative energies of bedrock motions in frequency domain

Jingning record, the low frequency component is extremely abundant, 90% of the energy is
present in the narrower frequency band (0.1-3.8 Hz), and the energy cumulated in the frequency band of 0.1-0.9 Hz is as much as 50% of the total energy.
5

SITE RESPONSE ANALYSIS RESULTS

In what follows, we study the effect of input motion in terms of intensity and frequency
content on the resulting surface ground motion. To model different levels of intensity, the
PGA values of the seismic records were adjusted to 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25
and 0.3 g, respectively. Input motions with PGA≤0.05 g, PGA=0.10 - 0.20 g, PGA≥0.25 g
are defined as low-level earthquakes, moderate-level earthquakes, high-level earthquakes, respectively. We perform equivalent linear frequency domain site response analyses (ELA) and
nonlinear time domain site response analyses (NLA) using DEEPSOIL.
5.1

Peak shear strain

Figure 5 shows the variations of peak shear strain γmax with soil depth for borehole profile
No. 1 calculated by ELA and NLA under bedrock motions of Montebello-Bluff Rd record and
Feltre record with different intensities. Bedrock motion characteristics and site response analysis methods have significant effect on γmax, however, the maximum values of γmax are approximately presented at the same depth. The depth is approximately 9.5 m. The γmax at depth
of 9.5 m for borehole profile No.1 under different bedrock motions are shown in figure 6. It
can be seen that the γmax values of shallow soils computed using ELA and NLA are significantly different, and this difference increases with the increase of bedrock motion intensity.
When the bedrock PGA is less than or equal to 0.05 g, the γmax values of shallow soils, which
just reach the order of 10-4 only in a few cases, are almost in the order of 10 -5. The γmax values
calculated by ELA are close to those calculated by NLA, the state of soil is in nonlinear elastic range or just reaches nonlinear range. When the bedrock PGA is between 0.1g and 0.2g,
the γmax values of shallow soils are in the order of 10-4 under Feltre record with abundant high
frequency, the state of soil is in nonlinear range; however, the corresponding γmax values reach
the order of 10-3 under Jingning record with abundant low frequency, the soils exhibit strong
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nonlinearity. In this case, seismic site response under low frequency earthquake is much larger than that under high frequency earthquake. When the bedrock PGA is more than or equal to
0.25 g, the γmax values of shallow soils are all in the order of 10-3 under different bedrock motions, the soils exhibit strong nonlinearity. Moreover, the difference between γmax values calculated by ELA and NLA is significant.
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Figure 5: Variation of peak shear strain with soil depth for borehole profile No. 1 under different input motions with PGA=0.05g, 0.15g and 0.25g: (a) Montebello-Bluff Rd record and (b) Feltre record.

Figure 6: Peak shear strain at depth of 9.5 m for borehole profile No. 1 under bedrock motions with different
intensities and frequency spectrum characteristics

5.2

Effect of bedrock motion intensities on surface PGAs

The surface PGAs of borehole profiles No. 1 and 2 under different seismic bedrock motion
levels calculated by ELA and NLA are shown in figure 7(a) and (b), respectively. Surface
PGAs calculated by ELA increase monotonically as the PGAs of bedrock motion increase.
However, surface PGAs calculated by NLA first increase rapidly and then decrease gradually
or keep constant. When the bedrock PGA is equal or lesser than 0.05g, the soil layer is approximately linear elastic, and thus the surface PGAs given by the two methods are very close.
When the bedrock PGA is between 0.1g and 0.2g, the nonlinear effect of soil layer is remarkable. Accordingly, surface PGAs computed by ELA and NLA are significantly different, the
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surface PGAs in NLA are much greater than those in ELA. However, the surface PGAs given
by the two methods both increase with the increase of bedrock PGAs. In addition, surface
PGAs are closely related to the spectral characteristics of bedrock ground motions. Specifically, the more abundant the low frequency contents of bedrock ground motions are, the larger
the surface PGAs are. However, the difference between surface PGAs calculated by ELA and
NLA increases as the high frequency contents of bedrock ground motions become richer.
Namely, the difference is the largest when inputting the Feltre record with rich high frequency
contents, which is followed successively by inputting Montebello-Bluff Rd record and
Jingning record with rich low frequency contents. When the bedrock PGA is larger than or
equal to 0.25g, the shallow soil layer shows strong nonlinearity. The nonlinear constitutive
model can reflect the yield of the soil at large strain level (>10-3). In this condition, the surface
PGAs given by NLA are close to or even smaller than those given by ELA. The deep sediment layers have significant high-frequency contents filtering and low frequency contents
amplification effects on bedrock ground motions. As the transient tangent stiffness of soil is
greater than the secant stiffness of soil in strong nonlinearity range, the high frequency contents of bedrock ground motions given by NLA are amplified. In other words, the nonlinear
seismic effect of deep layer during large earthquake is a comprehensive reflection of these
two effects.
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Figure 7: Effect of bedrock motion intensities on PGAs at the surface of: (a) borehole profile No. 1 and (b) borehole profile No. 2

5.3

Effect of bedrock motion characteristics on surface spectral acceleration

Figure 8 shows the surface Sa spectra of borehole profile No. 1 under bedrock motions of
Feltre record and Jingning record. Compared with the bedrock Sa spectra, the amplification
effect of surface Sa spectra at short periods computed using ELA reduces significantly as the
PGAs of bedrock motions increase, and the predominant periods move to long periods. Thus,
during low-level earthquakes with PGAs equal to 0.01 and 0.05 g, moderate-level earthquakes
with PGA equal to 0.15 g ,and high-level earthquakes with PGA equal to 0.3 g, the predominant periods of surface ground motions are 0.08s, 0.19s, 0.19s, and 0.63s for Feltre record,
respectively; and the corresponding predominant periods are 0.34s, 0.7s, 0.7s and 1.22s for
Jingning record. It is obvious that the long period components of ground motions become
richer and the high frequency components are filtered out. Although the spectrum shapes of
Sa computed by NLA exhibit different trend, but the corresponding predominant periods are
roughly identical to those computed by ELA. In NLA, the high frequency components first
magnify and then attenuate as the PGAs of bedrock motion increase. When the bedrock PGA
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is equal or lesser than 0.05g, the γmax values of soils are in the order of 10-5-10-4. Thus, the
soils exhibit nonlinear elastic behavior, and the different frequency components of ground
motions have different amplifications. In general, the spectrum shapes of surface Sa given by
the two methods are the similar in a wide period range, however, the Sa values computed by
NLA in the short period range of T<0.5 s are larger than those computed by NLA. When the
intensity of input ground motion increases, such as the input PGA=0.15 g, the γmax values of
soils are approximately in the order of 10-4-10-3. Thus, the strong nonlinearity of soils has significant filtering effect on the high frequency components of ground motion. The surface Sa
spectra computed by ELA are smaller than the bedrock Sa spectra in the short period range
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Figure 8: Surface acceleration response spectra under bedrock motions with different intensities for borehole
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of T<0.12 s. In general, the surface Sa spectra computed by NLA are larger than those computed by ELA in a wide period range. However, at the period of approximate 0.6 s, the surface Sa spectra computed by ELA are larger than those computed by NLA. When the bedrock
PGA is 0.3 g, the γmax values of soils are in the order of 10-3-10-2. The shallow soils exhibit
strong nonlinearity. Therefore, the high frequency components of the ground motion are
greatly filtered, and the long period components are significantly amplified. Compared with
the bedrock spectra, the surface Sa spectra at middle and long periods exhibit different magnification effects.
5.4

Duration of ground motion

Ground motion duration is an important parameter to characterize the ground motion. The
prolongation of duration will increase the cumulative deformation of the structure, or even
result in the loss of local structural strength due to low cycle fatigue [15]. Figure 13 shows the
ground motion duration prolongation values ∆D5-95 for borehole profile No. 1 calculated by
ELA and NLA under different seismic bedrock motions. The value is defined as:
D595  D595,surf  D595,bedr

(4)

Where ∆D5-95,surf and ∆D5-95,bedr are the durations of surface and bedrock ground motions between the 5% and 95% Arias intensity, respectively.
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Figure 9: Prolongations of the ground motion duration for standard profile No. 1

The ground motion duration is not only related to the characteristics of bedrock motion
[16], but also closely related to seismic site response analysis methods. And these correlations
are enhanced with the increase of bedrock motion intensity. When the bedrock PGA is more
than 0.05 g, the ∆D5-95 values calculated by ELA are the largest when inputting Jingning record, which are followed successively by inputting Montebello-Bluff Rd record and Feltre record. The ∆D5-95 values calculated by NLA are also the largest when inputting Jingning record,
however, followed successively by inputting Feltre record and Montebello-Bluff Rd record.
This may be because the energy of Feltre record is mainly concentrated in high frequency
band, and the energy in this frequency band will be filtered out by using ELA method. Therefore, when the Feltre record is inputted as bedrock motion, the durations of surface ground
motion calculated by ELA are even reduced, that is, the ∆D5-95 values are negative. In addition, with the increase of the bedrock motion intensity, the ∆D5-95 values given by ELA increase rapidly to a value that is basically constant; however, the corresponding ∆D5-95 values
given by NLA continue to increase, while the gradients decrease gradually.
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6

CONCLUSIONS

Based on typical borehole profiles in Suzhou region, the seismic site responses in deep
sediment layers are performed and compared by ELA and NLA methods. The conclusions are
as follows:
1. The surface PGAs calculated by ELA increase monotonically with the increase of bedrock motion intensity. However, the surface PGAs calculated by NLA first increase rapidly
and then decrease gradually or keep constant. In addition, the surface PGA is closely related
to the spectral components of the bedrock ground motion, and the difference between surface
PGAs computed by ELA and NLA increases as the high frequency components of the bedrock ground motions become richer.
2. As the intensity of bedrock motion increases, the amplification effect of surface Sa spectra at short periods computed using ELA reduces significantly, and the predominant periods
move to long periods. However, the spectrum shapes of surface Sa spectra computed by NLA
exhibit different trend. Specifically, the high frequency components of bedrock motions first
magnify and then attenuate.
3. The surface ground motion duration is not only related to the characteristics of bedrock
motion, but also closely related to the cyclic behavior of nonlinear soil medium. And these
correlations increase with the increase of bedrock motion intensity. Generally, the influence
of bedrock motion intensity on the duration prolongation of surface ground motion can be
reasonably evaluated using NLA.
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Abstract. A plasticity model is presented for the non-linear ground response analysis of layered sites. The model is the one-dimensional version of that recently proposed by Tasiopoulou
and Gerolymos (2016) for sand behavior, designated as TA-GER sand model. Critical state
compatibility for monotonic and cyclic loading, anisotropic plastic flow rule and Bouc-Wen
motivated hardening law are among the key-features of the developed 1D model, offering
considerable flexibility in representing complex patterns of cyclic behavior such as stiffness
decay and increase in strength due to build-up of pore-water pressure. Implemented through
an explicit finite–difference algorithm into an in-house computer code which performs integration of the wave equations to obtain the nonlinear response of layered soil deposits, the
model is first calibrated to match published experimental shear modulus and damping curves
and is then validated against results from two wave-propagation codes available in literature.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Several constitutive models and numerical codes have been proposed over the last decades
for 1D seismic response analysis of horizontally layered soils subjected to vertically-polarized
S waves. In general, they can be categorized into three major groups: (a) The equivalent linear
viscoelastic models (e.g. [1], [2]), (b) the nonlinear hysteretic (or phenomenological) models
(e.g. [3], [4], [5]), and (c) the plasticity-based models (e.g. [6], [7]).
Equivalent linear models are the most popular owing to their computational convenience
and simplicity. Their main limitations include their inability to efficiently predict the behavior
of a nonlinear system under strong ground motions where large cyclic shear strains dominate
the response and the violation of the principle of physical causality [8]. Well identified features of cyclic soil behaviour, such as: densification, cyclic mobility, stiffness decay and loss
of strength due to pore pressure generation, asymmetric response with loading direction are
inherently impossible to be reproduced.
Hysteretic models are plausible alternatives to plasticity-based models, but, while capable
of overcoming most of the aforementioned limitations, the calibration process is often an arduous task in which the physical meaning of the model parameters is often jeopardized in favour of case-specific accuracy. The absence of a physical law for relating volumetric with
shear strains is the main source of this drawback.
This paper presents a downscale version of the recently developed plasticity-based model
by Tasiopoulou and Gerolymos for sand behavior [9], [10]. A methodology for the calibration
of the model parameters is developed, so that the constitutive stress–strain loops are consistent with experimental shear modulus and damping curves available in the literature. The
finite difference wave-propagation code, into which the aforementioned model was implemented, is validated through comparison with results from the equivalent-linear code
STRATA [2] and the nonlinear hysteretic code NL-DYAS [4], [5].

2

BRIEF MODEL DESCRIPTION

Tasiopoulou and Gerolymos [9], [10] developed a new plasticity-based model for sand behaviour formulated in the 6-dimenional stress-strain space. In this paper, a 2-dimensional (in
p-q space) version of the model is presented for the 1D seismic response analysis of layered
soils. According to this version, the incremental stress-strain relationship is given in the following matrix form:


 K 2Ms d
3KGd
K

ζ an
ζ an 

KMsd  3G
KMsd  3G
dp 



η
 dq 
2


3KGMs
9G
 
ζ an
3G 
ζ an 

KMsd  3G
 KMsd  3G


dεp 
 dε 
 q

(1)

in which K and G are the elastic (small strain) bulk modulus and shear modulus respectively,
d is the ratio of the plastic volumetric strain increment dεp p, over the plastic deviatoric strain
increment dεq p and is based on Rowe’s dilatancy theory as it depends on the distance of the
current stress ratio q/p from the phase transformation line. Mpt and Ms is the failure stress ratio
representing the ultimate strength. Parameter ζ a is a hysteretic dimensionless quantity that
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provides the loading and unloading rule and is a function of the Bouc–Wen parameter ζ, while
the exponent n controls the rate of transition from the elastic state to the perfectly plastic one.
Finally, η is inserted as a multiplier of the hardening elastoplastic matrix expressing the dissipated hysteretic energy. It is expressed in a ductility based form as it is a function of μ which
is a reference ductility defined in terms of shear strain, as follows:
η

s1
s1  μs

(2)
2

(a)

(b)

Number of Increments

(c)

Number of Increments

Figure 1: (a) Stress-strain hysteretic loops (b) Volumetric strain ep (c) Evolution of Mpt and Ms parameters
vs shear strain for Dr=50%, p=1000KPa and maximum shear strain γ=1% and γ=0.1%
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where s1 and s2 are model parameters. Indicative model predictions are shown in Fig. 1 for
characteristic values of the aforementioned parameters. The shear stress – strain loops as well
as the volumetric strain vs. shear strain are presented for a relative density Dr = 50% and a
mean effective stress p = 100 KPa, for two different strain amplitudes γ = 1% and γ = 0.1%.
The figure also depicts the evolution of the phase transformation and the ultimate strength parameters Mpt and Ms, from their initial values to their critical state value Msc for the large amplitude excitation.

3

PARAMETERS CALIBRATION

To determine the parameters of the model (Eq. 2), Gmax is first obtained (e.g., from resonant column tests, crosshole / downhole tests, etc.); then, the parameters n, s1 , and s2 must be
assessed.The calibration is then based on matching some established experimental G : γ and ξ :
γ curves from the literature. To this end, the LavenbergMarquardt optimization procedure is
used, available in mathematical code MATLAB. Two published families of G : γ , ξ : γ curves
have been utilized: (a) the Vucetic & Dobry curves for sand [11] and (b) the pressure (σ’0)dependent curves of Darendeli et al. [12].
Starting from the Vucetic & Dobry (1991) curves, the results of the calibration are illustrated in Fig. 2. The agreement between computed and experimental curves is quite satisfactory. Small discrepancies are observed for small strain levels.
Darendeli et al. [12] recommended a new family of normalized shear modulus and material
damping curves, as functions of plasticity index and mean effective stress. Four confining
pressures (  ' 0 = 25, 100, 400, 1600 kPa) are examined herein. Comparison of the predicted
with the experimental curves is depicted in Fig 3.

Figure 2: Approximation of the Vucetic and Dobry (1991) shear modulus and damping curve for sand (PI=0) of
confinement pressure p=100 KPa. Published data is depicted with markers; model results with continuous lines.
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Figure 3: Approximation of the Darendeli shear modulus and damping curves for sands (PI=0) of various
confinement pressure levels. Published data is depicted with markers; model results with continuous lines.

Figure 4: Shear wave velocity distribution of the examined soil profile

4

COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS

The 2-dimensional version of the TA-GER sand model [9], [10] is implemented into a
computer code which uses the explicit finite-difference technique to integrate the equations of
motion for the nonlinear one-dimensional ground response analysis of layered sites.
The effectiveness of the proposed model is checked against the hysteretic model by Gerolymos and Gazetas [4] implemented in the finite difference code NL-DYAS ([4], [5]).
To compare NL-DYAS with TA-GER, a 30-m deep dense sand profile with density ρ = 2.1
Mg/m3, constant with depth, and shear wave velocity distribution (Fig 4), is excited at its base
and its response is calculated.
A strong motion, the JMA 090 record from the Kobe (1995) earthquake and a moderate
one from Kalamata 1986 earthquake are used as excitations at the base of the soil column. We
consider the sand to behave according to the Derendeli curves.
To serve as a yardstick, an equivalent linear soil response analysis was also carried out
with the use of code STRATA [2] ― one of the current state-of-practice soil amplification
codes.
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The results of the three analyses (TA–GER, NL-DYAS, STRATA) are portrayed in terms of :
(a) the acceleration time histories at the ground surface (Figs 5 and 9), (b) the distributions
with depth of the peak values of acceleration, displacement, shear strain, and shear stress
(Figs 6 and 10), (c) the stress–strain hysteresis loops of the two nonlinear models at the depth
of 5m and 15m (Figs 7 and 11), and (d) the corresponding acceleration response spectra (Figs
8 and 12). The following conclusions can be drawn:

Figure 5: Comparison of acceleration time histories at the surface computed with the three models. Shaking
with Kalamata 1986 record
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Figure 6: Distributions with depth of the peak values of acceleration, displacement, shear strain, and shear
stress. Shaking with Kalamata 1986 record

Figure 7: Comparison of stress – strain loops computed with TA- GER and NL – DYAS at z=15m and z=5m.
Shaking with Kalamata 1986 record
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SA : g

T:s
Figure 8: Acceleration response spectra at the surface calculated with the three models

•
•

For the moderate excitation, all three codes (and corresponding soil models) predict
similar response in terms of distributions with depth and quite similar acceleration
time histories, with STRATA exhibiting slightly higher amplitudes.
Regarding the strong seismic excitation, a fairly similar response is predicted by the
two non-linear models. On the other hand, STRATA significantly exaggerates the longperiod pulses, while it depresses the high-frequency components — a performance
within expectations, as such “depression” of high frequencies has been already noted
in the literature (e.g. [13], [14], [15], [16]). The response acceleration spectra from the
three codes reinforce this conclusion: whereas the two inelastic soil models produce
almost identical spectra, the equivalent-linear analysis, having filtered-out the shortperiod components, underpredicts the spectral values for periods less than 0.45 sec. It
is worth mentioning that an improved equivalent-linear method that avoids the
overdamping of high frequencies has been developed by Assimaki and Kausel [14].
Such overdamping stems from the facts that damping is a function of strain amplitude
and that high frequencies are usually associated with small amplitudes of motion; thus,
these components experience substantially less damping than the dominant frequencies and are artificially suppressed when hysteretic damping is taken as constant. The
overestimation of the long period spectral accelerations by the equivalent linear method is due to resonance phenomena that take place in a linear analysis. Such phenome-
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•

na cannot be developed when nonlinearity is accounted for, as the shear modulus,
therefore the natural periods of soil, are not fixed but change over time.
The distributions with depth of the peak values of acceleration, shear stress, and horizontal displacement computed with the two nonlinear models for the JMA 090 record
are in well agreement, considerably deviating from those of the equivalent linear
method. The similarity between the τ – γ diagrams of TA-GER and NL-DYAS analyses
is evident for the moderate motion. There are sharp differences for the strong seismic
excitation, however, with the TA-GER model predicting broader hysteresis loops that
are more regular in shape.

Figure 9: Comparison of acceleration time histories at the surface computed with the three models. Shaking
with Kobe JMA 090 1995 record
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Figure 10 Distributions with depth of the peak values of acceleration, displacement, shear strain, and shear stress.
Shaking with Kobe JMA 090 1995 record

Figure 11 Comparison of stress – strain loops computed with Ta- Ger and NL – DYAS at z=15m and z=5m.
Shaking with Kobe JMA 090 1995 record
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Figure 12: Acceleration response spectra at the surface calculated with the three models

5

CONCLUSIONS

A plasticity-based model implemented into a finite differences computer code was presented
in this paper and found capable of predicting efficiently the 1D nonlinear site response. The
model is a simplified version of that originally proposed by Tasiopoulou and Gerolymos [9],
[10]. The few model parameters were calibrated against experimental results in terms of the
shear modulus reduction and damping ratio increase curves available in the literature. The capability of the model in simulating the nonlinear response of horizontally layered deposits
was checked through comparison with two codes available in the literature: NL-DYAS and
STRATA. While the three codes exhibited similar results for the moderate seismic excitation
case, validating the proposed plasticity-based model, the equivalent linear method fails to
yield satisfactory results for the strong motion case, significantly underestimating the highfrequency components of the ground response and overestimating the low-frequency ones.
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Abstract. The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of dam–reservoir interaction on
the dynamic response of dams. Both thin rectangular concrete cantilever and large trapezoidal earth dams are considered with empty and full reservoir.
It has recently been shown by Pelecanos et al. [32] that the amplification of accelerations at
the crest of the dam depends on the combinations of the frequency of the harmonic acceleration load and the fundamental frequencies of the dam and the reservoir. This study considers
transient dynamic loading and selected scenarios of different combinations of the abovementioned frequencies are examined under random seismic acceleration load.
It is shown that for certain cases the amplification of accelerations of the dam can be affected
by the presence of the upstream reservoir. In general, thin rectangular concrete cantilever
dams are found to be considerably more sensitive to dam–reservoir interaction than large
trapezoidal earth dams. Therefore, this investigation examines the significance of dam–
reservoir interaction and when this interaction should be taken into consideration or it could
be neglected.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The dynamic behaviour of a dam with a full reservoir is different from the behaviour of a
dam with an empty reservoir. The motion of the reservoir affects the motion of the dam (because of the induced hydrodynamic pressures [7, 8]) and vice-versa. This phenomenon is
called dynamic dam-reservoir interaction (DRI) and it could be catastrophic in cases of resonance, i.e. when the two domains (dam and reservoir) are vibrating in phase.
The early studies on the effects of the reservoir on the response of dams considered a stiff
and undeformable dam of various geometries [40, 39, 41, 2, 5] and concentrated on the prediction of the hydrodynamic pressures on the upstream dam face [28, 11, 12, 26]. Later studies considered a flexible dam [7, 25] and investigated the vibrations of both the reservoir and
the dam structure. Over time various closed-form analytical solutions were proposed [40, 41,
6] for simplified problems, while more advanced numerical models [32, 18, 40] were adopted
to consider the complicated interaction between the dam and the reservoir by discretising both
domains. The latter were generally based on Finite [16, 34, 30] and/or Boundary Element [38]
approaches.
Previous studies of DRI [5, 7, 17, 21, 20, 19] showed that the effects of DRI are more pronounced in concrete dams than in earth dams. For this reason, seismic analyses of earth dams
have traditionally neglected DRI effects [31]. The early fundamental work of Chopra [7] is of
particular interest, as it studied a model concrete gravity dam vibrating in its fundamental
mode and examined its response for various combinations of the circular frequency of the applied harmonic load and the fundamental circular frequencies of the dam and the reservoir.
The effects of this interaction are mainly focused on (a) the fundamental period of vibration of
the dam-reservoir system (DRS) and (b) the magnitude of the dynamic response of the dam. It
is generally believed that DRI firstly causes the DRS to soften, elongating its fundamental period of vibration, and secondly it alters the dam's response by amplifying or de-amplifying the
seismic motion. Finally, monitoring data from forced vibration tests on real concrete gravity
dams [8] showed that the measured natural period of vibration of dams was larger for a full
reservoir than a partly filled reservoir [9, 15, 16, 35].
A recent study by Pelecanos et al. [32] investigated the fundamental behavior of damreservoir systems under harmonic loads and examined the amplification of accelerations at
steady-state conditions. Two general cases were considered of simplified model concrete cantilever and trapezoidal earth. The amplification of accelerations at the crest of the dam was
explored under harmonic acceleration load for various combinations of the frequency of the
harmonic load and the fundamental frequencies of the dam and the reservoir. It was found that
DRI affects both the fundamental period of the dam and the amplification of accelerations
within the dam structure and that these DRI effects are more pronounced for concrete cantilever dams than trapezoidal earth dams.
This paper describes a further investigation of reservoir-dam interaction and its influence
on the dynamic acceleration response of dams. It builds on the work of Pelecanos et al. [32]
and extends that work to transient dynamic acceleration loads by considering seismic input
motions. Similar to the study of Pelecanos et al. [32], both rectangular cantilever and trapezoidal earth dams are considered. In all the performed analyses, both the dam and the reservoir rest on a stiff undeformable ground and therefore the effects of dam- reservoir-foundation
interaction are not considered.
2

PROBLEM DEFINITION

The problem under study is shown in Figure 1. A dam (1) rests on the ground (in this work,
a stiff and undeformable foundation) (3) and retains a large amount of water in the reservoir
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(2). Under seismic (or general dynamic) conditions, an acceleration motion from the ground
(such as at point A) causes movement of both the dam structure and the reservoir.

Figure 1: Geometry of the dam-reservoir-foundation system: (1) Dam, (2) Reservoir, (3) Foundation.

The critical question is how the motion of each domain (dam structure and reservoir) will
be affected by the motion of the neighbouring domain, i.e. what is the effect of reservoir-dam
interaction, especially on the accelerations of the dam crest (point B). Therefore, in this investigation, acceleration input motions are applied at the dam base (such as point A) and the accelerations at the crest of the dam (point B) are monitored and examined for different cases,
with a full and an empty reservoir.
In all the analyses presented in this paper, the reservoir domain is modelled with 8-noded
isoparametric displacement-based solid elements according as elaborated in Pelecanos et al.
[30]. All the analyses carried out are two-dimensional plane-strain dynamic in the timedomain using the FE software ICFEP (Imperial College Finite Element Program) [33]. The
time-integration scheme employed is the generalised α-method of Chung & Hulbert [10]
which is able to use numerical damping to selectively filter high frequencies (spectral radius
at infinity, ρ∞ = 9/11, see Kontoe et al. [23].
3
3.1

FINITE ELEMENT MODELS
Rectangular concrete dam

The first case considers a simple rectangular cantilever dam. The geometry of the cantilever
dam is shown in Figure 2. The region A-B-C-D represents the upstream reservoir, A-B-F-E
represents the cantilever dam and F-G-H-C represents the foundation. The height of the dam
is taken as, H=60m, the width of the dam is W=18m, the length of the reservoir, L=300m and
the thickness of the foundation, T=18m. The reservoir length to height ratio is taken as, L/H =
5 according to the suggestions of Pelecanos et al. [30] for stiff dams with a vertical upstream
face.
The material properties of the dam are taken as follows: Poisson's ratio, ν=0.3 and mass
density, ρ=2500 kg/m3. Damping, ξ, of the Rayleigh type [8] is specified in the dam with a
target value of 5%. The values for the two natural circular frequencies of Rayleigh damping,
ω1 and ω2, are taken as equal to the fundamental circular frequency of the dam, ωd, and the
circular predominant frequency of the input excitation ω. The foundation is modelled as rigid
and a high bulk modulus value is assigned, K = 108 Kw = 2.2 1014 kPa (where, Kw = 2.2 106
kPa is the bulk modulus of water) and a Poisson's ratio ν =0.4.
The reservoir water is assumed to behave as a linear material with a bulk modulus,
Kw=2.2∙106 kPa (the exact value for water) and a nominal value of shear modulus, Gw=100
kPa [30]. The fundamental circular frequency of the reservoir, ωr is given by Equation 1 [5]
(where, Vp=1483 m/s is the p-wave velocity of water).
(1)
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Figure 2: Geometry of the rectangular dam.

It should be noted that the value of the elastic Young modulus, E, is altered in each analysis so that specific combinations of ω, ωr and ωd are achieved. This is discussed in more detail
in Section 5.1. The fundamental frequency of the dam may be obtained from the EulerBernoulli or Timoshenko bending equations [35].
Zero-thickness isoparametric interface elements [13][33] are placed along the interface of
the dam and the reservoir (A-B) and the interface of the reservoir and the foundation (B-C).
The values assigned for the normal and shear stiffness of the interface elements are KN=108
kN/m and KS=1 kN/m respectively [30].
The applied boundary conditions include: zero displacements in the vertical direction along
the bottom boundary (G-H), and prescribed values of acceleration in the horizontal direction.
Zero displacements are specified in the vertical direction on the upstream reservoir boundary,
whereas the horizontal boundary condition applied on the upstream reservoir boundary (C-D)
is the standard viscous boundary [22][24] which is described by Equation 2 [30].
(2)
where σ is a normal stress on the boundary, ρ is the density of the material the BC has been
applied to (i.e. water in this case), Vp is the p-wave velocity of the water (=1483 m/s) and ů is
the velocity in the horizontal direction. More details about this BC may be found in Kontoe et
al. [24].
3.2

Trapezoidal earth dam

The geometry of the examined earth dam is shown in Figure 3. The region A-B-C-D represents the upstream reservoir, A-B-F-E represents the earth dam and F-G-H-C represents the
foundation. The height of the dam is taken as H=60m, the width of the crest of the dam
W=18m, the breadth of the dam shoulders B=180m, the length of the reservoir L=300m and
the thickness of the foundation T=18m. Note that the slope ratio, B/H = 1/3. The L/H ratio is
taken as equal to 5 according to the suggestions of [30] for trapezoidal earth dams.
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Figure 3: Geometry of the trapezoidal earth dam considered.

The material properties of the dam are as follows: Poisson's ratio, ν=0.3 and mass density,
ρ=2000 kg/m3. Similarly to the cantilever dam, damping, ξ of the Rayleigh type [8] is specified in the dam with a target value of 5% and the foundation is again modelled to behave as a
rigid material. The boundary conditions are the same as the cantilever dam case: zero displacements are specified in the vertical direction along the bottom boundary (G-H), whereas
the acceleration input motion is specified in the horizontal direction.
The value of the shear wave velocity, Vs, is altered in each analysis so that specific combinations of ω, ωr and ωd are achieved. This is discussed in more detail in Section 5.2. The fundamental frequency of the dam may be obtained from the Ambraseys [1] equation [37].
Again, interface elements are placed at the interface of the dam and the reservoir (A-B) and
the interface of the reservoir and the foundation (B-C). Finally, the same boundary conditions
are applied on the bottom (F-G) and the upstream reservoir (C-D) boundaries as with the previous case of the cantilever dam.
4

DAM-RESERVOIR INTERACTION UNDER HARMONIC LOADING

Pelecanos et al. [32] studied the response of both concrete cantilever and trapezoidal earth
dams under harmonic loads. For both cases the amplification of accelerations at the crest of
the dam was explored under harmonic acceleration load for various combinations of the frequency of the harmonic load, ω, and the fundamental frequencies of the dam, ωd, and the reservoir, ωr. To achieve these different combinations, the values of the elastic modulus, E, and
of the shear wave velocity, Vs, were altered in the case of the concrete cantilever dam and the
trapezoidal earth dam respectively, to provide some specific values of the ratio of the fundamental circular frequency of the reservoir over the fundamental circular frequency of the dam,
ωr/ωd, over the range of 0.25 to 4.
The applied boundary conditions included: zero displacements in the vertical direction
along the bottom boundary (G-H), and prescribed values of harmonic acceleration in the horizontal direction, as given by Equation 3. Different values of circular frequency, ω, were considered, for constant amplitude α0= 1 m/s2 and for 40 cycles, in order to reach a steady-state
response.
(3)
where, α is the input acceleration, α0 is the amplitude of the harmonic load, ω is the circular frequency of the harmonic loading and t is the time.
Regarding the rectangular cantilever dam, Figure 4 (from Pelecanos et al. [32]) shows the
amplification of the accelerations at the dam crest, |F| with respect to the ratio of the circular
frequency of the harmonic load to the fundamental circular frequency of the dam, ω/ωd, for
various values of the ratio of the fundamental circular frequency of the reservoir to the fun-
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damental circular frequency of the dam, ωr/ωd. On the same figure, the corresponding amplification of a dam with an empty reservoir is plotted with a dashed line for comparison.

Figure 4: Amplification of acceleration, |F| at the crest of the rectangular concrete dam for various values of the
frequency ratios ω/ωd and ωr/ωd (After Pelecanos et al. [32]).

The amplification spectrum (|F| - ω/ωd) follows a similar trend for all the values of the examined ωr/ωd ratio. Namely, there are generally two peak values of the amplification as observed for the empty reservoir case. However, the magnitude of the peak values of the
amplification and the value of the ω/ωd ratio at which they occur is different for different values of the ωr/ωd ratio.
Moreover, it is shown that the maximum value of amplification occurs in the region where
ω/ωd ≈ ωr/ωd ≈ 1, i.e. where ω ≈ ωd ≈ ωr. This is due to resonance between the harmonic load,
the dam and the reservoir. There are also large values of amplification for ω/ωd ≈ ωr/ωd
(shown diagonally in the figure), i.e. where ω ≈ ωr. The value of amplification for the latter
case (ω ≈ ωr) can be larger than the amplification corresponding to the second mode of vibration (i.e. close to ω/ωd ≈ 4.7). However, it seems that in some cases (e.g. close to ω/ωd ≈ ω/ωr
≈ 3) there is a combined effect of (a) ω ≈ ωr and (b) the second natural mode of vibration of
the dam.
Regarding the trapezoidal earth dam, Figure 5 (from Pelecanos et al. [32]) shows the amplification of acceleration, |F|, at the dam crest with respect to the ratio of the circular frequency of
the harmonic load to the fundamental circular frequency of the dam, ω/ωd for various values
of the ratio of the fundamental circular frequency of the reservoir to the fundamental circular
frequency of the dam, ωr/ωd. The amplification of a dam with an empty reservoir is also plotted with a dashed line for comparison.
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Figure 5: Amplification of acceleration, |F| at the crest of the earth dam for various values of the frequency ratios
ω/ωd and ωr/ωd (After Pelecanos et al. [32]).

Similar to the case of the cantilever dam, the amplification spectrum (|F| - ω/ωd) follows a
similar trend for all the values of the ωr/ωd ratio. Namely, for each ωr/ωd ratio three main
peaks can be identified in the amplification response, which correspond to the three first
modes of vibration of the dam. In contrast to the case of the cantilever dam, the magnitude of
the peak values of the amplification and the value of the ω/ωd ratio at which they occur does
not seem to depend significantly on the ωr/ωd ratio. Overall, there are very small differences
between the amplification spectra for different values of the ωr/ωd ratio. This suggests that the
presence of the reservoir does not affect significantly the amplification (and hence the dynamic response) of the dam, for any value of the ωr/ωd ratio.
5

DAM-RESERVOIR INTERACTIOM UNDER SEISMIC LOADING

The investigation of Pelecanos et al. [32] was restricted to a harmonic load shaking a damreservoir system. However, since in reality dams are subjected to transient shaking, this study
is concerned with seismic loading of reservoir-dam systems. The horizontal acceleration record of the El Centro (Imperial Valley, 1940) earthquake is used as the input motion. The acceleration time history of this motion is shown in Figure 6, and the corresponding 5% damped
response spectrum is shown in Figure 7. As it is shown in the latter figure, there are two distinct peaks of spectral acceleration, Sa for periods of 0.27s and 0.52s. The period for which the
maximum value of Sa occurs is considered to be the dominant period of the seismic load and
it is TEQ = 0.52s.
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Figure 6: Acceleration time-history of the El-Centro (1940) earthquake record.

Figure 7: Response spectrum of the El Centro (1940) earthquake record for damping ξ=5%.

Table 1: Cases of combinations of ω/ωd and ωr/ωd frequency ratios examined for seismic loading.

CASE
Α
Β
C
D
E

ω/ωd
1
3
1
1/3
1/3
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ωr/ωd
1
3
3
1
1/3
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Figure 8: Cases of combinations of ω/ωd and ωr/ωd frequency ratios examined under seismic loading.

Following the investigation of Pelecanos et al. [32] for harmonic loading, both a cantilever
and a trapezoidal earth dam are again considered. For each of the dam types, five cases are
examined for various combinations of the frequency ratios ω/ωd and ωr/ωd, as listed in Table 1
and shown graphically in Figure 8. These combinations are chosen based on the observations
of Pelecanos et al. [32] concerning harmonic loading, i.e. large amplification of accelerations
is expected for Cases A-D, whereas smaller amplification of the accelerations is expected for
Case E.
5.1

Rectangular concrete dam

For the case of the cantilever dam, the model geometry shown in Figure 2 is employed. The
imposed boundary conditions are described in Section 3.1. All five cases (Table 2) are analysed twice, with a full and an empty reservoir. In all cases, the elastic modulus, E, is varied
for each case as listed in Table 2, to achieve the combinations of frequencies listed in Table 1.
Table 2: Material and geometric properties of the rectangular concrete dam cases considered under seismic load
ing.

CASE
A
B
C
D
E

Height, H
[m]
180
180
60
60
180

Thickness, t
[m]
18
18
6
6
18

Elastic modulus, E
[kPa]
1.2 ∙109
1.4 ∙108
1.4 ∙108
1.2 ∙109
1.2 ∙1010

Figure 9 shows the acceleration time-histories at the crest of the dam (for both full and empty
reservoirs), whereas Figure 10 shows the corresponding 5% damped response spectra. For the
dam with a full reservoir and for all 5 cases (A, B, C, D and E), the peak value of amplification occurs at a value of the ω/ωd ratio smaller than the corresponding for the dam with an
empty reservoir (see Figure 10). This suggests that the fundamental period of the dam is larger when reservoir-dam interaction is considered. The latter conclusion is in agreement with
the earlier observation of Pelecanos et al. [32] (see also Figure 4) for harmonic load, i.e. the
load resonates with the dam-reservoir system at a smaller value of natural circular frequency,
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therefore the fundamental period of the dam-reservoir system (i.e. dam with a full reservoir) is
larger than that of a dam with an empty reservoir.

Figure 9: Acceleration time-histories at the crest of the rectangular concrete dam.

Moreover, the value of amplification of accelerations is larger for cases A-D with a full reservoir than those with an empty reservoir (Figure 10). This is again in agreement to the investigation of Pelecanos et al. [32] using harmonic loading (see Figure 4), where higher values of
amplification were observed for the frequency combinations of cases A-D for the dam with a
full reservoir.
Besides, for case E (i.e. for ω/ωd = ωr/ωd = 1/3), the amplification of accelerations is found to
be smaller for a dam with a full reservoir than that for a dam with an empty reservoir (Figure
10). This is again in agreement with the previous investigation regarding harmonic loading
(see Figure 4), where the amplification for ω/ωd = ωr/ωd = 1/3 was smaller in a dam with a full
reservoir than a dam with an empty reservoir.
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Figure 10: Response spectra (for damping ξ=5%) of the acceleration at the crest of the rectangular concrete dam.

5.2

Trapezoidal earth dam

For the case of the earth dam, the model geometry shown in Figure 3 is employed. The
boundary conditions imposed are described in Section 3. Again, all five cases (Table 1) are
analysed twice, with a full and empty reservoir. The shear wave velocity, Vs, is changed in
each case as listed in Table 3, to achieve the combinations of frequencies listed in Table 1, but
in all cases keeping the value of the p-wave velocity of the reservoir constant, Vp = 1483 m/s.
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Table 3: Material and geometric properties of the trapezoidal earth dam cases considered under seismic loading.

CASE
A
B
C
D
E

Height, H
[m]
900
900
300
300
900

Shear wave velocity, Vs
[m/s]
4500
1500
1500
4500
13500

Figure 11: Acceleration time-histories at the crest of the earth dam.
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Figure 12: Response spectra (for damping ξ=5%) of the acceleration at the crest of the earth dam.

Figure 11 shows the acceleration time-histories at the crest of the dam (for both full and empty reservoirs), whereas Figure 12 show the corresponding 5% damped response spectra. It
may be observed from all figures that the observations for the cantilever dam case do not apply to the earth dam. Although some minor differences between the full and empty reservoir
cases may be noticed in the acceleration time-histories (Figure 11), no major differences exist
in the response spectra (Figure 12). This means that both the frequency content and the value
of amplification are not significantly affected by the presence of the reservoir, for all cases AE, i.e. for various combinations of the frequency ratios. The previous conclusion of the negligible influence of the reservoir on the dynamic response of earth dams under harmonic loading from Pelecanos et al. [32] is therefore confirmed for seismic loading case as well.
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The effects or DRI (both softening and amplification) are found to be insignificant for earth
dams. This may be attributed to (a) the sloped upstream face and (b) the large volume of an
earth dam. The hydrodynamic pressures induced on a sloped upstream dam face are smaller
than those on a vertical dam face [42]. Moreover, the inertial effects from the additional mass
from the reservoir are small compared to the inertia of a large earth dam. The second peak
value of Sa did not affect the results of this section, as no resonance was expected for the cases chosen.
6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes an investigation carried out to assess the effects of reservoir-dam interaction on the transient dynamic (seismic) behaviour of dams. The main aim is to examine
whether the presence of an upstream reservoir alters the response of a dam and to identify the
cases in which the dynamic reservoir-dam interaction may have detrimental effects. Both rectangular cantilever and trapezoidal homogeneous earth dams are considered under seismic
loading. This study is an extension of the work of Pelecanos et al. [32] who considered harmonic loads of a wide range of frequencies. The main conclusions of this study may be summarised as follows:








The effects of dam-reservoir interaction (DRI) under seismic load are very similar to
the DRI effects under harmonic loads at steady-state and therefore this study confirms
the findings of Pelecanos et al. [32].
The effects of DRI are mainly related to (a) change of the fundamental period of the
dam and (b) change in the amplification of accelerations within the dam structure.
DRI effects, in terms of both amplification of accelerations and change in the fundamental period, are more pronounced for cantilever dams. This could have an application on various water retaining structures with a slender cross-sectional geometry,
such as arch dams, canal locks etc.
Generally, the presence of the reservoir “softens” the response of the dam, i.e. it results in a larger fundamental period, Td of the dam. This may be attributed to the added mass, m (see also Westergaard [40]) of the reservoir which vibrates with the dam.
In contrast, the reservoir does not provide any additional (shear or bending) stiffness,
k to the dam (Td = 2 π √(m/k)).
The amplification of the input acceleration in a dam with a reservoir can be either
higher or lower than the amplification in a dam with an empty reservoir. This depends
on the relative magnitude of the dominant circular frequency of the load, ω, and the
fundamental circular frequencies of the dam and reservoir, ωd and ωr respectively.
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NOMENCLATURE
ao
amplitude of harmonic acceleration load
a(t)
acceleration load time history
E
Young's elastic modulus
|F|
amplification of acceleration
Gw
shear modulus of water
H
height of the dam
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I
moment of inertia
k
stiffness
Kd
bulk modulus of the dam materials
KN, KS normal and shear stiffness values of the interface elements
Kw
bulk modulus of water
L
length of the reservoir
m
mass
Sa
spectral acceleration
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Abstract. As pipelines pass from large geographical regions, their passage through areas
with active faults in seismic regions might be inevitable. On the other hand, map of active
faults is faced with many uncertainties and it is not possible to estimate the precise place of
fault, angle of fault and the fault line. Thus, as lifelines, pipelines are vulnerable to great
dangers during an earthquake and resulting permanent ground deformations known as PGD.
The previous earthquakes such as Chi-Chi (1999) and Wenchuan (2008) showed a wide
ranges of damages caused to various structures subjected to reverse fault rupture. The aim of
this study is to investigate the effect of using soft deformable wall (in order to diverting
rupture path and absorbing the tectonic deformation) in the response of buried pipelines
subjected to reverse fault rupture considering two cases: a) pipeline parallel to fault line b)
pipeline perpendicular to fault line.
In this method, a thick diaphragm-type soil bentonite wall (SBW) is used in the fault diversion
path in order to absorb the fault movements. Three-dimensional finite element model
including steel buried pipe in dense sand subjected to reverse fault rupture is considered. The
results indicate that using soil bentonite wall can remarkably mitigate the damages caused to
pipeline in parallel case. In perpendicular case, the location of damages on buried pipeline is
confined in a small area around the SBW which is of great importance in quick discovery of
pipeline’s damaged section location in order to quick repair and return of pipeline to service.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In today societies, While the distribution of vital material is developed, pipelines are
accounted as one of the most important and infra-structural facilities of every country. Water,
gas, oil and other liquids are remarkably transferred into the long distances path through
pipelines. Pipelines are installed in two forms of surface and buried which generally executed
buried due to the immunity to environmental hazards. But as buried pipelines encompassed
wide areas along its path, it fraught in various geotechnical dangers. One of the most
important of these dangers is earthquake and its consequences. During the investigation
carried out by O’Rourke and Liu, damages caused to pipelines mostly occurred by permanent
ground deformation (PGD) resulted from earthquakes [1]. This matter is of a great importance
regarding the fact that (PGD) happens in a short length of pipelines in comparison with
transient ground deformation (inferred of earthquake waves) and shows the importance of
pipeline behavior subjected to PGD. The PGD that caused by landslide, liquefaction or
surface rupture can remarkably apply damages on buried pipelines.
The report of the damages caused to water and gas pipelines in the past earthquakes of
Manjil (1990) [2], Northridge (1994) [3], Chi-Chi (1999) [4], Kokaeli (1999) [5] and Chili
(2010) [6], are shown/showed the leakage and the stop of service of pipelines and in severe
cases, explosion and fire of gas pipelines.
Fault rupture is one of the most common types of PGD and can occur in various types.
Apparat from different types of fault rupture, Some of the important factors in the amount of
damages applied to pipelines are: The ratio of buried depth to pipe dimeter (H/D), ratio of
diameter to pipe thickness (D/t), soil types, fault angle (𝜓 figure 1) and pipe crossing angle
with respect to fault line ( β in figure 1).
The investigation carried out by Joshi et al on the effects of reverse fault rupture on buried
pipelines showed that the capacity of buried pipeline to accommodate the reverse fault rupture
could be increased if the pipe crossing angle with respect to fault line became near-parallel
[7]. On the other hand, with current knowledge, it is not always possible to determine the
precise place of fault and its path and therefore pipe crossing angle with respect to fault line
(β). Moreover, even the passage of buried pipeline parallel to fault line (figure 1a) which was
recommended by joshi et al [7], can cause severe damages to buried pipelines in some critical
conditions.
In this research, by inspiring from researches of Fadaee et al [8], [9] with using a thick
diaphragm-type soil bentonite wall (SBW) in a specific distance with buried pipelines which
is parallel with fault line (figure 1a), SBW absorbs the deformation resulted from any possible
reverse fault rupture and mitigates the damages caused to pipelines cross section (figure 2).
More details about the performance of SBW in reverse fault rupture are shown in [8], [9].
In this paper, the effect of using SBW on buried pipelines crossing fault line in normal
orientation (Figure 1b) in investigated.
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Figure 1. a schematic view of fault’s angle (𝜓) and pipeline crossing angle with fault line (β). a) Pipeline
parallel to fault line (β =180). b) Pipeline perpendicular to pipeline (β = 90)

Figure 2. a schematic view of SBW performance in case of reverse fault rupture
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2

NUMERICAL MODELING

A steel continuous buried pipeline was subjected to reverse fault rupture in two forms: a)
Pipeline parallel to fault line (figure 3). b) pipeline perpendicular to fault line (figure 4). To do
so, the finite element (FE) method was employed for numerical simulation of the problem.
Apart from some limits in exact simulation of shear band formation, FE modeling has been
shown to be able of competently reproducing fault rupture propagation in the free field [10],
as well as under shallow and deep foundations [11], and pipelines. An essential prerequisite is
the usage of a refined mesh and appropriate constitutive model for soil. Based on the findings
of previous studies [10], an elastoplastic constitutive model with Mohr Coulomb failure
criterion and isotropic strain softening are selected. the details of constitutive soil model are
shown in [10].

Figure 3. Details of FE model in parallel case a) The location of soil bentonite wall b) Pipe’s burial depth and
distance of SBW to pipe c) Details of pipe mesh d) Dimensions of soil blocks
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Figure 4. Details of FE model in perpendicular mode a) The location of soil bentonite wall b) Pipe’s burial depth
and distance of SBW to pipe c) Details of pipe mesh d) Dimensions of soil blocks

Dense sand was used in this research which was calibrated and verified in previous
research [9]. Table 1 shows the soil property.
E (first layer, kPa)

12000

E (last layer, kPa)

50000

∅𝑝

42

∅𝑟𝑒𝑠

32

𝜓𝑝

12

𝜓𝑟𝑒𝑠

1

𝛾𝑓

0.165

𝜌

(t/𝑚3 )

1.8

Table 1- summary of soil property

Elastoplastic behavior for pipe was considered too. The pipe which used was constructed
from API/5L X65 which is commonly used in oil and gas industries. A large-strain J2 flow
(von Mises) plasticity model with isotropic hardening is employed for describing the
mechanical behavior of the steel pipe material.
Figure 4 shows the stress-strain curve obtained from uniaxial tensile test done by
Vazouras et al [13].
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Figure 4. Uniaxial nominal stress-engineering strain curve, APL-5L-X65 [13]

Soil block dimension as shown in figure 3&4 was chosen as below:
depth of 20 meters, length of 80 meters and the width of the model, based on the sensitive
analysis was considered as 10 meters.
A burial depth of 2.5 meters was chosen for steel pipe. For modeling of pipeline, four–
node reduced-integration shell elements (type S4R) was used in order to observe the wrinkle,
local buckling and ovalization of pipe’s cross-section, whereas eight-node reduced-integration
“brick” elements (C3D8R) was used for simulation of surrounding soil.
The dimension of soil mesh was also considered equal to dFE=1 based on the
recommendations of Anastasopoulos in the rupture area [10]. The dimensions of SBW and its
distance from pipe (for parallel mode) was chosen equal to 3, 16 and 2 meters for width, depth
and distance from pipe, respectively based on sensitive analysis.
A contact algorithm was considered to simulate the interface between the outer surface of
the steel pipe and the surrounding soil. To this end, interface friction was taken into account
for the algorithm, using a coulomb friction criterion and also allows for the separation of the
soil medium and pipe surface. According to Yimsiri et al [14], The friction coefficient, μ ,was
computed based on the reduced interface friction angle between the soil and the pipe equal to
2/3∅, which ∅ is soil internal friction. So based on given soil property is table 1, for the
selected soil, μ, was set to 0.52.
The analysis was conducted in two consecutive steps:
a) Application of gravity loading to simulate the initial stress state in the soil
b) Application of reverse faulting motion
The bottom boundary of the model represents the interface between the soil and the
underlying bedrock. Therefore, it was divided in two parts, one on the right representing the
footwall which remains motionless, and the other on the left been subjected to the tectonic
movement of the hanging wall.
3
3.1

MODELLING RESULTS
Pipeline parallel to fault line

In this section, by using expressed numerical modeling, at first, the effects of reverse fault
rupture in the angles of 𝜓 = 30° and 𝜓 = 45° on buried pipelines in parallel case without
using SBW is investigated. Then, the effects of using SBW in reducing damages caused to
pipeline is examined. For this purpose, several analysis with different fault line distance from
pipeline in both angles of 𝜓 = 30° and 𝜓 = 45° performed and the most critical ones
selected. These sensitive analyses showed that the most critical situation happens when the
shear band formed in soil due to fault movement, is passed from pipe cross section. In fact,
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pipe section is placed between footwall and hanging wall. Figure 5 shows a schematic view of
critical situation.

Figure 5. schematic view of critical condition of pipeline parallel to reverse fault rupture.

The factor of ovalization and pipe movement is also investigated. The ovalization of pipe
section is of great importance from the standpoint of performance reduction. Moreover, in gas
pipeline which is undergone inside pressure, this ovilization can lead to severe dangers.
Finally, the influence of SBW in fault rupture deviation and its effects on pipeline movements
is examined.
3.1.1 Pipe strains
The figure 6 and 7 compares the maximum compressive and tensile strains in pipe cross
section under the fault angles of 30° & 45° in two modes of with SBW and without SBW. It
can be clearly seen that with using SBW, pipe’s strains are remarkably decreased. A closer
look at these two figures shows that using SBW can reduce tensile and compressive strains up
to 90%.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. comparison of maximum compressive strains. A) 𝜓 = 45° B) 𝜓 = 30°
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. comparison of maximum tensile strains. A) 𝜓 = 45° B) 𝜓 = 30°

3.1.2 Pipe’s cross-Section deformations
As pipes are modeled by using shell elements of S4R, the pipe’s cross-section
deformations can be seen. Also, factor of ovality which is defined in Eq. (1), [15] as a
representation of the degree of distortion of pipe’s cross-section can be monitored. fo, Dmax,
Dmin are factor of ovality, maximum diameter and minimum diameter of pipe cross section,
respectively.
𝐷

−𝐷

𝑓𝑜 = 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 +𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥

(1)

𝑚𝑖𝑛

Figure 8 shows the changes of 𝑓𝑜 by increasing fault offset for the fault angles of 30° and
45°, respectively in two modes of with and without SBW.
As it is expected, using SBW has remarkable effects on the reduce of pipe’s cross-section
ovalization. The precise investigation shows that using SBW can lead to reduction of up to
90% in factor of ovality.
Figure 9 shows deformed shape of pipe cross-section for two modes of with and without
SBW after 2.8m fault offset for fault angles of 45° & 30°. The results indicate that using SBW
is hugely effective in preventing pipe cross-section deforming.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. changes of fo A) 𝜓 = 45° B) 𝜓 = 30°
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d

Figure 9. pipe cross-section deformation at 2.8 m fault offset. a) Without SBW, 𝜓 = 45° b) With SBW, 𝜓 = 45°
c) Without SBW, 𝜓 = 30° d) With SBW, 𝜓 = 30°

3.1.3 Pipe movements
As discussed earlier, in parallel form, critical situation happens when the pipeline placed
between hanging wall and footwall (figure 5). So the pipeline movement in the direction of
soil movement is inevitable. These movements can lead to some issues in pipe joints and
welds as a result of fault offsets.
Figure 10 shows the pipe movements for different fault offsets for two fault angles of 30 °
and 45°. In 𝜓 =30°, until the fault offset of 0.5m, the movement of pipeline with and without
SBW is approximately equal, but after 0.5m fault offset, pipe movements increases with an
almost constant trend without using SBW and in the fault offset of 2.8m, pipe moves 1.8 m.
While by using SBW, the pipe almost remains stable. For comparison, at 2.8 m fault offset,
pipe movement reaches 0.4m which is less than 25% of pipe movement without using SBW.
The trend is almost the same For 𝜓 =45°.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Pipeline movement: A) 𝜓 = 45° B) 𝜓 = 30°

3.2 Pipeline perpendicular to fault line
In this section, another case is investigated where the pipe crosses fault line
perpendicularly (figure 4). In this case the fault angle is considered to be 45°. SBW with the
same dimensions is used. In order to investigate the effect of SBW, like previous case, at first,
a model without SBW is subjected to reverse fault rupture and then, the response of pipeline
with SBW wall which is placed in fault dispersion path (X=37 to X=40) compares to each
other.
3.2.1 Localizing pipe damages
Figure 11 shows the location of pipe strains along the pipe length for different fault
movements away from the wall. As can be seen, the location of pipe damages is localized in
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2m from left side of the SBW to 3m from right side of the SBW for various fault lines away
from the SBW.
So considering existing uncertainties in the exact determination of fault line location and
Regarding the fact that the SBW absorbs deformations of reverse fault rupture, with using
SBW, the location of damages subjected to pipeline can be localized in a small area around
the SBW. So that in case of reverse fault rupture on buried pipelines and subsequent damages
(like pipe rupture and leakage which is inevitable in large fault offsets), the process of repair
and return of pipeline to service can be done more rapidly. It should be noted that in case of
not using SBW, the location of pipe damages is not clear and it may cause delays in repairing
the pipeline.

Figure 11. Location of crown strains for different fault lines away from SBW

4

CONCLUSION

In this research, the effect of using soil bentonite wall (SBW) on damage mitigation caused
to pipeline subjected to reverse fault rupture in two cases of pipeline parallel to fault line and
pipeline perpendicular to fault line by using 3D FE method is investigated. The analyses are
carried out on dense sand and steel pipeline. The results are as follows:
1- In parallel case, using SBW with the dimensions of 3*16m distanced 2m away from
pipe center, can remarkably reduce damages when subjected to reverse fault rupture. The
results of investigation show that using SBW with mentioned dimension, after low fault offset
(0.5m) with fault angles 30° and 45°, the pipe cross-section strains, factor of ovality and pipe
movements remains minor and constant throw different fault offsets. The comparison of
pipeline responses with and without using SBW indicates the reduction of up to 90% in pipe
strains and factor of ovality and up to 70% reduction in pipe movements with/ using SBW.
2- Comparison of pipe responses with two fault angles of 30° and 45° shows with using
of SBW, the effect of fault angle eliminates and the pipe responses remains the same.
3- For perpendicular case, with a matter of fact that SBW absorbs the deformation of
reverse fault rupture and inevitable severe pipe damages subjected to large reverse fault
offsets, using SBW can confine the area of damages subjected to pipeline in a small zone
around the SBW. So in case of earthquake and subsequent reverse fault rupture, the location
of pipe which needs to be repaired is obvious. This is of great importance in terms of quick
repair and service of pipeline as lifelines.
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Abstract. The paper is presenting a new artificial time-histories generation model which uses
spectrum compatible time-histories, created using a new envelope function that can be used in
regions characterized by subduction earthquakes with long duration period and paucity of
earthquake records data. The method has been implemented in a new computer-based platform
for ground motion processing and selection. The platform is organized into three main modules
as follows: Signal Processing is designed for data processing; it allows to open raw data
downloaded from main databases all over the world acquiring the principal seismic
parameters. Seismic Records Selection evaluates a set of spectra or time-histories data. Various
attenuation laws and correlation models are implemented to compute the Conditional Mean
Spectrum and the Predicted Mean Spectrum. Real time-histories can be selected and
downloaded by PEER and ESMD databases using waveform matching, spectrum matching or
energetic methods. A physics-based stochastic model is implemented for the generation of
synthetic time-histories as well as a wavelet-based stochastic models for artificial timehistories. Site Response Analysis concerns modelling the local site effects of the ground motion
propagation using a hybrid approach based on an equivalent linear model. The soil behavior
is modeled assuming that both shear modulus and damping ratio vary with shear strain
amplitude. Hence, the hysteretic behavior of the soil is described using the shear modulus
degradation and damping ratio curves.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The exponential increment of computational power is progressively moving the state-ofpractice in earthquake engineering toward the use of dynamic non-linear time history analysis
with respect to response spectrum analysis. All these methods need as prerequisite the selection
of a proper suite of earthquake ground motions to be reliable. In fact, among all possible sources
of uncertainty (e.g., structural material properties, modelling approximations, design and
analysis assumptions, etc.), the selection of earthquake ground motion has the highest eﬀect on
the variability of the structural response [1] [2] . Two selection criteria are mainly used for such
aim: (i) researches based on parameters obtained by disaggregated seismic hazard maps at a
specific site, such as the magnitude, M, and the source-to-site distance, R, the soil type, Vs30,
the source mechanism and the duration, (ii) researches based on spectral matching , such as
design code spectrum (DS), seismic scenario determined from a ground motion prediction
relationship (PMS) [3], uniform hazard spectrum (UHS), and conditional mean spectrum
(CMS) [4]. Using DS and UHS might bring to over-softening and overdamping during the
analysis [5]; therefore, a matching procedure based on the CMS has been developed and
presented for the Italian territory in this paper. The lack of real records in several areas of the
world leads to cases studies where is necessary resorting to artificial or synthetic time-histories.
Three methods have been implemented: according to the grade of knowledge, records can be
generated starting from (i) the target spectrum, (ii) the seismic parameters (M, R, Vs30), (iii) the
geometric spreading and Q function. The local seismic response has been modelled using an
equivalent linear model, assuming that both the shear modulus and the damping ratio vary with
the shear strain amplitude. So, the hysteretic behaviour of the soil is described using the shear
modulus degradation and damping ratio curves. A large number of computer programs, public
and commercial, are available at the Observatories and Research Facilities for European
Seismology (ORFEUS) data center1, such as SMARTS 2.0, Shake-91, DIMAS, and PickEv
2000, and at the Pacific Earthquake Engineering research center2, such as SIMQKE-I and
SIMQKE-II. Most of existing public signal processing software are developed to analyse a
single seismic earthquake record at a time (e.g., Seismosignal – available at
http://seismosof.com/or
view
wave
available
at
http://iisee.kenken.go.jp/staﬀ/kashima/viewwave.html). For multiple records analysis,
commercial software are needed, such as Bispec [5], but they have the inconvenient that they
are not freely available in the market. Iervolino et al. [6] developed a Matlab-based software
called REXEL, which allows ground motion selection using the Italian database, Itaca [7];
however, the proposed software is not able to perform multiple signal processing and it is not
able to build the CMS on the Italian territory automatically, by using as input the GIS
coordinates. Similar software have also been developed by Corigliano et al. [8] who implement
a software called ASCONA for the selection of compatible natural ground motions. Recently,
also Katsanos and Sextos [9] developed a Matlab-based software environment integrating finite
element analysis with earthquake records selection which works with the PEER database. The
presented platform includes many features, which are not available in the programs mentioned
above: signal processing, soil response analysis, the computation of the Conditional Mean
Spectra. This paper presents the application of CMS in a classic power spectrum-based model
with the innovation of random envelope functions in order to generate spectrum-compatible
ground motions. The method has been applied in a software called OPENSIGNAL [10] for
processing and selection of seismic records, freely available at the following link:
http://areeweb.polito.it/ricerca/ICRED/Software/OpenSignal.php
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2

SIGNAL PROCESSING

Figure 1 Signal Processing window.

Many ground motion parameters, such as peak displacements and velocities, are used often
in diﬀerent field of earthquake and geotechnical engineering [11]; however, their values are
aﬀected by the noise of the earthquake ground motion. The inﬂuence of noise in ground motion
records is evident at low and high frequencies where the signal-to-noise ratio is usually lower
compared to the mid spectrum. Then, filtering operations became the primary tool for correcting
the ground motion records and consequentially it has become standard practice to cut low and
high frequencies by looking at the spectra of the Fourier amplitude spectra and the signal-tonoise ratio. The Butterworth filter is the most used in seismic applications and it is designed to
have a ﬂat frequency response in the pass-band range, while it is equal to 0 in the stop-band
range. Analytically, the frequency response amplitude of the Butterworth filter is given by
|

1

|
1

(1)

where ω is the generic angular frequency, ωc represents the cut-oﬀ frequency, and N is the
order of the filter. The source of this error as mentioned above, is generated by the high and
low frequency noise which contaminates the signal. Baseline corrections can be applied using
diﬀerent techniques, in the time domain to remove unwanted trends and in the frequency
domain to remove unwanted frequencies. In the frequency domain, the noise is most easily
removed by the use of a bandpass filter, like the low-pass filter which is set up to values <0.1.
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In addition, the effect of aliasing can be eliminated by filtering the original ground motion
beyond the Nyquist frequency (12.5 Hz). In most of the databases, ground motion records are
already filtered, but there might be cases in which some records are unfiltered and in that case,
the filtering option in the environmental platform can be used. Error! Reference source not
found. shows Signal Processing window of computer environment. The number identifies the
steps to be followed in order to obtain a correct processing procedure and they are summarized
below:
1. Import the record with “Open” or insert the name.dat of the file.
2. Select the correct database.
3. Push “Read” for reading the file and extracting of the main information.
4a. Select the measure units for the accelerations.
4b. Tip the “Bandpass and Bandstop” for filtering the signal.
5. Push “View” for loading the acceleration history and plotting the signal properties and the
time histories.
In the Input Data Format (upper left), the records are uploaded and read automatically for
the selected ground motion databases (PEER, ESMD, UCHILE and ITACA) or using the option
“free format.” The Butterworth filter by modifying can be set according to minimum frequency,
fmin, maximum frequency, fmax, and order, n. The eﬀect of the filter is shown in Time Histories
panel where the time histories of accelerations, velocities, and displacements, both filtered and
unfiltered are displayed. In the Signal Analysis block (low right corner in Figure 1), the main
parameters of earthquake records (e.g., peak ground acceleration, velocity and displacement,
duration, etc.) both peak and root mean square values are calculated and saved both for filtered
and unfiltered data; Arias Intensity and Fourier Transform graphs are plotted in specific frames
. Finally, all processed data and records can be exported in other common formats, such as MS
Excel and txt (bottom left in Figure 1).
2.1

Response Spectral Analysis

Once the set of ground motions are selected and filtered, the Elastic Response Spectra
(acceleration, velocity, displacement, etc.) can be computed for a given value of damping ratio.
Furthermore, the mean and median acceleration response spectra of the uploaded set of records
with the associated range of dispersion (±σ) can be also evaluated and plotted using also log
and semi-log scales.
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Figure 2 Computation of CMS in Italian territory; scenario parameters panel allows its computation according to
GIS coordinates. CMS for other countries is available with several attenuation laws and correlational models
[12][21].

3

TARGET SPECTRA

Diﬀerent types of target spectrum can be defined during the ground motion selection process.
The design spectrum (DS) can be evaluated according to the Italian seismic standards, the NTC
2008 [13] for any point in the Italian territory, once the parameters are defined (e.g., nominal
life, soil category, damping ratio, over strength factor q to describe the inelastic behaviour, etc.).
Additionally, the DS according to the European seismic standard, EC8 [14], and to the US
standards [15] can be evaluated inserting the proper parameters. Furthermore, the platform
allows evaluating for a given probability of exceedance the UHS, and the Predicted Mean
Spectrum (PMS) using diﬀerent ground motion prediction equations (GMPE), which are
currently available: Ambraseys et al., Campbell and Bozorgnia, Boore and Atkinson, and Chiou
and Youngs [3][16][17][18]. Two additional attenuation laws have been recently inserted to
define the CMS for Chilean sites [19] and the Regional Indian attenuation equations for Indian
sites [20]. However, the novelty of the proposed system architecture is that it allows evaluating
the CMS [21][22] for the first time on the entire Italian territory automatically knowing the GIS
coordinates (Figure 2) and in any other site worldwide knowing the proper parameters.
4

REAL TIME-HISTORIES SELECTION

Ground motion selection and scaling procedures are applied in order to obtain a set of
motions that are usually used in dynamic elastic and even non-linear response history analysis.
The proposed framework retrieves records from the PEER-NGA strong motion database (PEER
– available at http://ngawest2.berkeley.edu/), the European strong motion database (ESMD –
available at http://www.isesd.hi.is/ESD_Local/frameset.htm). Three selection criteria are
available: Waveform Matching, Spectral Matching, Energetic criteria.
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Waveform Matching can be obtained selecting some specific seismological parameters
obtained by the disaggregated seismic hazard maps at a specific site, such as the moment
magnitude, Mw, the fault distance or Joyner–Boor distance (R or RJB, expressed in kilometer),
the fault mechanism, the soil type according to EC8, and the waveform parameters (e.g., peak
ground acceleration, peak ground velocity, peak ground displacement).
Spectral Matching requires an additional step, the definition of the target spectrum and the
type of matching to be carried out. The current available options in the platform are three: (i)
Single period, (ii) Multi periods (up to three values), and (iii) Mean Deviation. A selected
percentage error is defined in all cases to vary the number of earthquakes selected. The second
step is the selection of the Target Spectrum among the CMS, the DS, the UHS, the PMS, or any
User Defined (UDS) response spectrum. After the selection of the target spectrum, the search
of the records between the ground motion databases available in the computer environment is
performed. Both horizontal and vertical components of ground motion can be considered in
both research methods. Spectrum-compatible records can be located among the last research on
Waveform matching.
5

SYNTHETIC TIME-HISTORIES SELECTION

The combination of seismological models of the spectral amplitude of ground motion with
the engineering notion that high-frequency motions are basically random [23] is the basis of
SMSIM code. Following the generic formulation proposed in [23], the total spectrum of the
motion at a site can be divided into contributions from earthquake source (E), path (P), site (G)
and type of motion (I):
, ,

,

,

(2)

Referring to [23] for detailed information about the meaning and formulation of each
contribute, Figure 3 illustrates the window of selection of input parameters. Beta is the shearwave velocity in the vicinity of the source. Geometric spreading is represented by three linear
segment, described by three slopes and two points in common. Spectrum control is controlled
by the choice of source type (single or double corner), Sigma is the stress drop related to the
magnitude Mr and Mf the derivate of log(sigma) with respect to magnitude, fb/fa is the ratio
between corner frequencies. The whole path-attenuation is given by a piecewise continuous set
of three straight lines in log Q and log f space (s1 and s2 are the slopes of first and third lines
that have values Qr1 and Qr2 at frequencies fr1 and fr2, ft1 and ft2 are the transition
frequencies). Wfa and Wfb defines the weight of fa and fb concerning the source duration. The
diminution factors regard the application of a filter. Parameters for Western North America
and Eastern North America are uploaded and available by default. The site amplification is
fixed with a generic formulation for generic rock site. An arbitrary number of independent
Time-histories can be generated; for each time-history, several parameters are computed and
displayed (e.g. velocity, displacement, Fourier amplitude, Arias intensity).
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Figure 3 Required parameters for generation of synthetic time-histories.

6

ARTIFICIAL TIME-HISTORIES SELECTION

6.1

Wavelet-based method

The decomposition of ground motion time-histories into wavelet packets and the
reconstruction of time-histories from wavelet packets has been applied in the creation of a
stochastic ground-motion model [24]. The wavelet packet is defined as
,

(3)

,

The inverse wavelet packet is

,

,

(4)

Employing two groups of wavelet packets, 13 parameters quantify time and frequency
characteristics of the acceleration time histories. Such parameters are predicted as a function of
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Figure 4 Window of generation of artificial time-histories. Synthetic time-histories share a coincident layout
with few differences in the INPUT DATA panel.

four predictor variables: the moment magnitude (Mw), the hypocentral distance (Rhyp), rupture
distance (Rrup), and average shear-wave velocity within 30 m depth (VS30). In turn, the
predictor variables are obtained by a two-stage regression analysis. In Yamamoto [24] it has
been proposed a range of values that provides a good match from the GMPEs; those values are
reported and recommended inside the code. As in synthetic time-histories, the generation of
independent time-histories is unlimited and the signal processing is analogous (Figure 4).
6.2

Power spectral density based method

Spectrum-compatible ground motions are generated by the power spectral density PSD,
which is related to a target spectrum [25]:
/

1
4

(5)

1

,

where
is the natural pulse, , is the peak factor for a ground motion of duration s and
probability p, is the damping factor. Referring to [25] for detailed information about the
formulation of peak factor, PSD can be used for generation of stationary time-histories:
2
sin

Δ

(6)
(7)

A stationary ground motion is obtained by summing several sine functions with a random
phase n , which provides independence among several generated ground motions. Non-
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Figure 5 Two examples of implemented random envelope functions. They are generated by random shifting and
scaling the second curve in a selected range and overall scaling of the whole function.

stationarity is achieved by an envelope function I(t) multiplied for the stationary time-history.
The novelty of the procedure is a code generating envelope functions (Figure 5) from
overlapping two or more Saragoni and Hart functions [26] in order to taking into account the
random shape of real ground motions. A process of iterative adjustment improves the spectral
matching by
(8)

Such procedure is implemented into the software by selecting the target among the available
spectra with a signal-processing equal to other synthetic and artificial models, providing a
useful tool for generating realistic spectrum-compatible time-histories (e.g. regions with
undersized source databases).
7

SITE RESPONSE ANALYSIS

The proposed method uses an equivalent linear model (hybrid approach), which describes
the soil behavior assuming that both the shear modulus and the damping ratio vary with the
shear strain amplitude. Therefore, the hysteretic behavior of the soil is described using the shear
modulus degradation curve (G - γ) and the damping ratio curve (ξ - γ). In the proposed platform,
clay, sand, and rock degradation curves are available by default [27].
The dynamic equations of the system:
(9)

(9)(10) is solved using Newmark method:
1
∆

∆
1
2

∆
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Where [M], [C], and [K] are the mass, damping, and stiﬀness matrices, while { }, { } and
{ } are the vectors of absolute nodal accelerations, velocities, and displacements;
defines
the time step, and are both assumed equal to 1/4. Evaluating the nodal displacements and
the corresponding shear deformations γ at a given time instant t, the γ values are inserted in the
curves to update the shear modulus G and the damping ratio ξ, which are used to define the new
stiﬀness and damping matrices defined at the same time instant t. The proposed method has
some limitation at large shear strain deformations, because in that case, the soil presents a nonlinear behavior and both stiﬀness and damping depend on the number of loading–unloading
cycles. Nevertheless, it was observed that at medium deformations, the non-linear behavior of
the soil is not significantly inﬂuenced by the load path [28]. Thus, the proposed hybrid approach
can lead to reliable results for the range of medium deformations.
8

CONCLUSION

The paper presents a new model of generation of artificial time-histories. Employing a
classic method based on the analysis of the power spectrum density, an arbitrary number of
independent stationarity artificial spectrum-compatible time-histories are generated.
The novelty of the method consists in two features: (i) the application of the Conditional
Mean Spectrum, which leads to an improvement of the energetic content, (ii) the achievement
of non-stationarity obtained by random envelope functions, which provide realistic shape to the
final time-histories. The random envelope functions are created by the overlapping of two or
more envelope functions and varying the shape and position of these. Such model is
implemented in a software platform for processing and selection of seismic records, called
“OPENSIGNAL,” freely available for the public. The platform consists of a number of
modules, integrated in a unified environment and aimed for: selection of ground motion records,
signal processing, response spectra analysis, soil spectra analysis and generation of
synthetic/artificial time-histories.
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Abstract. Following the Hyogoken Nanbu earthquake in 1995, the design earthquake wave
was larger. After the Tohoku chihou Taiheiyouoki earthquake in 2011, the tsunami was focused after earthquake. In the future large earthquakes are expected to occur in Japan. We
are required to design more resilient structures that can withstand these events.
We conducted a numerical simulation of the reduction of earth pressure in a sandy backfill.
When a cushioning material was placed behind the retaining wall, the earth pressure was reduced, because the backfill sand moved to the active earth pressure state. It is possible that
the design section of the gravity caisson became smaller. In the dynamic approach, shaking
table tests were performed and the earth pressure acting on the retaining wall was seen to
reduce. However, the mechanism of earth pressure reduction was not clear in the dynamic
tests. Therefore in this study, the mechanism of earth pressure reduction during an earthquake was clarified using a numerical simulation. From the simulation results, the residual
horizontal displacement in the case of sand is larger than that in the case of cushioning material. It is cleared that in the cushioning material the inertial force of backfill sand was absorbed for the friction force toward to the foundation ground beside the effect of quasi-active
state.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The mechanism of earth pressure reduction in a backfill with cushioning material behind
the retaining wall is herein discussed. The influences of Poisson’s ratio and the elastic modulus of the cushioning material on the reduction of earth pressure against a retaining wall were
examined by assuming the material to be an elastic body. Numerical simulations revealed that
the attainment of the active state in the sandy backfill was due mainly to the lower Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the cushioning material in the static condition. Under static
loading, the soil in the vicinity of a wall enters the active state, or what has also been called a
“quasi-active state,” in which it is deformed by the cushioning material buffer. The concept of
the quasi-active state was first introduced by Hazarika and Okuzono (2004), in which EPS
was used as a compressible inclusion to reduce the dynamic earth pressure against the retaining wall. Hazarika et al. (2008) extended the cushioning technique to reduce the dynamic
earth pressure against the retaining wall and validated the approach by conducting shaking
table tests on gravity type retaining structures. However, the mechanism of earth pressure reduction was not clear in the dynamic case. Therefore, in this study, the mechanism of earth
pressure reduction during an earthquake was clarified using a numerical analysis. First, the
mechanism of earth pressure reduction was explained for the static case. Subsequently, the
deformation of the retaining wall with earth pressure reduction was discussed for the dynamic
case.
2
2.1

STATIC CASE
Simulation condition

Numerical simulations were performed in order to simulate the static and dynamic cases.
The FEM program code MuDIAN, developed by Takenaka Corporation (Shiomi et al., 1993)
was used in the simulation. The numerical mesh in the case of the cushioning material and
boundary conditions are indicated in Figure 1. A sandy foundation ground of 2 m and a sandy
backfill 2 m high and 10 m wide was constructed in the plane strain condition. The bottom of
foundation ground was kept fixed. Two cases were simulated. One case was simulated with
sand at the backfill, while the other had a 0.5 m thick layer of cushioning material at the backfill. The Mohr Coulomb failure criterion of the soil was used as the constitutive model in this
study. Table 1 shows the material constants of sand and the cushioning material used in the
simulation. The cushioning material and the retaining wall were considered elastic bodies.
The friction angle of soil was set at 40°. The stiffness of the foundation ground was greater
than that of the backfill sand. The cushioning material was assumed to be tier chips (Kaneda.
et.al. 2011); its elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio were small compared with those of the
soil. The retaining wall was assumed to be composed of concrete. The slip between the retaining wall and soil or cushioning material was not considered in this simulation. Initial calculations were performed using the self-weight of the soils. Then, an additional load of 50 kN/m2
was applied at the top (red part in Fig.1).
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50 kN/m2

1 m 0.5 m Vertical load 4.5m

4m

Retaining
wall

Backfill sand

2m

Cushioning
material

Foundation ground

2m

z
x
Figure 1: Boundary conditions.

Elastic modulus
(kN/m2)
Poisson ratio
Unit weight (kN/m3)
Cohesion (kN/m2)
Friction angle (Degree)

Foundation
ground

Backfill sand

Retaining wall

Cushioning
material

112000

56000

24400000

200

0.3
16.62
1
40

0.3
16.62
1
40

0.2
23.03

0.2
8.82

Table 1: Material constants.

2.2

Simulation results and considerations

Figure 2 shows the stress distribution in the vertical direction (compressive stress) acting
on the retaining wall from the sand or the cushioning material after loading. In the case of
sand, the compressive stress from the sandy backfill was transmitted to the retaining wall. In
the case of the cushioning material, the compressive stress is smaller than that in the case of
sand at the total. Figure 3 shows the equivalent shear strain distributions after loading. The
shear strain in the cushioning material case is larger than that in the sand case. Figure 4 shows
the mechanism of earth pressure reduction in the static condition (Kaneda. et.al. 2011). When
cushioning material is present in the backfill and the backfill sand underwent deformation, the
cushioning material entered the passive state and the stress increased. On the other hand, the
backfill sand entered the active state and the stress decreased with deformation. The equilibrium state is the intersection between the passive cushioning material and the active backfill
sand. Thus, earth pressure reduction is the difference between the stress values at the point of
intersection and the initial force. See the references in detail. (Kaneda. et.al. 2011).
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Height (m)

Sand

50cm

4.0
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
2.0

-20

0
20
Earth Pressure (kPa)

Figure 2: Stress distributions in the vertical direction acting on the retaining wall.

（％）
4.0

0.0

Sand case

（％）
4.0

0.0

Cushioning material case
Figure 3: Equivalent shear strain distributions.
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Stress

Earth pressure reduction

σs

σt

σt
σs
Cushioning material：Passive state
Backfill sand：Active state

Strain
Figure 4: Mechanism of earth pressure reduction.

3

DYNAMIC CASE
3.1

Simulation condition

Figure 5 shows the numerical mesh in the case of the cushioning material and boundary
condition in dynamic case. A sandy foundation ground of 8 m, a sandy backfill of 2 m high
and 40 m wide is constructed in plane strain condition. There are three simulation cases, one
with only sand, and the other two with 0.2 m and 0.5 m cushioning material. The bottom of
the mesh was set to be a viscos boundary and both the sides were connected to the free field,
which has a huge mass. The soil constitutive equation was obtained from the Yoshida mode.
See the reference for details. (Yoshida. et. al. 1993)
20 m

Viscos boundary

z

Free
Field

1m

0.2 m,
0.5 m

19.5 m

Viscos boundary

Retaining
wall

Backfill sand

Cushioning
material

2m

Free
Field 8 m

Foundation ground

x

Viscos boundary

Figure 5: Boundary conditions.

The dynamic deformation characteristic (G/G0) and damping ratio h are calculated from
equations (1) and (2). For the soil ground, hmax is assumed to be 21.0%.

G
1

G0 1  

r
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G

h  hmax 1 
 G0 

(2)

where G: shear stiffness, G0: initial shear stiffness,  r : reference strain, h: dumping, hmax:
maximum dumping
Table 2 lists the material constants. The hyperbolic model at  r  0.1 was used for sand.
The material constants of both the Retaining wall and Cushioning material are the same as the
static case. Figure 6 shows the G/G0, h~γ curve in sand in this research.

Elastic modulus(kN/m2)
Poisson ratio
Unit weight (kN/m3)
Reference strain  r
Maximum dumping hmax(%)

Foundation
ground
112000
0.3
16.62
0.1
21

Backfill sand
56000
0.3
16.62
0.1
21

Retaining
wall
24400000
0.2
23.03

Cushioning
material
200
0.2
8.82

Table 2: Material constants.
100

0.8

80

0.6

60

0.4

40

0.2

20

0
0.0001

h (%)

G/G0

1

0
0.01

 (%)

1

100

Figure 6: G/G0 , h~γ curve.

Similar to the static case, the self-gravity analysis was performed first, followed by the dynamic analysis. Rayleigh damping was adopted for both structures and soils. Table 3 shows
the Rayleigh damping coefficient. The α and β were determined by f1=1Hz, f2=5Hz and
h=2%, respectively. Figure 7 shows the input motion. The bottom had an input of 2E with the
viscos boundary. Table 4 shows the viscos parameters. The slip between the retaining wall
and soil or cushioning material was also not considered in this simulation, as in the static case.

damping

α
0.209440
Table 3: Rayleigh damping.
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3

Imput motion

2
1
0
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0
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Time history
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Imput motion

Amplitude (m/s2)

Acceleration (m/s2)
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8

Imput motion
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6
4

1

0.5

2

0

0
0.01

0.1

1.0

10.0

0

5

10
15
Frequency (Hz)
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Response spectrum (h=5%)

20

Fourier spectrum

Figure 7: Input motion.

Unit weight (kN/m3)
Vp(m/s)
Vs(m/s)

17.64
2000
340

Table 4: Viscos parameters.

3.2

Eigen value analysis

Table 5 shows the results of the eigen value analysis. Figure 8 shows the first eigen value
mode. The horizontal mode was observed as the first eigen value mode.

Sand
20 cm
cushioning material
50 cm
cushioning material

Mode
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Frequency (Hz)
3.210
4.390
5.880
3.200
4.380
5.880
3.200
4.380
5.880
Table 5: Eigen value.
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0.312
0.228
0.170
0.312
0.228
0.170
0.312
0.228
0.170

Horizontal mode
Horizontal mode
Vertical mode
Horizontal mode
Horizontal mode
Vertical mode
Horizontal mode
Horizontal mode
Vertical mode
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Sand

50 cm cushioning material
Figure 8: First eigen value mode.

3.3

Simulation results

Figure 9 shows the x direction time history from the retaining wall point (red circle). All
cases move to the left after 30 s. In the sand case, the deformation was the largest on the left
side. In the 0.5 m cushioning material case, it was the smallest. It was shown that displacement is smaller when cushioning material is attached. Figure10 shows the earth pressure at the
retaining wall at both 29.1 s and 100 s (final). In the sand case, the earth pressure occurred at
the retaining wall. However, in the case of 50 cm cushioning material case, the earth pressure
did not occur. At the trend in the final case is also same. Figure 11 shows the equivalent shear
strain distributions at both 29.1 s and 100 s (final). At the 29.1 s mark, in the sand case, the
shear strain of the foundation ground in front of retaining wall occurred for the forward deformation. In the 0.5 m cushioning material case, there was shear strain on the lower backfill
sand. In the final case, there was more shear strain of the foundation ground in front of retaining wall in the sand case. In the 0.5m cushioning material case, the shear strain occurred for
both, the lower backfill and its underlying foundation ground. In the sand case, for the inertial
force of the backfill sand, the retaining wall was pushed with the lower left of the retaining
wall acting as a fulcrum. On the other hand, in the 0.5 m cushioning material case, while there
was shear stain of the foundation ground in front of retaining wall, for the cushioning, the inertial force of backfill sand was absorbed for the friction force toward to the foundation
ground as shown by the shear strain of foundation ground. As a result, it is considered that the
earth pressure at the retaining wall was small. Like the static, it is also considered that the effect of the quasi-active state existed for the reduction of earth pressure.

Displacement (cm)

1.5

x

sand
20cm
50cm

1

0.5
0

-0.5
-1
-1.5
-2

0

20

40

Time (sec)

Figure 9: X direction time history.
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1
0.5
0
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Figure 10: Earth pressure at retaining wall.
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（％）
2.0

0.0

（％）
2.0

Sand

50 cm cushioning material
29.10 s

0.0

Sand

50 cm cushioning material
100 s(final)
Figure 11: Equivalent shear strain distributions.

4

CONCLUSIONS

Earth pressure reduction of the retaining wall with cushioning material was conducted using numerical simulations. In the static case, further reduction of earth pressure was observed
in the cushioning material as compared to the sand case. This is likely due to the backfill sand
turning into the active state in the cushioning material case (quasi-active state). In the dynamic case, a smaller deformation of the retaining wall was observed in the cushioning material as
compared to the sand case. It is considered that in the cushioning material, the inertial force of
backfill sand was absorbed by the friction force toward to the foundation ground in addition
to the effect of the quasi-active state.
Finally, in this simulation, the slip between the retaining wall and the cushioning material
or sand backfill was not considered. However, the effect of slip is important for the deformation in the dynamic analysis. In the future, we would like to include the slip effect in numerical simulations.
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Abstract. This article presents an energy-momentum integration scheme for the nonlinear dynamic analysis of planar Bernoulli/Timoshenko beams. The co-rotational approach is adopted
to describe the kinematics of the beam and Hermitian functions are used to interpolate the local
transverse displacements. In this paper, the same kinematic description is used to derive both
the elastic and the inertia terms. The classical midpoint rule is used to integrate the dynamic
equations. The central idea, to ensure energy and momenta conservation, is to apply the classical midpoint rule to both the kinematic and the strain quantities. This idea, developed by one
of the authors in previous work, is applied here in the context of the co-rotational formulation
to the first time. By doing so, we circumvent the nonlinear geometric equations relating the displacement to the strain which is the origin of many numerical difficulties. It can be rigorously
shown that the proposed method conserves the total energy of the system and, in absence of
external loads, the linear and angular momenta remain constant. The accuracy and stability
of the proposed algorithm, especially in long term dynamics with a very large number of time
steps, is assessed through two numerical examples.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The co-rotational method is a very attractive approach to derive highly nonlinear beam elements [1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The fundamental idea is to decompose the motion of
the element into rigid body and pure deformational parts through the use of a local system which
continuously rotates and translates with the element. The deformational response is captured
at the level of the local reference frame, whereas the geometric nonlinearity induced by the
large rigid-body motion, is incorporated in the transformation matrices relating local and global
quantities. The main interest is that the pure deformational parts can be assumed as small and
can be represented by a linear or a low order nonlinear theory.
Regarding the inertia terms in the co-rotational context, Crisfield et al. [1, 2] used linear local
interpolations although they took local cubic interpolations to derive the elastic terms. Then, the
inertia terms are easily derived and the classical constant Timoshenko mass matrix is obtained.
However, Le at al. [3] adopted the Interdependent Interpolation element (IIE) formulation [13],
and hence cubic shape functions, to derive both the inertia and elastic terms. This leads to a
formulation that requires a less number of elements but also to more complicated expressions
for the inertia force vector and tangent dynamic matrix. The formulation was then extended to
3D beams without [8, 9] and with [10] warping.
Another important issue in the context of non-linear dynamics is the choice of the time stepping method. In commercial finite element programs, the Alpha method [14] is usually used.
However, this approach introduces numerical dissipations and consequently, the energy in the
system is not conserved [15, 16]. In the last decades, it has been recognized that energy conservation is a key for the stability of time-stepping algorithms in the dynamics of solids and
structures. Simo and Tarnow [16] were the first authors to design energy momentum algorithms
that inherit the conservation of momenta and energy for geometrically nonlinear problem involving quadratic Green- Lagrange strains. Much effort was devoted then to develop energy
momentum methods for nonlinear rod dynamics [17, 19, 18, 20, 21]. Sansour et al. [22, 23]
developped an energy-momentum method applicable to any nonlinear shell and to any nonlinear complexities involved in the strain-displacement relations. It has been extended to arbitrary
continuum formulations [24] and to geometrically exact Bernoulli beam model [19]. Based on
the generalization of the method in [24], Gams et al. [18] developed the for the geometrically
exact planar Reissner beam. Besides, it has been applied to the problem of the dissipation of
high frequency oscillations associated to energy-momentum methods [25].
In the co-rotational context, there have been some efforts to develop energy-momentum
methods as well. Crisfield and Shi [11] proposed a mid-point energy-conserving time algorithm
for two-dimensional truss elements. This concept was further developed by Galvanetto and Crisfield [5] for planar beam structures. Various end- and mid-point time integration schemes for
the nonlinear dynamic analysis of 3D co-rotational beams are discussed in [1]. The authors
concluded that the proposed mid-point scheme can be considered as an approximately energy
conserving algorithm. Salomon et al. [12] showed the conservation of energy and momenta
in the 2D and 3D analyses for the simulation of elastodynamic problems. They mentioned
that, for some cases, the angular momentum is asymptotically preserved and a priori estimate
is obtained. However, despite of all these works, the design of an effective time integration
scheme for co-rotational elements that inherently fulfils the conservation properties of energy
and momenta is still an open question.
In this paper, an energy momentum method in the context of co-rotational shear flexible 2D
beam elements is proposed. The IIE cubic shape functions [13] are used together with a shallow
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arch beam thoery for the co-rotational framework. Based on the previous works of Sansour et al.
[22, 23], the main idea is to apply the midpoint rule not only to nodal displacements, velocities
and accelerations but also to the strain fields. It means that the strains are updated by using
the strain velocities instead of by using directly the strain-displacement relation. The midpoint
velocities are applied to the kinematic variables as well. The conservation of energy, linear and
angular momentum are then validated by the numerical applications.
The paper is organized as follows: the beam kinematics and strain definitions are presented
in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to Hamilton’s principle and conserving properties. The
energy-momentum method is then developed in Section 4. In order to assess the numerical
performances of the proposed method, two numerical applications are presented in Section 5.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2
2.1

BEAM KINEMATICS AND STRAIN DEFINITIONS
Beam kinematics
z
xl

u
zl

G
θ1

θ1
w

2

l
α

1

β

θ2

θ2

w2
w1

2

l0
1
u1

j

t(s)

O

u2

β0

x
i
Figure 1: Beam kinematics.

The kinematics of the beam and all the notations used in this section are shown in Figure
1. The motion of the element is decomposed in two parts. In a first step, a rigid body motion
is defined by the global translation (u1 ,w1 ) of the node 1 as well as the rigid rotation α. This
rigid motion defines a local coordinate system (xl , zl ) which continuously translates and rotates
with the element. In a second step, the element deformation is defined in the local coordinate
system. Assuming that the length of the element is properly selected, the deformational part
of the motion is always small relative to the local co-ordinate systems. Consequently, the local
deformations can be expressed in a simplified manner.
The vectors of global and local displacements are defined by
q=

h

u1 w1 θ1 u2 w2 θ2
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and
q̄ =

h

ū θ̄1 θ̄2

iT

(2)

Explicitly, the components of q̄ are given by
ū = l − l0
θ̄1 = θ1 − α
θ̄2 = θ2 − α

(3)
(4)
(5)

where l0 and l denote the initial and current lengths of the element, respectively:
l0 =

q

(6)

l =

q

(7)

(x2 − x1 )2 + (z2 − z1 )2
(x2 + u2 − x1 − u1 )2 + (z2 + w2 − z1 − w1 )2

The current angle of the local system with respect to the global system is denoted as β and is
given by
1
(x2 + u2 − x1 − u1 )
(8)
l
1
s = sinβ = (z2 + w2 − z1 − w1 )
(9)
l
From Figure 1, the components uG , wG of the global positions of the centroid G and the global
rotation θG of the cross section are obtained as
c = cosβ =

uG = N1 (x1 + u1 ) + N2 (x2 + u2 ) − w sinβ
wG = N1 (z1 + w1 ) + N2 (z2 + w2 ) + w cosβ
θG = θ + α

(10)
(11)
(12)

where w is the local transversal displacement, θ is the local rotation of the cross-section and the
linear interpolations N1 , N2 are
x
N1 = 1 −
(13)
l0
x
N2 =
(14)
l0
2.2

Strain definitions

The shape functions of the IIE are used together with a shallow arch beam theory for the
local formulation. The shallow arch longitudinal and shear strains are given by
ε11 = ε − κ z
∂w
γ =
−θ
∂x
in which the axial strain ε and the curvature κ are defined by
ε =
κ =

1
l0


Z
l0



∂u 1
+
∂x 2

∂ 2w
∂x2

!2 
∂w 
dx

∂x

(15)
(16)

(17)
(18)
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The shape functions of the IIE element [13] are based on the exact solution of the homogeneous
form of the equilibrium equations for a Timoshenko beam. Consequently, the IIE element
retains the accuracy inherent to the cubic interpolation including the bending and shear deformation. It should be noted that, in Eq.(18), the axial strain is averaged over the element in order
to avoid membrane locking. The local axial displacement u, the local transversal displacement
w and the local rotation θ are calculated by
u = N2 ū
w = N3 θ̄1 + N4 θ̄2
θ = N5 θ̄1 + N6 θ̄2

(19)
(20)
(21)

where the shape functions of the IIE element are given by
"

N3 =
N4 =
N5 =
N6 =
Ω =
µ =

 #

x
x 2
µx 6Ω 1 −
+ 1−
l0
l0
#
"


x
x x2
−1 − + 2
µx 6Ω
l0
l0
l0
!
12 Ω x 4 x 3 x2
µ 1 + 12 Ω −
−
+ 2
l0
l0
l0
!
2
12 Ω x 2 x 3 x
µ
−
+ 2
l0
l0
l0
EI
ks GA l02
1
1 + 12 Ω






(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)

with E is Young’s modulus; G is the shear modulus of the material; A is the area of the crosssection; I is the inertia moment of the cross-section and ks is the shear correction coefficient.
For a rectangular cross-section, ks is equal to 5/6.
For the dynamic terms, Ω is taken to 0 because this simplification does not affect the numerical results. In addition with Ω = 0, the Hermitian shape functions of the classical Bernoulli
element are recovered.
3

HAMILTON’S PRINCIPLE

Hamilton’s principle states that the integral of the Lagrangian between two specified time
instants t1 and t2 of a conservative mechanical system is stationary
δ

Z

t2

L dt = 0

(28)

t1

The Lagrangian L is given by
L = K − Uint − Uext

(29)

with K is the kinetic energy. Uint and Uext are respectively the internal and the external potential
energies. The body is non-conducting linear elastic solid and thermodynamic effects are not
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included in the system. The kinetic energy is the sum of the translational and rotational kinetic
energies:
K=

1Z
1Z
1Z
2
2
ρA u̇2G dx +
ρA ẇG
dx +
ρI θ̇G
dx
2 l0
2 l0
2 l0

(30)

The internal potential is defined as
Uint

1Z
1Z
1Z
2
2
EA ε dx +
EI κ dx +
ks GA γ 2 dx
=
2 l0
2 l0
2 l0

(31)

The external potential is defined as
Uext = −

6
X

Pi q i

(32)

i=1

where ρ is the density of the material. Pi is the i component (concentrated forces and moments
at the nodes) of external force vector P .
By introducing Eqs.(30) to (32), the variation of Eq.(28) can be written as
Z

t2

Z

t1

Z

−

l0

t2

Z

t1

Z

ρA u̇G δ u̇G dx +

l0

Z

EA ε δε dx +

l0

ρA ẇG δ ẇG dx +
Z

EI κ δκ dx +

l0

l0



Z
l0

ρI θ̇G δ θ̇G dx dt

ks GA γ δγ −

6
X

!

Pi δqi dt = 0

(33)

i=1

By using part integration for the first three terms of (33), the previous equation can be reformulated
Z

t2

t1

+

Z

t2

t1

Z
l0

Z

Z

ρA üG δuG dx +
EA ε δε dx +

l0

Z

l0

ρA ẅG δwG dx +

EI κ δκ dx +

Z

l0

l0



Z
l0

ρI θ̈G δθG dx dt

ks GA γ δγ dx −

6
X

!

Pi δqi dt = 0 (34)

i=1

The above equation is the starting point for further developments. The above Hamiltonian
system exhibits the following properties. If external loads are conservative, the total energy of
the beam element can be written as
K + Uint + Uext = constant

(35)

The linear momentum is defined by
"

L=

Lu
Lw

#

=

Z

"

ρA

l0

u̇G
ẇG

#

dx

(36)

and the angular momentum by












0
uG
u̇G
Z

 



J=
ρA  wG  ×  ẇG  dx + ρI  0  dx
l0
l0
0
0
θ̇G
Z
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In the above equations, u̇G , ẇG and θ̇G are the global velocities of the centroid G of the crosssection.
The time derivative of the two momenta define the equations of motion:
d
L=
dt

"

P1 + P 4
P2 + P 5

#

(38)

and
d
J = (x1 + u1 ) P2 − (z1 + w1 ) P1 + (x2 + u2 ) P5
dt
− (z2 + w2 )P4 + P3 + P6 = Mext

(39)

from which it can be seen that, with vanishing external load, the linear momentum is a constant
and, with vanishing external moments, the angular momentum is a constant. It should be noted
that the expression ”external load” refers to all possible loading conditions including reactions
forces.
4

ENERGY-MOMENTUM METHOD
The classical midpoint time integration scheme is defined by the following equations:
q n+1 + q n
1
= q n + ∆q
2
2
q̇ n+1 + q̇ n
q n+1 − q n
∆q
=
=
=
2
∆t
∆t
q̈ n+1 + q̈ n
q̇ n+1 − q̇ n
2
2
=
=
=
q̇
2 ∆q −
2
∆t
∆t n
∆t

q n+ 1 =

(40)

q̇ n+ 1

(41)

2

2

q̈ n+ 1
2

(42)

By extension of the classical midpoint rule, the average midpoint strains are developed in the
context of energy-momentum method. This idea has been introduced in [22, 23]. The midpoint
velocities are applied to both the kinematic fields and the strains because the nonlinear terms
arise from both fields. This gives:
Z

tn+1

f (t)dt = f (tn+ 1 )∆t = fn+ 1 ∆t
2

tn

fn+ 1 = fn +
2

(43)

2

∆t ˙
f 1
2 n+ 2

(44)

where the function f can represent both the kinematic (uG , wG , θG ) and deformational quantities
(ε, κ, γ).
The application of the midpoint rule (43) to the Hamilton’s principle (34) gives
Z

∆t
l0

+
−

Z

ρA üG,n+ 1 δuG,n+ 1 dx +
2

2

EA εn+ 1 δεn+ 1 dx +

l0
6
X
i=1

2

2

Z
l0

Z
l0

ρA ẅG,n+ 1 δwG,n+ 1 dx +
2

EI κn+ 1 δκn+ 1 dx +
2

2

2

Z
l0

Z
l0

ρI θ̈G,n+ 1 δθG,n+ 1 dx
2

2

ks GA γn+ 1 δγn+ 1 dx
2

2

!

Pi,n+ 1 δqi,n+ 1
2

2

=0

(45)
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As the variation δq T is arbitrary, the dynamic equilibrium at time n +
previous equation


f R,n+ 1 =

Z

2

l0

ρA üG,n+ 1 

Z
l0

+

l0





dx +

ρI θ̈G,n+ 1 

∂θG,n+ 1

2

2

∂q n+ 1

EI κn+ 1 
2

 +

l0

EA εn+ 1 
2

∂εn+ 1



dx +

l0

2

2

∂q n+ 1



dx

T

2

∂q n+ 1

dx



2


Z

T

2


Z

is obtained from the

∂wG,n+ 1

2

T

2

∂q n+ 1

ρA ẅG,n+ 1 

T

2

∂κn+ 1

Z
l0

2


Z

T

2

∂q n+ 1

2



+

∂uG,n+ 1

1
2

ks GA γn+ 1 
2

− P i,n+ 1 = 0

∂γn+ 1

T

2

∂q n+ 1



dx

2

(46)

2

With the help of the second and third of Eqs. (40), the accelerations at midpoint are obtained as
2
2
u̇G,n+ 1 −
u̇G,n
2
∆t
∆t
2
2
=
ẇG,n+ 1 −
ẇG,n
2
∆t
∆t
2
2
θ̇G,n+ 1 −
θ̇G,n
=
2
∆t
∆t

üG,n+ 1 =

(47)

ẅG,n+ 1

(48)

2

2

θ̈G,n+ 1
2

and the strains at n +

1
2

(49)

are obtained from Eq.(44) as
∆t
ε̇ 1
2 n+ 2
∆t
= κn +
κ̇ 1
2 n+ 2
∆t
= γn +
γ̇ 1
2 n+ 2

εn+ 1 = εn +

(50)

κn+ 1

(51)

2

2

γn+ 1
2

(52)

The total tangent matrix is defined by
KT =

∂f R,n+ 1

2

∂q n+1

(53)

It can be observed that by updating the strains by integrated the strain velocity, see Eqs. (50)–
(52), the obtained strains at n+1 are not equal to the strains (Eqs.(16)–(18)) determined from the
total displacements and rotations at n+1. The similar concept is also applied to the acceleration
quantities, see Eqs. (47)–(49). However, only these updated quantities by integrating from
velocity guarantee energy conservation and also stability of the integration method.
5

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Two numerical examples are presented in this section. The first purpose is to verify that
the proposed algorithm conserves the total energy of the system and remain stable even if a
very large number of time steps are applied. The second purpose is to show that the proposed
algorithm conserves the linear and angular momenta in the absence of applied external loads.
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5.1

Simple beam

A simply-supported beam depicted in Figure 2 is subjected to a vertical concentrated load
P = 4.1 MN at mid-span. The length of the beam is L = 1 m. The cross-section width and
depth are b = 0.20 m and h = 0.15 m. The material parameters are: elastic modulus E = 1
GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, density ρ = 7850 kg/m3 . The number of elements in this example
is 8. The time step size is ∆t = 10−4 s. The interest of this example is that, for this short beam,
the shear effect is important.
The horizontal displacement at the right end and the vertical displacement at mid-span are
depicted in Figures 3 and 4. Therefore, large displacements can be observed. In Figure 5, it
is shown that the proposed energy-momentum method conserves the total energy of the system
,and that the solutions remain stable for one million time steps.

N)
P (MN)
v
u

t(s)

4

P

L/2
L

0.05

0.1

t(s)

Figure 2: Geometry and loading of simple beam
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Figure 3: Horizontal displacement u [m] of simple beam

0.20

0.40

5.2
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Free fly beam

Consider a free fly beam without support subjected to a triangle load P = 3 × 105 N, see
Figure 6. The length of the beam is L = 3 m, the cross-sectional area is A = 0.02 m2 and the
moment of inertia I = 66.67 × 10−8 m4 . The material properties are: elastic modulus E = 200
IIE formulation
Mixed formulation
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Figure 4: Vertical displacement v [m] of simple beam
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Figure 5: Energy [J] of simple beam

GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, density ρ = 48831 kg/m3 . The number of elements is 4 and the
time step size is ∆t = 10−4 s.
In Figure 7, the vertical displacement at mid-span is depicted. It is shown that the beam
moves in a long distance 2045 m at 100 s with the speed 73.62 km/h. In addition, the result in
Figure 8 shows the conservation of the total energy even if one million time steps are applied.
The interest of this problem is to study the conservation of the linear and angular momenta
after the time 0.4s because no forces and moments are then applied to the beam. Since only
vertical loads are applied at the beginning, the linear momentum Lu in the horizontal direction
should be zero. As shown in Figure 9, the linear momentum Lu is almost zeros with the maxi-
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L/
−5

mum value of 2 × 10 . Moreover, Figures 9 and 10 show the conservation of linear momentum
Lw in the vertical direction and angular momentum for one million time steps.
P
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P (MN)
0.3
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0

L

0.20

0.40
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Figure 6: Geometry and loading of free fly beam
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Figure 7: Vertical displacement [m] of free fly beam

6

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented an energy-momentum method for co-rotational planar shear flexible
beams. The main idea is to use the classical midpoint rules for both the kinematic and strain
quantities. The advantage of the proposed algorithm is that it conserves the total energy of the
system and remains stable and accurate even if a very large number of time steps are applied.
Besides, in the absence of applied external loads, the linear and angular momenta are constant.
These characteristics have been proved numerically by using two numerical applications.
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Figure 8: Energy [J] of free fly beam
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Figure 9: Linear momentum [kg m/s] of free fly beam
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Abstract. In 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake, many buildings, embankment structures and
transportation infrastructures have been damaged. This paper presents damage survey of a
plate girder bridge, namely Tawarayama Bridge which is situated on Kumamoto Prefectural
road No 28, Tawarayama bypass, where the damage related to the bridge is enormous and
elucidates the damage mechanism that can occur in that type of bridge due to earthquake
with epicenter which is very close to bridge.
At first, the parts of Tawarayama Bridge are investigated in order to find out the damages
and examine the factors of occurrence. Then, seismic response analysis of Tawarayama
Bridge subjected to 2016 Kumamoto earthquake motion is carried out. In observing the damages, the local buckling behavior of steel main girders are found. So shell elements are applied in finite element model to consider local buckling behavior. Frequency analysis is
carried out to grasp the vibration characteristics and after that, the time history response
analyses are performed using earthquake ground motion in both longitudinal and transverse
directions to investigate the dynamic response of the bridge. The predicted earthquake motion
simulated by Professor Yoshiya Hata from Osaka University is applied for dynamic response
analysis. Finally, the results for comparison of numerical results with real disasters are discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

On 2016 April 14, an earthquake of magnitude 6.5 (JMA seismic intensity of 7) hit the
Kumamoto region, Japan. That earthquake is the fore shock followed by main shock which hit
on 2016 April 16 with the magnitude of 7.3 (JMA seismic intensity of 7). There are more than
140 aftershocks within 2 days including at least 11 with magnitude of 4.5 and one with 6. Mashiki town and Higashi ward of Kumamoto are severely effected as the epicenters are located
there. Due to the effect of these earthquakes, many buildings and transportation infrastructures are damaged.
2

SUMMARY OF EARTHQUAKE DATA

According to JMA (Japanese Meteorological Agency), 7 earthquakes with large intensity
(4 with magnitude 5.4 to 5.9, 2 with 6.4 to 6.5 and one with 7.3) are occurred in same area
from April 14 to 16. Table 1 shows the magnitude, maximum seismic intensity, ground surface acceleration and depth of two main shocks and Figure 1 is the location map of Kumamoto, Mashiki and Mount Aso.

Kumamoto

Kumamoto

Mashiki

Mount Aso

Figure 1. Location of Kumamoto, Mashiki and Mount Aso
Earthquake Name

Magnitude

2016 April 14, 21:26
(Fore Shock)

6.5

2016 April 16, 01:25
(Main Shock)

7.3

Maximum Seismic
Intensity
7 (Mashiki)
6 (Kumamoto)

Acceleration
(N-S or E-W)
925 cm/s2 (Mashiki)
574 cm/s2 (Kumamoto)

7 (Mashiki, Nishihara)
6 (Kumamoto)

1156 cm/s2 (Mashiki)
827 cm/s2 (Kumamoto)

Depth
10 km
10 km

Soure: JMA (Japan Meteorological Agency)
Table 1. Magnitude, Maximum Seismic Intensity, Acceleration and Depth of Main Shocks

3

OVERVIEW OF BRIDGE DAMAGES

Among 3000 bridges in Kumamoto Prefecture, about 40 bridges, including Aso Bridge and
Minami-Aso Bridge, are severely affected by the earthquake and others 70 bridges under
Kumamoto Prefecture administration are damaged also. Apart from these, JR Kyushu
Shinkansen (Bullet Train) has been suspended due to damage of bridge on Kyushu Expressway.
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Although most bridge piers are not damaged after foreshock, many bridges are severely
damaged after main shock. In Kumamoto region, the phenomenon of pier settlements is found
as characteristic damage. By looking the location of damage bridges on map, it is clear that
most of the bridges that damaged are concentrated near fault.
Bridges on Tawarayama bypass which is an important route that connects the Kumamoto
Prefecture and Miyazaki Prefecture are also damaged. This paper will mainly focus on damages of Tawarayama Bridge which is plate girder bridge and numerical study on seismic analysis of that bridge.

Figure 2. Location of damage bridges on Tawarayama bypass

4

OVERVIEW OF TAWARAYAMA BRIDGE

Tawarayama Bridge is a 3-span girder bridge of total length 140 m with maximum span
length of 61.5m and effective width of 8.5 m. Substructure consists of inverted T type abutment (A1, A2) and overhang pier (P1, P2) and foundation consists of caisson pile. Figure 3
shows the longitudinal profile of the bridge. Figure 4 is the plan view of bridge in which A1
represents abutment of Kumamoto side and A2 represents that of Takamori side.

Figure 3. Longitudinal profile

Figure 4. Plan view
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Figure 5. Cross section of superstructure

For the piers, it is represented as P1 and P2 from Kumamoto side. Figure 5 shows the
cross-section of superstructure. A1 and A2 abutments are constructed as single column with
deep foundation. The bridge is nearly straight and adopted the cable type girder prevention
structure which connects the girder and the bridge abutment parapet as a bridge collapse prevention structures. Rubber bearing is used and side block is provided at the girder ends only.

Figure 6. Location of Tawarayama Bridge

5

DAMAGE SURVEY OF TAWARAYAMA BRIDGE

Tawarayama Bridge which situate on Tawarayama bypass is also damaged by the 2016
Kumamoto earthquake as it is very near to active fault line. The deformation of the whole
bridge can be seen in Figure 7 which was produced by 3D scanner technique. The damages of
the bridge is found as follows.

Figure 7. Deformation of Tawarayama Bridge
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The settlement of deck slab is occurred at the east side (A2 side) of the bridge due to the
girders falling off from the rubber bearings and the abutment tilting. The deck slab settlement
of 53cm was seen as shown in Figure 8.
At the west side (A1 side), it is seen that road embankment has collapsed due to the soil
movement and caused exposing of the pile foundation under the abutment. It may be due to
large compressive force and future consideration should be made for specific result.

Figure 8. Damage of A2 abutment (East side)

Figure 9. Damage of A1 abutment (West side)

Figure 10. Deformation of main girder

Figure 10 shows the deformation of main girder and P1 pier seen from A1 side. The deformation can be found about 20 m from A1 side while moving towards P1. The deformation
of G3 girder is shown in Figure 11. It has confirmed that the bucking in the vicinity of the
lower lateral structure is occurred. The impinging of lower horizontal members buckling may
be due to acting of compressive force on the bridge deck from both the A1 and A2 abutments,
or, approaching of the abutments towards the bridge girder.
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Figure 11. Deformation of girder 3

In this paper, this fact is raised as the most important destructive mechanism. The extent of
compressive force which should be assumed for the seismic design of bridge girder, has not
verified yet. In addition, the ground motion was larger than assumed so it is needed to identify
the sites ground motion. According to this survey, it can be suggested that in future, seismic
design of bridge girder should be considered based on the buckling phenomenon of bridge
girder in response of seismic intensity 7 ground motion, especially at the vicinity of the girder
ends.
6

SEISMIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS

ABAQUS software is used to create finite element model of Tawarayama Bridge. In this
model, shell elements are applied to take account the local buckling behavior as such behavior
of steel main girders are found in observing the damages. In addition, beam elements are used
for considering whole buckling behavior. L-beam, T-beam and I-beam are used for crossbracing, top and bottom chord, and cross-beams respectively. Solid elements for pier and
abutment, and spring elements for bearing are applied in FE model. The material properties of
the model used in the numerical analysis were, SM490 with yield stress (σy) of 400MPa and
Young Modulus (E) of 205GPa for steel and concrete with Young Modulus (E) of 30.35GPa.

Figure 12. Finite Element Model of Tawarayama Bridge

6.1

Calculation of spring stiffness from properties of rubber bearing

In modeling Tawarayama Bridge, spring element is used for rubber bearing and the spring
stiffness to be applied are calculated from properties of damper by using following formulae.
For horizontal direction,
Kso = (G0A)/(∑te)
(1)
Kst = (G0A)/(∑te)
(2)
For vertical direction,
Kv = (EA)/(∑te)
(3)
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where,
(4)
E = (3+6.58S2) (0.5b/a2)
S = ab/(2(a+b) te)
(5)
E = (4+3.29S2) (b/a<0.5, b/a>2)
(6)
S = a/2te
(7)
Kso, Kst, Kv = spring stiffness in horizontal and vertical direction
G0
= shear modulus
A
= area of rubber bearing
te
= thickness of laminated rubber
E
= Young’s modulus
S
= shape factor
a
= width of rubber bearing
b
= length of rubber bearing
The springs are installed at A1, P1, P2 and A2 between abutments or piers and girders. At
each abutment and piers, 4 springs are installed under each girder. The values of each parameter used and calculated spring stiffness are shown in Table 2.
Part
A1
P1
P2
A2

6.2

G0
(N/mm2)
0.785
1.177
1.177
0.785

a
(mm)
450
600
750
450

b
A
te
E
Kso
∑te
n
S
(mm) (mm2) (mm)
(N/mm2) (Nm/mm)
(mm)
450 202500
12
17 204 9.375 456.064
794.117
650 390000
22
5
110 7.091 392.883
4252.54
750 562500
36
3
108 5.208 213.555
6250
450 202500
13
11 143 8.654 388.961
1132.87
Table 2. Properties of rubber bearing and spring stiffness

Kst
(tf/cm)
794.117
4252.54
6250
1132.87

Kv
(tf/cm)
461637
1420410
1134190
561661

Eigenvalue analysis

To grasp the vibration characteristics, the eigenvalue analysis was carried out. Natural periods and effective mass ratios of each predominant mode obtained from ABAQUS are presented in Table 3.
According to eigenvalue analysis result, it is observed that the 1st mode is translation in
transverse direction (Z-axis), 2nd mode is vertical rotation, 3rd mode is translation in
longitudinal direction (X-axis) and 4th mode is deflection. Maximum value of effective mass
ratio for x, y and z component, longitudinal, tranverse and in plane direction, are found at
mode 3, 9 and 1 respectively. That for x, y, z rotation are found at mode 8, 2 and 9.
MODE

Eigenvalue

Frequency
(Cycle/time)

Xcomponent

Effective Mass Ratio
YZXcomponent
component
rotation

Yrotation

Zrotation

1

33.829

0.92568

0.00000

0.00000

0.37221

0.03130

0.08588

0.00000

2

41.597

1.0265

0.00000

0.00000

0.26612

0.04693

0.71332

0.00000

3

42.606

1.0389

0.67256

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.00190

0.00084

4

195.3

2.2242

0.00107

0.17451

0.00000

0.04119

0.00000

0.08490

5

202.44

2.2645

0.00000

0.00001

0.00008

0.00070

0.00009

0.00000

6

353.1

2.9907

0.00000

0.00000

0.11648

0.05998

0.03159

0.00000

7

410.55

3.2248

0.32490

0.00045

0.00000

0.00010

0.00094

0.00452

8

418.66

3.2565

0.00000

0.00000

0.17497

0.41388

0.04317

0.00000

9

611.62

3.9361

0.00058

0.35867

0.00000

0.08484

0.00000

0.73175

10

846.23

4.6298

0.00000
0.00000
0.00041
Table 3. Eigen value analysis result

0.05812

0.00118

0.00000
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Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 4

Mode 3

Figure 13. Mode shapes

6.3

Seismic input data

Acceleration (gal)

The predicted ground motion simulated by Professor Yoshiya Hata from Osaka University
is used as seismic input data and that earthquake acceleration waves for East-West direction
and North-South direction are illustrated in Figure 14 and 15. In Tawarayama Bridge, EastWest is longitudinal direction and North-South is the transverse direction. Both longitudinal
and transverse directions are considered to investigate the dynamic response of the bridge.

Time(s)

Acceleration (gal)

Figure 14. Earthquake input acceleration wave in East-West direction

Time(s)

Figure 15. Earthquake input acceleration wave in North-South direction
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6.4

Numerical analysis

For the numerical analysis, constant time step of 0.01sec is utilized. The seismic response
analysis with ground acceleration input and a constant dead load is performed using the FEM
ABAQUS program.
7
7.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Deformation of spring elements

This section will be discuss the deformation of spring elements used for rubber bearings.
The load-displacement relationship curve of spring elements at each location are presented in
longitudinal and transverse direction.

-510

-510

510

-510

-510

510

-510

-510

510

Figure 16. Stress-strain curves for spring at A1 abutment
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The displacement in longitudinal direction found to be maximum for all springs. For the
longitudinal direction, the value of displacement decrease from G4 to G1 in all A1, P1, P2
and A2. In transverse direction, the displacement decrease in the order G2, G3, G4 to G1 in
abutments and decrease in order G2, G3, G1 to G4 in piers.
It is found that the displacement of all springs exceeds their displacement criteria except
springs at P2 in transverse direction. The dotted lines in the Figure 16-19 shows the displacement criteria of spring elements from the theoretical point of view.

-275

-275

275

275

Figure 17. Stress-strain curves for spring at P1 pier

-270

270

270

-270

Figure 18. Stress-strain curves for spring at P2 pier

-357

357

-357

357

Figure 19. Stress-strain curves for spring at A2 abutment

7.2

Buckling of lower lateral members

Buckling of lower lateral members will be presented in this section. According to the Euler’s buckling formula, buckling load can be presented by the following formula.
Pcr = π2EI/Le2
(7)
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The member section used for lower lateral members in Tawarayama Bridges is T 95 x 152
x 8 x 8 and the yield stress of the steel is 400 MPa. The following table describe the Euler’s
buckling loads according to the boundary conditions and the yield load of member used for
lower lateral members.
Pinned-Pinned

Fixed-Free

K

Fixed-Fixed

Fixed-Pinned

1

2

0.5

0.7

205

205

205

205

I (mm )

4684000

4684000

4684000

4684000

Le (mm)

2600

5200

1300

1820

1912

1912

1912

1912

764800

764800

764800

764800

E (GPa)
4

2

A (mm )
Yield load (N)
Pcr (N)

1401922
350480
5607687
Table 4. Yield load and Euler’s buckling according to boundary condition

2861065

Figure 20 shows the location of buckled members which are in most serious condition and
labelled as 1 to 6 so as to clear for further explanation. These members are found buckled in
actual condition also.
1

A1

3

2

5

P1 4

P2

6

A2

Figure 20. Location of buckled members

According to the displacement time history response, it is clear that displacement in longitudinal direction is greater than that in transverse direction. Displacement response according to time history is almost the same at ends and center position although noticeable
differences are found in some members like in transverse direction of member 3 and 4. The
maximum member forces of all members except member 1 in compression and tension are
approximately 760000 N which is close to yield stress of the members. That of member 1 is
around 400000 N which is much less than yield stress.

Figure 21. Displacement time history response of Member 1 in X and Y directions (Longitudinal and Transverse)
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Figure 22. Displacement time history response of Member 2 in X and Y directions (Longitudinal and Transverse)

Figure 23. Displacement time history response of Member 3 in X and Y directions (Longitudinal and Transverse)

Figure 24. Displacement time history response of Member 4 in X and Y directions (Longitudinal and Transverse)

Figure 25. Displacement time history response of Member 5 in X and Y directions (Longitudinal and Transverse)

Figure 26. Displacement time history response of Member 6 in X and Y directions (Longitudinal and Transverse)
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Figure 27. Load time history response in X and Y directions (Longitudinal and Transverse)
The load-deformation cure is too complex and the reasons for that behavior is under consideration. To
investigate that behavior the simplify FE model using beam elements will be created in future.

8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Field surveys of Tawarayama Bridges are carried out to review the actual conditions and
dynamic response analysis subjected to ground motion in longitudinal and transverse directions is also performed to investigate the seismic behavior of the bridge. The current findings
and conclusions of this study are summarized as follows:
1. From field surveys
 A large ground deformation near Tawarayama bridge
 Moving of bridge towards Takamori side along longitudinal direction as well as towards
valley side along transverse direction
 Settlement of girder
 Deformation of bridge girder due to compression force
 Buckling of lower lateral members
 Swaying of dampers and broken of damper
2. From dynamic response analysis
 Displacement in both longitudinal and transverse directions (displacement in longitudinal
direction is more dominant)
 Deformation of main girder
 Buckling of lower lateral members
 Displacement of springs which exceeds the displacement criterial especially in longitudinal axis
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By seeing these results, the following can be said that
 The displacement of bridge in real situation and the displacement results from dynamic
analysis are similar although the values results from analysis is larger. This may due to
inconsideration of contact between girder and abutment in FE model.
 In both field survey and analysis, the deformation of main girder near piers can be found.
 The lower lateral members that are buckled in real situation also shows buckling behavior during analysis.
 In actual condition, swaying of damper are more dominant in longitudinal direction and
the spring elements used for rubber dampers displaced in longitudinal direction more
than in transverse direction.
Even though, there are similar facts from field survey and dynamic response analysis, it is
needed to upgrade the FE model for the following facts to get the better results.
 Applying fine mesh where thorough investigation is needed
 Considering contact behavior between main girders and abutments
 Considering damped condition
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Abstract. The results derived from the investigation on the dynamic behavior of glazed curtain wall non-structural stick systems installed in modern high-rise mega-frame prototypes is
herein summarized. The supporting steel structures, designed in accordance with European
rules, consisted of planar frames extracted from reference three-dimensional steel Moment Resisting Frame (MRF), respectively having thirty- and sixty-storey height. To limit interstorey
drift and second order effects, outriggers trusses were placed every fifteen stories, whilst a CBF
system was chosen as internal core. The characterization of non-structural façade elements
was performed through experimental full-scale crescendo-tests on aluminium/glass curtain wall
units. Deriving experimental force-displacement curves, it was possible to calibrate threedimensional inelastic FE models, capable to simulate the interaction between glass panels and
aluminium frame. Subsequently, equivalent nonlinear links were calibrated to reproduce the
dynamic behaviour of tested glazed unit, and implemented in the thirty- and sixty-storey structural planar frames FE models. Nonlinear time history analyses (NLTHAs) were performed
to quantify local and global performance, investigating the enhanced combination of stiffness
and strength generated through the implementation of glazed curtain wall on the numerical FE
models. Results will be shown in terms of inter-storey drift profiles and displacement peaks, axial force curves and percentage peak variation, showing the sensitivity to the structure height.
Trends were discussed to show that, if accurately designed, omitting non-structural elements
from the seismic assessment of high-rise prototypes conduct to a sensible underestimation of
dynamic dissipation capacity of the building.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Tall and super-tall buildings have become popular in urbanized areas due to the growing use
of high-strength and smart materials, innovative construction techniques and cost effectiveness
[1, 2, 3]. Moreover, the increasing demand for business and residential space have denoted the
scarcity of land, constraining the wide use of high-rise structures in modern cities and facing
relatively new criticalities, such as inappropriate ground typologies and areas of severe seismicity. Due to their intrinsic complex features and large dimensions [4, 5], several peculiar
characteristics shall be considered during the design phase, ensuring the achievement of certain performance levels (i.e. collapse prevention, moderate damage, serviceability) and the
evaluation of the characterizing mechanical aspects such as higher mode and longer periods in
earthquake assessment [1, 6]. The strength decrease induced by geometric and material nonlinearities, local buckling or steel member fracture can lead to permanent damages or catastrophic
collapses, while P-∆ effects can endanger such modern and more flexible buildings, posing
challenges for seismic design in terms of stiffness and stability.
Generally, while mid-rise structures undergo to a combination of strength and stiffness design criteria, stiffness and stability usually govern the design phase in high-rise buildings. Since
the design shall balance human safety and economic causes, governed by the variability of
the background inputs and the structural assumptions, detailed analyses and ad-hoc studies
are required to predict the seismic performance, such as scaled shaking table tests [7, 8] and
advanced finite element (FE) simulations [1, 6]. The adoption of the performance-based design has shown that the synergy between structural and non-structural element performance
becomes vital, since failure of architectural elements can decrease the performance level of
the entire building. As observed during recent earthquakes, non-structural components represent the higher percentage in cost reparation, being the major initial investment. In particular,
the large use of glazed curtain wall systems as external enclosures in high-rise modern buildings, has stimulated the researchers to examine the dynamic non-linear response of these nonstructural elements. However, in comparison to structural elements, limited information has
been collected on the dynamic design of non-structural members.
In light of this scenario, the present paper summarizes the results carried out through nonlinear modelling of high-rise moment resisting frame (MRF) steel systems: crescendo tests
on full-scale glazed curtain wall system were performed to investigate to what extent façade
elements affect structural frame global and local seismic response.
2

NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSES

In order to predict the dynamic behavior of the structural prototypes, nonlinear time history analyses (NLTHa) were performed, representing a robust and efficient tool to determine
global and local seismic performances in structures. Since pushover analyses present specific
limitations and inadequacies in high-rise MRFs design, principally the deficiency in safely estimation of the higher-mode effects in recent adaptive modal combinations (AMC) solutions
[9, 10], nonlinear dynamic analyses have become the most attractive technique. Whereas different scale and peculiar responses of mechanical and physical idealizations are involved in
façade-structure interaction, both detailed brick- and fiber-based FE models were assumed. On
one hand, brick-based FE models give more knowledge on complex phenomena than equivalent mechanical representation [11, 12], being able to reproduce their local response in terms
of time-dependent stress/strain concentration. On the other hand, the insight on the well-known
physical phenomena allows their easy calibration into classical fiber-based FE models, saving
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significant computational time. In this light, since a three-dimensional approach would be extremely onerous to investigate the full-scale mega-frame dynamic response, the contribution of
the resisting frame system was easily incorporated into classical fibre force-based [13] FE models, able to represent bolted [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and welded [11, 19, 20, 21] connections, and
the other members besides. By contrast, aiming to develop a qualified façade numerical model
and to understand the phenomena underpinning the mechanical global behavior, detailed brickbased FE simulations were performed in order to assess the aluminium frame deformability, the
interaction between glass panels and aluminium frame, the gasket mechanical distortion and the
transom-to-mullion connection stiffness. Finally, fiber-based link elements were calibrated from
standard glazed curtain wall unit subjected to laboratory test and the relative three-dimensional
FE model, in order to simulate their seismic response. In this scenario, the modeling assumptions and simulation techniques will be given, after a brief introduction on the main geometric
and mechanical properties of both the examined planar frames and the tested façade.
2.1

Description of the case-study buildings

The two prototypes consisted on 6 x 6-bay buildings extracted from reference thirty- and
sixty-storey three-dimensional structures, respectively named MF-01 and MF-02, designed in
accordance with current European seismic standards [25] and considering high seismicity (i.e.
PGA = 0.40 g) on soil class C (i.e. 180 m/s < Vs < 360 m/s).

Figure 1: Structural scheme and geometric details of the reference thirty- and sixty-storey planar frames.

In addition to the permanent non-structural internal weight, dead and live loads were considered to be 2kN/m2 and 4kN/m2 , respectively. According to ASCE-7 05 provisions [22], the
lateral wind pressure was calculated considering the speed at the ground equal to 37 m/s (84
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mph). The software used in the first-stage analyses and design were SAP 2000 [23] and MIDAS
GEN [24], where a series of response spectrum analyses (RSAs) were performed on the MRF
models. As shown in Figure 1, where a sketch of plan and elevation is provided, the complex
lateral-force resisting system (LFRS) was constituted by a central 5.6 x 5.6m CBF core, connected with HD columns and perimetral CBF through one-storey height orthogonal outriggers,
placed every fifteen stories to limit inter-storey drifts and second order effects. External belt
trusses rang the structure. The behaviour factor (q) adopted for V bracing systems was conservatively assumed to be equal to 2, as specified in section 6.3 of EC8 [25], while medium ductility
class (DCM) was considered according to EC8 prescriptions [25]. The beam span was set to
5.6 m, defining a uniform column spacing on the in-plane principal directions; accordingly with
the tested façade geometry, the inter-storey height was set at 3.3 m, implying a global structural
height of 99 m and 198 m for MF-01 and MF-02, respectively. Member sizes and mechanical
properties adopted for the structural members were derived from the design phase, according to
EC8 guidelines [25]. In detail, HD tapered profiles were used for the columns, while IPE400
beams were adopted for both prototypes in each storey, except for outrigger floors where HD
steel sections were chosen. Hollow structural section (HSS) profiles were assumed as brace
sections, decreasing in size along the height of the structure. According to [11], steel grade
S275, S450 and S700 were used for beams, columns and braces, respectively. Figure 2 displays
an example of welded gusset-plate and bolted beam-to-column connection. In Figure 2 (left),
the HSS brace was welded to the gusset plate through fillet welds, while full penetration welds
(FPW) were provided to connect the flanges of the columns and beams to the gusset plate.

Figure 2: Example of designed gusset-plate (left) and beam-to-column (right) connections.

Furthermore, gusset plate design for each storey in MF-01 and MF-02 prototypes, was performed according to the prescription in [25, 11]. Figure 2 (right), shows the partially-restrained
joint obtained through two M20x80-10.9 bolts used to connect the flange of the beam to a
180x250x20 mm plate, welded by FPW to the flange of the column in accordance with the
prescriptions of [19]. Three M20x80-10.9 bolts were used to bolt the web of the beam to the
shear tab. In the end, the structure was considered to be fixed to the ground, both during the
design process and the numerical simulations. The fundamental period (T1) was determined to
be equal to 1.75 s for MF-01 and 4.16 s for MF-02 prototypes.
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2.2

Description of the test performed on the commercial stick curtain wall

This paper focuses on previously performed experimental data, achieved by full-size in-plane
tests led at the laboratory of the Construction Tecnologies Institute (ITC) of the Italian National
Research Council (CNR) [26]. The seismic response of a commercial full-scale stick curtain
wall was evaluated, comparing the integrity of results with past studies [27, 28, 29, 30, 31].
2.2.1

Experimental setup and equipment

The experimental setup consisted in a 5.720 x 7.370 mm steel frame, where three rigid beams
were installed at different height, representing the principal structure slabs and adaptable to different curtain wall geometries. Furthermore, horizontal displacement could be imposed to the
rigid beams in order to simulate seismic-induced lateral drifts [32, 33]; however, during the
test only the median beam was activated, while the upper and lower beam were rigidly fixed to
the supporting frame. In particular, a hydraulic actuator (General Hydraulic, stroke ± 600mm,
maximum load 200 kN) was fixed to an external rigid reaction system and pushed in the horizontal in-plane direction, in correspondence to the beam-mullion connection, performing the
force-control test. The instrumentation was composed by a 50 kN LeBow load cell, capable to
measure the applied force, and two linear potentiometric displacement transducers (LVDT) to
measure horizontal displacement of the median beam; a 10 Hz continuous data acquisition collected load and displacement during the tests. Figure 3 shows the test set-up and the aluminium
member cross-section geometries.
2.2.2

Description of the façade specimen

Consistently with the designed mega-frame steel structure geometry, the investigated façade
was 7200 mm high and 5600 mm wide, with 3300 mm inter-storey height. The test unit had
six transoms and five mullions, while three different profile cross-sections were used for mullions and three for transoms (Figure 3). In particular, transoms of the external bays displayed
a cross-section with lower inertia respect to the other spans. EN-AW 6060-T6 was the commercial aluminium alloy adopted for the members, with E = 69 GPa as Young Modulus, σy =
150MPa and σu = 190MPa as yield and ultimate stress. The insulated glazing panel thickness
was 8+8.2+16+6mm, constituted by a tempered glass characterized by E = 70 GPa and supported on the edges by silicone gaskets. Two mechanical connections were recognizable into
the test unit: the transom-to-mullion and the glass-to-frame connection. The former, realized
by a U-shaped steel joint, was connected to the alluminium members by four steel screws, resulting in a reduced rotational stiffness with respect to the fully-fixed configuration. The latter,
was obtained distributing an internal and external silicone gaskets layer along the contact edges.
The clearance between the mullion/transom elements and the glass panels was 5mm.
2.2.3

Experimental activity and results

Initially, a quasi-static test was performed increasing the force applied to the central rigid
beam until a specific drift was monitored on the opposite mullion. Consequently, the force was
set to zero, highlighting the amount of residual plastic deformations. Since the specimen had an
opening window impossible to re-close after the first cycle, due to the shear deformations of the
frame, the subsequent cycles were performed with opened window. However, repeating the first
cycle was possible to observe the incidence of a single window loss, showing that the missing
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Figure 3: Façade geometry (left) and transom/mullion cross-sections (right). Note: dimensions in mm.

glass panel did not modified the façade response. The force-to-drift results are displayed in
Figure 8, in accordance with Caterino et al. [26].
2.3

Finite Element modelling approach

In order to investigate the effect of glazed curtain walls on structural seismic behavior when
applied to mega-tall buildings, a three-stages FE modeling approach was implemented. Firststage modelling aimed to reproduce nonlinear fibre-based simulations of the building casestudyies, subjected to NLTHAs deriving from a set of ten natural records [34, 35]. These accelerograms (EQs) were spectrum-compatible in displacement according to EC8 prescriptions
[25], selected a Type 1 spectrum with PGA equal to 0.4g, soil Type C and TD =8s (Figure 4).
Second-stage advanced modelling investigated the dynamic behaviour of the façade through
nonlinear brick-based models, simulating the test results. Finally, third-stage modelling aimed
to calibrate equivalent nonlinear links, representing the glazed curtain wall response to be implemented on first-stage fibre-base FE models.
2.3.1

Fibre-based modelling approach for MRF structure

In order to analyze the local and global seismic response of the MF-01 and MF-02 reference structures, detailed fiber-based models were implemented on the open source platform
OpenSees [36], based on conceptual modeling by Brunesi et al. [42]. Structural members were
modeled through inelastic force-based fiber elements, simulating the propagation of inelasticity
over the member length through a bilinear stress-strain behavior with isotropic strain hardening. In particular, the Menegotto-Pinto [37] material model was adopted, while material and
geometrical nonlinearities were considered through distributed plasticity approach and classi-
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Figure 4: Seismic input as acceleration (left) and displacement (right) elastic response spectra.

cal corotational transformation [38]. Schematics of the modelling idealization adopted for brace
and gusset plate mechanical connections are showed in Figure 5. The enhanced stiffness due to
the gusset-plate welding into the beam-column conjunction, that confine the extremity of inelastic force-based beam-column portions, was adduced introducing a set of rigid elements [11, 19].
Along the end of the brace, in order to capture the potential progression of plastic hinges, an additional 2t-length force-based beam-column element was selected from the gusset plate - where
t is the thickness of the gusset plate - [11, 19, 43]. Prospective buckling mechanisms in both
braces and gusset plates were considered applying an out-of-plane imperfection equal to 0.1%
of the length at its midspan. Similarly, according to [12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 39, 40, 42], the Tstub bolted joint mechanical idealization was assumed to reproduce the hysteresis behavior, as
a partially restrained connection. Accordingly to the Grant and Priestley paradigm [41], when
considering the tangent stiffness-proportional Rayleigh damping, the stiffness-proportional matrix multiplying coefficient used to perform nonlinear dynamic analyses was correlated to the
damping ratio associated to the fundamental period of the structure [38, 41, 42, 43].

Figure 5: Modeling idealization for brace and gusset-plate connections.
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Figure 6: Three-dimensional modelling (left) and moment-rotation diagram (right) of the transom-to-mullion connections.

2.3.2

Three-dimensional solid-based modelling approach for façade

Advanced numerical simulations were performed to reproduce the dissipative behavior of
the tested glazed curtain wall unit. In particular, four parameters were recognized as main responsible of the lateral response of the façade: (i) the geometry of aluminium frame and the
rotational stiffness of transom-to-mullion connections; (ii) the clearance between aluminium
frame and glass panels; (iii) the mechanical behavior of gaskets; (iv) the local interaction between glass and frame [32, 33, 31]. Three-dimensional brick-based models were analysed in
ABAQUS 6.14 [44] in order to capture the local mechanisms and the interactions between each
parameter affecting the overall response. Therefore, equivalent nonlinear link-elements were
calibrated to explicitly reproduce the rotational stiffness of transom-to-mullion connections and
the combined effect of glass-to-gaskets slippage, considering potential impacts between the
glazed surface and the aluminium frame, as in Figure 6-7, in line with a computational timesaving approach [45, 46]. In fact, these connectors were implemented on a full-scale model, as
on Figure 8, reducing the FE formulation variables and reproducing the global tested response.
1.6
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Figure 7: Three-dimensional modelling (left) and shear-displacement diagram (right) of the glass-to-gasket connections.
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Figure 8: Three-dimensional modelling (left) and force-displacement diagram (right) of tested façade.

Figure 6 displays a high-fidelity FE model calibrated to investigate the moment-rotation
relationship of transom-to-mullion connection. Three-dimensional deformable isoparametric
solids were adopted to model each connection component, accounting for finite strain and rotation in large-displacement analysis. Fist-order elements were adopted, i.e. 8-node linear brick
(C3D8R), with reduced integration through Barlow points and hourglass control methods of
Flanagan and Belytschko. Both geometrical and material nonlinearities were considered. The
classical rate-independent Von Mises model for metal plasticity with associated yield surface for
isotropic materials and strain hardening was assumed to faithfully reproduce the cyclic stressstrain relationship of the steel members during the applied loading-unloading history. Since the
U-shaped connecting steel joint presented higher stiffness and strength respect to the aluminium
members, it was considered that the joint rotational capacity was mainly due to the deformation of the frame. Therefore, the simulation remained accurate properly representing bolted
connections through equivalent nonlinear frictional parameters and constraining the effect of
slipperiness between the U-shaped joint and the aluminum members. Figure 7 presents a robust
brick-based FE modeling developed to study the glass-to-gaskets interaction, at a local scale.
While the same mechanical and physical assumptions for aluminum members were considered,
the constitutive laws for glass and gaskets were herein introduced. According to Memari et
al. [46], the glass panel was considered as an equivalent full-section isotropic elastic threedimensional element (C3D8R), evaluating the maximum stress response. The glass-to-gasket
nonlinear friction effect and the mechanical deformation of the gasket were modeled by elastoplastic relationship with isotropic hardening, connecting the nodes on the glass panel boundary
to the the frame nodes. The calibration of the equivalent stress-strain constitutive laws was conducted in accordance with [46, 47, 48] and the experimental tests carried out at the Institute of
Construction Technology. Since numerous in-plane racking tests [29, 45, 46] have shown that
glass damage propagates when glass-to-frame contact occurs along glass-panel edges in corner
regions, the stiffening interaction due to the impact was directly incorporated onto gasket constitutive laws, through a validated parametric campaign of FEM analyses. Figure 8 shows the
advanced three-dimensional modeling of the tested façade and the accurate matching between
the simulation and experimental results. Equivalent nonlinear links were calibrated to represent
the seismic response of the glazed curtain wall in OpenSees high-rise reference structures.
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3

RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

In this chapter, the main results will be displayed in terms of NLTHa global and local performance, of the two reference high-rise structures MF-01 and MF-02. In particular, the influence
of the glazed curtain wall system will be shown, illustrating to which extent this affects the overall seismic response when façades are considered acting on the LFRSs. Initially, each section
will display the comparison between NLTHa average response (NLTHA Avg), carried out from
the structures with glazed curtain walls, respect to the correspondent bare MRF. Consequently,
the percentage variation between both component will be shown. Individual earthquake (EQs)
acceleration result, referred to the MRF with non-structural elements, will be shown in grey.
3.1

Global performance
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Figure 9 summarizes the global response of the two mega-frame buildings in terms of peak
displacement and inter-storey drift, together with their average values, respectively for MF-01
(left) and MF-02 (right). Peak displacements, achieved in the most extreme records, were 0.58
m and 1.72 m, while medium values up to 0.41 m and 0.88 m were obtained. The response
assumed a rough cantilevered shape with soft discrepancy in correspondence to the outrigger;
as will be discussed in the following, this aspect was more pronounced in the inter-storey drift
prediction (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Displacement profile and Inter-storey drift of MF-01 (left) and MF-02 (right).

The stiffening enhancement procured by the outriggers was significantly visible for both
structure, as a prominent peak inter-storey drifts reduction (up to 57%). By contrast, significant
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acceleration were experienced during dynamic simulations, i.e. 0.59g and 0.35g for both MF-01
and MF-02, respectively, underlining the stiffest behavior of the former (as also evidenced by
fundamental periods discrepancy, i.e. 1.75 s vs. 4.16 s). The series of NLTHa have shown that,
if properly designed to induce a good balance between acceleration and deformation demands,
this structural system supply an optimum combination of global stiffness and strength in highrise structures. Moreover, since MRF contribution was greater than NLTHA Avg (Figure 9), this
illustrates that the MRF structure was more flexible without considering the external façades.
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Figure 10: Displacement profile and Inter-storey drift variation of MF-01 (left) and MF-02 (right).

In fact, Figure 10 shows to what extent the variation between the overall structural response
of the MRF with glazed façades differed from the bare MRF. Peak discrepancies were accounted for 5.45% and 4.53% as top average displacement, respectively for MF-01 and MF-02,
while 9.23% and 7.47% represented the inter-storey drift profile in average. The shape of the
displacement variation reflected the tendency of the displacement diagram, assuming a fairlycantilevered progression. It was clearly visible the outrigger influence in inter-storey drift profiles, showing a trend reversal, while on the displacement variation profile the effect attenuates.
3.2

Local performance

According to Brunesi et al. [42, 43], the key components advocated to resist seismic actions
in this structural system are columns, braces and outriggers. Response in term of axial load
peak profiles in critical members will be shown. In addition, the percentage variation between
the MRF with external cladding and bare MRF results will be computed.
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Figure 11: Axial force profile in reference braces and compression variation, in MF-01 (left) and MF-02 (right).

In Figure 11 the comparison between compressive peak forces in the most critical brace is
displayed. Average loads of up to 4500 kN and 5000 kN were obtained, respectively for MF-01
and MF-01. A similar demand was obtained in correspondence to the outriggers floors, as a
consequence of the increment in terms of floor acceleration [42, 43], where was demonstrated
that modelling the structure without the curtain walls conduced to overestimate NLTHAs results up to 20%. Figure 12 summarizes the seismic peak axial loads predicted by NLTHAs in
the outrigger braces, placed at the 15th and 30th storey of the thirty- and sixty- storey case study
building, since they resulted to be the most critical storeys (see Figure 11). The diagrams present
a comparison between the forces observed considering the MRF with the external façade and
the supporting structure alone: peak compression was almost stable along the height, reaching a
maximum of 4250kN and 4500kN, in MF-01 and MF-02, respectively. However, a larger mismatch between axial force percentage variation was determined in the outriggers placed at the
top of MF-01 and at mid-height of MF-02, of up to approximately 25%. Being the discrepancy
between the response of MRF with cladding and the bare MRF higher in that braces than that
observed in other structural members, particular care has to be paid to the earthquake-induced
demand evaluation during the design phase of these elements and the related connections. As
a result of the outriggers in-plane rotation, earthquake-induced compressive overloads were experienced by the external core-columns [42, 43]. Figure 13 collects the seismic axial forces
transferred to the leftmost core-column of the thirty- and sixty-storey structures, accounting
for the façade system, their average and the equivalent on the bare MRF. This reflected on the
discrepancy between forces, up to approximately 14% in MF-01 and 18% in MF-02.
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Figure 12: Axial force profile in outrigger braces and compression variation, in MF-01 (left) and MF-02 (right).
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4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper summarizes the NLTHAs results performed on two reference thirty- and sixtystorey planar prototypes, extracted from a high-rise mega-braced frame structures with outriggers and belt trusses, and designed according to European prescriptions. In detail, the research
focuses on the dynamic of glazed curtain walls, i.e. to what extent is plausible consider façades
interacting with the LRFS during a severe earthquake event, altering the structural seismic response. The main observations acquired from the numerical analysis results are synthesized:
• Effects caused by façade dissipation were proven to be not negligibly on the LRFS and on
the key components of both prototypes, reflecting dissimilarities up to 9.23% and 34.2%
as local and global response, respectively. Fundamental period decremented up to 14.3%
in MF-01 and 11.3% in MF-02, considering the glazed curtain wall dissipation.
• Response profiles and peak variations were characterized by an approximately linear increasing trend along the height, with pronounced discontinuities in correspondence to the
outriggers, due to their overall stiffening effect.
• External outrigger braces resulted to be the most influenced by the cladding dissipation.
• Sensitivity to the structure height was investigated as a result of glazed curtain wall response, showing that façades mainly influence global and local response with a reverse
fashion respect to the structural height.
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Abstract. The material point method is extended in this work to the Discontinuous Galerkin
approximation framework for the simulation of impacts on elastic and hyperelastic solids. The
formulation is based on the weak form of conservation laws on each cell of an eulerian grid
in which volume integrals are discretized on a set of material points lying in that cell, and
on the computation of Godunov fluxes at cells faces. The resulting method is first derived
within the small strains framework and illustrated on a one-dimensional and a two-dimensional
problem of impact on an elastic media. Then a one-dimensional hyperelastic problem of a
solid undergoing large strains is presented, and a comparison is performed with an analytical
solution.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The numerical simulation of hyperbolic initial boundary value problems (IBVP) in solid
mechanics has been and is again mainly performed with the finite element method (FEM). Despite its well-known advantages, this method becomes less efficient and accurate for problems
involving large strains because of mesh tangling and hence, the required re-meshing and projection steps. Meshless methods have been developed to circumvent these shortcomings. Among
them, the material point method [1] (MPM) uses a collection of particles that can move in an
eulerian grid to represent a continuum with a lagrangian description. The material points carry
all the fields of the problem while the grid is only used to compute gradients and solve the discrete equations. Fields travel from material points to nodes and vice versa, and since history is
known at every single particle, the grid can be discarded and reconstructed for convenience.
Hyperbolic IBVP including extreme loading conditions such as impacts require the ability
to accurately track the wave front of shock waves to provide a better understanding of physical
phenomena occurring in dynamic forming processes such as electromagnetic forming. However, classical time integrators used with the FEM introduce high frequency noise in the vicinity
of discontinuities which is hard to remove without loss of accuracy. Furthermore, the MPM
space discretization leads to a decrease of the Courant number that prevents the capture of discontinuities. The discontinuous galerkin finite element method (DGFEM) has been developed
for the neutron transport equation [2] and is now used in fluid and solid mechanics [3]. This extension of classical finite element method is based on the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) approximation in which shape functions are discontinuous across elements boundaries. The continuity
of fields is not enforced on the whole mesh but only element-by-element and it allows to capture
sharp solutions like shocks. Moreover, the characteristic structure of hyperbolic problems can
be introduced within the numerical scheme as what has been first done with the finite volume
method [4]. Hence, the DG approximation is well-suited to accurately capture wave fronts but
is still limited by mesh tangling in a lagrangian approach where large deformations occur.
The purpose of this work is to develop a numerical method which allows to accurately follow
wave fronts in a solid that is subjected to large deformations in a lagrangian framework. The
eulerian grid of MPM can be used as a support for the DG approximation and the DGMPM introduced here aims at meeting advantages of both MPM and DG methods while freeing of their
respective limits. We first derive the DGMPM formulation within the large strain framework
with a total lagrangian formulation which is then linearized to apply to small strains framework. Then, we focus on the computation of interface fluxes resulting from the weak form. The
method is finally illustrated on one-dimensional and two-dimensional problems, and comparisons are performed with the material point method, the finite element method and the analytical
solution when it is known.
2

THE HYPERELASTIC DYNAMIC CONTINUUM PROBLEM

Let Ω0 ∈ R3 denote the reference position of a continuum body, with reference coordinates
system X, and Ωt ∈ R3 the position of the same body at a different time with the current
coordinates system x. The motion of the body is described by the smooth function ϕ(X, t)
which gives the position x at time t of a particle initially located at X. The mapping between
current and reference configurations is x ≡ ϕ(X, t). The deformation gradient tensor and the
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velocity vector are defined as :
∂ϕ(X, t)
∂X
v(X, t) := ϕ̇(X, t)
F (X, t) :=

(1)
(2)

where the superposed dot denotes the material time derivative. Combination of equations (1)
and (2) yields :
∂v(X, t)
Ḟ (X, t) =
(3)
∂X
The solid must satisfy locally the conservation of linear momentum written in the reference
configuration within the time interval of interest t ∈ ]0, T ], and with neglected body forces :
∂ρ0 v
− ∇X · Π = 0
∂t

∀X ∈ Ω0

(4)

where ρ0 (X) = ρ (x, t = 0) is the reference mass density, Π is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor and ∇X · (•) is the divergence vector with respect to reference coordinates. The Plohr
and Sharp formulation [5] consists in viewing equation (3) as a conservation law in order to
write the following homogeneous system of partial differential equations :
3

∂q X ∂Fl
+
=0
∂t
∂Xl
l=1
where q is the vector of conserved quantities and Fl the lth flux vector :




(v
⊗
e
)
·
e
F
·
e




1
l
1








(v ⊗ e2 ) · el
F · e2
= F · el
; Fl = −
q=
(v ⊗ e3 ) · el 
F · e3 










Π · el
ρ0 v

(5)

(6)

In the particular case of linear elasticity within the small strains framework, the system is built
by replacing equation (3) with the geometrical compatibility equations ε̇ = 12 (∇v + ∇v T ),
that can also be combined with the elastic constitutive equation σ = H : ε, where H is the
fourth-order elasticity tensor. The vectors expressions are :




σ
·
e
µ
(v
e
+
v
e
)
+
λv
e




1
l
i
i
l
1
1








µ (v2 el + vi ei ) + λvl e2
σ · e2
(7)
; Fl = −
q=
µ (v3 el + vi ei ) + λvl e3 
σ · e3 










ρv
σ · el
with σ being the Cauchy stress tensor, ε the linearized strain tensor, and (λ, µ) are Lamé’s
coefficients.
3

THE DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN MATERIAL POINT METHOD

A continuum body Ωt is described by a set of P material points in an eulerian grid composed
of N quadrangular 4-nodes elements (or cells) such that the volume covered by the grid is
V = ∪N
e=1 Ve with Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ ∀ i, j (fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Representation of a continuum body by a set of material points in R3 .

3.1

Weak form of equation of motion

The discontinuous galerkin approach relies on approximation functions that are discontinuous at cells interfaces and hence, the weak form of equation (5) is written on each element of
the grid [3]:
Z
Z X
∂q
∂Fl
· w dV +
· w dV = 0 ∀ w, ∀ Ve
(8)
Ve ∂t
Ve l ∂Xl
Integration by parts leads to :
Z
Z X
Z
∂w
∂q
Fl ·
· w dV −
dV +
(F · n) · w dΓ = 0
∂Xl
Ve ∂t
Ve l
Γe

∀ w, ∀ Ve

(9)

where n is the outward normal vector to the boundary and F · n = Fn denotes a normal flux at
cell faces (which computation is developed in section 4). We introduce specific quantities that
will be injected in the weak form (9) :
q s = ρ0 q

;

Fsk = ρ0 Fk

(10)

Moreover, a particular representation of mass density based on material points mass is used :
ρ (x, t) =

P
X

mα δ (xα − x) =⇒ ρ0 (X) = ρ(x, 0) =

α=1

P
X

mα δ (X α − X)

(11)

α=1

where δ is the delta dirac distribution and mα is the mass of the αth material point. Such a
discretization of the reference mass density combined with the writing of conservation laws (5)
leads to a total lagrangian formulation. Equation (9) thus reads :
Z
Z
Z
X
∂q s
s ∂w
· w dV −
ρ0
Fl ·
dV +
Fn · w dΓ = 0 ∀ w, ∀ Ve
(12)
ρ0
∂t
∂Xl
Ve
Γe
Ve
l
which, with delta dirac integration properties transforms to :
! Z
P
X
X
∂q s (X α )
∂w
(X
)
α
mα
· w(X α ) −
Fsl (X α ) ·
+
Fn · w dΓ = 0
∂t
∂Xl
Γe
α=1
l

∀ w, ∀ Ve
(13)
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3.2

Nodes to material points mapping

As in MPM we need to transfer fields from nodes to material points and we use shape functions which support reduces to only one cell :
s

q (X α ) =

N
X

Siα q si

(14)

i=1

where Siα denotes the shape functions attached to the ith node evaluated at X = X α , and q si
the specific vector of conserved quantities at node i. Once introduced in (13), it comes :
P
X

X ∂Siα
∂q sj
− wi ·
mα Siα Fsl,j + wi ·
wi ·
Siα mα Sjα
∂t
∂X
l
α=1
l

Z

3
∂q sj X
⇔ Mij
−
Kijl Fsl,j + F∗j = 0
∂t
l=1

Si (X)Fn dΓ = 0 ∀ wi (15)
Γe

(16)

which is the semi-discrete system that must be solved on the grid. Time discretization is performed with an explicit algorithm (forward Euler, Runge-Kutta 2), leading to discrete equations.
Remark : In particular configurations of material points, the consistent
mass matrix Mij can
P
be singular [6] and it is avoided by lumping this matrix : MiL = j Mij .
3.3

Material points to nodes mapping

In order to solve system (16), fields have to be defined at nodes and an interpolation of
conserved quantity is performed :
qi =

MiL q si

=

P
X

Siα mα q sα

(17)

α=1

to be solved for each q si . This mapping is a mass weighted interpolation that stabilized the
MPM.
Remark : Every fields are defined at nodes in DGMPM and constitutive equations are integrated in fluxes contained in volume and surface integrals whereas in MPM, velocity is updated
at nodes and constitutive equations are integrated at material points.
4

INTERFACE FLUXES COMPUTATION

Fields continuity is relaxed across elements boundary and interface fluxes appear in the weak
form. They can be used to introduce the characteristic structure of hyperbolic problems in the
numerical scheme. One possibility is to solve a Riemann problem normal to each edge of a
given cell and to compute the Godunov flux corresponding to the stationary solution (x/t = 0)
of the Riemann problem [7]. For the two-dimensional case (fig 2), the problem at a given edge
consists in finding the solution of the auxiliary initial value problem (IVP):
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∂ q̃ ∂Fn
+
= 0, ξ = X · n ∈] − ∞, ∞[,
∂t
∂ξ
(
q̃ L if ξ < 0
q̃(ξ, 0) =
q̃ R if ξ > 0

t>0

(18)
(19)

where L and R denote states belonging to the Left cell and the Right cell to the edge respectively.
These states are constructed by averaging the values defined at nodes for each side (remind that
the DG approximation gives one nodal field value for each cell connected to a given node). The

e2

ξ

n
e1
L

R

Figure 2: Edge separating two cells indexed L (left) and R (right). A local coordinate ξ and a normal vector n are
defined.

normal flux vector can be decomposed with the consideration that n = n1 e1 + n2 e2 :
Fn = F · n = n1 F1 + n2 F2

(20)

The conservation laws system (18) combined with (20) yields :
∂ q̃ X ∂Fp
np
+
∂t
∂ξ
p
∂ q̃ X ∂Fp
+
np
∂t
∂ q̃
p
∂ q̃ X
+
np Ap ·
∂t
p

=0
·

∂ q̃
=0
∂ξ

∂ q̃
=0
∂ξ

The characteristic analysis of thisPsystem written with vectors (6) can be conducted with the
study of the jacobian matrix J = p np Ap . In two dimensions :

0
0
−Hip1j ei ⊗ ej
0
−Hip2j ei ⊗ ej 
Ap =  0
δ1p
δ2p
− ρ0 1 − ρ0 1
0


(21)

and Hklmn are the fourth-order material elasticity tensor components. The eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix are used to obtain the solution of the Riemann problem
for linear (elastic) problems, or to build an approximate Riemann Solver [7] for hyperelastic nonlinear problems. The solution is used to compute Godunov fluxes at cells interfaces
Fn (q̃(x/t = 0)).
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5
5.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS
One dimensional compression wave in a bar (small strain)

Let us consider an elastic bar of length l = 6m made of a linear elastic material with Young’s
modulus E = 2.1011 P a, density ρ = 7800kg.m−3 and unit cross section area S. The left end of
the bar is suddenly loaded with a surface force T d = 1.109 P a. The bar is discretized with 150
regular grid cells (each containing one single centered material point) and the time integration
is carried out with an explicit Euler scheme. This problem has been solved with DGMPM and
a comparison is performed with MPM and the analytical solution [8] for different time steps
(fig 3).

1e9
DGMPM
MPM (CFL=0.5)
MPM (CFL=0.1)
Analytique

0.0
−0.2

Axial stress in the bar at time t=3.98e-04 s.
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−1.0
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6
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(a)

1e9
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MPM (CFL=0.5)
MPM (CFL=0.1)
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0.0
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σ(Pa)
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−1.0
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(b)
Figure 3: Axial stress in a bar at different times. Comparison of DGMPM, MPM and analytical solution.

The
q solution consists of a discontinuous elastic disturbance propagating rightward at speed
c = Eρ and is here accurately captured by the DGMPM solution. It is known that a numerical
scheme is able to capture a discontinuity providing the Courant number be one without loss
∆t
of stability (α = c ∆x
). The MPM is unstable with α = 1 and hence, it is unable to track
discontinuities. The stability analysis of DGMPM will not be developed here, but it can be
shown that when a single material point is located in each cell, the Courant number can be
equal to one and a wave front can be represented. This property is lost with more points in each
cell but it can be improved by using a Runge-Kutta 2 time integrator.
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5.2

Two dimensional partial impact on a plate (small strain)

We are now interested in two-dimensional plane strains cases and the problem treated concerns a linear elastic rectangular plate undergoing an impact on a part of its left boundary (fig 4).
The plate dimensions are l x h = 4 x 3 m2 discretized with 33 x 25 material points, and the width
of impact area is a = 1 m. A velocity Dirichlet boundary condition is enforced on material
points directly in the MPM while ghost nodes are used in the DGMPM grid [4]. The problem
has been solved with the finite element code Cast3M [9] (explicit time integration), the material
point method and its discontinuous Galerkin extension and the comparison is shown in fig 5 for
one point per cell.
σ · ey = 0

σ · ex = 0



vx = 0
ey · σ · ex = 0



vx = v d
ey · σ · (−ex ) = 0

a


ey
vy = 0
ex · σ · (−ey ) = 0

ex

Material points
Mesh nodes

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
0

1

2

3

4

Figure 4: Elastic plate undergoing a compressive impact on a part of its left boundary. Parameters : E = 2.1011 P a,
ν = 0.3, ρ = 7800 kg · m−3 , v d = 5m.s−1 .

As mentioned above about FEM and MPM, the time integration used involves oscillations
in the solution and the Courant condition (α < 1) introduces numerical diffusion. This two
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Figure 5: Longitudinal stress profile resulting from MPM (top left), FEM (top right) and DGMPM (bottom left)
and superposed plot along the bottom boundary of the plate at different times for DGMPM and MPM and FEM
(bottom right). αM P M = 0.5, αF EM = 0.9, αDGM P M = 1
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dimensional problem
involves two families of waves : tensile/compression
waves traveling at
p
p
celerity cp = (λ + 2µ)/ρ and shear waves traveling at celerity cs = µ/ρ. These waves can
make the DGMPM solution scheme unstable when the Courant number equals one. To avoid it,
a transverse Riemann solver based on the Corner Transport Upwind method [4] has been used
and sharp solutions can be captured more accurately. These results confirm that the extension
of MPM to DG framework provides a better wave front tracking.
5.3

One dimensional compression wave in a hyperelastic bar (large strain)

The last numerical test is an extension of the first one to the large strains framework. The
bar is now made of a hyperelastic Saint-Venant-Kirchhoff material for which the constitutive
equation is :
Π = 2µF · E + λ trace (E)F
(22)
where E = 21 (F T ·F −1) is the Green-Lagrange strain tensor and Π is the first Piola-Kirchhoff
2
stress tensor. For a one-dimensional bar, this relation reduces to : Πxx = E2 Fxx (Fxx
− 1). The
d
8
bar is suddenly loaded on its left side (T = 8.10 P a). In figure 6, the upper subplot shows the
material points positions at different times updated with the velocity solution. The bottom one
shows the Piola-Kirchhoff stress from MPM, DGMPM (both in total Lagrangian formulation)
and an analytical solution.
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Figure 6: Saint-Venant-Kirchhoff hyperelastic bar undergoing large deformations (positions - Piola stress) plot at
different times. Material parameters are the same as in the linear elastic case.

The DGMPM is no longer exactly on the analytical solution of this nonlinear problem and
the reason might be the use of an approximate Riemann solver instead of the nonlinear one
(which is more expensive). Once again classical MPM fails to represent the discontinuity and
introduces oscillations in the results.
6

CONCLUSION

In this work, the Material Point Method has been extended to the Discontinuous Galerkin approximation framework in order to improve wave front tracking. This extension is based on the
use of shape functions defined element-by-element and discontinuous across cells interfaces.
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The weak form of the problem within the large strains framework is written for the equation of
motion (4) and for the lagrangian kinematic equation (3). The DGMPM hyperbolic system is
built with a total lagrangian formulation (13) and contains numerical fluxes at cells interfaces
which are computed with the solution of a Riemann problem. The main difference with the
original scheme is that the constitutive equations are contained in nodal fluxes and the characteristic structure of hyperbolic problems can be introduced in the numerical solution, providing
a better description of discontinuities.
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Abstract. Ground response prediction is a key tool in the seismic design of earth structures.
The prediction is mainly governed by three factors, namely the bedrock motions, the nonlinear characteristics of the soil deposit and the corresponding initial shear wave velocity profile.
This study focuses on the first factor by analysing the effect of five different earthquake selection/scaling strategies on the results of nonlinear ground response. The analyses are interpreted in terms of spectral response and engineering demand parameters (EDPs) at ground
surface, including the relative horizontal displacement, the peak ground acceleration (PGA)
and the spectral acceleration at the first natural period of the soil deposit (Sa(T1)). An ideal
50 m soft clay deposit is analysed using a kinematic hardening soil constitutive model implemented in a fully coupled finite element procedure. The results of the advanced nonlinear
ground response analyses indicate that, for two different seismic intensity levels, all the selection strategies lead to similar spectral responses at around T1, with the exception of PGA
scaling. Furthermore, the spectral matching strategy leads to a smaller variability in the EDP
results. It is also found that the design response spectrum proposed by EC8 for a soft soil deposit does not seem to be fully representative of the possible future earthquake events, thus
requiring a revision.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The alteration of the earthquake characteristics from the bedrock to the surface due to local
site conditions is of great interest for the engineering communities dealing with seismic design. The common way of predicting local site effects on wave propagation processes is to
propagate seismic input motions through horizontally layered soil deposits by means of simple or advanced numerical methods enabling to assess the surface acceleration time histories,
response spectra, amplification factors (AFs), soil stiffness degradation and associated hysteretic damping in response to the shear strains induced by a possible earthquake event [1].
Ground response analyses are mainly governed by the bedrock motion, the nonlinear dynamic features of the soil deposit and its initial shear wave velocity profile. These components
sustain some uncertainties attributed to, for example, i) the ambiguity in the selection of a
probable earthquake event with specific features from a database (i.e. magnitude, distance,
fault mechanism), ii) the possible variability in the measurement of the shear wave velocity
profile due to the heterogeneity of the soil deposit and iii) the soil disturbance affecting laboratory tests used to determine the material nonlinear dynamic properties [2]. These uncertainties may ultimately cause bias in site response predictions if they are not properly accounted
for in the analysis [3].
Several studies have dealt with the above uncertainties to quantify their possible effects on
ground response predictions. For this purpose, Monte Carlo simulations have been conducted
with linear or nonlinear soil models by varying site properties [1, 3-5]. While these studies
explicitly indicate the importance of accounting for the shear wave velocity, stiffness degradation and damping level variabilities in ground response analyses, they also recognise the impact of the bedrock motion selection on the accuracy of the site response results. Different
input motion selection and modification methods, such as peak ground acceleration (PGA)
scaling, spectral matching and the mean squared error (MSE) approach, have been proposed
in the structural engineering literature [6-9], but their application to geotechnical earthquake
engineering problems is limited [10].
This paper examines the impact of different earthquake selection and scaling strategies on
the free-field ground response of an ideal soft soil deposit. Sets of seven bedrock motions are
used for each selection strategy, considering two seismic intensity levels of 0.15 g and 0.35 g.
Advanced time-domain nonlinear ground response analyses are performed with SWANDYNE
II [11], a fully coupled finite element (FE) code incorporating the kinematic hardening soil
model proposed by Rouainia and Muir Wood [12]. The results of the simulations are firstly
interpreted in terms of engineering demand parameters (EDPs) at surface, i.e. relative horizontal displacement, PGA and spectral acceleration at the first natural period of the soil deposit (Sa(T1)). The comparison with EC8 in terms of amplification factors is subsequently
presented to highlight the inability of the EC8 prescriptions to fully capture site effects occurring in soft soil deposits.
2

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

An ideal 50 m deep soft clay deposit is modelled in SWANDYNE II using a 5 m wide column discretised with 250, 1×1 m isoparametric quadrilateral finite elements with 8 solid
nodes and 4 fluid nodes. In the dynamic analyses the bottom of the mesh is assumed to be rigid, while the nodes along the vertical sides are characterized by the same displacements (i.e.
tied-nodes lateral boundary conditions). The selected input records are directly applied to the
solid nodes at the base of the mesh as prescribed horizontal displacement time histories. The
Rouainia and Muir Wood (RMW) advanced soil constitutive model is adopted to simulate the
dynamic clay behaviour during the seismic excitation. RMW has been successfully employed
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to predict the dynamic performance of different earth structures [13, 14], as it has been shown
to be able to reproduce the decay of the shear stiffness with strain amplitude, the corresponding increase of hysteretic damping and the related accumulation of excess pore water pressure
and structure degradation under undrained conditions. In this work, the model parameters, reported in Table 1, are determined by conducting a series of undrained cyclic simple shear test
simulations under controlled strain levels in order to produce normalized shear modulus and
damping curves representative of a soft soil material [15].
Parameter/
symbol
M
*

*
R
B


0
r0
A*

k



Physical contribution/meaning

Value

Critical state stress ratio for triaxial compression
Slope of normal compression line in ln v-ln p
compression plane
Slope of swelling line in ln v-ln p compression plane
Ratio of size of bubble and reference surface
Stiffness interpolation parameter
Stiffness interpolation exponent
Anisotropy of initial structure
Initial degree of structure
Parameter controlling relative proportion
of distorsional and volumetric destructuration
Parameter controlling rate of loss of structure
with damage strain
Poisson’s ratio

1.35
0.252



0.0297
0.1
8.0
1.0
0
1.75
0.494
0.5
0.25

Table 1: RMW model parameters.

The initial stiffness profile of the deposit is obtained using the well-known equation proposed by Viggiani and Atkinson [16] for the dependency of the small-strain shear modulus G0
on the mean effective stress, p, and overconsolidation ratio, OCR:
n

 p 
G0
 A   OCR m
pr
 pr 

(1)

In this work, the dimensionless stiffness parameters A, m and n are set equal to 1050, 0.27
and 0.84, respectively, and pr is a reference pressure (equal to 1 kPa). In the initialisation
phase of the FE model, an overconsolidation ratio of 1.5 is assumed constant with depth. The
resulting shear wave velocity profile has an average value in the top 30 m of the column equal
to 140 m/s, thus classifying the deposit as a soil class D according to EC8 [9]. The first natural period (T1), calculated using the elasticity theory, is equal to 1.17 s.
3

SELECTION STRATEGIES

Five different strategies for selecting and modifying bedrock input motions recorded on
soil class A are employed in this work. Specifically, PGA scaling, Sa(T1) scaling, 0.2T1-2T1
scaling, spectral matching and mean squared error (MSE) scaling are investigated. PGA scaling focuses only on the compatibility of the bedrock motions, on an average, with the target
response spectrum (i.e. the EC8 5% damping design response spectrum for soil class A) at
zero period. Sa(T1) scaling seeks for an average compatibility with the target response spectrum at T1 only. According to the 0.2T1-2T1 scaling strategy proposed by EC8, the average
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compatibility with the target response spectrum is achieved within the 0.2T1-2T1 period range
with lower tolerance of 10% and the average PGA is not less than that of the target response
spectrum. MSE scaling considers the total difference between the natural logarithmic spectral
acceleration of the event and the target response spectrum over a specified period range of
interest. Finally, the spectral matching strategy achieves the full matching of the bedrock motions with the target response spectrum by modifying the frequency content of the input motions.
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Figure 1: Response spectra of bedrock motions selected according to different strategies for the 0.35 g seismic
intensity level.

For each selection strategy, seven motions are chosen from the earthquake database [8, 17]
to evaluate the average dynamic response of the FE column in accordance with EC8. In addition, two different seismic intensity levels of 0.15 g and 0.35 g are considered to highlight the
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effect of soil nonlinearity on the wave propagation process. The selection of the bedrock motions according to the first three strategies is conducted by using the computer program
REXEL [17]. SEISMOMATCH [18] is instead used to perform the spectral matching approach, while MSE scaling is obtained using the PEER Ground Motion Database website [8].
Figure 1 presents the response spectra of the five sets of input motions selected according to
the different strategies for the stronger intensity level case, together with the comparison between the median and target response spectra for each selection strategy.
4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1

Response spectra at ground surface

The median site response spectra predictions obtained at surface using the five different
sets of bedrock motions are presented in Figure 2 for the two seismic intensity levels. It is
clear that, in all cases, the first and the second natural modes of the soil deposit contribute in
the seismic oscillation. Moreover, the predictions of site response based on PGA scaling are
significantly different from those obtained with the remaining selection strategies, resulting in
an average response spectrum positioned well below the EC8 one for both the intensity levels
investigated. For the seismic intensity level of 0.15 g, the five selection strategies give similar
response spectra at surface, in particular at around T1, with the exception of PGA scaling. It
can be observed, however, that 0.2T1-2T1 and Sa(T1) scaling strategies give slightly higher
spectral responses at the second natural period of the deposit. In the case of the higher seismic
intensity level (i.e. 0.35 g), 0.2T1-2T1 scaling and spectral matching strategies result in higher
spectral accelerations at shorter periods. In this case, the MSE scaling strategy produces surface response spectra diverging considerably from the other response predictions at the shorter periods. This might be due to the greater dispersion in the spectral peaks over the entire
period range of the individual input motions at bedrock (Figure 1). This issue is not investigated in this research but the reader can refer to the study of Mazzoni et al. [19] for more information. Again, the spectral predictions at around T1 are quite similar, with the exception of
PGA scaling.
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Figure 2: Median site response spectra predictions at surface for the 0.15 g (left) and 0.35 g (right) seismic intensity levels.

4.2

EDPs at ground surface

The impact of the different earthquake selection strategies on the results of the advanced
ground response analyses is investigated here with respect to the EDPs obtained at ground
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surface for both seismic intensity levels. The results are shown in Figure 3 for the individual
motions (triangles), together with the mean values (squares) and mean plus/minus one standard deviation (circles) for each selection strategy.
Scaling the input motion records at the same PGA leads to relative horizontal displacements, peak ground accelerations and spectral accelerations at T1 considerably lower, on average, than those obtained with the other selection strategies. Interestingly, Sa(T1) scaling
introduces similar (or even less) variability in the EDPs at ground surface in comparison with
the one obtained with 0.2T1-2T1 scaling.
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Figure 3: EDPs obtained for the 0.15 g (left) and 0.35 g (right) seismic intensity levels, including mean and mean
plus/minus one standard deviation.

The MSE scaling strategy is characterised by the higher dispersion of values around the
mean (i.e. the higher standard deviation), especially at the higher intensity level. The cause of
this level of dispersion, as explained earlier, can be attributed to the greater scattering of the
spectral peaks of the individual bedrock input motions. On the contrary, the EDPs obtained
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with the spectral matching strategy are the least scattered at both seismic intensity levels. This
is due to the fact that, in this case, the bedrock motions are fully matched with the target response spectrum, thus producing more stable and robust results at ground surface.
4.3

Comparison with the EC8 design response spectrum

From Figure 2 it is clear that the EC8 spectral shape does not capture well the amplification, which takes place at the first natural period of the soil deposit for the lower seismic intensity level. Nevertheless, in the case of earthquake events with higher intensity level, the
EC8 design spectrum becomes a better proxy of the predicted surface response spectra, even
though the amplification at around T1 is still not fully captured. This observation is consistent
with the results presented by Pitilakis et al. [20] and Rey et al. [21]. The same trend is observed when presenting the results of the ground response analyses in terms of amplification
factors (Figure 4). Although the scope of this research is not to recommend new soil factors or
a new spectral shape in the design code prescriptions, nonetheless the work highlights the necessity of revisiting the EC8 design response spectrum for soft soil deposits.
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Figure 4: Amplification factors obtained from each selection strategy at 0.15 g and 0.35 g seismic intensity levels.

In the case of a low seismic intensity level, the five selection strategies give similar amplification factors between 0.3 s and 5 s, with PGA scaling producing an overall deamplification of the peak ground acceleration at surface. For the higher intensity level, instead,
the PGA scaling strategy gives considerably high amplification factors between 0.4 s and 2 s,
i.e. in the range corresponding to the first two natural periods of the deposit.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Five different earthquake selection and scaling strategies are chosen in this study to analyse the effect of the input motion characteristics on the results of free-field ground response
analyses of an ideal soft clay deposit. A fully coupled effective stress based FE code is employed in the dynamic simulations in conjunction with an advanced soil constitutive model.
For each selection strategy, sets of seven bedrock motions for two different seismic intensity
levels are generated using freely available computer programs (i.e. REXEL,
SEISMOMATCH and PEER Ground Motion Database). The principal findings of this work
are that:
 Simply scaling the ground motion records at the same PGA does return EDP results
that are not consistent with those obtained with more advanced scaling strategies. This
is due to the importance of the spectral shape in nonlinear response, as PGA is not a
good indicator of the strength and frequency content of the ground motion.
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The level of variability of the site response in the form of standard deviation of the resultant EDPs at ground surface is significantly reduced when using the spectral matching strategy. A robust and stable mean value of the EDPs can be estimated by using
spectrally matched accelerograms.
The spectral shape proposed by EC8 for soft soils does not seem to capture well the
predicted surface response spectra for the lower seismic intensity levels, while it becomes a better proxy at higher intensity levels. Although the aim of this research is not
to propose a new spectral shape for design prescriptions, the work highlights the necessity of revisiting the EC8 design response spectrum for soft soils.
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to clarify the influence of impact load due to train passing through the rail joint on the prestressed concrete sleeper (PC sleeper).The design of PC
sleeper has been carried out in consideration of the influence of the impact load. Impact loads
are caused by rail joints, irregularities of rail welded joints, rail corrugation, and wheel flat
(damages generated on the wheel treads when the wheels slide on the rail running surface).
Among them, the impact loads due to the rail joint and the wheel flats tend to be relatively
large. In Japan, from the beginning of the development of the PC sleepers, the wheel flats
have been recognized as one of the biggest factors of the impact load, and the studies on the
influence of the impact load caused by the wheel flats on PC sleepers have been actively conducted. On the other hand, there have been few studies on the influence of the impact load
caused by the rail joint on PC sleepers. In this study, we constructed a three-dimensional FE
model of the PC sleeper which is able to simulate the nonlinear behavior of the PC sleeper.
Using this analytical model, the influence of the impact load caused by the rail joint on the
maximum bending moment and the stress generated in PC sleeper for various amounts of rail
irregularity and various train speeds was quantitatively evaluated. In addition, the influence
of parameters such as the amount of prestressing force, abrasion of PC sleeper, corrosion of
PC steel wire were clarified. In the future, we plan to develop on optimum design method for
PC sleeper for the rail joint considering the impact load caused by the rail joint using the result of the analysis.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The design of PC sleeper is carried out in consideration of the influence of the impact load.
Impact loads are caused by rail joints, irregularities of rail welded joints, rail corrugation, and
wheel flat (damages generated on the wheel treads when the wheels slide on the rail running
surface). Among them, the impact loads due to the rail joint and the wheel flats tend to be relatively large. In Japan, from the beginning of the development of the PC sleepers, the wheel
flats have been recognized as one of the biggest factors of the impact load and studies on the
influence of the impact load caused by the wheel flats on PC sleepers have been actively conducted [1]. On the other hand, there have been few studies on the influence of the impact load
caused by the rail joint on PC sleepers.
In the previous study, the numerical analysis with the beam model was executed, and the
effect of the impact load due to the rail joint on PC sleeper was evaluated [2]. This previous
study indicates that the supporting condition of the PC sleeper has the significant influence on
the generated bending moment of the PC sleeper.
However, studies on the cracks generated in the PC sleeper due to the impact load, the effect of the wear of the bottom surface of the PC sleepers, the effect of the prestressing force
and the effect of the corrosion of the PC steel wire are inadequate. To evaluate these effects
with numerical analysis, it is necessary to construct a three-dimensional FE model considering nonlinearity of the material of the PC sleeper.
Based on the above background, we focused on the rail joint and constructed a nonlinear
three-dimensional FE model reproducing the PC sleeper for the rail joint. Using this model,
the influence of the various parameters on the bending moment and the stress of the PC sleeper for the rail joint were quantitatively evaluated.
2
2.1

ANALYSIS METHOD
Target PC sleeper

Figure 1 shows the target PC sleeper and rail joint section. The weight of the rail in this
section is 60kg per meter and there are rail joints every 25m. The PC sleeper just under the
rail joint is “PC sleeper for the rail joint” prescribed in Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS).
Other sleepers are “type 6 PC sleeper” prescribed in JIS. Number of PC sleepers is 14 per
25m. The section is in a transition curve.
Figure 2 shows the attachment positions of the strain gauges, and Figure 3 shows the
measurement method of the vibration mode of the PC sleeper. In order to compare the measurement results of the actual PC sleeper with the results of the numerical analysis, the bending
moment and the vibration mode of the PC sleepers at the time of the train passing were measured. For the measurement of the bending moment, the strain gauges were attached to the

Figure 2: Attachment position of the strain gauge

Figure 1: Target track structure

Figure 3: Measurement method of the vibration mode
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cross section at the rail position and the center cross section, and the bending moment calculated from the measured strain. In the measurement of the vibration mode, five piezoelectric
accelerometers (Rion PV-85) were placed at the positions shown in Figure 3, and the free vibration response by the impulse hammer was measured. The identification method of vibration mode is ERA (Eigensystem Realization Algorithm) method [3]. The running trains are
the commuter vehicles for the 1067mm gauge line (wheel load of about 50kN).
2.2

Analysis model

Figure 4 shows the outline of the numerical analysis model and Figure 5 shows the analysis model of PC sleeper for the rail joint (JIS). In the analysis, three-dimensional nonlinear
FEM analysis was performed using the structural analysis software LS-DYNA (Ver. R 8.0.0).
For vehicles, car body, bogie and wheel axle are modeled as rigid. These rigid bodies are connected with springs and dampers. The rail is modeled with beam elements. Around the rail
joint, there are 30 rail elements between the adjacent rail fastening devices. For other sections,
there are 6 rail elements between the adjacent rail fastening devices. The PC sleeper for the
rail joint is modeled as hexahedral solid element. PC steel wire and stirrup are modeled as
beam elements. Concrete elements of the PC sleeper and PC steel wires and stirrups are modeled to be completely adhered to each other. The type 6 PC sleeper is modeled as a beam element. The prestressing force of the PC sleeper is reproduced by giving the initial stress in the
axial direction to the PC steel wire. The number of elements in the FE model was 10792 elements, and the number of nodes is 13271 nodes.
Figure 6 shows rail surface irregularities at the rail joint section. In order to study the influence of the impact force generated due to the irregularities of the surface of the rail, irregularities of the rail surface around the rail joint were measured using a measuring machine having
a length of 1m. The irregularities of the rail surface measured were input to the analysis model.
Table 1 shows the material properties used in the analysis. Properties of the respective materials are based on the design standards for Japanese railway structures and track components
[4] [5]. From the vibration mode of the PC sleeper and the measurement results of the generated bending moment, the spring constant of the track pad was set to twice the nominal value

(a) Analysis model of train
(b) Analysis model of track structures
Figure 4: Outline of numerical analysis model

Figure 5: Analysis model of PC sleeper for rail
joint

Figure 6: rail surface irregularities at the rail joint
section
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and the spring constant of the support of the PC sleeper was set to the value corresponding to
the center supported state in which the spring constant of the support of PC sleeper at the center is larger than that of the support of PC sleeper at the rail position. Nearly a year has
elapsed since the last implementation of maintenance work of the target PC sleeper and the
rain joint section. So, it is considered that the compaction state of the ballast below the PC
sleeper at the rail position loosened due to the impact of the train load and the support state of
the PC sleeper shifted from the uniform support state to the center support state. In the section
of 300mm in length around the center of the PC sleeper, twice the design value was used for
spring constant of the support of the PC sleeper. The range of 300mm is a value estimated
from the consistency between the actual measurement result and the analysis result concerning the vibration mode and the generated bending moment.
2.3

Analysis case

Table 2 shows the details of the analysis case. In this study, we evaluated the effect of the
irregularity of the rail surface, prestressing force of the PC sleeper, wear of the bottom surface
of the PC sleeper and corrosion of PC steel wires. The influence of the train speed on the irregularity of the rail surface was also evaluated. The irregularity of the rail surface is based on
the measured value (the maximum amount of irregularity is 0.72mm for the outer rail,
Type: 60kg Rail (JIS)
Young’s modulus ES：200MPa
Track Pad
Spring Constant DP ：220MN/m
PC steel wire:dia.2.9mm*3 stranded wire, 12
Type 6 PC sleeper Length LP:2000mm, Bottom width BP:240mm
(JIS)
Height HP:170mm(rail), 150mm(center)
Young’s modulus (concrete) EC:49.5GPa
PC steel wire:dia.2.9mm*3 stranded wire, 16
LP:2000mm, Bottom width BP:300mm
PC sleeper for rail Length
Height
H
P:170mm(rail), 145mm(center)
joint (JIS)
Young’s modulus (concrete) EC:49.5GPa
Tensile strength of concrete:3.08MPa
Ballast thickness h:250mm
Ballast
Spring constant DB:180MN/m(for 1 rail)
Ground reaction force coefficient K30:110MN/m3
Roadbed
Spring constant DS:111MN/m(for 1 rail)
Rail

(In the range of 300 mm length near the center of the sleepers, spring constant of ballast spring and roadbed
spring are doubled.)

Table 1: Material properties used in the analysis

Train speed V
Rail surface irregularity δ
Prestressing force
Wear of bottom surface
Corrosion of PC steel wire

30～130km/h（87km/h for basic case）
 Measured value (maximum 0.72mm for outer
rail, maximum 2.35mm for inner rail),
 Twice as measured value
 Three times as measured value
 Four times as measured value
Ratio to the design value
100%, 50%, 30%, 20%, 10%, 0%
0mm, 10mm, 20mm
 No corrosion
 PC steel wire in the upper end of PC sleeper
 PC steel wire in the lower end of PC sleeper

(Underlined value is for base case)
Table 2: Analysis case
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2.35mm for the inner rail). In addition, the analysis was executed for the cases which the irregularity of the rail surface increased to double, three times and four times as large as the actual amount of the irregularity. As for the influence of the corrosion of the PC steel wires, the
analysis was performed using the model without PC steel wire in the lower part of PC sleeper.
It is assumed that the steel material corrodes due to cracks in the PC sleeper and becomes ineffective. As for the influence of the bottom wear, the analysis was carried out by deleting the
solid element on the bottom surface and changing the size of the PC sleepers. The train running speed in the base case was set to 87km/h which is the speed at the time of the actual
measurement.
3
3.1

ANALYSIS RESULTS
Vibration mode of the PC sleeper

Table 3 shows the comparison between the actual measurement result and the analysis result of the vibration mode and the frequency of the PC sleeper for the rail joint. Figure 7
shows the vibration mode forms of the PC sleeper for the rail joint. For the PC sleeper for the
rail joint, 101Hz as the translation mode in the vertical direction, 74Hz in the rotation mode,
202Hz in the first bending mode, 534 Hz in the second bending mode, and 907 Hz in the third
bending mode were obtained. Comparing the natural frequencies of the actual measurement
and the analysis, excluding the rotation mode, the differences between the natural frequencies
of the measured value and the analysis results were within about 5%.
3.2

Bending moment of the PC sleeper

Figure 8 shows a comparison between the actual measurement results and the numerical
analysis results with respect to the time history waveform of the bending moment of the PC
sleeper for the rail joint when the train is passing. As shown in the figure, the maximum value
of the negative bending moment at the center of the PC sleeper is larger than the positive
bending moment at the rail position of the outer track side. From Figure 8 we can see that,
Vibration mode Vertical translation Rotation
Measured (Hz)
101
74
Analysis (Hz)
99
89

1st mode
202
199

2nd mode
534
513

3rd mode
907
925

Table 3: Comparison between the measurement and the analysis of vibration mode of the PC sleeper for the rail
joint

Figure 7: Vibration mode form of the PC sleeper for the rail joint

(a) Positive bending at rail position (outer rail)
(b) Negative bending at the center of the sleeper
Figure 8: Comparison between the measurement and the numerical analysis
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although the negative moment instantaneously occurs at the rail position in the analysis, the
analysis results and the actual measurement results generally agree with each other.
3.3

Effect of parameters

Figure 9 shows the effect of the irregularities of the rail surface on the maximum bending
moment. The figure also shows the decompression moment and the crack generation moment
used in the design for both the positive bending at the rail position and the negative bending at
the center of the sleeper. From the figure, it is confirmed that the maximum moment increases
as the irregularity becomes larger in all the cases. Moreover, the generated moment at the rail
position of the inner rail side exceeds the crack generation moment to be considered in the
design when irregularity of rail surface is 3 times or more as large as the actual measurement
value. For the bending moment at the rail position cross section on the inner rail side, the generated moment in the case when the irregularities of the rail surface is four times as large as
the actual value is smaller than that in the case where the irregularity is three times as large as
the actual value. This is thought to be the influence of the train speed as described later.
Figure 10 shows the effect of each parameter on the maximum stress generated at the
outermost edge of the PC sleepers. The stress value is positive for tension and negative for the
compression. For the positive bending at the rail position cross section, the maximum stress at
the bottom surface of the PC sleepers is shown in the figure, and for the negative bending at
the center of the PC sleeper, the maximum stress at the top surface of the PC sleepers is
shown in the figure. From the figure, it is confirmed that the crack generation stress is reached
at the rail position cross section of the inner rail side in case where the irregularities of the rail

(a) Positive bending at rail position
(b) Negative bending at the center of the sleeper
Figure 9: Effect of the irregularities of rail surface on the maximum bending moment

(a) Effect of the rail surface irregularity

(b) Effect of the wear of the bottom surface

(c) Effect of the prestressing force
(d) Effect of the corrosion of the PC steel wire
Figure 10: Effect of each parameter on the maximum stress
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surface are tripled (the maximum irregularity on the inner rail side: 7.05mm).
For the bottom surface wear, it is confirmed that the maximum stress of negative bending
increases due to the increase in amount of the wear. For the negative bending, the distance
from the compressed edge of the PC sleeper to the PC steel wires is shortened with the increase of the wear of the bottom surface of the PC sleeper.
For the influence of prestressing force, if the prestressing force reduces to 30% of the initial prestressing force, cracks occur at the rail position on the inner race side, and cracks occur
at the center of the PC sleeper if the prestressing force reduces to 10%.
For the influence of the corrosion of PC steel wires, the maximum stress in positive bending increases when the lowermost PC steel wire is removed, and the maximum stress of the
positive bending at the rail position increases when the uppermost PC steel wire is removed.
Figure 11 shows the influence of the train running speed on the maximum bending moment
for the various amounts of irregularity of the rail surface.
From the figure, the maximum bending moment tends to increase with the increase of irregularity of the rail surface and the train speed. However, for the maximum bending moment
on the inner rail side, there is a peak observed at the running speed of around 70 km/h in the
basic case, and there are peaks observed at the running speed around 30km/h, 70km/h,
120km/h in the case where the irregularity of the rail surface is 4 times as large as the actual
measured value. It is confirmed from this fact that there is speed dependence with respect to
the bending moment.
Although the profile of the measured irregularity of the rail surface of the inner rail is not a
simple shape, it can be regarded that rail surface drops 2.35mm of the end of the length of rail
of about 0.4m. Therefore, when the time at which the wheel takes to freely fall by 2.7 mm and
the time at which the train takes to move by 0.4m along the rail coincide with each other, the
amount of drop of the wheel becomes the maximum and the generated maximum moment is
expected to increase. The train speed corresponding to the case is about 65km/h for the measured rail irregularity, about 46km/h for the case where the rail irregularity is twice as large as
the measured value, and about 33km/h for the case where the rail irregularity is four times as
large as the measured value. In each analysis case, since the peak appears at these speeds, the
maximum moment of generated is considered to be influenced by the shape of the irregularity
of the rail surface.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we constructed a nonlinear three-dimensional FE model reproducing the PC
sleeper for the rail joint. Using this model, the influence of the various parameters on the
bending moment and the stress of the PC sleeper for the rail joint were quantitatively evaluated.

(a) Positive bending at rail position
(b) Negative bending at the center of the sleeper
Figure 11: Influence of the train running speed on the maximum bending moment for the various amounts of irregularity of the rail surface
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 According to the numerical analysis using the measured irregularity of the rail surface,
the crack generates due to the train running at the speed of 87km/h when the irregularity
of the rail surface is as three times as large as the measured value (the maximum amount
of the irregularity on the inner rail side: 7.05mm)
 According to the analysis evaluating the effect of the corrosion of the PC steel wire, the
generated maximum stress of the negative bending at the center of the sleeper increases
in the case where the PC steel wire is removed assuming the bottom wear and corrosion
of the steel wire at the upper end of the PC sleeper. In addition, the maximum stress of
the positive bending at the rail position increases according to the analysis for the case
where the PC steel wire at the bottom end of the PC sleeper is removed.
 According to the analysis, the cracks generated at the rail position of the inner track side
in the case where the prestressing force is reduced to 30% of the initial prestressing force
and the crack generated at the center of the PC sleeper in the case where prestressing
force is reduced to 10% of the initial prestressing force.
 The bending moment of the PC sleeper has the characteristics of the speed dependency
which is regarded as effect of the irregularity of the rail surface.
We will take these findings into the consideration in the design of the PC sleeper and to
build an optimum design method of PC sleeper for the rail joint to cope with the impact load
by the rail joint in the future research.
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Abstract. The work is dedicated to study of the dynamics of model systems that are described
by differential equations with additive hysteretic nonlinearities in the case when a hysteretic
loop bypass clockwise. In particular, for the model of the harmonic oscillator with hysteretic
external force the conditions for existence of unbounded solutions are obtained. For the model of harmonic oscillator with a dry (Coulomb) and viscous friction under external hysteretic
affection we obtained a set of conditions that ensure the self-oscillation mode. The numerical
examples that illustrate the results of this work are also presented.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Appearance of mathematical models of hysteretic phenomena is connected with the wide
set of applied problems, generally in the theory of automatic control (see, e.g., [1,2,3] and related references). In these systems the sources with hysteretic properties can not be considered
separately, but should be considered as a part of some complex system [1,4]. In this way the
hysteretic nonlinearity should be taken into account on the step of modeling and should be
included to the system of differential equations that describe the system under consideration.
Here we should take a following note. In order to make an adequately description of the dynamics of real physical and mechanical systems, it is necessary to take into account the effects
of hysteretic nature such as “backlash”, “stops” etc. For example, the backlashes inevitably
appear in the mechanical systems during its long operation due to “aging” of the materials.
The hysteretic phenomena (especially in the form of control parameters) play an important
role in such fields as physics, chemistry, biology, economics etc. It should also be pointed out
that the hysteretic phenomena (taking into account its physical nature) are insufficiently
known in our days. This fact leads to exciting and interesting problems even in the wellstudied classical systems.
Investigation of hysteretic phenomena has a long history. First works on the systems with
hysteretic parts were made by A.A. Andronov in 1946. However the rigorous mathematical
theory of hysteresis was formulated in the monography of M.A. Krasnoselskii and A.V.
Pokrovskii [3] where the hysteretic phenomena are considered in the frame of the system’s
theory. Namely, the hysteretic converters are treated as operators (such operators parametrically depend on its initial state) defined on a sufficiently rich functional space (for example, in
the space of continuous functions). The dynamics of such converters are described by the relation of “input-state” and “state-output”.
An important problem is the study of resonance in systems with hysteresis [4]. In this way
we note a well-known fact: in the presence of viscous friction the harmonic resonance is not
realized (for details see, e.g., [6]). In particular, in [6] it is considered the dynamics of the oscillator with strong nonlinearity (authors studied its phase portrait and the trajectory). It is
proved that the form of periodic solutions depends on the “origin” of strong nonlinearity. The
main result of [6] is the fact that, for a class of equations that describe the harmonic oscillations with resonance external force and hysteretic operator in the right part of equation, the
presence or absence of unbounded solutions depend on the amplitude of the external affection.
In this paper we study the resonance properties of systems in which the energy pumping in
the system due to the presence of hysteresis level. Examples of such systems are the oscillations of the ferromagnetic ball in a magnetic field, oscillations of the system of coupled oscillators when the “connection force” has a hysteretic nature [7]. It should also be pointed out
that these systems can be considered as an effective models in the solid state physics in the
modeling of interatomic interactions taking into account various types of dislocations that
arise due to material’s aging. Also such a model can be applied for the problem of viscoelasticity.
2

MODEL

Let us consider a system whose dynamics is described by the following equation with the
corresponding initial conditions:
!x! + ω 2 x = R[ω 0 ]x,
x(0) = x0 , x! (0) = x1.
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where R is an non-ideal relay operator with the negative spin and ω 0 is an initial state of the
operator (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Non-ideal relay with negative spin

Theorem: Let the initial value satisfies the condition x0 ∉ [α ; β ]. Then, the corresponding solutions are unbounded.
Proof: Let us assume that the initial conditions obey the following inequality x0 > β , then at a
certain initial period of time (t ≥ 0) the solution of the equation (1) will have the form
x0 (t ) = A1 cos(t + ϕ 0 ) + 1 , 0 ≤ t ≤ t1 , where t1 is the time at which the equality x(t1 ) = α is obeyed.
It is clearly that this moment exists. The solution of equation (1) at interval [t1 : t 2 ] will be
determined by the relation x1 (t ) = A1 cos(t + ϕ1 ) − 1 . Here t 2 is the moment at which the
equality x1 (t 2 ) = 1 will be obeyed. It is also clearly that such a moment exists etc.
Thus, in the absence of switching the solution of the equation (1) is sewn of the functions
defined by the following relations: for even n we have x n (t ) = An cos(t + ϕ n ) + 1, and for odd n
we have x n+1 (t ) = An+1 cos(t + ϕ n ) − 1.
Using the continuity conditions for solution and its derivative at the point t n we obtain the
following equality

⎧ An cos ϕ n + 1 = An +1 cos ϕ n +1 − 1,
⎪
⎨ − An sin ϕ n = − An +1 sin ϕ n +1 ,
⎪⎩
An cos ϕ n + 1 = 1.
Squaring and summing the first two equalities we obtain:

⎧ An 2 cos 2 ϕ n + 4 An cos ϕ n + 4 = An +1 2 cos 2 ϕ n +1 ,
⎪
2
2
2
2
An sin ϕ n = An +1 sin ϕ n +1 ,
⎨
⎪
An cos ϕ n = 0.
⎩
Or

Finally we obtain:

⎧ An 2 + 4 An cos ϕ n + 4 = An+1 , 2
⎨
An cos ϕ n = 0.
⎩
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2

An + 4 = An +1

2

.

(3)

Similarly, for the next interval, at the point at which the solution has the value − 1 , we have:

⎧ An+1 cos ϕ п+ 2 = An+ 2 cos ϕ n+3 + 1,
⎪
⎨ − An+1 sin ϕ n+ 2 = − An+ 2 sin ϕ n+3 ,
⎪⎩
An+1 cos ϕ n+ 2 = −1.
Squaring the first two equalities

⎧ An+12 cos 2 ϕ п+ 2 − 2 An+1 cos ϕ п+ 2 + 1 = An+ 2 2 cos 2 ϕ n+3 ,
⎪
2
2
2
2
An +1 sin ϕ n + 2 = An + 2 sin ϕ n +3 ,
⎨
⎪
An +1 cos ϕ n + 2 = −1.
⎩
Then summarize them

⎧ An+12 − 2 An+1 cos ϕ п+2 + 1 = An+ 2 2 ,
⎨
An+1 cos ϕ n+ 2 = −1.
⎩
Finally we get:
2

2

An+ 2 = An +1 + 3.
2

(4)

2

Then from (3) and (4) it follows: An + 2 = An + 4 .
In other words, if the initial value is such that the hysteretic element “works”, then the corresponding solution is unbounded.

Figure 2: Solution (left panel) and phase portrait (right panel) of equation (1) with the given initial conditions

Note 1. Let us note that the solution oscillates and the rate of growth of amplitude is proportional to t .
Note 2. The theorem remains valid for other types of hysteretic nonlinearities. Main requirement is the positiveness of the loop’s area.
If the initial value lies on the segment [α ; β ] , then the corresponding solution is limited on
the whole positive time interval.
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3

VISCOUS AND COULOMB FRICTION

Let us consider the various kinds of friction. The dynamics of oscillator with a viscous friction can be described by the equation:
!x! + 2ξ x! + ω 2 x = R[ω0 ]x.

(5)

In the following consideration we assume that the threshold numbers of non-ideal relay are
symmetric relative to origin. Considering the dynamics of the solution it should be noted that
once the amplitude of the solution becomes high enough, the work of the friction force balances the energy obtained by the oscillator from the hysteretic element. Let us consider two
cases related to the different kind of the roots of characteristic equation of the linear part of
the equation (5).

Figure 3: Oscillations in the system (5) at ξ = 0.1; ξ = 1 (left and right panels, respectively)

A qualitative change in the nature of the solution (compare the figures 3 and 4) becomes
due to the fact that at ξ = 2 the roots of the characteristic equation are real. The nature of the
oscillations has remained stable with the changed period.

Figure 4: Oscillations in the system (5) at ξ = 2.1; ξ = 10 (left and right panels, respectively)

The dynamics of oscillator with the Coulomb friction under external hysteretic affection is
described by the equation
!x! + η sgn x! + x = R[ω 0 ] x.
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Multiplying both sides of (6) on x! and integrating over the period Т we obtain:
Т

∫

0

1 d

(x!
2 dt

2

+x

2

) = −η(sgn x!)x! + x!R[α,−α]x,
T

ΔE = −η ∫ x! dt + S loop .
0

(7)

(8)

From the equation (5) it follows that the energy gain will be positive if the work of friction
forces will be smaller than the loop’s area (otherwise it will be negative). In this way the considered system can be treated as a system with the negative feedback. Let us note that at
steady-state regime the condition 2(x max − x min )η = S loop is satisfied. This means that the amplitude of the oscillation is such that the work of frictional forces on the period is equal to the
loop’s area. These result illustrates the figure 5.

Figure 5: Oscillations in the system (6) at η = 0.5

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we found that in the dynamical model of harmonic oscillator under external
hysteretic affection (force with a hysteretic nature) with a negative spin the unbounded oscillations occur. It is shown also, that in the models of the harmonic oscillator with Coulomb and
viscous frictions under hysteretic external force with negative spin the stable self-oscillations
are realized.
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Abstract. In this investigation, the authors intend to study the dynamic instability (flutter) of
variable stiffness composite laminates (VSCLs) in the presence of supersonic flow. In the type of
VSCL considered here, plies have curvilinear fibres and, consequently, the stiffness is variable
in a macroscopic view. The plates considered are rectangular. In each ply, a reference fibre
path, represented by a function of horizontal coordinate x, is defined. The reference fibre path
orientation changes linearly from T0 at the centre to T1 at both vertical edges of the ply; the
other fibre paths are defined shifting the reference path in direction y. The displacement and
rotations are defined using a Third-order Shear Deformation Theory, and then they are discretised by a p-version finite element model that applies to VSCL plates. Piston theory is employed
to model the aerodynamic force of the upstream flow in direction x. Flutter airspeeds are investigated for VSCL plates with different fibre angles. Changes of flutter speed are evaluated in
two different regimes of steady and unsteady flow.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The traditional fibrous composite panels consist of fibres placed with various angles (orientations) in the matrix of each ply. From a macroscopic point of view, the in-plane and the
bending stiffness of the panel do not change from one point to the other. In complex structures
where fibrous composite panels are used, load and stress distributions in different regions of the
panel are not uniform. To reinforce the regions of high stress, two methods were before used:
increasing the thicknesses or mounting stiffeners. These two techniques alter the final shape
of the design by occupying more space and increasing the weight. The variable stiffness concept using curvilinear fibres [1, 2, 3] can propose a panel with different, and under-controlled
stiffness. This concept suggests to rotate fibre orientation in a region with high stress.
The promising capabilities of composite laminates with curvilinear fibre paths based on
their linear vibration behaviour [4, 5, 6], static behaviour [7, 8], stress re-distribution and
(post)buckling [9, 10], and non-linear vibrations [11, 12] are already demonstrated. These references reported higher natural frequencies, less static deflection, different stress re-distribution
and different dynamics of composite plates consisting of curvilinear fibre paths. Also, higher
buckling loads and failure onsets are predicted using this type of fibre paths. As far as aeroelasticity is concerned, there are not enough studies explaining the flutter modes and behaviour
of such plates. In some investigations [13, 14], flutter of wings have been controlled by adding
curvilinear stiffeners. About the composite laminates with curvilinear fibres, [15] used a genetic
algorithm to find the impact of various tailoring choices including curvilinear fibre orientation
and stacking sequence upon the flutter.
As it is understood, the use of curvilinear fibres to control flutter has received relatively
little attention in the literature. In this paper, supersonic flutter of a variable stiffness composite
laminate (VSCL) - composite laminates with curvilinear fibres - is investigated. The target is
to search for improvements in flutter of such plates against constant stiffness composite plates
(CSCL) where straight fibres are used. A third-order shear deformation theory is used to model
the displacements of the plate. Displacements and rotation of a general point in the mid-plane
are discretised using a p-version finite element [16, 17]. The plate is in the presence of a
supersonic flow. To model the aerodynamic force of the upstream flow, Piston theory [18] is
employed. The equations of motion, in the form of an eigenvalue problem, are solved to find
the flutter speed. The eigenvalues of such system are complex.
Flutter speeds of VSCLs with different boundary conditions including clamped and free
boundaries against various tow orientations are evaluated. VSCLs with other boundaries are
under investigation. The aim of this study is to investigate how does the flutter speed vary in
VSCLs with diverse fibre angles at the centre and edges of the plates.
2

EIGENVALUE PROBLEM OF VSCL PLATES WITH PISTON THEORY

Figure 1a displays the schematic of the plate. The rectangular VSCL has length a, width b,
and thickness h, where a right-handed three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system x, y, z is
adopted, with the origin of the coordinate system located in the geometric centre of the undeformed plate. The laminate is symmetric about its middle surface, consisting of 12 composite
layers with curvilinear fibre paths. The reference fibre path is defined in the form of

θ (x) = 2 (T1 − T0 )
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|x|
+ T0
a

(1)

where T0 and T1 are the fibre path angles in the centre and vertical edges of the ply (Figure 1b).
The angle of the reference fibre path, θ, is a linear function of the x-coordinate and, in order to
define the other fibre paths, this reference fibre path is shifted in y-direction [2].

a)

b)
y

a
z
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y
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x

b

h
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T1

Figure 1: a) geometry of the laminate and b) curvilinear fibre path.
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!

0
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∂w0 (x, y, t)
φy (x, y, t) +
∂y

!

0

u (x, y, z, t) = u (x, y, t) + zφx (x, y, t) − cz

v (x, y, z, t) = v (x, y, t) + zφy (x, y, t) − cz

(2)

w (x, y, z, t) = w0 (x, y, t)
Here, u, v, and w are the displacement components in the x, y, and z directions; u0 , v 0 , and
w0 are their values at the mid-plane and φx and φy are the independent rotations of the normal
to the middle surface about the y and x axis, respectively. t is time and c = 4/3h2 . Mid-plane
displacements and rotations are discretised using a p-version finite element as
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i
where N (x, y) are vector of shape functions and qi (t) are generalised displacement vectors
(i= u, v, w, φx , and φy ) [16, 17].
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The stress-strain relation (in material coordinates i.e. the fibre direction and perpendicular to
the fibre direction) of an orthotropic lamina is valid in each arbitrary point of the ply made of
curvilinear fibres. Because of the rotation of the fibre path θ(x), the stresses and strains can be
rotated from their material coordinates to the global coordinates (x and y) using transformation
matrix [1]. The strain displacement relations in the linear regime are considered here.
The flutter pressure - pressure on upper surface of the plate while the lower surface has static
pressure - due to a supersonic flow (highly unsteady) is introduced by Piston theory [18]
ρ∞ U∞ 2
∆P (x, y, t) = −
M



1
w,t + w,x
U∞



(4)

in which ρ∞ is upstream far-field density, U∞ velocity of the flow, and M local Mach number.
By removing the derivative in terms of time w,t , the analysis is is in the steady regime. Substituting terms of shape functions and generalized coordinates, Equation 3, in flutter pressure of
Equation 4 and subsequently using the principle of virtual work gives the equations of motion
as
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In simplified notation, the equations of motion including viscous damping may be written
in the form of Mq̈ (t) + (Funsteady + αM + βK) q̇ (t) + (KL + Fsteady ) q (t) = 0. Using
q̇ (t) = y (t), the second-order differential equations of motion can be transformed to firstorder differential equations of motion as follows
"

M 0
0 −M

#(

ẏ (t)
q̇ (t)

)

"

+

Funsteady + αM + βK KL + Fsteady
M
0

#(

y (t)
q (t)

)

(

=

0
0

)

(6)

By taking q (t) = q0 iωt , the eigenvalue problem below is achieved,
"

iω

−M 0
0 M

#(

y (t)
q (t)

)

"

=

Funsteady + αM + βK KL + Fsteady
M
0

#(

y (t)
q (t)

)

(7)

Here, Funsteady represents the aerodynamic damping. Solving this eigenvalue problem results
in flutter speed in the unsteady regime of flow. Neglecting the term Funsteady gives the steady
results for flutter speed. ω will be found as conjugate pairs whose real parts represent frequency
and imaginary parts damping. Flutter happens if the imaginary part of at least one ω is less than
zero.
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3

FLUTTER OF COMPOSITE LAMINATES WITH CURVINEAR FIBRES

12-layer laminates with fibre configurations [h45◦ + ϕ0 , 45◦ + ϕ1 i , h−45◦ − ϕ0 , −45◦ − ϕ1 i ,
h0 + ϕ0 , 0◦ + ϕ1 i , h0◦ − ϕ0 , 0◦ − ϕ1 i , h90◦ + ϕ0 , 90◦ + ϕ1 i , h−90◦ − ϕ0 , −90◦ − ϕ1 i]sym are
analysed. The fibre orientations are introduced in this way: in the first layer, T0 = 45◦ + ϕ0 and
T1 = 45◦ + ϕ1 ; in the second layer, T0 = −45◦ − ϕ0 and T1 = −45◦ − ϕ1 ; and so forth. Mechanical properties of the VSCL are as follows: major and minor Youngs moduli, E1 = 126.3
GPa and E2 = 8.765 GPa, shear moduli G12 = G13 = 4.92 GPa and G23 = 3.35 GPa, Poisson’s
ratio ν12 = 0.334 and density ρ = 1557 kg/m3 . The length and width of the plate are equal to
0.5 m. The total thickness is 0.006 m and all the layers have equal thickness. It should be mentioned that when ϕ0 and ϕ1 angles are not equal, these fibre configurations represent VSCLs.
When ϕ0 and ϕ1 angles are equal (e.g. 0◦ ), the configuration represents a CSCL. For the VSCL
plates analysed in the following figures, flutter speeds with changing ϕ0 - shown with red star
in the figures - and with changing ϕ1 - shown with black diamond in the figures - are calculated
in the range of fibre angle from 0◦ to 45◦ . If ϕ0 is changing then ϕ1 = 0◦ and vice versa. The
analysis is performed for VSCL with different clamped and free boundary conditions. In this
study, seven one-dimensional shape functions, equal to 245 DOF, is used in the p-version finite
element. The coefficients of viscous damping α and β are extracted from experiments [21] and
are equal to 8.2 × 10−5 and -0.505, respectively.
◦

3.1

All edges clamped

Figure 2 displays the flutter speed (shown in the vertical axis) of the clamped VSCL plates
in three various situations: steady regime without viscous damping, unsteady regime without
viscous damping and unsteady regime with viscous damping. It shows that performing the
analysis in unsteady regime of flow - taking into consideration w,t in Equation 4 - increases
the flutter speed. Although adding the viscous damping reduces the flutter speed in CSCL
(i.e. ϕ0 = ϕ1 = 0◦ ), this effect changes slightly in VSCLs. In all three cases, increasing ϕ0
(ϕ1 = 0◦ ) or ϕ1 (ϕ0 = 0◦ ) reduces the flutter speed. From this point of view and in the range of
investigated VSCLs, using the curvilinear fibres has no advantage.
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Figure 2: Flutter speed of the clamped plate in a) steady regime without viscous damping, b) unsteady regime
without viscous damping and c) unsteady regime with viscous damping.

3.2

All edges free

In order to include aerodynamic and structural damping into account, in free boundary condition, only flutter speeds in the unsteady regime of flow and in the presence of viscous damping
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are displayed. In the free plates, given in Figure 3, flutter speed always decreases with the increase of fibre angle at the centre of the plate ϕ0 . But, increasing ϕ1 has a different effect: it first
reduces the flutter speed and then leads higher flutter speeds. In the range of investigated plates,
the best design in terms of flutter speed, is the CSCL with 653 m/s. The fact that increasing
the fibre angle at the edges of the plate improves the flutter speed needs more investigation.
Understanding different effects of fibre angles at the centre and the edges on flutter concept can
help the researchers to evaluate VSCLs with other types of boundary condition or fibre angle
ranges to exploit their potentials better.
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Figure 3: Flutter speed of the free plate in the unsteady regime with viscous damping.

4

CONCLUSIONS

A VSCL plate with curvilinear fibres was introduced where the fibre angle changes linearly
from the centre of the ply to the edges. The flutter speed of such plate subjected to a supersonic
upstream was evaluated in the steady and in the unsteady regimes of flow. A structural viscous
damping proportional to the mass and the stiffness matrix was applied. Piston theory was used to
model the aerodynamic pressure of the flow. The analysis was carried out for different boundary
conditions including clamped and free plates. It was shown that in clamped and free VSCL
plates, the flutter speed always decreases with the increase of the fibre angles at the centre of
the plate. In other words, the clamped and free composite laminates with curvilinear fibres at
the centre did not show any advantage in comparison to laminates with straight fibres. As far as
free plate is concerned, only with increasing the fibre angle at the edges (ϕ1 > 30◦ ) the flutter
speed increases. The potential possibilities to increase the flutter speed of VSCL plates with the
concept of curvilinear fibres requires to be uncovered with consideration of different boundary
conditions and various range of fibre angle orientations.
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Abstract. This paper presents an investigation on the dynamics involved in a two degrees of
freedom system consisting of a nonlinear oscillator attached to the moving head of a linear
electro-dynamic shaker. The effective stiffness of the nonlinear attachment is realized to
achieve a softening force-deflection curve characteristics, and magnets are exploited to this
purpose. The shaker is modelled as a linear spring-mass-damper system excited by a harmonic force with a varying excitation frequency. The attached oscillator consists of a cantilever
beam with a specified mass on its tip, and it behaves linearly in the given domain of investigation. The nonlinearity is then introduced by adopting magnets in an attractive configuration
acting on the tip of the beam. This has the twofold effect of reducing the linear effective stiffness and adding a negative stiffness of cubic type. The equations of motion of the system are
presented, and an analytical solution in terms of amplitude-frequency equation is reported.
This allows to explore the role of the key parameters involved in the system dynamics, and
their effects is investigated in terms of the frequency response curve. The relationship among
the non-dimensional, dimensional and physical parameters of an equivalent mechanical prototype is presented.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of two degree-of-freedom (DOF) nonlinear oscillators has been extensively
reported in the literature, and the main applications have been related to the passive control of
vibration, e.g. as vibration absorber [1] and energy sink [2].
A coupled system with springs of a linear-plus-cubic characteristics was investigated in [3],
showing that the presence of the nonlinearity can result in amplification rather than reduction
of the vibration amplitude. Reduction of the vibration amplitude can be obtained by a proper
selection of the parameters in a system with nonlinear damping and nonlinear springs [4]. The
theoretical investigation on the system behaviour in the vicinity of a main resonance was reported in [5], where possible quasi-periodic response was highlighted. In [6] such a nonlinear
system was investigated for vibration mitigation and absorption, the local bifurcations of the
periodic solutions was illustrated via frequency-response curves (FRCs), and their evolution
with an increase of the excitation amplitude was shown. The performance and characteristics
of a nonlinear neutralizer acting on a linear host structure were investigated in [7], and distinguishable features, such as closed detached resonance curves, have been predicted either inside [8] or outside [9,10] the main FRC. Experimental evidence of those features have been
reported in [11,12]. In the majority of these studies, nonlinearity is concentrated on the suspension stiffness, which is modelled as a linear plus a cubic spring with a hardening characteristics. A static force-deflection curve of this type can be physically realized by assembling
linear springs in a specific geometric configuration [12].
Other studies reported on the use of nonlinear springs with softening characteristics to
achieve a quasi-zero stiffness effect for vibration isolation purposes [13-15]. The combination
of mechanical springs and magnets has been exploited in [16].
In this paper we analyse an experimental setup in which an electro-dynamic shaker is used
to excite a nonlinear system which has a much smaller mass than that of the shaker. The system is modelled as a nonlinear softening oscillator coupled to a linear system, representing the
shaker, which also provide the harmonic force excitation. Because the system is softening, the
resonance frequency due to the nonlinear system bends to lower frequencies and determines
multi-valuedness of the amplitude response at some given frequencies of excitation. An analytical solution to the amplitude-frequency relation is reported, and a theoretical investigation
on the effect of the system parameters on the response, has revealed coexisting steady-states
regimes with detached resonance curves appearing inside the amplitude-frequency diagrams.
2
2.1

EXPERIMENTAL TEST-RIG
System description

The experimental test-rig under consideration in this work is illustrated in Fig. 1(a), and a
schematic model is reported in Fig. 1(b). It consists of a large electro-dynamic shaker, on the
moving head of which a support structure is attached. This is used to hold a cantilever beam,
which is clamped at one extreme on the support and it is free to move at the other extreme. At
the free end, two magnets are attached on each side of the beam and they act as a concentrated
mass at the tip. They are also used to induce an auxiliary nonlinear stiffness component when
they interact with their corresponding counter-parts on the support structure. If the magnets
are arranged so that those on the tip of the beam are attracted by those on the support structure,
the overall effect is to reduce the linear stiffness due to the slender beam alone, and add a nonlinear component of softening type. The physical parameters of the system and their corresponding values are reported in Table 1.
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In the frequency range of interest, the beam with concentrated mass on its tip may be considered as a single DOF oscillator with effective stiffness and mass given by [17]

3EI
L3
m  0.2357mbeam  mtip
k1_ beam 

(1)

where I is the second moment of area of the beam section and mbeam is the beam mass.
Preliminary experimental tests were performed to estimate the frequency response function
(FRF) of the system due to random excitation. An LMS Scadas III system was used for data
acquisition and signal processing, and an accelerometer (PCB 352C22) was attached on the
tip of the beam. Magnets on the support structure are removed so as to avoid any magnetic
interaction with the beam, and the system was thus considered to behave as a two DOF linear
oscillator. Result is reported in Fig. 2 as solid line and normalised to the maximum value. It
can be seen that the resonance frequency at about 20 Hz due to the shaker is very highly
damped, and the resonance frequency of the beam with attached tip mass is at about 34 Hz, as
predicted by adopting the effective stiffness and mass in Eq. (1). To investigate the softening
effect on the FRF, magnets are attached on the support structure in an attractive arrangement
and at a specified distance, as reported in Table 1. It is reasonably assumed that the effect of
the weight of the magnets on the mass of the excited main oscillator was negligible. The normalised result in this case is reported as dashed line in Fig. 2, where it can be noted that the
overall effect, when using a linear FRF estimate, is to move the resonance peak to the lower
frequencies, which is the case of a softening stiffness.
(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Two DOF system under study: (a) photograph and (b) schematic model.

Description
Shaker stiffness [N/m]
Shaker moving mass [kg]
Support mass [kg]
Magnet mass [g]

Parameter
kshaker
mshaker
msupp
mmag

Value
9000
0.45
0.15
1.2

Description
Beam width [mm]
Beam thickness [mm]
Beam length [mm]
Beam density [kg/m3]
Beam Young’s modulus
[N/m2]
Distance between magnets
[mm]

Table 1: Physical parameters of the experimental system.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Measured amplitude of beam tip displacement normalised to the maximum value, and (b) close-up.
Linear FRF estimate without (solid line) and with (dashed line) magnets. Right (left) -pointing triangles indicate
the FRC obtained by measuring the response at each frequency when increasing (decreasing) frequency of excitation.

For a better insight on the dynamic response of the system due to harmonic excitation, the
shaker was driven with constant amplitude at each frequency, using a signal generator and a
power amplifier. The system response in time was then measured using the accelerometer,
and the spectrum of the corresponding signal was estimated by the frequency analyser. The
amplitude of the spectrum at the excitation frequency is considered to reconstruct the frequency response curve (FRC), and this is normalised and plotted in Fig. 2 as well, using markers:
left-pointing triangles are used to indicate the case where the excitation frequency is decreased from 40 to 25 Hz; right-pointing triangles indicate the case where the excitation frequency is increased from 25 to 30 Hz. Despite higher order harmonics were present around
the resonance, it can be clearly noted that actual FRC presents a bending of the resonance
peak to the lower frequencies, and this determines multi-valuedness and jump phenomena in
the FRC. These latter are indicated in the close-up of Fig. 2(b) by vertical arrows pointing
upwards for jump-up, or pointing downwards for jump-down.
2.2

Magnetic interaction

To quantify the magnetic interaction, an experimental setup, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a,b),
was assembled and used to estimate the force-deflection characteristics. To this purpose, one
magnet was constrained on a horizontal surface and a second magnet was attached on the base
of a non-metallic cylinder, in such a way that it was set in a repelling arrangement to the previous magnet. A plastic tube was used to constrain the non-metallic cylinder to a vertical motion, when located on top of the magnet attached to ground. The force-deflection curve of
magnetic interaction was then estimated by measuring the change in displacement for each
additional weight applied on top of the non-metallic cylinder. Results of this test are reported
in Fig. 3(c) as markers, and a fitting curve to the experimental data is also overlapped. A reasonably good fitting was achieved using the following equation

Fmag 

Cmag
yn

(2)

where Cmag = 0.104 Nm1/3 and n = 1/3.
The total magnetic force acting on the tip of the beam is then given by the following relation
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Fmag _ tip  

Cmag

b  z 

n



Cmag

b  z 

n

(3)

where b is given in Table 1, and z = xs – x is the relative displacement between the support,
xs, and the beam tip, x, as depicted in Fig. 4(a). Equation (3) may be expanded in McLaurin’s
series to the third order to give

Fmag _ tip  k1_ mag z  k3_ mag z 3

(4)

where
k1_ mag  2 Cmag 3b 4 3
k3_ mag  28Cmag 81b10 3

(5)

Equation (3) and (4) are plotted in Fig. 4(b), where it is noted that the cubic-type approximation in Eq. (4) (solid line) well approximates the expression in Eq. (3) (dashed line). The
approximation is reasonable for relative displacements up to about half of the distance, b, between magnets at rest.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Experimental rig used to estimate the force-deflection curve characteristics of magnetic interaction: (a)
photograph and (b) schematics. (c) Measured characteristics (markers) and fitting curve (dashed line).
(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Magnetic force at tip: (a) close-up, (b) net force from Eq. (3) (dashed line) and Eq. (4) (solid line).
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3

SYSTEM MODELLING

A simplified model for the system described in the previous section is reported in Fig. 5(a),
and the corresponding equations of motion are given as

ms xs  cs xs  ks xs  c1 z  k1 z  k3 z 3  F cos t 
mxs  mz  c1 z  k1 z  k3 z 3  0

(6)

where parameters are indicated in Fig. 5(a). In particular it is

k1  k1_ beam  k1_ mag 
k3  k3_ mag  
(a)

3EI 2Cmag
 43
L3
3b

28Cmag

(7)

81b10 3

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Simplified model of the system in Fig. 1. (b) Example of FRC with stable (solid line) and unstable
(dashed line) solutions.

In the assumption that the mass of the shaker and the attached support is much larger than
the effective mass of the nonlinear oscillator, which is the actual case in Fig. 1, the nondimensional form of Eqs. (6) simplifies to [10]
ys  2 s ys  ys  cos   
w  2 w   02 w   w3  ys

(8)

and the following non-dimensional parameters are defined

ys 

xs
ks
k
z
F
, w  , x0  , s 
, 1  1 ,  s t ,
x0
x0
ks
ms
m

k
cs

m
c

  ,   3 x02 ,  s 
, 
, 0  1 ,  
ms
 ks
2mss
2ms
s
s

(9)

It is noted form Eq. (8) that the assumption of a small mass ratio, , implies that the shaker
is not affected by the smaller nonlinear system, while this latter is affected by the former. A
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solution for the relative displacement amplitude in Eq. (8) is reported from [10] in terms of
the amplitude-frequency response as
9 2 6 3
4
 W   W 4  02   2   W 2   4  4 2 2   04  2 02 2  
 0 (10)
2 2
2 2
16
2
1



4




s

which is a cubic polynomial equation in terms of W2 (i.e. the relative displacement amplitude squared), and thus admits three solutions, two of which are stable and one is unstable.
The FRC of the relative displacement amplitude is plotted in Fig. 5(b) for the values of parameters listed in Table 1, assuming  = 0.02, s = 0.3 and F = 4 N. It can be noted that Fig.
5(b) qualitatively predicts a similar peak bending as that seen in the experimental results of
Fig. 2.
The experimental case reported in this paper was particularly unfavourable, mainly due to
the high damping of the shaker. In case of lighter damping, the FRC exhibits more interesting
phenomena, such as resonance interactions and appearance of detached curves inside the main
FRC. For a softening attachment, this happens because its resonance peak bends to the lower
frequencies and interacts with the resonance peak due to the shaker with attached support, as
can be seen in Fig. 6(a) and (b), where a damping s of 0.03 and 0.01 is used, respectively.
(a)

(b)

Figure 6. FRC when a light damping in the shaker is considered: (a) s = 0.03, (b) s = 0.01. Stable solutions
(solid line) and unstable solutions (dashed line).

4

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the design and on some experimental tests performed on a nonlinear oscillator
with softening spring characteristics driven by a shaker, this paper has shown some interesting
dynamic effects appearing when the resonance peak of the nonlinear oscillator interacts with
the resonance peak of the shaker: inner detached resonance curves manifest in the main frequency response curve for relatively light damping of the shaker. Although this was not
shown experimentally due to the high damping of the actual shaker used in this work, the theoretical model predicts those features.
Understanding the complex dynamics involved in the type of system described in this paper, could be valuable not only for the tests of softening oscillators using an electro-dynamic
shaker, but it could advance knowledge in the behaviour of two degrees of freedom nonlinear
oscillators, and eventually foster pioneering engineering applications for vibration isolation,
vibration absorption and vibration energy harvesting.
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Abstract. The present work sets out to investigate numerically, by means of dynamic Nonlinear Finite-Element Analysis (NLFEA), the effect of the strain-rate exhibited under high
loading rates (associated usually with blast and impact problems) on the material properties
of structural concrete and the ensuing cracking process it undergoes. The numerical predictions obtained were initially validated against relevant published data obtained from tests on
plain concrete prismatic and cylindrical specimens under increasing loading rates under direct or indirect tension, uniaxial compression and flexure. The numerical studies reveal that
the responses under impact loading differ significantly from those under static loading once
certain thresholds of loading rates are exceeded. The study builds on previous work [1-3],
which has shown that the commonly observed stress-strain relationship of plain concrete
specimens under high rates of loading actually describes dynamic structural response rather
than material behaviour. A couple of finite element packages were used, in the present study,
which adopt different approaches for modelling concrete material behaviour. The comparative analysis of the predictions obtained reveals that when realistically accounting for the
brittle nature and the triaxiality which characterise concrete material behavior, the experi-
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mentally and numerically observed variation in specimen behaviour (under increasing loading rates) is primarily attributed to parameters associated with structural response and not,
as widely considered, to strain-rate sensitivity of the material properties of structural concrete. Furthermore, it is shown that strain-rate sensitivity in concrete is based on an interpretation of the experimental evidence through the use of material models the analytical
formulation of which depends heavily on parameters associated with post-failure mechanisms
(i.e. strain softening, tension stiffening, shear-retention ability, etc) which attribute ductile
characteristics to concrete material behaviour that is not compatible with its brittle nature.
The response is also affected by the nature of the problem at hand (a wave propagation problem within a highly nonlinear material). Therefore, it is concluded that at the material level
the numerical study shows that the effect of high loading rates on the behaviour of concrete is
mainly linked to the development of inertia forces rather than strain-rate sensitivity of its material properties. Overall the aim of the present study is to provide insight into the effect of
loading-rate on the mechanics underlying RC structural dynamic response under impact
loading.
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1

INTRODUCTION

It has been well established, both experimentally and numerically, that the behaviour of
plain concrete specimens (with a low moisture content) differs considerably from that under
static loading, once certain thresholds of applied loading-rates are surpassed [4-7]. Nevertheless, there has been considerable debate concerning the reasons that trigger this shift. There is
a consensus that inertia has a significant effect on the behaviour exhibited by plain concrete
specimens under high-rate loading. However, considerable disagreement exists regarding the
influence of strain-rate sensitivity on the material properties of structural concrete. Many researchers consider that the material properties of concrete are dependent on the rate of deformation (i.e. strain-rate dependency), a view which until recently was widely accepted and
incorporated into the framework of existing military codes for the design and analysis of RC
structures under blast and impact. Lately however, an increasing number of researchers [8-10]
have expressed the opposite view, stating that the material properties of structural concrete
(characterised by a low moisture content) are essentially strain-rate independent and that the
observed changes in specimen behaviour with increasing loading rates is the result of (a) parameters affecting structural response, (b) the brittle nature and triaxiality characterising concrete material behaviour and (c) the nature of the problem at hand (a wave propagation
problem within a highly nonlinear material).
The present study builds on previous research work [1-3], which has shown that the commonly observed stress-strain relationship of plain concrete specimens under high rates of
loading actually describes dynamic structural response rather than material behaviour. The
present study aims at investigating numerically, via dynamic nonlinear finite element analysis
(NLFEA) of plain concrete prismatic specimens under increasing loading rates under uniaxial
compression and tension. Emphasis is mainly focused on investigating the effect of loading
rate on specific aspects of specimen behaviour, such as the maximum sustained load as well
the variation of the stress-displacement within the specimen during the loading process. This
is carried out in order to identify the true reasons that trigger the observed shift in specimen
behaviour with increasing loading rates, which is a necessary prerequisite for developing an
effective method (both in terms of safety and economy) for assessing RC structural response
under high loading rates. Thus, the work will have implications for impact-resistant design.
For the numerical investigation, two finite element analysis (FEA) software packages were
considered, both capable of carrying out three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear static and dynamic
analyses, namely ABAQUS [11] and and RC-FINEL [12,13]. The latter study [1] is essentially assessed in the present work using ABAQUS. To realistically describe the nonlinear behaviour of concrete under high loading rates it is imperative that the material models,
incorporated into any FEA package, are capable of accurately describing concrete material
behaviour under both static and dynamic loading. ABAQUS incorporate concrete constitutive
models the analytical formulation of which is based on continuum mechanics theories and relies heavily on the use of post-failure concrete characteristics (i.e. strain softening, tension
stiffening and shear-retention). On the other hand, RC-FINEL incorporates a fully brittle empirical [13] material law describing concrete behaviour under triaxial loading while at the
same time adopting a unique iterative solution strategy capable of compensating for the numerical instabilities stemming from the brittle concrete material law adopted [13]. The present
and previous studies [1-3] have shown that the material properties of structural concrete are
essentially strain-rate independent and that any effect of loading-rate on specimen behaviour
is clearly attributed to parameters associated with the dynamic response of the specimen (acting as a structure). This sheds doubt on the applicability of such post-failure responses for the
purposes of impact-resistant design.
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2

MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR OF CONCRETE UNDER STATIC LOADING

Concrete is a heterogeneous material since its basic components (aggregate, cement paste
and free water) have considerably different material properties [14]. Even in an unloaded state,
it contains voids and discontinuities in the form of microcracks [13]. As a result, when an external load is applied on a concrete specimen, a complex internal stress field develops. The
behaviour of concrete in uniaxial tension is mainly determined by testing plain concrete
prisms in direct, or indirect (splitting) tension and flexure. Based on the available experimental data it is observed that concrete essentially behaves elastically until it reaches its tensile strength and then fails in a brittle manner suffering an abrupt loss of load carrying
capacity. The behaviour of concrete under uniaxial compression is determined mainly by testing plain concrete cylinders or prisms (see Figure 1a) and is described through the typical
stress-strain curves presented in Figure 1b. These curves describe the deformation behaviour
of the concrete specimen parallel and normal to the direction of loading. Such curves comprise an ascending and a subsequent descending branch. Based on available experimental data
[12,13,15-18], the descending branch does not describe material behaviour but the interaction
between specimen and testing device. This interaction is the result of frictional forces developing at the interface between the specimen and the steel platens normally used to apply the
external load. As a result the specimen is subjected to lateral confinement close to its supports
(see Figure 1a). Another important aspect of concrete behaviour in compression is that it exhibits an abrupt increase of the rate of the lateral expansion when the load approaches the
peak level. The latter level corresponds to the minimum volume level marking the beginning
of a drastic volume dilation leading rapidly to failure. The variation of the volume of concrete
under increasing compression is also shown in Figure 1b. Similar trends of behaviour are also
observed under triaxial compression states of stress.
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Figure 1: Stress state within the concrete cylinder specimen under uniaxial compression [13]

3

EFFECT OF LOADING RATE ON CONCRETE BEHAVIOUR

To date, a large number of experiments have been carried out to examine the behaviour of
concrete (prismatic or cylindrical) specimens under high rates of uniaxial compression, direct
or indirect tension [1,8,10]. The observed shift in specimen behaviour with increasing loading
rates primarily takes the form of an increase in the maximum sustained load. This change be-
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comes more pronounced with increasing loading rates and intensity. A summary of available
experimental data is presented in Figure 2, expressing the relationship between the maximum
sustained load maxPd (normalised with respect to its load carrying capacity under static loading maxPs) and the rate of axial defamation exhibited by the specimen expressed as strain-rate
in compression (Figure 2a) or tension (Figure 2b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Experimental data for strength increase under different strain rates for concrete specimens under (a)
compression and (b) tension [1]

Based on the available test data and the use of regression-analysis a number of curves
have been proposed to date describing the increase of specimen strength under uniaxial compression (Figure 3a) and tension (Figure 3b) with increasing loading rates. However, it is evident that the behaviour of the concrete specimens under high-rate loading differs considerably
compared to that established under static loading the experimental data cannot provide the
reasons that trigger this shift. Furthermore, when inspecting the available experimental data it
is clear that it is characterised by considerable scatter. This scatter is linked to a wide range of
parameters which vary from experiment to experiment and include the experimental techniques implemented, the geometry and moisture content of the specimens, the different types
of concrete used, etc [1,8]. As a result the available test data can only provide a qualitative
description of the effect of loading-rate on the specimen behaviour.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Regression-analysis curves for strength increase under different strain rates for concrete specimens
under (a) compression and (b) tension [1]
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In order to gain insight into the behaviour of concrete under high loading rates and to
quantify the effects of various parameters on the dynamic response of plain concrete specimens, nonlinear finite-element analysis (NLFEA) was employed [19]. Through a comparison
of the numerical predictions with the available experimental data, in a previous study, it was
shown [1] that concrete specimens under impact loading must be viewed as structures and not
as material units form which average material properties can be determined because their behaviour is directly linked to the inertia effect of their mass as well as to their geometry and the
imposed boundary conditions. The present numerical study extends the previous one by using
ABAQUS software.
4

CONSTITUTIVE MODELLING OF CONCRETE MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR

The formulation of analytical constitutive models describing the material behaviour of
concrete is based mainly on the analysis of experimental data gathered from tests since the
early 70’s in which concrete specimens (cylinders or cubes) were subjected to uniaxial, biaxial or triaxial loading conditions. A review of the test data obtained is presented by [12, 13, 18].
Based on the preceding tests, stress-strain relationships are obtained describing the material
behaviour under multiaxial stress-states as well as failure criteria. However, it should be noted
that this data is characterised by considerable scatter due to heterogeneous nature of concrete
as well as the variation of various parameters from test to test such as concrete mix, curing
conditions, static uniaxial compressive strength of concrete fc, the experimental techniques
used, as well as the shape and size of the specimens [13].
The models of concrete behaviour may be broadly classified into two categories: those directly derived directly from regression analyses of experimental data (so-called empirical
models) and those relying on continuum mechanics theories (such as, nonlinear elasticity,
plasticity, visco-plasticity, damage mechanics) for their development, although the latter also
remain dependent on the use of experimental data for their calibration. The resulting formulations usually incorporate a number of parameters, the evaluation of which is essential for
achieving a close correlation between the model-predicted behaviour and its experimentallyestablished counterpart. These parameters, which are usually linked to post-peak strength
concrete characteristics in both compression and tension (such as, for example, strain softening, tension stiffening, shear-retention ability) coupled with strain-rate sensitivity when highrate loading conditions are considered, are often established through calibration based on the
use of experimental information at the structural, rather than at the material level.
The application of FEA software packages in practical structural analysis has shown that
the majority of constitutive relationships are case-study dependent, since the solutions obtained are realistic only for particular types of problems. The extension of the applicability of
these packages to a different set of problems requires modifications, sometimes significant, of
the constitutive relationships. The vast majority of constitutive models describing the behaviour of concrete under dynamic loading assume that there is a link between the constitutive
properties of concrete and the strain rate at which the material is loaded and, consequently, the
external loading rate. Although this seems to be the case for low loading rates, where creep
plays a significant role in material behaviour, it has been proposed that for the case of high
loading rates there is no need to change the static value of Young’s modulus [1,7-10].
4.1

RC-FINEL and ADINA

RC-FINEL has been found to provide realistic predictions of a wide range of different
concrete structural forms under static (monotonic and cyclic) [13] and dynamic (earthquake
and impact) [12] loading conditions. It incorporates a brittle material model, which describes
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the behaviour of concrete under triaxial loading conditions [13], as well as a unique nonlinear
strategy the formulation of which allows for the brittle nature of the material model employed,
while at the same time it provides a realistic description of the cracking process and minimizes the likelihood of numerical instabilities associated with this process [10-12]. The material
model of concrete behaviour adopted is characterised by both simplicity (fully brittle, with
neither strain-rate nor load-path dependency, fully defined by a single material parameter - the
uniaxial cylinder compressive strength fc) and attention to the actual physical behaviour of
concrete in a structure (unavoidable triaxiality which is described on the basis of experimental
data of concrete cylinders under definable boundary conditions).
Crack formation is modelled by using the smeared-crack approach. A crack forms when
the stress developing in a given part of the structure corresponds to a point in the principal
stress space that lies outside the surface defining the failure criterion for concrete, thus resulting in localized material failure. This failure takes the form of a crack and is followed by immediate loss of load-carrying capacity in the direction normal to the plane of the crack.
Concurrently, the shear stiffness is also considered to reduce drastically to a very small percentage of its previous (i.e. uncracked) value. However, it is not set to zero in order to minimize the risk of numerical instabilities during the execution of the solution procedure, as
explained elsewhere [12,13]. A procedure for crack closure is also provided and full description of the triaxial constitutive model and numerical formulations used in RC-FINEL software
is provided elsewhere [12,13]. It should be noted that ADINA software package [20] now includes the same triaxial model by Kotsovos and Pavlovic [13] that is used in RC-FINEL, although there some differences in the non-linear solution strategy.
4.2

ABAQUS

The concrete damaged plasticity model is offered in ABAQUS for the analysis of concrete
at low confining pressures (less than four or five times the ultimate compressive stress in uniaxial compression loading). It is based on the models proposed by Lubliner et al. [21] and Lee
and Fenves [22], with the assumption of scalar (isotropic) damage and is designed for applications in which the concrete is subjected to arbitrary loading conditions. The model takes into
consideration the degradation of the elastic stiffness induced by plastic straining both in tension and compression. There are two failure mechanisms for the mechanical response of the
concrete include tensile cracking and compressive crushing. The evolution of failure is controlled by two hardening variables, which are referred to as equivalent plastic strains in tension and compression, respectively. The model assumes that the uniaxial tensile and
compressive response of concrete is characterized by damaged plasticity, adopting a postpeak branch on the corresponding stress-strain curves.
5
5.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dynamic problem investigated

The present numerical investigation uses a concrete prism, similar to the specimens usually tested to determine the material properties of concrete under static loading. The prisms
were subjected to uniaxial compression and tension, for which the prisms were assumed to be
fixed at their bottom face and are subjected to an axial load applied at their upper face,
through a rigid element (mimicking steel platen in experiment) with the same cross-section
(see Figure 4) in order for the external load to be distributed uniformly on the upper face of
the concrete prism. It is assumed that the concrete prismatic specimen and the rigid element
on top are fully bonded at their interface. The prism height is 253mm and its cross-section
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forms a square with a width of 100mm whereas the rigid element has a height of 200mm. Because of the double symmetry of the problem at hand, one quarter of the actual specimen was
modeled with suitable boundary conditions. The uniaxial compressive strength of concrete fc is
30MPa. In all cases the external load is applied incrementally as a force with its value increasing linearly at a constant rate until the load-carrying capacity of the RC specimen is reached
and failure occurs. Initially the static problem is investigated to effectively calibrate the model
and this is followed by the investigation of the dynamic problems at higher loading rates.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: (a) Details of the prism specimen modelled, (b) symmetrical arrangement and coarse mesh adopted by
Cotsovos and Pavlovic [1], (c) finer mesh used in current study and (d) nodes where values of axial (30-35) and
lateral (9-14) displacements were examined

5.2

Modelling of the dynamic problem

In the previous numerical study by Cotsovos and Pavlovic [1], a coarse mesh of three 27noded brick elements (see Figure 4b) was used. This follows the philosophy upon which the
FE model used in that study was based, which does not employ small finite elements [13].
This is because the latter material model is based on experiments on concrete cylindrical specimens (subjected to various triaxial loading conditions) and thus these cylinders constitute a
“material unit” for which average material properties are obtained. Hence the volume of these
cylinders was used to provide a reasonable guideline to the order-of-magnitude of the size of
the FE which should be used for concrete modelling. In the present study, on the other hand,
the same concrete specimen was modelled using a finer mesh with an element size of 5 mm as
shown in Figure 4c. A different constitutive model for concrete was also used, i.e. plastisticity-based as opposed to the brittle one used previously. The present study aims to investigate
the capability of the FE model developed using ABAQUS software [11] to simulate the be-
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haviour of concrete prism under high rates of axial compressive and tensile loading. A reduced integration scheme is adopted for the element formulation to avoid numerical problems
due to locking. The load was applied as uniform pressure directly on the prism top surface.
5.3

Discussion of results under high rate of compressive loading

A comparison was carried out between the previous study (adopting macro modelling) using FINEL software [1] and the present research work (utilising much smaller elements) using
ABQUS software, under increasing rates of both compressive and tensile loading. The results
for the compressive loading are depicted in Figure 5, which show that the axial stressdisplacement curves for both studies are in good agreement. It can also be seen that the response of the concrete prism under static and low rates of loading (lower than 200,000
MPa/sec) are similar. But, the numerical stress-displacement curves begin to differ from their
static counterparts as the applied loading rate increased (above 200,000 MPa/sec). It can be
concluded that, as the rate of loading becomes higher, the load-carrying capacity and sustained maximum axial strain exhibited by the specimen increase.
The variation of the load-carrying capacity maxPd (normalised with respect to its value
under static loading maxPs) at the maximum sustained load versus the stress and strain rates
are shown in Figure 6(a) and (b), respectively.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 5: Comparison between numerical stress-displacement curves from previous study [1] (continues line)
with current numerical study (dashed line) for concrete prism under different stress rates up to (a) 100,000 and (b)
4,000,000 MPa/sec

Figure 6: Comparison of the numerical DIF expressed as (a) maxPd/maxPs and (b) maxεd/maxεs for different
applied stress rate based on previous study [1] and current numerical study

Axial and lateral displacement were measured at different nodes along the height of the specimen and the relevant nodes are highlighted in Figure 4d. The ensuing numerical results presented in Figure 7 show that both axial and lateral displacements of the nodes close to the
bottom of the specimen gradually decrease as the rate of loading increases (over the value of
200,000 MPa/sec). This displacement becomes very small (even negligible) as compared with
the displacements at the upper part of the specimen in the case of very high rates of loading
(over 400,000 MPa/sec). In addition, the numerical results presented in Figure 7 show that the
axial displacement in static case is linear, while the displacement at the nodes in the lower
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part of the specimen becomes negligible in the case of high rate of loading. This was true for
both the previous and current numerical studies, which are in good agreement. Figure 8 depicts a schematic representation of the axial and lateral deformations under both low- and
high-rate loading. Figure 8 indicate that, as the rate of loading increases, the portion of the
height (heff) of the prism mostly affected by the applied load reduces. For relatively high rates
of loading, this effective length is confined in the region of the prism in the proximity of the
applied load (at the upper face) and extending downwards, whereas the remainder of the specimen (i.e. the bottom portion) remains practically unaffected by the applied load. Therefore,
under high rates of loading, the prism behaviour is essentially characterized by heff. This explains the apparent increase in load-carrying capacity and confirming that it is not an intrinsic
material, but is due to the specimen responding as a structure with different effective lengths.

10,000 MPa/sec

200,000 MPa/sec
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1,000,000 MPa/sec

4,000,000 MPa/sec

Figure 7: Comparison of numerical axial stress-axial displacement and -lateral displacement curves at different
stress rates, with the results measured at different distances from the top face of the specimen based on previous
study [1] (continues line) and current numerical study(dashed line)

Static
High rate of loading (2,000,000 MPa/sec)
Figure 8: A schematic representation of the distribution of axial displacement (A) and lateral displacement (L)
along the longitudinal axis of the concrete prism prior to failure
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5.4

Discussion of results under high rate of tensile loading

Similarly to the case with compressive loading, the responses of the specimen under tensile loading (see Figure 9) shows that the axial stress-displacement curves of the concrete
prism under static and low rates of loading (lower than 200,000 MPa/sec) are similar. At
higher loading rates, on the other hand, curves begin to differ from their static counterparts as
the applied loading rate increased. Thus, it can be concluded that, as the rate of loading becomes higher, the load-carrying capacity and sustained maximum axial strain exhibited by the
specimen increase. This is confirmed in Figure 10, which shows the variation of the axial reaction with the stress rate. The results of the previous FINEL-based and the current
ABAQUS-based study were also in good agreement.

Figure 9: Comparison between axial tensile stress-axial displacement curves for concrete prism under different
stress rates based on previous study [1] (continues line) with current numerical study (dashed line)
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Figure 10: Comparison of the numerical results of the variation of the axial reaction with stress rate at the bottom of the specimen (dashed line) with previous study [1] results (continues line)

6

CONCLUSIONS
• Concrete specimens under impact loading need to be viewed as structures and not as material units form which average material properties can be determined (i.e. only correct
under static loading).
• Specimen behaviour is directly linked to the inertia effect of their mass as well as to their
geometry and the imposed boundary conditions.
• Impact problem should be considered as a wave propagation problem within a highly
nonlinear material as the application of the external loads leads to the development of
stress waves which propagate through the concrete medium, away from the area where
the load is imposed.
• The propagation speed of these waves depends on the material properties of concrete and
the level of damage (cracking) sustained by the concrete medium, while their intensity
level depends on the rate of loading and the magnitude of the applied load.
• In the case of low loading rates, the stress waves generated, travel through the whole
length of the specimen.
• Under high rates of loading the numerical results reveal that the specimen exhibits a localised response as failure occurs prior to the stress waves being able to travel the full
length of the specimen.
• As a result only the region of the concrete specimen close to the point of loading deforms whereas the rest remains practically unaffected.
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• Under high rates of uniaxial compression, high rates of axial and lateral deformation are
also exhibited which trigger the development of significant inertia forces in these directions. These forces have a confining effect on the concrete prism and tend to restrict the
deformations both axially and laterally, thus essentially confining the concrete specimen
(inertial confinement) and slowing down the cracking process it undergoes compared to
that established under static testing.
• The confinement effect allows the prism to exhibit higher load-carrying capacities and
maximum values of strain compared to those established under static loading.
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Abstract. In this paper the occurrence of flutter in a simplified blade cascade is analysed. The
simplified blade cascade is formed by three flat plates, which perform a kinematic harmonic
motion, each with a different inter-blade phase angle. The inter-blade phase angles are chosen
in order for travelling wave mode of vibration to be present. The aim of the simulations is to
determine the aerodynamic damping coefficients caused by the aerodynamic forces acting on the
flat plates, which show whether flutter occurs. The non-linear system of Favre-averaged NavierStokes equations in ALE formulation completed by the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model was
chosen as the mathematical model. The simulations were performed using the developed inhouse CFD software based on the discontinuous Galerkin method, which offers high order of
accuracy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the forties of the 20th century, first papers focused on the aero-elasticity of blades in
axial turbines appeared, e.g. [1]. An empirical criterion for the presence of flutter based on a
reduced blade frequency for bending blade vibration was introduced in [2]. The criterion states
that if the reduced blade frequency is less than 0.33, the flutter is not excited. However, other
influences such as geometric configuration of blade cascade and angle of attack can influence
the occurrence of flutter. The problem of aero-elasticity is still a subject of interest since modern
turbines are designed to withstand high operational temperatures and flow rates [3].
Originally, the term flutter was established for flow attached to the vibration of blade when
phase displacement between blade motion and induced aerodynamic forces occurs. Depending
on the time shift between the moving structure and unsteady aerodynamic forces acting on the
structure, following cases can occur:
i) the kinetic energy of the blade is absorbed by the flow,
ii) the kinetic energy of the flow is transmitted to the blade.
In the first case, we talk about damped vibration from the aero-elasticity point of view. In
the second case, the extra energy added to the blades results in the increase of amplitudes,
in other words in unstable vibration, which we call flutter. It has been shown, see [4], that
the critical flutter point, i.e. the highest aero-dynamical excitation, arises for a particular interblade phase angle. Most aerodynamic studies are based on the so called travelling wave mode of
vibration, where one assumes that all blades vibrate at the same frequency, amplitude and interblade phase angle. Other aerodynamic studies use the influence coefficient technique which is
based on calculating the aerodynamic forces of vibrating blade acting on non-vibrating adjacent
blades.
For the purpose of this study, we choose the travelling wave mode approach. Following [4]
we consider an unsteady flow through a simplified blade cascade formed by three flat plates.
All the flat plates in the cascade perform a harmonic motion with given inter-blade phase angles
so that their mutual movement creates travelling waves. In our paper [5], this problem was
solved only for one inter-blade phase angle. The aim of this numerical study is to evaluate
aerodynamic forces acting on the flat plates in the simplified cascade for the whole range of the
inter-blade phase angles from −π to π. Furthermore, the aerodynamic damping parameter is
calculated out of the aerodynamic forces on which basis it is inferred whether flutter occurs. The
upcoming simulations are performed using the developed in-house CFD software based on the
discontinuous Galerkin method. The in-house CFD software is validated on two test problems
described in section 4. In section 5 we present numerical results of unsteady compressible
viscous fluid flow through the simplified blade cascade for various inter-blade phase angles.
2

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A two-dimensional compressible viscous fluid flow in a time-varying computational domain
Ω(t) ∈ R2 with boundary ∂Ω is described by the non-linear system of Favre-averaged NavierStokes equations which, in the dimensionless arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation,
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can be written as
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where i, j = 1, 2, %̄ and p̄ are dimensionless time-averaged values of density and pressure, ũi are
dimensionless mass-averaged Cartesian components of velocity vector, ẽ is mass-averaged energy, Re is the Reynolds number, P r is the Prandtl number, µ and µt are dimensionless dynamic
and turbulent viscosities and Uj are dimensionless components of the mesh velocity. The turbulent Prandtl number for flow around flat plate is P rt = 0.89. Furthermore, the dimensionless
mass-averaged stress tensor and the Reynolds stress tensor are given by
t̃ij = 2µS̄ij , τij = 2µt S̄ij ,
where
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Note that the symbol DDt denotes the ALE derivative [6].
To include the influence of turbulent fluctuations on the mean flow a one-equation turbulence
model of Spalart and Allmaras [7] is used. This turbulent model was designed specifically for
aerospace applications (external flows) and therefore it seems to be an appropriate choice for
the problem considered in this paper, which is described in section 5. The model is given by
the transport equation for the dimensionless eddy viscosity ν̃ written in the dimensionless ALE
form as
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with commonly used constants cb1 = 0.1355, cb2 = 0.622, σ = 23 , κ = 0.41, cw1 =
cb1
b2
+ 1+c
, cw2 = 0.3, cw3 = 2.0, cv1 = 7.1, D is the distance to the nearest wall and Ω̄ is the
κ2
σ
magnitude of vorticity.
The non-linear system of Favre-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (1) and the transport equation for eddy viscosity (2) are numerically solved as a single coupled system, which can be
written in a dimensionless compact flux vector form as follows
2
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where w is the vector of flow variables, f j (w) are the inviscid fluxes, f vj (w, ∇w) are the
viscous fluxes and p(w, ∇w) is the production term. The vectors take the form
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DISCRETIZATION

The spatial discretization of equations (3) is performed using the discontinuous S
Galerkin
finite element
method
(DGFEM),
see
for
example
[8],
[9],
[10].
Let
T
=
{Ω
:
h
k
k Ωk =
T
Ω ∧ k Ωk = ∅, k = 1, . . . , K} be a triangulation of the time-varying computational domain
Ω(t) ∈ R2 boundary of which is denoted by ∂Ω. Note that each element may vary in time, i.e.
Ωk = Ωk (t). Let Γint and Γb ⊂ ∂Ω be the sets of interior and boundary edges of elements in Th .
In order to discretize the non-linear system of equations (3) the infinite dimensional function
space is replaced by the finite dimensional function space Sh = [Sh ]4 , where
Sh = {g ∈ L2 (Ω) : g|Ωk ∈ P q (Ωk )
and P q (Ωk ) is the space of polynomials of degree q on Ωk .
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Multiplying the system of equations (3) by a test function v ∈ Sh , integrating it over Ωk and
applying Green’s theorem and the Reynolds transport theorem, the following integral identity
is obtained
I
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The key part of the method is the approximation of curve integrals. In case of the discontinuous
Galerkin method, this procedure is analogous to the finite volume approach. In particular, the
inviscid fluxes are evaluated as
2
X

f j (w)nj ≈ H(w+ , w− ) on Γint ,

j=1
2
X

f j (w)nj ≈ H(wb , w− ) on Γb ,

j=1

where n = [n1 , n2 ]T is the outer unit normal vector, w− and w+ are respectively the left and
right limits of w on the edges of Γint ∪Γb and wb is the value of w at the boundary ∂Ω evaluated
out of the prescribed boundary condition. As the numerical flux H, the Lax-Friedrichs flux, see
[11],
!
2
X


1
H(w+ , w− ) =
f (w+ ) + f j (w− ) nj − λ w+ − w−
2 j=1 j
p
P
is considered, where λ = | 2j=1 ũj nj |+ ā is the maximal eigenvalue and ā = κp̄/%̄ is the
local speed of sound. Similarly, the viscous fluxes are evaluated using appropriate numerical
fluxes. In the present paper, the approximation known as interior penalty method is chosen, see
[10] for more details.
The discontinuous Galerkin method is stable under the L2 -norm, however it does not provide
TVD stability. For this reason the undesirable oscillations can occurs in the presence of shock
waves or in the regions with high gradients. In these cases, a small amount of the artificial
viscosity is added into the right hand side of the system of equations (3) through the term


∂ 2w
,
∂xj ∂xj

(5)

where  = Is λh
and λ is the maximum eigenvalue, h is the minimum element diameter, q is the
q
degree of basis polynomials and Is is a parameter determined by the shock wave indicator. In
this paper, the shock wave indicator proposed in [12] is chosen. Following [12] the density %̄ is
expressed as a linear combination of basis functions up to degree q and up to degree (q − 1)
N (q)

%̄k =

X

N (q−1)

%̄k,i ϕk,i (x),

%̄ˆk =

i=1

X
i=1
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respectively. Consequently, the value of the smoothness indicator is defined for each element
Ωk as
(%̄k − %̄ˆk , %̄k − %̄ˆk )
,
Se,k =
(%̄k , %̄k )
where (·, ·) is the standard L2 inner product on Ωk . Finally, the value Is is set to


0h

i if se,k < s0 − γ,
π(se,k −s0 )
1
Is =
1 + sin
if s0 − γ ≤ se,k ≤ s0 + γ,
2
2γ


1
if se,k > s0 + γ,
where se,k = log10 Se,k , s0 = 1/q 4 and γ is a chosen constant. See [12] for more details.
Let wk be the restriction of w on Ωk and let ϕk,i ∈ P q (Ωk ) be the i-th basis function on
Ωk . In this study, linear Lagrange polynomials are chosen as the basis functions ϕk,i . The mth component wkm , m = 1, 2, ..., 4, of wk can be expressed as a linear combination of basis
functions as follows
N (q)
X
m
m
(t)ϕk,i (x).
(6)
wk,i
wk (x, t) =
i=1

Expanding the solution as a linear combination of basis functions and evaluating the volume and
curve integrals using Gaussian quadrature of appropriate order the following system of ordinary
differential equations is obtained
d(MW)
= R(W),
dt

(7)

where the vector W consists of unknown coefficients of linear combination (6) and M is the
mass matrix.
The time integration of (7) is performed using the implicit backward Euler method and the
resulting system of non-linear algebraic equations is solved by Newton’s method
W s=0 = W n ,

 n+1
∂R
M n+1 W s − M n W n
M
s
−
(W ) ∆W = R(W s ) −
,
∆t
∂W
∆t
W s+1 = W s + ∆W ,
W s+1 −→ W n+1 .

(8)

The system of linear equations (8) is solved iteratively using the GMRES method with the block
diagonal Jacobi preconditioner.
4

VALIDATION OF THE IN-HOUSE CFD CODE

Before moving on to the numerical simulation of the fluid flow through the simplified blade
cascade, which is the central target of the paper, it is necessary to validate the developed CFD
code. Since the experimental data for the simplified blade cascade is not available yet, two test
problems commonly studied in literature are chosen, see [13].
Firstly, comparisons are made for simulations of an inviscid compressible steady fluid flow
around the NACA0012 airfoil at Mach number 0.8 for angles of attack varying between ±4◦ .
The computational mesh with 10905 elements is shown in Figure 1 in the vicinity of the airfoil.
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Figure 1: Computational mesh in the vicinity of the NACA0012 airfoil.

Figure 2: Distribution of cp coefficient along the airfoil chord for various angles of attack α.

The resulting cp coefficient on the surface of the airfoil computed by the developed DGFEM
code (colored red) along with the data taken from [13] (colored black) is shown in Figure 2.
The second test case for validation is an inviscid compressible unsteady fluid flow around
oscillating NACA0012 airfoil for a free stream Mach number M∞ = 0.755. The instantaneous
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motion of the airfoil is given as a function of time
α(t) = αm + αo sin(ω t),
which defines the angle of tilt of the airfoil. Here the mean angle αm = 0.016◦ and the amplitude
of oscillation αo = 2.51◦ . The angular velocity is defined as ω = 2ku∞ /c, where reduced
frequency k = 0.0814, profile chord length c = 1 and u∞ is a free-stream velocity. The
coordinates of reference point of rotation are xref = [0.25, 0]. The Figure 3 show a comparison
of obtained numerical results (red) by the developed code with the results published in [13] and
[14] (black). A reasonably good agreement is apparent from both of the test problems, which
confirms a correct implementation of the implicit DGFEM solver along with the ALE approach.

Figure 3: Dependence of the lift coefficient cL on the angle of the airfoil. Comparison with the numerical and
experimental results published in [13] (left) and [14] (right).

5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The developed in-house CFD software based on the discontinuous Galerkin method was used
to simulate compressible viscous fluid flow through a simplified blade cascade with prescribed
harmonic motion. The geometric configuration of the simplified blade cascade and the angle
of attack of the flow were adopted from [4], test case no. 3, where it was experimentally
studied. The only difference is that the thin airfoils of the test cascade from [4] were replaced
by 3 millimetres thick flat plates. The geometric configuration of the simplified test cascade is
shown in Figure 4.
The considered two-dimensional computational domain and the corresponding unstructured
triangular mesh with 11932 elements is shown in Figure 5 (left). The detailed view of the mesh
in the vicinity of the three flat plates is shown in Figure 5 (right). For the computation of the
deformed coordinates of mesh nodes, the blending function approach is used, see [15], [16].
In this paper the blending function is generalized for three independently moving flat plates,
Figure 4. Let us look at the computation of the deformed mesh in more detail. Let x0 denote
the vector of initial coordinates of all mesh nodes. For each blade (i = 1, 2, 3) the vector x0 of
initial coordinates is transformed into a new vector y i using the following formula:
y i = pi + T(α)i x0 ,
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Figure 4: The geometric configuration of the simplified cascade which consists of three oscillating flat plates. The
dimensions are in millimetres. The width of the plates is 80 mm.

Figure 5: Computational domain and triangular mesh (left), computational mesh in the vicinity of simplified
cascade (right).

where pi = pi (t) is the time dependent translation vector and T(α)i = T(α(t))i is the time
dependent rotation matrix of i-th blade. The vector x = x(t) of new coordinates is computed
by applying the blending function bi as follows
n

1X
(bi (x0 )x0 + (1 − bi (x0 ))y i ).
x=
n i=1

(10)

The key part of this algorithm is to determine the blending functions bi , which must satisfy two
basic properties:
1. bi = 0 on the boundary of the i-th blade,
2. bi = 1 on the boundary of the j-th blade and on the boundary of the computational
domain.
A blending function bi , which fulfils the two properties, can be obtained by solving the equation
∂ 2 bi ∂ 2 bi
+ 2 = 0,
∂x2
∂y
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equipped with the boundary condition bi = 0 on the i-th blade and bi = 1 on the rest of the
boundary. The solution to the boundary value problem (11) for the considered three flat plates
defined in Figure 4 is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Solution to the boundary value problem (11) for bottom plate (left), middle plate (middle) and top plate
(right) in viscinity of the three flat plates.

Each plate performs kinematic harmonic motion in y-direction y = A sin(2πf t + φ) with an
inter-blade phase angle φ = +ϕ for the upper plate, φ = 0 for the middle plate and φ = −ϕ for
the bottom plate. The amplitude and the frequency of the harmonic motion is A = 0.003 m and
f = 20 Hz, respectively. In [5], this problem was solved only for ϕ = π/2. Here, the analysis
of the problem is extended to angles ϕ = {−3/4π, −1/2π, −1/4π, 1/4π, 1/2π, 3/4π, π}.
At the inlet of the computational domain, see Figure 5, the stagnation pressure p̄01 =
101325 Pa, the stagnation temperature T̄01 = 293.15 K and the angle of attack α = 11.4◦ were
prescribed. At the outlet, the static pressure p̄2 = 95520 Pa was prescribed. The value of p̄2 was
calculated out of the free stream velocity ũ∞ = 100 ms−1 under the consideration of standard
sea level air conditions.
Figure 7 shows phase diagrams where the y-component of aerodynamic force acting on
the middle plate is plotted depending on y-component of the displacement for various interblade phase angles ϕ. The obtained y-components of aerodynamic forces acting on the middle
plate were analysed for all inter-blade face angles and consequently the aerodynamic damping
parameter
cw
σ=−
π A2
was determined. The variable
Z
cw = Fy dy
denotes the work of aerodynamic forces acting on the middle plate preformed during one cycle
of harmonic motion with time period T . The resulting aerodynamic damping parameter σ
depending on inter-blade face angle ϕ is shown in Figure 8. The parameter σ has the following
meaning. If the value of σ is positive, than the kinetic energy of the flat plate is transmitted to
the flow and the oscillation is damped. In this case the flutter most likely does not occur. If the
value of σ is negative, than the kinetic energy of the flow is transmitted to the flat plate and thus
the flutter phenomena can occur.
6

CONCLUSION

The CFD solver based on the discontinuous Galerkin method was developed for the numerical solution of compressible viscous flow problems in domains with moving boundaries. The
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Figure 7: Phase diagrams of y-component of aerodynamic force acting on the middle plate depending on ycomponent of displacement for various inter-blade phase angles ϕ.

Figure 8: Aerodynamic damping parameter σ depending on the inter-blade phase angle ϕ.
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solver was validated on two test problems and consequently it was applied to numerical simulation of compressible viscous fluid flow through the simplified blade cascade formed by three
flat plates with prescribed harmonic motion.
The presented results of flow field were analysed with regard to the flutter occurrence. The
theory of the simplified blade cascade [3] as well as the results presented in this paper, Figure
8, suggest that the flutter occurs for the backward travelling wave mode. An experimental
validation of results presented in this paper is planned in the near future in the Institute of
Thermomechanics of the Czech Academy of Sciences.
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Abstract. The material point method (MPM) is an advancement of particle in cell method
(PIC), in which Lagrangian bodies are discretized by a number of material points that hold
all the properties and the state of the material [1]. All internal variables, stress, strain, velocity
etc., that specify the current state and are required to advance the solution are stored in the
material points. A background grid is employed to solve the governing equations by interpolating the material point data to the grid. The derived momentum conservation equations are
solved at the grid nodes and information is transferred back to the material points and the
background grid is reset. In this work the standard explicit MPM is extended to account for
elastoplastic material behavior. The stress-strain constitutive law is determined according to
the strain decomposition rule [2] where the strain rates are uncoupled into an elastic and a
plastic part. In order to account for the different phases during elastic loading or unloading
and yielding two Heaviside type functions are introduced [3]. These act as switches and incorporate the yield function [8]. The final form of the constitutive stress-strain relation incorporates the tangent modulus of elasticity, which now includes the Heaviside functions and
gathers all of the governing behavior, facilitating considerably the solution. Numerical results are presented that validate the proposed formulation in the context of the MPM and in
comparison with Finite Element Method.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Material Point Method (MPM) is an extension of the Particle in Cell (PIC) [9] method
that was first developed for fluid mechanics problems. Many of the inherent numerical problems associated with PIC were alleviated in the fluid implicit particle method (FLIP) [10].
MPM was originally conceived as an extension of FLIP in solid mechanics. The most noticeable difference however, is that in MPM the description of motion and governing equations
are derived from the weak form of the updated Lagrangian formulation.
The MPM utilizes both an Eulerian background grid and a Lagrangian discretization of the
domain. It can be divided into two phases. First the material domain is represented by a set of
particles (material points). All the information of the subdomain that each particle represents
is hold in the material points (such as mass, momentum, velocity, strain or stresses etc.). This
Lagrangian phase is followed by an Eulerian phase where a background grid is employed. Information is then transferred into the nodes of the grid where the governing equations are
solved. After this convective phase the material point variables are updated and the background grid is reset to its original form. This means that the grid is not attached to the material
points and does not follow the deformation. In addition, one of the advantages of the MPM is
that the background grid can be arbitrarily chosen for convenience.
2

MPM MODEL

If  is the domain of the material, it can be represented by N p number of material points
(or particles) as in Figure 1.

Figure 1: MPM discretization.

The material points are assigned a mass m p , position x p , velocity v p and stress  p . Since
the total mass is divided into the material point set and the material points have constant mass
through the simulation, the mass conservation is fulfilled. Conservation of momentum is:
p

dv
   pb
dt

(1)

where v is the velocity field,  is the Cauchy stress tensor, p is the density and b is the
specific body force. In the previous relation  is the internal force while pb is the external
forces acting on the body. Moreover, if E is the mechanical energy and  the strain tensor,
the mechanical energy conservation equation is defined as:
p

dE
dE
 :
 pv  b
dt
dt
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The strain rate is expressed in terms of the gradient velocity as:



dE 1
T
 v   v 
dt 2



(3)

and for the linear elastic case the constitutive equation relating stresses and stresses can be
expressed using the elasticity tensor D as:
d
d
D
dt
dt

(4)

The plane stress elasticity matrix D is defined as:
 E

2
 1   
 E
D
2
 1   

 0


E
1   2 
E
1   2 
0





0 


E 
2 1    
0

(5)

where E is the Young’s modulus and  is the Poisson ratio.
In the Material Point Method each particle represents a sub-domain of the whole domain
 . Using the Dirac delta function the mass density can be expressed as a function of the material point masses and the material point positions as:
Np

p   m p  x  x p 

(6)

i 1

Similar to the Finite Element method the material gradients are calculated on a background
computational grid. Shape functions are used to approximate the solution and the velocity and
acceleration of any material point are expressed in terms of the nodal accelerations of the grid
as:
v  x p    vi N i
N

(7)

i 1

and:

  xp   
N

i 1

dvi
Ni
dt

(8)

where in both relations the summation refers to the nodes of the element of the background
grid that the material point resides in. In this work the shape functions used are cubic BSplines [4], [5]. They have been shown to reduce the quadrature errors and the grid crossing errors associated with discontinuous shape functions. Applying the Galerkin method and using
the previous relations in the momentum equation integrals are replaced by sums over all the
material points and the momentum equation now reads:
N

m
i 1

i

dvi
 Fi int  Fi ext
dt

The internal and the external forces are defined as:
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Np

m p ,i

i 1

p

Fi int  

 p ,i N i

(10)

and:

Fi ext   i  bi

(11)

where the subscript p, i denotes the material point i .
Although many implementations are possible the main algorithm of the MPM is described
below:
Map mass, momentum and internal forces from the particles to the background grid nodes:
Np

mi   M p N i
p 1

Np

 mv i    Mv  p N i

(12)

p 1

Fi

Np

Mp

p 1

pp

 

int

 p N i

Compute the nodal force vector and apply the boundary conditions:

Fi  Fi ext  Fi int

(13)

 mv i   mv i  Fi dt

(14)

Update nodal momenta at the nodes:

Update particle positions and velocities:
 N FN 
v  x p   v  x p     i i  dt
 i 1 mi 
 N  mv i N i 
xp  xp   
 dt
m
i

1
i



(15)

Employing the Modified Update Stress Last (MUSL) scheme the final step is to recalculate
the grid nodal momentum based on the new particle velocities and from there calculate the
particle strain and stress increments as:
Np

 mv i   M p v  x p  N i
p 1

vi 

 mv i
(16)

mi

 p   v  x p  N i dt
N

i 1

  p  E  p
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3

HYSTERETIC MODEL

Based on the theory of classical plasticity the governing equations of plasticity are the flow
rule, the yield condition, the consistency condition and the hardening rule. In this work kinematic hardening is considered. The plastic strain tensor  p  can be expressed in terms of the
flow rule  as:

   
p

  

(17)

  

where  is the plastic multiplier and   is the stress tensor. The Kuhn-Tucker optimality
conditions state that:

 0  0  0

(18)

Using the additive decomposition of the strain rates we derive:

    el    pl 

(19)

The elastic part of the strain rates is connected to the stress rate tensor with the use of the elasticity tensor as:

    D  el 

(20)

Substituting equation (17) to (20) with the use of (19) we can write:



    D    



   


   


(21)

Using the Kuhn-Tucker optimality condition in (18) and relation (21) and since at yield
  0 and   0 the following relation can be derived [8]:

    
    

    
   0
    
    
T

T

(22)

Finally, the expression for the plastic multiplier becomes [8]:
T

    
   

   C  
D


    











1

    

  D  






T

(23)

The previous equations hold when yielding has occurred. In order to smooth the transition
from the elastic to the inelastic regime and generalize the plastic multiplier in the whole domain of the strain tensor as in [6] and [7], the following Heaviside functions are introduced:

1   0
H1  
,
0   0

1   0
H2  
0   0

(24)

This way a single expression is used for the plastic multiplier neglecting the need for a piece
wise approach for the domains of the Kuhn-Tucker condition.
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T
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T

(25)

The Heaviside functions are smoothed according to the following relations [3]:


H1 
0

n





H 2  0.5  0.5sign    

,

T

(26)

Finally substituting the plastic multiplier into equation (21) the following relation can be obtained relating stress and strain rates:

    Et  


 Et    D    I  
0


n



0.5  0.5sign      R 
T

(27)



This tangent elasticity modulus can now be incorporated in the MPM framework in relation
(16) and the updated stresses can be calculated using the explicit scheme.
4
4.1

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Cantilever beam

In this example a cantilever beam subject to a point load on its free end is analyzed. The
material is steel with E=210GPa, v=0.3 and sy=240MPa. The beam has a length of 1m and a
height of 0.1m while its width is 0.05m. The material point discretization is shown in Figure 2.
For the beam discretization 360 material points were used. The load is applied gradually over
time in order to simulate a quasi-static conditions. The force-displacement diagram of the free
end of the beam are presented in Figure 3 and are compared with results from Finite Element
codes. Finally, the Von Mises stresses are presented in Figure 4. Results are in good agreement and the hysteretic MPM model can accurately predict both the displacement history of
the beam as well as its stress state.

Figure 2: MPM discretization of cantilever beam with 360 material points.
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Figure 3: Force-displacement diagrams at the free end.

Figure 4: Von Mises stresses.

4.2

Dynamic load cantilever beam

For this second example another cantilever beam is considered with dimensions 1x0.2m.
The beam thickness is 0.02m. Material is steel S235 and 5% hardening is considered. The
beam is loaded at its free end with a sinusoidal load of 75kN. In Figure 5 the history of the
displacement of the free end of the beam is presented and compared with results from ANSYS
Finite Element code. Plastic regions were developed in the support of the beam. Results are in
good agreement verifying the proposed formulation in quasi-static and dynamic conditions.

Figure 5: Free end displacement history.

5

CONCLUSIONS
 The Material Point Method is used in an explicit formulation to model dynamic or quasistatic loadings accounting for the inelastic behavior.
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 An hysteretic model has been presented for nonlinear analysis that accounts for smooth
transition from the elastic to the inelastic regime.
 The hysteretic model has been efficiently incorporated into the MPM framework by
modifying the tangent modulus of elasticity.
 High order cubic B-Splines have been used to minimize the grid crossing error and improve the accuracy of the MPM method.
 Numerical examples are compared with existing finite element codes and verify the proposed model ability to simulate hysteretic phenomena in the framework of MPM.
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Abstract. In Korea, the storage capability for Spent Nuclear Fuel(SNF) in the nuclear power
plants will be expected to be saturated in the near future. SNF have to transfer from spent
pool in the plants to another area by using the safety way. Handling and transportation of
SNF are common key processes for the SNF management. During this activity, SNF is required to evaluate structural integrity by using the proven evidences of the tests or other reliable methodologies. The SNF test, however, is accompanied by very high cost and safety
issues because of handling irradiation object. Alternatively, the computational methodologies(ex: Finite Element Method, Numerical Method, etc.) are usually employed as a technical
solution based on the information of other effects. In this paper, the simulations for analyzing
the fuel integrity is conducted by using verified finite element model during the regulated
normal and postulated conditions. At first, the model is designed as the many beam elements
considering full size. Second, the verification process was performed for having the mechanical properties and dynamic characteristic at the model. At the end, SNF drop was simulated
at the several conditions. In the result of this paper, SNF has stress within elastic zone at 0.3
m drop but SNF is expected to be damaged result from free drop simulation of 9.0 m.

1

INTRODUCTION

In 1978, Kori 1 began commercial operation as first nuclear power plant in Korea. Since
then, the nuclear power industry has developed. In today, a total of 25 nuclear power plants
are currently in operation. Nuclear power generation uses principle of converting from heat
energy of nuclear fuels to electricity. At this time, fission products are generated at the fuels
loaded in the reactor inevitably. For that reason, evaluating integrity of nuclear fuel assemblies is an essential process to be ensured confining uranium and irradiated products to fuel
rods during handling and transportation, including operation of the power plants. To evaluat-
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ing the integrity of nuclear fuels, it is important to identify the material/mechanical properties
and to estimate the fuel behavior under those conditions.
Nuclear fuel assemblies consist of fuel rods containing uranium pellets, grids with complex
shapes for supporting the rods, top / bottom nozzle connected to reactor structures, and guide
tubes which control rods for controlling the heat output are inserted. The manufactured nuclear fuel assemblies are installed in new fuel transport containers for transporting to nuclear
power plants without any damage. Generally, the transported fuel assemblies are loaded into
the reactor by a crane and produce heat in harsh environmental conditions of high temperature
and high pressure for five years. During the loading period, the metal materials constitute oxidized, hydrogenated, and deteriorated through the chemical reaction with the cooling water.
After the power generation, they wait in the spent pool at the power plants until they are posttreated or disassembled.
Due to the spent fuel in standby, the storage capacity of the spent pool will soon be saturated at the nuclear power plant in Korea. SNFs have to be transported by using the safety way
to the other area. Therefore, the handling and transportation of SNF for post-treatment is a
rising issue faced by the Korea’s nuclear industry [1, 2].
In order to confirm the safety of the handling and transportation of the un-irradiated fresh
nuclear fuel, it can be explained by reflecting the material and mechanical characteristics and
analyzing each accident condition for predicting nuclear fuel behavior in advance. For this
purpose, various mechanical tests about unirrdiated fuel assemblies are conducted by mechanical test facility when developing nuclear fuel [3]. Investigating irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies are also a very good way to determine mechanical properties includes all effects. But it
is difficult in reality due to important issue connected with radiation shielding of the facility
and tester safety. Alternatively, the classical mechanics method and finite element analysis are
widely used to predict the behavior of nuclear fuel assemblies in nuclear reactors based on test
result and logical deduction [4, 5].
For safety of SNF transportation, radiation shielded containers are required. In order to
prove the integrity of the container, 10CFR71 [6] of US Federal Regulations define normal
accidents and postulated conditions of various cases. Several studies have been conducted to
determine that these requirements are met. The US Department of Energy's research institutes
assessed their integrity in consideration of the characteristics of the SNF and selected representative SNF to carry out integrity analysis together with the transport container. The one
research regarding rail way transportation of SNF conducted by US nuclear fuel companies
and research institutes[7, 8].
Prior to this study, the two studies were performed by KEPCO NF to selecting the representative nuclear fuel, which is expected to be the most damaged among many type of nuclear
fuels supplied to Korea. The one is the hand calculation considering of geometry data and the
other is the finite element analysis through the simplified single beam reflected dynamic characteristics [9, 10]. Both models are designed from several hundred fuel rods with another
components to one beam. These models are useful to come to a rough conclusion in the short
time. However, the hand calculation model is difficult to describe the behavior of the nuclear
fuel according to the time and estimate impact force under regulated normal and postulated
conditions. In case of simplified single beam model, dynamic behavior of the fuel can be obtained by solving numerical equations. The stress of fuel rod estimated by reflecting displacement of the beam model results under assumption that is rod motion is equal to the fuel
model. Therefore, simplified single model is limit to analyzing stress at the each part for evaluation of integrity.
In this paper, the model was designed as many beam elements considering full size to describe the motion of the nuclear fuel and evaluate the integrity of the fuel rods under handling
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and transportation. At first, the representative nuclear fuel selected previous studies was modeled by using geometry data of un-irradiated condition. To the next, the model was verified by
comparing with result of mechanical test. The some parameters was changed in the model to
make the SNF conditions. And drop simulations were performed under selected conditions for
finding maximum stress and damage area of the model.
2
2.1

MODELING AND MODEL VERIFICATION
Nuclear fuel model

In previous studies, impact simulations were performed on a single beam with multiple
lumped masses by using finite element model verified dynamic characteristics compare with
the test results. The beam model can describe the dynamic and impact behavior of the unirradiated fresh nuclear fuel from a macroscopic point of view. However, if one characteristic
(e.g., contact condition with fuel rods and grids, temperature effect of material, etc.) is
changed in the nuclear fuel, the model is difficult to predict the exactly fuel motions during
impact simulations since the changed effect is not to directly reflected in the model. For estimating the behaviors of spent nuclear fuel, it is necessary to full scale model that is modeling
by several components. In this study, the FE model as shown in figure 1 (a) was designed by
the components and the FE model of the nuclear fuel consists mainly of beam elements and
analyzed by ANSYS 16.0.
2.2

Verification process

To verify the actual assemblies with the dynamic characteristics of the fuel model considered in Section 2.1, the following sequence was performed. Firstly, mass was checked comparing with the actual nuclear fuel and analytical model weight. And the model analysis was
performed to confirm natural frequencies and mode shapes of the FE model. Lateral free vibration test result was used for energy dissipation of the model in time domain. Finally, some
parameters of the model were controlled for matching with the lateral and the axial impact test.
2.3

Vibration characteristics

The mass of the fuel modeled as shown in Figure 1 (a) was matched to within 0.35 %. The
natural frequencies and mode shapes were extracted as shown in Table 1 and Figure 1 (b) to (f)
by the modal analysis results. It can be confirmed that the natural frequency difference between the test and analysis result within about 10 %, but Mac value is decreased at the 3rd
mode due to difference of joint connection mechanism of grids and guide tubes.
Mode number
Frequency difference (%)
Mac value

1
0.30
0.92

2
10.02
0.81

3
0.20
0.59

4
3.57
0.70

5
2.76
0.83

Table 1: Mode frequency between the test and the analysis

Figure 2 (a) shows the data obtained by free oscillation result from initial displacement of
mid grid in the lateral direction. Nuclear fuel has decrease amplitude according to increasing
time due to energy dissipation mechanism such as frictional force between grid and rod contact, material damping, impact of fuel tube and uranium pellet, etc. The results of the finite
element analysis and the test results agree well in the first cycle. But after second peak, there
was a large error due to the difference of some nonlinear characteristics between test and
model result. However, since most of the impact behavior occurs before the first peak ap-
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proach, it is enough for estimating fuel behavior in the time domain. And the displacement of
the model at the first peak is larger than test so that the model is conservative in terms of impact simulations.

(b) 1st

(a) FE model

(c) 2nd

(d) 3rd

(e) 4th

(f) 5th

Figure 1: Finite Element(FE) model and Mode shape

(a) Free vibration

(b) Difference

Figure 2: Lateral free vibration of the nuclear fuel

2.4

Impact characteristics

Nuclear fuel is exposed to various environments during operating, handling and transportation. To prove integrity of nuclear fuel from the damage cause by external force, impact tests
were carried out at the time of nuclear fuel development. Figure 3 (a), (b) and (c) show the
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impact force characteristics when three grids are collided with the surface of a wall according
to initial displacement of the mid gird. The impact force in the graph was normalized by maximum force generated in the lateral impact test. The force was measured caused by free drop
from constant distances and shown in Figure 3 (d). The value was normalized by maximum
axial impact force obtained during the axial drop test. In the case of the finite element model,
the lateral and axial characteristics were large difference to compare with test data at the small
displacements but the difference is decreased within 20 % as the displacement increased.

(a) Upper position

(b) Mid position

(c) Lower position

(d) Axial impact load

Figure 3: Impact results of the tests and analyses

2.5

Consideration of EOL condition

Nuclear fuel assemblies are loaded into the reactor and exposed to cooling water for a long
time under high temperature and pressure conditions, resulting in creep, hydrogenation of materials, and irradiation effect. Especially, the lateral stiffness of the fuel is decreased cause by
the relaxation of the spring and the dimple supporting the fuel rod. At the Beginning Of
Life(BOL), the loads of spring and the dimple are acting on the fuel rods for keeping the distance between fuel rods and then the loads are removed at a high temperature and growth of
the grids by irradiation or thermal relaxations and the diameter reduction of the fuel rod by
high pressure. The gaps between the grid and fuel rods occur, and the stiffness of the spring
and the dimple is also changed by irradiation effect. Therefore, some of the parameters were
adjusted in the finite element model to describe the End Of Life(EOL) condition, which was
verified by considering only the contact conditions except the material properties. As a result,
the lateral stiffness and energy dissipation(e.g., hysteresis loss, etc.) were reduced because the
frictional loads are removed from the EOL model in the ideal state as shown in Fig. 4, and the
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mode frequency of the EOL model was also reduced when the mode shape of the fuel rod is
only considered.

(a) Hysteresis of lateral axis

(b) Mode frequency

Figure 4: analytical characteristic of the EOL model

3
3.1

DROP SIMUALTION DURING HANDLING AND TRANSFORTATION
Drop condition

When the cask containing SNF assemblies is dropped according to normal / hypothetical
scenarios during handling and transport, and impact force is acted on SNF. This can cause
large stresses on the fuel rods supported by the fuel skeleton and expose the radioactive material due to fuel rod damage. Therefore, the 10CFR 71 of US federal regulations contains various terms for the prevention of serious fuel rod damage and release of radioactive material
from the packaging under normal and postulated accident conditions. The height of free drop
is 0.3 m considering total weight including cask at the normal condition and 9 m drop height
is required at the postulated accident. In these analyses, the drop simulations were performed
at 0.3 m and 9.0 m for one fuel, assuming that the cask has rigid body motion without any deformation.
3.2

Drop result

Figure 5 (a) shows the deformed fuel shape when the impact force reaches the maximum
value during the drop simulation. The grids and top/bottom nozzle as well as fuel rods are
crashed with the ground surface. So, impact forces acted on the fuel rod directly. Figure 5 (b)
shows the impact force on the top/bottom nozzle and the grids under each drop condition,
based on the maximum force generated in the lateral impact test in section 2.4. In the case of
0.3 m drop, impact force was generated almost uniformly on the fuel, but in 9.0 m drop condition, the impact force on the fuel rod portion was largely affected. Figure 5 (c) shows the load
in the time domain during the axial drop. When the nuclear fuel was dropped from 9.0 m, the
force was generated about 17 times higher than the maximum force occurred in the axial impact test.

(a) Deformed shape after impact(Displacement scale factor: 5)
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(b) Maximum impact force of lateral drop

(c) Impact force of axial drop

Figure 5: Deformation and impact force of the drop simulation

4

EVALUATION OF STRUCTUAL INTEGRITY

In the previous study, the integrity of the fuel rod was evaluated by reflecting the deformation of simplified beam model to the rod model. In this paper, Table 2 shows the maximum
stresses form fuel scale model acting on the guide tube and the fuel rod based on the yield
stress of the material. In the case of 0.3 m drop, the stresses of the guide tubes and the fuel
rods did not exceed the yield stress. However, when falling at 9.0 m, the maximum stress of
the fuel rods and the guide tubes exceed the yield stress. It is possible to cause breakage or
damage. Also, the guide tube showed that the maximum stress near the impact surface in the
axial drop simulation exceeded the yield stress, and the fuel rod showed maximum stress in
the section where the maximum moment occurred in the lateral drop simulation.
Drop height
0.3 m
9.0 m

Component
Fuel rod
Guide tube
Fuel rod
Guide tube

Lateral drop
0.49
0.06
3.20
0.52

Axial drop
0.08
0.04
0.45
1.15

Table 2: Ratio of the maximum stress to the yield stress

5

CONCLUSIONS
• Verification process was performed to describe unique mechanical characteristics of the
nuclear fuel.
• The impact forces and stresses of each component were estimated under drop conditions.
• By analyzing the drop simulation of this model, it is possible to select the section where
the maximum stress is expected to occur.
• A lateral drop can produce the greatest stress on the fuel rod, and maximum stress occurs
at guide tubes in the axial drop.
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Abstract. A finite volume method is used and extended for the numerical simulation of impacts
on elastic-viscoplastic solids with bidimensional curvilinear structured meshes. The formulation is based on the flux-difference splitting method [1], has second order accuracy through
flux limiters, embeds the corner transport upwind method, and uses the second order accurate Strang splitting method to handle the right hand side of the system of balance laws. The
approach is here derived with a Chaboche-type [2] elastic-viscoplastic solid within the small
strain framework, and is illustrated on a problem of impact on a heterogeneous volume containing an inclusion. A comparison is performed with a finite element solution obtained with
the finite element code Cast3M [3].
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1

INTRODUCTION

The numerical simulation of hyperbolic initial boundary value problems including extreme
loading conditions such as impacts requires the ability to accurately capture and track the wave
front of shock waves induced in the medium. Indeed, this permits to correctly follow the path
of waves and hence understand the mechanical phenomena occuring within that medium. For
solid-type media, it allows also for an accurate assessment of the plastic strain field and hence
that of residual stresses and distortions within the structure. High speed forming processes like
electromagnetic material forming are some application examples of severe loading conditions
in which the track of wave fronts is important both for understanding the development of plastic
strain in the workpiece and optimizing its final shape. Hence, these problems require numerical
schemes able to meet high orders of accuracy and a high resolution of discontinuity without any
spurious oscillations.
The numerical simulation of impacts on dissipative solids has been and is again mainly performed with the classical finite element method coupled with centered differences or Newmark
finite difference schemes in time [4]. Though this approach has well-known advantages, classical time integrators introduce high frequency noise in the vicinity of discontinuities which is
hard to remove with artificial viscosity without destroying the accuracy of the numerical solution. The finite volume method, initially developed for the simulation of gas dynamics [1],
has gained recently more and more interest for problems involving impacts on solid media
[5, 6, 7, 8]. This method shows some advantages to achieve an accurate tracking of wavefronts;
among others (i) continuity of fields is not enforced on the mesh in its cell-centered version,
that allows for capturing discontinuous solutions, (ii) the characteristic structure of hyperbolic
equations can be introduced within the numerical solution, either through the explicit solution
of a Riemann problem at cell interfaces, or in a implicit way through the construction of the
numerical scheme, (iii) the amount of numerical viscosity introduced can be controlled locally
as a function of the local regularity of the solution, so that to permit the elimination of spurious
numerical oscillations while preserving a high order of accuracy in more regular zones.
We are here interested in elastic-viscoplastic systems, leading to a non-homogeneous system
of partial differential equations, generating a system of weakly discontinuous waves beyond the
viscoplastic yield, following a discontinuous (elastic) wave due to the transition between elastic
and elastic-viscoplastic ranges. In this work, we use and extend a finite volume method applied
to these dissipative media with bidimensional curvilinear structured meshes of quadrangles.
The formulation is based on the flux-difference splitting method [1], has second order spatial
accuracy through flux limiters, embeds the corner transport upwind method, and uses the second
order accurate Strang splitting method to handle the right hand side of the system of balance
laws. The approach is here derived with a Chaboche-type [2] elastic-viscoplastic solid within
the small strain framework, and is illustrated on a problem of impact on a heterogeneous volume
containing an inclusion. A comparison is performed with a finite element solution obtained with
the finite element code Cast3M [3].
2

ELASTIC-VISCOPLASTIC INITIAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

Let’s consider an elastic-viscoplastic solid with an Odqvist creep law [2] (or Chaboche-type
model) and a linear kinematic hardening, the associated constitutive equations written within
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the small strain framework are summarized below:
ε̇ = ε̇e + ε̇p
σ̇ = C : ε̇e

(1)
(2)
r

f = σeq (ξ) − σy ;

σeq =

3
ξ:ξ;
2

ξ =s−X;

3 ξ
ε̇p = ṗ
2 σeq
2
Ẋ = Dε̇˙ p
3 n
f
ṗ =
K

C = {(σ, X, ε̇p )|f ≤ 0}

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

where equations (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) respectively refer to the additive partition of the
strain rate (ε̇) into elastic (ε̇e ) and viscoplastic (ε̇p ) parts, the elastic law, the yield criterion f
(or viscous stress) associated to Mises’ norm and the elastic convex C , the viscoplastic flow
rule, the evolution law of the kinematic hardening and the creep law. One defines ξ = s − X,
where s is the deviatoric part of Cauchy stresses σ, X the variable defining the center of the
elastic convex, hxi = (x + |x|)/2 the positive part of x, C the elastic stiffness tensor, ṗ the rate
of cumulated viscoplastic strain, and D the hardening parameter.
To these constitutive equations, are added the equations of motion and the relations between
the linearized strain rate tensor ε̇ and the velocity field. One can show that we obtain the
following non-homogeneous system of partial differential equations, written here for the bidimensional plane strain case:
∂u ∂fx ∂fy
+
+
= S(u)
∀(x × t) ∈ (Ω×]0, tend ])
(7)
∂t
∂x
∂y
defined within a domain Ω and a time interval of duration tend , and has to be supplemented with
appropriate initial and boundary conditions. The vector of unknowns u, fluxes fx and fy , and
the right hand side S(u) are defined as follows:
 

 



σxx
−(λ + 2µ)u
ξxx
−λv
σyy 







−λu
n ξyy 
 
 


−(λ + 2µ)v 
µ
f
 ; fy =  −µu  ; S(u) = −3
ξxy 
 ; fx = 
σ
−µv
u=
xy
 
 




σ
K
eq
 u 
 −σxx /ρ 
0
 −σxy /ρ 
v
−σxy /ρ
−σyy /ρ
0
(8)
where λ and µ denote the Lamé’s parameters, u and v the velocity components, and ρ the mass
density. The eigen-analysis of the jacobian matrix associated to the homogeneous part of (7)


0 0 0 nx (λ + 2µ)
λny
0 0 0
nx λ
ny (λ + 2µ)


∂fx
∂fy
∂(F · n)


ny µ
nx µ
=
nx +
ny = Anx +Bny = −  0 0 0
J =

ny
∂u
∂u
∂u
n
x
ρ 0 ρ

0
0
ny
nx
0 ρ ρ
0
0
(9)
gives
the
characteristic
speeds
λ
=
−c
,
λ
=
c
,
λ
=
−c
,
λ
=
c
,
λ
=
0,
where
c
1
L
2
L
3
s
4
s
5
L =
p
p
(λ + 2µ)/ρ and cs = µ/ρ are the celerities associated to tensile/compression and shear
waves respectively; and associated characteristic directions (eigenvectors) K(p) , 1 ≤ p ≤ 5.
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3

FINITE VOLUME METHOD

The finite volume method is based on subdividing the computational domain in elementary
cells within which, for the cell-centered version, an approximation Ui of the field u is defined
in the cell i by integral averaging. This approximation is updated by means of balance laws (7)
written in integral form on each grid cell, coupled to an explicit time integration scheme.
3.1

Strang splitting for the right hand side

The solution procedure to account for the right hand side of the differential system (7) can be
carried out by means of a splitting algorithm [1]. For first order accuracy (Godunov splitting),
a first step consists in solving the homogeneous part of (7) on the time step associated to the
initial condition known at time tn (n referring to the time step number). The obtained solution
ūn+1 is then used as an initial condition for the following initial value problem:
du
= S(u)
dt
u(0) = ūn+1

(10)

This decomposition is exact for a linear advection-reaction equation. For the nonlinear system
considered here, it is an approximation. Naming C et S operators associated to the solution of
homogeneous and non-homogeneous parts, the update of the unknown field reads
un+1 = S (∆t) C (∆t) un

(11)

In order to improve the accuracy of the computed viscoplastic strains, the second order accurate
Strang splitting algorithm is used here:
un+1 = S (∆t/2) C (∆t) S (∆t/2) un
3.2

(12)

Flux-difference splitting formulation

We use here a finite volume formulation based on flux-difference splitting [1], applied to
curvilinear structured meshes of quadrangles. This version falls within the class of total variation non-increasing methods, that allow to meet both a high order of accuracy in zones where
the solution field is regular and a high resolution of discontinuities without spurious numerical
oscillations. Their strength relies on their ability to introduce a controlled amount of numerical
viscosity locally, so that to adapt to the local regularity of the solution. This formulation is
applied to the homogeneous part of the differential system (7) so that to be in accordance with
a non-increasing total variation.
Let’s consider the grid cell i shown in figure 1, of area |Ai |, which edge s (1 ≤ s ≤ 4)
joining points Ps and Ps+1 is of length Ls , has an outward unit normal ns , and has left (L) and
right (R) states known at time tn . The update of the cell state at time tn+1 reads:
!
!
Q
Q
P
P
X
X
X
X
∆t
∆t
Lk A+
Ll A−
−
Lk F̃out
Ll F̃in
Un+1
= Uni −
k −
l
i
k ∆Uk +
l ∆Ul
|Ai | k=1
|Ai | k=1
l=1
l=1
(13)
The above formula consists of two groups of terms which are detailed below.
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Figure 1: Quadrangular finite volume

3.2.1

Godunov flux

The first group of terms in equation (13) shows fluctuations, denoted by operators A±
k ∆Uk :
A±
k ∆Uk =

Mw
X

(p)

λ±
p Wk =

p=1

Mw
X

(p)

(p)

λ±
p α k Kk

(14)

p=1

quantifying the effect of all waves travelling rightward or leftward respectively in the local frame
of edge k. Theses fluctuations are defined with positive and negative parts of characteristic
(p)
(p)
speeds λ±
p , and associated characteristic directions Kk ≡ K (nk ). Each wave is weighted
(p)
with a coefficient αk determined by the projection of the jump of the unknown vector ∆Uk =
(p)
(UR − UL )k across the edge k onto the characteristic basis Kk (1 ≤ p ≤ Mw , Mw = 5 here):
∆Uk =

Mw
X

(p)

Wk =

(p)

(p)

αk Kk = Kαk

(15)

p=1

p=1
(p)

Mw
X

(p)

(p)

The wavestrength is defined by Wk = αk Kk . This projection amounts to solve a (linear)
Riemann problem associated to edge k. The fluctuations associated to each edge are summed
to compute the contribution of first order terms to the update of grid cell i; this summation
is performed on negative fluctuations for edges having an outward normal, and on positive
fluctuations for edges having an inward normal, so that P + Q = N , N being the number of
edges of grid cell i. The formulation with fluctuations is actually equivalent [1] to applying the
Godunov’s method which interface fluxes are computed with the steady part (x/t = 0) of the
Riemann problem solution.
3.2.2

Additional fluxes

The second group of terms in equation (13) involve additional fluxes defined at edges, either inward (in) or outward (out) depending on the edge normal, that consist of two types of
contributions
HO
F̃in
+ F̃tran
(16)
l = F̃l
l .
High order fluxes
The first contribution allows to reach a higher order (HO) of accuracy (order two here),
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(p)

defined with wavestrength Wl

F̃HO
l

(p)

that have been limited, hence denoted W̃l



Mw
∆t (p)
1X
(p)
(p)
|λl | 1 −
|λl | W̃l
=
2 p=1
∆sl

(p)

(p)

= α̃l Kl :
(17)

where ∆sl refers to the distance between barycenters of grid cells sharing edge l. Waves are
(p)
limited based on an upwind ratio θl defined for wave p on edge l as:
(p)

(p)

θl

=

(p)

WJ · Wl
(p)

kWl k2

(18)

where J denotes the upwind edge, that is the opposed edge to l belonging to grid cell L located
(p)
to the left in the local frame of edge l (see figure 1) if λl > 0, or the opposed edge belonging
(p)
to grid cell R located to the right if λl < 0. However, for noncartesian quadrangles upwind
and downwind edges do not necessarily have the same normal. Thus, the computation of the
upwind ratio (18) has to be performed with wavestrengths computed in a same local reference
(p)
(p)
frame, that of edge l. Wavestrengths WJ are hence computed with weighting coefficients αJ
recomputed in the local frame of edge l:
(p)

αJ = K−1 (nl ) · ∆UJ

(19)

where ∆UJ denotes the jump across edge J of the unknown vector. The upwind ratio (18) can
be understood as a certain measure of the local regularity of the solution, the wavestrength of
(p)
wave p associated to edge l is then limited by means of a limiting function φ(θl ):
(p)

α̃l

(p)

(p)

= φ(θl )αl

(20)

Many limiting functions exist and permit to obtain different known finite volume schemes [9].
Some of them enable the numerical scheme to satisfy a non-increasing total variation, so that
the appearance of spurious numerical oscillations can be avoided in the vicinity of discontinuities. The limiter Superbee defined by φ(θ) = max(0, min(1, 2θ), min(2, θ)) falls in this family,
and is used in this work. More generally, the limitation of wavestrength amounts to add locally
some numerical viscosity, and to locally lower the order of accuracy to properly capture discontinuities. In zones where the solution field is more regular, the limitation is not active and an
accuracy of order two can be reached.
Transverse fluxes
The second contribution to additional fluxes (16) enables to improve the stability of the numerical scheme, so that the Courant number can be set at one. These fluxes allows to account
for informations travelling in bias with respect to the considered grid cell; this is the contribution to the grid cell to be updated of a cell only sharing a node (but not an edge) with it. This
method is called the Corner Transport Upwind (CTU) method [1]. These fluxes are of great
importance to ensure numerical stability for elastic media; indeed elasticity couples strain components through Poisson’s effect, so that a transverse information to the considered grid cell
should be introduced in the numerical scheme.
Let’s consider the patch of grid cells shown in figure 2. One focuses on the edge denoted
(i) which local frame (ni , ti ) is shown. This edge gives rise to the computation of normal
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i ∆U
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i ∆U
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(m)
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Bk+ A−
i ∆U

+ +
Bm
Ai ∆U

x
Figure 2: Normal and transverse fluctuations defined from edge i.
−
fluctuations A+
i ∆U and Ai ∆U contributing to grid cells R et L respectively. These normal
fluctuations leads to the computation of transverse fluctuations giving contribution to neighboring cells across edges (j) and (k) for cell L, and across edges (m) and (l) for cell R. These
transverse fluctuations are computed by projecting normal fluctuations on the characteristic basis associated to the Riemann problem defined on the adjacent edge; it appears as a transverse
Riemann solver. For instance the negative normal fluctuation is decomposed on the characteristic basis associated to edge (j) as

A−
i ∆U =

Mw
X

(p)

βp Kj = Kj β

(21)

p=1

where Kj accounts here for the normal nj of edge (j), but also of different material properties
between grid cells L and T . Coefficients βp are determined analytically for bidimensional plane
strain elasticity equations. For outward normals shown in figure 2, the transverse fluctuations
are computed with the positive operator B + , that is only waves with positive characteristic
speeds will contribute to this transverse fluctuation
(2)
Bj+ A−
+ cs W (4)
i ∆U = cL W

(22)

An additional numerical flux defined at edges is hence built from these transverse fluctuations:
F̃tran
=
j

∆t + −
B A ∆Ui
2∆sj j i

(23)

which contributes to grid cell T . The flux F̃tran
associated to edge l appearing in equation (16)
l
thus denotes transverse contributions from adjacent grid cells to cell i. More generally, this
finite volume scheme is linked to a Taylor expansion of the solution in the vicinity of a grid
cell. In this framework, Godunov fluxes are first order terms, high order fluxes are second order
terms, and transverse fluxes correspond to cross-derivatives.
4

SUDDEN VELOCITY LOADING AND UNLOADING OF A HETEROGENEOUS
VOLUME

Let’s consider a square heterogeneous volume, of side length 2a, with an inclusion of circular cross-section of radius R centered within the volume, which mesh is shown in figure 3.
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This volume in an initial natural state is suddenly loaded on its left side at time t = 0 with a
constant first component of velocity ū. After time τ , the applied velocity is set to zero. Normal
velocity components at the top and bottom sides of the volume are set to zero while transmittive
boundary conditions have been set on the right side. We assume an arbitrary heterogeneous
material, that consists of an inclusion in aluminium embedded in a matrix made of steel. The
analysis is carried out in plane strain. Numerical data used for computations are summarized in
table 1.
Geometry
a = 10−3 m
R = 5 × 10−3 m
Loading
ū = 40m.s−1
τ = 7 × 10−8 s

Matrix
EM = 200GPa
νM = 0.3
ρM = 7800kg.m−3

Inclusion
EI = 700GPa
νI = 0.34
ρI = 2700kg.m−3
σyI = 350MPa
D = 2GPa

Table 1: Numerical data used for computations.
Figure 3: Mesh

The matrix is assumed to remain elastic, only the inclusion undergoes viscoplastic strains. For
comparison purpose, a finite element solution is obtained with the finite element code Cast3M
[3], computed with an implicit time discretization and bilinear quadrangular finite elements.
This numerical solution is compared to the finite volume one in figures 4, 5, and 6 at times
1 × 10−7 , 1.9 × 10−7 et 3 × 10−7 seconds respectively. The Courant number has been set at 0.9,
the same time step being used for both numerical solutions. The comparison is performed on

Figure 4: Time t = 1 × 10−7 s

the component σ11 (in Pa) of the stress field and on the cumulated viscoplastic strain p. These
two quantities are plotted along the horizontal median line, and superposed for the finite volume
solution (DataSet0) and the finite element solution (DataSet1). Isovalues on the top left of figures 4 to 6 are associated to the finite volume solution while these at the top right are associated
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Figure 5: Time t = 1.9 × 10−7 s

Figure 6: Time t = 3 × 10−7 s

to the finite element solution. One can observe in figure 4 the slot of negative normal stress
formed by the prescribed horizontal velocity on the left side. Its falling front has interacted
with the front interface between the matrix and the inclusion, and has been both reflected and
transmitted, generating an intermediate state of higher stress (lower in absolute value) and a
higher first component of velocity since the impedance of the matrix is higher than that of the
inclusion. The finite element stress field shows spurious numerical oscillations in the vicinity
of discontinuities, especially close to the top and bottom sides where tensile spurious stress
states appear. Cumulated viscoplastic strain are almost identical for both numerical solutions.
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In figure 5, one can see that the reflected wave has been transformed into tensile wave after the
interaction with the increasing stress front associated to velocity unloading; then has been reflected on the left side of the volume. The cumulated viscoplastic strains propagation is delayed
with respect to the propagation of the negative stress slot, which is due to viscoplasticity. At
last, one can see in figure 6 that this slot has interacted with the back side of the inclusion interface, generating intermediate states of normal compression stress, while cumulated viscoplastic
strains grow more importantly close to this area. Generally speaking, the finite volume solution

Figure 7: Shear stress component σ12 at time t = 3 × 10−7 s

allows to obtain the same viscoplastic strains than these of the finite element solution without
the spurious numerical oscillations on stresses obtained with the finite element solution. Figure
7 shows the comparison of the shear component of stress σ12 at time t = 3 × 10−7 s, on which
these oscillations are visible.
5

CONCLUSIONS

It has been presented in this work the use and extension of a finite volume method for elasticviscoplastic solids with curvilinear structured meshes of quadrangles. The formulation is based
on the flux-difference splitting method, and uses the second order accurate Strang splitting
approach for the computation of the right hand side of the differential system of equations.
Comparison is performed with a finite element solution obtained with the finite element code
Cast3M [3] on a suddenly loaded then unloaded heterogeneous volume. The comparison shows
identical cumulated viscoplastic strains computed. However, the finite volume solution enables
to overcome spurious numerical oscillations on the stress and velocity fields thanks to flux
limiters, applied on the homogeneous part of (7), satisfying a non-increasing total variation.
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Abstract. The current linear and nonlinear seismic response analysis approaches are based
generally on the numerical approximation step-by-step procedures in practice, and huge
computational effort is usually required in order to achieve the desired level of accuracy over
the range of time for which the response is needed. However, higher efficiency is the final
objective developing the analysis procedures in the same requirements of numerical stability
and numerical accuracy. In this paper, a numerical time-stepping procedure is developed for
the solution of equations governing the motion of a multi-degree-of-freedom system subjected
to earthquake induced ground acceleration on the basis of the differential quadrature (DQ)
rule. Initially the history of the seismic ground motion and the structural dynamic responses
are divided into a sequence of time intervals in which the DQ analysis procedure will be carried out for evaluation of the seismic response, and the ground acceleration function is constructed over each interval by piecewise linear interpolations. Then each interval is divided
into a set of time step once again, and the final responses of velocity and acceleration are expressed approximately as a weighted linear sum of the initial conditions and the response of
displacement at the discrete points over the interval by using the DQ rule. The formulae for
the quadrature solution of the differential equations of motion are deduced so that the history
of the dynamic response of the system could be calculated in the time-stepping procedure using the DQ method. Finally a two-story shear frame structure is employed for numerical illustration, results show that this DQ analysis procedure may achieve a high order of accuracy
when the lengths of the time intervals and the discrete points over each interval are chosen
properly.
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1

INTRODUCTION

It is important to evaluate the dynamic behavior of a code-designed structure during a
strong earthquake, and the time-stepping procedures may provide a tool for implementation of
this purpose. Among the different time-stepping methods, Newmark beta methods are more
general and applied frequently in the field of earthquake engineering. It is noted that a practical structure is usually system with a huge number of degree of freedom, and the seismic response must be calculated within a very short time interval because of demands of the
numerical stability and accuracy. This means that the time history of the seismic response can
only be obtained by computations repeatedly many times according to the different timestepping approaches established generally on the numerical approximation step-by-step procedures, so huge computational efforts are usually required. However, the higher efficiency is
the final objective developing the analysis procedures in the same requirements of numerical
stability and numerical accuracy.
Differential quadrature method (DQM) proposed by Bellman and his associates [1, 2] is a
numerical solution technique for the initial and/or boundary value problems of ordinary and
partial differential equations. The main idea of the DQM is that the values of derivatives at
each sampling grid point are expressed approximately as weighted linear sums of the function
values at all sampling grid points within the domain under consideration, and it is recognized
production of the high accurate solutions with a minimal computational effort [3]. In engineering field, the DQM is usually applied for solving of time-invariant problems such as static
analysis or natural vibration analysis [4-17], that means the DQM is used for the approximation of the derivatives to spatial coordinates and the solutions of various engineering boundary value problems have been provided by this method. Earthquake induced ground motion is a
kind of time varying excitation for structures, and obviously the problem of seismic response
analysis belongs to the initial value problem after the discretization of spatial domain and the
boundary conditions of the structure are carried out by certain numerical method such as the
finite element method and the differential equations governing the motions of the structure are
established. A method solving the initial value problems using the differential quadrature rule
has been developed by Fung [18, 19] and Liu et al. [20], in this paper, it is extended to evaluate the dynamic response of the structure subjected to excitation of ground acceleration induced by an earthquake. Because the seismic ground acceleration is a wave process with
complicated frequency components and practically expressed as a discrete time function with
thousands of sampling grid points during duration of the earthquake, the differential quadrature rule cannot be used directly for the time derivatives approximation to achieve the solution
of the governing equations of the structure. Based on reference [21], an integrated procedure
that the seismic time history analysis is transformed into a sequence of initial value problems
and the differential quadrature rule is applied step by step within a short time interval to avoid
distortion of the weighting coefficient matrix is presented, the purpose is to provide a high
accuracy numerical approach for structural response analysis due to earthquake excitation.
2

DIFFERENTIAL QUADRATURE RULE

The DQM approximates the values of the derivatives at each sampling grid point for a
function as a weighted linear sum of function values at all given sampling grid points. A differential quadrature approximation at the i-th discrete point is given by
f i 

n

w

ij

j 0

f j for i  0, 1, 2,  , n
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in which n denotes the number of discrete points considered in the domain; f i  f ( xi ) and
f i  f ( xi ) are the function value and its derivative at the point x  xi , respectively; wik is the
corresponding weighting coefficient, they are written in matrix form as
 w00

w
w   10
 

 wn 0

w01  w0 n 

w11  w1n 

 

wn1  wnn 

(2)

Generally the form of the function f (x) is taken as
f ( x)  x k , k  0, 1, 2,  , n

(3)

then the weighting coefficient matrix can be calculated, i.e.
1 x0  x0n  0 1
 1 x0  x0n 



n 
1 x1  x1   0   1 x1  x1n 
w  
 
 

 n   




n 
0  1 xn  xnn 
1 xn  xn  

1

(4)

or
w  VAV 1

(5)

where x0 , x1 , x2 ,  , xn are the co-ordinates of the n+1 discrete points; V represents a Vandermonde matrix which consists of elements of x kj and always has an inverse.
For numerical computational problems, it is convenient to choose the discrete points with
equal spacing, and this choice is performed practically in most time-stepping procedures. But
in DQM, the accuracy and the stability characteristic of the quadrature solutions are dictated
by the choice of the locations of the sampling grid points, and basically the non-uniform grids
have been considered instead of the equally spaced grids. However, an issue of the sampling
grid points for differential quadrature solution to give unconditionally stable higher-order accurate time step integration algorithms is introduced by Fung [18], in which independent variables x may be determined by solving the following equation:
x m  W1  W2 x  W3 x 2    Wm x m  0

(6)

where
Wk 

3
3.1

(1)m  k m! m!(m  k  2)!
2[m  (k  1)]
(k  1)!(k  1)!(m  1  k )!(2m)!
1

(7)

SEISMIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS BY DQ RULE
Dynamic response of the MDOF systems

The differential equations governing the response of a multi- degree-of-freedom system to
earthquake-induced ground motion can be expressed as
  cu  ku   m  ug
mu

(8)

u  u(0) , u  u(0)

(9)

that satisfies the initial conditions
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where k , c and m are the stiffness, damping and mass matrices, respectively;  is the influence vector; ug(t ) is the ground acceleration induced by the earthquake.
The displacement u of an N-DOF system can be expressed as the superposition of the
modal contributions, that is
N

u(t ) 

  q (t)
j

(10)

j

j 1

in which  j is j-th natural mode of the system without damping, and q j corresponding modal
co-ordinates.
Using this equation, the coupled equations (8) in u(t ) can be transformed to a set of uncoupled equations with q j(t ) as the unknowns if the system has classical damping. Substituting
Eq. (10) in Eq. (8) gives
N


i 1

m  i qi(t ) 

N



c i qi(t ) 

i 1

N

 k q (t)  m u
i i

g

(11)

i 1

Premultiplying each term in this equation by  Τj and using the orthogonality property of the
modes gives
q j  2 j j q j   2j q j   j ug

for j  1, 2,  , N

(12)

where  j and  j are the natural frequency and damping ratio of the j-th mode of the MDOF
system, respectively.  j is the modal participation factor, calculated by
j 

 Tj m 
 Tj m  j

(13)

It is noted that the N uncoupled equations in (12) are independent each other, therefore
they can be solved individually by any analytical or numerical methods. Once the modal coordinates q j(t ) have been determined, the solutions of the system, i.e. u , u and u , are also
obtained.
3.2

Seismic response analysis within a time step by DQ rule

For the dynamic equation excited by the earthquake, it is practical to determine the solution by numerical methods. Considering the seismic response within a time interval of [ti , t j ] ,
in which ti and t j are two different discrete time instants at time axis. For differential quadrature analysis of seismic response, the time interval of [ti , t j ] is defined as a time step in which
the responses will be determined. Obviously the length of the step, tij , can be obtained as
tij  t j  ti

(14)

It is unnecessary to take tij be constant, in fact, the length of each step is usually not equal
in differential quadrature analysis because of the property of higher accuracy of this method,
so that benefits of less computational efforts can be obtained.
Establishing a local coordinate system shown in Fig.1 over the step, then Eq. (12) becomes
a set of the ordinary differential equations to coordinate  , it is rewritten by omitting the subscript j as
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q( )  2q( )   2 q( )  ug( )

(15)

Introducing a state vector consisting of q( ) and q( ) as follows:
q 
y   
q 

(16)

then Eq. (15) may be formed in the state space, that is
My  Ky   M ug

(17)

q 
y  y(0)   0 
q0 

(18)

0
0
, K   2
1


(19)

with the initial condition

where
-  2
M  
 0

0
2 
,    
2 
1

It is noted that both M and K are symmetrical in Eq. (17) and an identical equation has
been introduced. Compared with Eq. (15), the order of Eq. (17) reduced to one order but
number of equations increased twice.
The DQ rule proposed in Eq. (1) will be used to achieve the solutions of Eq. (17). In order
to apply the DQ rule, the time step under consideration is divided into n parts including separate nodes with coordinates of  k (k  0, 1, 2,  , n) . Let the initial point  0 and the final point
 n be at the two terminals of the time step, respectively, see Fig. 1. These mini-intervals within the time step are generally not equal in length owing to demands of the numerical accuracy
and stability.
0

2

1





n

tij

ti

tj

Figure 1: Local coordinate system.

Introducing the following notations:
yk  y( k ) , y k  y( k ) , yk  y( k )

(20)

q(t )
q(t j )
y0  y( 0 )   i  , yn  y( n )  

q(t j )
q(ti )

(21)

therefore

It is obvious that y( ) is a function about  , hence the DQ rule formulated in the expression (1) may be used to give approximately the derivatives at each discrete grid points by the
weighted sums of the function values at all grid points over the whole time step, i.e.
n

y k 

w

kr

r 0

yr

for k  0, 1, 2,  , n
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It is noted that total n equations are included in Eqs. (22), they can be also expressed in
form of matrix, this leads to
(23)

Y  Yw T

where



Y  y0 ,y1 , ,y n



(24)

Substituting Eq. (23) in Eq. (17) gives
(25)

AX  XB  C

in which X is a matrix assembled compactly by a set of unknown vectors, y1 , y2 , , yn , which
would be solved for the solution of seismic response. The form of matrix X is



X  y1 , ,yn



(26)

A and B are the coefficient matrice, C is also a matrix corresponding to discrete values of
earthquake-induced ground acceleration at different time instants. They can be calculated by
0
A  M 1 K   2
ω

BT

 w11

w
  21
 

 wn1

1  1
w12  w1n 


w22  w2n 
1 2
 


  
 


wn2  wnn 
1  n

 1
,
2ζω

  1  12
  1n 1  1



2
  2n 1   2
  2  2

  
  



n 1
  n  
n  n  n2

g  y0 w0
C   Iu



g  ug1 ,ug 2 , ,ugn
u

,

(27a)
  1n 

  2n 
 

  nn 

1

(27b)

(27c)

w0  w10 , w20 , , wn0 

It may be observed that the coefficient matrice of A, B and C are definite in the Eq. (25),
and the modal coordinates qk and q k will be determined by solving the matrix equation (25),
then the seismic response vector y is also obtained in discrete form
4

EXPRESSION OF GROUND ACCELERATION

The earthquake induced ground acceleration is a complicated time history process with
abundant frequency components, and it can be only defined by numerical value at discrete
time instants. If the accelerogram of the strong ground shaking within certain duration T has
been instrumented during an earthquake, the discrete values of the ground acceleration will be
known as
ugl  ug(tl ), tl  [0, T ] , l  1,  , m

(28)

where T is duration of the strong ground motion, m is the number of sampling grid points
within the domain interval under consideration, usually the accelerogram is recorded with
equal spacing, that means all the length of each step within the time interval of [0, T ], i.e.
t  tl 1  tl , is equal.
But in DQM, the unequally spaced grids has generally been chosen to enhance the accuracy of the quadrature solutions, this will lead to the result that the discrete points used in the
DQ rule must not be coincident with the sampling grid points at the recorded accelerogram, so
the values of the ground acceleration at some discrete points will be unknown probably when
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the DQM is employed to evaluate the seismic response of the system according to Eq. (15).
Obviously, the sampling values at each discrete grid point within the given time step may be
utilized to construct the time function of the ground acceleration by any interpolation approach. In fact, it is natural and convenient to form the acceleration function based on the
piecewise linear interpolations. Over each time step ti  t  t j , the acceleration function is
given by
ug( )  ugi 

k

  t  
l

(29)

(  kt )

k 1

l 1

in which  k is the constant slope of the assumed linearly varying acceleration over the k-th
mini-interval during the time step under consideration, it can be calculated according to
k 

ug ,k 1  ugk

(30)

t

Thus, the earthquake induced ground acceleration ug (t ) is expressed by a time function constituted from a sequence of piecewise linear functions. This treatment process is shown as
Figure 2.
ug (t )

ti

… tk

…

tj

t

m  t
Figure 2: Function of earthquake induced ground acceleration.

5

THE DQ PROCEDURE FOR SEISMIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS

It is assumed that there totally are m sampling grid points spaced equally for time history
of the ground acceleration within certain time step of tij , obviously we obtain
tij  m  t

(31)

Over the time step Ti , the non-uniform discrete points serving the DQ rule will probably
not coincide with the original sampling points spaced equally for the recorded accelerogram.
After the function expression of the ground acceleration is formed according to formula (29),
the value of the ground acceleration at any time instant will be determined.
The DQ analysis procedure for seismic response may be established as follows:
(1) Determining the duration defining the time domain for seismic response analysis;
(2) Constucting the function expression of the earthquake induced ground acceleration
within the duration domain by the piecewise linear interpolation method;
(3) Dividing the duration domain into a sequence of time steps, it is unnecessary that the
beginning and terminal points of the interval coincide with the original sampling points for
the record of strong ground motion;
(4) Over each time step, a sequence of grid points is chosen for dissection of the interval by
using any proper discrete scheme, for example, the choice of the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto
points;
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(5) Evaluating the seismic response over each time step according to the DQ analysis
method mentioned above, so the time history of seismic response may be obtained by combining computational results during all the steps.
This procedure is shown briefly in Figure 3.
ug

t0 t1

…

ti

t0 t1

…

ti

u

…

m  t

Ti

…

T

t

ti 1 …

T

t

tj

 0 1 …  n 
Figure 3: Illustration of the DQ analysis procedure.

It is noticed that re-divided time steps over the duration domain (step 3) are significant in
the DQ analysis procedure. It is unnecessary to divide the duration domain in equal length for
each step, but the dissection should be implemented by considerations of both characteristics
of the seismic ground motion and dynamic properties of the system.
6

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section, a two-story shear frame shown in Fig. 4 is employed for numerical illustration of the DQ analysis procedure. The dynamic properties of the two-DOF system are listed
in Table 1, in which the damping properties are kind of Rayleigh damping with 5 percent
modal damping ratio.

k 2 c2

m2

u2

m1

u1

k1 c1

Figure 4: Case structure.
Stiffness properties [kN·m-1]
k1
k2
9.0×104

6.75×104

Mass properties [kN·s2·m-1] Damping properties [kN·s·m-1]
m1
m2
c1
c2
4.0×102

3.0×102

6.0×102

4.5×102

Natural periods [s]
T1
T2
0.6378

0.2751

Table 1: Characteristics of the case structure.

The accelerogram recorded at #9 El Centro Array during the Imperial Valley earthquake,
America of 19th May, 1940 is selected for excitation of the system. The time history of the
ground acceleration and corresponding earthquake response spectrum are shown in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6.
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In order to verify effect of the DQ procedure for seismic response analysis, the dynamic responses of the system due to given earthquake excitation are computed first by modal superposition method. All terms of modal contributions are calculated via Duhamel’s integral and
the results will be the standard for comparison, and called it ‘exact’ solution.
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Figure 5: Time history of the ground acceleration. Figure 6: Response spectrum of the ground acceleration

The seismic responses of the system are calculated by the time-stepping analysis procedure
using DQ rule, the calculated results are shown in Fig. 7 in which exact solution is expressed
by the actual line and the DQ results the discrete circles. It is noticed that the sampling periods for the ground acceleration is taken in 0.01 second, and the intervals with same length are
also chosen for quadrature integration computation. Only the responses within first 25 seconds are drawn because the main dynamic behaviors of the system have been included. It has
been founded that the calculated dynamic responses by DQ analysis procedure are very close
to the exact solution when the length of the time interval is selected short enough.

Figure 7: Calculated results of seismic responses during 0-25 seconds.

If the length of the time step is enlarged, for example, from 0.01 second to 0.02, 0.04 and
0.08 second, and information according to original sampling period is omitted, the computational efforts will be reduced. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the calculated results of dynamic response using DQ analysis procedure based on the time step with the length of 0.02 second and
0.08 second, respectively. Furthermore, Newmark beta method generally applied for linear
and nonlinear seismic response analysis is employed under the same condition with DQ analysis procedure to evaluate the dynamic responses of this system for comparison. The actual
line is still the exact solution calculated in the sampling period of 0.01 second, and the results
by DQ procedure and Newmark beta method are expressed in the line of dashes and the dotted line, respectively.
It can be founded from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that difference between the calculated results from
DQ analysis and Newmark method, respectively is very small if the time steps are taken short
enough (the length is 0.02 second shown in Fig. 8), all the two approaches can achieve good
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accuracy. But in the condition of large interval, the calculated results by DQ analysis procedure are obviously better than those by Newmark method.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Comparison of calculated results using DQM and Newmark-β method while Δt = 0.02s, where (b) is
the local zoom of (a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Comparison of calculated results using DQM and Newmark-β method while Δt = 0.08s, where (b) is
the local zoom of (a).

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the differential quadrature rule is applied to discretization of time domain and
an integrated time-stepping procedure is presented for dynamic response analysis of system
subjected to earthquake induced ground motion. The time history of the ground acceleration
expressed by a set of discrete values is constructed as a function to time using piecewise linear interpolations, so that all the values of the ground acceleration at any time instants may be
obtained. This leads to DQ rule could be used over a time interval with not long length and
finite discrete points selected unnecessarily the original sampling grid points for the ground
acceleration. Because the time coordinate is one dimensional system, difficulties existed in
the settlement of boundary conditions are naturally overcome, and accuracy for computation
will be increased through proper choice of positions of the discrete points within each interval.
Results from numerical analysis show that the proposed quadrature procedure can still
achieve an excellent analysis for the time history of the seismic response even when the
length of the time interval is selected a little larger. So the computational efficiency would be
improved by using the proposed quadrature procedure for seismic response analysis in time
domain, because a relative larger length of the discrete interval may be selected in practice so
that the actual computer efforts will decrease greatly.
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Abstract. The study of dynamic processes in loaded constructions at sudden changes in their
structure and (or) design scheme, due to various reasons, is an urgent task as part of the solution to the problem to ensure reliable and safe operation of facilities. This paper considers the
stress-strain state at the ends of a double hinged beam with rectangular cross section in a
state of pure bending. It is assumed that at some point the beam is separated from a layer of a
certain thickness, which induces a sudden change in the area, moments of inertia and strength
of the cross-section. Moreover, the instantaneous partial destruction, changing the calculation scheme of the beam is simulated. Before the formation of the structural damage, the reaction of the construction is defined by a static exposure. The sudden formation of a defect leads
to lower overall stiffness of the structure, which no longer provides a static equilibrium of the
system. Inertial and dissipative forces, which have suddenly emerged, cause a dynamic response. The beam is set in motion, in which the maximum stresses exceed the stresses developing in a quasi-static layer separation. Mathematically, the problem reduces to the
integration of the inhomogeneous differential equation of the 4th order with inhomogeneous
boundary conditions for the given initial conditions. The novelty of the approach lies in the
fact that the solution is based on the decomposition of the movement on the modes of the natural oscillation of a damaged beam, but the initial conditions are formulated for an undamaged beam. The effect of the layer sudden separation is characterized quantitatively by
coefficients such as a ratio of maximum dynamic stress to the maximum static stress and to
the stress, developing at the quasi-static transition of a solid beam to a partially damaged one.
These coefficients and the time to reach maximum values of stress are determined depending
on the degree of damage to a beam (thickness of a separated layer). These quantitative results
demonstrate a significant excess (8-fold while reducing by half the height of the cross section)
of stresses in a statically loaded beam with a sudden change in the cross-sectional area by
reducing its height. The study of the parameters of additional stresses and time of their occurrence can be useful when assessing the vitality of a structure and its elements and time of
evacuation in an emergency.
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1

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important tasks of modern structural mechanics is the problem of sensitivity
analysis of developed systems and constructions to changes in their projects, imperfections in
manufacture, variations of external influences, structural changes under load, degradation of
support devices and other factors of different nature and origin.
Information about the sensitivity is very important and allows solving effectively complex
problems of optimization and support of the survivability and reliability of a construction and
its elements. The sensitivity analysis in designing the structure means establishing the nature
of the relationship between design variables, which are available to an engineer, and state variables, which are determined by the laws of mechanics, i.e. the construction response. The dependence of the construction response measured by such variables as displacement,
deformation, tension, etc., from the design variables, such as physical and mechanical properties of materials, dimensions, geometric characteristics and forms of constructions, supporting
communication, etc., is implicitly defined by the equations of equilibrium (motion) of the
construction mechanics. Sudden failures of constructive elements can lead to changes of the
calculating scheme of the construction and create the risk of a progressive (avalanche) collapse [1, 2]. Before the formation of a defect the construction response is determined by the
static effects. The sudden formation of a defect leads to a decrease in overall stiffness of the
construction, which no longer provides a static equilibrium of the system.
The normative documents for the design of load-bearing structures practically have no recommendations for the calculation of buildings and structures on the survivability in case of a
sudden impact, which is not foreseen by the project [3]. Therefore, in the framework of solving the problems of ensuring reliable and safe operation of buildings, the study of dynamic
processes in structurally nonlinear systems, which suddenly change, due to various reasons,
its structure and the calculating scheme under the load, is an urgent problem. Obtaining such
information for real structures requires improvement of known methods and development of
new ones for their calculation.
The analysis of modern engineering literature shows that the formulations and methods of
solving the problems of durability and survivability, which would take into account sudden
changes in a constructive and calculating schemes of the elements of the construction, and
operational structural damage, are a few and imperfect. Today, there are a number of works
devoted to studies of the dynamic processes initiated in the loaded beams and plates by the
sudden formation of various structural changes and damage. Here is a brief overview of some
of them.
In papers [4-6] the problem of stress-deformation state of rods in a sudden shutdown of the
supporting connections was solved; the possible mechanism of the avalanche development of
damage leading to the loss of bearing capacity or destruction was shown. In result of the sequence of transformations of the boundary conditions the location and magnitude of maximum stresses and deformations are changing. The effect of variable stiffness and crosssectional shape on a stress-strain state of a beam in the course of a dynamic process caused by
a sudden change of resistance conditions was studied in papers [7, 8]. Sphenoid and coneshaped beams with rectangular, circular and triangular cross section were considered. Vibrations of a single-span beam with clamped and hinged ends loaded by a distributed load at the
sudden removal of a hinged support were being studied [9, 10]. The problem was solved taking into account the energy dissipation in the vibrations. The decrease in the level of maximum stresses and strains taking into account the viscosity of the material of the beam was
shown. Papers [11-13] analyze the dynamic processes occurring in circular and annular plates
of a variable along the radius thickness with a central rigid inclusion at a sudden conversion
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of pinching the inner contour into the free support. The research used the analytical method of
integration of differential equations in Cartesian and polar coordinates with arbitrary variable
coefficients [14-16]. Papers [17-19] are dedicated to the solution to the task of defining dynamic additional load in the elements of space frame-rod systems, modeling spatial frames of
multi-storey buildings and their fragments at a sudden change of their structure. The method
of analyzing the dynamic phenomena in constructions subjected to sudden structural rearrangements covers the study of the processes in the loaded elastic beams in case of sudden
formation of transverse cracks [20, 21] and longitudinal stratifications [22-24]. The physical
model of a beam with a crack experiencing bending vibrations is a construction consisting of
two beam segments connected by a torsion spring located in the section with a crack [25].
Longitudinal stratification is interpreted as a sudden distraction of shear connections between
layers while maintaining cross connections. Instead of a monolithic rod (plate), a layered
package of rods (plates) is formed, and it allows mutual sliding of layers. In this case, the
bending rigidity of an object is decreasing and vibration amplitudes are increasing. Paper [26]
investigates the redistribution of stresses in the stretched-reinforced rods in a sudden breakage
of the reinforcement or the destruction of the matrix. The mechanism of vibration stimulation
in case of an accident is due to the fact that at the destruction of one of the components of the
composite, the tensile strength, which is statically attached thereto, goes to the preserved material by impact (blow). Mathematical models for the transverse vibrations of a beam on an
elastic base, which are initiated by full or partial destruction of the base [27-28]. Spectrum of
natural frequencies of bending vibrations of a beam on a partially destructed base is determined by the frequency equation, obtained by the procedure similar to that used in the finite
element method in constructing the stiffness matrix of the finite element. Four-vectors of the
section condition are introduced: the deflection, the angle of the rotation of the cross section,
the bending moment and the cross section force. In a matrix form, dependences of state vectors in an arbitrary section from a vector of initial parameters are obtained. State vectors are a
set of blocks, including kinematic and power parameters. Due to this, the matrix of the initial
cross-section effect on an arbitrary one becomes a cell matrix, always of size 4x4. The use of
state vectors and initial parameters reduces the order of matrix effects up to the fourth at any
number of the conjugating parts of the beam, which significantly reduces the calculations
complexity. All these papers, with the participation of the authors of this article use the same
method for solving homogeneous and nonhomogeneous differential equations describing dynamic processes in loaded elastic bodies, when developing pulse changes in loads, support
conditions, dimensions and shapes of the cross sections, the partial destruction of a beam and
(or) ground at a sudden cracking and other structural rearrangements of the construction. The
solutions are constructed using the Fourier method of separation of variables, decomposition
of dynamic movements, the initial static deformations and loads in the modes of natural vibrations of damaged constructions with the use of Duhamel’s integral.
The problem of estimating the tension-strain state of a loaded elastic beam is being considered below, and its calculating scheme changes suddenly due to the reduction in cross sectional area. This change is accompanied by a dynamic process, during which deformation and
tension greatly exceeds the static performance and in general can lead to loss of bearing capacity and destruction.
2

QUASI-STATIC SEPARATION OF LAYER

Let us consider the tension-deformation state of a double hinged beam with rectangular
cross section which is loaded at the ends by concentrated moments . The calculating scheme
and the size of the structure are shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: The beam calculating scheme.

The beam is in pure bending, the bending moment in an arbitrary cross-section x is equal to
, and the maximum pressure
m
sstmax
,
Wz
2J z
, the axial moment of the sech

where the resistance moment of the cross section is Wz

bh 3
.
12
The deflection of the beam w in the result of the static effect of moments  are determined
by the solution of the differential equation

tion inertia is J z

d 2 wst
 ,
d 2
where x

x
, wst
l

wst
, m
l

(2.1)

ml
E Jt

are dimensionless variables and parameters.

The solution of equation (2.1) with boundary conditions

wst (0)

0,

wst (1)

0

(2.2)

has the form

wst  


2

 (1   ), 0    1.

It is further assumed that at some point the layer with thickness ah (0

(2.3)

a

1) suddenly

separates from the beam, and it means a sudden change in the height of the cross section to
the value of h1 (figure 2).
h1

(1

a)h.

The moments of the section inertia and resistance are respectively

J z1

J z (1

a)3 ;

Wz1

Wz (1

a)2 .
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z1
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h

h

b
Figure 2: The cross section of the damaged beam.

The maximum tension sstmax 1 at the quasi-static separation of the layer ah is the following
sstmax 1

sstmax
(1 a)2

or, in the dimensionless form

sstmax 1
sstmax

sstmax 1

1
.
(1 a)2

The dependence sstmax 1 on parameter  is shown in figure 3.

sstmax1
3

sstmax 1

1
(1 a)2

2

1
0
0

0.2

0.1

0.4

0.3



Figure 3: The influence of the thickness of the quasi-statically separated layer at the maximum tension.

3

FORMULATION OF PROBLEM OF THE SUDDEN SEPARATION OF LAYER

In case of the sudden separation of layer ah the transition dynamic process occurs in
which the maximum stress at some point exceeds the stress developing under the layer quasistatic separation. The following is the calculation of the parameters of this process in the ideal
case, i.e. without attenuation of resulting elastic vibrations.
Bending elastic vibrations emerging after the separation of the layer ah are described by
the differential equation
EJ z1

where w

4

w
x4

rA1

2

w
t2

0,

w(x, t ) are the deflections of the beam vibrations;
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t – time;
r, E – are respectively, the density and the modulus of the material elasticity;
A1

bh1

bh (1

a) is the beam cross-sectional area after the separation of layer

ah .
The unknown function w
1) boundary

w(x, t ) must satisfy the limit states:

w (0, t )

0,

EJ z1w (0, t )

w (l, t )

0,

EJ z1w (l, t )

w (x, 0)

wst (x ),

m;
(3.2)

m.

2) initial

w
t

0.

(3.3)

x, 0

Conditions (3.3) imply that the motion of a beam in case of the sudden separation of layer
ah starts from the condition (2.3) created by the static deformation (kinematic stimulation of
vibrations).
Thus, the mathematical problem is reduced to the integration of the homogeneous equation
(3.1) with inhomogeneous boundary conditions (3.2) at initial conditions (3.3).
Let’s write down problem (3.1)-(3.3) in the dimensionless form, in addition, introducing to
(2.1) the following variables and parameters
t

a) EJ z
,
rA
l2

t (1

w
,
l

w

ml

m1

EJ z (1

a)3

.

Then the equation (3.1) takes a form
4

w
x4

2

w
t2

0,

(3.4)

boundary conditions

w (0, t )
w (1, t )

2

w
x2

0,

m1;
0, t

(3.5)

2

w
x2

0,

m1.
1, t

initial conditions

m
x (1
2

w (x, 0)

4

w

x),

t

0.

(3.6)

x, 0

METHOD FOR SOLVING THE DYNAMIC PROBLEM
We seek a solution of equation (3.4) in the form

w

w0 (x, t)
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Substituting the submission (4.1) in equation (3.4), we obtain an inhomogeneous differential equation for the function w0 (x, t )
4

2

w0
x4

d4f
.
dx4

w0
t2

(4.2)

The function f (x) is chosen so that the boundary conditions for equation (4.2) would become homogeneous

w 0 (0, t )

2

w0
x2

0,

w 0 (1, t )

0;
0, t

(4.3)

2

w0
x2

0,

0.
1, t

For this, function f () must satisfy the following requirements

f (0)

d2f
d x2

0,

f (1)

d2f
d x2

0,

m1;
0

(4.4)

m1.
1

The function that satisfies requirements (4.4) has the form

f (x)

m1
x (1
2

x)

wcm (x)
.
(1 a)3

(4.5)

It follows that the right part of equation (4.2) is equal to 0, that is equation (4.2) is homogeneous. Separating the variables in equation (4.2) by submission
w0

W0 (x)T (t),

(4.6)

we get two ordinary differential equations for the functions W0 (x) and T (x)

d 4W0
dx 4

w 2W0

d 2T
dt 2

w 2T

0.

(4.7)

0,

(4.8)

where w is the dimensionless frequency of a beam proper vibrations.
The general solutions to equations (4.7) and (4.8) have the form, respectively
C1 sin wx

W0

T
where A, B, C i (i

C2 cos wx

A sin w t

C 3sh wx

C 4ch wx.

B cos w t,

__

1, 4) are the constants of integration.

Separating variables in the boundary conditions (4.3), we obtain
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W0 (0)
W0 (1)

d 2W0
d x2

0,

d 2W0
d x2

0,

0;
0

(4.11)

0.
1

Satisfying the boundary conditions (4.11), we obtain from (4.9) the system of algebraic
equations for C i (i

__

1, 4)

C2
C2

C4

0

C4

0

C 1 sin w

C 2 cos w

C 1 sin w
whence it follows that C 2

C 3sh w

C 2 cos w

C 4ch w

C 3sh w

C 4ch w

(4.12)

0
0,

C 4 and

C 1 sin w

C 3sh w

C1 sin w

0

C 3sh w

(4.13)

0.

The condition for the existence of nonzero solutions to the system of homogeneous equations (4.13) is its determinant equality to zero
sin w

sh w

0.

sin w sh w

We obtain the frequency equation after disclosure of the determinant

2 sin w sh w

0,

where
sin w

0.

(4.14)

The roots of the equation (4.14) give the spectrum of frequencies of proper bending vibrations
wn

(n p)2,

(n

1, 2, ...).

(4.15)

Each proper frequency corresponds to a form of proper vibrations
W0n

sin wn x

cnsh wn x,

(4.16)

sin wn
.
sh wn
Further, according to (4.6), taking into account (4.10) and (4.16), we obtain

where it is indicated cn

(An sin wn t

w0

Bn cos wn t )(sin wn x

cnsh wn x).

n 1

We find coefficients An and Bn , thus satisfying initial conditions (3.6)
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w(x, 0)

w0(x, 0)

f (x)

Bn (sin wn x

wst
(1 a)3

cnsh wn x)

n 1

w

w0

t

t

x, 0

An (sin wn x

cnsh wn x)

wst . (4.18)

0.

n 1

x, 0

From the second the ratio (4.18) follows An
the form

0 . We describe the first the ratio (4.18) in

BnW0n (x)

b(a)wcm (x),

(4.19)

n 1

1
.
(1 a)3
Using the orthogonality property forms of the proper vibrations (4.16)

where it is indicated b(a)

1

1

W0 i (x)W0 j (x)d x
0

0,

if

i

j

1,

if

i

j,

multiplying (4.19) and integrating from 0 to 1, we obtain a formula for calculating coefficients Bi (i 1, 2, ..., n, ...)
1

wcm (x)W0 i (x)d x
b(a)

Bi

0

.

1

(4.20)

W02i (x)d x
0

According to (4.1), we calculate the deflections in the process of vibrations

w(x, t )

BnW0 n (x)cos wn t
n 1

m
2(1

a)3

x(1

x).

(4.21)

By the successive differentiation of a deflections function (4.21), we obtain the rotation
2
w
w
angles of cross sections
and curvature
:
x
x2

w

Bn

x

n 1
2

w

x

5

dW0n
cos wn t
dx

2

Bn
n 1

m
2(1

d 2W0n
cos wn t
d x2

a)3

(1

2x),

m
.
(1 a)3

(4.22)

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The highest stresses in the dynamic process after the separation of layer ah because of the
1
symmetry of the problem will develop in the dangerous section x
at time t
t1 .
2
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1
,t
2 1
Wz (1 a)2
M

gdyn .max

EJ z (1 a) 2w
Wzl
x2

1
,t
2 1

or in a dimensionless form, taking into account (4.22), (4.20) and (2.3)
1

sdyn.max

1
1
(1 a)2

a)3
2

(1

(x

1

0

1)W0n (x)d x
1

n 1

W02nd x

d 2W0n
d x2

cos wn t1 ,
1
2

0

sdyn.max
Wz .
m

where it is indicated sdyn.max

The effect of the sudden separation of layer ah quantifies the ratio Kdyn.1(a) , calculated as
the ratio of maximum dynamic tension sdyn.max to maximum tension sstmax1 , which develops
at a quasi-static transition of the intact beam to the damaged one
1

Kdyn .1 (a)

sdyn .max
sstmax1

1

(1

a)3
2

x(x

1

0
n 1

1)W0n (x)d x

1

W02n (x)d x

d 2W0n
d x2

cos wn t1. (5.1)
1
2

0

Taking into account the first five summands in the sum (5.1) takes the form
Kdyn.1 (a)

1

4
1
p

(1

1
cos 9p2t1
3

a)3 cos p2t1

1
cos 25p2t1 .
5

We find moment t1 as a point of extremum of the function sdyn.max
2

quently, of the function

w
x2

(5.2)

1
, t and, conse2

(4.22). Differentiating (4.22) according to t and equating
1
,t
2

the derivative to zero, we find the first nonzero root of the obtained transcendental equation
3

w
2
x t

wn Bn
n 1

d 2W0 n
d x2

sin wn t1

0.

(5.3)

1
2

Taking into account five summands in the left part of equation (5.3) we get
t1

0, 010756.

(5.4)

The comparison of the signs of the derivative of function (4.22) according to the time left
(+) and right (–) from the extremum of (5.4) shows that if t1
0, 010756. the function
1
sdyn.max , t , indeed, reaches a maximum.
2
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In addition to the ratio Kdyn.1 the transition process can be characterized, as well, by a coefficient Kdyn. , indicating how many times the maximum stress in the dynamic process after
the separation of layer ah sdyn.max exceeds the maximum stress in the original static state

smaxdyn .
sstmax

Kdyn.

Kdyn.1
.
(1 a)2

(5.5)

Figures 4 a and b show the dependence graphics of coefficients Kdyn.1 (5.2) and (5.5), respectively, on parameter a characterizing the damage degree of the beam.
Note that the true time t1 to reach the value maximum stress depends on the parameter of
damage of the beam a (figure 5).
We also note that the problem has been solved without taking into account energy dissipation during the dynamic process as a result of a sudden change in the size of the beam. It is
acceptable for the problem of estimating the degree of stress increase when we need to determine the value of the first maximum stresses at t
t1 .

Kdyn.

Kdyn.
1.5

Kdyn.

1

1,1 1

a )3
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1
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Figure 4: The coefficients characterizing the increase of the maximum stresses
depending on the extent of damage to the beam.
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Figure 5: The dependence of the time of the first maximum stress on the parameter of damage .

6

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, the simplest example a single span simply supported beam has demonstrated significant excess of the stresses in a statically loaded structure at a sudden change in its geometrical
parameters (in particular, changes in the area and the axial moment of inertia of the rectangu-
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lar cross-section by reducing its height). The approach can be applied to the sensitivity analysis for designed building constructions and their elements to sudden structural changes under
load.
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Keywords: modal decomposition of the equations of motion, modal transformation method,
left and right complex eigenvectors, complex eigenvalue problem, proportional/nonproportional damping.
Abstract. In the general case of non-proportionally damped structural model the associated
quadratic eigenvalue problem leads to complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The modal decomposition of the equations of motion is usually to be performed in complex space.
In this paper are presented possible variants of a general method [2] - [5] for modal transformation of damped multi-degree-of-freedom-systems (MDOFS) with non-modal symmetric
damping matrix. The assembly of a modal transformation matrix in real space is based either
on the conjugated complex left eigenvectors, or on the right eigenvectors, or on a combination of the left and right eigenvectors of the system. The eigenvector normalization can be
performed with respect to the general mass or to the general stiffness matrix. The equations of
motion are stated in state-space formulation. The developed real-space modal transformation
matrix is always built by a combination of two complex transformations. Analytically expressions for all presented variants of the modal transformation basis are developed be the aid of
computer algebra software. Those formulas operate with the real and the imaginary parts of
the eigenvectors and the associated eigenvalues. All variants of the suggested modal procedure retain the common advantages of the classic modal decomposition of the equations of
motion.
The vibrations of a rotor blade of a wind turbine subjected to wind thrust loads have been
calculated in two variants to demonstrate the performance of the presented modal analysis
procedures. The initial computation of the complex eigenvalue solution of the FEM beam
model and all subsequent computations are done by the aid of computer algebra software.
The suggested procedures can be applied in structural systems containing different damping
and energy-loss mechanism in various parts of the structure, described by non-proportional
damping matrix.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The classic modal transformation of the equations of motion of multi-degree-of-freedomsystems (MDOFS) is applied to systems without damping. Fully real free frequencies and eigenvectors are the solution of the associated linear eigenvalue problem. The inclusion of
damping in the equations of MDOFS leads to a quadratic eigenvalue problem with corresponding complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The modal decomposition
of the equations has to be performed in complex space.
The damping can be account for in a simple way by use of the Rayleigh damping assumption – this leads to proportional damping matrix. In this special case the real eigenvectors of
the undamped system are also eigenvectors of the system with proportional damping. The corresponding modal matrix, to be used for modal decomposition of the equations of motion, is
fully real. In the general case of viscous damping, represented by non-proportional symmetric
damping matrix, we have to deal with complex conjugate pairs of eigenvectors. This case is
considered in the present paper.
There are presented three variants of a new modal transformation procedure for structural
models with non-proportional symmetric damping matrix. The first one, briefly outlined in
Sec. 2, is based on the complex right eigenvectors, normalized with respect to the mass matrix.
A more detailed presentation of this procedure is given in [2] – [4]. The second variant, developed in a similar way to the first one, operates with the complex right eigenvectors too, but
they are normalized with respect to the stiffness matrix. The procedure is described in details
in Sec. 3.
In Sec. 4 is presented the third variant of the suggested procedure. Here we operate with
both the right and the left complex eigenvectors of the MDOFS, the normalization is with respect to the stiffness matrix.
The main subject in all variants is to avoid the modal decomposition in complex arithmetic
by assembling of a new modal transformation matrix in real space, belonging to the “state
space” form of the equations of motions. The columns of the matrix are developed analytically by a combination of two complex transformations. Considering the proportional damping
case which is also included, an analytical formula for the constant phase lag/lead of free vibrations is derived in both procedures presented in Sec. 2 and Sec. 3.
In all variants of the suggested procedure the complex eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
structural model should be computed first. In the presented example in Sec. 5 – vibration of a
rotor blade of a wind generator - computer algebra software was applied to solve the eigenvalue problem. In real life applications of the presented method to high dimensional problems
it must be available a reliable eigenmode solver for large complex eigenvalue computations.
There are many literature references for large scaled problems with various solution strategies,
see [10] – [12]. The author has used an implicitly restarted Arnoldi/Lanczos method [11], [12]
to solve the complex eigenvalue problem in an application of the method to a fluid-structurefoundation interaction problem, see more details in [1] - [3].
In Sec. 5 the proposed modal analysis method, presented in Section 4, has been applied to
a rotor blade beam structure with 54 DOF. The numerical example demonstrates the performance of the method for the general case of non-proportional damping. In this case the damping matrix of the system contains a stiffness proportional (Rayleigh) damping and
aerodynamic (non-proportional) damping parts. In the second variant of the solution – with
proportional damping matrix, the formula for the constant phase of the resonance modes is
verified numerically.
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1.1

Free vibrations of a viscously damped system

The equations of motion of a damped MDOFS are
𝐌𝐕̈ + 𝐃𝐕̇ + 𝐊𝐕 = 𝐩(𝑡)

(1.1)

where M, D and K are, respectively the (n x n) mass, damping and stiffness matrices, and V,
V are the (n x 1) displacement and velocity vectors and p(t) is the (n x 1) excitation vector.
In structural mechanics problems we consider the M and K matrices to be real, symmetric
and positive definite, excluding the presence of rigid body modes. The matrix D, presenting a
non-proportional damping, is assumed to be symmetric and non-negative.
With the assumed free vibration in the form
   X e t ,
V  X e t ,
V
the associated quadratic eigenvalue problem is

(1.2)

(𝜆𝑗2 𝐌 + 𝜆𝑗 𝐃 + 𝐊) 𝐗𝑗 = 𝟎

(1.3)

∀ (𝑗 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑛)

In Eq. (1.3) the jth eigenvalue 𝜆𝑗 and the corresponding eigenmode 𝐗𝑗 appear in complex
conjugate pairs (index j omitted):
𝜆 = 𝜆𝑟 + 𝑖𝜆𝑖 ,
𝐗 = 𝐗 𝑟 + 𝑖𝐗 𝑖 ,

𝜆 = 𝜆𝑟 − 𝑖𝜆𝑖
𝐗 = 𝐗 𝑟 − 𝑖𝐗 𝑖

(1.4a)
(1.4b)

The dynamic equilibrium of a viscously damped single oscillator is governed by
𝑚𝑣̈ (𝑡) + 𝑐𝑣̇ (𝑡) + 𝑘𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑞(𝑡)
𝑣̈ (𝑡) + 2𝜂𝜔𝑣̇ (𝑡) + 𝜔2 𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑝(𝑡)
𝑣̈
𝑣̇

where

or

(1.5a)
(1.5b)

is acceleration,
- velocity,
𝑘

𝜔 = √𝑚
𝑐

𝜂 = 2𝑚𝜔

- free vibration frequency,
- Lehr’s damping ratio and

𝑝(𝑡) =

𝑞(𝑡)
𝑚

.

The exponential solution 𝑥 𝑒 𝜆𝑡 , introduced into the homogenous form of the differential
equation (1.5b), yields the eigenvalue problem
𝜆2 + 2𝜂𝜔 𝜆 + 𝜔2 = 0

(1.6)

The eigenvalue solution (assuming 𝜂 ≪ 1, subcritical damping) of Eq. (1.6) is a complex
conjugate pair:

1 / 2  
  i 1   2  r  ii


r

where

𝜔𝐷 = 𝜔√1 − 𝜂2

i   D
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1.2

The constant phase lag problem

Introducing the single-oscillator-eigenvalues (1.7) into (1.4a), we can express the jth free
vibration of the MDOFS as linear combination of the two complex conjugate eigenpairs
(1.4b):
2

𝐕 = 𝐗 𝑒 𝜆𝑡 = 𝐗 𝑒 (−𝜂𝜔±𝑖𝜔√1−𝜂 )𝑡 =
= 𝑒 −𝜂𝜔𝑡 [(𝐗 𝑟 + 𝑖𝐗 𝑖 )(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜔𝐷 𝑡 + 𝑖 sin 𝜔𝐷 𝑡) + (𝐗 𝑟 − 𝑖𝐗 𝑖 )(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜔𝐷 𝑡 − 𝑖 sin 𝜔𝐷 𝑡)]
= 𝑒 −𝜂𝜔𝑡 [ 2𝐗
⏟𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜔𝐷 𝑡 − 2𝐗
⏟𝑖 sin 𝜔𝐷 𝑡]
𝐅 cos 𝜑

(1.8)

𝐅 sin 𝜑

The last relation leads to the real form of a damped free oscillation for every kth DOF:
𝑉𝑘 = 𝑒 −𝜂𝜔𝑡 [𝐹𝑘 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝐷 𝑡 + 𝜑𝑘 )]

(1.9)

(𝑋 )

𝜑𝑘 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (𝑋 𝑖 )𝑘

where

: phase lag/lead for the kth DOF

𝑟 𝑘

(1.10)

Since the viscous damping is assumed to be non-proportional, the free vibration solution
(1.9) represents non-synchronous damped oscillation (i.e. the phase 𝜑𝑘 is different for each kth
DOF). In the case of proportionally damped system we have to deal with synchronous free
oscillation – i.e. the phase 𝜑𝑘 is constant - the same for all DOF (𝜑𝑘 = 0 for undamped systems) – see [6], [7], p.118.
The features, showed in Eq.(1.9), (1.10) are well known and used in modal analysis, see
for example [6]. In Sec. 2 and 3 of the present paper the constant phase lag in the proportional
damping case is expressed analytically. The developed formulas are in dependence of the
normalization of the modal matrix.
2

MODAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE BASED ON THE MASS NORMALIZED
COMPLEX RIGHT EIGENVECTORS

The procedure, briefly reviewed here, has been presented in details in [2] – [4].
2.1

The single mass oscillator

The equation of motion of a damped single degree of freedom system (SDOFS) (1.5b) can
be written in the extended form

0   w t  2η ω 2   wt   pt 
1

0  ω 2   vt     2


0   vt    0 


  ω
 
m

q

k

q

(2.1a)

p t 

𝐦𝐪̇ + 𝐤𝐪 = 𝐩

(2.1b)

with the velocity
𝑤 = 𝑣̇

(2.2)
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The exponential approach q  x e t , q  x e t , introduced into the homogenous form of
the differential equation (2.1), leads to the quadratic eigenvalue problem
𝐪̇ + (𝐦
⏟ −1 𝐤) 𝐪 = 𝟎

→ (𝐚 + 𝜆𝑗 𝐞)𝐫𝑗 = 𝟎 (𝑗 = 1,2)

(2.3)

𝒂

The solution are two complex conjugate eigenvalues (   1 , subcritical damped system):
  r  ii
2
1/ 2     2  ω2  


i

1



 
 
  r  ii

i

r



where

    
2

2

r

i

(2.4a)

,  

r
,


(2.4b)

and two corresponding complex conjugate right eigenvectors
𝜆𝑟 ± 𝑖𝜆𝑖
(𝑗 = 1,2)
]
1
The eigenvectors are normalized with respect to the mass matrix
𝑔
𝐫
[𝐫1 𝐫2 ]𝑇 ∙ 𝐦 ∙ [𝐫1 𝐫2 ] = [ 1
(𝑗 = 1,2)
]
→ 𝜑𝑗 = 𝑗
√ 𝑔𝑗
𝑔2
and then combined into a modal matrix 𝜑:
𝐫𝑗 = [

𝜑 = [𝜑1

(2.5)

(2.6)

𝜑2 ]

(2.7)

Due to the mass normalization - Eq. (2.6), the orthogonality relationships (2.8), (2.9) can
be derived:

0 
1
1 0


2
0  ω 
0 1

0 
1 0 1 1
  T 
 

2
0 1
0  ω 

 Tm    T 

2

T k  T 

2
ω

ω2 
 
  
0 
 0

0 

  

 
 0

0  1 2
  2
  
ω

 T 

(2.8)
ω2 

0 

(2.9)

The inverse of the complex modal matrix   ,  can be expressed analytically using
computer algebra software:
P  iQ 
 Z1  iZ 2 
1


1
(2.10)
 

2 
2 1  
P  iQ 
 Z1  iZ 2 
where

1   2  1   2 

Z1 



P   1   2 Z 2  Z1



Z2 

1   2  1   2 

(2.11a)



(2.11b)



Q   1   2 Z1  Z 2
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2.2

The damped multi-degree-of-freedom-system

The equations of motion (1.1) of damped MDOFS (n DOF) will be written in the statespace form:

   D K   W  p(t )
M
 W

  
   


  
  

  K






 K   V
V
  

  

Q

MG

KG

Q

 W
V

;

(2.12a)

P

 K QP ,
MG Q
G

(2.12b)

where MG and KG are, respectively the (2n x 2n) symmetric generalized mass and the generalized stiffness matrices.
With the exponential solution V  X e t the quadratic eigenvalue problem (1.3) can be
written in the 2n-dimensional form
 Χ 
 MG  K G     0 ,
(2.13)
 Χ 
where
 ( j ) Χ( j ) 
( j ) Χ( j ) 
( j)
( j)
( j)
( j)
( j)
( j)
  r  ii

  r  ii

;  j  1,2 n  (2.14)
;
( j)
( j)
 Χ

 Χ

are the corresponding n complex conjugate eigenpairs.
Each jth eigenvector-pair X( j ) , Χ
general mass matrix M G :
 Χ
 Χ
 Χ  M G  Χ   A  iB





( j)

is normalized (index (j) omitted) with respect to the

T

 Φ

X
A  iB

T

 Χ 
 Χ 

 MG 
  A  iB
Χ
Χ





 Φ

Χ
A  iB

 Φr  i Φi ,

(2.15a)

 Φr  i Φi ,

(2.15b)

Due to the normalization (2.15) we have the orthogonality relationships (2.16), (2.17) –
expressed in terms of the jth eigenvector-pair (index (j) omitted):
T

 Φ  Φ M
  Φ  Φ 1 

 



 K   Φ
Φ 
Φ   1
Φ


(2.16)

MG

T

 Φ  Φ  D K   Φ  Φ  


 



  
Φ  K
Φ
Φ 
Φ


 

(2.17)

KG

The (2n x 2n) complex modal matrix ΦG is make up of the n eigenvector-pairs (2.15):
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(n)
(n)
(1) Φ(1)  (1) Φ(1)
  ( n ) Φ( n )  Φ 


ΦG  
(2.18)

n
(
1
)
(
)

 Φ(1)
Φ
 
Φ( n )
Φ


By use of the orthogonality properties (2.16), (2.17) a modal decomposition of the equations of motion (2.12) can be performed:

M


ΦTG 
ΦG A
 K 







D K
p(t )
ΦTG 
ΦG A  ΦTG 


K





(2.19)



(2.20)



diag   j 

E



where

 W
(1) (1)
 a (n) b (n)
 V   ΦG  A  ΦG  a b
 



T

a j  , b j  : new complex variables, belonging to the jth eigenpair
In regard to Eqs.(2.8), (2.9) and (2.4b), the differential equations (2.19) can be transformed in
pairs into the real form of SDOFS-equation (index (j) omitted):
T


0  1  x 
1 0 1  x 
 T  
 T  Φ p(t )








T









0 1
y
0  
y
 Φ p(t )

  


  


 T 

0 
1
0  ω 2 



 x 
  
 y 

2 ω 2 
 2

ω


 x
  
 y

 g t 
 ht 



(2.21)

where x  j  , y  j  are real modal coordinates for each jth eigenpair.
The matrix   , 1 of the corresponding jth eigenvalue pair ( j )  (r j )  i(i j ) can be
computed by Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), (2.10), (2.11).
The new (2n x 2n) transformation basis Υ in real space can be defined by combination of
two complex transformations (2.19), (2.21):
 x1 
1
(1)
 
 y 

  1
W
1
(2.22)

X  ΥX
    Φ
G Ψ
 V   ΦG  






 
(n) 1  

Υ
    xn 
 


  
yn 

Ψ 1
X

By the aid of the relationship (2.22) the equations of motion (2.12) will be transformed into
n real uncoupled SDOFS block equations as follows:
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𝑥̇ 1
𝑦̇ 1
]∙𝐘 ∙ ⋯ +
−𝐊
𝑥̇ 𝑛
𝑦̇𝑛 ]
[⏟

𝐘T ∙ [𝐌
⏟
1

−𝜔12

⋯

𝐃
𝐘T ∙ [
⏟ 𝐊

2]
−𝜔𝑛

[

]∙𝐘

𝜔12
0

2𝜂1 𝜔1
𝜔12

𝐗̇

1

𝐊

𝑥1
𝑦1
𝐩
T
∙ ⋯ = 𝐘
∙
[
]
⏟
𝑥𝑛
𝑔1
[ 𝑦𝑛 ]
ℎ1
⏟
𝐗

⋯
2𝜂𝑛 𝜔𝑛
2
𝜔𝑛

[

2
𝜔𝑛

0 ]

(2.23)

⋯
𝑔𝑛
[ℎ𝑛 ]

It can be shown that the Υ -matrix and all „load“-vectors [𝑔(𝑡) ℎ(𝑡)]𝑇 in Eq. (2.23) are
purely real. After component multiplication of the analytically expressed terms of 𝚽𝑮 and of
𝚿−𝟏 all imaginary parts cancel each other, see details in [3], [4].
To each jth eigenvector-pair in the real (2n x 2n) matrix 𝐘 are belonging two columns, denoted like
(j)𝐖
(j)𝐖
⋯ 𝐘x
𝐘y
⋯
𝐘=[
]
(j)𝐕
(j)𝐕
⋯ 𝐘x
𝐘y
⋯
Their components can be expressed analytically using Eqs.(2.10), (2.11):
(j)𝐖

𝐘x

=

(j)𝐖

𝐘y

=

1
√1 − 𝜂2
1
𝜂2

{(𝑍2 𝜔√1 − 𝜂2 + 𝜂𝜔𝑍1 ) 𝚽𝐫 + (𝑍1 𝜔√1 − 𝜂2 − 𝜂𝜔𝑍2 ) 𝚽𝐢 }
(𝜔2 𝑍1 𝚽𝐫 − 𝜔2 𝑍2 𝚽𝐢 )

(j)𝐕
𝐘x

√1 −
1
(−𝑍1 𝚽𝐫 + 𝑍2 𝚽𝐢 )
=
2

(j)𝐕
𝐘y

=

√1−𝜂
1

√1−𝜂2

{(𝑍2 𝜔√1 − 𝜂2 − 𝜂𝜔𝑍1 )𝚽𝐫 + (𝑍1 𝜔√1 − 𝜂2 + 𝜂𝜔𝑍2 )𝚽𝐢 }

(2.24a-d)

The two components of the associated “load” vector, Eq. (2.23), are purely real too:
𝑔(𝑡) =
ℎ(𝑡) =

𝜔
√1−𝜂 2
𝜔2
√1−𝜂 2

{(𝑍2 √1 − 𝜂2 + 𝑍1 𝜂)𝚽𝐫𝐓 + (𝑍1 √1 − 𝜂2 − 𝑍2 𝜂)𝚽𝐢𝐓 } 𝐩(𝑡)

(2.25a)

{𝑍1 𝚽𝐫𝐓 − 𝑍2 𝚽𝐢𝐓 } 𝐩(𝑡)

(2.25b)
(j)𝐖

In [5] has been shown that in the case of proportional damping all coordinates of 𝐘y
(j)𝐕

and 𝐘x
𝐘𝐲𝐖 =

have to be equal to zero:
1

√1−𝜂 2

(𝜔2 𝑍1 𝚽𝐫 − 𝜔2 𝑍2 𝚽𝐢 ) = 𝟎

→

−𝑍1 𝚽𝐫 + 𝑍2 𝚽𝐢 = 𝟎

(2.26)

The relationship (2.26) leads to
→

Φ𝑖(𝑘)
Φ𝑟(𝑘)

𝑍1

=𝑍 =
2

√√1−𝜂 2 +(1−𝜂 2 )
√√1−𝜂 2 −(1−𝜂 2 )

=

𝜂
1−√1−𝜂2

= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.
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for all kth DOF of the jth eigenmode pair (𝚽𝐫 ± 𝑖𝚽𝐢 ) with corresponding eigenvalue
(𝜆𝑟 ± 𝑖𝜆𝑖 ). This is the analytical proof of the statement of a constant phase lag/lead, see Eq.
(1.9), (1.10). In the case of proportionally damped system each free vibration is a synchronous
motion of all DOF. This special case is considered more detailed in [5], Sec. 3.
2.3

Solution of the modal equations and back transformation

Each SDOFS block equation in (2.23) can be solved eliminating the modal coordinate x ( j )
to obtain the usual form of the SDOFS equation of motion (index (j) omitted):
x  y 

1

2

(2.28a)

h(t )

y  2 y   2 y  g (t ) 

2



h(t ) 

1 
h(t )
2

(2.28b)



A usual step-by-step integration of Eq. (2.28b) yields the modal response y  j  t  . The final
time series of the original n DOFs are calculated by superposition of the modal coordinates
x  j  , y  j  (assembled in 𝐗) in accordance to Eq. (2.22).
3

MODAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE BASED ON THE STIFFNESS
NORMALIZED COMPLEX RIGHT EIGENVECTORS

The procedure presented here, is a new variant of the method from Sec. 2. For this reason only the differences in comparison to the first variant are described.
3.1

The single mass oscillator

We operate with the same two corresponding complex conjugate eigenvectors 𝜑1/2 , but
now they are normalized with respect to the stiffness matrix k, see Eq. (2.1), (2.6):
[𝐫1

𝐫2 ]𝑇 ∙ 𝐤 ∙ [𝐫1

𝐫2 ] = [

ℎ11

ℎ22

]

→ 𝜑𝑗 =

𝐫𝑗
√ℎ𝑗𝑗

(𝑗 = 1,2)

(3.1)

The normalization with respect to k leads now to the orthogonality relationships (3.2), (3.3):

 1
1
0
 


 Tm    T 



2
0  ω 
 0

2

T k  T 

ω

2


0 
1
 


ω2 
1 0
  

0 
0 1

 1

  T  
 0




0 
0 
1
 1  

2
1
0  ω 
 


1 0 1 2
   2
0
1


ω

 T 

ω2 

0 

(3.2)

(3.3)

The analytical expression for the inverse of the complex modal matrix   ,  is now:
𝑊 − 𝑖𝑊1 𝑄 + 𝑖𝑃
1
𝜑 −1 =
[ 2
]
(3.4)
2
2√1−𝜂 𝑊2 + 𝑖𝑊1 𝑄 − 𝑖𝑃
where
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𝑊1 = √𝜔√1 − 𝜂2 (1 − 2𝜂√1 − 𝜂2 ) ,
𝑃 = 𝜔(𝑊2 √1 − 𝜂2 − 𝜂𝑊1 ) ,
3.2

𝑊2 = √𝜔√1 − 𝜂2 (1 + 2𝜂√1 − 𝜂2 )
𝑄 = 𝜔(𝑊1 √1 − 𝜂2 + 𝜂𝑊2 )

(3.5a)
(3.5b)

The multi-degree-of-freedom-system with damping

The state-space form of equations of motion and the associated eigenvalue problem – Eq.
(2.12) - (2.14) remain. The difference now is the normalization of the eigenvectors with respect to the general stiffness matrix 𝐊 G :
 Χ
 Χ
 Χ  K G  Χ   A  iB




T

 Φ

T

 Χ 
 Χ 

 KG 
  A  iB
Χ
Χ

 Φ

X
A  iB
Χ
A  iB

 Φr  i Φi ,

(3.6a)

 Φr  i Φi ,

(3.6b)

Due to the normalization (3.6) we have the orthogonality relationships (3.7), (3.8) – expressed in terms of the jth eigenvector-pair (index (j) omitted):
 1

T
 Φ  Φ M

  Φ  Φ  
(3.7)

 



1
 K  Φ
Φ 
Φ 
Φ
 



MG

 Φ  Φ 


Φ
Φ

T

 D K   Φ  Φ 1 

K


Φ
Φ   1






(3.8)

KG

The modal matrix Φ G is build up according to Eq. (2.18). By the aid of Φ G the modal decomposition of the equations of motions is performed to:
𝚽𝐺𝑇 [𝐌
⏟

−𝐊

𝐃
] 𝚽𝐺 𝐀̇ + 𝚽𝐺𝑇 [
⏟ 𝐊

1

− (1)
𝜆
[

⋯

[
1

1

𝐊
⋯

] 𝚽𝐺 𝐀 = 𝚽𝐺𝑇 [

𝐩(𝑡)

]

(3.9)

]
1

− (𝑛)
]
𝜆

In regard to Eqs. (3.2), (3.3) the complex differential equations (3.9) can be transformed in
pairs into the real form of SDOFS-equation, corresponding to the jth eigenpair (index (j) omitted):
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 1


T



 1  x 
 1  x 
T 1
T  Φ p(t )
 T  








T









1
1
y
 Φ p(t )
 y 


 


  

 

0 
1
0  ω 2 



 x 
  
 y 

2
 2
ω

ω2 



 x
  
 y

 g t 
 ht 



(3.10)

The matrix   , 1 in (3.10) for the jth eigenvalue pair ( j )  (r j )  i(i j ) can be computed by Eqs. (3.4),(3.5).
The (2n x 2n) transformation basis 𝐘 is now defined formally equal to (2.22), but here by
use of the complex transformations (3.9), (3.10):
(𝜑 (1) )
𝐖
[ ] = 𝚽𝐆 [
𝐕
⏟

−1

⋯
𝚿 −1

𝑥1
𝑦1
(𝚽𝐆 𝚿−1 ) 𝐗 = 𝐘 𝐗
] ⋯ =⏟
−1 𝑥
𝐘
𝑛
(𝜑 (𝑛) )
[𝑦𝑛 ]
⏟

(3.11)

𝐗

By the aid of the modal transformation basis 𝐘 from (3.11) the modal form of the equations
of motion (2.23) remains.
In this case the components of two columns in the real matrix 𝐘, belonging to the jth eigenvector-pair, are - see also Eq. (3.5a-b):
𝐘(xj)𝐖 =
𝐘(𝑦j)𝐖 =
𝐘(𝑥j)𝐕 =
𝐘(𝑦j)𝐕 =

𝜔
√1 − 𝜂2
𝜔2

√1−𝜂2

[(−𝜂 𝑊2 + √1 − 𝜂2 𝑊1 ) 𝚽𝐫 − (𝜂 𝑊1 + √1 − 𝜂2 𝑊2 ) 𝚽𝐢 ]

[(−𝜂 𝑄 − √1 − 𝜂2 𝑃) 𝚽𝐫 + (𝜂 𝑃 − √1 − 𝜂2 𝑄) 𝚽𝐢 ]

1
√1 − 𝜂2

𝜔

√1 − 𝜂2

(3.12a-d)

[𝑊2 𝚽𝐫 + 𝑊1 𝚽𝐢 ]
[𝑄𝚽𝐫 − 𝑃𝚽𝐢 ]

The two components of the associated “load” vector are now – by use of Eq.(3.5a-b):
𝑔(𝑡) =
ℎ(𝑡) =

𝜔
√1 −
𝜔2
√1−𝜂 2

𝜂2

[(−𝜂 𝑊2 + √1 − 𝜂2 𝑊1 ) 𝚽𝐫𝐓 − (𝜂 𝑊1 + √1 − 𝜂2 𝑊2 ) 𝚽𝐢𝐓 ] 𝐩(𝑡)

[(−𝜂 𝑄 − √1 − 𝜂2 𝑃)𝚽𝐫𝐓 + (𝜂 𝑃 − √1 − 𝜂2 𝑄)𝚽𝐢𝐓 ]𝐩(𝑡)

(3.13a-b)

The numerical solution of each SDOFS block equation and the final back transformation to
the original DOFs remain the same like in Sec. 2 – in accordance to Eqs. (2.28), (3.11).
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Φ

The phase angle 𝜑𝑘 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 Φ 𝑖(𝑘) in the special case of proportional damping can be
𝑟(𝑘)

(j)𝑉

determine from the restriction that all coordinates of 𝐘x
𝐘𝑥𝑉 =

1
√1−𝜂 2

have to be equal to zero, see [5]:

(𝑊2 𝚽𝐫 + 𝑊1 𝚽𝐢 ) = 𝟎

(3.14)

The relationship leads together with (3.5a,b) to
→

Φ𝑖(𝑘)
Φ𝑟(𝑘)

𝑊

= − 𝑊2 =
1

1+2𝜂√1−𝜂 2
2𝜂 2 −1

= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.

(3.15)

Comparing this result to Eq.(2.27), the constant phase lag depends obviously on the kind of
the eigenmode normalization.
4

MODAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE BASED ON BOTH THE COMPLEX RIGHT
AND LEFT EIGENVECTORS

The procedure described in this section has been presented in [3] in slightly different form.
The variant here will be developed without normalization of the eigenvectors of the SDOFS.
4.1

The single mass oscillator

The form (2.3) of the general eigenvalue problem and his solution – Eq. (2.4), (2.5), remain the same. The eigenvectors rj  j  1, 2 are right eigenvectors of the matrix a  m1k .
In order to determine the left eigenvectors of the matrix a the substitution

 f w  2  2   w
 
f  2
0  v
v

 


f

(4.1a)

q

k

f  k q

f  kq ,

(4.1b)

has been introduced. The equation of motion (2.1b) is transformed to

k
q  k (m 1 k
) q  k m 1 p


f

k m 1 f



 k m 1 p

1 0  fw  2  1  f w  2  1  pt 

0 1        2
0   f v    2
0   0 
fv  
 
   

e

f

k m 1

f

k m 1

(4.2)

p t 

The corresponding eigenvalue problem is formulated assuming

f  x e t ,

f   x e t

(4.3)
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  k m 1   e  x  0
 

 aT




a

T



(4.4)

 1
0 

(4.5)

 e x  0

where



aT  m 1k



T

2
 k m 1   2


 

 k T m 1

T

due to the symmetry of the matrices k and m. The two eigenvalues 1 / 2 of (4.4) remain the
same - Eq. (2.4), but the corresponding complex conjugate eigenvectors are now
𝜂∓𝑖√1−𝜂 2

𝐱1/2 = 𝐱 𝑟 ± 𝑖𝐱 𝑖 = [

𝜔

1

]

(4.6)

The formulation

xT a   e  0

a



T



 e x  0

a



T



 j e lj  0

(4.7)

shows that x represents here the left eigenvectors of the matrix a  m1k (respectively, the
right eigenvectors of the matrix aT  k m1 ), i.e. x j  l j (j=1,2) .
In this variant the modal matrix is defined without normalization by
𝜑 L = [𝐥1

𝜂−𝑖√1−𝜂 2

𝜂+𝑖√1−𝜂2

𝜔

𝜔

𝐥2 ] = [

1

1

]

(4.8)

The eigenvalue problem in the „left“ formulation (4.7) may be rewritten using the  L modal
matrix as:
𝐚𝐓 𝜑 L + 𝜑 L 𝛌 = 𝟎
where

𝛌=[

(4.9)

𝜆
𝜆

]

(4.10)

represents the spectral matrix of a T . From Eq. (4.9) the diagonalization of the a T matrix and
the inverse relation can be developed:

aT

 

  L   λ    L

1



λ 

 

L 1

 

 aT   L

(4.11)

The inverse matrix  L  is calculated now to:
1

(𝜑 L )−1 =

1
2√1−𝜂

[
2

𝑖𝜔

√1 − 𝜂2 − 𝑖𝜂

−𝑖𝜔

√1 − 𝜂2 + 𝑖𝜂

]

(4.12)
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4.2

Modal decomposition of a multi-degree-of-freedom-system with damping

The state-space form of equations of motion (2.12) is transformed in two variants using the
substitution

F  KG Q ,
(4.13)
F  K G Q
  M 1  K  Q  M 1  P
Q
G
G
G





1)

(4.14a)

A

  K M 1 K Q  K M 1 P
KG Q
G
G
G
G
G




2)

F

K G M G1 F



(4.14b)

 K G M G1 P

Because of the symmetry of M G and K G we receive the relationship



K G M G1  K GT M

T



1 T
G



  M G1K G   A T



 A 

(4.15)

Here we need the right and the left eigenvectors of the matrix 𝐀, to be calculated from the
form (4.14a) resp.(4.14b):
(𝐀 + 𝜆𝑗 𝐄)𝐑𝑗 = 𝟎

(𝐀𝑇 + 𝜆𝑗 𝐄)𝐋𝑗 = 𝟎

resp.

(4.16a-b)

The formulations (4.14a) and (4.14b) yield directly the relationship between an arbitrary jth
right and left eigenvector
Lj  KG R j
(4.17)
The right and the left modal matrix, respectively, are complete sets of the corresponding n
eigenpairs


L  L

R  R1 R1
1

 Rn Rn
 Ln Ln

L1





(4.18a)
(4.18b)

The orthogonality property of the eigenvectors leads to
𝛾11
𝛾11
𝐓
𝐓
(4.19)
𝐑 𝐋 = 𝐑 𝐊𝐆 𝐑 =
⋯
𝛾𝑛𝑛
𝛾𝑛𝑛 ]
[
Using the main diagonal components  kk from Eq. (4.19) the modal matrices R , L are normalized with respect to the general stiffness matrix K G :

ΦRk 

1

 kk

Rk



R

 ΦR  Φ1R Φ1

R

 ΦnR Φn
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1

ΦLk 

 kk



L

L

 ΦL  Φ1L Φ1

Lk

 ΦnL Φn



(4.20b)

Due to (4.19) and the chosen type of normalization (4.20) we receive the relationships

Φ 

L T

 

T

 ΦR  ΦR

  

ΦR  ΦL

T 1

 ΦL  E

 

 ΦL

T

(4.21)

Φ   Φ 

L 1

R T



(4.22)

where E is a (2n x 2n) identity matrix.
The eigenvalue problem (4.16b) may be rewritten using the ΦL - modal matrix:

A

T



 k E ΦLk  0

where

 AT  ΦL  ΦL  Λ  0

Λ  diag  j 

 j  1, , 2n

(4.23)

: spectral matrix

From Eq. (4.23) can be derived the diagonalization of the A T -matrix and the associated inverse relationship:

 

AT  ΦL   Λ   ΦL

1

 

  Λ  ΦL

1

 AT  ΦL

(4.24)

The modal decomposition of the system equations (4.14b) is based on the modal superposition relationship
F  ΦL a1 b1  an bn   ΦL  BL

T

(4.25a)

BL

where

BL  a1 b1  an

bn 

T

: new modal complex coordinates

(4.25b)

The equations of motion (4.14b) are transformed into a set of 2n uncoupled complex equations:
T

Φ
 E
Φ B
L 1

1





  





1 


L

L



A



Φ
K G M G1 Φ L B L


  



L 1

  1







1















n






  n 








ΦAP
L 1

T

(4.26)

 p aL1 




 pL 
b
1











 L 
 pa n 




 p bL n 


Λ

PL

Each j-th pair of the n uncoupled equations (4.26) can now be transformed using Eq. (4.11)
(index (j) omitted):
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1 0 L 1  x 
    y 
0 1

  

L 

L

  0  L 1  x 
    y 
 L 
0   

  

a 
2   1 
 2




L

 pL 
  L  aL 
b 
 p




T

1
0


0
1 

gL 
 
 hL 

(4.27)

The free vibration frequency   j  and the modal damping ratio   j  for the jth eigenpair



 j



 j

 r  ii ,   r  ii are to be computed according to Eq. (2.4). The corresponding
matrices 𝜑 L , (𝜑 L )−1 can be evaluated by Eq. (4.8), (4.12).

A purely real transformation basis Υ L will be built up by combination of the complex
transformations (4.26) and (4.27):
𝑥1
−1
𝑦1
(𝜑 L(1) )
𝐖
𝐋
] ⋯ =⏟
𝐅 = 𝐊𝑮 [ ] = 𝚽 [
𝚽 𝐋 (𝚿L )−1 𝐗 𝐋 = 𝐘𝐋 𝐗 𝐋
(4.28)
⋯
𝐕
−1
𝑥
𝐘𝐋
𝑛
(𝜑 L(𝑛) )
⏟
𝑦
[
]
𝑛
L
−1
(𝚿L )

In the product of the two complex matrices ΦL  ΨL  , Eq.(4.28), the imaginary parts
cancel each other, the resulting transformation matrix Υ L is purely real – see Eq. (4.30). The
1

same applies to all “load” vectors g L

hL  in Eq. (4.27).
T

Finally the equations of motion (4.14b) can be uncoupled by means of the transformation basis Υ L into n SDOFS block equations in real arithmetic:
1
 t  

ΥL   E  ΥL  X


 L
1



1



 


1 


1

ΥL   AT  ΥL


 2 1  1 

  1  2









 

 XL t   Υ L   A T  Pt 
 
1

1
0



2  n   n 

   
n

2








1

0


 x1 
 
 y1 

 
 xn 
y 
 n L

(4.29)

 g L1  
 1  
 hL 
  


 g L n  
 n  
 hL 

The components of Υ L , which belong to the jth eigenvector-pair, are the following two
columns - see (4.28), (4.12):
1
𝑖𝜔 √1 − 𝜂2 − 𝑖𝜂
(𝑗)
𝐋
𝐋
[
]
[⋯ (𝐘𝑥 )(𝑗) (𝐘𝑦 )
⋯] = [𝚽r𝐋 + 𝑖𝚽i 𝚽r𝐋 − 𝑖𝚽i ] ∙
2√1 − 𝜂2 −𝑖𝜔 √1 − 𝜂2 + 𝑖𝜂
=

1
√1−𝜂 2

[⋯

−𝜔 𝚽i𝐋

(𝚽𝑟𝐋 √1 − 𝜂2 + 𝚽i𝐋 𝜂)

⋯]

(4.30)

The associated two components of the “load” vector from (4.29) are calculated - with regard to (4.8) - to be fully real too:
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⋯
𝑔𝐿
(𝚽 𝐋 )−1 𝐀T 𝐏 =
= (𝐘𝐋 )−1 𝐀T 𝐏 = 𝚿𝐋 ⏟
ℎ𝐿
(𝚽𝐑 )𝐓
⋯
[ ]

4.3

2
𝜔

(𝜂

[

⋯
T
+ √1 − 𝜂2 (𝚽i𝐑 ) ) 𝐀T 𝐏
2(𝚽r𝐑 )T
⋯
]

(𝚽r𝐑 )T

(4.31)

Solution of the modal equations and back transformation

The solution of each jth SDOFS block equation in (4.29) is performed eliminating first the
modal coordinate x ( j ) (index (j) omitted):

1
0


0  x  2   1  x   g L (t )



1   y    2
0   y   hL (t ) 

(4.32)

The second equation
𝑦̇
ℎ
𝑥 = − 𝜔2 + 𝐿2

(4.33a)

𝜔

should be introduced into the first one:
𝑦̈ + 2𝜂𝜔 𝑦̇ + 𝜔2 𝑦 = −𝜔2 𝑔𝐿 + 2𝜂𝜔 ℎ𝐿 + ℎ̇𝐿

(4.33b)

The modal response 𝑦(𝑡) is easy determined by step-by-step integration of Eq. (4.33b),
then the 𝑥(𝑡) according to (4.33a). The final time series of the original n DOFs are calculated
by superposition of the modal coordinates in accordance to Eq. (4.28):
𝐖
[ ] = (𝐊 𝑮 )−1 𝐘𝐋 𝐗 𝐋
𝐕

(4.34)
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5
5.1

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Structural system, stiffness and geometry data

8 x 1.5 m

12.5 m

10

4

x

0.5

3

z

2

y

1

Fig. 1

Rotor blade beam model subjected to wind loads

The stiffness data of the blade thin wall cross sections have been calculated in [14]. The
generic aerodynamic blade geometry has been derived from real blade data.
The finite element solution is based on the numerical integration of the system of differential equations for the Bernoulli-beam. The reference axis of the beam model coincides with
the centre of the circular-section at the root – it is the real rotational axis of the rotor blade.
Thereby the differential equations and all cross section stiffness data are referred to this axis,
accounting for the eccentric mass application.

z

y

Fig. 2

Rotor blade sections at 2.0 m – thin wall cross section model
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5.2

Wind loads

The wind loads are calculated according to the formula for the aerodynamic lift force per
unit length of an aerofoil, see [13] p.59:
1

𝐿 = 2 𝜌 ∙ 𝑐(𝑟) ∙ 𝑊 2 ∙ 𝐶𝐿
where:

𝑊
𝜌
𝑐(𝑟)
𝐶𝐿

(5.1)

: air velocity relative to the aerofoil
: air density = 1.225 [kg/m3]
: chord of the aerofoil
𝜋
: lift coefficient 𝐶𝐿 = 2𝜋 𝛼 = 2𝜋 (180 6.0) = 0.658,
the flow angle 𝛼 is assumed to be 6.0 [deg]

The air velocity 𝑊 is the vector sum of the rotational speed Ω (assumed to reach 60 rpm in
the initial four seconds) and the wind speed 𝑢, incident on the aerofoil in accordance with the
Betz-theory:
2

2

𝑊 = √(Ω 𝑟)2 + (3 𝑢)

60

where Ω = (30 𝜋) in [rad/s]

(5.2)

The wind speed time series 𝑢(𝑡), used for calculation of the wind thrust force, is shown in
fig.3 :

Fig. 3 Wind speed time series

The resulting wind thrust loads T(𝑡) per unit length along the x-axis of the rotor blade can
be determined as function of the wind speed 𝑢(𝑡). In the structural model the wind thrust
loads are acting as summarized nodal forces.
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Fig. 4 Wind thrust function acting on the rotor blade at 12.5 m

5.3

Relationships and data for the damping approach

Starting point of the computation are the equations of motion

   D K  W P(t )
M 0  W
 0  K      K 0   V    0 

V 
  


(5.3)

where P(t ) is the nodal force vector, representing the wind thrust according to Sec. 5.2.
The system equations (5.3) will be solved applying the proposed modal analysis method
in Sec. 3 for two cases: non-proportional and proportional damping.
The lowest four free-vibration frequencies and associated periods for the undamped system
are calculated to
𝑓1 = 2.643 [𝑠 −1 ]
𝑇1 = 0.378 [𝑠]
−1
𝑓2 = 4.622 [𝑠 ]
𝑇2 = 0.216 [𝑠]
(5.4)
−1
𝑓3 = 7.942 [𝑠 ]
𝑇3 = 0.126 [𝑠]
𝑓4 = 16.650 [𝑠 −1 ]
𝑇4 = 0.060 [𝑠]
Stiffness proportional damping as a special case of Rayleigh damping has been assumed:
𝐃𝐩 = 𝛽 𝐊
where

(5.5a)
2𝜂

𝛽=𝜔 =
1

𝜂 𝑇1
𝜋

= 0.000964[𝑠]

(5.5b)

In Eq. (5.5b) the damping ratio 𝜂 = 0.008 for the first natural period T1 has been taken in
accordance with [13] p. 249.
The non-proportional symmetric damping matrix 𝐃𝐧𝐩 is build adding to the 𝐃𝐩 -matrix a
new matrix 𝐃𝐚 , which represents the aerodynamic damping. The formulation is based on a
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simple expression for the aerodynamic damping coefficient 𝑐𝑑 (𝑟) per unit length, given in
[13], p. 247:
1

𝑐𝑑 (𝑟) = 2 𝜌 ∙ Ω𝑟 ∙ 𝑐(𝑟) ∙

𝑑𝐶𝐿
𝑑𝛼

𝑘𝑔 1

[𝑠

𝑚

],

where

𝑑𝐶𝐿
𝑑𝛼

= 2𝜋

(5.6)

In accordance with Eq. (5.1), (5.2), the corresponding damping coefficients 𝑐𝑑 (𝑟) along
the x-axis of the rotor blade are calculated to
r 𝑐(𝑟) 𝑐𝑑 (𝑟)
[m] [m] [kg/s.m]

The coefficients 𝑐𝑑 (𝑟), which represent the aerodynamic damping, are active for vibration
in z-direction of the cross-section coordinate system, see Fig. 2. The associate symmetric
damping matrix for the Bernoulli-beam element is derived by analogy with the method used
to derive the finite element mass matrix, see [15]. Finally the symmetric system damping matrix, 𝐃𝐧𝐩 , is assembled in a finite-element manner, including structural (proportional) and aerodynamic damping:
𝐃𝐧𝐩 = 𝐃𝐩 + 𝐃𝐚

(5.7)

5.4 Non-proportional damped system
We use here the matrix 𝐃𝐧𝐩 – Eq.(5.7). The vector of the first ten complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs of the matrix A  M G1  K G , see Eq.(4.16), is

(5.8)
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The number of modes considered in the modal transformation is limited to the first four eigenvector pairs. The structural system in Fig. 1 has 54 DOF. The corresponding (108x8)
modal matrix 𝚽𝐆 with stiffness normalized eigenvectors – Eq.(3.6a,b), is computed to (only
the first ten rows are printed)

(5.9)
The matrix 𝚿−1 is now calculated in the case of four involved eigenmodes according to Eq.
(3.11), (3.4):
(𝜑 (1) )

−1

(𝜑 (2) )

𝚿−1 =

−1

(𝜑 (3) )
[

=

−1
−1

(𝜑 (4) ) ]

(5.10)
Finally the (108x8) real transformation matrix 𝐘 is computed according to (3.11) – here
only the first ten rows:

𝐘=
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(5.11)
After the modal transformation the time-dependent “load” vector is calculated to be a function of the wind speed time series, see Fig. 3 :

𝑔1 (𝑡)
ℎ1 (𝑡)
𝐩
⋯ = 𝐘T ∙ [ ] =
𝑔3 (𝑡)
[ℎ3 (𝑡)]

(5.12)

The resultant four uncoupled SDOFS block equations from type of Eq. (3.10), prepared in
the form (2.23), are solved by step-by-step integration:
1

−𝜔12

⋯
1

[

2𝜂1 𝜔1
𝑥̇ 1
𝑦̇1
𝜔12
∙ ⋯ +
𝑥̇ 𝑛
2 [𝑦̇ ]
−𝜔𝑛 ] ⏟
𝑛
[

𝜔12
0
⋯

𝐗̇

2𝜂𝑛 𝜔𝑛
𝜔𝑛2

𝑔1
𝑥1
ℎ1
𝑦1
∙ ⋯ = ⋯ ,
2
𝑔𝑛
𝜔𝑛 𝑥𝑛
𝑦
[
]
ℎ𝑛 ]
[
⏟
𝑛
0]

(𝑛 = 4)

𝐗

(5.13)
where

[𝜔𝑖 ] =
[𝜂𝑖 ] =

(5.14a,b)

The effect of the implied additional aerodynamic damping results evidently in the large
damping ratio 𝜂𝑖 = 0.33269 for the first free vibration.
The vibration-response has been determined in the time 0… 25.6 s, the time step length for
the applied Newmark integration method is 0.03665 s.
The time response of the modal coordinates 𝑦𝑗 (𝑡), 𝑥𝑗 (𝑡), (𝑗 = 1,2,3) are shown in the figures
5a-c:
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Fig. 5a Time response of the modal coordinates 𝑦1 (𝑡), 𝑥1 (𝑡) for the case “non-proportional damping”

Fig. 5b Time response of the modal coordinates 𝑦2 (𝑡), 𝑥2 (𝑡) for the case “non-proportional damping”

Fig. 5c Time response of the modal coordinates 𝑦3 (𝑡), 𝑥3 (𝑡) for the case “non-proportional damping”

By a back transformation according to Eq. (3.11) the total response Vt  is obtained - see
Figs. 6, 7 (vibration components at the rotor blade tip node #10).

Fig.6 Total vibrations 𝑢2 (𝑡), 𝑢3 (𝑡) [𝑚] (y- and z-direction, see fig.2) at the rotor blade tip - node #10
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Fig.7

Total rotation 𝜑1 (𝑡), 𝜑2 (𝑡) [𝑟𝑎𝑑] at the rotor blade tip (about x- and y-axis at node #10)

The vibration responses, computed by direct step-by-step integration of the equations (5.3),
are practically identical to those in Fig. 6,7.
5.5 Proportional damped system
In this case we use the derived symmetric damping matrix 𝐃𝐩 – Eq.(5.7). The first ten lowest complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs, resulting from Eq. (2.13), are now:

(5.15)

The corresponding (108x8) 𝚽𝐆 modal matrix – Eq. (2.18), comprises the first four complex conjugate eigenvector pairs, normalized with respect to the stiffness matrix – see
Eq.(3.6a,b). In order to verify the derived relationship for the constant phase lag, see (3.15),
we compute this ratio for all components of the involved (𝚽𝐫 ± 𝑖𝚽𝐢 )(𝑗) (𝑗 = 1, … 4) eigenvectors (for instance the first ten rows only):

↔

=

1+2𝜂𝑗 √1−𝜂𝑗2
2𝜂𝑗2 −1

,

(𝑗 = 1, … 4)
(5.16)

The corresponding damping ratios 𝜂𝑗 are computed in accordance with Eq. (2.4b).
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The (108x8) real transformation matrix 𝐘, computed in regard with Eq. (3.11), (3.12), has
now the form (only the first twenty rows are printed):

𝐘=

(5.17)

The time-dependent “load” vector in the general modal transformed equations (2.23) is
now calculated according to Eq. (3.13):

𝑔1 (𝑡)
ℎ1 (𝑡)
⋯ =
𝑔4 (𝑡)
[ℎ4 (𝑡)]

(5.18)

The time dependence is expressed through the time series for 𝑢(𝑡) in fig. 3. Note that in
the special case of proportionally damped system 𝑥𝑗 = 𝑦̇𝑗 , i.e. ℎ𝑗 (𝑡) = 0.
In the resultant four uncoupled SDOFS block equations from type (3.10), the free frequencies and the modal damping ratios are:
[𝜔𝑖 ] =
[𝜂𝑖 ] =

(5.19a,b)

After step-by-step integration of the four modal equations, the time series of the modal coordinates x j t , y j t  ,  j  1, ...4 , are obtained – Fig. 8:
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Fig. 8 Time response of the modal coordinates 𝑦𝑗 (𝑡), 𝑥𝑗 (𝑡) (𝑗 = 1,2,3) for the case “proportional damping”

The total responses Vt  are computed by a back transformation according to Eq. (3.11) – see
Figs. 9a-d (here in the time range of 0 – 10 sec):
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Fig 9a - Total vibration u2 t  m at the rotor blade tip (y-direction at node #10) for the case “proportional
damping”

Fig 9b - Total vibration u3 t  m at the rotor blade tip (z-direction at node #10) for the case “proportional
damping”

Fig 9c - Total torsion

1 t  rad 

about x-direction at node #10 for the case “proportional damping”
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Fig 9d - Total rotation

2 t  rad  about y-axis at node #10 for the case “proportional damping”

The time series for the DOF calculated by direct step-by-step integration of the equations (5.3)
are practically identical to the vibrations shown in Fig. 9a-d. The only difference occurs in the
torsional vibration, see fig.10. The deviations may be explained by the absence of a torsional
eigenmode in the four employed eigenvectors in the modal matrix.

Fig 10 - Total torsion

1 t  rad  at node #10, calculated by direct step-by-step integration
(“proportional damping”)

6

CONCLUSIONS
 A general modal decomposition method for MDOFS with non-proportional damping is
presented in three variants. In general, all of them are based on the complex eigenvalue
solution of a structural model with symmetric non-proportional damping matrix. The
complex conjugate eigenpairs – eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors – are to
be computed first for the “state space” form of the equations of motion. By combining of
two complex transformations, connected to the eigenvalue problems of the SDOFS and
the MDOFS, three different kinds of a modal transformation matrix 𝐘 in real space are
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developed analytically to perform a modal decomposition of the equations of motion in
real arithmetic.
The first variant of the suggested procedure is described in Sec. 2. The real transformation matrix 𝐘 is assembled employing the right complex conjugate eigenvector pairs,
normalized in both the SDOFS and MDOFS cases with respect to the corresponding mass
matrix. The difference in the second variant, described in Sec. 3, is the normalization of
the both modal matrices with respect to the corresponding stiffness matrices. In Sec. 4
has been presented the third variant, based on both the right and the left complex eigenvector pairs. In this version the complex conjugated eigenvectors for the MDOFS are
normalized with respect to the stiffness matrix, the “left” modal matrix for the SDOFS
don’t need normalization.
All variants of the presented modal procedure retain the common advantages of the classic modal decomposition of the equations of motion. Usually an uncomplete modal transformation should be performed by use of a few eigenmodes. Employing only the lowest
few (k) eigenvector pairs in the 𝐘 -basis (k<<n) is leading with sufficient numerical accuracy to the total time response of all n DOF. The equations of motion are transformed into
k uncoupled SDOFS block equations.
The k uncoupled modal equations are easily numerically integrated like a SDOFSequation – the result is the time response of the modal coordinates. Finally a back transformation to the original DOF has to be performed using the suggested new real 𝐘 –basis.
The applications of the first and the second variants of the suggested method to the special case of proportionally damped system (employing a Rayleigh damping matrix) is
leading to a simple analytical expression for the constant ratio

Φ𝑖(𝑘)

Φ𝑟(𝑘)

for all kth DOF of

each considered eigenmode (𝚽𝐫 ± 𝑖𝚽𝐢 ). This is an indirect proof of the statement for
synchronous free vibrations in the case of proportional damping. For more detailed
investigations on this topic see [5].
 In Sec. 5 a numerical example – vibration of a rotor blade with 54 DOF - demonstrates
the performance of the presented modal procedure in the variant of Sec. 3 for two cases –
non-proportional and proportional (Rayleigh) damping. In the first variant the damping
matrix of the system contains a stiffness-proportional part and a simple approximated
aerodynamic damping part. In the second variant the formula for the constant phase of the
resonance modes is verified numerically.
 Real life applications of the proposed modal analysis method and possible numerical
complications are discussed more widely in [4], [5]. The present paper is a briefly overview of some possible variants of the suggested new modal transformation procedure in
real space for viscous non-proportionally damped structural models.
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Abstract. In this research effort, Isogeometric tools are employed either in the Analog
Equation Method (AEM), a boundary element based method, or in the Finite Element Method
for the analysis of curved homogenous beams of arbitrary cross section (thin- or thick- walled)
taking into account nonuniform warping, shear deformation effects (shear lag due to both
flexure and torsion) and distortion. A set of distortional (in-plane warping) parameters have
been considered and multiplied by the corresponding distortional functions, which constitute
together with the warping ones the Navier equations for 2-D elasticity problem. Onedimensional boundary value problems described by second-order differential equations are
formulated with respect to the displacement and rotation components as well as to the
independent in- and out-of-plane warping parameters and solved. The in- and out-of-plane
warping functions as well as the geometric constants including the additional ones due to
warping and distortion (stiffness matrices) are evaluated employing a pure BEM approach. In
order to derive the differential equations of motion with respect to the kinematical
components, the terms of inertia contributions have to be added in the previous ones and, thus,
the spatial mass matrix can be derived. Numerical results are worked out to illustrate the
method, designate its efficiency, accuracy and computational cost, as well as verify its
integrity comparing with the results of 3-D FEM (Finite Element Method) models.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Refined models either straight or curved with shell or solid elements are widely used in
structures, such as for example the deck of a bridge with a thin-walled cross section, for stress
or strain analysis. The analysis of such members employing the so-called “Higher-Order
Beam Theories” [1-3] is of increased interest due to their important advantages over more
elaborate approaches based on shell or solid finite elements [4], which are mainly
incorporated in commercial software.
In-plane deformations, such as distortion, occurring when thin-walled sections undergo
bending and torsional deformations can considerably weaken the flexural and torsional
stiffness of thin-walled beams. Even though distortion is larger in magnitude near the beam’s
ends, it does not remain local (exponentially decays away from the support) and thus it should
be considered over the entire domain of the beam to account for its stiffness-weakening effect.
Schardt [5-6] developed an advanced formulation known as Generalized Beam Theory (GBT)
which is a generalization of the classical Vlasov beam theory in order to incorporate flexural
and torsional distortional effects. Further developments of GBT avoid some of its
cumbersome procedures through eigenvalue cross sectional analysis [7-12]. Ferradi and
Cespedes [2] presented the formulation of a 3D beam element solving an eigenvalue problem
for the distortional behavior of the cross section (in-plane problem) and computing warping
functions separately by using an iterative equilibrium scheme. Finally, Dikaros and
Sapountzakis [13] presented a general boundary element formulation for the analysis of
composite beams of arbitrary cross section taking into account the influence of generalized
cross sectional warping and distortion due to both flexure and torsion. In this proposal,
distortional and warping functions are evaluated by the same eigenvalue problem and in order
of importance.
Regarding horizontally curved beams subjected to vertical or radial loads, they inherently
exhibit a more complex behavior comparing to straight formulations due to the fact that the
effects of primary and secondary torsion are always coupled to those of bending and cross
section distortion either for centered or eccentric loads. Petrov and Geradin [14] employing
the same concept with El Fatmi and Ghazouani [3] for straight beams formulated a theory for
curved and pre-twisted beams of arbitrary homogeneous cross sections, covering
geometrically nonlinear range as well. Kim and Kim [15] developed a theory for thin-walled
curved beams of rectangular cross section by extending the theory developed earlier for
straight beams taking into account warping and distortional deformations. Park et al. [16]
expanded their previous work [17], which was limited to straight box girder bridges, to curved
formulations. They developed a curved box beam element which was employed in order to
develop design charts for adequate spacing of the intermediate diaphragms of curved bridges.
Flexural and torsional displacement functions have been based on those proposed for doubly
symmetric cross section by Kang and Yoo [18] while distortional functions have been derived
for a mono-symmetric cross section [19]. Yoo et al. [20] applied the concept of the BEF
analogy for the analysis of distortional stresses of horizontally curved box-girders. The
proposed procedure is capable of handling simple or continuous single cell box girders (or
separated multi-cell box girders) with rigid or deformable interior diaphragms or cross-frames.
Towards establishing a more general theory, Arici and Granata [21] employed the
Hamiltonian Structural Analysis Method for the analysis of straight and curved thin-walled
structures on elastic foundation extending the so-called GBT. To the authors’ knowledge,
there are no research efforts that introduce a unified distortional and warping eigenvalue
analysis of arbitrarily shaped cross sections to the analysis of curved beams.
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As far as the free vibration and dynamic response is concerned, it has been noticed in
studies of the last decades, mainly for straight beam formulations, that the thin-walled
members’ behavior can be highly affected by cross section’s in-plane (distortion)
deformations. There are a number of investigations with various approaches in order to
determine the cross sectional deformations which are either restricted to quadrilateral cross
sections [22-23] or to the evaluation of two distortional modes that are roughly approximated
by cubic polynomials [24]. Thin-walled closed piecewise straight beams with angled joints
were also studied by Jang and Kim [25], but arbitrarily shaped sections were not investigated.
More recently, Petrolo et al. [26] as well as Carrera and Varello [27] developed a beam
formulation which can be exploited for the analyses of compact, thin-walled structures and
bridge-like cross-sections. However, this approach is only capable of handling problems that
involve a limited range of deformation types due to the fact that the displacement field, which
is based on, is not formulated in the most general way. In addition to these, Jang et al. [28]
and Bebiano et al. [29] developed more refined beam models with open- or closed-shaped
cross section for the vibration problem. However, their cross sectional analyses are based on
beam-frame and plate models for the discretization of the cross section. However, these
approaches depend on the section’s shape, the nodal topology and the number of intermediate
nodes employed which make the procedure cumbersome while deformation mode selection
becomes important for the analysis. Regarding vibration analysis of curved beams including
distortional effects, few research efforts have taken into account the complete coupling of
torsion, warping, and distortion deformations together with the curvature effect. Zhu et al. [30]
provided a dynamic theory for the spatial vibration analysis of horizontally curved thin-walled
rectangular box-shaped beams based on the displacement fields proposed by Kim and Kim
[22]. Thus, to the authors’ knowledge, there is no study on the vibration problem of curved
beams with arbitrary cross section including in- and out-of-plane deformations.
In modern regulations and design specifications, the importance of torsional and
distortional effects in stress or strain analysis of structural members is recognized. Particularly,
in sub-sections 6.2.7.1 and 6.2.7.2 of EN 1993-2, Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures - Part
2: Steel bridges, regarding torsion, the designer is obliged to keep the distortional stresses
under a specific limiting value or follow some general design rules in case of neglecting
distortion. It should also be noted that most of the provisions of Eurocode 3 regarding torsion
are valid only when distortional deformation can be neglected. Special attention is paid for
distortion by the following bridge design specifications. The Guide Specifications for
Horizontally Curved Highway Bridges by the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials – AASHTO (1993) specify the maximum spacing of the intermediate
diaphragms through an approximate formula. The Hanshin Expressway Public Corporation of
Japan provides the Guidelines for the Design of Horizontally Curved Girder Bridges – HEPCJ
(1988) specifying the maximum spacing of the intermediate diaphragms in curved box girder
with respect to that in straight box girders multiplied by a reduction factor. It should be noted
here that the boundary conditions and the cross section shape are not taken into account
directly for both specifications. Finally, up to the 1980s the design of a bridge structure was
based on static analysis, corrected by a dynamic amplification factor which is based on the
first natural frequency. An extensive effort was made by Hamed and Frosting [31] to
introduce the effects of warping and distortion of bridge cross-sections. An analytical model
is developed in their works where the bridge is idealized as being made of panels which
behave as plates in the transversal direction and as Euler–Bernoulli beams in the longitudinal
direction [26].
In this study, the static and dynamic analysis of horizontally curved beams of arbitrary
cross section, loading and boundary conditions including generalized cross sectional warping
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and distortional effects due to both flexure and torsion is presented. The aim of this Chapter is
to propose a new formulation by enriching the beam’s kinematics both with out-of- and inplane deformation modes and, thus, take into account both cross section’s warping and
distortion in the final 1D analysis of curved members, towards developing GBT further for
curved geometries while employing independent warping parameters, which are commonly
used in Higher Order Beam Theories (HOBT). The approximating methods and schemes
proposed by Dikaros and Sapountzakis [13, 32] are employed and extended in this study.
Adopting the concept of end-effects and their exponential decay away from the support [3],
appropriate residual strains are added to those corresponding to rigid body movements.
Further, applying Hooke’s stress-strain law and employing the equilibrium equations of 3D
elasticity, a system of partial differential equations can be derived for each material over the
2D cross section’s domain together with the corresponding boundary and initial conditions.
Consequently, a coupled two-dimensional boundary value problem is formulated, with or
without considering Poisson ratio. Applying a proper discretization scheme for the cross
section, the above mentioned problem will lead to the formulation of an eigenvalue problem
which the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors, for a desired number of modes,
can be extracted from. The obtained set of modes contains axial, flexural and torsional modes
in order of significance without distinction between them. To avoid the additional effort
needed in order to recognize the most significant modes, the iterative local equilibrium
scheme described in the work of Dikaros and Sapountzakis [32] is adopted until the error due
to residual terms becomes minimal. The functions derived are evaluated employing 2D BEM
[33]. The coefficient matrices containing the geometric and mass properties of the cross
section can now be calculated. Thus, a set of boundary value problems are formulated with
respect to the unknown kinematical components (displacements, rotations and independent
parameters) for each time instant, the number of which is defined by the user depending on
the accuracy of the results. This linear system is solved using Isogeometric tools, either
integrated in the Finite Element Method (FEM) [34] or in the Analog Equation Method (AEM)
[35], which is BEM based. Employing the principal of virtual work the new equilibrium
equations are derived. Additionally, by employing a distributed mass model system
accounting for longitudinal, transverse, rotatory, torsional, warping and distortional inertia,
free vibration characteristics and responses of the stress resultants and displacements to static
and moving loading can be evaluated. The results obtained from the beam element will be
compared to those obtained from finite 3D solutions. Numerical examples are presented to
illustrate the efficiency and the accuracy of this formulation. To the authors’ knowledge, the
numerical procedures previously mentioned have not been reported in the literature for the
analysis of curved beams including distortional effects.
The essential features and novel aspects of the formulation that will be presented in the
following compared with previous ones are summarized as follows.
i. The developed beam formulation is capable of the dynamic analysis of spatial curved
beams of arbitrary composite cross section with one plane of constant curvature considering
warping and distortional effects (in addition to the previous formulations) that are introduced
in the same boundary value problem which describes the cross section’s deformations.
ii. The cross sectional analysis is based on an iterative equilibrium scheme which results
in a numerical procedure with less computational effort and complexity comparing to
traditional eigenvalue analysis reported in the literature for similar problems. Particularly,
modes attributed to different structural phenomena can be separated directly and make the
supervision of the results easier. In addition to this, the data post-processing and the iterative
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procedure become faster due to the fact that warping and distortional functions are calculated
separately.
iii. The accuracy level of the numerical method proposed can be decided by the user by
setting the desirable number of the modes taken into account and, thus, increasing the number
of higher modes added in the final solution.
iv. The numerical solution of the curved advanced beam is based on B-splines [36-37]
and NURBS (Isogeometric Analysis) offering the advantage of integrating computer aided
design (CAD) in the analysis.
2

S TATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider a straight or curved prismatic element of length L (Fig. 1) with an
arbitrarily shaped composite cross section of m homogenous, isotropic and linearly elastic
materials with modulus of elasticity Em , shear modulus Gm and and Poisson ratio  m ,
occupying the region  m of the yz plane with finite number of inclusions (Fig. 2). Let also
the boundaries of the regions  m be denoted by  m . This boundary curve is piecewise
smooth, i.e. it may have a finite number of corners. In Fig. 2 CXYZ is the principal bending
coordinate system through the cross section’s centroid C , while yC , zC are its coordinates
with respect to Sxyz reference coordinate system through the cross section’s shear center S .
It holds that yC  y  Y and zC  z  Z . The initial radius of curvature, denoted by R is
considered constant and it is parallel to Y axis. The displacement vector u  x, y, z  of an
arbitrary point of the cross section is obtained as the sum of SV solution vector corresponding
to the rigid body motion combined with a residual (index R) displacement vector due to endeffects which are responsible for the generation of self-equilibrating stress distributions:
m

u  x, y, z   u SV  x, y, z   u R  x, y, z   u  x   Y  x  Z   Z  x  Y    i ( x )Wi ( y , z )
i 1

rigid body movement

out-of-plane warping
m

v  x, y, z   v SV  x, y, z   v R  x, y, z   v  x   z x  x     i ( x ), x DYi ( y , z )
rigid body movement

(1)

i 1

distortion in Y direction
m

w  x, y, z   wSV  x, y, z   w R  x, y , z   w  x   y x  x     i ( x ), x DZ i ( y , z )
rigid body movement

i 1

distortion in Z direction

where

 , j

is for differentiation with respect to j, i is the number of higher order cross

sectional functions considered, u , v , w are the axial, transverse and radial beam
displacement components with respect to the Sxyz system of axes, respectively, W ( y, z ) is
the warping function, DY ( y, z ) and DZ ( y, z ) are the distortional functions of the in-plane
deformation mode D( y, z ) while  ( x) is a function describing the decay of deformation
along beam length. Moreover, v  x  and w  x  describe the deflection of the centre of twist

S , while u  x  denotes the “average” axial displacement of the cross section.  x  x  is the
angle of twist due to torsion, while Y  x  and Z  x  are the angles of rotation due to
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bending about the centroidal Y , Z axes, respectively.The derivation of rigid body motions is
in more detail explained in the work of Kang and Yoo [18], while sin  x   x , cos  x  1
assumption is adopted and higher order terms are neglected in this study. Considering the fact
that end-effects decay exponentially away from the support,  ( x)  ecx where c is a
constant to be specified. However, different expressions of this parameter have also been
adopted in other research efforts (i.e. polynomials of various degrees).

Figure 1: Prismatic curved beam under axial-flexural-torsional loading of an arbitrary homogenous cross section.

Figure 2: Arbitrary composite cross section of m homogenous materials occupying the two dimensional region
.

After establishing the displacement field, the strain components for mth material due to
end-effects can be computed as
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 xx m   u R  x, y, z , x m   , x W m

     v  x, y , z  
R

yy m

,y m

  , x  DY, y 

m

 zz m   w  x, y, z , z m   , x  DZ, z m
R


       w
       w

 xy m   yx m  v R  x, y, z , x
R

xz m

zx m

yz m

zy m

R

 x , y , z , x
 x , y , z , y

 
  u
  v
m

 u R  x , y , z , y
R

m

R

m

 x , y , z , z
 x , y , z , z





(2)

m

  , xx  DY m   W, y 

m

  , xx  DZ m   W, z m

m

  , x  DZ , y    DY,z m 
m



m

Employing the well-known stress-strain constitutive relationship for elastic media and
isotropic solid, the stress components of the mth material can be derived. Afterwards,
employing local equilibrium equations of three-dimensional elasticity considering body forces
to be absent, substituting stress components and the exponential function  ( x) , the system of
partial differential equations for the mth material is stated together with the boundary
conditions and, finally, employing the relation  m  m /  2  m  m   and expanding the
stresses in the boundary conditions, a boundary value problem together with the boundary
conditions is formulated in eqs. (3a), (3b) and (3c) for the warping and two distortional
functions, respectively.

1  me
2
2
2 

W

c

W



  m  1   e m 1   e  D  m 
m
m



W,n m  c 2   DY m ny   DZ m nz  on free surface


2
 g m W,n m  g n W,n n  c  g m  g n     DY m n y   DZ m nz  on Interfaces

  DY 
2



m



1  me 
 D m, y  W, y m   c 2   DY m 
1  me 



 g  DY    DY  n   DZ  n   g   DY    DZ   n
,n m
,y m y
,y m z 
m 
,y m
,z m  y

 m
  g W n
on free surface
m y
m



 g m  DY,n m   DY, y m n y   DZ , y m nz   g m  DY, y m   DZ , z m  n y 

 g n  DY,n    DY, y  n y   DZ , y  nz   g n  DY, y    DZ , z   n y
n
n
n
n
n




  g   g  W  n
on Interfaces
n
m y
  m




(3a)





(3b)


Where  me   m / 1  m  is the effective Poisson ratio while gm  m / ref , gm
 m / ref

are weighted elastic constants with respect to ref which is the shear modulus of reference
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on Interfaces
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m z









(3c)

material. If a plane stress assumption is employed,  me is substituted by  m . When  m  0 it

holds that gm  Em / Eref , g m
 0 , with Eref being the elastic modulus of reference

material, and the aforementioned boundary value problem is simplified. Therefore, employing
a proper discretization for the cross section, the above coupled boundary value problem (eqs.
(3)) will lead to the formulation of a generalized eigenvalue problem of the form

AF  c 2 BF where A, B are known coefficient matrices, c is the eigenvalue and
F  W

DY

DZ  is the eigenvector of the problem. The solution of eigenvalue problem
T

yields a set of eigenvalues together with the corresponding eigenvectors which constitute a
basis of cross sectional deformation modes suitable for distortional analysis of beams.
As mentioned earlier, the iterative equilibrium scheme described by Ferradi, Cespedes and
Arquier [1] as well as Dikaros and Sapountzakis [32] is employed here until a sufficient
number of modes is obtained to represent accurately the non-uniform warping effects and the
corresponding distortional ones. In order to initialize the above stated boundary value
problem, the rigid body movements of the cross section are employed. These correspond to
SV flexural and torsional warping modes. Afterwards, in order to restore equilibrium the
secondary warping modes are determined together with their corresponding distortional ones.
Following this concept, the iterative procedure is formulated converging to the exact shape of
the warping in a section. Each functional vector Fi 1 has to fulfil the orthogonality condition
with respect to the functions Fi corresponding to the previous set of modes.
Within the context of the above considerations and considering up to secondary warping as
well as distortional displacements, the enriched kinematics of an arbitrary point of the beam
for mth material at any time instant is given as

u  x, y , z , t   u P  x, y , z , t   u S  x, y , z , t  
u  x   Y  x  Z   Z  x  Y   x  x  SP  y, z 
primary
P
P
Y  x  CY
 y, z   Z  x  CZ
 y, z    x  x  SS  y, z 
secondary
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v  x, y, z , t   v  x   z x  x 
P
P
  x  x  vSP  y, z    Y  x  vCY
 y, z    Z  x  vCZ
 y, z 

(4b)

primary
S
S
  x  x  vSS  y, z   Y  x  vCY
 y, z    Z  x  vCZ
 y, z 
secondary

w  x, y, z , t   w  x   y x  x 
P
P
  x  x  wSP  y, z    Y  x  wCY
 y, z    Z  x  wCZ
 y, z 

(4c)

primary
S
S
  x  x  wSS  y, z   Y  x  wCY
 y, z    Z  x  wCZ
 y, z 
secondary

where u P , u S , denote the primary and secondary longitudinal displacements, respectively.
 x  x  ,  x  x  are the independent warping parameters introduced to describe the nonuniform
distribution of primary and secondary torsional warping, while Y  x  , Z  x  are the
independent warping parameters introduced to describe the nonuniform distribution of
primary warping due to shear. Similarly,  x  x  ,  x  x  are the independent distortional
parameters introduced to describe the nonuniform distribution of primary and secondary
distortion due to torsion, while  Y  x  ,  Z  x  , Y  x  ,  Z  x  are the independent
distortional parameters introduced to describe the nonuniform distribution of primary and
secondary distortion due to flexure. All these parameters are multiplied by the corresponding
warping and distortional functions which are components of the W ( y, z ) and D( y, z ) vectors
derived by the solution of the coupled boundary value problem stated in eqs. (3). In eqs. (4),
16 degrees of freedom have been employed in 3D space. These activate 12 cross sectional
deformation modes, namely rigid (4), primary (4) and secondary motions (4), including
extension.
If tertiary displacements have to be employed for accuracy reasons, the beam’s kinematics
is enriched further. In this case 22 degrees of freedom have been employed in order to
describe the beam’s behavior. The additional 6 degrees, namely Y  x  , Z  x  , x  x  ,

 x  x  ,  Y  x  and  Z  x  , account for 3 tertiary warping and 3 tertiary distortional effects,

respectively. These activate 4 additional cross sectional deformation modes including
extension. The enrichment of the beam’s kinematics can be done automatically by increasing
the number of modes, which are an input value for the boundary value problem to be solved.
This results in the evaluation of additional cross sectional operators which will be employed
in the analysis of the beam model, after establishing the strain components as it will be
described in the following.
After establishing the displacement field, the linear strain-displacement relations in the
system ( x, y, z ) can be written. Employing the expressions of the displacement components
(eqs. (4)), the strains and stresses can be computed. Applying the principle of virtual work or
any other variational principle following standard arguments in the calculus of variations, the
governing differential equations for the beam in terms of the kinematical components can be
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derived. Thus, the local stiffness matrix  kl  of the spatial curved beam can be evaluated after
solving a system of linear equations. Finally, the matrix form of stiffness matrix is derived as
follows
1
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0

0

0
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Y SP CY

0
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0 0

0
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0
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0

0 0
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0
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R
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0
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0
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R

R
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   Aux1 u, x   Aux2 u

(5c)

  C  Aux1 u, x  C  Aux2 u

(5d)

 U     u,Tx  Aux1   uT  Aux 2
T

(5a)

0

1

R
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0 
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 e( R )
S 
vCZ

S
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0 

0

Z
Y
e( R) 1  e( R)
R
R

0
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L

P
CZ
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0 0

T

 C  Aux1u
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 C  Aux 2 u 

1
d dx 
e( R )



  U    u,Tx k22u, x   uT k12u, x   u,Tx k21u   uT k11u dx  by parts integration
0
L





(5e)

  U    uT  k22u, xx   k12  k21  u, x  k11u dx   u T k22u, x  k 21u

0

L

0

k

 kl    k11


21

k12 
k22 

where [Aux1], [Aux2] are auxiliary matrices to express strains ε in matrix form, [C] is the
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R
1
 e( R ) ,
d dx  dV is the
R Y
e( R )
differential volume of the curved beam for constant radius of curvature, δU is the virtual
strain energy and k11, k12, k21 and k22 are 16X16 coefficient matrices containing the geometric
properties of the cross section. These are calculated as follows

elasticity matrix employed to derive stresses σ,

1
d ,
m
e( R )
1
T
k21    Aux 2 C  Aux1
d ,
m
e( R )
k11  

 Aux1T C  Aux1

1
d
m
e( R )
1
T
   Aux 2 C  Aux 2
d
m
e( R )

 Aux1T C  Aux 2

k12  
k22

(6)

Moreover, the external work can be derived as follows
1 0 0 0
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0 0 1 y
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P
SP CY
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0

0

0

0
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P
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P
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P
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P
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S
vCY
S
wCY
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

L



W    u

T

 Aux 

T

0

0 





(7)

S
vCZ
S
wCZ

L



T
t dx     uT  Aux  t d  
 
 0







(8)

 uT p

where t is the traction vector applied on the lateral surface of the beam including the end
cross sections and p is the external load vector of the beam.
Employing the expressions of the displacement components, the cross sectional
operators (eqs. (6)) and the governing differential equations of the curved beam can be
obtained in a similar way when tertiary or higher warping and distortional effects are
considered.
In order to derive the differential equations of motion with respect to the kinematical
components, the terms of inertia contributions

 Wmass  V   u,tt u  v,tt v  w,tt w  dV

1
d dx ) have to be added in the previous (eqns. (5e) and (8)) and constitutive
e( R )
equations should be employed.  is the density of the material and u , v , w are the generalized

(with dV 

displacements as previously described. Thus, the local spatial mass coefficient matrix  ml 
can finally be derived. This can be extracted in matrix form from the following expression
L



 Wmass      u
0

T

 Aux  Aux u,tt 
T

L





1
d dx   U    uT  ml  u,tt dx
e( R)
0

(9)

with [Aux] given in eqn. (7), u representing the total displacement and  ml  being a 16X16
coefficient matrix when displacements of eqns. (4) are employed.
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Except for the boundary conditions there are also the initial conditions at x   0, L for each
kinematical component. After establishing the stiffness and mass matrices of the spatial
curved beam element the equation of motion in matrix form can be stated.
The natural frequencies and modes in which the beam vibrates for the different motions
(including also distortional ones) can be obtained by separation of variables and ui  x, t  is
assumed as ui  x, t   ui  x  eit . Finally, the typical generalized eigenvalue problem

kt   2 mt  ui  0 is formulated and solved.

3

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

The evaluation of the warping and distortional functions is accomplished by solving the
problems described by eqns. (3). Warping functions W and their derivatives are at first
computed by solving eqns. (3a). Afterwards, these values are inserted as generalized body
forces in eqns. (3b,c) which are solved as a 2D elasticity problem in order to obtain
distortional functions D . The solution of the problem is accomplished employing BEM
within the context of the method of subdomains and BEM for Navier operator [33, 38].
Afterwards, the values are normalized and the procedure is repeated for the desired number of
modes. Finally, the functions calculated are employed in order to obtain the cross sectional
operation factors given in eqns. (6) as well as mass operation factors derived by eqn. (9).
These are used as input values together with the elasticity and function matrices to solve the
curved beam model with the methods described below.
According to the precedent analysis, the analysis of curved beams of arbitrary cross
section including generalized warping and distortional effects reduces in establishing the
components the kinematical components ui having continuous derivatives up to the second
order with respect to x at the interval  0, L  , up to the first order at x  0, L , and for the
dynamic problem up to the second order with respect to time t, satisfying the initialboundary value problem described by the coupled governing differential equations of
equilibrium along the beam and the boundary conditions at the beam ends, at x  0, L as
well as the initial conditions [37]. The problem is solved using the Analog Equation Method
in a similar way as the one described in detail [37]. However, some differences arise here
due to the nature of the problem stated. The number of the kinematical components depends
on the number of modes employed.
4
4.1

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Doubly Symmetric box-shaped cross section

A cantilever beam model is studied. This has a rectangular box-shaped cross section
5.0X3.5 m with plate thickness 0.30 m ( E  3E7kN m2 , G  1.5E7kN m2 ,   0 ,
t / d  0.085 , d / L  0.087 ). Its cross section is shown in Fig. 3. This beam is examined as
curved with R  25.465m and an arc length L of 40 m. The displacement field considered is
the one described in eqns. (4).
Finally, in Table 1 the first eight eigenfrequencies are compiled for the curved
(   2.5kN sec2 / m4 ) rectangular box-shaped cross section when employing FEM solid
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Figure 3: Rectangular box-shaped cross section (t=0.3m and d=3.5m).

FEMsolid
Mode
2880
Number NO Diaph.

FEMsolid
2880
8 Diaphs.

FEMsolid
2880 NO
Diaph.
(straight)

10 cubic
Type of mode
B-splines (Only for NO Diaph.)
in AEM

1

1.605

1.726

1.630

1.611

2

2.221

2.261

2.168

2.155

3

7.038

7.329

9.167

7.063

4

9.440

9.626

12.099

9.296

5

14.455

16.108

12.791

14.795

6

19.131

22.770

21.591

20.552

7

23.306

32.479

29.194

22.961

8

23.478

41.895

22.848

25.312

1st mode of Vertical
displacement
(insignificant
distortion)
1st mode of Lateral
displacement
(insignificant
distortion)
nd
2 mode of Vertical
displacement
(significant
distortion)
2nd mode of Lateral
displacement
(significant
distortion)
1st mode of Torsion
(significant
distortion)
3rd mode of Vertical
displacement
(excessive distortion)
3rd mode of Lateral
displacement
(excessive distortion)
2nd mode of Torsion
(excessive distortion)

Table 1: Eigenfrequencies for the doubly symmetric box-shaped cross section curved or
straight beam.
models with 8 or without diaphragms (NO Diaph.) and the proposed beam formulation with
cubic B-splines in AEM as well as for the corresponding straight beam element (forth
column of the Table 1) with FEM solid elements without the use of any diaphragms. It is
obvious that the values obtained by the proposed beam formulation are in well coincidence
with those of the FEM solid solution without any diaphragms. The placement of diaphragms
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results in a slight increase of the eigenfrequencies of the first four modes and a significant
increase for the rest four modes due to the fact that distortion becomes more important as
indicated from the description of the modes (last column of the Table 1). In addition to these,
comparing to the straight beam formulation, the behavior of the beam is different. The first
two modes exhibit similar eigenfrequencies for both the curved and straight model. Regarding
the rest of the modes, significant discrepancies can be noticed either in the values of the
eigenfrequencies or in the order of modes’ significance. Particularly, it seems that torsional
modes (5th and 7th for the straight beam) are more of importance in the straight beam model
comparing to bending modes due to the lower value of the 5th eigenfrequency and the altered
order of significance between the 7th and 8th modes.
4.2
A

Monosymmetric open-shaped cross sections
cantilever

beam

of

a

monosymmetric

C-shaped

cross

section

( E  73000kN m , G  28000kN m ,   0.3 , t / d  0.049 , d / L  0.055 ), as this is
shown in Fig. 4, is examined. The beam is analysed as curved with R  0.636m and an arc
length L of 1 m.
2

2

Figure 4: C-shaped cross section (t=0.5cm and d=5.5cm).

In Table 2 the first five eigenfrequencies are compiled for the curved
(   0.785N sec2 / m4 ) C-shaped cross section when employing a FEM solid model without
Mode
FEMsolid
Number NO Diaph.

FEMsolid
NO Diaph.
(straight)

10 cubic
NURBS

1

0.341

0.630

0.355

2

1.843

1.749

1.849

3

2.506

2.712

2.581

4
5

7.244
7.908

3.288
5.990

6.626
8.376

Type of mode
1st mode of Vertical
displacement
st
1 mode of Lateral
displacement
nd
2 mode of Vertical
displacement
(excessive Torsion)
1st mode of Torsion
2nd mode of Torsion

Table 2: Eigenfrequencies for the C-shaped cross section curved or straight beam.
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diaphragms (NO Diaph.) and the proposed beam formulation with cubic NURBS as well as
for the corresponding straight beam element (second column of the Table 2) with FEM solid
elements without the use of any diaphragms. It is obvious that the values obtained by the
proposed beam formulation are in well coincidence with those of the FEM solid solution
without any diaphragms. Comparing to the straight beam formulation, the behavior of the
beam is different. The first mode exhibits a much lower eigenfrequency for the curved beam
model. In general, modes of vertical displacement in curved arrangement are coupled with
torsional modes. Particularly, the 4th mode of the straight beam is pure torsional, while all of
the vertical modes of the curved beam exhibit torsional displacements, too. It should also be
noted that after the 3rd mode, the eigenfrequencies of the straight beam are lower than those of
the curved model, which seems to be stiffer.
4.3

Monosymmetric box-shaped cross sections

The last case studied is a box-shaped cross section curved beam ( E  3.25E7kN m2 ,

G  1.39E7kN m2 , R  100m ,   0.1667 , t / d  0.1 , d / L  0.065 ) with an arc length L
of 33 m. Its cross section is shown in Fig. 5.
In Table 3 the first eight eigenfrequencies are compiled for the curved
(   2.5kN sec2 / m4 ) monosymmetric box-shaped cross section when employing FEM solid
models with 1 or without diaphragms (NO Diaph.) and the proposed beam formulation with
cubic NURBS. Both clamped and cantilever beam models have been studied for the FEM
solid model without diaphragms (NO Diaph.). It is obvious that the values obtained by the
proposed beam formulation are in well coincidence with those of the FEM solid solution
without any diaphragms and the accuracy is improved comparing to the corresponding values
compiled in Table 4.19 (where distortional effects had not been considered). The placement of
the diaphragm at the midpoint of the curved length (forth column of the Table 5.13) results in
a slight increase of the eigenfrequencies of the first four modes and a significant increase for
the 5th and 6th modes. In addition to these, comparing to the cantilevered model, the behavior
of the beam is much different. All of the eigenfrequencies are decreased while the order of
significance is altered for the 6th and7th modes. In general distortional effects are of more
importance for most of the modes (3rd to 8th) and torsional modes become more significant
comparing to the clamped beam model. It should also be noted here that the procedure of
finding the modes of the cantilever beam corresponding to the same ones of the clamped
beam is quite cumbersome due to the fact that many local vibrational modes arise in the FEM
solid model.

Figure 5: Box-shaped monosymmetric cross section (t=0.25m and d=2.15m).
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FEMsolid FEMsolid
Mode
6600
6600
Number NO Diaph. NO Diaph.
(cantilever) (clamped)

FEMsolid
6600
1 Diaph.
(clamped)

10 cubic
NURBS
(clamped)

1

1.725

9.328

9.414

9.470

2

4.065

17.099

19.230

16.887

3

9.084

20.495

21.160

21.154

4

10.183

21.174

22.126

21.949

5

19.191

27.898

35.428

26.003

6

22.321

31.948

36.230

32.789

7

21.649

43.247

42.768

44.500

8

29.165

47.490

47.013

49.602

Type of mode

1st mode of
Vertical
displacement
1st mode of
Lateral
displacement
1st mode of
Torsion
nd
2 mode of
Vertical
displacement
2nd mode of
Lateral
displacement
3rd mode of
Vertical
displacement
2nd mode of
Torsion
3rd mode of
Torsion

Table 3: Eigenfrequencies for the monosymmetric box-shaped cross section cantilever or
clamped beam.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The importance of the proposed formulation is highlighted when considering the
advantages of beam models compared to solid ones for the free vibrational case, as it is
mentioned in the introduction. Therefore, the main purpose of this beam formulation is to
remain simple and with the least number of degrees of freedom needed to describe its
behavior accurately. In addition to this, creation of coarse curved models with quadrilateral
solid elements and diaphragms is very time-consuming. The main conclusions that can be
drawn from this investigation are:
 Highly accurate results can be obtained using B-splines in the AEM technique as well as
NURBS in FE beam formulations for the analysis of the proposed beam elements.
Computational cost and post-processing of the results is significantly reduced by the use
of NURBS comparing to FEM solid models.
 The distortion of thin-walled box-shaped beams contributes significantly to lowering the
natural frequency of torsional and bending vibration modes. Therefore, distortional
effects must be considered in order to predict the dynamic behavior of beams accurately.
 Curved geometry alters the dynamic behavior of beam models with open or closedshaped cross section and not necessarily in the same way.
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Abstract. This paper presents presents an effective numerical approach to the nonlinear dynamics of columns of tensegrity prisms subject to impulsive compressive loading. The equations
of motions of the analyzed structures are formulated in vector form, by modeling the cables as
deformable members and the bars as rigid bodies. The given numerical results investigate the
wave dynamics of tensegrity columns, with focus on the propagation of compression solitary
waves with variable size and amplitude throughout the system, as a function of the applied
impact velocity and the state of prestress of the structure. The engineering potential of the
examined structures as tunable acoustic actuators is discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recent studies have shown that tensegrity lattices exhibit a tunable geometrically nonlinear
response, which switches from stiffening to softening by playing with a number of mechanical,
geometrical, and prestress variables [1, 2, 3, 4]. Tensegrity lattices consists of networks of
prestressable truss structures, obtained by connecting compressive members (bars or struts)
through pre-stretched tensile elements (cables or strings). Special attention is receiving the
formulation of analytical and numerical procedures for the optimal design of such structures,
due to both their easy control (geometry, size, topology and prestress control) [5, 6], and the
fact that such structures provide minimum mass systems under different loading conditions
[5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
The importance of protecting materials and buildings against impacts with external objects
is well known (cf., e.g., [13, 14]). Equally, there is growing interest in research into noninvasive
tools to target defects in materials, and for monitoring structural health in materials and structures [16, 17, 18, 19]. Highly efficient and unconventional mechanisms for protecting materials
and focusing mechanical waves through the use of rarefaction and compression solitary waves
have recently been discovered by [4, 15]. It is worth noting that arrays of tensegrity lattices with
elastically hardening response can be employed to fabricate tunable focus acoustic lenses that
support extremely compact solitary waves [4, 15].
Three-dimensional finite element (FE) models of lattice structures usually make use of tetrahedral elements with a large number of degrees of freedom [20]. Such models are hardly applicable to dynamic simulations, even for lattices constituted by a small number of cells. A
key goal of the present work is to develop efficient and accurate models of tensegrity lattices
that make use of 3D assemblies of one-dimensional models for bars and strings. By describing
the bars as rigid members and the cables as elastically deformable elements, we develop the
dynamics of an arbitrary tensegrity network in vector form. Sucha formulation proves to be
useful in order to coupling the proposed model with standard FE models that may interact with
tensegrity networks. The time-integration of the equations of motion is conducted through a
Runge-Kutta algorithm that accounts for a rigidity constraint of the bars [21].
IWe apply the proposed numerical model to investigate the nonlinear wave dynamics of
tensegrity columns under impact loading, by establishing comparisons with the alternative
model proposed in Ref. [22]. We show that our 3D modeling of tensegrity columns allows
us to detect different strain wave profiles, as a function of the applied prestress, and a rigidity
parameter describing the kinematics of the terminal bases. Such tunable response can be profitably used to build tensegrity actuators, which can subjected to different levels of prestress, so
as to generate solitary waves with different phases that coalesce at a focal point in an adjacent
host medium [16, 17].
2

VECTOR FORM OF THE DYNAMICS OF TENSEGRITY NETWORKS

Let us consider a tensegrity network made up of nn nodes (or joints), nb bars and ns cables.
The joints are frictionless hinges, and each member carries only axial forces. The bars (i.e., the
compressed members) are assumed to behave as straight rigid bodies (rods) with uniform mass
density, constant cross-section, and negligible rotational inertia about the longitudinal axis. The
cables are instead modeled as straight elastic springs that can carry only tensile forces.
The generic node i, with i ∈ [1, ..., nn ], is located by the vector ni ∈ R3 in the threedimensional Euclidean space, and is loaded with an external force vector wi ∈ R3 . By suitably
collecting the vectors ni and wi , we introduce the following nodal and force matrices:
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N = n1 n2 ... ni ... nnn ∈ R3×nn


W = w1 w2 ... wi ... wnn ∈ R3×nn

(1)
(2)

The k-th bar (or cable) k of the network, with k ∈ [1, ..., nb ] (or k ∈ [1, ..., ns ]), is located
by the vector bk ∈ R3 (or sk ∈ R3 ). For example, if the k-th bar connects nodes i and j, then
bk = nj − ni . By stacking up the bar and string vectors, we obtain the following matrices
describing the geometry of all bars and cables:


B = b1 b2 ... bk ... bnb ∈ R3×nb ,


S = s1 s2 ... sk ... sns ∈ R3×ns

(3)
(4)

The center of mass of the k-th bar between nodes i and j is located by the vector rk =
(ni + nj ) /2. Collecting all the rk vectors, we get the matrix:


R = r1 r2 ... rk ... rnb ∈ R3×nb

(5)

It is useful to rewrite the above matrices as follows:
B = NCT
B,

S = NCT
S,

R = NCT
R

(6)

where CB ∈ Rnb ×nn and CS ∈ Rns ×nn are connectivity matrices of bars and cables, respectively. The general ith row of CB (or CS ) corresponds to the ith bar (or cable), and the element
CBij (or CSij ) is equal to: −1 if vector bi (or si ) is directed away from node j th , 1 if vector bi
(or si ) is directed toward node j th , and 0 if vector bi (or si ) does not touch node j. Similarly,
the ith row of CR ∈ Rnb ×nn corresponds to the bar bi , and the element CRij is equal to: 1 if
vector bi is touching node j, or 0 if vector bi does not touch node j. Following Ref. [5], we
say that a tensegrity network is of class n, if the maximum number of bars concurring in each
node is equal to n.
Let us consider now the generic cable (say the k-th one) with Young modulus of the material
Esk , cross-section area Ask , rest length Lk , and stretched length sk (i.e. sk = ksk k, and sk ≥
Lk ). We define the stiffness ksk and the prestrain pk through the following equations:
Esk Ask
,
Lk
sk − L k
pk =
Lk

ksk =

(7)
(8)

The force density carried by the current cable is given by the following (unilateral) constituve
equation (elastic, no-compression response):



 
Lk
γk = max ksk 1 −
,0 ,
sk
γk = 0,
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As we shall see in the sequel, it is convenient to collect all the quantities γk into the diagonal
matrix: γ̂ = diag γ1 γ2 . . . γns ∈ Rns ×ns .
On adopting the matrix from of the tensegrity dynamics presented in Ref. [24], we write the
equations of motion of a class 1 tensegrity network as follows:
N̈M + NK = W

(11)

where:
1
nn ×nn
+ CT
R m̂CR ∈ R
12
T
nn ×nn
K = CS γ̂CS − CT
B λ̂CB ∈ R

M = CT
B m̂CB

(12)
(13)

and:
m̂ = diag (m1 , m2 , . . . , mnb ) ∈ Rnb ×nb
j
k

 −2 1
1
ˆ
−λ̂ = ḂT Ḃ m̂`ˆ−2 + BT (W − Sγ̂CS ) CT
∈ Rnb ×nb
B `
12
2
`ˆ−2 = diag kb1 k−2 , kb2 k−2 , . . . , kbnb k−2 ∈ Rnb ×nb

(14)
(15)
(16)

The generalization of the above equations to the case of a class k system is straightforward, by
making recourse to the Lagrange multipliers technique illustrated in [25].
The vector form of the equations of motions (11) is as follows:
Mn n̈ + Kn n = w ∈ R3nn

(17)

where: n = vec (N), Mn = M ⊗ I3 , and Kn = K ⊗ I3 . On applying the vectorizing operator
to (11), we obtain:


vec N̈M + vec (NK) = vec (W) ∈ R3nn

(18)

which implies, after some calculations:


MT ⊗ I3 n̈ + KT ⊗ I3 n = w ∈ R3nn

(19)

Since M and K are symmetric, upon defining Mn = M ⊗ I3 and Kn = K ⊗ I3 , we can finally
reduce Eqn. (19) to the vector form (17). We employ the Runge-Kutta integration algorithm
described in Ref. [21] to perform the time-integration of Eqn. (17). Such an algorithm prevents
numerical violations of the rigidity constraint of the bars, ensuring that the bar vectors bk remain
constant at each time step.
3

WAVE DYNAMICS OF TENSEGRITY COLUMNS

Let us examine the wave dynamics of tensegrity columns which may feature either flexible
(Fig. 1(a-b)) or rigid bases (Fig. 1(c-d)) in each prism, and are equipped with np = 50 righthanded prisms and cables featuring Young modulus Es = 5.48x106 N/m2 , and cross-section
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radius rs = 0.14mm. The lattice constant a of the anlyzed columns is set equal to 5 mm, while
the reference height of each prism is equal to h0 = 6.2mm, giving a total height of the column
of 0.31m. The bases of the prisms forming the coulmn are endowed with lumped masses and
the total mass of each unit is equal to 0.0249kg. We characterize the state of prestrain/prestress
of the column through the cross-string prestrain p. We refer to the quantity  = (h−h0 )/h as the
axial strain of the prism (positive when the prism is stretched from the reference configuration),
h denoting the current (deformed) height of the generic prism. The wave dynamics of the
analyzed systems is studied through the numerical model given in Sect. 2, by applying different
initial velocities v0 to the nodes of the free end (right-end), which are directed along the axis of
the column, so as to generate a compressive impulsive loading (impact velocites).

Figure 1: Top views and front views of tensegrity columns of right handed prisms with flexible bases (a-b: FB
columns), and rigid bases (c-d: RB colums).

We compare the dynamics of columns composed of prisms with flexible bases (hereafter referred to as FB-columns) with that of columns composed of prisms equipped with rigid bases
(RB-columns). The analyzed columns have the same geometric and mass data of those analized
in [22]. We consider tensegrity columns subject to a state of prestress in the reference configuration, which is obtained by applying a prestrain p = 0.002 to the cross cables. The compression
wave dynamics of prestressed FB columns is illustrated in Fig. 2, for impact velocities ranging
between v0 = 0.1m/s, and v0 = 0.15m/s. We apply larger impact velocities to the prestressed
column, as compared to the column under zero prestress, to account for the prestress-induced
increse in the acoustic impedence of the system. We note the propagation of leading compression pulses with oscillatory tails, which span approximatively 4 prisms at t = 0.5s, and exhibit
speed varying from 0.248m/s for v0 = 0.1m/s to 0.372m/s for v0 = 0.15m/s (Fig. 2). The
leading strain pulses illustrated in Fig. 2 have amplitudes of:  = 5.4 × 10−2 for v0 = 0.1m/s;
 = 6.97 × 10−2 for v0 = 0.125m/s; and  = 8.5 × 10−2 for v0 = 0.15m/s.
The response of prestressed RB columns to impact velocities ranging between v0 = 0.1m/s,
and v0 = 0.15m/s is illustrated in Fig. 3. One observes the propagation of compact solitary
pulses spanning about 3 units and featuring the following amplitudes:  = 8.93 × 10−2 for
v0 = 0.1m/s;  = 0.106 for v0 = 0.125 ÷ 0.15m/s. The mean speeds of the compression
pulses are: 0.186m/s for v0 = 0.1m/s, and 0.248m/s for v0 = 0.125 ÷ 0.15m/s.
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Figure 2: Axial strain wave profiles in a FB chain of 50 prisms under cross string prestrain p = 0.002, for various
initial velocities: (a) v0 = 0.1m/s, (b) v0 = 0.125m/s, (c) v0 = 0.15m/s.

4

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a three-dimensional numerical model for the dynamics of arbitrary tensegrity networks that accounts for a rigidity constraint of the compressed members, elastic response
of cable elements, and vector form of the equations of motions. Such a model can be easily coupled with standard FE models of bodies and structures interacting with tensegrity networks, and
proves to be useful for studying the highly nonlinear dynamics of tensegrity metamaterials. It
has been applied to investigate the wave dynamics of tensegrity columns traversed by propagating compressive strains waves under impulsive impact loading.
The numerical results presented in Sect. 3 allow us to conclude that the more rigid is the
response of the bases of the units, the more compact is the nature of the compressive solitary
pulses that traverse tensegrity columns, under initial compressive disturbances. We are led to
conclude that it is possible to exploit the use of highly nonlinear dynamic response in tensegrity
units to create novel metamaterials that will enable unconventional wavefocusing methodologies. Arrays of tensegrity columns may indeed be employed to fabricate tunable focus acoustic
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Figure 3: Axial strain wave profiles in a RB chain of 50 prisms under cross string prestrain p = 0.002, for various
initial velocities: (a) v0 = 0.1m/s, (b) v0 = 0.125m/s, (c) v0 = 0.15m/s.

lenses supporting extremely compact solitary waves. Such lattices can be subjected to different
levels of prestress, so as to generate compact solitary waves with different phases within the
lens, which will coalesce at a focal point [16, 17] in an adjacent host medium (i.e., a material
defect to be targeted). The 3D modeling presented in this work offers a very useful tool to simulate the mechanical response of such spatial arrays of tensegrity columns, and can also be used
to deal with their design by computation. As compared to acoustic lenses based on arrays of
granular metamaterials [16, 17], tensegrity acoustic lenses will profit from the adjustable width
of compression solitary waves in such metamaterials (cf. Sect. 3). While compression solitary
waves in uniform granular chains have a constant width, which is independent of the amplitude
[29], the width of similar waves in tensegrity metamaterials changes with amplitude and speed,
and the solitary wave tends to concentrate on a single lattice spacing in the high energy regime
[15, 4].
We address specific studies about engineering applications of tensegrity networks to future
work. A key goal of such a research will regard the design of 3D innovative devices for monitoring structural health and damage detection in materials and structures. Combined tensegrity
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actuators and sensors will be tested to detect the mechanical properties and/or the presence of
damage in materials and structures through closed-loop identification procedures [26, 18, 19].
A second goal will regard the design, manufacture and testing of effective impact mitigation
systems based on tensegrity metamaterials with softening-type response. Such nonlinear metamaterials will be able to transform compressive disturbances into solitary rarefaction waves
with progressively vanishing oscillatory tail, and/or rarefaction shock-like waves [4]. Finally,
we address to future studies the employment of tensegrity concepts in a variety of mechanical
problems involving innvovative materials and structures [61]-[65].
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Abstract. On August 24, 2016 at 03.36 a.m. (Italian time), a Mw 6.0 earthquake struck an
extensive portion of the Central Italy. The epicentre was located among the municipalities of
Accumoli (province of Rieti), Amatrice (province of Rieti) and Arquata del Tronto (province
of Ascoli Piceno). After this first seismic event, from the academic point of view, several
technical and scientific activities started with the aim to carry out preliminary evaluations on
the characteristics of the seismic sequence, in order to interpret the possible effects of soil
amplification in the areas affected by the earthquake and the damages observed on structures.
The activities are continuing after the Mw 5.9 earthquake on October 26, 2016 and the Mw
6.5 earthquake on October 30, 2016. The strong motion recorded signals have been analysed
in terms of peaks (PGA, PGV and PGD) and integral seismic parameters starting from data
recorded by the closest stations to the epicentres. Several comparisons between the elastic
response spectra retrieved from accelerometric recordings and the elastic demand spectra
provided by the Italian seismic code (NTC 2008) have also been performed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The earthquake occurred on October 30, 2016 at 06:40:17 UTC, (07:40:17, Italian time)
was the Italian strongest event after the 1980 Irpinia earthquake (MW 6.9). The local
magnitude evaluated by the INGV is equal to 6.1 ML while the moment magnitude is equal to
6.5 MW. The earthquake affected the provinces of Perugia, Rieti and Macerata and was
strongly felt in central Italy; the epicenter is located 5 km far from Norcia, 7 km far from
Castelsantangelo sul Nera and Preci, 10 km far from Visso. Up to this moment the 30th of
October earthquake is the strongest event of the sequence which began with the earthquake of
August 24 (MW 6.0), followed by a quake of magnitude MW equal to 5.9 of October 26, 2016
[1].
The main events of the ongoing Monti della Laga-Valnerina seismic sequence occurred in
a territory that was affected by relevant earthquakes in the past. Some of these historical
earthquakes occurred within sequences, none of which comparable with the current one.
In the Amatrice area, where the major effects of the August 24 earthquake took place, the
most distinctive feature is a cluster of four earthquakes occurred in: 1627 (Accumoli, M W
5.3); 1639 (Amatrice, MW 6.2); 1646 (Monti della Laga, MW 5.9) and 1672 (Amatrice, MW
5.3). In Valnerina, the earthquakes located closest to the epicentre of the October 30 main
event are those of 1328 (Valnerina, MW 6.5); 1719 (Valnerina, M 5.6); 1730 (Valnerina, MW
6) and 1859 (Valnerina, MW 5.7). In the Visso-Ussita-Castelsantangelo sul Nera area, the
intensity degrees now being assessed for the October 26 events appear very likely to be the
historical maximum for this sector, at the current state of knowledge [1].
The area struck by the earthquake sequence is characterised by active fault systems already
described in the geological literature published since the 90s of the past century. Particularly,
the Apennine sector between Campotosto (south) and Colfiorito (north) presents normal fault
systems trending NW-SE to NNW-SSE, with surface expression longer about 20-30 km,
made of minor fault sections about 5-10 km long. The fault systems and the related fault
sections are supposed to represent the superficial expression of seismogenic sources
potentially responsible for earthquakes with M ranging between 5.5 and 7.0 [1].
After the Mw 6.0 mainshock of August 24, 2016 several activities were started in order to
perform some preliminary evaluations on the seismic parameters of the recent seismic
sequence that affected central Italy and to evaluate possible effects of local soil amplification
in the areas affected by the earthquake [2].
Ambient vibration acquisitions have been performed using two three-directional
velocimetric synchronized stations, with a natural frequency equal to 0.5Hz and a digitizer
resolution of equal to 24bit.
This paper shows preliminary results of the experimental campaign carried out on 13th and
14th of September 2016 in the town of Amatrice. The activities are continuing after the events
of the seismic sequence of 26 October and 30 October, 2016. Particularly, starting from the
accelerometric time-histories acquired the RAN (Italian Accelerometric Network), peak
(PGA) and integral parameters (Housner Intensity) have been evaluated and compared with
Italian Seismic Code provisions.
2

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE ONGOING SEISMIC SEQUENCE

The preliminary results described in this section are related to the Mw 6.0 mainshock of
August 24, 2016 acquired by the accelerometric AMT station and to the seismic sequence of
October 26 and October 30, 2016 acquired by the accelerometric CNE and NRC stations,
respectively.
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The three different earthquakes analysed in this work have been acquired using a sampling
frequency equal to 200 Hz (data ITACA INGV).

Figure 1: Earthquake on August 24, 2016 - accelerometric recordings and rotational analysis.

Figure 2: Earthquake on October 26, 2016 - accelerometric recordings and rotational analysis.

Figure 3: Earthquake on October 30, 2016 - accelerometric recordings and rotational analysis.
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The mainshock recorded by the AMT station is characterized by a Peak Ground
Acceleration (PGA) value equal to 0.85g (Figure 1). PGA values of the 26th and 30th of
October seismic events are 0.53g and 0.51g, respectively.
Figures 4, 5, 6 show the rotational acceleration response spectra related to the above
mentioned seismic events.

Figure 4: Rotational acceleration response spectra of the 24th of August 2016 seismic event.

Figure 5: Rotational acceleration response spectra of the 26th of October 2016 seismic event.

Figure 6: Rotational acceleration response spectra of the 30th of October 2016 seismic event.
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For the mainshock of August 24, 2016 it can be observed that the maximum acceleration
has been recorded along the WE direction while the maximum acceleration is less than 0.5g
along the NS direction [2]. The preliminary analyses showed that the maximum spectral
acceleration, equal to 2.586g, occurred along a direction at 90° from the NS direction in
correspondence of a period equal to 0.28s. For the 26th of October seismic event, the
maximum spectral acceleration, equal to 1.6g, occurred along a direction at 45° from the NS
direction in correspondence of a period equal to 0.26s, while, for the 30th of October seismic
event, the maximum spectral acceleration, equal to 2.16g, occurred along a direction at 89°
from the NS direction in correspondence of a period equal to 0.27s. Figures 7, 8, 9 show the
results of the time-frequency analysis of the three earthquakes.

Figure 7: Stockwell Transform of the 24th of August 2016 seismic event.

Figure 8: Stockwell Transform of the 26th of October 2016 seismic event.
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Figure 9: Stockwell Transform of the 30th of October 2016 seismic event (mainshock).

The analyses performed by the Stockwell Transform show an higher energy of the WE
component for the mainshock August 24, 2016. Furthermore, the maximum energy was
released in a range of frequencies close to 2Hz (NS direction) and between 2Hz and 6Hz (WE
direction). For the vertical component, a peak value can be observed in a range of frequencies
between 7.5Hz and 9Hz. For the 26th of October event, the maximum energy was released in a
range of frequencies close to 4Hz (NS direction) and between 3Hz and 5Hz (WE direction).
For the 30th of October event, the maximum energy was released in a range of frequencies
between 4Hz and 5Hz (NS direction) and between 3Hz and 5Hz (WE direction).
3

AMBIENT VIBRATION MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED IN THE TOWN OF
AMATRICE

In order to characterize the dynamic behaviour of the soil in the most damaged area of
Amatrice, several ambient vibration measurements have been performed on September 14,
2016 (Figure 10a). Figure 10 shows the preliminary results of the experimental campaign in
terms of HVSR (Horizontal to Vertical Spectral Ratio) in three different locations [2].

a)
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b)

c)

d)
Figure 10: a) Map and GPS coordinates of the sites of ambient vibration measurements carried out in the town of
Amatrice – b) Analysis HVSR – Location n. 1 ; c) Analysis HVSR - Location n. 2; d) Analysis HVSR Location n. 3.

Analysing preliminary results, the resonance frequencies are next to the frequency at which
the earthquake has exhibited the maximum value of spectral acceleration (Period=0.28s =>
Frequency=3.57Hz) (Figure 4). Furthermore, it can be observed that the investigated sites
exhibit a significant amplification peak that could affect structures characterised by a range of
frequencies between 2 and 5Hz.
4

ANALYSIS OF ACCELEROMETRIC RECORDED DATA

Starting from the Mw 6.0 mainshock of August 24, 2016 some activities are continuing
after the events of the seismic sequence of October 26 and October 30, 2016. Particularly, the
strong motion recorded signals in terms of peak (PGA, PGV and PGD) and integral (Housner
Intensity) seismic parameters have been analysed starting from data recorded by the closest
stations to the epicentres [3].
The National Accelerometric Network (RAN) managed by the Italian Department of Civil
Protection recorded a great deal of accelerometric data of the ongoing Monti della LagaValnerina seismic sequence. Three different stations have been selected: AMT – Amatrice for
the 24th of August main shock, CNE – Castelsantangelo sul Nera for the 26th of October
earthquake, NRC – Norcia for the 30th of October earthquake. Table 1 shows the selected
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strong motion stations with their site coordinates, EC8 [4] soil type classiﬁcation, epicentral
(REP) and Joyner-Boore distance (RJB) [5] and magnitude.
Date
(YYYY-MMDD)
2016-08-24

Station
Code
AMT

2016-10-26

CNE

2016-10-30

NRC

Name RAN Station

Latitude Longitude

AMATRICE
42.6325
CASTELSANTANGELO
42.8944
SUL NERA
NORCIA
42.7925

EC8 Soil REP RJB
MW ML
Type
(km) (km)

13.2862

B*

8.5

-

6.0 6.0

13.1528

C*

2.5

0

5.9 5.9

13.0965

B

5.4

2.17 6.5 6.1

Table 1: Near-ﬁeld accelerometric stations with site coordinates, EC8 soil type classiﬁcation, epicentral distance
(REP), fault distance (RJB) and magnitude.

* indicates that site classification is not based on a direct Vs 30 measurement
4.1 Peak parameters: PGA, PGV and PGD
Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), Velocity (PGV) and Displacement (PGD) values for the
three components (horizontal: NS and WE; vertical: UP) at each station are reported in Table
2. With regard to the values of the PGA horizontal components, the maximum value (850
cm/s2) was recorded for the WE component at the AMT station. High values have also been
recorded at the other stations, particularly 527 cm/s2 for CNE and 476 cm/s2 for NRC. Also
for the vertical component, high values of PGA have been observed, respectively 391, 389,
376 cm/s2 for AMT, CNE and NRC.
In terms of PGV values on the horizontal plane, NRC and AMT stations show the
maximum values (48.29 and 43.55 cm/s, WE direction), while smaller but still remarkable
value has been found at the station CNE, equal to 23.08 cm/s. As for the PGV values, the
maximum value of PGD (17.98 cm, WE direction) has been recorded by the NRC station.
Lower values of PGD have been found at the other stations.
Date
(YYYY-MM-DD)

Station Code

2016-08-24

AMT

2016-10-26

CNE

2016-10-30

NRC

Direction
WE
NS
UD
WE
NS
UD
WE
NS
UD

PGA_RAN
(cm/s2)
-850.804
368.387
391.368
-527.006
-373.134
-389.218
476.428
365.051
-376.529

PGV_RAN
(cm/s)
43.549
-41.501
-33.695
23.076
-36.542
-19.579
-48.293
41.446
25.597

PGD_RAN
(cm)
-3.265
8.544
-8.871
2.728
5.274
-3.008
-17.978
8.138
6.414

Table 2: Peak ground acceleration (PGA), Velocity (PGV) and Displacement (PGD) values at the recording
stations (AMT, CNE and NRC) for horizontal (NS and WE) and vertical (UP) components.

4.2 Housner Intensity
As an alternative to PGA or other seismic peak parameters, some studies [6, 7] have
demonstrated that Housner Intensity [8] can be an effective parameter to correlate the severity
of seismic motions to structural damage, particularly, in cases of existing non-ductile
Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings [9]. The IH values for the recorded data three different
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main shocks have been computed. IH is calculated as the area under the pseudo-velocity
response spectrum (Sv), as shown in Eq. (1):
(

∫

(1)

)

where T is the fundamental period of the structure under examination, ξ is the damping
ratio (equal to 5% in the analyses developed in this work), Tinf and Tsup deﬁne the interval of
period values where ordinary buildings can be mostly placed. In the present work the period
range [0.2–2s] has been used, in accordance with the choice adopted in the studies carried out
for the previous seismic classiﬁcation of the Italian territory proposed by the GNDT Working
Group [10].
IH_NTC08
Date
Station
Direction (TR=475)
(YYYY-MM-DD) Code
(m)
WE
0.902
2016-08-24
AMT
NS
0.902
ROT
0.902
WE
1.125
2016-10-26
CNE
NS
1.125
ROT
1.125
WE
0.878
2016-10-30
NRC
NS
0.878
ROT
0.878

IH_NTC08
(TR=975)
(m)
1.204
1.204
1.204
1.381
1.381
1.381
1.172
1.172
1.172

IH_NTC08
(TR=2475)
(m)
1.531
1.531
1.531
1.603
1.603
1.603
1.488
1.488
1.488

IH_RAN
(m)
0.654
0.929
0.654
0.692
0.840
0.692
1.746
1.252
1.651

Table 3: Housner intensity for each recording station (AMT, CNE, NRC) for horizontal (NS and WE) and
rotational (ROT) components and NTC08 Italian Code values for return periods (475, 975, 2475 years).

5

COMPARISON BETWEEN RECORDED AND CODE PROVISION VALUES

5.1 Comparison in terms of PGA
Table 4 shows Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) values for the three components
(horizontal: NS and WE and rotational: ROT) at each station and NTC08 Italian Code [11]
PGA values for the three different return periods considered in this work. Furthermore,
comparisons between code (NTC08) and recorded (RAN) PGA values has been performed in
terms of differences according to Eq. (2):
(
PGA_
Station
NTC08
Direction
Code
(TR=475)
(g)
WE
0.2988
AMT
NS
0.2988
ROT
0.2988
WE
0.3334
CNE
NS
0.3334
ROT
0.3334

)

PGA_

PGA_

NTC08

NTC08

(2)

ΔPGA
ΔPGA
ΔPGA
PGA_RAN
(TR=475) (TR=975) (TR=2475)
(TR=975) (TR=2475)
(g)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(g)
(g)
0.3588
0.450
0.8508
-184.7
-137.1
-88.9
0.3588
0.450
0.3684
-23.3
-2.07
18.2
0.3588
0.450
0.8508
-184.7
-137.1
-88.9
0.3936
0.461
0.5270
-58.0
-33.9
-14.3
0.3936
0.461
0.3731
-11.9
5.2
19.1
0.3936
0.461
0.5270
-58.0
-33.9
-14.3
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NRC

WE
NS
ROT

0.2953
0.2953
0.2953

0.3551
0.3551
0.3551

0.447
0.447
0.447

0.4764
0.3651
0.5137

-61.4
-23.6
-74.0

-34.2
-2.8
-44.6

-6.7
18.3
-15.0

Table 4: Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) values of the recording stations (AMT, CNE, NRC) and NTC08
Italian Code values for return periods equal to 475, 975 and 2475 years and variations ΔPGA.

Code values are always lower than recorded data for TR= 475, TR= 975 and TR=2475
years. The maximum difference between observed and code values are -184.7% (WE and
ROT direction), -137.1% (WE and ROT direction) and -88.9% (WE and ROT direction) at
the AMT station, -58% (WE and ROT direction), -33.9% (WE and ROT direction) and 19.1%
(NS direction) at the CNE station, -74% (ROT direction ), -44.6% (ROT direction ) and
18.3% (NS direction) at the NRC station, for the different return periods as showed in Table
4.
5.2 Comparison in terms of Housner Intensity
As described in the previous section, recorded and the Italian seismic code values have
also been compared in terms of IH. The differences between code (NTC08) and recorded
(RAN) values have been reported in Table 5 for TR equal to 475, 975 and 2475 years,
computed according to Eq. (3).

IH_NTC08 IH_NTC08
IH_NTC08
Station
Direction (TR=475) (TR=975) (TR=2475)
Code
(m)
(m)
(m)
WE
0.902
1.204
1.531
AMT
NS
0.902
1.204
1.531
ROT
0.902
1.204
1.531
WE
1.125
1.381
1.603
CNE
NS
1.125
1.381
1.603
ROT
1.125
1.381
1.603
WE
0.878
1.172
1.488
NRC
NS
0.878
1.172
1.488
ROT
0.878
1.172
1.488

ΔIH
ΔIH
ΔIH
IH_RAN
(TR=475) (TR=975) (TR=2475)
(m)
(%)
(%)
(%)
0.654
27.5
45.7
57.3
0.929
-3.0
22.8
39.3
0.654
27.5
45.7
57.3
0.692
38.4
49.9
56.8
0.840
25.3
39.2
47.6
0.692
38.4
49.9
56.8
1.746
-98.8
-49.0
-17.3
1.252
-42.5
-6.8
15.9
1.651
-87.9
-40.9
-10.9

Table 5: Housner intensity (IH) values of the recording stations (AMT, CNE, NRC) and NTC08 Italian Code
values for return periods equal to 475, 975 and 2475 years and variations ΔIH.

(

)

(3)

Comparisons in terms of IH show that code values are generally higher than recorded
values at the AMT station for the three different return periods. The values computed using
code spectra are generally comparable with those from recorded data for TR= 475 years at the
CNE station. The minimum variation ΔIH between code and recorded data are exhibited for
TR= 2475 years at the NRC station.
5.3 Comparison in terms of elastic response spectra
Analyses and comparisons in terms of peak values provide a clear reading of earthquake
ground motion through parameters usually used in seismic design. Therefore, in this section,
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in order to give a description of the potential ground motion severity, elastic response spectra
have been evaluated for the seismic time histories recorded at the three stations. As for PGA
and IH, the estimated elastic response spectra have been compared with the ones provided by
NTC08 Italian Code considering the return periods of 475, 975 and 2475 years and the
different soil type conditions of the accelerometric stations.
Computed and code response spectra are displayed in the figures 11, 12 and 13 in terms of
pseudo-acceleration (Sa), considering the horizontal components (NS and WE) of recorded
signals.
NTC08_TR=475

NTC08_TR=975
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NTC08_TR=2475
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Figure 11: Comparison of the pseudoacceleration response spectra S(T,ξ = 5%) of the Amatrice recording station
and of the NTC08 Italian Code for the return period of 475, 975 and 2475 years.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the pseudoacceleration response spectra S(T,ξ = 5%) of the Castelsantangelo sul Nera
recording station and of the NTC08 Italian Code for the return period of 475, 975 and 2475 years.
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Figure 13: Comparison of the pseudoacceleration response spectra S(T,ξ = 5%) of the Norcia recording station
and of the NTC08 Italian Code for the return period of 475, 975 and 2475 years.

Comparison in terms of pseudo-acceleration response spectra Sa showed in figure 11
shows that the spectral values from NTC08 are by far lower than those from the recorded
signals for WE direction, while, the recorded response spectrum is comparable with the code
spectrum for TR= 975 years for NS direction.
Figure 12 shows that the recorded response spectra (NS and WE direction) are higher than
the spectral values from NTC08 for the three different return periods considered in this work,
particularly in the range of periods between 0.15 and 0.4s. Response spectra obtained from
recorded data of the event of October 30th (NRC station), as for the Castelsantangelo sul Nera
recording station, are higher than the spectral values from NTC08 for the three different return
periods (TR= 475, TR=975, TR=2475 years) (Figure 13). Particularly in the WE direction,
pseudo-acceleration (Sa) are about twice the spectral values from NTC08 for TR=2475 years,
in the range of periods between 0.15 and 0.35s.
Figure 14 shows the probabilities in 50 years at towns of Amatrice, Castelsantangelo sul
Nera and Norcia returned by NTC08 code for their respective soil class (the class of the
recording stations reported in Table 1) as a function of PGA (Figure 14a) and IH (Figure 14b).
The maximum value of PGA and IH for each recording stations has been depicted.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 14: Exceedance probability in 50 years at three considered towns provided by the NTC2008 code in terms
of PGA (a) and Housner Intensity (b).

The maximum PGA of the earthquakes recorded on October 26, 2016(CNE station) and
October 30, 2016 (NRC station) would correspond to a return period of 2475 years, while the
maximum PGA of the earthquake recorded on August 24, 2016 (AMT station) is about twice
the value corresponding to TR=2475 years. In terms of IH, recorded data from AMT and CNE
stations shows that maximum IH are close to the values corresponding to a return period of
475 years. Maximum value for NRC station would correspond to a return period larger than
2475 years.
6

DISCUSSION AND FINAL REMARKS

The earthquake occurred on October 30, 2016 at 06:40:17 UTC, (07:40:17, local time) is
the Italian strongest event after the 1980 Irpinia earthquake (MW 6.9). The local magnitude
evaluated by the INGV is equal to 6.1 ML while the moment magnitude is equal to 6.5 MW. In
order to compare recorded and code provision values in terms of peak, spectral and integral
parameters, several preliminary analyses have been performed on accelerometric timehistories acquired by three near fault station of the RAN network: Amatrice station (station
code AMT), Norcia station (station code NRC) and Castelsantangelo sul Nera station (station
code CNE).
As expected, results retrieved from these preliminary analyses highlights several apparent
difference between experimental data and conventional code provision. Taking into account
the results retrieved in terms of PGA, experimental data showed peaks higher than those
provided by the NTC 2008 code when a return period equal to 475 years is considered. On the
contrary, considering a return period equal to 2475, recordings and NTC 2008 code provide
comparable peaks values for the earthquakes recorded on October 26, 2016(CNE station) and
October 30, 2016 (NRC station).The PGA of the earthquake recorded on August 24, 2016
(AMT station) is about twice the value corresponding to TR=2475 years. Then, the ongoing
seismic sequence appears compatible with the historical seismicity in terms of integral
parameters, but not in terms of peak and spectral values. It seems appropriate to reconsider
the necessity to revise the simplified design approach based on the conventional spectral
values.
Last, but not least, a significant soil amplification has been documented in the historical
centre of Amatrice town in the frequency range 2-5Hz.
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In order to complete this preliminary work more measurements and analyses on soil and
buildings are necessary for better understand a possible role played by soil-structure
interaction effects on the damage observed within the city located into the area interested by
the ongoing seismic sequence in Central Italy.
7
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Abstract. The periodically supported beam is an analytical model of the dynamics of a railway
track, where each rail together with its supports (sleepers) is independent of the other one. However, the sleepers connect the two rails and their behaviour could influence the response. This
study develops an analytical model for this type of track by considering the sleepers as EulerBernoulli beams resting on a visco-elastic foundation. By using a relation between the reaction
forces and displacement of the periodically supported beam [1], we can obtain a dynamic equation of a sleeper based on Dirac delta distribution. Then, the response of the sleepers can be
obtained by using the Green function. This model is a fast method to calculate the dynamic
responses of railway sleepers and track.
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1

Introduction

Currently, there are many kinds of railway tracks constructed using different technologies.
Among many choices of sleeper types, the concrete monoblock sleeper remains popular. In
addition, the sleeper dynamic response is important because it affects the stability of the railway
track and the maximum speed of the train. Substantial researches using analytic methods for
rail track have been carried out, for example : the effect of wheel-rail contact forces [17, 18] or
the vibration of the railway track (by considering the model of a ballasted track with discrete
supports [8, 9, 13, 14, 1] or the model of the infinite beam placed on a continuous foundation
[10, 7, 6, 11]). The studies of each component of the rail track were performed on the rail
[19, 16, 15], or on the ballast [20, 22].
An other important component of the railay track is the sleeper which has been investigated
by using several different methods. The main objective is to analyse the sleeper behaviour
and model it in the case of different moving charge values. The dynamic lateral resistance of
the sleeper has been studied to better understand the interaction zones between the sleeper and
the ballast layer [5]. Kaewunruen S. [23] researched the influence of the rail pad on the free
vibration of the concrete sleeper by using finite element analysis. By using experimental and
numerical methods, Laryea et al. [4] compared the sleeper’s perfomance when made out of
different materials. Some works focus on the pre-stressed concrete sleeper using FEM in 2D
and in 3D [24, 21].
In this paper, an analytical model is presented based on the theory of a beam resting on viscoelastic foundation. Indeed, the ratio between the length and the height of the sleeper (L/h)
is greater than 10 and we can consider the sleeper as an Euler-Bernoulli beam. The dynamic
equation of the beam in the frequency domain by using the Fourier transform. Then by using the
relation between the reaction forces and displacement of the beam [1] in the frequency domain
and the Dirac delta distribution, the dynamic equation for the beam (sleeper) together with the
rails and foundation is written and solved by using Green functions. The method of Green
function to obtain the response of a beam structure to a moving mass has been successfully
applied previously [25, 26]. The use of Green function not only leads to exact results but also
involves less cumbersome manipulations. Finally, the inverse Fourier transform gives the time
responses of the beam.
The dynamic response of the sleeper has been investigated in two cases of moving charges.
The numerical computations shows the displacements and reaction forces in the time domain.
The model can be used for parametric analyses to study the influence of sleeper on the dynamic
response. This simple model shows an efficient and fast way to estimate the responses of railway
sleepers and can be further developed for the analysis of more complex cases.
2

Formulations

Let us consider a periodically supported beam subjected to moving forces as shown in Figure
(1). In the steady-state, we suppose that all sleepers have the same response but with a delay
which is equal to the time for the moving forces to cover the distance between two sleepers.
By using this condition, Hoang et al. [1] have shown a relation between the beam displacement
(wr ) and reaction force (R) at the sleeper position as follows :
R̂(ω) = K(ω)ŵr (ω) + Q(ω)
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Figure 1: Periodically supported beam subjected to moving loads

where K(ω) and Q(ω) are so-called equivalent stiffness and pre-force of the periodically supported beam, calculated by :
"
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where λr = 4 ρrESrrIωr , ρr , Er , Sr and Ir are the density, Young’s modulus, section and the
longitudinal inertia of the rail respectively.
We now develop an analytical model for the dynamics of sleepers based on this equivalent
system. Let us consider a railway track as shown in Figure 2. This track contains:
- Two rails: modelled by two periodically supported beams
- Rail pads: modelled by spring-damper systems
- Sleepers: modelled by Euler-Bernoulli’s beams
- Ballast and foundation: modelled by a Kevin-Voight foundation
- Loads of train: concentrated moving loads

Rails

Rail pads

Sleeper

Ballast

Figure 2: Dynamic model of a sleeper

The vertical displacement w(x, t) of the sleeper under a force F (x, t) is driven by the dynamic equation :
Es Is

∂ 4 w(x, t)
∂ 2 w(x, t)
∂w(x, t)
+
ρ
S
+ kw(x, t) + ζ
= F (x, t)
s
s
4
2
∂x
∂t
∂t
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where ρs , Es , Ss and Is are the density, the Young’s modulus, the section and the longitudinal
inertia of the sleeper respectively; k and ζ are the stiffness and the damping coefficient of the
ballast layer.
The total force of two rails applied on the sleeper can be written with the help of Dirac
functions as follows :
F (x, t) = −R1 (t)δ(x − a) − R2 (t)δ(x + a)

(4)

where 2a is a distance between two rails, and R1 , R2 are the reaction forces of the sleeper
applied on two rails. These forces are driven by the equivalent systems of the two rails (equation
(2)) as follows:
R̂1 = Kŵ1 (ω) + Q1
R̂2 = Kŵ2 (ω) + Q2

(5)

In addition, the reaction forces R̂1 , R̂2 can be expressed by the constitutive law of the two
rail pads :
R̂1 = −kp (ŵ1 (ω) − ŵ(a, ω))
R̂2 = −kp (ŵ2 (ω) − ŵ(−a, ω))

(6)

where kp = krp + iωζrp are the dynamic stiffness of the rail pad (krp , ζrp is the stiffness and
damping coefficient of the rail pads) and 2a is the track gauges. By substituting the aforementioned equation (5) into equation (6), we obtain
kp
kp K
ŵ(a, ω) +
Q1
kp + K
kp + K
kp K
kp
R̂2 =
ŵ(−a, ω) +
Q2
kp + K
kp + K
R̂1 =

(7)

By combining equations (3) and (7), then by performing the Fourier transform, we obtain :
Es Is


∂ 4 ŵ(x, ω)
2
−
ρSω
−
k
ŵ(x, ω) = −R̂1 (ω)δ(x − a) − R̂2 (ω)δ(x + a)
b
∂x4

(8)

where kb = k + iζω is dynamic stiffness of the ballast.
Equation (8) describes the dynamics of the sleeper on the ballast. In order to solve these
equations, we will use Green function for the dynamics of the beam defined by:
∂ 4 G(x, a)
− λ4s G(x, a) = δ(x − a)
∂x4

(9)

r

ρSω 2 − kb
. The general form of the Green function is :
Es Is
(
A1 cos λs x + A2 sin λs x + A3 cosh λs x + A4 sinh λs x for x ∈ [−L, a]
G(x, a) =
B1 cos λs x + B2 sin λs x + B3 cosh λs x + B4 sinh λs x for x ∈ [a, L]

where λs =

4
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where 2L is the sleeper length. The boundary conditions of the Green function are :
G00 (−L, a) = G00 (L, a) = G000 (−L, a) = G000 (L, a) = 0
G(a+ , a) − G(a− , a) = 0
G0 (a+ , a) − G0 (a− , a) = 0
G00 (a+ , a) − G00 (a− , a) = 0
G000 (a+ , a) − G000 (a− , a) = 1

(11)

where the prime (0 ) stands for the derivation with regard to x. By using this boundary condtion,
we can obtain the expressions of Ai , Bi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) as shown in Appendix A.
The solution of equation (8) can be written with the help of the Green function as follows:
ŵ(x, ω) =

−R̂1
−R̂2
G(x, a) +
G(x, −a)
Es Is
Es Is

(12)

In order to calculate R̂1 and R̂2 , we substitute x = a and x = −a in the aforementioned
equation and obtain:

−R̂1
−R̂2


ŵ(a, ω) =
G(a, a) +
G(a, −a)
Es Is
Es Is
(13)

−R̂2
−R̂1

ŵ(−a, ω) =
G(−a, a) +
G(−a, −a)
Es Is
Es Is
By combining equations (7) and (13), we obtain

Q1 [G(−a, −a) + χ] − Q2 G(a, −a)


R̂1 = κ [χ + G(a, a)] [χ + G(−a, −a)] − G(−a, a)G(a, −a)

Q2 [G(a, a) + χ] − Q1 G(−a, a)

R̂2 = κ
[χ + G(a, a)] [χ + G(−a, −a)] − G(−a, a)G(a, −a)

(14)

Es Is
kp + K
and χ = Es Is
. Equation (14) defines the reaction force of the
K
kp K
sleeper on the two rail. Then, the response of the sleeper can be obtained by using (12)
where κ =

3

Applications

The dynamic response of the sleepers is calculated by using the formulae established in
previous section for two cases : the same charges in both rails (Q1 = Q2 ) and the different
charges in two rails (Q1 6= Q2 ).
As the charge applied to the rail is periodic and moreover to simplify the comparison of
results, the calculations are carried out in case of a point force. Some of the results in the case
of a series of charges are shown in Appendix B. We consider a railway track parameters in Table
1.
Figure 3 shows the displacement of the sleeper in two cases: Q1 = Q2 = 100 kN and
Q1 = 100 kN, Q2 = 75 kN. The figures are obtained through the inverse Fourier transform of
equation (12). The two rails positions are presented by two dash lines. The sleeper displacement
in the two cases is minimum in the interval between two rails. In the first case, the minimum
displacement is at the sleeper center (x = 0) and in the second case, it is 0.39 mm and this point
is not the center.
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Content
Unit
Young’s modulus of the rail
GPa
Moment of inertia of the rail
m4
Density of the rail
kgm−3
Section of the rail
m2
Young’s modulus of the sleeper
GPa
Density of the sleeper
kgm−3
Height of the sleeper
m
Width of the sleeper
m
Length of the sleeper
m
Track gauge
m
Stiffness of the ballast
MNm−1
Damping coefficient of the ballast kNms−1
Stiffness of the rail pad
MNm−1
Damping coefficient of rail pad
kNms−1
Train speed
ms−1
Charge on the first rail seat
kN
Charge on the second rail seat
kN
Sleeper distance
m

Notation
Er
Ir
ρr
sr
Es
ρs
hs
ws
2L
2a
k
ζ
krp
ζrp
v
Q2
Q1
l

Value
210
3.055E-5
7850
7.69E-3
35
2350
0.22
0.29
2.2245
1.435
158.11
41.30
60
77.76
44.4
75
100
0.6

Table 1: Parameters of the analytical model

(a) Q1 = Q2 = 100 kN

(b) Q1 = 100 kN, Q2 = 75 kN

Figure 3: Displacement of sleeper for the same loads and different loads on two rails

We observed this phenomenon because the displacement of the beam is not symmetric resulted by the different charges values. The sleeper displacements at the middle point and at the
two rail seats are given by the Figure 4.
Figure 4a shows that the sleeper displacement at the rail seats are the same. The maximum
value of the displacement at the rail seat is 0.57077 mm. However, the displacements at the
rail seats in Figure 4b are not the same. Precisely, the first rail moves 0.41495 mm and the
displacement of the second rail is 0.58390 mm (the red and blue curve). Moreover, Figure 5
shows the sleeper displacement in the two loading cases.
Under the action of the same forces, the deformation of the sleeper is symmetric and the
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Figure 4: Sleeper displacement under the moving charge at 3 positions : middle point (green curve), the first rail
seat (red curve) and second rail seat (blue curve)
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Figure 5: Deformation form of the sleeper under the moving charge

displacements at the positions of two rail seats are at the same level. But in the second case, the
displacements are different. The difference between two positions is referred to as the levelling
of 0.17 mm. This phenomenon shows that the sleeper is not only deformed but also tilted.
When there is a signfication difference between the moving charges, the levelling will change
the distance between two rails and influence the risk of derailment.
The reactions forces R̂1 and R̂2 are calculated by the equation (14). Obviously, the reaction
forces at the rail seat R̂1 and R̂2 are equal when Q1 = Q2 . The reaction force is 42 kN in this
case.
When the two moving charges are different, the reaction force is bigger when the rail is
subjected to the bigger charge (42 kN and 31 kN respectively). The damage of the wheels, rails
etc., can lead to significantly different charges on the two rails.
4

Conclusions

In this study, an analytical model of the dynamics of railway sleeper has been investigated
using the relation between the reaction force and the displacement in the frequency domain. The
time responses are obtained by the inverse Fourier transform. The displacement at the critical
sections (rail seats and center) has been evaluated for various moving charges. In the case of the
imperfection of the moving charges, the phenomenon of levelling on the railway track occurs
and it could influence the railway track stability. In future research, this model will be developed
by using the Timoshenko beam in order to take in account of the sleeper rotation. Moreover, this
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Figure 6: Reaction force

model can be developed with other foundation behaviours such as a multi-layered foundation
of ballast.
A

Calculation of Green function

By substituting into equation (10), the first condition of the boundary condition in equation
(11), we obtain can be rewritten as follows:
−A1 cos λs L + A2 sin λs L + A3 cosh λs L − A4 sinh λs L = 0
−A1 sin λs L − A2 cos λs L − A3 sinh λs L + A4 cosh λs L = 0
−B1 cos(λs L) − B2 sin(λs L) + B3 cosh(λs L) + B4 sinh λs L = 0
B1 sin(λs L) − B2 cos(λs L) + B3 sinh(λs L) + B4 cosh λs L = 0

(15)

We can also rewrite the four last conditions of equation (11) as follows:
(B1 − A1 ) cos λs a + (B2 − A2 ) sin λs a + (B3 − A3 ) cosh λs a + (B4 − A4 ) sinh λs a = 0
−(B1 − A1 ) sin λs a + (B2 − A2 ) cos λs a + (B3 − A3 ) sinh λs a + (B4 − A4 ) cosh λs a = 0
−(B1 − A1 ) cos λs a − (B2 − A2 ) sin λs a + (B3 − A3 ) cosh λs a + (B4 − A4 ) sinh λs a = 0
(B1 − A1 ) sin λs a − (B2 − A2 ) cos λs a + (B3 − A3 ) sinh λs a + (B4 − A4 ) cosh λs a = λ−3
s
The aforementioned equation leads to the following result:
sin λs a
2λ3s
sinh λs a
B3 − A3 = −
2λ3s
B1 − A1 =

and
and
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cos λs a
2λ3s
cosh λs a
B4 − A4 =
2λ3s

B2 − A2 = −

(16)
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By substituting equation (16) into equation (15), we obtain
A1 =
A2 =
A3 =
A4 =
B1 =
B2 =
B3 =
B4 =
B

1 − cosh λs L cos λs (L − a) + sinh λs L sin λs (L − a) + cosh λs a
4λ3s
cos λs L sinh λs L + sin λs L cosh λs L
1 − cosh λs L sin λs (L − a) + sinh λs L cos λs (L − a) + sinh λs a
4λ3s
cos λs L sinh λs L − sin λs L cosh λs L
1 − cos λs L cosh λs (L − a) − sin λs L sinh λs (L − a) − cos λs a
4λ3s
cos λs L sinh λs L + sin λs L cosh λs L
1 sin λs a + sin λs L cosh λs (L − a) − cos λs L sinh λs (L − a)
4λ3s
cos λs L sinh λs L − sin λs L cosh λs L
1 − cosh λs a + sinh λs L sin λs (L + a) − cosh λs L cos λs (L + a)
4λ3s
cos λs L sinh λs L + sin λs L cosh λs L
1 cosh λs L sin λs (L + a) − sinh λs L cos λs (L + a) + sinh λs a
4λ3s
cos λs L sinh λs L − sin λs L cosh λs L
1 − cos λs a − sin λs L sinh λs (L + a) − cos λs L cosh λs (L + a)
4λ3s
cos λs L sinh λs L + sin λs L cosh λs L
1 − sin λs a − cos λs L sinh λs (L + a) + sin λs L cosh λs (L + a)
4λ3s
cosh λs L sin λs L − sinh λs L cos λs L

(17)

Example in the case of series of charges

Here, we present an example with the series of charges on two rails. The distance between
two wheels is D = 3 (m) and the length of the wagon is H = 18m. In this example, we have
one imperfection at the wheel number 2 on the first rail with Q = 75kN and the other moving
charges Q = 100kN.
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(a) Sleeper displacement

(b) Sleeper displacement at middle and two rail seats

Figure 7: Sleeper displacement
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Figure 8: Reaction forces at two rail seats
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Abstract. The need for high-rise buildings is increasing in order to meet the challenges posed
by rapid urbanization and the exponential growth in population. With recent advancements in
computing technologies, innovative materials and new structural systems, the need of prior
knowledge about proportioning the geometry and configuration of structural members is also
increasing. A relatively quicker and reliable estimation of approximate sizes of members can
greatly facilitate the preliminary design and feasibility of the project. This study uses an
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based approach to directly determine some key design
parameters based on experience gained from previously designed buildings. It uses a heuristic
tool using ANN that can provide fast and reliable results based on two algorithms (i.e. Multilayer Perceptron with Back Propagation using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm MLP-BP, and
PCA-Sparse-Extreme Learning Machine with online Sequential learning). The ANN models are
trained to determine structural design indicators from architectural parameters. The proposed
approach can not only provide means for quick estimation of design output, but can also for
crosschecking of code based & performance based design very quickly. The objective is to
provide means of assisting the design team and clients to make key design decisions based on
cumulative experience rather than relying on judgment of individual designers. The approach
is demonstrated through the sample networks trained on various case study high-rise buildings
for which the required architectural and structural design results have been generated through
detailed design.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A rapid increase in urbanization, limited land for increasing population and the developments
in field of construction technology are some of the factors resulting in improved popularity of
tall buildings. The convenience of having all of the services in a single building is now
becoming a reality with tall buildings even known as mixed-use buildings; some of these
buildings may also bring the prospect of being able to live and work without leaving the building
[1]. The construction of taller structures becomes more challenging with increasing height [2].
Serviceability, strength and sustainability of a tall building are most important parameters to be
considered during building construction which can be obtained by detailed Analysis and design
processes. These processes are divided into many phases such as the conceptual designing,
preliminary designing, modelling, analysis, final design and detail designing.
The preliminary design of tall buildings involves detailed mathematical justifications and
expert knowledge. It is a tedious and time consuming work. Hence to overcome such issues,
and to utilize experience obtained from available data, we introduce heuristic tools of Machine
Learning. Machine learning is solely focused on developing an algorithm that can learn from
past experiences. Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Genetic
algorithm, Decision tree, Fuzzy Logic are few popular Machine learning techniques used for
the regression and classification problems. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a type of
Machine learning tool which consists of massive parallel computational model that imitates the
function of a brain. It uses learning algorithm to model and save the knowledge in weighted
connections [3]. ANN have been used in many structural engineering related works in past such
as Structure Control using Neural Network [4], Predicting drying shrinkage of concrete using
Neural Network [5], Neural Network approach for cost estimation of structural systems of
building [6]. Trained network can be used to simulate structural data as output for set of new
architectural data.
In this study, we use ANN to perform preliminary design of tall buildings by obtaining
structural data of buildings as output while feeding in the architectural data as input. The
algorithms used are Multi-Layer Perceptron with Back propagation which is the most
commonly used procedure and Online Sequential Extreme Learning Machine which is one of
the fastest and accurate algorithm. Among various computational tools, Neural Networks have
gained lot of popularity due to their ability to identify and learn highly complex and non-linear
relationships by employing a black box approach [7]. After years of works and research in
ANN, MLP Neural network with back propagation as training algorithm have been the most
used and successful computational tool. It consists of number of hidden layers with various
number of neurons that traces non-linear relationship between input and output data. Gradient
decent is considered to be the most popular back propagation learning method but second order
method such as Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm prove to be more accurate. The general
concept of Back Propagation in training of network is to find a value of weights to minimize
the error between obtained output and target output. ELM are simple learning algorithm for
single layer Feed Forward Networks whose learning speed can be thousands of times faster than
traditional algorithms such as MLP-ANN, SVM etc. with comparable prediction capability [8].
The basic concept of an ELM is to generate a fixed set of random input weight matrix and
compute the best output weight matrix such that the error between target and obtained output is
zero. The number of neurons in hidden layer of ELM plays vital role in its performance.
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA) are linear dimensionality reduction tools used to shrink
multi-dimensional correlated data set into smaller dimensional set of uncorrelated variables.
PCA is used for dimensional reduction of data set as well as determining the number of neuron
in hidden layer as proposed in [9]. The computed hidden layer architecture is cross validated
using concept of Sparse-ELM as proposed in [10]. The network is then regularized using
regularization tools and further extended to online sequential learning.
2. METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 below shows the overall methodology adopted in this study. Each part of this
methodology will be discussed separately.
Data Collection

Data
pre-processing

Building of Neural
Network

Extract Input and Output data
from architectural and
structural drawings

Data extracted from existing
designs

Normalization of Input
variable using max-min
normalization

Select appropriate number of
hidden layer and neurons

Build Multi-Layer Perception
with Back Propagation as
training algorithm

Build an ELM Network

Training and Testing
of Network

Build OS-ELM using the
obtained network

Use PCA value of input data
to estimate number of hidden
neuron

Train OS-ELM with chunk of
data set

Use sparse ELM with k-fold
to cross validate the number
of neurons

Split data into training and
testing data set. Train OSELM in 2 chunk of data

Calculate hidden layer output
matrix by solving its MoorePenrose Inverse

Sensitivity of ANN to
conventional method

Comparison of
network

Select appropriate activation
function. Initialize random
weight and biases

Compare MLP-BP network to
ELM network

Compare ELM with
dimensionality reduced PCAELM

Figure 1: The overall methodology
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2.1 Input-output parameters selection
Set of architectural data and structural data were used as input and output data respectively.
14 input parameters such as Number of story, Height of building, cumulative floor area of
tower, Floor area of tower, Length of building in X and Y direction, Height per Length in X
and Y directions, ratio of length of building in X directions to total length, Height to Length
ratio in X and Y directions were provided from the architectural data. Fundamental structural
data such as Natural period, Ratio of area of column to total area of tower, Ratio of core Area
to Area of tower, Ratio of Weight of building to Floor Area Ratio and Volume of tower, Shear
wall thickness, Maximum percentage story drift ratio and Ratio of maximum base shear to
total weight of building were taken as output parameters. The data were normalized in range
of [0 to 1] using max min normalization. Convergence of network output is usually faster if
the average of each training set of data is close to zero [11]. The final output obtained from
the models were DE normalized back to the initial scale.
Output Parameters

Input parameters

Architectural parameters















Structural design parameters



Number of stories
Total height of tower 𝐻
Cumulative floor area (CFA)
Length of tower along 𝑥 direction
Length of tower along 𝑦 direction
Area of floor at top of podium level
Length of core wall along 𝑥 direction
Width of core wall along 𝑦 direction
Ratio of total tower height to length of
tower along 𝑥 direction
Ratio of total tower height to length of
tower along 𝑦 direction
Ratio of dimension of tower along 𝑥 to
along 𝑦 direction.
Ratio of total tower height to length of
core wall along 𝑥 direction.
Ratio of total tower height to length of
core wall along 𝑦 direction.
Ratio of dimension of core wall along
𝑥 to along 𝑦









Natural period of building
Ratio of area of column to total area
of tower
Ratio of core Area to Area of tower
Ratio of Weight of building to Floor
Area Ratio
Ratio of Weight of building to
volume of tower
Shear wall thickness
Maximum percentage story drift ratio
Ratio of maximum base shear to total
weight of building

Figure 2: Input and Output parameters Extracted from Architectural drawings and Structural drawings
respectively

2.2 Data processing
The total input-output data set of 38 buildings were divided into 30 training data and 8 testing
data sets. 14 input parameters were taken as input from the architectural data and 8 output
parameters were taken as output from the structural data. Same data sets were trained and tested
using both the MLP-BP and OS-ELM models respectively and compared in terms of speed and
accuracy. In MLP-BP algorithm, all input parameters were used to predict each output
parameter individually. Each model was designed with different architecture, i.e. the number of
hidden layers and their neurons for prediction of different set of outputs. There is no direct
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difference in the ultimate separation capabilities of networks with various number of layers;
they might, however, differ in other aspects like the separation performance with a limited
number of neurons, or the generalization made or training speed [12]. The OS-ELM model were
first tested for general ELM algorithm and then Online Sequential (OS) process was added later
onto the model. The OS refers to sequential learning procedure where the network is trained
using chunk by chunk of data [13]. 14 input parameters were used to map single outputs and
multiple set of outputs. Several important parameters that control the network model include
the max-min data normalization, nonlinear transfer function (Sigmoid), bias and weights,
hidden layers and their neurons, learning rate, and the number of epochs in MLP and Moore
Penrose inverse in ELM.
In MLP-BP network, the weight parameters and biases between all the layers were randomly
generated. The output of previous layer acts as input for next layer. The weights, bias and input
were calculated and passed through the activation function. The output of last layer was
compared to the target output and error was calculated. The error was back propagated using
second order Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm and weights were updated at each epoch. The
weights were updated with a learning rate which improves the convergence capacity of the
model [14]. The architecture of network depends upon nature of data set, learning parameter,
number of iterations, transfer function and the characteristics of the data used [15]. Different
networks with various architecture were tried and the best performing networks were selected.
Stopping criteria was introduced to stop the training process once the error tend to zero. The
final updated weights were saved for the training purpose. Although the MLP-BP shows good
generalization, it has few drawbacks such as the local minima, overfitting of data, difficulties
in defining the structure, and repetitive iteration or Epoch. The overfitting of model cause
network to lose its generalization ability [16].
In OS-ELM network, the single hidden layer (with neurons equal to or less than the number
of sample) is initialized and the input weights and bias are generated in random [17]. The ELM
uses non-differentiable or even discontinuous functions as an activation functions. For example,
the Sigmoid, hyperbolic tan, and Gaussian functions can be used to map the non-linear relations
[18]. The output weights are calculated using Least Mean Square Error equation such that the
error between target and obtained output is zero. Basically, the ELM trains a Single Layer Feed
Forward in two main stages: (1) random feature mapping and (2) linear parameter solving [19].
The output weights were saved and used for testing of data. The ELM shows extremely fast
training speed, good generalization, and universal approximation capability [20]. The data was
reduced to 2 dimensional set from 14 using PCA.
The network architecture of ELM was specified using PCA method in which 98% of
variance was taken into consideration. The obtained number of hidden neuron were cross
validated using the concept of Sparse-ELM. The input data were divided into cross validation
data set using the k-fold, where the input data were divided into equal number of data sets. The
networks with specific hidden node were trained using three-fourth of data set and tested on
remaining one-fourth. The best network architecture was selected based on its mean accuracy.
The OS ELM was introduced on selected networks. In OS-ELM, the network is added using
chunk by chunk of data. The weights connecting hidden layer to output weight is updated with
addition of each chunk of data. The weight between input layer to hidden layer and its bias are
again randomly generated and lumped below the existing weight matrix array for initial data
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set. The process is carried out in two stages, (a) the initialization phase where the initial set of
data is trained, and (b) the sequential learning phase where the network is updated for additional
chunk of data.
The simulated output values of network were reported and compared with the actual values
obtained from the results of detailed analysis and structural design. The model with least error
was saved in each case. The accuracy of developed networks was evaluated with a view to use
them in future as a helpful tool to perform the preliminary design of tall buildings.
2.3 Computer Software
The Python based IDE called PyCharm was used for modelling of both MLP and ELM.
Software selection was based on ability of the software to perform the computation required,
its availability and most importantly the platform it provides to develop a user interface
package. Neural Network requires solving of various mathematical calculations which can be
performed using tool such as ‘numpy’ in Python. It is one of the most used programing
languages for solving various classification, regression, pattern recognition, curve fitting
problems as it contains one of the best toolboxes for construction of a Neural network.
2.4 Improvement of generalization capability of network
The performance of networks with different architecture was checked. The performance of
networks were evaluated in terms of mean square error between actual output and target of data
set. Errors may be calculated using other measure such as the sum square error, the root of mean
square error, correlation coefficient between actual and simulated value. The least value of
mean square error for train and test set shows the actual performance of the network. The data
were divided into training and testing set. Generally network works well with training data set
but its prediction capability to the test data may be poor due to overfitting. Hence, early stopping
criteria comes in handy to overcome overfitting problems [21]. Random weight generation can
affect the generalization capability of network as well [8]. Nguyen & Widrow method was
introduced such that the random initialized weights were controlled and it improved the
generalization of the network. The selection of learning rate affects the network hence,
momentum can be added to improve the prediction ability of the network [11]. Bias and its
weight added to the network aligns the irregularities in the transfer function. All these functions
were added to the network as to improve its performance.
2.5 Implementation of network
The Neural network developed in this research work can be used by structural engineers to
perform preliminary design of buildings in a non-conventional fashion. They can feed in set of
input and output data, train the network and then use it to predict output for further unknown
input data set. The input parameters can be taken from the architectural data of the building to
predict the structural design of the building. The designer can select data set from either
performance based design or code based design to predict building design of new buildings.
This research moreover helps in evaluation of the appropriate network out of the two algorithms
used i.e. MLP-BP and OSELM.
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Figure 3: Full 3D nonlinear models of some of the tall buildings used in this study

3. ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model I: Model for prediction of natural period of building (sec) using MLP-BP
The architecture of network was changed and the network with least MSE was selected as best
network. The network was selected for minimum MSE between computed output and actual
output of natural period of the building. For Model I, The architecture was selected in 14:20:1
ratio as it showed least MSE in training. The network was used to test the test data set. Its
performance for test data set is as per Figure 4.
Model II: Model assessment for prediction of natural period of building (sec) using ELM
The model trained can be used to predict the natural period of building response using 14
architectural parameters. The model was trained using fix set of input weights generated using
Nguyen method. The network architecture consisted of 2 neurons in hidden layer. The network
showed fast training speed with good generalization capability comparable to MLP-BP
network. The network was tested for the training set and its prediction capability is shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Comparison of natural period of test buildings with simulated natural periods from artificial neural
network using ELM and MLP-BP.

Model III: Model assessment for ratio of weight per unit floor area of tower (KN/m2) using
MLP-BP
ANN model III was trained to predict weight of building per unit floor area of tower. The data
set were taken from code based design of buildings. The network architecture was changed and
network with least MSE between obtained output and target output was selected as the best
network. For Network model II, network architecture of (14:15:1) showed higher correlation to
training and testing set. The prediction ability of network is shown in Figure 5.
Model IV: Models assessment for ratio of weight of building per unit area of tower (KN/m2)
Using ELM
ELM was used to train a network that predicts ratio of weight of building per unit area of tower
using architectural data set. The input output parameters were passed through the network and
best fit output weight is generated. Hidden layer with 2 neurons showed the best prediction
performance. The weights were saved and used for testing. The training speed of network was
really fast with good generalization capability. The prediction capability on testing data set is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Comparison of weight per unit area of tower of test buildings with simulated weight per unit area of
tower from artificial neural network using ELM and MLP-BP.

Model V: Models assessment for ratio of weight of building per unit volume of tower (KN/m3)
Using MLP-BP
The minimum mean square error for training set was found with an architecture of ratio
14:10:5:1. The network contained two hidden layers with 10 and 5 neurons. The model can be
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used for calculation of ratio of weight of building per unit volume from architectural data set.
The performance of the selected network to test data set is shown in Figure 6.
Model VI: Models assessment for ratio of weight of building per unit volume of tower (KN/m3)
using ELM
The best fit output for training and testing set was found with an architecture of ratio 14:12:1.
The network contained hidden layer with 9 neurons. The model can be used for calculation of
ratio of weight of building per unit volume from architectural data set. The performance of the
selected network to test data set is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Comparison of weight per unit volume of test buildings with simulated weight per unit volume from
artificial neural network using ELM and MLP-BP

Model VII: Models assessment for maximum story drift ratio using MLP-BP
Network model VII is used to predict maximum story drift of the building from given set of
architectural data. The network with architecture 14:10:1 was selected as best network due to
its low mean square error for the training set. The network was used to test the testing set of
data and its ability is shown in Figure 7.
Model VIII: Models assessment for maximum story drift ratio using ELM
This network model is used to predict maximum story drift of the building from given set of
architectural data. The network with architecture 14:9:1 was selected as it showed best fit on
training and testing data. The network was used to test the testing set of data and its ability is
shown in Figure 7. The training time of network was 0.14 sec and testing time was 0.034 sec.

Figure 7: Comparison of Maximum story drift of test buildings with simulated Maximum story drift from
artificial neural network using ELM and MLP-BP
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Model IX: Model assessment for prediction of 2 output i.e. natural period of building (s) and
Maximum story drift using ELM
Two output data were tested using same set of architectural data set. The network showed good
generalization capability with two output as well. The Training speed was as fast as 0.084 sec
and testing time was 0.015 sec with good accuracy. The network was trained using set of 14
input parameters and 2 output parameters with hidden layer consisting 2 neurons. Its
performance is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Comparison between Actual output and simulated output of two output data predicted at once from
architectural data using ELM.

Model X: Model assessment for prediction of 3 output i.e. natural period of building (s), ratio
of weight of building per unit volume of tower (KN/m3) and Maximum story drift
The network was trained to predict 3 output at once using the architectural data. The training
speed was 0.099 sec and testing time was 0.031 sec. The performance of the network on testing
data is shown in Figure 9.
Model XI: Model assessment for estimation of best network
The network model were selected on basis of its accuracy using k-fold ELM. In this model, we
display the accuracy to predict natural period of 5 building using architectural data of model
with different number of neurons. The number of neurons is obtained using PCA and numbers
near that value is tested for better options.
Model XII: Model assessment on network with reduced dimensionality on input data set using
PCA
The network model were selected on basis of its accuracy using k-fold ELM. In this model, we
display the accuracy to predict natural period of 5 building using architectural data of model
with different number of neurons. The number of neurons is obtained using PCA and numbers
near that value is tested for better options. The dimension of input data is reduced using PCA.
For 98% variance, the PCA value was 2 on our input set. Hence the data with 14 parameters
were reduced to 2 parameters. The accuracy of each network model is presented in Figure 11.
Figure 12 shows that ELM performs better than PCA-ELM, i.e. higher dimensional data set
shows better prediction capability compared to smaller dimension. But PCA-ELM have almost
comparable accuracy compared to normal ELM. With increasing data set, dimensionality
reduction helps in larger data handling with robustness in prediction ability.
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(a) Natural period

(b) Weight of building per unit volume of tower

(c) Maximum story drift
Figure 9: Comparison between actual output and simulated output of three output data predicted at once from
architectural data using ELM.

Figure 10: Prediction capability of network with different number of hidden layer neurons on natural period of
building using architectural data.
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Figure 11: Prediction capability of network with different number of hidden layer neurons on natural period of
building using dimensional reduced architectural data.

Figure 12: comparison of accuracy of ELM and PCA-ELM in prediction of natural period of building using
architectural data.

Figure 13: Comparison between target natural period and simulated natural period using ELM and OSELM
network
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Model XIII: Model assessment for prediction of target natural period of test building to
simulated natural period using ELM and OSELM
Natural period was computed using extreme learning machine where set of 20 data were
trained. The network was tested for 4 building. Online sequential algorithm was implemented
and 2 data set were trained again. Then the network was tested for same set of test data. The
result is shown in Figure 13. The network architecture used was hidden layer with 2 neurons.
The OSELM network i.e. network with additional training data added shows slightly better
predicting capability.
4. CONCLUSION
 Various key structural parameters can be determined from architectural data using the ANN
approach. The selected models can be used in preliminary design of tall buildings. Welltrained ANNs can reliably predict the key structural parameters from architectural drawings.
These networks map the nonlinear relationship between input and output.
 The MLP with Back Propagation as learning algorithm have good generalization capability
but requires large training time. For new building set, the Pearson correlation coefficient
was found to be over 80% for MLP-BP.
 The ELM algorithm shows fast training speed with comparable generalization capability.
The training and testing time of network was less than a second for each model. Online
sequential learning in ELM helps the model to be used in online platform where additional
training data can be used to fine tune the network.
 The accuracy obtained using ELM is up to 93% for the best fit network. The network is
selected using PCA value and cross validation concept of Sparse-ELM.
 The dimensionality reduction of input data using PCA shows comparable generalization
capability and its concept can be brought in use when the parameter and sample of data
increases.
 The performance of networks can be improved by adding more data and using regularization
functions or bootstrapping. The network performance of MLP-BP can be improved by using
optimization tools such as genetic algorithm.
 Wind design parameters can be added for higher accuracy and wider applicability in future
studies.
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Abstract. This study aims at evaluating the optimal properties of friction pendulum bearings
to be employed for the seismic protection of elastic isolated structural systems under earthquake excitations with different characteristics in terms of frequency content. A two-degreeof-freedom model is considered to describe the isolated system behavior while accounting for
the superstructure flexibility and a non-dimensional formulation of the governing equations of
motion is employed to relate the characteristic parameters describing the isolator and structure properties to the response parameters of interest for the performance assessment. Seismic excitations are modelled as time-modulated filtered Gaussian white noise random
processes of different intensity within the power spectral density method. The filter parameters control the frequency content of the random excitations and are calibrated to describe
stiff, medium and soft soil conditions, respectively. Finally, multi-variate regression expressions are obtained for the optimum values of the friction coefficient that minimize the superstructure displacements relative to the base mass as a function of the structural system
properties, of the seismic input intensity and of the soil condition.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, within the issue of the passive control of structures, many works have developed new design strategies and methodologies [1]-[4]. Isolation systems have emerged as a
very effective technique for seismic protection of building frames [5]. Friction pendulum system (FPS) bearings are often preferred to other types of bearings due to their capability of
providing an isolation period independent of the mass of the supported structure, their high
dissipation and recentering capacity, and their longevity and durability characteristics [6]-[7].
Many experimental and numerical studies have been carried out to investigate the behavior of
these devices and to define reliable models for describing it [8]-[13]. Other studies have focused on the seismic response of structures isolated with FPS bearings by accounting for the
variability of the seismic input characteristics [14]-[16]. In [17] the influence of friction pendulum system (FPS) isolator properties on the seismic performance of base-isolated building
frames was investigated by employing a two-degree-of-freedom model accounting for the superstructure flexibility with a velocity-dependent model for the FPS isolator behaviour. The
variation of the statistics of the response parameters relevant to the seismic performance has
been investigated through the nondimensionalization of the motion equation considering different isolator and system properties.
Other works (e.g. [18]-[25]) have been more oriented to develop design approaches for the
isolators and to identify the optimal isolator properties. In this context, Castaldo et al. [18]-[19]
proposed a seismic reliability-based design (SRBD) criterion to define the isolator dimensions
in plan based on the evaluation of performance curves for the isolator and the superstructure.
Bucher [25] proposed a reliability-based design approach for the bearings accounting for the
probabilistic performance properties in terms of maximum and residual isolator displacements,
and the maximum interstorey structural displacement. Jangid [21]-[22], considering a stochastic model of the earthquake ground motion, evaluated the seismic performance of a single
shear type building isolated by FPS bearings whose behavior was described by a Coulomb
model showing that there exists an optimal value of the friction coefficient for which the top
floor absolute acceleration of the building is minimized. This value is influenced by the building properties and the isolation period, and it increases with the increase of the earthquake
intensity. The minimization of the absolute accelerations of the isolated superstructure was
employed as optimization criterion also in other works [23]-[24]. In [26], considering a tenstory shear type building as case study, a multi-objective optimization for the optimal design
of sliding isolation systems for suppression of seismic responses of building structures is presented applying a genetic algorithm to minimize the building’s top story displacement, its acceleration and also the base raft’s displacement.
As for the effect of the frequency characteristics and its influence on the seismic response
of base-isolated systems and on the optimal isolator properties, other studies (e.g., [27]-[29]),
concerning isolated buildings and bridges, demonstrated that soft soil condition leads to a
great alteration of the variances with large increment of the peak ratios, in terms of displacements and shear forces, by negatively affecting the isolated systems. Similarly, Kulkarni and
Jangid [30] analyzed the effects of superstructure flexibility on the response of base-isolated
structures subjected to non-stationary random processes by comparing the stochastic response
of a base-isolated structure with superstructure modelled as flexible and rigid and highlighting
that the seismic isolation is more effective for firm or rock type soil than the soft soils.
This work aims to investigate the influence of soil characteristics in terms of frequency
content on the seismic performance of elastic building frames isolated with FPS isolators and
the optimal isolator friction properties. The two-degree-of-freedom model, already employed
in [17], is used for this purpose, as it was shown to provide a reliable representation of the
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structural response of more complex systems, especially in the case of low values of the friction coefficient and high isolation degrees such that the effects of the higher modes are negligible. It is also useful because it leads to a condensed description of the problem in terms of
few characteristic parameters representing the isolator and structural system properties. A parametric study of the system is performed for different values of these characteristic parameters by considering three different sets of artificial ground motion records, modelled as nonstationary stochastic processes and generated through the power spectral density method [31],
with different frequency content corresponding to stiff, medium and soft soil conditions [32],
respectively. The nondimensionalization of the governing equations of motions permits to investigate wide ranges of seismic intensities while limiting the required nonlinear response history analyses. For each set of random excitations, numerical simulations are first carried out
to evaluate the relation between the characteristic system and isolator parameters and the
structural performance. Successively, multi-variate regression expressions are derived for the
optimal values of the friction coefficient that minimize the superstructure displacements relative to the base, as a function of the system characteristic parameters, of the seismic input intensity and of the soil condition. More details may be found in [33].
2

NON-DIMENSIONAL EQUATION OF MOTION

The equations of motion governing the response of a 2dof model representing an elastic
system on single concave FPS isolation bearings (Fig. 1) subjected to the seismic input ug  t  ,
in the hypothesis of considering the horizontal component of the bearings displacement, is:
ms us  t  + cs us  t  + ks us  t  = ms ug  t   ub  t 

mbub  t   fb  t  + cbub  t   cs us  t   ks us  t  = mbug  t 

(1)

where us denotes the displacement of the superstructure relative to isolation bearing, ub the
isolator displacement relative to the ground, ms and mb respectively the mass of the superstructure and of the base floor above the isolation system, k s and cs respectively the superstructure stiffness and inherent viscous damping constant, cb the bearing viscous damping
constant, t the time instant, the dot differentiation over time, and fb  t  denotes the FPS bearing resisting force. This latter can be expressed as:

fb  t   kbub  t  +   ub  m  mb  gZ t 

(2)

where kb  W / R   ms  mb  g / R , g is the gravity constant, R is the radius of curvature of

the FPS,   ub  t   the coefficient of sliding friction, which depends on the bearing slip velocity ub  t  , and Z  t   sgn  ub  , with sgn(∙) denoting the sign function. The fundamental period of vibration of a base-isolated system, Tb  2 R / g , corresponding to the pendulum
component, is independent of the superstructure mass and related only to the radius of curvature R [17].
Experimental results [9]-[11] suggest that the coefficient of sliding friction of Teflon-steel
interfaces obeys to the following equation:

  ub   f max  Df  exp   ub
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in which f max represents the maximum value of friction coefficient attained at large velocities
of sliding, and f min  f max  Df represents the value at zero velocity. In this study, to further
simplify the problem, it is assumed that f max  3 f min with the exponent  equal to 30 [17].
Moreover, note that, in the hypothesis of considering the maximum value of the sliding
friction coefficient, it is possible to evaluate the effective stiffness of the isolation level
keff  W 1/ R  f max / ub  depending on the bearings displacement (Fig. 1) which leads to an
effective isolated period Tb,eff [34],[35].
us

Superstructure mass

ms

ks/2

FPS isolator

Base mass

FP bearings
fb
kb

ks/2

keff
ub

ub

mb
Fig. 1. 2dof model of elastic system isolated with FPS in the deformed configuration.

The non-dimensional form of the equations of motion can be derived by introducing the
time scale   tb , where b  kb /  ms  mb  denotes the fundamental circular frequency of
the isolated system with infinitely rigid superstructure, and the seismic intensity scale a0 ,
which has the dimension of an acceleration and it is such that ug (t )  a0 ( ) , where  ( ) is a
non-dimensional function of time describing the seismic input time-history. In [17], the following non-dimensional equations are obtained:
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where s  ks / ms and s  cs / 2mss denote respectively the circular frequency and damping

factor

of

the

superstructure;

b  cb / 2mbb

the

isolator

damping

factor;

  ms /  ms  mb  [34] the mass ratio. The non-dimensional parameters  s  us / a0 and
2
b

 b  ubb2 / a0 describe the dynamic response of the superstructure and the isolators respectively. Eqn.(4) also reveals that the non-dimensional parameters (  terms) [36]-[37] that control the system non-dimensional response to the seismic input  ( ) are:
 

  ub  g
s
,    ,    b  
,    b ,     s
b
a0
b
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Parameter  measures the isolation degree [34],[38],   is the previously defined mass
ratio, b and s describe the viscous damping inherent respectively to the system and the
isolator. The non-dimensional parameter   measures the isolator strength, provided by the
friction coefficient   ub  , relative to the seismic intensity. Since this parameter depends on
the response through the velocity ub , the following parameter is used in its stead:
* 

f max g
a0

(6)

It is noteworthy that the non-dimensional seismic response of the system does not depend
on the seismic intensity level a0, but it depends only on b , s ,  ,   ,  * , and on the
function    , describing the frequency content and time-modulation of the seismic input.
Moreover, having assumed 1 b as time scale, it follows that also b influences the nondimensional seismic response of the system [17].
3

PARAMETRIC STUDY

This section presents the results of the parametric study carried out on the system of Fig. 1
to evaluate the performance of elastic buildings isolated with FPS bearings for different structural properties and soil conditions. The first two subsections describe respectively the stochastic model employed to generate the random excitations and the response parameters used
to monitor the seismic performance, whereas the final subsection shows the parametric study
results.
3.1

Random excitations and intensity measure (IM)

In Eqn.(4), the seismic input is described by the intensity scale factor, a0 , which is commonly denoted to as seismic intensity measure (IM) in the context of the performance-based
earthquake engineering (PBEE) [39],[40], and through the non-dimensional function  ( ) ,
which describes the time-history of the ground motions.
The "record-to-record" variability of the characteristics of the seismic inputs is herein described by defining three wide sets of artificial record time histories with different frequency
content corresponding to stiff, medium and soft soil conditions, respectively. These artificial
records are modelled as time-modulated filtered Gaussian white noise random processes
[30],[31],[41]. The power spectral density (PSD) function [42] of the embedded stationary
process is described by the widely-used Kanai-Tajimi model [43]-[44], as modified by
Clough and Penzien [45],[29],[46]-[50], i.e.:

g4  4 g2g2 2
4
S f ( )  2

S0
(g   2 )  4 g2g2 2 ( 2f   2 )  4 f2 2f  2

(7)

where S 0 = amplitude of the bedrock excitation spectrum, modeled as a white noise process;
 g and  g = fundamental circular frequency and damping factor of the soil, respectively;  f
and  f = parameters describing the Clough-Penzien filter; and  = the circular frequency
ranging between 0 and 50 rad/s. The parameters  g and  g are assumed as uniformly distributed independent random variables, with the following ranges of variation [32],[51]:
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 g =5-9 (high frequency/short period) and  g =0.6-1 for stiff soil condition,  g =3-5 (intermediate frequency/ period) and  g =0.4-0.6 for medium soil condition,  g =-3 (low frequency/high period) and  g =0.2-0.4 for soft soil condition. The values of the Clough-Penzien
filter parameters are assumed as deterministic and equal to  f  1.6 (rad/s) and  f  0.6 .
The Shinozuka-Sato function [52] is used to modulate in time the embedded stationary
processes, Eqn.(8):

I (t )  c  (eb1t  eb2 t )

(8)

where b1= 0.045s-1, b2= 0.050s-1 and c=25.302. A duration equal to 31.25 s, longer than
25s according to [53], is considered. The same duration has been assumed for all the artificial
record time histories since the duration of the random excitations has not a strong influence
when a peak response quantity is of interest, like the maximum response displacement, velocity or acceleration [54],[55].
An ensemble of 100 artificial ground motions, generated through the Spectral Representation Method [31], is considered for each soil condition. By this way, each set of artificial
records reflects the wide uncertainty in terms of frequency content related to each soil condition [32],[51] and is composed of a high number of random excitations in order to strongly
reduce the standard errors [16] of the statistics of the response parameters evaluated in the following subsections.
Fig. 2(a) shows the PSD functions for the different soil conditions corresponding to S0=1
m2/s3 and to the sample values of the filter parameters, illustrating the energy associated with
the frequency contents for each soil condition [56], whereas, Fig. 2(b) shows the elastic pseudo-acceleration response spectra of the 100 artificial ground motions for each soil condition,
scaled to the common IM value SA(T) = 0.1 g, for T = 4 s, which is a typical isolated system
period.
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Fig. 2. PSD functions corresponding to stiff, medium and soft soil conditions (a); Pseudo-acceleration response
spectra for the 300 records scaled to the common seismic intensity measure SA(T) = 0.1 g, for T=4s (b).

Regarding the intensity measure, it is worth to note that although the non-dimensional response to a single ground motion input does not depend on the IM level a0 , the response dispersion, and thus the accuracy of the estimate, is affected by the IM choice [17]. In this study,
the spectral pseudo-acceleration, S A Tb , b  , at the isolated period of the system, Tb  2 / b ,
and for the damping ratio b  b , is assumed as IM. This IM is related to the spectral displacement S d by the relation S A Tb , b   b2 Sd Tb , b  . It is also worth to observe that if all
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the records for each soil type are normalized to S A Tb , b  , then the normalized displacement
response of a system with period Tb , damping ratio b , rigid superstructure (i.e., high  )
and mounted on a frictionless isolator, equals to 1 for each record and soil condition and it is
not affected by the record-to-record variability. Thus, this system can be assumed as reference
case for evaluating the influence of the isolator friction   and of the period ratio  on the
response statistics [17]. In the analyses carried out in this study, the damping ratio b is taken
equal to zero, consistently with other works which assume that friction is the only source of
damping in the isolators [17],[22],[57]. The corresponding IM is hereinafter denoted to as
S A Tb  .
3.2

Seismic response parameters

This study considers the following set of response parameters relevant to the performance
of the isolated system: the peak isolator displacement ub,max (important for the design of the
FPS isolator and of the seismic gap around the building), the peak superstructure displacement relative to the isolator us ,max (related to internal forces in the structure and to the performance of displacement-sensitive non-structural components). These response parameters
can be expressed in non-dimensional form, according to Eqn. (4), as:

 ub 

ub,maxb2
S A Tb 



ub,max

Sd Tb 

,  us 

us ,maxb2
S A Tb 



us,max

(9a,b)

Sd Tb 

where the normalized displacement response  ub can be interpreted as the reduction factor of
the response spectrum at the isolation period Tb with damping ratio b =0.
By repeatedly solving Eqn. (4) for each set of the 100 ground motion records, a set of samples is obtained for the output variables used to monitor the performance. In this paper, the
response parameters are assumed to follow a lognormal distribution [17]-[18],[39],[57]-[58].
The lognormality assumption permits to estimate, with a limited number of samples, the response at different percentile levels, which is very useful for system reliability assessment. It
also permits to obtain a closed-form analytical estimate of the seismic risk [59].
A lognormal distribution can be fitted to the generic response parameter D (i.e., the extreme values  u b , u s of Eq. (4)) by estimating the sample geometric mean, GM  D  , and
the sample lognormal standard deviation  ln  D  , or dispersion   D  , defined, respectively,
as follows:
GM  D   N d1  ...  d N

  D    ln  D  

 ln d1  ln GM  D  

2

(10)



 ......  ln d N  ln GM  D 
N 1



2

(11)

where di denotes the i-th sample value of D, and N is the total number of samples. The sample
geometric mean is an estimator of the median of the response and its logarithm coincides with
the lognormal sample mean ln  D  . Under the lognormality assumption, the relation between the geometric mean GM  D  , the dispersion   D  , and the kth percentile of the generic response parameter D can be expressed as:
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dk  GM ( D) exp[ f (k ) ( D)]

(12)

where f (k ) is a function assuming the values f (50)  0 , f (84)  1 and f (16)  1 [60].
3.3

Parametric study results

This section shows the results of the parametric study carried out to evaluate the relation
between the isolation and structure properties and the system performance, for each set of 100
ground motion records corresponding to different soil conditions. The parameters   b
and    s are assumed respectively equal to 0% and 2%, the base-isolated system period Tb
b

s

is varied in the range between 2s and 5s, the parameter  in the range between 3 (flexible
superstructure) and 12 (rigid superstructure),    in the range between 0.6 and 0.9,  * in
the range between 0 (no friction) and 2 (very high friction). Indeed, a high value for the upper
bound of  * is also considered due to the very low values of the IM at high isolated periods
(i.e., Tb=5s) depending on the seismic hazard [53]. For each value of the parameters varied in
the parametric study, the differential equation of motion, i.e., Eqn.(4), has been repeatedly
solved for the different random excitation. The Bogacki-Shampine integration algorithm
available in Matlab-Simulink [61] has been employed. The probabilistic properties of the
normalized response have been evaluated by estimating the geometric mean, GM, and the dispersion, , of the parameters of interest through Eqns. (10) and (11).
Figs. 3-8 show the statistics (GM and  values) of the response parameters considered, obtained for different values of the system parameters varying in the range of interest and for
each soil type. Each figure contains several surface plots, corresponding to different values of
  . Only the results corresponding to  = 6 and  = 9 are reported.
Fig.s 3 and 4 plot the results concerning the normalized bearing displacement  ub , related

  is similar to that discussed in

to cases  =6 and  =9 respectively. The trend of GM  ub

[17], where natural records were considered without taking into account soil types.
This is the consequence of the non-dimensionalization and of the efficient intensity measure employed for the study. In fact, GM  ub is equal to unit for *  0 and higher  and

 

increases slightly for increasing Tb because of period elongation and of the influence of the

  decreases significantly as

second mode of vibration on the response. Obviously, GM  ub

 * increases and is also slightly influenced by   , especially, for low  values. For soft
soil condition and low  values, the influence of   is higher as well as the decrease of

  for increasing 

GM  ub

*



is more gradual. The dispersion   ub  for high Tb increases

for increasing values of  * , as a result of the reduction of the efficiency of the IM employed
in the study for each soil condition. Moreover, with reference to soft soils, the values of
  ub  also result to be higher for low values of both the isolated periods Tb and  * . Obviously, in the case of *  0 and higher  , the dispersion is zero for all the values of Tb and
of   considered and for all the soil conditions.
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Fig. 3. Normalized bearing displacement vs.  and Tb for =6 and each soil condition: median value (a,b,c)
and dispersion (d,e,f) for different values of . The arrow denotes the increasing direction of .

The mass ratio   does not affect significantly the response dispersion, especially in the
case of high  values. The above described peak values of both GM  u

b

 and    in
ub

the case of soft soil condition are due to resonance effects which mainly affect the effective
frequency charactering the dynamic behaviour of the frictional bearings and the dominant frequency of the corresponding random excitations.
Fig.s 5 and 6 show the response statistics of the normalized superstructure displacements
relative to the base mass  us . Also the trend of GM  us is quite similar to that discussed in

 

 

[17]: GM  us increases for increasing values of Tb as well as for decreasing values of  
and of  , whereas it first decreases and then increases for increasing values of  * . Thus,
there exists an optimal value of  * such that the superstructure displacement is minimized
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for each soil condition. This optimal value is in the range between 0 and 0.3 depending on the
values of  , Tb ,   and soil condition. In particular, increasing values of the optimal friction coefficient are required from stiff to soft soil condition.
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Fig. 4. Normalized bearing displacement vs. and Tb for =9 and each soil type: median value (a,b,c) and
dispersion (d,e,f) for different values of . The arrow denotes the increasing direction of .

 

The values of the dispersion   us , are very low for low  * values due to the high efficiency of the IM employed in the study, and attain their peak for values of  * close to the

 
. In the case of soft soil condition, the dispersion    strongly in-

optimal ones. The other system parameters have a reduced influence on   us compared to
the influence of  *

us

creases for increasing values of  * for both lower isolation degrees and isolated periods because of the resonance effects which mainly affect the effective frequency of the frictional
bearings and the dominant frequency of the corresponding random excitations. The different
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influence of the three soil conditions and, in particular, the increase of the statistics values of
the response parameters from stiff to soft soil condition results to be consistent with the results described in [28]-[30].
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Fig. 5. Normalized superstructure displacement vs. and Tb for =6 and each soil condition: median value
(a,b,c) and dispersion (d,e,f) for different values of . The arrow denotes the increasing direction of .

The existence of an optimal value of the friction coefficient has been pointed out in many
studies on systems isolated by FPS bearings [17],[21]-[24],[26] and it depends on some effects that follow an increase of the friction coefficient. In fact, an increase of the friction coefficient leads to an increase of the isolator strength (and thus of the equivalent stiffness, with a
reduction of the corresponding effective fundamental vibration period (Fig.1)) and the increase of participation of higher vibration modes as well as transfer of forces towards the superstructure. However, the forces transmitted to the superstructure also depend on the
bearings displacements which decrease as the friction coefficient increases. An increase of the
forces transmitted to the superstructure generally increases the superstructure displacements.
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Another effect is an increase of energy dissipation (equivalent damping), which reduces the
superstructure displacements. The equilibrium between these effects is strongly influenced by
the characteristic structural parameters as well as the frequency content of the random excitations related to each soil condition. In fact, for soft soil condition, higher optimal values of the
normalised friction coefficient are required due to the resonance effects as well as to increase
the equivalent damping. The dependency on these parameters is discussed in more detail in
the next section.
For all the statistics of the response parameters within the parametric analysis, the standard
errors [16] result to be lower than 5% for low values of  * and lower than 10% for increasing values of  * due to the high number of the random excitations employed.
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Fig. 6. Normalized superstructure displacement vs. and Tb for =9 and each soil condition: median value
(a,b,c) and dispersion (d,e,f) for different values of . The arrow denotes the increasing direction of .
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4

OPTIMAL SLIDING FRICTION COEFFICIENT DEPENDING ON THE SOIL
CONDITION

The results previously described show that for each combination of the system properties
(i.e., of    Tb and  ) there exists an optimal value of the normalized sliding friction coefficient, * ,opt , depending on the soil condition such that the median normalized superstructure displacements are minimized according to Fig.s 5-6.
Minimizing the superstructure displacements relative to the base mass can be an important
design requirement for base isolated systems to avoid inelastic response of the superstructure,
which can lead to very high displacement ductility demand [62]. In fact, an inelastic response
of the superstructure can lead to a disproportionately large displacement ductility demand that
could also be amplified in the case of soft soil condition due to the resonance effects, considering structural systems in ordinary conditions and neglecting aging effects [63]-[72].
From a design point of view, it may be of interest to evaluate the values of * ,opt that minimize response percentile others than the 50th, corresponding to different exceedance probabilities [57]. Therefore, for each soil type, through a multivariate nonlinear regression
analysis, a regression expression is obtained for * ,opt as a function of the parameters   ,

Tb and  and of three percentile levels (i.e., 50th, 16th and 84th percentiles). In particular, the
expressions for * ,opt is derived by fitting in Matlab [61] the following second-order polynomial expression:
* ,opt  c1  c2  Tb  c3    c4    c5  Tb    c6  Tb    

(13)

c7      c8  Tb 2  c9   2  c10   2

where ci, i=1,…,10, are the regression coefficients, whose values are reported in Tables 1-3 as
a function of the different percentile levels and soil condition. It is noteworthy that the order
of the polynomials is kept as small as possible to balance the contrasting requirements of accuracy and simplicity, thus providing a polynomial expression easy to be applied for the preliminary designing of FPS characteristics.
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9
c10
50 percentile 0.2657 -0.0380 -0.0083 -0.2022 -0.0012 -0.0028 0.0071 0.0045 0.0005 0.2187
th

84th percentile 0.2643 -0.0249 -0.0034 -0.2641 -0.0016 -0.0126 0.0044 0.0020 0.0005 0.3359
16th percentile 0.3038 -0.0392 -0.0083 -0.3230 -0.0010 0.0181

0.0034 0.0037 0.0005 0.2422

Table 1. Coefficients of multi-variate non-linear regression for stiff soil.
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
50 percentile 0.2248 -0.0327 -0.0034 -0.1122 -0.0007 0.0162 0.0059 0.0008
th

84th percentile 0.1973 0.0055

c9
c10
0.0002 0.1094

-0.0064 -0.1456 -0.0011 0.0090 0.0080 -0.0055 0.0005 0.1719

16th percentile 0.2483 -0.0376 -0.0058 -0.1906 -0.0011 0.0301 0.0049 0.0020

0.0005 0.1172

Table 2. Coefficients of multi-variate non-linear regression for medium soil.
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The regression R-squared values are higher than 0.92 for all the cases considered, indicating that the fitted model describes well the variation of * ,opt with the parameters considered. Only the regressions, related to the 16th percentile for stiff and medium soil conditions,
present slightly lower values of R-squared. Eqn. (13) can be used to design the optimum FPS
properties for the isolated system, provided that a seismic intensity level S A Tb  is assigned.
In fact, according to Eqn. (6), the optimum friction coefficient (at high velocity) can be easily
*  S T 
calculated as f max,opt   ,opt A b . This implies that the optimum friction coefficient ing
creases linearly with the IM level. Furthermore, friction pendulum properties that are "optimal" for a given seismic intensity, are not "optimal" for the other intensities. It follows that the
optimal friction coefficient can be defined considering the seismic intensity corresponding to
the collapse limit state [53] in order to ensure an adequate response of the isolated superstructure under strong earthquake events. More details may be found in [33].
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
50 percentile 0.5689 -0.1603 0.0113 -0.4345 -0.0005 0.0632 0.0007
th

c8
c9
c10
0.0108 -0.0003 0.2187

84th percentile 0.3726 -0.0629 0.0204 -0.4317 -0.0018 0.0292 -0.0038 0.0008 -0.0004 0.3437
16th percentile 0.5751 -0.1607 0.0022 -0.3256 0.0002

0.0665 0.0079

0.0103 -0.0004 0.0781

Table 3. Coefficients of multi-variate non-linear regression for soft soil.

5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigates the influence of the soil characteristics in terms of frequency content, related to stiff, medium and soft soils, on the seismic performance of elastic buildings
isolated with friction pendulum system (FPS) bearings and the optimal isolator friction properties. In particular, the results of an extensive parametric study, encompassing a wide range
of isolator and building properties, different seismic intensity levels, different soil conditions
and various response parameters that are of interest for monitoring the seismic behavior, are
described. The behavior of these systems is analyzed by employing a two-degree-of-freedom
model accounting for the superstructure flexibility, whereas the FPS isolator behaviour is described by adopting a widespread model which considers the variation of the friction coefficient with the velocity.
The uncertainty in the seismic inputs is taken into account by considering for each (stiff,
medium and soft) soil condition a set of 100 artificial records, obtained through the power
spectral density method, with different frequency content and scaled to increasing intensity
levels. A nondimensionalization of the equation of motion is carried out to unveil the parameters controlling the problem and also allows to explore a wide range of situations while limiting the required nonlinear response history analyses. The estimates of the response statistics
obtained for each combination of the parameters reflect the effect of the variability of the frequency characteristics of the seismic input at different intensity levels and can be used for deriving approximate fragility curves and for simplified seismic risk analyses.
For each set of random excitations, the influence of superstructure and FPS system properties are evaluated by considering the geometric mean (GM) and dispersion of each normalised
response parameter, assumed to follow a lognormal distribution. With reference to both isolation device and superstructures response, it is possible to conclude that low-frequency random
excitations related to soft soil condition negatively influences the statistics of the response pa-
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rameters of the whole isolated systems due to resonance effects which affect seismic inputs
dominant frequencies and the effective frequency of the frictional bearings.
Finally, multi-variate regression expressions are derived for the optimal values of the normalized friction coefficient minimizing the 50th, 16th and 84th percentile values of the superstructure displacements relative to the base mass, as function of the identified system
characteristic parameters and soil type. Thus the performance of both the structural and nonstructural components of the superstructure can be controlled. Higher values of the optimum
friction coefficient are required, especially for low isolated periods, in the case of soft soil
condition in order to reduce the bearing displacements and, consequently, the forces transmitted to the superstructure as well as to increase the energy dissipation (equivalent damping).
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Abstract. Earthquake resilient structure is an innovative type of structure developed for the
purpose to restore the structure immediately after strong earthquakes. The structures with
replaceable components is a kind of earthquake resilient structure. Based on the previous
studies, combined form of the replaceable devices were applied in the coupled shear wall in
this paper. Replaceable coupling beam and replaceable wall foot were used to concentrate
the possible damage in the coupled shear wall. The numerical simulation models were verified by the test results of shear walls with each type of the replaceable devices. Then the shear
wall model with the replaceable coupling beam and the replaceable wall foot together was
studied in detail through parameter analysis. The results show that the influence of the shear
wall capacity is small, and the variable parameters have some influence on the stiffness.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The structure design method to prevent the structural collapse under earthquakes is necessary. However, the damage after earthquakes is hard to repair or the repair time would be so
long that to disturb the normal operation of the building. Earthquake resilient structure [1] is
an innovative type of structure developed for the purpose to restore the structure immediately
after strong earthquakes, in a way that little repair is needed and the repair time is very short.
The earthquake resilient structural system includes the self-centering structures, rocking structures, the structures with replaceable components and so on. Previous research proved the
structure with replaceable components could achieve the goal of quick repair. When parts of
the structural component are replaced by replaceable devices, the structural component will
act as a structural “fuse”. The damage concentrates in the replaceable device during an earthquake, and the damaged part could be replaced conveniently after the earthquake, which could
have less repair time than the traditional structure.
The structure with replaceable components was first introduced for steel structures. A replaceable “fuse” device in steel coupling beam was proposed by Fortney [2]. Cyclic tests of
the specimens that consisted of two wall piers and connected by a single coupling beam were
carried out. An excellent energy dissipation capacity and reduced damage was found in the
steel coupling beam with central fuse [3,4]. A type of replaceable link was bolted to the tower
shafts of east span of the new San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge [5]. Cyclic tests of the replaceable links excellent plastic deformation capabilities with easy replacement after the test
[6]. Christopoulos developed two types of nonlinear replaceable links for steel moment resisting frames [7] and eccentrically braced steel frames [8]. Full-scale cyclic tests of steel beamto-column subassemblies with replaceable links and the steel eccentric braced frame with replaceable links were carried out. The test results showed that the replaceable links exhibited
great energy dissipation and higher rotation.
As for the reinforced concrete (RC) shear wall structures, the structure with replaceable
coupling beams and the structure with replaceable wall foots were proposed by the authors[1,
9,10]. The replaceable coupling beam consists of the central replaceable device and the nonyield connecting beams at the two ends. The replaceable wall foot is a compression-tension
rubber bearing replacing the RC wall foot. The replaceable device is allowed to undergo
plastic deformation and the end-plate bolt connection is used to implement replacement of the
damaged device after strong earthquakes. Three coupled shear walls with replaceable
coupling beams and one shear wall with conventional coupling beams were tested under static
cyclic loading .The results showed that the conventional RC coupling beams experienced
failure at beam ends whereas the plastic deformation of the replaceable coupling beam mainly
concentrated on the replaceable device. Four innovative shear walls with replaceable wall
foots and one conventional shear wall were also tested under cyclic loads. The severe damage
at the conventional shear wall foots was observed whereas the damage was concentrated in
the replaceable foots of the innovative shear walls. The replacement could be easily
implemented owing to the bolt connection between the replaceable part and the remaining
part.
It is noted that previous research focused on the structure with one type of the replaceable
devices. To further investigate the combined form of the replaceable coupling beam and the
replaceable wall foot, the numerical study was conducted in this paper. First, the numerical
simulations of the shear walls with one type of the replaceable devices were carried out by
comparison with the tested results. Then the shear wall with the replaceable coupling beam
and the replaceable wall foot together was studied in detail.
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2

FINETE ELEMENT STUDY

The object-oriented, open source software OpenSees is used to develop nonlinear finite element model of the shear walls. Cyclic Softened Membrane Model (CSMM) is used to simulate the RC wall panel. The boundary zone is modeled by displacement-based beam-column
element with fiber sections. The numerical models of the replaceable devices are discussed as
follows.
2.1

Replaceable coupling beam modeling

Figure 1 shows the replaceable coupling beam proposed by authors. It consists of the nonyield parts at the two sides and the yield part at the center. It is expected that the yield part
undergoes shear yielding and the non-yield parts remain elastic under strong earthquakes. The
non-yield part was conventional SRC beam, the RC beam embedded with the shape steel. The
yield part was the replaceable device made of low yielding point steel. The end-plate bolt
connection was used to implement the replacement of the yield part easily after strong earthquakes.

Figure 1. Overview of the replaceable coupling beam

To simulate the shear force-displacement relationship of the replaceable device, a truss element with the Hysteretic material was used. The SRC beam was modeled by beam-column
element with fiber section. Parallel truss elements were used to transfer the axial force of the
replaceable device. The numerical model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Numerical model of the replaceable coupling beam

2.2

Replaceable wall foot modeling

The proposed replaceable wall foot is illustrated in Figure 3. The central part was the laminated rubber with steel shims in-between. On each side of the rubber layers, a steel plate made
of low yielding point steel was settled. The laminated rubber is supposed to resist most of the
compression force and the tension force is mainly resisted by the steel plates. A strong connection plate was used to make the rubber layers and steel plates work together. Replacement
was also achieved by the end-plate bolts.
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Figure 3. Overview of the replaceable wall foot

To simplify the behavior of the replaceable wall foot, beam-column element with fiber section was used, as shown in Figure 4. Hysterical material was adopted to simulate the behavior
of the steel plate and the laminated rubber layers was represented by Elastic-No tension material. Previous research [1] suggests a calculation method of the key points of the skeleton
curve for the proposed replaceable wall foot. As for the simulation, the tension strength of the
laminated rubber layer was considered in the hysterical material, so no tension strength was
included in Elastic-No tension material.

Figure 4. Numerical model of the replaceable wall foot

2.3

Model verification

The finite model results are compared with the test results to verify the modeling approach
discussed above. Specimen CSW and F1SW tested by Chen[9] were modeled to validate the
simulation of replaceable coupling beam. Specimen SW-0 and NSW1-2[1] were created to
verify the modeling of replaceable wall foot. The axial force was applied to the model as nodal force and a multi-point constraint was placed at the top nodes to apply the horizontal displacement loads. Figure 5 compares the top displacement-base shear hysteretic curves of the
experimental and numerical results. The model properly predicted the behavior of the conventional shear wall and the shear wall with replaceable devices. Figure 6(a) is the numerical hysterical behavior of the replaceable device in coupling beam, and the comparison of the test
and simulation behavior of the replaceable wall foot is shown in Figure 6(b). The simulation
results agree well with the experimental results, which proves a proper simulation method of
the replaceable devices.
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3

SHEAR WALL WITH COMBINED FORM OF REPLACABLE DEVICES

Figure 7. Dimension mark of the combined replaceable devices in shear wall

According to the design method proposed by the authors [9,11], shear wall with combined
form of the replaceable coupling beam and the replaceable wall foot was created. As shown in
Figure 7, the height of the non-yield connection beam hb and the span of the replaceable device lb are defined according to the strength and stiffness equivalence of the replaceable coupling beam to the conventional coupling beam [12]. To concentrate the plastic damage, the
height of the replaceable wall foot hc should be larger than the length of the plastic hinges
[13].The width of the replaceable wall foot lc was determined by the region where the compression strain of the concrete exceeds  x , in order to avoid the concrete crush. The minimal
height and width of the replaceable foot are calculated as follows:
hc  0.2hw  0.044H
(1)
h

(2)
lc  1.5(1  x ) h0 =1.5(1  x p ) h0
 c,max
u h0
where hw , H are the cross-section depth and effective height of the shear wall respectively
[14],  c ,max is the maximum compressive strain at the extreme compression edge, which
equals the ultimate curvature plus the equivalent compression zone height  h0 of the bottom
section of the shear wall. The ultimate curvature of the section is defined as the ratio of the
maximum story drift  u to the height of the plastic hinge h p .
In order to further study the parameter influence to the performance of shear wall with
replaceable devices, a parameter study was conducted. A base model for the parameter
analysis was chosen as shown in Figure 8. The influence of four parameters was analyzed
by changing one parameter and keeping the other three unchanged at a time.
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Figure 8. The base model for parameter analysis

3.1

Height of the replaceable wall foot

To investigate the influence of height of the replaceable wall foot hc , several numerical
models with different height ratio were analyzed. The height ratio Rh was defined as Equation
(3):
Rh  hc / H
(3)
where hc , H are height of the replaceable wall foot and the effective height of the shear wall
respectively. Figure 9 shows the comparison of load capacity and stiffness of the numerical
models with different height ratio. The shear wall capacities are almost the same with different wall foot height. With the increasing of the wall foot height, the initial stiffness increases
first and then decrease, which indicates a proper height ratio range is 0.05~0.10.
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Figure 9. Influence of the wall foot height

3.2

Width of the replaceable wall foot

The width ratio Rw was defined by Equation (4) and several numerical models with different width ratio Rw were used to investigate the influence of width of the replaceable wall foot:
Rw  lc / hw
(4)
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where lc , hw are the width of the replaceable wall foot and the cross-section depth of the shear
wall respectively. As shown in Figure 10, the shear wall capacities are almost the same but
the initial stiffness decreases with the increase of wall foot width.
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Figure 10. Influence of the wall foot width

3.3

Height of the non-yield connection beam

Figure 11 shows load-displacement curves with different height of non-yield connection
beams and the comparison of initial stiffness. The influence to the shear wall capacity is small
because the capacity is determined by the shear capacity of the replaceable device, not the
connection beam. The initial stiffness results show that the stiffness increases with the larger
connection beam height, but the difference is not so obvious because the coupling beam
height is not so deep and the stiffness contribution to the shear wall is small. Supposing a
much deep coupling, the stiffness deviation due to connection height change would be larger.
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Figure 11. Influence of the connection beam height

3.4

Span of the replaceable device

The influence of the replaceable device span is shown in Figure 12. The shear wall capacities are similar but the difference is larger than that of the connection beam height. The initial
stiffness gets larger when the span of the replaceable device gets smaller, and the increase becomes higher with the small span.
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4

CONCLUSIONS
 To make the damage replaceable and the structure earthquake resilient, replaceable devices should be located in all area which could be easily damaged. For coupled shear
wall, coupling beam and wall foot are parts which are easy to be damaged. So based on
the previous study, combined form of the replaceable devices were applied in the coupled
shear wall in this paper. Numerical simulation was carried out in OpenSees and parameter analysis was conducted based on the verified finite element models.
 Truss element with the hysteretic material could be used to simulate the replaceable device in coupling beam and the behavior of the replaceable wall foot could be modelled by
beam-column element with fiber section. Simulation results of the replaceable devices
and the shear wall agree well with the experimental results, which proves a proper simulation method.
 The height of the non-yield connection beam, the span of the replaceable device, the
height and width of the replaceable wall foot are variable parameters for the coupled
shear wall with combined form of replaceable components. The parameter study shows
that the shear wall capacity is little influenced by the variable parameters of each replaceable devices but the stiffness are different. With the increasing of the wall foot
height, the initial stiffness increases first and then decrease, and a proper wall foot height
ratio range of 0.05~0.10 is proposed. The initial stiffness decreases with the increase of
wall foot width and the decrease of connection beam height. When the span of the replaceable device gets smaller, the initial stiffness increases, and the increase gets faster in
the small range.
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Abstract. Wide beams are part of the residential buildings’ construction habits in Italy as
well as in other Mediterranean countries. In fact, undoubted advantages are provided by this
type of beams with respect to architectural functionality and time-saving in formwork installation. However, in the design process of new RC buildings, some penalties in terms of ductility are prescribed in seismic codes when this type of beam is used. Previous studies
demonstrated that the detailing of beam reinforcement can influence the response of external
wide beam-column connections, especially for what concern the reinforcing bars bent outside
the column width. In order to investigate the influence of this aspect on the global performance of external wide beam-column joints, the authors calibrated detailed finite element
models based on the experimental results of cyclic tests carried out on two full-scale specimens. Beyond the detection of the main phenomena characterizing the subassemblages’ behavior, a parametric analysis has been performed to evaluate the influence of reinforcement
amounts placed inside and outside the column core. Particularly, three values of the beam
reinforcement area have been considered either placed inside or outside the column core, and
the corresponding global lateral response curves of the beam-column joint have been obtained. It has been observed that in the cases where the additional amount of longitudinal
reinforcement in the beam was placed inside the column core, both a more ductile behavior
and a higher strength of the connection were obtained. This finding suggests that slip phenomena and torsion cracking occurred in the non-confined zone outside the column core, accounted for by the numerical model, can heavily influence the seismic behavior of this kind of
beam-column joints even though they are seismically designed.
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INTRODUCTION

The capacity to reduce emergency impact on communities due to seismic events [1] is strongly based on the prevention of collapse of both private and public buildings. This requires careful seismic assessments of the existing buildings as well by enhancing the seismic design of
the new ones. The present study is aimed at characterizing the seismic behavior of beamcolumn connections equipped with wide beams (wide beam-column joints). This kind of
beam is frequently used in the Italian and Mediterranean building stock both for older and
newly designed buildings, especially for the residential ones.
This study is based on a remarkable experimental campaign carried out at the laboratory of
structures of the University of Basilicata, where a set of wide beam-column joint specimens
were tested under reversed cyclic lateral loads to study their seismic behavior [2, 3] and possible strengthening techniques [4]. Beam-column joints equipped with deep beams were part
of the same research program [5, 6, 7]. Based on the results of the experimental tests on wide
beam-column joints, the authors calibrated a detailed finite element model in order to perform
a parametric analysis to evaluate the influence of some detailing solutions on the seismic behavior of joints. A software package able to appropriately account for the nonlinear properties
of concrete, like cracking and crushing, as well as the reduction of shear and compressive
strength after cracking, has been used in setting up the models [8, 9, 10]. Moreover, appropriate bond laws have been considered at the interface between concrete and steel to account for
possible slippage phenomena [11]. The model, properly calibrated, allowed to understand the
main damage mechanisms influencing the seismic performance of wide beam-column joints.
In fact, bond slips of beam longitudinal reinforcement outside the column width is responsible
for the limited contribution of these bars to the flexural capacity of the beam and, in turn, of
the whole beam-column connection. Indeed, the beam bars bent outside the column core are
not able to achieve the yielding stress. Contrarily, the internal ones reach the yielding stress
and, additionally, are subjected to hardening better exploiting their tensile strength. Another
key mechanism occurring in wide beam-column joints under cyclic loading is the cracking
due to torsion in the beam width exceeding the column dimension. This is due to the pullpush effect of the beam bars outside the column and to the absence of confining reinforcement
in that zone. As shown by the experimental results, this can lead to extensive damage and to
the concrete cover spalling further decreasing the strength contribution of the beam external
bars.
In order to obtain indications on the design of this kind of structural elements, a parametric
analysis has been performed essentially by changing the amount of beam longitudinal reinforcement placed inside and outside the column core. It has been found that slip phenomena
and torsion cracking occurred in the non-confined zone outside the column core, accounted
for by the numerical model, are able to heavily influence the seismic behavior of this kind of
beam-column joints even though they are seismically designed. The structural ductility is significantly influenced while minor changes are found for the maximum load value. This points
out that the beam reinforcement in wide beams should not be evenly distributed along the
width of the beam, but it should be placed prevailingly in the column core, where a better confinement condition is generally present, contrarily to the outer zones of the beam-column intersection.
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1.1 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN
The experimental program related to this study is reported in detail in [3]. However, for
sake of clarity, a short summary is reported in the following. Cyclic quasi-static tests on deep
and wide beam-column connections considered to belong to a four-storey residential RC
building were included in the experimental program. Out of a total of 26 full-scale specimens,
12 were wide beam-column joints. They have different detailing but identical geometry. The
reinforcement detailing was related to three different seismic design levels that is: i) no seismic design, ii) seismic design with respect to a design ground acceleration ag for the Life
Safety limit state equal to 0.25g, iii) seismic design with respect to a design ground acceleration ag for the Life Safety limit state equal to 0.05g. The subject of this study is a beamcolumn specimen having the latter seismic design level, i.e. with a low Earthquake Resistant
Design level matching the seismic zone 4, being the less hazardous in Italy.
The details of the beam-column specimen under study and the test set-up are displayed in
Fig. 1 and 2, respectively.
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Z4 JOINT
Section A - A

212
2Ø14

 8 Hoops @ 200

 8 Hoops @ 75

2Ø14

212

A

 8 stirrups
@ 50
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314
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Figure 1: Geometry and detailing of the wide beam-column specimen under study.

The column in placed in vertical position so that an axial load can be applied to the column
to simulate the upper storeys’ dead load effect. A horizontal actuator is able to apply a lateral
load to simulate the seismic effects in a cyclic quasi-static manner. The loading history was
displacement controlled with 4 mm/s. A constant vertical load equal to 290 kN was applied
for the entire duration of the test. The specimen was equipped with several devices to measure
both deformations and forces applied during the tests. Load cells were placed at the top of the
column to record the horizontal force applied by the actuator as well as at the beam end to
measure the reaction of the restraint made-up of steel strut. The top column displacement was
acquired by means of a wire transducer, while the deformations at the beam-column intersection were acquired through Linear Variable Displacement Transducers (LVDT). More details
on the instrumentation and test apparatus can be found in [3].
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Figure 2: Test set-up.

2

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental behavior of a structural assemblage or member under cyclic loading is
usually analyzed by plotting the envelope of all load-displacement curves obtained from the
different tests carried out at increasing amplitude. In this case, the displacement has been
normalized to the storey height h of the building to which the specimen is supposed to belong.
The interstorey height is h=3200mm so that the drift values are computed as the ratio between
the top column displacement and h.

Figure 3: Load-drift envelopes.

As can be seen in Fig. 3 the maximum drift value attained during the test is 4%. The maximum load is achieved at about 1.5% of drift both for positive and negative loading, attaining
values of 20.96 kN and 14.00 kN, respectively. Around 2% drift the load starts to decrease
due to degrading phenomena. Making reference to the approach proposed by Panagiotakos
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and Fardis [12], the ultimate drift can be assumed as the value where a strength drop of 20%
with respect to the maximum is observed. In this way, ultimate drift values equal to 2.7% and
3.2% have been computed for positive and negative loading, respectively.
This significant degrading effect is quite peculiar to this joint specimens and is related to
the damage which develops near the intersection of beam and column, precisely at beam sides
(see Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Cracking pattern at 4% drift.

Firstly, vertical cracks appeared at the beam-column intersection due to flexure. In the following stages of the test, inclined cracks developed at beam sides as can be seen in Fig. 4.
This is due to torsion stresses generated by the flexure transfer from the beam to the column.
Moreover, the cracked zones at beam sides are not confined by stirrups as can be seen from
Fig. 1. Indeed, column hoops confine only the column core, while the beam zones outside the
column width are not confined despite some of the beam rebars are bonded there. Although
the specimen under study is seismically designed, its cyclic behavior is not fully satisfactory.
To better understand this behavior, a detailed finite element model using ATENA 3D software [8] is built and calibrated on the basis of the experimental results. Afterward, the model
is used to perform a parametric analysis mainly aimed at evaluating the effect of different
beam rebar arrangements on the whole subassemblage behavior.
3

FEM MODELING

Exploiting the experimental test results, a nonlinear finite element model developed with
ATENA 3D software package [8] was developed. The software is based on the nonlinear fracture mechanics and, among its capabilities, there is the possibility to take into account the softening in compression as well as the tensile cracking of concrete. Moreover, the software
incorporates different bond laws which can be applied to the steel reinforcement bars to take
into account in a realistic way the bond slips between concrete and steel.
For the concrete, the robust smeared crack model was used. The main mechanical properties of the concrete, are as follows: ft = 2.89 MPa, fc = 37MPa,  = 0.2, and Ec = 32.5 GPa,
being respectively the tensile strength, compressive strength, Poisson ratio and elastic modulus. Experimental tests on concrete cubes allowed to evaluate the compressive strength fc to
which all other mechanical properties are related.
Compression stresses of concrete were simulated using a fictitious uniaxial model proposed by Chen & Saleb [13] with a softening based on displacements.
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a)

b)

Figure 5: a) Uniaxial compressive stress-strain law and b) crack opening law for tensile stresses for concrete.

The tensile behavior of concrete is ruled by the crack opening law (tensile stress vs crack
opening displacement, see Fig. 5b) whose underlying area is the fracture energy (GF). The
tensile strength drops with an exponential softening law. One of the most important
parameters governing the tensile behavior is the fracture energy, that is the energy amount
required to produce a crack of unit area. The fracture energy was computed by means of the
Remmel’s law [14]. Also, the tension stiffening effect was considered as related to the apparently stiffer tensile behavior of concrete due to the presence of steel reinforcement. A tension
stiffening coefficient Cts equal to 0.3 has been assumed, meaning that even when a crack is
open a residual 30% tensile strength is considered.
An elastoplastic law with hardening was chosen for the reinforcing steel stress-strain relationship, with yielding stress fy=480 MPa and failure stress ft=590 MPa. These values were
based on experimental tests carried out on rebars belonging to the same steel supply used for
the specimens’ construction.
Regarding the simulation of the bond slip between concrete and steel, it has to say that,
whereas in some cases a perfect connection could be considered, the experimental evidence
drawn from the test under study shows that bond slip could contribute to the observed degrading phenomena. For this reason, the CEB-FIP Model Code (1990) bond law was adopted to
account for the bond-slip behavior. Different laws were used depending on the bond and confining conditions of the beam rebars.
In particular, the bond law adopted for the bottom beam rebars outside the column width
assumes unconfined concrete (no stirrups) and poor bond conditions (concrete cover size
equal to 20mm). The resulting bond-slip law is depicted in Fig. 6, where the peak bond stress
is  max  5.38MPa and the residual one is  f  0.80 MPa . Critical slip values are s1=s2=0.6mm
and s3=2.5mm, as reported in Tab. 3.1.1 of Model Code (1990) for splitting type bond failure.

Figure 6: Bond-slip relationship.

Due to the presence of a concrete cover equal to 80mm, good bond conditions can be assumed
for the upper beam bars placed outside the column core, with still unconfined concrete. This
determines different values of bond stresses and bond slips, that is  max  10.76 MPa ,
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 f  1.6 MPa , s1=s2=0.6mm and s3=1.0mm (see Tab. 3.1.1 Model Code 1990, good bond con-

ditions and splitting type bond failure). For all the other longitudinal rebars of the beam
(placed within the column width), as well as for the column reinforcement bars, a perfect
bond condition was assumed.
The global finite element model (see Fig. 7) is made-up of 5470 3D 8-node hexahedral
volume elements with a size of 5.0cm simulating the concrete volumes and the reinforcement
bars were modeled through truss elements (i.e. capable of carrying only axial loads). The bars
are embedded in the concrete, and the software is able to automatically create nodes shared by
the truss elements and the hexahedral elements, thus contributing to adequately model the collaboration between steel and concrete. The finite element model was also provided with socalled monitoring points which give the model response at selected locations. Two monitoring
points, located at the top of the column, where the displacement is applied, provide the column top displacement and the applied horizontal load values.

Figure 7: The concrete mesh of hexahedral elements and truss elements simulating the reinforcement.

3.1 Comparison of numerical and experimental results
The calibration of a nonlinear finite element model aims at reproducing the loaddisplacement curve, as good as possible, so evaluating whether the numerical simulations account for the main phenomena that characterize the experimental behavior and properly predict them [15].
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Figure 8: Comparison between numerical and experimental behavior.

First, it is worth noting that the performed numerical analyses were monotonic and not cyclic like in the test. For this reason, two separate steps of numerical analysis were necessary
with respect to positive and negative loading. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the performed calibration process led to a numerical load-drift curve very close to the peak load values of the experimental envelope. This is observed through the entire drift range even when severe
strength degradation effects occur. Fig. 9 depicts the experimental crack pattern at the end of
the test and the related crack patterns obtained from the simulations under positive and negative loading. The comparison is satisfactory even though the monotonic numerical loading of
the specimens yields necessarily different damage, at least in terms of crack sizes. However,
from a qualitative point of view, numerical patterns show the presence of inclined cracks in
the joint panel as well as vertical cracks at the beam-column intersection. The spalling effects
at the end of the beam are not captured by the numerical model since is mainly due to the cyclic loading, not simulated by the numerical analysis.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 9: a) Experimental crack pattern, b) numerical crack pattern for positive loading and c) numerical
crack pattern for negative loading.
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Results of the experimental-numerical comparison confirm that the 3D nonlinear finite element model is able to adequately capture the experimental behavior of the specimen and,
then, can be used for further numerical analysis devoted to investigating different detailing
conditions as, for example, different amounts and positions of rebars in the beam.
4

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

A parametric analysis referred to the joint specimen numerically and experimentally analyzed before is carried out, by varying the longitudinal reinforcement area in the beam. Additional rebars have been considered and located in two different zones of the beam section, that
is either externally to (E) or inside (I) the column core. For each position, two different
amount of reinforcement have been considered. Referring to Fig. 10, the number associated
with the letter E and I indicates the number of couples of 14mm diameter bars added to the asbuilt arrangement. For example, solution E1 has one additional couple of 14mm diameter bars
for both the upper and lower reinforcement layers. Note that in all the three configurations, a
symmetric reinforcement arrangement is considered.

Ø14
Ø12

Figure 10: Different beam rebars arrangements for the parametric analysis.

The resulting reinforcement areas are reported in Tab. 1.
Starting from the 3D nonlinear FEM model of the as-built specimen, four additional FEM
models were created by modifying the amount of steel longitudinal bars in the beam according to Fig. 10 and Tab. 1.
In order to evaluate the influence of the different bars’ positions and amount on the postelastic behavior of the beam-column connections, nonlinear numerical simulations were carried out on the specimens E1, E2, I1 and I2. The numerical simulations provided the load-drift
behavior and the damage mechanisms considering only positive loading in order to keep the
computational effort under acceptable limits.
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Specimen
As-built
E1
E2
I1
I2

Bottom/Top
area

Bottom/Top
area

Bottom/Top area
External

Bottom/Top area
Internal

(mm2)

(%)

(%)

(%)

532
838
1144
838
1144

0.37
0.58
0.79
0.58
0.79

0.21
0.43
0.64
0.21
0.21

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.37
0.58

Table 1: Reinforcement amounts for the parametric analysis.

As can be seen from Fig. 11 the addition of reinforcement generally improves the performance in terms of maximum load but not always in terms of ductility. In Tab. 2, the main results from the numerical simulations are summarized.

Figure 11: Load-drift curves from parametric analysis.

Note that the yielding points of the different cases have been derived directly from the
FEM models by reading the drift values where the reinforcement stress attains values equal to
the yielding strength fy. For each of the models with increased amount of reinforcement, also
the percentage increase with respect to the as-built model is reported (%).
The results show that comparing models with equal reinforcement amount, higher load
values are found when the additional bars are placed inside the column core. In this case, lower slip phenomena occur, thus permitting a better exploitation of the rebars’ strength. Indeed,
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41.2 and 66.5% increases are provided by E1 and E2 models while 46.9 and 80% increases
are provided by I1 and I2 models respectively.
Similar values of the deformation capacity values are found among the different models
(giving a slight decrease with respect to the as-built model), with the exception of model I1
whose ultimate drift and ductility values are significantly higher than in the other models.
Therefore, the configuration I1 appears preferable with respect to the other ones, determining
a significant increase in terms of both maximum strength (80% with respect to the as-built
model) and, above all, ductility value (more than 90% increase).
Model
As-built
E1

(numerical)

E2

I1

I2

Value

Value

%

Value

%

Value

%

Value

%

Fmax [kN]

20.42

28.84

41.2

34.00

66.5

30.00

46.9

36.76

80.0

du [%]

2.9

2.54

-12.4

2.70

-6.9

3.75

29.3

2.62

-9.7

dy [%]

1.97

1.52

-22.8

1.40

-28.9

1.33

-32.5

1.77

-10.2

 [-]

1.47

1.67

13.6
1.93
31.3
2.82
91.8
Table 2: Main results from parametric analysis

1.48

0.7

In order to better understand the resisting mechanism of the parametric models E and I, the
crack width plots are reported in Fig. 12.
It is worth noting that these plots are set with a color scale able to properly highlight the
crack width value over the whole beam-column intersection. To this end, the highest values
are out of the scale and are represented by cyan color. The cyan areas reach a crack width
higher than the maximum scale value (0.7mm), being of the order of magnitude of 2mm.
The plots are relevant to the side views (exterior appearance of the crack pattern) and are
taken at a drift value equal to 4%, whereas achieved by the model, or to the maximum
achieved value in case the analysis ended before 4% due to convergence problems. As can be
seen, moving from the as-built model to E1 and I1 models and then to E2 and I2, a larger
damage to the column can be observed. In fact, the higher flexural strength of the beam in E2
and I2 models shifts the collapse mechanism from a weak beam-strong column nearer to a
balanced mechanism where the column is subjected to a higher flexural demand. However,
only in the model I2 the column reinforcement attains the yielding stress almost simultaneously to the beam rebars.
As a result, the models with higher steel amount (E2 and I2) show lower crack width values in the beam near the beam-column interface. Looking at the large difference in terms of
ductility between the two models with additional rebars inside the column core (I1 and I2),
the worst performance of I2 model can be related to the heavier damage suffered by the column attributable to the higher flexural demand to the column.
This conclusion is supported by the colormaps in Fig. 13 where the residual tensile
strength is depicted at the load step corresponding to the peak loads observed for I1 and I2
models (the colormaps are relevant to a vertical section plane passing from the mid-side of the
column). As already said, the tensile behavior of concrete has been simulated through a crack
opening law (see Fig. 5b), where the residual tensile strength is dependent on the crack opening displacement. This means that the larger are the cracking opening displacements (crack
sizes and, consequently, damage), the lower is the residual tensile strength.
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As can be seen, in model I1 the area with the lower residual tensile strength values (most
damaged area) is essentially around the beam rebars partially affecting the column core. In
model I2 (with larger beam reinforcement), this area has a larger extent due to the yielding of
column longitudinal rebars.

As-built (@ 4.00% drift)

E1 (@ 2.62% drift)

I1 (@ 4.00% drift)

E2 (@ 2.78% drift)

I2 (@ 2.85% drift)

Figure 12: Crack width plots in the four different models (side views).
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The heavier damage to the beam-column intersection of model I2 (especially in the rear
part of the column, where the beam rebars are bent) causes a reduction of the tensile stress of
beam and column rebars causing, in turn, a whole strength drop of the specimen and less favorable ductile performances.

I1

I2

Figure. 13: Tensile strength field inside the column core at peak load.

5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study is focused on investigating the effect of the distribution of the beam rebars in wide
beam-column joints. To this end, a parametric study based on nonlinear FEM analysis has
been carried out. A detailed 3D nonlinear finite element model set-up with ATENA 3D software was built and calibrated aiming at reproducing the experimental results of a cyclic quasistatic test on a full-scale wide beam-column specimen.
The model was able to fully predict the nonlinear behavior of the specimen as well as to permit the execution of a parametric analysis in which other different models were created by
modifying the number and the position of longitudinal reinforcement in the beam. Particularly,
two different kinds of rebar positions were assumed. In the “E” models the additional rebars
were placed outside the column core, in unconfined concrete while in the “I” models they
were placed inside the column core, where some confinement due to the action of the hoops is
present. Two levels of additional reinforcement area were assumed giving a total of four different models.
New numerical analyses on these four models revealed that, making a comparison for equal
amount of beam reinforcement, E models have lower strength performance due to higher slip
phenomena. In fact, most of the beam reinforcement bars are bonded in non-confined concrete
causing a low bond strength. However, these models have also low ductility ratio due to the
sudden deterioration and cracking at the beam sides. I models show better performance in
terms of both strength and ductility. Indeed, the model with the lower amount of reinforcement offers the best solution because it provides 50% increment of the strength as well as an
almost doubled value of the ductility ratio with respect the as-built specimen. This latter, be-
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cause the additional rebars are able to increase the beam flexure strength without triggering
significant damage to the column and to the beam-column joint, which, in the I2 model (provided with a larger amount of reinforcement) suffer a heavier cracking near the beam intersection.
It can be concluded that whenever is possible, longitudinal beam rebars in wide beam-column
joints have to be placed mostly inside the column core. The amount needs to be determined in
such a way to avoid excessive flexural demand in the framing column, possibly leading to the
failure of the joint panel. Further study is needed to identify these limits also taking into account the shape factor of the beam-column intersection.
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Abstract.
Recent studies have investigated the use of tensegrity structures for the construction of active
solar façades of Energy Efficient Buildings (EEBs). The present work moves along such lines
by proposing a methodology that supports the development of the design and construction
process of new façade components with tensegrity architecture. The activation motion of the
examined tensegrity façade system mimics the dynamics a blinking sail. The use of the
proposed façade system as a dynamic sun-screen or a wind-energy harvesting device is
presented, with the aim of illustrating the application of tensegrity architectures to the design
of next-generation dynamic solar façades of EEBs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A civil structural system is composed of the design of: structures; HVAC (heating,
ventilating and air conditioning) system; electrical system; sighting design; etc. Such systems
have traditionally been designed in the order listed, in sequence. Modern building technology
must be more efficient and sustainable, both in construction and in operation [1]-[5].
Recent studies have investigated the use of tensegrity structures for the construction of
active solar façades of Energy Efficient Buildings (EEB), by profiting of the special ability of
tensegrity structures in serving as controllable, deployable, and smart systems [6]-[12].
The present work moves along the lines of the research presented in Refs. [6]-[7], by
proposing a methodology that supports the development of the design and construction
process of new façade components with tensegrity architecture. The uses of the proposed
tensegrity façade system as a dynamic sun-screen or a wind-energy harvesting device are
discussed through mechanical and technological arguments. We close by outlining directions
of future research devoted to exploit the use of tensegrity concepts within innovative façades
of energy efficient buildings.
2. DESIGN AND OPERATION OF A DYNAMIC SOLAR FAÇADE WITH
TENSEGRITY ARCHITECTURE
Adaptive architecture must be considered the future of contemporary architectural research
because it can decrease the energy balance of buildings by controlling thermal energy, light
energy and sound waves [13]. This research aimed to identify design principles and operative
tools for the design and production of innovative building envelopes that could integrate
renewable energy, in form of photovoltaic and solar thermal panels.
Sunscreens absorb and reflect incident solar radiation but cannot transfer solar heat gain
directly into the building. When sun screens transform incident sunlight into electricity for
immediate use or transmit thermal energy into the building by use of electrical or mechanical
equipment, they are called opaque sunscreens and form part of an active solar façade. In this
research, we designed two innovative prototypes according to the fundamentals of the
tensegrity structural system [8].
The façade system that we study in this work is designed like a set of blinking sails, which
is inspired by the wave-powered station-keeping buoy with tensegrity architecture illustrated
in Chapter 1 of reference [8], and a recent US patent on a blinking sail windmill [14]. The
module of this structure is composed of six bars (compressive members), two cables (tensile
members) and five nodes. Node 1 is fixed on the sub-structure, nodes 2 and 4 are constrained
to move in the x-y plane (parallel to the building façade), node 5 is constrained to move along
the z-axis (perpendicular to the building façade) and node 3 is free to move within the space.
The design of the elementary module depends on two angular aspect variables
and ,
which define the node coordinates as shown in Fig. 1. Our next developments assume
and
in the undeformed (planar) configuration of the blinking sail module.
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Figure 1. Blinking sail façade system – Geometry of the elementary module

We will see later on that the blinking sail structure illustrated in Figs. 1-2 can operate as an
adaptive solar screen or a wind harvester device. In both cases, such a structure is equipped
with bendable, composite photovoltaic modules and/or fiber-membrane sails. Each
elementary module of such a façade system is shaped like a rhombus (Fig. 2) and is actuated
by controlling the elongations of selected cables, in such a way that the motion of the
structure mimics a blinking sail.

Figure 2. Conceptual (left) and mechanical (right) models of the blinking sail façade system.

Let us examine the motion of the blinking sail elementary module described in Fig. 2,
which is produced by applying suitable elongations to the cables 1-3 and 3-5. At the current
time t, the elongation rate of the m-th element connecting nodes i and j is given by the
compatibility equation
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(1)
where
denote the velocity vectors of the nodes i and j, respectively;
is the unit
vector parallel to segment connecting such nodes (pointing towards node j); and
is the
current length of the element.
Upon assembling the free (i.e., unconstrained) Cartesian components of the velocities of all
the nodes into a global velocity vector , and the elongation rates in all the bars and cables
into a vector of control variables , we can rewrite the compatibility equations of the overall
structure into the following matrix form
(2)
where

denotes the instantaneous kinematic (or compatibility) matrix [6].

Let us now consider a prescribed time history
(t) of the control variables. The motion
generated by such an actuation strategy of the structure is computed from the integral
equation
(3)
is the inverse of the kinematic matrix in correspondence with the current
where
configuration of the structure, which it is assumed exist.
The examined actuation mechanism of the blinking sail module is illustrated in Figure 3. It
is generated by actuating the cables 1-3 and 3-5, through the application of the elongation
histories indicated in correspondence with the different panels of Figure 3. The remaining
members of the module remain unstretched during the motion of the structure illustrated in
Figure 3. By suitably changing the tension in the cables 1-3 and 3-5, it is seen from such a
Figure that the nodes 3 and 5 moves outward along the z-axis (with respect to the building
surface), while nodes 2 and 4 move in the x-y plane by producing the folding of the module,
whose deformation resembles that of a sail inflated by the wind. The aspect angles of the
and
(top-left configuration in Fig. 3), as
module initially assume the values
we already noticed, and assume the values
and
in the fully folded
configuration.
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Figure 3. Activation mechanism of the Blinking sail module.

3. ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS
The activation mechanism illustrated in Figure 3 is at the basis of the solar façade system
illustrated in Fig. 4. Such a smart skin of an EEB consists of several rhombus-shaped
elementary modules assembled together. The modules are dynamic and can change
configuration according to the actuation mechanism in Fig. 3, by modifying the shading
properties of the envelope.

Figure 4. Blinking sail solar façade
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A blinking sail wind energy harvester can also be designed in order to convert windinduced motion of a membrane attached to the generic module into electrical energy. The
blinking sail module is formed in this case by all stretchable elements (strings) attached to a
rigid truss protruding from the served building (cf. Fig. 5). Such cables are connected to a
fiber-reinforced membrane sail that is inflated by the wind. Additional cables attached to the
module wrap around a generator rotor (Fig. 5). The wind-flow induced elongations of such
cables rotate the generator, creating power for immediate use of the served building, operate
solar façades, etc. In addition, the aeroelastic flutter of the wind-excited membrane,
eventually equipped piezoelectric or electromagnetic actuators, can be employed to harvest
supplementary energy from wind. Fig. 5 shows the functional diagram of the elementary
module of the wind-energy harvesting façade, which is inspired by the wave-powered stationkeeping illustrated in Chapter 1 of reference [8].

Figure 5. Functional diagram of the wind-energy harvester module

4.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have formulates tensegrity solutions for the design of active façades that are able to
harvest wind and solar energy through on-site wind power generator, and offer portable
applications for small spans and in the case of large spans can be easily assembled using
prefabricated components.
Future research lines include the design of different deployment schemes and the optimal
design of sustainable kinetic membranes and panels for energy efficient buildings, to be
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carried out by combining parametric design approaches, energy optimization techniques,
sustainable materials and additive manufacturing techniques [48]-[53].
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Abstract. One of the most important problems in engineering is, among others, the vibration
suppression of smart composite structures, i.e. the reduction of the oscillations, which in turn
are caused by external dynamic loadings. Embedded sensors and actuators, made of piezoelectric materials, along with a suitable control system provide intelligent behavior to the
smart structures. Vibration suppression can be achieved using fuzzy controllers. Fine-tuning
of the involved parameters may become necessary and can be achieved either by using the
trial and error method, or via global optimization, such as genetic algorithms (GAs), particle
swarm optimization (PSO), differential evolution (DE) etc. In this case the results are usually
very satisfactory, however, the computational cost increases. On the other hand, adaptive,
optimized neuro fuzzy controllers, like the ones which are presented here, can be even more
effective in the design and application of smooth robust controllers. These smart controllers
are able to follow a training procedure, and thus to increase their robustness, i.e. their adaptivity under several -and some times completely different- conditions. The modeling of neuro
fuzzy controllers is quite similar to other system identification techniques. The first step is the
construction of the control system and subsequently a set of training data is necessary for
configuration. These data will be used for the tuning of the control parameters until an error
criterion is met. In other words, the controllers are first designed, based on the dynamic
characteristics of the modeled structures, and then an optimization process, which is based on
adaptive neural fuzzy techniques, i.e. on neural networks, is applied. Some good results in this
direction have already been presented in previous investigations of the authors [1, 2, 3]. An
important feature of these controllers lies to the fact that they can achieve significant suppression of the oscillations without knowledge of the full state-space (measurements) of the
problem and without the application of any classical optimization method. Recent developments and applications mostly on linear smart structures are presented here. More specifically, several plate models with different support scenarios and loadings are modeled and
studied, in order to prove the robustness and the efficiency of the control.
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1

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important problems in engineering is the suppression of the vibrations of
structures due to external excitation factors, i.e. wind or seismic loadings. Moreover, in smart
structures, a significant degree of uncertainty is always present, due to potential imperfections
and errors of both the control mechanisms and the model itself. Especially in multilayer structures, several failures, such as delamination between the different layers, fatigue or other
damages, may appear. In laminated materials, such as the ones used in laminated structures,
the repeated applied stresses, impact the layers of the structures and can lead them to separate.
This phenomenon can form a less tough structure. Prediction of failure in composite laminates
can be accomplished using computational methods based on material strength and fracture
toughness, as it is presented in [4].
Classic monitoring tools and control techniques often encounter several limitations to the
study of such problems. For this reason, the use of intelligent fuzzy and neuro-fuzzy control
techniques is suggested. An introductory survey of fuzzy control has been conducted in [5].
Indeed, to maximize the efficiency of the proposed controllers, their characteristics can be
subjected to a fine-tuning process either using global optimization algorithms [6, 7] or artificial neural networks [2, 3]. Artificial neural networks provide better solutions to some problems due to their capability of parallelism and learning. More specifically, the use of neural
networks in control is considered as a natural step in the evolution of control methodology. A
short review on neural networks for control systems is done in [8].
A well-established implementation of the adaptive neuro-fuzzy system is the adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) of MATLAB®, as presented in [9]. The procedure followed, may be summarized in several steps as follows. Firstly, a detailed mechanical model of
the total system is constructed. Subsequently, the dynamics of the system are calculated and
saved. These data are used for the optimization and training of the neuro-fuzzy controller by
using the ANFIS procedure. The resulting controller can be used for the control of the total
system. The numerical results indicate the efficiency of the proposed control scheme for the
vibration suppression on a cantilever beam under sinusoidal and ramp-type excitations. The
control is not only efficient, but smooth as well.
The objective is the development of an intelligent, reliable and robust control system, as
well as the establishment of a proper connection with numerical integration algorithms for the
study of dynamic systems. For the development of such controllers at the present investigation, fuzzy inference tools, as well as artificial neural networks techniques are used. More
specifically, the controllers are first designed and subsequently they are subjected to an optimization process, by using either adaptive neural fuzzy techniques. The proposed methods for
control and optimization are proved to be very efficient and robust as well.
2

STRUCTURAL MODEL OF THE BUILT-IN PLATE

The structural model of the present investigation consists of a smart laminated plate with
integrated piezoelectric sensors and actuators, which is based on the First-order Shear Deformation Theory for laminated composite plates (FSDT) or Mindlin theory. This is an extension
to the widely used Mindlin-Reissner theory. The FSDT which was proposed by Reissner and
Mindlin, takes into consideration shear deformation effects by the way of linear variation of
in-plane displacements through the thickness.
In the model considered here, two piezoelectric layers are symmetrically bonded perfectly
on the top and bottom surface of the host composite plate. The top layer acts like an actuator,
while the bottom one is used as a sensor. The poling direction of the piezoelectric actuator is
assumed to be along the z-axis.
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2.1

Structural dynamics

To derive the equations of motion for the laminated composite plate with surface bonded
sensor and actuator layers, Hamilton’s principle is used:
T

0  T  U  W dt  0

(1)

The kinetic energy Τ, the potential energy U and the total work done due to virtual displacements δu are given as follows:
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where Fc  is the concentrated force vector,

(2)

Sp

 f S  is the surface force vector,  fV  is the

body force vector, q is the surface charge vector, S is the surface area where external force
is acting, and Sp is the surface area of piezoelectric layer where applied electric charge is acting.
Substituting relations (2) in Hamilton's principle (1), we obtain:
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(3)

Equation (3) is a good starting point for finite element approximations using independent
p
variables {u} and  .
2.2

Finite element formulation

For the discretization of the composite plate the finite element method is used. Namely,
four-node rectangular bilinear isoparametric elements with five degrees of freedom per node,
i.e. {u0, v0, w0, θx, θy}, are used. The first three degrees of freedom of each node correspond to
the displacements in directions x, y and z respectively, while the last two the rotations around
the axes x and y.
The governing equations of an element can be written as:

 M e de    Kuu e de    Ku  e e  F m e

 

 Ku  d e    K  e  F q 
e
e
T

(4)

e

where the element mass matrix  M e , the element elastic stiffness matrix  Kuu e and the

element mechanical load vector Fm e are given by:
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At the pth piezoelectric layer, the electromechanical coupling matrix and the permittivity
matrix are given by:
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The global equations can be obtained by assembling the elemental equations (4) as:

 M d    Kuu d    Ku    Fm 
 Ku  d    K    Fq 

(5)

where d  and   are the global mechanical and electrical DoFs vectors,  M  is the
global mass matrix,  Kuu  ,  Ku    Ku  and  K  are the global mechanical stiffness,
mechanical–electrical coupling stiffness and dielectric stiffness matrices respectively.  Fm 
T

and  Fq  are the respective global mechanical and electrical loads vectors.

Next we assume that the electrical DoFs vector in Equation (5) can be divided into the acT
tuating and sensing DoFs, e  a , s  , where the subscripts ‘a’ and ‘s’ denote the actuating and sensing capabilities. Hence, considering open-circuit electrodes, and in that case
Fq  = {0}, the non-specified potential differences in Equation (5) can be statically condensed
and the equations of motion and charge equilibrium become:

 M d    Kuu d   Fm    Ku  a a
1

s    K  s

 Ku  d 
s

(6)

1

*
where  Kuu    Kuu    Ku  s  K  s  Ku  s .

Equations
(6) are the final equations of motion and can be used in smart structures applications such
as vibration control.
3

NEURO FUZZY CONTROL

The adaptive neuro-fuzzy control scheme which is used at the present investigation is
based on Sugeno inference, thus it is a Sugeno-type controller, which is capable of training
via neural networks, and namely, the back-propagation method. The control system takes two
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inputs (the displacement and the velocity) and returns a single output (control force), thus is a
multiple input – single output (MISO) controller.
The inputs of the controller are described by Gaussian membership functions, while the
output take constant values, due to the limitations of Sugeno inference. Optimization is
achieved via a training process. Namely, the characteristics of the fuzzy system of this controller are tuned using artificial neural networks, and more specifically, a well-chosen set of
training data, which is used in order to adjust the system parameters. For the compilation of
these data, the model is first simulated without any control mechanism attached, in order to
collect the necessary vibration data. Subsequently, these data are used for the training of the
Sugeno controller. It is worth mentioning that the training of this controller has been performed based on data provided by a simpler beam model as it was presented in [3]. The fact
that the same controller functions well also in other models proves its robustness.
The resulting form of the membership functions (clusters) of the inputs i.e. the displacement (in1) and the velocity (out2), after the initialization process are shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2 respectively. Namely, four clusters of Gaussian form for each input occurred from
the subtractive clustering process.

Figure 1: Membership function of the displacement

Figure 2: Membership function of the velocity

The output variable, i.e. the control force (out1), can take either constant values or linear
functions taking values within the range [-1 1].
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The if-then verbal rules which describe the emerging system are given in detail in Table 1.
For example: if Displacement is in cluster 1 and velocity is in cluster 1 then the control force
is out1.

Vel. Cluster 1
Vel. Cluster 2
Vel. Cluster 3
Vel. Cluster 4

Displ. Cluster 1
Out1
-

Displ. Cluster 2
Out2
-

Displ. Cluster 3
Out3
-

Displ. Cluster 4
Out4

Table 1: Fuzzy rules of the ANFIS controller (Displ=displacement, Vel=velocity)

For the structure of rules in ANFIS see Figure 3. The visualization of the rules is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 3: The structure of rules in ANFIS

Figure 4: Graphic representation of the fuzzy rules of controller 3

The “and” method has been set to prod (product), while the “or” method has been set to
probor (probabilistic or). The implication and the aggregation method have been set to min
and max respectively. As defuzzification method the weighted average (wtaver) method is
chosen.
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It is worth mentioning that the characteristics of this controller (membership functions,
rules, etc.) came through a training process, unlike the ones of fuzzy controllers which have
been set based on experience.
4
4.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Plate model

The plate model which is considered in this investigation consists of a quadratic built-in
plate fixed at two opposite edges. The dimensions of the host structure measure 0.8 m × 0.8 m,
while thet material properties are given in detail in Table 2 [10].
Property

T300/976 graphite-epoxy composite

G1195N PZT

E1 (GPa)

150

63

E2= E3 (GPa)

9.0

63

G12 (GPa)

7.1

24.2

G23= G13 (GPa)

2.5

24.2

ν12 = ν13 = ν23

0.3

0.3

1600

7600

d13= d23 (m/V)

-

254∙10-12

d42= d51 (m/V)

-

584∙10-12

0.25

0.1

ρ (kg/m3)

Ply thickness (mm)

Table 2: Material properties

The plate is discretized in 144 quadratic finite elements, which yield to a system with 169
nodes with 5 degrees of freedom per node. The first three degrees indicate the displacement at
the x, y and z axes respectively, while the other two denote the rotation around the x and y
axes respectively. In the present paper, we consider the vertical displacement at the z axis.
The plate is fixed at two opposite edges as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The built-in plate
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The counting of the nodes and of the elements of the structure are shown in Figure 6 and
Figure 7 respectively.

Figure 6: Counting of nodes

Figure 7: Counting of elements

4.2

Numerical results

The plate is excited through an external loading of sinusoidal form. We consider two different loading scenarios. In the first scenario, the external loading is applied to three different
points at node 7, 85 and 163, while the control force is applied at node 85. The loading which
is applied to each node is given as:
(7)

For the second scenario, the loading is applied at five different nodes, namely at node 7,
46, 85, 124 and 163. The control force is again applied at node 85. The loading which is applied to each node in this case is given as:
(8)
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The results regarding the suppression which is achieved from the use of the neuro-fuzzy
controller regarding the displacement, the velocity and the acceleration, along with the forces
for the two different scenarios are presented in Figure 8 and in Figure 9 respectively.

Figure 8: Displacement, velocity, acceleration and forces at node 85 for three point loading
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Figure 9: Displacement, velocity, acceleration and forces at node 85 for five point loading

In the first three diagrams of each figure with blue color is denoted each measure before
the application of the control, while with red color is shown the corresponding measure after
control. As for the forces, with blue color is shown the external loading, with red color is denoted the control force which came out of the neuro-fuzzy system and with black color is given the control force rate.
The numerical results for the two different loading scenarios are presented in Table 3 and
Table 4 respectively.

Without control
With control
Fluctuation
percentage

Maximum
displacement
(m)
0.0054

Maximum
velocity
(m/s)
0.1119

Maximum
acceleration
(m/s2)
2.3213

Maximum
acceleration
after t=0.3 sec.
2.3213

2.6355×10-4

0.0027

3.7102

0.0198

-95.14%

-97.55%

+59.83%

-99.15%

Table 3: Numerical results at node 85 for the case of the three-point external loading

Without control
With control
Fluctuation
percentage

Maximum
displacement
(m)
0.0053

Maximum
velocity
(m/s)
0.1093

Maximum
acceleration
(m/s2)
2.2643

Maximum
acceleration
after t=0.3 sec.
2.2643

2.6343×10-4

0.0028

3.7592

0.0200

-95.03%

-97.47%

+66.00%

-99.11%

Table 4: Numerical results at node 85 for the case of the three-point external loading

The results for the suppression of the displacement and the velocity are very satisfactory.
Regarding the acceleration one may observe that there is an increase of the vibrations, which
could be a burden for the material and/or the sensors and the actuators. However, this problem
occurs at the beginning of the simulation and it is vanished after less than half a second.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Taking into account the numerical results, as well as the results of other investigations of
our team [2, 3, 9], one can observe that the intelligent neuro-fuzzy control scheme which is
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proposed and tested here is not only very efficient, but and very robust as well. This conclusion comes out from the proved ability of the proposed controller to function perfectly not only for different models, but also under several conditions. This may include different support
scenarios, application of different external loadings, etc.
It is also shown that the proposed control system has the ability to handle non-linearities,
and to function well, even if it was not trained for the specific model which was studied in the
present paper, i.e. the built-in plate, but instead for a simpler one, i.e. a cantilever beam.
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Abstract. Lateral-torsional coupling in asymmetric-plan buildings results in an increase of
lateral displacement in the end-points of the building plan and therefore the production of
disorderly deformation demand in seismically resistant frames. The demand for deformation
in resistant frames depends on the relative magnitude of the plan translation and rotation and
also the correlation between these two signals. Therefore, great correlation of small rotations
with lateral displacement may result in considerably different deformations in the resistant
frames of the structure’s two-edges. With regard to the inability to eliminate the asymmetric
state due to various reasons such as architectural issues, in this study an attempt has been
made to use supplemental dampers to decrease the lateral-torsional correlation of the plan
displacement. This can result in a nearly uniform demand of deformation in seismically resistant frames. On this basis, using the concept of “torsional balance”, the optimized distribution of viscous dampers is determined for the decrease of this correlation by moving the
“Empirical Center of Balance” (ECB) to the geometrical center of the structure. Which results in an equal mean-square-values of displacement in the edges of the plan. One-way and
two-way mass asymmetry has been considered for torsional stiff and flexible structures and
the optimal layout of dampers has been determined using the particle swarm optimization algorithm. The results show that the optimum center of viscous dampers depends on size of the
mass eccentricity, uncoupled torsional-to-lateral frequency ratio and the amount of supplemental damping considered.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The previous studies on recent earthquakes showed that sometimes, asymmetry of structures
was one of the reasons for building’s collapse in earthquake [1]. The main factors of structure
asymmetry are including mass asymmetry, stiffness asymmetry, and strength asymmetry in
plan and structure height which plays an important role in increasing the structural response in
earthquake. For this reason, many studies have been carried out in order to control the seismic
response in asymmetric structures. In line with such investigations, one of the proposed methods for controlling the structure’s torsion is using energy dissipation devices such as fluid viscous dampers (FVD) regarding to its advantages including structure’s high level of
performance.
Fluid viscous dampers are effective specifically in controlling structure’s seismic response by
increasing the ratio of damping of total system. To this end, it is needed to establish appropriate distribution of dampers in plan and height of the structure to decrease structural response
in earthquake and minimize the response raised by structure asymmetry.
Goel (1998) has analyzed the effect of supplemental fluid viscous damping devices on the response of asymmetric structures. The results showed that supplemental fluid viscous damping
devices can decrease the structure drift in comparison with the systems without damping system. Moreover, when the center of damping is on the opposite side of stiffness center, respect
to mass center and in a distance equal to stiffness eccentricity, the displacement of stiff and
flexible edges decreases in an optimized manner. On the other hand, if damping radius of gyration is increased more, the response in each edges will decrease [2].
During investigating the plan asymmetric structures in earthquake, Goel (2000) referred to
this subject that the amount of damping of first mode increases with the increase of damping
eccentricity in opposite side of stiffness center and whereas the flexible edge displacement is
controlled by first mode, such a distribution of dampers causes to high decrease in deformation of flexible edge [3].
De La Llera et al (2004) submitted an investigation into the concept of "torsional balance".
Torsional balance is a status of dampers distribution in plan (including fluid viscous, viscoelastic, and frictional dampers) which causes to equality of mean square value (MSV) of building response (such as acceleration, velocity and displacement) during earthquake in
diaphragm points which have the same distance from the center of diaphragm[4].
Figure 1 shows a typical plan of a one-way asymmetric, single-story structural model with
its mass center (CM), stiffness center (CS), strength center (CR) and the center of supplemental damping (CSD) as well as its flexible and stiff edges considered by De La Llera et al.
(2005). The Parameters of Cxi and Cyi is related to damping constants which is the ith supplemental dampers along the X and Y directions, respectively. Moreover, Sxi, Rxi, Syi & Ryi are
stiff nesses and strengths of the resistant frames elements in the X and Y directions, respectively. The Stiffness, strength and damping eccentricities are defined as es= , eR= and
ed=

which each one of Es, ER & Ed are the distance of CS, CR & CD from CM, respectively.
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Fig. 1: Single-story structural model considered with one-way stiffness, strength and damping constant eccentricities [5]

In order to investigate the torsional balance, diaphragm of a single story structure, in which
CM is placed in a desired point and is only asymmetric in X direction, is considered. Degrees
of freedom in CM include uncoupled degree of freedom in in X direction (ux), coupled degree
of freedom of lateral displacement in Y direction (uy) and rotation (uθ). Omitting uncoupled
displacement of ux:
u(t)=[uy(t,ed) , Lxuθ(t,ed)]

(1)

Consequently by considering a rigid diaphragm, displacement vector in a point which have a
distance of P from Cm is equal to:
uy(p)(t,ed)=uy(t,ed)+Puθ(t,ed)

(2)

The MSV of displacement at a distance of P from CM is equal to:
E[uy(p)(t,ed)2] = E[ uy(t,ed)2] + 2 PE[uy(t,ed)uθ(t,ed)] + P2 E[uθ(t,ed)2]

(3)

In a point, at a distance of
, which placed from CM, the minimum square of expected
response that is similar to a point which the coefficient correlation between two lateral and
rotational movement is zero, is happened.
is equal to:
The amount of
P*= -

= - ρyθ

(4)

Where ρyθ is linear correlation coefficient between lateral and rotational motions at the
CM and
&
are lateral and rotational displacement standard deviation, respectively. The
point is known as “Empirical Center of Balance” or ECB. The MSV of the expected lateral
displacement in a point with distance of d from ECB is in a form of parabola which its value
is minimum in ECB.
E[uy˜(d)(t,ed)2]= E[uy˜*2] + d2 E[uθ*2]
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Therefore, if ECB is located in the diaphragm middle point (surface geometrical center in
the form of rectangular diaphragm), for resistant elements with the same distance form surface center, the amount of lateral displacement MSV, became equal. Even though, this is not
meant to zero rotation of asymmetric structure, but due to the existence of equal expected
maximum displacement of two edges of structure, it shows the optimized mode of performance of resistant elements [6].
Mansoori and Sarvghad Moghadam (2009) assessed the possibility of simultaneous control
of irregular structure’s acceleration and displacement by using viscous damper. They used
single-story systems with moment-resistant steel frames and one-way strength and stiffness
eccentricity. They came to the conclusion that damping distribution can put a significant effect on modal properties and structure seismic response [7].
De La Llera and Almazan (2009) presented more complete concept of torsional balance
in one-way single-story asymmetric structure considering the elastic behavior of structure.
The effects of structure period, uncoupled torsional-to-lateral frequency ratio, static eccentricity and damping radius of gyration are studied too. Moreover, they submitted some criteria
for torsional balance [8].
Almazan et al (2013) submitted an optimization method for control of seismic response of
structures with one-way plan asymmetry considering linear and non-linear behavior relying
on the concept of torsional balance. They decreased not only the two-edged displacement
around the structure, but also they leveled the amount of displacements. They came to the
conclusion that the location of damping eccentricity was not considerably affected by structure non-linear behavior and the results of two linear and non-linear models were the same [9].
Rahimzadeh Rofoie et al (2016) investigated the improvement of torsional responses of
asymmetric structures with moment-resisting concrete frames and equipped with viscous
dampers. They assessed a single-story model with one-way stiffness eccentricity with various
arrangements of dampers and came to conclusion that dampers’ appropriate distribution has a
considerable effect on the torsional response of asymmetric concrete structures [5].
2

DAMPING PARAMETERS

The inherent damping matrix of a structure is defined as follows:
Co=α M + β K

(6)

Where M & K are mass and stiffness matrix and the amounts of α & β is calculated based
on dominant vibrating modes. Total damping matrix of structure including inherent damping
and supplemental damping is measured as below:
Ct=Co+Csd

(7)

Csd is damping matrix resulted from FVDs. According to single-story structure by stiffness
eccentricity, the strength and damping of figure 1, Csd can be calculated as below:
Cx=

,

Cy=

,

Cθ =

+

(8)

Where Cxi and Cyi are damping factor of ith damper in X,Y direction and xi,yi, are distance
of ith damper from CM in X and Y direction, respectively. Also, damping eccentricities in X,
Y directions and normalized damping eccentricity is expressed as follows:
Esdx =

,

esdx =
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Esdy =

,

esdy =

=

(10)

Supplemental damping matrix [Csd] is:
[Csd ] =

(11)

One of the most important parameters in the response for systems containing torsional radius of gyration supplemental viscous damper. For calculating the amount of this parameter, it
is needed that the amount of torsional damping ratio is calculated in proportion to center of
damping.
Cθcsd=Cθ - Esdx2 Cy – Esdy2 Cx

(12)

By such a definition, the amount of damping radius of gyration in X and Y directions is equal
to:

3

ρsd,x=

(13)

ρsd,y=

(14)

MODELING

The considered model of this study is including a symmetric single-story steel structure of
3×3 bays. The bay dimensions are 6 and 5 meters in X and Y direction respectively and the
height of the structure is 3.3 meters. The mass, stiffness and strength properties are assumed
in a symmetric form in X and Y directions. Therefore, centers of mass, stiffness and strength
are coincident with the geometrical center of the rigid diaphragm. Figure 2 shows a threedimensional view of the basic model. Two models of torsional stiff and torsional flexible
structure is extracted from the basic model. The parameters of these two models are shown in
Table 1. Furthermore, for accounting the effect of uncoupled torsional-to-lateral frequency
ratio ( ), two flexible and stiff torsional structures with =1.2 and =0.89 are modeled
according to table 1.

Fig.2: 3D view of the basic model [7]
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Model
No.

%es

%eR %em

1
2

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Tx(sec)
Ty(sec)
Tθ(sec)
(Uncoupled) (Uncoupled) (Uncoupled)
0.3633
0.3365

0.3529
0.3277

0.3052
0.3728

Ωsx

Ωsy

1.16
0.88

1.19
0.90

Table 1: Static and dynamic parameters of models 1&2

Asymmetry in structure is considered as a mass eccentricity. In order to create the mass eccentricity it is needed the mass center to move to a distance of em from the geometric center of
the plan. It is worth mentioning to the change in structure mass moment of inertia which
should be considered in calculations In order to create one-way mass eccentricity, Method
applied by Mansoori et.al (2014) [10] is considered in this study.
3.1

Creating two-way mass eccentricity

In order to create two-way mass eccentricity, CM has been moved in plan diameter length.
To this end, the plan has been divided into four sections and it is supposed firstly that, structure mass is uniformly distributed with surface density σ and then the surface density is increased in a tape with determined width in right side above the structure plan (location 1 in
Fig.3) and the counterpart density of tape (Locations 2, 3&4 Fig 3) is decrease the same in a
way that the total mass of plan remains constant.
Structure plan with the dimension of a & b is considered in X & Y directions according to
figure 3 having mass density of σ where σ=
.The center of the surface is considered as the
origin of coordinate and it is supposed that in a tape with the width of λa (λ=0.5) in right side
of structure, the amount of surface density is equal to σ(1+η) and in counterpart tape, surface
density is equal to σ(1-η). Moreover, in a tape with the width of λb at the top of plan, the
amount of surface density is equal to σ(1+η) and in counterpart tape, surface density is equal
to σ(1-η). In this equation, η (-1 < η < 1), indicates density variation ratio. Here, the amount
of normalized eccentricity is as follows:
emx =

=

Also, with refer to diagonal form of mass eccentricity, it can be observed that:
emx=emy

Fig. 3: Method of creating two-way mass eccentricity
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In the case of uniform mass distribution, mass moment of Inertia is measured to
Io=
. In order to calculate plan mass moment of inertia around second mass center, it
is needed that each tape inertia calculated separately and added together. Therefore, in can be
observed that:
m1 = m (1+η) (1+η) /4
m2 =m3 = m (1+η) (1-η) /4

(17)

m4 = m (1-η) (1-η) /4
The amount of plan mass moment of inertia around second mass center is as follows:
ICM=ICM1+ICM2+ICM3+ICM4

(18)

ICM1, ICM2, ICM3 and ICM4 are mass inertia moment for section 1, 2, 3 and 4 (Fig.3) and is determined as follows:
ICM1 = m1

(19)

ICM2 = m2

(20)

ICM3 = m3

(21)

ICM4 = m4

(22)

The numerical models are created in OpenSees software [11] and several non-linear analysis are performed. In order to consider the non-linear effects for beams and columns, fiber elements with strength hardening behavior is used for steel. The dampers are modeled as linear
viscous zero length elements in both structure’s edges. The models are analyzed under two
synthetic records compatible with design spectrum of European code (EC8) with soil type B.
According to figure 4, one component record (Y direction, figure 4-b) is used for structure
with one-way eccentricities and two component record (X and Y direction, figure 4-a and 4-b)
is employed for structures with two-way eccentricities.

Fig.4: Synthetic records. a) Ground motion in X direction b) Ground motion in Y direction
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Also, particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to minimize torsional response and
reaching to torsional balance conditions. Objective function of PSO algorithm is defined as
below:
Objective Function = ( E[

] – E[

] ) + ( E[

] – E[

])

(23)

uyfe and uyse are structure’s flexible and stiff displacement in Y direction and uxfe and uxse are
structure’s flexible and stiff displacement in X direction Linking of Matlab and OpenSees
softwares are used for implementation of the PSO algorithm.
4

ANALYSIS RESULTS:

The results of time history analyses for the lateral displacement by using torsional balance
concept are shown in figures to. For simplicity the expected values are only shown in flexible
and stiff edges of diaphragm.
For example, figure 5 shows the displacement of flexible and stiff edges of structure with
normalized one-way eccentricity equal to 0.1, with uncoupled torsional-to-lateral frequency
ratio of 1.2 in two modes without damping (figure 5-a) and with optimum damper distribution
using torsional balance conditions (figure 5-b).

Fig.5-a: Typical response of a torsionally stiff asymmetric structure without FVDs

Fig.5-b: Typical response of a torsionally stiff asymmetric structure with optimum distribution of FVDs
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It can be observed that in torsional balance condition, not only responses of two edges are
decreased significantly, but also the responses are almost equal and improved in comparison
with the case that no damper is used in the structures.
Figure 6 indicates the standard deviation of normalized displacement of structure plan having normalized one-way eccentricity 0.1 and Ωs=1.2 in two modes without supplemental
damping and with supplemental damping considering torsional balance concept.
It can be seen that in a torsional condition, the standard deviation of plan displacement is
parabola and two points with the same distance from geometrical center of structure plan have
the same standard deviation of displacement according to equation 5.

Fig.6: Standard deviation profiles of plan displacement for asymmetric-plan structures

figure 7 shows the optimized values of normalized damping eccentricity versus normalized one-way mass eccentricity for two torsional stiff and flexible structures with Ωs=1.2 (Fig.
7-a) and Ωs=0.89 (Fig.7-b) and supplemental damping of 15 percent by using torsional balance concept. In figure 7-a, it can be seen that in order to achieving torsional balance condition, damping center should be in same side with CM and bigger than CM distance to
geometric center. Moreover, by increasing the structure asymmetry and consequently, increase of mass eccentricity, it is needed to have more damping eccentricities to achieve torsional balance.
It can be seen that for a normalized mass eccentricity bigger than 0.125 (em>0.125), and
damping ratio of 15% is not be a response to torsional balance conditions. Figure 7-b show
the optimized normalized mass damping eccentricity versus normalized eccentricity for torsional flexible structure.
The results gained from two torsional flexible and stiff models are the same, but with a difference that in torsional flexible structure it is needed to have less mass damping eccentricity
in order to achieve optimized distribution of viscous dampers in comparison with torsional
stiff structure. As can be seen, for mass eccentricity bigger than 0.175 (em>0.175) supplemental damping ratio of 15% is not be a respond to achieve the optimized condition.
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Fig.7-a: Optimal eccentricity curve ed for asymmetric-plan structure. (Ωs=1.2, ξ=15%)

Fig.7-b: Optimal eccentricity curve ed for asymmetric-plan structure. (Ωs=0.89, ξ15%)

Figure 8 shows the changes of normalized damping center in terms of normalized one way
mass eccentricity of torsional stiff structure for 15, 20 & 25 percent of supplemental damping.
It can be concluded that it is needed less damping eccentricity in order to achieving torsional
balance condition by increasing the damping percent.

Fig.8: Optimal eccentricity curves ed as a function of Mass eccentricity em with Ωs=1.2 and ξ=15, 20&25%
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Figure 9 presents normalized optimized changes of damping center in X and Y directions
versus of normalized two-ways mass eccentricity for two torsional stiff structures of 9-a and
torsional flexible structure of 9-b and ξ=15%. The diaphragm center has been changed in order to considering two-ways asymmetry in structure. The results show that in order to achieve
optimized design, dampers in two directions of X and Y should be distributed in a way that
damping eccentricity be in a same side with CM and more than the distance of CM to geometric center.

Fig.9-a: Optimal eccentricity curves ed as a function of Mass eccentricity e m with Ωs=1.2 and ξ=15%

Fig.9-b: Optimal eccentricity curves ed as a function of Mass eccentricity e m with Ωs=0.89 and ξ=15%

Moreover, similar to one-way mass asymmetric model, with increasing of mass eccentricity, higher values of damping eccentricities is needed to achieve torsional balance condition. It
can be seen that; in comparison with torsional stiff structures, it is needed to have less damping eccentricity in torsional flexible structure for achieving torsional balance in two directions.
Besides, by comparing figure 9-a and 10 , it can be observed that less damping eccentricity is needed in order to achieve optimized design by increasing damping ratio in torsional stiff
structure and the structure can reach to torsional balance against more two-ways asymmetry
by increasing damping ratio.
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Fig.10: Optimal eccentricity curves ed as a function of Mass eccentricity e m with Ωs=1.20 and ξ=25%

5

CONCLUSIONS:

In this research several parametric analysis has been carried out on a single-story torsional
stiff and flexible structure with one-way and two-ways mass asymmetry .The lateral strength
and stiffness in all models are constant for comparing the results in different items.
By using the theory of torsional balance, the MSV of lateral displacement of two edges of
diaphragm is measured and the amount of optimized damping eccentricity is determined using
PSO optimizing algorithm in terms of different values of mass eccentricity, damping ratio and
uncoupled torsional-to-lateral frequency ratio.
The summaries of results are as follows:
1- It can be seen that using of viscous damper not only caused to decrease responses of
structural lateral displacement, but also it makes displacement of two asymmetric edges of structure close together by appropriate distribution of dampers in structure plan.
2- Damping optimized eccentricity for controlling the displacement, mostly have the
same direction of mass eccentricity and bigger than the distance of stiff center to geometric center.
3- By increasing the asymmetry of structure resulted from increasing mass eccentricity, it
is needed to have more damping eccentricity or more damping ratio for controlling the
displacement of two asymmetric edges of structure.
4- It seems that it is needed less damping eccentricity in order to achieving torsional balance by increasing damping ratio.
5- Torsional stiff structures need more damping eccentricity in order to achieving the
control of displacement of two stiff and flexible edges of structure in comparison with
torsional flexible structures.
6- The results gained from two-ways mass eccentricity with the results gained from oneway mass eccentricity are conformed and it is seen that the result of these two comparisons is almost the same.
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Abstract. Eccentrically braced frames (EBF) represent an optimal structural solution for
seismic prone areas, being characterized by a high dissipative capacity, able to withstand
strong seismic events, and by a relevant elastic stiffness, able to avoid (or limit) the damage
of non-structural elements during low-to-moderate seismic events. The knowledge of the
cyclic behaviour of the dissipative link elements is required to perform reliable and accurate
nonlinear analyses and, in particular, to finally optimize the design of EBFs and their
structural performance. Notwithstanding such aspects, in the current scientific literature few
models are proposed for the modelling of EBFs equipped with short/shear links, mainly
adopting simple bilinear springs with kinematic hardening constitutive laws that are not
always able to correctly represent the real experimental behaviour of EBFs, especially for
what concerns the influence of the hardening phenomena. In the present work, a semianalytical model for short/shear link is proposed and calibrated basing on the results of
experimental tests on real-scale one store/one bay EBFs equipped with horizontal and
vertical dissipative elements. The main aim of the proposed model consists in the ability to
represent the cyclic/seismic behaviour of EBFs with more accuracy with respect to what
actually used in the current scientific works and, at the same, with a low computational
burden with respect to solid models, becoming then an optimal solution for the
implementation in design models and for the representation of multi-storey buildings’
behaviour.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The seismic events of the 1980s-1990s caused severe damages to steel buildings
highlighting critical features of structural details and components [1-3]; most of the observed
damages were related to the initiation and propagation of cracks in correspondence of
connections and to local buckling phenomena of dissipative elements. This situation
evidenced the inadequacy of the current technical guidelines and, at the same time, the need to
provide indications able to guarantee the human safety together with the reduction of the
economic losses.
Technical codes were then improved through the introduction of the Performance Based
Design [4, 5], foreseeing the reaching of specific seismic performances in relation to different
hazard levels, described as a function of the seismic action return period (TR). In this context,
among steel structural typologies, Eccentrically Braced Frames (EBF) systems, joining
together the ductility of Moment Resisting Frames (MRF) and the stiffness of Concentrically
Braced Frames (CBF) [6-9] and whose dissipative performance are fully devoted to the
hysteretic behaviour of ‘link’ elements, became then the most promising structural solution
for earthquake prone areas.
The possibility to optimize the design of EBF structures fully exploiting link performance,
is related to the correct representation of their actual behaviour towards horizontal/seismic
events; this, otherwise, evidences the need to perform reliable nonlinear analyses through the
exact modelling of the dissipative elements (links) including, in particular, their flexural and
shear behaviour. Nonlinear modelling approaches, spreading from simple concentrated
plasticity models [10] to distributed fibre elements and, finally, to complex continuum models
[11], shall be properly defined depending on the purpose of the analysis, being their accuracy
strongly dependent on the computational burden.
While the dissipative behaviour of long/bending link, whose plastic deformation is
governed by flexural stresses, can be represented adopting the common reliable constitutive
models used for steel beams [12], in the case of short/shear links the same cannot be stated
and further investigations are needed.
In the present paper, a new semi-analytical model able to take into consideration the two
different contributions of hardening phenomena, both kinematic and isotropic – strongly
influencing the cyclic/seismic behaviour, is presented. The proposed formulation allows to
reduce the computational effort related, for example, to solid models and can be simply
applied to multi-storey buildings, being more accurate respect to simplified models commonly
adopted in the current scientific literature [13-15]. The calibration of the proposed model,
based on the results of experimental tests on real-scale prototypes, is also presented.
The work has been developed in the framework of the European research project ‘MATCH:
material choice for seismic resistant structures’, funded by the Research Fund for Coal and
Steel and aiming at defining the influence of material variability on the structural performance
of steel structures.
2

METHODOLOGY

The methodology adopted for the achievement of the above mentioned objective can be
organized in the following steps.
Step 1. Elaboration of a semi-analytical model. A semi-analytical model has been
elaborated to represent the monotonic and cyclic behaviour of link elements and to
include the two contribution of kinematic and isotropic hardening.
Step 2. Execution of the experimental tests. Experimental tests on real scale EBF systems
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Step 3.
3

have been performed to characterize the cyclic/seismic behaviour of links till the
collapse achievement.
Calibration of the semi analytical model. The semi-analytical model is calibrated
basing on the experimental tests’ results on real scale specimens.

ELABORATION OF SEMI-ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR LINK ELEMENTS

The proposed semi-analytical model, simply represented in Figure 1, consists of two
nonlinear springs working in parallel, respectively representing the shear/displacement and
the bending/rotation behaviour.

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the two in parallel springs for shear and flexural behaviour.

Since the axial stress is usually negligible in the dissipative links of EBF systems, only the
bending behaviour was introduced in the model through a nonlinear spring characterized by
kinematic behaviour. The shear behaviour was, otherwise, reproduced through the adoption of
an additional spring whose V- (shear/distortion) relationship was calibrated basing on the
results of experimental tests. Flexural and shear nonlinear springs were then linked to work in
parallel.
The model was firstly elaborated using OpenSees software and the available relationships.
Two different constitutive laws were adopted for the preliminary model of the V- relation of
the link: the linear (LKH) and nonlinear (NLKH) kinematic hardening relationships; the last
one, accounting for the nonlinear kinematic hardening, based on the Menegotto-Pinto model
[16], and for the isotropic hardening, was directly represented using the Steel4 material model.
The definition of the LKH law requires only 3 parameters: the initial stiffness, the yielding
force and the tangent modulus of the plastic range. The first two parameters are directly
determined by means of analytical considerations, while the third parameter is tuned
considering two different conditions, corresponding to what foreseen according to Eurocode 8
(i.e. ultimate strength Vu=1.5Vy reached in correspondence of an angular distortion equal to 80
mrad - LKH1) or, in alternative, considering the real ultimate strength and maximum shear
deformation, estimated, for example, on the base of experimental tests (LKH2).
Besides the three aforementioned parameters, the definition of the NLKH law requires
three additional parameters for the kinematic hardening, five parameters for the isotropic
hardening, and information about the ultimate strength limit at which the isotropic behaviour
is saturated (that is when only the kinematic hardening with yield plateau continues). Such
parameters need to be calibrated on the basis of the results of the experimental tests.
3.1

Design of EBF prototypes

Experimental tests have been executed on real-scale one storey/one bay EBF frames with
horizontal and vertical links. The prototypes are characterized by a span length equal to 5.0
and a storey height up to 3.0 m and by the adoption of short shear links. Steel grade S355 was
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used for all the elements. The design of the frames was executed in compliance with actual
seismic design regulations [17, 18], optimizing as much as possible dissipative elements’
sections and pursuing easiness in joints and connections.
The EBF systems have been designed considering a ‘limit’ angular rotation of links equal
to 110 mrad: this value, in agreement with FEMA 356, is higher than what actually foreseen
by Eurocode 8 (i.e. 80 mrad) but reliable in relation to what observed during experimental
tests revealing a higher rotational capacity and, besides, higher over-strength factors ([19][20]-[21]). A safety/confidence factor equal to 1.30 has been also applied during the design.
Basing on above mentioned assumptions and considerations, a HEA100 profile with length
equal to 300 mm for the horizontal link and a HEB120 profile of length equal to 150 mm for
the vertical link have been selected. Table 1 summarizes the maximum expected horizontal
forces (Fh,max) and displacements (dmax,110mrad) for links in horizontal and vertical
configurations.
Link profile

e [mm] Fy [kN] Fh,max [kN] dy[mm] dmax(110mrad) [mm]
HEA100 (hor.) 300
90.1
162.3
0.8
24
HEB120 (vert. 150
145.2
217.8
0.4
19.5
Table 1: Summarizing characteristics and maximum expected forces and displacements for links.

The non-dissipative elements (i.e. beams, columns and braces) were then designed to
remain elastic until the links reached the ultimate shear Vu,link. To this aim, according to EN
1998-1:2005, being Fh,y the horizontal force needed to yield the link, Equation (1) can be
adopted:
Fh, y 1.1   ov  

(1)

being   1.5  V y ,link / V Ed the design over-strength factor of the dissipative element and ov the
material overstrength factor, equal to 1.25.
Since during the experimental test is expected the complete plastic deformation of the link,
the ratio V y ,link / V Ed was assumed unitary in the design; to account for eventual higher overstrength ratio of links, the factor was assumed equal to 2.0. Figure 2 shows the final
configuration of the EBFs systems with vertical and horizontal links. For both the
configurations, columns and beams were realized using HEB180 sections, while for braces
2UPN160, coupled with 3 bolted connections equally spaced, were employed.
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a)

b)

Figure 2: EBFs with a) vertical links and b) horizontal links.

3.2

Experimental test set – up and organization

Real-scale prototypes were realized according to what described in the previous paragraph.
In order to avoid possible out-of-plane and buckling phenomena (i.e. global instability of the
tested frames, buckling of the top beam), additional components were necessary to safely
connect the EBFs systems to the bidirectional concrete slab of the Laboratory of Pisa
University. To this aim, four additional structures/substructures were opportunely designed
and adopted, being:
(i). A rigid basement connecting the testing prototypes to the slab of the Laboratory
(Figure 3).
(ii). A stabilizing frame avoiding the warping of the columns (Figure 3).
(iii). A loading transfer frame (Figure 3). This last, in particular, connects the EBF system
to the hydraulic jackets and, at the same time, restrains both the top beam and the
whole frame from buckling phenomena.
(iv). A contrast frame, to which the actuator are fixed to (Figure 3).
The load was applied at the height of the top beam (~3000 mm) with two hydraulic jackets
with maximum stroke equal to ± 150 mm and maximum load capacity equal to ± 200 kN each
one, able to apply a cyclic loading history. For both the two configurations - with vertical and
horizontal link - the applied load was recorded using two load cells placed between the
hydraulic jackets and the loading transfer frame. The sensors were placed in order to monitor
the shear force-displacement behaviour of the links (or, that is the same, the shear - angular
deformation one). LVDTs were organized to account for the possible slip due to hole-to-bolt
clearances. With reference to Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively for the vertical and horizontal
links, the effective displacement of the link due to shear deformation, depurated from all the
slip to which the total displacement of the hydraulic actuators can be affected by, was
evaluated monitoring directly the transversal deformation and the displacement of the
diagonals.
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Figure 3: General set up of the test.

Figure 4: LVDTs on the vertical link EBF

Figure 5: LVDTs on the horizontal link EBF

The cyclic tests have been performed following the ECCS45 protocol [19]; the value of ey
(i.e. displacement corresponding to the yielding) was selected to achieve an angular distortion
equal to 130 mrad within 16 steps of 3 cycles each, without considering the first elastic part
and allowing to reduce the duration of the whole test. After the detection of the crack
initiation in the specimen, the test was prosecuted without increasing the displacement
amplitude until the total loss of shear capacity.
3.3

Experimental tests’ results

Experimental tests evidenced a stable hysteretic behaviour of the EBF frames during all the
steps of the cyclic loading application (Figure 6). The cyclic behaviour was characterized by a
strong isotropic and nonlinear kinematic hardening, this last one presenting, in the plastic
branch, a variable tangent modulus decreasing with the increase of the plastic strain. The
isotropic hardening showed a variable yielding surface that can increase from one cycle to the
next one. All the specimens experienced a crack within the web, that propagated parallel to
the flanges, as represented in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively in the case of vertical and
horizontal links. A rather steep loss of shear capacity was observed in the case of specimens
tested using the ECCS protocol.
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a)

b)
Figure 6: Force/angular distortion diagrams (F- for a) the vertical link and b) the horizontal link.

Figure 7: Collapse mechanism of the horizontal link.

Figure 8: Collapse mechanism of the vertical link.

In the case of EBF prototypes with horizontal links, the presence of equally spaced
stiffeners within the web hindered the propagation of the crack, slowing the loss of shear
capacity. All the specimens reached an average angular rotation  close to 125 mrad (Errore.
L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.), higher than the imposed collapse limitation
defined by EN1998-1:2005 and FEMA 356, respectively equal to 80 and 110 mrad.
What above presented highlighted the general oversizing of dissipative structural elements
of EBFs designed according to the capacity design approach imposed by EN1998-1:2005 [18],
that is, otherwise, more relevant in the case of frames equipped with horizontal links.
Vertical link
Angular rotation at collapse
Maximum applied force
Horizontal link
Angular rotation at collapse
Maximum applied force

Test 1 ECCS
125
244.03
Test 1 ECCS
128
172.62

Test 2 ECCS
119
248.73
Test 2 ECCS
123
175.95

Table 2: Results of the experimental tests.
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4

CALIBRATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

In order to calibrate the proposed model, the experimental tests were modelled in
OpenSees [22, 23]. To assess the limitations of each model, a two level comparison has been
performed, including a first ‘graphical’ assessment of the results in terms of cyclic behaviour
(i.e. shape of the cycle and degradation of the hysteretic capacity) and, secondly, evaluating
the differences in terms of cumulated energy (global and per cycle). The erroneous
characterization of the hysteretic energy of the EBF system might strongly affect the
assessment of its seismic capacity. The above mentioned comparison procedure was
performed considering the two LKH and NLKH constitutive laws. A graphical interpretation
of the results is provided in
Figure 9 and
Figure 10.

a) LKH1 vs experimental test (vertical link)

b) NLKH vs experimental test (vertical link)

c) LKH1 vs experimental test (horizontal link)

c) NLKH vs experimental test (horizontal link)

Figure 9: Experimental vs numerical cyclic behaviour ( ECCS protocol).
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a) horizontal link

b) vertical link

Figure 10: Comparison in terms of cumulated energy (ECCS protocol)

The LKH models underestimates the plastic branch. Although the LKH2 is calibrated on
the basis of the experimental results, the underestimation of the plastic branch strongly
reflects on the reduction of the hysteretic energy. For the vertical link, considering the ECCS
protocol, the difference in terms of hysteretic energy, evaluated at the collapse, is -22% for
the LKH1 and -10% for the LKH2 (note that the negative value means an underestimation of
the cumulated energy). Regarding the horizontal link, the difference increases to -42% for the
LKH1 and -38% for the LKH2. It should be noted that such difference is reduced to half, if
the hysteretic energy is computed at 80mrad of angular deformation. The NLKH model, on
the contrary, is able to correctly represent the cyclic behaviour and also to correctly estimate
the absorbed hysteretic energy.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A modelling approach for short/shear links, based on the adoption of two springs working
in parallel, respectively representing the shear/displacement and the bending/rotation
behaviour, has been proposed. The model has the capability to reproduce the cyclic/seismic
behaviour of the dissipative element of EBF structures with a reduced computational burden
respect to what actually proposed in the current scientific literature and is able to simulate the
two contribution of hardening, i.e. isotropic and kinematic.
To calibrate the model and to validate the assumptions used for the semi-analytical
formulation, a set of experimental tests have been carried out on real-scale one storey/one bay
EBF system, equipped with vertical and horizontal links. Several studies are actually ongoing
aiming to effectively prove the impact of the adoption of the proposed model on multi-storey
EBF structures.
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Abstract. Reinforced concrete structures in seismic areas are designed according to the
capacity design approach, aiming to achieve ductile global collapse mechanisms dissipating
the seismic energy through high deformations in correspondence of the ends of beams and
columns. The global dissipative capacity of the building is related to the rotational capacity
of sections and to the ductile properties of reinforcing bars. TempCore steel is used for RC
constructions, due to its optimal strength and ductility properties and to the satisfaction of
Eurocode 8 requirements concerning Agt and Rm/Re. Several studies in the current scientific
literature anyway highlighted durability problems of TempCore bars exposed to corrosion
conditions, with loss of ductility and strength even below the standards requirements. DualPhase (DP) steels, characterized by excellent mechanical and durability properties due to
their Ferrite-Martensite microstructure and commonly adopted in the automotive sector, can
be a possible solution to the problem. The possibility to produce DP rebars for RC structures
is deeply analyzed in the European research project NEWREBAR “New Dual-Phase steel
reinforcing bars for enhancing capacity and durability of anti-seismic moment resisting
frames”, actually ongoing. The elaboration of new technical models for the design of RC
elements, to be implemented in design guidelines and standards, is needed. In the present
paper, preliminary results are presented concerning the selection of DP steel bars and the
definition of technical models for RC elements with DP reinforcements.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings in seismic areas are designed following the capacity
design approach ([1]-[2]-[3]): structures shall satisfy the deformation requirements due to
seismic action without the exhibition of significant losses of strength and stiffness and
dissipating the stored energy through high inelastic deformations in selected dissipative
regions, located, in the case of Moment Resisting Frames (MRF), at the end of beams and
columns and known as ‘plastic hinges’.
The dissipative capacity of the building (i.e. structural ductility µd) is directly related to the
element ductility (in terms of rotation µθ=θu/θy), to the section ductility (in terms of curvature
µχ=χu/χy) and to the material ductility (in terms of deformation µε=εu/εy): the ductile capacity
of steel reinforcing bars is then needed for the global ductile behaviour of RC buildings.
In this context, actual technical codes prescribe the adoption of bars with minimum
requirements of the mechanical parameters, in terms of yielding and tensile strength (Re and
Rm), elongation at maximum load (Agt) and hardening ratio (Rm/Re): Annex C of EN1992-11:2005 [4] defines three different ductility classes for bars (A, B and C), characterized by
increasing levels of minimum Agt and Rm/Re, while Eurocode 8 [1] limits the employment of
class B to buildings realized in Medium Ductility Class (MDC). The design prescriptions
imposed by Eurocodes and National technical standards reflect into a large variety of steel
grades – with different levels of yielding strength, ductility and hardening ratio – whose
production is governed by several standards, valid at Country level, that highlight the pressing
need to harmonize strength/ductility classes and testing procedures .
Nowadays, the most diffused typology of steel reinforcements in Europe, satisfying the
mechanical requirements imposed by design standards, is TempCore steel. The TempCore
production process, characterized by two following phases of quenching and tempering,
provides optimal mechanical characteristics without the addition of chemical elements,
consequently keeping the production costs acceptable if compared, for example, to MicroAlloyed steels. These two aspects allowed, during the last decades, the wide spread of
TempCore bars for the realization of RC buildings in seismic prone areas.
Recent works in the current literature ([6]-[7]-[8]-[9]) evidenced durability problems of
TempCore rebars, with relevant drops of ductility and dissipative capacity, respectively
expressed in terms of Agt and dissipated energy (total and per cycle) in the case of monotonic
and cyclic/seismic behaviour. The decrease of the strength, as widely described in [10], was
otherwise, less significant. The analysis of the results of experimental data on a representative
sample of corroded bars allowed the correlation between Performance Indicators (i.e.
mechanical performances) and Corrosion Damage Indicators (i.e. mainly mass loss) and the
following estimation of the reduction of mechanical properties after the exposure, for a certain
period, to aggressive environmental conditions such as the ones defined according to
Eurocode 2 [4]. The effects of corrosion phenomena, as presented in the current scientific
literature [11], are translated on a global reduced structural performance of RC buildings,
related to the decrease of the mechanical properties of materials (both steel reinforcing bars
and concrete [9]-[10]-[12]), to the reduction of the cross section of steel rebars and to the
cracking and spalling of the concrete cover, with the following loss of bond between concrete
and steel bars, as widely reported in [13].
Despite the possible overcoming of such problems through the adoption of, for example,
higher concrete classes, thicker concrete covers, reinforcements with higher uncorroded
properties and/or higher diameters as suggested in [10] and [14], actual trends in the current
scientific literature are directed to avoid of the corrosion initiation and propagation and, at the
same time, to select materials less exposed to durability problems.
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Basing on the these considerations, taking into account the need to exploit sufficient
ductility in RC elements through reinforcing steels characterized by high mechanical
performance and, at the same time, the significant decrease of the mechanical properties of
corroded TempCore rebars, during the last years the scientific interest in the possibility to
adopt Dual-Phase (DP) steels for reinforcement strongly increased ([15]-[16]).
DP steel, widely used in the automotive industry, are characterized by excellent ductile
properties (high hardening ratio and values of ultimate deformation) and improved durability
properties towards aggressive environmental conditions respect to traditional reinforcing steel
embedded in concrete [17], due to their specific microstructural configuration showing the coexistence of a Ferrite matrix in which Martensite is directly embedded.
Preliminary investigations dealing with the use of DP steels in RC structures [16] showed
the improved performance of sections in terms of moment-curvature relationship, with
curvatures higher and less localized than in the case of reinforcement with TempCore rebars.
Despite the high potential of DP steels, actually two main aspects limit their possible
application in the field of civil engineering: the first one is related to the production process,
nowadays foreseeing the realization of DP steels mainly into sheets or plate products, the
second one concerns the need to modify/improve actual design codes with technical models
and guidelines able to allow the adoption of steels characterized by a different behaviour
respect to the one basing on which codes are developed. DP steel present, in fact, a higher
hardening ratio and strength/ductility properties that are not aligned with the limitations
imposed by Eurocodes ([1]-[4])
Basing on what herein stated, a deep investigations of the behaviour of DP steel
reinforcing bars for their potential application to RC constructions is needed and is going to
be developed in the main context of the European research project NEWREBAR “New DualPhase steel reinforcing bars for enhancing capacity and durability of anti-seismic moment
resisting frames” (2015-2019), funded by the Research Fund for Coal and Steel (RFCS) of
European Commission. In the present paper, first, absolutely preliminary, results obtained in
the project are presented.
2

SELECTION OF DP STEEL REINFORCING BARS

DP steels present a composite microstructure, made up of a ductile Ferrite matrix,
providing high ductility, in which a second hard Martensite phase, responsible for the
strengthening effect, is embedded. The difference from usual composite materials is that in
DP steels there is no clear interface between the matrix and the reinforcing structure, such as,
for example, in the case of TempCore steel.
DP microstructure can be produced as-rolled or by intercritical annealing (in alpha-gamma
α-γ field) after cold-rolling. Actual literature data are related to DP rebars produced in batch
process, by means of intercritical quench of hot rolled bars, with a first heating step within the
intercritical region (where nucleation occurs in the Ferrite matrix of Austenite with a carbon
content higher than the nominal one) and a following rapid cooling phase, allowing the
transformation of the Austenite into Martensite ([15]-[18]). The intercritical quenching
process generates a harder phase into the Ferrite matrix, which causes (partly due to the
considerable volume differences) high residual stresses and the increase in the density of the
mobile dislocations in correspondence to the Ferrite–Martensite interface. The particular
mechanical behaviour of the DP steel generates from the formation of a two-phase Ferrite–
Martensite structure.
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In the worldwide scenario anyway, DP rebars (and, in general, DP long products) are not
yet produced through a continuous process: although the batch process is able to obtain the
desired microstructure, this is actually not economically advantageous.
Stating the above mentioned considerations, NEWREBAR research project foresee two
main objectives: the first, that can be considered as a ‘short-term’ objective, aims at
producing DP steels fulfilling actual European design standards’ requirements but improved
towards seismic performance and structural durability, consequently directly usable as
reinforcing elements for RC buildings. The second, a ‘medium-term’ objective, aims at
characterizing DP steels with optimal mechanical and durability properties also not fulfilling
Eurocodes’ indications and for which, consequently, specific guidelines need to be elaborated.
To these aims, the procedure briefly summarized in the following pages has been adopted.
2.1

Selection of chemical compositions

The analysis of the steel bars actually produced at European level (executed thanks to the
direct participation of steel producers to the research project) allowed to determine the
different combinations of the main elements (C, Mn and Si) to obtain DP microstructures
suitable to achieve the desired objectives. Specific thermal cycles were, moreover, detected to
obtain different Martensite amounts and morphologies, directly influencing the mechanical
properties.
Numerical simulations using ThermoCalc® software were executed to evaluate the
influence of the intercritical austenitization treatment temperature (i.e. ‘intercritical
temperature’) on low carbon DP steels. Various chemical compositions (maximum, medium
and minimum values of range) were simulated getting the relative state diagram and
consequently estimating the volume fraction and Carbon content of the two phases, when the
steel is subjected to intercritical austenitization treatment in a temperature range 740÷840 °C
(i.e. in the α-γ field). The different intercritical austenitization temperatures allowed to obtain
microstructures with different phase fractions and mechanical properties.
The two most influencing chemical components, as known, were Manganese (Mn) and
Silicon (Si). Manganese (Mn) is the fundamental element in DP, added to increase Austenite
fraction promoting adequate hardenability, necessary for Martensite formation during the
rapid cooling stage (i.e. quenching). Silicon (Si), on the other hand, is useful to increase the
strength of solid solution and the ductility of Ferrite phase, inhibiting the precipitation of
cementite at the Ferrite–Martensite interface during the water cooling stage. The chemical
compositions considered for the simulations are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Chemical composition used for ThermoCalc simulations.

Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D
Type E

Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max

C (%)
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.20
0.18
0.22
0.18
0.22
0.06
0.08

Mn (%)
0.35
0.55
0.60
0.70
0.95
1.05
1.20
1.30
1.40
1.50

Si (%)
0.12
0.20
0.12
0.20
0.15
0.25
0.20
0.30
0.80
0.90
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P (%)
0.035
0.035
0.045
0.045
0.020

S (%)
0.045
0.045
0.045
0.045
0.020

Cu (%)
0.50
0.50
0.60
0.60
0.10

N (%)
0.012
0.012
0.012
0.012
0.009
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a)

b)

Figure 1: State diagrams from ThermoCalc simulations: a) effect of Mn on state diagram for steel type D - Mn =
1.20 ÷ 1.30 %, b) effect of Si on state diagram for steel type D - Si = 0.20 ÷ 0.30 %.

The carbon content (Cγ) formed in the Austenite following heating in the intercritical field,
responsible for the hardenability of the phase in the following cooling stage of quenching,
was evaluated through the lever rule as presented by Equation (1):
Cbase = Cγ ⋅ γ % + Cα ⋅ α %

(1)

Being Cbase the Carbon content in the base steel, Cα the weight percentage of Carbon in the
α phase, γ% the Austenite content and α% that of the Ferrite in the intercritical field.
Due to the absence of diffusion processes during the phase transformation, the chemical
composition of the Martensite is identical to that of the Austenite from which it is formed.
The Carbon content of Martensite, determining its hardness and shape, depends on the
nominal content of the base steel and the intercritical quenching temperature.
Basing on the results of simulations on DP chemical compositions presented in Table 1,
three intercritical temperatures, respectively equal to 740, 760 and 780°C, were selected to
achieve different Martensite volume fractions ranging from about 5 % to 30 %.
2.2

Determination of the optimal thermal cycle

The main aim of this first part of the research consists in the ‘transformation’ of TempCore
steel bars into DP ones: this operation can potentially allow the direct re-use of actual
industrial plants for the realization of specimens with optimized mechanical performances and
slight modifications of the production sequence.
A preliminary thermal cycle, in the following named A1, was selected for the production
of DP steel reinforcing bars starting from the typical TempCore process and aiming to achieve
the ‘short-term’ objective, that means to realize steel bars following the actual standards’
requirements but with improved mechanical properties – especially concerning ductility and
durability. Beside the chemical compositions listed in Table 1, after preliminary mechanical
and metallurgical tests, an additional one (type F) was introduced for the production of the
specimens, as summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Chemical compositions of produced casts for transformation into DP steels.

Cast

ID

9076/15
8929/15

A
B

C
%
0.09
0.17

Mn Si
P
S
Cr Ni Mo Cu
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
0.5 0.17 0.015 0.012 0.1 0.13 0.03 0.35
0.78 0.16 0.014 0.013 0.07 0.22 0.05 0.28
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V
%
0
0

N
Ceq
%
%
0.009 0.23
0.012 0.36
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8254/15
8977/15
1760/16
2048/16

C
D
E
F

0.18
0.21
0.1
0.15

1.01
1.27
1.14
1.01

0.21
0.29
0.12
0.2

0.035
0.025
0.015
0.019

0.017
0.021
0.01
0.031

0.1
0.08
0.04
0.07

0.12
0.12
0.05
0.13

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.03

0.35
0.31
0.14
0.35

0
0
0
0

0.011
0.009
0.011
0.012

0.4
0.47
0.31
0.37

a)

A3

Temperature

Temperature

Thermal cycle A1 is represented in Figure 2a: after the industrial Thermex process
(austenitization + quenching) the specimens are introduced and maintained in the laboratory
furnace at the prescribed intercritical temperature (i.e. 740°C, 760°C or 780°C) for one hour.
After this, the intercritical quenching is applied, introducing the specimens in a container with
water kept at controlled temperature (between 10 and 35°C); samples are then removed after
about 10 minutes.
The application of A1 process highlighted several problems: in some cases specimens
provided low values of the yielding strength (i.e. steels A and B, with Re around 300 MPa and
Rm/Re higher than Eurocode 8 prescriptions) or low values of the Agt (i.e. steels C and F, with
values around 6%). Several mechanical transformations were then adopted to increase Re and
Agt, respectively applying a stretching process with deformation between 1% and 2% (i.e.
producing the increase of Re and the decrease of Rm/Re) or a tempering process with
temperatures between 400 and 600°C (i.e. producing the decrease of the Rm and the increase
of Agt). The mechanical properties, after such treatments, allowed the achievement of the
short-term objective, presenting a traditional stress-strain behaviour with values of Agt and
hardening ratios aligned with actual Eurocodes’ requirements. Anyway, the microstructural
analyses still evidenced the presence of an external layer of Martensite, with internal DP
microstructure: this negatively affects the corrosion performance of bars with the following
need to determine of a different thermal cycle, as presented in Figure 2b.
In this cycle, named A2, the original specimens (coming from Thermex process) are firstly
kept in the furnace at 900 °C for 1.0 hour and then immediately put in water tank at room
temperature until the reaching of the total cooling. An intercritical quenching (temperature
750°C) is finally applied. The annealing process with high temperatures allows to completely
destroy the TempCore effects and to finally obtain a traditional DP microstructure associated
to a not-defined yielding stress-strain curve.
Obtained specimens can be also finally tempered (600°C for 1h), achieving high values of
the mechanical properties and keeping, moreover, a defined yielding stress-strain curve. This
last thermal cycle (Figure 2c) will be called, in the following, cycle A3.

Intercritical range

A1

Time

A3

Intercritical range

A1

Time

b)
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A3

Intercritical range

A1

Tempering

Time

c)

Figure 2: Thermal cycles selected: a) preliminary A1 cycle and b) thermal cycle A2 (note that intercritical
quenching temperature has different values for cycle A1 and A2) and c) application of tempering after
intercritical quenching (cycle A3).

2.3

Production and treatment of DP specimens

Dual-Phase steel reinforcing bars were then produced starting from TempCore specimens
φ16 mm following the thermal cycles depicted in Figure 2b and Figure 2c (being the only
difference among cycles A2 and A3 the final application of the tempering process). It’s
necessary to underline that consistent differences were revealed producing specimens in
laboratory, where the production and the thermal cycles can be controlled step by step with
high accuracy concerning temperatures and exposure times, and specimens directly produced
in an industrial plant, where, despite the slavish reproduction of the different stages, the
outcomes cannot be so deeply controlled. DP specimens produced both in laboratory and in a
real industrial plant were then subjected to mechanical test aiming at determining the ductility
and strength properties of obtained reinforcing steels.
2.4

Mechanical tests on produced DP specimens

Experimental tests, including monotonic tensile and Low-Cycle Fatigue (LCF) tests were
executed on produced specimens following the prescriptions of EN15630-1:2010 [19] and the
protocol elaborated in a previous research project [14] and already used as presented in [9]
and [10]. The results of monotonic tensile tests are summarized in Figure 3 and in Table 3,
comparing obtained data with the behaviour of TempCore reinforcing steels B500B and
B450C; Figure 4 and Table 4 briefly summarize the results of LCF tests (executed, until now,
only on specimens produced following cycle A3).
Results presented are related to ‘DPF’ specimens (i.e. rebars produced following thermal
cycle A3 through an industrial process) and to ‘DPlab’ specimens (i.e. rebars with chemical
composition type C produced in laboratory following thermal process A2).
The thermal processes previously illustrated, allow the achievement of optimal values of
mechanical properties. In particular, DPF can be used to satisfy the ‘short-term’ objective
while DPlab can be adopted to satisfy the ‘medium-term’ objective.
DPF shows excellent ductile performance in terms of Agt, with values around 16% respect
to the average value of 10% of TempCore and a stable cyclic behaviour. In this sense, it is
necessary to underline that, as visible from Figure 4, the values of the yielding and ultimate
strengths are lower than the one of TempCore bars, consequently resulting in a lower amount
of total dissipated energy, anyway not associated to a more brittle behaviour of the specimens.
DPF, moreover, is directly able to satisfy the ductility requirements of actual European
design standards concerning minimum values of Agt and, in particular, hardening ratio Rm/Re,
being than able to pursue the ‘short-term’ objective of NEWREBAR research project.
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Similar considerations can be executed also in the case of DPlab steel reinforcing bars,
characterized by the ‘traditional’ not-defined yielding stress-strain curve with values of Agt
around 18% and, otherwise, an hardening ratio Rm/Re equal to 2.04 and consequently higher
than the one actually foreseen by European standards.
Specimen
DPF
DPlab
B500B
B450C

Re [MPa]
449.4
391.8
560.7
517.1

Rm [MPa]
564.8
799.4
653.6
613.2

Rm/Re [-]
1.26
2.04
1.17
1.19

Agt [%]
16.3
18,6
11.7
13.6

A5 [%]
30.5
24.0
23.6
27.6

Table 3: Average values of the mechanical properties of reinforcing steels DP and TempCore from tensile tests.

a)

b)

Figure 3: Experimental stress-strain diagrams for: a) DPF specimens (thermal process A3 – short term objective)
and b) DPLab specimens (thermal process A2 – long term objective).

Figure 4: Results of LCF tests on DP steel type F with testing frequency equal to 0.5 Hz, imposed deformation
equal to ±2.5% and ±4.0% and free length of the specimen equal to 6 diameters, compared with TempCore bars.

Steel grade
DPF
B450C
B500B

Δε

L0

2.50%

6ϕ

Energy [MPa]
360
545
530
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Ncycles
21
19
19
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Steel grade
DPF
B450C
B500B

Δε

L0

4.00%

6ϕ

Energy [MPa]
325
639
373

Ncycles
9
16
9

Table 4: LCF tests on DPF in terms of dissipated energy and Ncycles to failure compared to TempCore bars.

3

INFLUENCE OF DP STEEL ON THE STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE

In order to evaluate the influence of the adoption of DP steels on the structural
performance of RC elements, a preliminary investigation of the moment-curvature (M-χ) and
moment-rotation (M-θ) behaviour of typical RC sections was executed through a parametric
analysis varying size and geometry of sections and elements, type, disposition and amount of
longitudinal and transversal reinforcements, percentage of reinforcements (ρ and ρst) and axial
load acting on the element.
A typical cantilever column, as designed following actual Eurocode 8 prescriptions for RC
buildings, has been selected and subjected to pushover analyses. The two previously
identified types of DP steels (DPF and DPLab) were considered for reinforcing bars; the
comparison with TempCore steel grade (B500B) was also executed.
The cantilever element is a half column 1.80 meters height, with square section 50x50 cm2,
a total longitudinal reinforcement ratio ρ=2% and a total transversal reinforcement ratio
ρst=0.7%. The ratio between the height of the element (H) and the depth of its section (h) is
equal to 3.6.
N

Steel model

Concrete model

For TempCore and DP-F (St)

h=50 cm

ρ=2%
ρst=0.7%

h

steel bar

Fiber
section

u

f

y

Fiber section
approach
concrete
cover
concrete
core

Esh
ES

ε

y

ε

A

p

gt

Axial Strain, ε

Steel model
Axial stress, σ

Axial Strain, ε

f

Axial stress, σ

Axial stress, σ

λ∗H

For DP-C (Mt)

Axial Strain, ε

Figure 5: Scheme of the cantilever column considered in the analysis and of material models adopted.

Numerical models were realized using OpenSees software adopting a fiber approach for
sections. The Popovics material model [20] was used for concrete with values of strength and
deformation defined according to [21]; TempCore and DPF steel bars – with defined yielding
plateau - were modeled using a elasto-plastic with hardening law with mechanical parameters
defined according to average values coming from experimental tests. For DPLab,
characterized by a not-defined yielding stress-strain curve, as presented in Figure 5, a
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multilinear law was adopted. A simple schematization of the considered element and
materials is presented in Figure 5.
Sections and elements were analyzed considering, as ultimate conditions for the
determination of the M-χ and/or M-θ curves, the failure of the concrete core, or, otherwise the
achievement of the ultimate tensile deformation in correspondence of the steel reinforcing
bars, as simply presented in Figure 6. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the M-χ diagrams obtained
for a base square section 50x50 cm with ρ=2% and ρst=0.7% with, respectively, no axial load
acting on the column and axial load equal to the 30% of the ultimate strength.
Obviously, there is a strong difference in the behaviour of sections/elements with or
without axial force: in the first case (Figure 8) the failure is associated to the achievement of
the maximum deformation in correspondence of the concrete core, for all the typologies of
steel reinforcing bars considered; in the second case (Figure 7) the failure is associated to the
achievement of the ultimate deformation of rebar in tension and, in particular, in the case of
DPLab, it is possible to observe a quite ‘balanced’ failure mechanism associated to a balanced
exploitation of concrete and steel ductile properties.
As visible from figures presented below, low values of the axial force and relatively small
amount of longitudinal reinforcement (ρ=2%) are related to ductility, both in terms of
curvature and rotation, higher in the case of DP steels than in the case of TempCore bars.
In particular, in the case of axial force equal to zero (N=0) – that is very close to the case of
beam elements – the curvature ductility (µχ) obtained from DPLab and DPF was the 20%
higher than the one directly obtained from the adoption of TempCore B500B, with increasing
improvement of the ductility in terms of rotation (µθ).

a)

b)

Figure 6: Criteria adopted for the analysis of the M-χ relationships for the considered section: a) stress-strain
adopted for steel reinforcing bars and concrete and b) example of M-χ for different levels of the axial force.

When the axial force is equal zero (i.e. beam condition) column sections failure is led by
steel bars in tension, which achieve their ultimate strain (Figure 7b). The unconfined concrete
is expelled, while the confined concrete experiences high stresses, without reaching its
ultimate strain (Figure 7c). Sections present large curvatures (Figure 7a), allowing higher
spread of plastic deformations along the element. This phenomenon produces remarkable
plastic hinge lengths, which lead to large displacements and rotations (Figure 9a), especially
in the case of DPLab reinforcements, with the highest ultimate strain and tensile strength.
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DPLab

a)

b)

c)

Figure 7: Pushover analysis for zero axial force: a) M-χ of column bottom section; b) stress-strain relationship of
steel bars in tension; c) stress-strain relationship of unconfined and confined concrete in compression.

When axial force is applied (e.g. 30%Nu), column sections failure is led by confined
concrete, which manage to achieve its ultimate strain (Figure 8c). Before that, there is spalling
of unconfined concrete and yielding of steel bars in tension (Figure 8b), which however don’t
achieve their ultimate strain. Section presents low curvatures (Figure 8a) and the spread of
plastic deformation is contained. Element displacements and rotations are lower than in the
previous case (Figure 9b). Among the different steel grades, DPLab is the one with the
highest tensile stress, after a certain level of deformation, and ultimate strain. Because of that
the element reinforced with this type of steel grade presents the largest bending capacity and
ultimate rotation.

DPLab

a)

b)

c)

Figure 8: Pushover analysis for compression force 30%Nu: a) M-χ of column bottom section; b) stress-strain law
of bars in tension; c) stress-strain law of unconfined/confined concrete in compression.

DPLab

a)

DPLab

b)
Figure 9: M-θ relationships square section 50x50 a) without and b) with axial force.
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4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In the present paper the preliminary results of the beneficial effects of adopting Dual-Phase
reinforcing steel for RC elements, in terms of curvature and rotational capacity, are presented.
DP steels, actually adopted for the automotive sector, are provided by optimal
performances in terms of ductility, strength and, in particular, durability, becoming a valid
alternative to traditional TempCore steels, whose degradation in presence of aggressive
environmental conditions has been widely presented in the current scientific literature, with
resulting loss of bearing capacity, bond and mechanical properties.
The main aim of the research project in whose framework the actual paper has been
developed consists in the possibility to produce DP reinforcing steels starting from original
TempCore, selecting opportune chemical compositions and thermal cycles able to improve
mechanical and durability properties.
The results of numerical pushover simulations on a simple cantilever column highlighted
the higher ductile performance of DP respect to TempCore; anyway, such results can be
improved taking into account the effects of relative slip between steel reinforcing bars and
surrounding concrete, actually neglected but strongly influencing the structural performance
of RC elements.
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ABSTRACT
There are various types of passive energy dissipation systems that are used in the seismic design of
new structures and the seismic rehabilitation of existing structures. One of the most important kinds of
passive energy dissipation systems, which reduce both displacements and accelerations
simultaneously, are fluid viscous dampers (FVDs). Using FVDs can reduce the seismic response and
improve the performance of structures during earthquake excitations and has a significant effect on the
damping of structure. In this paper, Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDOF) systems with different periods
and ductility values, equipped with FVDs, are considered. In order to evaluate the collapse capacity of
structures with higher precision, P-Δ effects and strength degradation are taken into account in
modeling. Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) is applied to obtain the collapse capacity of the SDOF
systems under far-field ground motion records, and finally the results are investigated. It should be
mentioned that the results of this study can be extended to Multi-Degree-of-Freedom (MDOF)
structures.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Life safety and collapse prevention have always been the most important goals in seismic
design. Advances in computing power and the development of models that can more
accurately simulate the behavior of structural components at the time of collapse have made
probabilistic assessment of seismic collapse possible. Seismic collapse is the final limit at
which dynamic instability occurs. Preventing the collapse of structures with a good margin of
safety, is one of most important goals of seismic design. Vamvatsikos and Cornell [1],
introduced a method called Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) to evaluate the seismic
performance of structures. The IDA method is a tool for investigating the performance a
structures form elastic range to collapse under the set of ground motion records.
Conventional lateral force resisting systems (e.g., moment resisting frames) dissipate the
energy due to seismic excitations by inelastic deformations in the components of the system
and resist destructive forces such as earthquake by using ductility. But the amount of damping
in these structures is not so much. After 1989 Loma Prieta and 1994 Northridge earthquakes,
using passive energy dissipation systems for seismic design of structures was developed
increasingly [2]. The principle role of a passive energy dissipation system is to reduce the
inelastic deformation demands on the framing system of a structure [3]. These systems absorb
a significant amount of the input energy from earthquake to the structure. Nowadays, there are
various types of passive energy dissipation systems, such as Fluid Viscous Dampers (FVDs),
hysteretic dampers, viscoelastic dampers and friction dampers [4, 5]. These dampers improve
seismic performance by absorbing earthquake force and reducing structural response. Among
these passive energy dissipation systems, FVDs are nowadays extensively used for the
seismic design of new structures and seismic rehabilitation of existing structures [3, 6]. They
can enhance the viscous damping of structures to more than 20-30% of critical damping (in
addition to the inherent damping of structures) and decrease stresses and strains caused by the
earthquake. Therefore, a number of procedures have been developed for the design of
structures with FVDs [7-10]. These dampers can behave as linear or nonlinear elements. The
velocity-dependent force developed by FVDs is as follows:
Fd  C  v  sgnv


(1)

where C is the damping coefficient, v is the relative velocity between the two ends of the
damper, α is the velocity exponent, and sgn is the signum function. The velocity exponent α
indicates the degree of nonlinearity of FVD. α=1 corresponds to a linear FVD and the values
of α lower than one correspond to nonlinear FVDs. It should be mentioned that the value of
α, can vary in the range of 0.2 to 1.0 [11].
Due to the existence of the IDA method as a powerful tool for analysis, seismic collapse
of structures, has been studied by many researchers [12, 13]. As a result, documents such as
FEMA P695 [13] and FEMA P-58 [14] have been published, which present guides for
assessing seismic collapse of structures. Collapse capacity is defined as the maximum
earthquake intensity level at which the structure still keeps its dynamic stability [15]. Ibarra
and Krawinkler [16] investigated the uncertainty in the deterioration parameters of SDOF
systems on the variance of collapse capacity. In their study, dynamic analyses were
performed on deteriorating hysteretic models. The results of the analyses indicated that
uncertainties in the displacement at the peak strength and the post-capping stiffness
significantly contribute to the variance of collapse capacity. Several researchers evaluated
the collapse capacity of structures by use of simplified SDOF models, because of their
efficacy in terms of calculation time. Certainly, the results can be extended to the Multi4067

Degree-of-Freedom (MDOF) structures [17,18]. The P-Δ effects are moments that are
created in the structure by gravity loads due to displacement by the lateral force. Although
hysteretic models have been considered in studies have positive post-yield stiffness, but
considering P-Δ effects creates negative post-yield stiffness and finally leads to the collapse
of structure. Adam et al. [17] investigated the P-Δ effects on collapse mechanism of nondeteriorating MDOF structures by use of equivalent SDOF systems and pushover analysis.
They showed that the collapse capacities obtained from simplified SDOF models were very
close, with good accuracy, to the results obtained from the corresponding actual MDOF
structures by use of IDAs. Sun et al. [19] investigated the effect of gravity on the dynamic
behavior of SDOF systems and its impacts on the change of periods of systems. They
showed that the maximum displacement, the system can bear without collapse is directly
related to the stability coefficients and yield displacement. Jennings and Husid. [20]
evaluated the time required to occur collapse in SDOF systems. The systems had positive
post-yield stiffness but because of assuming P-Δ effects, negative post-yield stiffness had
been created in structures. The results showed that the time to collapse was related to the
yield strength, and the post-yield stiffness. Adam and Jäger [21] investigated the effect of
both near-field ground motions and a finite ductility on the collapse capacity of inelastic nondeteriorating SDOF systems by use IDAs. The P-Δ effect was taken into account in
modeling. The results showed that for short period structures the median “instability collapse
capacity” based on a near-field ground motion set is smaller compared to a corresponding
one based on a far-field ground motion set; however, for structures with a period larger than
1.5 s the opposite was true. Miranda and Akkar [22] investigated the effects of the negative
post-yield stiffness and structural vibration period of bilinear SDOF systems on lateral
resistance required to avoid dynamic instability. They proposed an empirical equation to
estimate the minimum lateral resistance to prevent the collapse of SDOF systems with P-Δ.
The results showed that the lateral strength required to prevent collapse increased as the postyield descending branch of the force-deformation relationship was steeper. Many researchers
investigated the seismic behavior of structures equipped with FVDs [23-27]. Hamidia et al.
[28] proposed a simplified procedure to assess the seismic collapse of steel moment resisting
frames equipped with linear and nonlinear FVDs. The proposed procedure is based on the
seismic response of nonlinear equivalent SDOF systems equipped with FVDs, and using
pushover analysis without the need for nonlinear time history dynamic analysis. However,
this method is only a fast approximate procedure for assessing the collapse capacity with
acceptable accuracy, and cannot completely replace very detailed nonlinear time history
dynamic analyses. Due to the increasing use of FVDs to improve the seismic performance of
structures, in this study the collapse capacity of SDOF systems equipped with FVDs is
investigated. For this aim, 21 SDOF systems without supplemental viscous damping and 420
SDOF systems with FVDs, having different values of ductility, damping ratio and velocity
exponent, are considered. The collapse capacities of these SDOF systems are obtained by use
of IDAs.
2

STRUCTURAL MODELING AND ANALYSIS

In this study, the seismic collapse capacity of SDOF systems equipped with FVDs was
investigated. OpenSees software [29] was used to create the structural models of the SDOF
systems. The elastic periods of the considered SDOF systems (T el) are 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.5, 2
and 3 s. For each period, three ductility, µ=δc/δy, values of 2, 4 and 8, which correspond
respectively to brittle, moderately-ductile and ductile structures were assumed. To model the
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inherent damping of the SDOF systems, a mass proportional damping ratio of 0.05 was
considered. To improve the seismic performance of the systems, in addition to the inherent
damping, linear and nonlinear FVDs were added to the SDOF systems. Five values for
velocity exponent of FVD (i.e., α=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1) and four values for supplemental
viscous damping ratio (i.e., ξsup=0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2) corresponding to each value of α
were selected. Thus, a total number of 420 SDOF systems with FVDs having different values
of ξsup and α, and 21 SDOF systems without FVDs were considered. The IDA method was
used to compute the collapse capacity of SDOF systems under the 44 far-field ground motion
records in FEMA P695 [13]. The P-Δ effect was taken into account in modeling and cyclic
deterioration was neglected. The modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler model (Bilin) [30] was
applied to model the nonlinear behavior of the systems. Figure 1 illustrates the momentrotation relationship of the structural models.

Figure 1: Modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler model [30]

Concentrated plasticity approach was used to model the nonlinear behavior of the systems.
Each system was modeled by an elastic beam-column element, and a zero-length rotational
spring at its end. To model FVD, a horizontal two-node-link element connected to the mass of
SDOF system was used, and a ViscousDamper material [31] was assigned to it. This material
uses the Maxwell model [32], which consists of a dashpot and an elastic spring element in
series. The input parameters for the ViscousDamper material are the damping coefficient C,
velocity exponent, α, and an equivalent damper stiffness. In this study, a very large value was
used as the damper stiffness. It should be mentioned that residual strength was assumed equal
to zero in this study (i.e., κ=0). It was assumed that the collapse occurs when the drift ratio of
the system reaches the collapse drift limit, which corresponds to the point of zero strength at
the end of the softening branch of the back-bone curve. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) respectively
illustrate SDOF systems without and with supplemental viscous damping.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: a) SDOF system without FVD and b) SDOF system with FVD

The supplemental viscous damping ratio for a SDOF system equipped with FVD can be
obtained as:

sup 

 1
C
 2m (u0 )1

(2)

where u0 is the displacement of the SDOF system, λ is a constant that is a function of the
velocity exponent α, C is the damping coefficient of the SDOF system, m is the mass of the
SDOF system, and Ω is the excitation frequency, which is assumed equal to the natural
frequency of the SDOF system, ω. Given a supplemental viscous damping ratio, the damping
coefficient of the SDOF system can be obtained as follows:

C

2m  sup 2 

 u0 1

(3)

To determine the damping coefficient of a SDOF system with nonlinear FVD, u 0 was
assumed equal to the yield displacement of the system, δy. The yield displacement of the
SDOF system was obtained by using pushover analysis. Five percent damped pseudo-spectral
acceleration at the elastic period of each system, Sa(Tel), was used as the IM for performing
IDAs. Ground motion records were scaled to several intensity levels until the collapse occurs
for each SDOF system. Therefore, the intensities of ground motion records corresponding to
the collapse, (i.e., 44 Sacol values) were computed for each of the SDOF systems. Figure 3
indicates the IDA curves of the SDOF system with T=0.8, µ=4 and α=0.6 having a
supplemental viscous damping ratio of 0.2.
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Figure 3: IDA curves of the SDOF system with T=0.8, µ=4 and α=0.6 having a supplemental viscous damping
ratio of 0.2

3

INVESTIGATING THE EFFECT OF DUCTILITY AND SUPPLEMENTAL
VISCOUS DAMPING RATIO ON THE COLLAPSE CAPACITY

In this section, the median collapse capacities of SDOF systems for different values of
ductility and supplemental viscous damping ratio with respect to the elastic periods of the
considered SDOF systems are presented. Each chart in Figure 4 corresponds to a specified
supplemental viscous damping ratio and α=1. Ductility, µ=δ c/δy, varies between three values
of 2, 4 and 8 in each chart, which corresponds to brittle, moderately-ductile and ductile
structures, respectively. For a better comparison between the charts, the median collapse
capacity of each SDOF system equipped with FVD was normalized to the median collapse
capacity of its corresponding SDOF system without supplemental viscous damping, with only
the 5% inherent viscous damping. It can be seen that, for a specified supplemental viscous
damping ratio, the median collapse capacity of the system equipped with FVD normalized to
the median collapse capacity of its corresponding SDOF system without supplemental viscous
damping is not a function of ductility as the elastic period of SDOF system increases. Because
the P-Δ effects control the collapse capacity of long period structures with and without
supplemental viscous damping. According to the charts, by increasing the supplemental
viscous damping ratio in structures, the median collapse capacities of SDOF systems increase.
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Figure 4. Median collapse capacity of SDOF systems equipped with FVDs normalized to the median collapse
capacity of their corresponding SDOF systems without supplemental viscous damping, considering different
ductility values,   1
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4

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the collapse capacity of SDOF systems equipped with FVDs under 44 farfield ground motion records were investigated. The results indicate that for a given level of
supplemental viscous damping ratio and velocity exponent, by increasing the elastic period of
SDOF system the median collapse capacity of the system equipped with FVD normalized to
the median collapse capacity of its corresponding SDOF system without supplemental viscous
damping is not a function of ductility. This is because of the fact that the P-Δ effects control
the collapse capacity of long period structures with and without supplemental viscous
damping.
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Abstract. Limit analysis represents a widely adopted strategy for the assessment of the bearing capacity and collapse mechanism of frame structures. Within this framework, in this paper an original strategy for the effective evaluation of the ultimate resistance and the
corresponding failure mechanism of planar frame structures subjected to lateral loads is presented. The methodology is based on the generation of the elementary collapse mechanisms to
be combined following a collapse load factor minimization criterion. When a large number of
possible combinations has to be investigated a prompt procedure able to quickly converge to
the actual collapse load factor and to jump out of local minima is needed. For this reason a
procedure based on genetic algorithms is here adopted and a dedicated user-friendly software was developed in the NetLogo programming environment. Validations of the proposed
procedure with respect to nonlinear static analysis are reported together with some significant sensitivity analyses with respect to load distribution parameters. The results demonstrate
the reliability of the procedure and can provide useful information also in view of seismic design optimization strategies.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The plastic analysis of frame structures has been studied in the relevant literature mainly
by means of two different approaches. The first of these is the structural analysis based on the
finite element method in which, by means of iterative algorithms, the nonlinear static analysis
is conducted on structures till the structural collapse [1]. Since the structural response is computed at each step of the loading history, the analysis can be very time-consuming.
On the other hand, limit analysis provides information on the carrying capacity and collapse mechanism of structures. It is a reliable strategy, faster than nonlinear static and dynamic analyses, thus making this method widely employed by practitioners. The conventional
strategy is based on the fundamental kinematic theorem which analyses all the possible collapse mechanisms of a structure and the related collapse loads. The theorem states that the
absolute lowest value among the considered mechanisms corresponds to the actual failure
mode and the associated load to the actual collapse load. This method therefore does not require the direct computation of stiffness matrix and it is not necessary to apply the complete
history of loading. Within the framework of limit analysis many proposals have been presented, mainly by means of linear programming [2]-[4].
Among those approaches a clever and frequently used method is that firstly developed by
Neal and Symonds [5],[6] which is based on the analysis of a small number of independent
collapse mechanisms (the so called elementary mechanisms), and on the subsequent search of
the combination of those mechanisms which guarantees the lowest load factor. The mechanism associated to the lowest load factor represents the actual failure mechanism of the structure. However, this method requires a tedious work of combining the elementary mechanisms
aiming at finding the combination associated to the lowest load multiplier. The latter aspect
induced some authors to automate both steps of generating the elementary mechanisms and
combining them; in particular, heuristic algorithms based on natural computation [7],[8] and
genetic algorithms have been often employed [9] for a fast computerization of this methodology. Nevertheless in the existing literature only the case in which all the loads increase proportionally is taken into account.
In this paper the method proposed in [5],[6] is extended to account for a seismic load condition in which there is the contemporary presence of permanent vertical loads on the beams
and incremental horizontal forces at each floor. In the described seismic load scenario the
plastic hinges may occur at the two ends of the columns and also in any section along the
beam. In the paper the exact location of the plastic hinges along the beam is calculated by
means of the strategy proposed in [10].
The proposed methodology is able to provide fast and reliable information on the resistance and collapse mechanisms of frame structures subjected to seismic load.
A second novelty of the paper is the development of an original software code in the agentbased programming language NetLogo [11]. The developed code allows, without performing
any analytical resolution of equations or matrices, to build into a virtual metrical space and to
visualize in the user interface, every single mechanism and the correspondent collapse load by
means of a user-friendly approach.
Then, the elementary mechanisms are combined and the minimum collapse load is obtained by means of an optimization procedure based on genetic algorithms which guarantees a
fast convergence.
Several applications have been performed both with reference to the classical plastic analysis approach (all the loads increase proportionally), and with a seismic point of view considering a system of horizontal forces whose magnitude increases while the vertical loads are
assumed to be constant. The values of the collapse load and the plastic hinge distribution at
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collapse, obtained by means of the proposed method for seismic applications, have been compared to the correspondent results provided by nonlinear push over analysis showing a very
good correspondence. In addition, a parametric study to assess the influence of the magnitude
of the permanent loads acting on beams is showed.
2

COMBINATION OF ELEMENTARY COLLAPSE MECHANISMS

A generic planar regular frame, characterized by the number of floors Nf and the number of
columns Nc, is here considered. The frame is clamped at its base, therefore the degree of
hyperstaticity of the structure, denoted by h, is given by
h  3  N c  1   N f  1  N c  1 

(1)

The plastic moments are assumed to be Mb,ij for beams and Mc,ij for columns, being i and j
the generic floor and column of the frame, respectively. The loads acting on the frame are, at
each floor, Fh,i the concentrated horizontal forces and either by vertical incremental forces Fv,ij,
applied in the mid span, or by permanent vertical distributed loads qij. Plastic hinges in can be
located in s “critical sections” correspondent to each joint and to a certain section of each
beam which can coincide with its middle, in case of concentrated forces, or it can vary along
the span in case of distributed loading. Floor heights and bays are indicated with Lj and Hi,
respectively. The layout of a generic frame is showed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Layout of a generic planar frame.
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As introduced by Neal and Symonds [5],[6] a small number e=s-h of independent elementary
collapse mechanisms can be taken into account and these may be classified in three different
types: floor, beam and node mechanisms. In Figure 2 the three independent elementary collapse mechanisms for a generic frame are reported for clarity.





(a)















(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Elementary collapse mechanisms: (a) beam, (b) floor and (c) node mechanisms.

In the following two subsections the classical approach of the method of combination of
elementary mechanisms applied to proportional loads is briefly recalled first, then the extension to account permanent loads is presented.
2.1

Proportional loads

When all the applied loads increase proportionally for each collapse mechanism the external work Wext is associated to all the vertical and horizontal concentrated forces Fh,i and Fv,ij
for the correspondent displacements dh,i and dv,ij, while the internal work (plastic dissipation)
is referred to the plastic hinges and is the product of the plastic moments of beams and columns for the related rotations.
The elementary mechanisms are successively combined by adding the rotations related to
each critical section and then multiplying each total rotation for the plastic moment of the related element, while the external work is the sum of the elementary ones. Therefore the collapse load multiplier c is the minimum ratio

lc =

2.2

Wint
Wext

(2)

Seismic load

In seismic conditions the vertical loads are assumed to be distributed and of constant value
therefore for each collapse mechanism the collapse load multiplier c can be calculated as:

lc =

Wint - WextV
WextH
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where WextH and WextV represent respectively the work associated to the amplified horizontal forces and to permanent vertical load. In this case either the external or the internal work
for each beam mechanism must be calculated considering that, as shown in Figure 3, a plastic
hinge can be opened at a position xij from the left end of the beam dependent on the magnitude of the uniform load acting on the beam. The superimposition of the uniformly distributed
vertical loads and of the horizontal forces implies that, by increasing the horizontal forces the
first plastic hinge opens at the right end of the beam, while the second hinge occurs at the left
end when the distributed load is equal to the limit value [10]:

qlim,ij 

4M b,ij
L2j

(4)

When the vertical load qij exceeds such a limit value the abscissa of the potential along-span
plastic hinge is given by
xij  L j  2

M b ,ij
qij

(5)

-x /(L -x )
ij



ij

L /(L -x )
j

x

j

j

ij

ij

Figure 3: Beam mechanism in case of permanent loads.

For the evaluation of the external and internal work in a combined mechanism, the considerations described in the case of proportional load hold.
Analysing all the possible combinations of elementary mechanisms, the minimum value of c
must be sought in order to obtain the real collapse load.

3

OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE BASED ON GENETIC ALGORITHM

In this paper a genetic algorithm strategy for the optimization procedure which seeks the
minimum value of c is employed.
A “genetic algorithm” is an adaptive stochastic method based on an opportune combination
of random mutations and natural selection of chromosomes, that is arrays of integer values
which correspond to a specific configuration of the problem under study, aiming at numerical-
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ly finding optimal values of some specific function. The algorithm acts over a population of P
potential solutions by applying, iteratively, the “survival of the fittest” principle: in such a
way it produces a sequence of new generations of individuals that evolves towards a stationary population where the large majority of surviving solutions approach the real solution of a
practical problem.
Within the specific problem here treated, each number of a chromosome (called gene) represents how many times a given elementary mechanism enters in the combination. Therefore,
if a total amount N = Nfm + Nbm + Nnm of elementary mechanisms (being Nfm, Nbm and Nnm the
number of floor beam and node mechanisms respectively), a generic chromosome Ci of the
population represents a weighted combination of those mechanisms and can be coded in the
string Ci (c1, c2, c3, … ck, …, cN) with ck   0, cmax  , being cmax the maximum number of
times the k-th mechanism is involved in the combination (ck = 0 means that the mechanism is
not involved at all). The load factor i of the corresponding combination (chromosome) can
be consistently computed. The overall number of possible different chromosomes is thus Pmax
= (cmax + 1)N, a quantity which rapidly increases with N even for small values of cmax. Aiming
at the minimization of i an opportune “fitness function” to be maximized is here defined as
follows
f (i) = K – i

(6)

where K is an arbitrary constant great enough to have fi > 0. Starting from the initial population of P chromosomes (typically P = 100), a new generation is created from the old one,
where chromosomes that have a higher fitness score are more likely to be chosen as “parent”
than those that have low fitness scores. The selection method adopted in this paper is called
“tournament selection”, with a tournament size of three. Either one or two parents (depending
on the crossover-rate variable, see later) are chosen to create children: with one parent, the
child is simply a clone of the parent; with two parents, the process is the digital analogue of
sexual recombination (crossing-over). Once the new generation is created, there is also a
chance that random mutations will occur at level of the single genes ck of the child chromosomes, and some of them will be changed into new ones (always chosen in the interval
[0,cmax]). By iteratively repeating this process several times, chromosomes with the highest
fitness will be progressively selected in the space of all the possible combinations and will
quickly spread among the population reducing the diversity of the individuals.
One of the main goals of this paper is to develop an original code for both the calculation
of all the elementary collapse mechanisms of a given planar frame and the implementation of
the genetic algorithm described above for the determination of the combination of elementary
mechanisms with the minimum collapse load factor for the structure considered. For this purpose, a very powerful software has been adopted, that is NetLogo, which is a freeware multiplatform environment with an owner high level programming language and with a very
ductile and versatile user interface. The idea is to harness the power of the NetLogo graphical
user interface and the versatility of its agent-oriented programming language in order to write
an original code for the complete and automatic analysis of the limit behaviour of structures
under earthquake excitations. In Figure 4 the layout of the user interface in NetLogo is reported. The interface is visually organized in two parts: (i) the central-left part, dedicated to
the input parameters, to the setup of the frame and to the calculation of its elementary mechanisms; the chosen frame is then visualized in the World of NetLogo; (ii) the right part, dedicated to the plastic analysis of the frame through the genetic algorithm.
All the options of the genetic algorithm can be set. In particular, the crossover-rate slider
controls the percentage of each new generation that has to be created through recombination
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of the genes of two parents’ chromosomes and the percentage (100 – crossover-rate) to be
created through cloning of one parent’s chromosome, while the mutation-rate slider controls
the percentage probability of mutation, which applies to each genes of all the chromosomes in
the new generation. Typical values of these two quantities are about 80% for the crossover
rate and about 1% for the mutation rate. On the other hand, typical values for the population
size are between 25 and 100 chromosomes, while usually cmax is not greater than 3. At the
end of the simulation it is also possible to visualize the combination of elementary mechanisms corresponding to the winning chromosome (that is the actual collapse mechanism).
However, it is preferable to launch the multi-event version of the algorithm, which runs the
same genetic routines several times with different random initial populations, in order to escape from local minima of the collapse load and to have more chances to reach a global one.

Figure 4: Layout of the NetLogo user interface.

4

NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS

In this section several applications will be presented, aiming at validating the proposed approach and performing a parametric study in order to assess how the magnitude of the permanent loads can affect the collapse load and mechanisms of frame structures under seismic
conditions
In the first sub-section the case of frames subjected to a proportionally increasing load distribution is treated to validate the proposed approach on two frames already studied in the literature.
In the second sub-section the case of seismic collapse load is faced with. In this second
case, a distribution of increasing horizontal loads (seismic contribution) is considered together
with a constant vertical load distribution (gravitational loads) and the results are compared
with a classic pushover analysis by means of a FEM software [12]. In addition a parametric
study is performed to assess the sensitivity of the ultimate load with respect to the magnitude
of the gravitational loads. In all the considered cases, the relevant collapse mechanisms are
reported and discussed.
4.1

Proportionally increasing loads

The applications reported in this subsection can be found in [13] where the ant colony algorithm is employed as optimization procedure, and represent a validation of the proposed
approach. The two analyzed frames are reported in Figure 5, which are in the following addressed as Frame A and Frame B respectively.
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The previously described NetLogo code provided for Frame A the load multiplier of
c=2.1538 (vs 2.15 reported in [13]), which is the minimum value over 10 runs. The setup for
the main parameters of the genetic algorithm was the following: a population size of 100
chromosomes (with cmax = 2) was considered, a time range of 100 generations with 80% of
crossover rate and 1% of mutation rate. These values will be adopted for almost all the simulations in the paper. Figure 6a shows the corresponding collapse mechanism of the NetLogo
code which is the same one obtained in [13].
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Figure 5: Layout of the two analyzed frames.

It is worth to point out that potential along span plastic hinges are reported with an orange
circle irrespectively of the actual participation of the hinge to the overall collapse mechanism.
Only in presence of relative rotation in correspondence of its location, the plastic hinge can be
considered participating to the failure mechanism.
For the Frame B the load multiplier of 1.8734 (vs 1.873 reported in [13]) over 10 runs was
obtained with the proposed approach while the collapse mechanism is reported in Figure 6b.
Again, the collapse mechanism and the ultimate load factor are in good agreement with those
available in the literature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Collapse mechanisms obtained for the two analyzed frames by means of the proposed approach.

4.2

Seismic loads

In this section the case of a frame subjected to permanent distributed vertical loads acting
on the beams and increasing horizontal floor forces is treated. The considered frame is a three
storey and three bay one whose geometry is reported in Figure 7. In the same figure the plastic moments are reported next to each beam and column and the values of the horizontal and
vertical forces are also indicated.
As already described, the location of this potential along span plastic hinge depends on the
length and on the plastic moment of the beam, as well as on the intensity of the permanent
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vertical load acting on it. In particular, when the acting load is lower than a limit value, no
along span plastic hinge can occur (i.e. plastic hinges can occur only at the two ends of the
beam), while when the acting load is higher than the limit load the along span plastic hinge
can occur at a specific section. These potential plastic hinges may anyway not be involved in
the failure mechanism. In order to show all the possible scenarios, in the reported applications
the cases of permanent vertical loads lower and higher than the limit values are considered as
well as the case in which the acting load is exactly equal to the limit value. In particular, in the
following reported applications the vertical load acting on the beams of the first floor has been
chosen to be equal to the limit value ( qlim,1  30 ) while for the second and third floors it is assumed to be greater ( qlim,2  22.5 , qlim,3  15 ). Correspondingly, in terms of possible along
span plastic hinges, none can occur at the beams of the first floor, while at the second and the
third floors the along plastic hinges can occur at the abscissae 0.205 and 0.536 from the left
ends of the beam, respectively.
In this case the comparison with the proposed procedure has been performed with a classic
pushover approach in terms of ultimate load. A numerical model was implemented in the well
known FEM software SAP2000 [12]. The considered model employs lumped nonlinearities,
simulated by means of perfectly plastic hinges. Since in a pushover analysis the location of
plastic hinges has to be set ‘a priori’, in the beams the critical sections have been set every 10
cm.
For the considered frame, the FEM approach leads to a collapse multiplier of the horizontal
loads equal to c,SAP  28.1645 , while with the proposed approach the collapse multiplier is
equal to lc = 28.28 . It is worth to notice that, since the forces are gradually incremented in a

pushover analysis, the actual collapse multiplier u of a structure represents an upper bound

for such an approach. Furthermore, due to the kinematic theorem of plastic analysis u represents a lower bound for a limit analysis approach. Therefore it has to be c,SAP  u  c .
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Figure 7: Geometrical and mechanical layout of the frame studied in seismic conditions.
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Figure 8 reports a comparison of the collapse mechanisms for the considered frame obtained with the proposed approach (Figure 8a) and with a classic pushover approach (Figure
8b) and shows that some of the potential plastic hinges along the span of the beams on the
third floor do not rotate in the total collapse mechanism. The collapse mechanisms again are
almost coincident.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Collapse mechanisms of the frame under seismic conditions: (a) proposed model (b) pushover analysis.

In Figure 9 the multiplier  of the permanent loads is considered variable in the range [03]. In particular the conditions   0 and   1 represent, respectively, the cases of no permanent loads acting on beams and permanent load of the benchmark case (Figure 7). In the
top left panel, the locations of the plastic hinges at each floor versus  are reported, in terms
of their normalized abscissae xij/L, showing that above a certain threshold (different for each
floor), increasing the value of  the hinges progressively move towards the right end of the
beam. On the top right panel of Figure 9 the trend of the obtained ultimate load versus  is
shown in comparison with the correspondent values provided by pushover analysis. The results show a good agreement between the FEM and the proposed approach. It is worth to notice that as the multiplier  is lower than a transition value equal to 1.06, the permanent load
acting on all beams does not imply any plastic rotation located at the hinges along the axis of
the beams and the collapse mechanism does not change, therefore the ultimate load is constant
in this range. Then, when  increases the ultimate load decreases progressively and plastic
hinges also open along the beams producing relative rotations. It can be easily seen, from the
collapse mechanisms reported in the same figure, that increasing the value of  the positions
of the plastic hinges in the beams move towards the right end.
5

CONCLUSIONS

An automatic approach for the evaluation of plastic loads and failure modes of planar
frames, based on the generation of elementary collapse mechanisms and on their linear combination, has been presented.
The proposed approach, representing an extension of the method of combination of elementary mechanisms, accounts for permanent distributed vertical loads in addition to horizontal concentrated increasing forces and makes use of an original software developed in the
agent-based programming language NetLogo, which is here applied for the first time to structural engineering. The code is able to automatically determine and visualize all the elementary
mechanisms in planar frames and, by means of an optimization procedure based on genetic
algorithms, to calculate, with great accuracy and in a very short computing time, the collapse
load and the related mechanism.
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Several applications have been performed either with reference to the classical plastic
analysis approach, in which all the loads increase proportionally, or with a seismic point of
view considering a system of horizontal forces whose magnitude increases while the vertical
loads are assumed to be constant.
The performed applications have been compared either to some of the available results
provided in the literature, in the case of proportional loads, or to the results provided by non
linear pushover analysis in the seismic approach.
The seismic applications represent an original contribution towards the limit behaviour of
structures under earthquake excitations, since general trends of seismic behaviour of planar
frames can be deduced from the obtained results.
To this purpose, a parametric study has been performed aiming at evaluating the influence
of the intensity of permanent vertical weights on the ultimate collapse load of planar frames.
In particular it has been shown that the collapse load decreases, and the location of the plastic
hinges on the beams involved in the collapse mechanism move towards the right end of the
beam, for increasing values of the permanent vertical loads. The achieved results, with reference to the parametric studies, not only may provide significant information on the seismic
performance of frame structures but also represent a useful tool in their optimal design.

Figure 9: Location of plastic hinges on the beams (top left panel) and collapse load multiplier (top right panel) vs
intensity of the permanent vertical loads; Bottom panels: selected collapse mechanisms.
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Abstract.In structural engineering, it is always attempted to predict a set of events which
greatly contribute to lifecycle of the structure. These factors must be considered by design
engineer and ensure resistance of the structure against those events. Seismic progressive
collapse is one of the causes of serious damages and losses which may happen in events such
as earthquakes. In this paper, it is intended to introduce more appropriate brace
configuration based on an upper-bound estimation of the probability of seismic progressive
collapse in MRF-EBF dual systems designed based on the 3rd edition of Iranian Seismic
Code. In fact, in that standard there are only provisions for capacity of moment frames and
no detail is given for bracings elements. The study has been concentrated on low to mid-rise
buildings with residential and office usage. Results show that for 5-story buildings the best
number of bracing bays is as many as 10-20% of the number of building's circumferential
bays, and for 8-story buildings best number of bracing bays is as many as 20-30% of the
number of building's circumferential bays. Results also show that regular bracing in internal
bays are more appropriate for more resistance of the structure against progressive collapse.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in methods of analysis and design of structures and development of
performance-based concepts together with the observation of collapse in many structures as a
result of natural and non-natural events, directed researchers toward investigation of
structures in conditions far beyond the service conditions which is considered in conventional
designs. In recent years, natural disasters such as Northridge earthquake (1994) and Kobe
(1995), as well as non-natural events such as explosion of Mora federal building (1995),
collapse of the Ronan famous building (1996) and terrorist attacks to buildings of world trade
center (2001) resulted in structural failure of members progressively and finally, progressive
collapse of the structure whose consequence was a major life loss and considerable economic
losses. For this reason, progressive collapse has been taken into consideration during past
decade. Progressive collapse is the failure of overall structure or an extensive part of it as a
result of local events such as failure of one or more load bearing members and failure of
adjacent members to redistribute the excessive loads through a path which can maintain the
resistance and overall integrity. According to the definition of ASCE-7, progressive collapse
is diffusion of the initial failure from one element into another whose consequence is the
overall collapse of the whole structure or a large portion of it. More recently some researchers
have worked on progressive collapse of steel frames using pushdown analysis [1].
Braced frames with the ability of eccentricity were introduced first in 1978 by Popov et.al.
This system was initially designed for confronting lateral loading and its effect on large
deformation and relative displacement particularly in high-rise buildings. Therefore, these
researches presented eccentric bracing frame in regulations as a new system resisting against
earthquake. According to extensive researches performed in this regard, systems of eccentric
bracing have the capacity to combine high stiffness in inelastic range. Eccentric systems are in
fact combined systems and the purpose of making eccentric bracing frames is to direct shear
yield in a small portion of the main beam which is referred to as linking beam [2 , 3, 4, 5].
Although several researchers have worked on Seismic design of MRF-EBF dual systems
[6], very few studies have been conducted with regard to their progressive collapse. This
paper tries to suggest a rational approach for identifying the columns that should be removed
for “seismic progressive collapse” studies in MRF-EBF dual systems, and then tries to
suggest the most appropriate placement of the eccentrically braced bays to achieve the
minimum potential of seismic progressive collapse. The columns have been selected to
represent the most vulnerable columns to seismic damage, as identified by pushover analysis.
Thus, instead of removing certain preset and predefined columns, the potential of progressive
collapse at the end of earthquake is evaluated by removing the seismically damaged column.
Details of the study are presented in the following sections.
2.

PROBABILITY OF SEISMIC PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE

Investigation of the progressive collapse is performed with elimination of some columns
due to extensive loads such as explosion and then assessing the probability of progressive
failure of other main structural elements caused by the intensification of gravity load of floors.
However, in this paper, the issue of progressive collapse has been looked at from a different
viewpoint. In this viewpoint it is assumed that the primary members which lose their load
bearing capability (have passed point E in the performance curve) due to earthquake are
removed from the structure, and then the structure is analyzed under the amplified effect of
gravity loads (to account for the dynamic effect of gravity loads due to the sudden elimination
of vertical load bearing elements). In this way an upper-bound estimation of the progressive
collapse probability of the building’s structure is obtained.
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For this purpose, first, structure is analyzed under the gravity and lateral loads using
pushover analysis method and in this stage, hinges with different levels of performance will
be created, which can represent the probability of initiation of the seismic progressive
collapse in the structure. On this basis some columns are selected for removal and stating the
progressive collapse analysis. These are often at the lowest floor and connected to a braced
and moment frame. Finally, it is investigated whether structure is able to bear gravity loads
resulted from removal of the column and transfer loads to its other members.
This is a new trend in the field of progressive collapse in which removal of column occurs
as a result of earthquake and analysis is performed on a structure which is damaged by
earthquake which is known as ‘seismic progressive collapse’. This issue is studied in models
which have most hinges in performance level near collapse. Therefore, two models of lowrise five floor buildings with distribution of damage in columns adjacent to the bracing bay
(models 7 and 9 in Figure 1) and four models of mid-rise buildings with distribution of
damage in bays of moment frame as well as bracing bays (models 20, 22, 23 and 24 in Figure
1) will be provided.
3.

PROCESS OF DESIGN RESISTANT AGAINST PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE

3.1. Instructions of the US department of defense (DoD)
US Department of Defense published a document entitled “unified facilities criteria
(UFC)” [7] which must take the progressive collapse for new buildings which have three
floors or more. DoD instruction can be applied for reinforced concrete, steel, wooden and
cold-rolled steel buildings.
3.1.1. Alternative logical method
In this method, structure must be able to bridge damaged portions. Analyses must be
applied for linear and nonlinear statistical analyses by taking into account the appropriate
portion for removal of columns and load bearing walls according to UFC4-023, 2009 [7] and
ASCE7, 2010 [8] as well as maximum emergency load with load multipliers. These criteria
must be applicable in alternative logical analysis.
4.

MAIN CHALLENGES

Many challenges facing the system of bracing in dual systems for this research is
conceivable and number and location of braces and its effect on seismic capacity and
probability of the progressive collapse will be determined as a main challenge of selection.
5.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To start, the first step is to select the models and their characteristics for investigation and
performing intended analyses of this work. For this end and understanding the requirements
of the model, the method and recommendations of FEMA P 695 – 2009 [9] will be used.
5.1. Statistical population and volume of the sample
a. Statistical population: common residential and official buildings
b. Method of sampling: using professional software
c. Volume of sample: investigation, analysis and design of 28 different plans of the
structure with afore mentioned characteristics
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d. Method of calculation: based on regulation ASCE 41-13 [10] and instruction of seismic
improvement 360 [12] and design using allowable stress and nonlinear analysis
(pushover).
5.2. Design considerations
For the purposes of this research, in this stage, certain structural models were selected. At
the beginning, with a test pattern of design, number of required bracing bays of the structure
was assumed as 10-30% of the building's circumferential bays. Regarding the number of
structural models, due to importance of the models, 28 models were considered. Sections used
for software modeling were all box section with the size varying from 8-40 according to their
function. Beams are mainly I-shaped (From No. 16 to 27). The material used in all cases is
steel ST37. (The following models were analyzed as numerated from 1-28 from left to right).

Fig. 1: Bracing patterns considered in the study for two sets of 5- and 8-story buildings

To meet the criteria listed in the AISC 341-10 [11] Section F3, as the length of all link
beams are shorter than 1.6Mp/Vp therefore shear mode governs their behavior.
6.

MODELS OF DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

6.1. Design of structure
Structural design was performed according to design regulations and 3rd edition of the
Iranian Standard No. 2800 [13] of earthquake as linear and elastic with allowable stress
method.
6.2. Analysis method: Pushover nonlinear static
Nonlinear models are defined for models which have the highest probability of the
nonlinear – inelastic behavior. In this method in order to evaluate a structure, it has been
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analyzed under the effect of constant loading pattern (statistic) and this analysis carries on till
displacement of point of structure (displacement of control point) .This displacement which is
evaluated with a specific improvement goal is called target displacement and will be the basis
of investigation of structural components so that deformation, rotation and forces of the
members will be investigated if they approach such limit (calculation of the required
displacement of members is impossible, [14]).
7.

ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

In this section, results of models will be analyzed and divergence of analytical models and
loading pattern using redistribution of the secondary stiffness is used.
Here, results will be analyzed and models are classified into two parts; low-rise with 5
floors and mid-rise with 8 floors.
7.1. Classification and analysis of data

Model

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

No. of
floors
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

No. of CP
hinges in
braces
Push
Y
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Push
X
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

No. of CP
hinges in
beams
Push
Y
8
10
10
10
8
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
20
16
16
10
16
14
28
24
24
24
36
30
36
30
32

Push
X
8
6
10
10
8
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
20
16
22
14
14
14
28
24
24
24
36
30
36
30
32

No. of CP hinges
in columns
connected to MR
bays
Push
Push
Y
X
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
2
0
12
43
1
0
1
2
0
0
2
6
1
0
8
4
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
2
2
8
3

No. of CP hinges in
columns connected
to BF bays
Push
Y
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
1
0
0
0

Table 1: Characteristics of hinges in collapse of the different structural members
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8.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF PROBABILITY OF PROGRESSIVE
COLLAPSE

8.1. Probability of progressive collapse in mid-rise and low-rise models
Model 7: in this model, number of hinges passing from the threshold of collapse as a result
of pushover analysis in X-direction and in braced frames will be studied.

Fig. 2: hinges of pushover analysis (left), removal of column in progressive collapse (right)

After pushover analysis, it is observed that in linking beams connected to bracing bays,
shear hinges are formed. Moreover, in other bracings, bending hinges are formed in beams
and columns with LS and IO performance levels which can be seen in Fig. 2. After the
pushover analysis and removal of column according to Fig. 2, it is observed that the number
of hinges formed in linking beams remained constant while some of them pass the CP
performance level and in beams bear the bracing span in which no hinge was formed before,
two hinges are formed now with IO performance level in 2nd and 3rd floors and bending
hinges are formed with LS performance level in 1st floor.
Model 9: in this model, number of hinges passing from the threshold of collapse in
pushover analysis in X direction is bracing frame is studied.

Fig. 3: hinges of pushover analysis (left), removal of column in progressive collapse (right)
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After pushover analysis and removal of the intended column (Fig. 3), a number of shear
hinges are formed in all floors of the structure and in D-E range. In first stage, hinges are
formed only in four floors. Furthermore, some of the bracing members in which CP hinges
are formed pass now the CP level and are in critical limit. In what follows, it can be seen that
column of the top floor which had a bending hinge with CP level before, now passes this
performance level. In addition, the beam connected to the top floor is removed in which no
column was formed before, has now a bending hinge with IO performance level.
Model 20: in this model, number of hinges passing the threshold of collapse as a result of
pushover analysis in X direction and in moment frame is studies.
In this model, probability of progressive collapse of columns of moment frame is
investigated. In first stage of the pushover analysis, it is observed that in linking beams
shearing hinges with CP performance level are formed. Furthermore, in the column of the
second floor of a moment frame, a bending hinge is formed in the range of passing the point E
and beams connected to this column in higher floors have mostly bending hinges with LS
performance level. This issue can be seen in Fig. 4 and after removal of aforesaid column
according to Fig. 4, following results were obtained:

Fig. 4: hinges of pushover analysis (left), removal of column in progressive collapse (right)

Beams connected to this column from 2nd to 5th floor in which no hinge was formed
before, have now bending hinges with IO performance level. In addition, in beams near to the
bracing bays which had bending hinges with IO and LS performance levels before removal of
the column, pass these performance levels at this stage and are now in the range of point E. Of
course, other bending hinges are formed in other floors and frames now which are not
important from changes in performance level point of view and don’t contribute to the
probability of progressive collapse.
Model 22: in this model, number of hinges passing the threshold of collapse as a result of
pushover analysis in Y direction in moment frame is studied.
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Fig. 5: hinges of pushover analysis (left), removal of column in progressive collapse (right)

In this model, column of the moment frame bays is investigated again. In first step and
according to Fig. 5, after the pushover analysis in bracing frames of this model, linking beams
have all shear hinges in D-E range and in some columns, bending hinges are formed in the
same region. Bracing members have axial force hinges with CP performance level in worst
conditions and regarding the moment frames which are the main topic of this model, as can be
seen in Fig. 5, bending hinges are formed in beams and columns with IO and LS performance
levels. Now, according to Fig. 5, after removal of the column, a lot of bending hinges which
were in IO and LS levels before remains unchanged now and only a bending hinge is formed
in one of the beams of the third floor in E level which has no considerable importance for
change in performance level and no contribution to the probability of seismic progressive
collapse.
In addition, as shown in Fig. 5, no change is observed in bracing bays as a result of
removal of a column in a moment frame and only one of the columns of the third floor which
had bending hinge with LS performance level before, passes now the point E.
Model 23: in this model, number of hinges passing the threshold of collapse as a result of
pushover analysis in X direction in moment frame is studied.
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Fig. 6: hinges of pushover analysis (left), removal of column in progressive collapse (right)

In this model, column of the moment frame bays is investigated again. In first step and
according to Fig. 6, after the pushover analysis in bracing frames of this model, linking beams
have all shear hinges in D-E range and in some columns, bending hinges are formed in the
same region. In addition, as shown in Fig. 6, no change is observed in bracing bays as a result
of removal of a column in a moment frame and only one of the columns of the third floor
which had bending hinge with LS performance level before, passes now the point E.
Model 24: in this model, number of hinges passing the threshold of collapse as a result of
pushover analysis in Y direction in moment frame is studied.
The last model in which progressive collapse is studied is model 24. This model has 30%
bracing span with respect to perimeter. According to Fig. 7, in the next stage after the
pushover analysis, in linking beams, shearing hinges which pass the point E are formed.
Moreover, bracing members have mainly the hinges of axial forces with LS performance level
or passing point E. now, after removal of column of the fourth floor of one of the bracing bays
shown in Fig. 7, linking beams remained in the same state and only a number of linking
beams of the last floor in which no hinge was formed before now have hinges with IO
performance level and many hinges which pass the point E. in addition, bracing members
which are close to the removed column and had hinges with LS performance level before,
approach the CP performance level now.

Fig. 7: hinges of pushover analysis (left), removal of column in progressive collapse (right)
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9.

CONCLUSIONS
 For 5 story buildings, configuration of the model 6 has a low level of risk of progressive
collapse. Furthermore, except models 2 and 14, other models are not considerably
different and it can be inferred that for 5-soty buildings with conditions of the models,
with respect to the number of bracing bays, 10-20% of the building perimeter is an
acceptable level and in these models, regular position of bracings has no considerable
effect on the probability of progressive collapse. In 5-story models, it was proved that
structures with 1-2 bracing bays will be appropriate models and more bays have no
contribution to the reduction of weight and probability of the progressive collapse.
 For 8-story buildings models; 23 and 25 are the best. In these models, location of
bracing are more effective than their number. With respect to the number of bracing
bays, 20-30% of the building’s perimeter is an acceptable level. Moreover, irregular
models such as 16 and 28 are not appropriate because of contribution of the moment
frame, secondary torsional effects and consequently, more hinges in threshold of
collapse. In 8–story models, it was proved that structures with 2-3 bracing bays will be
suitable models.
 As it can be seen, in low-rise 5-story structures, such as models 3-5 and 10-13, no hinge
is formed in moment frames with exceeding collapse prevention performance level and
it means that number and location of bracing bays in these models is more appropriate.
 Comparing models 7 and 9, it can be said that in model 9 since columns are connected
to braces from both directions and seismic force is applied from both directions to the
column, number of failure hinges and effect of progressive collapse increases more than
model 7.
 Regarding mid-rise 8-storystructures, it can be observed that as number of floors
increases, the structure needs more bracing bays since in model 24, despite of the
sufficient number of columns, enough number of bracing bays leads to preventing
collapse of the roof and adjacent beams and consequently preventing the seismic
progressive collapse in the structure performance level changes significantly. Now,
according to conclusion 2, 20-30% of the building’s perimeter is of great importance
and will be a good factor for maintaining stability of the structure and transfer of force
to all of the structure.
 In models such as model 23 in which braces are inside the structure and in middle bays,
if the column connected to the bracing bay is removed, no considerable change occurs
in efficiency and performance level of other hinges since gravitational loads are
transferred to braces and distribution of forces to other members takes place well and it
seems that removal of the column connected to the bracing bay has no significant effect
on other structural frames and the seismic progressive collapse. Model 23 is considered
as the ideal model.
 In general, in structural systems which have bracings, probability of progressive
collapse is not high since braces contribute to bearing gravitational loads and if hinges
passing from the collapse threshold are not formed in vertical or diagonal bracing
members, they can greatly resist against seismic progressive collapse.
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Abstract. The stress-ribbon footbridge located at the campus of the Faculty of Engineering of
University of Porto (FEUP) is a slender structure that connects the main buildings of the university to the students’ canteen. Its dynamic behaviour has been studied over the last few
years in several areas of the system dynamics. First, the modal parameters in terms of natural
frequencies, damping ratios and modal shapes were identified, and a complex non-linear numerical model of the structure that takes into account the various construction phases was
calibrated. Then, a comprehensive study of the analysis of the vibration levels of the footbridge involving either regular and vandal loads was developed. Given the perceptible levels
of vibration that often affect that structure, an active vibration control system was implemented for research purposes. Since 2009, a dynamic monitoring system composed of 4 accelerometers and 4 thermal sensors collets time series, enabling the Operational Modal Analysis
and the Vibration-based Structural Health Monitoring of the footbridge. In 2013, a Tuned
Mass Damper was installed in the context of a research project related to Smart Inertial Vibration Control Systems. At a first stage, this device worked passively, tuned close to the critical natural frequency in terms of proneness to resonant pedestrian loads. More recently, the
control system was updated to a semi-active functioning with the objective of increasing the
system efficiency. This was done because the footbridge has several critical vibration modes
around 2 Hz and only one control device was installed. Using the Phase Control law, it is
possible to adjust, in real-time, the vibrating frequency of the inertial mass to the structure
frequency, enabling not only the correct tuning of the device but also the possibility of performing multimodal control. After a description about how Phase Control works, this paper
describes the laboratory tests of the semi-active device, which showed that the system behaved as numerically expected. Then, the implementation of the device in the footbridge is
described and all equipment and instrumentation are listed. Finally, the effect of the control
system in reducing the vibration levels of the footbridge over the last few years is analysed.
This was done by observing the data from the continuous dynamic monitoring system from
2010 until 2016. It was noted a tendency in the reduction of the peak accelerations of some
sections of the deck after the installation of the passive TMD, which were even more attenuated after the activation of the semi-active device.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Many Civil Engineering structures have vibration problems in terms of serviceability limit
states due to several transient or periodic dynamic loads, e.g., footbridges subjected to pedestrian actions, road and railway bridges excited by traffic loads and tall buildings exposed to
wind forces.
In these situations, the implementation of control systems can improve the structural performance by reducing the vibration levels to acceptable values, which are established for each
case. To achieve this, several passive, active, semi-active or hybrid control schemes can be
adopted. The most popular techniques are those that involve passive systems because, compared to other cases, they are more reliable, more robust, relatively more economical and require low maintenance. When controlling harmonic vibrations, one of the most interesting
devices is the vibration absorber, also known as Tuned Mass Damper (TMD). However, these
devices may have some functioning problems common to passive systems. In fact, because
they are purely passive, they don’t have the possibility of adapting themselves to the actual
characteristics of the external actions or to the identified structural properties. In case of external harmonic excitations, to work properly TMDs must be accurately tuned to the system’s
vibration frequency, otherwise they will lose a significant portion of their efficiency. One possible way is to solve this problem is to use active TMDs, which are not so sensitive to the vibrating frequency of the structure [1]. However, active systems are not so attractive because
of their cost, particularly dealing with large structures. Indeed, they require sophisticated
technology as well as powerful actuators and energy supply, which also calls for a lot of
maintenance. For these reasons, in last few years, special attention has been given to semiactive systems which are still based on feedback control schemes, but require much simpler
technology and actuators. Besides, they can work with a small amount of energy, including
the possibility of operating with batteries [2].
In this context, this paper presents the research work involving the application of a semiactive system in the functioning of a TMD installed in a slender footbridge. At a first stage,
the device that was installed in February of 2013 worked in passive mode until September
2014. The objective was to experimentally check the effect of a passive TMD in reducing
structure vibrations. This part of the work is extensively described in reference [3]. It was
concluded that the control device produced a slight reduction in the number of occurrences of
high levels of acceleration in certain sections of the deck. As explained in that document, this
is in part due to the fact that the TMD is not perfectly tuned to any of the natural frequencies
of the footbridge.
To correct this problem, the semi-active functioning of the TMD was activated by the end
of September of 2014. In this case, the control action was based on the imposing of a correct
phase angle between the motion of the structure and the inertial mass of the TMD, which can
be achieved by introducing blocking actions at certain positions of the device. The specific
version of the Phase Control law used in this work is described in reference [4] and summarized in a further section of this paper. This control law requires the continuous measurement
of the structure acceleration and the velocity of the TMD, being different from other proposals
that demand the measurement of displacements. The blocking of the inertial mass was implemented by using a solution based on a Magneto-Rheological (MR) damper, which seems to
be a very interesting device and recently gained a certain popularity in the Structural Control
area [2]. This paper gives particular attention to the experimental tests of the semi-active system performed before being installed in the footbridge, as well as to the control system implementation and the analysis of the vibration levels of the structure over last few years,
including the period without control, with the passive TMD and with the semi-active TMD.
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2
2.1

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FOOTBRIDGE
General description

The footbridge under analysis provides a pedestrian link between the main buildings of
FEUP and the student’s canteen and parking areas (Figure 1). This structure is characterized
as a stress-ribbon footbridge formed by two spans of 28m and 30m. The deck comprises four
prestressing cables embedded in reinforced concrete and it takes on a catenary shape over the
two spans with a circular curve over the intermediate support. The deck is a rectangular crosssection of external design dimensions of 3.80m×0.15m.
2.2

Identified and calculated modal parameters

The natural frequencies of the structure were identified through ambient vibrations tests using four seismographs including force-balance accelerometers, duly synchronized via GPS [5].
The ambient response of the system was recorded according to several setups, using two fixed
reference stations and eighteen other measurement stations distributed over the total length of
the deck. Using the conventional peak peaking method applied to the set of FRFs, it was possible to identify the natural frequencies (listed in Table 1) as well as the corresponding vibration mode shapes, some of which are represented in Figure 2. The numerical model developed
to represent the dynamic characteristics of the system was obtained by considering the experimental results, by taking into account the geometrical nonlinearity of the structure and given
the different phases of the construction process [5]. Table 1 and Figure 2 also include a comparison between analytical and experimental results in terms of natural frequencies and modal
shapes.

Figure 1: General view of the footbridge.
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Figure 2: Identified and calculated vibration modes.
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2.3

Location of the Tuned Mass Damper

By consulting Table 1, it can be stated that the structure has 3 natural frequencies in the
range of 2 – 2.5Hz, which is considered critical in terms of the possibility of occurring resonance phenomena with the pedestrians’ step frequency. From this point of view, 1st vibration
mode with a frequency close to 1Hz is not critical, and the same can be concluded for the vibrations modes higher than the 4th order.
To considerer the problem of where to install the TMD and which vibration modes are to
be controlled, Figure 3 represents a superposition of the system’s numerical main vibration
modes. The small dots define equal modal amplitudes of the vibration modes in the critical
range inside each span. In the first span, section 13 has equal modal amplitudes of the 2nd and
3rd vibration modes with natural frequencies of 1.99 and 2.14Hz, respectively. In the second
one, section 49 equalizes modal amplitudes of the 2nd and 4th vibrations modes with natural
frequencies of 1.99 and 2.42Hz, respectively. Because only one TMD is available for installation, it was decided to implement the TMD in the second span, mainly because it is more accessible and has vibration modes with more separate frequencies. In this case it would be
possible to reduce the dynamics of the 2nd (global) vibration mode and the 4th (local) one.
However, it is necessary to consider that one TMD cannot be optimally tuned to both vibration modes. Given the proximity of mean step frequency of pedestrians around 2 Hz, the
2nd vibration mode of 1.99 Hz frequency is more critical than the other of 2.42 Hz, which
means that preferably the TMD should be tuned to this lower frequency. However, the existing TMD for this project has a minimum vibrating frequency of 2.06 Hz, meaning that the
TMD cannot be optimally tuned to this vibration mode. Even so, this corresponds to an intermediate tuning between the two critical vibration modes, which still leads to a level of reduction of vibrations associated with these modes. The effect of implementing the TMD with this
frequency evaluated over several years is described in reference [3].
Order

Measured
frequency
(Hz)

Calculated
frequency
(Hz)

Type of mode

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.99
2.083
2.178
2.423
3.753
3.857
4.229
5.726
6.517
8.262

0.949
1.99
2.143
2.417
3.334
3.869
4.381
5.915
6.82
8.271

First antisymmetric (two spans, opposite phase)
First symmetric (two spans, in-phase)
Second antisymmetric (L=30m)
Second antisymmetric (L=28m)
Second symmetric (two spans, opposite phase)
Second symmetric (L=30m)
Second symmetric (L=28m)
Third antisymmetric (L=30m)
Third antisymmetric (L=28m)
Fourth symmetric (two spans, opposite phase)

Table 1: Identified and calculated natural frequencies.
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Figure 3: Superposition of the first vibration modes shapes.
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3
3.1

CONTROL STRATEGY
Phase Control

The problem of detuning present in the installed TMD may be attenuated by implementing
a semi-active mechanism in the functioning of the control device, in such a way that it automatically tunes the TMD to the actual vibrating frequency of the system. This means that the
existing TMD may be able to control simultaneously the two critical vibration modes of the
second span without the need of two control devices.
This objective may be achieved by using a control law designated by Phase Control. In the
context of this research, a simplified version of the classical formula was derived [4]. The
goal was to improve the functioning of semi-active TMDs by simplifying the measurement
process and reducing the number of variables involved, making the control system more feasible and reliable. Because the control law is of ON/OFF type, combined with appropriate
trigger conditions, the activity of the actuation system may be significantly reduced, which
may be of a few seconds a day in many practical cases, increasing the durability of the device
and reducing its maintenance. Moreover, due to the ability of the control system to command
the motion of the inertial mass, the semi-active TMD is relatively insensitive to its initial tuning, resulting in the capability of self-tuning and in the possibility of controlling several vibration modes of a structure over a significant broadband frequency [4]. The proposed control
law is defined as follows:
 &x&1 ⋅ x& 2 ≤ 0 ⇒ c2 = cmin

 &x&1 ⋅ x& 2 ⋅ α > 0 ⇒ c2 = cmax

(1)

In this case, x1 is the displacement of structure where the TMD is attached, with the second
derivate as the respective acceleration, and x2 is the displacement of the TMD mass, with the
first derivate as the respective velocity. cmin and cmax are damping constants imposed on the
control device, assumed to be an MR damper, as a means of applying control actions by imposing a correct phase angle between the motion of the TMD mass relative to the structure.
On the other hand, α is defined as α = α1 . α2 . α3, which is a variable that only assumes binary values, 0 or 1, which, in turn, depends on other αi variables (i=1, 2, 3), also binary valued.
Each αi is associated with a specific condition.
The first condition is related to evaluation of the actual levels of vibration of the structure
and the need for the existence of a control action. If the vibrations levels are considered excessive according to some design criteria, the control should be activated, i.e., α1=1. By contrast, if the vibration levels are low, the structure does not need to be controlled, which leads
to α1=0. This is an important condition because, in many practical situations, structures have
excessive vibrations for short periods of time, which greatly decreases the activity and saves
the control system.
The second condition is related to the fact that the blocking of the motion of the TMD’s inertial mass does not need to occur twice in a cycle. As indicated in reference [4], the application of the control law expressed in equation (1) corrects the phase of the motion of the mass
in both its extreme positions. A possible simplification is to correct the phase once in a cycle,
which would be sufficient and desirable in most cases. This decision to correct the motion
once or twice in a cycle can be implemented by observing the acceleration signal of the TMD
mass because it has opposite signs at each extreme position. For instance, if it is intended to
correct the motion once in a cycle when the mass is in positive acceleration extreme, α2=1 for
positive acceleration and α2=0 for negative acceleration. If the option is to correct to motion
twice in a cycle, α2 will always be set to 1.
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The third condition is about the error (ε) allowed in the evaluation of the condition expressed in equation (1). In other words, it is not be necessary for the phase angle of acceleration of the structure and the velocity of the TMD mass to be exactly in the opposite phase. In
practical cases, it would be enough to have a very close opposite phase instead of an exact
one. Therefore, the control signal should be only activated, i.e., α3=1, if the product of the
second equation of inequality (2) is greater than the error ε, being null in the opposite case.
3.2

Expected control effect

The effect of the application of this law in controlling a structure modelled as an equivalent
single degree-of-freedom (1-DOF) can be observed by analysing the system dynamic amplification curves of Figure 4a), where an example of an undamped 1-DOF of 1 t mass and 2 Hz
natural frequency have an attached TMD characterized by a mass ratio of 1%. If the semiactive (SA) TMD has the same tuning as the optimal TMD, it exhibits a higher efficiency than
the passive device. However, the great advantage of the semi-active solution lies in its ability
to adjust its vibration frequency in the presence of detuning as shown in that figure, where the
case of a detuning of the natural frequency of the semi-active TMD of 5% is represented. The
interest in using semi-active TMDs increases when extending their use in controlling vibration modes with frequencies away from their initial tuning. This can be seen in Figure 4b),
where a single semi-active TMD is used to control a 3-DOF system, by contrast to the use of
3 independent passive TMDs tuned to each natural frequency. Knowing that the semi-active
TMD is passively tuned to the 2nd system frequency, its ability in reducing the dynamics of
vibrations modes out of its tuning is truly remarkable.
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Figure 4: Dynamic amplification curves comparing the effect of passive and semi-active TMDs: a) 1-DOF
system; b) multi-DOF system.

4
4.1

LABORATORY TESTS
Description of models and equipment

Prior to installing the TMD in the footbridge, the device was subject to several laboratory
tests in order to characterize its dynamic properties and mechanical functioning. Reference [3]
describes several aspects of the passive functioning of the device and reference [6] briefly describes other aspects related to the semi-active operation. In this paper, more detailed results
of the tests of the semi-active component are included. The objective of these tests was to verify experimentally that the system works as predicted in the previous section, which encouraged its actual implementation in the footbridge. The developed semi-active TMD is depicted
in Figure 5a), which is composed of several layers of individual masses that are connected to
each other and can be added or subtracted in order to achieve a desired level of total mass
with a maximum of 550 kg. The mass is guided by means of shafts and has 4 compression
springs connecting it to the structure. The damper used in this device is of MR type which can
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work passively if no electrical current is applied, or can work in semi-active mode which is
the ultimate purpose of its use. The TMD was installed under a concrete slab which, in turn, is
supported in steel frame by means of helical springs. This structure can be excited either
manually or by means of a shaker installed at the top of the slab (Figure 5b)).
In order to measure all variables involved in the control problem, several sensors were installed. The TMD is instrumented with an LVDT to measure relative displacements between
the mass and the structure, and the damper force is measured by means of a load cell installed
between the MR damper and the structure (see Figure 5c)). The vertical motion of the slab
and the TMD mass is measured by 2 accelerometers. All these sensors and equipment are
controlled by a National Instruments PXI platform, taking advantage of the real-time operating system adequate to guarantee determinism in control loops.
4.2 Dynamic properties of the laboratory model and TMD
The concrete slab of dimensions 1.5 × 2.5 m2 area and 0.2 m thickness that is used to suspend the TMD has a mass of approximately 2 ton and functions as a primary structure. Its
natural frequency was measured and evaluated at 3.5 Hz. Because it is supported on helical
springs, a free decay test revealed a rather low associated damping ratio, such that, after several minutes, the slab was still vibrating.
Similarly, the TMD was subjected to dynamic tests which are described in reference [3]. It
was concluded that its springs have a non-linear behaviour depending on the compression ratio associated with several TMD masses. Considering the total mass of 550 kg, the natural
frequency was estimated at 2.06 Hz. Given the MR damper type used with this device, the
estimated equivalent viscous damping ratio was estimated as varying from 6 to 8%.

a)

c)

b)

Figure 5: Laboratory setup: a) Semi-active TMD; b) Shaker on the slab; c) Detail of the LVDT and force sensor.
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4.3 Experimental verification of the semi-active system
The objective of the laboratory tests was to validate the functioning of the semi-active
TMD comparing the numerical predictions with the experimental results, as well as to verify
the effectiveness of the control device in reducing the slab vibrations. In this case, given the
natural frequency of the structure to be controlled of 3.5 Hz, the use of an out-of-tuning semiactive TMD of frequency 2.06 Hz is a challenge.
At a first stage, a numerical model of the coupled system slab plus semi-active TMD was
developed. Figure 6a) includes a representation of the FRF of the slab response where a first
peak can be seen associated with the functioning of the TMD and the second one representing
the large amplitude motion of the slab. If the TMD was properly tuned to the natural frequency of the primary structure, two low picks with same amplitude would characterize the system
response. However, the TMD is not tuned and the peak of the structural response is not
damped. To correct this problem, the semi-active system was switched on guided by the control law indicated in equation (1). In this case, α1 was permanently set to α1=1, α2 assumes
values in order to enable the semi-active system to correct the motion of the TMD mass once
in a cycle, and α3 follows the procedure indicated in section 5.2. cmin corresponds to the passive functioning of the TMD and cmax was imposed by applying an electric current of 0.5 A to
the MR damper. As a result, Figure 6a) also includes the numerical prediction of the effect of
this control system, as well as the respective experimental evaluation at specific vibration frequencies. It can be observed that the semi-active TMD is able to attenuate vibrations in a frequency away from its passive tuning. In addition, the remarkable approximation between
numerical predictions and experimental results can be noted, leading to the conclusion that the
proposed control system may be effectively used in practical cases of actual structures.
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Figure 6: System with and without semi-active control: a) FRFs curves; b) Time signals; c) Force measured at
the damper; d) Measured relative displacement.
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To show the effect of the control action, Figure 6b) represents the time signals of the acceleration of the structure and the velocity of the TMD mass. In this case, a resonant excitation frequency of 3.6 Hz was applied, as the control was switched on at a certain time. Before
the control, the two signals are not in opposite phase, and, after switching the control on, they
are compelled to have opposite phase angles corresponding to an adequate functioning of a
damping system [4]. To achieve this, impulsive control forces correct the motion of the TMD
at specific moments in certain maximum relative positions. Figure 6c) depicts a sample of the
time signal of the control force applied by the MR damper, where the peaks of the force may
ascend, in this case, to around 300 N. On the other hand, Figure 6d) represents the corresponding relative displacement between the structure and the TMD mass, where it can be seen
that the control action is produced when the relative displacement is maximum as required by
the control law [4]. Again, in both previous figures there is a good approximation between the
experimental measurements and numerical predictions, which allowed gaining confidence in
the function of the control system and its further implementation in the footbridge.
4.4 Evaluation of time delay
Time delay is an undesirable effect in control systems which may arise from several stages
of the control process, particularly during system measurement, control force computing and
mechanical actuation. Time delay may be compensated by introducing some anticipation capability to the control system in such a way that the control inputs are calculated taking into
account the predicted time needed for the effective implementation of the control action.
However, this process usually introduces some complexity to the control algorithm which was
avoided in this application. Besides, Civil Structures are characterized as having low vibrating
frequencies in the range of interest (typically below 10Hz), which reduces the time delay effects.
In order to evaluate this parameter in the actual semi-active control system, a test consisting of measuring the electrical current that feeds the MR damper and the corresponding developed force when the control signal is switched on was performed. Figure 7 shows a
normalized representation of these signals in order to be possible to compare them in one
graph. The control signal represents the control order given by the controller, which takes
some time to be implemented. At least, one control loop is always necessary to see the control
effect. However in this case, the system took longer to react. The current amplifier takes some
time to respond to the control input, and takes some time to reach full power. On the other
hand, the MR damper seems to respond quite fast to the electrical signal.
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Figure 7: Evaluation of time delay.
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When observing Figure 7, it is not possible to identify the exact value of the time delay. Instead, it can be said that the damper takes about 10 ms to respond to the control order, it needs
about 20 ms to implement 50% of the total force, 30 ms to implement 75% of the total force
and takes about 40 ms to reach the total control force. As explained in reference [4], taking
into account that the control action does not need to be a complete blocking of the TMD mass,
the time delay in this case may be estimated between 20 and 30 ms. In the previous comparisons between experimental measurements and numerical simulations, time delay was set at 20
ms, which led to good approximations between them.
Regarding the expected loss of efficiency of the semi-active system in controlling vibrations in the footbridge due to time delay, and taking into account that the critical frequencies
are in the range of 2 – 2.4 Hz, the corresponding delay angle ranges from 14 to 17 degrees.
According to reference [7], in structures with 1% damping ratio, delay angles of that order
lead to a loss of efficiency of the semi-active control system less than 6% when comparing the
amplitude of the controlled response with the uncontrolled one. Because this loss of efficiency
is relatively low, it was decided to assume it and keep a simple control law instead of trying to
compensate time delay.
5 INSTALLATION OF THE SEMI-ACTIVE SYSTEM IN FEUP FOOTBRIDGE
5.1 Implementation of the controller using NI hardware and software
The implementation of the semi-active system in the footbridge requires the installation of
a local controller able to command the MR damper according to the selected control law. As a
first option, it was decided to use National Instruments hardware and Labview software to
manage all control process. Figure 8 shows a layout of how data flows. The control algorithm
is running in a computer inside the building close to the bridge, which, in turn, is connected to
an Ethernet cDAQ chassis located in a small box at the abutment of the structure. That connection uses a powerline device to establish communication between both pieces of equipment by means of the power grid, given that it was not possible to install a direct Ethernet
cable between them. The MR device is then controlled from the NI chassis by inducing electrical power to the damper. Although somewhat complex, the control loop takes less than 10
ms to complete a turn, which has conducted to the establishment of a fixed-rate loop of 100
Hz.
The control algorithm only needs to receive feedback of the structure acceleration and
TMD velocity to generate the ON/OFF control signal. For this purpose, 2 MEM accelerometers were used to measure the system response, as the velocity of the TMD was obtained by
integrating the acceleration signal. In addition, several other variables are measured and recorded by a parallel application intended to monitor the control process. In this case, files containing periods of 10 minutes make a complete record of the bridge response and control
actions, including the TMD velocity, the control order (1 or 0), the force in the MR damper,
the temperature of the external surface of the damper, the relative displacement between the
structure and the TMD, and the electrical current applied to the MR damper. This last variable
is measured by a non-contact LEM sensor which is also connected to a safety circuit to prevent MR damper damage in case of system failure. If the system blocks or the electrical current is excessive according to the manufacturer recommendations, a relay turns off the damper
and the TMD switches to passive mode.
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5.2 Implementation of the controller using a microcontroller
The previous described control system operated during September 2014 and January 2015.
Since then, given the potentialities and popularity of microcontrollers, the control system was
substituted by a device of this type. The main advantage of this is the simplicity of the controller compared to the previous solution. In addition, there is a significant saving of power
consumption. The controller may also be located very close to the TMD, reducing the length
of the cables and the noise in sensors. This way, the controller receives the signals from the
MEMs installed in the structure and the TMD, integrates the acceleration of the TMD to obtain velocity and generates the control signal according to the control law indicated in section
3.1.
The National Instruments hardware and software was also used in the recording of all previously indicated control variables. Therefore, it is possible to verify all steps in the control
process and to monitor the control system itself.
6 EVALUATION OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
6.1 Evaluation of the reduction of vibration levels over last few years
The effect of the control system in reducing vibration of the footbridge may be evaluated
by several methods. One possible way is to obtain the FRF curve of the structure with and
without control, as done in laboratory tests described in section 4.3. However, the 2nd and 4th
vibration modes under control have 55 and 36 ton of modal mass, respectively, which cannot
be excited with the existing means at the laboratory due to the amplitude of required dynamic
force. Another possibility involves turning to tests with pedestrians or groups of pedestrians.
In this case, the amplitude of the structure response is not the same for several tests of the
same type, due to the variability of the excitation applied by the pedestrians. Therefore, the
effect of the control system cannot be accurately quantified this way.
On the other hand, the dynamic monitoring system of the FEUP footbridge was installed in
2009 and, since then, has been measuring the accelerations at 4 critical sections, which may
be used to evaluate the vibration levels over the last 7 years. This analysis may include the
period when no control system was installed in the footbridge, as well as in the period that the
TMD worked in passive mode, and in the period when the TMD worked in semi-active mode.

Figure 8: Layout of control system using National Instruments hardware and software.
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The 4 critical sections that are being monitored by the dynamic monitoring system are located approximately at the anti-nodes of the structure’s main vibration modes. Section S1 is
where the TMD was positioned, which is close to the 1/3rd span of the FEUP side, and S2 is at
mid-span on the same side. Sections S3 and S4 are located at mid-span and 1/3rd span of the
canteen side, respectively. The location of all instrumented sections is schematically depicted
in Figure 9.
The evaluation of the structure’s vibration levels during last few years may be achieved by
analysing Figure 10. This figure represents the measured maximum accelerations at the 4 sections of the deck from 2010 to 2016. Each dot on the graphs corresponds to an occurrence of a
vibration caused by the crossing of pedestrians. It is important to mention that each occurrence was selected taking into account several criteria: i) time signals are filtered to remove
frequency contributions above 5Hz, ensuring that only harmonic vibrations of the first vibration modes are considered; ii) the signal should be clearly dominated by a single frequency, in
order to facilitate the construction of graphs of this type; iii) each occurrence should have a
signal that has a first phase where the amplitude increases as pedestrians excite the structure,
and then the signal reaches a maximum amplitude before it starts to decrease; iv) the maximum amplitude is identified by the maximum acceleration of the signal just described; v) the
frequency is calculated taking into account the average of the periods occurring between consecutive local peaks (if the period is not constant unless a small error the signal is rejected);
vi) only amplitudes higher than 0.2m/s2 were considered, which are deemed to be representative of the higher levels of vibration.
Taking into account the timing of the implementation of control system in the footbridge, it
is noted that the passive TMD was installed in early 2013, meaning that in 2010, 2011 and
2012 the structure is considered uncontrolled (first 3 columns of graphs in Figure 10). Then,
the semi-active TMD was activated in September 2014, meaning that in 2013 and in a significant part of 2014 the footbridge may be considered passively controlled by that device (4th
and 5th columns of graphs). After that, the footbridge is controlled by the semi-active TMD
(last 2 columns of graphs). The organization of the graphs in 4 lines of figures aims to depict
the vibrations in the 4 critical sections of the deck (S1 to S4).
From the analysis of Figure 10, even though a drastic reduction of the vibration levels has
not been observed after the implementation of control systems, a progressive reduction of the
vibrations can be noted over time, especially with regard to section S1 to S3. This is because
of the influence of the 2nd and 4th vibration modes in these sections, which are attenuated by
the control devices. In the opposite situation is S4, where no significant reduction is observed.
This is because S4 is dominated by the contribution of a local vibration mode (3rd mode) of
2.28Hz frequency, which has a very limited modal component in the location of the TMD.
One possible way to quantify the effect of the control system on the structure is to calculate
the number of occurrences of maximum vibration levels above a certain limit, relative to the
total number of occurrences observed in each section of the deck from 2010 to 2016. Graphs
of this type allow estimating the concentration of occurrences in higher vibration levels,
which is an indicator of how often high accelerations occur in the structure.

Figure 9: Location of measurement sections (S1 to S4).
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Figure 10: Maximum vibration levels (in m/s ) at sections S1 to S4 of the footbridge from 2010 until 2016.
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For this purpose, Figure 11 represents this parameter obtained by considering vibration
levels above 0.4 m/s2 and Figure 12 above 0.5 m/s2. The limit of 0.4 m/s2 was defined according to reference [3] where the TMD shows clear functioning above this threshold after unblocking. On other hand, the limit of 0.5 m/s2 defines a vibration level above which vibrations
are considered in many guidelines, such as Sétra [8], as not providing maximum comfort to
pedestrians, thus being the main target of the control systems.
The analysis of both Figures 11 and 12 allows establishing a tendency in the maximum
amplitude of the vibrations over past years. From 2010 to 2012, the footbridge was not controlled. Therefore, this period is characterized by higher levels of vibration. The implementation of the TMD clearly led to a reduction of vibrations during its functioning in 2013 and
2014. It should be emphasized that the passive device was not optimally tuned to any natural
frequency. Even in this situation, it was able to produce an attenuation of vibrations by conditioning the contribution of the structural natural frequencies close to the TMD frequency, as
studied in reference [3]. Figures 11 and 12 also suggest that, after implementing the semiactive system, during 2015 and 2016, the footbridge’s vibration levels were further attenuated,
fulfilling the objective of the semi-active system in correcting tuning problems in the passive
system.
The observed reduction of vibrations over time could not be caused by any other external
situation because of the following facts: i) the number of students during the considered period remained practically the same (about 7000 registered students); ii) the vibration levels of
section S4, which is not significantly affected by the control system, also remained practically
the same. If the reduction of vibrations was a global phenomenon, S4 would also reflect that,
which is not the case. A small reduction of the vibrations in S4 during the last couple of years
may even be attributed the ability of the semi-active to perform multimodal control, despite
considering a limited modal contribution of the 3rd vibration mode in the section where the
TMD is installed.
Despite the effect of the control system in reducing the vibration in the footbridge, it must
be mentioned that the higher vibration levels occur at section S4, where the TMD has quite a
limited effect. To reduce these vibrations, it would be necessary to install another local TMD
in the other span, which is hampered by the difficult access to section S4 caused by the intense car traffic existing in the main street just below that place. However, the objective of
installing the TMD was not to reduce the structure’s overall behaviour, but, rather, to observe
the effect of the installation of a passive and then a semi-active system on a structure, which
was widely achieved.

Figure 11: Percentage of occurrences of maximum vibration levels above 0.4 m/s2 relative to the total number of
occurrences

Figure 12: Percentage of occurrences of maximum vibration levels above 0.5 m/s2 relative to the total number of
occurrences.
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6.2 Power consumption
One of the most important features of semi-active systems is related to power consumption.
Compared to active systems, they require much less power and much less sophisticated actuation systems, so much so that semi-active systems are indicated as being able to run on batteries. In order to evaluate this aspect in the semi-active control system of FEUP footbridge, this
section exposes detailed information about the implementation of the control forces. For this
purpose, one complete month was analysed. In this case, October 2016 was considered as corresponding to a period of classes for all students, who cross the footbridge particularly at
lunch time.
The semi-active system commanded by Phase Control law applies a daily average of 232
impulses of electric current to the MR damper with a mean duration time of 41.9 ms, meaning
that the actuation system is activated, on average, 9.72 s per day. Each impulse applied to the
MR damper requires 0.8 Amps of electric current with a voltage of 12 V, that is, 9.6 W of
power. Considering 6 months (180 days) of the operation of the actuation system in the described conditions, it would require a 12 V battery with a capacity of 0.39 Ah or 4.66 Wh,
which is really a very low power. It is noted that this is the power needed only for the MR
damper. The power required for the entire control system, including structure measurement by
accelerometers and the functioning of the microcontroller is not included.
7

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the implementation of a semi-active control system used to reduce vibrations in a slender footbridge located at the FEUP campus. For this purpose, a semi-active
Tuned Mass Damper including an MR damper was developed, which is controlled by Phase
Control law. At a first stage, the TMD was installed in the footbridge working in passive
mode. However, due to the existence of several critical frequencies around 2 Hz, the TMD
could not be tuned to all these frequencies, which reduced the control efficiency. To solve this
problem, the semi-active mode of the TMD was activated in order to correct the tuning of the
device to the structure’s vibrating frequency, enabling the possibility of performing multimodal control.
Before being installed in the footbridge, the semi-active TMD was tested in the laboratory,
enabling the identification of its main dynamic characteristics, including time delay. These
tests allowed concluding that the control device was working as numerically predicted, which
has encouraged the implementation of the device in the actual structure. Two types of controllers were implemented. At a first stage, the system was controlled using National Instruments
hardware and software, and, secondly, it was replaced with a microcontroller specially designed for this application, which is much simpler than the former.
The effect of the control system in reducing vibrations was evaluated over the past 7 years,
using the data provided by the dynamic monitoring system installed in 2009. The analysis of
the vibration levels of the structure allowed observing a tendency in the reduction of the peak
accelerations of some sections of the deck after the installation of the passive TMD, which
were even more attenuated after the activation of the semi-active device. This fact demonstrates the potentialities of a semi-active system of this type, which increased the control efficiency and enabled the performing of multimodal control without introducing an excessive
complexity in the control system. In addition, the power requirements of such a control system were evaluated. It was concluded that a battery of 12 V voltage with a capacity of 0.39
Ah or 4.66 Wh was sufficient to supply power to the MR damper during 180 consecutive days,
given the actual usage of the footbridge during classes.
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Abstract. The mitigation of the structural response under seismic action can be achieved , as
well known, by introducing proper variations to the mechanical parameters of the structural
system through the recourse to dynamic control strategies. In order to pursue some optimality
in the setup of the problem, sometimes it is necessary to tune the coefficients of the motion
equation in a measure that might result not compatible with the characteristics of current
structural materials, thus pushing towards active control techniques, where the proper selection of the algorithm is of fundamental importance.
As concerns the performance of base-isolation (BI) devices in mitigating inertia forces due to
intense earthquakes, it strongly depends on the proper calibration of the own frequency of the
BI system, that should be designed on the basis of the dynamic characteristics of both the
structural system and the expected disturbance. Nevertheless the passive mode may fail,
without guaranteeing the real effectiveness of the device.
The best improvement would, thus, require a resettlement of the problem and, possibly, the
transformation into a more complex coupled system where some active component is allowed
in order to refit the system to its optimality when required.
In the paper the design of such system is then proposed in order to respond to major requirements about the performance of the control action, with an active component selected in way
to yield a powerful and simple approach, which appears particularly effective for mitigation
of dynamic earthquake-induced motion.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The research interest in the field of structural control of dynamic vibrations mainly relies
upon the need of protecting the existing constructions or the new ones from damages caused
by earthquakes, which might result even in the global collapse of the structure or give rise to
local crises of parts of the structure.
Minor damages refer to decrease or loss of serviceability of the structure after the event,
and disease/malfunctions during the occurring of the event because of significant displacements/accelerations, exceeding some thresholds.
The problem is deeply felt because of the wide seismic areas characterized by high earthquake hazard, spread all over the world. Additionally, the significant seismic risk in some geographic regions often superposes to an high vulnerability of the structures in the area to
seismic events.
The last decades witness a large effort both from the scientists and from the factory, for
developing a variety of systems, devices, technologies, reinforcement techniques devoted to
increase the degree of prevention of structural damages against strong motions in civil structures. Also infra-structural systems and constructions with monumental/artistic/historical value, besides other class of special objects requiring preservation against dynamic motion, such
as artistic objects in museums, statues, ancient columns, electrical equipment and so on have
been attracting special attention for preserving their integrity.
Approaches to the problem of attenuation of the structural response vary from the setup of
control devices for reducing the structural vibrations [1]-[10] to the development of reinforcement techniques, also involving new composite materials [11]-[14], for increasing the
dynamic strength of the structure, even in masonry constructions [15]-[19].
Under the theoretical profile, they include the setup of analytic methods for the development of control algorithms and the compensation of errors and noises possibly occurring in
active control systems, as well as the design of control systems, actuating and sensing devices
also with reference to semi-active systems founded on the adoption of special smart materials,
and coupling of passive or semi-active systems with active systems in integrated hybrid systems.
With reference to composite reinforcements, mainly preferred in existing or ancient constructions, theoretical and numerical tools have been developed for the setup and analysis of
the mechanical model of the composite material and body, and its coupling with the structural
material, as well as for the analysis and forecast of the unreinforced and reinforced structure,
and the design of the reinforcement provision and the identification of the areas needing the
adoption of the reinforcement.
On the other side, experimental investigations have been widely developed on structures
scaled from the small dimension up to full/real scale case, setting up laboratory facilities and
machines, such as shaking tables, as well as instruments for the real scale tests to be used in
situ. In the following one presents some researches in course of execution in the field of
structural control of seismic vibrations.
2

MAIN ISSUES AND GENERAL SETTLEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Many researches and real-scale applications do refer to the mitigation of structural vibrations through the recourse to Base Isolation (BI) devices.
The design of BI systems is usually aimed at two primary objectives: on one side, to move
far from the main frequency range of the expected ground motion the dominant frequencies of
the isolated structure; on the other side, to reduce the energetic transmission of the dynamic
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input, by realizing a damping filter and interrupting the continuity between the surface layers
of the soils and the foundation of the structure.
The performance of base-isolation devices in mitigating inertia forces due to intense earthquakes thus strongly depends on the proper calibration of the isolation devices own frequency,
that should take into account both the dynamical characteristics of the superstructure and the
frequency content of the expected disturbance.
In the paper a BI design approach has been developed for optimally tuning the parameters
of a seismic isolation device accounting for either the structure dynamic characters or the
ground input expected macro-properties. In the approach one introduces a measure of the energy transmitted to the superstructure, compared to the energy filtered by the isolator, which
is given a closed-form. An optimization procedure is then set up by searching for the optimal
tuning of the BI in order to minimize the structural response and, in the meanwhile, to keep
bounded the BI energy absorption.
Further improvement of the performance of the base-isolation system may be obtained by
turning the passive isolator into an hybrid one. This is accomplished by coupling the passive
isolator with an actuation device introducing an active force aimed at counteracting the incoming excitation. A new constrained optimization strategy is formulated to this purpose,
where the active device is re-tuned in order to get the best performance of the hybrid combined system. The proposed control algorithm basically acts in the frequency environment
managing the analytic expressions of the passively and actively controlled response gain functions, and achieving a proper distribution of the control effort over the frequency ranges
where it is needed.
3
3.1

HYBRID STRATEGY BASED ON AN EQUIVALENT-MODEL SETUP
The BI structural system

As concerns to the overall formulation mentioned in the previous Sect.2, with reference to
a mdof structural shear frame, in order to improve the overall performance of the control system and effectively counteracting the incoming dynamic excitation at the base of the building,
one introduces in the dynamic equilibrium equation the active term w(t) in such a way to increase the reliability of the overall BI system
M &y&(t ) + Cy& (t ) + Ky (t ) + w (t ) = C u& g (t ) + Ku g (t ) = f * (t )

y (0 ) = 0
y& (0 ) = 0


(1)

where M denotes the n×n mass diagonal matrix of the structural system, C and K denote the
n×n symmetric positive-definite matrixes of damping and stiffness respectively.
Moreover y(t), with its first and second time derivatives marked by the superimposed dots,
y& (t ), &y&(t ) , denote respectively the n×1 vectors of the storey drift, velocity and accelera&& g (t ) , with the related base velocity u& g (t ) and distion. The vector of base acceleration u
placement ug(t), is given in the form
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u g (t )= u g (t )1

u& g (t )= u& g (t )1

&& g (t )= &u& g (t )1
u

(2)

with 1 the unit n×1 vector.
After denoting by (·)1 the quantities relevant to the isolation storey, let consider the active
control force w1(ω,t) acting at the isolation level, with the related control vector
w(ω, t ) = q(ω)B y& (t )

(3)

where q(ω) denotes the control coefficient to be suitably designed and depending on the frequency variable ω, and B is a suitable matrix governing the distribution of the control action
and the dependence on the response variables.
3.2

Selection of the active component

With reference to the control expression in Eq. (3) and by referring to an equivalent-basedmodel strategy allowing some simplification of the mdof problem, the control parameter q(ω)
is to be selected according to some optimization criterion in order to pursue a predefined set
of objectives.
In the specific case, as specified in the above, the primary objective consists of improving
the performance of the BI system in terms of mitigation of structural vibrations, while containing the active component at its minimum. The choice of a suitable control strategy designed in the frequency domain can successfully lead to an effective device, since one may
employ all the response data monitored up to the instant of control application and control the
single harmonics, also keeping contained the active control component.
The definition of q(ω) is then pursued by solving an optimum problem where one aims at
minimizing the employed control force, while keeping the isolator absolute acceleration under
a prefixed percentage (defined through the function α(ω)∈[0,1]) of the uncontrolled isolator
acceleration &y& o,1 (ω | 0 ) .
Therefore, after introducing the excitation and response frequency functions, in the frequency domain one has
w1(ω, t ) = wo,1 (ω | q) e jωt = q(ω)y& o,1(ω | q)e jωt

(4)

with
wo,1(ω | q) = − jq(ω)His (ω | q)&u&go,eq (ω | q)

(5)

where His (ω| q) is the BI gain in the equivalent model and &u& go,eq (ω | q ) the relevant excitation .
The final problem is then set in the form
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w o,1 (ω | q ) = min

Find


Sub


(6)
&y&o,1 (ω | q ) ≤ α(ω) &y& o,1 (ω | 0 )

After a number of further developments, one may get the expression of the optimal control
parameter in the form
1
q (ω) = − c1 +
ω

k 12 + ω 2 c12 &u& go , eq (ω | q )
− k1 − m1ω 2
&& 2 (ω 0 ) &u& 2 (ω)
α 2 (ω) H
2

is

(

)

2

(7)

go

which represents the optimally tuned shape at the considered frequency, which is then reassembled in order to fit the forcing function.
3.3

Performance of the control system

A numerical investigation is developed on a 5-storey shear-frame structure subject to a
white noise base acceleration with zero mean and unitary variance, which is scaled in such a
manner to have a peak acceleration of 0.4g, with the first floor coinciding with the BI-level,
shows the effectiveness of the hybrid system with comparison to the passive one.
In Figure 1, as an example concerning the performance of the control system, one reports a
sample drift diagram vs the time variable referred to the BI floor, showing the significant response reduction for the coupled optimized control system.
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Figure 1: Inter-storey drifts of the structural frame equipped with the passive or hybrid BI device.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

Passively controlled structural systems may exhibit a rare capability in resisting dynamic
actions under adverse special or unexpected conditions. In the paper improvements of the
overall performance of a passive BI system are obtained by introducing some additional control device, coupling different technological solutions and moving to mixed systems. In the
specific case, the performance of a base isolation system is increased by embedding in the
control layout an active device, controlled by a properly designed control algorithm.
5
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Abstract. In the paper one presents some research developed at the University of Naples in
the field of structural dynamic control. The research is mainly focused on the possibility of
applying control systems to the protection of existing and masonry constructions through the
setup of ad-hoc strategies and devices, which are suitably conceived and designed in order to
fit the main characteristics, behavior and collapse modes of the structural components. Rigidfailure modes are referred to, with the articulated model consisting of macro-elements whose
motion is activated during the dynamic event.
The final task consists of achieving an adequate mitigation of the dynamic effects due to the
possible occurrence of earthquakes. The researches involve both theoretical, numerical and
experimental features on the topic, including some design issues.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Approaches to the problem of attenuation of the structural response vary from the setup of
control devices for reducing the structural vibrations [1]-[10] to the development of reinforcement techniques, also involving new composite materials [11]-[14], for increasing the
dynamic strength of the structure, even in masonry constructions [15]-[19].
In the paper one presents some research developed in the field of protection of new and existing structures subject to dynamic events. The described researches involve both theoretical,
numerical and experimental features on the topic.
One essentially refers to the mitigations of the effects relevant to the activation of rigid
modes under dynamic ground shaking, which do often occur in a variety of existing structures
and structural components subject to earthquake and may be responsible of the achievement
of the collapse condition.
In more details, when referring to monumental constructions such as masonry vaulted
structures subject to dynamic ground motion, the structural model is usually assumed to activate some rigid-failure schemed behaviour due to the formation of the cracks, which allow the
formation of kind of macro-elements with the development of relative rotations constrained in
their sign.
The whole dynamic analysis would require to remove the small displacement hypothesis ,
and to account for the response of rigid-plastic structures subjected to impulsive or pseudoimpulsive dynamic loads through the search of approximate solutions. Some studies are reported aimed at controlling the articulated motion by the proper design of a chain cable.
In the second part of the paper, one refers to studies concerning models that may be assimilated to rigid blocks, and where pure rocking motion is analyzed; in this case, the response
attenuation is accomplished by means of dampers that introduce additional dissipative liquid
masses.
2
2.1

TIE-ROD DEVICE FOR VAULTED STRUCTURES UNDER DYNAMIC
SHAKING
The model and the control approach

In order to control the dynamic articulated motion of masonry vaulted structures occurring during earthquakes, some possible modification of classical retrofit provisions may be
considered in order to realize more effective control strategies.
In particular a control strategy may consist of designing a device based on the regulation
of a chain cable and of setting up an ad-hoc control algorithm for the proper tuning of the
chain in order to get an overall stress reduction in the masonry.
By referring to articulated modes of masonry portal arches, based on the coupling of the
single modes which may be referred to for the two cases of the unchained and chained model,
one may perform dynamic analyses through modal approximation methods. The arch model,
interpreted by a rigid-failure scheme in masonry material, is assumed to be equipped with a
tie-rod, whose length may be ruled through the selected control algorithm.
This condition is considered to constitute an intermediate situation between the two single-mode cases of the arch without tie or with non-stretch (inextensible), as shown in Figure 1.
a) and b), respectively. The coupled behaviour is inferred from a suitable combination of the
modal contributions representing the two considered cases.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1: The not retrofitted model a); the model with the inextensible chain cable b),
and with the extensible chain cable c).

The dynamic equilibrium of the combined modal behaviour is then handled by introducing
a first order approximation and linearization in order to subsequently formulate the algorithm,
which is aimed at controlling the length of the tie and at mitigating the dynamic effects on the
structural response. The final behaviour referred to the arch equipped with an extensible tie, is
shown in Figure 1.c).
2.2

Design of the control algorithm

The control strategy is aimed at suitably calibrating the length variation of the rod cable in
order to mitigate the dynamic effects induced in the vaulted structure by the ground motion.
With reference to the second order differential dynamic equilibrium system, the problem is
essentially set up in such a way to push the coupled behaviour of the masonry portal towards
an uncoupled rigid one; a linear feedback governing the dependence of the tie elongation on
the response variables is introduced through the control parameter ψ in the controlled motion
equation .
The search of the optimal control coefficient can be turned into the problem of the search
of the constrained minimum of a properly defined operator of the impulsive response function,
mainly inferred in energetic terms.
In synthesis, in order to realize an effective and energetically economic control, the problem may be formulated in such a way that the maximum value of the tie length ∆lmax attained
during the motion duration To is kept contained within a certain predefined threshold. After
some further developments, the problem is then set up in energetic terms, by introducing
some operators accounting for the maximum attained response ℜ(To Ψ ) during the motion

and the maximum rod elongation ℑ(To Ψ ) and performing the constrained minimization,
such that ℑ(To Ψ ) is kept bounded by the threshold value ℑ*
Find Min ℜ(To Ψ)
Ψ


Sub ℑ(To Ψ) ≤ ℑ*
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2.3

Control performance

As concerns the performance of the proposed control system one may refer to the diagram
reported in Figure 2, where the operator representing the maximum attained response (to be
quantified according to the scale on the left side of the diagram) and the operator representing
the maximum chain elongation (to be referred to the right side scale) are plotted versus the
control coefficient ψ. One may notice that the response operator attains its minimum values
under negative values of the parameter.

Figure 2: Diagram of the response and tie length operators versus the control coefficient ψ.

The comparison with the uncontrolled case of the tie (achieved under a null value of ψ) allows to observe that a further improvement in the response mitigation may be attained by controlling the elongation of the chain cable. Good results may be still obtained when choosing a
more binding value of the control operator, namely by giving more weight to the energetic
economy. Actually, by selecting large negative values of the control coefficient one may then
achieve, at the same time, the double effect of minimizing costs while maximizing control
effectiveness; in this case particular attention has to be paid to prevent compression in the tie.
3
3.1

TLD DEVICES FOR RIGID-FAILURES UNDER DYNAMIC SHAKING
Overall framework

The attachment of additional masses to the main structure with the objective of dissipating
the energy supplied by the dynamic event and counteracting the incoming dynamic forces is a
well-known control approach. Even in its passive mode it may give appreciable results in
terms of attenuation of the structural vibration with a null control energy supply, once properly tuned the properties of the mass with reference to the characteristics of the structure.
When adopting sloshing masses, based on the energy dissipation through the liquid mass
motion in suitably shaped tanks, high damping capacity may be conferred to the structure.
This strategy may be applied in order to reduce vibrations occurring also in special structures,
monolithically rocking under ground motion. This kind of failures often occurs in existing
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building elements and structures, which may behave according to rigid failure modes in many
cases.
At the University of Naples “Federico II” some experimental tests have been executed on
structural models assimilated to rigid blocks equipped or not with some liquid sloshing devices, demonstrating that the adoption of the Tuned Liquid Dampers (TLD), and their proper tuning, may lead to satisfactory results, in terms of mitigation of dynamics effects as regards to
such type of failure.
Actually the need of predicting and preventing failures associated to rocking and overturning of rigid structures undergoing strong ground shaking have motivated a consistent number
of studies on rocking response. Therefore the possibility of coupling some sloshing devices to
rigid blocks for attenuating their response to dynamic excitations appears of main interest.
3.2

Experimental activity and results

In the following, one refers to some tests executed on some models acting as rigid blocks
by means of a unidirectional shaking table moving in the horizontal direction for simulating
the dynamic motion. The shaking table is an MTS system and is automatically connected to a
system which both gives the input signal to the table and records the output signal.
The dynamic experiments have been executed on block models moving under pure rocking.
The rocking motion is affected by very complex dynamics, that push towards the adoption of
worst scenario approaches for vulnerability assessment that increase the robustness of forecasts.
The experiments were executed by keeping a fixed span and varying the frequency of the
harmonic base-excitation inferred by the shaking table, and using different span values.

a)
b)
Figure 3: Sample of dynamic tests on rocking blocks with TLD: a) experimental test;
b) comparison of data for the empty tank and the tank with 4 or 8 cm of liquid.

The first experimental campaign was developed on blocks, both having various sizes and
geometric dimensions’ ratios (thickness/height), made of thin aluminum plates of the type
shown in Figure 3.a), and subject to pure rocking motion around its base edges.
At the second stage, an experimental investigation on the blocks coupled with a number of
tuned liquid dampers (TLDs) with different geometries, shapes and liquid ratios was developed. Collected data from tests allow to show the potential of the strategy even in this case
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and to relate the response reduction to the liquid amount in the tanks and tank shape, as clear
from the sample test whose results are reported in Figure 3.b).
The overall benefit by the liquid damper does not appear to be homogeneous on the frequency range, it is much higher in some frequency range which also depends of the geometrical/inertial properties of the structure under observation. As regards to the dynamic test
execution, one should emphasize that shaking tables are usually adopted in order to reproduce/simulate the incoming dynamic excitation and to record the response data for the structural model under examination.
Actually, due to shaking table complexity, that includes a variety of mechanical, hydraulic
and electronic components, there are many potential highly interdependent sources of distortion that alter the total effect of the system, so that a given command does not produce the expected response. It must be required for any case a specific setting of the systems which
considers all the components of the problem. Anyway, although forecasts about the seismic
motion are not easy to be obtained, such facilities allow to understand the behavior of different typologies of structures and materials, as well as to evaluate the effects of protection strategies.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, some possible approaches to the control of structures activating under ground
shaking rigid failure modes are presented. In this class, typical examples are represented by
masonry constructions which usually obey articulated rigid mode behaviours. As regards to
vaulted structures a possible variation to classical retrofit methods is presented in order to
improve their performance, resulting in a good balance between performance and energy costs;
on the other side, when referring to constructions or single structural components such as
walls behaving according to the rigid block model, the mitigation of the dynamic response is
successfully achieved through the adoption of special oscillating masses.
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Abstract. This paper deals with seismic reliability of nonlinear structural systems equipped
with friction pendulum isolators (FPS). The isolated structures are described by employing an
equivalent 2dof model characterized by a perfectly elastoplastic rule to account for the inelastic response of the superstructure, whereas, the FPS behavior is described by a velocity
dependent model. An extensive parametric study is carried out encompassing a wide range of
elastic and inelastic building properties, different seismic intensity levels and considering the
friction coefficient as a random variable. Employing a set of natural seismic records and
scaled to the seismic intensity corresponding to life safety limit state for L’Aquila site (Italy)
according to NTC08, the inelastic characteristics of the superstructures are designed as the
ratio between the average elastic responses and increasing strength reduction factors. Incremental dynamic analyses (IDA) are developed to evaluate the seismic fragility curves of both
the inelastic superstructure and the isolation level assuming different values of the corresponding limit states. Integrating the fragility curves with the seismic hazard curves related to
L’Aquila site (Italy), the reliability curves of the equivalent inelastic base-isolated structural
systems, with a design life of 50 years, are derived proposing seismic reliability-based design
(SRBD) abacuses useful to define the FPS properties and superstructure properties.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, friction pendulum system (FPS) has emerged as a very effective technique for the seismic isolation [1] of building frames due to its advantages, mainly related to
the capability of providing an isolation period independent of the mass of the supported structure, its high dissipation and recentering capacity [2]-[3]. Over the years, within the issue of
the passive control of structures, many works have developed new design strategies and methodologies [4]-[19] as well as probabilistic analyses in structural dynamics, structural reliability methods, and reliability-based analysis have been presented [20]-[30]. The influence of
the friction pendulum system (FPS) isolator properties on the seismic performance of baseisolated building frames by employing 3D systems as well as two-degree-of-freedom (2dof)
model accounting for the superstructure flexibility with a velocity-dependent model for the
FPS isolator behaviour has been analyzed by Castaldo et al. [31]-[34]. In particular, seismic
reliability analyses of a 3D r.c. elastic system isolated by FPS bearings have been carried out
in [31]-[32] by accounting for the randomness of both the isolator properties (i.e., coefficient
of friction) and of the earthquake main characteristics. The seismic reliability-based design
approach has been proposed in [33]-[34] for elastic and inelastic systems isolated by friction
pendulum devices.
With reference to the inelastic behavior of base-isolated systems under strong seismic
events, seismic codes [35]-[38] provide design response spectra, defined by the ratio of elastic
response spectrum ordinates to a parameter, called strength reduction factor [35],[39] or behaviour factor [36]-[37], usually defined, within a force-based design approach of new structures, as the product between two terms: ductility-dependent component and overstrength
factor [39]. In particular, the Italian seismic code, NTC08 [37], the European seismic code
Eurocode 8 [36] and the Japanese building code [38] provide a maximum behavior factor value of 1.5 for base-isolated structures, without explicitly distinguishing the different terms (i.e.,
ductility and overstrength factors). The US seismic design codes, ASCE 7 [35], prescribes the
strength reduction factor for a seismically isolated structure to be 0.375 times the one for a
corresponding fixed-base structure and no larger than 2.
The aim of this work is to propose reliability-based formulae for the preliminary design of
base-isolated regular frames, located in an area characterized by a seismic hazard similar to
the local seismic hazard of L’Aquila site (Italy). The results of the reliability analyses demonstrate that within the investigated parameter combinations the values of the strength reduction
factor for base-isolated systems with FPS should be lower than 1.5.
2

INELASTIC MODEL OF A BASE-ISOLATED STRUCTURE WITH FPS

In this study the 2dof (degree-of-freedom) model proposed by Kelly [40], modified to account for inelastic responses of both the isolation level and the superstructure (Fig. 1), is
adopted. The bearing response is modelled using a bilinear hysteretic response envelope,
while the superstructure behaviour is described using a perfectly elastoplastic model. With
reference to the symbols in Fig. 1, the equations of motion are:
W
ub  dW sgn ub    mb  ms  u g
R
ms ub  ms us  csus  f s  us ,sgn us   msu g

 mb  m s  ub  msus  cbub 

(1)

where W=(mb+ms)g is the weight on the bearing, R is the radius of curvature of the FPS, μd is
the bearing friction coefficient, that varies with the velocity according to Mokha et el. and
Constantinou et el. [4]-[6]:
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 d  f max   f max  f min exp  ub 

(2)

where fmax and fmin are the friction coefficient attained at high and at very low velocities of
sliding respectively, α is a constant for a given pressure, temperature and condition of FPS
interfaces. In this study, this constant equal to 30 and the ratio fmax/fmin equal to 3, based on
regression of the experimental results [4]-[6], are assumed.
The superstructure is in the elastic phases if (3) is satisfied and the corresponding restoring
force is given by (4).
u s ,i  u 0,i 1  u y or ( f s ,i 1  f y & u s ,i u s ,i 1  0 )

(3)

f s ,i u s , sgn u s   k s u s ,i  u0,i 1 

(4)

Otherwise, the superstructure is in the plastic phases if
u s ,i  u 0,i 1  u y

(5)

f s ,i u s , sgn u s   f y sgn u s ,i  u0,i 1 

(6)

where i and (i-1) indicate the time instants. The seismic isolation degree [41] is an indicator of
the isolation system efficiency for elastic structures and results to be the ratio between the isolation Tb=2π√(mb+ms)/kb and superstructure Ts=2π√ms/ks period of vibration: Id=Tb/Ts. Regarding the inelastic response of a yielding superstructure (Fig. 1), characterized by a single
degree of freedom with a perfectly elastoplastic behavior and assumed as the equivalent model representative of multi-story building frames [42]-[44], the corresponding strength reduction factor is defined as q=fs,el/fy=us,el/uy, where fs,el and us,el are, respectively, the minimum
yield strength and yield deformation required for the superstructure to remain elastic during a
ground motion, or the peak response values for the corresponding linear system. Note that q is
different from the one provided by [35]-[39] because it does not explicitly consider the overstrength factor since the overstrength capacities are taken into account in the perfectly elastoplastic system assumed as equivalent model of the inelastic behavior of real multi-story
building frames [39]; so q is related only to the ductility-dependent component [42]-[44].The
displacement ductility, μ, of the superstructure is the ratio between the peak displacement of
the inelastic system, us,max, and the yield displacement uy. According to [40], the mass ratio
γ=ms/(mb+ms), isolation ξb=cbTb/[2(mb+ms)] and superstructure ξs=csTs/(2ms) damping ratio
are defined.
Superstructure
fs
fy

us

Superstructure mass

ks
uy u0 us

ms

ks, cs
Base mass

FPS isolator

FP bearings
fb
W/R

ub

mb

kb, cb
ub

Figure 1: 2dof model of a building isolated with FPS.
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3

UNCERTAINTIES CONSIDERED

Seismic reliability assessment of a building structure, according to the structural performance (SP) evaluation method [45]-[47], is based on the coupling between structural performance levels [48] and associated exceeding probabilities during its design life [49]-[50].
According to [51]-[53], the uncertainties related to the seismic input intensity are separated
from those related to the characteristics of the record (record-to-record variability) by introducing a scale factor, called intensity measure (IM).
#

Year

Earthquake Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

1994
1994
1994
1999
1999
1979
1979
1995
1995
1999
1999
1992
1992
1989
1989
1990
1987
1987
1987
1992
1999
1999
1971
1976
1980
1979
1997
2000
2000
2003

Northridge
Northridge
Northridge
Duzce, Turkey
Hector Mine
Imperial Valley
Imperial Valley
Kobe, Japan
Kobe, Japan
Kocaeli, Turkey
Kocaeli, Turkey
Landers
Landers
Loma Prieta
Loma Prieta
Manjil, Iran
Superstition Hills
Superstition Hills
Superstition Hills
Cape Mendocino
Chi-Chi, Taiwan
Chi-Chi, Taiwan
San Fernando
Friuli, Italy
Irpinia
Montenegro
Umbria Marche
South Iceland
South Iceland (a.s.)
Bingol

Recording Station
Name
Beverly Hills - Mulhol
Canyon Country-WLC
LA-Hollywood Stor
Bolu
Hector
Delta
El Centro Array #11
Nishi-Akashi
Shin-Osaka
Duzce
Arcelik
Yermo Fire Station
Coolwater
Capitola
Gilroy Array #3
Abbar
El Centro Imp. Co.
Poe Road (temp)
Westmorland Fire Stat.
Rio Dell Overpass
CHY101
TCU045
LA - Hollywood Stor
Tolmezzo
Bisaccia
ST64
ST238
ST2487
ST2557
ST539

Vs30 [m/s]

Fault Type

M [-]

Rs[km]

356
309
316
326
685
275
196
609
256
276
523
354
271
289
350
724
192
208
194
312
259
705
316
425
496
1083
n/a
n/a
n/a
806

Thrust
Thrust
Thrust
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike-slip
Strike Slip
Thrust
Thrust
Thrust
Thrust
Thrust

6.7
6.7
6.7
7.1
7.1
6.5
6.5
6.9
6.9
7.5
7.5
7.3
7.3
6.9
6.9
7.4
6.5
6.5
6.5
7.0
7.6
7.6
6.6
6.5
6.9
6.9
6.0
6.5
6.4
6.3

13.3
26.5
22.9
41.3
26.5
33.7
29.4
8.7
46.0
98.2
53.7
86.0
82.1
9.8
31.4
40.4
35.8
11.2
15.1
22.7
32
77.5
39.5
20.2
21.3
21.0
21.5
13
15.0
14.0

Thrust
Normal
Strike Slip
Strike Slip
Strike Slip

PGA
[g]
0.52
0.48
0.36
0.82
0.34
0.35
0.38
0.51
0.24
0.36
0.22
0.24
0.42
0.53
0.56
0.51
0.36
0.45
0.21
0.55
0.44
0.51
0.21
0.35
0.94
0.18
0.19
0.16
0.13
0.30

Table 1: Selected ground motions for the time history analyses.

The approach is based on calculating the probabilities of exceeding different limit state
thresholds, properly defined, given different values of the intensity measure with the aim to
define the fragility curves of the system. Afterward, the abovementioned fragility curves integrated with a seismic hazard curve, expressed in terms of the same IM, related to a reference
site, lead to the mean annual rates of exceeding the limit states. Using a Poisson distribution,
it is possible to transform the mean annual rates of exceeding the limit states into probabilities
of exceedance in the time frame of interest (e.g., 50 years).
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The aim of this work consists of evaluating the seismic reliability of inelastic structural
systems equipped with friction pendulum isolators (FPS) considering both the friction coefficient and earthquake characteristics as random variables within the uncertainties relevant to
the problem.
The spectral displacement, SD(ξb, Tb), at the isolated period of the system, Tb, and for the
damping ratio, ξb, is assumed as intensity measure, IM. In the analyses carried out in this
study, the damping ratio ξb is taken equal to zero, consistently with other works which assume
that friction is the only source of damping in the isolators [54]. The corresponding IM is hereinafter denoted to as SD(Tb) and it is assumed ranging from 0.1 m to 0.45 m. The record-torecord variability is described through a set of 30 ground motion records, selected within the
ground motion databases of PEER (Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center) [55], of
ITACA (Italian Accelerometric Archive) [56] and of ISESD (Internet-Site for European
Strong-Motion Data) [57]. The characteristics of the selected ground motion records are reported in Tab. 1. Their source-to-site distance, Rs, is greater than 8.7 km, and their moment
magnitude, M, is in the range between 6 and 7.6.
As discussed in [4]-[6], the friction is a complex phenomenon and several mechanisms
contribute to its variability. It follows that a Gaussian probability density function (PDF), interrupted from 0.5% to 5.5% with a mean value equal to 3%, is employed to model the friction coefficient at large velocity as random variable fmax. For the generation of 15 sampled
values of fmax the stratified sampling technique the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method
[31],[58]-[60] is adopted.
4
4.1

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF INELASTIC BASE-ISOLATED STRUCTURES
WITH FPS
Parametric study

The first step to determinate the seismic reliability of the inelastic base-isolated equivalent
systems consists of developing incremental dynamic analyses (IDAs) [61]. For this reason, an
extensive parametric study is carried out encompassing a wide range of the parameter combinations related to isolation level and superstructure, according to Eqn. (1).
The deterministic parameters are: the isolation degree Id, assumed equal to 6, the isolation
period of vibration, Tb, varying between 3 s and 6 s, the mass ratio γ assumed equal to 0.6 and
0.8 and the (ductility-dependent) strength reduction factor q ranging from 1.1 to 2, corresponding to the values provided by the codes [35]-[38] for the behavior factor, in the case of
unitary overstrength factor. Furthermore, the analyzed inelastic 2DOF systems have the isolation ξb and superstructure ξs damping ratio respectively equal to 0% and 2% and the seismic
isolation degree Id equal to 6.
In order to define the inelastic characteristics of each equivalent structural system, dynamic analysis of the base-isolated systems (defined for different values of Tb, γ and q ), with a
friction coefficient equal to 3%, have been subjected to the set of 30 seismic records, scaled to
the IM value related to the life safety limit state (NTC08 [37]) for L’Aquila site (Italy): the IM
is equal to 0.311 m for Tb=3, 4, 5 s (Fig. 2b) and equal to 0.26 m for Tb=6 s. The superstructure dynamic responses, expressed in terms of displacements relative to the base us,el, have
allowed to evaluate the average yield displacement for each value of q. In this way, the inelastic characteristics of the equivalent structural systems have been defined.
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4.2

Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA)

The above-mentioned equivalent structural systems, with the different structural parameters (Tb, γ, q) and combined for each value of the sampled friction coefficient, are subjected to
the 30 ground motions, scaled to eight intensity levels values within the incremental dynamic
analysis. The response parameters μ and ub,max=|ub(t)|max, are adopted as the engineering demand parameters (EDPs) and assumed to follow a lognormal distribution. A lognormal distribution can be fitted to the both response parameters by estimating the sample lognormal mean,
μln(EDP), and the sample lognormal standard deviation σln(EDP), through the maximum likelihood estimation method.
The IDA results of the isolation level and the superstructure are plotted in Fig.s 2-3, in the
form of meshes versus the intensity measure IM and the (ductility-dependent) strength reduction factor q. Each figure contains several surface plots, corresponding to the different values
of the percentile and to both values of the mass ratio.
Fig. 2 shows the IDA results regarding the isolation level. The statistics of the EDP ub,max
are influenced by Tb: the lognormal mean slightly decreases by increasing Tb, while the dispersion increases for higher Tb. Both the statistical values are also influenced by γ: the isolation displacement decreases by increasing γ. In fact, the mass ratio controls the contribution of
the second mode of vibration to the response. This mode induces significant deformations in
the superstructure only. On the other hand, the increase of q leads to a slight decrease of the
displacement ub,max.
Fig. 3 show the IDA curves regarding the superstructure. The increase of strength reduction factor q leads to a very high increase of the displacement ductility demand μ. The response parameter μ increases for increasing γ and for decreasing Tb.
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Figure 2: IDA curves of the isolation level with Id=6 and Tb=3 s (a), Tb=4 s (b), Tb=5 s (c), Tb=6 s (d). The arrow
denotes the increasing direction of γ = 0.6-0.8.
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Figure 3: IDA curves of superstructure with Id=6 and Tb=3 s (a), Tb=4 s (b), Tb=5 s (c), Tb=6 s (d). The arrow
denotes the increasing direction of γ = 0.6-0.8.

4.3

Seismic fragility analysis

The following step for the seismic reliability assessment of inelastic buildings isolated by
FPS, is the evaluation of the seismic fragility. The seismic fragility can be defined as the
probabilities Pf exceeding different limit states at each level of the intensity measure IM. For
this reason the limit state thresholds need to be defined. In particular, the performance levels
of the isolation system are assumed in terms of radius in plan of the concave surface, r [m]
(Tab. 2); while, the performance levels of the equivalent system superstructure are defined in
terms of available ductility, μ [-] (Tab. 3) considering structural systems in ordinary conditions and neglecting aging effects [62]-[71].

r [m]

LSb,1

LSb,2

LSb,3

LSb,4

LSb,5

LSb,6

LSb,7

LSb,8

LSb,9

LSb,10

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

pf (50 years)=1.5·10

-3

Table 2: Limit state thresholds for the isolation level.

μ [-]

LSμ,1

LSμ,2

LSμ,3

LSμ,4

LSμ,5

LSμ,6

LSμ,7

LSμ,8

LSμ,9

LSμ,10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

pf (50 years)=2.2·10

-2

Table 3: Limit state thresholds for the superstructure.
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Fig.s 4-5 show the fragility curves regarding the isolation level and the superstructure.
Each figure contains several curves corresponding to the different values of the mass ratio and
strength reduction factors q, considered in this study. Only the results corresponding to some
limit state thresholds and to Tb=3, 6 s are reported because of space constraints. Generally, the
seismic fragility decreases for increasing the limit state thresholds. The curves reflect the
same trend of the IDA curves.
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Figure 4: Seismic fragility curves of the superstructure related to Id=6 for Lµ,1=1 and Tb =3 s (a), Lµ,1=1 and Tb =6
s (b), Lµ,3=3 and Tb =3 s (c), Lµ,3=3 and Tb =6 s (d), Lµ,5=5 and Tb =3 s (e), Lµ,5=5 and Tb =6 s (f).
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Figure 5: Seismic fragility curves of the isolation level related to Id=6 for LSb,4=0.2 m and Tb =3 s (a), LSb,4=0.2 m
and Tb =6 s (b), LSb,8=0.4 m and Tb =3 s (c), LSb,8=0.4 m and Tb =6 s (d).

4.4

Site seismic hazard

The local seismic hazard of L’Aquila site (Italy), soil class B, with geographic coordinates
42°38’49’’N and 13°42’25’’E, has been considered. The seismic hazard curves (Fig. 6), expressed in terms of IM= SD(Tb) and related to the four values of the isolated periods analysed
in the parametric study, have been realized according to NTC08 [37]. Each curve represents
the average values of the annual rate λs of exceeding the IM level.
10-1
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Tb=6 s

λs[years -1]

10-2
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10-4

10-5
0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
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Figure 6: Seismic hazard curves related to the different isolated periods Tb for L’Aquila site (Italy).
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4.5

Seismic reliability analysis

Integrating the previously defined fragility curves with the seismic hazard curve, expressed
in terms of the same IM, related to the reference site, allows to calculate the mean annual rates
of exceeding the limit states. These latter ones have to be transformed into probabilities of
exceedance in the time frame of interest (e.g., 50 years) by using a Poisson distribution in order to evaluate the seismic reliability of the base-isolated structures equipped with FP devices.
In Fig. 7-8, the linear regressions of the curves representing the seismic reliability (structural performance (SP) curves) of the isolation level and of the superstructure are plotted in
logarithmic scale for the different limit state thresholds in terms of radius in plan r and the
displacement ductility μ, respectively, and for different values of mass ratio and (ductilitydependent) strength reduction factor.
Fig. 7 shows the seismic reliability curves of the isolation level. It is possible to observe
that, in most of cases, the increase of the (ductility-dependent) strength reduction factor and of
the mass ratio leads to a slight increase of the seismic reliability, while an increase of Tb lead
to a decrease of the seismic reliability. From these seismic reliability-based design (SRBD)
abacuses, it is possible to design the plan dimension of the isolator (i.e., radius in plan r of the
concave surface) in order to respect the expected reliability level. In particular, an exceeding
probability of Pf = 1.5·10-3 (related to the collapse limit state, reliability index β= 3 in 50 years)
[46]-[49] is achieved through a radius in plan r ranging from about 0.35 m to about 0.8 m depending on the values of the structural properties.
Fig. 8 represent the seismic reliability (structural performance (SP)) curves of the inelastic
superstructure. From these abacuses, it is possible to evaluate the displacement ductility demand as function of q for each parameter combination corresponding to the exceeding probability in 50 years, equal to 2.2·10-2 [46].
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In fact, this value of failure probability is related to the life safety limit state , adopted as
reference limit state in order to define the seismic intensity of the reference site (L’Aquila,
Italy) and design the inelastic characteristics of the several base-isolated structural systems
analyzed, as provided by [37] and previously described. The results show that the seismic reliability of the superstructure decreases for higher values of γ, q and Tb. Therefore, it is possible to declare that for some parameter combinations the values of the (ductility-dependent)
strength reduction factor q can lead to very high values of the ductility demand for baseisolated systems with FPS also due to the uncertainty on the sliding friction coefficient. Indeed, especially for high mass ratio with low isolated periods, the upper limit value of q
should be lower than 1.5. In the hypothesis of regular building frames, these proposed reliability-based design (SRBD) abacuses can be used for the preliminary design of the dimensions in plan of the friction pendulum devices and for the evaluation of the ductility demand
of the superstructure depending on structural properties in an area with a seismic hazard similar to that considered. Within the force-based approach for designing new base-isolated systems, the codes [35]-[39] provide behaviour factors which consider both the ductilitydependent and overstrength factors depending on the properties of the superstructure. The results of the seismic reliability analysis in this study, related to both superstructure and isolation devices, represent the corresponding behaviour of the equivalent perfectly elastoplastic
models and, therefore, are influenced only by the ductility-dependent term of the behaviour
factor recommended by [35]-[39]. Therefore, considering a reduced value of the behaviour
factor provided by the provisions [35]-[39], obtained from the ratio with respect to the corresponding overstrength factor recommended by [35]-[39], it is possible to design the FPS properties in compliance with the codes.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper deals with the seismic reliability of inelastic structural systems equipped with
FPS. The isolated structures are described by employing an equivalent 2dof model characterized by a perfectly elastoplastic rule to account for the inelastic response of the yielding superstructure, whereas, the FPS behavior is described by a velocity-dependent model. Then,
incremental dynamic analyses are developed to evaluate the response statistics related to both
superstructure and isolation level for different mass ratios and (ductility-dependent) strength
reduction factors. The estimates of the response statistics, then, are used for deriving seismic
fragility curves for the yielding superstructure and the isolation level assuming different values of the corresponding limit state thresholds. In the final part of the work, considering the
seismic hazard curves related to L’Aquila site (Italy), as provided by NTC08, regarding systems with a design life of 50 years, seismic reliability-based (SRBD) abacuses are proposed
with the aim to define the radius in plan of the FP isolators and the ductility demand in function of the structural properties and the reliability level expected. From the results of reliability analysis of the superstructure, it is possible to declare that the values of the strength
reduction factor for base-isolated systems with FPS should be lower than 1.5.
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Abstract. This work aims to evaluate the seismic reliability of nonlinear systems, considering
both a hardening and softening post-yielding behavior, isolated by friction pendulum devices
(FPS) for different values of the strength reduction factor. The isolated structure is described
through an equivalent 2dof model, whereas, the FPS behavior is described by a velocity dependent model. An extensive parametric study is carried out encompassing a wide range of
inelastic building properties considering different values of the post-yielding stiffness, different seismic intensity levels and considering the friction coefficient as a random variable. Defined a set of natural seismic records and scaled to the seismic intensity corresponding to life
safety limit state for L’Aquila site (Italy) according to NTC08, the yielding characteristics of
the superstructures are consequently designed according to NTC08 for different values of the
strength reduction factor. Incremental dynamic analyses (IDA) are developed to evaluate the
seismic fragility curves of both the inelastic superstructure and the isolation level assuming
different values of the corresponding limit states. Integrating the fragility curves with the
seismic hazard curves related to L’Aquila site (Italy), the reliability curves of the inelastic
base-isolated structural systems, with a design life of 50 years, are derived and proposed in
order to provide useful design recommendations depending on both the strength reduction
factors and post-yielding behavior.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Friction pendulum system (FPS) represents an effective technique for the seismic isolation
[1] of building frames [2]-[3]. The modeling aspects of the FPS isolation technique (e.g., [4][7]) and the effects of the variation of both systems and FP devices as well the influence of
the seismic input have been object of many works. Over the years, within the issue of the passive control of structures, many works have developed new design strategies and methodologies [8]-[14]. Reliability analysis and reliability-based optimization of base-isolated systems
including uncertainties of both the isolation devices properties and ground motion characteristics have been evaluated by [15]-[18].
In [19], the life-cycle cost analysis of the abovementioned r.c. 3D system isolated by FPS
bearings has been evaluated for increasing values of the isolation degree. The seismic reliability-based design (SRBD) approach for elastic systems has been proposed by Castaldo et al.
[20]. Optimal friction coefficient values have been defined in [21] depending on the soil condition.
Seismic codes [22]-[26] aim to keeping the response of base-isolated structures, under
strong earthquake events, elastic in order to avoid non linear amplification phenomenon [27]
by means of low values of the strength reduction factor [22],[26] or behaviour factor [23]-[24].
In particular, the Italian seismic code, NTC08 [24], the European seismic code Eurocode 8
[23] and the Japanese building code [25] provide a maximum behavior factor value of 1.5 for
base-isolated structures, without explicitly distinguishing the different terms (i.e., ductility
and overstrength factors). The US seismic design codes, ASCE 7 [22], prescribes the strength
reduction factor for a seismically isolated structure to be 0.375 times the one for a corresponding fixed-base structure and no larger than 2. Indeed, Vassiliou et al. [28], proved that if the
base-isolated structures are designed to respond inelastically, the displacement ductility demand of the inelastic base-isolated structure is 3 times the strength reduction factor. Furthermore, [29] and [30] proved that the equal displacement rule and the equal energy rule cannot
be used for isolated systems. Reliability-based relationship between the ductility-dependent
strength reduction factors and the displacement ductility demand are proposed by [31] for a
perfectly elastoplastic structural system equipped with FPS and located in L’Aquila site (Italy)
for different structural system properties.
The aim of this work is to further advance the study of Castaldo et al. [31] evaluating the
seismic reliability of non linear base-isolated systems with hardening and softening post-yield
stiffness and for increasing strength reduction factors.
2

NON-LINEAR SOFTENING MODEL OF A BASE-ISOLATED STRUCTURE
WITH FPS

The model used in this study is the 2dof system proposed by Kelly [35], modified to account for the non-linear responses of both the isolation level and the superstructure (Fig. 1).
The bearing response is modelled using a bilinear hysteretic response envelope, a typical
model used for FPS system in the hypothesis to consider the horizontal component of the FP
displacements [2].Therefore, the bearing restoring force is:
W
f b  ub   d W sgn u b 
R
(1)


W

m

m
g
where
is the weight on the bearing, g is the gravity constant, R is the radius
b
s
of curvature of the FPS, u b is the displacement of the isolation level with respect to the
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ground,  d is the bearing friction coefficient, sgn is the signum function of the sliding velocity, u b .
The friction coefficient at sliding velocity u b , according to Mokha et el. and Constantinou
et al. [4]-[6], can be approximated by the following equation:
 d  f max   f max  f min exp  ub 
(2)
where f max and f min are the friction coefficient attained at high and at very low velocities of
sliding respectively,  is a constant for a given pressure, temperature and condition of FPS
interfaces, assumed equal to 30 and the ratio f max / f min equal to 3 [21],[31].
us

Superstructure mass

ms

ks/2
Base mass

Hardening Superstructure
fs
ky
fy

Softening Superstructure
fs
ky
fy

ks
uy u0 u s

ks
uy u0 us

ks/2
FPS isolator

ub

FP bearings
fb
W/R

mb

ub

Figure 1: 2dof model of a building isolated with FPS.
Regarding the inelastic response of the superstructure, the behaviour is described using a
non-linear constitutive law, for which the restoring force varies if the superstructure is in the
elastic or in plastic phases. The superstructure is in the elastic phases if Eqn.(3) is satisfied
and the corresponding restoring force is given by Eqn.(4).
us ,i  u0,i 1  y  us ,i 
(3)
(4)
f s ,i  us ,i   ks  us ,i  u0,i 1 
In the equations (3) and (4), f s ,i is the superstructure restoring force at time instant i , u s ,i
is the deformation of the superstructure with respect to the base at time instant i , u0,i 1 is the
maximum plastic excursion at time instant ( i  1 ), k s is the elastic stiffness of the superstructure. The function y(u s ,i ) is the yielding condition that is not univocally defined because the
elastic domain translates, so the yielding limits are different in function of the direction of the
displacement. The yielding condition can assume the following values:
y(us ,i )  u y  S  us ,i  u y  for ( u0,i 1  0 & us ,i  u0,i 1 ) and ( u0,i 1  0 & us ,i  u0,i 1 )
y(us ,i )  u y  S  us ,i  u y  for ( u0,i 1  0 & us ,i  u0,i 1 ) and ( u0,i 1  0 & us ,i  u0,i 1 )

(5a,b)

where u y is the yield displacement, whose yield force is f y , S is the ratio between the postyield and the elastic stiffness [36],[37]:
ky
S
ks
(6)
The superstructure is in the plastic phases if:
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us ,i  u0,i 1  y (us ,i )

the restoring force applies:

(7)

f s ,i  us   ks (us ,i  y)sgn(us ,i  u0,i 1 )

(8)
It follows that the response of an inelastic 2dof system isolated with FPS devices (Fig. 1)
to the seismic input ug  t  is governed by Eqn. (9):
W
ub  dW sgn ub    mb  ms  u g
R
ms ub  ms us  cs us  f s  us   msu g

 mb  m s  ub  msus  cbub 

(9a,b)
where ms and mb are respectively the mass of the superstructure and of the basement, cs is
the superstructure viscous damping constant, cb is the bearing viscous damping constant. By
introducing the mass ratio  

ms
[35], the isolation b 
 ms  mb 

kb

 ms  mb 

g
and
R

structural s  k s ms circular frequency, the isolation  b  cb 2mb  ms b and structural

 s  cs 2mss damping ratio, and dividing Eqn.(9a) by mb  ms and Eqn.(9b) by ms , the
equations of motion can be reduced to a non-dimensional form:
g
ub   us  2bbub  ub  d g sgn ub  ug
R
ub  us  2 ss us  as  us   ug

(10a,b)
where as  us   f s  us  / ms is the dimensionless force of the superstructure that changes if the
superstructure is in an elastic or plastic phase. The seismic isolation degree [40] is an indicator of isolation system efficiency for elastic structures and results to be the ratio between the
isolation Tb  2 b and structural Ts  2  s period of vibration: I d  Tb Ts [40].
2.1

Behavior factor and displacement ductility of the non-linear superstructure

Regarding the inelastic response of a superstructure ([40]), characterized by a single degree
of freedom with an hardening or softening behavior the strength reduction factor is defined as:
f
u
q  s ,el  s ,el
fy
uy
(11)
where f s ,el and us ,el are, respectively, the minimum yield strength and yield deformation required for the superstructure to remain elastic during a ground motion, or the peak response
values for the corresponding linear system. Note that in the case of softening systems, assumed as the equivalent model representative of multistory frame taking count of the P  
effect [38],[39] the abovementioned behaviour factor q represents only the ductilitydependent term strength reduction factor because overstrength capacities, assumed with the
equivalent model, are completely absent. Therefore, the reduction factor or behavior factor,
hereinafter denoted as q, is consistent with the code provisions [22]-[26] in the case of a unitary overstrength factor and with the one discussed by [31] for the case of softening systems.
The displacement ductility,  , of the superstructure is defined as:
u
  s,max
uy
(12)
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where us,max  us  t  max is the peak displacement of the inelastic system
3

UNCERTAINTIES WITHIN THE SEISMIC RELIABILITY OF NON-LINEAR
SUPERSTRUCTURES EQUIPPED WITH FPS

According to the structural performance (SP) evaluation method [41]-[43], the seismic reliability assessment of buildings is based on the coupling between SP levels [44] and associated exceeding probabilities during its design life [45]-[46]. Coherently with the PEER-like
modular approach [47] and performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) approach
[48]-[49], the uncertainties related to the seismic input intensity are separated from those related to the characteristics of the record (record-to-record variability) by introducing an intensity measure (IM). The approach, as also discussed in [20],[31], is based on calculating the
convolution integral between the fragility curves and a seismic hazard curve, expressed in
terms of the same IM, related to a reference site, in order to define the mean annual rates exceeding the limit states and, next, using a Poisson distribution, evaluate the exceeding probabilities in the time frame of interest (e.g., 50 years). Superstructure properties are not included
as random variables as discussed in [31],[50]. Regarding the uncertainty of the sliding friction
coefficient at large velocity of the FP devices, an appropriate Gaussian probability density
function (PDF) is employed and the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method [31]-[34] is
adopted as random sampling technique in order to define the input data set, as also described
in [31] in order to compare the results. In particular, the friction coefficient at large velocity is
modelled through a Gaussian probability density function (PDF), defined from 0.5% to 5.5%
with a mean value equal to 3% [51] and a standard deviation equal to the dispersion of a corresponding uniform PDF truncated on both sides to 0.5% and 5.5%. As widely discussed in
[31], 15 values of the random variable f max are sampled through the LHS method.
3.1

Seismic input and intensity measure (IM) description

In this study, the spectral displacement, SD b , Tb  , at the isolated period of the system,
Tb  2 / b and for the damping ratio  b , is assumed as intensity measure. The spectral dis-

placement is related to the spectral acceleration S D  b , Tb   S pa  b , Tb  b2 . In the analyses

carried out in this study, the damping ratio b is taken equal to zero, consistently with other
works which assume that friction is the only source of damping in the isolators [31],[52]. The
corresponding IM is hereinafter denoted as S D Tb  and it is assumed ranging from 0 m to
0.45 m according to the seismic hazard of L’Aquila site (Italy) [24]. A set of 30 natural
ground motion records, selected within the ground motion databases [53]-[55]. The details
and characteristics of the selected ground motion records may be found in [31].
4

PARAMETRIC STUDY: INCREMENTAL DINAMIC ANALYSIS RESULT

The first step to determinate the seismic reliability of the inelastic softening base-isolated
equivalent systems, located in L’Aquila site (Italy), consists in developing incremental dynamic analyses (IDAs) [56]. An extensive parametric study is carried out encompassing a
wide range of the parameter combinations related to isolation level and superstructure, according to Eqn.(10).
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4.1

Parametric study

The parametric study encompasses several values related to elastic and inelastic building
properties combined with the 15 input values of the friction coefficient random variable, the
30 ground motion records scaled to the different levels of the IM= S D Tb  , ranging from 0 m
to 0.45 m. The deterministic parameters are: the seismic isolation degree I d equal to 4, the
isolation period of vibration Tb equal to 6 s, the mass ratio  assumed equal to 0.6 and 0.8,
the behavior factor q ranging from 1.1 to 2 according to the codes [22]-[25] and the post-yield
stiffness S assumed equal to  0.03 [36]-[39]. It follows that several equivalent 2dof structural
systems, with isolation damping ratio b and superstructure damping ratio  s respectively
equal to 0% and 2%, are defined. In order to develop the incremental non-linear dynamic analyses, the yielding characteristics of each equivalent structural system have to be designed.
Therefore, the elastic equivalent 2dof system with a design friction coefficient equal to 3%
has been subjected to the set of 30 seismic records, scaled to the IM= S D Tb  value related to
the life safety limit state (NTC08 [24]) for L’Aquila site (Italy): the IM= S D Tb  is equal to
0.26 m for Tb =6 s [31]. The dynamic analyses, carried out in Matlab-Simulink [68], of the 32
base-isolated systems equipped with velocity-dependent FPS and with a superstructure linear
behaviour have allowed to evaluate the average values of both the yield strength f y ,average and
displacement u y ,average of the superstructure for each value of q, according to Eqn.(13) and as
developed in [31]. In this way, all the yielding characteristics of the seveal equivalent nonlinear structural systems have been defined according to the codes [22]-[25] in order to compare the results with the outcomes described in [31] and evaluate the influence of the postyield stiffness.

u y ,average 
4.2

f y ,average
ks



f s ,el ,average
ks q



us ,el ,average
q

(11)

Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) result for different structural parameters

The above-mentioned equivalent non-linear structural systems, with the different structural
parameters (q and S) and combined for each value of the sampled friction coefficient, are subjected to the 30 ground motions, scaled to the several intensity levels values within the IDA.
The isolated non-linear systems are modelled in Matlab-Simulink [68] to solve the coupled
equations (Eqn.(10)) and determine the isolation and superstructure responses. In particular,
the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration algorithm available in Matlab-Simulink has been employed. A total number of 450 simulations has been carried out for each IM and parameters
combination. Note that for a structure with a softening behaviour the maximum available ductility capacity, assumed herein as the collapse condition, is reached when the reduction in the
strength is complete. This assumption represents the failure condition assumed within the
numerical analyses. The results of the incremental non-linear dynamic analyses (IDAs), taking into account the collapsed systems, have allowed to estimate the superstructure and isolation response parameters, expressed in terms of displacement ductility demand  and of
maximum displacement of the isolation level with respect to the ground ub,max  ub t  max , respectively, adopted as the engineering demand parameters (EDPs) and assumed to follow a
lognormal distribution [21],[31],[48],[52]. Knowing the sample lognormal mean ln ( EDP)
and the dispersion  ( EDP) , it is possible to determine the 50th, 84th and 16th percentile of
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each lognormal distribution [20]. The IDA results of the isolation level and the superstructure
are respectively illustrated in Fig.s 2-3 depending on the intensity measure IM and on the behavior factor q.
Note that the 50th, 84th and 16th percentiles, related to both isolation level and superstructure shown in the figures of this section, have been evaluated only from the results without
considering the failures. The presence of the data characterized by the dynamic collapses has
been taken into account within the seismic fragility assessment as discussed later. This means
that, for the case of softening systems, some results from the IDA curves do not represent the
real response of these systems. In particular, all IDA curves, related to softening systems, illustrate that for quite all parameter combinations and IM levels, the number of dynamic collapses is very high.
q=1.1
q=1.2
q=1.3
q=1.4
q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

b)

84th
50th
16th

ub,max [m]

ub,max [m]

a)

q=1.1
q=1.2
q=1.3
q=1.4
q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

84th
50th
16th

0.45

0.45

SD(Tb) [m]

SD(Tb) [m]

Fig. 2. IDA curves of the isolation level with  =0.6, Id=4, and Tb=6 s for S=+0.03 (a), S=-0.03 (b)
q=1.1
q=1.2
q=1.3
q=1.4
q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

b)

84th
50th
16th

µ[-]

µ[-]

a)

q=1.1
q=1.2
q=1.3
q=1.4
q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

84th
50th
16th

0.45

0.45

SD(Tb) [m]

SD(Tb) [m]

Fig. 3. IDA curves of the superstructure with  =0.6, Id=4, and Tb=6 s for S=+0.03 (a), S=-0.03 (b).

Fig. 2 shows the IDA results regarding the isolation level response parameter u b,max , whereas Fig. 3 shows the IDA curves regarding the superstructure EDP  . The statistics of the
EDP  are strongly influenced by q: the increase of the strength reduction factor q leads to a
very high increase of the displacement ductility demand  .
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5

SEISMIC FRAGILITY OF INELASTIC SOFTENING STRUCTURES WITH FPS

In order to evaluate the seismic fragility, defined as the probabilities Pf exceeding different limit states (LSs) at each level of the IM, of the isolation level and of the superstructure,
the limit state LS thresholds have to be defined. In particular, the performance levels of the
isolation system are assumed in terms of radius in plan of the concave surface, r [m]; while,
the performance levels of the superstructure are defined in terms of available displacement
ductility,  [-]. Tables 1-2 show the LS for the isolation level and the superstructure related to
the collapse and the safety limit state respectively considering structural systems in ordinary
conditions and neglecting aging effects [57]-[67]. For both collapse and life safety LSs, characterized by appropriate failure probabilities in 50 years [19],[42],[43], several thresholds are
analyzed because the scope of the study is to define the LS thresholds to be employed for a
reliable design or verification of base-isolated non linear systems analyzing the response of
the equivalent inelastic 2dof model, as discussed in the following sections.

r [m]

LSb,1

LSb,2

LSb,3

LSb,4

LSb,5

LSb,6

LSb,7

LSb,8

LSb,9

LSb,10

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

pf (50 years)=1.5·10

-3

Table 1: Limit state thresholds for the isolation level.

μ [-]

LSμ,1

LSμ,2

LSμ,3

LSμ,4

LSμ,5

LSμ,6

LSμ,7

LSμ,8

LSμ,9

LSμ,10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

pf (50 years)=2.2·10

-2

Table 2: Limit state thresholds for the superstructure.

The probabilities Pf exceeding different LSs at each level of the IM, are numerically computed for each combination of the structural properties (1280 equivalent structural systems)
and then fitted through lognormal distributions [20]. In this phase, as for the softening systems and with the aim to consider both the collapse and not-collapse cases for each parameter
combination at each IM level, the total probability theorem allows to estimate the probability
exceeding a limit state at each intensity measure level considering the collapse number [69] as
follows:
N notcollapse
 N notcollapse 

PSL ( IM  im)  (1  FEDP|IM im ( LS EDP )) 
 1  1 
(12)
N
N


where N is the total number of analyses for the structural system at each IM level, and
Nnot collapse is the number of numerical simulations without any collapse. The first term of
Eq.(12) defines the probability exceeding a LS corresponding to not-collapsing structural
models [69]. The fragility curves are plotted in Fig.s 4-7 showing the exceedance probabilities
Pf versus the ground motion intensity. Each figure contains several curves corresponding to
the different values of the mass ratio and strength reduction factors q considered. Only the
results corresponding to some limit state thresholds and to I d =4 and Tb =6 s are reported because of space constraints.
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q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

b)
γ=0.6
γ=0.8

Pf [-]

Pf [-]

a)

q=1.1
q=1.2
q=1.3
q=1.4
q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

γ=0.6
γ=0.8

0.45

0.45
SD (Tb) [m]

SD (Tb) [m]

Fig. 4. Seismic fragility curves of the isolation level related to LSb,4=0.2 m, for Id=4 and Tb=6 s, S=+0.03 (a),
Id=4 and Tb=6 s, S=-0.03 (b).
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Pf [-]

Pf [-]
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q=1.2
q=1.3
q=1.4
q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

γ=0.6
γ=0.8

0.45

0.45
SD (Tb) [m]

SD (Tb) [m]

Fig. 5. Seismic fragility curves of the isolation level related to LS b,8=0.4 m, for Id=4 and Tb=6 s, S=+0.03 (a),
Id=4 and Tb=6 s, S=-0.03 (b).
q=1.1
q=1.2
q=1.3
q=1.4
q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

b)
γ=0.6
γ=0.8

Pf [-]

Pf [-]

a)

q=1.1
q=1.2
q=1.3
q=1.4
q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

γ=0.6
γ=0.8

0.45

0.45
SD (Tb) [m]

SD (Tb) [m]

Fig. 6. Seismic fragility curves of the superstructure related to LS μ,3=3, for Id=4 and Tb=6 s, S=+0.03 (a), Id=4
and Tb=6 s, S=-0.03 (b).
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q=1.1
q=1.2
q=1.3
q=1.4
q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

b)
γ=0.6
γ=0.8

Pf [-]

Pf [-]

a)

q=1.1
q=1.2
q=1.3
q=1.4
q=1.5
q=1.6
q=1.7
q=1.8
q=1.9
q=2

γ=0.6
γ=0.8

0.45

0.45
SD (Tb) [m]

SD (Tb) [m]

Fig. 7. Seismic fragility curves of the superstructure related to LS μ,5=5, for Id=4 and Tb=6 s, S=+0.03 (a), Id=4
and Tb=6 s, S=-0.03 (b).

Fig.s 4-5 show the fragility curves regarding the isolation level. Generally, the seismic fragility decreases for increasing the limit state thresholds. For all limit states, the exceeding
probabilities slightly decrease for higher values of  . The influence of  is amplified also
due to the uncertainty of the friction coefficient. Especially, in the case of high values of limit
state thresholds, the exceeding probabilities Pf increase by increasing q. Furthermore, a decrease of the post-yield stiffness ratio S also leads to higher probability of exceedance.
Fig.s 6-7 show the fragility curves regarding the superstructure. Similarly to the isolation
seismic fragility curves, the exceeding probabilities decrease by increasing the limit state thresholds. Higher values of  lead to slightly higher values of the exceeding probabilities as
well as higher values of q lead to strongly higher values of seismic fragility. Moreover, the
post-yield stiffness ratio S strongly influences leading to a higher displacement ductility demand for lower values of S.
6

SEISMIC RELIABILITY OF INELASTIC BASE-ISOLATED STRUCTURES
WITH FPS

Integrating the previously defined seismic fragility curves with the seismic hazard curves,
expressed in terms of the same IM, SD(Tb), related to the reference site (L’Aquila (Italy)), allows to calculate the mean annual rates exceeding the limit states in the time frame of interest.
These latter ones have to be transformed into exceeding probabilities in the time frame of interest (e.g., 50 years) by using a Poisson distribution in order to evaluate the seismic reliability of the non-linear structures isolated by FPS. In this work, the local seismic hazard of
L’Aquila site (Italy), soil class B, with geographic coordinates 42°38’49’’N and 13°42’25’’E,
has been considered according to [31]. The seismic hazard curves have been defined in terms
of IM  S D Tb  and related to the isolated period analysed in the parametric study, according
to NTC08 [24]. The seismic hazard curve represents the average values of the annual rate exceeding the IM  S D Tb  level, as widely discussed in [31].
The linear regression curves, for the isolation level, defined in the range between 10-1-10-4
in the semi-logarithmic space, representative of the seismic reliability of the friction devices,
are plotted for different displacement thresholds, varying from 0.05 m to 1 m, in Fig. 8. The
lowest value of R-square is higher than to 0.8 confirming a quite good effectiveness of the
regressions. It is possible to observe that the seismic reliability of the isolation level is slightly
influenced by as previously described for the fragility curves. The increase of the strength
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reduction factor leads a decrease of the seismic reliability. These performance curves, (SPisolator), (Fig. 8), can be used for the preliminary design of the dimensions in plan of the FP devices, depending on the elastic and inelastic structural properties in an area with a seismic hazard
similar to that considered, in order to respect the expected reliability level. In particular, an
exceeding probability of Pf = 1.5·10-3 (related to the collapse limit state, reliability index =3
in 50 years) [42]-[45] can be respected through a radius in plan r having a dimension lower
than 1m, in the case of very low values of the behaviour factor.
a)

b)
q

γ=0.6
γ=0.8

Pf [-] (50 years)

Pf [-] (50 years)

γ=0.6
γ=0.8

q

r [m]

r [m]

Fig. 8. Seismic reliability curves of the isolation level related to Id=4, for Tb=6 s, S=+0.03 (a), Tb=6 s, S=-0.03 (b).
The arrow denotes the increasing direction of q.
a)

b)
γ=0.6
γ=0.8

γ=0.6
γ=0.8

Pf [-] (50 years)

q

Pf [-] (50 years)

q

μ [-]

μ [-]

Fig. 9. Seismic reliability curves of the superstructure related to Id=4, for Tb=6 s, S=+0.03 (a), Tb=6 s, S=-0.03 (b).
The arrow denotes the increasing direction of q.

In Fig. 9, the results, evaluated for   1 , representing the seismic reliability (SP curves) of
the inelastic superstructure, that is, the exceeding probabilities (Complementary CDFs) in the
time frame of interest (50 years), are plotted in logarithmic scale for the different LS thresholds in terms of the displacement ductility and for different values of the superstructure
properties. The seismic reliability of the superstructure decreases for higher values of , q and
decreasing values of S (from hardening to softening systems).
7

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the seismic reliability of inelastic softening structural systems,
equipped with friction pendulum isolators (FPS) through an extensive parametric study encompassing a wide range of elastic and inelastic building properties, different seismic intensity levels and considering the friction coefficient and the uncertainties related to the seismic
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input intensity and to the characteristics of the records as random variables within the uncertainties relevant to the problem. The isolated system is described by a 2dof system in order to
take account of the hardening and softening superstructure response, and the FPS behavior is
described by employing a velocity dependent model. Considering a set of seismic records, the
inelastic characteristics of the structural systems are designed according to the life safety limit
state for L’Aquila site (Italy), as provided by NTC08 provisions, for increasing strength reduction factors. Then, incremental dynamic analyses are developed to evaluate the response
statistics related to both superstructure and isolation level for different structural properties,
strength reduction factors and post-yield hardening and softening stiffness ratios. The estimates of the response statistics, then, are used for deriving seismic fragility curves for the superstructure and the isolation level assuming different values of the corresponding limit state
thresholds. In the final part of the work, considering the seismic hazard curves related to
L’Aquila site (Italy), as provided by NTC08 provisions, regarding systems isolated by FP
bearings with a design life of 50 years, seismic reliability-based design (SRBD) abacuses are
proposed with the aim to design the radius in plan of the FP isolators, highlighting the effects
of the post-yield hardening and softening stiffness. In particular, an exceeding probability related to the collapse limit state can be achieved through a radius in plan r having a dimension
lower than 1m, in the case of very low values of the behaviour factor for softening systems.
As for the superstructure, the seismic reliability assessment demonstrates the negative effects due to the post-yield softening stiffness able to strongly amplify the displacement ductility demand for isolated structure designed to yield under the expected seismic base shear and
may lead to collapse. The proposed SRBD formulae can be used for the preliminary design of
hardening structures and verification of base-isolated hardening or softening regular frames,
located in an area characterized by a seismic hazard similar to that considered.
8
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Abstract. In the aftermath of low-to-moderate earthquakes, simplified methods allowing fast
estimate of maximum lateral deformations experienced in multistory building are particularly
useful when estimating nonstructural damage on a large building inventory. In particular,
Miranda [1] introduced a simplified method that adopts an equivalent continuum elastic
structure to estimate both maximum roof displacement and maximum interstorey drift ratio
for a given response spectrum. Based on a closed-form solution, this method was further extended [2] to account for higher vibration modes, different distributions of lateral forces and
non-uniform stiffness along the height. However, the method assumes that building properties
will continuously vary along the height, assumption that is not generally valid for the Italian
building stock due to the presence of knee beams and infill panels. This paper investigates on
the effect of variation of infill properties on the elastic lateral response of infilled RC buildings, assessing the influence of different characteristics, such as geometric and material
properties or the opening percentage, on IDRmax. Plane Multi-degree-of-freedom elastic models including explicit modeling of infill panels are adopted and the effect of local discontinuities is included, while linear time-history analyses are performed considering several input
ground motions. The effect on the interstorey drift ratio of different opening percentages and
infill arrangements, both at the same storey and along the height, are considered to account
for discontinuities caused by the presence of infills. Further, the influence of different types
and thicknesses of the infill panels, level connection to the surrounding frame is analyzed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The inter-story drift ratio, IDR, defined as the difference in lateral displacements between two
consecutive floors normalized by the inter-story height, has proven to be one of the best correlated parameters to damage in buildings ([3]-[8]), and this applies especially also for those
part of the nonstructural system that are rigidly connected to the structure, such as masonry
infill walls. There exist a number of proposals in literature for the simplified evaluation of lateral demands in multistory buildings ([9]-[12]). Among them, the approach by Miranda [1],
successively corrected to account for the stiffness variation in elevation [2], allows a simplified estimation of maximum roof displacement and inter-story drift IDRmax that has proven to
yield reliable results for multistory buildings in the USA, designed according to modern seismic standards. However, existing buildings that were not designed according to modern seismic design codes may be characterized by a non-uniform stiffness variation along the height
and as a consequence these simplified methods may loose their effectiveness [13]. This may
happen also for infilled RC buildings, whose lateral stiffness is largely influenced by the infill
characteristics and on the efficacy of their casting with the surrounding frame.
This paper investigates on the effect of variation of infill properties on the elastic lateral response of infilled RC buildings, assessing the influence of different characteristics, such as
geometric and material properties or the opening percentage, on IDRmax.
Adopting a single RC frame as the “reference” structure the consequence of variation of single parameters on IDRmax is studied, and their joint effect evaluated through the story level
stiffness. The latter, that can be even computed in a simplified manner according to the proposal in [14], is used as a synthetic representative parameter for building elastic characteristics at the story level. Also, the story level stiffness variation (at the lower or upper stories of a
building) is used to investigate on its influence on the elastic response, also in comparison
with the results of simplified approaches.
2

ELASTIC MODEL OF UNIFORMLY INFILLED RC FRAME

Reference structure
The reference structure is a six-story gravity load designed RC frame with three bays, with
length equal to 6.0m and an interstorey height equal to 3.0m. The analyzed planar frame is the
perimeter longitudinal frame extracted from a 3D structure symmetric in plane, in both longitudinal and transverse directions, with three bays in both the longitudinal and the transverse
direction and with a floor area equal to 216 m2. The slab way is parallel to the transverse direction, as typical for existing gravity load designed GLD buildings [15]-[16]; the dead load is
equal to 5.95 kN/m2 for all stories and the live load is equal to 2 kN/m2. The element dimensions of the analyzed frame were obtained via a simulated design procedure applied for a
GLD building [17], assuming a mean concrete strength equal to 20MPa. Beams are 25cm
wide and 55cm high; columns are 25cm wide and 25cm high except for interior columns from
first to third story that are 40cm-35cm-30cm high, respectively. The model geometry for the
reference frame is sketched in Fig. 1. In the reference frame, infill panels are realized with
hollow clay brick panels and are uniformly distributed along the height. Panel thickness is assumed equal to tw=20 cm (corresponding to a double layer brick infill -12+8) and elastic shear
modulus Gw= 1350 MPa. Height hw and length lw of infill panels take into account the beam
and column dimensions, i.e. are clear dimensions.
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Analytical model
The building model is a two-dimensional finite element multi-degree of freedom system developed using OpenSees [18]. The response of beams and columns is represented by axially
rigid elastic elements. Both beams and columns are assumed cracked and the element stiffness
is evaluated according to [19]. Rigid beam-columns joints of finite size are adopted in the
model.
The presence of infill panels is simulated through a simplified macro-model adopting equivalent struts acting only in compression, as sketched in Figure 1. The numerical model of the
infill panels adopts the relationship proposed in [20]). In particular, the parameters defining
the force-displacement relationship depend on mechanical and geometric properties of the
masonry panel and of the surrounding frame. Referring to the infill behavior, only the first
(elastic) branch, which corresponds to initial shear behavior of the un-cracked panel, is employed. The parameter defining first branch of the force-displacement curve is the initial stiffness of the un-cracked initial tract Kw:
Kw 

G w t w lw
hw

(1)

Where Gw is the elastic shear modulus of the infill material; lw and hw are the clear length and
height of the infill panel, respectively; and tw is the thickness of the infill panel.
The compression strut is modeled as a truss element employing a uniaxial elastic-no tension
material.

Figure 1: “Reference” structure geometry and analytical model.
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Noticeably, when openings are present in the infill panel, a reduction of lateral stiffness has
to be expected. In order to take into account the effect of infill openings, a reduction of the
envelope forces in the load-displacement relationship of the panel is obtained by multiplying
it by openings , as suggested in [21]:

A openings
 openings  max  0;1  1.8 

A panel






(2)

where Aopenings and Apanel represents the area of the openings and of the infill panel, respectively.
Finally, both structural and nonstructural masses are considered as acting only in the horizontal direction. In order to include the influence of infill walls on structural damping, a 10%
Rayleigh damping is assumed according to [22].
2.1

Influence of infill characteristics on elastic periods and modes

In this study, we refer to infill panels realised with clay-holed bricks disposed in double arrays. The definition of mechanical characteristics of the panels is affected by high uncertainties. With the aim of considering the possible variability of such characteristics and to
investigate its effect, the minimum and maximum values of the elastic tangential modulus Gw
suggested for masonry formed by clay bricks, with hole percentage less than 45% in the actual Italian seismic code [23], are considered, namely 1080 and 1620 MPa; the “reference” value Gw= 1350 MPa corresponds to the mean. For what concerns the geometric characteristics,
three possible values for the infill thickness are assumed, tw1= 16 cm and tw2=20 cm and
tw3=24 cm, first case corresponding to double layer brick infill 8+8, second one to 12+8 and
third to 12+12. Moreover, the effect of opening is considered; in particular, the ratio
openings=Aopenings/Apanel is varied from 0% (the reference case) to 20% and 40%.
A parameter that that could be used to synthetically represent the effect of variation of the
aforementioned parameters on the structural model and response is the story lateral stiffness.
A simplified approach for its evaluation was proposed in [14]; it defines the storey lateral
stiffness of MRFs through equivalent simple systems that consists of sub-modules of onebay/one-story frames. The method allows to account for the influence on lateral stiffness of
both columns and beams and infill panels (considered as an equivalent concentrically braced
frame).

Figure 2: Variation of T1 as a function of mean story lateral stiffness K mean.
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Fig. 2 synthetically shows the effect of the three parameters Gw, tw and openings on the
mean story lateral stiffness (Kmean) and the associated fundamental period of the frame (T1).
Kmean is here defined as the mean lateral stiffness of the all the frame stories, with storey stiffness evaluated according to [14]. In particular, combining the possible variations for the three
considered parameters (Gw, tw and openings) a total number of 27 configurations is obtained.
The Kmean-T1 points representing the different configurations are shown in figure. It can be
noted that T1 varies proportionally to 1 versus the square root of Kmean, with slight deviations
due to the variation of seismic masses among the different configurations (depending on the
the variation of tw and openings). In the figure, it is also evidenced that the lower and the upper
bounds for Kmean are represented by the case in which the triplet (Gw, tw, openings) assumes
minimum and maximum values, respectively.
ELASTIC ANALYSIS OF THE INFILLED FRAME

3

The elastic response of the RC infilled frames is studied using the set of accelerograms (two
components from 21 earthquakes of the far field record set) included in ATC 63 [24]. All the
accelerograms are scaled to the same intensity level and elastic analysis is performed. Adopting the peak ground acceleration ag as Intensity Measure IM, and scaling all accelerograms to
ag=0.1 g, the IDR profiles shown in Figure 3 (a) are obtained. Black profile represents median
results while red profiles represent the results obtained for each accelerogram. As it can be
noted a high dispersion of maximum IDR at the various stories is obtained; this dispersion is
mainly due to the variation of displacement spectrum value Sd(T1) for the different accelerograms when scaled to the same ag; notably, the logarithmic dispersion is not constant along
the height and varies between 0.23 and 0.27.
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Figure 3: IDR profiles obtained for the “reference” structure after scaling the accelerograms to a g=0.1 g (a) or to
Sd(T1) =0.02 m (b).

Adopting Sd(T1) as IM and scaling all the accelerograms to Sd(T1)=0.02m a lower dispersion
is obtained, as shown in Figure 3 (b). The latter dispersion is due to the variation of displacement spectrum ordinates, with respect to period higher than the first, for the different accelerograms. In particular, the logarithmic dispersion decreases from a mean of 0.26 to 0.03.
Although the use of Sd(T1) as IM is appealing for the significant reduction of dispersion, in
the following analyses it is chosen to scale accelerograms with respect to ag in order to allow
comparison of results among RC frames characterized by a different period T1. Indeed, as
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shown in § 2.1, the variation of infills characteristics determines the variation of Kmean and of
the period T1.
3.1

Variation of IDRmax depending on infill characteristics

Figure 4 (a)-(c) show the influence of the different parameters on the expected lateral IDR
profiles for the 27 configurations obtained varying Gw, tw and openings. In particular, Figure 4
(a) shows the effect of variation of infills thickness tw, Figure 4 (b) the effect of variation of
Gw while Figure 4 (c) the effect of variation of openings. As it could be expected, the increase
(lowering) of thickness tw and infill stiffness Gw, shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b), leads to an
increase (decrease) in the system lateral stiffness and to the consequent lowering (increasing)
of the expected lateral IDR with respect to the reference structure of about 22% and 29%
(24% and 30%), respectively.
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Figure 4: IDR profiles along building height considering the variation of t w (a), GW (b) and openings (c).

Opposite effect is observed for openings; its higher value corresponding to more flexible
structures and therefore to higher IDR (320% higher than that for the reference structure).
Figure 5 (a)-(c) show the variation of IDRmax for the different configurations as a function
of openings (Figure 5 (a)), tw (Figure 5 (b)) and Gw (Figure 5 (c)). Comparing results with respect to the ones obtained for the reference structure it can be observed that a maximum decrease of IDRmax of about 40% can be expected for the case of the stiffer structures considered
(Gw=1620 MPa and tw=24 cm), while maximum expected increase of IDRmax is nearly 500%
for the case of more deformable structures (Gw=1080 MPa, tw=16 cm and openings=0.4).

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: IDRmax variation as a function of openings (a), tw (b) and GW (c)
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As evidenced in section 2.1 the variation of infill properties has a direct influence on system’s lateral stiffness and consequently on the elastic period and modes. The period is clearly
connected to maximum system’s elastic displacement response through Sd(T1) and modal participation factor, while also mode shapes influence the inter-storey drift profile. Figure 6
shows the variation of IDRmax as a function of T1 (median values among the 42 records scaled
to ag=0.1 g). In figure, square markers of different colors refer to the case of frames with different infill characteristics, namely black squares (tw=16 cm, openings=0); magenta squares
(tw=20 cm, openings=0); cyan squares (tw=24 cm, openings=0); red squares (tw=16 cm,
openings≠0); green squares (tw=20 cm, openings≠0); blue squares (tw=24 cm, openings≠0).
For comparison, also the IDRmax obtained with the approach proposed in [1] are considered.
In [1] a multistory building is modeled as equivalent continuum structure consisting of a
combination of a flexural cantilever beam and a shear cantilever beam. The response of this
equivalent system depends on a dimensionless parameter , that controls the degree of participation of overall flexural and shear deformations in the simplified model of multistory buildings, on the period T1 of the fundamental mode and on the damping. A value of 
approximately equal to zero represents a pure flexural model while for   ∞ a pure shear
model is obtained. Generally, larger  (e.g. 30) correspond to shear-type buildings, while intermediate values correspond to a multistory building that combines shear and flexural deformations. In [1] a simplified formulation for estimation of IDRmax is proposed:
IDR max  12

Sd (T)1
H

(3)

In Eq. (3) 1 can be considered as an amplification factor acting on the spectral displacement in order to obtain an estimate of the maximum roof displacement (similar to first mode
participation factor) while 2 as an amplification factor acting on roof drift ratio in order to
obtain the maximum IDR for a building of height H. 2 takes into account that usually the distribution of interstory drifts along the height of the building is not uniform. The authors have
studied the relationship of 1 and 2 with number of storeys and the shape of the vector of
horizontal loads applied to the equivalent system in the simplified formulation (a=0.01 triangular loads; a=2000 uniform loads). 2 is significantly larger for buildings where shear deformations dominate over flexural deformations ( > 20) with respect to the one obtained for
flexure dominated buildings ( ≈ 0); this evidences that shear-type buildings have larger concentrations of interstory drifts than flexural-type ones.
In Figure 6 the IDRmax calculated with Eq. (3) for each configuration obtained varying infill parameters are also shown (circle markers of the same color as previously explained). The
 of these buildings ranges between 18 and 22 when considering a=2000, and it is constant
and equal to 710 when considering a=0.1.
In Figure 6 it is also reported IDRmax calculated with Eq. (3) when considering an approximate formulation for the fundamental period T1 (triangles) and adopting =20 as suggested
in [11] for RC frames (diamond markers of the same color as previously explained). In particular, the expression for T1 proposed in [25] is employed. It accounts for the effect of infill
panels on the fundamental period and relays on the infill area in each story, normalized with
respect to the story area, the building height and the presence of openings, while not accounting explicitly for the effect of Gw and the opening percentage on T1. In this case, the difference in the estimate of IDRmax can be significant, mainly due to the variation of Sd(T1). For
instance, for the reference frame the difference between T1 from analysis and simplified for-
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mula is about 35%, that entail a difference in Sd (thus, in IDRmax according to eq. (3)) of about
60%.
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Figure 6: IDRmax variation as a function of T 1 (squares). IDRmax from Eq. (3) are also shown: (circles) uniform
load distribution (a=2000) for calibration of  and T1 from analyses; (diamonds)  =20 and T1 from [25].

3.2

Preliminary evaluation of the influence of stiffness variation in elevation on
IDRmax

In addition to uniform lateral stiffness variation along the height due to the variability of
material properties (Gw) as well as the infill geometry (tw, openings), non-uniform stiffness variations along the height may occur in one or more stories due to the lacking of efficacy of the
infill casting with the surrounding frame (i.e. participation to the lateral stiffness of the
frame), to the presence of large openings (i.e., openings=0) or even to the lacking infills in one
or more spans at the same story.

Figure 7: Local story lateral stiffness variation (K) of 20% (green) and 40% (red) applied to different storeys
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Figure 8: Median IDRmax profile for 40% reduction of story lateral stiffness considered at 1st, 3rd,6th story and for
reference structure.

In order to investigate the effect of local variations in story lateral stiffness, in this paragraph two different values of stiffness reduction, namely 20% and 40%, are in each different
story, see Figure 7.
Figure 8 shows the effect on IDRmax of the 40%-reduction of lateral stiffness in 1st, 3rd and
th
6 story with respect to the reference structure. It is possible to note that in the story in which
the reduction of lateral stiffness is considered lateral deformation is generally 70-80% higher
than the one recorded in the reference structure at the same story.

Figure 9: IDRmax (median) as a function of T 1, for 20% and 40% of reduction in lateral stiffness considered in
different storeys (see Figure 7 for Markers). Filled markers represent IDR as recorded, empty markers are obtained adopting Eq. (3). For each period also the error between predicted and calculated IDRmax are reported.
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In particular, when the reduction is applied to 1st story, deformation concentrates in that
story determining an increase of IDRmax, while the deformation demand slightly increases in
upper stories with respect to the one of the reference structure and the increase is almost constant along the height. Instead, the influence of lateral stiffness variation on other stories reduces when it is considered in upper stories. In fact, when 40% variation of stiffness is
considered in 3rd story, the deviation in other stories with respect to the IDR profile for the
reference structure decreases, and when the variation is considered in the 6th story the effect in
other stories in terms of lateral deformations is negligible.
In Figure 9 the median IDRmax from analyses of the configurations obtained varying story
lateral stiffness are shown; green is adopted for 20% and red for 40%. Also, IDRmax calculated
with Eq. (3), considering uniform load pattern, are represented with hollow markers. The  of
these buildings show a significant scatter being equal to 710 when stiffness variations it is applied to 1st story, 34 to 2nd, 14 to 3rd and 6th story, and 10 to 4th and 5th. In Figure 9, filled
markers represent the median results obtained from analyses, while hollow markers are obtained adopting Eq. (3) (for application of Eq. (3) T1 from eigen analysis and calibrated on
the analytical models were adopted).
From Figure 9 it is possible to note that when lateral stiffness reductions are considered in
first two storeys a larger error in the prediction of IDRmax with the method proposed in [1] is
obtained (about 30% and 10% error when considering 40% of variation of stiffness in 1st and
2nd story, respectively). Despite T1 and  are explicitly calibrated on the analytical model significantly reducing the error between predicted and calculated values, the high error in these
cases is mainly ascribable to the basic hypothesis of the model that assumes continuous systems (i.e., no local variation in system properties such as lateral stiffness). When the reduction
in lateral stiffness is considered in upper stories, the prediction error is generally lower than
10% since, as evidenced above for the 40% reduction in upper three stories, the maximum
IDR still occurs at the 1st story and it is quite similar to the one calculated for the reference
structure.
4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES

The study presented in this paper investigates on the influence of relevant factors for the
assessment of maximum elastic lateral deformations in typical Italian RC multistory buildings
and on the effect of their variation along building height.
The response of a six-story gravity load designed RC frame with three bays, obtained via a
simulated design procedure, was simulated by means of a 2D nonlinear multi-degree-of freedom finite element model that properly simulates the effect of infill panels on the seismic behavior of the frames in the elastic range.
The analytical model of building was subjected to multiple records scaled to the same intensity measure to account for record-to-record variability.
A sensitivity analysis was carried out to evidence the influence of different parameters on
the expected lateral deformations. In particular, the effect of uncertainties in the definition of
mechanical characteristics of the panels (Gw, tw) and the effect of different openings percentages (openings) is considered.
The results show that, assuming boundary values of Gw and tw, the variation of maximum
lateral deformations with respect to a reference structure with “mean” properties of infill panel properties, are of about 23% and 30%, respectively. When the effect of infill openings is
accounted for, a variation of 320% of lateral deformation with respect to the reference structure may occur.
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Further, comparing results with respect to those obtained for the reference structure it can
be observed that a maximum decrease of maximum lateral deformations of about 40% can be
expected for the case of the stiffer structures (Gw=1620 MPa and tw=24 cm), while maximum
expected increase is nearly 500% for the case of more deformable structures (Gw=1080 MPa,
tw=16 cm and openings=0.4).
For comparison, also the maximum Interstorey drift ratio (IDRmax) obtained with a simplified approach proposed in [1] is calculated. The method efficiently predicts IDRmax when the
main parameters (T1, ) are calibrated on the analytical model, while it may lead to substantial error (nearly to 60% with respect to a reference structure with mean values of the considered parameters) when simplified expression are adopted to calculate T1 and .
The effect of non-uniform stiffness variations along the height is also considered. In particular, two values of stiffness reduction, namely 20% and 40%, were considered in different
stories. The results show that, for a storey lateral stiffness reduction of 40%, a lateral deformation about 70-80% higher with respect to the one of the reference structure is obtained at
the story in which the reduction of lateral stiffness is considered. The stiffness variation also
slightly increases the deformation demand in other stories with respect to that of the reference
structure, while this increase is almost constant along the height.
It is possible to note that when the simplified method proposed in [1] is applied, even considering T1 and  calibrated on the analytical model, it fails to predict IDRmax when lateral
stiffness reductions are considered in first two stories. In particular, the error is about 30% and
10% when considering a stiffness variation of 40% in 1st and 2nd story, respectively. The high
error is mainly ascribable to the basic hypothesis of the model that assumes continuous systems. When the reduction in lateral stiffness is considered in upper stories, the prediction error
is generally lower than 10%; this happens because, in spite of an increasing of IDR at the upper stories, the maximum IDR still occurs at the 1st story and it is quite similar to that recorded for the reference structure.
In this study, the effect of aspect ratio of infill panels and number of spans on maximum
lateral deformations was not investigated. Further studies are required to address this topic.
Based on previous observations, further studies are required to extend the validity of simplified methods to the assessment of RC frame structures considering infills with both uniform and non-uniform stiffness along the height.
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Abstract. The use of 3D optical motion data for structural dynamics is both promising and
challenging. Further developments for on-the-filed applications are still needed, but, at the
present stage, such techniques are already feasible for laboratory dynamic tests. A measurement system of this kind was installed for the first time for shaking table testing at the ENEA
Casaccia Research Center. This 3D motion capture system is capable of acquiring the positions of more than a hundred passive markers with a constellation of 10 near-infrared cameras. In particular, this paper focuses on filtering and processing the markers displacements. A
methodology is proposed for optimizing the displacement data processing to obtain an estimation of markers accelerations. Such methodology implies the optimal choice of the Savitzky-Golay-filter parameters for the implementation of a filtered numerical derivative of
displacement data. The optimal parameters are calculated minimizing the error in the estimation of the peak acceleration of a reference marker compared to a conventional accelerometer
located at the same measurement point. The accuracy of markers accelerations was estimated
in the range of 0.01-0.02 g, which is appropriate for providing interesting indications for
studied structures subjected to most shaking table testing. For example, markers displacements data and related estimated accelerations can be combined to obtain the hysteretic behavior of the structure or of portions of it. Markers data were also used for Experimental and
Operational Modal Analysis (EMA/OMA) in order to extract the modal parameters and to
calibrate/validate the Finite Element Models (FEM) of the structure. In particular, the combined used of OMA by markers data and numerical modal analysis by FEM permits to compare the resulting modal shapes for a more precise dynamic identification. An example of
practical application is illustrated on a shaking table experimentation conducted on a twostory tuff-masonry prototype, which reproduces a typical ancient buildings of Central Italy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In shaking table experiments the measurement of motion parameters is typically carried out
by means of accelerometers and displacement sensors. This is due to the well-known difficulty of obtaining the complete motion of measurement points through a single device with appropriate accuracy. In the past decades a vast literature has been published over the correction
and the processing of accelerometric signals in order to estimate the displacement by numerical algorithms [1]. Nonetheless, results are not always satisfactory, especially when baseline
correction is manifestly ineffective [2]. Theoretically, the complete motion of a point can be
calculated starting from its trajectory, which means, in practical, to measure its absolute displacement. Subsequently, velocity and acceleration can be estimated through successive operations of numerical derivation. In such a direction, an interesting prospective is provided by
the recent developments of displacement sensors based on opto-electronic technologies applied to laser or digital vision systems. Such kind of systems are increasingly utilized as motion measurement devices also for shaking table tests [3, 4].
In the frame of an increasing interest for the measurement of the absolute displacement in
seismic tests, in order to provide experimental validation for the application of the increasingly relevant displacement based approach to the seismic design, ENEA is engaged in exploring
all its 3D motion capture potentialities. In fact, among the earliest shaking table facilities in
Italy to install a 3D motion capture system was the ENEA Casaccia Research Center [5]. This
specific system, named 3DVision, offers advantages in terms of instrumentation flexibility,
large number of measurement points, easy and low-encumbrance marker installation [6]. Besides, 3D computer graphic potentialities and friendly visualization of real-time data and movies are particularly suitable for experiment remote sharing via the internet, like in the DYSCO
virtual lab implemented by ENEA [7].
Particularly interesting is the possibility of measuring even more than a hundred 3D points
through passive cheap markers to obtain information also on the acceleration in destructive
shaking table tests, as an alternative to installing numerous conventional expensive accelerometers. The accelerations estimated from markers can provide valuable indications for
studying structures subjected to shaking table testing, even if accuracy cannot be as accurate
as conventional accelerometers. In fact, accuracy in the order of 0.01-0.02 g is still appropriate for providing interesting information for seismic tests with input peak accelerations that
typically fall in the range 0.1-1.0 g. The present paper illustrates a methodology for processing 3DVision data in order to obtain an optimal estimation of acceleration for shaking table tests. To such aim, the problems related to error propagation and numerical derivative of
data were explored in order to make a proper choice of digital filter and processing algorithm.
The methodology was applied to experimental data acquired in shaking table tests on a
two-story tuff-masonry prototype, representing a traditional building typology of Central Italy.
In particular, the results in terms of estimation of accelerations and hysteretic behavior of portions of the structure are illustrated.
Another interesting application of markers data is to perform the Experimental and Operational Modal Analysis (EMA/OMA). The great number of 3D measurement points available
permits to improve the accuracy in the identification of modal shapes and frequencies [8], as
well as to distinguish global and local modes, on the basis of the specific markers selected for
the analysis. EMA and OMA techniques, such as FRF-MIMO and FDD, were calculated to
extract the modal parameters of the tested tuff-masonry prototype allowing to calibrate and
finally validate the Finite Element Model (FEM) of the structure.
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2

DATA FILTERING

Digital filters are used to attenuate the measurement error from the acquired signals, once
that all hardware sources of noise are avoided or limited as much as possible. In the proposed
DDP the main objective is to reduce the measurement noise through digital filtering of acquired data in order to optimize the estimation of velocity and, especially, acceleration. In this
optic it is relevant to premise how displacement noise propagation to velocity and acceleration
was modelled. Moreover, as well known in digital signal processing, even the numerical operation of derivation itself adds another source of noise [9]. Consequently, a proper DDP must
include filtering algorithms that should provide good performance also in terms of attenuation
the error amplification caused by numerical derivative.
2.1

Displacement error propagation to acceleration error

Let us consider a pure sine vibration of amplitude A and frequency f. Then the displacement s(t) can be expressed with the following equation with time t:

s(t ) = A × cos(w × t )

(1)

where ω = 2πf. Besides, be the measurement error dependent only on the vibration amplitude A, which is true for substantially white noise. According to the general formulation of
the error propagation theory, the displacement error can be expressed as follows [10]:

Ds(t ) = DA × cos(w × t )

(2)

Similarly, for velocity v and acceleration a the error can be written:

Dv(t ) = -DAw × sin(w × t )

(3)

Da(t ) = - DAw 2 × cos(w × t )

(4)

The Eq.s (3) and (4) show that the error in displacement amplitude ΔA propagates to v and
a increasing with ω. In particular, acceleration error is characterized by quadratic growth with
the frequency for a white displacement noise (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Error propagation effect on the acceleration amplitude (ΔAω2) vs. signal frequency f (Hz).
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2.2

Filtering technique

Several filtering approaches can be considered for measurement noise reduction, whose
performances mainly depend on the noise and the signal properties in both the time and the
frequency domain.
One very common approach is represented by the band-pass family. As a first step, signals
are analyzed in the frequency domain. When the frequency content of the signal is clearly different from that of the noise, than band-pass filters performance is optimal. In seismic applications typical cut-off frequencies are between 0.1-0.5 Hz and 25-30 Hz, since natural spectra
generally have most of their energetic content within this range [11]. Many band-pass filters
are available in literature.
Instead of a band-pass filter, in the present paper the Savitzky–Golay smoothing filter was
considered, as it is one of the most effective algorithms in removing random noise from experimental data without excluding completely the contribution of frequencies higher than an
upper cut-off limit [12]. It essentially performs a local polynomial regression on a series of
equally spaced data points (windowing), to determine smoothed values [13]. This filter is
characterized by two parameters: the fitting polynomial degree (n) and the windowing width
(m points). Furthermore, the Savitzky–Golay can be implemented to perform differentiation
operations, which is particularly useful in case successive derivatives of raw data must be calculated, like in the present case for obtaining velocity and acceleration from displacement data.
In fact, various techniques of numerical differentiation can be implemented. Classical
methods based on higher-order central finite differences provide a somewhat low-pass effect
[8]. According to such methods a general expression of the first derivative f’ can be written as:
f¢=

1 M
å ck ( f k - f - k )
Dt k =1

(5)

where M = (N-1)/2 with N number of data within the moving window, Δt is the time step and
ck are called convolution coefficients. Several methods descending from such approach, also
known as convolution methods, combine the derivative estimation with the filtering effect by
choosing the appropriate ck coefficients in Eq. 5. The Savitzky–Golay filter can be considered
a specific case of this general method.
2.3

Filtering optimization methodology

The used filtering strategy was based on the assumption that filter parameters n and m values can be optimized through the minimization of the difference Δf between results by filtered
markers and by reference measurements at the same points on the structure (objective function). In the present study, the reference measurements were carried out through a limited
number of conventional accelerometers (capacitive devices with sensitivity of 1 V/g and
broadband resolution of 0.03 mg in terms of RMS error). The optimization problem can be
expressed mathematically as follows [14]:
ìmin DF (n, m )
í
î n, m Î R

(6)

Generally speaking, F can be whatever function or physical quantity we are interested in
and, more specifically in the present application, whatever motion parameter we want to use
to optimize markers data. The simplest choice for F is the peak acceleration ap of the recorded
time-history, but also more sophisticated ground motion parameters (Arias Intensity, Housner
Intensity, etc.) can be considered.
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Assessing the performance of filtering algorithms is a quite elusive issue and depends on
the specific result they are design to or intended for. In the proposed methodology, the focus
is to optimize noise reduction from displacement data in order to have an estimate of the acceleration good enough for structural analysis. Consequently, the filtering performance was
assessed by comparing the final result with signals acquired by control points equipped with
accelerometers. In practice, this can be done using only a part of the installed accelerometers
as reference for the optimization process and the other ones for checking the filtering performance.
3

EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATION TO SHAKING TABLE TESTS

3.1

Tested specimen

A 2/3-scaled two-story tuff-masonry prototype was subjected to shaking table test (Figure
2). The specimen dimensions were 3.50 m × 3.00 m and the inter-story height was 2.30 m.
The walls thickness was 0.25 m. The overall weight was 193.00 kN.
3.2

3D optical acquisition setup

The equipment installed at ENEA Casaccia Research Center is able to acquire the trajectory of a large number of retro-reflecting markers located within the measurement volume by
triangulating data from a constellation of 10 high-frequency Near Infra-Red (NIR) cameras,
based on VICON technology. The NIR cameras are equipped with a 4-Mpixel high-frequency
CMOS digital sensor. Data were acquired at 100 fps (which as saying the sampling frequency
in Hz).
The total number of markers located on the specimen was 141. Two triaxial accelerometers
were located at positions depicted in Figure 2.
Measurement error calculated for each marker resulted in the range 0.014-0.035 mm in
terms of RMS error of markers displacement and was approximately considered as white
noise, as confirmed by its FFT in Figure 3a. FFT of the acceleration error calculated by 2nd
numerical derivative of 3DVision displacement data, depicted in Figure 3b, show a quasiquadratic growth, in substantial accordance to the proposed model of error propagation.

markers

NIR cameras

accelerometers

z
y

z

x

x

Figure 2. Markers and accelerometers positioned on the specimen. Retro-reflecting markers appear lighted in
photos taken by common camera using a flash (right).
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Markers acceleration noise

Markers displacement noise

Figure 3. FFT of markers noise in static condition (left) and error propagation to unfiltered acceleration (right).

3.3

Experimental campaign

The experimental tests were carried out on the largest of the two shake tables available at
ENEA Casaccia laboratory (System 1 in Table 1). A natural input based on the time-history
recorded at Colfiorito station during Umbria-Marche earthquake, 1997, was considered for the
tests sequence. The above triaxial seismic signal was submitted to the shaking table, increasing gradually the input Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) at each trial by 0.05 g. Before the
test sequence and after each trial a random test (white noise input) at 0.05 g was performed
for the dynamic identification of the structure. The specimen showed some initial damage at
0.15 g (nominal PGA) and final collapse occurred at 0.40 g.

Table size
Degrees of Freedom
Frequency range
Acceleration
Velocity
Displacement
Specimen Mass

System 1
4 x 4 [m]
6
0-50 [Hz]
3g peak
0.5 m/s (0-peak)
0.125 m (0-peak)
30 [t]

System 2
2 x 2 [m]
6
0-100 [Hz]
5g peak
1 m/s (0-peak)
0.15 m (0- peak)
5 [t]

Table 1. ENEA Casaccia shake tables technical specifications.

3.4

Filtering optimization application

The filtering optimization methodology was applied considering the accelerometer AT1 as
reference point for calculating the objective function ΔF. Synthetically, the optimization problem was formulated as follows:
ìmin Da(n, m)
ï
SG
íDa = a p ( AT 1) - a p
ï
n, m Î R
î

(7)

where aSG indicates the acceleration calculated by double differentiation according to Eq. 5
implemented with Savitzky–Golay filtering of the marker located near AT1.
The accelerometer located at first floor (A1) was taken as control point to assess the performance of the filtered double differentiation methodology.
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Optimal value

Δa=0.019 g

Figure 4. Identification of optimal filter parameters n and m by minimizing the acceleration error Δa with respect
to the reference accelerometer AT1.

4
4.1

RESULTS
Optimal acceleration estimation

The results of the optimization problem of Eq. 6 are shown in Figure 4. The optimal values
of the Savitzky–Golay parameters were n = 6 and m = 17 (corresponding to a windowing halfwidth of 0.08 s at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz).
The optimal acceleration error at control point A1 obtained in shaking table tests at initial
damage and at final collapse of specimen (0.15 g and 0.40 g of PGA, respectively) is depicted
in Table 2, showing that in both x and y directions the acceleration error remained in the order
of 0.01-0.02 g. The estimated acceleration of markers was utilized to calculate the hysteretic
behavior. On the one hand, the hysteretic behavior can be obtained for any portion of the
specimen that is described by a given amount of markers. On the other hand, seismic tests are
not cyclic, thus hysteretic cycles calculated in shaking table tests are very noisy.
Test input
PGA
0.15 g
0.40 g

Acceleration error [g]
x
y
0.006
0.024
0.018
0.024

Table 2. Acceleration error at the control point A1 at the first floor in x and y direction in shaking table tests
with input Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) of 0.15 g and 0.40 g.

Figure 5. Hysteretic behavior of specimen façade wall of first story (left) and second story (right).
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Nonetheless, they can give interesting indications on the walls behavior under dynamic
conditions. As an example, in Figure 5 the hysteretic behavior during the trial at 0.40 g was
calculated for the façade wall at the first and the second story. It is evident the loss of stiffness
at the second story with respect to the first one.
4.2

Modal analysis

The availability of a large number of measurement points allowed the application of Frequency Response Function Multi-Input Multi-Output (FRF-MIMO) technique. In particular,
the transmissibility function H was considered to calculate the FRF. The markers at the specimen base were taken as input signals. In Figure 6 the FRF of markers at first story (MIMO 1)
and at second story (MIMO 2) are compared with the FRF of the theoretical Single Degree Of
Freedom (SDOF). It is evident that the markers located at the second story are characterized
by higher amplification, providing a clearer identification of the first mode. This is confirmed
by Figure 7 that compares the modal shape and frequency fn of the first mode obtained by
Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) with the same by FEM, indicating clearly a bending mode in x direction.

Figure 6. Frequency Response Function (FRF) of markers at first story (MIMO 1), at second story (MIMO 2),
and at both stories (MIMO 1-2) with respect to markers at the specimen base compared with FRF of theoretical
Single Degree Of Freedom (SDOF).

Figure 7. Modal shape and frequency fn of the first mode by FEM (left) and by Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) with markers data (right).

5

CONCLUSIONS

A methodology was proposed for the optimal choice of the filter parameters to process 3D
displacement data, such as 3D motion capture markers data, in order to obtain an estimation
of the peak acceleration of a large number of measurement points of structures subjected to
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laboratory dynamic testing. The above methodology was described and a practical application
to shaking table tests on a two-story tuff-masonry specimen was illustrated. The accuracy
achieved in the estimation of the peak acceleration resulted in order 0.01-0.02 g. The filtered
acceleration was then utilized for calculating the hysteretic behavior of the specimen walls
during the seismic tests providing valuable indications on the loss of stiffness of the masonry.
Markers data were also processed for the dynamic identification of the specimen through
modal analysis techniques. In particular, FRF-MIMO and FDD were used to extract the modal parameters of the tested prototype. The great number of 3D measurement points available
(141) permitted to provide an accurate identification of modal shapes and frequencies. This
allowed to calibrate and finally validate a FEM of the specimen for subsequent structural
analysis.
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Abstract.
Industrial facilities often store a large amount of hazardous material and, in case of seismic
event, there is a high probability that accidental scenarios as fire, explosion, toxic or radioactive
dispersion may occur. Moreover, the structural configuration of industrial facilities are often
the fruit of plants and functionality requirements, that lead to strong irregularities and different
load resisting systems within the same structure. This paper presents a performance-based
earthquake assessment of an industrial gas filter structure, characterized by the presence of important masses placed at significant height and of different horizontal resisting systems, such
as moment resisting frames, inverted V bracings and diagonal bracings. Within the framework
of the PROINDUSTRY research project critical failure mechanisms of industrial structures and
relevant limit states are analyzed and discussed. The structural response is computed via nonlinear finite elements analyses of the static pushover (PO) and dynamic response history type
(RHA). The seismic input is defined through Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA)
and a set of natural Ground Motions (GM) which are selected and scaled with different criteria
with respect to the Uniform Hazard Spectrum (UHS) and the Conditional Mean Spectrum
(CMS). An overview of significant aspects of the structural performance assessment is presented with respect to input definition and choice of Intensity Measures (IM), irregular structural behaviour and probabilistic treatment of key Engineering Demand Parameters (EDP) for
this type of industrial structure.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recent earthquakes have pointed out the high vulnerability of industrial facilities[1][2][3][4][5][6]. The risk associated to the failure of the plant, or a part of it, is very high
since the consequences may be disastrous, in terms of human lives, environmental contamination and economic losses. These aspects make the risk assessment of industrial buildings particularly complex requiring different approach with respect to risk assessment of residential and
commercial buildings [7][8]. Such buildings are characterized by structures often designed according to old codes, which were not performance oriented or did not consider anti-seismic
design. Some efforts were carried out in the past to address evaluation and upgrading of seismic
performances of non-structural elements [9][10][11][12].
Seismic design provisions for industrial plants can be found in ASCE/SEI 7-10 [13], ASCESEI 43-05 [14], FERC 2007 (Liquified Natural Gas facilities) [15], API Standard 620 and 650
(Storage Tanks) [16][17], UNI EN 1998-4 (Silos, tanks and pipelines)[18], UNI EN 1998-6
(Towers, piles and chimneys) [19]. Such international codes define rules for performance assessment at the component level, checking/comparing member demand with capacity through
a traditional Performance Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE) approach. These codes prescribe also methods of nonlinear analysis, both static and dynamic, and rules for Response History Analysis (RHA) and Ground Motions (GMs) selection. A comprehensive review of NonLinear Response History Analysis (NL RHA) code procedures for different types of structures
is carried out in the NIST GCR 11-917-15 document [20]. Despite the high number of references in literature and international codes, to date, there is not a unique and recognized method
for selecting and scaling GMs.
In this paper, an industrial structure from the PROINDUSTRY project is selected as case
study, and NL RHA are performed adopting two different GMs sets, respectively coherent with
UHS and CMS. The results obtained in terms of different EDPs are investigated and discussed,
focusing on the influence of the different GMs selection and scaling techniques.
2

CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION

The building analyzed in this paper is characterized by a mass placed at a significant height
and different typologies of horizontal forces resisting systems, as it is shown in Figure 1. The
same building was already adopted in [21] for the evaluation of the seismic behavior of steel
structures equipped with self-centering devices [21].
The building has a regular plan with dimensions 37.80 m x 16.94 m and total height 29.64
m. The supporting structure, with a total height of about 10.80 m, has six bays in the longitudinal direction and three in the transversal one. The horizontal loads resisting systems comprises
moment resisting frames (X direction - ground floor), inverted V bracings (Y direction - ground
floor) and diagonal bracings (X and Y directions - first floors). The total mass of the silo (23700
kN), considering the structural elements and the infill material, represents the 86% of the total
mass (27650 kN).
A 3D model was created in OpenSEES [22] adopting the simplified geometry shown in Figure 1. The nonlinear analyses carried out through a more geometrically accurate model in [21]
and the linear modal analysis, showed that the building behavior is governed by the deformation
of the supporting structure and the silo and roof behave as a rigid body. Steel elements are
modeled through Fiber sections, each fiber is assigned the “Steel02” material property, second
order effects are modeled through a “corotational transformation” for braces and through a “PDelta transformation” for columns.
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Figure 1. Case study nonlinear model geometry [21].

3

SEISMIC INPUT DEFINITION

Two sets of GMs are selected for an Italian high seismicity zone corresponding to the site of
Reggio Calabria (Italy). One set is coherent with the spectral shape of UHS and the other is
coherent with CMS. The spectrum coherence rules used is consistent with the requirements of
Eurocode 8 (§3.2.3.1) [32][32]. The target spectrum is matched with the Geomean spectrum of
the two orthogonal GM components. Coherence is sought in the period range between 0 sec
and 2 sec. The reference spectrum chosen is the Italian code NTC08 [31] Design Spectrum
computed for Reggio Calabria (Lat 38.1, Long 15.65), with Soil C, reference period VR =100
years and a probability of exceedance PoE=10%, which corresponds to a return period of 949
years. GMs have been selected in accordance with Magnitude-distance (M-R) hazard deaggregation in the range of 6<Mw<8 and 0<R[km]<40. The selected UHS coherent GMs, are those
used also in [21] [29] [33] [34] [35] [36] and [37], for the seismic evaluation of different industrial structures. The seismic action associated to the Damage Limitation Limit State (DLS),
characterized by a probability of exceedance PoE=50% in the reference period (100 years), is
evaluated scaling the reference spectrum by a factor of 0.433. The CMS refers to a scenario
event for a given Hazard Level (HL) and conditioning period T* based on disaggregation data
(M, R); the spectral ordinate at this period is maximized (through the parameter ε) and should
reach the value given by the UHS for the HL selected. The spectral ordinates at other periods
are then related to the Sa(T*) through conditional probability and correlation factors, and their
values are lower than those on the UHS. The conditioning period T* has been chosen as the
average period of the two first vibration modes T1x=1.08sec and T1y=0.57sec.
Starting from the deaggregation analysis of the chosen site, the scenario event which mainly
influences the hazard is computed based on the hazard data of INGV [23] and through the
Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPE) proposed by Ambraseys et al. [24]. Through this
procedure the average values of M,R and ε are respectively 6.9, 12.62Km and 0.61.
The CMS is then computed as described by Baker [25] and is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. CMS for the Reggio Calabria site. Decimal scale (left). Logarithmic scale (right).

Once the CMS is defined a corresponding set of GMs is selected based on coherence rules and
deaggregation data. The selected records are shown in Figure 3 (right).
In order to investigate the effects of the dispersion of some IMs that most influence the response,
the UHS coherent set has been scaled to the spectral acceleration of the first mode of vibration
in the X direction (Sa(T1X)) and in the y direction (Sa (T1Y)), as it is shown in Figure 4 and Figure
5.
4

NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

The seismic performance is evaluated through both non linear static (pushover) and Non linear
Response History Analysis (NL RHA). Table 1 summarizes the total number of NL RHA performed using the different GMs sets described above at hazard levels with PoE =10% and
PoE=50%. The NL RHAs were performed applying to the building the three concurrent components, two horizontals and one vertical, of each GM.
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Figure 4. Set UHS scaled to Sa(T1x). Long.-component (left). 2Trasv.-component (right)

Figure 5. Set UHS scaled to Sa(T1y). Long.-component (left). Trasv.-component (right)
Table 1. NL RHA executed for HL 10%.
GM selection

UHS

CMS

Scaling technique

Total number
of analyses

Unscaled

22

Scaled on
Sa(T1X)
Scaled on
Sa(T1Y)
Unscaled

11
11
22

Directional combination
11 analyses. GM long. comp. - building X dir.
GM trans. comp. - building Y dir.
11 analyses. GM long. comp. - building X dir.
GM trans. comp. - building Y dir.
11 analyses. GM long. comp. - building Y dir.
GM trans. comp. - building X dir.
11 analyses. GM long. comp. - building X dir.
GM trans. comp. - building Y dir.
11 analyses. GM long. comp. - building Y dir.
GM trans. comp. - building X dir.

4.1 Results of NL RHA
The pushover curve and NL RHA for all the GMs sets adopted in terms of Vmax - dmax for
the X direction and Vmax – V(dmax) for the Y-direction are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7,
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in the X direction the structure is more flexible than the Y direction and post-yielding behavior
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Figure 6. Pushover curve and NL RHA results, in terms of maximum base shear - maximum displacement, in the
X direction.

Analyzing the structural response in the X-direction, in all the cases, dynamic analyses yield
lower values of EDPs with respect to static analysis. Considering first the “Unscaled set”, it
should be noted that for PoE=50% the results obtained based on the CMS and on the UHS sets
are very similar, while for PoE=10% the CMS set produces lower values of EDPs (about 12%
for displacements and IDR) due to the elongation of the period and lower spectral accelerations
for T>T1x of the CMS compared to UHS. The coefficients of variation are very similar between
the two Unscaled sets and there is only a slight increase of this parameter for seismic action
with PoE=10%, as it was expected. The set scaled on Sa(T1x) provides less scattered response
for both the hazard levels considered, however, when the set is scaled on the spectral ordinates
of the spectrum of the orthogonal direction (i.e. Sa(T1y) when X-direction is investigated) the
dispersion of results due to input uncertainty increase significantly, consistent with observations
made by [26] [27] and [28].
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Figure 7. Pushover curve and NL RHA results, in terms of base shear associated to the maximum displacement maximum displacement, in the Y direction.

For the Y-direction, when the hazard level with PoE=50% is investigated, the results of static
and dynamic analysis are comparable in terms of mean values and the set “Scaled on Sa(T1y)”
gives the lower dispersion, as expected. Results for the hazard level with PoE=10% show how
the static analysis underestimates significantly drift and displacements but, more significantly,
the dispersion of results is very high for all the investigated cases. Furthermore, scaling on
Sa(T1y) does not give the expected advantages in terms of coefficients of variation and mean
values. These values are considerably higher compared to the other case, also due to a few
analyses with very high displacement demand which affect the final estimate.
5

CONCLUSIONS

The industrial structure investigated herein exhibits very different behavior in the two principal
directions, and this behavior leads to very different observations regarding the effectiveness of
the different GMs sets and scaling techniques.
In the X direction, the CMS provides less conservative results when the structure exhibits an
inelastic behavior, due to the reduced values of spectral accelerations for periods longer than
the first elastic mode period T1x. Scaling GMs to Sa(T1x) and Sa(T1y) we observed that, for all
the action levels investigated, the dispersion is highly reduced in the principal direction but, on
the contrary, it becomes significant in the perpendicular direction. In the Y-direction, none of
the GMs sets investigated herein led to significant advantages in the prediction of the response,
due to the soft story mechanism and buckling of V bracings.
For this particular industrial structure, it is complex to define an IM that governs entirely the
response, especially when the structure exhibits inelastic behavior and when 3D response is
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investigated. The use of CMS and the proposed scaling techniques may be not conservative or
unsuitable for 3D analysis of industrial facilities and, in general, for structures which exhibit
very different behavior in the two principal directions.
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Abstract. This paper presents a rational strategy developed for optimizing seismic retrofitting of Reinforced Concrete (RC) frames. It is based on combing member- and structure-level
techniques in order to achieve optimal design objectives within a multi-level PerformanceBased approach. On the one hand, in principle, confinement with composite materials, steel
and/or concrete jacketing might be considered as a member-level technique capable to enhance the capacity of under-designed members and, consequently, of the structure as a whole.
On the other hand, introducing steel bracing systems or shear walls might be taken into account as structure-level techniques. Generally, member- and structure-level techniques are
not employed together in seismic retrofitting or, in the cases in which they are combined, no
well-established rules are available for choosing their optimal combination. However, a synergistic use of such techniques by means of well-defined procedures could help designers obtain optimal seismic retrofitting performance. The latest progresses about a procedure
developed by the authors for selecting the optimal retrofitting solution among the technically
feasible ones, obtained by combining alternative configurations of steel bracing systems and
FRP-confinement of critical members, are presented herein. Specifically, the main aspects
about formulating a genetic algorithm capable to select the “fittest” retrofitting solution is
implemented and summarised. The main assumptions about the representations of “individuals” as part of this genetic algorithm and the main information about the generic operations
(i.e. selection, crossover and mutation) are outlined. Finally, the procedure is applied to a 3D
frame with the aim to demonstrate its potential.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Seismic retrofitting is generally requested by the significant number of Reinforced Concrete
(RC) buildings existing in earthquake prone areas, as they were built according to past design
codes and standards. In fact, existing RC frames are often found vulnerable to seismic actions
due to inadequate structural detailing, material deterioration and underestimated earthquake
loads, without any considerations of Capacity Design rules introduced by modern seismic
codes [1]. The high cost of new construction and historical importance of older buildings has
led owners to renovate rather than demolish and rebuild their properties. This has caused governmental institutions to implement mandatory seismic strengthening regulations. Therefore,
seismic retrofitting is nowadays a technical challenge for engineers and a societal priority [2].
Plenty of researches have been conducted in the last two decades on seismic assessment and
retrofitting of RC frames: they have been mainly aimed at developing both effective methodologies for quantifying seismic vulnerability and consistent technical solutions for seismic
retrofitting [3]-[5]. A retrofit scheme can be said to be successful if it results in modifying capacity and demand, making the latter smaller than the former with respect to all the performance objectives of relevance for the structure under consideration.
As a matter of principle, retrofitting solutions can be grouped into two broad classes: on the
one hand, the so-called “Member-level” (or so called “local”) techniques and, on the other
hand, the “Structure-level” (also referred to as “global”) techniques [2]. Confining existing
members with composite materials [6], steel and/or concrete jacketing can be classified in the
first group, as they are capable to enhance capacity (in terms of ductility and/or strength) in
under-designed members [7] and, hence, improving the capacity of the structure as a whole in
order to meet the requested seismic demand. Conversely, the second group collects all those
techniques capable to reducing seismic demand on the existing structure, whose single members’ capacity is fairly unchanged [8]. Connecting RC shear walls or steel bracing systems
with the existing members or realizing a seismic isolation system are relevant examples of
structure-level techniques.
That said, it is clear that member- and structure-level techniques, considered on their own,
represent two somehow “extreme” solutions for retrofitting existing structures and generally
they are not employed together in seismic retrofitting. Moreover, in that few cases in which
they are combined, no well-established rules are currently available for choosing their optimal
combination. However, the aforementioned techniques may suitably be combined with the
aim to obtain a synergy in increasing seismic capacity of under-designed members and reducing demand on the structure as a whole. In this light, choosing the “fittest” solution among the
potentially infinite combinations of member- and structure-level techniques is a task that can
be regarded as a constrained optimisation problem [9]. In fact, each one of the combinations
leads to different direct costs, life-cycle costs, reliability levels and other quantitative/qualitative parameters describing their “fitness” to be considered as a retrofitting solution.
Several researches have been carried out for selecting the most structurally efficient and costeffective seismic retrofitting solution: the possibility of combining member- and structurelevel techniques for minimizing the initial cost of retrofitting is only conceptually explored in
previous papers [8]. However, no well-established and completely accepted procedures are
available for obtaining the optimal retrofitting solution. Therefore, the definition of a rational
strategy for seismic retrofitting is still an open issue. In the Authors’ best knowledge, no relevant study is currently available for approaching seismic retrofitting of existing RC frames as
an optimisation problem, as recent scientific contributions on optimisation algorithms are restricted to seismic design of new structures [10]-[12]]. Conversely, in the current practice, as
well as in most relevant scientific contributions on this topic [3]-[5], [7], [13], [15], seismic
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retrofitting of RC frames is addressed as a solely technical problem. Considerations about optimisation (often restricted to the “economic” standpoint) are left to the engineering judgement and, hence, they are not part of a systematic analysis. This is partly due to the
complexity of the constrained optimisation problem under consideration, which cannot be duly approached by means of analytical techniques commonly employed in structural engineering, as it can only be solved by means of meta-heuristic techniques [16] that are not in the
background of common structural engineers.
Therefore, this paper proposes a genetic algorithm capable of selecting the “fittest” solution
(in terms of initial costs) obtained by combining structure-level interventions, based on steel
bracing systems, and FRP-based member-level techniques. More specifically, the paper outlines a Genetic Algorithm (GAs) inspired to the well-known Darwin’s “evolution of species”
and the assumption of the “survival of the fittest” rule [17]. Although some pioneering applications of these techniques are already available in the field of structural engineering, they are
mainly restricted to the design of new structures [18]-[21]]. The following sections summarize
the main aspects of the proposed genetic algorithm and its application in the rational design of
retrofitting interventions. Finally, as an example, the last section presents an application of the
proposed procedure.
2

THE GENETIC ALGORITHM

2.1

Problem statement and formulation

The problem of defining seismic retrofitting interventions on existing RC structures can be
conceptually described by the following Limit State (LS) function gLS:
g LS,i = C LS,i − D LS,i ≥ 0

(1)

where CLS,i is the capacity of the strengthened structure at the Limit State (LS) or Performance
Level under consideration and DLS,i the corresponding demand at the same Limit State. The
LS of Damage Limitation (SLD), related to a seismic event whose Probability of Exceedance
(PoE) equal to 63% in 50 years, and the Limit State of Life Safety (SLV), corresponding to an
event with 10% PoE in 50 years, are taken into account herein [22]. Capacity and demand
mentioned in Eq. (1) can be intended in terms of both displacement (for ductile mechanisms)
and forces (for brittle failure mechanisms). As a matter of principle, the above inequality, that
should be checked at all the relevant LSs, is not met by the structure in its “as built” condition
and, more specifically, the capacity is lower than demand in seismically vulnerable structures.
Hence, retrofitting intervention aims to enhance their “as built” condition at the i-th relevant
LS under consideration and raise the values of gLS,i towards positive values. Then, two opposite “extreme” approaches can be followed to get the inequality (1) valid for the structures under strengthening:

•

•

the capacity of all members could be increased by means of member-level-techniques
(i.e., confinement of deficient sections, concrete or steel jacketing of columns, etc.)
aimed at obtaining an enhanced global capacity CLS which is not lower than the corresponding seismic demand DLS (which, on the contrary, is almost unaffected by the
above mentioned local intervention);
the exceeding demand on the existing members can be reduced by acting at the structure-level by either introducing a structural sub-system, aimed at working in parallel
with the structure and absorbing a significant part of the seismic excitation, or modify-
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ing the vibration period of the structure as a whole to reduce the input seismic excitation on the super-structure.
However, as a matter of principle, the retrofitting objective can be achieved by acting on both
capacity and demand and, hence, implementing a combination of strengthening techniques
belonging to the above mentioned general classes [8]. The choice of the “best” possible combination of such intervention techniques clearly defines an optimisation problem which can be
based on the assumption of different types of objective functions. The easiest (and more simplistic) choice is represented by assuming the actual cost of the intervention as the objective
function whose minimization represents the optimal solution for the problem of seismic retrofitting under consideration [9]. The optimal retrofitting solution can be found by solving the
following constrained optimisation problem stated as follows:
x opt = arg min  f ( x ) 
x

g LS,i

(2)

subjected to
≥ 0 ∀i = 1...n LS

where f(●) is the selected objective function and x is the vector of design variables defining
the interventions consisting of both FRP confinement of single RC members and concentric
steel bracings installed in parallel with the existing structure. The total direct cost is defined
by adding the terms in Eq. (3):
C tot ( x ) = Cloc ( x ) + Cglob ( x ) + Cfound ( x )

(3)

where Cloc(x) and Cglob(x), respectively referred to member- and structure-level techniques. It
is worth highlighting that the two cost functions take into account both demolition and reconstruction operations needed for realizing FRP confinement and installing steel bracings.
Moreover, Cfound(x) is the cost of possible interventions on the existing foundations, often
needed to respond to the possible increase in vertical and horizontal reactions at the base of
the retrofitted structure. Specifically, with the simplified assumption that the intervention is
made with micro-piles, whose bearing capacity qlim is known, the cost Cfound(x) might stem
out from a relationship conceptually defined as follows:
 n col ∆N i ( x ) 

Cfound ( x ) = Cfound  ∑
 i =1 q lim 

(4)

where ∆Ni is the increase of axial force (with respect to the gravitational loads only) due to the
seismic actions on the retrofitted structure. Finally, the objective function shown in Eq. (5)
include a penalty function Φ(●):

 D LS,i
f (x ) = C tot (x ) + Φ max 

 C LS,i






(5)

which effectively transform the constrained problem into an unconstrained one by augmenting
the objective function with a penalty term whose value determines the amount of constraint
violation present in a particular retrofitting solution. The complex nature of the multiobjective optimisation problem addressed here cannot be duly approached by means of analytical techniques commonly employed in structural engineering. Conversely, it can only be
solved by means of meta-heuristic techniques. Therefore, the authors propose a rational procedure based on a Genetic Algorithm (GA) for finding the optimal retrofitting solution of the
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constrained problem described by Eq. (2). The conceptual flow-chart shown in Figure 1
depicts the main steps of the procedure.
IN
Gemerate initial
population

Decode
chromosomes

Is convergence
check satisfied?

NO

SELECTION OF
MATINGS

YES
Best Individual

CROSSOVER

Translate Individual

MUTATION

Generating a new population

Evaluating fitness for
each chromosome

OUT

Figure 1: Flow-chart of the optimisation procedure

Goldberg [24] discussed how genetic algorithms have several fundamental advantages over
other soft computing tool that allow them to be more robust than other optimisation methods:
1. GAs work with a coding of the parameter set, not the parameters themselves. This is
advantageous because often times the parameters are in different units or measurement scales and can be very difficult to model. It is also beneficial when the number
of parameters in the multi-objective optimisation problem is very large;
2. GAs search parallel from a population of points, not a single point. This is beneficial
when there are multiple local optima because the GA will avoid premature convergence to local optimal solutions or false-peaks;
3. GAs use objective function information, not derivatives or other auxiliary information.
This is beneficial if the objective function is not smooth, or is nonlinear, or if there
are a large number of parameters to which the gradient information is not known;
4. GAs use probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic ones making them quite robust
and able to solve most optimisation problems.
2.2

Generation of initial population

The procedure starts with randomly generating a group of Nind individuals known as the
population, whose number typically ranges between 50 and 100. Since it is important to have
highly diverse composition of the initial population, this step is achieved by generating the
required number of individuals by using a random number generator that uniformly
distributes numbers in the desired range. The individuale are encoded as strings
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(chromosomes) composed over some alphabet(s), so that the genotypes (chromosome values)
are uniquely mapped onto the decision variable (phenotypic) domain [25]. Several coding
methods are currently available, such as binary, gray, non-binary, etc. [26]-[28]]. The binary
alphabet {0, 1} is actually adopted in coding for the present work: hence, each individual “x”
of such a population is, herein represented through a simple “chromosome-like” array of bits.
Hence, in the first step of the proposed procedure a population of 100 individuals is generated
by the following random generator (6):

pop = round [rand (N ind , N bits )]

(6)

where the function rand generates a Nind x Nbits matrix (Figure 2) of uniform random numbers
between 0 and 1. The function round, instead, rounds the numbers to the closest integer which
in this case is either 0 or 1.
Nbits

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Population = ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….......
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….......

Nind

Figure 2: Example of initial population randomly generated

According to Hajela [29] a β-digit binary number representation of a variable allows for 2β
distinct variations of that design variable to be considered. The length of the coded
representation of the design variables, i.e. the number of bits, corresponds to their range and
precision. The length of the sub-string varies with the desired precision of the results: the
longer the string length, the higher the accuracy. The relationship between string length β and
precision α is expressed as follows:

(X U − X L ) ⋅ 10 α

(

)

≤ 2β − 1

(7)

where XU and XL are the upper and the lower bound of the variable, respectively. As described below, the search process operate on this encoding of the decision variables, rather
than the decision variables themselves.
2.3

Decoding of individual

To proceed with the genetic analogy, the individuals of the population are assumed as chromosomes and the variables corresponds to genes. Thus, a chromosome, i.e. each row of the
generated matrix, represent a possible retrofitting solution and is composed of several genes
(variables). Examining the chromosome string in isolation yields no information about the
problem under consideration. It is only with the decoding of the chromosome into its phenotypic values that any meaning can be found to the representation. Within the present algorithm,
the vector x is composed of variables describing both member- and structure-level techniques:
the string representing the binary coding of one individual [25] is structured by concatenating
the set of variables that represent it. Figure 3 depicts an example of the binary genotype
adopted in the present algorithm for representing a simple three-storey structure with four
beams at each floor (one-bay for each direction in plan): the first part of the string describes
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the member-level techniques considered in the aforementioned individual, whereas the second
part is dedicated to describing the structure-level ones. The variables are not encoded in equal
sub-string lengths.
Member-level technique

Structure-level technique

Chromosome =
N° of variables
N° of bits

Ncol

N° of variables

2

N° of bits

Nbeam
3

Decoding =

Figure 3: Example of binary genotype for coding a retrofitting intervention

In fact, in the first part of the individual, each couple of bits contains a code related to the
number of FRP layers possibly employed for confining the corresponding column of the
structure under consideration: hence, a total of 2Ncol bits is contained, Ncol being the number
of column elements in the structural model of the existing frame. The accuracy that can be
obtained through two-bit coding is only approximately 1/4th of the search space, but as this
string length is increased by 1, the obtainable accuracy increases exponentially to 1/8th of the
search space. In the current implementation, the confinement ranges between zero (as-built
configuration denoted by the value “00” assumed in the binary code of the corresponding
column) and three layers of FRP (denoted by the value “11” of the binary code representing
the i-th column). The information collected in this part of the codified x vector are employed for
modifying the original (unconfined) mechanical values of the Kent and Park model [30] available in OpenSEES [31] for simulating the behavior of concrete in columns. Particularly, based on
various parameters, such as the number of layers, the shape of section transverse section and the
type of FRP considered for this application, the original (unconfined) stress-strain relationship
describing the material behavior for each column is duly modified are schematically described in
Figure 4. As is well-known, the resulting relationship for confined concrete depends on
several parameters, such as the number of FRP layers, the shape of transverse section and the
type of FRP considered for this application.
Strain

Unconfined concrete
Confined concrete

fco

fcu,2layer
fcu,1layer
fcu,uncon

εco

εcu,uncon εcu,1layer εcu,2layer Stress

Figure 4: Model by Kent & Park [30] for confined concrete
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On the other hand, the following assumption are considered for describing the steel bracings
system representing the global intervention codified in the second part of the genotype:
1. the transverse section of each couple of diagonals is identified by means of a label
corresponding to a commercial steel profile;
2. only the profiles of the first storey level are reported in the codified “x” vector,
whereas those adopted for the upper levels stem out of a consistent design criterion;
3. steel bracings are supposed to be possibly realised between each couple of columns
connected by a beam: therefore, the maximum number of bracings is equal to the
number of beam Nbeam at the first floor.
The aforementioned assumptions are intended at keeping the set of design variables as small
as possible. Therefore, the current implementation of the proposed procedure employs three
bits for each variable related to steel diagonal bracings and, hence, only 23 = 8 codes are
available to describe the section of diagonals possibly installed at the first storey level, in
correspondence of a generic beam (see assumption n. 3). They can range from 0 (absence of
bracing) to 7: each code included between “001” and “111” points to a position in a
commercial steel profile table (assumption n. 1) and, hence, the relevant properties of bracing
diagonals are available therein (Figure 5).
LABEL

HEB

b [mm]

h [mm]

a [mm]

e [mm]

r [mm]

A1 [cm2]

1

100

100

100

6,0

10,0

12

26,04

2

120

120

120

6,5

11,0

12

34,01

3

140

140

140

7,0

12,0

12

42,96

4

160

160

160

8,0

13,0

15

54,25

5

180

180

180

8,5

14,0

15

65,25

6

200

200

200

9,0

15,0

18

78,08

7

220

220

220

9,5

16,0

18

91,04

a
h
r
e
b

Figure 5: Set of commercial steel profile and corresponding labels

The relationship between the section of steel members at the first level and the section of steel
bracings at upper floors is defined according the Eq. (8):
n

∑h
A k ,des =

j= k

j

n

∑h
i =1

i

⋅ Wj
⋅ Wi

⋅ A1

(8)

where hj represents the position in height of the floor with respect to the foundation level, n is
the total number of floors, Wj is the seismic mass of the j-th floor. Moreover, A1 is the area of
the cross section of the bracing at the first level and Ak,des is the theoretical area of the bracing
cross section required at the k-th floor. It is worth highlighting that any other consistent
design criteria, defining the upper level sections depending on the first level ones, might be
possibly adopted in lieu of Eq. (8). Finally, the knowledge of theoretical areas allows to select
the steel commercial section whose area must be greater than Ak,des.
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2.4

Evaluating of fitness

The optimisation target can be measured both in terms of objective f(x) and fitness F(x) functions, but the latter has a closer association with biology than the former. In fact, fitness in
biological sense is a quality value which is a measure of the reproductive efficiency of chromosomes. In the proposed genetic algorithm, fitness is used to allocate reproductive traits to
the individuals in the population and thus act as some measure of goodness to be maximized.
On the other hand, the objective function is used to provide a measure of how individuals
have performed in the problem domain. As already seen, the search of the optimal solution is
affected both by the actual cost Ctot of the retrofitting solution and the additional information
related to the seismic check on Limit State function gLS,i. With regards to the latter, Static Non
Linear (Pushover) Static Analysis (Figure 6) is considered for determining capacity curves
through an incremental static analysis on a nonlinear model of the structure subjected to a triangular distribution of lateral forces, both in x and y directions (further distributions might be
easily taken into account for performing the seismic analysis) [22] [32]. A capacity fiber
model with plasticity spread along the non-linear elements is taken into account.
Base shear V

∆top

Vbase
Top displacement ∆

Figure 6: Static Non Linear Analysis and capacity curve

The deformation capacity CLS,i of frame elements, to be verified in accordance with Eq. (1) at
Limit State of Damage Limitation (SLD) and Limit State of Life Safety (SLV), is defined in
terms of chord rotation θ at yielding and collapse conditions, respectively. The chord rotation
is the angle between the tangent to the axis at the yielding end and the chord connecting that
end with the end of the shear span (LV = M/V = moment/shear at the end section). It is also
equal to the element drift ratio, i.e., the deflection at the end of the shear span with respect to
the tangent to the axis at the yielding end, divided by the shear span. With regard to collapse
conditions, the capacity rotation θum is herein assessed by the following empirical formulations Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.:
θ um = θ C ,SLV

 max (0,01; ω') 
1
=
⋅ 0,016 ⋅ 0,3 ν ⋅ 
⋅ fc 
γ el
 max (0,01; ω)


(

)

0 , 225

L 
⋅ v 
 h 

0 , 35

⋅ 25

f

 αρ sx yw

fc







(

⋅ 1,25100⋅ρ d

)

(9)

Similarly, the chord rotation at yielding θy is determined in accordance with the empirical relationship (10):
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(

)

θ y = θ um − θ plum = θ C,SLD
θ

pl
um

 max (0,01; ω') 
1
=
⋅ 0,0145 ⋅ 0,25 ν ⋅ 
⋅ fc 
γ el
 max (0,01; ω)


(

)

0 , 35

⋅f

0 , 25
c

L 
⋅ v 
 h 

0 , 35

⋅ 25

f

 αρ sx yw

fc







(

⋅ 1,275100⋅ρ d

)

(10)

Vbase

∆*

V*/m*

where h is the depth of cross-section, Lv is the ratio moment/shear at the end section, α is the
confinement effectiveness factor, ω/ω’ is the mechanical reinforcement ratio of the tension
and compression, respectively, longitudinal reinforcement, ν is the dimensionless axial force,
ρd is the steel ratio of diagonal reinforcement, fc and fwc are the concrete compressive strength
and the stirrup yield strength, respectively. On the one hand, the seismic demand is determined according to the well-known N2-Method [33]: Figure 7 depicts the main operations
requested to calculate the “performance-point”, whose abscissa is the displacement demand
DLS,i.

m*
Elastic ADRS
capacity curve
Inelastic ADRS

V*
displacement
demand

∆∗

∆top

Figure 7: Evaluating seismic displacement demand via N2 Method

Moreover, the proposed heuristic strategy use the penalty function Φ in Eq. (5) with the aim
to penalize unsuccessful solutions characterized by seismic demand higher than capacity. The
penalty function depends on the maximum value of the capacity to demand ratio. The latter is
evaluated through four Non Linear Static Analysis carried out for simulating the seismic response of the structure under consideration both in x and y direction (Table 1).
X+

X-

Y+

Y-

SLD
SLV

Table 1: Evaluating maximum value of limit state function

One of the major challenges in any application of penalty function concerns achieving an appropriate balance of the penalty value. Large penalty values discourage algorithm from exploring infeasible regions and the search is quickly moved inside the feasible region. On the
other hand, low penalty values do not prohibit algorithm from searching infeasible regions
most of the time. As a result of these findings, the authors propose a “death penalty functions”
which immediately reject infeasible solutions [35]. The feasible region is shown graphically
in Figure 8. In the domain of technically successful solutions, where no violation is found, a
low penalty belonging to the linear branch is imposed on the objective function: it grows
monotonically until the threshold value 1 above which the term Φ reaches an almost vertical
asymptote.
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On the contrary, if the maximum demand to capacity ratio is greater than unit, then the penalty cost becomes very high.

TECHNICALLY
EFFECTIVE
SOLUTIONS

TECHNICALLY
INEFFECTIVE
SOLUTIONS

Figure 8: Penalty function

Based on typical retrofitting costs and their possible correlation with the demand to capacity
ratio [36], the penalties solution is defined as represented in Figure 8, in which a unit cost of
20 €/m3 is assumed for retrofitting [37]. This definition of penalty function aims at increasing
the nominal cost for those solutions that do not meet the constraint condition in Eq. (2). Once
the total cost and the limit state function gLS,i are evaluated for all Nind individuals of the
population, for the minimization problem under consideration, it is necessary to map the objective function to fitness function form. Within the present work, the authors employ a proportional fitness assignment as transformation. The fitness F(xi) assigned to each solution
“measures” the capability of the i-th individual to “compete” with the other ones of the same
generation in achieving the objective of the optimisation problem under consideration. It is
computed as the individual’s raw performance, f(xi), relative to the whole population, according to the Eq. (11):

F( x i ) =

min [f (x i )]

i =1.. N ind

f (x i )

(11)

As can be easily understood from Eq. (11) it is always lower than the unit, which is
determined for the individual characterised by the lower value of the objective function. In
other words, the fitness function value corresponds to the number of offspring that an individual can expect to produce in the following generation.
2.5

Convergence test

Because GA is a stochastic search method, it is difficult to formally specify convergence
criteria. As the fitness of a population may remain unchanged for a number of generations
before a superior individual is found, the application of conventional termination criteria
becomes problematic. A common practice is to terminate the GA after a predefined number of
generations. In the present work, starting from the randomly generated initial population, the
genetic algorithm evolves through three operators described below until the counter of
population reaches a maximum number fixed to 150.
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2.6

Selection

The selection operator selects individuals on the bases of their fitness with the aim of realising
the “survival of the fittest” principle, which is the basis of the evolution theory [17]. This
principle translates into discarding the chromosomes with the highest cost and into the
exclusion of the solutions that don’t comply with the seismic check. The essential idea is that
individuals are picked out of the current population and, based on probabilistic assumptions,
they are included in a mating pool. First, the Nind costs f(xi) and associated chromosomes are
ranked from lowest cost to highest cost. Then, only the best are selected to continue, while the
rest are deleted. The selection rate, Xrate, is the fraction of Nind that survives for the next step
of mating. The number of chromosomes that are kept each generation is:

N keep = X rate ⋅ N ind

(12)

Of the Nind chromosomes in a generation, only the top Nkeep survive for mating, and the
bottom Nind - Nkeep are discarded to make room for the new “offspring” solutions. Deciding
how many chromosomes to keep is somewhat arbitrary. Keeping too many chromosomes
allows bad performers a chance to contribute their traits to the next generation. For this
reason, the authors keep 10% (Xrate = 0.1) in the selection process. In the present example,
Nind = 100. With a 10% selection rate, Nkeep = 10. Then, 10 individuals with the lowest cost
f(x) survive to the next generation and become potential parents. The fitness F(xi) of each
individual is employed in determining the “probability of survival” p(xi) of the i-th solution as
follows:

p( x i ) =

F(x i )
N ind

∑ F(x )

(13)

i

i =1

It is evident that, by definition, the values of p(xi) range between 0 and 1 and the sum of
probabilities for each individual is equal to the unity. Under the algorithmic standpoint, p(xi)
is the probability that the i-th individual is “selected” within the current generation to be part
of the mating pool and, hence, “reproduce” itself into the following generation. The
individuals featuring higher values of p(xi) have the higher probability to be selected as
“parents” for generating “offsprings” in the following generation. In the present work, the
selection procedure is implemented through the so-called “roulette-wheel” rule [38]. The
circular sections within the roulette wheel are marked proportionally to the probability of
survival of each individual (Figure 9): in the example, the individual #3 is the fittest
individual and, hence, it corresponds to the wider circular sector, whereas individuals #2 is the
least fit and, correspondingly, it has a smaller area.
14%

Individual

18%
7%

25%

36%

Chromosome

Probability Cumulative P.

1

0.18

0.18

2

0.07

0.25

3

0.36

0.61

4

0.25

0.86

5

0.14

1.00

Figure 9: Roulette wheel rule in the selection operator
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If Nind - Nkeep individuals have to be selected, Nind - Nkeep random numbers are generated in
the [0,1] range and the individual whose circular segment includes the random number is
actually selected for reproduction.
2.7

Crossover

The crossover operator aims at creating different individuals in the following generations by
combining material extracted from individuals of the previous generation. It is worth highlighting that, in order to preserve some of the fitter individuals, not all the strings in the mating pool are used in crossover. Hence, a threshold combination probability pc is defined: only
Nind*pc individuals of the population are used in the crossover operation, whereas Nind*(1-pc)
remain unchanged and preserve themselves for following population. Typically, the probability for crossover ranges from 0.6 to 0.95. Because the selection rate Xrate is equals to 0.1, the
employed probability pc = 1- Xrate results 0.9. Once 0.5*Nind*pc pairs of individuals are selected according to their fitness F(xi), crossover operator “mixes” the segments of each pair and
the information contained between these segments is exchanged. As well as its ideal counterpart in nature, the two genotype strings of the individual participating in the crossover are selected as “parents” and the resulting strings are defined as “children”. Figure 10 shows the
working principle of the crossover operator: the method used in the present GA is the “multipoint” crossover.

Figure 10: Crossover operator applied to couples of “parent” individuals

In the example shown in Figure 10 the segments are delimited with dashed lines and crossover operator is applied column-by column and bay-by-bay, respectively in the first and second
part of the genotype. The influence of the number of crossover points on the resulting efficiency is a key aspect, whose discussion is outside the scope of this paper. Readers may refer
to Spears [39]-[40] for further details.
2.8

Mutation

In natural evolution, mutation is a random process through which one allele of a gene is replaced by another to produce a new genetic structure. Mutation is the second way a GA explores the solution space. This operator provides a guarantee that the probability of searching
any given string will never be zero and acting as a safety net to recover good genetic material
that may be lost through the action of selection and crossover [41]. Under the operational
standpoint, it introduces diversity not in the original population whenever the population
tends to become homogeneous due to repeated use of reproduction and crossover operators. It
also tends to distract the GA from converging too fast at local optima before sampling the entire solution space. The need for mutation is in fact to create a point in the neighborhood of
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the current point, thereby achieving a local search around the current solution. Even though
better strings are not guaranteed and/or tested while creating them, it is expected that if weak
(or bad) strings are created they will be eliminated by the reproduction operator in the next
generation and if good strings are created, they will be increasingly emphasized. Mutation operates at the bit level of the genotype code. To this end, the so-called “mutation probability”
pm is defined as the probability of a single bit to be “inverted” in each offspring individual
when the bits are being copied from the current string to the new string. As well as in nature,
this probability is usually assumed as a small value, typically in the range 0.001 and 0.01. In
the current implementation this parameter is set equal to 0.01. A high value is selected in order to enhance the so-called “ergodicity” of the algorithm, namely its capability to explore the
parametric field of the problem under consideration. A coin toss mechanism is employed: if
random number between zero and one is less than the mutation probability, then the bit is inverted, so zero becomes one and vice versa (Figure 11). If Nbits is the number of bits totally
allocated in each string, mutation points are randomly selected from the (Nind- Nkeep)*Nbits total number of bits in the population matrix. It is possible that a given binary string may be
mutated at more than one point. Figure 11 shows an example of mutation occurring in a generic individual.
Mutation point
Original string

0

Random number

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0.234 0.703 0.167 0.345 0.008 0.806 0.005 0.624 0.411

Mutated string

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

Figure 11: Examples of mutation points

Finally, the application of selection, crossover and mutation operators on the current population creates a new population. This new population is used to generate subsequent populations
and so on, yielding solutions that are closer to the optimum solution. The values of the objective function of the individuals of the new population are again determined by decoding the
strings. This completes one cycle of genetic algorithm called a generation. In each generation
if the solution is improved, it is stored as the best solution. The process described is repeated
till convergence.
3

PROPOSED APPLICATION

The working detail and the potential of the presented optimisation procedure are shown in an
application: Figure 12 depicts the in-plane configuration of the simple stucture considered
herein.
4.00

5.00

4.00

6.00

Y
X
Figure 12: In-plain configuration of the considered structure
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A simple 3D three-storey RC frame with three bays in x-direction and one bay along y axis,
considered in a construction site caracterized by higl level of seismicity (PGALD = 0.12g;
PGALV = 0.35g) is taken as preliminary case for applying the proposed retrofitting strategy.
The cross sectional area of beams and columns is 30x40 cm2 and 30x30 cm2, respectively.
Foundation is not simulated and fixed supports are considered. Rigid joints are used for
simulating beam-to-column connections. The total number of design variables considered in
the test example (Figure 13) is 34: 3 x 8 member-level variables (8 columns for each floor),
plus 10 structure-level variables (6 bays in x-direction and 4 along the y axes).
X

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ncol = 24

Nbeam = 10

Figure 13: As-built genotype of the considered structure

Each generation includes 100 individuals and the genetic algorithm stops either 150 after
generations or if the objective function keeps unchanged for 20 consecutive generations. Both
the LS of Life Safety (SLV) and Damage Limitation (SLD) are considered and, hence,
demand and capacity are evaluated in both LSs. A bilinear stress-strain curve with Young
modulus equal to 210 GPa and yield stress Fy= 220 MPa is adopted for describing the elastoplastic behaviour of steel. The Kent-Scott-Park model [30] with degraded linear
unloading/reloading stiffness and no tensile strength is used in order to describe the
constitutive law of existing concrete. The effects of FRP confinement result in increasing the
ductility of concrete (Figure 4), according to the afore mentioned model. The live load is
taken as Q=2.00 kN/m2 and the permanent load is G=5.00 kN/m2. The gravity loads are
contributed from an effective area of 78 m2. A Finite Element model is built in OpenSEES
[31] for simulating the seismic response of the structure under consideration. The well-known
fiber approach is used to account for material non-linearity by means of the so-called
“nonlinear beam-column elements”. Five integration sections, located at the Gauss-Lobatto
quadrature points, are considered for each beam-column element. Each section is divided into
a number of fibers. Similar elements are also employed for modelling the concentric steel
bracings in structure-level intervention. An accidental eccentricity is assigned in the middle
point according to EN 1993-1-1 [32] in order to obtain the buckling of the bracing in
compression. Figure 14 depicts the outcome of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 14: Convergence history: objective function vs generation
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The objective function starts from a cost of 156’481 € and decreases progressively. As
expected, the curve shows a very steep slope over the first generations and a slower and
slower reduction, often characterised by a staircase shape, towards the final convergence,
which is supposed to be achieved after 150 generations, as no further relevant improvement is
observed in f(x) over the last 15 iterations. Finally, the optimal phenotype in the 150th
population (Figure 15) has a cost of 43’703 €, the lowest of all previously processed
solutions. In the example proposed herein, the optimal solution came up to consist of a
concentric steel bracing (realised in the two plain frame along the y-direction and one in the x
direction) and no local FRP interventions are actually required. The optimal section of steel
members for the first bracing level is a HE 100 A.

Y
X
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

Structure-level technique

Member-level technique

Figure 15: Optimal phenotype and corresponding technical solution

4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper outlined the formulation of a rational procedure intended at optimising seismic retrofitting of existing structures by combining member- and structure-level techniques. The
proposed genetic algorithm has the potential to support engineering judgement (being far
from the ambition to rule it out) in determining the “fittest” seismic retrofitting solution for
RC frames. The proposed procedure demonstrates its potential in formally. In fact, the considered application demonstrates that the implemented genetic algorithm is capable of finding
a solution characterised by a cost significantly lower than the initially assumed trial solution.
Nevertheless, the implementation of this numerical model is still under development: the
work ahead should be primarily intended at including the aspects that are not taken into account yet (i.e. multi-criteria objective function, among the others). Moreover, it should also
aim at enhancing the computational efficiency of the computer procedure, whose computational cost is one of the main critical issues to be duly addressed for the proposed method be
actually feasible in real applications.
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Abstract. It is presented a numerical assessment of experimental data concerning Mode–II
delamination tests of steel plates jacketed with Carbon fiber textile sheets. In particular, an inverse identification procedure, based on finite element analysis, has been performed in order to
estimate the constitutive parameters of the interface bonding steel and textile. Such a procedure
proved to be capable of characterizing a constitutive model which reproduces with sufficient
accuracy the peak load and the fracture triggering propagation of the bonding interface. The
identified finite element model is accurate enough to be employed in force–based design or in
structural analysis where a suitable displacement–ultimate limit state is considered.
The contribution analyzes the physical interpretation of the Mode–II delamination process
with particular focus on its representation by means of finite element models. In particular,
a discussion about the delamination process will show the consistency of the finite element
model with the physical behavior of the specimen observed during the experimental tests. Such
considerations, although encouraging, introduced further issues which outlines future research
directions in order to improve the identification strategy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Use of Fiber–Reinforced Polymers (FRP) composites for reinforcing structural elements is
a widely diffused technology particularly suitable for the structural retrofit of concrete and
masonry structures. More recently, some peculiar FRP features made the scientific community
explore possible applications in reinforcing steel elements [1, 2].
The fast installation of FRP devices, accompanied by the high strength–to–weight rate, results in a minor disturbance of structural functionality. Further advantages concern their mechanical properties and lay-up protocols; in particular, FRP textiles are capable of following
curved or irregular surfaces of a structural element where steel plates require a preliminary
grinding. In addition, the most appealing feature concerns the use of polymeric adhesives instead of welded and bolted joints [3] what allows one to avoid residual stress and steel weakening due to high temperatures [4].
The chance of using FRP in conjunction with steel elements introduces the necessity to properly account for the mechanical characterization of jacketing–substrate adhesion. In particular,
the high strength of metallic adherends characterizes the interface as a well–identified region
establishing a force/displacement relationship where the damage is likely to be concentrated.
For this reason, it is usual to focus on fracture rather than adhesion. Nevertheless, these are
two aspects of the same physical phenomenon: similarly to adhesion, fracture is a progressive
process in which adhesion forces, acting on an extended region, contrasts the separation of two
bonded interfaces.
To properly model fracture propagation several models, based on both theoretical and experimental research, have been developed. While microscale approaches [5] are capable of
reproducing the interface behavior, their application in design practices is arduous; on the contrary, Cohesive–Zone Models (CZMs), originated from the original proposal by Barenblatt [6]
and Dugdale [7], characterize the stress state in bonding interfaces near to crack regions.
The constitutive model of the cohesive–zone is usually defined by means of physical parameters, such as interface strength and fracture energy (thoughness), whose experimental calibration
is based on testing standardized specimens. In order to characterize the constitutive parameters,
several approaches are available.
A first methodology consists in the definition of theoretical models establishing closed–form
relations between constitutive parameters and experimental response, as in the case of beam–
theory [8, 9], compliance [10] and elasto–plastic [11] approaches.
Despite of their easy–to–use attitude, the applicability of the previous methods is conditioned
to a stable propagation of the fracture during the experimental test [12]. In this sense, whenever
underlying hypothesis of the theoretical model are not satisfied, the experimental test cannot
define any reliable parameter.
On the contrary, recently developed inverse–identification procedures based on Finite Element (FE) analysis [13] avoid the above mentioned drawbacks. They reproduce the monitored
quantities of the experimental test by means of a finite element model that adopt the quantities
to be identified as parameters; an objective function measures the residual between the FEM
and the experimental response [12, 14, 15]. Subsequently, numerical optimization strategies
can be performed in order to identify the parameters’ values that minimize the residual norm.
The significant versatility of finite elements, as well as the chance of selecting the minimization algorithm depending on the peculiar features of the experimental records [16], make
inverse identification a very powerful tool.
In particular this research aims to identify the constitutive parameters of a specimen typol-
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ogy consisting of steel plates reinforced with Carbon–FRP textiles, tested in a round–robin
experimental campaign.
Record datasets of experimental tests, presented in Section 2, monitor the behavior of the
tested specimens by means of overall load–displacement and local strain responses. Although
not exhaustive of fracture propagation, the datasets are sufficiently detailed to describe the nonlinear interaction between steel and FRP.
Test responses are then reproduced by a finite element model in order to define objective
functions as the least–square difference between estimated and experimental responses. The
FEM model is used in an optimization procedure, described in Section 3, in order to identify
the parameters of the interface constitutive model.
Numerical results are discussed in Section 4 where a physical interpretation and considerations about the acceptability of the identified parameters are discussed.
Finally, conclusions provided in Section 5 discuss the open issues of the proposed strategy
introducing future research directions.
2

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS AND MODE-II EXPERIMENTAL TEST

Experimental tests were carried out on symmetric specimens constituted by two S355J0
steel plates bonded to uniaxial Fiber reinforced textile. Steel plates, designed in order to remain
elastic during the fracture tests, are cured by mechanical brushing.
The two steel plates are therefore bonded by four layers of the uniaxial Carbon–fiber textile FiberFIP CARBON T-UNI 390, crafted by the FIP Chemicals S.r.l., applied by room–
temperature impregnation with bi–component epoxy resin type FiberFIP ADESIVO 800, produced by the same manufacturer.
Characteristic mechanical parameters of CFRP textile and epoxy adhesive are reported in
Table 1 while the adopted geometrical scheme is shown in Figure 1 where only half specimen is
represented due to its symmetry. It is worth being emphasized that, although inducing flexure,
the bonding is applied only on the bottom surfaces of the plates in order to detect the strain both
in the CFRP and in the steel.
CFRP textile
Parameter
Units
Tensile Stress
ftk = fm − 3δ
MP a
Avg Ult. strain
%
Elastic Moduli
GP a
Textile Weight g/m2
Fiber Eq. thick. mm

Value
≥ 2400
≥ 0.6
390
450
0.247

Epoxy adhesive
Parameter
Units
Weight Ratio (A : B)
Weight (A + B)
kg/dm3
◦
Compr. stress (23 C)
MP a
Flex. stress (23◦ C)
MP a
Flex.-Trac. stress
MP a
Adhesion to steel
for direct traction
MP a

Value
3.3 : 1
1.10 + 0.05
≥ 90
≥ 36
≥ 50
≥ 14

Table 1: Characteristic Values of Mechanical parameters of the CFRP textile and of the bi–components epoxy
adhesive

A set of five symmetrically located measurement devices has been used in order to record
the strain evolution during the delamination test: strain gauges of type HBM Hottinger Baldwin
Masstechnil GmbH – 6 mm, k-factor 2.16 ± 1.0% have been applied on the external surfaces
of both the steel and the CFRP, as shown in Figure 1. Specifically, strain gauges SG1 and SG5
are applied on the top surface of the steel plates simmetrically with respect to the midspan.
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100
GRIP REGION

SG3

C-FRP textile
(4 layers)

100

10

SG2

104

STEEL
S355J0

SG1

SG2

(a) Frontal view of half specimen.

SG3

(b) Plan view of half specimen.

Figure 1: Geometric layout of the tested Specimen (lengths in mm).

(a) Specimen S1 before the test.

(b) Specimen S1 after delamination.

Figure 2: Pure Mode–II delamination test S1.

Moreover, SG2 and SG4 have been fixed on the external surface of the CFRP textile. Gauge
SG3, applied on the CFRP textile, is located at the middle point of the specimen and its record
is inconsequential for the purposes of the present identification.
Experimental data illustrated in this contribution are referred to two Mode–II delamination
tests carried out by a load–control electromechanical testing system type MST810, as shown
in Figure 2(a). Loading, displacements and strains were recorded by the internal toolkit of the
testing machine.
Both tests were carried out by monotonically increasing a quasi–static tensile load until complete delamination of the specimens, shown in Figure 2(b), was attained. Records of both experimental tests are reported in Figure 3. Specifically, load–displacement curves are plotted in Fig.
3(a) while Fig. 3(b) reports the loading plotted vs. the strain values recorded by strain–gauges
S4 and S5 on the horizontal axis. It should be emphasized that both tests provided consistent experimental dataset since the differences between load–displacement curves and strains
are negligible, as expected considering the natural dispersion of mechanical parameters. For
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(a) Load–displacement curves.

(b) Strain gauges record.

Figure 3: Mode–II delamination experimental test dataset.

100
n nodes

200
Steel elastic beams

rigid links

zero-lenght
interface elements
CFRP trusses

Figure 4: Scheme of the Finite Element model of the delamination test (lengths in mm).

this reason, the experimental dataset can be reasonably employed in inverse identification of
adhesion constitutive parameters, an issue pursued in the following subsection.
3

INVERSE IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE

In order to perform inverse identification of the adhesion parameters, the response of the pure
Mode–II delamination test is reproduced by a Finite Element (FE) model analyzed in OpenSees
[17], an object–oriented framework for structural analysis.
Figure 4 reports a simple scheme of the model which takes advantage of the specimen symmetry. Steel plates have been modeled by means of 30 elastic frames characterized by Young
modulus Es = 210.0 GP a and geometrical properties deduced from Fig. 1.
CFRP textiles have been modeled by elastic trusses with area Ac = 0.247 × 4 × 104 =
102.752 mm2 , connected to the steel frames by rigid links with eccentricity e = 6.5 mm; their
Young’s modulus has been experimentally characterized by preliminary tests and turn out to be
Ec = 424.0 GP a.
Interface between steel and CFRP is modeled by zero–lengths elements located at the end of
rigid links and characterized by two independent constitutive models. Specifically, relationship
between vertical forces and displacements is linearly elastic adopting the steel Young’s modulus
while the corresponding behavior in the horizontal direction is reported in Figure 5.
Such a constitutive model, proposed in [18], proved to be suitable for modeling Mode–II delamination and has become a consolidated standard in common practice [3]. It is characterized
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elastic

softening
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constant stress region

debonding

interfacial shear stress
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area underneath the curve = GcII
1

2

f

Figure 5: Typical constitutive model of the bonding interface for Mode–II delamination.

by a horizontal peak stress τmax and strains δ1 , δ2 and δf which have to be identified.
Fixed a trial value of the parameters, the FE estimate of the delamination test is computed that
a displacement-control algorithm that applies the experimental displacements to the steel frame.
In order to perform the inverse identification, it is necessary to define structural responses and
an objective function Θ. In particular, for each trial value of the identifying parameters array β,
the objective function Θ (β) evaluates the distance between the FE–estimated and experimental
responses.
An effective approach introduced in [14] defines Θ (β) as the standard deviation of the difference between recorded and estimated responses; nevertheless, it has been shown in [12] how
their selection is a critical issue that can significantly influence the parameters identification.
In particular, if a structural response has low sensitivity with respect to the identifying parameters, this adds noise to the objective function what could compromise its effectiveness. In the
present application, load–displacement curves shown in Fig. 3(a) present almost–linear trend
with fragile collapse. This can be expected since, in case of load–control, pure Mode–II delamination presents an instantaneous propagation of the fracture. Therefore, the load–displacement
relationship can characterize the initial stiffness of the system but will add very few information
about the fracture propagation phase.
For this reason, an exhaustive characterization of the whole test should consider experimental
records able to capture the progressive collapse of interface elements.
It has been shown in [19] that, in order to detect shear delamination, it is necessary to provide
a gradual drive of the strain. For the presented tests, this progressive strain increment can be
observed locally by the strain gauges. For this reason, their record has to be taken into account
in the identification procedure.
In order define the objective function, the displacement governing the experimental test is
discretized in m steps and is denoted as ∆ui . The experimental dataset consists of the recorded
exp
load F exp (∆ui ) and strains εexp
1 (∆ui ) and ε2 (∆ui ), referring to the SG1 and SG2 strain
gauges, respectively.
h
i
Moreover, arranging the identifying parameters in the array β = τmax δ1 δ2 δf , a
finite element analysis is performed adopting ∆ui as controlled displacement; it computes the
parametrized responses F f em (∆ui , β), εf1 em (∆ui , β) and εf2 em (∆ui , β) corresponding to the
components of the experimental dataset. Denoting as Rld the residual of the load and as Rgj
with j = 1, 2 the residuals of the j-th strain gauge, they can be computed as:
m
F f em (∆ui , β) − F exp (∆ui )
1 X
Rld (∆ui , β) =
m i=1
F exp (∆ui )

"
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f em

m
ε
1 X
 j
Rgj (∆ui , β) =
m i=1

2

(∆ui , β) − εexp
(∆ui )
j

exp
εj (∆ui )

(2)

Eventually, the objective function is defined as:
Θ (β) =

1
[wld Rld (∆ui , β) + wG1 Rg1 (∆ui , β) + wG2 Rg2 (∆ui , β)]
3

(3)

where wld , wG1 and wG2 are combination weights. Identification of the interface parameters is
finally performed by the optimization problem:
β ? = arg min [Θ (β) |β ]

(4)

where β ? is the occurrence of the parameter array which minimizes Θ (β).
It is worth being emphasized that the objective function defined by Equations (1)-(3) can be
physically interpreted as the mean–square of the structural response percentage residual.
4

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The procedure described in the previous section has been performed for both the introduced
experimental datasets and results of the parameters identification are hereby presented.
Numerical computations have been performed by a constrained–symplex optimization algorithm available in the Matlab Optimization Toolbox v.R2013b [20] with tolerance 10−8 , while
finite element models have been analyzed by OpenSees v. 2.2.0 [17].
Identified parameters values for both the test S1 and S2 are reported in Table 2 and corresponds to the area underneath the identified constitutive curves shown in Figure 6.
A first consideration concerns peak stress τmax . In particular, let us denote as τavg the average
shear stress at the specimen failure, computed as the ratio between the maximum load and the
interface area and reported in the right column of Table 2. For both tests the identified values
of τmax are consistent with the corresponding τavg . Moreover, area underneath the constitutive
curve of test S1, which is related to the Mode–II fracture energy, is consistent with the integral
of experimental load displacement curve shown in Fig. 3(a). On the contrary, Test S2 presents
high values of δ2 and δf resulting in an over-estimation of fracture energy. For this reason,
further considerations about the acceptability of the results is required.
Test
S1
S2

τmax (M P a)
δ1
4.1248
0.0462
3.6406
0.0355

δ2
0.3941
1.6748

δf
0.8421
3.4138

τavg (M P a)
6.4413
4.8952

Table 2: Results of the parameter inverse identification

In order to qualitatively investigate if the identified parameters are significant and can be used
in structural analyses, finite element responses computed at convergence have been compared
with the experimental dataset.
Figures 7(a) and 8(a) present the FE and experimental load–displacement curves for the S1
and S2 test, respectively. In both cases the finite–element estimate of the load presents a good
matching if initial stiffness while load at collapse turns out to be conservative with respect to
the experimental curve although finite element curves present a plastic plateau.
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Figure 6: Identified Mode–II constitutive relationships of the interface (stress in M P a).

(a) Load–displacement curve.

(b) Strain gauges curves.

Figure 7: Pure Mode–II delamination test S1. Experimental vs. identified responses.

(a) Load–displacement curve.

(b) Strain gauges curves.

Figure 8: Pure Mode–II delamination test S2. Experimental vs. identified responses.
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Moreover strain responses, computed at the strain gauges application points and reported in
Figures 7(b) and 8(b), show a less accurate matching with the experimental dataset, as proved
by the values of the objective function computed at convergence. Recalling that
√ the objective
Θ = 28.11%
function
Θ
is
defined
in
terms
of
the
residual
mean–square,
it
turns
out
to
be
√
and Θ = 23.61% for test S1 and S2, respectively.
In particular such identification, obtained by adopting equal weights wld = wG1 = wG2 =
1/3 for all responses, is the best compromise for estimating constitutive parameters in such a
way to provide acceptable matchings. Further tests with different weights, omitted for brevity,
although matching the strains, fail to estimate the load.
Nevertheless, the identified parameters are capable of computing the interface responses with
sufficient approximation although the plastic behavior of the load-displacement curve, as well
as the over estimation of δ2 and ultdisp for test S2, require a further discussion.
Recalling the constitutive relationship reported in Figure 5, δ1 denotes the strain value for
which the fracture process is triggered while collapse of interface elements is ruled by δ2 and δf .
Fracture triggering and collapse do not necessarily propagate proportionally while specimens
are loaded. In particular, in presence of the constitutive horizontal branch, triggering propagation is smooth since, as the interface elements reach the maximum stress, they preserve their
integrity for a significant increment of strain. On the contrary, collapse propagation is expected
to be fragile.
For this reason, fracture triggering results in nonlinear structural responses while collapse
propagation corresponds to the sudden and complete failure of the specimen. This implies that,
while nonlinearities are well recorded and can be reproduced by the finite element model, peak
load represent the only information concerning the collapse. Thus, identification of τmax and δ1
is reasonably reliable while δ2 and δf require further investigations.
In conclusion, the use of the identified parameters is capable to match with sufficient approximation the behavior of the bonding interface in terms of strains and maximum load while, to
account for collapse, a suitable ultimate limit state should be introduced.
A final remark concerns the convergence trend of the minimization algorithm. In general,
optimizations have shown good convergence as long as the parameters’ starting estimates are
set to physically reasonable values. On the contrary, the algorithm is not robust if its starting
point does not belong to a suitable neighborhood of the solution.
This issue should be addressed by analyzing the response sensitivity with respect to the interface parameters and by defining a rule for choosing a suitable starting point of the algorithm.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Experimental and numerical assessments of Mode-II delamination tests performed on steel
plates jacketed by uniaxial carbon-FRP textile sheets have been presented. In particular, the
presented procedure estimates the parameters of the bonding interface constitutive model.
Experimental data have been deduced by a test protocol concerning two specimens, each
one constituted by two steel plates axially jacketed by a carbon fiber textile sheet applied by
means of an epoxy adhesive. The experimental dataset has been obtained driving the specimens
through complete delamination and recording imposed external loads, displacements and local
strains on both the steel and CFRP textile. Experimental curves present fragile collapses; nevertheless, transient nonlinear behaviors describe the propagation of the fracture triggering along
the interface.
The experimental dataset has been numerically assessed in order to get the interface constitutive parameters by finite-element-based inverse identification. To this end, test responses
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have been reproduced by a finite element model parameterized with respect to the identifying
parameters. Subsequently, the identification procedure minimizes an objective function defined
as the mean square of the difference between experimental and finite-element responses.
The values of the identified parameters proved to be capable of estimating the behavior of
the bonding interface in terms of stress and strain magnitudes; moreover, the computed peak
force conservatively approximates the experimental values. Nevertheless, because of the fragile failure of the tested specimens, the identified parameters are not capable of predicting the
interface collapse propagation. Yet, the results can be applied in force–based structural design
approaches.
Although the presented results should be considered as a preliminary stage of further investigations, they are encouraging and mark future research directions revealing some unresolved
issues that should be addressed.
In particular, more refined finite element model, accounting for large displacements and local
behaviors, should be used for defining the objective function and a suitable rule for fixing the
starting point of the identification algorithm since this can significantly improve the accuracy
of the identification. Both issues will be the topic of a future publication where constitutive
behavior at collapse will be addressed by including the interface failure in the objective function.
As a final remark, some numerical results, which have been omitted for brevity, revealed
a significant sensitivity of the identification procedure with respect to the constitutive parameters of the underlying (steel) adherends. Further investigations will therefore investigate such
aspects by combining experimental datasets of different test typologies.
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Abstract. Many existing structures which are designed according to older anti-seismic regulations appear to have insufficient seismic behavior. One of the most critical factors that contributes to the vulnerability of those structures is either insufficient ductility or significant
corrosion of the reinforcement. This article investigates through experimental results the use
of composite materials (fiber reinforced polymers) for strengthening columns of reinforced
concrete with corroded and non-corroded reinforcement and the influence of the strengthening on the local ductility of the elements. Then, a presentation and comparison between the
two available regulations of KAN.EPE. and Eurocode 8, part 3 is performed as far as the
strengthening of linear elements to increase their ductility is concerned. In a second phase, a
comparison between the resulting ductility of experimental results and the results of the above
two regulations is carried out in order to highlight any ambiguities in the regulations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Many existing reinforced concrete structures have been designed and constructed according to old regulations or even in the absence of regulations. As a consequence, they suffer
from reduced seismic capacity. One of the most critical factors that contribute to the seismic
vulnerability of these structures is inadequate ductility, i.e. an insufficient capacity of the elements to develop residual deformations after reaching their maximum strength resulting in
sudden brittle failure. In addition, many of these structures have developed significant corrosion in their reinforcement because of their age or due to the extremely close placement of the
transverse reinforcement to the outer surface of the concrete. Notably, the rusting problem is
intensified by the widespread use of S500 steel, which is more susceptible to corrosion.
The increase in local ductility of linear elements can be achieved by imposing external
confinement (in the form of collars, jackets or external connectors), or by the application of a
reinforced concrete jacket. The material which is most extensively used for external confinement is either steel or composite materials (fiber reinforced polymers (FRP)). Confronting the
vulnerability of corroded elements can also be carried out by the assistance of external confinement, with the most common method of confinement being that of FRPs. This article investigates the strengthening of damaged reinforced concrete columns with materials and
detailing emulating older construction, insufficient ductility, and reinforcement corrosion using FRP jackets.
Both the Greek Code of Structural Interventions, (KAN.EPE.) [1] and Eurocode 8, part 3
(EC8-3) [2] propose models to determine the local ductility of reinforced concrete columns
unstrengthened or strengthened using composite layers. Moreover, models of experimental
data have emerged as an alternative procedure to that proposed by EC8-3 [2] according to researchers such as Fardis [3]. This article extensively presents these models, which are then
applied to experimental data, compared with each other and evaluated. Finally, ambiguities
and weaknesses in the relationships of the above models are clarified.
2

SIMULATION MODELS OF INTERVENTION AIMED AT INCREASING
LOCAL DUCTILITY

The calculation of the local ductility of linear elements unstrengthened or strengthened
with FRPs is determined in terms of chord rotation, μθ. Approximate formulas are presented
in KAN.EPE. [1], analytical types are included in EC8-3 [2] and alternative methods according to Fardis [3] can be used to calculate the curvature ductility index. These models are presented in detail below.
2.1

KAN.EPE model

According to ΚΑΝ.ΕPΕ. [1], the total displacement ductility index equals the chord rotation ductility index (μδ = μθ). The total displacement ductility index can be calculated from
one of the following equations:
μδ = μθ =
μδ = μθ =

𝜇𝜑 +2
3
𝜇𝜑 +1
2

(1)
(2)

where μφ is the curvature ductility index, which can be approximately determined from:
𝜀

μφ = 2.2𝑐𝑢,𝑐
𝜀 𝑣
𝑠𝑦

where εcu,c is the reduced deflection of the concrete, which is given by the equations:
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𝛼 𝜌𝑠𝑥 𝑓𝑦𝑤

εcu,c = 0.004 + 0.4

(4)

𝑓𝑐𝑐

for unstrengthened columns, or
εcu,c = γΙΟΠ 0.0035(fcc/fc)2

(5)

for strengthened columns. εsy is the average yield deformation of the longitudinal reinforcement of the element, υ is the normalized axial force (positive for compression), α is the con𝐴
finement efficiency index, ρsx= 𝑏 𝑠𝑥𝑠 is the percentage of the transverse reinforcement parallel
𝑤 ℎ

to the direction x of the loading, fyw is the average yield strength of the stirrups, fcc can be determined from:
fcc = fc(1 + 3.5(

𝑎𝑓 𝜌𝑓 𝑓𝑢 3

)4

𝑓𝑐

(6)

γΙΟΠ = 1.0 or 2.0 for carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) or glass fiber reinforced polymer
(GFRP), respectively, fc is the concrete compressive strength, Asx is the area of the steel, bw is
the section width, sh is the stirrup spacing, af is the confinement effectiveness index of the
2𝑡
CFRP or the GFRP, ρf = 𝑏 𝑓 is the percentage of FRP parallel to the direction of the load, fu is
𝑤

the ultimate strength of the stirrups, and tf is the nominal thickness of the FRP.
2.2

Eurocode model

The rotation chord ductility index is the ratio of the limit value of total capacity of the
chord rotation (θu) to the chord rotation of the element at yielding (θy), i.e. μθ = θu/θy. The limit value of the total chord rotation capacity of a non-confined element can be calculated from
the following equation:
max(0,01;𝜔′ )

θum = 0.0016(0.3𝜈 )[ max(0,01;𝜔) 𝑓𝑐 ]0,225 min (9;

𝐿𝑣
ℎ

0,35

)

25

(𝛼𝑠 𝜌𝑠𝑥

𝑓𝑦𝑤
𝑓𝑐

)

(1.25100𝜌𝑑 )

(7)

where ω and ω’ are the mechanical reinforcement ratio and the compressive longitudinal reinforcement ratio, respectively, Lv is the ratio of the moment to the shear strength in the outer
section, h the height of the section, ρd is the diagonal reinforcement ratio, and αs is a transverse reinforcement confinement effectiveness factor, which can be calculated from the following equation:
αs = 1 -

𝑏𝑜2 + ℎ𝑜2

(8)

3𝑏𝑜 ℎ𝑜

where bο and hο are the dimensions of the concrete core based on the axes of the longitudinal
reinforcement.
The total capacity of the chord rotation of the section confined with FRPs can be calculated
from the following relationship:
max(0.01;𝜔′ )

θum = 0.0016∙(0.3ν )[ max(0.01;𝜔) 𝑓𝑐 ]0,225 min (9;

𝐿𝑣
ℎ

0.35

)

25

(𝛼𝑠 𝜌𝑠𝑥

𝑓𝑦𝑤
𝑓𝑐

+ 𝑎𝑓 𝜌𝑓

𝑓𝑓,𝑒
𝑓𝑐

)

(1.25100𝜌𝑑 ) (9)

where αf is the confinement efficiency index of the FRP which can be calculated from the relationship:
αf = 1 -

(𝑏−2𝑅)2 + (ℎ−2𝑅)2
3𝑏ℎ

(10)

where b and h are the full dimensions of the cross section, R is the radius of the rounded corners of the section, ρf = 2tf/b is the ratio of FRP parallel to the direction of the loading, ff,e is
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the active stress of the material retrofitting the section and is given by the following relationship:
𝜌

ff,e = min(fuf, εuf, Ef) (1 – 0.7 min(fuf, εuf, Ef) 𝑓𝑓 )

(11)

𝑐

where fuf and Ef are the strength and modulus of elasticity of the FRP, respectively, and εuf is a
marginally reduced deflection which, when not given a different value, can be taken as 0.015
for CFRP and 0.02 for GFRP.
The product 𝑎𝑓 𝜌𝑓

𝑓𝑓,𝑒

from equation (9) can also be written as:

𝑓𝑐

𝑎𝑓 𝜌𝑓
where 𝜔𝑤 =

4 𝑡𝑓 𝑓𝑢
𝑏𝑓𝑐

𝑓𝑓,𝑒
𝑓𝑐

= 𝑎𝑓

𝜔𝑤
2

( 1 − 0.35 𝜔𝑤 )

(12)

is the volumetric confinement rate for a square section.

The chord rotation at yielding is determined by the following relationship:
θy = φy

𝐿𝑉 + 𝑎𝑣 𝑧
3

ℎ

+ 0.0014(1 + 1.5𝐿 ) + 0.125φy
𝑣

𝑑𝑏𝐿 𝑓𝑦

(13)

√𝑓𝑐

where, φy is the curvature of the cross section at yielding, 𝑎𝑣 𝑧 is a term which expresses the
influence of the "displacement length" of the bending moment, with αν = 1 if the shear cracking capacity, VR1, is less than the shear force VMu = My/Lv, or else it equals 0, z is the length of
the internal lever arm, which is equal to d’ - d in columns, dbL is the diameter of the longitudinal reinforcement, fy the average yield strength of the stirrups, My is the moment at yeild, d' is
the depth to the compression reinforcement, and d is the effective depth of the section.
2.3

Alternative Eurocode model

According to Fardis [3], the final rotation at failure for non-retrofitted elements with a rectangular compression zone and reinforcement detailing for earthquake resistance (including
the use of reinforcing bars with ribs) can be calculated from the following relationship:
θu = αst(1 - 0.43αcy) (1 +

𝑎𝑠𝑙
2

2

) (1 - 0.4αw,r) (1 - 7 αw,nr) (0.3v) [
𝛼 𝜌𝑠

0.35 25

𝑓𝑦𝑤
𝑓𝑐

max(0.01;𝜔′)

𝑓]
max(0.01;ω) 𝑐

(1.25100𝜌𝑑 )

0.225[min (9;

𝐿𝑣
ℎ

)]

(14)

where αst = 0.0185 for hot rolled steel and 0.0115 for cold rolled steel, αcy = 0 for monotonic
loading and αcy = 1 for cyclic loading, αsl = 1 if there is slippage in the longitudinal reinforcement and 0 if not, αw,r = 1 for rectangular walls, otherwise αw,r = 0, and αw,nr = 1 for T, H or U
shaped section walls or hollow rectangular sections, otherwise it equals 0.
For columns confined with FRP, the target chord rotation at failure is determined by the
𝑓
above type of equation with the exponent of the term 25 increased by the factor 𝑎𝑓 𝜌𝑓 𝑓𝑢 ,
𝑐

which addresses the confinement material, as follows:
θu = αst (1- 0.43αcy) (1 +
𝐿𝑣
ℎ

𝑎𝑠𝑙
2

2

max(0.01; 𝜔 )

) (1- 0.4 αw,r) (1- 7 αw,nr) (0.3v) [ max(0.01; 𝜔2 ) 𝑓𝑐 ]0.225[min(9;
𝛼 𝜌𝑠

)]0.35 25

𝑓𝑦𝑤
𝑓𝑐

𝑓
+ 𝑎𝑓 𝜌𝑓 𝑢
𝑓𝑐

1

(1.25100𝜌𝑑 )

(15)

𝑓

The term 𝑎𝑓 𝜌𝑓 𝑓𝑢 can be estimated by noting that:
𝑐

𝑓𝑢 = ffe = min(fu,nom; εufEf) (1 – min[ 0.5; 0.7 min(fu,nom; εufEf)
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)
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where fu,nom is the nominal capacity of the strengthening material, or by using one of the following equations:
𝜌

𝑓

𝜌

(𝑎𝑓 𝜌𝑓 𝑓𝑢)= αf min[1.0; min(fu,nom; εuf1Ef) 𝑓𝑓 ) (1 - 0.4 min[1.0; min(fu,nom; εuf1Ef) 𝑓𝑓 ]) (17)
𝑐

𝑐

𝑐

where εuf1 = 0.015, or
𝑓

(𝑎𝑓 𝜌𝑓 𝑓𝑢) = 𝑎𝑓 𝑐f min[0.4;
𝑐

𝜌𝑓 𝑓𝑢𝑓,𝐿&𝑇
𝑓𝑐

] (1 – 0.5min [0.4;

𝜌𝑓 𝑓𝑢𝑓,𝐿&𝑇
𝑓𝑐

])

(18)

where 𝑓𝑢𝑓,𝐿&𝑇 = Εfεuf2, with εuf2 approximately equal to 60% of the nominal value of the deformation failure, and 𝑐f = 1.80 for CFRP or 0.80 for GFRP.
3

RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

For the comparison of the aforementioned models amongst themselves and with actual data,
the results from a previous experimental study were used. The experimental study was conducted by Bousias et al. [4], where 6 reinforced concrete specimens were constructed and
tested in their strong direction. Those specimens had the same steel reinforcement and detailing as structures constructed before 1980 and the steel reinforcement was corroded. In other
words, the experimental study concerned simulating non-seismically designed and reinforced
elements exposed to cyclic loading. The force-displacement diagrams of the specimens were
idealized as bilinear and, thereby, the values of shear force and displacement of the tested
specimens were determined at yield and failure. With the data obtained, the experimental ductility index, μδ, could be easily calculated.
3.1

Experimental data

The columns investigated were the half of the height of a standard floor height (1.60 m)
with rectangular dimensions of 250x500 mm as shown in figure 1. The longitudinal reinforcement was 4Φ18 ribbed bars while the transverse steel was smooth bars of Φ8/200 mm.
Ready-mixed concrete class C12/15 was used for the specimens. The longitudinal reinforcement had a yield stress of 595.5 MPa. For every column, a 50 mm radius of the rounded corner of the section and a 20 mm concrete cover were assumed. The materials used for the
strengthened specimens were either 2 layers of CFRP with tf = 0.13 mm, Εf = 230 GPa, fu =
3450 Mpa and εju = 0.015 or 5 layers of CFRP with tf = 0.17 mm, Εf = 70 GPa, fu = 2170 MPa
and εju = 0.031. The reinforcement of the columns were considered to be hot rolled and continuous without lap splices. Finally, the ratio L/h of columns was 3.2. Table 1 lists the characteristics of the columns.

Figure 1. Cross Section of the Experimental Columns
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Specimen
fc (MPa)
N (kN)
v
Retrofitting
Material
Retrofitting
Layers
Loading
Axis
Preloading
δu (mm)
δy (mm)

U_0S
18.3
190
0.38

C_0S
18.3
182
0.38

C_C2Sin
18.1
167
0.37

C_C2S
18.1
190
0.38

C_C5S
20.4
182
0.34

C_G5S
18.7
182
0.37

-

-

CFRP

CFRP

CFRP

GFRP

0

0

2

2

5

5

strong strong strong

strong

strong

strong

no
40.41
14.66

no
80.16
12.70

no
61.48
9.29

no
69.39
8.40

no
45.76
11.50

yes
72.75
23.25

Table 1. Compressive strength, maximum axial force and normalized axial force of the specimens

In the above table, the first letter of each specimen indicates whether the steel was corroded (C) or not corroded (U), the second and third letters indicate the retrofit material of the
jacket (C for CFRP and G for GFRP) and the number of layers, respectively, S indicates that
the specimens were tested through their strong axis, while the term "in" indicates that the
specimen had been damaged through previous cyclic loading. N is the axial load, δu is the ultimate displacement, and δy is the displacement at yield.
3.2

Results and comparisons with the experimental data

The data referred to in the above section was applied to calculate the chord rotation ductility index. The results are shown in detail in Tables 2 and 3.
Approx.
Specimen Experimental ΚΑΝ.ΕPΕ.
eq. (1)
U_0S
2.76
1.63
C_0S
3.98
1.63

Approx.
ΚΑΝ.ΕPΕ.
eq. (2)
1.96
1.95

Alternative
EC8-3
eq. (14)
2.35
2.68

EC8-3
eq. (7)
3.56
4.06

Table 2. Chord rotation ductility index of the unstrengthened specimens

Specimen
C_C2Sin
C_C2S
C_C5S
C_G5S

Approx.
ΚΑΝ.Experimental
ΕPΕ.
eq. (1)
3.13
1.90
3.13
1.87
6.62
2.88
8.26
7.97

Approx.
ΚΑΝ.ΕPΕ.
eq. (2)
2.35
2.30
3.82
11.5

EC8-3
eq. (7)

Alterative Alterative Alterative
EC8-3
EC8-3
EC8-3
eq. (16)
eq. (17)
eq. (18)

3.55
5.65
6.84
6.24

3.10
3.35
4.24
3.78

5.67
5.60
5.77
5.80

4.74
4.68
4.53
4.47

Table 3. Chord rotation ductility index of the strengthened specimens

From the above results, it is evident that divergences exist between the experimental results
and those of the models. The approximate equations of KAN.EPE. [1] give more conservative
results, with the exception of the GFRP retrofitted column where equation (1) closely approaches the index μθ of the experimental result, whereas equation (2) exceeds it. On the other
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hand, the values from equation (7) of EC8-3 [2] are in excess of the experimental value for
the GFRP 5 layer specimen. Concerning the alternative equations to EC8-3 [2] presented by
Fardis [3], equation (16), (17), and (18) give more conservative results to those of equation
(7). Equation (16) gives similar results to the experimental for the 2 layer specimens. Equation (16) is the most conservative, while equation (17) is the least conservative. Note that for
the specimens with corroded steel, increasing the FRP layer thickness increases the ductility,
which indicates retrofitting with FRP can offset the detrimental effect of corroded steel.
3.3

Comparison between the models

For better understanding of the models, a comparison was made between different values
of normalized axial force and nominal thickness of the FRP as well as between a constant
value normalized axial force and increasing thickness of CFRP and GFRP.
Figure 2 compares the various models when determining the chord rotation ductility index
for different values of normalized axial force. For this comparison, 5 layers of CFRP were
used with tf = 0.13 mm, Εf = 230 GPa, fu = 3450 MPa and εju = 0.015.

Figure 2. Influence of Normalized Axial Force on μθ

Figure 2 shows that all models are affected by changing the normalized axial force. The influence of the reduced axial force to the approximate models of KAN.EPE. [1] was expected,
as the curvature ductility index is inversely proportional to the normalized axial force. The influence of the normalized axial force on the other models can be attributed to the term 0.3𝜈
that is in the equation for all EC8-3 [2] and Fardis [3] models. Indeed, for a range of normalized axial force from 0.25 to 0.80, this term gives values from 0.74 to 0.38, which causes the
divergence in the results as the CFRP layer thickness is constant. This is unrealistic as the
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models should only be affected by the change in the thickness of the FRP layers and not by
the term v.
The convergence of the results between EC8-3 equation (7) model and the alternative
model of Fardis [3] equation (18) is worth noting, as the results of the ductility index of those
two models differ only in the second decimal place.
Finally, the dot in figure 2 represents the ductility index derived from the experimental data for specimen C_C5S and it can be seen that the best convergence between the experimental
result and the analytical models is given by equation (17) of Fadis [3].
Figure 3 presents the effect of changing the CFRP layer thickness on the chord rotation
ductility index for a constant value of normalized axial force equal to 0.5. For this comparison,
Εf = 230 GPa, fu = 3450 MPa, and εju = 0.015.

Influence of CFRP thickness on μθ
(ν = 0.50)

8.0

ductility index μθ

7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

thickness of CFRP tf (mm)
ΚΑΝ.ΕPΕ. eq. (1)

ΚΑΝ.ΕPΕ. eq. (2)

EC8-3 eq. (7)

Alternative EC8-3 eq. (16)

Alternative EC8-3 eq. (17)

Alternative EC8-3 eq. (18)

Figure 3. Influence on Ductility Index of Increasing CFRP Layer Thickness with Constant Normalized Axial
Force

Figure 3 clearly shows that equation (7) of EC8-3 [2] initially has an upward trend, then
stabilizes and finally trends downwards at 1 mm thickness of CFRP, which is illogical. The
alternative models of EC8-3 [2] of Fardis [3] (equations (16), (17) and (18)) give markedly
improved ductility index values in comparison to the basic model (equation (7)). It can be
seen that equations (17) and (18) reach a certain thickness value and then give constant values
for increased thicknesses. This indicates a limit to the increase in the ductility as the CFRP
layers increase.
3.4

Influence of the different types of strengthening material on ductility

Figure 4 presents a comparison of the influence of the type of strengthening material on the
calculation of the chord rotation ductility index. For CFRP, tf = 0.13 mm, Εf = 230 GPa, fu =
3450 MPa, and εju = 0.015, while for GFRP, tf = 0.17 mm, Εf = 70 GPa, fu = 2170 MPa, and εju
= 0.031. The normalized axial force was constant and equal to 0.5.
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Figure 4. Influence of FRP Type on the Ductility Index for a Constant Normalized Axial Force

Figure 4 clearly shows that the type of FRP material affects the ductility index values. The
basic model of EC8-3 [2] is an exception to this, as it is not particularly affected by the type
FRP. The approximate models of KAN.EPE. [1] present a slight deviation of the ductility index between them for the same material layer thickness, with the values for GFRP being
greater than those for CFRP. It is to be noted the deviation of the μθ values that derive from
the alternative model of EC8-3 [2] of Fardis [3] (equation (18)). This deviation is due to the
factor cf , which was 1.8 for CFRP and 0.8 for GFRP. In fact, it is the only model in which the
values of μθ for CFRP are greater than those of GFRP.
4

CONCLUSIONS
 The increase in the ductility index is feasible in columns with corroded reinforcement.
This fact is attributed to the increase in deformability of the confined concrete inhibiting
the buckling of longitudinal reinforcement and limiting shear.
 All ductility index calculation models were affected by a change in the normalized axial
force. The influence of the normalized axial force on the approximate models of
KAN.EPE. [1] was due to the curvature ductility index being inversely proportional to
the normalized axial force. The influence of the normalized axial force on the basic Eurocode 8-3 [2] model and the Fardis [3] alternative models was attributed to the term 0.3v,
where v is the normalized axial force. Further research into this term would be wise, as
the models should only be affected by the change in the thickness of the retrofitting layers and not by the term normalized axial force.
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 The basic Eurocode 8-3 [2] model used to calculate the chord rotation ductility index acquires unrealistic values for large thicknesses of fiber reinforced polymer. The alternative
models proposed by Fardis [3] improve this situation. However, two of the alternative
models gave an upper limit to the increase of chord rotation ductility for increased fiber
reinforced polymer layer thickness.
 All the models used to calculate the chord rotation ductility index show a slight influence
depending on the type of reinforcement material used (carbon fiber reinforced polymer or
glass fiber reinforced polymer) with the exception of the basic model of Eurocode 8-3 [2].
 Finally, the term cf in one of the alternative Eurocode 8-3 [2] models proposed by Fardis
[3], should be further investigated as it greatly affects the chord rotation ductility index
depending on the type of fiber reinforced polymer used.
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Abstract. The holistic renovation of existing buildings is nowadays acknowledged as an essential and urgent action to reduce the environmental impact and increase the resilience of the
existing building stock. Such holistic interventions envision the adoption of an exoskeleton, entirely built from outside. In this paper, the exoskeleton is designed as an external diagrid, consisting in a lattice structure. Among possible structural typologies, diagrids are particularly
interesting for their remarkable architectural potential and for the possible standardization of
the components, which highly increases replicability of the retrofit solution. Furthermore, prefabrication of components speeds up the assembly process and reduces the construction time.
In the paper, focus is made on the dynamic behaviour of a retrofitted building featuring a responsive diagrid. The responsive behaviour is attained by changing boundary conditions at the
diagrid’s base supports as a function of the earthquake intensity, while the diagrid lattice structure remains elastic. At the Operational Limit State, the diagrid is designed as hinged at the
base, whereas at Life Safety Limit State, beyond a target base shear, hinges are conceived to
downgrade into non-linear supports allowing for the controlled sliding of the diagrid’s base.
Non-linear restraints limit the maximum base shear force, while avoiding excessive horizontal
displacements and second order effects. Non-linear time history analyses are carried out to
study the responsive behaviour of a reference 3 storey building strengthened with an external
responsive diagrid. Results show that responsive diagrids require preliminary interventions at
the existing building ground floor to reduce the damage following the onset of the diagrid sliding. Such interventions are for instance the disengagement of the infills from the RC frame and
the local increase of the column ends ductility.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the refurbishment of existing buildings has become a priority to meet international targets of energy saving and emission control and to foster safety amongst European
communities. The existing building stock accounts for 40% of the total EU energy consumption
while emitting 36% of the CO2 [1], mainly as the result of obsolete envelopes and technologies.
These buildings show remarkable signs of decay, leading to poor housing conditions with thermal and living discomfort. From a structural point of view, 40% of European buildings have
already exhausted their nominal structural service life (50 years). Moreover, having been built
before 1970s, such buildings were often built without any seismic regulation. This scenario
refers also to industrial facilities [2], where the majority of these structures have shown inadequate seismic performance [3]. Besides being a safety hazard, damage to buildings or their
collapse following natural disasters have a great impact on the environment in terms of waste
production and CO2 emissions, greatly affecting the energy savings obtained with a sole energy
retrofit intervention [4]. These considerations contributed to move towards a holistic and sustainable renovation approach [5] [6] [7] [8], where the intervention is aimed at improving seismic resilience as well as energy consumption and architectural renovation. Such
multidisciplinary aspects are accounted for during each step of the design process.
To this aim, an additional exoskeleton is proposed, which integrates the structural elements for
the seismic upgrading, the insulation layer, and the new architectural layer. The intervention is
built entirely from the outside, thus avoiding the relocation of the building inhabitants and the
inhibition of the building functions [9]. Moreover, prefabricated components, recyclable materials, and easily demountable, repairable, and adaptable technologies are adopted to increase
the sustainability of the intervention and to reduce the CO2 emission throughout the building
life cycle.
In this paper, the exoskeleton is designed as an external diagrid, consisting of a lattice structure
which can change boundary conditions according to the earthquake intensity; such behaviour
is referred to as “responsive diagrid” hereinafter. The dynamic behaviour of a responsive diagrid is analysed in the paper, showing how this type of solution controls the seismic response
of the existing building by dissipating energy into localized devices or elements.
2

DIAGRID

Traditionally, the seismic upgrading of existing buildings is pursued by adopting local or
global strengthening. In general, global interventions are based on the construction of a new
seismic-resistant structure. Such interventions are most effective and reliable from the structural
point of view and do not necessarily require the demolition of the architectural finishings. Some
traditional global solutions integrate the existing frames with RC shear walls or steel bracing
systems [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]; as an alternative, the seismic resistant structure can be
obtained by reinforcing the existing concrete walls with high performance jackets [16], or by
transforming a single bay of the frame into a seismic resistant shear wall by strengthening the
infill wall.
When working from the outside, structural performance design targets can be attained by complementing the encasing exoskeleton with shear walls or, more innovatively, by conceiving and
exploiting the shell behaviour of the new façade [9].
In the case of shear walls, the additional structural stiffness and strength are concentrated into
few elements. Shear walls can either adhere to or be perpendicular to the existing structure, thus
enabling maximum flexibility in the architectural restyling and in energy upgrading solutions.
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Shear wall solution is the more traditional intervention; however, in areas of high seismicity, it
may not be a viable solution due to the excessive length or to the significant number of walls.
With the shell solution, the shape and extension are exploited to reduce the cross-section area
of each single structural component [6] [7]. The envelope can be innovatively designed to enable both energy efficiency upgrade and structural safety. Structural shells may be continuous or
discrete (gridshells). When gridshells constitute the exoskeleton of new high-rise buildings,
they are referred to as diagrids [17]. In this paper, the concept of diagrid and exoskeleton is
extended. In particular, a diagrid exoskeleton is here conceived as a new envelope designed for
the seismic upgrading of an existing building. Moreover, the solution is designed to be adaptive
and responsive.
3

ADAPTIVE-RESPONSIVE DIAGRIDS

Traditionally, seismic retrofit solutions can be designed as dissipative or non-dissipative
over-resistant. Focusing on post-WWII RC constructions clustered in urban outskirts, non-dissipative solutions may be considered the most viable option. In fact, the presence of stiff masonry infill walls and stairwells leads to very stiff and brittle structures, which may collapse
prior to the activation of a damping system [7]. However, when over-resistant, stiff façades are
added on existing structures, the building stiffness increase may lead to a substantial increment
of seismic actions, resulting in a remarkable overload of floor diaphragms and foundations. In
this scenario, ‘passive-responsive’ structures are here proposed.
Responsive structures may be designed to act as stiff systems for the Damage Limit State, and
as dissipative systems for the Life Safety Limit State, therefore avoiding the damage for lowintensity earthquakes and reducing the loads transferred to the floor diaphragms and to the
foundations in case of strong earthquakes.
In order to exhibit such a behaviour, the responsive structures are conceived to change their
boundary conditions as a function of the earthquake intensity. For low intensity earthquakes,
the diagrid is designed as hinged at the base; for high intensity earthquakes, beyond a target
base shear, the boundary conditions will downgrade into special non-linear supports allowing
for the controlled sliding of the diagrid base. Activation of these supports significantly reduces
the stiffness of the structure, thus increasing its fundamental period; as a result, seismic loads
decrease and building displacements increase. An excessive horizontal displacement and second order effects are avoided by limiting the maximum displacement of the supports with a
bumper at the end of the gap. A sketch of the retrofitted building is shown in Figure 1 along
with a scheme of the sliding support.

Figure1 –Sketch of the retrofitted building equipped with special sliding supports
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The mechanism requires large displacement ductility of the first floor columns, which can be
attained by deliberately creating and controlling a soft storey configuration (weakening the first
level infills) and by increasing the columns rotational capacity (providing confinement, as for
instance by means of fiber reinforced polymer wrapping or HPFRC Jacketing). The retrofitted
building behaves as an isolated structure with the isolation concentrated at the ground floor to
avoid an extensive damage of the existing structure.
This preliminary intervention allows to accommodate the displacements induced by the sliding
system and to overcome all the uncertainties related to infills modelling and other details of the
existing building, to the little knowledge of existing buildings, and to the correctness of the
structural model [7]. Indeed, the controlled soft story behaviour will dominate the deformed
shape of the building during the earthquake.
Thanks to the preliminary interventions, the maximum allowable inter-story drift at the first
level represents the main design parameter considered in the retrofit.
4

APPLICATION TO A REFERENCE BUILDING

The reference building is a four-storey rectangular structure featuring three one-way longitudinal frames and two infilled lateral frames. The geometry of the main frame is reported in
Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Reference Italian building built in 1972, selected as representative of the European post-WWII RC
building stock: plan view (top) and external transverse frame (bottom) of the 3D finite element model

The building is modelled as a tridimensional structure with the software MidasGEN v.2015 [18]
(Fig.3a). The frame components are modelled as beam elements and the inelastic behaviour is
accounted for by means of lumped plastic hinges. The flexural and shear resistance of the columns are both modelled with a degrading Takeda constitutive law [19]. The flexural plastic
hinge is a trilinear curve followed by a degrading branch, and the shear plastic hinge has a linear
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behaviour until the ultimate capacity; beyond that limit the curve decays very quickly thus exhibiting a sudden brittle mechanism. The ultimate shear resistance is also estimated according
to the Italian [120] and European building codes [21]. In the beam, only the flexural plastic
hinge is considered since the shear failure of these elements is very rare for the considered
structural typology. The columns are fixed to the ground. The floors are modelled as rigid diaphragms [7] and the infill panels are modelled by means of two compression-only diagonal
struts [22] converging in the beam-column joints. The hysteretic law describing the adaptive
sliding support response in shown in Figure 3b where k is the stiffness, Fy the yield strength, r
is the post yield stiffness ratio, s the yielding exponent and o is the opening of the gap.
It is worth noting that the staircase core is not designed to withstand seismic loads; therefore,
the staircase walls cannot be considered as RC seismic walls, but should be considered as stiff
walls with low ductility. In the finite element model the staircase walls are modelled with beam
elements whose non-linear behaviour is considered by lumped plastic hinge at each floor. The
staircase foundation does not guarantee a fixed support and it is therefore modelled with rotational spring supports to account for the flexibility of the soil [5].

b)

a)

Figure 3 – a) Finite element model (MidasGEN v.2015); b) Hysteretic cycle of the sliding support as sum of an
elasto-plastic support (top) and a gap system (bottom)

The Life-safety Limit State (LLS) is selected to define the performance level and the seismic
input. In this case, due to the presence of the infills and staircase, a target drift of 0.1% is imposed to maintain the structure into the elastic range. Eventually a maximum shear flow at the
foundation up to 150 kN/m is considered acceptable.
4.1 Design of innovative passive adaptive solution
The building is supposed to be located in a high seismicity zone (L’Aquila, Italy). According
to the roof drift target (0.1%) associated to LLS, a commercial tubular profile with D=219.1mm
and s=16mm is selected supposing a one-floor high grid module. An angle of about 35° is taken
for the diagrid module, as it is considered the optimal angle for low-medium rise buildings
according to Moon [23].
Regarding the new supports, they are designed as to be initially rigid and to behave as an elastoplastic system beyond a base shear flow of 60kN/m. In addition, an elastic bumper is provided
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to limit the diagrid displacements at the ground level; the bumper is activated for base displacements greater than 20mm. The hysteresis shape of the diagrid base restraints is shown in Figure
4.

Figure 4 – Hysteretic cycle of the sliding support as sum of an elasto-plastic support (dashed line) and a gap system (dotted line)

As a preliminary intervention, the stiff elements are disconnected from the existing RC frame
at the ground floor to avoid interference with the lateral displacements. In particular, vertical
sliding joints are inserted in the masonry infills and in the RC walls of the staircase wells with
a technique similar to what proposed by Preti et al. (2012) [24]. Moreover, in order to ensure
the required ductility, the shear capacity and the end rotation ductility capacity of the columns
are increased by means of fiber reinforced polymer wrapping. A maximum target drift of the
ground floor equal to 1.5% is here considered, which corresponds to a 0.36% total roof drift.
Seven nonlinear time history analyses are performed on the retrofitted structure. Supposing the
building is located in L’Aquila – with site class C and topology T1 –, a set of seven natural
records compatible with NTC and EC8 spectrums are selected [25]. To evaluate the performance of the structure at the Damage Limit State (DLS), another set of accelerograms is
adopted [25].
Results obtained for the adaptive diagrid solution are plotted in terms of total roof displacement
and base shear in Figure 5a and 5b respectively, with reference to a single accelerogram for
representation purpose. Figure 5a shows that the behaviour changes as soon as the target displacement is reached, with a consequent shift of fundamental period and change of the amount
of displacement of the building. In the first part, the solution is stiff, the period is very short,
and the displacements are very small. In Figure 5b, the base shear time histories of the bare
frame and of the retrofitted building at the LLS and at the DLS are compared. It may be noted
that the maximum value of the base shear is very close for both the considered limit states, thus
the activation of the base sliders results in a significant reduction of the seismic action on the
structure.
The hinge distribution resulting from the time history analyses (Fig.6) shows that there is no
damage in columns at DLS. However, non-linear behaviour of the plastic hinges at the first
level columns occurs at the LLS, in accordance with the activation of the non-linear supports.
In both cases, there is no damage to the infills.
The average and maximum results of the seven accelerograms in terms of roof displacement
and total base shear are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 5 –Roof displacement at the Life Safety Limit State (a) and base shear (b) of the frame with the sliding
diagrid solution at the Life Safety Limit state in comparison with the shear at the Damage Limit State

Fig. 6 Damage in the reinforced building at the end of the time history analyses: a) Columns plastic hinges at
SLV, b) Columns plastic hinges at SLV, c) Infills plastic hinges in both cases.
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Finally, the floor drift and floor shear are reported in Figure 8. The drift distribution shows how
the building shifts to a soft storey mechanism in the adaptive sliding solution at the Life Safety
Limit.
As for the floor shear loads, the capacity of existing floors to transfer the seismic action from
the floor diaphragms to the vertical resisting structure should be verified. Recent research has
shown that even the heterogeneous beam and block floor systems (UNI EN 15037) may resist
low-medium seismic loads by developing a tied-arch resistant mechanism [5] [7]. Considering
the reference case study after retrofit, the shear capacity of the floors is about 625 kN. Although
the floor loads are reduced with the sliding diagrid solution with respect to a traditional stiff
solution, the retrofit of the existing floor diaphragms is still required.
5
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Figure 8 – Average inter-storey drift and floor shear along the building height for different solutions

5

CONCLUSION

The present work is part of an ongoing research focusing on the holistic renovation of existing
buildings. In this study the feasibility of structural retrofit from outside is currently being evaluated considering European RC buildings. Preliminary results of the analyses highlighted that
there are some aspects that may represent an obstacle for the seismic retrofit from outside, as
for instance extremely high seismic actions and the need of special foundation system [7]. In
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this context the performance of passive-adaptive diagrid has been presented herein. In general,
diagrids present great flexibility in construction geometry, and may be easily coupled with the
energy and architectural retrofit. Diagrid elements are conceived as totally demountable, modular and provided with standardized connections.
The “responsive diagrid” retrofit technique presented herein consists in a lattice structure
conceived to change its ground boundary conditions from hinges to sliders depending on the
earthquake intensity, allowing a controlled soft-story mechanism of the existing structure. The
existing structure requires preliminary interventions at the ground floor, such as the increase of
the deformation capacity of the first level columns and infills.
It is important to note that the performance evaluation of a retrofit solution is affected by the
non-structural elements modelling. The proposed retrofit scheme overcomes all the uncertainties related to the infill models thanks to the controlled soft-story behaviour that will dominate
the inelastic deformed shape of the structure.
A reference building located in a high-seismicity Italian city has been selected, and a diagrid
system has been designed to meet specific performance targets. The diagrid behaves as hinged
at the base at the Damage Limit State; conversely, beyond a target base shear, the boundaries
downgrade into special non-linear supports. By means of nonlinear time history analyses the
behaviour of adaptive diagrid solution has been examined. The comparison of the structural
response of the retrofitted frame at the Damage Limit State and at the Life Safety Limit State
has been evaluated.
The results show that the responsive-diagrid avoids damage at the Damage Limit State. After
exceeding the design target, the activation of the non-linear support limits the maximum base
shear and the damage above the first level while avoiding excessive horizontal displacement at
the ground floor. This also allows to meet specific performance targets in terms of damage
distribution, inter-storey drift and base shear. The seismic inertia loads in the floors need to be
transferred to the diagrid system. The in-plane shear transfer capacity of existing floors needs
to be evaluated. Indeed, in the case demand exceeds capacity, specific floor strengthening interventions need to be implemented.
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Abstract. An efficient numerical simulation of the seismic response of single-story single-span
Reinforced Concrete (RC) frames strengthened using diagonal tension-tie elements is presented.
The developed analysis is based, calibrated and verified on test results of bare and X-braced
RC frames subjected to cyclic imposed lateral deformations described in a companion paper.
The dimensional and the reinforcement configurations of the frames represent earlier RC frame
structures that have been designed using old Code provisions without consideration of seismic
design criteria and. The columns of the RC frames have shear-critical character due to the
inadequate amount of stirrups provided and their low height-to-depth ratio (short columns).
Therefore, an easy-to-apply strengthening technique using a pair of two steel crossed tensionties (X-type bracing) is applied and examined. For the numerical simulation, the unilateral
behavior of the cable elements that undertake only tension stresses is strictly taken into account.
Comparisons between the analytical curves derived from the numerical simulation and the experimental ones from the cyclic tests showed a very good agreement.
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1

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that many existing Reinforced Concrete (RC) frame buildings in seismically
active countries have been designed and built according to past seismic Code standards. The
provisions for reinforcement details of such old Codes are often not adequate for proper ductile
seismic structural response with regards to modern Codes and structures. This holds especially
for the shear-flexure behavior of existing RC members or/and structures under seismic excitations. A typical example of problematic local behavior is the case of the beam-column connections [1-6]. Concerning the global seismic response, a necessity for extensive strengthening
often arises for such deficient RC frames and some of the well-known rehabilitation and upgrading techniques are widely applied [7-9].
A rather simple, low cost and efficient method for the global strengthening of RC frame
structures against lateral induced earthquake loading is the use of steel cross X-bracings [10,
11]. An alternative technique that uses cable-like members as tension-ties instead of the common steel bracing has been proposed for seismic strengthening of RC frames [12, 13]. Cable
restrainers have also been used for concrete and steel superstructure movement joints in bridges
[14]. These cable elements can undertake severe tensional loads but when subjected to a compressive force they buckle and become slack and structurally ineffective under compression.
Thus, the governing conditions take an equality form, as well as an inequality one, and the
problem becomes nonlinear [15]. The mathematical solution of this problem can be achieved
by the concept of variational and/or hemivariational inequalities [15, 16]. First approach of a
computational procedure for single-story, single-span RC frame specimens has recently been
developed by the authors [17].
Concerning the shear-flexure behavior of old RC structures under seismic actions a numerical procedure for shear-critical RC frames using layer-fiber micro-modeling in the sectional
analysis has been presented [18]. Such micro-modeling methodologies are suitable for simulating simple laboratory RC frames of single-span and one or two stories [18, 19]. However, as
emphasized by Fardis et al. [20], these methods seem to be very time-consuming and prohibiting for multi-story, multi-span RC frames, as is the case of the most common practical applications. On the other hand, special provisions for the shear-flexure behavior of existing RC
members are included in recent intervention Code specifications that should be taken into account for assessment and retrofitting of older RC structures when their shear-dominated response has to be numerically estimated [21, 22,26-28].
This study presents a computational approach for the cyclic analysis under shear effects of
existing RC frame structures strengthened by tension-tie elements. Two typical single-story
single-span RC frames, one bare and one X-braced, are considered. The lateral cyclic behavior
of these reference RC frames has been experimentally investigated and reported in a companion
paper [23]. The dimensional and the reinforcement configurations of the examined frames represent typical RC frame structures that have been designed and constructed using old Code
provisions without consideration of seismic design criteria and their columns have shear-critical
character (inadequate amount of stirrups and low height-to-depth ratio). The shear effects are
taken into account in the presented numerical procedure using the Ruaumoko code [24]. This
computational procedure is verified by comparisons between the available test data and the
herein computed results in terms of full cyclic lateral load versus displacement curves.
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2

COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

2.1 General principles of the numerical simulation
A double discretization in space and time is usually applied in Structural Dynamics [25].
First, the structural system is discretized in space by usual Finite Elements (FE). The macroelements approach [8-10, 24] is preferable to the micro-elements one [18] for practical applications that concern multi-story multi-span RC frames. The most complex FE models are appropriate mainly for studying details and the simulation of tests on individual members or subassemblies due to their severe computational requirements and numerous input parameters [26].
Even fiber- models for distributed plasticity can be prohibitively complex for the simulation of
entire realistic RC structures. Thus, a simple frame FE model that implements one-component
model with concentrated plasticity at member ends is used herein as the best option for the
practical non-linear seismic response analysis [24].
As concerns the cable-type steel elements modelling, pin-jointed bar elements are used. The
unilateral behavior of these elements can in general include loosening, elastoplastic or/and elastoplastic-softening-fracturing and unloading-reloading effects. Concerning the full constitutive
law of these steel elements and the usual general non-linearities concentrated at the two end
critical regions (e.g. plasticity) of the RC structural members, these characteristics can be expressed mathematically by using concepts of convex and non-convex analysis [15, 16]. Thus,
for the cable-elements behavior, the following relation holds:
si (di ) ∈ ∂ˆ SPi (di )

(1)

where si and di are the (tensile) force (in [kN]) and the deformation (elongation) (in [m]), respectively, of the i cable element, ∂ˆ is the generalized gradient and SPi is the super-potential
function.
Incremental dynamic equilibrium for the assembled structural system with cables is expressed by the matrix relation:

 +C ∆ u +KT ∆u = -M ∆ u
 g + A ∆s + ∆p
M ∆u

(2)

where u(t) and p(t) are the displacement and the load time dependent vectors, respectively; C( u )
and KT (u) are the damping and the tangent stiffness matrix, respectively; A is a transformation
matrix and ug the ground seismic excitation. Dots over symbols denote derivatives with respect
to time. By s(t) is denoted the cable stress vector satisfying the relation (1).
The above relations combined with the initial conditions consist the problem formulation,
 g, the vectors u(t) and s(t) have to be computed.
where, for given p and/or u
2.2 Consideration of effects due to shear and to concrete cracking and confinement
Considering the shear effects, the RC structural elements are classified according to their
shear span-to-depth ratio:
L
M
as = s =
d Vd

(3)

where Ls = M/V is the shear length, M is the bending moment, V is the shear force and d is the
section depth (height) of the examined member. In the case of RC frame columns or beams, the
shear length Ls is equal to the half of the net height or span, respectively of the examined structural element [5, 20, 21].
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Due to shear effects, the RC structural elements appear one of the following three behaviors
depending on the shear span-to-depth ratio [9]:
1. Bending prevails and bending failure occurs before any shear failure, no matter if shear reinforcement exists or not if:
L
M
≥ 7.0
as = s =
d Vd

(4b)

2. Final flexural or shear failure mode depends on the provided shear reinforcement if:
L
M
≤ 7.0
2.0 ≤ as = s =
d Vd

(4b)

3. Shear-critical short RC member is considered and special design procedure must be followed
so that an explosive cleavage failure of the short column to be avoided if:
L
M
≤ 2.0
as = s =
d Vd

(4c)

Shear effects reduce the available plastic curvature φp of the critical sections of a RC member,
as shown in Figure 1 of a typical moment versus curvature (M - φ) diagram [14]. So, the flexural
ductile behavior is modified to a brittle one. The M - φ diagram of Figure 1 can be transformed
to the shear force versus ductility diagram shown in Fig. 2 using V = M / Ls. According to the
relation between the available shear strength capacity VR and the required shear demand due to
the flexural state, one of the three cases shown in Figure 2 can be realized. Thus, a shear failure
and a so-caused reduction of the curvature ductility μφ = φu / φy can be eventually appeared or
not.

Fig.1. Reduction of the curvature and flexural ductility due to the shear failure [14]

Fig.2. Available ductility under shear effects [14]

2.2.1. Effective flexural stiffness
During a seismic excitation the RC structural elements have a linear-elastic behavior until
one or two of their critical end-regions enter to the yielding state, after concrete cracking, and
therefore, plastic hinges are appeared [8,9, 20, 26]. The cracking effects on columns and beams
are estimated by applying the guidelines of Eurocode 8, part 3 [21] and Greek Code of Interventions [22]. So, the effective flexural stiffness EcIeff is given by the formula:
Ec I eff =

M y ⋅ Ls

3 ⋅θy

(5)

where My and θy are the flexural moment and the chord rotation at yield, respectively, and Ls is
the shear length corresponding to the member end.
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2.2.2. Available cyclic shear strength
The available cyclic shear strength VR of the examined member end is decreased with the
incremental demand plastic chord rotation θp,d according to the following semi-empirical experimental expression [8, 21, 22, 26]:
VR =


1 ( h − x) λ1
⋅
+ (1− 0.05λ2 ) ⋅ 0.16λ3 (1-0.16λ4 ) Ac fcm CF +Vw 
γel  2Ls


(6)

where γel is a safety factor that is taken equal to 1.15 for primary seismic structural elements
(due to scattering of the experimental values) and is taken 1.00 for secondary seismic members;
x is the compression zone depth (in m) known by the sectional analysis, CF is the Confidence
Factor according to EC8-3 [21]; Vw is the contribution of the transverse reinforcement to the
shear strength, taken as Vw = ρw bw z fyw,m/CF for cross-section with web width bw; ρw is the
transverse reinforcement ratio: ρw= (Asw lw)/(hc bc sh); lw is the total length of the stirrups, Asw is
the steel section area of the stirrup, hc and bc the dimensions of the confined core of the section
and sh is the centerline spacing of stirrups.
The λ parameters in Εq. (6) are considered as follows:
λ1 = min ( N , 0.55 Ac fcm CF)
(7a)
where Ν is the axial force (in ΜΝ), positive for compression and taken equal to zero when the
axial force is tensional; Ac = bw d; bw is the width of compression zone and d is the depth of the
tension reinforcement (in m); fcm is the mean concrete compressive strength (in MPa).

(

p
λ2 = min 5, μΔ

)

(7b)

where μΔp = θ p θ y .
λ3 = max ( 0.5, 100 ρtot )

(7c)

where ρtot is the total longitudinal reinforcement ratio (tensional, compression and intermediate
bars).
λ4 = min ( 5, as )
(7d)
where as is the contemporary shear ratio.
2.2.3. Moment versus chord rotation diagram for the critical sections
In order to define the final elastic-plastic diagram of the Moment versus Chord Rotation (M
- θ) of the critical section at the considered member end, it must be checked which type of
failure precedes, the flexural or the shear failure [26-29]. Thus, using the calculated value of
the shear strength VR from Eq.(6), the moment Mu,v at the critical section due to the VR is estimated as
M u,v = Ls ⋅ VR
(8)
When Mu,v > My , (My is the flexural yielding moment) then the flexural failure precedes the
shear one and the final elastic-plastic of M - θ diagram of the examined member end is given
by Figure 3(a). On the contrary, when Mu,v < My then the shear failure precedes the flexural one
and the final elastic-plastic M - θ diagram is given as the curve OABCD of Figure 3(b) [22, 26].
After the above check the final (corrected) values of My and θy are used in Eq. (5).
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Fig.3. Moment versus chord rotation diagram for (a) ductile failure and (b) shear failure [26].

2.2.4. Effects of the concrete confinement for the critical sections
The ductility of RC structural elements is strongly influenced by the concrete confinement
[5, 8, 9]. The stress versus strain diagram (σ - ε) of the confined concrete core can be calculated
using a proper confined concrete model [21, 26]. Ductility also dependents on the ultimate strain
εcu,c of the extreme fiber in the compressive zone of the confined section and can be estimated
by [9]:
εcu,c = ε cu + 0.10 ⋅ α .ωwd
(9)
where εcu is the ultimate strain of unconfined concrete, ωwd is the mechanical volumetric ratio
of confining closed stirrups within the critical region and α is the confinement effectiveness
factor of the core of the section, that is given as:
bi2 

sh  
sh  
∑

α = 1 −
 ⋅ 1 −
 ⋅ 1−
 2bc   2hc   6 ⋅ bc ⋅ hc 

(10)

where sh is the pure spacing of the provided transverse shear reinforcement (stirrups), b1 is the
centerline spacing of longitudinal bars laterally restrained by a stirrup corner along the perimeter of the cross-section, hc and bc is the dimension of confined core to the internal line of the
external stirrup.
2.3 The software for the numerical simulation
For the numerical treatment of the problem, the structural analysis software Ruaumoko [24]
is used. Ruaumoko is based on the FE method and can provide results for the RC buildings
analysis [30] which concern, among others, the following critical parameters: Local or global
structural damage, maximum displacements, inter-story drift ratios, development of plastic
hinges and various response quantities, which allow the use of the incremental dynamic analysis
(IDA) method [29] and the analysis of RC structures under multiple earthquakes [17]. For the
consideration of inelastic shear behavior the SINA hysteresis model is implemented in
Ruaumoko although it requires numerous input parameters. Generally, many additional input
parameters for shear-effects are also required in such analyses for treating shear hinges.
Because of the aforementioned remarks and the reasons reported in the beginning of subsection 2.1, the software Ruaumoko is used. Moreover, in order to take into account shear and
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other failure effects, the strength degradation model implemented in Ruaumoko and depicted
in Figure 4 is used. “DUCT1”, “DUCT2” and “DUCT3” denote the ductility at which degradation begins, stops and at 0.01 initial strength, respectively. “RDUCT” is the residual strength as
a fraction of the initial yield strength.

Fig.4. Strength degradation model implemented in Ruaumoko [24].

3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE CALIBRATION OF THE
COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

The proposed numerical approach has already been used for the case of flexure-critical RC
frames [17] using the available experimental results of typical flexural one-bay one-story RC
moment-resistant frames, bare and strengthened with steel cross X-bracing [11]. Comparisons
between the analytical curves derived from the numerical simulation and the experimental ones
from these cyclic tests showed a very good agreement.
Here, for the calibration and verification of the presented numerical approach for the case of
shear-critical RC frame structures the test results of relevant experiments reported in the companion paper [23] are used. Two models of RC frames have been investigated; the first is a bare
frame without bracing (reference specimen), whereas the second one is strengthened with steel
X-bracing of non-compression type (ties). The X-type bracing system consists of two steel rods
installed as cable elements, connected to the RC frame through steel brackets. Dimensions and
reinforcements of the examined frames represent typical RC frame of an old existing RC frame
structure designed in accordance with past Code Standards in Greece.
A lateral additive cyclic quasi-static load was applied to the story beam in a displacementcontrolled mode. The displacement history applied to both RC frames includes five different
increasing loading steps at ± 1.0, ± 3.5, ± 12.0, ± 22.5 and ± 45.5 mm with two equal imposed
cycles at each step. Details of the characteristics of the RC frame specimens, the X-bracing
system, the experimental procedure and the test results can be found in [23].
The overall behavior of both specimens is presented in Figure 5 and compared in terms of
load versus displacement hysteretic response. The X-braced RC frame (red dashed line) demonstrated increased load capacity and enhanced hysteretic performance with respect to the bare
frame (blue continuous line). The bare RC frame failed due to the sudden shear diagonal cracking of the column, whereas in the X-braced one the shear failure has been prevented and two
distinctive flexural plastic hinges have been formed in the beam. However, the X-braced frame
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exhibited a rather sudden failure at both crossed tension-ties when the steel rods reached their
ultimate strain limits.

Fig.5. Comparative load versus displacement hysteretic diagram and failure modes of the X-braced frame (red
dashed line) and the bare one (blue continuous line) [23]

4

COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION OF THE TEST PROCEDURE

4.1 The Finite Element (FE) discretization of the RC frames
The FE models of the unbraced and braced RC frames are based on the test data. The columns and the beam are modeled using prismatic frame elements (Fig. 6). The imposed loading
history has been simulated as displacement-controlled multiple earthquake excitation imposed
on the top left node 3 of the frame (Fig. 6).
Nonlinearity at the two ends of RC members is idealized using one-component plastic hinge
models, following the Takeda hysteresis rule. In order to check for shear-effects, the shear spanto-depth ratios of the RC members are computed according to Eq. (4) resulting to as = 3.167 for
the beam and as = 2.417 for the columns. Thus, Eq. (4b) holds for each RC member since 2.0
≤ as ≤ 7.0 and the failure mode depends on the shear reinforcement of the member. The amount
of the provided stirrups is rather low (∅6/200 mm) and their efficiency should be checked.
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Fig.6. Finite element discretization of the simulated frame.

The absence of significant vertical gravity loads on the columns has as result the appearance
of alternative axial forces (positive and negative, not only negative ones) as is the case of only
compressive axial forces reported in the literature [11, 13, 19]. A preliminary simulation has
given for these alternative axial forces the order results of the about values from -48 kN to +37
kN for the columns and from -67 kN to +55kN for the beam. Modelling of the two columns as
well as of the beam is made by using the column-beam FE model of Ruaumoko [24]. The
corresponding moment versus axial load (M - N) interaction curves computed by the sectionanalysis software RESPONSE-2000 [31] are shown in Fig. 7.
Based on the analysis of the critical sections insufficient confinement of the concrete core
has first been detected. The spacing of the closed two-legged steel stirrups is 200 mm and therefore the confinement effectiveness factor α of the core of the sections is very low for the columns (α = 0.0495). Further, the mechanical volumetric ratio of the confining stirrups of the
columns is ωwd = 0.077 < 0.10. Thus, Eq.(9) gives εcu,c = εcu and the influence of the concrete confinement to improve the RC member’s ductility is minor and can be neglected.

Control : M-N

Control : M-N
315.4
-75.9

633.0
75.9

-83.9

-1963.5

83.9

-2135.0

Beam cross-section

Column cross-section

Fig.7. M - N interaction curves (in kNm and kN units) of the cross-sections of the members of the examined
RC frames.

Concerning the available cyclic shear strength, VR , computed by Eq.(6), it is about 5% lower
than the developed required shear strength demand due to the flexure from -63 kN to +57 kN
for the columns. So, shear effects according to Fig. 3(b) have been taken into account and
slightly reduced values are used. The effective stiffness of the RC members is calculated by Eq.
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(5) taking into account the shear effects. Moreover, the yield and the available ultimate ductility
in plastic hinges are estimated for using the strength degradation model of Fig. 4.

Fig.8. Constitutive law of the tension-tie elements.

For the X-bracing simulation spring-elements are used by applying the bilinear with slackness hysteresis rule of Ruaumoko [24]. These elements have cross-sectional area 1.0 cm2 (corresponding to diameter ∅16 mm of the applied steel rods as tension-ties) and steel elasticity
modulus 200 GPa. The cable constitutive law concerning the unilateral (slackness), hysteretic,
fracturing, unloading-reloading behavior, has the simplified diagram S-d depicted in Fig. 8,
where the ductility index is μ = d/dy. In the experimental procedure the failure strain of the
crossed steel tension-ties has been measured for the ascending tie (member 1-7 in Fig. 6) and
for the descending tie (member 3-9 in Fig. 6). Taking into account these failure limits the corresponding available ultimate ductility for each tie are computed and used for the strength degradation model of Fig. 4.
4.2 Representative results of the numerical simulation
The computationally derived diagrams of the load, P, versus top displacement, u, hysteretic
behavioral curves for the unbraced (bare) frame and the X-braced frame are shown in Fig. 9
and Fig.10, respectively, in comparison with the experimentally obtained ones. From these
comparisons it is indicated that the computed results are in very good agreement with the experimental data curves.

5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A computational approach for the lateral cyclic inelastic behavior of single-story single-span
RC frames under shear effects, which are strengthened using X-type steel tension-ties has been
presented. Emphasis is given to the dimensional and reinforcement configuration of old RC
frame structures that have been designed and constructed using past Code provisions without
proper seismic requirements and appear shear character problems due to the lack of adequate
stirrups and the short shear length in the columns, and therefore a shear-dominated behavior is
expected.
The developed approach has been calibrated and verified by simulating available experimental results presented in a companion paper. Comparisons between experimental and computed results show that the presented computational approach could effectively be used for the
seismic assessment and the strengthening of existing shear-critical RC frame structures by Xtype tension-tie or cable elements.
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Fig.9. Unbraced (bare) RC frame: Computational (continuous blue lines) versus experimental (dashed red
lines) hysteretic response.

Fig.10. Braced (X-strengthened) RC frame: Computational (continuous blue lines) versus experimental
(dashed red lines) hysteretic response.
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Abstract. The cyclic response of existing Reinforced Concrete (RC) frames upgraded using
diagonal X-type steel elements as tension-ties is experimentally investigated. Test results of two
single-story single-span RC frames subjected to cyclic imposed lateral deformations are presented. The dimensional and the reinforcement configurations of the examined frames are the
same and represent typical RC frame structures that have been designed and constructed using
old Code provisions without consideration of seismic design criteria. The columns of the tested
frames have shear-critical character due to the inadequate amount of stirrups provided and
their low height-to-depth ratio (short columns). The experimental program includes a bare
frame and a strengthened one using a pair of two steel crossed tension-ties (X-type bracing).
Emphasis is given to the unilateral behavior of the steel bracing elements that undertake only
tension stresses. In a companion paper, the herein experimental results are simulated and used
as a comparative basis for the calibration of a numerical approach concerning a typical example problem.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Strengthening of seismically deficient Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings is a current necessity in earthquake prone areas. It is known that the majority of the existing buildings in
Greece were designed and built according to older Codes with inadequate seismic requirements
regarding the provisions of modern Codes such as Eurocode 8. Many of these structures have
insufficient transverse and longitudinal reinforcement, morphological problems such as soft
story, short columns, lack of strong RC walls, weak column strong beam frames, etc., and low
quality of building materials. Apparently, these RC buildings present weaknesses concerning
their strength, ductility and stiffness in lateral seismic excitations. Thus, seismic upgrading in
this type of structures is essential in order to avoid sudden total or local collapses, excessive
damages or even loss of life from earthquakes [1-4].
Strengthening of existing RC buildings can be local and applied to specific RC members, or
global in order to upgrade the structure as a whole. The response of beam-column connections
in old RC frame structures is often characterized by the lack of ductility, sudden decrease of
strength and low energy dissipation capacity due to the inadequate shear reinforcement provided. Examples of different local strengthening techniques have successfully been applied is
typical cases of beam-column joints [5-9]. Further, global upgrading of RC structures can be
achieved using various and well-known methods [10-13].
Concerning the strengthening of RC frames, tests of rehabilitated bare and infilled singlestory single-bay RC frames using conventional retrofitting techniques under cyclic loading have
been performed [14, 15]. Similar RC frames have also been strengthened in laboratory tests
using an advanced steel bracing system that utilizes a small steel link element having an Ishaped cross-section connected to the RC frame through bracing elements [16]. The use of steel
braces has proven to be an effective system in resisting lateral loads and became a popular
method for the local or global strengthening of RC frames and structures. Several studies
demonstrated that through the use of steel braces enhances the seismic performance of the
strengthened frame improving strength, stiffness and energy dissipation capacity. A specific
category in the brace strengthening technique of existing RC frames concerns the use of X-type
cable elements [17-20].
In the present study, the efficiency of an easy-to-apply X-type bracing system that consists
of two steel rods installed as tension-tie or cable elements, connected to the RC frame through
steel brackets is experimentally investigated. Two RC frame specimens are tested under imposed lateral cyclic deformations, a bare frame and a strengthened one. The examined RC
frames have dimensional and reinforcement configuration of typical earlier RC frame structures
in Greece that have been designed and constructed using past Code provisions without proper
seismic requirements. Such structures usually appear typical shear character problems due to
the lack of adequate transverse reinforcement (stirrups) and the short shear length in the columns.
2

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

2.1 Characteristics of the RC frame specimens
The experimental program consists of two single-story, one-bay and half-scale RC frame
specimens subjected to lateral cyclic loading. The first RC frame is bare (Fig. 1) and the second
has been strengthened using a X-type bracing system with diagonal tension-ties (Figs. 2 and 3).
Both frames have the same dimensions and reinforcement configuration.
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Fig.1. Dimensions and reinforcement configuration of the bare RC frame specimen

The cross-sectional dimensions of the beam and the columns of both RC frames are 200
x 300 mm. The longitudinal reinforcing bars of the beam and the columns have diameter ∅12
and ∅14 (deformed steel bars in mm), respectively. The transverse reinforcement of all structural members of the RC frames consists of mild steel closed stirrups of 6 mm diameter uniformly distributed throughout their length with 200mm spacing (∅6/200 mm). The dimensional
and reinforcement configuration of the examined RC frames represents a typical RC frame of
an old existing RC frame structure designed in accordance with past Code Standards in Greece.
It is noted that the shear ratio of the RC columns is low and equal to αs = MEd/(VEd h) =
Ls/h = 0.925/0.30 = 3.1 (> 2.5). Also, the ratio of the column net height to the maximum sectional dimension is 1.45 / 0.30 = 4.8 (> 3). Therefore, the columns of the RC frames could be
considered as shear-critical elements due to the inadequate stirrups provided [21- 23].
The first, bare RC frame is the reference specimen, whereas the second one has been
strengthened using two rods of St46 structural steel with diameter of 16 mm that have placed
diagonally inside the RC frame in X-type arrangement (steel X-bracing). These rods have been
connected to the columns of the RC frame very close to the upper and lower joints of the frame
using steel brackets. Each steel rod has been installed in order to operate only in tension as a
cable element (see also Figs. 2 and 3).
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Fig.2. Dimensions and strengthening system of the steel X-braced RC frame specimen

Fig.3. Details of the strengthened RC frame using X-type rods that operate only in tension as cable elements
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2.2 Experimental setup
The examined RC frames have been tested under lateral cyclic in-plane displacement-control loading in the rigid RC floor - wall testing area of the Laboratory of Reinforced Concrete
of Democritus University of Thrace (Fig. 4). The specimens were fixed to the rigid floor by
bolts and nuts in order to prevent them from possible displacements. The load was imposed to
the top corner of the RC frame using a double acting servo-hydraulic actuator fixed to the rigid
wall of the laboratory with maximum capacity of 500 kN and 500 mm total stroke connected
to an intermediate hydraulic control unit to ensure its smooth operation.
Displacements were measured via a number of digital strain gauges, positioned at different
locations on the frame. Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) and String Displacement Transducers (SDTs) were used (Figs. 4, 5 and 6). LVDTs were positioned on the top
and bottom corners of the frame to measure the in-plane horizontal displacements of the frame
and on the opposite faces to measure any possible twisting or out-of-plane deformation of the
frame. SDTs were positioned on the internal diagonals of the frame to measure the diagonal
displacements. SDTs were also diagonally positioned on the upper beam-column connection of
the frame to measure the shear deformations of the joint area. All measuring devices were
placed in appropriate locations and connected to data logger for digital recording.

Fig.4. Test rig and instrumentation

Fig. 5. SDT1

Fig.6. LVDT1, LVDT2, SDT3 and SDT4
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2.3 Loading
The horizontal loading was imposed in a displacement control mode with a rate of 0.2
mm/sec. The displacement history applied to both RC frames includes five different increasing
loading steps at ± 1.0, ± 3.5, ± 12.0, ± 22.5 and ± 45.5 mm with two equal imposed cycles at
each step (Fig. 7).
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-40
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Fig.7. Imposed displacement history

3

TEST RESULTS

3.1 Bare RC frame (reference specimen)
The lateral hysteretic response of the bare RC frame specimen is presented in Figure 8 in
terms of load versus horizontal displacement. The failure of the frame obtained at displacement
equal to approximately 40 mm of the first positive cycle of the fifth loading step due to the
sudden shear diagonal crack of the left column (Fig. 9). This failure caused a rapid and significant reduction of the load bearing capacity of the bare frame. It is obvious that this failure
occurred due to the combination of the low length to depth ratio of the column that corresponds
to a rather short element and the insufficient shear reinforcement, which results to low shear
resistance, insufficient confinement and low ductility.
3.2 Strengthened RC frame (X-braced specimen)
The lateral hysteretic response of the steel X-braced RC frame is presented in Figure 10 in
terms of load versus horizontal displacement. The first failure of the specimen obtained at displacement equal to approximately 35 mm of the first positive cycle of the fifth loading step due
to the sudden rupture of the first steel diagonal rod, Right afterwards, the second failure obtained at displacement equal to approximately 30 mm of the forthcoming first negative cycle of
the fifth loading step due to the sudden rupture of the second steel diagonal rod. Nevertheless,
the cracking pattern of the strengthened frame presented in Figure 11 indicates that critical shear
failure of the column has been prevented, whereas two distinctive flexural plastic hinges have
been formed in the beam extremities while both beam-column joints of the frame remained
undamaged and practically elastic.
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Fig.8. Load versus displacement hysteretic response for the bare RC frame specimen

Fig.9. Shear failure occurred at the column of the bare RC frame
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Fig.10. Load versus displacement hysteretic response for the X-braced RC frame specimen

Fig.11. Cracking pattern of the steel X-braced RC frame at the end of the test (after the removal of the ruptured
rods)
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3.3 Increase of the frame load capacity due to steel X-bracing
Figure 12 shows the comparison of the hysteretic responses of the examined RC frames.
Comparing the maximum values of load capacities it is concluded that the load capacity of the
RC frame has been increased from 141 kN to 178 kN due to the application of the steel Xbracing. Thus, an increase for load capacity of about 26% has been obtained due to the applied
strengthening.

Fig.12. Comparative load versus displacement hysteretic diagram of the X-braced frame (red dashed line)
and the bare one (blue continuous line)

4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An experimental investigation concerning the lateral response of two single-story singlespan RC frames under cyclic loading has been presented. Dimensions and reinforcement of the
frame specimens are the same and represent typical old RC frame structures with insufficient
shear reinforcement and short columns. The X-bracing system includes two steel rods placed
diagonally inside the RC frame. These rods have been connected to the columns of the RC
frame very close to the upper and lower joints of the frame using steel brackets. Each steel rod
has been installed in order to operate only in tension as a cable element.
Results of the tests reported indicate the effectiveness of the applied internal steel X-bracing
as a shear resisting system and a strengthening method against lateral loading. The strengthened
frame demonstrated increased load capacity and enhanced hysteretic performance. The bare RC
frame failed due to the sudden shear diagonal cracking of the column, whereas in the X-braced
one the shear failure has been prevented and two distinctive flexural plastic hinges have been
formed in the beam.
The herein obtained experimental results are used in a companion paper [24] for the calibration of a numerical approach concerning the hysteretic response of RC frame structures
strengthened by tension-tie elements.
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Abstract. Controlled energy distribution is desirable for structures subjected to severe earthquakes. EC8[1] prescribes (for steel structures) that reduced beam sections may behave like
a fuse that protects beam-to-column connections against early fracture (cl. B.S.3.), provided
that they can develop the minimum rotations specified. Unlike common steel structures, innovative types of seismic resistant steel frames have been proposed, with dissipative fuses,
where only damage will occur. Fuses are designed to be easily replaced. They usually consist
of steel hollow sections. In the present paper, used hollow beams, that had suffered strength
degradation of more than 50% were filled with cement based repair mortar (fcd =35 MPa),
forming concrete filled composite beams (CFCBs) and were retested, without any other kind
of repair. CFCBs are reported to have demonstrated higher axial load capacity, better ductility performance, larger energy absorption capacity and lower strength degradation than conventional reinforced concrete and steel hollow section columns. This became apparent by the
results or the tests achieved by the experiments; bearing capacity of fuse beam was practically restored to its initial value when the damaged side of the initial beam was subjected to tension, while it increased to about 2.5 times its initial value, when the damaged side is subjected
to compression. Increase of energy dissipation per loading cycle was also remarkable (increase about 150%). Calculation of the stiffness of the fuse beam is performed, as it varies
with the imposed displacement. Its effect on the eigenperiod of the main structure is discussed. The deformation limits that the cement based repair mortar has reached are calculated. Ideas for further research on the subject are proposed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Design against earthquakes combines sufficient strength, stiffness and ductility for structures to be built. Ductility is connected to inelastic deformation of members [1].
Instead of potentially permitting such deformation to all members, effective structural design could exclude primary members of damage, by leading it to secondary members or, even
better, to disposable special members. The late ones can act as “fuses”, in case of extreme
loading; damage will occur to them only and can be easily replaced after the incident.
Usually, fuses are hollow steel members, welded with plates at both ends. They are connected to other structural members via bolts, so that they can be easily (and immediately) replaced after earthquakes. Bolts and plates are overdesigned, in order to assure that damage
will occur at the hollow member only.
Relevant full scale tests have been performed at the Laboratory of Steel Structures of the
National Technical University of Athens in the context of the "MATCH" research program, in
addition to the tests that were performed in the previous "FUSEIS" research program [2-4].
Used specimens, that had suffered strength degradation of more than 50% were filled with
cement based repair mortar (fc =35 MPa), forming concrete filled composite beams (CFCBs)
and were retested, without any other kind of repair.
CFCBs are reported to have demonstrated higher axial load capacity, better ductility performance, larger energy absorption capacity and lower strength degradation than conventional
reinforced concrete and steel hollow section columns[6]. This became apparent by the results
or the tests achieved by the experiments, as reported below.
2

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

The experimental setup is the same with the one used for the tests of the initial specimens.
It consists of a rigid frame test rig, an actuator and the test frame. The test frame has height
3.40 m and two strong columns in a distance of 1.50m. The specimens are rigidly connected
to the columns (Figure 1) via bolts. In order to assure that plastic hinges would form prior to
the demounting of the plates, the specimens had small holes near their ends. The general
properties of the fuses beams are presented in Table 1. The steel grade of specimens is S700.

Photo 1 Specimens during retrofit.

Photo 2 Experimental setup (top view).

Two specimens, initially tested till failure, were filled with cement based repair mortar
(fcd =35 MPa), forming concrete filled composite beams (CFCBs) and were retested, without
any other kind of repair. The specimens are presented during retrofit (photo 1) and during
testing (photo 2).
The initial behaviour of these 2 specimens is analytically reported elsewhere [4], together
with another 3 specimens (totally 5), tested simultaneously.
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Cross section

Grade

Length
(mm)

Yield Stress
(MPa)

CHS 76.1*3.2
CHS 60.3*4.0

S700
S700

722
722

790
790

Table 1: Properties of the tested specimens

The specimens were mounted to the test frame, and were subjected to horizontal displacement (δ), that was recorded in accordance to the corresponding force F. (Figure 1).

.
Figure 1: Test layout

3

ANALYTICAL MODEL

Two simple elasto-plastic models of the steel and of the composite beam were used for
comparison to the experimental results. These models consist of a simple steel hollow beam
for the one and the composition of the same hollow beam with a concrete core that fills the
hollow part of the second. The two materials are assumed to be in full contact without interface phenomena (Figure 2(a)). The two existing holes were also modeled (Figure 2(b)). These
holes assure that the specimen yields in this section, which is desirable, compared to support
damage. Typical stress distribution is calculated; concrete is considered inactive in the case of
tension.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 2: (a) Steel hollow beam section filled with concrete (b) general view
These simplified models are analyzed in monotonic loading. In order to find the stress diagram, the section is divided to stripes parallel to neutral axis. For each stripe the geometrical
properties, the bearing capacity and the effective stiffness are calculated via analytical method.
The maximum compressive strain of concrete has been estimated to achieve double its nominal value (0.70 %) due to the confinement effectiveness. Axial strain is applied to the model
and the forces are subsequently calculated. The moment capacity of the section is calculated
under zero axial load. The curvature of the section is:
|ε down | + |εup |
1
= v' ' =
R
L
,
where L is the length of the beam and ε are the limit strains.
The displacement of the beams as an integral of the product of the unit and the maximum
moment to the flexural rigidity, for different values of strains, is calculated. For each beam
and section that was used in the laboratory, a function between force and displacement has
been determined. For each tested specimen. The relevant force-displacement diagram according to the analytical model has been produced and is presented in Figure 3(a) both for the 2
repaired specimens and the five initial specimens [4].
250

5 steel beams
200

2 composite beams

Force (kN)

150

100

50

0

(a)

0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1

1,2

1,4

Displacement (mm)

(b)

Figure 3: Force displacement diagram and Stiffness Displacement diagram for the 5 steel beams
and the 2 composite beams

The difference between the two lines is obvious and is primarily due to the number of the
beams. Besides it, there is a difference in stiffness produced in the two cases. The stiffness in
Figure 3(b) is calculated as the tangential “Force/Displacement” rate and clearly shows the
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difference for the two situations. For the initial 5 steel beams this stiffness is higher at the beginning and decreases rapidly until its final value, while for the 2 composite beams the initial
stiffness is lower and decreases slightly. The final value of the 2 composite beams stiffness
over the value of the 5 steel beams is 0.22 and is used to normalize make the results of the two
cases comparative.
4

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The loading, in terms of displacement, applied for the experiments used for the 5 steel
beams and with the 2 composite beams described in the prequel, is presented in Figure 4(a).
The two loading histories are practically identical; notice that the cyclic displacement loading
for the 2 composite beams stopped at 4352sec due to failure while for the simple steel beams
reached 5803sec and has not yet failed.
Measured forces for the two different sections, presented in Figure 4(b), are remarkable.
For the case of the simple steel hollow section, the forces are symmetrical in tension and
compression and they follow the increase in the intensity of the displacements. The forces
measured on the composite beam present a totally different response. The response forces are
asymmetrical and drastically favor the compression; obviously the concrete fill of the hollow
steel section actively participate in the development of this force and is the reason for this
asymmetry. The development of the forces with time follow the increase of the displacement
intensity until approximately 2500 sec when they start to decrease; this decrease is clear in the
case of the composite beam while it seems more subtle in the case of the steel beam. Notice
that the force diagram is normalized, i.e. the forces are measured for the combined response
of the beams and not each one individually, but a normalization, e.g. with the value 0.22.
This normalization is used also in Figure 4, where the response is presented in terms of
force - displacement loops. To be able to compare the two cases, the forces measured for the
steel hollow beams are multiplied with 0.22, the coefficient calculated from the stiffness. The
final results present vividly the difference due to the initial damage (local buckling) at the region of the holes. It seems this local buckling reduces dramatically the confinement effect.
For the other direction, where concrete remains fully confined, its performance is impressive (Fig.5).
Finally, an equivalent mean stiffness for the first ten loading cycles has been calculated,
based on the analytical mode, and was compared to the experiment results. The corresponding
values are 48 kN/mm and 16 kN/mm respectively. These values are compatible and, partially,
their difference would have been reduced if flexibility of fixation was included in the calculations.
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Figure 5: Time histories for the measured (a) displacement and (b) force for the two experiments
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Figure 6: Force displacement loops for the 5 steel beams and the 2 composite beams
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3

CONCLUSIONS
• Steel hollow sections, used and damaged as fuses, may retain or increase significantly
their initial stiffness and bearing capacity, if they are filled with concrete, and reused.
• Concrete, confined in the tube, can retain extremely high deformations without rupture,
due to triaxial behavior.
• Triaxial behavior of conrete is very sensitive to loss of confinement, even locally; this
may lead to abrupt reduction of the bearing capacity.
• Steel hollow sections, filled with concrete, appeared to exhibit ductility of the order of
μ=10, in terms of displacement.
• Bearing capacity of fuse beam was practically restored to its initial value when the damaged side of the initial specimen was subjected to tension, while it increased to about 5
times its initial value, when the damaged side is subjected to compression.
• Increase of energy dissipation per loading cycle was also remarkable (about 150%).
• The deformation limits that the cement based repair mortar has reached are larger enough
than the initially assumed (0,7%).
• It’s evident that further research on the subject is needed.
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Abstract. This paper presents the experimental procedure that has been followed, with main
goal to develop various grout compositions adequate for strengthening stone masonry constructed with poor quality mortars. Two or three-leaf masonry frequently met in historic masonry structures is very vulnerable to environmental and seismic actions, especially when
made with mud (very low strength) mortar. Although significant research effort is devoted to
the development of grouts adequate for strengthening masonries made with lime or limepozzolan mortar, the respective studies on masonries made with mud mortar are scarce and
inconclusive. Within the present work, a comprehensive investigation on mud mortars was
conducted on samples that have been selected and sampled from three different buildings and
sites, in order to identify their physicochemical and mineralogical properties, as well as their
grain size distribution. Based on the studied samples of the aforementioned historical buildings with mud mortars, six wallettes were constructed, in order to study the mechanical properties of the two and three stone masonry before and after grouting. After the construction,
non- destructive techniques (radar and boroscopy) were applied for the calibration of the
methods and the comparison of the results before and after grouting, with main goal to develop various grout compositions according to the parameters which determine the efficiency of
the intervention. Based on the characterization results, various grout mixes will be produced
and will be examined in terms of compatibility between the mortar and the grout, as well as
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injectability, fluidity, stability and penetrability. This research will lead to a number of suitable mixes that satisfy the performance criteria set for their design. The suitability of those
mixes will then be checked by injecting them to the constructed wallettes.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Mud is one of the oldest building material, which has been used for thousands of years. It
has been used on its own or in combination with other materials, such as lime, timber or stone,
for the construction of various structures [1,2,3]. Mud-mortars, dated back to 8000BC, were
found in structures in Mesopotamia and Babylonia. In Greece, the first examples of mud mortars were identified in the Neolithic settlements of Dimini and Sesklo. Nowadays, there are
still buildings with this type of mortar, in several regions of Greece (i.e. Cyclades, Athens,
Crete and Prespes Lake) [4].
Despite the long usage of this structure material over centuries, the respective studies on
masonries made with mud mortar are scarce and inconclusive and include mainly studies on
adobe and earthen structures. As mud mortars have different properties, depending on the parent ground and the climate conditions, a comprehensive investigation has to be conducted, to
identify their physical and mineralogical properties, as well as their grain size distribution.
These data are a prerequisite for the development of adequate strengthening techniques.
Based on the fact that mud mortars were used to several historic two or three- leaf masonry
structures, there is the need to maintain and strengthen them. These masonries are vulnerable
to environmental and seismic actions. For this reason, this study aims to (a) determine the
physicochemical properties of historic mud mortars, (b) construct wallettes according to the
traditional way and subject them to compression, (c) apply non- destructive techniques (radar
and boroscopy) to the constructed wallettes for the calibration of the methods and the comparison of the results before and after grouting, with main goal to develop various grout compositions according to the parameters which determine the efficiency of the intervention.
2
2.1

EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Material characterization from samples on historical mud mortars

The sampling and characterization of historical mud mortars aims to determine the type of
construction and use similar traditional materials for the reinforcement of this type of structures, based on the principle of the compatibility (repair materials should have similar properties with the authentic ones). At a first step, authentic mud mortars were carefully selected and
sampled from three different buildings and sites (Saint Dimitrios, Marousi, Historic Building
in Plaka, Rural house in Lasithi, Crete) dated back 19th century. The characterization findings
of these indicative mud mortar samples did contribute to the final design of the wallettes that
were constructed within this paper.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Buildings with mud mortars: (a) Saint Dimitrios, Marousi, (b) Building in Plaka, (c) Rural Building in
Lasithi

The samples were subjected to chemical analysis with X-RAY fluorescence technique
(XRF) (Table 1) and mineralogical analysis with X-RAY diffraction (XRD) (Figure 2).
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Chemical analysis with XRF of the samples (Table 1) indicates that the main elements present are SiO2 and CaO, along with Al2O3, Fe2O3 MgO, K2O and Na2O having variable
concentration. From XRD analysis (Figure 2), it can be concluded that all samples are composed mainly of Quartz. Particularly in Marousi sample calcite and albite minerals were present whereas kaolinite mineral was also identified in Plaka sample. Additionally, Crete
sample is composed mainly of quartz and dolomite minerals.
Chemical
elements

Concentration (%)

Na2O

Sample I (Marousi)
0.31%

Sample II (Plaka)
2.23%

Sample III (Crete)
0.95%

MgO
Al2O3

1.08%
3.20%

2.80%
5.07%

7.04%
10.41%

SiO2

18.07%

21.13%

32.02%

P2O5

0.015%

0.45%

0.20%

SO3

0.08%

0.59%

0.18%

Cl
TiO2

0.01%
0.22%

1.12%
0.33%

0.09%
0.66%

K2O

0.95%

3.25%

2.95%

CaO
Fe2O3

37.89%
2.09%

26.92%
3.51%

13.12%
4.75%

ZrO2

0.82%

0.80%

0.75%

Table 1: XRF results for the three samples of mud mortars.

Figure 2: XRD results for the three samples of mud mortars.

Grain size distribution was conducted with combination of sieves for coarse particles and
laser particle analysis for finer (<400μm) particles size (Figure 3, Figure 4). The particle mean
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size value D0.5μm was found to be almost similar to all studied samples (D0.5,Sample I =67.16μm,
D0.5,Sample II =78.21μm, D0.5,Sample III =70.28μm).

Figure 3 : Grain size distribution with the use of sieves for the three samples of mud mortars.

Figure 4: Grain size distribution of fine particles (<400μm) for the three samples of mud mortars.

2.2

Construction of two and three leaf wallettes

In order to study the mechanical properties of the two and three stone masonry before and
after grouting, six wallettes were constructed.
2.2.1 Materials
Based on the study of the aforementioned historical buildings with mud mortars, a stone
from Sparta (Greece) was used for the construction of the stone masonry wallettes. Its compressive strength is approximately 70 MPa. Two compositions of mortar were used for the
external leaves and the infill material of the wallettes. These compositions were selected on
the basis of the research of the historic mortars and the relevant literature [5]. The soil used
for the mortars was obtained from an Industry at Giannitsa that produces byzantine bricks.
The river sand is from Aliartos river.
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The proportions of the mortar components are given in Table 2, whereas the compressive
and flexural strength of the two mortars at the age of 28 days are presented in Table 3.
From compressive and flexural tests that applied on mud mortars, it was found that the
compressive strength of composition I is 35% higher compare to composition II. Additionally,
for composition I, the flexural strength is almost half of its compressive one, whereas for
composition II, the flexural strength greatly reduces.

Soil
Composition I
Composition II

80
75

Compositions (%)
Sand
Gravel
(0-2.5 mm)
(0.5-3.5 mm)
16
4
16
4

Lime putty
(with 40% water)
5

Water/soil
(% w/w)
34.15
41.09

Table 2: Proportions of the components of the mortars.

fm,c (MPa)
4.55
2.92

Composition I
Composition II

fm,fl (MPa)
2.76
0.66

Table 3: Compressive and flexular strength of mortars.

2.2.2 Wallettes
Six specimens were constructed. Three specimen with mud mortar (two with two-leaf masonry and one with three-leaf masonry) and other three specimens with mud mortar mixed
with lime putty (two of them were made of two-leaf masonry and one of three-leaf masonry,
as well). The dimensions of the masonry wallettes were selected to be comparable with other
prior studies [6,7]: length=1.00m, height= 1.20m. The wallettes thickness was 0.45m and
0.30m for the three and two leaf masonry respectively. The two external leaves were constructed of stone masonry, with a thickness of 0.15m. Especially for the three leaf masonry
the intermediate leaf is made of rubble materials (mortars and small stones) and no connection
between the external leaves was considered. On the contrary in two leaf masonry there are
connecting stones present. The walls specimens (Figure 5 and Figure 6) left to be curried for
three months for future testing.
Upon construction, the wallettes were stepwise built by 30cm layers to avoid slump occuring from the mortar softness. Furthermore several cracks appeared on the exterior of the wallettes due to drying shrinkage of the mud mortar.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Two-leaf masonries with mud mortar (a,b) and mud mortar with lime (c,d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Three-leaf masonries with mud mortar (a,b) and mud mortar with lime adding (c,d).

2.2.3 Non-destructive techniques
In-situ investigations were conducted on the six stone masonry wallettes, using nondestructive techniques, particularly radar technique and boroscopy. The main aim of the investigations was (a) to calibrate the two techniques on mud mortar stone masonry, (b) to
check clay interferences on the measurements (clay affects the accuracy of the emitted and
received signal of radar, due to the attenuation of the signal [8]) and (c) to gain data for comparison after grouting of wallettes.
Radar technique is a non-destructive technique, therefore suitable for historic structures.
The technique is based on the theory of electromagnetic signals. Using a radar system, consisting of a central unit and an antenna of 1600MHz, electromagnetic signals are emittedthrough the material under investigation. When the signal meets an interface (be it a void or a
discontinuity within the material or a different material), part of the emitted radiation is reflected and recorded by the central unit and part of it travels deeper into the material. Prior to
the application, calibration of the measurements has taken place in converting the time units
into length units.
According to the calibration of the method, the dielectic constant of each type of masonry
differs, as it depends on the materials, the thickness and the voids in the interior of the examined element. The dielectic constant of the three-leaf masonry with mud mortar mixed with
lime was estimated equal to 8.7, whereas for the three-leaf masonry with mud mortar was
equal to 10 (Figure 7). The dielectic constant of the two-leaf masonry with mud mortar and
lime is approximately equal to 8.5, while for the one with mud mortar, it is equal to 9.0. The
value of dielectric constant of two-leaf masonry is smaller, due to the fact that this type of
masonry is more compact (smaller voids in the interior of masonry), compared to the threeleaf masonry.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Static test for calibration on three-leaf masonries: (a) Composition I, (b) Composition II

Despite the fact that clay affects the clarity of the measurements, no significant interactions observed in all the measurements (horizontal and vertical) that were carried out. Clear
indications of the stones of the examined leaf were found (Figure 8).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: Radar measurements: (a) Three- leaf masonry with Composition I, (b) Three leaf masonry with Composition II, (c) Two- leaf masonry with Composition I, (d) Two-leaf masonry with Composition II.

Boroscopy is one of the techniques often applied in combination with the radar technique.
It is usually applied to historic (two or three leaf) stone masonries, in order to investigate their
construction type within the thickness of the wallette. Small diameter holes (25mm or smaller)
are drilled in masonry or already formed holes are used. After meticulous cleaning of the hole
from dust and loose material, the boroscope is introduced into the hole. The core of the boroscope, consisting of optical fibres, allows for direct observation of the interior of the walls. In
addition, pictures can be taken at various depths.
By the use of the boroscope, the voids between the stones, in the interior leaf of the three
leaf stone masonry, can be seen in Figure 9.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Voids in the three-leaf wallettes: (a) Composition I, (b) Composition II.

Furthermore, from the application of the method in the two-leaf stone masonries, the different color of the mortars is observed, as it was expected from the construction. There is also
voids and discontinuities within the mortar (Figure 10).
The presence of voids in the interior of the masonries indicates that the grouting as a repair
technique may be applicable and efficient for the strengthening of two and three leaf masonry
having poor mortar quality.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Voids in the two-leaf wallettes: (a) Composition I, (b) Composition II.

2.3

Grout mixes for strengthening masonry with mud mortars

One of the most frequently applied strengthening techniques for stone masonry is grouting.
Two or three-leaf masonry quite common in historic masonry structures tend to loss the bond
between the two leaves, especially when made with poor quality mortar [12]. Although significant research effort was devoted to the development of grouts adequate for strengthening masonries made with lime or lime-pozzolan mortar, the respective studies on masonries made
with mud mortar are scarce and inconclusive. Investigations determine the properties of earthen structures can be found in [9,10,11]. Within the present work, a comprehensive investigation on mud mortars was conducted on samples, to identify their psychical and mineralogical
properties, as well as their grain size distribution. Based on this study, a series of experiments
have been designed for the development of grouts adequate for strengthening stone masonry
constructed with mud mortars. Compatibility between the mortar and the grout, injectability,
fluidity, stability and penetrability are the basic criteria for the selection of the most suitable
mixes. For this reason, a thorough research investigation take place to determine the physical,
rheological, chemical and mechanical characteristics of the designed mixes. This research will
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lead to a number of suitable mixes that satisfy the performance criteria set for their design.
The suitability of those mixes will then be checked by injecting them to the six masonry specimens that have been constructed. The efficiency of the grouting will be checked by the use of
non- destructive techniques.
3

CONCLUSIONS






The investigation of the physicochemical properties (chemical (XRF) analysis,
mineralogical analysis (XRD) and grain size distribution analysis) of authentic mud
mortars gives useful information about the components of them for the production
of similar mortars, compatible with the authentic ones.
Non-destructive techniques such as radar technique and boroscopy, were applied to
six stone masonry wallettes before grouting, giving valuable information about the
voids and the discontinuities in the interior of the wallettes. The results will be used
in comparison with the ones after grouting.
The observation of the interior of the wallettes and the cracks on the exterior leaves
promotes the use of grouts for strengthening stone masonry constructed with mud
mortars.
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Abstract. In this contribution, some aspects of the mechanical behavior of friction pendulum
(FP) isolators are investigated from a numerical point of view. Attention is focused on the distinctive features observed in FP bearings when subjected to multi-directional excitations like
those occurring in a real earthquake scenario. Due to the peculiarities related to the kinematics
of the device and the curvature of the sliding surface, neglecting the bi-directional interaction
and considering a uni-directional idealization would lead to underestimate the displacements
expected during seismic events and to overestimate the dissipative capacity of the isolator accordingly. Furthermore, the resultant horizontal force of the FP bearing may differ markedly
from what expected (and predicted by most numerical models) in the uni-directional case. This
deviation is mainly ascribed to the geometrical features of the device itself. Additionally, the
force-displacement behaviour of the FP bearing depends upon the coefficient of sliding friction, which is not constant as postulated by the simplified Coulomb model but varies during
the course of an earthquake with sliding velocity, vertical load and, above all, repetition of
cycles and consequent heating phenomena arising at the sliding interface. Among these effects, frictional heating has been recognized as the most important factor that affects the FP
maximum displacement because it may induce significant friction degradation, consequently it
should be properly considered in a truthful model of the FP bearing via a sophisticated coupled
thermo-mechanical analysis.
The aim of this paper is to scrutinize the above physical phenomena by means of a 3D finite
element model. The developed model allows us to closely analyze the kinematics of the device,
to assess the contact force distribution between the sliding surfaces and to examine certain
nonlinear phenomena that become manifest especially during bi-directional excitations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, the Curved Surface Slider (CSS), also known as the Friction Pendulum
SystemTM (FPS) [20, 18, 9], has been extensively and increasingly adopted as base-isolation
strategy of buildings, bridges and industrial facilities. The worldwide popularity of the FPS is
mainly due to the attractive features of FP bearings as compared to other isolators (e.g. elastomeric bearings) having similar characteristics. Among others, it is worth recalling the following factors that have contributed to the success of this technology: i) inherently low vibration
frequency even when the mass pertaining to each isolator is not particularly high since the natural period primarily depends on the radius of curvature of the concave sliding surface rather
than on the supported mass; ii) large displacement capability, limited only by the in-plane geometric dimensions of the device; iii) compact shape with considerably lower thickness than
the elastomeric devices, a feature that makes them appealing for seismic retrofitting of existing
structures; iv) theoretically zero residual displacements owing to the self-centering action induced by the pendulum operating principle; v) quite stable energy dissipation mainly controlled
by the tribological properties of the sliding interfaces, a field on which material science has
made significant progress in developing high performance materials with enhanced durability,
mechanical and physical characteristics, see e.g. [12, 15, 19].
Besides these advantages, experimental investigations on FP bearings have shed light on their
highly complex, nonlinear mechanical behavior, especially when tested under multi-directional
paths like in a real earthquake scenario [5, 13, 14, 10, 16]. Nevertheless, some aspects recorded
in experiments are not properly addressed in existing codes and typically neglected in structural
models, based on extreme simplification of the device behavior. A few sources of this nonlinearity and the causes for such a complex mechanical behavior of FP bearings are discussed and
analyzed in this paper.
In its single concave configuration, cf. Fig. 1, the FP bearing is composed of a primary,
lower sliding surface made of polished stainless steel and having a concave profile with curvature radius R, which determines the natural period of vibration and allows the horizontal
movement according to the pendulum operating principle, and an upper steel plate featuring
a secondary concave sliding surface via an internal semi-spherical articulation of radius r, the
latter permitting the rotation and assuring the kinematic compatibility of the overall motion. In
between these two opposed surfaces a lentil-shaped articulated steel slider is placed, whose upper and lower external surfaces are both convex-shaped so as to match the two concave profiles
described above. These two external surfaces of the slider are coated with a pad of material having specific frictional properties, typically high-bearing-capacity polymer composites
like polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Teflonr ), PTFE-based composites with fillers or other enhanced variants of thermoplastic, self-lubricating polymers such as ultra-high-molecular-weight
polyethylene (UHMWPE). It is worth noting that the coefficient of friction plays a key role in
dissipating seismic energy and limiting accelerations and displacements induced in the isolated
structure. As will be shown in this paper, special care should be taken to the technological design and manufacturing aspects not only of the primary sliding surface, but also of the secondary
rotation surface, indeed also the latter surface affects, to some extent, the overall energy dissipated by the device. Recent progress achieved in the development and improvement of materials
along with sophisticated lubrication techniques have permitted manufacturing FP bearings with
very small dynamic friction coefficients, down to the order of ≈ 1 ÷ 5% [5, 14]. The FPS
is sometimes presented in an upside-down configuration as compared to Fig. 1, i.e., with the
primary sliding surface on the top rather than on the bottom, however this different geometric
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layout does not affect the mechanical behavior of the device as a whole. Regardless of the geometric variants, the single CSS and the more recent advancements in double [9] and triple [19]
CSS alike are highly flexible devices in the horizontal direction and stiff in the vertical one.

Figure 1: Section through a FP bearing (single concave configuration) with constituting elements and materials

The goal of this paper is to examine, from a numerical point of view, some aspects of the
mechanical behavior of FP bearings. Attention is focused on the distinctive features observed
in FP bearings when subjected to multi-directional paths like in a real earthquake scenario.
First, we overview the simplest mechanical model based on the unidirectional idealization in
conjunction with the Coulomb-type friction model (i.e., a constant value of the friction coefficient is assumed). Then, we critically identify the reasons why the above simplistic idealization
fails to capture the actual hysteretic behavior of the FPS as recorded experimentally. To this
aim, a 3D finite element (FE) model is set up in order to simulate the mechanical behavior of a
real FP bearing. The examined isolator was tested at the Caltrans SRMD testing facility at the
University of California San Diego (UCSD) [13, 14]. Reference experiments concern cloverleaf bi-directional tests under three different vertical loads. Also monodirectional tests with the
single cloverleaf components were performed, and simulated in the FE model accordingly, in
an attempt to highlight the salient differences in comparison with the bi-directional counterpart.
Some interesting remarks arise from the critical analysis of the numerical results: the developed
FE model allows us to closely analyze the kinematics of the FP isolator, to assess the contact
force distribution between the sliding surfaces and to compare the force-displacement hysteretic
loops under bi-directional and mono-directional excitations.
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2

UNIDIRECTIONAL MODEL WITH COULOMB FRICTION

The simplest model describing the mechanical behavior of FP bearings is based on the assumption of constant value of vertical load and constant value of the coefficient of sliding friction (Coulomb simplified theory). According to what summarized in the previous section, the
FPS incorporates in a single device both the re-centering action, which is due to the curvature
of the sliding surface, and the energy dissipation by friction: indeed, as the slider displaces
over the concave primary surface, a continuous re-centering force is provided by the gravity
load of the supported mass based on the pendulum operating principle and, simultaneously, the
frictional force opposes the motion of the slider thus dissipating hysteretic energy.

Figure 2: Force-displacement behavior contributions: a) frictional Ff ; b) pendulum (restoring) Fr ; c) total F

Therefore, the mathematical model describing such mechanical behavior is the simple bilinear
force-displacement curve depicted in Fig. 2. More specifically, the pendulum mechanism would
make the natural period (and the stiffness alike) of the FPS uniquely dependent on the sliding
surface radius. The restoring (re-centering) force, directed towards the geometric centre of the
concave sliding surface throughout the isolator motion, is expressed as follows, cf. Fig. 2b)
F r = Kr u

with

Kr =

N
,
Reff cos θ

(1)

where, with reference to the schematic kinematic analysis sketched in Fig. 3, Reff = R + d
is the so-called effective radius of the pendulum that accounts for the dimensions of the slider
(d = r −h) [9, 13], N is the vertical load acting on the FPS and θ is the rotation angle associated
with the horizontal (radial in 3D) displacement u, which identifies the position of the slider.
From Eq. (1) it is found that the lateral stiffness Kr associated with the restoring force is a
function of the vertical load and the isolator geometrical characteristics. Under some simplified
hypotheses (frictionless contact, zero deformation of the slider and negligible rotations of the
top and bottom plates as compared to the angle θ), the horizontal and vertical displacements can
be expressed through the following closed-form relations, respectively [13]
u = Reff sin θ ,

w = Reff (1 − cos θ).
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The upper plate of the FPS (together with below semi-spherical articulation) moves along a
circular (spherical in 3D) surface of radius Reff . For the usual dimensions of the slider in commercially available FPS the effective radius is Reff ' 1.08 ÷ 1.10R, which implies that neglecting the dimensions of the slider in computing the curvature radius of the sliding surface would
lead to an overestimation of the restoring stiffness of approximately 10% [13] (the expected
displacements of the device would be underestimated accordingly).

Figure 3: Schematic kinematic analysis of a FP bearing

In reality, the frictional contribution slightly modifies the simple pendulum mechanism described by Eq. (1). According to the simplified Coulomb theory for sliding bodies, the friction
force opposes the sliding motion and is expressed by the product of the friction coefficient µ
and the vertical load acting on the isolator, cf. Fig. 2a)
Ff = µN sgn(u̇)

(3)

where u̇ represents the sliding velocity and sgn(·) is the signum function so that Ff = ±µN
depending on whether u̇ is positive or negative, respectively. The combination of the restoring
contribution (1) and the frictional contribution (3) yields the following unidirectional rigidplastic hysteretic model for the total horizontal force [20], cf. Fig. 2c)
F = Fr + Ff =

N
u + µN sgn(u̇).
Reff cos θ

(4)

If some specific geometric and mechanical conditions regarding the isolation system are met,
an equivalent linear visco-elastic model can be assumed [1, 7]. The nonlinear behavior shown
in Fig. 2c) is thus converted into an equivalent linear one as if a simpler spring-damper system
could reflect the FPS hysteretic behavior. The equivalent linearized behavior is characterized
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by a so-called effective stiffness and an effective damping1 expressed as, respectively
Keff =

Nd
Nd
+µ
,
Reff cos θ
ud

ξeff =

2µReff cos θ
π(µReff cos θ + ud )

and the effective natural period of vibration may easily be calculated from (5) as follows
s
s
r
M
Nd
ud Reff cos θ
Teff = 2π
= 2π
= 2π
Keff
g Keff
g (ud + µReff cos θ)

(5)

(6)

where Nd and ud are the “design” vertical load (mass of the superstructure multiplied by the
acceleration of gravity g) and displacement, respectively. Typical values of the effective damping range from 10% up to 30 − 40%, mainly depending on the friction coefficient of the lining
material, the curvature radius and the design displacement. By inspection of Eqs. (5) and (6),
the following four remarks arise:
1. both the parameters Keff and ξeff depend on the displacement, consequently an iterative
procedure should be applied in which a design displacement, say u1 , is assumed as firstattempt value, the relevant stiffness (and corresponding natural period) and damping values are computed through Eqs. (5) and (6), then a new spectral ordinate in terms of displacement, say u2 , is identified from the response spectrum for the maximum considered
earthquake, with u2 6= u1 in a general case, hence the procedure is carried on iteratively
by adjusting Keff and ξeff with the new displacement u2 until convergence is achieved;
2. the effective stiffness linearly depends on the vertical load: this makes the stiffness centre
and mass centre of the isolation system coincident, thus nullifying the torsional effects
about the vertical axis, moreover the natural period imposed to the superstructure is not
affected by the supported mass as emphasized by Eq. (6);
3. the linear visco-elastic idealization implicitly assumes, in the expression of Keff and ξeff ,
that the friction coefficient remains constant throughout the seismic event, which is not
true as better clarified in the following subsection;
4. the Keff and ξeff parameters arise from a simple unidirectional idealization of the FPS behavior, whereas multi-directional excitations actually occur in a real earthquake scenario.
The last two aspects may induce significant numerical errors and may lead to wrong outcomes
in terms of forces, displacements and energy dissipation prediction as better clarified in the
following subsection.
2.1

Critical remarks on the unidirectional model with Coulomb friction

The simplified rigid-plastic idealization given in Eq. (4) is based on the assumptions that: 1)
N is constant; 2) µ is constant; 3) the device motion is unidirectional or, equivalently, the horizontal response is uncoupled in two orthogonal directions. Unfortunately, such idealization is
not appropriate in most cases and the underlying assumptions cannot reflect the actual hysteretic
behavior of FP bearings measured in experimental tests. In this regards, a few observations and
critical remarks are made in this subsection to justify this statement.
1

Adopting a common terminology of most building codes [1, 7], the adjective effective denotes the linearized
counterpart of an intrinsically nonlinear variable.
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First of all, it is worth noting that the vertical load acting on a FP bearing in an isolation
system evolves during an earthquake due to the feedback (dynamic interaction) exerted by the
superstructure when subjected to the vertical and horizontal shaking. This leads to a rocking
behavior, normal force fluctuations and consequent continuous changes in both Ff and Kr
(implying changes in the restoring force Fr as well). Therefore, both the terms in Eq. (4) vary
over the course of an earthquake, which is not considered in the effective parameters introduced
in Eqs. (5) and (6) and adopted in most building codes and seismic standards (see e.g. [1, 7]).
Second, in principle the lining material coating the upper and lower surface of the slider, cf.
again Fig. 1, should be selected such that guarantees stable and reliable frictional behavior under
a range of contact pressures, sliding velocities and temperatures typically arising in seismic
service conditions. Additionally, it should be able to provide adequate load bearing capacity,
minimum wear and degradation due to ageing, travel and accumulated movements, and should
be characterized by a melting temperature well above the maximum temperature experienced
in seismic conditions. Unfortunately, friction degradation and wear in thermoplastic materials
are rather complex phenomena that are actually affected by operating conditions. This is why
it is widely recognized that the friction coefficient evolves over the course of an earthquake.
More specifically, a plethora of studies have been presented in the literature addressing the
dependence of the friction coefficient upon contact pressure, sliding velocity and repetition of
cycles that induces temperature rise at the sliding interfaces, see e.g. [3, 5, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17]
just to quote a few. The common backbone of these studies is to alert the structural designer
against oversimplification of the FPS behavior at the modeling stage. A concise yet effective
overview of the variability of µ with the operating conditions occurring during an earthquake
is provided in [8]. For instance, the sliding velocity affects the friction coefficient as a result
of the viscous nature of the PTFE-type composite used for the liner. A simple and widely
recognized expression, incorporated in a few software codes like SAP 2000 [4], is that proposed
by Constantinou et al. [5]
µ = µmax − (µmax − µmin ) exp(−α|u̇|)

(7)

where µmax and µmin are the coefficients of friction at large and very low sliding velocity, respectively, and α is a constant (for given bearing pressure) determining the shape of the relationship.
According to (7) the coefficient of friction increases with increasing sliding velocity up to a constant value reached at a specific velocity threshold (approximately 130 mm/s in [5], a bit lower
namely about 25 mm/s in [16]). Quite similar exponential relationships to Eq. (7) have been developed by researchers to describe the dependence of µ upon contact pressure [11, 14] as well
as upon heating of the sliding interface [11, 17] or, equivalently, some related parameter quantifying the energy dissipated over the repetition of cycles [10, 14]. In particular, the coefficient
of friction decreases with increasing pressure and approaches a constant value at high pressure
values and, similarly, progressively reduces with the distance traveled due to frictional heating.
Therefore, the friction force reported in (3) and (4) should be corrected as follows
Ff = µN

with

µ = µ(N, v, T )

(8)

where it is emphasized that the friction coefficient to be implemented in FPS models is a function of the vertical load (or contact pressure), sliding velocity and temperature.
Third, earthquake excitations are generally multidirectional but the model described in (4)
assumes the FPS response is uncoupled in two orthogonal directions. On the contrary, experimental investigations [10, 13, 16] have demonstrated that there exists significant coupling
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Figure 4: Photograph at two time instants of in-plane motion of the slider with the resulting forces highlighted

between the orthogonal components of the FPS response (bi-directional interaction). Indeed,
for bi-directional motion the displacements and forces across the isolator are expressed by vectors, i.e. u = [ux , uy ]T , F = [Fx , Fy ]T , and the force-displacement relationship is expressed as



 


 

1
N
Fx
ux
u̇x
Frx
Ff x
=
+ µN
(9)
+
=
Fy
Fry
Ff y
Reff uy
ku̇k u̇y
from which Eq. (4) is retrieved for the special case of a uni-directional excitation. The in-plane
motion of the slider is sketched in Fig. 4 along with the force components entering Eq. (9).
At any instant of time, the slider interface undergoes a displacement increment in the direction
specified by the angle φv with respect to the x-axis, with φv = arctan(u̇y /u̇x ). The direction of
frictional forces is the same as that of the displacement
defined by φv (and depends
pincrement
2
2
on the magnitude of the instantaneous velocity ku̇k = u̇x + u̇y ), whereas the line of action of
the restoring (re-centering) force is radial, i.e., is parallel to the vector OC at any time instant,
with O being the center of the isolator and C the center of the lower interface of the slider.
For a reference axis system with origin at the center of the isolator as that shown in Fig 4,
the direction OC can be represented by the angle φu = arctan(uy /ux ). Finally, the direction
of the total force is identified by the angle φf = arctan(Fy /Fx ). From Fig. 4 it emerges
that an angular shift exists between the directions of the velocity vector and the force vector,
namely ∆φ = φv − φf . Indeed, the restoring force component gives rive to deviations of the
total resisting force with respect to the active seismic force that is directed along the traveled
trajectory (or instantaneous velocity). We notice that these deviations would be zero both under
uni-directional excitations (because in this case the restoring force would be parallel to the
traveled trajectory) and under general multi-directional excitations but flat (not concave) sliding
surface (because in this case the restoring force would cancel out as Reff → ∞ in Eq. (9)).
Moreover, by comparing Eq. (9) with Eq. (4) it is found that neglecting the orthogonal coupling
in bi-directional excitations leads to an underestimation of displacements and an overestimation
of forces (and dissipation of energy), thus implying that the design of the overlying isolated
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Table 1: Geometrical data of the analyzed FPS (after Lomiento et al. [13])

geometric dimension

length [mm]

A
a
R
r
T
t
h
d

435
180
2235
375
40
120
160
215

structure would be carried out in a nonconservative (unsafe) manner. It is concluded that in
the majority of cases uni-directional analyses are not capable of capturing the actual seismic
response of the FPS.
3

NUMERICAL FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

Among the research contributions in the field of finite element modeling of FP bearings, one
of the pioneering work is that of Tsai et al. [18], who successfully developed a general 3D
FE formulation including local bending moments at the bottom of the isolator and vertical force
variation, the latter aspect being of significant importance for a correct friction force calculation.
From this research work on, later contributions in the relevant literature have been focused on
the development of predictive models for the determination of the dynamic friction coefficient
as well as for the identification and description of the physical phenomena connected to friction
degradation (or friction evolution) under seismic events.
Along this research line, this contribution aims at investigating the mechanical behavior of
FP bearings through a 3D finite element model. A real, full-scale (single concave) FPS is
addressed in this paper that was tested at the Caltrans SRMD laboratory at the UCSD [13].
With reference to the symbols defined in the sketch of Fig. 1, the analyzed FPS is characterized
by the geometric dimensions reported in the following Table 1.
3.1

Simulated testing protocol

The testing protocol performed in [13] and simulated in the FE model of this paper concerns
bi-directional tests following a cloverleaf path (sometimes abbreviated as CL in the sequel).
The test specifications are reported in Table 2: the first three tests, namely CL#01, CL#02
and CL#03, involve a bi-directional motion of the FPS, whereas tests labelled as CL#04
and CL#05 regard mono-directional excitations consisting in the single cloverleaf longitudinal and lateral components, respectively. This allows a consistent comparison between the
bi-directional and mono-directional response of the FPS.
The cloverleaf displacement pattern is depicted in Fig. 5 together with the individual longitudinal (along the x-axis) and lateral (along the y-axis) components. A starting and an ending
branch of limited amplitude were also applied to the FPS during the experimental campaign
[13]: these branches, introduced to avoid the impulse effects due to high accelerations induced
at the beginning and at the end of the tests, are here neglected as they are of no practical importance for a numerical investigation. Three different vertical loads are investigated, corresponding to contact pressures equal to 15, 30, and 60 MPa.
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Table 2: Testing protocol examined in the FE analyses (after Lomiento et al. [13])

Test #

Test type

Vertical load
N [kN]

Contact pressure
pc [MPa]

Peak long. disp.
uxP [mm]

Peak lat. disp.
uyP [mm]

01
02
03
04
05

CL
CL
CL
CL long. comp.
CL lat. comp.

3263
6525
13050
6525
6525

15
30
60
30
30

200
200
200
200
–

100
100
100
–
100

150

300

100

200
3

50
2

0
-50

u(t) [mm]

uy [mm]

1

4
1

-100

a)

-150
-300

2

3

4

100
0
-100

ux
uy

-200
-300
-200

-100

0

100

200

300

ux [mm]

b)

0

5

10

15

20

25

t [sec]

Figure 5: Cloverleaf test: a) in-plane trajectory; b) longitudinal (ux ) and lateral (uy ) components of motion

3.2

Finite element model and assumptions

The FPS analyzed in this paper has been modeled through the FE code ADINA [2], employing 3D-solid (hexahedral) elements equipped with 20 nodes per element (i.e., quadratic shape
functions are adopted throughout to better describe the kinematics and the contact conditions
of the model). The number of FEs has been chosen after a preliminary mesh sensitivity study
to assure an accurate FE solution. The total number of FEs and the final mesh is illustrated in
Fig. 6a) and is composed of 8820 elements and corresponding 42325 nodes, each node having
three degrees of freedom (DOFs), namely the three translations with respect to the Cartesian
axis system shown in the figure. Note that the upper steel plate rigidly connected to the semispherical articulation (cf. Fig. 1) is not included in the FE model as it is does not affect the
results. Large displacement formulation is assumed; additionally, the (very small) deformability of the plate components has been accounted for by including the elastic properties of steel
(E = 200 GPa, ν = 0.3), whereas PTFE pads have been assumed with elastic isotropic material
having E = 1.5 GPa, ν = 0.46. Contact conditions between interfaces have been implemented
through the constraint function method [2]. For each contact pair that may come into contact
during the solution, so-called target and contactor surfaces are defined as reported in Fig. 6b):
at each time instant, the constraint equations are imposed such that the nodes belonging to the
contactor surface cannot penetrate the corresponding nodes lying on the target surface (the prevented motion is that along the direction specified by the normal vector to the target surface).
The FPS is fixed on the lower face of the lower steel plate, and the loading condition is applied by means of a constant vertical load (in the z-direction) in conjunction with a history of
horizontal displacements, i.e., the bi-directional path shown Fig. 5b) and applied to the x- and
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y-direction. The duration of the experimental test (purged of the starting and ending branches)
was approximately 25 s, which corresponds to peak velocities equal to 90 mm/s and 45 mm/s in
the longitudinal and lateral direction, respectively. In the FE model, the time is discretized in
200 equally spaced time steps.
Preliminary results may be obtained by implementing a constant friction coefficient according to the simplified Coulomb theory. To highlight some interesting aspects observed in the FPS
response under bi-directional excitation, a constant friction coefficient is first assumed. More
refined results will be presented next by incorporating the variability of µ with the sliding velocity and temperature according to Eq. (8) via a specifically developed subroutine. Following the
experimental findings reported in [13], the friction coefficient has been set equal to µ = 0.11,
0.06 and 0.03 for the three contact pressures of pc = 15, 30, 60 MPa, respectively.
semi-spherical
articulation

primary sliding
surface

P1

contact surface 4
(target surface)

P2

contact surface 3
(contactor surface)

P3

slider

contact surface 2
(contactor surface)

P4

contact surface 1
(target surface)

z

P5

x

a)

y

lower steel plate

PTFE pads

b)

Figure 6: Finite element model of the FPS: a) isometric view; b) exploded drawing with contact surface labels

3.3

Results obtained by the simplified Coulomb friction model

The main results of the FE analysis are here presented and discussed. Due to the rotation of
the slider occurring concurrently with the translation induced by the semi-spherical articulation,
the displacement of the centre of contact surface 2, i.e., the point P4 on the lower face of the
slider in Fig. 6b), is lower than the displacement imposed on the top of the isolator, point P1 .
The relevant trajectories computed for the test CL#02 are compared in Fig. 7: more specifically,
the maximum displacement of the point P4 is approximately 10% lower than that of the point
P1 , i.e., ux4 ∼
= 182 mm and uy4 ∼
= 91 mm in comparison with ux1 ∼
= 200 mm and uy1 ∼
=
100 mm. By closely analyzing the trajectories we note that, if the vertical component of motion
is neglected, most of the energy introduced into the system is expended to make the slider
translate up to the maximum values ux4 and uy4 , however a small remaining part is spent to
guarantee that such translation is compatible with the curvature of the above semi-spherical
articulation having radius r. To this aim, a relative displacement occurs between contact surface
3 (belonging to the slider) and contact surface 4 (of the semi-spherical articulation), with the
former moving relative to the latter in a direction opposed to the overall isolator translation. This
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relative displacement can be quantified by computing the relative displacement ∆P23 between
points P2 and P3 . For the analyzed isolator the displacement of the point P3 , ux3 ∼
= 169 mm
∼
and uy3 = 85 mm, is nearly 15% lower than that of point P2 , which in turn coincides with the
displacement imposed on the top of the isolator (point P1 ). The relative displacement ∆P23
generates contact force transmission between the two sliding surfaces, thus dissipating further
energy. As a result, the energy introduced into the system is dissipated via a twofold mechanism,
consisting in the slider translation along the primary sliding surface and the slider rotation along
the secondary surface. Therefore, in the manufacturing process it is important to pay attention
to the lubrication and tribological properties of both the sliding interfaces.
150

uy [mm]

100
50
0
P1
P4
ΔP23
Cf

-50
-100
-150
-300

-200

-100

0

100

200

300

ux [mm]
Figure 7: Comparative analysis of the trajectories traveled by the FPS during the test

In Fig. 7 we also report the trajectory of the centroid Cf of the total contact force F whose
x- and y-components are given in (9). The coordinates of such point Cf at each time instant are
computed based on the distribution of the nodal forces fi
P
P
fxi yi
f
x
S
Sx
yi
i
y
i
=
;
yCf = Pi
=
(10)
xCf = P
Fy
Fx
i fyi
i fxi
whose vector plot at a generic time step is depicted in Fig.8. The Cf trajectory slightly deviates
from that of the slider (point P4 ) with differences mainly observed near the points of motion
reversal. It is worth noting that if the sliding surface were flat (not concave), a uniform distribution of the contact forces would be found and the centroid Cf would coincide with the centre
of the slider P4 throughout the system motion.
In addition to the trajectory of Cf , it is interesting to evaluate the angle φf = arctan2 (Fy , Fx )
formed by the total force vector with respect to the x-axis, and compare it to the angle φv =
arctan2 (vy , vx ) formed by the velocity vector (tangent to the traveled cloverleaf trajectory at
each time instant), where arctan2 is the two-arguments arctangent function taking into account
which quadrant the solution is in. In so doing, we can identify and quantify the angular shift
∆φ = φv − φf formed by the force and velocity vectors, which has already been discussed in
Section 2.1 and depicted in Fig. 4. The relevant results are illustrated in Fig. 9 with reference
to the test CL#02. It can be seen that the velocity vector is parallel to the force vector (i.e.,
∆φ = 0) only when the slider centre (point P4 in Fig. 6) is going through the centroid of the
primary sliding surface, point P5 , a situation that is identified by the condition ux = uy = 0,
compare Fig. 9a) and b). In all the other kinematic configurations, the restoring force Fr ,
characterized by a radial re-centering direction, generates deviations of the total resisting force
opposed to the active seismic force (the latter being parallel to the trajectory traveled during
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z

x
y

a)

b)
contact force fi ( fxi , fyi , fzi )
applied to node i having coordinates (xi , yi , zi )

Figure 8: Contact force distribution: a) vector plot of fi on the slider; b) band plot of fzi on the sliding surface

the isolator motion). On the other hand, the friction force keeps the same direction as the
velocity vector throughout the duration of the test. As a result, the maximum angular shift
occurs concurrently with the maximum radial displacement as illustrated by analyzing Fig. 9a)
and b) simultaneously, with ∆φ even higher than 90◦ and a mean value over the entire duration
of the test equal to 23◦ , cf. Fig. 9c). Once again, we emphasize that these deviations would
cancel out in a uni-directional loading condition (because in this case the restoring force would
be parallel to the traveled trajectory) as well as under general multi-directional excitations but
flat (not concave) sliding surface (because in this case the restoring force would be zero as
Reff → ∞ in Eq. (9)). Furthermore, by inspection of the time histories reported in Fig. 9b)
we note that the angle of the velocity vector φv anticipates that of the force vector φf , which
is physically reasonable: the velocity is the cause that produces the reactive force, i.e., the
direction of the force vector arises as a consequence of the trajectory traveled during the test.
Mean values of the angular shifts measured for tests CL#01 and CL#03 are 11◦ and 44◦ ,
respectively, thus indicating a dependence on the friction coefficient or, equivalently, on the
vertical load acting on the FPS. Indeed, for higher contact pressures the friction coefficient (and
the friction force accordingly) reduces, therefore the restoring force, which is responsible for
the angular shift, contributes to a larger extent to the overall resisting force.
According to the testing protocol reported in Table 2, mono-directional excitations consisting in the single cloverleaf longitudinal and lateral component have also been analyzed in order
to highlight the salient differences in comparison with the bi-directional counterpart. In Fig. 10
the force-displacement loops obtained for the longitudinal and lateral directions are compared
for the bi-directional and mono-directional case. It is observed that the hysteretic loops in
the bi-directional case are narrower than the corresponding loops in the mono-directional case.
This is due to the contemporaneous sliding motion occurring in two directions as compared to
the uni-directional test. No abrupt inversions of motion occur in the bi-directional case since
the magnitude of the velocity vector is always non-zero although in certain time instants the
single components vx and vy are zero (more specifically, in the four points having horizontal
and vertical tangent in the cloverleaf trajectory shown in Fig. 7). This concept is clarified in
Fig. 11 where the time-histories of the longitudinal and lateral reaction forces are depicted.
The displacement components under bi-directional excitations may be significantly higher than
the corresponding components in the mono-directional case. Consequently, neglecting the bidirectional interaction could lead to considerably overestimate the dissipative capacity of the
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Figure 9: Angular shift ∆φ between the force vector and velocity vector for test CL#02
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Figure 10: Force-displacement loops for mono-directional and bi-directional excitation: a) longitudinal; b) lateral
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Figure 11: Time-history of the reaction force for mono- and bi-directional excitation: a) longitudinal; b) lateral

isolator or, equivalently, underestimate the maximum displacements expected during seismic
events. For the examined case, the energy dissipated in bi-directional conditions is reduced
in comparison with the uni-directional case of 10% in the longitudinal direction (changing
from 514 kN m to 462 kN m) and of 37% in the lateral direction (reducing from 256 kN m to
162 kN m). These results are consistent with the experimental findings [13], in which reduction
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of the dissipated energy of 23% and 41% are observed in the longitudinal and lateral direction,
respectively. The slight differences between numerical predictions and corresponding experimental results are ascribed to other aspects that so far have been neglected in the FE model,
above all the thermal effects and the influence of heating phenomena arising at the sliding interface, which increases friction reduction in the bi-directional case due to the coexistence of
sliding motion components in two directions.
3.4

Variable friction coefficient: thermo-mechanical coupling analysis

The dependence of the friction coefficient upon sliding velocity (taking into account also
the breakaway effects at motion reversals) and above all the temperature rise at the sliding
interfaces should be properly accounted for in the numerical model. To this aim, according to
the remarks outlined in Section 2.1 and the general formula reported in (8), a new customized
Fortran subroutine governing the friction coefficient has been implemented in the FE code [6].
This thermo-mechanical coupling (TMC) subroutine generates a variability of µ (from node to
node) with sliding velocity and temperature according to the following conditional expressions
µ = µ(v, T ) = µv µT
(
µv =
(
µT =

where

µst + (µmin − µst ) ku̇k/u̇0
if ku̇k ≤ u̇0
µmax − (µmax − µmin ) exp (−α (ku̇k − u̇0 )) if ku̇k > u̇0
1
exp (−β (T − T0 ))

if T ≤ T0
if T > T0

(11a)
(11b)
(11c)

The meaning of the coefficients entering the developed TMC subroutine is the following: µst
is the static friction coefficient; µmin and µmax are the dynamic friction coefficients in the lowand high-velocity range, respectively; u̇0 is a small (positive) velocity threshold identifying the
transition between the stick and slip phase; the α parameter controls the rate of change of µ
with sliding velocity; T0 is the initial (environmental) temperature that is also the temperature
threshold for identification of friction degradation due to heating phenomena; the β parameter
governs the rate of change of µ with temperature. It is worth noting that a linear interpolation
between µst and µmin is assumed in the range ku̇k = [0 − u̇0 ], whereas an exponential trend is
adopted for ku̇k > u̇0 in line with the expressions (7) proposed by Constantinou et al. [5].
A fully coupled thermo-mechanical problem is therefore addressed in which the thermal
solution affects the structural solution (since µ depends on the local temperature) and, in turn,
the structural solution affects the thermal solution (since heat generation is produced by contact
friction at the interfaces). Details of all the thermal parameters involved in the fully coupled
thermo-mechanical analysis are here omitted for the sake of brevity. We limit ourselves to point
out that the introduction of the PTFE pads above and below the slider (cf. Fig. 6) is necessary
to account for the low thermal conductivity of the PTFE as compared to the stainless steel so as
to properly reproduce the thermal solution in the FE TMC model.
The main results in terms of hysteretic loops are reported in Figs. 12 and 13. It can be seen
that the developed subroutine is capable of capturing the breakaway effects at motion reversals
occurring in the mono-directional tests. On the contrary, the bi-directional tests does not imply
any abrupt inversion of motion as the magnitude of the velocity vector is always non-zero; as
a result, no sudden increase of the friction coefficient is predicted except for that at the start of
sliding motion, which does involve a momentary sticking of the interfaces [14] not only in the
mono-directional but also in the bi-directional test. The variability of µ with the sliding velocity
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Figure 12: Force-displacement loops from the TMC analysis with friction subroutine: a) longitudinal; b) lateral
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Figure 13: Mono-directional loops with the TMC subroutine and with the constant Coulomb friction

is highlighted in the vicinity of the motion reversals, where the sliding velocity reduces (and
tends to zero in the mono-directional test) as can be inferred by inspection of Fig. 5b). Finally,
the friction coefficient evolves over the course of the test since heating phenomena arise at the
sliding interfaces that contribute to a significant friction degradation: this is evidenced by the
subsequent loops appearing narrower than the first loop in Figs. 12 and 13.
When comparing bi-directional and mono-directional results in Fig. 12, more pronounced reductions of hysteretic loops are found as compared to the Coulomb friction hypothesis (constant
µ) previously analyzed in Fig. 10. Reduction of the energy dissipated from the bi-directional to
the mono-directional case increases from 10% (constant µ) to 13% (µ = µ(v, T )) in the longitudinal direction, and from 37% (constant µ) to 47% (µ = µ(v, T )) in the lateral direction. This
enhanced reduction is due to an augmented and more widely distributed temperature increase in
the bi-directional case as compared to the mono-directional path (caused by higher heat fluxes
spread over a broader area). Obviously, the simplified Coulomb friction model cannot capture this phenomenon because the temperature field has no effect on the friction coefficient that
remains constant both in the bi-directional and in the mono-directional tests.
Strictly speaking, the thermo-mechanical coupling parameters entering the developed subroutine (11) should be tuned so as to fit the friction degradation observed experimentally [13].
In this contribution, we have not carried out sophisticated curve-fitting procedures to accurately
calibrate the best-fit TMC parameters based on the experimental data. Only qualitative plots
using preliminary estimates of the TMC parameters are here reported to show the overall ef-
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fects of the modeling assumptions on the expected results. Further considerations about the
most appropriate TMC parameters as well as on the temperature profiles in the bi-directional
and mono-directional loading paths will be discussed in a forthcoming study.
4

Concluding remarks and future developments

A numerical investigation has been carried out to scrutinize the mechanical behavior of FP
isolators when subjected to bi-directional motion. First, a few considerations concerning the
kinematics of the device and the distribution of the contact forces at the sliding interfaces
have been discussed. These considerations justify the different behavior of the FPS under
bi-directional and mono-directional excitations, with the latter representing the single longitudinal and lateral components of the bi-directional path. The numerical investigation has been
supported by the development of a three-dimensional FE model of a full-scale FP bearing. A
customized friction law has been specifically formulated via a Fortran subroutine and implemented into the FE-code in order to incorporate the main physical phenomena occurring in real
experimental tests. These phenomena include the breakaway effects that become manifest at
the beginning of the sliding motion or at each motion reversal, the dependence of the friction
coefficient upon sliding velocity, and the friction degradation over the repetition of cycles which
is induced by frictional heating arising at the sliding interface. To properly account for the latter
effect, a sophisticated thermo-mechanical coupling analysis has been performed in which the
thermal solution and the structural solution affect each other, thereby implying that an iterative
scheme must be adopted to identify the correct solution for both problems.
The majority of these aspects are not appropriately accounted for by the structural engineers
that, when designing a base-isolated building, often rely upon a simpler 1D schematic idealization of the base isolation system, which may lead to a significant to underestimation of the
displacements and overestimation of the dissipative capacity of the isolator, with errors up to
50%. Moreover, the technical standards [1, 7] allow the isolation system be modelled with
equivalent linear viscoelastic behavior or simple bilinear elastic-plastic constitutive law with
constant friction coefficient, which are both simplistic idealizations of the actual hysteretic behavior recorded experimentally. These simplifications may induce additional numerical errors
in terms of forces, displacements and energy dissipation prediction.
Although restricted to single pendulum devices, most of the above considerations also apply
to the double pendulum devices and, apart from the required geometric modifications, the developed TMC FE-model can easily be extended to deal with the increasingly popular FPS with
double concave configuration. The numerical investigation carried out in this study represents
the basis of a more extensive numerical assessment of the FPS thermo-mechanical behavior under bi-directional excitations. The generalization of these results to a variety of multi-directional
paths and more detailed analyses of the temperature profiles is the object of an ongoing research.
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Abstract. An identification procedure based on genetic algorithm is discussed in this paper.
The procedure is aimed to calibrate a single-degree-of freedom (SDOF) model capable to
simulate the mechanical response of lead-core bearing device for passive seismic isolation.
The identification is based on data obtained by finite element simulation. An accurate finite
element model is built. All components of the bearing device: lead-core, rubber layers and
steel shims are discretely modeled. The lead-core bearing device is seen as a multiple component system. Constitutive laws are defined on the meso-scale for all materials: lead (-core),
rubber, steel. Furthermore a typical identification test is simulated to obtain the shear stressshear strain relationship which characterizes the response of the lead-core bearing device.
In the SDOF model describing the response of the bearing device on the macro-scale, a damage variable is introduced to account for mechanical damage accumulated in the lead-core.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Single-degree-of- freedom (SDOF) models capable of simulating the mechanical response
of lead-core bearing device for passive seismic isolation are discussed in this contribution.
SDOF models have evolved to differential equations models which involve variables design
to account for degradation effects.
Model parameters are in general identified through comparison with reference data. Reference
data is commonly obtained by experimental testing- e.g. identification test.
Alternatively reference set of data can be obtained by finite element analysis.
Details of the identification procedure are discussed.
2

SDOF MODELS

The widely used Bouc-Wen model ([1], [2], [3], [4], [5]) is described by the following set
of equations:
Q 

Qy
dy

u  1   

Qy
dy

(1)

Z

dZ
du
du 
du
 1
 
ZZ

Z A
dt
dt
dt
dt

(2)

The first equation defines the constitutive relation Q=Q(u) which characterizes the bearing
device. Q stands for the shear force generated in the bearing device and u is the lateral displacement (see Грешка! Източникът на препратката не е намерен.). Qy denotes the
shear force in the lead-core bearing device at the moment of yielding of the lead-core; dy denotes displacement at yielding.

Figure 1: lead-core bearing; neutral position is depicted with dashed line

In equation (1)  is the ratio between the post- yield to pre-yield stiffness and Z is a hysteresis
parameter. The evolution of Z is defined by the differential equation (2). In this equation , ,
 and A are model parameters which are to be calibrated.
It should be noted that constitutive relation describing a lead-core bearing device is typically
defined by postulating the relation Q=Q[t] where  is referred to as shear strain e.g. the
n

ratio between the shear displacement u and the total high of the rubber layers (  ri ) in the
i 1

lead-core bearing device (Figure 1):
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u

(3)

n

r

i

i 1

As an alternative, a model in which a variable associated with material degradation is considered. This model, as already stated postulates a relation between shear stress and shear displacement:

  f  

(4)

Shear stress is conventionally split into three components:
   e 1   2

(5)

The first term- e denotes an elastic contribution, and the two others- overstresses relaxing
with time. A variable accounting for damage accumulation is incorporated in the second term1. The evolution of the damage variable qe is defined as a function of the shear strain and of a
model parameter pe [6]:
 d
0,5   qe  if qe  0.5 
dqe  e
  dt
dt 
if
0
0.5   qe  1


(6)

As it can be seen, in the above formulation it is presumed that material degradation depends
on the shear strain and on the shear strain rate.
There exist also constitutive relations in which damage variable is introduced in the stressstrain relationship of the material [7]:
  E (D )

(7)

The above equation describes
All material parameters should be identified through curve fitting.
3

REFERENCE DATA

Material parameters occurring in the constitutive laws are commonly identified through
comparison with experimental data. Authors support the idea that identification of the material constants in the SDOF models can be done on the basis of data obtained by finite element
analysis ([8], [9]).
An explicit and accurate finite element model of the bearing device is set up. Geometry is
reproduced in high level of detail.
Material models are defined for each component of the bearing device: lead-core, rubber,
steel shims.
SDOF constitutive models are commonly calibrated on the basis of experimental data obtained by identification test (see for example [10]). Therefore an identification test is simulated in an implicit transient dynamic analysis.
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4

CURVE FITTING

In this section stochastic algorithms which can be implemented in a numerical procedure
for identification of model constants are discussed. The focus is on the genetic algorithms [11].
The input of the procedure is formed by a lot of ‘chromosomes’: sets (or vectors) of model
parameters.
A test function (TF) is defined to assess the proximity of a Stress-strain (or Shear force- shear
displacement relationship) to a chosen reference curve.
TF supplies a criterion whether a set of points {Pi(t)=(ui(t),Qi(t))} in the criterion space is close
to the reference set {Pi(r)=(ui(r),Qi(r))}.
For each iteration an optimal set is chosen by using TF. In the context of the ‘genetic’ algorithm other sets are manipulated, e.g. subjected to cross-over and mutations.
Pairs of arbitrary sets of model constants are compared. Pairs should be randomly chosen.
This can be achieved by using one of the following schemes: a roulette wheel, a stochastic
remainder, ranking tournament selection etc. ([13], [15]. Another strategy for generating random numbers, specifically a quasi-random sequence is discussed in the next section.
Thus for two compared sets S1 and S2 the set which is less convergent to the reference curve

TFi out   TF jout 

(8)

S *j  fSi  1  f S j

(9)

is modified as follows:

where f is a random number ( f ϵ [0,1]).
Test function is defined on the basis of the error estimation (following [12]):

1 n  Q ( m )  Qi( FEM ) 

ei    i
Q
n i 1 


2

(10)

In equation (10) superscripts m and FEM denote data points of the curve obtained by using
the SDOF model and the curve obtained by finite element analysis respectively; n is the number of data points in the compared curves and Q is the difference between maximum and
minimum values of the shear force generated in the lead-core bearing:
(11)

Q  Qmax  Qmin

Test functions corresponding to each set of model parameters is evaluated by using the following set of equations:
PPTFi  1 

ei
max( e j )

j  1..n

PTFi  PPTFi  min PPTF j 

TFi 

PTFi
max PTF j 

j  1..n

j  1..n

(12)
(13)
(14)

In the following iteration the set Si is kept as it stands whereas the set Sj is replaced by the set
Sj* as defined above.
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5

QUASI RANDOM SEQUENCE
A quasi random sequence can be constructed in the following way [15]:
qi , j  e1V j(1)  e2V j( 2)  ...  emV j( m ) i  1...n

(15)

In equation (15) qij are coordinates of a point Qi. The reference number of a given point
Qi=(qi,1, qi,2…qi,n) must be presented in binary format:
(16)

i  em ...e2 e1

The quasi random sequence can be constructed by using the following arithmetic algorithm
[15]:
 ln i  
m  1 

 ln( 2) 

(17)

m

1 m
qi , j   21 k  . 2. i 2 l . 2. rj(i ) 2 k 1l  j  1...n
k 1

 2 lk

   



(18)

In equation (17) i stands for the number of a given point of the quasi random sequence. In
equation (18) [q] denotes the integer part of a given quantity q whereas {q}- the fractional
part of q.
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6

CURVE FITTING

Reference “shear displacement- shear force” curve obtained by finite element analysis as outlined in paragraph 3 is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Reference Load- shear displacement curve obtained by finite element analysis

After defining initial data sets containing model parameters

Figure 3 : Reference hysteresis curve (in black) obtained by finite element analysis
and SDOF produced curves corresponding to different initial data sets: first iteration
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the proximity of each set of model parameters (Figure 3) to the reference data is evaluated by
using a test function as outlined in paragraph 4.
In further iterations sets of model constants which are estimated as less convergent are manipulated to search a better fit with the reference hysteresis curve (Figure 4)

Figure 4: Reference hysteresis curve (in black) obtained by finite element analysis and
SDOF produced curves corresponding to different initial data sets: further iterations

and to choose eventually a set giving maximum possible approximation of the reference shear
force- displacement curve (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Shear force- displacement relationships obtained by finite element modeling (I black) and by Single-Degree-of-Freedom (Bouc-Wen) model (in grey).
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7

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this contribution steps of a numerical procedure designed to calibrate the parameters of
single-degree of freedom models aimed to simulate the mechanical response of lead-core
bearing devices for passive seismic isolation have been discussed.
It should be noted that authors support the idea for parameter identification partially or
gully based on results obtained by finite element analysis instead of using experimentally
obtained reference data.
The identification procedure is based on a genetic algorithm. It starts by defining a number of initial set of model parameters. The output from the single-degree-of-freedom
model produced by each is compared to the reference hysteresis curve obtained by finite
element analysis. A test function based on error estimation is used to compare output
curves produced by different data sets. Before the next iteration of the identification process datasets are manipulated in order to assure a better fit with reference hysteresis
curve in subsequent iterations. The manipulation rule accounts for test functions associated to each data set.
Further work is related to the “automation” of the identification algorithm as well as to
the identification of mechanical parameters of a single-degree-of-freedom model accounting for material degradation.
This contribution appears in the framework of collaboration between the first author and
the Earthquake Engineering Research Center of the University of Iceland (affiliation of
the other authors) started in 2014.
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Abstract. A general seismic event can be considered as the superposition of two individual
time histories of ground acceleration, acting simultaneously at the base of a structural system,
along the main directions of a given reference system. Response spectra can be computed either for each component, or for the global seismic event, by considering a Single Degree of
Freedom with different values of self-period, subjected to both the x and y accelerograms.
Such a bi-directional response spectrum has higher spectral coordinates with respect to the
individual ones, because of the instantaneous contributions of both directions of ground motion in the structural response. Nonetheless, an earthquake is expected to release most of the
total energy of the event along an actual radial direction, mainly due to the propagation direction of seismic waves from the hypocenter toward the ground surface, even though the
ground motion develops according to a random trajectory. A recent research work proposed
an analytical procedure for the computation of an “equivalent uniaxial accelerogram” for a
bidirectional earthquake: the proposed theory allows to compute a single ground acceleration time-history, related to a proper direction angle, able to reproduce the same effects of a
two-components seismic event on a base-isolated structural system: results showed a good
agreement between the equivalent radial and the bidirectional structural responses, even if
non-negligible differences were observed. In this work a more refined procedure is proposed
for the definition of the equivalent unidirectional accelerogram for a base-isolated structure.
A wide validation study is reported, by analyzing 100 bidirectional seismic events: two different ranges for vibration period have been assumed, in order to evaluate the accuracy of the
overall procedure, by considering a large rather than a small portion of the reference response spectrum. Finally, a case study structure has been modeled, to underline effects of the
equivalent radial response, in comparison to the reference bidirectional case.
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INTRODUCTION
The non-linear time history analysis represents the most realistic structural analysis typology which can be considered: a structural F.E.M. can be subjected to real recordings of
ground accelerations along the main directions of motion, and so internal actions of each
structural element can be stepwise computed and checked. Generally, seismic events can be
considered as three individual translational ground motions, simultaneously acting at the base
of a structural system, since ground rotational degrees of freedom can be neglected [1]. In
most of cases, also the vertical component is not modeled, since its effects on the main response parameters are not comparable to the ones induced by horizontal seismic motions. On
the other hand, unidirectional approaches are much more common among practitioners, given
the higher level of simplicity. Standard codes provide prescriptions for directional combinations of radial response results, whereas some guidelines for selection of real and spectrummatched single component accelerograms can be found in the literature [9]. When bidirectional earthquakes are considered, the response spectrum should be able to represent a two
component seismic event as a single response parameter. Different combinations of the single-component response spectra can be found, such as the geometric mean, rather than the
arithmetic mean or the Square Root of the Sum of Squares (SRSS), although the geometric
mean seems to be the most commonly used, also for Ground Motion Prediction Equations.
Also for base-isolated structures, it is important to reproduce the ground shaking conditions in
the best and most realistic way possible. Concerning friction-based isolators, it is well known
that the hysteretic behavior is affected by the shape of the trajectory of the devices, due to the
stepwise projection of the friction force along the main directions of motion [5, 10, 11, 12].
However, especially in the design phase, unidirectional approaches are assumed, and bilinearized hysteretic constitutive laws are considered to design/check the implemented isolators [2, 4]. Moreover, it is possible to compute an equivalent damping ratio of the isolation
system by considering a symmetric unidirectional hysteretic loop at the maximum displacement, which is actually an unknown at the beginning, so that an iterative procedure has to be
solved. In addition, standard codes for testing isolation friction-based devices provide expressions for an average friction coefficient per cycle, under unidirectional sinusoidal motion [3],
and no prescriptions for bidirectional tests are given.
In the present endeavor a refined procedure for the computation of an equivalent ground
acceleration time series is presented, for bidirectional seismic events: precisely, an optimum
orientation angle is computed, by minimizing the Mean Square Error between a bidirectional
reference response spectrum and a radial one, related to the projection of both the planar
components along the considered direction. Two different period ranges for the computation
of the MSE value have been analyzed, in order to highlight the effect of a smaller rather than
a larger period range. The presented procedure has been applied to a selection of 100 individual bidirectional earthquakes, and results have been statistically studied. Finally, a case study
base-isolated structure has been modeled, and bidirectional Non Linear Time History Analyses have been performed: results have been compared to the effects of equivalent radial motions, in terms of peak vectorial response parameters, for both the isolation system
(displacement and force demands) and the building structure (displacement, absolute acceleration and interstorey shear profiles).
Results have shown that the structural response returned by the equivalent unidirectional
ground motions provides a very good estimate of the seismic behavior of the system, when
subjected to bidirectional motions.
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1. DEFINITION OF THE EQUIVALENT RADIAL EVENT
In this section a refined procedure for the evaluation of an equivalent radial accelerogram
for bidirectional earthquakes is proposed, as a subsequent development of a previous study on
the seismic response of base isolated structures under general seismic motions [6]. According
to the aforementioned theory, it is possible to determine an actual horizontal direction for a
radial motion, which can reproduce approximately same effects of a bidirectional seismic
event on a structural system, even though a preferential direction of motion can not be recognized, by considering the ground acceleration diagram (Figure 1, left).
agy

P (agx(t) , agy(t))

x'

α

agx

agr(t)

Figure 1: Acceleration points projection scheme – Irpinia earthquake 1980.

Effects of the reference bidirectional earthquake for each case is considered in terms of bidirectional response spectra: since a general planar seismic event can be represented by a
couple of ground acceleration signals along two orthogonal horizontal directions, reference
displacement and acceleration spectra are computed by considering for every period values a
Single Degree of Freedom system, subjected to both x and y components simultaneously.
Thus, for a given damping ratio ξ, the following equations of motion can be defined and timeintegrated:
x  2x   2 x   xg

(1)

y  2y   2 y   yg

Hence, Spectral coordinates can be computed, by collecting maximum vectorial displacement and absolute acceleration.
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In Figure 1 (right) the projection procedure is shown: for a given orientation angle all the
acceleration points are projected along the considered direction. Therefore, the radial projection of the bidirectional earthquake agr(t) is defined as follows:
agr (t )  agx (t )  cos   agy (t )  sin 
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The optimum value for the orientation angle is computed, by minimizing the square root of
the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the reference bidirectional and the equivalent radial
spectra, both displacement and absolute acceleration, for a given period range.
1
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Where nT is the total number of structural periods, contained in the considered period range.
A previous study has reported results related to a full range of periods, that is from 0.0 sec to
4.0 sec (Furinghetti and Pavese, 2017); generally, given the high variability of spectral coordinates in the acceleration plateau, better results are expected, if a smaller period range is assumed. Thus, in the present endeavor the period range has been defined, according to
prescriptions of the Italian Building Code (I.B.C.) for spectrum-compatibility: period range
for base-isolated structures is assumed bounded between 0.15sec and 1.2T is, where Tis is the
secant period of the base-isolated structure. In Figure 2 different period ranges are shown for
Irpinia earthquake 1980, by assuming an isolated secant period of 2,5 sec.

Figure 2: Period ranges for 5% damping response spectrum – Irpinia earthquake 1980.

Thus, equivalent radial accelerograms can be also adopted, when non-linear time history
analyses are performed, by checking spectrum compatibility of 7 equivalent signals with respect to the target spectrum.
2. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF BIDIRECTIONAL EVENTS
In this section the comparison of the previously defined period range definitions is reported,
by considering 100 bidirectional seismic events, which have been selected from databases of
the program REXEL [9]:



ESD: European Strong-motion Database;
ITACA: Italian Accelerometric Archive;
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SIMBAD v3.0: Selected Input Motions for displacement-Based Assessment and
Design.

A selection and scaling procedure has been applied in order to consider a high displacement demand, since base-isolated structure are considered: precisely, the vectorial displacement demand of a Single Degree Of Freedom system (SDOF) has been computed for each
seismic event, by considering the actual non-linear constitutive law of a bidirectional isolation
system of Curved Surface Slider (CSS) devices [7]:
 x
 x 2  y 2
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(5)

With such a hysteretic model, it is possible to account for the actual biaxial interaction of
the directions of motion, for the stepwise projection of the main frictional force, which is assumed to be parallel to the trajectory of the isolation system. Then, records have been scaled
in order to achieve a displacement demand bounded between ±20% of the design displacement of the considered device (200,0 mm); a constant friction coefficient µ equal to 7% and
an equivalent radius of curvature Req equal to 3,0m have been assumed. A small variation
range for scale factors has been considered, in order not to obtained unrealistic ground acceleration signals: all scale factors have been bounded between 0,5 and 2,0.
In Figure 3 results of the selected records are reported, in terms of peak displacements and
scale factors. Thus, for the selected events, the optimum orientation angle has been computed,
by considering both acceleration and displacement approaches, for several damping ratio values; furthermore, results related to full-range of period and I.B.C. range have been compared.

Figure 3: Selection of bidirectional events for statistical study.

In Figure 4 results in terms of variation of the optimum orientation angle are shown for acceleration (top) and displacement (bottom) approaches, by considering full-range (left) and
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Italian Building Code I.B.C. (right), as a function of increasing damping ratio, with respect to
the reference value at 5% damping.

Figure 4: Variation of the orientation angle vs damping ratio: full range (left) and I.B.C. (right) results.

Statistical results show that for damping ratios higher than 5% the optimum orientation angle
is averagely constant, with an increasing variability, up to an asymptotic range of variation
(±20°): this aspect allows to compute the equivalent radial seismic input, by assuming 5%
damping, as for spectrum-compatibility check of a records set, without any more refined evaluation of the damping ratio, which is not a priori known for highly non-linear behaviors. Approximately same variability is noticed for both acceleration and displacement approaches.
Nonetheless, in some case a higher damping ratio leads to non-negligible changes in the optimum orientation angle.
In Figure 5 error variation values of the optimum orientation angle are shown for acceleration (top) and displacement (bottom) approaches, by considering full-range (left) and Italian
Building Code I.B.C. (right), as a function of increasing damping ratio, with respect to the
reference value at 5% damping. Results returned by I.B.C. assumptions have been multiplied
by γ, which represents the ratio between the average values at 5% damping for I.B.C. and full
range respectively, aiming at comparing the accuracy level of the considered period ranges.
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Figure 5: Error variation vs damping ratio: full range (left) and I.B.C. (right) results.

As expected, the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the reference bidirectional and the
equivalent radial response spectra decreases as the damping ratio increases: for both the considered period ranges, the MSE at 5% of damping is reduced of 50% if a damping ratio of approximately 15% is assumed: thus, if base-isolated structures are analyzed, a damping ratio
higher than 5% would surely return more accurate results. Furthermore, it can be assessed that
a smaller period range leads to lower MSE values, if the displacement approach is applied.
Finally, mean curves of full-range results are compared to the ones related to the I.B.C. period range, in order to investigate if a smaller period range produces the same variability of
the full range case (Figure 6).
Results show that the considered period ranges lead to approximately the same variability
of the optimum orientation angle for both the approaches: averagely, the orientation angle
does not change for higher values of damping ratio, in comparison to 5% case, with maximum
variation range bounded between ±20°.
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Figure 6: Period ranges comparison for orientation angle (top) and error (bottom): acceleration (left) and
displacement (right) approaches.

MSE results show that the acceleration approach leads to the same mean curve, with comparable variability; on the other hand, the displacement approach with I.B.C. period range returns lower MSE values at all damping ratio values, even though a slightly larger variability
can be noticed.

3. CASE STUDY STRUCTURE
In this work a case study structure has been analyzed, by considering bidirectional rather
than equivalent radial seismic events, according to both acceleration and displacement approaches. The structural system consists of a three stories reinforced concrete frame structure,
base isolated by means of Concave Surface Slider devices; the structure has been implemented in a F.E.M. software, by considering a linear-elastic model for all the structural elements,
and the actual constitutive law of CSS isolators for the non-linear links, which represent the
isolation devices: such a link does account for the biaxial interaction of the directions of motion, so the main frictional force for all the isolators is stepwise projected along the main directions of motion, when bidirectional earthquakes are applied. In Figure 7 the structural
F.E.M. is shown.
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Figure 7: Case study structure

The building is located on a reinforced concrete slab, which has been implemented by using shell-thin elements, 0.5m thick, in order to model both the in-plane and out-of-plane behavior.
In Table 1 main characteristics of the analyzed structural systems are listed, in terms of
building mass, isolated plate mass, “fixed-base” fundamental periods and behavior factor.
Ms [t]
1800

Mp [t]
1200

TFB,x [s]
0.42

TFB,y [s]
0.56

q
3.45

Table 1: Characteristics of the structural system.

Beneath the R.C. slab, all the isolators have been placed. For all the simulations Double
Concave Surface Slider devices have been considered (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Double Concave Surface Slider device.

Both the sliding surfaces have the same radius of curvature (1.6m), and the height of the
inner non-articulated slider is equal to 120,0mm. Thus, the equivalent radius of curvature of a
single device results 3,08m. For all the analyses the friction coefficient has been assumed to
be constant with respect to both sliding velocity and contact pressure; furthermore, no cyclic
decay has been considered, due to heating phenomena at the sliding interfaces [7, 14]. Hence,
the friction coefficient is constantly equal to 7%, according to the outcomes of a testing campaign, carried out at the EUCENTRE TREES-Lab (Pavia) [13] on a full scale device, and given dimensions of the sliding materials and vertical reactions of the isolators [7].
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Six bidirectional events have been applied, and equivalent radial accelerograms as well,
computed with both acceleration and displacement approaches. An initial value of 5% damping has been considered, for the computation of the optimum orientation angle of the radial
events: results have shown that the optimum orientation angle can be considered averagely
constant, for increasing values of damping ratio; moreover, for a damping ratio higher than
15% the error between the radial and the bidirectional response spectra is reduced by 50%, in
comparison to the 5% damping case. Since the damping ratio is not a priori known, when friction-based isolators are considered, a reference damping ratio of 5% has been assumed. In
Table 2 the applied seismic events have been summarized.
Event #

Location

Year

Mw

1
2
3
4
5
6

L'Aquila
Friuli
Irpinia
Emilia
Loma Prieta
Tirana

2009
1976
1980
2012
1989
1988

6.3
5.9
6.9
6
6.9
5,9

PGAX
[g]
0.31
0.30
0.21
0.23
0.32
0.22

PGAY
[g]
0.33
0.48
0.32
0.29
0.28
0.36

αacc
(ξ=5%)
40
112
61.5
95
42
65

αdisp
(ξ=5%)
40
117.5
74.5
74.5
32.5
62.5

Table 2: Characteristics of applied seismic events.

4. ANALYSES RESULTS
In what follows results are shown, in terms of trajectories of the isolation system, and vectorial displacement, absolute acceleration and shear profiles of the whole structural system, by
considering bidirectional rather than equivalent radial events, with both acceleration (Sa) and
displacement (Sd) approaches. In Figure 9 trajectories of the isolation system are reported.
It can be noted that radial motions develop along the largest size of the bidirectional trajectories in all the considered seismic events. The maximum displacement at the isolation level
looks to be fairly estimated by radial signals, for both acceleration and displacement approaches, even though orientation angles at 5% damping have been assumed: this is mainly
due to the constant trend of the average orientation angle of the equivalent radial event, with
respect to the damping ratio, as underlined in the statistical study (Figure 4); moreover, the
error decreases as higher damping ratios are considered, so that the displacement demand of
the isolation system is well approximated. In addition, radial trajectories are not perfectly linear: as can be noticed, small displacements occur orthogonally with respect to the main direction of motion, for both acceleration and displacement approaches. Precisely, the non-linear
time history analyses have been performed by applying the equivalent radial accelerogram
according to the optimum variation angle at 5% of damping ratio: thus, transverse displacements are induced by the actual bi-axial interaction of the directions of motion, modeled by
the non-linear links which represent all the isolators.
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Figure 9: Analyses results: Trajectories of the isolation system.

Nonetheless, the structural system can be considered as subjected to radial motion for all
the seismic events, when equivalent accelerograms are applied.
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In Figure 10 results are shown in terms of vectorial displacement profiles for all the considered seismic events.

Figure 10: Analyses results: displacement profiles.

For all the considered seismic events, equivalent radial accelerograms lead to a good estimate of the displacement demand at all levels, for both acceleration and displacement approaches. In some cases, both the considered unidirectional motions return overlapped
displacement profiles, due to the similar values of optimum orientation angles. Generally, a
reference bidirectional event seems to lead to the highest displacement demand at all levels,
whereas lower displacement values are returned by equivalent radial ground signals.
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In Figure 11 vectorial absolute acceleration values are shown at all levels of the structural
system.

Figure 11: Analyses results: Absolute Acceleration profiles.

As for the displacement response, the acceleration response under equivalent unidirectional
seismic motion well capture the reference bidirectional one for all the considered events. On
the other hand, equivalent radial motions can lead to both higher and lower acceleration values, especially for the building floors levels. Furthermore, acceleration profiles in most of the
cases can be considered approximately constant along the height of the structural system.
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Finally, results have been analyzed, in terms of vectorial interstorey shear values for all the
structural levels (Figure 12): values have been normalized with respect to the total weight of
the structural system.

Figure 12: Analyses results: Shear profiles.

Also interstorey shear responses are properly estimated by equivalent radial events, in
comparison to the bidirectional reference case. However, in some cases non-negligible variations have been found. The maximum force at the isolation level is well approximated by
equivalent radial accelerograms, and the best simulation is generally returned by the displacement approach, as well as for both displacement and absolute acceleration responses.
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Thus, for base-isolated structures the displacement approach seems to be the best procedure
for the computation of the equivalent unidirectional signal.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work a more refined procedure for the computation of an equivalent radial
accelerogram for bidirectional seismic events is presented. Precisely, given the reference response spectrum of a biaxial earthquake, which is represented by two individual ground acceleration time series, an optimum orientation angle is detected, by minimizing the Mean
Square Error between the reference 2D and the equivalent 1D response spectra. Two different
period ranges have been considered, for the computation of the MSE value, for a given damping ratio, according to the full-range, rather than the period range for spectrum compatibility
ruled by the Italian Building Code (I.B.C.). Such a procedure has been applied to 100 bidirectional seismic events, in order to highlight the effect of the damping ratio on both the optimum orientation angle and the MSE. Since the presented procedure has been defined for baseisolated structure, generally represented by a variable damping ratio, as a function of the displacement demand, results have been reported in comparison to the 5% damping ratio, which
can be considered as a reference case. The optimum orientation angle is averagely independent with respect to the damping ratio, even though a non-negligible variability is found, asymptotically bounded between ±20°. On the other hand, the Mean Square Error (MSE)
decreases, if high damping ratio values are assumed, and the error at 5% damping is reduced
of 50%, if damping values higher than 15% are considered. Furthermore, a smaller period
range for the computation of the MSE leads to comparable variability to the full-range case,
for what concerns the optimum orientation angle; however, smaller MSE values are can be
found, with the I.B.C. period range.
Finally, a case study structure has been modeled by means of a F.E.M. commercial software, and bidirectional and equivalent radial seismic inputs have been applied. Six different
earthquakes have been considered, by applying both the x and y components simultaneously,
and computing an equivalent radial accelerogram with acceleration and displacement approaches, by assuming 5% damping ratio. Results have been analyzed in terms of trajectory of
the isolation system, vectorial displacement, absolute acceleration and interstorey shear profiles. The displacement demand of the bidirectional trajectory of the isolation system seems to
be well captured by the equivalent radial events, for both acceleration and displacement approaches, and small variabilities are found. Concerning displacement profiles, the reference
bidirectional case returns the highest displacement demand at all levels and for all the considered seismic events, and better results are achieved if the displacement approach is applied.
Regarding both absolute acceleration and interstorey shear responses, the equivalent radial
accelerograms lead to good estimates of the bidirectional profiles, at all levels; on the other
hand, the bidirectional response is no longer the upper bound of the equivalent unidirectional
ones, as for the displacement profiles. Also the maximum force at the isolation level is well
approximated by the equivalent single component events: thus, the proposed procedure allows
to reproduce approximately the same effects of a general bidirectional seismic event, by applying a single component ground motion, which is computed by assuming 5% damping ratio
for the optimum orientation angle; if base-isolated structures are modeled, higher damping
ratio values will be found during Non Linear Time History Analysis (NLTHA), so that smaller MSE values will be averagely experienced, with no significant changes in the optimum orientation angle. Further research is needed on the topic, especially for what concerns isolation
devices with smaller damping levels, rather than common fixed-base structures.
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Abstract. In this paper, the vibration control systems using passive dampers settled at the
base of steel buildings with the effect of reducing the total steel weight of multi-storied frames
with sliding bearings is investigated. The passive friction is one of the vibration control device that is important to use the technology to prevent or minimize damage to buildings[1],
and the device can dissipate the seismic energy by sliding during an earthquake excitation.
This research address vibration control system permits the downsizing of members of the steel
super-structure, which reduces the total steel weight. The first story of the building could contribute to base-isolation because of the passive friction dampers at the bottoms of some columns. Two steel frames were simulated for the research by using OpenSees. The first
consisted of large-sized columns and beams while the other utilized smaller member sizes.
Both steel frames used columns in the first story equipped with passive friction dampers,
which were connected at the base with side-by-side columns. A series of numerical simulations was conducted and the results were compared regarding the inter-story drift angle, slide
deviation and seismic energy under earthquake excitations. Finally, results from the numerical analyses of the effect of the base-isolation on the total weight reduction of the multistoried steel frame were summarized.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Friction dampers are generally used as a member of vibration control in architectural buildings. In recent, study on friction dampers is making steady progress because the device performance is not only highly controlled and maintained, but also the mechanical property of
the device is rather simple. Although there are many experimental analyses[2] and numerical
analyses[3] of friction dampers and application for equipment into structures, the study on the
flexible use of the friction damper is sparse. Therefore, the objective of this research is to investigate the practical properties of weight reduction of steel frame, which equipped with friction dampers at the base of a building. For designing the weight reduced frame the seismic
response of frame equipped with friction dampers has been investigated for determine the coefficient of friction dampers equipped into weight reduced frame.
In this research, friction dampers settled at the bottom of a building frame without connection at the column bases can act as vibration controls for the building. These passive friction
dampers can decrease the seismic energy absorbed by the building by sliding motions, thus
decreasing the maximum inter-story drift angle of the building. A base-isolation system can
be realized by incorporating friction dampers at all column bases in a frame[4]. In order to distribute the slip load uniformly across all dampers, each column base in the building framework can be connected with tying beams. Therefore, all bases of the frame with friction
dampers can be restored for spring-back[5]. This permits the flexible use of the reduction of
the total steel weight, achieved by downsizing the members of the steel frame equipped with
passive dampers[6]. The indices describing the seismic responses of the frameworks and friction dampers are the inter-story drift angle and slide deviation, which must be characterized
prior to implementing the described base-isolation system. In this study, the seismic response
of the frames and friction dampers are examined by means of analytical simulations.
In this paper, friction dampers are modeled and analyzed by means of OpenSees that is one
of multi-purpose structural analysis program. Friction elements are settled at the bottom of a
frame. Incorporating friction dampers into the steel frame influences the seismic response of
the steel frame. Indexes for the grasp of seismic responses of the frame and friction elements
are inter-story drift angle and slide deviation of friction elements, and they were examined by
comparing with respect to the indexes by means of analytical parameters.
2

ANALYTICAL MODEL
Analytical model in numerical analysis of this research is described in this chapter.

2.1 Analytical Frame
In this chapter, the outline of the analysis frame shown in Fig. 1. The two-bay three-story
steel frame, designed based on Japanese building codes, was prepared for a series of numerical analyses. The original frame that the base is fixed on a foundation is depicted in Fig. 1(a).
The original frame equipped with friction dampers is shown in Fig. 1(b).
The columns and beams of the original frame both with and without friction dampers are
steel hollow sections and steel side-flange sections, respectively, while the friction dampers
are represented as special mechanical elements. The hysteretic behavior of the columns and
beams include isotropic and kinematic hardening. The size of the cross-sections of the beams
and columns of the original frame and steel weight of every story of original frame are shown
in Table 1. The size of a cross section of the tying beam is same with the first story. The material property of each member is summarized in Table 2.
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(a) Without fiction damper

(b) With friction damper

Figure 1: Original frame models.

Story
1
2
3

Column (mm)
RHS - 300 x 300 x 16
RHS - 300 x 300 x 16
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12

Beam (mm)
H - 400 x 200 x 8 x 13
H - 400 x 200 x 8 x 13
H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11

Steel Weight (t)
6.06
5.64
4.30

Table 1: Cross sections of members and steel weight of original frame.

Young’s modulus Poisson’s ratio
205000N/mm2
0.3

Strain hardening factor
0.006

Yield stress
258.72 N/mm2

Table 2: Material property.

2.2 Friction Damper
The analytical model and corresponding mechanical system describing the friction
dampers under sliding conditions are shown in Fig. 2.

(a) Friction damper

(b) Hysteretic behavior

Figure 2: Analytical and mechanical models of friction damper.
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Kh is the stiffness of the friction dampers has infinity values. The hysteretic behavior of the
friction dampers is based on the Coulomb model of friction as expressed in Equation (1):
(1)
where
Fs: slip load
µ: coefficient of friction
W: contact force on the friction damper
The value of Fs is determined by µ and W. When the frictional force approaches the slip
load value, the friction damper starts to slide. The characteristics of the sliding of the friction
dampers and its deterioration under dynamic loading must be closely related. However, it is
assumed that the surface of the friction damper experiences on deterioration throughout the
analyses in this research.
3

PARAMETER AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS
This chapter describes analytical parameter of sliding coefficient and analytical method.

3.1 Coefficient of Friction
The contact force of the friction damper that is considered a vertical load, keeps constant
value through the analysis as the above mention. The slip load changes with sliding coefficient. Therefore, the numerical works were conducted with the sliding coefficient as the analytical parameters. When the coefficient of friction takes large value, the friction damper does
not slide, the effect of energy dissipation can not give play to energy dissipation. As this reason, the sliding coefficient varied from 0.1 to 0.5.
3.2 Method of analysis
OpenSees (the Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation) is an object-oriented
open-source software framework incorporating the finite element method (FEM). The numerical analyses of the building schematics here were performed using this framework. In this
research, the dynamic analyses were conducted. In the dynamic analyses, ground motion was
applied to the frames in the lateral direction. The ground motion followed the vibration data
are shown in Table 2. Eventually, the maximum velocity of the ground motion was set to 0.50
[m/s], representing an unexpected major earthquake. The numerical work was performed using the Newmark-β method in which β takes the value of 1/4. The Rayleigh damping model
was used with both the first and the second damping constants take the value of 0.02.
Ground motion
El Centro NS 1940
JMA Kobe NS 1995
NTT Kobe NS 1995
Taft EW 1952

Acceleration [m/s2]
5.11
4.92
1.90
4.97

Velocity [m/s] Duration time [s]
20.0
20.0
0.50
20.0
20.0

Table 3: Input earthquake wave.
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4

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF ORIGINAL FRAME

4.1 Sliding coefficient
The contact force on the friction damper, defined as the total weight of the frame, is approximately constant throughout the analysis. The slip load changes with the coefficient of
friction. Therefore, numerical simulations were conducted using the coefficient of friction as
the analytical parameter varied from 0.1 to 0.5. Equal horizontal ground motion was applied
to the frame for all analyses, using data from the wave of Table 2. Because the various possible magnitudes of earthquakes can cause very different results, the maximum velocity of
ground motion was set to 0.50 [m/s], representing an earthquake of medium intensity. The
step time of the numerical integration of the seismic response analysis was 0.002 [s], and the
duration of the analysis was 20.0 [s].
4.2 Maximum inter-story drift angle
The maximum inter-story drift angle Ri max for each story in the original frame and the
original frame with damper are shown in Fig. 3. When the coefficient of friction takes the
value smaller than 0.3, the values of Ri max for the original frame with friction dampers are
smaller than that of the original frame for all stories. However, larger coefficients of friction
decrease the effect of vibration control, which is why the sliding displacement of the friction
damper is decreased for large coefficient of friction.

Figure 3: Maximum drift response

4.3 Slide deviation
The relationship between the absolute value of the maximum slide deviation (us max) and
the coefficient of friction for the original frame and the original frame with damper are shown
in Fig. 4 (a). The maximum slide deviations are similar when the coefficient of friction is set
between 0.1 and 0.3. However, the slide deviation is almost zero when the coefficient of friction is set to 0.4 or 0.5, because the friction damper does not slide when the coefficient of friction is enough large.
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(a) Maximum Slide Deviation

(b) Residual Slide Deviation

Figure 4: Maximum slide deviation

Therefore, the residual slide deviation is also important. Because of the friction damper
that is related to the weight of the frame at the base of all first column of the frame, the restoring force of the damper cannot work for sliding back to the original position. According to
this reason, a decrease in residual slide deviation by elastically returning it of the frame after
ground motion disappeared cannot be expected. The relationship of the residual slide deviation (uSr) and the coefficient of friction is shown in Fig. 4 (b). According to this graph, the residual slide deviation decreases with the coefficient of friction increase. The prediction of the
residual slide coefficient of friction is difficult, although the residual slide deviation can be
greatly restrained by a suitable coefficient of friction when design the weight reduced frame.
4.4 Energy calculation
The energy dissipation is the amount of dynamic energy absorbed by sliding of the friction
elements. Variations in the amount of energy dissipation influence the hysteric behaviour of
the frame. When subjected to lateral force, the frame and friction elements absorb dynamic
energy. To evaluate this energy, the amount of energy dissipation by friction elements (Ep)
and the amount of strain energy absorbed by the frame (Ec) are compared. The amount of the
accumulated strain energy that is obtained with the inter-story drift angle and the story shear,
is expressed by Equation (2):
N

1
E c = ∑ E ci = ∑ ∑{ ⋅ (Qi, j +1 + Qi, j )⋅ (Ri, j +1 − Ri, j )⋅ hi }
2
i=1
i
j

(2)

where
i: story number
j: step€number in calculation
N: number of stories
Eci: ith story’s strain energy
Qi: ith story’s shear
Ri: ith story’s drift angle
hi: ith story’s height
The amount of the energy dissipation is obtained using the frictional force and thesliding
displacement as expressed by Equation (3):
(3)
where
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F: friction force of friction damper
us: slide deviation
The relationship between the energies of the original frame with damper and the coefficient of friction is shown in Fig. 5. In the graphs, the horizontal lines are the accumulate strain
energy of the original frame in four earthquake waves.
By changing the coefficient of friction, the value of energy dissipation is reduced and the
value of strain energy is enhanced. However, the value of energy dissipation increases when
the coefficient of friction changed from 0.1 to 0.3. Through the dynamic analysis, when the
coefficient of friction is set between 0.1 and 0.5, the sliding bearing accommodates energy
absorption by sliding. When the coefficient of friction takes the value between 0.1 and 0.3,
the effect of energy dissipation is the most efficient.

(a) Strain Energy

(b) Energy Dissipation

Figure 5: Relationship between coefficient of friction and energy

5

DESIGN OF WEIGHT REDUCED FRAME

According to Figs. 3 and 4, when the coefficient of friction exceeds 0.3, the maximum inter-story drift angle approximately are same as that of the original frame, because the larger
coefficient of friction leads the sliding displacement decreased, the effect of vibration control
also decreased. In addition, according to Fig. 5, when the coefficient of friction takes larger
values, the strain energy rapidly increases. On the other hand, the energy dissipation was reduced. Because of these reasons, and the base on the experimental analysis[2], the design goal
of the weight reduced frame is the maximum inter-story drift angle of each story falls within
0.02 rad when the coefficient friction takes the value of varying from 0.2 to 0.3.
The weight reduced frame that consisted of smaller member sizes is shown in Fig. 6. The
columns and beams of the weight-reduced frame are also the steel hollow sections and the
steel wide-flange sections. The summary of the size of the cross-sections of the beams and the
columns in the weight-reduced frame, the steel weight of each story and the ratio of the
weight reduction of the weight-reduced frame are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 6: Model of weight reduced frame.

Coefficient
Story Steel weight (t)
of friction
1
9.83
0.20
2
9.19
3
7.17
1
9.83
0.22
2
9.19
3
8.39
1
11.37
0.24
2
9.19
3
8.39
1
11.37
0.26
2
10.73
3
8.39
1
11.37
0.28
2
10.73
3
9.19
1
12.23
0.30
2
10.37
3
9.19

Column (mm)

Beam (mm)

RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 250 x 250 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 250 x 250 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 250 x 250 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 250 x 250 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 300 x 300 x 12
RHS - 350 x 350 x 12

H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11
H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11
H - 300 x 150 x 6.5 x 9
H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11
H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11
H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11
H - 354 x 176 x 8 x 13
H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11
H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11
H - 354 x 176 x 8 x 13
H - 354 x 176 x 8 x 13
H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11
H - 354 x 176 x 8 x 13
H - 354 x 176 x 8 x 13
H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11
H - 350 x 175 x 7 x 11
H - 354 x 176 x 8 x 11
H - 354 x 176 x 8 x 13

Ratio of weight
reduction (%)
20.41
16.71
12.04
7.37
4.92
2.30

Table 4: Cross section of members of weight reduced frame.

6

EFFECT OF WEIGHT REDUCTION

6.1 Maximum inter-story drift angle
The comparisons of the maximum inter-story drift angle distribution of the original frame,
the original frame with damper and the weight-reduced frame are shown in Fig. 7. According
to Fig. 7, in dynamic analysis, the maximum inter-story drift angle of the weight-reduced
frame is approximately 0.02 rad, and is almost the same as the result of the original frame.
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Figure 7: Comparison of maximum inter-story drift angle.
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6.2 Strain energy and energy dissipation
The weight reduction effect of the strain energy and energy dissipation are shown in Figs.
8 and 9. According to Fig. 8, the accumulated strain energy of the weight-reduced frame increased more than that of the original frame. Instead, It reduced almost 70% that of the original frame. It is thought the most effect of the frame equipped with friction damper at the base
of column. According to Fig. 9, the energy dissipation also decreased almost 50% of the
original frame with damper except for earthquakes NTT and Kobe NS. It is thought that the f
force decreased by reduction of the contact force, because the weight of the frame reduced.

Figure 8: Weight reduction effect of strain energy.

Figure 9: Weight reduction effect of energy dissipation.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

This is a basic study on the weight reduction effect of steel multi-storied frame with friction damper. The maximum inter-story drift angle and the slide deviation of a building frame
with sliding bearings were investigated regarding the weight reduction of the frame through
numerical analyses. The vibration control system was confirmed to have an advantage in reducing the total weight of the steel super-structure by permitting the downsizing of steel structure members. Some trends were observed by the numerical analyses for the frame equipped
with the friction dampers, when the friction coefficient varied from 0.2 to 0.3:
1) The weight of the frame can reduced approximately 20% when the maximum drift angle
is set to less than 0.02 rad.
2) The energy dissipation of weight reduced frame decreased around 50% than the original
frame with friction damper.
3) The strain energy of the weight-reduced frame reduced 70% of the original frame.
4) The passive friction dampers have an advantage of reducing the size of the cross section
of members of the steel frame.
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Abstract. A base-isolation system of framed buildings frequently involves elastomeric materials (e.g. High-Damping-Laminated-Rubber Bearings, HDLRBs, and Lead-Rubber Bearings,
LRBs), which are susceptible to deterioration when fire occurs. On the other hand, firedamaged HDLRBs and LRBs may elongate the fundamental vibration period of a baseisolated building, shifting it into the resonant region under the long-duration horizontal pulses of near-fault ground motions. To study the nonlinear seismic response following fire in
HDLRBs and LRBs, a numerical investigation is carried out on six-storey r.c. base-isolated
buildings comprising a basement and five storeys above ground. Three fire scenarios are considered, with the fire compartment confined to the area of the base-isolated level (i.e. F0),
first level of the superstructure (i.e. F1) and both levels (i.e. F0/1). Base-isolated structures in
a no fire situation are compared with those in the event of fire, at different durations of fire
resistance for the basement (i.e. R30) and the superstructure (i.e. R60). Different values of the
opening factor are assumed in the basement so as to obtain the R30 fire resistance with different fire temperatures for HDLRBs and LRBs. To this end, transient analysis corresponding
to the EC1 time-temperature curves in the basement is carried out by means of a finite element modelling of HDLRBs and LRBs. A reduction of the mechanical properties of the firedamaged isolators is evaluated in line with a 200°C isotherm method. Reduced mechanical
properties of r.c. cross-sections are considered by means of a thermal-mechanical mapping
analysis, in line with the 500°C isotherm method proposed by Eurocode 2. A nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis of the base-isolated structures is carried out considering nearand far-fault earthquakes. The nonlinear seismic analysis uses a lumped plasticity model to
describe the inelastic behaviour of the r.c. frame members; the response of an HDLRB is simulated with a viscoelastic model, with variable stiffness properties in the horizontal and vertical directions, while a bilinear model is considered for an LRB.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Thanks to major improvements of seismic codes and guidelines, considerable advances in
the application of base-isolation technique have been accomplished in recent years in the area
of seismic protection of structures. Thus, fire in a base-isolated structure following a seismic
event is not uncommon making the structure more vulnerable to aftershocks, because it will
experience an earthquake without any retrofit. Given the extensive use of reinforced concrete
(r.c.) for the superstructure and elastomeric materials (e.g. High-Damping-Laminated-Rubber
Bearings, HDLRBs, and Lead-Rubber Bearings, LRBs) for the bearings, it is necessary to fully understand the effect of fire on their seismic resistance. Under high temperatures, r.c. frame
members undergo degradation of material properties [1], weakening steel reinforcement and
concrete, stiffness [2, 3], produced by spalling of concrete on the sides exposed to fire, and
ultimate ductility [4, 5], with a reduction in the frame members exposed to fire on three and
four sides and an increase on the bottom side of beams due to fire-reduced yield strength of
the longitudinal bars in tension. Moreover, mechanical and geometrical properties of
HDLRBs and LRBs are reduced when temperatures exceed the point at which vulcanization
between layers of rubber and steel plates occurs [6]. However, there is a high degree of uncertainty about the residual seismic load capacity of fire-damaged isolators and r.c. frame members, so a lack of in-depth knowledge to decide whether strengthening of the superstructure
and replacement of the base-isolation system are necessary. This paper contributes toward a
solution of this problem, by providing outcomes on how a base-isolated building damaged by
fire would perform during near- and far-fault seismic aftershocks.
A numerical study is presented to investigate the nonlinear seismic response following fire
of a six-storey r.c. base-isolated building, composed of a basement and five storeys above
ground, designed in a high-risk seismic zone in accordance with the current Italian code [7].
The base-isolation system consists of HDLRBs and LRBs, inserted at the top of the columns
of the basement, designed on the basis of different values of the fundamental vibration periods
and equivalent viscous damping ratios in order to obtain the same value of the spectral acceleration. Three fire scenarios are considered, with the fire compartment confined to the area of
the base-isolated level (i.e. F0), first level of the superstructure (i.e. F1) and both levels (i.e.
F0/1). For each scenario, parametric temperature-time curves are evaluated in accordance
with Eurocode 1 [8], with different values of the opening factor representing the amount of
ventilation. Specifically, R30 fire resistance is obtained in the basement when assuming two
fire temperatures for HDLRBs (i.e. T=300°C and 400°C) and LRBs (i.e. 250°C and 300°C)
while R60 fire resistance in the superstructure is related to T=800°C. Reduction factors of the
horizontal and vertical stiffnesses of the HDLRBs and LRBs, due to the fire-damaged crosssection, are considered in line with a proposed 200°C isotherm method. To this end, transient
response, obtained by means of a finite element modelling of the bearings implemented in the
computer program ABAQUS [9]. Reduced mechanical properties of r.c. cross-sections of
beams and columns are also assumed in accordance with the 500°C isotherm provided by Eurocode 2 [10]. Nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis of the test structures is carried out by
considering two sets of records scaled on the design hypotheses: i.e. NFE set, consisting of
seven near-fault earthquakes, with significant horizontal pulses, selected from the Pacific
Earthquake Engineering Research center database [11]; FFE set, consisting of seven far-fault
records derived from the European Strong Motion database [12].
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2

BASE-ISOLATED TEST STRUCTURES

A six-storey r.c. base-isolated (BI) office building with symmetric plan (Figure 1a), composed of a basement and five storeys above ground (Figure 1b), is the test structure chosen for
the numerical investigation. Specifically, two base-isolation systems are considered, consisting of fifteen identical HDLRBs and LRBs inserted on the top of the columns of the basement.
A grid of rigid beams is placed at the base of the superstructure on the isolators, while rigid
columns are placed in the basement below the isolators. Dead and live gravity loads used in
the design are assumed equal to: 6.1 kN/m2 and 3 kN/m2, for the isolated floor; 4.4 kN/m2 and
3 kN/m2, for the top floor; 5.7 kN/m2 and 3 kN/m2, for the other floors. Then, perimeter masonry infills are taken into account considering a gravity load of 2.7 kN/m2 along the perimeter. A cylindrical compressive strength of 25 N/mm2 for the concrete and a yield strength of
450 N/mm2 for the steel are assumed for the r.c. frame members. Seismic loads are evaluated
in line with the Italian code (NTC08, [7]), assuming: high-risk seismic zone (peak ground acceleration in the horizontal direction, PGAH=0.283g and 0.345g, at the life-safety (LS) and
collapse-prevention (CP) limit states, respectively); elastic response of the superstructure (behaviour factor, qH=1.0); medium-dense subsoil type (class C, with subsoil parameter SH=1.41
and 1.31 at the LS and CP limit states, respectively).
Base-isolated structures are designed for the same value of spectral acceleration at the LS
limit state (i.e. Sa=0.09g) and nominal stiffness ratio of the isolation system (i.e. K0=KV0/KH0
=1770, being KV0 and KH0 the vertical and horizontal nominal stiffnesses). To this end, different values of the fundamental vibration period (i.e. TI,H=2.84s and 2.5s) and equivalent viscous damping ratio (i.e. I,H=10% and 20%) are assumed in the horizontal direction for the
HDLRBs and LRBs, respectively. Moreover, the vibration periods with prevailing component
in the vertical direction (i.e. TI,V=0.067s, for HDLRBs, and 0.059s, for LRBs) correspond to
the same value of the equivalent viscous damping ratio in the same direction (i.e. I,V=5%).

(a) In-plan fire scenario and
(b) In-elevation fire scenarios and
fire-damaged r.c. frame members.
fire-damaged HDLRBs and LRBs.
Figure 1: Base-isolated test structure (unit in cm).

Different values of the isolation ratio I, defined as the ratio between the fundamental vibration period of base-isolated structure (TI,H) and fixed-base structure above the isolation
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system (TF,x and TF,y), are obtained for HDLRBs, I,x=3.69 and I,y=4.0, and LRBs, I,x=3.25
and I,y3.52, along the principal in-plan directions. The design of the superstructure complies with the LS limit state, satisfying minimum conditions for the longitudinal bars of the r.c.
frame members according to the provisions for low ductility class imposed by NTC08 [7].
The length and cross-sections of the r.c. frame members are also shown in Figure 1. Further
details can be found in previous works by the author [13, 14].
The design of the HDLRBs and LRBs fulfill the CP limit state checks: i.e. tot=s+c+≤5
and s≤2, wheretot represents the total design shear strain, while s,c and represent the
shear strains of the elastomer due to seismic displacement, axial compression and angular
rotation, respectively; (Pcr/P)min≥2, where P and Pcr represent the maximum compression axial
load and the corresponding critical buckling load; |t/tu|max≤min(2G,1MPa), t being the
minimum tensile stress and tu the corresponding ultimate value. The following mechanical
properties of the HDLRB and LRB are reported in Table 1: G and Eb, shear and volumetric
compression moduli of the elastomer; Gp and Ep, shear and elastic moduli of the lead; τpy,
yield stress of the lead. It should be noted that the lead core is neglected in the calculation of
the critical buckling load for LRBs [15]; design values of Pcr and displacement at the collapse
prevention limit state (ddC) are also reported in Table 1.
Type
HDLRB
LRB

G
0.35
0.43

Eb
2000
2000

Gp
130

Ep
16000

τpy
10.5

Pcr
3359
3008

ddC
0.289
0.220

Table 1: Mechanical and design parameters of the base-isolation systems (units in MPa, kN and m).

In Table 2 initial stiffnesses (i.e. KH0 and KV0) and corresponding equivalent damping coefficients (i.e. CH and CV) of the HDLRBs and LRBs are reported together with the following
geometrical properties: the diameter of the elastomer (De) and that of the lead core (Dl); the
total thickness of elastomer (te); primary (S1) and secondary (S2) shape factors. Usually, the
lead plug has a diameter about 1/7 times that of the outer diameter of the rubber. Note that the
design of the isolators depends on the condition imposed on the maximum value of the total
shear strain (tot), while no tensile forces are found in the isolators.
Type
HDLRB
LRB

KH0
6360
8190

KV0
11263000
14487500

CH
574
1303

CV
12070
13685

De
0.538
0.428

Dl
0.064

te
0.187
0.153

S1
22.4
26.1

S2
2.9
2.8

Table 2: Geometrical and design parameters of the base-isolation systems (units in kN, m and s).

3

FIRE-DAMAGE IN THE SUPERSTRUCTURE AND ISOLATORS

Three fire scenarios with uniform temperature within the fire compartment are considered,
assuming fire confined to the whole area (Figure 1a) of the lower levels in the base-isolated
test structures (Figure 1b): i.e. base-isolated level (i.e. F0), first level of the superstructure (i.e.
F1) and both levels (i.e. F0/1). On ther hand, HDLRBs and LRBs of the basement, in the F0
and F0/1 scenarios, are exposed to fire on all lateral surfaces (Figure 1b), hypothesizing a
seismic gap around the building which allows the base-isolation horizontal movement during
an earthquake. To simulate the time-temperature evolution, during the heating and cooling
phases of an actual fire, the EC1 natural fire curves [8] are considered

 g  20  1325 1  0.324e0.2t*  0.204e1.7t*  0.472e19t* 
*
*
 g   max  250  3  tmax
t *  tmax
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where t* is a fictitious time obtained considering the time t (in hours) multiplied by a
dimensionless parameter equal to
Γ =  O/b 

2

 0.04/1160 

2

(1)

function of the opening factor (O) and thermal absorptivity (b) of surrounding surfaces of the
compartment. Moreover, t*max corresponds to the maximum temperature max in the heating
phase which lasts
*
tmax
  0.2 103 qt ,d / O  Γ

(3)

being the total design fire load density

qt ,d  q f ,d Af At

(4)

related to the total area of the compartment (At) and the floor value (qf,d) corresponding to the
surface area of the floor (Af). Table 3 reports the aforementioned design parameters of fire
load in the case of the F1 (i.e. superstructure) and F0 (i.e. basement) fire scenarios assuming
60 min (i.e. R60) and 30 min (i.e. R30) of exposure, respectively. Note that a temperature of
about 800°C corresponds to R60 fire resistance in the superstructure. Different values of the
opening factor are considered in the basement so as to obtain the same fire resistance (i.e. R30)
when assuming two fire temperatures for HDLRBs (i.e. T=300°C and 400°C) and LRBs (i.e.
250°C and 300°C). Finally, the F0/1 fire scenario is derived from F0 and F1, which occur
simultaneously. Further details on fire modelling can be found in [14].
Fire resistance
(min)

Fire scenario
F0 (HDLRB)

R30
F0 (LRB)
R60

F1

T
(°C)
300
400
250
300
800

qf,d
(MJ/m2)

Af
(m2)

At
(m2)

445

180

612

612

O
(m1/2)
0.0094
0.0114
0.0083
0.0094
0.0480

b
(J/m2s1/2K)
1100
1127

Table 3: Fire parameters in the EC1 time-temperature curve [8].

The corresponding EC1 time-temperature curves are shown in Figure 2, with reference to
the F1 (Figure 2a) and F0 (Figure 2b) fire scenarios.

(a) Superstructure (F1).
(b) Basement (F0).
Figure 2: Natural (EC1) fire curves for different fire scenarios [8].
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As can be observed, temperatures corresponding to R30 in the basement are always placed
in the heating branch of the time-temperature curves, unlike R60 in the superstructure characterized by a temperature in the cooling branch.
Once the time-temperature curve of the fire compartment is determined with the EC1 model, it becomes possible to evaluate the temperature distribution in the r.c. frame members and
isolators, by means of the ABAQUS structural program [9]. Mean values of thermal parameters adopted for the structural materials in the finite element analysis are reported in Table 4:
i.e. thermal conductivity, k; specific heat, cp; density, . On the assumption that the
temperature does not change along the longitudinal axis, two-dimensional thermal mappings
of cross-sections of the interior and perimeter r.c. frame members are shown in Figure 3, with
reference to the first level of the superstructure (i.e. F1 and F0/1 fire scenarios) with R60 fire
resistance. By contrast, three-dimensional plots need to be considered for the non-isotropic
isolators, where mainly longitudinal (i.e. through steel shims) and much lower transversal (i.e.
through layers of rubber) conduction takes place. To this end, isolators in the basement (i.e.
F0 and F0/1 fire scenarios) with R30 fire resistance are represented in Figure 4, distinguishing
HDLRB (see Figures 4a,b corresponding to T=300°C and 400°C, respectively) and LRB (see
Figures 4c,d corresponding to T=250°C and 300°C, respectively).
Material
Concrete
Rubber
Steel
Lead

k [W/mK]
2
0.17
50
35

cp [J/kgK]
1000
1400
450
130

ρ [kg/m3]
2400
1200
7800
11300

Table 4: Thermal properties of the structural materials.

(a) Exterior column:

(b) Interior column:

tdc=0.025m
corner bar, fy,ds=445MPa
perimeter bar, fy,ds =438MPa

tdc=0.035m
corner bar, fy,ds=240MPa
perimeter bar, fy,ds=434MPa

(c) Exterior beam:
tdc=0.025m
corner bar, fy,ds=445MPa

(d) Interior beam:
tdc=0.035m
corner bar, fy,ds=240MPa
perimeter bar, fy,ds=428MPa

Figure 3: Two-dimensional thermal mappings for r.c. frame members (F1 and F0/1 fire scenarios, R60).

Thermal mapping of the r.c. cross-sections combined with the 500°C isotherm method
proposed by Eurocode 2 [10] ignore concrete with temperatures exceeding 500°C. More
specifically, on the fire-exposed sides of the cross-sections, the thickness of the damaged
concrete (tdc) and the reduced (damaged) yield strength (fy,ds) of each corner and perimeter
steel reinforcement, evaluated with respect to the temperature in the centre of the bar, are also
reported in Figure 3. It is worth noting that some of the reinforcing bars may fall outside the
reduced cross-section, but they are still included in the calculation of the ultimate values of
strength and curvature ductility. Fire effects in the basement consist in a reduction of the
seismic load capacity of HDLRBs and LRBs, which are subjected to irreversible degradation
when exposed to high temperatures. However, vulcanization between layers of rubber and
steel plates makes rubber more resistant to changes in temperature. Thus, a 200°C isotherm
method is adopted [16], where rubber with temperatures exceeding the vulcanization
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threshold is not considered, while the residual cross-section retains its initial values of
strength and stiffness. In detail, the radial thickness of the damaged rubber (tdr) on the fireexposed cross-sections of HDLRBs and LRBs is also reported in Figures 4a,b and 4c,d,
respectively.

(a) HDLRB, T=300°C: tdr=0.045m.

(b) HDLRB, T=400°C: tdr=0.065m.

(c) LRB, T=250°C: tdr=0.034m.
(d) LRB, T=300°C: tdr=0.061m.
Figure 4: Three-dimensional thermal mappings for isolators (F0 and F0/1 fire scenarios, R30).

In Figure 5, reduction factors of the flexural stiffness KF,T(=KF,T/KF,0) are plotted as
function of the time of fire exposure for columns (Figure 5a) and beams (Figure 5b) in the
first level, assuming a direct correspondence between the examined level and the fire compartment. As expected, interior columns and beams exposed to fire on four and three sides,
respectively, highlight KF,T lower values than those obtained for exterior columns and beams
exposed to fire on one side only.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: Reduction factors of flexural stiffness for r.c. frame member exposed to fire.
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The time threshold corresponding to T=500°C is also plotted in Figure 5 as a reference
value. Moreover, for all the examined cases, it is interesting to note that the minimum value of
KF,T corresponds to R60 although, in accordance with EC1 natural fire curve shown in
Figure 2a, the temperature profile shows a decrease during the cooling phase.
Next, reduction factors of the effective shear KS,T(=KS,T/KS,0) and axial KA,T(=KA,T/KA,0)
stiffnesses and primary and secondary S,T(=ST/S0) shape factors are shown in Figure 6, as
function of the fire temperature for HDLRBs (Figure 6a) and LRBs (Figure 6b) in the
basement. The proposed temperature threshold (i.e. T=200°C) is also plotted as a reference
value. As can be observed, reduction factors for LRBs are always higher than for HDLRBs,
due to their lesser diameter. Moreover, the highest reduction factors are obtained for KA,T
where the compression modulus also decreases for increasing values of fire temperature.

(a)
(b)
Figure 6: Reduction factors of mechanical and geometrical properties for isolators exposed to fire.

4

NEAR- AND FAR-FAULT EARTHQUAKES

To study the residual seismic load capacity of fire-damaged r.c. base-isolated buildings, the
horizontal components of real near- and far-fault ground motions are considered in line with
the design hypotheses adopted for the test structures: i.e. high-risk seismic zone and mediumdense subsoil type. In detail, seven near-fault earthquakes (NFE set), exhibiting highamplitude and long-period velocity pulses [17], are selected from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research center database [11]. Next, seven far-fault earthquakes (FFE set), reflecting the provisions of the Italian seismic code [7, 18] for the geographical coordinates
(longitude 17.08° and latitude 39.11°) at the site where the building is hypothesized, are derived by the European Strong Motion database [12]. In Tables 5 and 6, the main data of the
NFE and FFE sets are reported, respectively: i.e. country, date, recording station, component,
magnitude, peak ground acceleration. The corresponding elastic response spectra of velocity
(Sv,H) are plotted in Figure 7, assuming an equivalent viscous damping ratio in the horizontal
direction, ξH, equal to 5%. The response spectra are compared with the corresponding target
NTC08 response spectra at the serviceability (i.e. operational, PGAOP=0.108g) and ultimate
(i.e. life-safety, PGALS=0.283g, and collapse prevention, PGACP=0.345g) limit states. As can
be observed, spectral values of the selected near-fault (Figure 7a) and far-fault (Figure 7b)
earthquakes are quite different from those corresponding to the NTC08 spectra, in the range
of rather long vibration periods which are more significant for the base-isolated test structures,
hence requiring evaluation of suitable scale factors. The selection of an intensity measure to
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predict structural demand of base-isolated buildings is a difficult task, because ground motions characterized by similar spectral values at specific vibration periods can produce different structural responses due to the lengthening of vibration periods as the structure enters the
inelastic range. In the present work, the Modified Velocity Spectrum Intensity (MVSI), obtained from integration of the velocity (elastic) response spectra over a defined range of vibration periods (T), is adopted [19-21]:
1.25T

MVSI =



Sv ,H (T ,  )  dT

(5)

0.5T

Then, the selected real accelerograms are normalized with respect to the NTC08 ones by
scaling their PGAH values
NFE
FFE
PGAHNFE
 SFNFE ; PGAHFFE
 SFFFE
(6a,b)
, S  PGAH
, S  PGAH
through the scale factors for NFE and FFE sets
(7a,b)

SFNFE = MVSI NTC08 MVSI NFE ; SFFFE = MVSI NTC08 MVSI FFE
Country
Taiwan
USA
USA
USA
Japan
Iran
Turkey

Earthquake
Chi-Chi
Northridge
Superstition Hills
Cape Mendocino
Kobe
Tabas
Erzincan

Date
20/09/1999
17/01/1994
24/11/1987
25/04/1992
16/01/1995
16/09/1978
13/03/1992

Station
TCU068
Rinaldi
Parachute
Petrolia
Takatori
Tabas
Erzincan

Component
EW
228
225
090
090
TR
NS

Mw
7.3
6.6
6.4
7.1
6.9
7.7
6.7

PGAH
0.566 g
0.837 g
0.455 g
0.662 g
0.616 g
0.852 g
0.515 g

Table 5: Main data of the selected near-fault ground motions.
Country
Greece
Turkey
Italy
Italy
Turkey
Turkey
Turkey

Earthquake
Alkion
Adana
Friuli
Umbria-Marche
Izmit
Ishakli
Dinar

Date
24/02/1981
27/06/1998
15/09/1976
26/09/1997
13/09/1999
03/02/2002
01/10/1995

Station
Korinthos-OTE Building
Ceyhan-Tarim Ilce
Buia
Castelnuovo-Assisi
Adapazari Bayindirlik
Afyon-Bayindirlik
Dinar-Meteoroloji

Component
000333xa
001726ya
000151xa
000600ya
006978ya
007104ya
000879ya

Mw
6.6
6.3
6.0
6.0
5.8
5.8
6.4

Table 6: Main data of the selected far-fault ground motions.

(a) Near-fault ground motions.
(b) Far-fault ground motions.
Figure 7: Velocity (elastic) response spectra.
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PGAH
0.230g
0.270g
0.083g
0.106g
0.071g
0.052g
0.319g

5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

A multi-record incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) of the base-isolated structures is carried out in a series of nonlinear dynamic analyses under the above mentioned NFE and FFE
sets of seven near-fault and far-fault earthquakes, respectively. It should be noted that each
earthquake is scaled to several intensity levels (ag) of the corresponding PGA value, but all
earthquakes are preliminarily normalized by scaling their PGA value with reference to the
Modified Velocity Spectrum Intensity provided by NTC08 at the CP limit state. Afterwards, a
mean of the results separately obtained for ground motions of the NFE and FFE sets is calculated. Specifically, the mean IDAs are interrupted once the ultimate state on the base-isolation
systems and superstructure are reached. The ultimate values of the total shear strain (tot,u) and
the corresponding shear strain due to seismic displacement (s,u) of the HDLRBs and LRBs
are assumed equal to 1.5 times the corresponding design values. Moreover, the compressive
and tensile axial loads of the HDLRBs and LRBs are limited to the critical buckling load and
the ultimate tensile load, respectively. On the other hand, the local damage suffered by the r.c.
frame members is evaluated by considering the ultimate ductility demand calculated in terms
of curvature at the potential critical sections of the beams (i.e. end, quarter-span and mid-span
sections) and columns (i.e. end sections). A two-spring-two-dashpot model is adopted for
modelling the coupling of horizontal and vertical responses for HDLRBs [22]. Moreover,
LRBs are idealized by means of a two-component model, comprising an elastic-perfectlyplastic component and an elastic component, based on a bilinear force-displacement law. Finally, a lumped plasticity model based on the Haar-Kàrmàn principle describes the elasticplastic response of the r.c. frame members, assuming a bilinear moment-curvature law with
hardening ratio equal to 3% [23]. In the present work, viscous damping in the isolation system
is avoided by using the hysteretic models of the HDLRBs and LRBs, while the damping matrix of the superstructure is calculated on the basis of the Rayleigh damping, assuming constant values of the damping coefficients evaluated from the modal analysis of the baseisolated structure with the initial stiffness of the isolation system [24]. Specifically, a viscous
damping ratio equal to 2% is considered with reference to the two vibration periods corresponding to high-participation modes with components prevailing in the horizontal (TIH) or
vertical (TIV) direction, respectively.
To represent seismic effects in the fire-damaged basement, mean values of maximum total
shear strain (tot) and dimensionless axial load (P/Pcr) are plotted in Figure 8 for the HDLRBs
(Figs. 8a,c) and LRBs (Figs. 8b,d), referring to base-isolated structures subjected to NFE and
FFE sets of ground motions. The no fire condition is compared with the fire compartment in
the basement at the end of 30 (i.e. R30) minutes of fire exposure. In particular, the F0A (i.e.
T=300°C) and F0B (i.e. T=400°C) fire scenarios are considered for HDLRBs, while the F0C
(i.e. T=250°C) and F0D (i.e. T=300°C) are examined for LRBs. Additionally, serviceability
(i.e. operational limit, OPL) and ultimate (i.e. life-safety and collapse prevention limits, LSL
and CPL) limit states are represented to highlight the probability of exceeding a specified limit-state given the ag/PGA level. As can be observed, an amplification in the structural response
of fire-exposed base-isolated structures is obtained for increasing values of fire temperature
(T) and dimensionless acceleration ratio a(=ag/PGA). This result is more pronounced for the
NFE set (solid lines) than for the FFE set (dashed lines), confirming the detrimental effects of
pulse-like near-fault ground motions on base-isolated structures. Moreover, the F0A and F0C
scenarios correspond to fire temperatures generally reaching the CPL state for HDLRBs and
LRBs, respectively. Under the NFE set of ground motions, the F0B scenario corresponds to
collapse of the HDLRBs before reaching the LSL state (Figure 8a), while the F0D scenario is
border-line for the LRBs (Figures 8b,d). However, the residual seismic load capacity of the
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HDLRBs is greater than that observed for the LRBs, because the F0A and F0B scenarios correspond to a higher temperature than that obtained for the F0C and F0D scenarios, respectively. This result can be interpreted by observing that for a same value of fire temperature (e.g.
T=300°C in the F0A and F0D scenarios) the percentage of the damaged rubber increases for
decreasing values of the initial diameter of the isolator (see Table 2). Finally, maximum
global ductility demand of the superstructure is plotted in Figures 8e and 8f referring to baseisolated structures with HDLRBs and LRBs, respectively. It is interesting to note that the no
fire condition corresponds to the highest values of ductility demand for both NFE and FFE
sets of ground motions, highlighting the fact that the elongation of the fundamental vibration
period due to fire damage in the base-isolation system prevents high ductility demand in the
superstructure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 8: Nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis under near-fault (NFE set) and far-fault (FFE set) earthquakes:
comparison of base-isolated structures in the no fire and fire scenarios.

Plots similar to the previous ones are reported in Figure 9 to illustrate seismic effects in the
basement (Figures 9a-9d) and superstructure (Figures 9e,f), on the assumption that the fire
compartment is only confined to the area of the first level (i.e. F1 scenario with fire resistance
R60) or also occurs simultaneously in the basement (i.e. F0A/1 and F0C/1 scenarios). Specifically, the F0A/1 (Figures 9a,c,e) and F0C/1 (Figures 9b,d,f) scenarios are considered for the
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HDLRBs and LRBs subjected to T=300°C and T=250°C fire temperatures, respectively. As
can be observed, all base-isolated structures are able to reach the dimensionless acceleration
ratios a related to the LSL and CPL states, for both the NFE and FFE sets of ground motions,
the F0A/1 scenario being the only exception with tot ultimate value for the HLDRBs
corresponding toa=0.98 (Figure 9a). Similar responses of the base-isolation systems are
obtained for the no fire and F1 scenario, for both HDLRBs (Figures 9a,c) and LRBs (Figures
9b,d), because the residual seismic load capacity of the base-isolated structures depends on
fire damaged r.c. frame members in the first level of the superstructure. As expected, the postfire seismic performance of the superstructure (Figures 9e,f) for the F1 fire scenario is worse
than that of the base-isolated structure in the no fire condition and F0/1 fire scenarios. It is
worth noting that the ductility demand of base-isolated structures equipped with LRBs mainly
depends on the FFE set for low-intensity earthquakes (i.e. ag/PGA<0.5) while it is more influenced by the NFE set for increasing values of ag/PGA (Figure 9f). This behaviour can be interpreted by observing that the horizontal stiffness of the LRBs significantly increases at the
small amplitude deformations, shortening the fundamental vibration period and consequently
shifting the response towards the resonant region in the acceleration response spectrum of the
FFE set.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 9: Nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis under near-fault (NFE set) and far-fault (FFE set) earthquakes:
comparison of base-isolated structures in the no fire and fire scenarios.
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To investigate the distribution of local damage along the building height, mean ductility
demand at end sections of interior beams is plotted in Figure 10, considering base-isolated
structures with HDLRBs (Figures 10a,c) and LRBs (Figures 10b,d) subjected to the NFE and
FFE sets of earthquakes. A picture of the residual load capacity at the CPL state is generally
represented, assuming the minimum value of the dimensionless acceleration ratio a for both
NFE and FFE sets when the IDAs are early interrupted. In detail, this happens in the case of
the F0A, F0B, F0D and F0A/1 scenarios, due to the attainment of the ultimate value imposed
on the total shear strain of the isolators under the NFE set. The effects of the NFE set on the
ductility demand are found to be more marked at the lower floors when the F1 fire scenario is
considered (Figures 10c,d), while the no fire condition always prevails over the cases of fire
occurring in the basement (i.e. F0 scenarios) and simultaneously in the first level of the superstructure (i.e. F0A/1 and F0C/1 scenarios). Moreover, the effects of the FFE set are generally
more significant than those of the NFE set at the higher floor levels of base-isolated structures
with LRBs (Figures 10b,d). Further results, omitted for the sake of brevity, confirm similar
findings for the quarter-span sections of the interior beams while mid-span sections of beams
together with end-sections of the columns exhibit negligible ductility demand.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 10: In-elevation local ductility demand of r.c. frame members under NFE and FFE sets of earthquakes:
base-isolated structures with HDLRBs and LRBs.

Finally, the local in-plan damage distribution of the isolators is plotted in Figure 11, with
reference to HDLRBs (Figures 11a,c) and LRBs (Figure 11b,d) of the base-isolated structures
subjected to NFE and FFE sets of earthquakes. Only the fire scenarios in the basement are
compared for the HDLRBs (i.e. F0A and F0B) and LRBs (i.e. F0C and F0D). Specifically,
total shear strain (tot) and dimensionless axial load (P/Pcr) are contemporaneously examined,
by considering only half of the symmetric building plan. In all the examined cases, maximum
values of tot and P/Pcr under the NFE set are obtained for the central isolator followed by the
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interior one. As expected, local response parameters of the isolators under the FFE set of
earthquakes are generally lower than under the NFE set. Moreover, the effectiveness of the
LRBs to retain a residual seismic load capacity is limited in comparison with the HDLRBs,
also taking into account the lower temperatures (i.e. T=250°C and 300°C) characterizing the
F0C and F0D fire scenarios with respect to F0A and F0B ones (i.e. T=300°C and 400°C).

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 11: In-plan local response parameters of the isolators under NFE and FFE sets of earthquakes:
base-isolated structures with HDLRBs and LRBs.

6

CONCLUSIONS

A multi-record nonlinear incremental dynamic analysis of base-isolated framed structures,
damaged by fire and then subjected to near- and far-fault earthquakes, is carried out in order
to evaluate their residual seismic load capacity. To this end, different scenarios are considered,
involving fire in the first level of the superstructure and/or in the base-isolation system made
with rubber bearings (i.e. HDLRBs and LRBs). To evaluate the temperature distribution in the
r.c. frame members and isolators, bi- and three-dimensional thermal mappings are evaluated
by means of the ABAQUS computer code. Similarly to the 500°C isotherm method proposed
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by Eurocode 2 to evaluate residual properties of fire-damaged r.c. cross-sections, a 200°C
isotherm method is proposed for the residual cross-section of HDLRBs and LRBs, neglecting
rubber with temperatures exceeding the vulcanization threshold with steel shims. Fire loading
before earthquake confirms reduction factors of the flexural stiffness for interior columns and
beams exposed to fire on four and three sides, respectively, lower than those obtained for exterior columns and beams exposed to fire on one side only. Next, reduction factors of the
effective shear and axial stiffnesses and primary and secondary shape factors for LRBs exhibit
values higher than for HDLRBs, due to their lesser initial diameter.
Seismic aftershocks after fire highlight amplification in the structural response of fireexposed base-isolated structures for the NFE set rather than FFE set of earthquakes, confirming the detrimental effects of pulse-like near-fault ground motions on base-isolated structures.
Under the NFE set, the F0B fire scenario corresponds to collapse of the HDLRBs before the
attainment of the LSL state, while the F0D fire scenario is border-line for the LRBs. However,
the residual seismic load capacity of the HDLRBs is greater than that observed for the LRBs,
because the F0A and F0B scenarios are characterized by higher temperatures than for the F0C
and F0D scenarios, respectively. The post-fire seismic performance of the superstructure for
the F1 fire scenario is worse than that observed in the no fire condition and F0/1 scenarios.
Note that maximum ductility demand of base isolated structures equipped with LRBs mainly
depends on the FFE set for low-intensity earthquakes, while it is more influenced by the NFE
set for increasing values of the acceleration ratio. Finally, the effects of the NFE set on the
ductility demand are found to be more marked at the lower floor levels when the F1 fire scenario is considered, while the effects of the FFE set are generally more significant than those
of the NFE set at the higher floor levels of base-isolated structures with LRBs.
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Abstract. Current seismic codes allow for the use of simple bilinear curves to describe the
nonlinear response of the curved surface sliding (CSS) bearings. However, the CSS bearings
show a complex nonlinear behavior with variations in the friction coefficient, depending on
the sliding velocity, axial pressure, heating at the sliding surface and stick-slip phases at the
initial motion and motion reversals. Moreover, the friction force and lateral stiffness during
the sliding phase are proportional to the axial load. The main object of this study is to investigate the influence that different modelling assumptions of the CSS bearings may have on the
lateral-torsional response of irregular base-isolated structures located in near-fault area,
characterized by ground motions with large amplitudes and long period horizontal velocity
pulses. To this end, a six-storey base-isolated reinforced concrete (r.c.) framed building, with
an L-shaped plan and setbacks in elevation, is designed assuming low- and medium-type friction properties, both with two in-plan distributions of the dynamic-fast friction coefficient,
corresponding to: (i) the same value for all isolators; (ii) a different value for each isolator.
Four additional cases are compared reducing the friction coefficient in accordance with a
temperature increase up to 250°C during ground motions. A computer code for the nonlinear
dynamic analysis, with a lumped plasticity model to describe the inelastic behaviour of the
superstructure, is developed in order to compare eight structural solutions through five models of the CSS bearings that consider: i) constant axial load and constant friction coefficient;
ii) constant axial load and variable friction coefficient with velocity; iii) variable axial load
and variable friction coefficient with velocity; iv) variable axial load and variable friction coefficient with velocity and pressure; v) variable axial load and variable friction coefficient
with velocity, pressure and stick-slip effect. To this end, near-fault ground motions are selected from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research center database.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Curved surface sliding (CSS) bearings are generally recommended for irregular framed
structures because, in comparison with other base-isolation systems, allow the minimization
of torsional effects and residual displacements [1]. More specifically, mass irregularities of
the superstructure are balanced by spatial variation in the horizontal stiffness and friction
force of the CSS bearings, proportional to the axial load during the sliding phase. However,
theoretical and experimental studies have uncovered the complex nonlinear behaviour of the
CSS bearings, highlighting the presence of many parameters affecting their friction coefficient at the sliding surface. More specifically, the friction force changes with: (a) the sliding
velocity, whose increasing values produce a friction coefficient which increases by an exponential law [2]; (b) the axial pressure, with a high-velocity (dynamic-fast) value of the friction
coefficient significantly reducing with the axial pressure and a low-velocity (dynamic-low)
value which is relatively unaffected [3, 4]; (c) the temperature when the slider is in motion,
influencing the friction coefficient which decreases rapidly as the temperature at the sliding
interface increases from -40 °C to 20°C and trends to a constant value for temperatures greater than 250 °C [5]; (d) the stick-slip phases, producing a transition between static and kinetic
friction coefficients, whose ratio varies between 1.5 and 4.5 depending on the friction material
adopted to coat the slider [6]. On the other hand, the axial load changes continuously during
an earthquake and high values of the sliding velocity are expected under the horizontal components of near-fault ground motions, thus inducing torsional effects and residual displacements of the CSS system [7-9]. These considerations show the need for a suitable numerical
model to describe the nonlinear behaviour of a CSS bearing, contrary to current international
seismic codes [10] and guidelines [11] which allow for the use of simple bilinear curves to
reduce the computational effort for the nonlinear dynamic analyses.
To this end, a computer code for the nonlinear dynamic analysis is developed, in order to
compare five models of the CSS bearings that consider: i) constant axial load and constant
friction coefficient (CALCFC model); ii) constant axial load and variable friction coefficient
with velocity (CALVFC1 model); iii) variable axial load and variable friction coefficient with
velocity (VALVFC1 model); iv) variable axial load and variable friction coefficient with velocity and pressure (VALVFC2 model); v) variable axial load and variable friction coefficient
with velocity, pressure and stick-slip effect (VALVFC3 model). A numerical investigation is
carried out considering a six-storey reinforced concrete (r.c.) office building, with an Lshaped plan and setbacks at different heights along the in-plan X (i.e. one setback, at the thirdstorey) and Y (i.e. two setbacks, at the second- and fourth-storey) principal directions, designed in line with the Italian seismic code [12]. Eight structural solutions are compared, assuming: i) low- and medium-type friction properties; ii) two in-plan distributions of the
dynamic-fast friction coefficient (i.e. the same value for all isolators and a different value for
each isolator); iii) a reduction of the friction coefficient in accordance with a temperature increase up to 250°C during ground motions. A lumped plasticity model describes the inelastic
behaviour of the superstructure, including a 26-flat surface modelling of the axial load-biaxial
bending moment elastic domain at the end sections of r.c. frame members. Seven near-fault
ground motions are selected from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research center database [13] and normalized in accordance with the design hypotheses adopted for the test structure (i.e. high-risk seismic region and soil-site).
2

MODELLING OF THE CURVED SURFACE SLIDING BEARING

The CSS bearing consists of a spherical concave sliding surface, with a radius of curvature
R, and an articulated slider, with contact surface S and friction coefficient . For bidirectional
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motion, the restoring force during the sliding phase contains pendular (Fp) and friction (Ff)
components that can be evaluated by considering the rotational equilibrium equation around
the centre of curvature [14]

 FH , x  N uH , x 
1 uH , x 
FH  Fp + F f  
 
  N


uH uH , y 
 FH , y  R uH , y 

(1)

where N is the axial load on the CSS bearing corresponding to the axial pressure p=N/S.
Moreover, a circular interaction domain can be used to represent the biaxial interaction, where
the direction of the hysteretic force is controlled by the incremental plastic displacements [15].
2.1

CALCFC model: constant axial load and constant friction coefficient

The response of the CSS bearing in the horizontal direction can be idealized by means of a
two-component model (Figure 1a), constituted of an elastic component with restoring stiffness Kr=N/R and an elastic-plastic component with elastic stiffness Ki-Kr and yield force W.
A bilinear force-displacement (FH-uH) law (Figure 2b) can be assumed for constant values of
the axial load (i.e. N=W, W being the weight of the superstructure) and friction coefficient .
It should be noted that the initial stiffness Ki takes into account the slight deformation (i.e.
uHi0.5 mm) at the sliding surface during the stick phase [16].

(a)

(b)
Figure 1: CALCFC model for a CSS bearing.

2.2 CALVFC1 model: constant axial load and variable friction coefficient with velocity
The instantaneous sliding velocity affects the friction force of a CSS bearing (Figure 2),
with a monotonic increase with the sliding velocity up to a constant value [2].

(a)

(b)
Figure 2: CALVFC1 model for a CSS bearing.

An exponential law can describe the velocity dependence of the friction coefficient [2]:
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  uH    fast    fast  slow  e u

(2)

H

where slow andfast are the friction coefficients at low and fast sliding velocities, respectively,
and  is a rate parameter which depends on the axial load and condition of the interface. In
particular, experimental results indicate that the dynamic-slow friction coefficient can be assumed 2.5 times lower than μfast [17], while parameter  can be considered equal to approximately 0.1 s/mm [5].
2.3 VALVFC1 model: variable axial load and variable friction coefficient with velocity
At any given moment during an earthquake, the fluctuation in the bearing axial load produces changes in Ff and Kr (Figure 3). The axial load acting on a CSS bearing can be modified in accordance with the following expression which also accounts for the verticalhorizontal coupling [18]
 N 
N  W 1  OM 
(3)
W 

where NOM is the additional axial load, positive when compressive, due to the overturning
moment produced by the horizontal ground acceleration üg,H (Figure 3a).

(a)

(b)
Figure 3: VALVFC1 model for a CSS bearing.

Furthermore, the CSS bearing does not resist tensile axial loads and it is thus free to uplift.
A gap element with infinitely rigid behaviour in compression is assumed in the vertical direction, to consider the fact that the reversal of the axial load from compression to tension is possible
FV  N for uV  0 and FV  0 for uV  0
(4)
where the equivalent viscous damping in the vertical direction is neglected.
2.4

VALVFC2 model: variable axial load and variable friction coefficient with velocity
and pressure

The instantaneous pressure due to the axial load affects the friction coefficient of a CSS
bearing (Figure 4), with a reduction of fast for increasing values of axial load, while the dependence of slow and  on the axial load can be neglected [3]. Experimental laws can be assumed to take into account the variability of the dynamic-fast friction coefficient with the
axial pressure [4], assuming low-
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p 
 fast , LF  %   2.5  Sd 
 pEd 

0.834

p 
p 
for  Sd  >0.1;  fast , LF  %   17 for  Sd   0.1 (5a,b)
 pEd 
 pEd 

and medium-type
p 
 fast ,MF  %   5.5  Sd 
 pEd 

0.563

p
for  Sd
 pEd


 pSd
 >0.135;  fast ,MF  %   17 for 

 pEd


  0.135


(6a,b)

friction properties, where pEd and pSd represent, respectively, the maximum axial pressure capacity and the quasi-permanent gravity pressure (pSd=pv) evaluated in the CSS system.
Then, a modified expression of the friction law can be formulated:

  u H , p   k p   fast    fast   slow  e  u 

(7)

H

where the modification factor

k p   fast  p   fast  pv 

(8)

is defined as ratio between the dynamic-fast friction coefficient during the motion and corresponding value at the reference axial pressure under gravity loads (pv).

(a)

(b)
Figure 4: VALVFC2 model for a CSS bearing.

2.5

VALVFC3 model: variable axial load and variable friction coefficient with velocity,
pressure and stick-slip effect

At initial motion and motion reversals, the response of the CSS bearing shifts between sticking and sliding phases highlighting a static friction coefficient greater than the dynamic one
(Figure 5).

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: VALVFC3 model for a CSS bearing.
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In particular, initial sliding occurs when the frictional force, depending on the breakaway
friction coefficient (b), is overcome. Moreover, an increase of the lateral force can be observed when the maximum displacement is reached, corresponding to the friction coefficient
at motion reversal (r). In order to take into account the transition between the sliding and
sticking phase, the following simplified expression can be used

  u H , p, b , r     uH , p, r   k p   fast    fast  r  e  cu 
H

(9)

where the dynamic-slow friction coefficient (min) is replaced with the static value at motion
reversal (r) and rb is assumed, so observing that the breakaway friction coefficient disappears after one cycle of loading [6]. A ratio r/max2 and a parameter care also assumed
[6].
3

TEST STRUCTURES AND SELECTED EARTHQUAKES

Eight six-storey base-isolated r.c. framed office buildings, irregular in plan (Figure 6a) and
elevation (Figures 6b,c), are designed in line with the Italian seismic code (NTC08, [12]). The
following assumptions are considered to evaluate the horizontal seismic loads: elastic response of the superstructure (i.e. behaviour factor qH=1); soil site (i.e. subsoil class D); high
risk seismic region (i.e. peak ground accelerations: PGALS=0.27gx1.416=0.382g, at the lifesafety limit state for the superstructure; PGACP=0.36gx1.061=0.382g, at the collapse prevention limit state for the base-isolation system). The gravity loads used in the design are represented by a dead load of 6.7 kN/m2 and a live load of 2.0 kN/m2, on all floors. Masonry infill
walls of 2.7 kN/m2 are considered as nonstructural elements regularly distributed along the
perimeter and in elevation. The design of the superstructure is carried out in compliance with
the life-safety limit state. Detailing for local ductility is also imposed to satisfy minimum
conditions for the longitudinal bars of the r.c. frame members. A cylindrical compressive
strength of 25 N/mm2 for the concrete and a yield strength of 450 N/mm2 for the steel are assumed for the r.c. frame members. Cross sections of columns and beams along the in-plan X
and Y directions are reported in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Further details can be found in a
previous work [19].

(a) Plan of the 1st floor
(b) Elevation in X direction
(c) Elevation in Y direction
Figure 6: Base-isolated r.c. test structure (units in m).

A grid of rigid beams is placed at the base of the framed structure on the single CSS system. The FP system is designed at the CP limit state, requiring the fulfilment of the provisions
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imposed by NTC08: i.e. maximum compression axial load of the FP bearing less than its capacity; maximum horizontal displacements less than the spectral value; absence of tensile axial loads at the level of the FP system.
Column
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

1
40×60
60×40
60×40
40×60
40×60
70×70
70×70
60×60
40×60
70×70
55×70
40×60
40×50
65×65
40×50
30×40
50×50
30×40
30×30
30×40
30×30
30×30
35×30
30×30

2
35×55
50×35
50×35
35×55
35×50
65×65
65×65
55×55
35×50
65×65
50×65
35×55
35×50
60×60
35×45
30×35
45×45
30×35
30×30
30×35
30×30
30×30
30×30
30×30

Storey
3
4
30×50
30×45
50×30
40×30
50×30
40×30
30×50
30×45
35×40
30×40
60×60
50×50
60×60
50×50
50×50
45×40
30×50
30×40
60×60
50×50
45×60
40×50
30×50
30×45
30×40
30×35
50×50
45×45
30×40
30×35
30×30
30×30
35×40
30×35
30×30
30×30
30×30
30×30
30×30
-

5
30×40
30×30
30×30
30×40
30×30
40×40
40×40
40×30
30×30
40×40
35×40
30×40
30×30
35×40
30×30
-

6
30×35
30×30
30×30
30×35
30×30
30×30
30×30
35×30
30×30
30×30
30×30
30×35
30×30
30×35
30×30
-

Table 1: Cross-sections of r.c. columns (units in cm).

Beam
1x
2x
3x
4x
1y
2y
3y

1
30×60
50×21
30×55
40×65
30×60
40×65
50×21

2
30×60
50×21
30×55
40×65
30×60
40×65
50×21

Floor
3
4
30×60
30×60
50×21
50×21
30×55
30×55
40×65
40×65
30×60
30×60
40×65
40×65
50×21
50×21

5
30×60
50×21
30×55
30×60
40×65
50×21

6
30×60
50×21
30×55
30×60
40×65
50×21

Table 2: Cross-sections of r.c. beams (units in cm).

Starting from the fundamental vibration period and equivalent viscous damping

Te, I

  1  fast
 2  g  
  R uH ,d


 
 

1

; e, I 

2

1
u

1  H ,d
 fast R

(10a,b)

with effective values equal to 3s and 15%, respectively, the values of the radius of curvature
(R=2.93 m) and dynamic-fast friction coefficient (fast= 4.2%) of the CSS system are
evaluated in relation to the spectral displacement uH,d= 0.394 m at the collapse prevention
limit state. In the case of low friction, the maximum axial load capacity of the CSS bearings
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(NEd) is evaluated by Equations (5a,b), as function of the assigned value of the quasipermanent gravity loads (NSd) transmitted from the superstructure. Then, in the case of medium friction, the friction coefficient corresponding to the same ratio NSd/NEd is obtained by
Equations (6a,b). Moreover, two in-plan distributions of NEd are assumed for the base-isolated
structures: BIA.LF and BIA.MF structures in Figure 7a, with fifteen types of friction pendulum (FP) bearings (i.e. having the same fast value for all isolators); BIB.LF and BIB.MF
structures in Figure 7b, with only three types of FP bearings (i.e. exhibiting different fast value for each isolator), which are selected with reference to the maximum value of NEd from
those of the isolators corresponding to three ranges of =NSd/NSd,max (i.e. ≤0.4; 0.4<≤0.7;
>0.7).

(a) BI.AL and BI.AM structures: n.15 FP.
(b) BI.BL and BI.BM structures: n.3 FP.
Figure 7: In-plan distributions of axial load capacity for the Friction Pendulum (FP) bearings.

Thereafter, four additional structures are designed for low- (i.e. BIA.LFT and BIB.LFT)
and medium-type (i.e. BIA.MFT and BIB.MFT) friction properties by taking into account the
dependence of the dynamic-fast friction coefficient on the heating at the sliding surface when
the slider is in motion. To this end, a reduction factor kT of the friction coefficient [5]
kTf 

 fast ,T
 fast

f



 0.79 0.7

0.02T f

 0.4



(11)

is applied to the Equations (5a,b) and (6a,b). It is worth noting that the reduction in the friction coefficient is sudden for increasing temperature from Tf=40 °C to Tf=20 °C and trends
to a constant value for temperatures greater than Tf=250 °C, where a reduction factor equal to
0.45 is obtained. Design parameters of the CSS systems are reported in Table 3.
TeI
eI (%)
uH,d
Tf
FP types

BIA.LF
2.96
16
0.376
20
15

BIB.LF
2.89
18
0.352
20
3

BIA.MF
2.45
31
0.252
20
15

BIB.MF
2.41
32
0.246
20
3

BIA.LFT
3.08
12
0.429
250
15

BIB.LFT
3.04
13
0.416
250
3

BIA.MFT
3.07
13
0.423
250
15

BIB.MFT
3.02
14
0.404
250
3

Table 3: Design parameters of the CSS systems (units in s, m and °C).

Horizontal components of seven near-fault earthquakes characterized by long-duration velocity pulses are selected from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research center database
[13], on the basis of the design hypotheses adopted for the test structures (i.e. soil site and
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high risk seismic region). In Table 4 the main data of the selected near-fault ground motions
are shown: i.e. year; recording station; magnitude (Mw); distance from the fault (); pulse period (TP); peak ground acceleration for the two horizontal components (i.e. PGAH1 and
PGAH2). The elastic response spectra of velocity (Sv,H) for the two horizontal components of
each ground motion are plotted in Figure 8, assuming an equivalent viscous damping ratio in
the horizontal direction (H) of 15%. These response spectra are compared with the corresponding NTC08 response spectra for a high-risk seismic region and subsoil class D (i.e. soil
site), considering the collapse prevention limit state.
Earthquake

Recording station

Mw

Δ [km]

Tp [s]

PGAH1

PGAH2

Chi-Chi, 1999
Imperial Valley, 1979
Kobe,1995
Loma Prieta, 1989
Northridge, 1994
Parkfield, 2004
Superstition H., 1987

TCU068
El Centro D.A.
Takatori
Gilroy #3
Rinaldi R.S.
Fault Zone 1
Parachute T.S.

7.6
6.5
6.9
6.9
6.7
6.0
6.5

0.3
5.1
1.5
12.8
6.5
2.5
1.0

12.29
6.27
1.55
2.64
1.25
1.19
2.39

0.566 g
0.353 g
0.618 g
0.559 g
0.874 g
0.605 g
0.432 g

0.462 g
0.481 g
0.671 g
0.368 g
0.472 g
0.833 g
0.384 g

Table 4: Main data of the selected near-fault ground motions.

(a)
(b)
Figure 8: Velocity (elastic) response spectra for the horizontal components of the selected earthquakes.

Note that within the range of quite long horizontal vibration periods (i.e. TI≥2.4s), corresponding to the base-isolated test structures, Sv,H values for the selected motions are considerably different from those of the corresponding NTC08 design spectrum. Thus, the choice of
the Modified Velocity Spectrum Intensity (MVSI) for scaling real motions [20]
1.25T

MVSI =



Sv (T ,  )  dT

(12)

0.5T

being T the fundamental vibration period of the base-isolated structure. Then, the scale factor
(SF), whereby the horizontal components of the selected real accelerograms are normalized
with respect to the NTC08 ones, is calculated as
1.25T

SFMVSI =



0.5T

Sv , NTC 08 (T , )  dT

1.25T
  1.25T

0.5   Sv1, NF (T ,  )  dT   Sv 2, NF (T ,  )  dT   (13)

  0.5T
0.5T


Scale factors of the selected near-fault earthquakes are reported in Table 5.
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Structure
BIA.LF
BIB.LF
BIA.MF
BIB.MF
BIA.LFT
BIB.LFT
BIA.MFT
BIB.MFT

4

TCU068 El Centro
Takatori Gilroy #3 Rinaldi R.S. Fault Zone 1
0.58
1.00
0.49
1.70
0.59
1.05
0.58
0.99
0.48
1.67
0.59
1.03
0.63
0.97
0.46
1.45
0.55
0.90
0.64
0.97
0.45
1.43
0.54
0.89
0.57
1.04
0.50
1.77
0.61
1.09
0.58
1.03
0.49
1.75
0.61
1.08
0.57
1.03
0.49
1.76
0.61
1.08
0.57
1.02
0.49
1.74
0.60
1.07
Table 5: Scale factors of the selected near-fault ground motions.

Parachute T.S.
0.71
0.70
0.69
0.70
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Nonlinear dynamic analyses of eight structural solutions are carried out to evaluate the effects of different modelling and design assumptions of CSS bearings on the seismic response
of irregular r.c. base-isolated structures subjected to strong near-fault ground motions. For this
purpose, five models of CSS bearings, that consider constant and variable axial load combined with constant and variable friction coefficient, are compared for the CSS base-isolation
system. A lumped plasticity model comprising two parallel elements, one linearly elastic and
the other elastic-perfectly plastic, is used to describe the inelastic behaviour of r.c. frame
members of the superstructure [21]. A piecewise linearization of the axial load-biaxial bending moment ultimate domain is considered for r.c. cross-sections [22]. Moreover, a stiffnessproportional damping matrix of the superstructure is considered, by applying a viscous damping ratio S=1% to the fundamental vibration period of the base-isolated structures [8]. The
results discussed below are evaluated as an average of those separately obtained for each set
of seven near-fault earthquakes scaled in accordance to MVSI [20].
First, three demand parameters are evaluated at the level of the CSS system: i) maximum
bearing displacement (uBI,max), representing a measure of the damage at the isolation level;
residual bearing displacement (uBI,res), related to the re-centring capability of the CSS bearings;
iii) in-plan drift ratio (tgBI,max evaluated as the in-plan relative displacement of the CSS system divided by the length of the building plan, which is an indicator of the displacement due
to torsion. In particular, five nonlinear models of the CSS bearings are compared at an ambient temperature T=20 °C (i.e. CALCFC, CALVFC1, VALVFC1, VALVFC2 and VALVFC3).
Moreover, two in-plan distributions of dynamic-fast friction coefficient for the CSS system
(i.e. BIA and BIB structures) are examined in Figures 9-11, considering low- (i.e. BIA.LF and
BIB.LF) and medium-type (i.e. BIA.MF and BIB.MF) friction properties of the CSS bearings.
As shown in Figure 9, similar values of maximum bearing displacement are obtained in all
the examined cases where constant (i.e. CAL) and variable (i.e. VAL) axial load in the modelling of CSS bearings are combined with friction coefficient constant (i.e. CFC) and variable
depending on sliding velocity (i.e. VFC1) and axial pressure (i.e. VFC2).
On the other hand, notable underestimation of residual displacement in the CSS bearings is
obtained with the CALCFC and CALVFC1 models of the base-isolation system, especially
when low-type friction properties are considered in the BIA.LF (Figure 10a) and BIB.LF
(Figure 10c) structures. Variable friction coefficient with velocity (i.e. CALVFC1 model) corresponds to a decrease of residual displacement in the CSS system, in comparison with results
assuming constant values of axial load and friction coefficient (i.e. CALCFC model). Moreover, a significant increase of the residual displacement is reached when variable axial load (i.e.
VALCFC1 model) is taken into account, while negligible effects of friction coefficient variability with the axial pressure (i.e. VALCFC2 model) are highlighted. Finally, the inclusion of
the stick-slip phases in the modelling assumptions of the CSS bearings (i.e. VALVFC3 model)
can be significant, as they always induce an increase of the residual displacement.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 9: Effects of modelling assumptions of the CSS system on the bearing displacement.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 10: Effects of modelling assumptions of the CSS system on the residual bearing displacement.

Subsequently, maximum values of floor rotation at the level of the CSS system (Figure 11)
highlight minor torsional effect induced by sliding velocity (i.e. CALVFC1 model) and axial
pressure (i.e. VALVFC2 model), in comparison with the corresponding CSS models related
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to constant values (i.e. CALCFC and VALVFC1 models). Moreover, a considerable reduction
of (tgBI,max is found for medium-type friction properties (Figures 11b,d) when the nonlinear
modelling of the CSS bearings also takes into account the sticking and sliding phases (i.e.
VALVFC3 model).

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 11: Effects of modelling assumptions of the CSS system on the in-plan drift ratio.

Next, in Figure 12 the sensitivity of the nonlinear seismic response parameters at the level
of the CSS system is evaluated for different design and modelling assumptions of baseisolated r.c. framed buildings. To this aim, eight structural solutions are compared by considering two in-plan distributions of the dynamic-fast friction coefficient, which correspond to
the same value for all isolators (i.e. the BIA structure) and a different value for each isolator
(i.e. the BIB structure), and two types of friction properties (i.e. low, L, and medium, M) both
evaluated in accordance with an ambient temperature T=20 °C and an increased temperature
during ground motions up to T=250 °C. Moreover, the most simplified (i.e. CALCFC) and
refined (i.e. VALVFC3) models of the CSS bearings are compared in Figures 12a,c,e and
Figures 12b,d,f, respectively. As expected, the maximum horizontal displacement of the CSS
system decreases with the change from low to medium friction properties (Figures 12a,b), but
this difference becomes negligible when the heating of the CSS bearings is considered. The
high temperature of the CSS bearings produces an increase of displacement which is roughly
inversely proportional to the reduction factor of the friction coefficient (i.e. kTf=0.45) when
medium-type friction is considered (Figure 12b). A slight increase of the horizontal displacement of the CSS system is obtained assuming the VALVFC3 model (Figure 12b) instead of
the CALCFC one (Figure 12a) for both in-plan distributions of the friction coefficient. On the
other hand, the residual displacement of the CSS system is affected by the modelling of the
CSS system, with a marked underestimation of its value when the CALCFC model is adopted
(Figure 12c). Moreover, the in-plan distribution of the friction coefficient does not produce
significant changes of the residual displacement (Figures 12c,d), instead it highlights sensitiv-
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ity to friction properties of the CSS bearings and reference temperature. As can be observed in
Figure 12d, the highest values are those corresponding to low friction and T=250 °C (i.e.
BIA.LFT and BIB.LFT structures) while the lowest ones are recorded for medium friction and
T=20 °C (i.e. BIA.LF and BIB.LF structures). Note, however, that medium-type friction of
the CSS bearings corresponds to less re-centring capabilities than the low-type, when expressed as a percentage of the corresponding maximum horizontal displacements.
Maximum floor rotation at the level of the CSS system proves to be sensitive to the design
assumptions related to frictional heating of the CSS bearings. Specifically, the torsional effects are amplified in the case of T=250 °C and VALVFC3 model, for both low (i.e. BIA.LFT
and BIB.LFT structures) and medium (i.e. BIA.MFT and BIB.MFT structures) friction-type.
Moreover, the selection of medium-type friction properties produces a significant reduction of
torsional effects only if the warming of the CSS bearings is ignored (i.e. assuming T=20 °C).
Negligible differences among different design solutions of the CSS system are observed for
the CALCFC model.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 12: Effects of design assumptions of the CSS system on the response parameters.
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Finally, in Figure 13 attention is focused on the sensitivity of the nonlinear seismic response of the superstructure to modelling and design assumptions of the CSS system. To this
end, eight structural solutions of the CSS system are compared through the CALCFC and
VALVFC3 models of the CSS bearings, while a lumped plasticity model is considered for the
r.c. frame members. Maximum interstorey drift ratio (/h)max, defined as drift normalized by
storey height, is considered to represent storey damage of the superstructure. As expected,
severe damage with highly irregular vertical distribution of the interstorey drift ratio is found
in the case of medium friction of the CSS bearings combined with T=20 °C (i.e. BIA.MF and
BIB.MF structures), especially when the VALVFC3 model is considered (Figure 13b). This
behaviour can be explained by observing that for rather high values of friction the response in
the horizontal direction is like that of a fixed-base structure until the friction threshold of the
CSS system is not exceeded. Moreover, the other six structural solutions show light to moderate repairable damage at the storey levels and comparable results are obtained for both the
CALCFC (Figure 13a) and VALVFC3 (Figure 13b) models.

(a)

(b)
Figure 13: Effects of the modelling and design assumptions of the CSS system on the interstorey drift ratio.

5

CONCLUSIONS

The nonlinear dynamic analysis of irregular base-isolated r.c. framed structures subjected
to the horizontal components of near-fault earthquakes is carried out to evaluate the effect of
nonlinear modelling and seismic design of CSS bearings. Five nonlinear force-displacement
laws for the CSS bearings, as function of axial load and sliding friction, are considered. Friction coefficient dependences on sliding velocity, axial pressure and stick-slip phases are also
investigated. Finally, eight design solutions for the CSS system are compared to evaluate the
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influence of: i) low- and medium-type friction properties; ii) two in-plan distributions of the
dynamic-fast friction coefficient; iii) frictional heating at the sliding surface.
As regards the nonlinear modelling of the CSS bearings, residual displacement and floor
rotation at the level of the CSS system are found to depend on the selected model, while similar values of maximum bearing displacement are obtained for all five models of CSS bearings.
A significant increase in the residual displacement is reached when variable axial load
(VALVFC1) and stick-slip phases (VALVFC3) are taken into account, while a considerable
reduction of torsional effects occurs for medium-type friction properties when adopting the
VALVFC3 model. On the other hand, maximum drift ratio of the superstructure highlights
limited effects related to modelling assumptions of the CSS bearings with the only exception
of medium friction of the CSS bearings combined with T=20 °C.
As regards the seismic design of the CSS system, the in-plan distribution of the friction coefficient does not produce significant changes in the demand parameters evaluated at the level
of the base-isolation system. Yet, maximum horizontal displacement of the CSS system decreases with the change from low to medium friction properties, while the high temperature of
the CSS bearings increases displacement. However, note that medium-type friction of the
CSS bearings corresponds to less re-centring capabilities than the low-type. Finally, maximum floor rotation at the level of the CSS system proves to be sensitive to frictional heating
of the CSS bearings. On the other hand, severe damage of the superstructure with highly irregular vertical distribution of the interstorey drift ratio is found in the case of medium friction of the CSS bearings and T=20 °C, while the other six structural solutions show light to
moderate repairable damage. Finally, the in-plan distribution of the friction coefficient of the
CSS system does not produce significant effects on the response of the superstructure.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the seismic assessment of a complex structure supporting the
CUORE experiment (Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events). The main issues,
that require a special computational treatment, are: (i) non-linear geometric behavior of the
suspended vessels; (ii) multiple contacts between the nested vessels and between the cryostat
and the external shields; (iii) non-linear constitutive law of the HDR bearings. The problem
has been tackled by building a 3D detailed finite element model, that has been used for simulating, via an explicit step-by-step algorithm, the dynamic response to artificial spectrumcompatible accelerograms. The results of the analyses have been used for introducing some
specific structural improvements.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The CUORE experiment (Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events, see [1, 2])
is a nuclear physics experiment funded by several agencies, among which the National Italian
Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN), the US Department of Energy (DOE) and the National
Science Foundation (NSF, USA). The experiment is set up in the Gran Sasso National (Italian)
Laboratory (LNGS), an underground facility in a highly seismic zone. In fact, the laboratory
is located in a gallery beneath the Gran Sasso mountain, not far from the city of L’Aquila: that
zone has been hit by a destructive earthquake in 2009 (MMS 6.3) and is currently involved in
the earthquake swarm that follows the Amatrice earthquake (August 2016, MMS 6.2). In spite
of the fact that the underground gallery seems to mitigate the seismic effects [3, 4], there is a
major concern on the structural safety of all the experiments hosted by LNGS. The complexity of the structures, along with the strict requirements from the point of view of experimental
physics, calls for the application of computational tools at the cutting-edge of technology.
The main purpose of the CUORE experiment is the search for neutrinoless double beta decay, with many important consequences on particle physics and astrophysics. The heart of the
experiment is a detector (i.e. a large mass of TeO2 crystals) that is contained in a cryostat of
exceptional performance [5, 6]: indeed, the detector is cooled down until absolute temperatures lower than 10 mK. A base temperature lower than 8 mK has actually been reached on
January 30, 2017. The thermal shield system is represented by a set of nested vessels, whose
structural behavior resembles to that of pendulums. Moreover, the protection from physical
interferences (cosmic rays and environmental radioactivity) requires the presence of a set of
lead shields and of a borated polyethylene cap. The cryostat hangs from a steel frame, that is
based on a r.c. structure supported by a base isolation system. The r.c. structure, that is clearly
visible in Figure 1, is composed of two parallel walls, connected by three horizontal beams.
The walls are supported by four elastomeric bearings (High Damping Rubber Bearings,
HDRB).

Figure 1: Rendering of the structure that contains the CUORE experiment. The external vessel of the cryostat is
visible since the lead shield is completely lowered.
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Figure 2: On the left, cut-out of the CUORE cryostat, with the inner detector constituted of about 1000 TeO2
crystals. On the right, actual view of some of the cryostat’s flanges.

In the operative configuration, the external lead shield is raised so that it covers completely
the cryostat. The shield, that is placed on a very stiff steel plate raised and lowered by four
threaded bars (jacks), is connected to the four steel columns by means of eight steel ties. The
cryostat, that is depicted in Figure 2, is attached, by means of steel ropes, to the horizontal
framed structure that is visible on the top of the columns in Figure 1. The flanges of each vessel are connected to one another by means of copper rods. The gap between two consecutive
vessels is around one centimeter so that the mutual contact is likely to occur during seismic
excitation. The total mass of the cryostat (with the detector) is about 18 t. The mass of the external lead shield is 75 t, and the mass of the steel and r.c. members is 85 t.
2

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The analyses have been carried out by means of the Finite Element method, building a 3D
detailed model, that has been used for carrying out step-by-step dynamic analyses of the response to artificial accelerograms. A schematic view of the model is depicted in Figure 3. The
concrete walls have been modeled by means of shell elements (constant strain triangles),
whereas the steel columns and the other steel members have been discretized by Timoshenko
beam elements. In order to ease the computational burden, the various vessels of the cryostat,
the detector and the external shields have been modeled as rigid parts. Conversely, the suspensions of the cryostat’s elements have been introduced as Timoshenko beams or truss elements, according to the specific constraints. Finally, the HDR bearings have been represented
by means of non-linear springs with different behavior in the vertical and the horizontal directions.
The mechanical response is intrinsically non-linear for several reasons: (i) the rubber of the
isolator is a non-linear elastic material; (ii) the cryostat is basically constituted of several nested pendulums, whose dynamic behavior is properly caught only by analyses with non-linear
geometry; (iii) ideally hard and frictionless contacts should be envisaged between the vessels.
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Figure 3: Schematic view of the model that has been adopted for the analyses.

For the above reasons, the explicit scheme of integration has been chosen. Such an algorithm,
though conditionally stable [7], is perfectly suited to handle the occurrence of severe internal
and external contacts. The stable time increment has been evaluated on the basis of the wave
propagation modes in the smallest finite element; in the present case, the mass scaling procedure does not entail significant benefits.
The mechanical behavior of the elastomeric bearings has been simulated by means of the
Fujino model [8, 9]. In this way, it was possible to capture the hysteretic behavior of rubber,
represented in Figure 4. It is worth noting that the preliminary analyses have been carried out
by considering a linearized version of the constitutive model: the secant stiffness has been obtained by means of an iterative procedure, that usually converges in no more than 6 iterations.
3

MAIN RESULTS OF THE ANALYSES

The step-by-step analyses have been preceded by a set of spectrum response analysis, with
the purpose of obtaining some general information on the mechanical behavior. The eigenvalue extraction included the linearized geometric effects, so that the correct “small oscillation”
frequency of each pendulums has been achieved. The base isolators have been linearized by
means of the abovementioned iterative procedure. The contact between vessels cannot be reproduced by means of linear analyses. An approximate solution can be obtained if one assumes that, in view of the close proximity of the nested vessels, the cryostat behaves as a
unique rigid body. Such a procedure has yielded acceptable results for seismic intensity corresponding to the ultimate limit state. The first natural frequencies for the isolated structure are
equal to 1.1138 Hz and 1.2305 Hz, in the direction orthogonal and parallel to the concrete
walls, respectively. The earthquake response spectrum has been selected according to the Italian seismic code: the peak ground acceleration is 0.261 g and the maximum spectral acceleration is 0.616 g, in the case of 5% damping. The natural frequencies fall in the constant
velocity branch of the response spectrum, as it is desirable for an isolated structure. The max-
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imum displacement of the isolators is about 38 mm, which means that the working point corresponds to an overall angular strain about 30%. The strain level is rather low: indeed, the
original structural design, which was executed by an independent professional engineer, introduced largely oversized isolators.

Figure 4: Hysteretic behavior of the HDRB: experimental results (black) vs. Fujino model (red).

As an example of the results achieved by the response spectrum analyses, Figure 5 shows
the contour plot of horizontal displacements in the support structure. The maximum displacement is about 55 mm.
The time-marching analyses have been based on artificial accelerograms, generated on the
basis of the same response spectrum that has been used for the linearized model. An example
of the artificial accelerogram is reported in Figure 6. The analyses included the non-linear behavior both for geometric effects and for material behavior of the isolator. Moreover, hard and
frictionless contact has been established between the cryostat’s vessels and between the cryostat and the external lead shield. The complexity of the analysis is very high, as well as the
computational burden.
A typical feature of the non-linear step-by-step analyses was the occurrence of extremely
high acceleration peaks: that was due to the occurrence of pounding between rigid parts. On
the other hand, the displacement pattern was in satisfactory agreement with the preliminary
linearized analyses. Figure 7 shows that the maximum horizontal displacements is about 35
mm. The displacement for linearized analyses was slightly larger, but this is an expected outcome for systems having intermediate-to-low natural frequencies. Moreover, the linearized
analyses were based on the hypothesis of rigidity of the whole cryostat, that is clearly surpassed by the non-linear analyses. The effect of internal contacts is clearly visible if one examines the absolute displacement and the acceleration of the vessels: the impacts correspond
to acceleration peaks and to abrupt change of the displacement pattern.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The paper has presented the computational details for the seismic analysis of a complex
structure, used for an experiment in nuclear physics. The strongly non-linear behavior has
been dealt with through explicit step-by-step analyses, whose results have been critically
compared to the outcomes of a simplified linearized model.
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Figure 5: Results of the response spectrum analyses: horizontal displacement in the orthogonal (left) and parallel
(right) direction with respect to the concrete walls.

Figure 6: Typical accelerogram used for the time-marching analysis. The accelerogram has been artificially generated on the basis of the elastic response spectrum provided by the Italian seismic regulation.

Figure 7: Time history of the horizontal displacement for the non-linear analyses.
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The complete set of results, which have not been reported herein for the sake of brevity,
have been thoroughly examined in order to assess the seismic safety of the structure. It is
worth noting that, on one hand, the structural layout should guarantee the typical decoupling
of isolated structures under seismic actions. On the other hand, in service conditions, a full
connection to ground should ensure the correct irradiation of internal vibrational energy due
to the pumping systems and to the cryocoolers. For the ultimate limit state, the analyses have
shown a critical behavior in correspondence of the r.c. beam which connects the two concrete
walls. The as-built reinforcement does not seem to match the ductility and strength requirements, so that a specific seismic retrofitting is required. After several attempts, the best solution seems to be represented by the introduction of a K-shaped or X-shaped bracing system,
that provides the suitable resistant mechanism in the orthogonal direction with respect to the
concrete walls. The linear and non-linear analyses confirm that such a provision is able to establish the correct seismic behavior.
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Abstract.
Pentamode lattices are particular metamaterials belonging to the class of extremal materials,
which feature a primitive unit cell equipped with four rods meeting at a point. The potential of
confined pentamode lattices in different engineering fields, such as, e.g., structural
engineering, has not been largely explored yet. In this area, what is particularly interesting is
the confinement of pentamode structural “crystals” between stiffening plates for the design of
novel impact or seismic protection devices. Such a research line has recently appeared in the
literature, with the aim of developing performance-based, vibration-isolation devices. The
present study makes use of discrete-to-continuum approaches to the elastic moduli of
pentamode lattices, and investigates the feasibility of pentamode structures as innovative
anti-seismic devices. Experimental results and analytic formulae are employed to understand
the mechanics of pentamode structures equipped with rigid and hinged connections, and the
role played by design variables characterizing the aspect ratio of the structure and the
response of the junctions. The final part of the work deals with the design of pentamode
bearings that feature stiffness and strength properties similar to those of a commercial rubber
bearing available on the market for the seismic isolation of buildings and bridges.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Pentamode lattices are mechanical metamaterials that exhibit the minimal coordination
number required to achieve a fully positive definite elasticity tensor in three dimensions [1][11]. The peculiar mechanical behavior of pentamode lattices motivates researchers to
investigate their use in transformation acoustics and elasto-mechanical cloak [6]. Their
potential in different engineering fields, such as, e.g., structural engineering, has not been
largely explored yet. In this area, what is particularly interesting is the use of pentamode
structural “crystals” for the design of novel impact or seismic protection devices. Such a
research line has recently appeared in the literature, with the aim of developing performancebased, vibration-isolation devices [8]-[11]. The results obtained so far in this field have shown
several analogies between the mechanics of confined pentamode lattices [8]-[11] and that of
elastomeric and triple friction pendulum bearings [12]- [25].
The present study aims at developing discrete-to-continuum approaches to the elastic
moduli of pentamode lattices, and investigating the feasibility of pentamode structures as
innovative anti-seismic devices. Our approach combines experimental results and analytic
formulae to understand the mechanics of pentamode structures equipped with rigid
connections, and the role played by design variables characterizing the aspect ratio of the
structure and the response of the junctions. We begin with an experimental of the mechanical
theory presented in [3] by comparing the theoretical previsions of such a theory with
experimental results examining the mechanical response of additively manufactured, physical
models of confined pentamode lattices [8]. We then pass to examine the response of
computational models of pentamode bearings in the small strain regime, on comparing such a
response with that of a commercial rubber bearing. We end by reviewing of the main results
of the present study and drawing directions of future research.
2. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
MODULI OF CONFINED PENTAMODE LATTICES
We present an experimental validation of the theoretical predictions of the pentamode
elastic moduli given in Ref. [3] against experimental values obtained through quasi-static
laboratory tests on physical samples of pentamode structures. The latter were additively
manufactured through Electron Beam Melting (EBM), as described in Ref. [8]. Such samples
are made of a Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy featuring mass density  0 = 4.42 g/cm3; yield
strength  y = 910 MPa; Young’s modulus E 0 = 120 GPa; and Poisson’s ratio  0 = 0.342.
0

Let nx , n y and n z respectively denote the number of unit cells placed along the x, y and z
axes in the generic layer, with the z -axis placed in the vertical direction.
The experimental validation presented in the current section relates experimental and
numerical values of vertical and horizontal stiffness properties of single-layer pentamode
lattices featuring thick and slender macroscopic aspect ratios. The analyzed lattices are
composed of two fcc unit cells in the horizontal plane ( na  n x  n y  2 ) and varying number

of unit cells along quasi the z -axis. Following the notation given in Ref. [8], we hereafter
name TPM the systems featuring nv  n z  2 (“thick pentamode materials”), and SPM
systems featuring n z  4 (“slender pentamode materials”). For each of such systems, we
analyze physical samples featuring different values of d ( d1 , d 2 , d 3 ) and fixed values of a
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and D , as shown in Table 1. We use the label i to denote the SPM /TMP sample featuring
d  di .
d3
d1
d2
a
D
[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]
Built size
30
2.72
0.49
1.04
1.43
(CAD size) (30) (2.71) (0.45) (0.90) (1.35)
Table 1. Geometrical properties of physical samples of confined fcc pentamode lattices.

Table 2 shows the mean values and standard deviations of the experimental values of the
secant horizontal stiffness K h ,eff , which were obtained for the above specimens under the
analyzed values of the vertical load Fv . Such a quantity was defined as follows
K h , eff 

Fh



 Fh

 l   l



(1)

where the symbols + and – denote the maximum and minimum values, respectively, of the
lateral force and the lateral displacement recorded during the shear tests presented in [8]. The
results in Table 3 include the effective shear modulus defined as follows

Geff  K h ,eff 

H
A

(2)

where H denotes the height of the specimen, and A  2a  2a denotes the lattice covered area
of the terminal plates. The effective modulus Geff is compared with the theoretical shear
modulus Gth obtained through the scale-bridgeing theory presented in Ref. [3]. The results in
Figure 2 and Table 2 highlight a marked increase of K h ,eff with increasing values of d a ,
which follows by the increase in the bending rigidity of the lattice for growing sizes of the
nodal junctions. Table 2 also shows a small dispersion of K h ,eff with the vertical load Fv in
the small displacement regime. We observe that Geff is always larger than Gth , which is
explained by the stiffening effect of the terminal plates in the physical models of pentamode
lattices. Concerning SPM systems, the difference between Geff and Gth is equal to 35.62% in
SPM1, 26.91% in SPM2 and 27.02% in SPM3. For what instead concerns TPM systems, the
difference between Geff and Gth is equal to 6.18% in TPM1, 389.7% in TPM2 and 226.67%
in TPM3.
The experimental results given in Ref. [8] include vertical force ( Fv ) vs. vertical
displacement (  v ) tests, on considering one specimen for each examined d a ratio, and
applying incremental weights on top of the specimens in quasi-static conditions (no lateral
displacements were applied during such tests). We let K v ,eff denote the effective stiffness
defined as follows
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K v ,eff 

Fvmax

(3)

 vmax

where Fvmax denotes the maximum applied vertical load and  vmax denotes the corresponding
vertical displacement. Table 2 shows the experimental values of the secant stiffness K v ,eff
obtained for SPM and TPM specimens, and the values of the effective Young’s modulus
defined as follows

E eff  K v ,eff 

h
A

(4)

The experimental moduli (4) are compared in Table 2 with the theoretical moduli Eth obtained
through the mechanical theory presented in in Ref. [3]. Comparing results in Table 2 for SPM
systems we observe that Eth assumes values very similar to Gth and that Eeff is markedly
greater than Eth , especially in presence of low d a ratios. The difference between Eeff and

Eth is indeed equal to 85.82% in SPM1, 37.67% in SPM2 and 1.72% in SPM3, and is again
explained by the presence of the terminal plates (as in the case of the increase of Geff Gth ) . It
is interesting to note that both the Geff Gth and Eeff Eth ratios decrease with increasing
values of the d a ratio. Concerning TPM systems, we note that the difference between Eeff
and Eth is indeed equal to 1.75% in TPM1, 1505.93% in TPM2 and 810.18% in TPM3.
Overall, we are led to conclude that the elastic response of confined pentamode lattices is
rather different from that of the unconfined pentamode lattices analyzed in Ref. [3], due to the
marked confinement effect played by the stiffening plates against the deformation of the
structure.

K h ,eff

mean
(std
Dev)

SPM1 SPM2

SPM3

TPM1

TPM2

TPM3

2.02
(0.20)

13.23
(0.24)

30.73
(0.60)

13.1
(-0.12)

62.67
(-0.27)

115.54
(-0.66)

444.7
7
325.0
7

1033.0
1

222.03

1061.89

1957.76

972.84

45.34

325.07

972.84

295.81

43

175.03

470.5

994,25

728.61

2965.27

7963.88

977.14

45.37

325.79

977.14

Geff

70.43

Gth

45.34

K v ,eff

15.55

95.22

Eeff

320,0
4

E th

45.37

522,6
5
325.7
9

Table 2. Experimental values of the effective values of the horizontal stiffness K h , eff (N/mm); the shear
modulus Geff (kPa); the vertical stiffness K v , eff (N/mm), and the Young modulus E eff (kPa) of SPM and
TPM specimens.

Gth and Eth denote the theoretical values of the shear modulus and Young modulus obtained
through the mechanical model presented in Ref. [3].
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3. ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS OF PENTAMODE BEARINGS

The present section aims at investigating the use of pentamode lattices as next-generation
seismic isolators. According to the European Standard EN 15129 [21], a seismic isolator is a
“device possessing the characteristics needed for seismic isolation, namely, the ability to
support a gravity load of superstructure, and the ability to accommodate lateral
displacements”. Our current goal is to compare the mechanical response of computational
models of pentamode lattices with that of a commercial rubber bearing with diameter
 33.5''  0.8509 m  and height 13.85''  0.3518 m  , which is composed of 29 rubber layers of

7 mm each; 28 steel shims (spacers) of 3.04 mm each; two terminal rubber layers of
31.8 mm each and covers, without lead plug (isolator Type E [RB-800] produced by Dynamic
Isolation Systems, Inc, McCarran, NV, USA).
As we have already observed, the multiscale approach to the elastic moduli of pentamode
lattices presented in Ref. [3] is not accurate in predicting the elastic response of confined
pentamode lattices, since it ignores the confinement effect played by the stiffening plates. In
consideration of this, we now make use of the theory presented in Ref. [10] to design
pentamode bearings that are equipped with hinged (stretching-dominated regime), and are
obtained by repeating in the 3D space a sub-lattice of the fcc unit cell characterizing ordinary
pentamode lattices. The latter is formed by two primitive cells, in place of the four primitive
unite cells forming the fcc cell (sfcc pentamode lattices, cf. Fig. 1 of Ref. [10]).
We aim at showing that it is possible to design sfcc pentamode bearings equipped with hinged
of the commercial rubber bearing under
connections that feature the same vertical stiffness
consideration. We focus our attention on a square multi-layer pentamode bearing with edge
length , which is formed by na  na sfcc unit cells in the horizontal plane and layers,
denoting the solid volume fraction of the sfcc unit cell by . Making use of the design
formula given in Sect. 5 of Ref. [10], we obtain
(5)
where E0 denotes the Young modulus of the rods. In order to avoid material yielding under
vertical loading, we also make use Eqn. (30) of Ref. [10] to predict the incremental axial
stress induced by an incremental vertical displacement of the device from the reference
configuration, which corresponds to an incremental vertical displacement of the generic layer
equal to
. By setting such an incremental stress equal to
, where
denotes the
yielding stress of the material and denotes a safety factor, we obtain the second design
formula that follows
(6)
Upon solving the above design formulae (5) and (6) for
,

and , we obtain
(7)
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GPa and yield
Let us now employ steel bars grade S335JH, with Young modulus
MPa [27][28], and let us assume
mm,
mm,
,
strength
and and
kN/mm. Table 5 and Figure 5 illustrate different designs of sfcc
pentamode bearings that correspond to such a set of design parameters, and exhibit different
numbers of layers . It is seen that the bilayer pentamode bearing of design (c) exhibits
horizontal and vertical dimensions rather similar to those of the commercial bearing under
consideration.

(a)
(b)
(c)

3
4
2

2
3
2

[mm]
300
200
300

[mm]
450
400
300

Table 3. Geometrical properties of square sfcc pentamode bearings
replicating a commercial rubber bearing.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 1. Designs of sfcc pentamode bearings (a, b, c) that exhibit equal vertical stiffness and load-carrying
capacity of a commercial rubber-bearing (d).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented novel versions of pentamode materials: artificial structural crystals
showing shear moduli markedly smaller than the bulk modulus [3]-[5]. On examining fcc
pentamode bearings equipped with rigid connections of variable size and geometry, we have
observed that the bulk modulus of such systems is always larger than the shear modulus. The
validation of theoretical predictions of the elastic moduli of such systems against the
experimental data presented in Sect. 3 highlighted that the elastic response of confined
pentamode lattices is rather different from that of the unconfined pentamode lattices analyzed
in Ref. [3], due to the marked confinement effect played by the stiffening plates against the
deformation of the structure.
As we already noticed, the ability of pentamode lattices to show very soft and very stiff
deformation modes, which has been recognized both in the bending- [9] and in the strecthingdominated [10] regimes of such structures, suggests they are potentially suitable for use as
seismic isolators [8][9][29][30]. The major analogy between the mechanics of confined
pentamode lattices and that of seismic isolation devices alternating rubber layers and
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stiffening plates [8][11][15] consists of the fact that, in both cases, the plates forming such
laminated structures stiffen the compressive deformation mode of the system, and, at the same
time, keep its compliance against shear actions sufficiently large.
Unlike most other seismic isolators, where the response depends entirely on the properties
of the materials used, we wish to remark the response of pentamode lattices depends mostly
on their geometry. This is advantageous, as their response can be easily tuned by altering the
geometry to control the vertical and horizontal stiffness for each application [8]. As a matter
of fact, by simulating the mechanical response of physical models of sfcc systems in the large
elastic strain regime, it has been observed a stiffening effect in terms of the lateral force vs.
lateral displacement response with increasing amplitude of lateral displacements (cf. Ref.
[11]). It is worth noting that a similar hardening response is a desirable performance for
seismic isolators potentially experiencing large displacements, like, e.g., triple pendulum
bearings [18][19]. In addition, pentamode bearings are tension-capable, i.e., can bear both
compression and tension vertical loads during seismic excitations, due to the nonzero tensile
strength of the rods forming the pentamode lattices (refer, e.g., to the recent paper [17], and
references therein, for the technical relevance of tension-capable bearings).
In Sect. 3 we have designed innovative seismic isolators based on either fcc or sfcc
pentamode lattices confined between stiffening plates. The soft modes of such materials have
been controlled by tuning of the mechanical properties and the geometry of members and
junctions. We have shown that such novel isolators can exhibit mechanical response similar
to that of conventional rubber bearings, provided that the material and the geometry of the
lattice are suitably designed.
We may conclude that pentamode bearings offer several potential advantages over
traditional structural bearings [16]-[18], which essentially follow from the fact that the
mechanical properties of such systems are driven by the geometry of the lattice microstructure,
more than the chemical composition of the material (i.e, such systems behave as mechanical
metamaterials). It is worth noting that it is possible to play with the lattice microstructure in
order to achieve the desired combination of shear and compression moduli. Additionally, the
choice of the material offers additional design opportunities, both in terms of the elastic
response, and for what concerns the energy dissipation properties of the system (cf. Ref.[8]).
We have also observed that it is possible to design laminated structures that feature multiple
pentamode layers equipped with different materials and properties, while in laminated rubber
the only lamination variable relative to the soft layers consists of the use of natural or
synthetic rubber (Sect. 3) [31]-[33]. Finally, pentamode bearings can be manufactured on
employing rapid prototyping techniques that make use of single or multiple materials (metals,
polymers, etc.) [31]-[36].
Future extension of the present research will regard experimental testing of real-scale
physical models of pentamode bearings [38]; the modeling of facture damage in the rods of
pentamode bearings under stress [39]; discrete-to-continuum approaches to the mechanics of
multilayered structures [67]-[69]; and the use of pentamode lattices within innovative
materials and structures [70]-[71].
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Abstract
It is well known that pre-existing buildings are often inadequate to resist strong ground
motions, and that their seismic rehabilitation is not an easy task. Several studies available in
the to-date literature have shown that seismic isolation is a cost-effective and efficient method
that can be employed to protect existing structures from earthquakes. A new class of
performance-based seismic isolators has been proposed in recent studies, making use of
pentamode lattices confined between stiffening plates. The present work illustrates
experimental results concerned with shear and compression tests on physical (reduced-scale)
models of pentamode bearings, and discusses the use of such systems for the base isolation of
existing buildings. Given results highlight the special ability of such systems to behave as
tension-capable and performance-based systems, whose mechanical properties are driven
largely by the geometry of the lattice microstructure (i.e, such systems behave as mechanical
metamaterials), and can be finely adjusted to the properties of the structure to be protected.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Extremal materials that are receiving increasing interest are the so-called pentamode lattices,
which consist of diamond-like lattices featuring five soft modes of deformation (unit cell with
four rods meeting at a point) [1]. Such lattices exhibit very low shear moduli (theoretically
equal to zero) [1], and may be able to stop or dramatically attenuate shear waves [2]. Physical
models of pentamode materials have been fabricated through additive manufacturing (AM)
techniques over the last few years, both at the macro- [3] and at the micro-scale [3]. Schittny et
al. [3] have studied the experimental behavior of macroscopic, polymeric samples of pentamode
lattices in the elastic regime: the results obtained by such authors prove that the elastic moduli
of pentamode materials are strongly related to the geometry of the lattice micro-structure, being
markedly affected by the dimensions of the rods forming the lattice, and particularly sensitive
to the ratio between the diameter d of the connections between the rods and the lattice constant
a . The experimental Young’s modulus E of the lattice has been found approximately three
times stiffer than the experimental shear modulus G . The results presented in [3] also show that
the ratio between the bulk modulus B and the shear modulus G strongly increases by reducing
the contact area between the rods. Similar results have been found at the microscale by Kadic
et al. [3]. Polymeric samples of pentamode lattices have been fabricated by such authors using
dip-in direct-laser-writing (DLW) optical lithography, a technique well suited to build threedimensional structures across a range of scales from micro to small [5]. Experimental and
numerical results given in [3] and [3] demonstrate that the mechanical behavior of pentamode
lattices replicates that of fluids in the limit of d  0 , when the shear modulus G tends to zero.
For finite, nonzero values of d , it has been found that the B G ratio is extremely high, even if
G is positive and nonzero [3][3]. Because of their unusual mechanical features, pentamode
materials have been proposed for transformation acoustics and elasto-mechanical cloak (refer,
e.g., to the recent paper [6] and the references therein), but their potential in different
engineering fields is still only partially explored.
The present study investigates the elastic and post-elastic responses of additively manufactured
pentamode lattices confined between stiffening plates. We analyze metallic samples obtained
through additive manufacturing by Electron Beam Melting (EBM) of a powder of the titanium
alloy Ti-6Al-4V [7][8][9], for different aspect ratios of the unit-cell, and two macroscale aspect
ratios (slender and thick samples). We find that the confinement of pentamode lattices between
stiffening plates greatly affects the elastic response of the overall structure, compared with the
case of unconfined, infinite pentamode lattices [10]. The obtained results highlight several
similarities between the elastic response of confined pentamode materials and the analogous
response of elastomeric bearings composed of rigid steel or fiber-reinforced composite layers
and soft layers of natural or synthetic rubber [11]-[17]. Concerning the post-elastic response,
we observe that the examined pentamode materials feature acceptable energy dissipation
capacity, and ranges of supplemental damping in line with values of common isolation devices.
Their use for the base isolation of existing buildings is discussed.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Physical models of confined pentamode materials
We manufactured pentamode lattices confined by stiffening plates and made by the titanium
alloy Ti-6Al-4V (hereafter simply denoted by Ti6Al4V) through the Arcam S12 EBM facility
at the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Sheffield. Such an
additive manufacturing (AM) technology allows the manufacture of features with size down to
0.4 mm by progressively depositing, heating and melting layers of Ti6Al4V powder, with the
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melted regions in each layer defined according to a CAD model of the specimen to be
manufactured [7][8]. It is worth noting that the size of the specimen designed by CAD does
not correspond perfectly to the built object. The beam scan strategies and the surface roughness
will result in larger (in diameter) printed members [9]. The main properties of the employed
titanium alloy, when in the fully dense state, are given in Table 1 [18].
mass density [g/cm3]
yield strength [MPa]
Young’s modulus [GPa]
Poisson’s ratio

4.42
910.00
120.00
0.342

Table 1. Main physical and mechanical properties of the fully dense isotropic polycrystalline Ti6Al4V
titanium alloy [18].

Figure 1 shows the extended face-centered-cubic (fcc) unit cell of a pentamode lattice formed
by sixteen rods that are composed of two truncated bi-cones featuring large diameter D at the
mid-span and small diameter d at the extremities [2][3][3][5][6]. Upon selecting the lattice
constant a  30 mm and D  2.72 mm ( D a  9% ), we manufactured pentamode specimens
with the unit cell shown in Figure 1, using three different values of d : d 1  0.49 mm
(d1 a  1.6%) ; d 2  1.04 mm (d 2 a  3.5%) ; and d 3  1.43 mm ( d 3 a  4.8%, cf. Table 2). It is
worth remarking that the limit d a  0 corresponds to a perfectly pin-jointed lattice
(stretching-dominated response), while the case with d a  0 corresponds to a lattice featuring
nonzero bending rigidities of nodal junctions and rods, which deforms through both stretching
of rods and bending of rods and nodes [10].

Figure 1. Extended fcc unit cell of the pentamode lattices analyzed in the present study.

Built size
(CAD size)

a [mm]
30
(30)

D [mm]
2.72
(2.71)

d1 [mm]
0.49
(0.45)

d2 [mm]
1.04
(0.90)

d3 [mm]
1.43
(1.35)

Table 2. Geometrical parameters of the EBM built pentamode materials (CAD sizes in brackets).

We additively manufactured two different sets of pentamode specimens:
(a) “Slender Pentamode Materials” (SPM): obtained by replicating the extended fcc
unit cell of Figure 1 2 x 2 times in the horizontal plane , 4 times along the vertical
axis, and confining the 2 x 2 x 4 lattice between Ti6Al4V plates with 80 mm edge and
t p  1 mm thickness (see Figure 2);
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(b) “Thick Pentamode Materials” (TPM): obtained by replicating the extended fcc unit
cell of Figure 1 2 x 2 times in the horizontal plane, 2 times along the vertical axis, and
confining the 2 x 2 x 2 lattice between the above mentioned plates (see Figure 3).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. CAD (a) and EBM (b) models of slender (SPM) specimens ( 2 x 2 x 4 extended unit cells).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. CAD (a) and EBM (b) models of thick (TPM) specimens ( 2 x 2 x 2 extended unit cells).

Hereafter, we name SPM1, SPM2 and SPM3 the SPM-specimens with d  d1 , d  d 2 , and

d  d3 , respectively. Similarly, TPM1, TPM2 and TPM3 d  d1 , d  d 2 , and d  d3 ,

respectively. We built three different SPM specimens and one TPM specimen for each
analyzed d a ratio. It is well known that the EBM manufacturing process creates solid
material with some level of porosity (typically below 0.2% if suitable parameters for the
alloy are used in the machine) instead of fully dense materials for both solid structures [9]
and those intended to contain free space [8]. Based on a recent, detailed study of porosity
in EBM titanium made with the same conditions used for the current material [9], we
hereafter assume the internal porosity of such a material is of the order of 0.2%, and its
Young modulus E m is therefore approximately equal to that of the fully dense Ti6Al4V
alloy (Table 1).
2.2 Experimental setup
An in-house experimental setup was assembled to apply lateral force-displacement histories
under constant vertical load on the pentamode specimens described in the previous section
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Left: overall view of the experimental setup. Right: counter balancing system introduced to remove
platen self-weight.

An L-shaped plate, sliding vertically over linear bearings, allows the application of the vertical
load through calibrated weights. The selfweight of the plate is removed with a counter balancing
system of pulley and weights (Figure 4). The top base of the specimen is firmly connected to
the plate by clamping strips located all around the base edges. The same clamping mechanism
is applied to the bottom base of the specimen that is connected to the horizontally sliding table
(Figure 5). Horizontal displacements are applied through an actuator connected to the sliding
table and reacting against a solid metal block. The force rating of the actuator is 300 lb (1.3
kN), with a displacement range of +/-100 mm. Forces are acquired by a load cell installed
between the back of the actuator and the reaction block. Vertical and lateral displacements are
measured with rotary motion sensors.

Figure 5. Connection of the specimen to the sliding table.

The same setup allows the application of the vertical load through calibrated weights while no
horizontal motion is applied. With this procedure compression tests were completed by manual
application of weights and automatic recording of vertical displacements of the plate.
Preliminary to any actual test, the setup was subjected to a shakedown phase to assess the
frictional force components and to verify alignments and parallelisms. The test data were
consistently processed with the removal of friction from the testing equipment.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The present section illustrates the results of the laboratory tests that we conducted to
characterize the mechanical response of the pentamode materials illustrated in Sect. 2.1. We
begin by estimating the elastic moduli of slender and thick pentamode materials through cyclic
lateral force-displacement tests at constant vertical loading, and monotonic vertical forcedisplacement tests under zero horizontal force. Next, we investigate the inelastic response of
the analyzed materials via (cyclic and monotonic) lateral force-displacement tests conducted up
to specimen’s failure. Figure 6 illustrates pictures of selected slender and thick specimens
extracted from in-situ videos of lateral force-displacement tests.
We investigated the post-elastic response of SPM and TPM specimens by conducting cyclic
lateral force - displacement tests in displacement control up to specimen’s failure (under the


vertical load Fv  44.45 N, and the strain rate  h  0.8 mm/sec, cf. Figure 7-Figure 8). In the
case of SPM specimens, we also performed monotonic lateral force-displacement tests up to
specimen’s failure (Figure 7). All such tests were carried out starting from the virgin state, for
a single specimen of each microstructure aspect ratio d a (cf. Sect. 2.1). Figure 7 shows the
measured envelope force– displacement Fh -  h curves, where the labels a,b and c indicate the
final point of the initial linear branch, the peak of horizontal force and the failure point,
respectively. For these specimens, point c corresponds to the ultimate vertical bearing capacity.
The actual Fh -  h curves of the monotonic tests on SPM specimens showed marked oscillations
in the unstable phase characterized by a decrease of Fh for increasing values of  h , due to
progressive joint failure. The final collapse of the specimen occurred due to the rupture of
several terminal nodes placed along the stretched diagonals (Figure 9).
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(a): SPM1

(b): SPM2

(c): SPM3

(d): TPM1

(e): TPM2

(f): TPM3

Figure 6. Frames from in-situ videos of lateral displacement tests on SPM and TPM specimens.

The results in Figure 7 highlight an initial hardening branch of the post-elastic response of each
examined specimen. Such a branch is followed by a second post-elastic branch with negative
tangent stiffness, which progressively leads the specimen to collapse. The coordinates of the
above a-b-c points are provided in Table 3, together with the ductility values computed as
follows


 h   h,el
 h,el
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(6)

where  h is the current value of the lateral displacement, and  h,el is the lateral displacement
in correspondence to point a.

Figure 7. Measured envelops of cyclic (solid lines) and monotonic (dashed lines) lateral force-displacement tests.

SPM1
SPM2
SPM3

a

Fb

b

[N]

[mm]

1.00

32.93

26.74

5.02

1.00

20.19

152.38

10.98

1.00

143.10

10.23

1.00

monotonic

485.01

15.79

cyclic

480.12

15.70

Fa

a

[N]

[mm]

monotonic

15.92

5.85

cyclic

12.70

monotonic
cyclic

b

c

Fc

c

[N]

[mm]

4.57

16.20

32.67

5.58

10.29

2.06

17.67

12.35

2.47

206.83

22.97

2.09

100.01

35.03

3.19

195.12

15.75

1.54

157.03

21.26

2.07

1.00

545.56

29.92

1.89

268.5

40.64

2.57

1.00

514.00

21.70

1.38

280.00

28.65

1.82

TPM1

cyclic

25.22

2.00

1.00

40.20

4.17

2.08

40.20

4.17

2.08

TPM2

cyclic

262.18

4.11

1.00

407.34

8.53

2.07

357.45

9.76

2.37

TPM3

cyclic

467.93

4.55

1.00

899.02

16.88

2.70

899.02

16.88

2.70

Table 3. Coordinates and ductility values of noticeable points of the curves in Figure 7.

The cyclic tests in Figure 8 where performed at controlled ductility on a SPM1 and a TPM3
specimen, by letting the maximum lateral displacement to grow progressively in such a way that it
results   0 .25 in the first cycle;  grows with step 0.25 in the next cycles up to   1.00 ; and,
finally,  grows with step 0.50 in the post-elastic cycles up to specimen’s failure. Figure 7-left
shows a comparison between the measured envelopes of cyclic tests and monotonic tests on SPM
specimens, which highlights the fact that the envelopes of the monotonic tests always lie above
those of the cyclic tests in the post-elastic range, due to (low-cycle) fatigue-damage [13].
Post-yield stiffness degradation is a common observation in a range of different tests and lattice
designs of EBM manufactured Ti6Al4V porous structures (e.g [8][9]), due to progressive brittle
fracture of individual struts of the lattice from the point of first macroscopic yield [7].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Lateral force - displacement responses of a SPM1 (a) and a TPM3 (b) specimen under cyclic tests at constant
vertical load Fv  45.34 N (solid curves: measured envelope curves; numbers indicate ductility).

(a) SPM1 – 3rd elastic cycle
 h  5 . 12 mm,   1 . 0

(d) TPM3 - 4th elastic cycle

 h  6.25 mm, 

 1 .0

(b) SPM1 - 1st inelastic cycle

 h  6.40 mm, 

 1 .5

(e) TPM3 - 1st inelastic cycle

 h  8.74 mm, 

 1 .5

(c) SPM1 - 2nd inelastic cycle

 h  10.29 , 

 2 .0

(f) TPM3 - 2nd inelastic cycle

 h  11.45 mm, 

 2 .0

Figure 9. Frames from in-situ videos of lateral displacement tests on a SPM1 (a-b-c) and a TPM3 (d-e-f) specimen.
The circled struts are affected by fracture damage.

Table 7 shows the Energy Dissipated per Cycle EDC the effective viscous damping  eff ; the
post-yield ( K d ) vs. elastic ( K e ) stiffness ratio K d  K e K e ; and characteristic strength Qd
defined as force at zero horizontal displacement (cf. point 8.2.1.2.2 of [24]).
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EDC
( 10
SPM1

TPM3

3

kN  mm )

 eff

K d  Ke Ke

(%)

(%)

(N)

Qd

 max  1.5

191.44

25.11

25.73

1.52

 max  2.0

406.27

31.12

57.44

5.27

 max  1.5

12.97  103

28.02

10.07

93.12

 max  2.0

18.86  103

30.12

88.73

95.01

Table 4. Energy dissipation per cycle ( E diss ); effective viscous damping (  eff ); post-yield vs. elastic stiffness
ratio ( K d  K e K e ); and characteristic strength ( Qd ) at different post-elastic cycles of lateral force –
displacement test on SPM1 and TPM3 specimens.

The effective damping in Table 7 is defined in line with the European standard on anti-seismic
devices EN 15129:2009 [24], and corresponds to the energy dissipated Ediss through the
following formula

 eff 

Ediss
2  K h,eff  h2,max

(5)

where Kh,eff is the effective secant stiffness, and  h,max is the maximum lateral displacement of
the current cycle (see point 3.1.10 of [24]). The results in Table 7 highlight progressive
increases of  eff , K d  K e K e , and Qd with the amplitude of the maximum lateral
displacement (i.e., with  max ), due to progressive fracture of lattice struts [8] (cf. Figure 9). The
results in terms of energy dissipated per cycle (and effective damping) while indicating a
progressive increase with displacement show also values of supplemental damping (25% to
30%) that are suitable for seismic isolation applications. The failure mechanisms in Figure 9
indicate a quite symmetric pattern of broken elements between top and bottom of the specimen.
It was also observed that during the tests the failure of struts happened in a rather smooth
progression and in expected locations. This performance new configurations that can
significantly increase the required structural ductility to be forseen.
3

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have experimentally investigated the response of EBM printed Ti6Al4V specimens of
pentamode materials confined between stiffening plates, under lateral and vertical forcedisplacement tests. The examined tests were aimed at researching the effective shear and
compression properties of such systems, and their inelastic response under cyclic and
monotonic loading histories. We have examined a collection of specimens that differ in
microstructural and macrostructural aspect ratios, which are related to the size of the nodal
junctions (microstructure aspect ratio) and the ratio between the number of unit cells placed in
the vertical and horizontal directions (macrostructure aspect ratio).
Several results of the present study highlight analogies between the mechanical response of the
analyzed systems and that of elastomeric bearings consisting of alternating layers of synthetic
or natural rubber and stiffening layers made of steel plates or fiber-reinforced composites,
which are commonly used as bridge support devices or seismic or vibration isolators for
buildings [11]-[17]. We have observed that the ratio between the effective compression
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modulus E eff and the effective shear modulus G eff of the analyzed pentamode materials is
markedly affected by the presence of the stiffening plates, as compared to available theoretical
predictions of the E / G ratio of unconfined pentamode lattices [10] (E / G  1.0) . Such a
stiffening effect is larger in the case of slender specimens and large-size nodal junctions, since
the Eeff Geff ratio varies between 7.93, in case of the SPM3 specimen, and 2.96, in case of the
TPM1 specimen. It replicates the stiffening role played by steel layers in elastomeric bearings.
It is worth noting, however, that the absolute vertical and lateral stiffness coefficients of the
examined pentamode materials increase when passing from slender to thick specimens.
Despite the very preliminary nature of this study on feasibility for base isolation applications,
some observations support the potential of pentamode structures for use in anti-seismic system
development and/or as shear-wave band gap systems [2], with special attention to the isolation
of existing buildings. The strict dependency of the response by the geometry of the lattice
allows the design of structures of controlled performance. The ranges of supplemental damping
observed for the specimens are well in line with values of common isolation devices. The levels
of energy dissipated is acceptable and could be significantly improved by reducing material
porosity, using different construction techniques, materials, and/or through the insertion of
dissipative lead-cores within the pentamode isolator [11][14]. Additional horizontal ductility
and vertical stiffness is expected to be developed also using different configurations that will
provide more confinement to the single layers of the pentamode structure.
We address the design and modeling of highly dissipative pentamode bearings and impact
mitigation devices to future work, on employing either manual assembling procedures [26],
layered structures showing different materials and/or lattice geometries in different layers, and
additive manufacturing techniques in polymeric and metallic materials [3][3][7]. We also
address researches on the use of pentamode lattices within a large variety of materials and
structures to future studies [58]-[60].
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Abstract. Base isolation is a modern strategy to decrease the effects of earthquakes on buildings of high significance. The general principle is that the structure is decoupled from the
horizontal components of the earthquake ground motion by interposing a layer with low lateral stiffness between the structure and the foundation. One of the major devices to apply
seismic isolation is Friction Pendulum Systems, which use the characteristics of a pendulum
to lengthen the natural period of the isolated structure. These systems consist of an upper and
a lower spherical plate with sliding surface applied with special coating, and an articulated
slider. The aim of this paper is to simulate Friction Pendulum Isolation Systems, using the
finite element method. All models are constructed using full three dimensional continuum
modeling in ABAQUS software. Particularly, this study includes single, and multi-spherical
Friction Pendulum Bearings simulation. Dynamic time history analyses are performed and
results in terms of hysteretic loops are presented. The analyses results of the proposed models
are verified with the analytical solution of the friction pendulums response and with those obtained by analyses in other commercial software which contains Friction Pendulum Bearing
model.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Base isolation consist an intervention technique which aims to relieve the structure from
the ground motion excitations. Introducing isolation devices in a certain level, a base with low
lateral stiffness is generated. Due to this fact the superstructure is decoupled from the ground,
and as a result the seismic forces are significantly reduced [1]. Two main categories of base
isolation devices are in use, the rubber bearings [2] and the friction ones [3]. The main devices based on the friction mechanism are the friction pendulum (FP) bearings. Their application
in buildings [4] are growing the current year.
The single friction pendulum (SFP) bearings have been studied since 1990 [3, 5, 6]. A FP
is composed by an articulated slider that moves on a concave spherical surface. The surfaces
in which sliding occurs, are coated to a low friction material. Based on the pendulum function,
the superstructures period depends on the curvature R of the FP bearing.
Due to the concave surface, re-centering forces are introduced, which are proportional of
the superstructure weight. During the last decade sliding bearings with adaptive seismic behavior are presented [7-9]. The adaptive response is achieved by using multi-spherical sliding
devices. Based on this, double friction pendulum (DFP) triple friction pendulum (TFP) and
even quintuple friction pendulum (QFP) bearings are developed [10-13]. The DFP are consist
of two concave surfaces, the TFP of four surfaces and the QFP of six sliding surfaces.
Modeling principles of these systems are discussed by, Morgan and Mahin [8], Tsai et al.
[9], Fenz and Constantinou [11], Sarlis and Constantinou [12], Becker and Mahin [14] among
others. A simulation model of a sliding bearing have to obey some basic principles. First, it is
required to have the capability of simulating the overall force-deformation behavior. Moreover, it has to track the sliding of the individual interfaces and simulates when the restrainer is
hit. A secondary but very interesting attribute of a simulation model is to take into account the
uplift of the individual parts.
2

EXAMINING FRICTION PENDULUM BEARINGS

In this study a finite element modeling approach for the simulation of friction pendulum
bearings is presented. Single friction pendulum (SFP), double friction pendulum (DFP) and
triple friction pendulum (TFP) bearings are simulated and their models are validated. In Figure 1 the main characteristics of single and multi-spherical isolators are depicted. These characteristics are, each surfaces curvature (R) and coefficient of friction (μ), the displacement
capacity of each surface that sliding occurs (d) and finally the radial distance between the
spherical surface and the pivot point of the articulated slider (h) by which the effective curvature is calculated (Reff, i = Ri – hi).
Regarding the DFP it was selected for the concave surfaces to have the same curvatures
R1 = R2 and the same coefficients of friction μ1 = μ2. By this, it model could be easily verified
with the response of a SFP bearing with Reff = Reff, 1 + Reff, 2. The examined TFP bearing was
considered with the same curvature and coefficient of friction for the two inner and the two
outer surfaces (R1 = R4, μ1 = μ4 and R2 = R3, μ2 = μ3). In Table 1 the main properties of the FP
bearing considered in this study are listed.
Model
SFP
DFP
TFP

R1 (m)
1080
650
2050

R2 (m)
650
530

Reff,1 (m)
1
0.5
2

Reff,2 (m)
0.5
0.5

μ1
0.1
0.1
0.1

μ2
0.1
0.03

Table 1. Simulated friction pendulums characteristics.
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Τ1 (s)
2
2
4.65

Τ2 (s)
2
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Single Friction Pendulum Bearing

Double Friction Pendulum Bearing
R2, μ2

d

h1,2
h

d1, 2

R, μ

R 1, μ 1

Triple Friction Pendulum Bearing
R 4, μ 4

R 3, μ 3

d2, 3

R 1, μ 1

d1, 4

h2, 3 h1, 4

R 2, μ 2

Figure 1. Cross sections of friction pendulum bearing.

A first task is to define the force-displacement relations in order to construct the hysteretic
loops of the bearings (Figure 2). The force-displacement relationship that governs the SFP
and the DFP as it configured above is given by the following equation:
W
(1)
=
F
u + µW
2R eff
where W is the axial force of the bearing, Reff = Reff, 1 + Reff, 2 for the DFP and u is the displacement that the device develops.
The TFP with the same properties in the outer and inner surfaces operates with three different schemes, which activation depends on the level of the seismic excitation following the
attributes: (a) high damping and stiffness at low level forces; (b) low stiffness at moderate
level earthquakes; and (c) high damping and high stiffness at severe level earthquakes. That
adaptive response is achieved through a progressive activation of different sliding surfaces.
When sliding occurs to the inner surfaces (Region I) the force displacement is calculated
by the following equation:

=
F1

W
u + µ2 W
2R eff 2

(2)

When the outer surfaces are activated (Region IΙ) the lateral forces are calculated by Eq (3)
=
F2


R 
W
u + µ1 − ( µ1 − µ 2 ) eff 2  W
2R eff 1
R eff 1 


(3)

While when the displacement capacity of the outer surfaces are reached, the inner ones are
activated again (Region IΙΙ) and the forces are given as follows.

=
F3

W
W *
(u − u ** ) +
d1 + µ1W
2R eff 2
R eff 1

where d1* = d1 (Reff 1 / Reff) and u**= 2(μ1 - μ2)Reff 1 + 2d1*
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(a)

(b)

F

Region III

F

Region II
W/Reff

Region I

2μ·W

D

D

Figure 2. Force-displacement relations for (a) a SFP and a DFP and (b) for a TFP.

3

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING

The FP bearings are simulated with full three dimensional continuum modelling by using
solid element in ABAQUS software [15]. The FP components material are considered as homogenous isotropic, with Young’s Modulus equal to E = 210 GPa a Poisson ratio v = 0.3. All
the parts are meshed using 8 node linear brick elements C3D8R. Hourglass control was
adopted to minimize the effects of spurious/hourglass modes effects that may be initialized by
the reduced integration elements that are used. Mesh size was moderate considering acceptable and reliable results as well as the computational time. The detailed model of the FP bearings geometry (Figure 3) allows a complete description of it kinematic behavior, accounting
the restoring forces, variation of contact pressure as a consequence of overturning moments,
and uplift [16].
SFP

DFP

TFP

Figure 3. Finite element models of the examined FP bearings

Regarding the friction which is the most important characteristic for the operation of the
FP bearing, rigid contact is used to model the interfaces between the isolators’ parts. In literature [17] it has been thoroughly investigated the influence of the friction models adopted for
the analyses. Comparing Coulomb friction model with other more sophisticated which took
into account the sliding velocity [6], the pressure or the temperature, have been concluded that
the Coulomb friction is adequate to simulate the friction of the sliding surfaces of a FP bearing. Thus, a Coulomb model is adopted to describe the tangential behavior between the sliding surfaces. For the normal direction of the contact element, the stiffness is assumed as
infinite.
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A simplified analysis model are selected to verify the finite element models of the isolation
bearing (Figure 4). That model consist of two identical bearings connected with a rigid and
massless beam. The gravity loads W are considered at the top of the isolators, while the
ground motion excitation are applied at the base in terms of seismic acceleration. Four ground
motion records are used for the validation of the models (Table 2).
W=165 kN

W=165 kN

Rigid Beam

Figure 4. Analysis model.

Earthquake
Kobe
Chuetsuoki
El Mayor Cucapah
Chi-Chi

Station
Nishi -Akashi
Nakanoshima Nagaoka
Chihuahua
CHY101

Date
16/1/1995
16/7/2007
4/4/2010
20/9/1999

Ms
6.9
6.8
7.2
7.62

R (km)
7.08
19.89
19.47
9.94

Table 2. Ground motion records list.

4

RESULTS

The validation of the models are performs by comparing two individual results. First, the
Force–Displacement which consist the most representative result that indicates the appropriate operation of the bearing. In more detail, it highlights the correctly sliding movement between the FP parts. Moreover, another feature that point out the effectiveness of the FP
bearings in the superstructure are the accelerations at the level of the isolated base. Results
obtained by the similar analysis problem, performed in SAP2000 software, in which the bearing are simulated with link elements, are used in order to validate the results of the proposed
model.
4.1

Single Friction Pendulum

In Figure 5 the hysteretic loops of the proposed model are compared with the loops of the
analyses in the SAP200 software. The ground motion records induce to the bearings maximum displacements ranged from 0.044 m to 0.165 m. Thus, the performance of the isolators
to different operation levels are examined. As observed in Figure 5, the proposed model is in
great agreement with the results of the commercial program. FP features like the stiffness and
the hysteretic loops’ width are the same with the analytical ones. Regarding the developed
displacements minor alteration are displayed between the models. Moreover, due the type of
the proposed model any variation of contact pressure can be captured in the results.
In Figure 6 the acceleration of the isolated base is demonstrated. The amplitude results
from both models are alike. Furthermore, the time histories of the accelerations are identical.
The only difference is that the proposed model results are sharper than the results of the model with link elements.
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Figure 5. Comparison of SAP2000 and ABAQUS models Force-Displacement loops.
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Figure 6. Comparison of SAP2000 and ABAQUS models accelerations.
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4.2

Double Friction Pendulum

The DFP bearings with curvatures R1 = R2 and coefficient of friction μ1 = μ2, performs
similar to a SFP bearing with curvature R = R1+R2 and μ = μ1 = μ2. Therefore, the results of
the DFP are compared with those of the equivalent SFP. In Figures 7 and 8, are presented the
hysteretic loops and the accelerations of the analysis model respectively. Considering the
force displacement loops the results have similar characteristics, as it should be. It can be observed that the DFP results are even closer to those obtained by SAP2000 (Figure 6). Regarding the acceleration of the isolated base, the values are equivalent between teach other. As
remarked for the hysteretic loops, the acceleration of the DFP are smother and identical with
those of the modeling with link elements results.
Kobe
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0
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Figure 7. Comparison of SFP and DFP Force-Displacement loops.
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Figure 8. Comparison of SFP and DFP accelerations.

4.3

Triple Friction Pendulum

The examined TFP bearing has such curvatures that correspond to isolated period T2 =2 s
when the inner surfaces are activated and to T1 =4.65 s, when sliding occurs on the outer surfaces. Results in terms of acceleration time histories are presented. In Figure 9 the accelerations of the isolated base supported to the DFP and the TFP are displayed. Two interesting
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fact are arose throughout this comparison. First the TFP devices reduce the acceleration values more than the DFP ones and especially of the Kobe excitation, which has a higher frequency content. Second, due to the actuation of the outer surfaces, it lengthens even more the
acceleration signal.
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Figure 9. Comparison of DFP and TFP accelerations.

5

CONCLUSIONS

A proposed finite element simulation of single and multi-spherical friction pendulum bearings is examined in the present study. Single, double and triple friction pendulum isolation
devices are simulated in ABAQUS software. A simple analysis model is adopted and time
history analyses using four ground motion records are performed to verify the results of the
FP finite element models. The analyses results are contrasted with those obtained by link isolator modeling in the commercial program SAP2000.
The results are satisfactory as the proposed models could estimate with great accuracy the
seismic response of the FP bearings. Moreover, due to the type of the simulation it took into
account the restoring forces and the variation of contact pressure due to overturning moments
and uplift. Firstly, by the hysteretic loops, the characteristic values such as the stiffness and it
width are correctly given. The force-displacement results are much similar for both SFP and
DFP bearings. Furthermore, the acceleration transmitted through the isolation devices are acceptable as they are identical between the models. Finally, comparing the acceleration results
of the TFP with those of the DFP, the superior performance of the former are highlighted.
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Abstract. Liquid storage tanks, one of the important components of industrial production,
may be out of service for a temporary period of time or become completely unserviceable
when subjected to large earthquake ground motions that may cause severe damages. Many
studies in literature suggest seismic base isolation technique in protecting liquid storage
tanks from the harmful effects of strong ground motions. And, the dynamic behaviors of these
structural systems, which are composed of the sloshing of the fluid inside and the dynamic
response of the tank itself, are directly dependent on the isolation system design. While seismic base isolation is an emerging successful earthquake resistant design method for liquid
storage tanks, seismic performances of such structures may be affected negatively from potential deviations that may occur in the mechanical properties of the isolators from the nominal
design values. Deviations may come into scene due to a variety of reasons such as the errors
and/or uncertainties in the properties of the materials, dimensions of the elements, manufacturing methods, quality control and installation steps. In this paper, the effects of subject deviations in the mechanical characteristics of the seismic isolators on the seismic
performances of liquid storage tanks equipped with nonlinear isolation systems are investigated under different historical earthquake records. To this end, sensitivity analyses are carried out by first conducting nonlinear time history analyses of a benchmark liquid storage
tank mounted on a nonlinear isolation system in 3DBASIS-ME and then comparing its seismic
responses including bearing displacements and sloshing displacements, which are obtained
separately for nominal and deviated cases. In the context of this study, the characteristic isolator parameters including the yield force and the post-yield to pre-yield stiffness ratio are
considered as the mechanical properties which may deviate from their nominal design values.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Liquid storage tanks are one of the important industrial-type structural systems which are
generally used for storing water, chemicals, petroleum products, toxic and flammable fluids
etc. [1]. These tanks play an extremely important role in production for many industries. In
addition, these structures have to suffer no damage to be able to serve right after an external
factor such as flood, landslide, and particularly earthquakes which may cause huge economic
losses. For this reason, protecting these structures from the harmful effects of the abovementioned external factors may be of vital importance in a country’s economy.
As is the case for building type of structural systems, the desired seismic performance level
can be effectively provided using base-isolation, which is an effective alternative earthquake
resistant design method based on the concept of seismic performance by lengthening the fundamental period of the structural system [2]. However, seismic performances of base-isolated
structures may be affected negatively from potential deviations that may occur in the mechanical properties of the isolators with respect to their nominal design values due to a variety of
reasons such as the errors and/or uncertainties in the properties of the materials, dimensions of
the elements, manufacturing methods, quality control and installation steps. There are a number of research studies investigating the effects of such deviations in the mechanical isolator
properties of the base-isolated buildings [3, 4]. And, the subject deviations are also important
for the seismic performance of base-isolated liquid storage tanks, since the dynamic behaviors
of the base-isolated liquid storage tanks, which are composed of the sloshing of the fluid inside and the dynamic response of the tank itself, are directly dependent on the isolation system design. However, limited number of studies [5, 6] investigate the effects of subject
deviations on the seismic performances of base-isolated liquid storage tanks.
In order to shed light to this issue, in this study the effects of the deviations in the mechanical characteristics of the seismic isolators, including yield force and the post-yield to preyield stiffness ratio, on the structural response parameters of base-isolated liquid storage tanks,
including bearing displacements and sloshing displacements, are investigated under two different historical earthquake records via sensitivity analyses that compare the subject seismic
responses which are obtained for nominal and deviated cases.
2

BASE-ISOLATED LIQUID STORAGE TANK

A benchmark base-isolated liquid storage tank whose superstructure and overall geometrical properties are obtained from Tsopelas et al., 1994 [7] is used in this study. The superstructure and the isolation system are described in this section.
2.1

Superstructure

The circular tank, assumed to be used for water storage within the scope of this study, consists of a steel wall and a concave-down steel roof, and is mounted on a circular rigid concrete
basemat which is placed on a nonlinear isolation system consisting of 52 identical rubber
based isolators. The radius (R) and the total height of the subject tank are 18.29 m and 12.80
m, respectively while the steel thickness (h) for both the tank wall and its concave-down roof
is 2.54 cm. The height (H) of the water inside the tank is 12.19 m, which results in a height to
radius ratio (H/R) of 0.67. The weights for the steel tank (including the wall and the roof), the
concrete basemat, and the stored water inside the tank are equal to 4998.91 kN, 11697.93 kN,
and 126273.45 kN, respectively.
Numerical modelling and time history analyses of the subject storage tank are carried out
in 3D-BASIS-ME [7] which is a computer program that can conduct nonlinear dynamic analyses of seismically isolated liquid storage tanks following the mechanical analog developed
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for this type of structural systems by Haroun and Housner, 1981 [8]. The details of the subject
mechanical analog which takes into account the deformability of the tank wall and sloshing of
the fluid can be found in [8]. As for the details of the numerical modelling of the tank, which
is based on that analog, they can be found in [7] and also in [9] who used the tank superstructure and overall geometry presented by Tsopelas et al., 1994 [7] but introduced their own elastomeric isolation system properties.
2.2

Substructure

The circular rigid concrete basemat of the benchmark liquid storage tank sits on a nonlinear isolation system consisting of 52 identical rubber based isolators which are placed symmetrically in two horizontal orthogonal directions with a typical center-to-center distance of 5.18
m. In this study, the force-displacement relationship of all these isolators, exhibiting nonlinear
material behavior as well as hysteretic energy dissipation, is modelled by a smooth bilinear
hysteretic curve which is based on the Bouc-Wen [10] hysteretic model. One of the main mechanical parameters of the isolation system consisting of the subject isolators is the post-yield
stiffness (K2), which can be determined using its relationship with the isolation period (T0)
and the effective weight of the tank (Weff) given in Equation 1 [11] where g is the gravitational
acceleration. In this study, T0 is assumed to be 4 s for the benchmark base-isolated liquid storage tank, while Weff is obtained as 70388.66 kN for the subject tank by extracting the sloshing
mode weight of 72581.63 kN from the total physical weight of 142970.29 kN. So, the total
isolation system post-yield stiffness is obtained as K2=17710.13 kN. As for the rest of the
main mechanical parameters of the isolation system, i.e. the total isolation system pre-yield
stiffness (K1), the yield force (Fy), and the post-yield to pre-yield stiffness ratio (α), they are
obtained as 487405.90 kN/m, 7304.27 kN, and 0.036, respectively using the relationships given in Equations 2-4 [12], assuming characteristic strength ratio (Q/Weff), and yield displacement (Dy) as 10% and 1.5 cm, respectively.
T0  2 Weff

K 2  g 

(1)

Q  K1  K 2   Dy

(2)

Fy  K1  Dy

(3)

  K2 K1

(4)

The values obtained above are considered as the nominal design values of the mechanical
parameters of the isolators. And the deviated cases are generated by assuming Fy and α to be
the mechanical properties which may deviate from their nominal values. The deviations from
the nominal design values are considered as ±5%, ±15%, and ±25% for both of Fy and α (Table 1). As seen in Table 1, the deviated cases generated in the context of this study are divided
into two main cases. And, each of the main deviated cases consists of six deviated subcases
denoted with A, B, C, D, E, and F corresponding to to +5%, +15%, +25%, -5%, -15%, and 25% deviations, respectively. For the first main case, Fy is the deviated parameter while α
keeps its nominal design value for the subcases of the first main deviated case and for the second main case α is the deviated parameter while Fy keeps its nominal design value for the
subcases of the second main deviated case.
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Subcases
Main Mechanical Nominal
A
Case Parameter Value
Parameters
(+5%)
1st

Fy (kN)

7304.27

2nd

α (-)

0.0360

Fy (kN)
α (-)
Fy (kN)
α (-)

7669.48
0.0360
7304.27
0.0378

B
C
D
(+15%) (+25%) (-5%)

E
F
(-15%) (-25%)

8399.91
0.0360
7304.27
0.0414

6208.63
0.0360
7304.27
0.0306

9130.34
0.0360
7304.27
0.0450

6939.06
0.0360
7304.27
0.0342

5478.20
0.0360
7304.27
0.0270

Table 1: Nominal and deviated case values of isolation system yield force (Fy) and isolation system post-yield to
pre-yield stiffness ratio (α)

3

GROUND MOTION DATA

Two historical earthquake records used in this study are obtained from PEER Ground Motion Database [13]. The benchmark liquid storage tank with the nominal case isolation system
and the tanks with the isolation systems of the deviated subcases are unidirectionally subjected to the earthquake records of I-ELC180 and SYL360, which are recorded during the 1940
Imperial Valley Earthquake and the 1994 Northridge Earthquake, respectively. Necessary information about these records are presented in Table 2. In this table, Ms is the earthquake
magnitude, PGA is the peak ground acceleration, PGV is the peak ground velocity and PGD is
the peak ground displacement. The response spectra (=5%, 10%, and 15% damped) of the
subject ground motions are presented in Figure 1.
Component name Record station Record date Ms PGA (g) PGV (cm/s) PGD (cm)
I-ELC180
El Centro
05/19/1940 7.2 0.313
29.8
13.32
SYL360
Sylmar
01/17/1994 6.7 0.843
129.6
32.68
Table 2: Characteristics of earthquake records.

Figure 1: Response spectra (ζ=5%, 10%, and 15% damped) for I-ELC180 and SYL360 records.
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4

SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

In this section, the results of the sensitivity analyses, which are carried out for investigating
the effects of the deviations in the mechanical characteristics of the seismic isolators on the
seismic performances of liquid storage tanks equipped with nonlinear isolation systems under
historical earthquake records, are presented. In the context of the sensitivity analyses, unidirectional nonlinear time history analyses of the benchmark liquid storage tank equipped with
the nominal case isolation system and the tanks equipped with the deviated subcase isolation
systems (Table 1) are conducted under I-ELC180 and SYL360 ground motion records in order to obtain the seismic responses including the bearing displacements and the sloshing displacements corresponding to both nominal and deviated cases. Then, these responses are
compared to each other.
As mentioned in Sec. 2, when Fy is the deviated parameter, α keeps its nominal design value for the subcases of the first main deviated case (i.e., 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, and 1F) whereas,
when α is the deviated parameter, Fy keeps its nominal design value for the subcases of the
second main deviated case (i.e., 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 2E, and 2F). This approach makes it possible
to determine the sensitivity of seismic performance of the subject structural systems to only
the deviated isolator parameter.
The bearing and the sloshing displacement time history plots obtained under I-ELC180 and
SYL360 records for the nominal case and the deviated subcases 1C and 1F (where Fy deviates
from its nominal value (7304.27 kN) by +25% and -25% respectively), are presented in Figure 2. It is seen from the comparison of the time history plots given in Figure 2 that, the bearing displacements (Figures 2a and 2c) are more sensitive to the deviations in Fy than the
sloshing displacements (Figures 2b and 2d). It is also seen that the deviations in the bearing
and the sloshing displacements vary with respect to the ground motion record.
As for the bearing displacement and the sloshing displacement time history plots obtained
under the I-ELC180 and SYL 360 records for the nominal case and the deviated subcases 2C
and 2F (where α deviates from its nominal value (0.0360) by +25% and -25% respectively),
they are presented in Figure 3. The comparison of the time history of plots given in Figure 3
shows that, both of the structural response parameters shows little sensitivity to the deviations
in α and the comparison of the plots given in Figure 2 and Figure 3 indicate that both of the
structural response parameters in question are more sensitive to the deviations in Fy than to
the deviations in α, under the ground motion records used in this study.
In addition to the time history plots presented, positive and negative percent deviations in
the peak response parameters are also calculated via Equations 5 and 6 which are named here
as “error ratios” (ebd and esd) using the peak values of the bearing displacements (bd) and
sloshing displacements (sd). In these equations, the subscripts “n” and “d” refer to the nominal and the deviated cases, respectively.
ebd 

bd d  bd n
 100
bd n

(5)

esd 

sd d  sd n
 100
sd n

(6)

The error ratios calculated for all of the deviated cases (Table 1) under the I-ELC180 and
SYL360 records are presented in Table 3. Actual peak values of the subject response parameters (bd and sd) obtained for the nominal and deviated cases under both records are also provided in this table.
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Figure 2: Sensitivity of the bearing and the sloshing displacements to the yield force - subcases 1C and 1F under
I-ELC180 and SYL360 earthquake records.

It is seen from Table 3 that, the absolute values of the error ratios calculated for both of the
response parameters under both of the records generally increase with the increasing deviation
in the subject isolator parameter. Therefore, the largest (positive or negative) error ratios are
obtained for C or F subcases corresponding to +25% and -25% deviations are in the isolator
parameters, respectively. It is also seen from this table that, the peak error ratio for the bearing
displacements is obtained as ebd = 20.60% in subcase 1F, where Fy deviates by -25% from its
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nominal value, under the IELC-180 record. The peak error ratio for the sloshing displacements is obtained as esd = -5.85% in subcase 1C, where Fy deviates by +25% from its nominal
value, under the IELC-180 record. On the other hand, the largest (positive or negative) error
ratios for the 2nd main case (deviated α) are obtained for case 2F under SYL360 record. That
is, a -25% deviation in α causes peak error ratios of 2.35% and -3.51% in the bearing displacements and the sloshing displacements, respectively as seen from Table3.

Figure 3: Sensitivity of the bearing and the sloshing displacements to the post-yield to pre-yield stiffness ratio subcases 2C and 2F under I-ELC180 and SYL360 earthquake records.
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Case

Subcase

Nominal

1A (+5%)
1B (+15%)
1C (+25%)
1D (-5%)
1E (-15%)
1F (-25%)
2A (+5%)
2B (+15%)
2C (+25%)
2D (-5%)
2E (-15%)
2F (-25%)

1st main case
(Deviated parameter: Fy)

2nd main case
(Deviated parameter: α)

Earthquake Records
I-ELC180
bd
ebd
sd
(cm) (%)
(cm)
5.39 0
19.00
5.18 -3.77 18.94
5.73 6.27 18.51
6.17 14.57 17.89
5.58 3.54 19.07
6.01 11.55 18.61
6.50 20.60 18.22
5.37 -0.24 19.00
5.36 -0.57 18.98
5.34 -0.90 18.96
5.40 0.19 19.01
5.42 0.66 19.01
5.45 1.13 19.01

esd
(%)
0
-0.33
-2.59
-5.85
0.33
-2.05
-4.09
-0.03
-0.11
-0.21
0.03
0.04
0.07

SYL360
bd
ebd
(cm) (%)
33.45 0
33.12 -0.99
32.36 -3.26
30.94 -7.52
33.73 0.84
34.87 4.25
36.83 10.10
33.30 -0.46
33.07 -1.14
32.87 -1.75
33.58 0.38
33.83 1.14
34.24 2.35

sd
(cm)
50.65
49.81
48.56
48.08
51.31
51.99
50.90
50.93
51.44
52.07
50.37
49.71
48.87

esd
(%)
0
-1.65
-4.11
-5.07
1.30
2.66
0.50
0.55
1.55
2.81
-0.55
-1.86
-3.51

Table 3: Error ratios in peak values of bearing displacement (bd) and sloshing displacement (sd) responses under
I-ELC180 and SYL360 earthquake records.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the sensitivity of the seismic performance of liquid storage tanks equipped
with nonlinear isolation systems to the deviations in the mechanical properties of the seismic
isolators are investigated under two historical earthquake records. Bearing displacements and
sloshing displacements are considered as the seismic performance criteria while yield force
and post-yield to pre-yield stiffness ratio are assumed as the deviated mechanical parameters.
Based on the limited parametric analyses conducted here, the following conclusions are
reached:
 Both bearing and sloshing displacements are more sensitive to the deviations in the
yield force than to the deviations in the post-yield to pre-yield stiffness ratio.
 Bearing displacements seem to be more sensitive to the deviations in the mechanical
properties of the seismic isolators compared to sloshing displacements.
 The level of the sensitivity of the seismic performance of liquid storage tanks with
nonlinear isolation systems to deviations in mechanical characteristics of the seismic
isolators depends on the mechanical property of the seismic isolator in question and
the characteristics of the subject earthquake record.
In order to reach more comprehensive and generalizable conclusions, more subcases representing deviations of wider spectrum and more earthquake data should be used. Such a comprehensive parametric investigation considering other mechanical properties of the seismic
isolators and different seismic responses under different earthquake records is currently being
conducted by the authors of this paper.
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Abstract. In order to research the seismic performance of Taihe, Zhonghe, Baohe and
Wenhua Palace, nonlinear dynamic time response analyses under different earthquakes and
PGA levels are carried out. ANSYS/LS-DYNA is used to conduct the finite element analysis.
Moreover, in order to select more effective seismic protection measurements for the storage
cabinets of cultural relics in the existing underground storehouse of the Palace Museum,
seismic responses of storage cabinets with different spring-dampers connected between each
other are calculated. Corresponding acceleration and displacement responses are compared.
Suggestions on parameter settings of spring dampers which maximum the damping efficiency
are finally given.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Beijing is located in 8-degree seismic fortification district, it’s beneficial to research the
seismic performance of some typical structures in The Forbidden City. Four typical buildings,
Taihe Palace, Zhonghe Palace, Baohe Palace and Wenhua Palace are chosen and relevant
nonlinear dynamic time response analyses are conducted. Based on the existing research,
selecting 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake and 1976 Tangshan earthquake respectively those
durations are 40 seconds from four PGA levels, i.e. 0.05g, 0.1g, 0.2g and 0.4g, corresponding
to the local seismic risk level of Beijing area. Peak acceleration ratio among the three
directions is aPGx : aPGy : aPGz  1: 0.85 : 0.65 , x and z is horizontal, y for vertical. The finite
elements used are as follows, BEAM161 for beams and columns, SHELL163 for roofs and
walls and COMNI165 for mortise-tenon joints.
Consulting the documents and reference [2], wooden beam itself has little energy
dissipation capacity, energy dissipation is mainly relied on the mortise-tenon joint. The
mortise-tenon joint energy dissipation is generated through extrusion and rotation. According
to the results of related experiments[1] bending moment and corner restoring force curve chart
of mortis-tenon joint is plotted in figure 1, for the value of relevant parameters:

k1  3.602kN  m / rad when  =0~0.005rad , k2  5.755kN  m / rad when  =0.005~0.07rad ,
k3  1.781kN  m / rad when  =0.070~0.100rad .
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Figure 1:Bending moment and corner restoring force curve of mortis-tenon joint

Acceleration histories of ground motion records used in this paper are plotted in figure 2
and figure 3.
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Figure 2:Three direction time history of Tangshan earthquake
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Figure 3: Three direction time history of Chichi earthquake

Simplified measures as follows are used in the process of establishing the finite element
models: (1) Low walls, doors and windows are not considered. (2) Roof weight is set as
4.1kN / m2 according to the reference[3]. (3) The weight of building ridge beast is not

considered. (4) The details of tiles are not established. (5) The influence of the steps is not
involved.
2

SEISMIC PERFORMANCE OF CULTURAL RELIC BUILDINGS

2.1 The seismic performance of Taihe palace
Taihe Palace is located in the central axis of the Forbidden City. It is the largest existing
wood structure of Chinese timberwork temple and commonly known as the essence of the
ancient Chinese palace buildings. It is 64m long, 37m wide and 26.92m high. Two nodes of
the numerical model at the center of the roof (Node 40026) and outer pillars point (Node802)
is selected to study its acceleration and displacement responses. Realistic picture and finite
element model of Taihe palace are shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Realistic picture and finite element model of Taihe palace

Based on the numerical simulation result, the acceleration amplification factors and
maximum displacements under different earthquakes (Chichi and Tangshan) and different
PGA levels (0.05g, 0.10g, 0.02g and 0.40g) are plotted in figure 5 and 6. Acceleration
amplification factors represent the ratio between the maximum acceleration response of
selected node and corresponding PGA.
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Figure 5:Acceleration amplification of Node 40026 node and Node 802
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Figure 6: displacement response of Node 40026 node and Node 802

2.2 The seismic performance of Zhonghe Palace
Zhonghe Palace is one of the three main halls in The Forbidden City. It is 22m long, 22m
wide and 19m high. Two nodes of the numerical model at roof top (Node 6517) and outer
pillars point (Node 328) are selected to study its acceleration and displacement responses.
Realistic picture and finite element model of Zhonghe Palace are shown at figure 7. In the
peak of 0.05g, 0.1g, 0.2 g ,0.4 g Chichi and Tangshan ground motion, the acceleration
amplification and displacement reaction of Node 6517, Node 328 is shown at figure 8 to
figure 9.

Figure 7: Realistic picture and finite element model of Zhonghe palace
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Figure 8:Acceleration amplification of Node 6517, Node 328
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Figure 9:Displacement response of Node 6517, Node 328

2.3 The seismic performance of Baohe Palace
Baohe Palace is one of the three main halls in The Forbidden City. It is 42m long, 21.66m
wide and 29.50m high. Two nodes of the numerical model at the center of the roof (Node
2602) and outer pillars point (Node 107) is selected to study its acceleration and displacement
responses. Finite element model of Baohe Palace is shown in figure10.

Figure 10: Realistic picture and finite element model of Baohe palace

The acceleration amplification factors and maximum displacements under Chichi and
Tangshan earthquakes at 4 PGA levels are plotted in figure 11 and 12.
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Figure 11:Acceleration amplification of Node 2602 and Node107
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Figure 12: displacement response of Node 2602 and Node107

2.4 The seismic performance of Wenhua Palace
The horizontal shape of the Main Palace is I-section. As shown in figure 13. The Front Hall
is similar as the Rear Hall but a little shallower. The two halls are connected by corridor.
select 4 nodes at the center of the roof (Node 11240, Node 1140) and outer pillars point (Node
601, Node 5737) are selected to study the palace’s acceleration and displacement response.
Finite element model of Wenhua Palace is shown in figure 13. In the peak of 0.05g ,0.1g,
0.2g ,0.4 g Chichi and Tangshan ground motion, the maximum acceleration and displacement
reaction of Node 11240, Node 601, Node 11140 and Node 5737 is shown at figure 14 to
figure15.

Figure 13: Realistic picture and finite element model of Wenhua palace
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Figure 14:Acceleration amplification of Node 11240, Node 601, Node 11140 and Node 5737
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Figure 15: displacement responses of Node 11240, Node 601, Node 11140 and Node 5737
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3

SEISMIC PROTECTION MEASUREMENTS FOR THE STORAGE CABINETS

All cultural relics cabinets are made by metal materials. According to the actual
circumstance of cultural relics tank placed in the storehouse, the following three cases, listed
as below, are numerically simulated to show damping effect:
Case 1: a set of cultural relics are placed against the wall while another group of cultural
relics cabinet floated on the ground, no isolation or damping measures are used. The space
between cultural relics tank is 1000 mm.
Case 2: a set of cultural relics placed against the wall, another group of cultural relics
cabinet floated on the ground, two groups of cultural relics are linked together by damper,
cultural relics tank spacing is 1000 mm.
Case 3: Two groups of cultural relics were floating on the ground, a set of cultural relics
are connected to the wall by dampers, also two groups of cultural relics are linked together by
damper
Air dampers are recommended, the maximum stroke of the damper used in this paper is
130 mm, the load range is from 500 to 1500 N, the weight is 2.2 kg and the length is 460 mm.
Air damper is connected by rod and connecting rod is fixed with cultural relics ark by the bolt.
All 6 degrees at the connected node are coupled.
The shell element is adopted to establish the numerical FEA model of the standard storage
cabinets. All models have the same size, W1000mm* T600mm* H1800mm. No anchorage is
used between the cabinets and the floor. Solid elements are used to establish the floor and
walls. The static friction coefficient between storage cabinets and ground is set as 0.2 while
the dynamic friction coefficient is 0.34. The damping coefficient of the damper is
60 N  s / mm and the damping unit length is 460 mm according to the actual length and is
connected with storage cabinets by beam unit. The three translational degrees of freedom and
three rotational degrees of freedom are coupled in connected nodes, the finite element models
of all the three groups cultural relics cabinets are shown in figure 17 to figure 19.
Spring-damping unit COMBI165 is used to simulate air damper. COMBI165 can be used
for simple spring and damping system modeling, also can be used in some more complex
system, this unit provides a series of discrete element method, thus can simulate complex
force-displacement relationship. COMBI165 have two nodes of a one-dimensional units and
support all the nonlinear characteristics of the software. Characteristics of the unit are shown
in figure 16, it has 9 translational degree of freedom (UX, UY, UZ, VX, VY, VZ, AX, AY,
AZ) and three rotary degrees of freedom (ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ).

Figure 16 : Characteristics of the unit COMBI165
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Figure 17 :First mode figure

Figure 18:Second mode figure

Figure 19:Third mode figure

From the case of Tangshan earthquake under PGA 0.40g, the displacement and
acceleration responses of the two perpendicular horizontal direction at Node 612 and Node
1002 are extracted and shown in figure 20 to figure 23.
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Figure 20: displacement response of Node 612

Figure 21: displacement response of Node 1002

According to the time history curves, it can be found that the maximum x and z
acceleration of Node 612 and Node 1002 under 0.4 g ground motion in figure 22 to figure 23.

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

Maximum x acceleration
of Node 612 (g)
1.03
0.95
0.74

Maximum x acceleration
of Node 1002 (g)
0.97
1.10
0.88

Figure 22: Maximum x acceleration of Node 612 and Node 1002

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

Maximum z acceleration
of Node 612 (g)
0.96
0.90
0.78

Maximum z acceleration
of Node 1002 (g)
0.92
0.93
0.78

Figure 23: Maximum z acceleration of Node 612 and Node 1002
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The maximum displacement response and acceleration of case 1 and case 2 are basically
identical. When the cabinet close to the wall vibrate under the earthquake, the constraint of
the cabinet disappear. For two cabinets floating on the ground, their seismic responses are the
same and the relative speed between the two cultural relics is 0, so damper does not have any
effect. We connect the cultural relics ark and the wall in case 3, maximum displacement of the
cultural relics is 26 mm, but maximum displacement of the cultural relics is 107 mm in case 1.
The maximum acceleration of the cultural relics is 0.88g in case 3, but maximum acceleration
of the cultural relics is 0.97g in case 1.The simulation results show that the maximum
displacement is reduced by 76% and the maximum acceleration is reduced by 10%.
4

CONCLUSION

1. Seismic hazards of The Forbidden City under different earthquake intensity are listed as
follows:
(1) Under the influence of earthquakes at PGA 0.05 g (corresponding to the seismic
intensity is 6 degree), few walls surface will spall, few slip tile may happen on roof.
(2) In the face of earthquake ground motion peak of 0.1 g (corresponding to the seismic
intensity is 7 degree), walls crack slightly, a little slip tile may happen on roof.
(3) In the face of earthquake ground motion peak of 0.2 g (corresponding to the seismic
intensity is 8 degree), the wall cracks seriously, the roof will collapse.
(4) In the face of earthquake ground motion peak of 0.4 g (corresponding to the seismic
intensity is 9 degree), the wall roofs are totally damaged, some mortise-tenon joints will
be pulled out.
2. It is recommended to use connection mode adopted by the working case 3. Two groups of
cultural relics were floating on the ground, a set of cultural relics are connected to the wall by
dampers, also two groups of cultural relics are linked together by damper. In these kind of
cases, both acceleration and displacement responses are reduced effectively.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the web with GIS functionality (WebGIS) realized by
Eucentre (EUropean CENtre for Training and Research in Earthquake engineering) for
SASPARM 2.0 (Support Action for Strengthening PAlestine capabilities for seismic Risk Mitigation) project [1]. The end users of the WebGIS are citizens, students, practitioners, governmental and non-governmental institutions. The platform represents a very useful and
intuitive tool to load and manage data collected during the survey of residential buildings.
Both practitioners and citizens can collect structural data for residential buildings by using
two forms, different from each other only in terms of detail. The forms are organized into sections and they allow to identify the main geometrical and structural features of the surveyed
buildings. The forms can be compiled directly on WebGIS or through two apps specifically
created for Android operating system 4.0 and following. The apps enable the compilation of
the fields also when internet connection is not available: data are stored on smartphone or
tablet and then sent to the Web portal once internet connection is available. Starting from collected data, the seismic risk of each building is evaluated. In particular, the seismic demand
to which each building is subjected to is defined from the hazard curve. In the specific case
study of Nablus, the hazard curve is obtained by referring to the "West Bank and Gaza Strip:
Seismic Hazard Distribution Map". For what concern the structural vulnerability, it is quantified through fragility curves. Fragility curves are defined for five damage levels [2] by using
the mechanical method SP-BELA (Simplified Pushover-Based Earthquake Loss Assessment)
modified in order to represent the building environment in Nablus. By combining the hazard
and the vulnerability of each building, it is possible to calculate the seismic risk.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Earthquakes are one of the most catastrophic natural events, both in terms of casualties and
economic losses. Nevertheless, the mitigation of seismic risk, which comes from the convolution of hazard (i.e. the measure of the shaking severity), exposure (i.e. the scale of the impact
of the damage) and vulnerability (i.e. the measure of how a structure is prone to be damaged
by the ground shaking), is possible. Since hazard and exposure cannot be reduced, the vulnerability is the only element on which it is conceivable to mitigate the seismic risk. This awareness highlighted the need to identify a process that estimates the seismic vulnerability of
Palestinian residential buildings in Nablus, the city taken as a case study in the SASPARM
2.0 project [1]. The final product of SASPARM 2.0 is a WebGIS with multiple functions.
Collecting geometrical and structural data of residential buildings is one of the main
WebGIS functions. Data are collected by using two forms defined according to the building
environment of Nablus. The forms are different from each other only in terms of detail: practitioners compile the form with more details and citizens an easier one. The users can decide
to fill in the forms directly on the WebGIS, at the tab dedicated to them (i.e. tab Building
Form – Practitioners and tab Building Form – Citizens), or through two apps downloadable
from the tab Downloads of the WebGIS. Once selected the building at the tab Map (see Figure 1), the WebGIS allows to check corresponding data.
Another function of the WebGIS is to determine the seismic vulnerability of buildings (i.e.
tab Fragility). In particular, the seismic vulnerability is defined by fragility curves calculated
through the mechanical method SP-BELA (Simplified Pushover-Based Earthquake Loss Assessment) ([3] and [4]). SP-BELA is an analytical procedure implemented initially to assess
the seismic vulnerability of Italian building stock. In the specific case of Palestine, SP-BELA
has been modified to best perform the building environment of those territories. The fragility
curves are determined for five damage levels (i.e. DL1…DL5) according to EMS98 (European Macroseismic Scale) scale [2] and associated to each building in relation to its structural
type and its number of storeys.
Then, the hazard is defined as the probability of occurrence of an earthquake exceeding a
certain threshold of intensity magnitude (i.e. PGA) in a given area and in a certain time window (i.e. tab Hazard).
Once defined both the vulnerability and the hazard, the WebGIS calculates the seismic risk
of the selected building (i.e. tab Risk) for three different time windows, and suggests a series
of retrofit measures (i.e. tab Retrofit)
Retrofit) to reduce its seismic vulnerability and consequently the
risk ([5] and [6]).
The above is described in detail in the next paragraphs where also a brief description of the
building environment present in Nablus is proposed.

Figure 1: Tab Map - Screenshot of the initial view of the WebGIS that allows to select surveyed buildings.
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2

BUILDING ENVIROMENT IN PALESTINE

In order to define survey forms adequate to assess the vulnerability of buildings, it has
been necessary to identify the main structural types in the city of Nablus. Here the buildings
are mainly new construction (see Figure 2) but seismically vulnerable as designed according
to pre-code seismic standards. The latter, in fact, has been introduced only nowadays, when
Palestine adopted the Jordan Code [7] which is very similar to Eurocode [8]. Figure 2 shows
the buildings distribution in Nablus in relation to their year of construction: it has been obtained on the basis of data collected through the forms for practitioners filled in during the
project that ended the 31st of December 2016 [1].

Figure 2: Distribution of buildings in Nablus in relation to their year of construction.

Nablus residential buildings can be grouped in four main structural classes:
• masonry buildings;
• reinforced concrete frame (RC) buildings;
• RC soft storey buildings (pilotis);
• RC shear wall buildings.
Masonry buildings are more regular both in plan and in elevation than RC ones. They have
generally not more than 4 storeys and 1 or 2 bays in X-Y directions. Generally, masonry walls
can be of two types:
a. the concrete is sandwiches between two surface layers of masonry stones, thus resulting in a wall thickness around 400-500 mm;
b. the masonry stones are installed row-by-row and then concrete is cast behind them via
suitable framework, thus resulting in a wall with one-side masonry stones and the other side concrete surface. In recent days, concrete hollow blocks are generally used in
lieu of framework so as to provide permanent support for the masonry walls. Such
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method generates a wall with concrete blocks on one side and masonry stones on the
other side with filling concrete in between. This type of walls can have a thickness up
to 350 mm.
For what concerns slabs, two types of slab construction are used. The first is a two-way
solid slab with typical thickness around 200-250 mm. The second, instead, is a composite
steel-concrete construction made of steel joists as supporting beams for the solid slabs. The
result is a slab with typical thickness around 100-120 mm with simple reinforcement. While
in the first type slab spans might range 4-5 meters, in the second type spans may range 5-7 m
in both directions. Figure 3 shows some examples of masonry buildings in Nablus.

Figure 3: Masonry buildings in Nablus.

RC buildings can reach 15 storeys and have generally 2 or 3 bays in both directions. The
resistant structural system can be either frames or shear walls, with consequent variation on
the vulnerability level. The structural vulnerability, in fact, is higher for frame buildings than
for shear walls ones, especially if frame buildings misses cladding partially or totally at one or
more floors (i.e. soft storey buildings). Outer infill walls can be made of either three layers
(i.e. hollow concrete blocks of 100 mm thickness, weak concrete layer of about 130 mm
thickness, and stone layer of about 70 mm thickness) or only one layer thick from 150 to 200
mm, composed of hollow concrete blocks. Finally, slabs can have a one or two way ribbed
slab system according to the plan dimensions of the building. Figure 4 shows some examples
of the different types of RC buildings in Nablus.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: RC buildings in Nablus – (a) RC frame building, (b) RC soft storey building, and (c) RC shear wall
building.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 document data collected by practitioners until now. In particular,
pie-charts show that RC frame buildings are most common in Nablus (see Figure 5(a)) and
that a large part of them has partial or total absence of infill walls (outer/inner) at one or more
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floors (i.e. soft storey buildings) (see Figure 5(b)). This causes a higher level of structural
vulnerability, especially in case of irregularity of the building both in plan and in elevation.
The irregularity, in fact, is a really common characteristic of Palestinian buildings, as shown
in Figure 6. The latter, in fact, indicates the number of surveyed buildings in Nablus that are
irregular respectively in plan (see Figure 6(a)) and in elevation (see Figure 6(b)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Distribution of structural types in Nablus - (a) Vertical structure of buildings, and (b) RC buildings.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Distribution of buildings - (a) Regular/not regular in plan, and (b) Regular/not regular in elevation.

3

DATA COLLECTION

According to the different structural types in the city of Nablus, survey forms were created
to collect geometrical and structural data to calculate the seismic vulnerability of residential
buildings. In particular, the redacted forms are two and targeted to:
• citizens;
• practitioners.
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The forms are different only in level of detail and allow to make a quick assessment of
seismic performance of the building. Herein, buildings are considered as structural units of
ordinary construction type (such as masonry, RC frames or walls) used for housing and/or
services. Therefore, the forms are not suitable for monumental or specialized types (such as
industrial depots, sport constructions, theaters, churches, etc.).
The forms can be compiled directly on the WebGIS platform at the tab Building Form –
Practitioners and tab Building Form – Citizens.
Both forms start with a section devoted to information on the compiler, followed by the
section named Identification of the building.
building. Both sections are displayed in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Sections for compiler information (from tab Building Form – Practitioners) and for the identification of the building.

The section Identification of the building allows to locate the building across the street
name and number, and geographic coordinates expressed in terms of WGS84 (World Geodetic System 1984) system. Since the behavior of a building depends also on its position towards
others buildings (i.e. structural aggregates), the compiler shall specify whether the structure is
an isolated building, internal building, end building or corner building, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Buildings in aggregate and different types of location.

The section Description of the building allows to describe the building in terms of numbers
of storeys, year of construction and year of eventual structural upgrade, exposure (i.e. number
of units, percentage of use and occupants), and type of property (i.e. public or private). In the
same section, in addition to the previous information, practitioners shall indicate the average
of floor height and average of floor area to get more precise geometrical measure to use in
case of structural modeling. The section Description of the building is reported in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Description of the Building.

After defining the building from a geometrical point of view, the next step regards the
identification of structural properties. This can be done in the section Structural data where
citizens and practitioners have to compile different parts. As illustrated in Figure 10, practitioners have to define both the vertical and horizontal structure of the building (including the
eventual presence of RC shear walls). Citizens, instead, have to focus only on the vertical
structure. Finally, both citizens and practitioners have to indicate if the building misses inner/outer infill walls, partially or totally, at one or more floors. The lack of cladding, in fact,
drives to the occurrence of the weak story mechanism in case of medium or high intensity
ground shaking.

Figure 10: Structural Data.

The sections Regularity and Geomorphological Data can be found only in the tab Building
Form – Practitioners. They regard respectively the regularity of the building (both in plan and
in elevation), the morphology of the site and the category
category of the soil foundation on which the
building was constructed. The criteria for the definition of the structural regularity and the
type of soil foundation are described in Eurocode 8 [8]. Figure 11 shows sections Regularity
and Geomorphological Data.
Finally, for both practitioners and citizens, the form ends with the sections Notes and Photos, to record more detailed information on the surveyed building that cannot be caught from
the sections described above.

Figure 11: Regularity and Geomorphological Data.
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As well as on the WebGIS, citizens and practitioners can fill in the forms also by using two
apps for smartphones and tablet with Android system, downloadable from the tab Downloads
in the WebGIS platform. The apps reflect exactly the forms for practitioners and citizens implemented in the WebGIS, and allow a quick and easy data entry, even without internet connection. Once internet is available again, the apps will send the loaded data to the WebGIS
platform. Figure 12 shows the home page of the apps for citizens (see Figure 12(a)) and practitioners (see Figure 12(b)).
The user has to fill in all the sections of the form as the ones reported in Figure 13(a). The
compiler can save, upload or delete the form at any time only by clicking the button in the upper right, as showed in Figure 13(b). In the same list shown in Figure 13(b), the button Send
can be selected once completed the form.
After having sent the form, in relation to the compiler, the form will be available on the
WebGIS platform at the tab Building Form – Citizens or Building Form – Practitioners.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Home Page of the SASPARM 2.0 app for: (a) citizens and (b) practitioners.

(b)

(a)

Figure 13: (a) Sections to insert data in the SASPARM 2.0 app for practitioners and (b) Operations on the
apps.
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4

ESTIMATION OF SEISMIC RISK

The seismic risk quantifies the probability of reaching or exceeding a damage level for a
building subjected to an earthquake of a certain intensity. As well as the importance of the
structure and the number of people who occupy it (i.e. exposure), the seismic risk is mainly
related to the vulnerability of buildings and to the hazard of the area where the building is located. Since the hazard is an intrinsic property of the site, the seismic risk can be reduced only
acting on the structural vulnerability. In case of new buildings, the level of vulnerability can
be reduced by using standards which provides appropriate design criteria to limit the building
propensity to be damaged by seismic event. For existing buildings, instead, the limitation of
the damage can be obtained through retrofit measures that depend on the structural type and
the level of vulnerability of the building itself.
As already reported in the §2, the seismic code has been introduced in Palestine only recently. The awareness on seismic risk, and hence on the necessity of adopting a seismic code,
increased thanks to SASPARM FP7-Project [9] which was undertaken by the same partnership that carried out SASPARM 2.0 [1]. As a consequence of the very recent adoption of a
seismic code, most of Palestinian buildings has a high level of vulnerability from which it follows a high seismic risk. The seismic risk of a selected building is reported in the tab Risk of
the WebGIS. In particular, as it is shown in Figure 14, the risk is expressed in probability and
calculated for three time windows (i.e. 1, 10, and 50 years). The following paragraphs describe the procedure and the assumptions used to determine the local
local hazard and the structural
vulnerability, whose combination defines the seismic risk.

Figure 14: Tab Risk - Risk values related to a selected 8-storeys RC frame building, not regular both in plan
and in elevation and recently built.

5

HAZARD MODEL FOR NABLUS CITY

The hazard is a parameter that depends exclusively on seismicity of the area. Precisely, the
hazard represents the estimation of the expected level of seismic intensity in a certain area and
for a given observation period. The definition of seismic hazard occurs through the hazard
curve. In particular, the curve relates the severity of shaking, in this case defined by the PGA
(peak ground acceleration), with the AFE (Annual Frequency of Exceedance), which correspond to the inverse of the Tr (return period).
The logarithm of a ground-motion
-motion parameter and the logarithm of the corresponding annual frequency of exceedance can be assumed to be linearly-related, at least for return periods of
engineering interest, and represents the hazard curve.
curve. The negative gradient of the log–log
hazard curve is referred to as k in this paper, following the definition in Part 1 of Eurocode 8
[8]. Thanks to the approximation of linear trend, to define the hazard curve it is sufficient to
determine the PGA value, corresponding to a return period Tr, and the negative gradient of the
log–log hazard curve k that passes through the reference point. The point on the curve here
considered corresponds to Tr of 475 years. The hazard curve is then defined by the relation (1):
∙ PGA
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where AFE475 e PGA475 are the annual frequency of exceedance and the PGA corresponding to the return period Tr of 475 years while S is the soil factor. Once defined the hazard
curve, it is possible to calculate the seismic demand related to PGA for any return period Tr.
For the case study of Nablus, the “West Bank and Gaza Strip: Seismic Hazard Distribution
Map” shown in Figure 15 is considered: it displays the PGA corresponding to a return period
Tr of 475 years. Since the gradient k of hazard curve is unknown, the value of k is assumed
equal to 3 as suggested in the Eurocode 8 [8]. In summary, the parameters that allow to calculate the hazard curve in the equation (1) are:
• AFE475=1/475;
• PGA475=0.24g;
• k=3;
• S=1 (soil A), 1.2 (soil B or C), 1.4 (soil D o E).

Figure 15: Seismic hazard map for building codes in the Levant [9].

Figure 16 shows tab Hazard of the WebGIS corresponding to the selected building and it
displays the hazard curve for a soil “C”. Since the type of the soil can be specified only in the
form filled in by practitioners, the hazard curve related to the forms compiled by citizens is
determined by considering the soil type “B”.
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Figure 16: Tab Hazard – Hazard curve for soil “C”.

6

DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL FRAGILITY CURVES FOR DIFFERENT
BUILDING TYPES

From survey data collected as described in the §3, fragility curves can be calculated by using SP-BELA (Simplified Pushover-Based Earthquake Loss Assessment) method ([3] and
[4]). The curves are determined as functions of each structural type and then associated to
each building in relation to the number of storeys. SP-BELA was implemented to investigate
the seismic behavior of masonry buildings [3], RC frame buildings [4], and precast buildings
[10] on the Italian territory. Since it is really versatile, SP-BELA can be modified to represent
any building environment, as done for the city of Nablus.
Initially, the procedure took into account three different limit states: LS1 (light damage),
LS2 (significant damage) and LS3 (collapse). Recently, according to EMS98 scale [2], the
fragility curves are instead calculated for five damage levels: DL1 (slight damage), DL2
(moderate damage), DL3 (extensive damage), DL4 (complete damage), and DL5 (collapse).
To do that, it was necessary to find a relationship between the previous three limit states,
which can be numerically identified, and the five damage levels. To this purpose, observed
damage data available for Italy have been used, since damage data for Palestine are not available.
SP-BELA allows to define fragility curves by comparing the displacement capacity of representative building classes with the displacement demand for the considered damage levels.
The first step of the procedure is to generate a sample of buildings that is representative of the
analyzed structural type by using Monte Carlo method. Afterwards, a non linear static analysis is carried out on each building of the sample to determine the structural behavior under
seismic action. The final product is a pushover curve on which limit conditions (i.e. LS1, LS2
and LS3) are identified in terms of the displacement of a pre-selected control point. The pushover curve refers to a MDOF (Multi-Degree of Freedom) system from which it is possible to
define the properties of an equivalent SDOF (Single-Degree of Freedom), thus obtaining the
capacity curve. The latter describes the behavior of a SDOF that is equivalent to the original
MDOF in terms of period of vibration, displacement capacity and dissipation capacity.
Through the equivalent SDOF system the displacement capacity is obtained. The displacement spectrum, corresponding to the various ground shaking intensity (i.e. PGA), is then used
to define the displacement demand. By comparing the displacement demand with the displacement capacity, it is available to define the proportion of buildings, belonging to the sample, that survive the considered limit conditions. By varying the ground shaking intensity, it is
finally possible to build all the points of the fragility curve for each limit state.
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By using the survey data and the procedure described above, fragility curves can be determined for masonry buildings [11], RC frame buildings ([11] and [12]), and RC soft storey
buildings ([11] and [12]).
For RC shear wall buildings, the lack of information to best represent this structural type
didn’t allow to calculate fragility curves directly through SP-BELA method. In fact, the fragility curves of RC shear wall buildings are defined from the ones of RC frame buildings with
the same number of storeys [11]. Precisely, a correction factor has been identified and applied
to the average value of the fragility curves of RC frame buildings while the coefficient of
variation remains constant. The considered correction factor is equal to 1.3 and it has been
evaluated by comparing the fragility proposed by HAZUS [13] for concrete frame with unreinforced masonry infill walls buildings and for concrete shear wall ones.
Figure 17 displays respectively the fragility curves of: (a) 3-storeys masonry buildings, (b)
7-storeys RC frame buildings, and (c) 10-storeys RC shear wall buildings, all located in the
city of Nablus.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 17: Tab Fragility – Fragility curves for: (a) 3-storeys masonry buildings, (b) 7-storeys RC frame buildings, and (c) 10-storeys RC shear wall buildings.

7

RETROFIT MEASURES

Palestinian buildings, herein represented by the ones of Nablus, present a high level of vulnerability.
To improve the structural behavior of buildings even in case of low or medium intensity
ground shaking, the WebGIS suggests possible structural rehabilitations ([5] and [6]) at the
tab Retrofit on the basis of vulnerability conditions
conditions detected through data compiled in the
forms.
The tab Retrofit, as shown in Figure 18, is organized to identify in a simple way all possible retrofit measures towards any structural deficiency (e.g., soft storey mechanism, irregularity both in plan and in elevation, etc.).

Figure 18: Tab Retrofit – Retrofit measures suggested for any structural deficiency.

8

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the WebGIS developed for SASPARM 2.0 project [1]. The WebGIS
allows to estimate the seismic risk of residential buildings in the city of Nablus by combining
the structural vulnerability with local hazard. The data required to define the seismic vulnerability of buildings are collected by citizens and/or practitioners who shall fill in two survey
forms. The forms can be compiled directly on the WebGIS or through two apps developed for
smartphones or tablet. According to collected data, the WebGIS calculates the seismic vulnerability of each building with the analytical method SP-BELA. The structural vulnerability is
then combined to the local hazard, thus obtaining the seismic risk for three observation time
windows. In relation to the structural deficiencies, the WebGIS proposes also different retrofit
measures with the aim of reducing the seismic vulnerability of the selected building and consequently its seismic risk.
The SASPARM 2.0 WebGIS is a simple and intuitive tool, open to all and suitable to any
type of user. Through the site, a massive amount of data on vulnerability of the building stock
can be gathered with no cost. Although it started as an instrument to be used on the Palestin-
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ian territory, the SASPARM 2.0 WebGIS could be modified to extend its use also to others
realities.
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Abstract. Seismic vulnerability models of typical highway piers under the near-fault ground
motions were developed based on the incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) method. On the
selection criteria of ground motions determined by the authors, totally 30 near-fault or farfield earthquake records were selected. Totally 36 piers were designed as samples by using
the orthogonal experimental design method. Each sample was matched by all of the selected
ground motions. The numerical models of the piers were established by using OpenSees, in
which the nonlinear time history analyses were carried out by the incremental dynamic analysis method. For estimation of the seismic fragility parameters, three different methods were
adopted, including the estimation method based on the multiple-stripe analysis idea, the frequency point regression methods from the Monte Carlo sampling and the two-dimensional
probability density function integration. The fragility curves were then built up accordingly.
The following results can be obtained from the analysis: I) the probability of collapse is higher under near-fault ground motions whereas lower under the far-field motions, i.e., the other
three damage states are more likely to happen, when given the same intensity of ground motions; II) by considering two damage indexes, the median values of the fragility curves decrease sharply compared to those with single damage index, which means the pier damage
probability increased. Based on the results, it is found that the use of two damage indexes
yields more accurate evaluation for the seismic risks of the pier damage and decision making
of the seismic retrofit prioritization.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Near-fault ground motions have been a hot research topic in the field of earthquake engineering for their special characteristics in recent years. In particular, the pulse-like near-fault
ground motions caused by the forward effect and slip effect have a significant dynamic effect
on structures, which lead to severe structural damage [1,2,3]. The seismic responses of bridge
piers such as strain, curvature and drift ratio can be further amplified, the residual displacements of piers are also very significant for piers under the near-fault ground motions [4,5,6,7].
Therefore, the damage of piers and its probabilities of occurrence should be studied further to
investigate the seismic risk of the bridge system. Seismic vulnerability analysis is an important step in the procedure of seismic risk assessment. The fragility function and the incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) are commonly adopted when researchers analyses the seismic
risk [8,9]. Nevertheless, the study of seismic vulnerability models of piers under near-fault
ground motions is still in its beginning [10,11]. Besides, previous studies have mostly been
conducted for ordinary ground motions by using unique bridge sample in the process of seismic fragility analysis. It’s necessary to analyze the seismic vulnerability of piers under nearfault ground motions with respect to the special characteristics of near-fault ground motions
and by considering severe damage of piers.
2

SEISMIC FRAGILITY MODELS’ THEORY OF PIERS

The research object of this paper is to set up the vulnerability models of piers which refer
to the probability of exceeding a certain damage state when they are under certain level of
ground motions. The vulnerability model is assumed to follow the lognormal distribution in
this paper, which is expressed as follows:
 ln ( IM ) − ln ( m ) 
Fragility=P  D ≥ C IM  = F 

β



(1)

where, C is the capacity of piers, D is seismic responses of piers, IM is the intensity of
ground motions, m and β are the median and logarithmic standard deviations of the seismic
fragility models.
2.1

Seismic Fragility Models Based on IDA method

The seismic vulnerability analysis of piers is carried out by IDA method in this paper. The
specific processes are described as below: the values of the ground motion intensity measure
are scaled and the seismic responses are obtained by performing nonlinear time-history, then
the damage measures and their limit values are selected and determined respectively, finally
different methods are adopted to analyze and obtain the fragility parameters, and these models
are included in the estimation method such as that based on the multiple-stripe analysis idea,
the frequency point regression methods from the Monte Carlo sampling or the twodimensional probability density function integration method [12,13,14].
2.2

The Definition of Piers’ Limit States

According to the literature review, the performance levels and damage states of piers are
divided into five types[15].The displacement ductility coefficient μΔ and residual displacement drift ratio DR are commonly selected as the damage indexes and their limit values of
damage states are identified respectively[16,17,18]. The specific quantifications of the damage states of piers are listed in the table 1.
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Performance level

Damage States

Displacement Ductility Coefficient

Residual Displacement Drift
Ratio

Level-Ι

Non-damage

μΔ<1.0

DR<0.1%

Level-ΙΙ

Minor damage

1.0≤μΔ<1.2

0.1%≤DR<1%

Level-ΙΙΙ

Moderate damage

1.2≤μΔ<1.76

1%≤DR<1.5%

Level-ΙV

Major damage

1.76≤μΔ<4.76

1.5%≤DR<1.75%

Level-V

Collapse

μΔ≥4.76

DR≥1.75%

Table 1: Limit states of piers

3

PIER SAMPLES AND NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

3.1

Design of Pier Samples

With reference to the existing design codes of China and the literature material, pier samples are designed by orthogonal test method in this paper[19,20]. The specific information of
pier samples is listed in the table 2.
Number of Level

3

2

Designed Parameters
Slenderness Ratio
Axial Load Ratio
Reinforcement Ratio
Stirrup Ratio
Pier’s Diameter(m)
Strength Grades of Concrete
Strength Grades of Longitudinal
Strength Grades of Stirrup

The Value of Designed Parameters
4
7
10
6%
12%
18%
1.0%
1.6%
2.2%
0.4%
0.8%
1.2%
1.2
1.6
2.0
C30
C35
HRB400
HRB335
HRB335
HPB300

Table 2: Selected parameters and its values of piers

According to the level of the designed parameters as well as the mixed level orthogonal
design test table, the mixed level design test table L36(23×35) is selected and 36 pier samples
are obtained in this paper.
3.2

Nonlinear Finite Element Pier Models

Finite element analytical models of piers are built by using the OpenSees software[21].
The specific modeling details are shown as below: Force-based beam-column element is
adopted to simulate piers. Piers are considered to be made up of fiber element. Concrete01
WithSITC material is selected as the concrete constitutive model of pier and consequently the
residual displacement could be captured more accurately [22]. Steel02 material is elected as
piers’ steel constitutive model. Rayleigh damping mode is chosen and the adopted damping
ratio is 3%[23]. The connection between the pier and foundation is rigid linked directly.
3.3

The Input of Ground Motions

The input of ground motions are selected from PEER Strong Motion Database. According
to the relevant literature, the selection criteria of earthquakes are determined and listed in the
table 3[24].
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The Type of Earthquakes
Near-fault Ground Motions
Far-field Ground Motions

Type
Pluse-like
Ordinary

Distance to Fault
0~20km
20~100km

Magnitude
6~8
6~8

PGV/PGA
>0.15s
≤0.15s

Table 3: Selected criteria of ground motions

Totally 30 near-fault or far-field ground motions are selected based on the aforementioned
criteria. In order to simulate the seismic response of piers more accurately, three-directional
ground motion input is taken in this paper. Simultaneously, PGV is selected to be the intensity
measure[25]. Moreover, the selected ground motions are truncated because the original durations are too long.
4

SEISMIC FRAGILITY ANALYSIS OF PIERS

Thirty-six pier samples are matched by all of the selected ground motions in this section.
The seismic responses of piers are obtained by IDA method and analyzed by different methods, the seismic fragility models and their parameters are got by different mathematical statistics method.
4.1

The Estimation Method Based on the Multiple-Stripe Analysis Idea

Multiple-stripe analysis is an alternative nonlinear dynamic analysis method. It is mainly
for performing the nonlinear time history analysis by a series of ground motions scaled to
specific levels. The principle of the method is used as reference in this paper and the concrete
steps are as follows. The pier damage states are calculated based on the seismic responses of
piers that are obtained from the IDA method. Then, the likelihood function is assumed to follow the binomial distribution. Finally, the fragility parameters and corresponding curves are
acquired by the maximum likelihood method [12].
In the process of fragility analysis, the likelihood function is assumed to follow the binomial distribution which is expressed as follows:
Likelihood
= Cnj p j (1 − p )

n− j

(2)

where, n is the number of pier samples, j is the number of piers that are in a certain damage state, p is the probability of damage that can be calculated from equation (1).
The specific calculated equation of the likelihood function can be got by equation (1) and
equation (2), which is shown as below:
 ln ( IM i ) − ln (θ )  
 ln ( IM i ) − ln (θ )  
× 1 − Φ 
Likelihood
= ∏C Φ


β
β
i =1

 


j

m

n− j

j
n

(3)

According to the maximum likelihood method, the parameters of seismic fragility models
can be estimated, based on the following equation.
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The seismic vulnerability curves obtained by this method are listed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Seismic fragility curves of piers (Near-fault)
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Figure 2: Seismic fragility curves of piers (Far-field)

4.2

The Frequency Point Regression Methods from the Monte Carlo Sampling

The seismic responses of piers under the selected ground motions are firstly recorded in
this method and the damage states of piers are evaluated by the responses. Then the number of
piers in four types of damage states is counted and divided by the total number of piers to get
the corresponding damage probability. The Fragility curves and their parameters are got by
using the method of the least squares method [13].
The damage probability in this method can be illustrated as follows:
 k× N 
 ∑ Fi 
 i =1  j
pj =
k×N

(5)

where, N is the number of pier samples, k is the number of selected ground motions and k
is equal to 30, Fi is the limit state function of piers and its values are below:
0, D i < C i
Fi = 
i
i
1, D ≥ C

(6)

According to equation (1) and equation (5), the deviation between the two equations can be
illustrated by,
  k×N 

Fi 
∑



M
M
 ln( IM j ) − ln(m)  
 i =1  j
2

=
∑δ j ∑  k × N − F 

β
=j 1 =j 1
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In order to obtain the parameters of the fragility models, the least squares method is adopted to minimize the deviation, the values are as below:

  k×N 

Fi 
∑



M
∧ ∧
 ln( IM j ) − ln(m)  
 i =1  j

−F
θ , β = arg min ∑

 k×N
θ ,β
β
j =1
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The seismic fragility curves obtained by this method are listed in the following figure.
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Figure 4: Seismic fragility curves of piers (Far-field)

4.3

The Frequency Point Regression Methods from the Monte Carlo Sampling

The damage index of piers is assumed to yield a certain distribution function in this method, which is assumed to follow the logarithmic normal distribution function in this paper.
Given the defined performance level of piers as well as their damage limit states, the damage
probability of exceedance can be obtained by integrating the region that is made up of the
damage limit states. Furtherly the fragility curves and their parameters are obtained by the
least squares method[14]. This method mentioned in this section is mainly under the condition
of two damage indexes.
The logarithmic normal distribution function in this method is shown as follows:
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(9)

Where, λx, λy, ξx and ξy are the location and scale parameters of the marginal PDF of X and
Y , respectively. X and Y are the selected damage indexes. The parameter ρ forms a linear correlation coefficient between the two variables.
Each integrated region is composed of the displacement ductility coefficient and the residual displacement drift ratio, the probability is illustrated as follows:
PL( xi，yi ) = ∫∫ f ( x, y )dS

(10)

S

The probability of exceeding a certain damage state can be got by the equation (10), which
is shown in equation (11):
yi ∞

xi ∞

∞∞

0 xi

0 yi

xi yi

P = ∫ ∫ f ( x, y )dxdy + ∫ ∫ f ( x, y)dxdy + ∫ ∫ f ( x, y)dxdy

(11)

Furtherly, the equation (11) can be thought to be composed of three parts, which are illustrated below.
A=

yi ∞

∫∫
0 xi

xi ∞

∞∞

f ( x, y )dxdy , B = ∫ ∫ f ( x, y )dxdy , C = ∫ ∫ f ( x, y )dxdy
0 yi

(12)

xi yi

Where region A is mainly controlled by the displacement ductility coefficient, region B is
controlled by the residual displacement drift ratio and region C is controlled by the two damage indexes. The probability density surface and its corresponding integrated region are listed
for better illustration of each damaged region, which are shown in the following figure.

Figure 5: Probability density surface and its integrated range

The contribution of different regions to each damage state of piers is shown in the form of
histogram. As the trend that the pier under the near-fault ground motions and far-field ground
motions is almost the same, piers under the near-fault ground motions are taken as an example
in this paper, which are illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Seismic fragility curves and proportion of each part (near-fault ground motions)

The following results can be obtained from the above figure. The displacement ductility
coefficient and the residual displacement drift ratio both play a major role in the condition that
piers are in in the case of minor damage state. The displacement ductility coefficient is important in the circumstance where piers are in the other three damage states. However, the importance of residual displacement drift ratio doesn’t stand out when piers are in the Minor
damage state and Moderate damage as well as Major damage, yet when piers are in the Collapsed damage state, its significance improves greatly. Therefore, when piers are under the
near-fault ground motions, the residual displacement of piers isn’t negligible and it is necessary to consider both the ductility coefficient and the residual displacement in the analysis of
seismic risk.
Similarly, the deviations between equation (1) and the equation (11) can be acquired and
according to the east squares method, the parameters can be obtained and be illustrated in the
equation (13).

{ }



 ln( IM j ) - ln(m)  
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The seismic vulnerability curves of piers are acquired under the circumstances with both
the displacement ductility coefficient and the residual displacement drift ratio, which are
shown as follows.
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Figure 7: Seismic fragility curves of piers

The seismic vulnerability analysis of piers is carried out according to the three methods
previously presented in this paper and the corresponding seismic fragility parameters are obtained. In order to facilitate the analysis, the three analysis methods are denoted Method 1
Method 2 and Method 3, respectively. The specific summary is presented in the following table 4 and table 5.
Damage

Minor damage

Method

1

2
3

Moderate damage

Major damage

Collapsed

Index

m

β

m

β

m

β

m

β

μΔ

31.51

0.54

40.24

0.52

56.41

0.57

145.05

0.76

DR

41.26

1.24

201.09

1.14

281.69

1.16

308.10

1.13

μΔ

27.25

0.50

37.22

0.48

56.72

0.51

151.24

0.71

DR

45.43

1.11

213.47

1.23

306.01

1.26

334.15

1.23

μΔ+ DR

15.00

0.87

31.01

0.68

52.74

0.53

113.89

0.58

Table 4 Fragility parameters of piers (near-fault ground motions)
Damage

Minor damage

Method

1

Moderate damage

Major damage

Collapsed

Index

m

β

m

β

m

β

m

β

μΔ

29.61

0.87

39.97

0.85

61.84

0.86

173.53

0.84

DR

23.51

1.64

207.99

0.96

283.10

0.87

293.85

0.81

μΔ

22.88

0.89

33.09

0.84

56.41

0.84

176.75

0.88

DR

23.89

1.76

231.74

1.05

309.57

0.94

345.72

0.92

μΔ+ DR

7.51

1.14

26.58

0.86

49.98

0.78

155.19

0.79

2
3

Table 5 Fragility parameters of piers (far-fault ground motions)

The following results can be obtained from Table 4 and Table 5:
1) Given the same intensity and the analyzed method 3, the probability of collapse is higher under near-fault ground motions, whereas the probability of damage is lower when piers
are in the other three damage states. When it comes to the far-field ground motions, damage
states of piers are just of the contrary tendency.
2) Considering the single damage index, the fragility parameters acquired by method 1 and
method 2 approximates and they deviate slightly. The main reason for the deviation is due to
their own limitations of the mathematical statistics methods used in the analysis. The deviations of the parameters decrease when the number of the considered ground motions and pier
samples increase.
3) The median values of the seismic vulnerability curves obtained by Method 3 are lower
than those obtained by Method 1 and Method 2. The reason for the decrease is due to the effect of residual displacements. The decrease of the median value also indicates that the damage probability of piers under the same ground motion can further increase.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The piers which serve as the main components of bridges usually suffer more serious damage than other components under the near-fault ground motions. Therefore, it is of great importance theoretically and practically to analyze the seismic vulnerability of the piers under
near-fault ground motions. Based on the results, the suggestions on the seismic evaluation and
seismic retrofit prioritization can be furtherly provided. The seismic vulnerability models of
piers under near-fault ground motions are studied in this paper, the main research conclusions
are as follows:
• From analyzing the effect of near-fault or far-field ground motions on the seismic vulnerability of piers, the following results can be obtained: when the double damage indexes
are considered, the probability of collapse is higher under near-fault ground motions
whereas the probability of the other three damage states is higher under the far-field motions when given the same intensity of ground motions. Therefore, the effect of near-fault
ground motions should be taken into account in the subsequent analysis of the seismic
risk assessment of the structure.
• With respect to the proportion of probability of piers under each damage state, the following conclusions can be drawn: (1) The contribution of the displacement ductility coefficient to the damaged probability that piers under near-fault ground motions are in
four damage states is prominent. (2)The contribution of the residual displacement of the
pier is mirror in the case of the condition that piers are in the first three damage states
whereas its contribution increases sharply when piers are collapsed. Therefore, the residual displacement of the pier under the near-fault ground motions can’t be ignored in the
process of vulnerability assessment
• By comparison on the seismic fragility models acquired by different methods, it is indicated that: Considering the two damage indexes, the median values of seismic vulnerability models obtained by the two-dimensional probability density function integration
method decreasecompared to that of considering a single damage index. With the decrease of median value, the damage probability of pier increases correspondingly. Therefore, the seismic risk of the pier can be more accurately assessed under the consideration
of two damage indexes.
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Abstract. The need to quickly and accurately estimate the number of involved people, dead and
the injured, missing people and homeless represent a topic issue in the emergency management
and disaster planning. Obviously, such an estimation is closely related to the evaluation of
building damage scenario for the area of interest. To this aim, it may be used different methodological approaches for the evaluation of seismic vulnerability at large-scale, consisting of
empirical or mechanical methodologies, more or less simplified and that require a different
level of detail in input parameters.
In present work, a simplified mechanical method – PushOver on Shear Type models (POST) –
for seismic vulnerability assessment of infilled RC building is briefly recalled [1, 2, 3]. The
methodology allows the definition of building structural characteristic through a simulated design procedure in compliance with design code prescriptions, professional practice and seismic
classification of the area of interest at the time of construction. The evaluation of non-linear
static response is performed through a simplified model, considering the contribution of both
RC columns and infill panels to lateral resistance, based on Shear Type assumption. Seismic
capacity assessment is made in the SPO2IDA framework [4] for different performance levels,
defined according to the damage classification proposed by [5]. Finally, the use of a Monte
Carlo simulation approach allows the derivation of fragility curves for different damage states
(DSs).
Therefore, predicted damage scenario is derived from POST methodology for a database consisting of 7597Moment Resisting Frame (MRF) residential RC buildings located in the Abruzzi
region, which after the 2009 catastrophic earthquake have been charged to post-earthquake
usability assessment procedure [6]. Due to the use of spatially extended and massive amount
of data, the reference unit is the class of building. The choice of key parameters for the identification of classes is carried out evaluating their impact on the observed damage collected
through post-earthquake survey. Then, within each class, the remaining parameters are assumed as random variables chosen in appropriate distributions evaluated from data collected
during the post-earthquake survey. Correlation values among the variable of each class are
evaluated. Predicted damage scenario is then compared with damage scenario based on postearthquake data.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Italian earthquakes of the last three decades have highlighted the high seismic vulnerability
of the existing building stock, as demonstrated by the significant human, financial and functionality losses due to the severe damage suffered by structural and non-structural components
observed after moderate-to-high magnitude events. Therefore, there is a growing interest in
seismic fragility assessment of buildings at regional and urban scale.
Generally speaking, a seismic fragility assessment can be carried out by means of analytical
or empirical methods.
Analytical methods are based on the use of numerical models providing the expected damage
(typically corresponding to a fixed displacement threshold) as a function of the seismic intensity.
Several approaches have been developed in literature, different from each other both in structural (usually simplified) modelling and in seismic capacity assessment procedure. Among
them, methods based on simplified mechanics-based procedures (e.g. Cosenza et al. [7]; Borzi
et al. [8]), Capacity Spectrum Methods (e.g. Iervolino et al. [9]; Del Gaudio et al.[1,2,3]), and
Displacement-Based methods (e.g. Calvi, [10]; Crowley et al. [11]; Borzi et al. [12]).
In empirical methods the assessment of the expected damage to a building is based on the
observation of damage suffered during past seismic events (e.g. Braga et al. [13]; Sabetta et al.
[14]; Lagomarsino and Giovinazzi [15]; Rota et al. [15]; Zuccaro and Cacace [17]). Empirical
vulnerability methods have the advantage of providing a realistic damage estimation since they
are derived from observed post-earthquake damage data. Hence, their reliability is related to
the quality and amount of data they are based on. For instance, depending on the available
building dataset, it may be necessary to convert and homogenize damage data collected in different surveys into a unique damage scale.
In present work, a simplified mechanical method – PushOver on Shear Type models (POST)
– is used in order to derive seismic damage scenario for a database consisting of 7597 Moment
Resisting Frame (MRF) residential RC buildings located in the Abruzzi region.
2

DATABASE DESCRIPTION

The empirical data collected during L'Aquila post-earthquake surveys are presented in this
section. The 2009 L'Aquila (Abruzzi Region) earthquake hit 130 municipalities (Dolce and
Goretti [18]) and caused extensive damage to public and private structures, to artistic and cultural heritage of L'Aquila and provinces.
Few days after the earthquake, the damage and usability assessment of the buildings started
to determine whether they could be safely used in the case of aftershocks.
The damage and usability assessment of ordinary buildings was performed by means of the
first level survey form, the AeDES form (Baggio et al. [19]).
The field inspections carried out after L'Aquila earthquake allowed to collect a database
containing first-level data, on 74254 buildings (Dolce and Goretti [18]), out of which, 8750 is
constituted by Moment Resisting Frame (MRF) RC buildings characterized by a residential use
and located in Municipalities classified with macroseismic intensity in the Mercalli-CancaniSieberg (MCS) scale (Sieberg 1930) (IMCS) higher than VI.
Furthermore, in order to avoid bias in the results, only buildings located in a Municipalities
with a predetermined “threshold of completeness” on the survey activities are herein considered
(for further details see Del Gaudio et al.[1,2,3]). According to such assumptions, the final subset
consists of 7597 MRF residential RC buildings.
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Figure 1: Isoseismic areas corresponding to the assumed PGA bins form 0.025g to 0.50g and Municipalities classified with MCS Intensity higher than VI

Figure 1 also reports the ShakeMap of the event published soon after the earthquake by the
Italian National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology (Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e
Vulcanologia, INGV), generated through the software package ShakeMap® developed by the
U. S. Geological Survey Earthquake Hazards Program (Wald et al., 2006) specifically designed
to obtain maps of the peak ground motion parameters (Michelini et al. [20]).
Figure 2 reports information about construction age, number of storeys and average storey
surface collected during the field inspections. The construction age is classified according to
eight periods (i.e. before 1919, between 1919 and 1945, 1946-1961, 1962-1971, 1972-1981,
1982-1991, 1991-2001, after 2001) as commonly adopted in the census data collections (and in
the AeDES form). Figure 3 (a) shows that 87% of the building dataset (corresponding to 6616
buildings) was built after 1972; the graphs in Figure 3 (b), (c) show that 85% of the building
dataset (corresponding to 6482 buildings) had a number of storeys between 2 and 4, while 67%
of the building dataset (corresponding to 5131 buildings) had an average storey surface between
70m2 and 230m2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: Distribution and cumulative percentage of buildings as a function of construction age (a), number of
storeys (b) and average storey surface (c)

Furthermore, AeDES survey form gives information on damage (Ds) detected on structural
components: vertical structures, floors, stairs, roofs and infills-partitions. The definition of the
observed damage grades is based on the European Macroseismic Scale EMS98 (Grünthal [5]).
AeDES survey form provides only three Ds, combining level D2 with D3 and D4 with D5
of EMS98.
On the other hand, observed damage scenario is herein derived considering 5 damage grades
(DGs) according to the EMS98 damage classification (from D0-no damage to D5-destruction).
Only damage to vertical structures and infills-partitions will be used to derive observed damage
scenario obtained in present work.
The equivalence between 5 (EMS98) DGs and 3 (AeDES) Ds is performed according to the
scheme reported in Dolce et al [21] and Rota et al [16] for vertical structure and to the scheme
reported in Del Gaudio et al [2] for infill-partitions.
Figure 3 reports the observed damage scenario for the whole building stock. It is to noted
that 34% of the building stock has a “Negligible damage” (DG0), 36% ,15% and 10% belong
to “Slight damage” (DG1), “Moderate damage” (DG2) and “Substantial to heavy damage”
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(DG3) respectively, and only the 4% and 1% by “Very heavy damage” (DG4) and “Destruction”
(DG5), respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Distribution and cumulative percentage of buildings as a function of damage grades (DGs) (a); Percentage ratio of buildings belonging to a given DG due to the maximum damage detected on VS, IP or VS-IP
(b).

Figure 3b reports the percentage ratio of buildings in which the maximum damage to a given
DG is detected on vertical structures (VS), infill-partitions (IP) or both (VS-IP). It is to be noted
that on average, in 87% of the cases the damage to IP governs the lighter DGs of the building
(DS1, DG2, DG3), highlighting the very significant role of the non-structural damage affecting
infill components; vice-versa, DG4 and DG5 are related exclusively to damage to Vertical
Structures (VS).
3

POST DESCRIPTION

In this section, the simplified mechanical method POST (PushOver on Shear Type models)
for seismic vulnerability assessment of RC buildings is presented and briefly described; for
further details, the reader is referred to (Del Gaudio et al. [1,2,3]).
The methodology is based on the following steps:
I.
Definition of building model: the structural model of the building is constructed
through a simulated design procedure in compliance with design code prescriptions,
professional practice and the seismic classification of the area of interest at the time
of construction. For further details, the reader is referred to Verderame et al [22].
II.
Non-linear static response: the evaluation of the non-linear static response of the
building is performed through a simplified model based on Shear Type assumption;
the latter allows to consider RC columns and infill elements acting in parallel, considering a tri-linear envelope for RC columns and a multi-linear model for infill panels according to Panagiotakos and Fardis [23]. The pushover curve is obtained in
closed-form through a force-controlled procedure up to the peak and through a displacement-controlled procedure thereafter. Hence the storey characterized by the
maximum value of the ratio between interstorey shear demand and interstorey shear
strength will be the only one to reach its maximum resistance and to experience its
softening post-peak behavior, giving to the pushover curve the corresponding degrading trend.
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III.

Definition of DSs: DSs adopted in the proposed method are defined according to the
damage scale proposed by EMS-98;
Seismic capacity assessment: the SPO2IDA (Vamvatsikos and Cornell [4]) framework is applied to evaluate the seismic capacity at the performance levels of interest
in terms of spectral intensity measures;
Evaluation of fragility curves: depending on the level of knowledge achieved, certain
random variables have to be introduced. Then, a Monte Carlo simulation approach is
used, generating a population of buildings. For each run of the procedure, an n-vector
with the realization of each random variable, where n is the total number, is extracted
from the corresponding distribution. Hence for each run the building model and the
corresponding non-linear static response is determined. DSs and corresponding displacement values are determined on the building response and seismic capacity assessment is performed in terms of spectral ordinates and PGA values. Therefore, if
the PGA capacity at a given DS is calculated for all the generated buildings, the corresponding cumulative frequency distributions provide the corresponding fragility
curves.

IV.
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Figure 4: POST methodology: building model, non-linear static response and seismic capacity assessment

It is to worth noting that the expected failure mode is determined for each column through
the comparison between the flexural plastic shear (Vy=My/0.5 h) and the shear strength (Vn
according to Sezen and Moehle [24]). Hence, columns with (Vy/Vn)<k are expected to fail in
flexure, while columns with (Vy/Vn)≥k are expected to fail in shear or flexure-shear, where the
coefficient k related to the maximum ductility-related shear strength decrease, is assumed to be
equal to 0.7.
In addition, different configurations for infill panels have been considered: (i) solid-, (ii)
with window opening- and (iii) with door opening-panels. Openings in infill panels are considered to modify the non-linear behaviour of the infill panels according to the model presented in
Kakaletsis and Karayannis [25] by means of control parameters depending on the window and
door opening sizes.
A fundamental issue is represented by the definition of DSs. As a matter of fact the qualitative description of observational DSs reported by EMS-98 damage classification is translated
into numerical mechanical-based displacement thresholds in the building structural model (such
as the Interstorey Drift Ratio (IDR) capacity).
Capacity for infill panel ( IDRIP,DS1 , IDRIP,DS2 , IDRIP,DS3 ) is set according to IDR values reported in Cardone and Perrone [26].
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On the other hand, the IDR capacity for RC columns is evaluated in correspondence of physical condition related to the qualitative description of EMS-98 DSs, namely to the first attainment of:
- DS1: the cracking moment ( IDRRC,cr );
-

DS2: the yielding moment ( IDRRC,y );
DS3: the IDR value corresponding to the concrete cover spalling and the longitudinal
reinforcement buckling, ( IDRRC,s , IDRRC,b ) or the IDR value corresponding to the Shear
failure according to Aslani and Miranda [27] model ( IDRRC,SF );

DS4: the IDR value corresponding to the zero resistance point ( IDRRC,pc ) of the degrading
backbone curve provided by the model by Haselton et al. [28] or the IDR value corresponding to the loss of vertical load carrying capacity ( IDRRC,ASF ) of the first (previously
shear-damaged) RC column provided by Aslani and Miranda [27];
- DS5: the IDR value corresponding to the zero resistance point ( IDRRC,pc ) of the backbone
curve provided by the model by Haselton et al. [28] for all the columns of a floor or the
IDR value at which all the shear-controlled columns of a floor reach the IDRRC,ASF (if
both flexure- and shear-controlled columns are present in the same floor, IDR at DS5
corresponds to the attainment of zero resistance point and loss of vertical load carrying
capacity in all the former and latter columns, respectively).
The numerical values of such an IDR capacity are reported in Table 2.
-

Infill panels
EMS-98
Damage State

DS1

Negligible
to slight
damage

DS2

Moderate
damage

DS3

Substantial
to heavy
damage

EMS-98 descriptions
Fine cracks in
partitions and infills
Cracks in partition and infill
walls.
Large cracks in
partition and infill walls, failure
of individual infill
panels

RC columns

POST
thresholds

EMS-98 descriptions

POST
thresholds
F-Type*
S-Type*

IDRIP,DS1

Fine cracks in
plaster over
frame members

IDRRC,cr

IDRIP,DS2

Cracks in columns

IDRRC,y

IDRIP,DS3

Spalling of concrete cover, buckling of reinforced
rods

DS4

Very heavy
damage

Large cracks in
structural elements (...) Collapse of a few
columns or of a
single upper floor

DS5

Destruction

Collapse of
ground floor or
parts of buildings

minIDRRC,s ;
IDRRC,b 

IDRRC,SF

First
attainment of

First
attainment of

IDRRC,pc

IDRRC,ASF

Last
attainment of

Last
attainment of

IDRRC,pc

IDRRC,ASF

*: F-Type: columns failing in Flexure; S-Type: columns failing in Shear or Flexure-Shear

Table 1: Displacement thresholds at the assumed DSs, based on the mechanical interpretation of the DSs described by EMS-98.
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The resulting displacement thresholds at each DS are summarized in Table 1. Note that, due
to the assumed Shear-Type behaviour, the IDR leading to the attainment of each DS is the
minimum between the values reported in Table 1 for infill panels and RC columns.
The capacity in terms of spectral ordinate Sa(T) is calculated through the use of an approximate IDA curve, evaluated according to the SPO2IDA framework (Vamvatsikos and Cornell,
[4]) in correspondence of IDR value for the assumed DS. The corresponding PGA capacity is
evaluated as a function of the adopted elastic pseudo-acceleration response spectrum.
4

DERIVATION OF CLASS-SPECIFIC ANALYTICAL FRAGILITY CURVES

POST methodology has been applied at single building level in (Del Gaudio et al. [1,2,3]).
In the present work, POST methodology will be applied at building class level. The definition of homogeneous classes of buildings will be carried out identifying the parameters that
greatly influence their seismic fragility. In Del Gaudio et al. [29], two classes of buildings have
been defined as a function of the number of storeys (Ns): “L”, Low rise (1 ≤ Ns ≤ 3) buildings,
and “MH”, Medium-High rise (Ns ≥ 4) buildings.
Generally speaking, some of the input parameters of the POST procedure can be modeled as
random variables to reflect their expected variability. The definition of these random variables
also depends on the type of analysis that is carried out. For instance, the methodology can be
applied to single buildings for which the number of storeys, the plan dimensions and the age of
construction can be considered as deterministically known, and other parameters are assumed
as random variables, in order to account for aleatoric (e.g., the record-to-record variability,
which can be taken into account, although in a simplified way, also within a spectral assessment
framework as in the present study, see Section 4.1.4) or epistemic uncertainties (for parameters
whose deterministic knowledge would require an excessive cost or, however, could not be easily and quickly obtained, see Section 4.1.2). If, instead, the methodology is applied to classes
of buildings, i.e. in order to derive the seismic fragility of groups of buildings characterized by
common values of some parameters – assumed as “distinguishing” parameters between one
class and the other due to their prominent influence on seismic fragility – such as, in the present
study, the number of storeys (within a given interval), further parameters have to be modeled
as random variables in order to reflect their variability between one building and the other (inter-building) within the class (intra-class), such as, for instance, the number of storeys itself
(within the given interval), the plan dimensions and the age of construction, see Section 4.1.1.
In this study, on the whole, N=24 parameters are modeled as random variables (see Table
2), each one characterized by a marginal distribution chosen to define its variability. N = k+s+m,
with k=1 parameter (number of storeys) chosen to define the buildings classes, s=3 parameters
(construction age, average storey surface and plan ratio) defining the inter-building variability
within the class, and m=20 parameters defining the uncertainties in geometry, materials, capacity models, damage thresholds, spectral shape and record-to-record variability.
4.1 Uncertainties characterization
Below, the random variables assumed in the present work will be introduced and specialized,
reporting the parameters of the distributions required for their definition (see Table 2).
4.1.1. (Intra-class) Inter-building variability
As seen previously, two classes of buildings will be introduced as a function of the number
of storeys (Ns): L-class and MH-class of buildings.
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The statistics of construction age, number of storeys and average storey surface collected
during the field inspections (Figure 2) will be analyzed in order to determine the correlation
matrix.
In the Monte Carlo simulation technique in the ith-run, the value of construction age, number
of storeys and average storey surface will be extracted so that at the end of the simulated procedure the correlation matrix between the parameters is equal to that obtained from data collected during the field inspections. The algorithm proposed by (Vorechovský and Novák, [30])
is used, which attempt to minimize the difference between the target correlation matrix and the
actual correlation matrix by means of an optimal sample ordering through the so-called Simulated Annealing method.
Plan ratio is assumed as a uniform random variable between [1-2,5] according to statistics
reported in (Del Gaudio et al. [1, 29]).
4.1.2. Uncertainties in geometry, materials, capacity models, damage thresholds
The selected variables are the compressive strength of concrete (fc), steel yield strength (fy),
and infill material characteristics. The corresponding probability distributions are selected from
statistical analyses provided by the technical literature to be representative of the existing Italian
building stock (Del Gaudio et al. [1,2,3]).
 Compressive strength of concrete (fc). A distribution with a mean value of 25 MPa,
and a coefficient of variation (CoV) of 31% for pre-1981 buildings and of 25% thereafter, reflecting the higher reliability in the preparation of the concrete for recent
construction, have been assumed.
 Steel yield strength (fy). Distributions according to statistics reported by STIL software (Verderame et al., [31]) have been considered, with the variable as a function
of the age of construction and the type of reinforcement. The latter is assumed to
change with the age of construction: for buildings constructed before 1971, plain bars
have been considered as reinforcement and deformed bars thereafter.
 Infill mechanical characteristics (Ew). Reference has been made to the proposal of
the Italian code (Circolare 617, 2009) for hollow clay brick panels. A full correlation
between the dependent variables (shear modulus Gw, shear strength cr) and the independent variable (Young Modulus Ew) has been adopted. Hence, the elastic modulus is assumed in the following as a random variable with a lognormal distribution,
a mean value equal to 4500 MPa and a CoV of 30%. Gw is evaluated as 3/10 of Ew.
cr is assumed as linearly dependent on Gw, with values of 0.3 MPa and 0.4 MPa
corresponding to Gw values of 1080 MPa and 1620 MPa. The same material characteristics are assumed for external and internal infill panels.
Uncertainties in modelling are taken into account for the non-linear behaviour of both RC
columns and infill panels. They are taken into consideration through a twofold contribution. On
the one hand, the lateral force-displacement relationship would indirectly change through random variables related to geometrical characteristics and material properties.
On the other hand, uncertainty in modelling is explicitly considered assuming the secant
stiffness at yielding (EIy) as a random variable, determined according to model of Haselton et
al. [28], for what concerning RC columns.
For infill panel, elastic and secant stiffness to peak resistance, cracking and peak resistance
are considered as random variable. In the ith-run of Monte Carlo simulation technique, the values will be extracted so that to minimize the difference between the actual and the target correlation matrix, the latter evaluated from the ratio between the model predictions and test result
values used by the authors to derive their response model.
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Furthermore, due to lack of specific information about the amount and openings in external
infills, the following assumptions have been made based on expert judgement:
 Thickness of external infill panels (sw). A discrete random variable in the interval
{200; 220; 240} mm with a uniform probability distribution. In fact, the photographic
documentation collected after the last 30 years earthquake has shown a thickness of
infill panels equal to approximately 200-240 mm, typical of a double layer of hollow
clay bricks, commonly employed in construction in Italy and in the Mediterranean
area.
 The type of opening. The distribution of type of opening among the bays of a generic
storey represents a critical issue that varies strongly depending on architectural aspects and professional practice. Hence, a discrete random variable is assumed with a
uniform probability distribution as a function of three typologies: (i) solid-, (ii) with
window opening- and (iii) with door opening-panel. The opening width is assumed
to be equal to 25% of the corresponding infill length, for both window and door
openings.
The distributions associated with IDR thresholds for infill panels have been identified according to the prediction model of Cardone and Perrone [26].
The distribution of IDR thresholds for RC columns (concrete cover spalling and longitudinal
reinforcement buckling, post-capping IDR capacity, see Table 2) have been set according to the
empirical capacity models of Haselton et al. [28] and Berry and Eberhard [32].
4.1.3. Spectral shape from ShakeMap
The spectral shape can also be modelled as a random variable.
INGV ShakeMaps provide spectral pseudo-acceleration values at T = {0; 0.3; 1.0; 3.0} s for
the sites where each building is located. Hence, a Newmark-Hall elastic pseudo-acceleration
spectrum can be determined, with a plateau passing through the 0.3 s acceleration, a curve
passing through the 1.0 s acceleration with a 1/T decay, and another curve passing through the
3.0 s acceleration with 1/T2 decay, according to Del Gaudio et al. [3].
In such a way, 7597 elastic spectra can be evaluated from the ShakeMaps for each building
site.
Hence, for each run of the Monte Carlo simulation procedure, a realization out of 7597 elastic spectra is obtained through data mining procedure previously shown.
4.1.4. Record-to-record variability (SPO2IDA relationship)
Uncertainties related to seismic ground motion are taken into account considering a lognormal distribution, whose median value is the spectral ordinate evaluated on the approximate IDA
curve as function of displacement capacity. Further, logarithmic standard deviation is evaluated
depending on 84%- and 16%-IDA curves. The latter is taken as equal to:



1
16%
lnS84%

a  lnSa 
2

th

(1)

where Sia % represents the ith%-fractile of spectral ordinate provided by the corresponding
IDA curves provided by Vamvatsikos and Cornell (2006).
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Type of R.V.

R.V.
fc

Material properties

fy
Ew
sw
Type of
opening
Plan ratio
Number of
storeys
Average surface
Construction
age

Geometrical
characteristics

Modelling parameters

EIy

Displacement
thresholds

Spectral Shape
Record-to-record
variability

k1,infill
k2,infill
Fcr
Fmax
IDRRC,b
IDRRC,s
IDRRC,cap,pl
IDRRC,SF
IDRRC,A-SF
IDRIP,DS1
IDRIP,DS2
IDRIP,DS3
Spectral
shape from
ShakeMap
Record-torecord variability

Reference
Verderame et al. (2001); Masi and
Vona (2009)
STIL Verderame et al. (2012)
Circolare 617 (2009)
-

Distribution

Median value

CoV [-]

lognormal

25 MPa

31% or 25%

lognormal
lognormal
uniform

Calculated
30%
-

-

uniform
uniform

Calculated
4500 MPa
[200; 220; 240]
[solid; window opening; door opening]
[1-2.5]

uniform

Simulated annealing

uniform

Simulated annealing

uniform

Simulated annealing

-

Haselton et al. (2008)

lognormal

0.95*Calculated

28%

Berry and Eberhard (2003)
Berry and Eberhard (2003).
Haselton et al. (2008
Aslani and Miranda (2005)
Aslani and Miranda (2005)
Cardone and Perrone (2015)
Cardone and Perrone (2015)
Cardone and Perrone (2015)

uniform
uniform
uniform
uniform
lognormal
lognormal
lognormal
lognormal
lognormal
normal
normal
normal

Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing
Calculated
Calculated
1.02*Calculated
1.05*Calculated
1.03*Calculated
0.03%
0.35%
1.62%

26.2%
35.6%
54%
55%
33%
59.9%
96.5%
23.7%

http://shakemap.rm.ingv.it

uniform

From data collected

Vamvatsikos and Cornell, (2006)

lognormal

Calculated

Eq.1

Table 2: Summary of median and CoV values for the selected random variables.

5

COMPARISON IN TERMS OF FRAGILITY CURVES AND DAMAGE
SCENARIO

The damage scenario is evaluated based on the PGA value obtained for each building from
the ShakeMap of the event.
The information about number of storeys allows to define the class of building, which the
single building belongs to, and hence the corresponding fragility curves. Therefore, the latter,
together with the information about the ground motion to which each building has been subjected during the 6th April 2009 seismic event (PGA value), allows to determine the probabil-

ities of being in each assumed DS ( Prds  DSi | PGA ) for each single building.
Summing up all the corresponding probabilities of being in each DS for a N-number of
buildings, the damage distribution of the considered dataset is evaluated.
The above procedure is herein applied starting from fragility curves derived with POST
methodology for L-class of buildings (1 ≤ Ns ≤ 3) and the MH-class of buildings (Ns ≥ 4) is
shown.
Hence, the distribution and cumulative distribution of damage, reporting, respectively, the
number of buildings in each DSi, i=0:5, ( N ds  DSi  ) and the number of buildings with a
damage at least equal to DSi, ( N ds  DSi  ), are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Distribution (a) and cumulative distribution (b) of damage predicted by POST methodology

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Cumulative distribution of damage predicted by POST methodology for L-class of buildings

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Cumulative distribution of damage predicted by POST methodology for MH-class of buildings
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A very good agreement from the comparison between POST-predicted and observed damage
scenario can be observed. The latter derived according to section 2 from the interpretation of
AeDES survey forms and already reported in figure 3a.
Furthermore, figure 6 and 7 report the same comparison for the homogenous building class
above defined: L-class buildings (1 ≤ Ns ≤ 3), and MH-class buildings (Ns ≥ 4). The good
agreement between the observed and predicted results is confirmed for both building classes.
Finally, figure 8 reports the comparison between the fragility curves above discussed, derived according to POST methodology for the 7597 MRF residential RC buildings considered
in the present study, with the empirical fragility curves derived on the same building dataset
obtained in Del Gaudio et al., [29]. A very good agreement is observed except for DG1, where
empirical curve shows a lower fragility respect to analytical POST-derived fragility curve.

Figure 8: Comparison between empirical fragility curves for RC buildings (dashed lines) and by POST methodology (solid lines).

6

CONCLUSIONS

In present work, damage scenario is derived according to POST (PushOver on Shear Type
models) methodology (Del Gaudio et al., [1, 2, 3]) for a database consisting of 7597 Moment
Resisting Frame (MRF) residential RC buildings located in the Abruzzi region. Each buildings
have been charged to post-earthquake usability assessment procedure after the 2009 catastrophic earthquake, leading to the definition of an observed damage scenario according to the
EMS98 (Grünthal [5]) damage classification.
Due to the use of spatially extended and massive amount of data, the reference unit is the
class of building, which definition of has been carried out as a function of the parameters that
greatly influence seismic fragility In Del Gaudio et al. [29] two classes of buildings have been
defined as a function of number of storeys (Ns): L-class buildings (1 ≤ Ns ≤ 3) and MH-class
buildings (Ns ≥ 4).
Random variables for the derivation of fragility curves are chosen in appropriate distributions, evaluated from data collected during post-earthquake survey, considering also the correlation values among the variables within each class.
In this study, on the whole, N=24 parameters have been modeled as random variables, each
one characterized by a marginal distribution chosen to define its variability. N = k+s+m, with
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k=1 parameter (number of storeys) chosen to define the buildings classes, s=3 parameters (construction age, average storey surface and plan ratio) defining the inter-building variability
within the class, and m=20 parameters defining the uncertainties in geometry, materials, capacity models, damage thresholds, spectral shape and record-to-record variability.
The comparison between observed and predicted damage scenario for the 7597 MRF residential RC buildings considered in the present study, shows a very good agreement between
the results, also confirmed for both predefined building classes (L rise and MH rise classes).
Fragility curves derived according to POST methodology, are then compared with the empirical fragility curves derived on the same dataset (7597 MRF residential RC buildings) obtained in Del Gaudio et al., [29], showing a very good agreement for all DGs, except for DG1,
where empirical curve shows a lower fragility respect to analytical POST-derived fragility
curve.
7
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Abstract. China is a country prone to frequent earthquakes due to geography and climate
complexity. The task of seismic hazard analysis is to estimate the potential level of ground
motion parameters that would be produced by future earthquakes. In this paper, a novel
method for seismic hazard analysis is proposed based on the fuzzy probabilistic approach.
The earthquake magnitude and source-to-site distance are defined as fuzzy-random variables.
Further, Cornell model is applied to evaluate the ground motion and the fuzzy-probability of
exceedance of the peak ground acceleration level. The advantage of the fuzzy probabilistic
seismic hazard analysis model over the traditional deterministic and probabilistic seismic
hazard models is that it considers two types of uncertainties, aleatory and epistemic. The proposed model investigates the seismic hazard of Kunming, the capital of Yunnan province in
China.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Earthquakes are one of the most frequent natural disasters. Seismic hazard analysis estimates the level of ground-motion intensity parameters such as peak ground acceleration PGA,
peak ground velocity PGV that would be produced by future earthquakes[1]. The purpose of
seismic hazard analysis is to ensure that the civil structures and infrastructure systems withstand an earthquake of the specific return period, perform a desired level of functionality and
enable fast recovery to full capacity.
In the current literature, two approaches have been used for evaluating seismic hazard. The
Deterministic Seismic Hazard Analysis (DSHA) is applied in the case when the single earthquake scenario for the particular site is considered. This method assumes deterministic information about the earthquake size and source-to-site distance [2]. Also, the single earthquake
scenario which is chosen for analyzing represents the “worst-case” scenario. However, the
disadvantage of this method is the lack of information about the likelihood of the occurrence
of controlling earthquake and the effects of uncertainties involved such as uncertainties in the
earthquake size, source location, source-to-site distances and resulting shaking caused by
earthquakes [3]. Furthermore, the “worse-case” scenario is not enough for its use of the mean
motion when field evidence has pointed out the observed motion exceeding two standard deviations above the mean [4]. The socio-economic impacts of earthquakes for relatively small
regions which are bordering specific seismic sources could be estimated by DSHA since this
method is useful for the particular case. However, it is impossible to predict the exact future
earthquakes and earthquake randomness is of high aleatory uncertainties [5]. In order to account these uncertainties, the Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) is used. It analyzes different earthquake scenarios which vary in the earthquake size, source-to-site distance,
and ground motion models in order to predict the most probable value of future ground shaking. The aleatory uncertainties of the earthquake magnitude, the source-to-site distance and
wave attenuation have been taken into account by this method [6]. Further, this method has
been prescribed as part of site-specific earthquake resistant design [7]. On the other hand, the
PSHA is potentially critical when it comes to the epistemic uncertainty [8]. Besides aleatory
uncertainty, the epistemic uncertainty arises due to the lack of information about the earthquake size and location. The characteristic of epistemic uncertainty is fuzziness [9].
The aim of this paper is to bridge the gap in the existing analysis methods and to propose
the fuzzy probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (FPSHA) approach. A novel seismic hazard
analysis method is based on the fuzzy-probabilistic approach. The proposed method represents the upgrade of the existing methods, in which the concepts from the fuzzy sets and
probabilistic theory have been applied to estimate the potential seismic hazard. The aim of the
fuzzy set theory is to solve high uncertainty problems, represent vague, ambiguous, conflicting and chaotic information, handle imprecise data and information possessing non-statistical
uncertainties[10-12]. The motivation to apply fuzzy set theory has its origin in its effectiveness and reliability. Fuzzy-probability approach has verified as the efficient tool in risk assessment in construction industry [13], seismic resilience assessment [14, 15], safety
assessment of structures [16], flood risk assessment [17], risk assessment for oil and gas [18],
design of water distribution network [19], human health risk assessment [20] and others.
The paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the existing methods for the seismic
hazard analysis, the deterministic and the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. Further, Chapter 3 introduces the proposed method for fuzzy-probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. The case
study about the seismic hazard in Yunnan Province in China is investigated in Chapter 4. The
Chapter 5 provides the conclusions and further research.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The DSHA investigates one or more critical earthquake scenarios for which a ground motion hazard evaluation is based. The earthquake scenario is determined by the occurrence of
an earthquake of a specified size at a specified location. To estimate the site ground motions,
the magnitude, the source-to-site distance and site characteristics are included [21]. The
DSHA is a simple straight-forward procedure which is usually used for evaluation of worstcase scenario of ground motions.
The DSHA is a four-step process:
 Identification and characterization of seismic sources which produce significant
ground motion on the site;
 Source-to-site distance for each source zone which can be distance from hypocenterto-site or distance from epicenter-to-site;
 Levels of shaking produced by earthquakes;
 Definition of hazard in terms of the ground motion parameters (PGA, PGV and response spectrum) obtained from attenuation relationships.
The PSHA approach estimates the annual frequency of exceedance as a function of a
ground measures, such as spectral acceleration or peak ground acceleration based on seismological and geological data [22]. The uncertainties about the size of earthquakes, location and
recurrence rate of earthquakes are identified, quantified and combined in the procedure of the
PSHA. The PSHA is similar to DSHA since it consists of four steps which are similar. Compared to DSHA, all possible earthquakes scenarios of each source are characterized and described by probability distribution.
The PSHA procedure includes steps as follows [23]:
 All earthquake sources are identified and the probability distributions of potential rupture
locations are characterized. Earthquakes are equally likely to occur at any point within
the source zone, so uniform probability distribution is assigned to each zone. Further, the
probability distribution of source-to-site distance is determined.
 Seismicity of the source zones are characterized by recurrence relationship which provide the average rate of earthquake of a particular magnitude will be exceeded.
 Attenuation relationships are used to determine the ground motion produced at the site of
interest considering earthquakes of any possible magnitudes in any possible point of the
source zone.
 The uncertainties about the earthquake size, location and ground motion parameters are
combined to obtain the total probability or exceedance rate of the ground motion parameter.
3

FUZZY-PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS (FPSHA)

Generally, the proposed procedure for FPSHA is the extension of the PSHA method, in
which the concepts from the fuzzy sets theory are applied to treat the epistemic uncertainty.
Fuzzy set theory is introduced by Zadeh [24]. According to him, fuzzy set theory is “a theory
in which everything is matter of degree or everything has elasticity”[25]. Fuzzy sets is defined as the class with a continuum of membership grades [26]. Membership function is defined as the function which ties a number to each element of the universe. This number
indicates the degree of the element belonging to a fuzzy set.
The magnitudes of earthquakes that have been occurred at the fault can be extracted from
historical geological data or measured by instruments. This information is used for predicting
the size of future earthquakes. Since there is a variety of data about the earthquakes which already occurred, the dominant uncertainty for predicting earthquake magnitudes is randomness.
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In the following model, randomness is extracted from the previous earthquake occurrence
which delivers an estimated probability M. Additionally, the estimated probability could be
accompanied by some measures of uncertainty such as imprecise probabilities in the form of
interval [3]. Beside randomness, also fuzziness is included in the model for predicting earthquake magnitude. To include fuzziness of magnitudes, the point probability of magnitude is
modeled in form of fuzzy number. Further, the epistemic uncertainty rises due to the lack-ofknowledge of the seismic source location. The lack-of-knowledge of the source-to-site distance is modeled in terms of fuzzy sets and for each fuzzy set, corresponding probability is
attributed. In conclusion, the fuzzy-randomness in the process of seismic hazard analysis is
handled by ascribing fuzzy probability density functions to earthquake magnitudes and
source-to-site distances.
The fuzzy probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (FPSHA) is established and the flowchart
is depicted in Figure 1. In the given flowchart, the first step is to identify all possible locations
of the sources on the fault which are capable producing earthquakes to the site of interest.
Once when the earthquake sources are recognized, the seismic occurrence probability is estimated using the historical seismicity data.

Figure 1 Flowchart of fuzzy-probabilistic seismic hazard analysis

Further, fuzzification the probability distribution of the earthquake magnitudes that are estimated by observed data for the particular site or using fuzzify G-R recurrence law for predicting the fuzzy probability of exceedance:
 fuzzify the probability distribution of the source-to-site distance;
 predict the resulting fuzzy distribution of ground motion intensity as a function of earthquake magnitude and location distance;
 combine all uncertainties including fuzziness in earthquake size, location and ground motion using a theorem known as total fuzzy probability theorem in order to estimate fuzzy
hazard curves;
 estimate the fuzzy probability of exceeding certain levels of PGA.
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3.1

Earthquake sources and seismic occurrence probability forecasting

This step is similar to the first step in the PSHA which task is to identify all possible
sources that contribute to producing ground motions at the particular site. These sources are
faults which can be determined from the past earthquake locations and geology data. If the
faults could not be identified than the earthquake sources are described by areal regions. The
earthquake sources are described as point sources which distance from the site could be model
as fuzzy distance. The fuzzy-distance takes the range of values since earthquakes are equally
likely to occur at any point within the source zone.
After the earthquake sources are determined, the next step in flowchart is to evaluate the
probability of earthquake occurrence. The probability of occurrence of earthquakes with specific magnitude is based on the analysis of historical seismicity records. The future time series
will have the similar distribution to the observed one if it is assumed that the past and future
data sets are stationary.
The seismic occurrence probability forecasting model is estimated based on the historical
earthquakes data. The historical earthquakes data can be found in different earthquakes catalogs. The catalog of seismic events is required in order to calculate the seismicity parameters
for region of interest. In earthquake catalog, the historical data of seismicity, global and local
earthquake records are collected and stored. Earthquake catalog is a list that provides the information of recorded earthquakes: time of occurrence (year, day, time), longitude and latitude of location, focal depth, earthquake size – magnitudes [27]. From the catalog, it could be
derived recurrence relations for predicting annual rate of earthquakes of different magnitudes
within a source zone. Further, the obtained information is used in the procedure of FPSHA.
The data for the earthquake catalogs could be obtained from the US Geological Survey
(USGS) [28], National Centers for Environmental Information - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)[29] and etc.
3.2

Fuzzification of Magnitude and Source-to-site Distance

Fuzzification is the process of converting crisp magnitude values from into the fuzzy triangular numbers. The pointed value of the magnitude is extended to the range of value so the
confidence interval is obtained for any level. For a given point value of magnitude, the fuzzy
value is modeled in form of a symmetric triangular fuzzy number, in which the center is the
point value of magnitude M and left and right bound of supports are given in the form [ M - s,
M + s], where s is the uncertainty factor. The uncertainty factor s is constant estimated by the
experts’ opinion which takes value between 0 and 1, and usually equal to 0.5.
Earthquake magnitudes are defined as fuzzy triangular numbers which are expressed by
the following formula:
(1)
The membership function for the fuzzy triangular magnitude is given as:

(2)
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To estimate ground shaking at a particular site, it is necessary to model the distribution of
distances from earthquake fault to the site of interest. When it comes to modeling source-tosite distance, it is assumed that earthquakes occur with the same probability at any location on
the fault [23]. This assumption is taken from the PSHA. Furthermore, Satriano, et al. [30]
have showed that uncertainties associated with the source-to-site distance can be negligible
compared to those associated to magnitude.
In the FPSHA method, the source-to-site distances are fuzzified and modeled as fuzzy sets
with a triangular shape of membership function. Further, a probability to each fuzzy set has
been prescribed based on studies of seismic zones in the area. According to the engineering
judgment, it is customarily used the source-to-site distance threshold of 200 km [31]. All
seismic zones with 200 km range have been considered in the source model. Further, the linguistic scale for distances classification is developed as highlighted in Figure 2. In this paper,
we propose 11 different fuzzy sets to describe the distance between the potential source and
site. For each fuzzy set, the membership function is prescribed as follows:

(3)

Figure 2 Fuzzification of the source-to-site distances

3.3

Fuzzy Recurrence law

The likelihood of the magnitudes that could occur at the particular site is determined by the
Gutenberg-Richter (G-R) recurrence law. Since the magnitudes are given as fuzzy sets, the GR recurrence law should be extended in order to operate with fuzzy numbers. The extension
of the recurrence law for fuzzy magnitudes gives fuzzy recurrence law:
(4)
-the fuzzy rate of earthquake occurrence with magnitudes
where, - fuzzy magnitudes;
greater than m, constant ‘ ’ – the fuzzy rate of earthquakes in region; and constant ‘b’ - the
relative ratio of small and large magnitudes. The ‘ ’ and ‘b’ constants are estimated using statistical analysis of historical observations. The value of ‘b’ depends on the continent plate.
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The proposed equation is used to estimate the fuzzy probability ratio of the earthquake occurrence. Further, fuzzy probability distribution function is derived from the fuzzy recurrence
law in order to describe the membership degree of earthquake magnitude (the value of belonging the of earthquake magnitude to the fuzzy set) to certain level of probability of exceedance for that magnitude value.
Recalling the fuzzy probability theory, the fuzzy probability cumulative distribution function of magnitudes can be calculated by following equation:
(5)
where,

- minimum fuzzy magnitude value;
- maximum fuzzy magnitude value;
- fuzzy probability cumulative distribution function.
Further, the continuous distribution of magnitudes is transformed to a discrete fuzzy set of
magnitudes. The first step in order to estimate the fuzzy probabilities of the exceedance is to
fuzzify earthquake magnitudes. The earthquake magnitudes are converted into fuzzy values
according to the formula (1). After fuzzification, the earthquake magnitudes are given in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Linguistic scale of earthquake magnitudes

The magnitude threshold of 5.0Mw is adopted due to the fact that earthquakes with magnitude smaller than 5.0 could cause small damages to structures [6]. Applying the formula (1),
the threshold for fuzzy magnitude is equal to (4.5, 5.0, 5.5). Further, for the magnitude increment, ten bins is used as in a benchmark PSHA example [2]. The magnitude increment is estimated by expression:
(6)
The maximum magnitude is selected from the earthquake catalog. The probabilities of occurrence of fuzzy sets of magnitudes are computed by the following equation:
(7)
3.4

Ground motion models

Ground motion prediction models have been used to estimate ground motion intensity and
to develop PGA hazard curves. A total three attenuation relationships models have been considered and used to develop the PGA hazard curves. These models have been adopted to predict a fuzzy probability distribution of the ground motion intensity as a function of variables
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such as magnitudes, the source-to-site distances and fault mechanisms. In the models, magnitudes and source-to-site distances are calculated through fuzzy probability distribution and
given by fuzzy triangular numbers.
The predictive model for the mean of log peak ground acceleration proposed by Cornell, et
al. [32] is adopted for the case of fuzzy triangular values of magnitudes and source-to-site distances. The model is extended in order to predict the fuzzy probabilities of the peak ground
motions. The proposed fuzzy probabilistic predictive model of log peak ground acceleration is:
(8)
where, and - fuzzy random variable presenting the earthquake magnitude and distance from earthquake fault,
– fuzzy random peak ground acceleration.
The standard deviation of lnPGA was 0.57 in the Cornell, et al. [32] model and it was constant for all magnitudes and distances. Also, the standard deviation of ln
for every membership degree of belonging for all magnitudes and distance will be also constant.
The second model which is used for predicting ground motions is proposed by Cheng, et al.
[33]:
(9)
The standard deviation for this model is 0.577.
Another model for predicting ground motions is given by Wu, et al. [34]:
(10)
For this model, the standard deviation is equal to 0.79.
Further, models are utilized to generate seismic hazard curve [2] which represent the relationship between annual exceedance rate and ground motion level.
Since the natural logarithm of PGA was normally distributed and the fuzzy probability of
exceeding any PGA level is estimated by using fuzzy mean and standard deviation:
(11)
4
4.1

A CASE STUDY IN YUNNAN PROVINCE, CHINA
Historical earthquake data for Yunnan Province, China

Due to the specific geographic location and climate complexity, China has been affected
by different catastrophic events [35]. Some of the major disasters in China are floods [36-39],
droughts [40-42], earthquakes [43, 44], typhoons [45-47], landslides [48-51] and others. The
center of droughts, floods, typhoons and landslides is identified in central, southern, southwest and southeast areas of China [50].
China is prone to earthquakes [52] and it has the most severe seismic disasters in the world
since it is located between the two large seismic zones, the Circum-Pacific and the HimalayaMediterranean seismic zones [53]. The frequency of occurrence of severe earthquakes is
about 1/3 and the loss of lives is about 1/2 of the whole world [53].
Yunnan province is situated in the far southwest of China, its land covers area of approximately 394,000 square kilometers and it has a population about 45.7 millions. It is a mountainous area with high elevations in the northwest and low elevations in the southeast. The
Province borders provinces Sichuan to the north, Guizhou to the northeast, Guangxi to the
east, and countries, Vietnam to the southeast, Laos to the south, and Myanmar to the west
(Figure 4). Kunming is the capital and the largest city in Yunnan Province.
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Yunnan province is known for high seismicity (Figure 5). The Yunnan-Burma active block
region is located south and east of the Himalayan syntax. It includes western Yunnan province
[52]. It is an earthquake-prone region. The block region consists of the West Yunnan and the
South Yunnan blocks. The Langcang River-Nu River fault zone shows very strong seismic
activity.

Figure 4 Location of Yunnan Province and neighboring Provinces and countries

Figure 5 Active seismic faults in the Yunnan Province [54]

The PGA is estimated from using actual seismicity and ground motion models. The catalog
includes 93 events, which are listed in Table 1 (Appendix A). The records are taken for the
period of 100 years, between 1916 and 2015.
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The estimated mean value and standard deviation are estimated from the probabilistic paper which is shown in Figure 6. The mean value of earthquake magnitude is 5.8 and the
standard deviation is 0.8.
For this study, thresholds in this study are based on engineering judgment. A magnitude
threshold (m0) of 5.0 is selected. and a distance threshold (d0) of 200 km are selected for this
case study [31].

Figure 6 The probability paper for observed earthquakes in China, Yunnan Province

4.2

Results

The fuzzy-probability of exceedance of PGA level is determined for 10,000 earthquake
scenarios. Earthquake scenarios have been simulated for earthquake magnitude which follows
fuzzy-probabilistic distribution and the fault-distance prescribed in the Chapter 3. The earthquake magnitude follows normal distribution, which is determined in Chapter 3.2 for Yunnan
Province. Further, the earthquake magnitude has been fuzzified according to the equation (9).
The hazard curves are depicted in Figure 7. On this graph, the x-axis illustrates the level of
PGA which takes values from 0 to 1.5 g. On the y-axis, the probability of exceedance the certain level of PGA for each hazard curve is denoted with the membership degree.

Figure 7 Hazard curve in terms of fuzzy probability for Yunnan Province, China

5

CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the model for the seismic hazard analysis based on the fuzzyprobabilistic approach. In this model, the earthquake magnitude and the source-to-site dis-
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tance are defined as fuzzy sets. In comparison with other models, fuzzy triangular numbers
are more suitable to represent the parameters of the seismic hazard since they include epistemic uncertainty in the seismic risk assessment. Further, FPSHA enables to evaluate the
seismic risk more precisely and to assign the corresponding membership functions to each
curve of the seismic hazard. In this paper, it is shown that fuzzy sets could help to integrate all
the uncertainties which occur in the process of seismic hazard analysis.
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Appendix A: The historical earthquake data for Yunnan Province, China

Year
1917
1918
1925
1925
1926
1927
1927
1927
1930
1930
1934
1936
1938
1939
1940
1940
1941
1941
1942
1947
1948
1950
1950
1951
1952
1952

Earthquake magnitude
6.8
5.5
7
5.8
5.5
6
5
5.5
6
6.5
6
5.5
6
5.5
6
5.5
7
7
6.8
5.5
6.8
7
5.8
6.3
6.5
5.8
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1953
1955
1955
1961
1961
1962
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1970
1974
1976
1976
1985
1988
1988
1989
1993
1995
1995
1996
1998
1999
2000
2000
2000
2001
2001
2001
2003
2003
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2005

5
6
6.8
5.8
6
5.5
6.2
6
5.4
6.1
5.1
6.5
6.2
5.4
6.4
7.8
7.1
7.3
7.4
5.8
7.3
6.4
5.6
5.6
6.8
6.2
6.6
4.5
4.6
5.9
6.3
4.2
5.5
4.3
5.6
5.9
5.6
5.6
4.7
5.4
4.4
4.8
4.8
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2005
2007
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015

4.5
6.1
5
6
4.8
5.7
4.9
4.8
4.8
5.5
5.3
5
5.5
5.6
4.9
5.4
5.8
5.4
5.9
6.1
5.1
6
5.6
4.6

Table 1 Historical earthquake data (1916-2015) for Yunnan Province in China
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Abstract. An approach to investigate the true behaviour of dissipative elements utilising
numerical simulations is presented. By way of example dissipative members in terms of beamcolumn connections of moment-resisting frames are considered. Material failure in terms of
crack formation is taken into account by incorporating a damage mechanics model into the
numerical analyses. By means of a phenomenological damage mechanics model, which is
based on critical strains depending on the stress state, an efficient simulation of large scale
components is enabled. To validate this approach, an extensive testing program has been performed. Subsequently, numerical simulations of the experimental investigations have been
conducted.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Severe seismic activity can cause as well tragic loss of human lives as disastrous economic
damages. Therefore, buildings and engineering works have to sustain these actions beyond
dispute. Steel structures in earthquake-prone areas are designed according to EUROCODE 3 [1]
and EUROCODE 8 [2]. Some design procedures of these codes are simplified and based on
phenomenological approaches. The actual seismic loading, for instance, is only considered in
a simple way by the seismic base shear force in the context of EUROCODE 8 [2] and the proper
impact of the earthquake is vague. Hence, common design rules proved to be insufficient in
case of strong seismic events, as for instance the severe earthquakes 1994 in NORTHRIDGE and
1995 in KOBE. Devastating damages during such strong earthquakes are on one side caused
by inappropriate connections and their realisation. Inadequate toughness properties can on the
other side also be responsible for structural failures during powerful earthquakes of this type.
Mostly a combination of the above named reasons for structural failure occurs. A detailed
knowledge about the actual behaviour of the dissipative members in a structure is crucial.
Investigations on failure estimation methods using traditional fatigue formulas have already been made on innovative dissipative FUSEIS-elements [3, 4].
Furthermore, a more innovative approach using damage mechanics to ensure a sufficient
ductile behaviour related to toughness demands has been developed during previous researches [5]. However, this concept exhibits deficiencies in case of shear-stress induced plastic
strains. The investigations presented in this paper aim to establish a more general application
to analyse the true behaviour of dissipative elements utilising numerical simulations.
First, an innovative damage mechanics approach, applicable to cyclic loading scenarios in
case of stress states with both nominal and shear stresses is described. An extensive testing
program presented hereinafter serves to validate the new approach. Simulations of the experimental investigations have been conducted subsequently applying the damage model, which
is able to predict ductile crack initiation in numerical analyses. These simulations are realised
in terms of detailed 3D finite element models.
2

DAMAGE MECHANICS APPROACH

Damage mechanics models provide a wide field of application, where the prediction of
ductile crack initiation is one main focus. However, common damage concepts [7] are only
applicable to monotone loading scenarios. Hence, the EFFECTIVE DAMAGE CONCEPT [8] by
OHATA and TOYODA which is applicable in case of ultra-low-cycle fatigue (ULCF) during
earthquakes is highly relevant. An innovative damage concept proposed by BAI and
WIERZBICKI [6] who designed a spatial fracture locus characterising material resistance by
means of critical plastic strains depending on stress triaxiality and on the LODE angle provides
extension. In comparison to conventional two parameter criterions, a higher accuracy of evaluating stress states with nominal and shear stresses is achieved by additionally considering the
third invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor. [6]
For the purpose of a realistic prediction of material damage behaviour and component failure a hybrid plasticity and damage model is applied.
2.1

Plasticity model

To describe the plastic material behaviour as realistic as possible a sophisticated plasticity
model is required. In the course of this paper, a modification of the ARMSTRONG-FREDERICK
non-linear kinematic plasticity model [9] is utilised to characterise isotropic and kinematic
material hardening, considering the BAUSCHINGER effect.
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One disadvantage of the original ARMSTRONG-FREDERICK model [9] is the assumption of
the yield surface’s size to be constant. Therefore, in the modified model the yield surface is
able to change, depending on the amount of the equivalent plastic strain. Moreover, the original model is not able to describe the yield plateau region after initial yielding. For this reason,
the modification of the ARMSTRONG-FREDERICK model by UCAK and TSOPELAS [10] is additionally adopted.
2.2

Damage mechanics model

Concerning the damage mechanics approach, not only a damage initiation but also the
damage development is described by a damage evolution law according to LIAN et al. [11].
The softening as a result of damage initiation is taken into account. Final failure occurs if a
critical damage value is obtained.
The evolution of the effective plastic strain is described by a modification of the EFFECTIVE
DAMAGE CONCEPT of OHATA and TOYODA [8], which leads to the possibility of using the
combined damage concept not only for monotonic but also for cyclic loading situations. According to the EFFECTIVE DAMAGE CONCEPT only a part of the equivalent plastic strain named
effective equivalent plastic strain contributes to the damage, as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Effective damage concept [8]

In accordance with OHATA and TOYODA the determination of the effective equivalent plastic strain depends on the equivalent back stress. Applied plastic strain where the back stress
remains below the maximum back stress of the previous loading cycle is not counted as effective, confer grey coloured ranges in Figure 2. [8]

Figure 2: Effective equivalent plastic strain depending
on the evolution of equivalent back stress [8]

Figure 3: Effective equivalent plastic strain depending
on the evolution of saturated equivalent back stress
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The plastic strain where the back stress however exceeds the maximum of the previous
back stress depicts the effective plastic strain increment
, which affects the material
damage, as illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2, confer orange coloured ranges.
However, Figure 3 indicates the effective strain evolution in case of an early saturation of
the equivalent back stress. The EFFECTIVE DAMAGE CONCEPT is ineffectual if the equivalent
back stress only exceeds the maximum equivalent back stress in the first tension process, as
seen in Figure 3. In this instance no effective equivalent plastic strain is accumulated after the
first tensile loading cycle.
In the course of the present investigations, the plastic strain arising when the equivalent
back stress is saturated is partly counted as effective equivalent plastic strain, see equation (1).
(1)
The equivalent plastic strain increment
is degenerated by a factor, depending on the
and a coefficient m, which has to be calaccumulated effective equivalent plastic strain
ibrated to large scale test results.
Additionally to the new effective strain evolution, no damage is accumulated in case of
negative stress triaxiality values, as another modification.
In the present model, the influence of the third invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor is
taken into account by the damage concept of BAI and WIERZBICKI [6], which is described by
equation (2).
(2)
The parameters C1, C2, C3 and C4 are material parameters calibrated from small scale tests.
By incorporating the Lode angle into the damage concept, BAI and WIERZBICKI enhanced
common two-parameter criterions in terms of 2D damage curve to a 3D damage initiation locus. [6]

Figure 4: Applied damage initiation locus

Figure 4 depicts the damage initiation locus applied for the simulations decribed in section
4. The material parameters describing the damage initiation locus have been determined by
small scale tests.
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3
3.1

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
Specimens and test set-ups

In total, 14 cyclic test have been conducted on four different specimens, illustrated in Figure 5 to Figure 8. To define the location of failure and to prevent cracks in welds or heat affected zones, the specimens have been provided with reduced beam sections (RBS according
to [12]).

Figure 5: 3D illustration of specimen type D1

Figure 6: 3D illustration of specimen type D3

Figure 7: 3D illustration of specimen type D2

Figure 8: 3D illustration of specimen type D4

All specimens constitute of steel grade S355J2 with beam section HEA280 and column
section HEB360.
The tests can be subdivided into four test series D1 to D4. The first type of specimen D1 is
a beam, which is clamped at one end, as illustrated in Figure 5. The design of this detail is
based on the experimental tests of Ballio and Castiglioni ([13][14][15]) and the five tested
specimens are used for a first calibration of numerical and damage model because of the easy
statical system and boundary conditions.

Figure 9: Test rig of D1

Figure 10: Test rig of D3
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Figure 11: Test rig of D2

Figure 12: Test rig of D4

The second type D2, depicted in Figure 7, is an ordinary beam-column connection in an
outer node of a roof and has been tested in terms of three specimens. In order to prevent harmful shear forces on the hydraulic cylinder specimen type D2 has been rotated, as illustrated in
Figure 11. Furthermore, a connection in a middle node of a roof is investigated by three specimens of the type D3, seen in Figure 6. The remaining three specimens depict a middle node
in a lower floor and belong to the type D4, as depicted in Figure 8. Figure 9 to Figure 12 depict the test rigs of the four specimen types.
3.2

Loading and measurement instrumentation

To attain the ability to compare different tests a load protocol has been taken into account.
Increasing amplitudes according to ECCS recommendations [16] have been applied to the
specimens in a modified, refined version (mECCS). Moreover, additionally constant amplitudes have also been utilised as loading scenario.
In order to obtain meaningful results adequate measurement instrumentation has been used
during the investigations. Firstly, the stroke displacement of the hydraulic cylinder and the
resulting reaction force, measured by the cylinder itself or a load cell have been recorded.
Moreover, wire displacement transducers have been utilised to measure the actual displacement in an accurate manner. Furthermore, strain gauges have been applied to all specimens on
both flanges at one reduced beam section. As large plastic deformations are expected, high
strain gauges, which are designed to measure strains up to 15%, have been applied. Besides,
strain gauge rosettes have been placed on the web of the reduced beam sections to measure
strains in three directions. Finally, inclinometers are placed in a distance of 100 mm away
from the beams’ or column’s ends. An inclinometer measures rotations up to 30° each side.
3.3

Results and evaluation

A distinctive ductile behaviour with cracks in the base material and a slow crack propagation could be observed during the tests of all specimens. During all tests the cracks occurred
on different positions in the reduced beam section area. The occurrence of buckles was mainly
dependent on the amplitude of the displacement. Furthermore, the location where the first
cracks occur is in general depending on these buckles.
Table 1 gives an overview of loading scheme, maximum amplitude as well as specific cycle and corresponding location of the first visible surface cracks. Since the amplitudes in the
elastic range do not vary between the single tests they are not included into the overview. For
the numerical recalculations of the experimental tests presented in section 4 the effective applied amplitudes (neglecting slippage etc.) measured by the wire displacement transducers
have been integrated into the numerical models.
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Test

Designation

Loading

Maximal
amplitude

Plastic
cycles

1

D1_S1

mECCS

9 ey - 133.2 mm

22

2

D1_S21)

mECCS

9 ey - 133.2 mm

22

3

D1_S3

constant amplitude - 7 ey

7 ey - 103.6 mm

10

4

D1_S4

constant amplitude - 6 ey

6 ey - 88.8 mm

18/19

5

D1_S5

constant amplitude - 7 ey

7 ey - 103.6 mm

11

6

D2_S1

mECCS

6 ey - 76.8 mm

12

7

D2_S2

constant amplitude - 4 ey

4 ey - 51.2 mm

7

8

D2_S3

9

D3_S1

mECCS

6 ey - 88.8 mm

15

10

D3_S2

constant amplitude - 5 ey

5 ey - 74 mm

8

11

D3_S3

12

D4_S1

mECCS

6 ey – 156 mm

18

13

D4_S2

constant amplitude

4 ey – 104 mm

18

14
D4_S3
1)
Trial specimen

constant amplitude

4.5 ey – 117 mm

9

constant amplitude - 3.5 ey 3.5 ey - 44.8 mm

constant amplitude – 4.5 ey 4.5 ey – 66.6 mm

10

Location
of failure

reduced beam
section area

10

Table 1: Overview of loading scheme, maximal amplitude and location of failure

Figure 13 and Figure 14 show exemplary test results in terms of cyclic load-displacement
curves referring to the wire displacement transducer and exemplary pictures of buckles and
cracks at the end of the loading history.
600

cycle 1-4
cycle 5-7
cycle 8-10
cycle 11-13
cycle 14-16
cycle 17-18

Reaction force [kN]

400

200
0
-200

-400
-600

-90

-60

-30
0
30
60
Displacement [mm]

90

Figure 13: Cyclic load-displacement curve and pictures of D2_S1
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0
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Figure 14: Cyclic load-displacement curve and pictures of D4_S2

4

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

For the recalculation of the experimental investigations 3D finite element (FE) models
have been created using ABAQUS CAE.
4.1

Finite element models

In order to create realistic finite element models actually measured geometric values of the
specimens have been considered. Moreover, only the relevant parts of the test rigs (cf. section
3.1) influencing the simulation results have been modelled. The bolted connections of the different test-rigs have been taken into account by incorporating extension springs, as indicated
in Figure 15 to Figure 18. Furthermore, also the lateral support of the test rigs has been considered by extension springs.

Figure 15: D1 FE model

Figure 16: D3 FE model
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Figure 17: D2 FE model

Figure 18: D4 FE model

The material characteristics of the models have been defined by parameters of the hybrid
plasticity and damage model explained in section 2. The utilised parameter set has firstly been
calibrated on the basis of small scale tests and furthermore slightly fitted to the full scale test
results presented in chapter 3. Linear three-dimensional continuum stress/displacement elements (C3D8) with a global mesh size of 20 mm have been utilised. However a smaller mesh
size has been applied to the models of D4 in order to realistically simulate the occurrence of
buckles. The mesh of relevant parts of the models, for instance the reduced beam section area
where the cracks occurred, has additionally been refined. One single set of plasticity and
damage parameters and equal model adjustments have been utilised for the four models.
Moreover, physical and geometrical non-linearities have been taken into account.
4.2

Validation of plasticity approach

To verify the applied plasticity approach, experimental and numerical hystereses have been
compared to each other as a first step. Additionally the deformations of specimen and FE
model have been regarded.

Reaction force [kN]

400

Wire-Force
FE

200

0

-200

-400
-150 -100

-50
0
50
100
Displacement [mm]

150

Figure 19: Comparison of test and simulation of D1_S2
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25
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75

Figure 20: Comparison of test and simulation of D3_S3

As exemplary seen in Figure 19 and Figure 20 the finite element models depict the specimens’ experimental behaviour in a distinguished and realistic manner. Remaining deviations
can be ascribed to the difficult modelling of the boundary conditions containing bolted connections.
Moreover, the comparison of local strains serves as additional verification method. The
strains obtained from numerical simulations fit the experimental data of the strain gauges
qualitatively. Minor deviations of experiment and simulation are ascribed to the precarious
attachment of the strain gauges, which distort if expiring plastic deformations. Figure 21 depicts the comparison of experimentally and numerically measured strains recorded by high
strain gauges. Additionally, the verification in terms of inclination proves to provide good accordance between experimental and numerical analysis, as exemplary illustrated in Figure 22.
30000

4
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FE Strain gauge 1

25000

2

15000
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20000
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1 500
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Figure 21: Strains of test and simulation of D1_S1

Figure 22: Inclination of test and simulation of D2_S2
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4.3

Validation of damage mechanics approach

In order to validate the damage mechanics approach the experimental and numerical damage initiation has been compared, as presented in Table 2. The trial specimen D1_S2 has not
been taken into account.
Specimen

Loading

D1_S1
D1_S3
D1_S4
D1_S5
D2_S1
D2_S2
D2_S3
D3_S1
D3_S2
D3_S3
D4_S1
D4_S2
D4_S3

mECCS
const. amp.
const. amp.
const. amp.
mECCS
const. amp.
const. amp.
mECCS
const. amp.
const. amp.
mECCS
const. amp.
const. amp.

Experimental damage
Cycle
Location
26
RBS R - outside
12
fillet L + RBS L outside
21
RBS R + L outside
13
RBS L - outside
16
RBS R - inside + outside
9
RBS R - outside
12
RBS R - outside
19
RSB R - outside
10
RSB R - outside
12
RSB R - outside
22
RBS L - outside
20
RBS L - outside
11
RBS L - outside

Numerical damage
Cycle
Location
25
RBS R - inside
7
RBS L - inside
9
RBS L - outside
7
RBS L - inside
16
RBS R - outside
8
RBS R - outside
10
RBS R - outside
17
RBS R - outside
7
RBS R - outside
8
RBS R - outside
18
RBS L - outside
15
RBS R - outside
11
RBS L - outside

Table 2: Comparison of experimental and numerical damage initiation of all specimens

First, the forecast of the number of cycles to failure is evaluated. According to Table 2 and
Figure 23, the prediction of the cycle at which damage occurs for the first time is hugely satisfying regarding specimens subjected to the mECCS loading scheme. During simulations of
some models subjected to constant amplitudes, damage is announced too early.
30

Increasing amplitudes mECCS

Time of damage - simulation

Constant amplitudes

20

10

0
0

10

20

30

Time of damage - experiment

Figure 23: Comparison of experimental und numerical damage initiation of all specimens
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Furthermore, the forecast of the damage location is evaluated. Table 2 contains the damage
initiation locations of the different models. RBS L denotes the left, RBS R the right reduced
beam section, seen from front view of Figure 5 to Figure 8. Moreover, ‘outside’ designates
the outer surfaces of the flanges, whereas ‘inside’ denotes the inner surfaces of the flanges.
The damage location is mostly predicted satisfactorily, as shown in Table 2.
Figure 24 exemplary depicts the comparison of experimental and numerical damage location of specimen D2_S3. It can be observed that the presented damage mechanics approach
leads to a precise prediction of the first damage location.

Figure 24: Comparison of experimental and numerical damage location of D2_S3

5

CONCLUSIONS

The ductile damage of dissipative elements has been predicted by using innovative damage
mechanics. In the majority of the simulations the number of cycles to failure has been predicted exactly or with minimal deviation. Six simulations resulted in a notably early damage prediction. This behaviour has mostly been observed in simulations of specimens subjected to
constant instead of increasing amplitudes. However, the results are conservative. A correct
location of failure has been forecasted for all specimens, except one. It has to be noted, that
the first damage location is strongly dependent on the instant of time, at which damage is announced for the first time.
The applied damage mechanics approach could be validated for increasing loads, but still
needs enhancement to accomplish a successful damage prediction in case of constant amplitudes or random loadings.
6
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Abstract. One of the most important features of directivity-dominant near-fault ground motions is the existence of impulsive signals in the beginning of ground velocity. Directivity is
observed when rupture propagates toward a site at a velocity close to particle shear-wave
velocity. Such ground motions with large-amplitude and long-period velocity pulses amplify
the response spectrum in medium to long period ranges. As such, they have the potential to
impose severe inelastic demands on the medium to high-rise buildings.
In this study we discuss the differences between the directivity models proposed in NGAWEST2 [i.e., Shahi and Baker and Chiou and Spudich presented in Spudich et al. (2013)] and
Shahi and Baker (2011). Deterministic and probabilistic seismic hazard analyses are done
with and without considering directivity effects for different earthquake scenarios as well as
475-year and 2475-year return periods. The response spectrum amplification due to directivity is extracted from these hazard analyses and the effects of major seismological parameters
on the computed spectral amplifications are investigated. The observed results suggest some
differences in the investigated directivity models for deterministic and probabilistic earthquake scenarios. The characteristic magnitude and fault-site geometry play an important role
in all models within probabilistic hazard framework. The Shahi and Baker directivity models
also bring forward the significance of slip rate and return period in spectral amplifications.
The slip rate and return period do not prominently affect the spectral amplifications in Chiou
and Spudich directivity model. The observations suggest a need for the consideration of forward directivity on code-based design spectrum via some practical rules.
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1

INTRODUCTION

One of the important features of near fault ground motions is directivity effect. In near
fault earthquakes when rupture propagates toward a site a pulse is formed in the beginning of
the velocity wave form. These pulses are mostly seen in the fault normal direction. This kind
of records which have higher amplitude with shorter duration are known as ground motions
with forward directivity effect. On the other hand when rupture propagates away from the site
the ground motion will have lower amplitude with longer duration. This case is called backward directivity.
Housner and Trifunac (1967) were the first that observed ground motions with long period,
strong velocity and displacement pulses in 1966 Parkfield earthquake. The second earthquake
with impulsive signal in fault normal component was reported in 1971 San Fernando earthquake (Boore & Zoback 1974; Niazy 1975). Bertero et al. (1978) have studied destructive effect of pulse type ground motions on medium to high-rise buildings for the first time.
However, 1994 Northridge earthquake was the first that revealed vulnerability of high-rise
buildings against pulse type ground motions. Later on the observations from 1995 Kobe, 1999
Izmit and 2009 L’Aquila Earthquakes confirmed the previously seen destructive potential of
the near-fault impulsive ground motions (Alavi & Krawinkler 2001; Chioccarelli & Iervolino
2010).
Some of design codes incorporated the effects of near fault ground motions after the destructive potential of these ground motions were identified. Uniform Building Code (UBC,
1997) applies a uniform scaling on the design spectrum with 475-year return period for the
near fault effects of ground motions. Near source effects are defined with Na (for short period
range of design spectrum) and Nv (for long period range of design spectrum) factors in UBC,
1997. These factors are applied on the seismic coefficients Ca and Cv for the sites located in
high seismicity regions (seismic zone 4).
In order to better estimate the effects of near fault impulsive ground motions the directivity
effect is needed to be incorporated in ground motion models. Traditional ground-motion
models do not account for the effect of pulse-like ground motions and hence, they may under
predict the spectral acceleration for impulsive ground motions in medium to high period ranges depending on earthquake magnitude. Several researchers have proposed different directivity models to be implemented on ground motion equations.
One of the first important directivity models was proposed by Somerville et al. (1997).
This model basically uses two geometric parameters to assemble the directivity effect on
ground motion equations. First, the angle between the direction of rupture propagation and the
direction of waves traveling from the fault to the site, second, the fraction of the fault rupture
surface that lies between the hypocenter and the site. Somerville et al. (1997) modifies ground
motion average horizontal response spectral acceleration, and duration of acceleration time
history in order to incorporate directivity effect in ground motion equations. The model also
proposes a ratio for strike normal to strike parallel component of ground motions with directivity effect. This model was modified by Abrahamson (2000) in order to incorporate the
magnitude and distance saturation in directivity model.
Shahi and Baker (2011) (hereafter SHB-11) used together with Boore and Atkinson (2008)
(hereafter BA-08) have calibrated a new framework on the PSHA in order to incorporate directivity effect. The method first has been proposed with Tothong et al. (2007) which considers the probability of pulse occurrence and pulse period in hazard analysis. Iervolino and
Cornell (2008) have used the source to site geometrical parameters used in this model in order
to quantify the probability of pulse occurrence.
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Although some primary models have been proposed for directivity in NGAWEST1 (2008)
project but they did not include directivity and guidance for its application in their equations
explicitly. The most recent and comprehensive directivity models have been proposed by
NGA-WEST2 Directivity Working Group (Spudich et al. 2013). This report include five directivity models. The models proposed by Roshandel, Shahi & Baker (hereafter SHB-13),
Spudich & Chiou (models proposed in chapter 3, 4 and 5 in Spudich et al. 2013) are explicitly
narrow-band in which the spectral acceleration is amplified in a narrow range of periods close
to pulse period. Bayless & Somerville (the model proposed in chapter 2 in Spudich et al. 2013)
have updated Somerville et al. (1997) directivity model which is a broad-band model and amplifies the response spectrum uniformly in medium to high spectral period ranges. Chiou &
Spudich (hereafter CHS-13) (the model proposed in chapter 6 in Spudich et al. 2013) uses Directivity Predictor Parameter (DPP) as the predictor of directivity together with ground motion equation proposed by Chiou and Young (2014) (hereafter CHY-14).
In this study we have discussed the theoretical and mathematical differences between
SHB-11, SHB-13 and CHS-13 directivity models. The results will be discussed in terms of
deterministic and probabilistic hazard analysis. In deterministic analysis the variation of amplification factor for three cases has been studied and discussed. The comparisons and discussions are done on the basis of deterministic hazard analysis. In addition Probabilistic Seismic
Hazard Analysis has been done in order to investigate the effect of earthquake scenarios and
source to site geometric parameters on the level of amplification due to directivity. In PSHA
SHB-11and CHS-13 directivity models have been assembled in a Matlab code that has been
written for this purpose. Uniform hazard spectrum has been extracted for each site with and
without considering directivity effect for two return periods (475 and 2475-Year). SH-11 and
CHS-13 models have been used for calculation of response spectrum with directivity effect.
Response spectrum without directivity effect is calculated with conventional probabilistic
seismic hazard analysis. The amplification is calculated from the normalization of spectral
acceleration with directivity effect to spectral acceleration of conventional PSHA.
In the next section general framework of SHB-11, SHB-13 and CHS-13 directivity models
have been described. The geometric illustrations and the differences among these models will
be illustrated and explained. Selection of input parameters for the seismic hazard analysis and
the effect of these parameters on the level of amplification will be discussed in the next sections of this study.
2
2.1

INTRODUCTION OF DIRECTIVITY MODELS
General Framework of Shahi and Baker 2011 (SHB-11)

The general framework of this method is to some extend different from the conventional
PSHA methods. This model considers the probability of pulse occurrence and pulse period
distribution in hazard analysis. Equation (1) shows the annual exceedance rate of spectral acceleration with directivity effect:
(1)
where m, r, z and tp represent magnitude, distance, source to site geometry and pulse period parameters respectively. The PSHA model proposed in Equation 1 can be practically evaluated by splitting
into two cases, depending on whether or not pulselike ground motion is observed. These two cases are shown in Equation 2.
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(2)
Regarding this model the spectral acceleration is amplified for pulse like ground motions
and de-amplified for non-pulse like cases. In this method the probability of pulse occurrence
depends on source to site geometric parameters.
2.2

Chiou and Spudich-2013 (CHS-13) Directivity Model

Chiou and Young (2014) have adapted a directivity model (fDPP) on their Ground Motion
Equation (CHY-14) in order to incorporate effect of near fault impulsive ground motions in
response spectrum estimation. This model uses Direct Point Parameter (DPP) as the predictor
of directivity effect. The functional form of fDPP is shown in Equation 3 in which fR and fM are
distance and magnitude taper functions represented in Equations 4 and 5 respectively.
(3)
(4)
(5)
In Equation 3, c8 and c8b are period dependent coefficients and c8a is period independent
coefficient given in Chiou and Young (2014). The distance taper function reduces f DPP effect
to zero starting from 40 to 70km. The magnitude taper also has the same function for the
magnitude range 6.3 to 5.5. This is due to the fact that directivity effect is not seen in larger
distances and smaller magnitude ranges. ΔDPP in Equation 3 is centered value of direct point
parameter. Since conventional ground motion equations take some account of rupture directivity effects in the average sense due to existence of pulse type ground motions in the dataset used to develop these equations the directivity models cannot be used directly as an addon directivity correction in these equations. Therefore a centering value of directivity parameter is used in directivity model. The centered value of DPP has been defined in CHS-13 model
is the average value of
and it is calculated from Equation 6 for a specific site in which
DPP for the sites with a constant distance from the fault rupture.
(6)
DPP has three factors, a measure of isochrone velocity ( ); a measure of rupture propagation distance (E); and a radiation pattern term ( ). DPP is calculated from Equation 7 for a
single planar rupture surface.
(7)
In this equation E is the distance between hypocenter (PH) and direct point (PD), f is the
larger of fault length and width,
is the average S-wave radiation pattern over E-Path and
is the isochrone velocity which is calculated from Equation 8.
for E>0

(8)

for E=0
where RHYP is hypocenter to site distance (PHPS) and RD is the direct point to site distance
(PDPS).
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2.3

Chiou and Spudich-2013 (CHS-13) Directivity Model

This model extends the approach of SHB-11 in order to incorporate directivity effect in
Ground Motion Equations. The model is composed of two parts as can be seen in Equation 9.
The first term is the base Ground Motion Equation which predicts the natural logarithm of
spectral acceleration in spectral period of T seconds.
(9)
The first term is a function of magnitude, distance, period and shear wave velocity of the
site. The coefficients in the base ground motion model (θ) are refitted without considering directivity effect. In this way the directivity effect which is implicitly included in the original
Ground Motion Equation due to existence of pulse type ground motions in the dataset is removed. The second term amplifies the base ground motion model due to existence of impulsive period which is the function of spectral period and pulse period ratio as can be seen in
Equation 10. IDirectivity is a binary value which takes one when the ground motion contains a
pulse and takes zero otherwise.
(10)
the coefficients have been determined from refitting the ground motion model to the NGAWEST2 data set. Finally ηi and εij in Equation 9 are between-event and within-event errors
respectively.
2.4

COMPARISION OF SHB-11, SHB-13 AND CHS-13 DIRECTIVITY MODELS

As stated before SHB-13 is extended version of SHB-11 and therefore the general framework and utilized geometric parameters in the both models are similar to each other. Both
models are narrow-band which amplify the ground motion spectral acceleration at periods
close to pulse period. These two models also have differences in terms of mathematical form
and development procedure. SHB-11 de-amplifies the spectral acceleration for non-pulse cases while SHB-13 uses the spectral acceleration of base ground motion equation without applying any de-amplification for these cases. Both of the models use the same source to site
geometric models which are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Source to site geometric parameters of SHB-11 and SHB-13 models for Strike Slip Faults
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In this figure “r” is the closest distance of the site to the rupture and “s” is the rupture
length that lays between the hypocenter and closest distance of the site to the fault in the fault
strike direction and θ is the angle between fault strike direction and the line that joins epicenter and the site. These parameters (r, s and θ) are used to calculate probability of pulse occurrence distribution pattern around the fault in SHB-11 and SHB-13 directivity models.

Figure 2 CHS-13 model a) Source to site geometric parameters b) Direct Point Parameter distribution
around the rupture

As stated in section 2.2 CHS-13 model uses Direct Point Parameter (DPP) as the predictor
of directivity effect. In this model the direct point concept (DP) is the intersecting point of the
fault-projected direct ray (𝑃H𝑃P) with the slipped-area boundary, where PH is the hypocenter
and PP is the projection of the site onto the plane containing the slipped area (Figure 2a).
When a site is normal to the slipped area (i.e., PP is inside slipped area), the direct point is the
same as Pp (PD and PP will coincide on each other). Direct point concept (DP) in CHS-13 is
used to define centered value of Direct Point Parameter (ΔDPP) as shown in Figure 2b.
The other difference between these models is the component that they predict for ground
motion spectral acceleration. SHB-11 model is used together with Boore and Atkinson (2008)
(BA-08) Ground Motion Equation in order to investigate the directivity effect. BA-08 predicts
RotI50 component of ground motion and SHB-11 modifies RotI50 component to predict
spectral acceleration in a desired orientation with respect to fault strike direction for pulse
type ground motions. SHB-13 uses Refitted Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008) (CBR) Ground
Motion Equation in order to predict the spectral acceleration with directivity effect. Therefore
this model modifies RotD50 component of the ground motion model in a desired orientation
in order to predict spectral acceleration with directivity effect. On the other hand, CHS-13 directivity model is adapted on Chiou and Youngs (2014) (CHY-14) Ground Motion Equation
which estimates RotD50 component. Therefore CHS-13 modifies RotD50 component to estimate RotD50 component with directivity effect (RotD50Directivity).
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3

SELECTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS FOR HAZARD ANALYSIS

This study aims to investigate the effect of seismological and geometrical parameters on
the level of amplification for considered directivity models. For this purpose we have run both
Deterministic and Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis for different earthquake scenarios
with these directivity models. Gridded mesh of 42 sites spatially distributed around the fault
have been selected for the analysis in order to investigate the effect of source to site geometry
on the amplification of response spectrum. The distances in fault strike direction (X direction)
are normalized to the fault length and this normalized distance is measured from the center of
the fault projection on the ground. The fault length is taken as “L” and the sites are extended
0.3×L beyond the fault edge in X direction. In addition, the sites are placed every 5km in the
fault normal direction (Y direction) from 0 to 30km. Due to symmetry sites are scattered just
in upper right quarter of the fault (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Gridded sites around the fault for investigation of Source to site geometry effect

The other parameter that can play important role on the amplification of response spectrum
due to directivity effect is the earthquake magnitude. Five different faults with different characteristic magnitudes have been selected for the hazard analysis in order to investigate the effect of this parameter on the amplification. As mentioned before pulse-type ground motions
with directivity effect are mostly seen in earthquakes with medium to large magnitude. Therefore the faults are selected in a way that their characteristic magnitude represent this magnitude range. The faults are selected with 20, 50, 100, 150 and 300km length and 10km width
for all cases with characteristic magnitudes equal to 6.25, 6.7, 7.0, 7.2 and 7.5 respectively.
Characteristic earthquake reccurence model (Youngs & Coppersmith 1985) has been used in
all the hazard analysis. The earthquake magnitudes greater than 5 have been considered in
probabilistic hazard analysis.
The other important parameter than can be effective on the level of amplification is the slip
rate of the fault. Three slip rate values have been assigned to the faults (SR=0.5, 1.0 and 2.0
cm/year) for the analysis indicating low, medium and high seismicity levels.
4

DISCUSSIONS ON DETERMINISTIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

In deterministic hazard analysis the spectral acceleration is calculated for a single earthquake scenario. In our case we have calculated the amplification of spectral acceleration with
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three directivity models discussed in the last sections. The amplification has been calculated
for a fault with 100km length, slip rate 1.0 cm/year and for the sites 8, 9 and 10 (illustrated in
Figure 3) which are located 5km away from the fault in Y direction. Figure 4 illustrates the
median of spectral acceleration calculated for site 9 with and without considering directivity
effect for SHB-11, SHB-13 and CHS-13 directivity models. As can be seen from this figure
the SHB-11 has the largest amplification in a narrow period range. But the point that should
be considered here is that SHB-11 combines amplification and de-amplification cases in a full
probabilistic analysis. The de-amplification case is shown with SHB 11-NoDirectivity dotted
line in this figure. In order to better see the difference between these models we have plotted
the spectral amplification of three directivity models for sites 8, 9 and 10 in Figure 5.
In SHB-11 and SHB-13 the amplification is the same for all three sites (8, 9 and 10) since
the amplification is just a function of T/Tp parameter which is the same for all of these three
sites. In SHB-11 the Deamplification is the same for site 8 and 9 because the deamplification
term is a function of magnitude and distance. For the site 8 and 9 the magnitude and distance
parameters are equal (Mch= and Rjb=5km). In Site 10 we do not observe any deamplification
because there is a distance cap for the deamplification factor which makes it equal to 1 for the
distances greater that 10km (note that Rjb of site 10 is 11.18km). The overall amplification in
SHB-11 is calculated from the combination of pulse and no pulse cases for the full probabilistic seismic hazard analysis.
In CHS-13 we observe an increasing trend for the Amplification while we are moving from
site 8 toward site 10. This is due to the fact that the directivity effect is a function of ΔDPP
(Chiou and Youngs 2014). Since ΔDPP has an increasing trend while moving from site 8 toward site 10 the amplification also shows the same trend.

Figure 4 Median of spectral acceleration for Site 9 and earthquake scenario with FL=100 and
SR=1cm/year calculated by DSHA
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Figure 5 Amplification factor calculated with three directivity models
a) FL=100km, SR=1.0cm/year, Site 8 b) FL=100km, SR=1.0cm/year, Site 9
c) FL=100km, SR=1.0cm/year, Site 10

5

AMPLIFICATION INVESTIGATION FOR PSHA

In this section we have investigated the effect of source to site geometry, slip rate, fault
magnitude and the hazard level (return period of response spectrum) on the level of amplification when PSHA is applied on the directivity models. All the considered faults are planar with
the strike slip mechanism. The amplification factor is the ratio of uniform hazard spectrum
calculated with SHB-11, and CHS-13 directivity models to conventional response spectrum
(Equation 11).
(11)
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Figure 6 Effect of site location on the amplification due to directivity for SHB-11 and CH-13 models
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5.1

Source to site geometry effect on the amplification factor

In order to better understand how source to site geometry affect on the level of amplification the hazard analysis have been done for different sites scattered spatially around the fault.
Response spectrum has been extracted for each site with and without considering directivity
effect. The distribution pattern of the sites around the fault has been shown in Figure 3.
In Figure 6a, to 6e we have compared the response spectrum from conventional PSHA
with response spectrum calculated from SHB-11 model for different source to site locations
around the fault. The site which is located on the Rx/L=0 and Ry=5km (Site 7 shown in Figure 6a) is amplified very slightly and the amplification is almost close to 1. The amplification
increases when we move from site 7 (Rx/L=0 and Ry=5km) toward the edge of the fault in X
direction. The maximum amplification is reached for the site located on Rx/L=0.5 and
Ry=5km (Site 9 in Figure 6c). On the other hand when we move away from the fault in Ydirection (from Site 9 toward Site 33 shown in Figure 6c, 6d and 6e) the amplification has a
descending trend. This amplification pattern for different source to site geometries is due to
the source to site geometric parameters used to calculate probability of pulse occurrence in
SHB-11.
In Figure 6f to 6j the response spectrum calculated with CHS-13 model is compared with
conventional response spectrum for different source to site locations. In this model also we
don’t observe any amplification for site 7 (Figure 6f) like SHB-11 model. Unlike SHB-11
model the ascending trend of amplification in X direction for CHS-13 model starts from site 8
(Rx/L=0.25 and Ry=5km) and reaches its maximum in Site 10 (Rx/L=0.6 and Ry=5km). This
is due to the effect of centered value of DPP (Direct Point Parameter) in this model. As stated
before E-path parameter is used to calculate the DPP for each site. This parameter (E-path
which is distance between hypocenter and direct point) reaches its maximum values for the
sites located along the Rx/L=0.6 line. Therefore the ΔDPP and subsequently the amplification
will be maximum for these sites.
In Y direction the amplification of CHS-13 model also has descending trend like SHB-11
model. This can be seen if we compare the amplification level of site 10 (shown in Figure 6i
with Rx=0.6 and Ry=5km) with site 22 (shown in Figure 6j with Rx/L=0.5 and Ry=15km). In
site 22 the response spectrum extracted with CHS-13 model is slightly larger than conventional response spectrum meaning that amplification level is slightly larger than 1.

Figure 7 Amplification factor contour map for 100km length fault, Slip rate=2cm/year and 475 year return period spectrum, T=4sec. a) Shahi and Baker 2011, b) Chiou Spudich 2013
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In order to better see the amplification distribution pattern around the fault, the contour
maps of amplification have been plotted for a fault with 100km length, slip rate 2cm/year and
475 year return period at spectral period T=4sec. The Figure 7a shows the amplification contour map for SHB-11 model and Figure 7b is the counter map of amplification for CHS-13
model. The location of the sites which experience maximum amplification, the variation of
the amplification pattern along X and Y directions and the differences between these two
models which were discussed in previous paragraphs can be seen in this figure very clearly.
5.2

Effect of Hazard Level and Slip Rate on the Amplification Factor

As stated before three slip rate values (SR=0.5, 1, 2 cm/year) have been considered in the
probabilistic hazard analysis for low medium and high seismicity levels. The amplification
factor has been calculated for all the sites around the fault (42 sites) and two hazard levels
(2% and 10% probability of exceedance in 50 year). These amplification factors have been
plotted for all 42 sites together with their median values for SHB-11 model in Figure 8. As
can be seen from this figure all the amplification curves reach their maximum value at spectral period T=4 sec for the fault with 100km length. The general shape of the amplification
curves are similar to each other in all figures with just one exception in Figure 8a.
In this figure (Figure 8a) we see a bump for the amplification curves in small period ranges.
This is due to the fact that SHB-11 model does not apply deamplification for the magnitudes
less than 6, Rjb larger than 10km and spectral periods smaller than 1sec for non-pulse type
cases. On the other hand large magnitude earthquakes do not contribute effectively in hazard
analysis for this case. Therefore the larger period ranges are not amplified as much as small
magnitude ranges for 475 year return period case.
The results of the analysis from SHB-11 model (Figure 8) show that both slip rate and return period are determining parameters on the level of amplification factor. For both 2% and
10% in 50 year exceedance hazard levels the amplification factor increases with slip rate increment. This increment can be seen in both median and maximum amplification factor
curves. The important point here is that the rate of increment for the sites which are more exposed to directivity effect (the sites that experience larger amplification values) is more than
the other sites when slip rate increases from 0.5 to 2 cm/year. This can be seen more clearly if
we compare the maximum values of amplification for 10% in 50 year exceedance cases. Table 1 shows the maximum and median amplification values at T=4sec for two hazard levels.
The maximum amplification of the fault with SR=0.5 cm/year at spectral period T=4sec is
1.19 (Figure 8a) while this maximum value for the case of SR=1.0 cm/year reaches 1.38 (Figure 8c) and for the SR=2.0cm/year it reaches to 1.65 (Figure 8e). This is equivalent to 16%
and 38% increase for the maximum amplification of SR=1.0 and 2.0 cm/year from maximum
amplification of SR=0.5 cm/year. For the median values at the same spectral period the amplification increases from 1.04 for SR=0.5 cm/year to 1.10 and 1.16 for SR= 1.0 and 2.0 cm/year
respectively which is equivalent to 5.7% and 11.5% increment. As can be seen the rate of amplification increment for the maximum and the median values are not the same.
The difference between the maximum and median amplification indicates the importance
of source to site geometry because the median amplification is the mean of lnAMP of all 42
sites amplification factor. On the other hand the rate of amplification increment is different for
maximum and median amplification. This means that slip rate and source to site geometry are
correlated to each other and the amplification level cannot be estimated for each of these parameters independently.
We can also see the same trend for the case of 2475 year return period (2% in 50 year exceedance) amplification factor. First, the maximum and median amplification factors are not
the same for a given slip rate value. Second, the amplification increases with the slip rate in-
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crement for both median and maximum amplification curves but the rate of this increment for
maximum and median values are not the same.
The last thing that can be seen in this model is that the amplification of 2475 year return
period (2% in 50 year exceedance) has larger values comparing to the amplifications of 475
year return period (10% in 50 year exceedance). The maximum amplification shows a 43%
increment for the case of SR=0.5cm/year and 13.3% for the fault with SR=2.0cm/year when
return period changes from 475 to 2475 year.

Figure 8 Effect of slip rate and return period on the amplification in SHB-11 model

SR=0.5
SR=1.0
SR=2.0

10% in 50 year exceedance (475 year 2% in 50 year exceedance (2475 year
RP)
RP)
AMPmax(T=4sec) AMPmedian(T=4sec) AMPmax(T=4sec) AMPmedian(T=4sec)
1.19
1.04
1.71
1.18
1.38
1.10
1.79
1.22
1.65
1.16
1.87
1.26

Table 1 Maximum and median amplification at T=4sec for the faults with SR=0.5, 1 and 2cm/year-SHB11 model
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Figure 9 Effect of slip rate and return period on the amplification in CHS-13 model

SR=0.5
SR=1.0
SR=2.0

10% in 50 year exceedance (475 year 2% in 50 year exceedance (2475 year
RP)
RP)
AMPmax(T=4sec) AMPmedian(T=4sec) AMPmax(T=4sec) AMPmedian(T=4sec)
1.45
1.13
1.52
1.15
1.47
1.14
1.5
1.15
1.52
1.15
1.53
1.15

Table 2 Maximum and median amplification level at T=4 sec for the faults with SR=0.5, 1 and 2cm/yearCHS-13 model

Figure 9 shows the amplification curves of CHS-13 model for a fault with 100km length,
slip rate=0.5, 1.0 and 2cm/year and 2 hazard levels (10% and 2% exceedance rate). The maximum and median of amplification factor for 42 sites are shown in Table 2 for 3 slip rate values and 2 hazard levels at spectral period T=4sec.
The results of the analysis for this model also shows several observations. First, the amplification level is not affected by slip rate values. As can be seen from Figure 9 and the results
given in Table 2, the maximum amplification do not change considerably when slip rate increases from 0.5cm/year to 2.0cm/year for both 475 and 2475 year return period cases. Fur-
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thermore the median amplification value is almost the same for all slip rate values and hazard
levels.
The other important point is the difference between maximum and median amplification
for a given slip rate and hazard level. As stated before since all source to site geometries contribute on the amount of median amplification it shows that that source to site geometry is still
determining parameter on the level of amplification.
The last point here is the effect of return period on the level of amplification. As can be
seen from Table 2 the maximum and median amplification factor do not change considerably
for these two hazard levels. The amplification of 2475 year is slightly larger than amplification of 475 year but this difference is less than 4% in the worst case. Therefore it can be concluded that CHS-13 model is not affected by slip rate and hazard level considerably but
source to site geometry still has important effect on the level of amplification.
5.3

Effect of Fault Characteristic Magnitude on the Amplification Factor

The last parameter that has been investigated in this study is the effect of fault characteristic magnitude on the level of amplification. Figure 10 shows the amplification factor for two
faults with different characteristic magnitudes for both SHB-11 and CHS-13 models. Several
features can be seen in this figure. Both SHB-11 and CHS-13 models have a bilinear trend for
the amplification factor. The difference between these two models is that SHB-11 model
tends to amplify the response spectrum in a narrow range of period while CHS-13 model amplifies the spectrum in a wider range of periods. This is due to the fact that SHB-11 model
tries to amplify the 𝑆𝑎 at periods close to the period of the directivity pulse (𝑇p). The amplification factor in SHB-11 reaches the maximum value at a spectral period (Tmax) followed by a
descending trend for larger periods. The amplification factor in CHS-13 has an ascending
trend up to spectral period called as Tcorner. For the periods greater than Tcorner the amplification has plateau form and is almost constant.
In SHB-11 model the amplification amplitude starts from 1.0 at spectral period T=0.6sec
and reaches the maximum amplitude at Tmax=3.0sec for the fault with 50km length and characteristic magnitude equal to 6.7. For the fault with 150km length and characteristic magnitude 7.2 the amplification amplitude starts from 1.0 at spectral period T=0.6sec and reaches
the maximum amplitude at spectral period Tmax=4 sec. In CHS-13 the amplification amplitude
starts from 1.0 at spectral period T=0.5sec and reaches the maximum amplitude at
Tcorner=3.0sec for the fault with 50km length and Tcorner=4.0sec for the fault with 150km
length. As can be seen, the spectral period that maximum amplification occur in both SHB-11
and CHS-13 models depend on characteristic magnitude of the fault, meaning that the larger
is the characteristic magnitude, the greater is the spectral period that maximum amplification
occur.
Fault magnitude can also affect on the amplitude of amplification. As can be seen from
Figure 10 the amplitude of amplification increases with fault magnitude for both SHB-11 and
CHS-13 models. Faults with greater magnitude have greater amplification amplitude especially in the period range that the maximum amplification occur.
The results of analysis have also shown that increment of amplification amplitude due to
characteristic magnitude increase, show a saturation for the faults with characteristic magnitude greater than 7.5. The results confirms that the maximum amplification for the fault with
characteristic magnitude 7.75 is slightly larger than the maximum amplification of the fault
with characteristic magnitude 7.5 for both SHB-11 and CHS-13 models. This is due to the effect of distance taper functions used in the directivity models, because the sites located in one
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edge of fault which experience the maximum amplifications, are too far from the ruptures that
occur on the other edge of the fault.

Figure 10 Effect of characteristic magnitude of the fault on the amplification factor in SHB-11 and CHS13 models

6

CONCLUSIONS
 The results of Deterministic Hazard Analysis have shown that the general trend of amplification pattern is the same for SHB-11 and SHB-13 directivity models. Both of these
models amplify the response spectrum proportional with T/Tp ratio. The probability of
pulse occurrence also contribute on the level of amplification in these models in terms of
source to site geometric parameters.
 In CHS-13 the amplification is a function of DPP which is directivity indicator parameter
in this model.
 According to PSHA results the maximum amplification occur on the sites located near
the fault edges in SHB-11 model while the maximum amplification occur on the sites located beyond the fault edges in CHS-13.
 PSHA results shows that the amplification factor in SHB-11 model is a coupled function
of slip rate, fault magnitude, source to site geometry and hazard level all together. But it
has been shown that amplification factor in CHS-13 model is not affected by slip rate and
hazard level and it is a function of fault characteristic magnitude and source to site geometry.
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Abstract. As ground motion observations over long enough time periods are unavailable for
majority of sites, most of the ground motion prediction equations have been derived using observed data from multiple stations and seismic sources, and standard deviations (sigmas) of
these equations are related to the statistics of the spatial variability of ground motion instead
of temporal variability at a single site (ergodic assumption). This is one of the major shortcomings of carrying out site specific seismic hazard assessment with currently available
ground motion prediction equations. In this study, we explore the variability at single sites
within Turkey, decomposing sigma into different components so that the various contributions
to the variability can be identified. The period and magnitude dependent standard deviation
values obtained for Turkey using the ergodic assumption is changing between 0.56-0.82 ln
units [1]. When single stations are considered instead, standard deviation estimates are reduced by 20%. Through the restriction of the analysis to a particular seismic source (i.e.
North Anatolian Fault zone), the standard deviation values obtained for Turkey by [1] are
further shown to reduce by about 10-20% depending on the spectral period under consideration. Implications of these findings for the seismic hazard of Istanbul district are further discussed within the scope of this study.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Ground motion prediction equations (GMPE) are based on datasets of ground motion parameters recorded at multiple stations, the source of which are different earthquakes generated
by various tectonic sources. These equations that are utilized to predict ground motion at a
specific site, describe its distribution (log-normal distribution) in terms of a median and a logarithmic standard deviation. [2] explained aleatory variability as that “inherent to the unpredictable nature of future events and cannot be reduced by collection of additional
information”. Whereas they described epistemic variability as that “is due to incomplete
knowledge and data about the physics of the earthquake process and can be reduced to zero
with sufficient knowledge (at least theoretically)”. Although it is usually envisioned that
through standard deviation of ground motion prediction equations, only aleatory variability of
ground motion is represented that is not the case in reality.
When ground motion prediction equations are utilized as part of seismic hazard assessment
studies, an inherent assumption is made: the ground motion variability obtained based on a
global (or regional) dataset is the same as the variability of ground motion caused by a single
source at a single site. This assumption has been referred to as the ergodic assumption (i.e. [35]. Over the last decade, the availability of recorded ground motions at single sites caused by
multiple earthquakes originating from the same tectonic sources has allowed researchers to
estimate what is referred to as nonergodic standard deviation (also referred to as single station
standard deviation or single station sigma) of ground motion [6-13]. These studies illustrated
in general that average nonergodic standard deviations are lower than their ergodic equivalents. Quantification of nonergodic standard deviation enables elimination of epistemic site to
site, path to path and source to source variability from the ground motion prediction equation
standard deviation hence is a step forward towards quantification of true aleatory variability
of ground motion at a specific site. For an ideal probabilistic seismic hazard assessment study,
standard deviation of ground motion prediction equation should only represent aleatory variability of ground motion and epistemic uncertainty should be captured through following the
logic tree approach.
Ground motion standard deviation exerts a strong influence on the results of the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, even small variations causing considerable differences on hazard
results particularly at long return periods [14]. Hence computing nonergodic standard deviation, that offers more realistic quantification of ground motion variability at a specific site has
become particularly important in the evaluation of ground motions utilized for the design of
critical facilities especially such as nuclear power plants [11, 15-16]. The focus of this study is
to compute nonergodic standard deviation based on the Turkish strong motion database and
determine the effect of using it instead of ergodic standard deviation on seismic hazard estimates for the Fatih-Kadikoy districts of Istanbul.
2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Following the notation of [17] in this study, total residuals (Δes) are defined as the difference between recorded ground motions and the values predicted by a ground motion prediction equation in log units. Two main terms: between-event (δBe) and within-event (δWes)
terms can be thought of contributing to these total residuals:
∆ =  + 

(1)

in which the subscripts denote an observed ground motion parameter corresponding to an
event e at station s. Between-event term represents the average shift, corresponding to an in-
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dividual earthquake - e, of the observed ground motions from corresponding median estimates
of ground motion prediction equation. Within-event term on the other hand represents the difference between an individual observation at station s from the earthquake-specific median
prediction. The between-event and within-event residuals are independent normally distributed random variables with zero means and standard deviations τ and φ, respectively. The between-event standard deviation, τ, represents the earthquake to earthquake variability
reflecting influence of factors such as stress drop and variation of slip in space and time that
are not captured by ground motion prediction equations through inclusion of parameters such
as magnitude, style of faulting and source depth. The within-event standard deviation, φ, represents the record to record variability reflecting influence of factors such as crustal heterogeneities, deeper geological structures, near-surface layering that are not captured by ground
motion prediction equations through inclusion of parameters such as distance, site classification.
The within-event residuals can be further divided into two terms:
 =  2



+ 



(2)

δS2Ss, site term, represents the average within-event residual at each station, and δWSes is the
site- and event-corrected residual. δS2Ss and δWSes are zero mean normally distributed random variables as well with standard deviations φS2S and φSS, respectively. The uncertainty in
the site term can be reduced with additional information (i.e. ground motion observations, analytical site specific response models). The site term represents the systematic deviation of the
observed amplification at a station site from the median amplification predicted by the site
amplification model of the ground motion prediction equation. The site- and event-corrected
residual on the other hand represents unexplained path and radiation pattern effects. The site
term can be computed as:
 2



=

1





 


(3)

where NEs stands for the number of earthquakes, e, recorded by station s and the eventcorrected single station standard deviation can be computed as:


∑
 ∑( −  2  )
 = 
(∑
 − 1)


(4)

where NS represents the total number of stations or sites considered in the computation of
event corrected single station standard deviation. As the site term is unique for a specific site,
the event corrected single station standard deviation is unique as well. For a specific site, it is
possible to compute an estimate of event corrected single station (φss,s) by letting NS of equation 4 above to be equal to 1. Average of φss,s estimates for a number of stations approximately equals to φss for a region containing these stations.
The between-event residuals can also be divided into two terms:
 = 2 + 
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δL2Ll, source term, represents the average between-event residual for each source region, l,
and δBel is the source-corrected between-event residual. δL2Ll and δBel are zero mean normally distributed random variables as well with standard deviations τL2L and τSS, respectively.
The source term represents the systematic deviation of the ground motion for an earthquake in
a single region from the median predicted by the ground motion prediction equation. The
source-corrected between-event residual on the other hand represents unexplained source and
slip pattern effects. The source term can be determined as:
2 =

1





 

(6)



where NEl stands for the number of earthquakes, e, associated with the source region l and the
source-corrected between-event standard deviation can be computed as:



∑
( − 2 )
=  
(  − 1)

(7)

Finally, the single source single station standard deviation can be computed by combining
event corrected single station standard deviations with source corrected between-event standard deviations through:


(8)
 = ! + 
In the process of computation of single source single station standard deviation only two
components (i.e. source and site effects) of the total ground motion variability that are not representative of the variability of future ground motion observations at a specific site are removed from the ground motion prediction equation standard deviation (total standard
deviation). Hence it can be said that single source single station standard deviation is only
partially nonergodic. To get a fully nonergodic standard deviation, all of the components (i.e.
path effects in addition to site and source effects) of the total ground motion variability that
are not representative of the variability of future observations of ground motion at a single site
must be removed. Within the scope of this study, we did not make an effort towards removing
the path effects from site- and event-corrected residuals, δWSes, as currently the stations of the
Turkish strong motion network do not possess the necessary level of density that would enable such an analysis.
Components of Variability
Total standard deviation
Single source single station standard
deviation
Between-event standard deviation
Within-event standard deviation
Site to site variability
Event corrected single station standard
deviation
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σ=std(Δes)=!  +  
 + 
σss =!

τ=std(δBe)
φ=std(δWes)
φS2S=std(δS2Ss)
φSS=std(δWSes)
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Source to source variability
Source corrected between-event standard deviation

τ L2L=std(δL2Ll)
τ SS=std(δBel)

Table 1: Components of the Variability of Ground Motion Prediction Equations (std below stands for the standard deviation operator)

3

DATABASE

In order to constrain event corrected single station standard deviation and source corrected
between-event standard deviation values for Turkey, the Turkish strong motion database developed within the scope of the EMME project was utilized [18]. This database includes 1190
strong motion records from 203 earthquakes. The accelerograms are recorded at 304 strongmotion stations.
All accelerograms belonging to this database are uniformly processed following the procedure outlined in [19]. The maximum spectral period values below which each accelerogram
can be utilized were also determined from the empirical formulations given in [19]. However,
after carrying out a preliminary study in order to obtain more stable results towards the higher
end of the considered period range it was decided to increase these maximum spectral period
values by 25% and to utilize the following empirical relations instead: 1.0Tc for rock, 1.125Tc
for stiff soil and 1.213Tc for soft soil sites in the case of digital records; 0.813Tc for rock,
0.813Tc for stiff soil and 0.875Tc for soft soil sites in the case of analogue records where Tc
represents long period cut off filter periods used when processing the records. The moment
magnitude (Mw) information available in the database was obtained from double couple fault
plane solutions for some events and from magnitude conversion equations for others. The ruptured fault geometry information from the literature or its estimates from empirical relationships of [20] were utilized to compute the Joyner and Boore distances (RJB) included in the
database. All the record entries of this database have corresponding measured average shear
wave velocity for the upper 30m of soil profile, Vs30, values [21]. An upper limit for depth in
accordance with the study of [22] was selected for this database so that it only includes shallow event data. The magnitude, distance, site class and style of faulting based distributions of
the strong motion data used in this study are given in the figures below.
In order to obtain stable event corrected single station sigma values, initially only data recorded by stations with at least 5 records were utilized. This is referred to as the main database
and consists of 736 records from 174 earthquakes that are recorded by 84 different stations.
The choice of employing this minimum number of records per station limitation depends on a
detailed parametric study. In this parametric study, various least number of records per station
limitations (i.e. none, 5, 10, 15, 20 records) were adopted and effects of this parameter on φ
(or φss) vs. spectral period relationships, distributions of φss,s values at various spectral periods,
variability of φss/ φss,s ratios were studied. Details of this parametric study will not be shared
as part of this manuscript due to space limitations; however we will utilize its aforementioned
conclusion in the rest of this work. Further to be able to compute a stable single source between-event standard deviation value for the North Anatolian Fault (NAF), records of events
that are associated with NAF were selected from the main database. This new database will be
referred to as the NAF database in the rest of this manuscript. It consists of 370 records from
26 earthquakes that are recorded by 68 unique stations.
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Figure 1: Distribution of records in the Turkish strong motion database with respect to the moment magnitude,
Mw and Joyner and Boore distance, RJB parameters. Majority of records in the database have corresponding moment magnitude, Mw values in the range 4.0-6.0 with a median value of 5.0 and corresponding Joyner and Boore
distance, RJB values in the range 0-100 km with a median value of 65 km. Distributions of records in the database with respect to site class and style of faulting parameters are not uniform either. Majority of records having
corresponding NEHRP C or D site classes and strike-slip or normal styles of faulting.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Distribution of records in the Turkish strong motion database with respect to (a) site class and (b) style
of faulting parameters. National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program site classification scheme is adopted in
this study [23]: NEHRP Class E – Vs30 <180 m/s, NEHRP Class D – 180 m/s< Vs30 <360 m/s, NEHRP Class C –
360 m/s< Vs30 <760 m/s, NEHRP Class B – 760 m/s< Vs30 <1500 m/s, NEHRP Class A – 1500 m/s< Vs30.
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4

EVENT CORRECTED SINGLE STATION STANDARD DEVIATION (φSS)

Towards computation of φss values, firstly horizontal ground-motion estimates of [1]
GMPE corresponding to each entry of the Turkish strong motion database was obtained. By
subtracting these median estimates from the ground motion observations of the Turkish strong
motion database, total residuals were computed. Total residuals were then separated into between-event and within-event residuals through following [24]. And as the final step, by following the definitions of within-event standard deviation (φ), event corrected single station
standard deviation (φss), event corrected single station standard deviation for a specific station/site (φss,s) as given in the theoretical background part of this manuscript, these standard
deviation values were computed. Distributions of within-event residuals computed based on
the main strong motion database with RJB and VS30 are shown in figures 3 and 4 respectively
for peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV) and pseudo spectral acceleration (PSA) at spectral periods of 0.1 and 2s. Expectedly no trends are observable with the
parameters RJB and VS30.
[1] suggests Mw dependent equations for the estimation of within-event standard deviation.
However within the scope of our study, a weak magnitude dependency was observed for
event corrected single station standard deviations corresponding to spectral period values not
exceeding 0.75s and for source corrected between-event standard deviations corresponding to
all spectral periods. As a result magnitude independent event corrected single station standard
deviations and source corrected between-event standard deviations are suggested (table 2). In
order to preserve the [1] suggested within-event standard deviation-spectral period model for
the event corrected single station standard deviations, the maximum likelihood approach was
adopted. In figure 5, variation of within-event standard deviation and event corrected single
station standard deviation values with spectral period is given for Mw<6.0 and Mw>6.5 events.
Figure 5 suggests at least 50% reduction in within-event standard deviation values as a result
of excluding the site to site variability.
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Figure 3: Distribution of within-event residuals with Joyner and Boore distance for PGA, PGV and PSA at spectral periods of 0.1 and 2s. Error bars represent the mean and 95th-percentile confidence limits of the mean binned
residuals.

Figure 4: Distribution of within-event residuals with Vs30 for PGA, PGV and PSA at spectral periods of 0.1 and
2s. Error bars represent the mean and 95th-percentile confidence limits of the mean binned residuals.

Figure 5: Variation of within-event standard deviation (φ) and event corrected single station standard deviation
(φSS) with spectral period for Mw<6.0 and Mw>6.5 events.

Finally, the epistemic uncertainty estimate of this study associated with φss values is 0.10
that is in close agreement with those suggested by [6-9, 11 and 13]. The same epistemic uncertainty value was adopted for τss in this study.
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b1
φSS
τSS
Period
PGA 2.02431 0.295 0.191
0.01 2.03625 0.295 0.191
0.02 2.06791 0.296 0.192
0.03 2.16509 0.299 0.192
0.04 2.31478 0.303 0.194
0.05
2.4642 0.307 0.196
0.075 2.98459 0.313 0.213
0.1
3.09176 0.31 0.217
0.15 3.26922 0.308 0.215
0.2
3.19846 0.307 0.214
0.3
2.62229 0.311 0.205
0.4
2.11359 0.324 0.208
0.5
1.60036 0.32 0.207
0.75 0.76360 0.337 0.200
1
0.39277 0.339 0.193
1.5
-0.01037 0.354 0.188
2
0.00454 0.373 0.174
3
-0.07912 0.373 0.190
4
0.03525 0.334 0.165
PGV 5.72860 0.293 0.171
Table 2: Period dependent coefficients for event corrected single station standard deviation, source (NAF) corrected between-event standard deviation and b1 values for the [1] GMPE in the case of Mw<6.5 events.

5

SOURCE CORRECTED BETWEEN-EVENT STANDARD DEVIATION (τSS)

By utilizing the NAF database together with equations 6 and 7, the source term corresponding to the North Anatolian Fault and the source corrected between-event standard deviation (τSS) are estimated in this part of the study. Distributions of between-event residuals with
magnitude obtained by utilizing the main database are given for PGA, PGV and PSA at spectral periods of 0.1 and 0.2s in figure 6. Expectedly, no trend is observable in these distributions when positions of the error bars with respect to the zero residual line are considered. In
figure 7, distributions of between-event residuals with magnitude obtained by utilizing the
NAF database only are given instead for the same spectral periods of above. The shift of mean
between-event residuals for Mw<6.5 events towards positive values is apparent in the case of
PGA, PGV and 0.1s PSA plots. This is an indication that when NAF originated events considered only, there is a none zero source term. The mean between-event residuals for the two
Mw>6.5 events of the database on the other hand have negative values for all spectral periods
considered. These two correspond to the 1999 Kocaeli and Duzce earthquakes that are characterized with lower than expected peak acceleration values as thoroughly discussed in the literature until now. We are therefore suggesting application of the estimated source term only to
Mw<6.5 events until magnitude saturation effects are better understood for the NAF source by
capturing more records of large magnitude events in the future. In order to obtain source corrected between-event residuals, the estimated source term for NAF is subtracted from the between-event residuals of Mw<6.5 events as suggested by equation 5. The source corrected
between-event residuals and their distribution with magnitude for PGA, PGV and PSA at
spectral periods of 0.1 and 0.2s are given in figure 8. By subtracting the source term, error
bars approached to the zero residual line once again. It is further possible to reflect the esti-
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mated source term to the [1] suggested GMPE and by doing so it would be possible to convert
it from a regional GMPE to a local GMPE specifically suitable for the Marmara region. This
modification can be achieved by suggesting updated b1 coefficients for the [1] GMPE (listed
in table 2); only to be used in the case of Mw<6.5 events. For Mw>6.5 events, use of original
b1 coefficients as proposed by [1] is recommended.
With source corrected between-event residuals, τSS values were further computed corresponding to different spectral periods. As magnitude dependency for τSS values was not observed in this study, they are suggested in table 2 as constants although between-event
standard deviations, τ, of [1] have magnitude dependency. In figure 9, variation of betweenevent standard deviation and source corrected between-event standard deviation values with
spectral period is given for Mw<6.0 and Mw>6.5 events. In order to preserve the [1] suggested
between-event standard deviation-spectral period model for the source corrected betweenevent standard deviation; the maximum likelihood approach was adopted once again. Figure 9
suggests 10-55% reduction in between-event standard deviation values resulting from excluding the source effect.

Figure 6: Distribution of between-event residuals obtained based on the main database with moment magnitude,
Mw for PGA, PGV and PSA at spectral periods of 0.1 and 2s. Error bars represent the mean and 95th-percentile
confidence limits of the mean binned residuals.
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Figure 7: Distribution of between-event residuals obtained based on the NAF database with moment magnitude,
Mw for PGA, PGV and PSA at spectral periods of 0.1 and 2s. Error bars represent the mean and 95th-percentile
confidence limits of the mean binned residuals.
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Figure 8: Distribution of source corrected between-event residuals obtained based on the NAF database with
moment magnitude, Mw for PGA, PGV and PSA at spectral periods of 0.1 and 2s. Error bars represent the mean
and 95th-percentile confidence limits of the mean binned residuals.

Figure 9. Variation of between-event standard deviation (τ) and source corrected between-event standard deviation (τSS) with period for Mw<6.0 and Mw>6.5 events.

6

EFFECT OF SINGLE SOURCE SINGLE STATION STANDARD DEVIATION
(σSS) ON SEISMIC HAZARD CURVE

In order to observe the effect on seismic hazard estimates of utilizing σSS rather than σ, the
probabilistic seismic hazard assessment software developed by [25] that is based on the Monte Carlo simulation approach was used. Following the suggestions of [26], the Princes Islands
and Marmara segments of the North Anatolian Fault beneath the Marmara Sea were considered as the major source of seismicity for Istanbul (figure 10). Within the scope of this study,
seismic hazard for the Fatih and Kadikoy districts of Istanbul was assessed (figure 10). A slip
rate of 20mm/yr producing characteristic earthquakes of Mw 6.9-7.3 was assumed for both
segments. The probability density function on event magnitude was assumed to follow the
maximum magnitude model and the rate of event occurrence was modeled with Poisson process [27]. Within the scope of this study, we used a 100 year catalogue period and ran 10,000
simulations that resulted in a total catalogue interval of 1 million years. [25]’s probabilistic
seismic hazard assessment software is capable of taking into account the effects of spatial correlation as well as near fault directivity for ground motion simulations however spatial correlation and near fault directivity were not incorporated into the current study. A cell size of
0.005ox0.005o was used (figures 11 and 15). In the first part of the study, a fixed soil condition with a VS30 value of 760m/s (corresponding to NEHRP B-C boundary) for the whole region of interest was used. In the second part, however, actual soil conditions deducted from
the previously completed microzonation studies were used: a unique VS30 value was assigned
for each cell [28].
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Figure 10: Segments of the North Anatolian Fault (red line) rupture of which considered and Fatih-Kadikoy districts of Istanbul (red shaded regions) for which seismic hazard was assessed within the scope of this study.

Figure 11: 0.005o by 0.005o grid covering Fatih-Kadikoy districts of Istanbul. Seismic hazard curves were developed specifically for 36, 93, 172 and 175 numbered grids (red shaded grids).

In the first part of the study, the site effect, δS2S, in addition to the epistemic uncertainty
associated with it, δφS2S, were ignored. Single source single station standard deviation, σSS,
was computed based on single station standard deviation, φSS, epistemic uncertainty associated with it, δφSS, and single source between-event standard deviation, τSS together with its epistemic uncertainty δτSS. The epistemic uncertainties of φSS and τSS were assumed to be
normally distributed and were modeled using three-point distributions (discrete distribution
with values of mean-1.6 standard deviation, mean and mean+1.6 standard deviation and
weights of 0.2, 0.6, and 0.2, respectively) that maintain the mean and standard deviation values of the original distribution (continuous distribution). This sigma model is illustrated in
figure 12 below schematically. The epistemic uncertainty associated with the source term was
taken into account through the median logic tree model.
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The seismic hazard curves developed by utilizing total standard deviation, σ, as well as
single source single station standard deviation, σSS, for 4 separate sites are given in figure 13.
These sites were selected such that they represent high, moderate and low seismic hazard levels for the region of interest (figure 11 and figure 14a). At an annual exceedance rate level of
10-4, up to 20% overestimations in seismic hazard estimates by utilizing total standard deviation, σ, instead of single source single station standard deviation, σSS, were detected when
PGA is the intensity measure utilized.
High
w=0.2

φSS+1.6*δφSS, τSS+1.6*δτSS

Median
w=0.6

φSS, τSS

Low
w=0.2

φSS-1.6*δφSS, τSS-1.6*δτSS

Figure 12: Schematic representation of the sigma model of this study.

Figure 13: Effect of using σ vs σSS on seismic hazard curves for grids 36, 93, 172 and 175 (exact locations indicated in figure 11).

In the second part of the study in order to reflect the effect of site term on the results as
well, site of a strong motion station was selected and seismic hazard estimates corresponding
to actual site conditions were obtained. The selected strong motion station site is shown in
figure 15. Data recorded (10 records) by this station is part of the main and NAF strong motion databases of this study. According to these databases, the measured VS30 value corresponding to this station site is 338.6 m/s, which corresponds to NEHRP D type soil condition.
Based on these 10 records belonging to the station site, corresponding site term, δS2S, was
estimated to be 0.5094 and epistemic uncertainty associated with the site term, δφS2S, to be
0.12 when PGA is used as the intensity measure.
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Figure 14. Median PGA (g) distributions for the Fatih-Kadikoy districts of Istanbul when (a) Vs30:760m/s site
condition for all grids, (b) actual site condition for all grids and total standard deviation, σ, parameters were utilized in seismic hazard computations.

Figure 15: 0.005o by 0.005o grid covering Fatih-Kadikoy districts of Istanbul. Seismic hazard curve with site
effect reflected fully was developed specifically for the 126 numbered grid which corresponds to a strong motion
site (red shaded grids).

In figure 17, the seismic hazard curve obtained for the station site by utilizing the total
standard deviation, σ, as well as the site amplification model of [1] is given. Figure 17 also
includes the seismic hazard curve obtained for the station site when single source single station standard deviation, σSS, (figure 12) was utilized together with the site amplification model
of [1] and estimated site term, δS2S, as given above. The epistemic uncertainties associated
with the site and source terms were taken into account through the median logic tree model
(figure 16). Figure 17 indicates that for the specific site considered, at an annual exceedance
rate of 10-4 up to 20% underestimation in seismic hazard estimates can be obtained by utilizing total standard deviation, σ, instead of single source single station standard deviation, σSS,
when PGA is the intensity measure used.
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Site Term
High
w=0.2
Median
w=0.6
Low
w=0.2

Source Term

δS2S+1.6* δφS2S

High
w=0.2

δS2S

δS2S-1.6* δφS2S

Median
w=0.6
Low
w=0.2

δL2L+1.6* δτl2L

δL2L

δL2L-1.6* δτL2L

Figure 16: Schematic representation of the median logic tree model of this study.

Figure 17: Effect of using σ vs σSS on the seismic hazard curve of investigated strong motion site (exact location
indicated in figure 15).

7

CONCLUSIONS
Main conclusions of this study are the following:
• The spectral period and magnitude dependent standard deviation obtained for Turkey
using the ergodic assumption is changing between 0.56-0.82 ln units [1]. This range
reduces to about 0.42--0.56
0.56 ln units when single station standard deviation is considered (minimum of 20% reduction).
• When results of this study are compared with results of other single station sigma
studies (i.e. [6, 8 and 9]), we observe that standard deviation values with and without
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•

•

the ergodic assumption computed based on the Turkish strong motion database are
larger than the corresponding standard deviation values computed based on other databases. This suggests that by improving event and station metadata of the Turkish
strong motion database as well as the number of records per station parameter, standard deviation values can further be reduced in the future.
Restricting the analysis to the North Anatolian Fault seismic source only, enabled reducing (single source) single station standard deviation values to a range of 0.34-0.42
ln units. This result is significant as it suggests that standard deviation values at a particular site due to a specific source may be reduced by about 40-50% depending on the
spectral period under consideration in comparison to the total standard deviation values of 0.56-0.82 ln units for Turkey.
As utilizing single source single station standard deviation values instead of total
standard deviation values as part of the seismic hazard assessment exercises carried
out also lead to encouraging results, new efforts in strong motion data collection are
strongly suggested for Turkey in addition to revision of currently available event and
station metadata.
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Abstract. This study proposes the implementation of decision making tools in quantifying and
ranking resilience initiatives. The objective of this study was to build a flexible model capable
of assessing and ranking any resilience dimension, like initiatives, projects and indices. The
model used is in the study is called Simple Multi-Attribute Technique (SMART), the simplest
form of Multi-Attribute Utility Theory. SMART offers a simplified and easy to use approach.
The benefit of the SMART model lies on how simple the scoring criteria of alternatives and
weights of these criteria are established. They can be defined by the decision maker by building a hierarchy and then assign scores to each of them. Otherwise, a set of formulas exist to
compare or help the decision maker asses these weights based on the same hierarchy (importance) he previously built. Three criteria were used in the SMART model: Time (the
amount of months required or planned to complete a project), Cost (budget for each intervention) and Phase (if the project is either completed or still in planning, design or construction).
After evaluating these projects with the SMART model, a comparison was made by assessing
the same projects through their functionality curve, which is described by the drop in functionality (the cost of projects was used to describe this value) and the time required to complete a specific project. The study highlights the difference between these two seemingly
similar models and their different results to then add a third component of calculation, the
Social Impact of these projects. This dimension was added because it was recognized that the
output of the previous models only took into consideration their performance, and not their
impact in the quality of the urban space they are surrounded by. The case study for this approach was New York City and its ongoing recovery projects post Hurricane Sandy. The projects are part of four main Initiatives: Infrastructure, Buildings, Coastal Defense and
Neighborhoods.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Many studies have found that resilience was first used in the field of ecological studies,
and it was introduced by Holling in 1973 [1]. The definition given by Holling is the following:
"Resilience determines the persistence of relationships within a system and is a measure of the
ability of these systems to absorb change of state variable, driving variables, and parameters,
and still persist". In other words, ecological resilience is defined as a “characteristic of ecosystems to maintain themselves in the face of disturbance” as said by Adger [2]. One aspect of
resilience is the speed of recovery from a disturbance, which is different from what we perceive as a "response" that generally describes the direct reaction to impacts [3].
Following what has been stated by Folke [4], resilience of social systems is closely connected to ecological resilience, significantly in cases of communities where the livelihoods of
the individuals rely greatly on natural resources. The capability of social systems to adapt and
to develop is extremely reliant on the support capability of the encompassing network. Reducing this capability might cause an increase in vulnerability within the social organization.
Similarly, the performance of an ecosystem is closely related to the actions of the interlinked
social systems, resulting in high and dynamic reciprocity between the two. At the center of
these disturbances lies human activity which can have great repercussion in both ecological
and social system resilience.
An increased number of Natural and man-made disasters and their respective damage has
resulted in the introduction and emerging topic of Resilience. A new dimension that is being
attributed now to regions inhabited by humans, specifically dense ones. Cities welcome more
than 50% of the current global population and by 2050 that number is expected to increase to
70%. As the population increases, more people will live in large cities. Many people will live
in the growing number of cities with over 10 million inhabitants, known as megacities. These
large conglomerations suffer an immense number of losses during a catastrophic event.
The most important asset of cities is us, the people living in them. A high concentration of
people means bigger cities, complicated infrastructure and infinite number of buildings and
public spaces. How is this all related to the risk cities face from disasters? Simply because we
can look at cities or areas the same way as we look at our own self. A person being prepared
for an unexpected event is the same as a system being prepared for one. There are 4 main
drivers that make a person/city resilient:
1. Knowledge/ Awareness (misinformation can cause a great deal of harm in cases of
emergency)
2. Training / Experience
3. Resources / Redundancy (how to use these resources and how to manage them appropriately)
4. Plan of Action / Mitigation
These four drivers were chosen based on the generalization between low risk and impact
event and the high risk and impact ones. Then we can have a short example on how these
drivers are related to each other, the human behavior and the risks we face every day as similar little disturbances like cutting a finger to having an accident or getting an illness. In case
we cut a finger, we can just clean the wound, sterilize it and put a bandage. In the next scenario, depending on what kind of accident and impact it has, there would be different measures to
take. One might not have suffered an injury or the situation might be critical. In the latter, the
help of exterior agents is needed. This is the case for most natural disasters ranging from none
to some warning before the impact and with varying damage.
What does this mean for urban resilience? The examples help understand the main factor
of these events: their magnitude. Based on the level of impact, different measures can be taken, and the “treatment” for the area differs in time.
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It is important to understand the risk, exposure, sensitivity and vulnerability of a country in
order to be prepared. In the worst case scenario of a catastrophic event taking place, the damage would be extraordinarily big for areas that have no mitigation plans and are not aware of
the risk they face. That is why it is of great importance to implement policies and laws regarding disaster mitigation. This will increase awareness and knowledge will be shared between
experts and communities to be informed and educated on how to behave during these events.
This will also increase the work willing to be put on early warning systems, which play an
enormous part in saving precious lives before the event occurs. Take New York for example
and the Rockaway community. The New York State issued a warning before Superstorm
Sandy for areas like the Rockaway to evacuate their homes since they were the most at risk.
What happened is that people felt safe in their homes after they had gone through Hurricane
Irene without major damages. A warning had been issued for Hurricane Irene as well and it
was said to have a great impact (and it had in general, most destructive hurricane in the US)
but this community did not suffer losses. That is why they chose not to evacuate and Sandy
hit hard. The damage Sandy caused to the transportation system was considerable everywhere
but was extremely unforgiving for the Rockaway community and its only connecting bridge
to the land. The people living, in what is defined as a Barrier Island, were stuck for several
days after the storm. The only way of moving people from the island and exchanging supplies
was by starting a ferry service. The Bloomberg administration started the ferry Nov. 12. 2012
less than a month after the superstorm knocked out A line service to the Rockaways. Subway
service was not restored until May 2013.
New York serves as an example not only for its stark particularity but also for its immediate response in terms of actions and policies. It is one of the cities that partnered with ARUP
and the Rockefeller foundation for implementing resilient measures in their urban fabric. The
US are also part of the nations which have agreed upon and implemented the Hyogo Framework for Action, a blueprint for nearly 173 nations worldwide in disaster mitigation and early
warning systems.
The research focuses on the resilience and rebuilding initiatives of the city of New York.
The study was conducted partly at the Politecnico di Torino, Italy under the supervision of
Professor Gian Paolo Cimellaro and in collaboration with The City College of New York,
USA with the supervision of Professor Anil Kumar Agrawal.
The study is based on the work done by the New York City government. Extensive research was put into decision making models and resilience evaluating models. Moreover, previous literature sources related to Hurricane Sandy and the emerging topic of resilience were
considered.
One objective of the study is to bring attention regarding the impacts of climate change and
on the recovery of communities living in the affected area and describe possible and most
“profitable” rebuilding strategies from this perspective.
2

LITERATURE REVIEW

A lot of studies have been made on this topic by experts in different fields. An interesting
approach is the one taken by the Rockefeller Foundation and ARUP which define “Urban Resilience as the capacity of individuals, communities, institutions, businesses, and systems
within a city to survive, adapt, and grow no matter what kinds of chronic stresses and acute
shocks they experience” [5]. Their work extends to a great number of cities around the world
who face natural or man-made events.
The UN have also done an immensely good job in the interesting topic of preparedness and
hazard mitigation. Their definition for resilience goes as followed: “The ability of a system,
community or society exposed to hazards to resist, absorb, accommodate to and recover from
the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, including through the preservation
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and restoration of its essential basic structures and functions” [6]. Found in the UNISDR
Terminology in English document. The work done by the UN, specifically the Hyogo
Framework for Action plays a key part in an analysis done in this study. It was decided to use
the data from the HFA to build a model with which to quantify the progress in resilience of
countries around the world. This part will be expanded upon on a separate chapter below.
In summary, Resilience can be defined as "the ability of a system to cope with change” [7].
Walker highlights the importance of including a great number of different stakeholders, especially the common and ordinary people, very early in the phases of assessment in order to get
a realistic view of the local conditions [8].
Nowadays assessing resilience, at different levels, can be done using a number of different
tools. Many methods focus on the capacity to adapt, or bounce back which in itself is a difficult task. In order to learn and adapt, a look back at the history of hardships a community has
been through is required. By doing so, we can acquire a better idea on what the response and
level of adaptability of that specific community is. It is however apparent that certain problems and difficulties are predominant in different parts of the world simply because communities (areas) are not affected by similar events or problems. This aspect can be analysed and
expressed in different methods. One of these is by looking at migration.
Mobility can be considered as a significant sign of the resilience of a community. If this
shift is done at a bigger scale, then mobility can mark vulnerability which can then translate to
negative effects on both areas. In some rare cases, this phenomenon can be positive or improve resilience only if it is generated by positive pull factors of the receiving area.
As it can be observed, the complexity of resilient systems and mobility highlights the need
for increased basic resilience of any place.
A system should be resilient at any times, before the migration in order to withstand
change. An important factor at play here is diversity, in terms of economic options and social
opportunities since it encourages learning and adaptation.
Diversity, in many aspects, affects the community, its properties as well as its level of resilience. Folke presents another key aspect which is local knowledge and community participation in studying a certain case [4]. This can be accomplished simply by taking advantage of
the previous experiences of the local communities regarding natural resource management.
This will then play a key role in this work as the framework proposed at the city level strongly
endorses the participation of various stakeholders. Although the above are related to economic
and social resilience, quite a few concepts can be applied to any type of resilience, like
awareness, preparedness, resourcefulness, robustness, adaptability and the ability to learn.
Public institutions on the other hand have the ability to empower an environment and practices that improve resilience. They have a major contribution in developing an equitable distribution of resources among populations, economic growth (coupled with stability), all these
factors can possibly have a big impact on augmenting local resilience. Managing the socialecological systems is if truth be told a very important part in increasing their resilience as long
as the various stakeholders within the system are included as well. It is so established that the
role of institutions in increasing social resilience is vital, as they incorporate all social systems
and control the distribution of asset
An interesting aspect brought up is that short-term management efforts, could lead to a loss
in the long-term plan and development of a systems resilience [4]. Additionally, they also
emphasize that not measuring the impacts on the ecological system, could have a negative
outcome and weaken the resilience of the whole system, if it is combined with efforts that do
not take the interdependence of both the social and ecological systems adequately into consideration. This is predominantly true in cases where the system is considerably fragile. Another
key characteristic to keep in mind when considering the management of these systems, regarding resilience obviously, is focusing more on long-term actions and development.
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Since achieving resilience is so complex, future plans should aim to increase resilience of
the entire system and not only of individual components. One of the biggest challenges and
important factor is uncertainty. The effect that humans will have, climate change and other
unpredictable factors, pose a big problem in predicting what will happen [8]. It should be noted that the social resilience of a system is not equal to its individual components. Increasing
resilience does not mean that vulnerability decreases, at least not for all stakeholders.
3

APPLYING DECISION MAKING METHOD CONCENPTS IN RESILIENCE

This chapter describes the methodological approach of this work. It details the specific
technique used and concludes with a comparison of the results.
The city of New York took immediate action following Hurricane Sandys landfall. A great
number of initiatives and strategies were devised in order to mitigate and rebuild from the
storms rubble. The aim of this study is to propose a simple methodology that would help understand the advancement of this process. This study will be helpful for stakeholders, decision
makers, and communities alike.
The decision maker’s aim is to improve the services associated with the preferences and
habits of the users. Therefore, the need for a tool that can describe which action would benefit
more a certain region is required. In this study, the tool that has been chosen to accomplish
this feat is the SMART model. The reason for using this model lies in a few reasons. Firstly, it
was an objective of the study to find a way of processing, describing and evaluating projects
in a weighted and reasonable manner. During the literature review and state of the art on resilience, quite a lot of assessment methodologies were found by different authors. There is actually a very long list of techniques. Considering the difficult and lengthy process of assessing
resilience, as well as the fact that most of these techniques are not flexible to various situations, it was decided to find, adapt or build an easy to use and understand methodology. Its
aim is to be able to evaluate and describe a number of parameters, projects or any form of resilience indicators. A research on decision making methods with the above intentions in mind
led to consider the multi criteria methods. Afterwards, the SMART technique was chosen as
the most appropriate and interesting method to try and put into use in the context of resilience.
The SMART technique presented itself as precisely an easy to use, adaptable and flexible
method, capable of evaluating different criteria, in this case various projects, in which weights
could also be attributed to the measuring criteria. Some background on these tools and on how
the SMART model was used for the purpose of this study is given below.
The tools and techniques are used for selecting or proposing the “best” or more convenient
choice. Decision making tools are used and find applications in many different fields. A topic
which could benefit from the aforementioned tools is Resilience.
Baker et al., provide some context on some aspects of decision making that include goals,
criteria, requirement and problem definition [9]. In order to reduce the possible disagreement
of the above elements it is suggested that the first steps of decision making should be deciding
who the decision makers and stakeholders are. A step by step overview regarding a general
decision making process is: 1) Define the issue, 2) Determine requirements, 3) Establish objectives, 4) Identify the possibilities, 5) Define the evaluating criteria, 6) Choose a decision
making tool, 7) Assess the alternatives based on the established criteria, 8) Check that the
chosen alternative is actually a solution to the issue established at first.
It is vital to form distinction between the cases whether or not we've one or multiple criteria (Fülöp 2005) [10]. In some cases, there might be one criterion, either kilometers per hour,
cost, color, time or whatever the criteria of that case is set to be. Then the choice is easily
done by choosing the highest value for that criterion.
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When it so happens that we have a determined number of criteria and the number of alternatives is theoretically infinite then the decision is made with what is called multiple criteria
optimization.
In summary: “Decision making is the study of identifying and choosing alternatives based
on the values and preferences of the decision maker. Making a decision implies that there are
alternative choices to be considered, and in such a case we want not only to identify as many
of these alternatives as possible but to choose the one that best fits with our goals, objectives,
desires, values, and so on.” [11].
A problem of multi-attribute decision making has two main elements, the criteria and alternatives that have been chosen to be scored. As we will see below and also in the SMART
model further, a common feature of these methods is the so called decision table. On the rows
of the table there can be found the criteria and on the columns the score of for each alternative
is listed. Scores represent the performance of that alternative in a given criterion.
Firstly, weights are assigned to each criterion based on their importance. There are different methods to develop these weights, some easier than others. More importantly weight distribution is a key aspect of these methods as it has a big influence on the results. These
weights can be calculated with formulas or they can be agreed upon between the decision
makers, the decision makers and stakeholders or as part of the personal sensibility.
Then the final scores for each alternative is calculated as a product of the performance of
each alternative on the criterions and their associated weights. Usually, higher ranking value
means a better performance of the alternative, so the alternative with the highest ranking value
is the best of the alternatives which is also the one that should be picked at the end unless further considerations are made.
These methods have the ability to partly or entirely rank alternatives. In one case, the best
and preferred alternative can be chosen. In other cases, it can be opted to choose from a list of
the best performing alternatives.
3.1

SMART model

This section introduces the Simple multi-attribute rating technique (SMART), developed
by Edwards [1]. The objective is to help decision makers understand the advancement and
benefits of certain initiatives, strategies or activities in the field of Urban Resilience. The
model allows various stakeholders to take into consideration which policy or action is most
appropriate in each case, as well as providing information on the budget, timeframe and state
of operations. Assigning weights to each criteria is also achieved through an easy process that
reflects the relative importance of each criteria. A hierarchy of importance is established by
the decision maker. Generally, 10 points are assigned to the least important criterion. Afterwards, the next criterion is assigned more points and this operation is repeated for each criterion. The final weights are obtained by dividing the total by the sum of the points and
normalize it to one.
The SMART model is part of the Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT). It describes the
simplest form of the MAUT technique. The model is used when evaluating the performance
of various attributes by assigning multiple criteria. The values associated to the criteria can be
both qualitative and quantitative. Once the objectives and criteria have been identified then it
is required to give weights to each criteria. The utility Uj (final score) of the alternatives is
computed as the total sum of the criteria (dimension) score multiplied with the weight of the
same criteria. The values for each dimension can usually be expressed in a linear function by
setting minimum and maximum rules. Edwards supposedly proposed a ten step technique. An
overview of these steps has been already given by These steps are very similar to the steps of
a general decision making tool with the presence of weights as the main difference and the
way the scores are assigned. Adopted by Olson [12] these ten steps are: 1) Identify the deci-
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sion-maker(s), 2) Identify the issue of issues, 3) Identify the alternatives, 4) Identify the criteria, 5) Assign values for each criterion, 6) Determine the weight of each of the criteria, 7)
Calculate a weighted average of the values assigned to each alternative, 8) Make a provisional
decision, 9) Perform sensitivity analysis 10) Decide. Depending on the desired result, the alternative with the highest final (utility) Uj score should be selected.
SMART is the simplest form of the MAUT methods. There are a few ways of giving ratings to alternatives in SMART, considering the ordinary scale of a given criteria. In SMART
rating criteria scales are converted to a general inner scale. This is done for the sole purpose
of differentiating between the alternative rating and the criteria weighting. This is primarily
done by using a Value Function. As a simple and quick rating method, SMART uses the easiest and most common of a value function: The additive model which is applied using a linear.
Usually ratings are set going from 0 to 100 and then normalizing where appropriate or desired
[13].
3.2

Applying the SMART model to the resilience projects in New York City

In the case of New York and the advancement of the strategies for resilience, the goal is to
put into perspective and show the relation between different initiatives, as well as ranking
them. Using the SMART model gives us the opportunity to get a better understanding of how
the city has done so far. Our objective are the initiatives. The measuring criteria identified in
the study are: the cost of each project, the timeframe required to complete these projects and
finally, the current state operations (phase).
The benefit of the SMART technique is that it possesses great flexibility. For example, the
weights of each criterion are easily determined by the decision maker and can also be easily
changed in further stages based on the sensibility of other users, may that be a government, a
mayor or another person interested in the particular development of his area. After assigning
weights, the next step is using the data available to evaluate the initiatives and their performance in the present moment.
In order to give values to the initiatives it is required to develop an attribute scoring rule
used to set system utility values. To establish the values, some rules or preferences need to be
created. For example, it was decided to give scores from 0 to 1. Regarding Cost, the higher
the investment, the higher the score achieved. For the criterion Time, the less time it took for
a project to be completed, the higher the score achieved, whereas an extended duration of the
operations would assign that initiative a lower score. Phase, the last dimension (criterion), was
set in a way to describe and ground furthermore the final results.
Specifically, in this case study the data was obtained by the OneNYC Report provided by
the state of New York. The dimensions and scoring rules mentioned above were tailored to
the data found in this report. However, the bulk of the data was extracted online by the interactive and up to date map at https://maps.nyc.gov/resiliency/. Firstly, an overview of the data
was required. Analyzing the minimum, maximum, average and other various patterns found in
the data. This step was crucial for setting the rules of the scoring technique.
The resiliency projects started around New York City are established as the alternatives.
The next step in building the SMART model is identifying the dimensions by which to evaluate these alternatives. As already mentioned the dimensions (criterions) are: Budget (Cost),
Time and State of Operations (Phase). Afterwards, the weight of each of the dimensions
should be established. There are a couple variations on how to properly weight our criterions.
However, in this study, it was chosen to rank the dimensions first, and subsequently assign
“importance” to them. The hierarchy for evaluating the project is as follows:
Time > Cost > Phase
This ranking puts the criterion of Time as the most significant. Once this priority ranking is
set, the least important criterion is assigned a rating of 10. The other ratings are decided start-
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ing from this base value. Cost and Time were assigned a rating of respectively 20 and 35. The
weight associated to each of them is each rating divided by the total. This allows the normalization of weights so their sum amounts to 1. After performing the divisions, the weights (Wi)
for Time = 0.54, Cost = 0.31 and Phase = 0.15 are obtained.
The next step in completing the model is giving scores for each project. The scoring values
were decided by analyzing the data available in order to reflect a fair final score. Rules for all
criterions were set. Each different from the other. A simple calculation that normalizes the
time each project was completed (or expected to be completed) was chosen for the Time criterion, on the other hand for scoring projects related to their Cost and Phase criterion, it was decided to build scoring tables respectively (Table 1 and Table 2).
It was observed that the longest project planned to date has a duration of nearly nine years.
Based on this observation, it was decided that a value of 0 would be given for periods equal or
longer than ten years. The available data is provided in four quarters, yearly three-month periods denoted as Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4. For the purpose of this study, the completion date corresponds to the last month of the quarter. Rebuilding and recovering is considered to have
started right after Hurricane Sandy made landfall October 28th, 2012. For example, the project
“World Trade Center Command Repairs” was completed the first quarter of 2013 (Q1 2013)
so the project had a lifespan of roughly 3 months until its completion. Projects finished in the
same quarter as the disaster, specifically the last quarter of 2012 are assigned a value of 1. The
scores are obtained with the following equation:
tj
(1)
S jt  1 
t
Where Sjt is the score of the time criterion of each project, tj is the time the project is completed or is expected to be completed and t is the longest period considered for calculation (in
this case ten years).

Score Investment in millions of USD
0.1
0-1
0.2
1-5
0.3
5 - 10
0.4
10 - 15
0.5
15 - 20
0.6
20 - 30
0.7
30 - 42
0.8
42 - 55
0.9
55 - 70
1
70+
Table.1 Scoring table used for evaluating the Cost criterion

The next criteria is budget. The scoring method related to cost is approximately the same
as the above but with a few variations. For example, an investment is given a score of 1 if the
cost is equal or higher than $70 million. The rules for the values were decided based on a
couple observations. The average investment per project resulted to be near $15 million, that
is why the breaking point between a score of 0.4 and 0.5 is at $15 million. Afterwards, the
difference between the score and the amount invested increases slightly until it reaches $70
million. It was also decided to give a score of 1 for projects with investments upwards of $70
million, which are limited in number.
Finally, a simple scoring technique was attributed to the last dimension of Phase (State of
Operations). The projects are divided into four categories: currently Completed, still in Con-
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struction, in the Design phase and lastly, still in the early Planning phase. The scores (Sip) for
each are shown in the table below.
Phase
Completed
Construction
Design
Planning

Score
1
0.75
0.5
0.25

Table 2 Scoring table for the State of Operations (Phase)

The rules for scoring each alternative are now established. The next step is filling out the
table of all the projects in Manhattan.
After an overview of the data, the scores for each projects were compiled with the method
described above. A comprehensive table with the weighted scores of each criterion and the
results of the top ten scoring projects can be found below in Table 3. The equation with which
the final scores are attained is the following:
(2)
U i   Wi Sij

Where Ui is the final score of the projects, Wj is the weight of the j criterion and Sij is the
score obtained by project i in criterion j.
The last step would be to analyze the result and draw conclusions from the weighted scores.
The demanding part of this stage is the critical thinking and brainstorming process so that decision makers take actions accordingly. With these results there is room to rank the projects
by their effectiveness. The same method can be used in various case studies, depending on the
desired result.
Project N.
Project 7
Project 6
Project 9
Project 6
Project 3
Project 10
Project 5
Project 8
Project 12
Project 4
Project 2
Project 4
Project 7
Project 4

Category
Buildings
Buildings
Buildings
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Buildings
Buildings
Buildings
Infrastructure
Coastal Defense
Buildings
Infrastructure
Coastal Defense

Time
0.54
0.54
0.51
0.40
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.52
0.52
0.52
0.51
0.51

Budget
0.21
0.09
0.09
0.18
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

Phase
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

Score
0.91
0.78
0.76
0.74
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.69
0.69

Table 3 Final scores and ranking

It is apparent from the table above that the highest ranking projects are the ones that have
already been completed. The completed phase itself doesn’t play a big role in the end result as
it is only weighed at about 15% of importance in relation to the other three dimensions. Most
importantly, the pattern at which the top projects are distributed is related to obviously Time.
The amount of time it takes for a project to be completed was the most important factor in the
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calculations and bears a great importance in the final ranking. This can be easily demonstrated
by the vast difference projects have in relation to their budget. The amount of money invested
differs greatly between the highest ranking projects. Specifically, the recovery of 110 William
Street (Project 7) in the Buildings category is ranked number one. The reason behind this is
the very quick period of completion as well as a gigantic budget. The project was completed
in the last quarter of 2012. The same quarter Hurricane Sandy hit the city of New York. Also,
the comprehensive budget of the project was of nearly $37 million. Situated in the Financial
District of Manhattan the building is of great importance for the New York City Economic
Development Corporation. Currently restored, the building is being rented at the present moment. It is interesting to note that a great number of financial buildings of this district were
planned to be upgraded and transformed into residential buildings or hotels. The reason for
this change was primarily the flooding risk and problem these types of constructions have. A
very similar phenomenon has happened once before in Downtown Manhattan after the 9/11
attack. Regardless, the work detailed in the report for this project was described as “reenergizing all electrical systems after weekend emergency shutdown”
Project 7 is directly followed by Projects 6 and 9. Both of these projects have similar properties to their competitor since they were also completed in the last quarter of 2012. The biggest difference between these three projects is their budget. While projects 6 and 9 had
investments of $5 million and $6 million dollars respectively, project 7 had the enormous
amount of $37 million. There is a clear pattern that is observed in every subsequent project.
The results show that the final score and ranking is primarily based on the response time.
These results agree with our premise, which valued the necessary time of operations as the top
priority. Then, the rankings vary slightly here and there based on the budget.
3.3

Comparison with the Functionality Index

This section describes and compares the results from above (Smart Index) through the use
of the functionality curve of resilience. It was decided to build the “functionality” curves of
resilience for selected projects (specifically only projects that are part of the Infrastructure initiative) considering only two parameters, respectively Time and Cost. The data has been interpreted as Cost being the drop or “damage” sustained by the system at the start of the event
(Y axis). On the X axis there is Time, or the period required to finish a project from the time
Sandy hit New York. Based on the results from the SMART model it was established a Time
of control - Tc which expresses the worst case scenario, the project that is planned to take
most time to finish. In this work it was chosen to use only projects of the Infrastructure initiative because this sector is regarded as the most important for the City of New York.
Project 21 is the one expected to finish last after nearly 9 years of work (2021). Alternatively, Project 3 is recorded as the fastest to completion. Same as Project 10, they both finished in the fourth quarter of 2012, right after the storm had hit. Instead, Project 6 was the
best performing project as calculated by the SMART model. Results vary but are similar to
the SMART technique which proves the efficiency of the methodology. The main difference
between the two methods is that when using the decision making tool and its weighting factors, then the projects with the highest score in the most important criteria would float to the
top of the list. Also, we can notice that even though two of the criterions are the same in both
calculations, the difference in ranks comes from SMARTs weights, which play a big role in
the final score.
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Figure 1: Functionality curves for some projects. Curves for “facilities” (left), citywide infrastructure projects
(right).

Curves were calculated for all the remaining infrastructure projects and a new rank was obtained by measuring resilience as the area under the curve. These results are illustrated in the
next section alongside the SMART results and the combination with the Social Impact.
3.4

Urban quality of spaces

The value of spaces is always defined by the location, history, peoples cultural background
of the place, function, size and purpose. Therefore, the quality assessment of Urban open areas cannot and should not be generalized. A simple example of the concept is found between
the difference of noisy and quiet places. Both of them are enjoyable if they are situated in the
right context. People expect tranquility and peace from a remote park, so the park needs to be
a quiet, private place. It depends what mood it was made for and what the community is looking for. The key part of understanding what the goal must be is to interact with the community.
These differences can be observed in most cities when you travel near a university or school,
where the services and environment around those areas is much different from other places.
Also, a small and well curated private park inside a neighborhood doesn’t have the same impression as a big public park. Landscape Architects certainly play a key role in planning and
analyzing urban spaces.
Open spaces like commercial centers have a different distribution and services compared to
a space within the city or an office complex. Architects and planners play a big role in giving
environments they build the appropriate character. If public spaces are so important to our existence, then it means that humans and/or whole communities receive an even bigger hit when
disasters occur. They could be stripped of their homes and at the same time of their favorite
place to either work, play or just spend some hours of the day. This consideration was in fact
made after the results achieved by the decision making tools. It seemed apparent that none of
the methods took into consideration what social impact each of the projects would have on the
community. It comes from an easy concept that a resident will “mentally heal” faster and be
more resilient if public spaces of importance where restored and improved upon after an event
like Hurricane Sandy.
There is a considerable amount of sustainability indicators nowadays. Nonetheless, for the
purpose of this study, attention was turned towards qualitative aspects of the urban fabric.
That implies that the main focus was finding attributes that attracted people to places. With
those attributes, a new Social Impact Index will be introduced. The purpose of this new Index
is to create a new rank of the Infrastructure projects. This ranking would now be influenced
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by attributes that express a community’s interest. Contrary to the previous methods where only the performance of the projects themselves was taken into consideration.
An interesting study related to an urban quality like walkability was used for supporting
this new index. The study tries to implement a scoring sheet of various qualities connected to
walkability.
New York City is one of the most populous cities in the world with a population of more
than 8 million people in its five boroughs (as of 2014, recorded by city-data.com). Not only,
but an extremely large amount of tourists visits the city every day. This makes it difficult to
actually measure which places should be prioritized either in finishing first or which projects
would have the most impact.
The study on walkability was particularly interesting because it makes possible evaluating
places by their intrinsic property and not by the actual flow of people. An area with high
walkability attracts a higher number of people. Improvements on these places would affect a
great number of people in a more meaningful way.
The five attributes that will be used to assess walkability and be combined into forming the
Social Index (SI) are adopted from Ewing [14]:
 Imageability: Imageability is the quality of a place that makes it distinct, recognizable,
and memorable. A place has high imageability when specific physical elements and their
arrangement capture attention, evoke feelings, and create a lasting impression.
 Enclosure: Enclosure refers to the degree to which streets and other public spaces are
visually defined by buildings, walls, trees, and other elements. Spaces where the height
of vertical elements is proportionally related to the width of the space between them have
a room-like quality.
 Human scale: Human scale refers to the size, texture, and articulation of physical elements that match the size and proportions of humans and, equally important, correspond
to the speed at which humans walk. Building details, pavement texture, street trees, and
street furniture are all physical elements contributing to human scale.
 Transparency: Transparency refers to the degree to which people can see or perceive
what lies beyond the edge of a street or other public space and, more specifically, the degree to which people can see or perceive human activity beyond the edge of a street or
other public space. Physical elements that influence transparency include walls, windows,
doors, fences, landscaping, and openings into midblock spaces.
 Complexity: Complexity refers to the visual richness of a place. The complexity of a
place depends on the variety of the physical environment, specifically the numbers and
kinds of buildings, architectural diversity and ornamentation, landscape elements, street
furniture, signage, and human activity.

Based on the above assumptions a measurement of all five properties was conducted. The
scoring criteria is divided by levels. It was decided to have the following levels: Maximum,
(highest attainable score in that particular quality) assigned a value of 1, High, assigned a value of 0.75, Medium, assigned a value of 0.5, Low, assigned a value of to 0.25.
Imageability is estimated by taking into consideration a few aspects of the area. In general,
places with no character have no imageability. On the other hand, places with high imageability are recognizable and memorable. This can be achieved with the presence of architecture
that suggests importance, presence of historical buildings and landmarks. This quality of urban spaces is not limited to these rigid forms, in fact, places with distinct views that make it
memorable are also considered. Lastly, the main component of imageability is the answer to
the question: "is the place unique?"
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Enclosure can be seen as how well defined a space is and it is altered by different building
heights and levels. Continuous edges provide enclosure. A busy street with old trees with
large canopies can make otherwise low enclosed places more enclosed. These elements contribute to the room-like feeling of the space.
Human Scale is the presence of people and activity, presence of street furniture, protection
from traffic, focus on street level. Cafes on both sides of sidewalk increase human scale as
well as the presence of stores and activities that invite you in.
Transparency is the sense of what’s going on inside the buildings that surround you. This is
influenced if buildings are so far back from street edge that you cannot have a clear view.
Like Human Scale, continuous exposure to uses that are clear and accessible also plays a role.
Complexity is hard to measure but there are a few indicators of a complex space. For example, a block with one building is less complex than a block made of several buildings. Having many people on the street/plaza add to complexity. Overly controlled design makes a
place less complex; you lose complexity with predictability. Like previous qualities, complexity is higher in places where human activity with various uses is higher.
I – Imageability, E – Enclosure, HS - Human Scale, T – Transparency, C – Complexity
Project 1
Project 2
Project 3
Project 4
Project 5
Project 6
Project 7
Project 8
Project 10
Project 11
Project 12
Project 13
Project 15
Project 16
Project 17
Project 18
Project 19
Project 20
Project 21

I
0.50
0.50
0.75
1.00
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.25

E
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.25

HS
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.25
0.25

T
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.25

C Total Normalized
0.50 2.50
0.50
0.25 1.50
0.30
0.25 1.75
0.35
0.75 3.25
0.65
0.25 1.25
0.25
0.50 2.50
0.50
0.50 2.25
0.45
0.25 1.50
0.30
0.50 2.00
0.40
0.25 1.25
0.25
0.50 1.75
0.35
0.50 2.50
0.50
0.50 2.50
0.50
0.25 1.25
0.25
0.50 2.00
0.40
0.50 2.00
0.40
0.50 2.75
0.55
0.25 1.25
0.25
0.25 1.25
0.25

Table 4 Summary of values attributed to each urban quality per project

Both the combinations of the SMART and Functionality Index with the new index proved
to give yet again a new insight on the results. Obviously, the highest ranking project in the
latest table is an area with an enormous amount of people walking by every day. The difference in ranks and the final results proves that it is very hard to express resilience as a whole
with only one technique. That is why during this study, a comparison with the Functionality
curves was needed and at the end a combination with the social impact (importance) of projects.
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Project N.
Project 4
Project 6
Project 7
Project 1
Project 10
Project 3
Project 19
Project 12
Project 15
Project 13
Project 2
Project 8
Project 17
Project 18
Project 11
Project 5
Project 20
Project 16
Project 21

SMART Index
0.708
0.741
0.694
0.613
0.721
0.721
0.402
0.623
0.429
0.423
0.644
0.613
0.437
0.417
0.662
0.600
0.360
0.326
0.205

Functionality Index
0.869
0.795
0.868
0.860
0.870
0.870
0.745
0.750
0.755
0.846
0.850
0.860
0.668
0.849
0.645
0.859
0.566
0.805
0.783

SI SMART x SI
0.65
0.46
0.50
0.37
0.45
0.31
0.50
0.31
0.40
0.29
0.35
0.25
0.55
0.22
0.35
0.22
0.50
0.21
0.50
0.21
0.30
0.19
0.30
0.18
0.40
0.17
0.40
0.17
0.25
0.17
0.25
0.15
0.25
0.09
0.25
0.08
0.25
0.05

Fun x SI
0.56
0.40
0.39
0.43
0.35
0.30
0.41
0.26
0.38
0.42
0.26
0.26
0.27
0.34
0.16
0.21
0.14
0.20
0.20

Table 5 Combination of the SMART Index and Functionality Index with the Social Index (Rank by SMART x
SI)

4

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this research was to build and express progress made by different entities
regarding resilience. Firstly, the importance and meaning of resilience nowadays in the urban
context was established. Afterwards, the study explored a new methodology on how to quantify resilience at different levels.
As per the objective of this research, attention was turned to the level of a single city. The
chosen case study was New York City, a thriving economic and cultural conglomerate. The
results of the methodology, accompanied by a comparison with another model, proved to be
very descriptive of the priorities of stakeholders.
The last part of the work was focused on the development of a framework capable of
measuring and ranking the actions that were taken by the City of New York after Hurricane
Sandy. The selection and attainability of good data created a problem in the first phase of the
framework. After a review of various methodologies, it was decided to use the SMART model, a decision making technique, as the quantifying methodology.
A few considerations should be made about the choice and value of this model. It was
mainly chosen for its adaptability, a key component of resilience as well, since it is believed
that it can be the foundation for an easy to use tool by everyone. In evaluating resilience and
the impact that spaces have, it is of great importance to try and involve a considerable amount
of diverse stakeholders. In doing so, a larger amount of information is available which then
contributes towards building a more precise model around each different case.
The possibility to add or remove criteria freely, assign scoring criteria based on the objectives of the study, area or sensibility of the decision maker and the capability to develop
weights either by formula or by preference of the decision maker, it allows the SMART model to be flexible to a great number of applications. Contrary to what it might be expected, another positive aspect of the model is the fact that it is sometimes more precise and descriptive
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than MAUT methods which are complicated to use and cannot be applied by everyone. This
in turn, is a big plus for an easy to use technique such as the SMART model.
The justification of the SMART model lies on how simple the scoring criteria and weights
of these criteria are established. They can be defined by the decision maker by building a hierarchy and then assign scores to each of them. Otherwise, a set of formulas exist to compare
or help the decision maker assess these weights based on the same hierarchy (importance) he
previously built. Three criteria were used in the SMART model: Time (the amount of months
required or planned to complete a project), Cost (budget for each intervention) and Phase (if
the project is either completed or still in planning, design or construction).
The last aspect that the study approaches is the importance at the urban, social dimension
of the projects. It was noted that in a busy city like New York, different aspects come to play
when quantifying the importance of public spaces. This new dimension, Social Impact, was
implemented to be combined with the results from SMART and Functionality Index.
This last step proved as difficult to achieve as it is interesting. Measuring the quality of urban spaces was as demanding as measuring resilience. Nonetheless, the process and considerations made in order to assess this dimension proved to be more interesting and/or important
than the final rankings as it also brought to light a couple inconsistencies regarding the procedure of work in New York such as the delayed completion of the update and repair of the
Hospital.
The study at the end offers an understanding of how long-term resiliency can be measured
and optimized through planning and easy to use models of decision making through the participation of various stakeholders. In most developed countries there is a certain level of
emergency response that takes place strictly after a disruptive event. In most cases though,
rebuilding and adapting is a long process especially after a powerfully impacting event. That
is why this kind of approach puts into perspective not only future projects but also preventive
measures for existing structures.
The research highlights the difference between these two seemingly similar models and
their different results to then add a third component of calculation, the Social Impact of these
projects. This dimension was added because it was recognized that the output of the previous
models only took into consideration their performance, and not their impact in the quality of
the urban space they are surrounded by.
The case study for this approach was New York City and its ongoing recovery projects
post Hurricane Sandy. The projects that were used in this work are part of four main Initiatives: Infrastructure, Buildings, Coastal Defense and Neighborhoods.
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Abstract. This research work proposes the development of a simplified method for simulated
design of existing reinforced concrete (RC) motor-way bridges. Given the fragmentary availability of data, the simulated design procedure should provide information about the reinforcement of bent members in order to proceed with the seismic response assessment of the
whole bridge. The developed methodology should be as simple as possible in order to be suitable for large scale seismic vulnerability assessment of the Italian roadway bridge stock.
Nevertheless, the methodology should be general in order to take into account the evolution
of both construction technologies and regulations within a time window of 50 years, from
1940 to 1990, the most productive period concerning the construction of Italian roadway
bridge stock. The validation of the method has been carried out through the comparison of the
available executive design documentation of several existing bridges with the corresponding
simulated design results, quantifying the discrepancy. Finally, the seismic response of both
the existing structure and the “simulated” one have been analyzed by means of non-linear
static and dynamic analyses, in order to estimate the influence of such discrepancy on the assessment of the bridge response and, mainly, to evaluate its influence on the large scale seismic vulnerability assessment.
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1

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The assessment of the seismic response of existing structures requires an adequate level of
information concerning the geometry of structural members and connections as well as their
material properties. Collecting a sufficient level of knowledge of the structure is indeed a preliminary and fundamental step in the seismic response analysis [1] [2]. The required information should be gathered through the review of the executive design documentation, when
available, in combination with in-situ surveys and material tests. Given that the aforementioned procedure is likely to be quite expensive in terms of resources and time (especially for
those structures whose executive design documentation is not available), the simulated design
should be considered as an alternative solution. The simulated design is particularly suitable
for large scale seismic risk assessment, with the aim of providing a preliminary estimation of
the seismic vulnerability and an order of priority for further analysis and retrofit interventions,
when a large sample of structures has to be assessed.
This research work focuses on the development of a simple but general procedure for the
simulated design of existing reinforced concrete (RC) bridges designed in Italy from 1940 to
1990. The target of the proposed procedure for simulated design is the estimation of the
amount and the configuration of longitudinal and transversal steel reinforcement in RC bent
members, knowing the member geometry and the material properties as input data. The procedure should be as simple and general as possible in order to be suitable for large-scale assessment, without neglecting the evolution of both construction technologies and regulations
within the period of interest. The development of the procedure is based upon the contemporary regulatory framework concerning bridge design and seismic design, which provide information about the external actions to be considered for the design. A review of several
contemporary academic manuals about bridge design ([3]÷[12]) have been also considered as
a fundamental reference on this matter. The contemporary regulation concerning the design of
RC bridges and buildings has been considered for material classification and for steel bar detailing.
2

EVOLUTION OF THE ITALIAN REGULATIONS IN THE 20TH CENTURY

The design of RC motorway-bridges has been subjected to regulations dedicated to bridges,
but also to prescriptions which are not specifically related to bridges. From a comprehensive
literature review carried out in this work, it can be stated that the Italian regulatory framework
consists of three main areas:
a. Prescriptions for structural design of bridges ([13]÷[19]);
b. Prescriptions for structural design of buildings located in seismic areas ([20]÷[22]);
c. Prescriptions for structural design of RC buildings ([23]÷[26]).
The above mentioned regulations provide information on both the external loads and actions, and the detailing prescriptions the designer should have considered in the project. A detailed description of the most important aspects of the evolution of the Italian regulations is
provided in [27].
3

SIMPLIFIED METHOD FOR THE SIMULATED DESIGN OF BRIDGES

The target of the simulated design of existing structures is to provide information about
those characteristics not directly obtainable from in-situ surveys, such as member reinforcement or joints detailing, in the cases when the design documentation is not available. Simulated design should be preferred to surveys or documentation review when the seismic
response assessment has to be carried out for a large number of homogeneous structures and
the effort of the surveys is not affordable. Design output should be as closer as possible to the
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actual configuration of the existing structure in order to proceed with an effective assessment
of its seismic response. The proposed method focuses on substructure details (steel reinforcement configuration) for motorway-bridges with continuous or discontinuous deck, designed
between 1940 and 1990. The methodology is based on the elaboration of data such as age,
location and geometry of the structure and mechanical properties of materials, according to
the appropriate design prescriptions inferred from the contemporary regulation, the technical
literature and the design reports on the available cases of study.
3.1

Main assumptions

For the sake of simplicity, the design procedure relays upon assumptions about structure
geometry, distribution of forces among structural members and nodal degrees of freedom.
Such assumptions are considered to have negligible impact on design results. Furthermore,
given that most of the data about material properties is usually missing, the latter need to be
derived from the review of the contemporary regulatory framework, technical literature and
available design reports. This review represents also a reference for several assumptions and
simplifications concerning the design procedure, which allows the method to be as general as
required for large scale application but consistent with contemporary construction practice
and technologies.
One of the most important simplifications adopted in the proposed method is to consider
each pier as if it was not connected to the rest of the structure. An ideal superstructure portion
including half of each tributary span length gives the load on the piers. This implies neglecting the eventual stiffness irregularity along the structure, due to differences in bent heights
and to abutments stiffness. In case of regular and irregular bridges with discontinuous superstructure, in which relative rotation between adjacent girders is weakly inhibited, this assumption is fairly consistent with the actual transversal behaviour of the structure. Also the
transversal behaviour of regular bridges with continuous superstructure is compatible with
such assumption. On the other hand, the longitudinal behaviour of irregular bridges with continuous or discontinuous superstructure is captured with limited accuracy, since in this case all
the bents are constrained to the same top displacement. However, it should be pointed out that
discontinuous superstructure is the main representative among existing motorway bridges.
Then the bearing devices between the super- and sub-structure are assumed to transfer the
entire lateral load to the substructure, including the case of merely frictional bearing capacity
[2] [28]. This is considered to be consistent with the requirement for structure serviceability
prescribed for the design level of loads.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the foundations do not suffer any stiffness loss for the design level of loads and thus the substructure base is assigned to be fully fixed.
Superstructure torsional and flexural stiffness is assumed to be negligible with respect to
substructure flexural stiffness, implying bent top is assigned free-end boundary conditions in
both longitudinal and transverse direction. Once more, this ensures a better fit to discontinuous superstructure bridges behaviour than to continuous ones. Nevertheless, as continuous
superstructure is usually associated to large span lengths, the assumption is considered to be
acceptable for both bridges categories.
The method refers to contemporary regulations for what concerns external loads, particularly for horizontal actions (wind, braking vehicles and earthquake) combined with permanent
and moving gravity loads. Additionally, multiple configurations of moving loads are considered in order to determine the more unfavourable set of actions (in terms of vertical and horizontal forces and flexural moments) transmitted from superstructure to bent top. Vertical
loads are thus assigned a longitudinal and a transversal eccentricity, standing respectively for
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the eventual non-symmetric distribution of moving loads across the deck width and the bearing device eccentricity (in case of bridges with discontinuous superstructure).
Seismic actions are included in the design procedure within the equivalent static analysis
framework. The modal analysis framework, included in national provisions from 1975, is not
included in the design procedure, because it is considered to be incompatible with the desirable level of simplicity. Moreover, the modal analysis is unlikely to have found widespread
application for bridge seismic design within the period of interest due to limited available
computational tools.
According to the framework of provisions for bridges, the design method considers two
conventional loading directions: longitudinal and transversal with respect to the bridge deck.
A set of actions is assigned to each conventional direction, including the corresponding vertical and horizontal forces and bending moment, to be applied at bent top. When the local reference system of the bent does not coincide with the one of the deck, the sets of actions are
provided referring to the former one. Deformations and forces distribution among the pier
members is estimated by means of bi-dimensional elastic frame models, one for each conventional loading direction. It should be pointed out that the axial deformability of the members
is neglected. This leads to a loss of accuracy in the estimation of axial actions within the
members, in particular for framed substructures. In these structures, assuming no member axial deformability implies that no vertical displacement is captured at the frame nodes and, thus,
the axial actions induced in vertical members by the external moment applied to bent-top cannot be properly estimated.
Section detailing design and verification are performed by means of the allowable stress
method, independently from the year of design of the bridge, since this method was used in
the time window of reference. The section is not verified for the bi-axial bending condition,
but only for the two corresponding uniaxial components.
Lateral instability verifications are considered only for bridges designed after 1972 and the
member effective length is related to the boundary conditions and the height of the piers.
3.2

Proposed methodology

The simulated design method is organized into four main steps, namely:
 Input;
 Estimation of external actions transmitted to bent top;
 Estimation of internal actions in bent members;
 Design and verification of steel reinforcement.
Each step is described in the next subsections.
Input
The year when the executive design of the bridge was redacted is one of the fundamental
input information, as it allows the design process to be related to the corresponding regulatory,
scientific and technological context. Also the location, in terms of municipality, distance from
the coast and altitude, is an important input information, for an adequate estimation of seismic
and wind actions, in accordance with the specific regulation.
Sufficiently detailed information about the geometrical characteristic of the structure is
also needed. The width and the span-lengths of the deck are the minimum required information about the superstructure; all the other parameters, if not available, could be obtained by a
combination of those basic data with the road traffic class (i.e. motorway or not). In particular,
superstructure height and weight could be related to its span-length; while the eventual presence of pedestrians sidewalks is easily inferable from the traffic class of the road. The geo-
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metrical configuration of the bearing devices, both in terms of their height above the bent capbeam and eccentricity, is required for an accurate estimation of the external actions transmitted to the bent top. Information about the bearing height, if unavailable, could be related to the
year of the executive design: the employment of polymeric bearings with reinforcing steel
plates can be excluded for bridges designed before 1971 (because of the lack of regulations on
the subject) and friction supports employing relatively thin rubber layers are considered to be
quite widespread for those bridges. Information about the longitudinal eccentricity of bearings,
if not available, could be related to the longitudinal dimension of the bent cap-beam.
The geometrical characteristics of the bents should be as detailed as possible. Fundamental
information are the sectional typology and the dimensions of both columns and beams. A
standard input format have been adopted for bent geometry, according to which the former
must be defined as an assembly of segments. The data assigned to each segment can be summarised as follows: height, sectional geometry and sectional multiplicity both in longitudinal
and transversal direction. The sectional geometry is represented by means of the minimum
required number of parameters in order to describe it accurately. The sectional multiplicity
parameter allows multi-column bents or spatial-frame bents to be taken into account by the
input format.
Information on the material properties, such as characteristic concrete cubic strength and
the steel yielding stress, should be also provided for a more accurate simulation of the design
of the section detailing. It has to be noted that concrete quality results to have a great influence on detailing simulation, especially for massive bents containing the minimum prescribed
steel percentage and designed before 1972, when that percentage was related to the sole
member sectional area necessary to resist purely axial loads.
For bridges designed before 1960, if there are no information on the mechanical properties
of materials, the simulated design procedure refers to the acceptability criteria for concrete
and steel provided in R.D. n.2229 [23]. For bridges designed between 1960 and 1970, if the
information is not available, the procedure assigns conventional mechanical properties according to the statistical mean values provided in [29] [30] for concrete and steel bars employed for RC structures during that time window of reference. For bridges designed after
1970, in absence of detailed information, the simulated design procedure refers to the acceptability criteria for steel provided in D.M. 1972 and D.M. 1974 [31] [32]. If the class of steel is
unknown, the procedure employs the steel class FeB 38 with the corresponding minimum mechanical properties. Concrete characteristic compressive strength is assumed to be Rck = 25
MPa, if no different information is provided, in order to be conservative with respect to the
available statistical data provided in [29].
Estimation of external actions transmitted to bent top
The actions transmitted to the top of each pier are grouped in a vector, named Aext,k, containing five elements, for each considered load combination k: the vertical force N, two horizontal forces VL and VT, acting in longitudinal and transversal direction respectively, and two
flexural moments ML and MT acting around transversal and longitudinal axis, respectively.
According to code provisions, the following sources of external actions on the top of the
pier have been included in the procedure: i) structural self-weight and permanent loads; ii)
moving loads and their dynamic effects; iii) wind; iv) earthquake (EQ); v) deformations (e.g.
shrinkage, pre-compression, thermal excursions). The prescribed combinations, with very
small differences between different regulations, are:
1. Structural and permanent loads + wind + deformations;
2. Structural and permanent loads + moving loads + wind (reduced) + deformations;
3. Structural and permanent loads + moving loads (reduced) + EQ + deformations.
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Each set of external forces, Aext,k, is then rearranged in two independent vectors, Aext,dir,k,
defined for each direction dir (dir = 1, 2 where 1 stays for the longitudinal direction and 2 for
the transversal direction) and load combination k (Figure 1).
Estimation of internal actions in bent members
The target of the current design step is to provide different sets of vectors Aint, collecting
internal member actions at the sections of interest, for each set of external forces Aext,dir,k.
Such a vector can be expressed, for each direction dir, load combination k and member section m. The internal actions, for each member section of interest, are estimated by means of
elastic analysis of planar frames. The analysis takes into account external actions Aext,dir,k, together with pier members self weight (Figure 1). Each set of member internal forces obtained
for pier columns, expressed as vector Aint,dir,k,m, is rearranged in two independent vectors:
A+int,dir,k,m and A-int, dir,k,m, in order to take into account for both axial load conditions of tension
and compression induced by reversal lateral loading. These vectors collect all possible configurations of the internal actions for each considered loading combination and direction and
are thus appropriate for section reinforcement design and verification.

Figure 1: External actions transmitted to a generic bent (left) and internal actions for a generic bent (right)

Design and verification of steel reinforcement
Knowing the internal actions, the longitudinal and transversal reinforcement bars are designed with the allowable stress method according to the design prescriptions of the time and
being compatible with the geometrical dimensions of the section of reference.
The design of longitudinal reinforcement configuration takes into account the executive
prescriptions provided by the contemporary regulation for RC design. In particular, the minimum and maximum acceptable bar diameter as well as the minimum bar spacing and concrete
cover are some of the restrictions to be observed for section rebar detailing.
According to the regulation, a minimum standard configuration of transversal reinforcement should be assigned to all column and beam members. For what concerns the bar diameter, a minimum of 6 mm is to be adopted and no restrictions are specified as an upper limit.
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The simulated design starts assuming the minimum amount of reinforcement prescribed in
the code of reference. When the minimum prescribed reinforcement is not sufficient for the
verification of the section, it is progressively increased until the material stresses remain below the acceptable limits.
4

VALIDATION

In order to estimate the accuracy of the proposed method, the simulated design procedure
has been applied to several existing bridges. For such bridges, sufficient information had been
collected to check whether the results of simulated procedure are accurate. Section details,
such as the amount and spacing of longitudinal and transversal reinforcements, have been regarded as the main terms of comparison for accuracy estimation. The internal actions, if
available in the documentation, have been also compared.
Within the considered case-studies, ten bridges, grouped according to their sub-structural
type, are the focus of the validation (Figure 2):
 Bridges with wall-type substructure;
 Bridges with framed substructure;
 Bridges with single-pier substructure.
Considering the group of the bridges with wall-type substructure, five bridges over the
River Adige, located in Trento District and designed between 1961 and 1981, are considered
(Avio, 1961; Faedo, 1962; Trento, 1963; Nomi, 1976; Rovereto, 1981). All these bridges present the same structural typology, consisting of a constant span-length discontinuous deck
simply supported on a regular substructure. The latter is fixed at the base by means of pile
foundations. The only exception is the bridge located in Rovereto (Trento) in which the first
wall is fixed to a pile-supported foundation; the other walls have drilled shaft foundations
reaching different depths. This group of bridges allowed to investigate the accuracy of the
simulated design procedure for structures designed in different periods and, thus, according to
different provisions.
Two are the bridges belonging to the group of bridges with framed substructure. They were
designed before 1950. Even if they have the same substructure typology and member sectional geometry, the two structures are very dissimilar to each other because of the traffic
level and the bents height. The first bridge over the Adige river in Trento was designed in
1943 and is supported on single-level frames being 5.3 m height. The second is the viaduct
Rio Torto in Castiglione dei Pepoli (Bologna) which is supported on multi-level frames of
variable heights ranging between 13.8 m and 41.35 m. This allows the accuracy of the simulated design procedure to be investigated for the same sectional geometry for two different
conditions.
Three viaducts, located in Southern Italy and designed between 1965 and 1988, belongs to
the third group considered for the validation - the bridge “Vose” in Picerno (Potenza), designed in 1965; the viaduct “La Rossa” in Vietri di Potenza (Potenza), 1971; the viaduct
“Egolo” in Caltagirone (Catania), 1988. All these bridges present the same structural typology,
consisting of a constant span-length discontinuous deck simply supported on an irregular substructure. A minor variation of this scheme is represented by the viaduct “Vose” in Picerno
(Potenza), which has a slightly curved deck, and by viaduct “Egolo” whose span-length is not
constant. The section geometry of the pier is hollow rectangular in the first two cases and hollow circular in the third case. This group of bridges allowed the accuracy of simulated design
procedure to be investigated for structures with different sectional geometry and designed according to different provisions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Some of the RC bridges considered in the validation process. Bridges over the Adige river, Trento,
1962 (a) and 1943 (b). Viaduct over the river Rio Torto, Roncobilaccio (Bologna), 1950 c). Viaduct “Vose”,
Picerno (Potenza), 1965 d).

The focus of the validation is the evaluation of the discrepancy of the results in terms of
computed reinforcing bars with respect to the actual reinforcement configuration in the existing structures, as reported in the available executive design documentation. A discrepancy of
30% has been considered as an acceptability criterion for the validation, taking into account
that the proposed methodology should be applied in large-scale assessment evaluations.
The procedure demonstrated to have a significant variability with the substructure typology
for what concerns the level of accuracy in the estimation of both longitudinal and transversal
reinforcement, although for most of the considered case studies, a better level of accuracy is
achieved for the longitudinal reinforcement with respect to the transversal one. On the other
hand, it has been derived that the level of accuracy appears to be independent from the year of
redaction of the executive design.
In case of single pier bents with wall-type section the median discrepancy affecting the estimation of longitudinal reinforcement ranges between an underestimation of 12% and an
overestimation of 20%, which can be considered a fairly good grade of accuracy. On the other
hand, the average discrepancy affecting transversal reinforcement ranges between an underestimation of 20% and an overestimation of 120%, which is extremely far from the assumed
acceptability limit. On this issue, it should be recalled that the majority of the considered case
studies seem to be in contrast with the contemporary regulations about the maximum allowable spacing of the transversal reinforcement bars.
The two considered cases of bridges with framed bents cannot be regarded to be part of the
same category, because of incomparable bent heights which lead to very different level of accuracy. The bridge over the Adige river is characterised by piers with constant height of 5.3
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meters; the piers of the viaduct over the Rio Torto river have very different heights ranging
from 13.8 to 41.35 meters. Nevertheless, it can be generally observed that the simulated design method achieve a fairly good grade of accuracy (overestimation not exceeding 30%) for
those part of the structure where the required reinforcement is determined by the magnitude of
the applied actions (i.e. lower part of tall columns or beams), while less satisfactory results
(underestimation up to 50%) are achieved for the parts where the minimum prescribed reinforcement results to be adequate (i.e. upper parts of tall columns or short columns). This could
be related to the fact that construction requirements or other design choices could have lead
designers to adopt a higher quantity of reinforcement independently from contemporary prescriptions and from the level of design actions.
For what concerns the single pier bents with hollow rectangular or circular sections the
longitudinal reinforcement results to be generally underestimated. The median discrepancy is
35%, which exceeds the adopted acceptability limit. The discrepancy affecting the estimation
of transversal reinforcement for this type of substructures also results not to be always satisfactory, with peaks of 33% overestimation and of 40% underestimation.
5

SEISMIC RESPONSE ASSESSEMENT OF THE BRIDGES

The simplified method for simulated design determines a discrepancy in the estimation of
steel reinforcement of member sections. In order to investigate the influence of such discrepancy on the seismic response assessment of the whole structure, both nonlinear static and dynamic analyses have been performed. Each bridge has been analysed considering the outputs
of the simulated design and the data derived from the executive design drawings. The results
have been compared evaluating the discrepancy in terms of base shear, deck displacement and
section hysteresis. The results of two structures among those considered for the validation of
the simulated design method will be discussed in this Section: the viaduct “Egolo” in Caltagirone (Catania) and the bridge over the Rio Torto river in Castiglione dei Pepoli (Bologna).
The analyses have been performed by means of the commercial software Midas Civil. The
finite element model of each bridge is characterised by masses lumped in the joints and by
fibre beam-column elements with distributed inelasticity able to catch the nonlinear response
of the piers. The fibre beam element is a standard Euler-Bernoulli force-based beam element
since, to the authors’ knowledge, the axial-flexure-shear interaction is not yet implemented in
a commercial software ([33]÷[38]). The Kent-Park constitutive model is adopted for modelling the behaviour of concrete, the Menegotto-Pinto constitutive relationship is used for steel.
Before analysing the bridges, a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art and code provisions about nonlinear static analysis methods has been required in order to determine the
most appropriate one for the above mentioned purpose. It should be recalled that nonlinear
static analysis procedures have been developed for seismic assessment and design of regular
buildings, whose seismic response is mainly dominated by the fundamental mode of vibration.
The basic conceptual procedure consists of the following steps:
 Estimation of the push-over curve by means of bi-dimensional incremental nonlinear analysis. The curve relates the total base shear Vb to the lateral displacement uR
of a reference degree of freedom (DOF), usually a node of the roof level is chosen
in case of building analysis.
 Derivation of the equivalent SDOF system capacity curve from push-over curve;
the former relates the applied lateral force V* to the corresponding lateral displacement D*.
 Estimation of displacement demand of the SDOF system by means of either over
damped or reduced elastic spectrum.
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Derivation of seismic response parameters by means of the incremental nonlinear
analysis database for the step corresponding to the SDOF target displacement.
Within the above described conceptual framework, several variations of this method have
been proposed in order to improve its accuracy ([39]÷[41]). Attempts have also been made by
Chopra and Goel [42] and by Casarotti and Pinho [43] in order to take higher mode effects
into account, despite the methods are based on equivalent SDOF systems for seismic demand
estimation. The current state-of-the-art on nonlinear static method for bridge assessment is
represented by the following commonly employed push-over-based methods: i) Capacity
Spectrum Method (CSM), ii) N2 Method, iii) Modal Pushover Analysis (MPA) and iv) Adaptive Capacity Spectrum Method (ACSM). The application of these procedures to bridges required an ad-hoc selection of the reference joint, with the exception of the ACSM method.
According to the prescriptions of the Italian building code [44] and on the basis of the review of the state-of-the-art concerning non-linear static analysis of bridges, the modal pushover analysis (MPA) method and N2 method have been employed respectively for the transversal and longitudinal seismic response assessment of the continuous-deck bridge over the
Rio Torto rived in Castiglione dei Pepoli. The latter method has also been employed for the
transversal and longitudinal seismic response assessment of the Viaduct “Egolo” in Caltagirone.
The non-linear dynamic analysis consists in the direct integration of the system of equations of motion referred to the analysed structure. The forcing function is a ground acceleration time history, assigned at the base nodes of the finite element model. The implicit method
of Newmark is adopted for the integration, performing Newton-Raphson iterations until convergence is obtained for each step increment of the considered ground acceleration time history. For the aims of this work, suites of natural accelerograms compatible with the
considered elastic acceleration response spectrum for the collapse limit state, have been obtained by means of the software REXEL [45], which provides suites of 7 spectrumcompatible ground motions (each including up to three components) chosen within the European Strong Motion Database. In this work, single component ground motions have been selected within a limited group of events matching the magnitude and distance characteristics
obtained through the de-aggregation of the uniform hazard spectrum. The elastic damping has
been modelled by means of Rayleigh’s approach with a percentage of 2% damping in correspondence of the first two periods of the structure (the fundamental period has been adopted
for SDOF systems).
5.1

Nonlinear static analysis of the bridge “Egolo”

This RC bridge (Figure 3) consists of a 24-span discontinuous deck resting on single-pier
bents of different heights. Since no translational constraint is provided between adjacent spans,
each pier can be analyzed separately from the rest of the structure for what concerns both the
transversal and longitudinal response, in agreement with the nonlinear static approach proposed in the Italian Building Code [44]. In order to investigate the influence of the discrepancy in member reinforcement due to the simulated design procedure, the response of two
representative piers has been analyzed. The latter are the shortest (7.3 m) and the tallest (14.7
m) pier of the bridge and they have hollow circular cross-section (Figure 3). The seismic hazard of the site where the bridge is located has been determined according to the Italian Building Code[44]. The seismic hazard parameters have been inferred from the Italian hazard map
in correspondence of the geographical coordinates of the bridge. Two limit states are considered in the analysis – SLC and SLV according to D.M. 2008 [44].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Viaduct “Egolo” (Caltagirone, 1988): general view (a) and its shortest and tallest piers (b)

Each pier is considered as a SDOF system with a mass M lumped at the deck centre of
mass. The mass M has been assumed to include the mass of the tributary deck length, that of
the cap beam and 1/3 of that of the pier. A force-based and displacement controlled pushover
analysis has been performed for each pier.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Pushover curves and performance points for the damage and collapse limit states for the shortest (a)
and the tallest pier (b)

Pier
Smallest pier
Tallest pier

VSLC (kN)
2947
2725
-7.5
1530
1410
-7.8

Executive drawings
Simulated design
Difference (%)
Executive drawings
Simulated design
Difference (%)

VSLV (kN)
2995
2743
-8.4
1530
1403
-8.3

Table 1: Influence of the reinforcement discrepancy on the base shear considering two limit states (where SLC
and SLV are two limit states defined as in D.M. 2008 [44]

As result of the simulated design, an underestimation of longitudinal reinforcement of
about 15% was obtained. Such discrepancy directly affects the pushover curve of both piers,
as shown in Figure 4. The base-shear capacity results to be underestimated of about 10% and
7% for shortest and tallest pier, respectively. Anyway the assessment of the general behaviour
of the piers is not affected by the reinforcement discrepancy. A lower maximum capacity of
the system implies a higher elastic stiffness, provided that the elastic branch of the curve is
coincident. This overestimation of the ideal elastic stiffness produces an underestimation of
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about 15% in the estimation of the displacement demand (i.e. performance point) for both the
considered piers.
The reinforcing discrepancy results to have a very low influence on the estimation of the
base shear and bending moment demands, which is slightly (below 10%) underestimated for
both the considered piers, as reported in Table 1. Nevertheless, it should be noticed that the
seismic demand for the bridge location is not adequate to bring the piers widely into the inelastic branch of the response, as can be observed in Figure 4.
5.2

Nonlinear dynamic analysis of the bridge “Egolo”

In order to further investigate the influence of the discrepancy in member reinforcement on
the seismic response, nonlinear dynamic analysis has been performed for the above mentioned
representative piers of the bridge. Since the piers have a circular section and are analyzed
separately from the rest of the bridge, there is no difference in transversal and longitudinal
response. Therefore, the selected ground motions have been arbitrarily applied in transversal
direction. The analysis employs the same distributed plasticity FE model of the nonlinear
static analysis. The results of the analyses of the bridge with the reinforcement derived from
the simulated design are compared with the results of the bridge with reinforcement obtained
from the executive drawings. The deck displacements (i.e. the displacement of the top of the
pier) and the base shear of the piers have been compared (Table 2).
The influence of member reinforcement discrepancy on top-displacement response is quite
significant for the shortest pier. The FE model with simulated design reinforcement, which is
affected by a 15% underestimation, generally experiences a higher top-displacement than the
one with the original reinforcement (Table 2) . On the other hand, the top-displacement of the
tallest pier does not appear to be significantly affected by the discrepancy of reinforcement.
This could be due to its higher deformation capacity within the elastic range.
The base shear response is not significantly affected by the discrepancy in member reinforcement and is generally affected by an underestimation of about 10% (Table 2). This is
consistent with the 15% underestimation of the longitudinal reinforcement obtained from the
simulated design procedure.
It can be concluded that the discrepancy in the estimation of the member reinforcement has
a small influence on the assessment of the seismic response of the considered piers, in particular when the tallest and more flexible pier are considered.
Pier
Maximum deck displacement
Maximum base shear
Average
Average
Average
Average
difference (+) [%] difference (-) [%] difference (+) [%] difference (-) [%]
Smallest pier + 6.5
+39.2
-10.5
-4.3
Tallest pier
-10.0
-7.7
-10.0
-7.7
Table 2: Influence of simulated design on the maximum deck displacement and the maximum base shear

5.3

Nonlinear static analysis of the bridge over the Rio Torto river

Since the bridge presents a continuous deck, it is not possible to analyze each bent as if it
was an independent single degree of freedom (SDOF). Nevertheless, the dilatation gaps located between the spans are assumed not to transmit transversal actions between one deck
segment to the other. This allows the transversal seismic response of each segment to be analyzed separately from the rest of the structure. Moreover, since the deck consists of two independent girders, the structure can be simplified as if it consisted of two identical bridges next
to each other and analyzed separately. The analyses presented herein are limited to the transversal and longitudinal response of the portion of the bridge shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Analysed portion of the viaduct over the Rio Torto river (1950, Roncobilaccio)

The numerical model consists of a lumped-mass and distributed plasticity model and employs mono-dimensional frame elements both for the bridge deck and the bent columns and
beams (Figure 6) . Each span of the bridge deck has been divided in three elastic elements of
11 m each; the two cantilever portions of the deck are not included in the model, but the corresponding mass is lumped at the deck end joints. The former elements are located at a distance from the cap-beam axis consistent with the position of the centre of mass of the deck
section and are assigned a generic sectional shape with the same geometrical properties of the
actual deck section. The connection between deck elements and the bents is such that all the
translational displacements are constrained and that the torsion and the transversal bending of
the deck are transmitted to the bents by means of vertical and horizontal forces, respectively.
This is achieved by means of two additional joints, with the spatial coordinates equal to the
nodes of the top of the columns, constraint to behave as a rigid body with the deck centre of
mass in all directions except from the transversal one. Those nodes are hinged to the column
top nodes by means of spring elements with high translational stiffness and negligible rotational stiffness. The afore described ideal connection is sketched in Figure 6, where K [kN/m]
and Kr [kNm/rad] stand respectively for the axial and flexural stiffness, while D and R stand
respectively for translational and rotational degrees of freedom (1 standing for constrained
DOF). No restrains are applied to the deck end nodes, due to the presence of the dilatation
gaps.
As mentioned before, the selected method for the non-linear static analysis is the Modal
Pushover Method (MPA), since it represents a satisfactory trade-off between computational
simplicity and analytical accuracy and is also recommended by the current Italian Building
Code [44] for seismic assessment of existing bridges with continuous deck.
In order to proceed with the modal pushover analysis, the significant modes of vibration
for the transversal seismic response of the bridge have been identified by means of modal
analysis. The deck mass has been lumped at the elements nodes. The actual distribution of
mass within the bents has been considered by means of the consistent mass approach. The uncracked gross section of the members has been considered for the analysis, since a reduction
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of member stiffness would only affect the estimation of modal forces, which have no relevance within the MPA approach. Stiffness reduction is expected to have a negligible effect on
the modal shapes and participant mass factors, which are of primary importance for MPA.

Figure 6: FE model of the analysed portion of the viaduct over the Rio Torto river

The first two transversal modes of vibration sum up a participant mass of 87.3% and, thus,
have been considered to be adequate for the assessment of the transversal seismic response of
the bridge through MPA. The modal parameters of interest within the presented analysis procedure are M.P.M. which stands for the modal participant mass and Γ which stands for the
modal participation factor. The results of the modal analysis are not affected by the discrepancy in steel reinforcement evaluation highlighted, since the reinforcement configuration and
quantity are not involved.
Two non-adaptive force-based and displacement-controlled push-over analysis have been
carried out, one for each of the above mentioned mode of vibration. The load pattern for each
analysis have been defined according to modal shapes. The node expected to experience the
maximum lateral displacement has been chosen as reference point for the pushover curve.
Since the structure is symmetric with respect to its longitudinal axis, the transversal response is not changing with the sign of the loading pattern (i.e. positive or negative direction).
Therefore, only the positive direction has been adopted for the analysis. It should be also
pointed out that geometrical non-linearity is not taken into account since this kind of analysis
is not supported by the software Midas Civil in combination with the distributed plasticity approach. The procedure has been repeated for two different models, one being assigned the reinforcement configuration and quantity reported in the available executive drawings and the
other being assigned the reinforcement configuration and quantity estimated by means of the
simulated design procedure. A total of four push-over curves is obtained for the bridge.
The discrepancy in member reinforcement has a limited impact on the transversal pushover curves for both the load patterns. A first observation is that the load pattern (a) proportional to mode 2 results in a far more flexible response of the bridge than load pattern (b) proportional to mode 3. The elastic stiffness is much lower for pattern (a) with respect to pattern
(b). This is due to the fact that the former is much more demanding for the flexible side of the
sub-structure (i.e. bents 3-4-5), which is able to experience larger elastic deformations, than
for the stiff side (i.e. bents 1-2). The latter, instead, allocates the forces more uniformly along
the deck and particularly involves the stiff side of the substructure.
Moreover, the bridge displays a higher shear capacity and a hardening behaviour for pattern (a) and a softening behaviour for pattern (b). Also this difference is related to the distribution of forces between the flexible and stiff side of the substructure. Due to limited elastic
flexibility of bents 1 and 2, plastic hinges are rapidly developed at column base sections for
pattern (b) and manifest a relatively brittle behaviour because of low confinement and severe
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compressive loading. The aforementioned observations on the structure behaviour are confirmed by the comparison of the individual push-over curves for each bent and each load pattern. Bents 1-2 experience very low displacement levels with respect to bents 4-5 for pattern
(a), while the opposite can be observed for pattern (b). Combining this with the fact that the
curvature demand at column base section is sensibly lower for flexible bents 3-4-5, a further
explanation of the different behaviour of the structure for load pattern (a) and (b) is provided.
The influence of the member reinforcement discrepancy, due to simulated design, on the
pushover curves is observed to be fairly low and not to affect the global behaviour of the
structure. Nevertheless, a noticeable influence can be observed on the base-shear capacity of
the bridge for both load patterns (a) and (b), which results to be lower for the model with
simulated reinforcement. For what concerns pattern (a), it should be noted that in the model
with simulated reinforcement the flexural capacity of column members of bents 3-4-5, which
practically govern the response, is overestimated at the base sections and underestimated at
the intermediate sections. This is consistent with the results of simulated design, which provide a 12% overestimation and a 50% underestimation of longitudinal reinforcement for base
and top sections, respectively. The combination of the two aforementioned opposite effects
leads to a slight underestimation of the base-shear capacity, specially for high displacement
levels at which the concrete cracking interests also the upper part of the columns and allow
the reinforcement underestimation to affect the capacity. On the other hand, the base shear
capacity for low displacement levels appears not to be affected by the reinforcement underestimation at the upper part of the columns, where concrete cracking has not yet occurred, and
therefore results to be slightly overestimated, consistently with the overestimation of reinforcement at column base-sections obtained in simulated design.
For what concerns pattern (b), it should be noted that, in the model with simulated reinforcement, the flexural capacity of column members of bents 1-2, which practically governs
the response, is underestimated at the base sections. This can be related to an even more brittle behaviour of the section with simulated design reinforcement with respect to the original
one, due to a longitudinal reinforcement overestimation of 28%. The effect of such reinforcement discrepancy directly reflects on the response of the whole bents 1-2, since no cracking of
the sections is achieved at the upper part of the columns.
In order to investigate the influence of reinforcement discrepancy on the assessment of the
transversal seismic response of the structure the performance point has been computed for
each load pattern and the corresponding response parameters (deck-displacement and base
shear) have been combined according to SRSS rule. The determination of the performance
point, i.e. the seismic demand on the structure, associated to each of the two load patterns require each pushover curve to be transformed in the idealized capacity curve Vn*-Dn* of the
corresponding equivalent SDOF system.
As it can be observed in Figure 7, there is a significant difference for the elastic stiffness of
the equivalent SDOF systems for both modal push-over cases. In particular, the load pattern
(a) results in an overestimation of 17%, which is consistent with the aforementioned observations related to the structural response. On this subject, it should also be noted that the elastic
stiffness estimation by means of the code based approach is affected by the discrepancy in the
maximum base-shear capacity; in fact, a lower maximum capacity of the system implies a
higher stiffness, provided that the elastic branch of the curve is coincident. The load pattern (b)
results in an elastic stiffness overestimation of about 9%, which is only due to the difference
in the maximum base-shear capacity of the system. The error in the estimation of the elastic
stiffness of the equivalent SDOF system results in a low discrepancy in the estimation of the
displacement demand for both the modal pushover cases. Therefore, there is no significant
influence on the computation of the performance point for both cases, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7: MPA – Capacity curves of the equivalent SDOF systems for mode 2 (left) and mode 3 (right)

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: MPA – Performance points for SLC and SLV limit states for load patterns (a) and (b)

For what concerns the assessment of the transversal response of the bridge it can be concluded that the influence of the discrepancy in steel reinforcement is negligible. The difference in the estimation of the deck-displacement for SLC limit state is well below the 10%
(Table 3), the response of the structure being generally underestimated due to the overestimation of elastic stiffness. The difference in the estimation of the base shear at each bent for the
same limit state is well below the 5% (Table 3), the action being slightly underestimated and
overestimated respectively for the stiff side and the flexible side of the substructure.
Node
1
2
3
4
5
Deck displacement [cm]
Executive drawings
11.2 8.7 9.1
15.2 24.5
Simulated design
11.0 8.4 8.5
14.5 23.8
Difference (%)
-1.8
-3.5 -6.6
-4.6 -2.9
Bent
1
2
3
4
5
Base shear [kN]
Executive drawings
1075 853 1130 732 742
Simulated design
1040 840 1145 753 754
Difference (%)
-3.3
-1.5 +1.3 +2.9 +1.6
Table 3: MPA – Influence of reinforcement discrepancy on bridge deformed shape and base-shear for SLC limit
state

It can be concluded that the discrepancy in steel reinforcement estimation of members has
a low influence on the assessment of the transversal bridge response, but it should also be
pointed out that the level of seismic demand is relatively low. A more sever seismic hazard
would eventually have resulted in a more relevant influence because of a larger excursion in
the nonlinear branch of the response. The former is no doubt more affected by the discrepancy,
in particular for the load pattern (b) proportional to mode 3.
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In order to investigate the influence of the reinforcement discrepancy on the assessment of
the longitudinal response of the bridge a non-adaptive force-based and displacement controlled pushover has been performed. According to the Italian Building Code approach for
continuous deck bridges, the structure has been considered as a SDOF system and the displacement at the deck level has been adopted for the push-over analysis. Since the longitudinal response is not changing with the sign of the loading pattern (i.e. positive or negative
direction), only the positive direction has been adopted for the analysis. The procedure has
been repeated for two different models, one being assigned the reinforcement configuration
and quantity reported in the available executive drawings and the other being assigned the reinforcement configuration and quantity estimated by means of the simulated design procedure.
A total of two push-over curves is obtained for the bridge.
As shown on the left of Figure 9, the discrepancy in member reinforcement has a limited
impact on the longitudinal pushover curve for what concerns the maximum base shear capacity and the global behaviour of the structure within the elastic and yielding branch of the response. On the other hand, the global behaviour of the structure is significantly affected for
what concerns the inelastic branch, where the original structure suffers a more severe softening than the one with simulated design reinforcement. This is due to the influence of the reinforcement discrepancy on the column sectional response, which generate a difference in the
softening branch of the response in the columns of bents 1-2 and a slightly higher postyielding flexural capacity in the columns of bents 3-4-5.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Capacity curve of the SDOF system – longitudinal direction (a). Performance points for SLC and SLV
limit states (b)

The local behaviour of the members seems to be more significantly affected by the reinforcement discrepancy in longitudinal direction than it is in transversal one, in particular for
taller hollow core columns. In the original structure, the nonlinearity is concentrated at the
base of the columns, since their longitudinal reinforcement is almost constant along the height.
In the structure with simulated design reinforcement, on the other hand, the nonlinearity is not
concentrated at the base of the columns, which are affected by an overestimation of 12% and
an underestimation of 50% for the longitudinal reinforcement of the bottom and top parts, respectively. This effect is particularly evident for the columns of bent n°3, which is subjected
to a higher level of moment due to its higher stiffness with respect to the other two hollow
core bents.
In order to investigate the influence of reinforcement discrepancy on the assessment of the
longitudinal seismic response of the structure the performance point has been computed according and the corresponding response parameters (deck-displacement and base-shear) have
been derived from pushover analysis. As shown on the right of Figure 9, there is no influence
of reinforcement discrepancy on the estimation of the displacement demand for SLC and SLV
limit state, since the equivalent period T* corresponds to the displacement plateau for both
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models. The difference in the estimation of the base shear at each bent for the SLC limit state
is well below the 5%, the action being slightly underestimated and overestimated respectively
for the stiff side and the flexible side of the substructure.
It can be concluded that the discrepancy in the estimation of member steel reinforcement
has a low influence on the assessment of the longitudinal bridge response, at least for seismic
requirements in Italy, where there is a low probability of large non-linear excursions of the
piers.
5.4

Nonlinear dynamic analysis of the bridge over the Rio Torto river

The nonlinear analysis is focused on the portion of the bridge shown in Figure 5. Each
considered acceleration time history has been applied independently in transversal and longitudinal direction. This simplification is considered to be adequate for the purpose of this research work. Moreover, the decoupling of the two orthogonal responses seems to be
consistent with the geometry of the bridge, which consists of a straight deck supported on a
symmetric substructure with respect to the longitudinal axis. The analysis employs the same
distributed plasticity FE model as the non linear static one.
The comparison between the transversal response of the original structure and the simulated one to each considered time history is carried out in terms of the displacement envelope
of the deck. It can be stated that, in general, the simulated structure experiences sensibly
lower displacements in the stiffer side of the substructure (i.e. bents 1-2) and slightly higher
displacement of the more flexible side of the substructure (i.e. bents 4-5). This seems to be
consistent with the difference in member reinforcement between the executive drawings and
the simulated design, where a sensible overestimation of longitudinal and transversal reinforcements affects the columns of the stiffer side. However, the effect of the estimation in
member reinforcement seems to have a low influence on the displacement response, with an
average percent difference in the displacement profile not exceeding 12.5%.
The same can be concluded considering the base shear envelope, for which the influence of
reinforcement discrepancy does not exceed the 11.5%. The action results to be slightly overestimated for the bents at the end-segments of the bridge and underestimated for the others.
The influence of reinforcement discrepancy on the interstory drift of the bents results to be
quite significant for the shorter ones (1-2) and almost negligible for the taller ones (3-4-5), as
reported in Table 4. This could be related to the fact that the shorter and stiffer bents suffer
more relevant excursions in the inelastic branch of sectional response and therefore their deformation is more affected by the reinforcement discrepancy than the taller ones. As expected,
some variability of the influence is registered among the different accelerograms, related to
their different frequency contents. However, it should be noted that the influence of the reinforcement discrepancy does not exceed 10% and 25% for tall and short bents, respectively.
The aforementioned average percent differences concerning the considered response parameters (i.e. deck displacement envelope, base shear envelope and interstory drift) can be
regarded as an acceptable grade of accuracy in the assessment of the bridge seismic response.
Nevertheless, it is important to point out that the response of the bent members remains almost entirely within the elastic field for the considered level of seismic actions and that the
influence would have been more relevant for a higher seismicity level.
The influence of the discrepancy in steel reinforcement on the analysis of the longitudinal
response is evaluated in terms of deck displacement and base shear. From the comparison of
the results, it can be stated that the longitudinal response is no significantly affected by the
discrepancy in member reinforcement estimation. This is due to the fact that the piers do not
experience any significant excursion into the inelastic branch of their response. Therefore, the
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discrepancy in reinforcement amount does not play any significant role in the
the bridge response in longitudinal direction.
Bent
1
2
3
Segment 1
Difference (+) [%]
-22.9 -11.7 -10.0
Difference (-) [%]
-25.6 -9.4 -8.9
Segment 2
Difference (+) [%]
4.1
-6.9 -5.9
Difference (-) [%]
14.3 -4.9 -5.2
Segment 3
Difference (+) [%]
-4.8
Difference (-) [%]
-3.7
Segment 4
Difference (+) [%]
Difference (-) [%]
-

assessment of
4
-5.3
-0.6
-0.6
+4.6
-0.3
+5.8
-0.6
+4.2

5
+0.5
+0.5
+6.0
+6.0
+6.5
+7.1
+5.6
+6.1

Table 4: THA – Influence of simulated design on the interstory drift – average of the considered accelerograms

A scarcely appreciable influence of the reinforcement discrepancy is obtained in the estimation of base shear envelope for the shorter bents (1-2), which suffer higher excursions into
the inelastic branch of sectional response than the taller ones (3-4-5). Anyway, the influence
is well below the 5%, and it can be concluded that no influence affects the response assessment.
6

CONCLUSIONS

The present work aimed to provide a simple procedure for simulated design of longitudinal
and transversal reinforcement of existing RC bridge bents. The simulated design is a helpful
tool within the seismic response assessment of existing structures whose reinforcement configuration is not available or in those cases when a large scale vulnerability assessment has to
be performed on a large number of homogeneous structures. According to the obtained results,
it can be concluded that the simulated design procedure is suitable to the seismic response assessment of existing RC bridges, when no detailed information is available on member reinforcement, since it does not significantly affect the results. Nevertheless, the proposed
procedure could be further elaborated and developed in order to obtain an estimation of reinforcement detailing closer to the real structure subjected to seismic assessment.
First of all, a review of a wider set of original executive design documentation would allow
to include in the procedure eventual tendencies in the practice of design and construction
which are not inferable from the review of the contemporary design regulations. The same can
be said for what concerns the choice of bar diameter and concrete cover. Moreover, such review could provide a wider documentation about the tendency in the choice of concrete and
steel types for bridge bents, together with their mechanical properties; this would improve the
correspondence of the input data to the contemporary technologies.
Secondly, limit states verifications such as cover concrete cracking and steel reinforcement
fatigue could be included in the procedure in addition to allowable stress verifications, in order to take into account the possibility of more demanding conditions on reinforcement detailing.
Finally, the procedure could be elaborated in order to include a wider range of sectional
geometries and bent typologies in order to obtain a more general methodology and avoid several simplifications which could affect its accuracy. This is the case of walls with smoothed
extremities or hollow core elliptical piers, which are simplified as solid rectangular and hollow core rectangular section in the current procedure. This is also the case of tapered members and irregular framed bents, which are simplified respectively as non-tapered members
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with the average dimension expanded throughout the entire member length and as regular
frames with constant inter-axis of bays and constant height of columns within the same level.
Further investigation could address the influence of the reinforcement discrepancy, due to
simulated design, on the verification of local behaviour in terms of usage ratio of the chord
rotation capacity and shear capacity of the bent members. The chord rotation capacity calculation according to the Italian Building Code [44] depends both on the reinforcement configuration and the seismic demand (in terms of bending moment distribution along the element) and,
therefore, the evaluation of the influence of reinforcement discrepancy on this response parameter could be of interest. The same can be said for the shear capacity usage ratio, which is
strongly affected by the reinforcement configuration and could be more sensitive to the discrepancy due to simulated design than the shear demand on the member itself.
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Abstract. Loess Plateau of China is one of the most representative geomorphologic regions
for loess around the world due to the deep covering layer and wide distribution area. Many
catastrophic disasters induced by earthquake had been identified in this area. This study
examined systematically the small-strain stiffness and damping of loess in Lanzhou,
Northwest of China, through the laboratory resonant column (RC) test method and the field
down-hole test method. On the basis of the analyses of test results, it was found that the smallstrain shear modulus G0 of loess was more sensitive to water content than the small-strain
damping Dmin. A linear relationship between log(G 0) and log(σ′m) was observed for loess,
while the corresponding slope in log-log coordinates decreased with water content
increasing. Similarly, log(Dmin) decreased linearly with log(σ′m) as well. G0 of undisturbed
loess was much higher than reconstituted ones at low water content and this difference could
be negligible for saturated loess. The similar phenomenon was observed for D min too. The
pattern of correlation between G 0 and σ′m for loess accorded well with the findings in
literature but in the present study, higher values of G 0 could be expected, which may be
ascribed to the different device used. In comparison with the down-hole test results, there was
a good agreement between RC results and laboratory results for G 0 of loess. Finally, the
correlations between G/G0 and γ/γ0.85 could be normalized perfectly for Lanzhou loess,
irrespective of water content and confining pressure.
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1

INTRODUCTION

China loess is a kind of aeolian deposited loess, covering more than 6.3% of the country’s
land area (named loess plateau) distributed mainly at the northwest regions of China as
overlaying soil [1, 2]. The thickest loess profile reported in Lanzhou is more than 400m [3],
which is one of the most representative loess profiles in the world.
Loess Plateau was an earthquake-prone area where tectonic movements were very active
and throughout history several catastrophic disasters caused by earthquakes had been
identified and documented fully [4, 5]. Studies on the dynamic properties of loess were very
essential and significant to the mission of earthquake protection and mitigation in this region.
Several recent researches on the stress-strain properties during cyclic loading of loess were
conducted in the laboratory by using conventional cyclic triaxial testing [6, 7, 8], while the
cyclic strains investigated in these studies were large (>10 -2%) due to the lack of sensitive
LVDT with high precision. Actually, studies on the stress-strain properties of loess during
cyclic loading at small strain levels, especially considering the effect of various factors, e.g.
water content, confining pressure and soil structure, are rather limited [9, 10]. In this research
work, a comprehensive set of resonant column tests were conducted to evaluate the stressstrain properties of loess under relatively fast cyclic loading conditions from small to medium
shear strains (10-5 %<γ<10-2%), in order to improve the research level of the dynamic
properties of loess.
2

TEST PROGRAM

2.1 Testing material
The studied loess specimens were collected from a geotechnical borehole in the National
New Area of Lanzhou, Northwest of China. The representative soil profile of the studied site
is shown in Figure 1 with the corresponding SPT blows and the shear wave velocity Vs
obtained from down-hole measurements included as well.

Figure 1: Loess profile with in situ test results.

As shown in Figure 1, apart from limited thickness of the top cultivated soil layer (about
1.5m), loess-like silt which is commonly designated as Q 4 loess [11] in China based on the
age of deposition, comprises the major part of the investigated soil strata. The variation of
SPT blows for loess ranges from 6 to 9 within the top 25m thickness, which can be attributed
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to the metastable structure of loess with high void ratio. In addition, shear wave velocity of
loess obtained from down-hole measurements increases monotonically with depth indicating
relatively homogeneous soil strata with depth. A series of undisturbed loess specimens with
different burial depth were collected from the borehole and shipped carefully to the laboratory
for subsequent tests. Table 1 presents the basic physical properties of loess.
Table 1: Physical properties of loess in natural condition.

Sample

Depth
(m)

LZL-4
LZL-6
LZL-8
LZL-10
LZL-12
LZL-13

4
6
8
10
12
13

Water
content
W (%)
14.33
13.42
11.54
14.21
16.93
16.11

Total
density
ρt (g/cm3)
1.50
1.53
1.49
1.55
1.54
1.56

Void ratio Specific Gravity
e
γs
1.058
1.002
1.029
0.997
1.058
1.017

2.70
2.70
2.71
2.71
2.71
2.71

LL
(%)

PL
(%)

24.31
24.80
24.72
24.52
25.41
25.72

16.62
16.71
16.63
17.12
17.82
18.40

Based on the physical properties (Table 1) and the particle size distribution of loess shown
in Figure 2, Lanzhou loess is classified as CL silt loam according to the unified soil
classification system (USCS).

Figure 2: Particle composition characteristics of loess.

In order to investigate the effect of water content on the dynamic properties of loess,
wetting and drying method [12, 13] were adopted to prepare loess specimens with various
water contents. Saturated specimens were prepared under the standard procedure of saturation
by using the back-pressure method. Following the same principles, reconstituted specimens
having the same water content and dry density with undisturbed specimen were prepared
following the standard compaction method [14]. In total, eight groups of loess specimens
were prepared for RC test with their characteristics shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Physical properties of loess in natural condition.

Sample
LZL-4-U(1)
LZL-6-U
LZL-6-R(2)
LZL-8-U
LZL-10-U
LZL-12-U
LZL-13-U
LZL-13-R

Depth (m)
4
6
6
8
10
12
13
13

Current moisture (%)
24.41
6.83
6.52
22.52
13.69
17.11
33.41
34.58

Current saturation (%)
59.95
18.90
18.15
56.08
37.56
43.71
84.00
86.44

Note: (1) U means undisturbed specimen; (2) R represents reconstituted specimen; Current moisture (%)
is the water content of loess measured after wetting or drying process

A resonant column device of free-fixed end designed by Drenvich [15] and manufactured
by Soil Dynamics Instruments (Soil Dynamics Instruments, Inc), capable of longitudinal and
torsional dynamic loading was used. The dimension of loess specimen was 140mm in height
and 70mm in diameter. The whole experimental procedure and the analysis of the RC test
results were performed according to the ASTM 4015-92 specification [16].
3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Small-strain shear modulus G o
(a) Effect of water content
Figure 3 presents the influence of water content against small-strain shear modulus G0 for
undisturbed Lanzhou loess obtained from the present testing program together with results
stemming from literature [17].

Figure 3: Relationships between G0 and W for loess.

As shown in Figure 3, under the same confining pressure, the initial shear modulus G0 of
loess decreases continuously with water content. It is interesting to notice that when water
content approaches the plastic limit, there is a dramatic decrease of G0, especially for the
cases of high confining pressure (≥100kPa). According to [17], the correlations between G0
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and water content for loess measured in cyclic triaxial test, coincides well with the trends of
G0 with water content in the present study. However, due to the limitations of the apparatus,
the values of G0 reported in [17] under the same confining pressure, are a bit lower than the
corresponding ones of our study, especially for high confining pressures and water contents.
(b) Effect of confining pressure
A power function initially proposed in [18] has been widely used to describe the
quantitative relationship between the small-strain shear modulus G0 and effective mean
confining stress σ′m:
(1)
where, Pr is reference pressure and can be set as 1kPa; A is a dimensionless material
constant with respect to soil types; F(e) is a function of void ratio e and commonly
F(e)=(1+e)/(2.973-e)2 for most kinds of soil; m is the exponent representing the effect of
effective mean confining stress σ′m on G 0.
Figure 4 shows the effect of the mean effective confining pressure σ′m on the small-strain
shear modulus G0 of the tested undisturbed Lanzhou loess specimens in this work. The
correlations between G0 and σ′m are fitted by using Equation (1) and the corresponding fitting
results are shown in Figure 4 and Table 3.

Figure 4: Relationships between G0 and σ′m for loess.
Table 3: Fitting parameters of Hardin equation for Lanzhou loess.

Water content
(%)
6.83
13.69
17.11
22.52
24.41
33.41

A

m

973.48
1183.96
1535.60
1662.83
1816.97
1911.43

0.876
0.788
0.650
0.579
0.547
0.495

Correlation coefficient Shear strain amplitude
R2
(%)
0.999
3.9×10-5-1.2×10-4
0.999
5.6×10-5-2.2×10-4
0.999
9.9×10-5-3.0×10-4
0.998
1.3×10-4-3.0×10-4
0.999
1.3×10-4-3.0×10-4
0.998
1.2×10-4-3.0×10-4

Note: Shear strain amplitude (%) where G0 and Dmin are defined in this study and lower values correspond to higher
confinement stress.
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As shown in Figure 4, it is observed that there is a clear linear increase of G0 with σ′m in
double logarithm coordinates, and the inclination decreases with the water content. The values
of the G0 calculated using the shear wave velocity Vs (Figure 1) which is measured through
down-hole method are also presented in Figure 4. The comparisons with our laboratory results
are quite good for natural water content W around 14%.
The variations of the exponent m and dimensionless constant A with water content are
shown in Figure 5. The relevant empirical correlations are formulated as follows:
(2)
(3)
where, W is the water content of loess.

Figure 5: Correlations between fitting parameters (m and A) and water content.

(c) Effect of structure strength
The results of small-strain stiffness G0 for undisturbed and reconstituted loess are
compared in Figure 6. As illustrated, when loess is a little dry, e.g. LZL-6-U/R specimens, the
difference of G 0 between undisturbed and reconstituted specimens is big, while the values of
G0 between the undisturbed and reconstituted specimen are very close in saturated state.

Figure 6: Comparison of G0 values between undisturbed and reconstituted loess.
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3.2 Small-strain damping Dmin
(a) Effect of water content
Figure 7 depicts the variations of D min of loess with water content under different confining
pressures. As shown, with the increase of water content, D min of loess decreases firstly and
then tends to increase when loess is fully saturated. Regarding the limited range of D min, it can
be concluded that the effect of water content on D min of loess is insignificant.

Figure 7: Effect of water content on the small-strain damping ratio Dmin.

(b) Effect of confining pressure
The general trends of the effect of the mean effective confining stress σ′m on the smallstrain damping ratio D min of Lanzhou loess are illustrated in Figure 8, where the representative
experimental results of D min for sand and cohesive soils [19, 20, 21] are included in the same
figure as well. Table 5 summarizes the fitting results of the relationships between D min and
σ′m.

Figure 8: Effect of mean effective confining stress σ′m on the small-strain damping ratio Dmin.

As shown in Figure 8, it can be observed that D min of loess decreases linearly as confining
stress increases in double logarithm coordinates. In comparison to the data of D min of sand
published in [20, 21], loess possesses higher values of D min under the same confining
pressure. However, the data of D min of loess are much lower than that of cohesive soils with
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higher PI published in [19]. From a qualitative point of view, it appears that the small-strain
damping ratio D min of soil has the trend to increase with plasticity index, which is consistent
with the findings presented in [22].
(c) Effect of structure strength
The effect of structure strength on D min of loess is illustrated in Figure 9. It can be seen
from Figure 9 that D min of undisturbed loess is higher than for remolded loess under the same
confining pressure, which may result from the alternation of soil fabric [23]. However, the
effect of structure strength of loess on D min is limited in view of the small variation of D min in
Figure 9.

Figure 9: The small-strain damping ratio Dmin of undisturbed and reconstituted loess specimens.

3.3 G/Go-γ curves
The relationship between normalized shear modulus G/G0 and shear strain γ characterized
the behavior of soil stiffness degradation [24]. Figure 10 depicts the variation of G/G 0 with γ
determined for intact loess under different confining pressures. As shown, the normalized
shear modulus G/G0 degrades continuously with the increment of shear strain, and the
degradation curves tend to move up and to the right as confining pressure increases. Although
the data points of G/G0 vs. γ curves between different confining pressures are scattered, most
of them fall into a relative narrow band corresponding to the curves with plasticity indexes of
0 and 30, respectively [25].

Figure 10: Effect of shear strain amplitude (γ) and confinement on the normalized shear modulus (G/G0) of
loess specimens with different water content (in the same figure the empirical curves for cohesive soil are also
shown [25]).
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On the basis of a summarization of previous researches, volumetric threshold shear strain,
γv, was proposed to define significant changes in the cyclic soil behaviour [26]. After that, γv
was adopted as a reference shear strain to depict the normalization characteristics of G/G0 vs.
γ curves [27, 28] based on the conventional stress-strain hyperbolic model given in [24]
shown as Equation (4):
(4)
where, G is the secant shear modulus of soil; G0 is the initial shear modulus; a is a fitting
parameter; γ is shear strain; γv is reference shear strain.
Considering the structure strength of undisturbed loess, γ 0.85 was adopted in this study to
investigate the normalization characteristics of relationships between G/G0 and γ for Lanzhou
loess. The modified relationships between G/G0 and γ/γ0.85 were presented in Figure 11 with
the corresponding fitting curve included in the same figure as well. As indicated in Figure 11,
there is almost a perfect coincidence for all the curves of G/G0 vs. γ/γ0.85 for Lanzhou loess,
irrespective of water content and confining pressure. The fitting results shown in Figure 11
verified the feasibility of the empirical model (Equation (4)) to describe the normalized
relationship between G/G 0 and γ/γ0.85 for Lanzhou loess.

Figure 11: Normalized relationship between G/G0 and γ/γ0.85 for Lanzhou loess.

4

CONCLUSIONS
 Small-strain shear modulus G0 of loess was more sensitive to water content than the
small-strain damping D min.
 log(G0) increased and log(D min) decreased linearly with log(σ′m).
 Small-strain shear modulus G0 of undisturbed loess was much higher than reconstituted
ones at low water content, and this difference could be negligible for saturated loess. The
similar case was observed for D min as well.
 The correlations between G/G0 and γ/γ0.85 could be normalized perfectly for Lanzhou
loess, irrespective of water content and confining pressure.
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Abstract. The methods of damping selection are different, therefore there will be a great difference in the results of time domain analysis and frequency domain analysis. The results of
time domain analysis and frequency domain equivalent linear analysis are compared by single-layered soil columns with different thicknesses and multi-layered soil column under different input ground motions. How to evaluate Rayleigh damping coefficient is also discussed.
The results show that the selection of different target frequency influencing viscous damping
coefficient is the main reason leading to different results in time domain analysis. Hysteretic
damping can be used more exactly in time domain site response analysis. To reduce the differences of the results of time domain analysis and frequency domain analysis, the full Rayleigh damping formulation and the first and third natural frequency can be employed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Seismic site response analysis is an important part to determine the ground motion parameters. The equivalent linear frequency domain analysis method based on one-dimensional site
elastic response analysis is commonly performed to account for local site effects on ground
motion propagation under an earthquake [1]. Horizontal soil layers represent site stratigraphy,
and vertically propagating horizontal shear waves (i.e., SH waves) approximate the ground
motion. The damping force is assumed to be proportional to displacement amplitude and in
phase with velocity, and the damping is frequency independent. In time domain analysis, it is
generally used the Rayleigh damping formulation (i.e., C  M   K ) which results in frequency dependent damping. The only difference between time domain analysis and frequency
domain analysis is the selection of damping. The fundamental reason of damping difference is
the frequency selected to calculate Rayleigh damping coefficient (i.e., target frequency in this
paper). Many scholars have done research on the selection of target frequency [2-13]. In this
paper, according to different selection of target frequency, two single-layered soil columns
and one multi-layered soil column are calculated under Ninghe wave, Taft wave and ElCentro wave respectively. The results of seismic site response analysis with different damping
coefficients are compared, which can provide reference for the selection of target frequency in
practical engineering application.
2

EQUATION OF MOTION

For one-dimensional soil model, the equation of nodal motion in frequency domain analysis is expressed as:
[(1  2 i ) K   2 M ]U  P

(1)

where ζ = hysteretic damping ratio, ω= natural circular frequency, M = mass matrix, K
=stiffness matrix, U =vector of nodal relative displacements, and P = vector of nodal equivalent seismic load.
The following dynamic equation of motion in time domain analysis is solved:

  Cu  Ku   MIu
g
Mu

(2)

 = vector of
where M = mass matrix, C = viscous damping matrix, K = stiffness matrix, u
nodal relative acceleration, u = vector of nodal relative velocities, u = vector of nodal rela-

g is the acceleration at the base of the soil column and I is the unit vective displacements, u
tor.
3

DETERMINATION OF RAYLEIGH DAMPING COEFFICIENT

For Rayleigh damping is simple and convenient to use, it is widely performed in time domain analysis. The damping matrix C is derived from a linear combination of the mass matrix
M and the stiffness matrix K:

C  M   K
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where C , M and K are viscous damping matrix, mass matrix and stiffness matrix respectively,
and α, β are the Rayleigh damping coefficients.
In frequency domain analysis, damping ratio is a frequency independent constant. In time
domain analysis, the same assumption as in structural dynamic calculation is often used, and
it is written as:
2 i  j
 
  2
2
   j   i

  j  i 

 i 
1  
 1
    j 
j
i 


(4)

where  i and  j are the damping ratio of soil for mode i and j. Viscous damping ratio is often
used in seismic site response analysis. Damping ratio  n can be expressed by α, β and corresponding natural circular frequency:

n 

 n


2 n
2

(5)

As can be seen from above, damping ratio in time domain analysis is frequency dependent.
The relationship between hysteretic damping of frequency domain and Rayleigh damping of
time domain can be seen in Fig.1. In general, it is assumed that  i =  i =  . By Eq. (4), it can
be obtained:
 
2  i j 
 


   i   j  1 

ζn

Rayleigh damping

ζn 

ζ

o

(6)

βω
α
 n
2ωn
2

ωi

ωj

ωn

Fig.1: The relationship between hysteretic damping and Rayleigh damping.

Different methods are proposed on the value of Rayleigh damping. The damping matrix is
assumed in early formulations to be only stiffness proportional since the value of αM is small
compared to βK. The Eq. (3) can be further simplified to C  K , which is called simplified
Rayleigh damping formulation. It can be obtained   2 /    / f by Eq. (5), defining f as
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target frequency, and the damping coefficient β will be controlled by the target frequency f.
Main methods of selecting the target frequency f are as follows:
(1) The first natural frequency of soil, f1 (Ref. [2])
(2) The predominant frequency of Fourier spectrum of input ground motion, f p (Ref. [3])
(3) The centroid frequency of Fourier spectrum of input ground motion, f c (Ref. [4])
(4) A suitable frequency is obtained by fitting formulation (Ref. [5])
If the full Rayleigh damping formulation C  M   K is performed, main methods of selecting the target frequency f are as follows:
(1)    ,    /  , generally,   1 (the first natural circular frequency),

 1  2f 1 (Ref. [6])
(2)  i   i   i  i ,   0.05 ,  i 
(3)   2 (

v si
2hi

, where v si = shear wave velocity (Ref. [7])

 m n
1
) ,   2 (
)
m  n
m  n

Two natural frequencies within a significant frequency range of the input ground motion
are defined as  m and  n respectively in Ref. [8]. In Ref. [9],  m is the first natural circular
frequency,  n  N m , where N is an odd number greater than  e / 1 (  e is the dominant
frequency of input ground motion). The first and third natural frequency of soil are defined as

 m and  n respectively in Ref. [10], that is, 1  2f 1 and  3  2f 3 .
(4)   2 (

 ab
1
) ,   2 (
)
 a  b
 a  b

where  a and b are selected target frequencies. In Ref. [11], if



d

  0 ，it is
2
2
d
2

obtained    /  ，and by Eq. (5) the minimum damping ratio can be obtained as follows:

 min  

(7)

The damping ratio at the selected frequency range boundary is:


 a

2a
2
 b



2b
2

 max 
 max
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 0  ( max   min ) / 2

(9)

Jean-Francois semblat et al. [12] used the method in Ref. [11] to determine damping coefficient. Degao Zou et al. [13] selected appropriate target frequency to determine damping coefficient based on the Ref. [9] and Ref. [11].
For single-layered soil,

fn 

Vs
(2n  1)
4H

(10)

where n is the mode number, f n is the natural frequency of the corresponding mode, Vs =
shear wave velocity, and H = the thickness of soil column.
For multi-layered soil,
H
Vseq 
 (hi / vsi )

(11)

i

fn 
where H   hi ， v si 
i

Gi

i

Vseq
4H

(2n  1)

(12)

( v si = shear wave velocity for layer i), hi , Gi and  i are thick-

ness, shear modulus and density for layer i respectively.
4
4.1

INPUT GROUND MOTION AND CALCULATION MODEL
Input ground motion

Vertically propagating horizontal shear waves approximate the ground motion. Taking
processed Ninghe wave, Taft wave and El-Centro wave as input ground motions, acceleration
time history, Fourier amplitude spectrum and 5% damped elastic response spectra are shown
in Fig. 2.
4.2

Calculation model

30 m single-layered soil column, 50 m single-layered soil column and 50 m multi-layered
soil column are calculated respectively. In this paper, the results of the last iteration of the
equivalent linear frequency domain analysis method in Ref. [1] are used to define the soil parameters in time domain analysis. The soil parameters are shown in Table 1 to Table 3 (the
shear modulus and damping ratio in Table 1 to Table 3 are the final iteration results).
4.3

Target frequency f

When determining the Rayleigh damping coefficient, the key is to select the target frequency. The target frequencies obtained using the methods in related references are shown in
Table 4.
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Fig.2: From top to bottom, respectively, acceleration time history, Fourier amplitude spectrum and 5% damped
elastic response spectra.

Shear Modulus G /
( 10 7 Pa)
Poisson's
Layer
Thickness Density
ElType
h/m
ρ/(t· m 3 ) Ratio υ
Ninghe Taft
Centro
wave
wave
wave
Clay
10
1.9
0.3
5.26
6.23 3.06
Clay
10
1.9
0.3
1.34
1.92 0.87
Clay
10
1.9
0.3
0.76
1.44 0.59
Bedrock
2.2
0.2
58.3
56.1 64.3

Damping Ratio ζ
ElCentro
wave
0.082 0.149
0.174 0.201
0.182 0.205
0
0

Ninghe Taft
wave
wave
0.097
0.185
0.202
0

Table 1: Properties of 30 m single-layered soil column.

Shear Modulus G /
( 10 7 Pa)
Poisson's
Layer
Thickness Density
ElType
h/m
ρ/(t· m 3 ) Ratio υ
Ninghe Taft
Centro
wave
wave
wave
Clay
10
1.9
0.3
7.83
8.14 5.17
Clay
10
1.9
0.3
2.20
2.47 1.26
Clay
10
1.9
0.3
1.40
1.92 0.66
Clay
10
1.9
0.3
1.08
1.75 0.59
Clay
10
1.9
0.3
0.99
1.57 0.59
Bedrock
2.2
0.2
55.6
56.1 66.0
Table 2: Properties of 50 m single-layered soil column.
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Damping Ratio ζ
Ninghe Taft
wave
wave
0.066
0.172
0.183
0.194
0.198
0

0.064
0.166
0.174
0.177
0.180
0

ElCentro
wave
0.099
0.187
0.204
0.205
0.205
0
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Layer
Type
Clay
Clay
Silty clay
Sandy clay
Sandy clay
Silt
Sandy clay
Sandy clay
Sandy clay
Silt
Sandy clay
Sandy clay
Bedrock

Thickness
h/m

Density
ρ/(t·
m 3 )

Poisson's
Ratio υ

Shear Modulus G /
( 10 7 Pa)
ElNinghe Taft
Centro
wave
wave
wave

3
2
8
4
4
4
5
2
5
2
6
5

1.99
1.89
1.99
2.00
2.00
2.07
2.01
1.96
2.10
2.04
2.00
2.00
2.20

0.35
0.35
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.20

1.62
1.75
3.47
1.94
1.82
0.19
4.60
20.1
3.07
0.16
3.48
3.48
56.1

1.74
1.97
4.16
1.95
1.96
9.23
5.46
21.1
3.07
0.16
3.47
3.47
55.8

0.52
0.56
0.33
1.23
1.09
0.19
3.54
10.8
1.73
0.16
2.11
1.95
69.6

Damping Ratio ζ
Ninghe
wave

Taft
wave

ElCentro
wave

0.074
0.120
0.092
0.138
0.142
0.156
0.131
0.085
0.136
0.156
0.136
0.136
0

0.069
0.106
0.072
0.135
0.137
0.089
0.126
0.081
0.136
0.156
0.135
0.137
0

0.172
0.184
0.159
0.167
0.176
0.156
0.147
0.130
0.175
0.156
0.169
0.175
0

Table 3: Properties of 50 m multi-layered soil column.

5

CALCULATION RESULTS

It is used the form C  K ,   2 /    / f in Ref. [5]. The ratio between the arithmetic mean of the target frequency f and the first natural frequency f1 of soil, and the ratio between the arithmetic mean of the target frequency f of soil and the centroid frequency of
Fourier spectrum of the input ground motion f c are calculated under input ground motions,
thereby the relationship of f, f1 and f c is fitted. It can provide reference for determining
damping coefficient in time domain analysis, but it is more trouble in application. In Ref. [8, 9,
12, 13], based on appropriate target frequency, Rayleigh damping is determined for given soil
column and input ground motion, but a regular and universal conclusion is not given for selection of target frequency. An averaged damping ratio is used in Ref.[11], while the damping
ratio is extracted from the equivalent linear frequency domain analysis procedure in this paper,
and therefore, the results using the method in Ref. [11] are not compared with that of the
equivalent linear frequency domain analysis method in Ref. [1].
In this paper, the results using the methods in Ref. [2-4, 6, 7, 10] are compared with that of
Ref. [1] respectively. Taking the results of equivalent linear frequency domain analysis in Ref.
[1] as standard, the relative error of the result of time domain analysis and frequency domain
analysis is expressed as:
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e

*
amax  amax
*
amax

100%

(13)

*
where amax = peak ground acceleration in time domain analysis, and amax
= peak ground accel-

eration in frequency domain analysis.
The absolute value of peak ground acceleration is:
*
Amax  amax or amax

(14)

The absolute values of the peak ground accelerations and the relative errors are shown in
Table 5 to Table 7, and the 5% damped elastic response spectrum are shown in Fig. 3.

f /Hz
fp

fc

30 m single-layered
soil column
50 m single-layered
soil column
50 m multi-layered
soil column

f1
f3
f1
f3
f1
f3

Ninghe wave
0.73
4.03
0.74
3.71
0.47
2.36
0.44
2.21

Taft wave
1.42
3.61
0.93
4.64
0.56
2.78
0.57
2.84

El-Centro wave
1.17
3.71
0.62
3.08
0.35
1.76
0.31
1.54

References
[3]
[4]
[2,6,10]
[10]
[2,6,10]
[10]
[2,6,10]
[10]

Table 4: Target frequencies to calculate Rayleigh damping coefficient under different ground motions.

Note: f = target frequency, f p = the predominant frequency of Fourier spectrum of the input
ground motion, f c = the centroid frequency of Fourier spectrum of the input ground motion, f1 = the first natural frequency, f 3 = the third natural frequency.

Methods in references
Input
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[6]
[7]
[10]

Ninghe wave

Taft wave

Amax /g

Amax /g

0.104
0.231
0.246
0.246
0.324
0.239
0.158
0.243

e (%)
—
0
6.5
6.2
40.2
3.4
-31.8
5.0

0.132
0.223
0.211
0.236
0.287
0.215
0.148
0.238

El-Centro wave
e (%)
—
0
-5.4
5.8
28.6
-3.7
-33.6
6.6

Amax /g

0.271
0.278
0.223
0.249
0.377
0.219
0.169
0.268

e (%)
—
0
-19.8
-10.5
35.2
-21.4
-39.2
-3.7

Table 5: The absolute values of peak ground acceleration and relative errors of 30 m single-layered soil column.
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Methods in references
Input
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[6]
[7]
[10]

Ninghe wave
e (%)
Amax /g
0.104
—
0.151
0
0.131
-13.4
0.149
-1.3
0.201
33.2
0.141
-6.6
0.106
-30.0
0.161
6.6

Taft wave
Amax /g
0.132
0.155
0.121
0.157
0.200
0.130
0.097
0.159

e (%)
—
0
-22.5
1.3
28.8
-16.1
-37.3
2.4

El-Centro wave
e (%)
Amax /g
0.271
—
0.200
0
0.155.
-22.4
0.267
33.7
0.420
110.2
0.162
-18.7
0.094
-53.1
0.214
7.0

Table 6: The absolute values of peak ground acceleration and relative errors of 50 m single-layered soil column.

Methods in references
Input
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[6]
[7]
[10]

Ninghe wave

Taft wave

Amax /g

Amax /g

0.104
0.155
0.118
0.141
0.208
0.133
0.086
0.159

e (%)
—
0
-23.8
-9.1
34.0
-14.2
-44.7
2.6

0.132
0.130
0.095
0.114
0.147
0.101
0.089
0.135

El-Centro wave
e (%)
—
0
-26.7
-12.7
12.9
-22.6
-32.1
3.4

Amax /g

0.271
0.269
0.195
0.345
0.503
0.209
0.102
0.268

e (%)
—
0
-27.4
28.2
86.8
-22.2
-62.1
-0.3

Table 7: The absolute values of peak ground acceleration and relative errors of 50 m multi-layered soil column.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, two single-layered soil columns and one multi-layered soil column are calculated under different input ground motions, and the results of different Rayleigh damping coefficients in time domain analysis are compared with that of frequency domain analysis
respectively. Conclusions are obtained as follows:
(1) As can be seen from Fig.1, the damping ratio in the Rayleigh damping formulation is
frequency dependent, in contrast to experimental results showing that the damping of soil is
mostly frequency independent. The damping coefficients α and β are controlled by the target
frequency f. Based on different selection of target frequency f , the damping ratio calculated
by the formulation C  M or C  K and the frequency domain hysteretic damping ratio
are quite different.
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Fig.3: 5% damped elastic response spectra.

(2) From Table 5 to Table 7, conclusions can be obtained as follows. In contrast with the
absolute values of the peak ground accelerations calculated using the method in Ref. [1], the
errors of the calculation results using the methods in Ref. [2-4, 6, 7] are large, and they are
more sensitive to the thickness of soil and the input ground motion, that is, the errors have
large discrete with different thicknesses of soil and different input ground motions. To the
contrary of the absolute values of the peak ground accelerations calculated using the method
in Ref. [1], the errors of the calculation results using the method in Ref. [10] are small, generally less than 10%, and they are insensitive to the thickness of soil and the input ground motion, that is, the errors have small discrete with different thicknesses of soil and different input
ground motions. As presented in Fig. 3, the calculation results using the method in Ref. [4]
are obviously large, while the calculation results using the method in Ref. [7] are obviously
small, which are different from the elastic response spectrum calculated using the method in
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Ref. [1]. The errors of the calculation results using the methods in Ref. [2, 3, 6] are relatively
large. The calculation results using the method in Ref. [10] agree well with that of Ref. [1].
(3) According to the elastic response spectrum in Fig. 3, unlike the calculation results using
the method in Ref. [1], the results using the method in Ref. [10] are large in the corresponding
period of the selected target frequency, while the results using the method in Ref. [10] are
small in other periods. It can be observed from Fig.1, in the corresponding period of the selected target frequency, the damping ratio calculated using the method in Ref. [10] is smaller
than the frequency domain hysteretic damping ratio, so the calculated results are large. In other periods, the damping ratio calculated by the method in Ref. [10] is larger than the frequency domain hysteretic damping ratio, so the calculation results are small.
(4) The determination of Rayleigh damping coefficient in time domain analysis has great
influence on the calculation results. When using the method in Ref. [10], that is, using the full
Rayleigh damping formulation and selecting the first and second natural frequency as two
target frequencies, the results obtained agree well with that of frequency domain analysis. At
present, the method in Ref. [10] is an effective approach for selecting damping in time domain analysis, but a better method needs to be studied further.
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Abstract. In this paper different simplified approaches for numerical simulation of deep vibratory compaction are presented. In the first approach, modal analysis yields the mode shapes
and natural frequencies of a planar soil model, with the objective of reducing the degrees of
freedom of the soil continuum in a subsequent response history analysis considering only the
most dominate modes. Based on the maximum elastic strain energy per mode criterion, the
most dominant modes excited by a rotating force are identified, revealing that the most dominant natural frequencies are clustered around multiples of the excitation frequency. It is also
shown that 1.4 % of the modes contribute to 80 % of the total strain energy. The second study
addresses modeling of vibro-soil interaction, approximating the soil as three-dimensional planar circular section and the vibratory as rigid cylinder rotating in the hole at the soil center.
To the surfaces of the two bodies potentially in contact, a contact formulation is assigned. The
outcomes of the numerical simulations on this finite element model serve as input for system
identification of the soil parameters varying with time due to the compaction process. The underlying lumped parameter model is composed of two discrete spring-dashpot systems and a
lumped mass subjected to a rotating force. The contact force can be reasonably identified, however, the utilized mapping algorithm for identification of the time varying soil parameter needs
further investigation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Since more than five decades deep vibratory compaction has been used to compact noncohesive granular soil media of considerable depth [14]. The deep vibratory compaction device
consists of the vibrator, which is attached to a crane. Inside the vibrator an eccentric rotating
mass generates horizontal dynamic forces. As depicted in Fig. 1, deep vibratory compaction is

Figure 1: Sketch of soil densification by means of deep vibratory compaction [11].

conducted in two stages. In the first stage, the vibrator with rotating mass and high volume water
jets at the tip penetrates the soil, taking advantage of the vibrator self-weight, up to the desired
depth of compaction. Depending on the utilized crane, additional downward and upward forces
accelerate the penetration. From the point of view of mechanical science, the processes at this
stage can be explained by means of cavity expansion theories, see e.g. [20]. In the subsequent
prescribed stepwise periodical upward motion of the vibratory with simultaneously prescribed
mass flow rate of water at the vibrator tip, the adjacent soil media is stepwise compacted. At
each step the compaction process is completed when an a priori defined limit value of the power
consumption (measured in ampere) is reached. With this kind of intuitive compaction control,
in general, reliable soil densification is achieved.
However, there is a demand on a more objective compaction control procedure based on physically quantifiable parameters, such as the dynamic response of the compaction device or of the
adjacent soil surface, which would facilitate a fully automated compaction process yielding to
more homogeneously compacted subsoil. This procedure should be based on data continuously
recorded during compaction, and thus, simultaneous adjustment of operational parameters such
as the excitation frequency of the vibratory would be possible. For near-surface compaction
by means of vibratory rollers, such a method, i.e. the continuous compaction control (CCC)
method, is available [1]. Since launching more than two decades ago, it has become the state of
the art control method for roller compaction application. In an attempt to close the gap, Wehr
[18] proposed a method for optimal compaction control of deep vibratory compaction.
More recently, a research consortium with members from industry (Keller Grundbau GmbH,
Vienna Consulting Engineers ZT GmbH) and academia (TU Wien - Institute of Geotechnics,
University of Innsbruck - Unit of Applied Mechanics) was founded, aiming at developing a
physically based and reliable compaction control method for deep vibratory compaction. In a
project [7] funded by the Austrian Research Promotion Agency (FFG) this research consortium
pursues this goal based on in-situ experimental and numerical investigations of deep vibratory
compaction.
This papers reports on both simplified and more elaborate, however, feasible numerical modeling efforts of deep vibratory compaction, conducted within the aforementioned research project. The overall goal is to quantify the dynamic behavior of the vibrator-soil interaction system
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and the evolution of the compacted soil domain.
In the literature, for vibro replacement stone columns, a method similar deep vibratory compaction, several simplified analytical and numerical models have been developed in an effort to
estimate the ultimate bearing capacity respectively the magnitude of consolidation settlement
of the improved soil. An overview on these studies is found in [13]. Vibratory displacement
and vibratory compaction methods used in different soil types rely on a similar rotating vibrator. Both methods have in common that a detailed numerical simulation of the compaction
process is extremely demanding in terms of modeling and computational costs, because of
three-dimensional dynamic excitation, nonlinear interaction between vibrator and soil, soil liquefaction, soil fluidization and subsequent soil compaction, etc. To reduce the computational
effort, for instance, Kessler et al. [12] simulated numerically vibratory compaction using an
axial-symmetric thin planar soil section, and compared the outcomes with the ones of a full
three-dimensional numerical model. In this approach, due to the axial-symmetric setup, the
vibrator model performs a pulsating motion, and therefore, shear distortion of the soil cannot
be reproduced although this effect contributes significantly to soil compaction [10]. Cudmani
et al. [3] used a hypoplastic infinite cylindrical cavity soil model with a prescribed radial stress
component to evaluate the cone penetration resistance after compaction. Based on a planar soil
section similar the one used in [12], in [2] elastic strain paths were derived that served as input
for a strain excited single element simulation with assigned hypoplastic constitutive law. In [2]
the compaction distribution in radial direction was predicted in agreement to the common soil
densification hypothesis (e.g. [6, 17]). In the work of Qiu and Hamann [16, 9], a full threedimensional model of the vibrator-soil interaction system was created to simulate the vibrator
penetration (pile installation), using an elaborate coupled Lagrangian and Eulerian displacement
field formulation and hypoplastic soil properties. The effect of different excitation frequency
and vibrator displacement amplitudes on the void ratio in the subsoil was also investigated.
In the past in-situ experiments have been conducted to reveal the underlying dynamic processes of deep vibratory compaction. For instance, in an in-situ test series Wehr [18] varied
the excitation frequency of the vibrator to identify optimal conditions for deep vibratory compaction. From his studies Wehr concluded that at a certain frequency the vibrator is in a state of
resonance. However, it is still controversially discussed if vibrator resonance is related to soil
response amplification and consequently to optimal soil compaction, due to complex interaction
and nonlinear material behavior. Small scaled tests were conducted in [15], emphasizing optimal compaction control as proposed in [18]. Fellin et al. [5] estimated the increase of soil
compaction based on a hybrid approach of experimental and numerical simulations. They identified parameters for a simple lumped parameter model of the vibrator-soil interaction system
from in-situ data of vibratory displacement and phase delay between excitation and vibratory
response.
In the present contribution, two different numerical approaches of different elaboration are
used to study different aspects of this demanding problem. In the first study a simplified twodimensional planar model of the vibrator-soil system is subjected to modal analysis, aiming at
synthesizing dominant modes vulnerable to specific excitation of the vibrator. Since the soil
is assumed to behave linear elastic, this simulation represents a current state description of the
system at specific time instants during the compaction process. The second study addresses online time-variant evaluation of soil properties based on recorded response data and a simplified
inverse lumped parameter model, similar to [5]. An algorithm based on Wolf’s cone model [19]
is used to map lumped parameter data to feasible soil parameters.
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2

DOMINANT MODES OF A PLANAR SOIL SECTION

Numerical analysis of wave propagation in the infinite three-dimensional halfspace is prohibitively computationally expensive, even for a linear time-invariant system. One possibility
to reduce the computational effort is the application of modal analysis, considering only modes
that contribute significantly to the dynamic response. In the present problem, this approach can
be utilized for current state simulations of the dynamic soil behavior, i.e., it is assumed that
at the considered discrete time instant the increase of the soil stiffness due to compaction is
negligible, and thus, in the simulation the soil properties are assumed to be linear elastic. The
dominant modes of the soil, which is an infinite continuum, depend heavily on the specific vibratory excitation frequency, and they are a priori unknown. Thus, in a first step modal analysis
is conducted to derive all modes of the continuum in a certain frequency range. Subsequently,
from the entire mode set the modes that dominate the dynamic steady state response to a specific periodic excitation are identified, utilizing the maximum elastic strain energy per mode Ui
in the steady state. The strain energy of the i-th mode, Ui , is defined as
1
Ui = ki qi2
2

(1)

where ki is the i-th modal stiffness, and qi the i-th modal coordinate.

r(in)

r(out)
finite elements
infinite elements
Figure 2: Spatial domain for the modal analysis.

In the present study, this approach is adopted upon a simple two-dimensional representation
of the vibro-soil system, see Fig. 2. The soil is modeled as an annular planar plate of radius
r(out) = 12 m with an circular hole of radius r(in) = 0.15 m. A linear elastic homogeneous
material with Young’s modulus of 20 MPa, Poisson ratio of 1/3, void ratio of 0.735 and a dry
skeleton density of 2650 kg m−3 is assigned to the plate. This material represents loose granular
soil. Material damping according to Rayleigh with a ratio of critical damping ζ = 0.05 at
frequencies of 40 Hz and 72 Hz is used. The vibro excitation is simplified as a concentrated force
rotating with a frequency of 60 Hz along the inner boundary of the soil plate in radial direction.
The plate is spatially discretized by means of finite elements (FE) with a structured mesh of
100 four-nodes-full-integrated bilinear elements (CPE4) distributed along the circumference,
as shown in Fig. 2. For the infinite continuum outside of the plate domain infinite elements
(CINPE4) are used. Plane strain condition perpendicular to the excitation direction is assumed.
The numerical model exhibits in total 13 800 degrees of freedom. The analysis is conducted by
the FE software Abaqus 6.13-2 and it represents a linear perturbation step, also referred to as
current state simulation.
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Figure 3: Normalized maximum elastic strain energy per mode for 13600 modes (detail).

As a result of the analysis, Fig. 3 displays for 13 600 modes the maximum elastic strain
energy per mode of the discretized planar soil continuum subjected to harmonic vibratory excitation as a function of the corresponding natural frequency up to 4230 Hz. The vertical dashed
lines indicate the excitation frequency of 60 Hz and multiples of it, i.e. 120 Hz and 180 Hz. It
is readily observed that there is no single isolated dominant mode, and modes clustered around
60, 120 and 180 Hz contribute the most to the dominant modes. This behavior is a result of the
specific excitation, as subsequently outlined. At fixed location (r(in) , φ) (with r(in) denoting the
radius of the inner hole and φ the angel in cylindrical coordinates), the inner surface is subjected
to a force excitation according to a Dirac comb δ ,
∞
 X
fi r(in) , φ, t =
δ (t − nT − t0 )δir

(2)

n=0

with phase time delay t0 = φT /2π (T denotes the excitation period) at the boundary to realize
a spatial continuous force distribution. Symbol δir denotes the Kronecker symbol. Fourier
transformation of this expression,
∞
X

Fi r(in) , φ, ω = 1/T
δ (ω − n/T )e−jωt0 δir

(3)

n=0

√

with j = −1 reveals that spectral lines at multiples of
 the excitation frequency, n/T , occur.
This is even true for an arbitrary
force
distribution
g
t̃
with 0 ≤ t̃ ≤ a (≤ T ), as exemplary

shown in Fig. 4, where g t̃ is depicted at two fixed locations of the inner surface of the hole.
For such arbitrary distributed force, the force excitation in the time reads as
∞

 X
fi r(in) , φ, t = g t̃ ∗
δ (t − nT − t0 )δir

(4)

n=0

with the corresponding Fourier transformation
Fi r

(in)



, φ, ω = G (ω) 1/T

∞
X
n=0
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Symbol ∗ denotes the convolution. These relations not only hold true for continuous signals
but also for discrete ones. The periodization of the signal with period T in the time domain by
means of the discrete Fourier transformation is reflected in the frequency domain by spectral
lines equally spaced with 1/T . Thus, in Fig. 3 the maximum modal strain energies are clustered
around these spectral lines.
r(in)
fr


g t̃

t0

a
t0 + a

T
t0 + T

t

Figure 4: Rotating force excitation according to an arbitrary force distribution along the inner radius of the planar
soil section.

In Fig. 5 the first to forth and the 15th and 16th most dominant mode shape are shown. The
modes depicted in Figs 5(a) and (b) describe a translational motion of the inner boundary,
and thus, the soil is subjected to a dominant shear distortion. This behavior is in agreement
with the observation that the most effective compaction is related to shear distortion [10]. Due
to the symmetric geometry of the numerical model, the eigenvalues come in pairs, and the
corresponding mode shapes are rotated to each other but are otherwise identical. According to
Figs 5(c) and (d), the hole of the planar soil section is elliptically deformed. In comparison
between Fig. 5(c), (d) the mode shapes shown in Figs 5(e) and (f) represent higher modes
compared to the previously discussed ones, and thus, the shape of the hole deflection is also of
higher order.
n
P
Figure 6 shows the cumulative maximum elastic strain energy S (n) =
Ui as a function of
i=1

n, with i = 1 denoting the mode representing the largest strain energy, i = 2 the mode with the
second largest strain energy, and so on. This figure shows that the increase of the modal strain
energy becomes gradually smaller with increasing i. The first 200 most dominating modes (i.e.
1.4 %) contribute to 80 % of the strain energy of all 13 600 modes. Thus, approximation of the
system response using a modal analysis technique based on the most dominant modes identified
from this figure significantly reduces the number of degrees of freedom without significant loss
of accuracy.
3

DYNAMIC RESPONSE SIMULATION OF THE VIBRO-SOIL SYSTEM BASED
ON A PLANAR MODEL

In the previous section, a two-dimensional planar soil section model subjected to a rotating
force along the inner boundary has been used to describe vibrator-soil interaction. This modeling strategy cannot capture the physical processes at the vibro-soil interface. Thus, in a more
elaborate approach according to [12], subsequently the soil is modeled as a three-dimensional
planar annular soil section and the vibrator as a rigid cylinder body, as shown schematically in
Fig. 7.
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(a) First dominant mode shape with na- (b) Second dominant mode shape with
tural frequency of 59.20 Hz.
natural frequency of 59.20 Hz.

(c) Third dominant mode shape with (d) Fourth dominant mode shape with
natural frequency of 119.36 Hz.
natural frequency of 119.36 Hz.

(e) 15th dominant mode shape with na- (f) 16th dominant mode shape with natural frequency of 176.05 Hz.
tural frequency of 176.05 Hz.
Figure 5: Selection of dominant mode shapes, sorted by the maximum of elastic strain energy per mode criterion
in steady state. The contour indicates the norm of the corresponding eigenvalues.
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Figure 6: Normalized cumulative elastic strain energy.

rigid vibrator model

discretized soil section, FE mesh

Figure 7: Model of the vibro-soil interaction system (detail).

The model of the annular soil continuum has the same dimensions and material properties as
the one of the previous section, however, a thickness of 0.5 m is assigned. The upper and lower
horizontal surface of the soil section is subjected to the vertical geostatic pressure at a depth
of 15 m, and at the outer radius the displacements are fixed. The rigid vibrator model has a
lumped mass m of 2592 kg and a mass moment of inertia of 1662 kg m2 (with respect to the
centroid). The adjacent surfaces of this rigid body and of the soil stay in full or partial contact,
depending on the excitation frequency. In the simulation of the motion, for this “contact pair”
the “surface to surface” algorithm implemented in the FE analysis software Abaqus is applied.
The soil domain is discretized by means of 7102 eight-nodes-full-integrated elements (C3D8)
from the Abaqus element library, arranged in a structured mesh, see Fig. 7. The maximum
number of degrees of freedom of this model is 42 006 , depending on the actual contact state
between soil surface and vibrator. In reality, the motion of the vibrator is induced by an eccentric
mass rotating with prescribed angular velocity of frequency ν. In the present simulations, the
effect of this rotating eccentric mass is captured by a rotating in-plane centrifugal (radial) force
F, applied at the centroid of the rigid vibrator model. Force |F| = mu eν 2 is composed of
the squared angular velocity ν 2 times eccentric mass mu times eccentricity e, with mu e =
1.59 kg m for the considered vibrator. The tangential force component (Coriolis force), which
is proportional to the angular acceleration, is neglected, because for slightly varying excitation
frequency it is negligible small compared to the centrifugal force, and for steady state motion it
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vanishes.
The results of the parametric study with a series of different excitation frequencies ν/2π
ranging from 30 to 60 Hz, spaced with 3 Hz, are presented in Figs 8 to 12. As first outcome,
the phase delay between the excitation force and the vibro-displacement shown in Fig. 8 is
discussed. In this figure each graph represents the phase angle for a discrete excitation frequency
specified at the right hand side of the figure in ascending order from the bottom of the circular
marker. The horizontal axis represents time t normalized with respect to excitation period
T = 2π/ν. It is readily observed that after application of the force the phase angle increases
sharply. Subsequently, the steady state solution is obtained after 10 to 20 (excitation) periods,
depending on the excitation frequency. However, for excitation frequencies of 30, 33, 36 and
39 Hz the steady state is not reached during the predefined simulation time. For the lowest
excitation frequency of 30 Hz, at the end of the observation time the phase angle is about 60◦ .
With increasing excitation frequency this value gradually increases, and finally for the largest
frequency ν/2π = 60 Hz it is already about 160◦ . According to Fig. 9 resonance is attained
between ν/2π = 30 and 33 Hz.
160
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Figure 8: Phase shift between the centrifugal force and vibrator displacement.

The vibro-displacement is non-proportional to the excitation force (which is itself proportional to the square of the excitation frequency), as revealed by the displacement amplitudes depicted in Fig. 9. The largest amplitudes are related to an excitation frequency of ν/2π = 42 Hz,
and the lowest to ν/2π = 30 Hz. The contact area normalized with respect the full area of the
circular hole (i.e. full contact) shown in Fig. 10 is less sensitive to the excitation frequency
sensitivity than expected. At the end of the observation time, the normalized contact area is
between 0.38 (for the lowest considered frequency) and 0.28 (for the largest frequency).
As a further result, Fig. 11 shows the so-called eccentricity of ellipse of an arbitrary selected
soil node at the contact surface in steady state condition. The eccentricity √
of ellipse is a criterion of the rotational motion of the soil, and it is calculated according to a2 − b2 /a2 , with
a and b denoting the semi-major axis respectively the semi-minor axis of the elliptic soil node
displacement. If the eccentricity is zero, the soil describes a circular motion. As expected, the
eccentricity of the ellipse increases with increasing excitation frequency. However, the eccentricity values for frequencies 30, 33, 36 and 39 Hz are not representative because in these cases the
outcomes are based on non-stationary transient response, as discussed before (see, for instance,
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Figure 9: Amplitude of vibro displacement.
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Figure 10: Normalized contact area.
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Figure 11: Eccentricity of ellipse of a soil node on the contact surface due to different excitation frequencies.
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Figure 12: Magnitude of the transferfunction between centrifugal force and vibro displacement (circled markers)
between vibro displacement and semi-major, respectively semi-minor axis (plus and asterisk markers).
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Fig. 9).
The transfer function representing the ratio of force excitation and vibro-displacement in the
frequency domain is shown in Fig. 12 by circular markers (dimension m MN−1 ). The vertical
axis is logarithmic scaled. According to this function, the vibrator is at resonance between
frequencies of 30 Hz and 33 Hz. This is in agreement with the outcomes of Fig. 8 showing the
phase delay between excitation and displacement.
The remaining graphs of this plot represent the transfer functions based on the ratio of vibrodisplacement and the semi-major and semi-minor axis displacement components a respectively
b of the considered soil node (none dimensional). An amplification in soil displacement due to
the vibrator motion around 33 Hz is not as clear as in the before mentioned case. These transfer
functions are almost affine.
4

IDENTIFACTION OF SOIL PROPERTIES BASED ON AN INVERSE MODEL

When appropriately equipped with sensors, the motion of the vibrator and its force exerted
to the soil during deep vibratory compaction can be recorded. It is, however, difficult or even
impossible to directly record the corresponding soil behavior and its densification. Thus, it
would be desirable to deduce (respectively identify) from the vibrator response the evolution
of the soil properties, applying a procedure referred to as inverse problem. For the solution of
an inverse problem a simple mechanical model must be established, implying that this model
responds in the same manner as the real system, which is in the present study the vibratorsoil interaction system. In contrast to a direct response simulation, the response of the real
system, and thus, also of the mechanical model, is a priori known, and the parameters of the
corresponding mechanical model are unknown. System identification aims at analyzing these
model parameters based on the a priori known response.
In the subsequent study, the lumped parameter model shown in Fig. 13 [5] is assumed to
describe appropriately the considered vibrator-soil interaction system. The given vibrator mass
m is lumped, and the perpendicular arranged spring-dashpot systems with a priori unknown
stiffness k and damper parameter c model the soil. The influence of the soil mass on the dynamic
near field response is usually small, and thus, neglected. In general, the depicted system has
two degrees of freedom, represented by the orthogonal displacement components in x- and
y-direction. Since, however, the stiffness and damping are the same in both direction, and only
the steady state response due to a force rotating with constant angular velocity is considered, the
displacement of mass m is circular. Therefore, the orthogonal displacement components are the
same with a phase shift of π/2, and consequently, the system has only one degree of freedom.
In a similar investigation, Fellin et al. [5] used the same model for identification of soil
parameters based on the vibrator response recorded during in-situ vibratory compaction. In
contrast, the present study uses numerically generated response data, derived by the simulations
described in the previous section. This approach allows a validation of this system identification
procedure, because the underlying data are based on a more elaborate model with well defined
geometry and material properties.
Assuming harmonic excitation and steady state response, identification of time
p depending
parameters k and c (respectively critical damping ratio ζ = c/(2ωm) with ω = k/m) of the
model shown Fig. 13 requires that the displacement amplitude A of the mass, excitation force
F = |F|, phase shift φ between excitation force F and displacement u, and angular excitation
frequency ν are known. In such steady state condition, stiffness k and damping parameter c can
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be expressed in closed form as a function of A, F , ν, and φ [5],
k=

F
sin φ
A

, c=

F
cos φ
νA

(6)

c

k

F (ν, t)
y
φ (t)
x
m

k
c

u (t)

Figure 13: Simplified mechanical vibrator-soil interaction model used for system identification.

After identification of k and c, the relationship of the cone model of Wolf [19] is used to
map the lumped stiffness k into Young’s moduli E of the soil, Poisson µ ratio is assume to be
known,
!

0.75
(in)
2d
Er
3.1 (in)
+ 1.6
(7)
k=
2
2 (1 − µ )
r
assuming rectangular contact between soil and vibratory, i.e. thickness d of the planar soil
section times the radius of the vibratory r(in) , as described in [4]. This assumption is, however,
not supported by the results of the numerical simulation in the previous section, where the
contact area according to Fig. 10 is less than 50 % of the total area.
Equation 6 is fed with the outcomes of the numerical simulations presented in the previous
section, and subsequently Eq. 7 solved for Young’s modulus E of the soil. In Fig. 14(a) the
ratio of predicted modulus to actual modulus of the underlying numerical model is depicted with
respect to normalized time (time t over excitation period T ) for various excitation frequencies. It
is observed that the predicted Young’s modulus is about 60 % less than the actual one. However,
the results indicate that at excitation frequencies close to resonance, i.e. 30, 33, 36 and 39 Hz,
Young’s modulus can be predicted more accurately. Since for these frequencies the steady
state response was not reached, additional studies are required to support this statement. The
identified critical damping ratio ζ is between 0.22 (60 Hz excitation frequency) and 0.4 (33 Hz
excitation frequency), and depends more on the excitation frequency than the predicted Young’s
modulus, see Fig. 14(b). The observed “fluctuations” in parameters E and ζ possibly arise from
numerical instabilities of an ill-posed problem [8].
The absolute value |R| of the resulting model contact force R between the vibrator and the
soil surface in steady state,
R = ku + cu̇
with the steady state displacement vector


sin(νt + φ)
u=A
− cos(νt + φ)
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Figure 14: Results of the inverse model to reproduce (a) the Young’s moduli and (b) the ratios of critical damping.
The Young’s moduli were normalized by this target value.

can be expressed as [4]
|R| = A

q

k 2 + (cν)2

(10)

Substituting the identified parameters k and c into this expression yields the contact force based
on the lumped parameter model. Figure 15 shows for three excitation frequencies specified in
the figure caption the identified contact force normalized with respect to its peak value. The
dashed lines refer to the normalized forces as outcome of FE simulations, and the continuous
graph refer to the normalized forces of the lumped parameter model according to Eq. 10. It is
observed that both normalized forces are in the entire observation time both quantitatively and
qualitatively in close agreement.
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Figure 15: Normalized contact force as outcome of FE analysis (dashed line) and based on the fitted lumped
parameter model according to Eq. 10 (continuous line).

5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND OUTLOOK

In this paper numerical modeling of deep vibratory compaction has been addressed. In the
first study modal analysis delivered the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a crude annular
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two-dimensional finite element (FE) model of the compacted soil. The most dominant modes excited by a rotating concentrated force were determined, based on the peak elastic strain
energy per mode criterion in steady state condition. It was shown that the corresponding mode
shapes are subjected to significant shear distortion, an observation that is in agreement with
effective soil compaction. When taking into account only the most dominant modes, modal
decomposition reduces significantly the computation costs of numerical response prediction of
the interacting vibrator-soil system in a current state simulation. In such approach to be solved
in future research, soil compaction can be modeled by changing the natural frequencies and
mode shapes at discrete time instants during a transient modal analysis.
The second part of this paper aims at describing vibrator-soil interaction by means of a
simplified FE model in terms of a three-dimensional elastic planar circular soil section subjected
to a rigid rotating cylinder. Contact between soil and rigid cylinder has been simulated using an
appropriate contact formulation.
In the third part the outcomes of the latter numerical study serve as input for system identification of soil parameters and contact force based on a simple lumped parameter model.
Despite the modeling efforts described in the literature and in this paper, simulation of deep
vibratory compaction is still a challenging and in many aspects unsolved problem. Further research should take into account the influence of pore water and fluid flow injection, vertical
cyclic vibrator motion and nonlinear constitutive behavior to reveal the most relevant physical
processes during deep vibratory compaction. Based on such studies, it should be possible to create physically more meaningful and more reliable simplified models describing the compaction
process.
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Abstract: Dynamic shear modulus and damping ratio are important parameters to evaluate mechanical properties of
soils. Expanded polystyrene (EPS) composite soil is mixed with EPS beads, cement, soil and water, which is usually
used as a filling material in Road Engineering, Civil Engineering and so on. A series of resonant column tests were
carried out to study the effect of EPS beads content, cement content and confining pressure on the dynamic modulus
and damping ratio of EPS composite soil under small strain condition. Testing results show that the effect of cement
content on the dynamic shear modulus is the most significant followed by EPS beads content, while the confining
pressure has a slight effect. The initial shear modulus of EPS composite soil increases linearly with the confining
pressure, while EPS beads impact on the initial shear modulus associated with cement content. The normalized shear
modulus of EPS composite soil is less affect by EPS beads, while it is significantly influenced by cement content and
confining pressure. The attenuation characteristic of normalized shear modulus for EPS composite soil can be well
fitted by Davidenkov model. The damping ratio of EPS composite soil increases with cement content, while confining
pressure has a slight effect on the damping ratio. The influence of EPS beads content on the damping ratio is more
complicated due to the uncertainty of weak interface between EPS beads and soil particle. This study can provide
references for the design and application of EPS composite soil in practical engineering.
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1

INTRODUCTION

EPS composite soil is a mixture that is usually mixed with EPS (expanded polystyrene) beads, soil, cement and
water. Since it was proposed in the 1960s, EPS composite soil has attracted more attention. Owing to its high-strength,
light-weight, and controllable deformation, EPS composite soil has been widely used in practice such as soft soil
treatment, embankments and bridge abutments, expressways, and underground pipelines [1-3]. Over the past twenty
years, numerous tests have been conducted on EPS composite soil to study its physical and mechanical characteristics
including unconfined compression tests, uniaxial compression tests, direct shear tests, and triaxial compression tests
[4-7]. The mixing ratio and its influence on the strength, deformation and failure modes for EPS composite soil were
investigated and discussed [8, 9].
When used on land, in the coast, or underwater, EPS composite soil is likely to undertake dynamic loadings such
as seismic loading, traffic loading, and wave loading. Therefore, the dynamic characteristics of EPS composite soil
are also a concern for engineering. Some experimental studies have been conducted to study dynamic characteristics
of EPS composite soil like dynamic stress–strain relationship and dynamic strength. Cyclic triaxial shear tests are the
most commonly used methods. Minegishi et al. concluded that the deformation and strength of EPS composite soil
under cyclic loadings are mainly determined by the confining pressure [10]. Li and Miao conducted cyclic triaxial
tests on EPS composite soil and discovered that the resilient modulus increased with an increase in the confining
pressure and cement content, while the damping ratio slightly changed [11]. However, numerous engineering and
experimental studies show that soils are mostly in a small strain condition [12]. Few experiments have been
conducted to study the dynamic deformation and strength of EPS composite soil under small strain condition.
In this paper, a series of resonant column tests were carried out to study the effect of EPS bead content, cement
content and confining pressure on the dynamic modulus and damping ratio of EPS composite soil under small strain
condition.
2

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

2.1 Experimental materials
EPS composite soil was mixed by EPS beads, soil, cement and water with different mixing ratios. The soil used
in this study was muddy and silty clay which was taken from Yangzi Jiang River. Physical and mechanical properties
of the mucky and silty clay are shown in Table 1. The round EPS beads are 2-3 mm in diameter. The unit weight and
the bulk unit weight for EPS composite soil were 0.237 kN/m3 and 0.159 kN/m3, respectively. Portland cement (P.O
32.5) was used as a binding material.
Water
content
(%)

Wet unit
weight
(kN/m3)

48.1

16.8

Dry unit
weight
(kN/m3)

Saturation
degree
(%)

Void
ratio

Relative
density

Liquid
limit
(%)

Plastic
limit
(%)

1.13

96

1.373

2.74

39.2

22.6

Table1: Physical and mechanical properties of mucky silty clay

2.2 Specimen preparation
The cylindrical specimen of EPS composite soil used in this study is 50 mm in diameter and 100 mm in height.
1
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The specimen preparation process mainly includes the followings: 1) The soil was oven-dried and crushed into
powder with a rubber hammer; 2) According to the mixing ratio, the dried soil, Portland cement and water were
weighed and stirred to form a slurry; 3) The desired amount of EPS beads were added into the slurry and fully stirred
again until a uniform mixture was formed; 4) The mixture was placed into a three-section mould with a inner
diameter of 50 mm and height of 100 mm; and 5) The specimen was cured for 7 days with a constant temperature of
20±2°C and relative humidity at 100%.
2.3 Test scheme and procedure
This experiment mainly discusses two factors, which affect dynamic characteristics of EPS composite soil, that
is, mixing ratio and confining pressure. The mixing ratios include cement content and EPS beads content. Cement
content (mc/ms) that is the mass ratio of cement to dried soil considered 6%, 8% and 10%. EPS beads content (VE/VS)
that is the volume ratio of EPS beads to the mixture considered 0, 20%, 50%, 70% and 100%. The confining
pressures considered 20kPa, 50kPa, 70kPa and 100kPa. The water content for all specimens was 60%, which was
denoted as the mass ratio of water to dried soil. Experiments were carried out on the resonant column apparatus,
TSH-100, manufactured by GCTS.
3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Characteristics of dynamic shear modulus
Sixty sets of data were obtained from the resonant column test for EPS composite soil with various mixing ratios
and confining pressures. The relationship between dynamic shear modulus and shear strain amplitude of EPS
composite soil is shown in Figure 1. It can be demonstrated that under small strain condition (smaller than 10-3) the
effect of cement content on the dynamic shear modulus is the most significant followed by EPS beads content, and
the confining pressure is the least.
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Figure 1: Relation between dynamic shear modulus and shear strain amplitude for EPS composite soil

3.1.1

Initial shear modulus

A hyperbolic model proposed by Hardin-Drnevich [13] can be used to describe the dynamic stress-strain
skeleton curves of soils, which is expressed as follows:

d 

d

at  bt d

at  1/ G0

bt  G0 /  r

（1）
（2）

where  d is dynamic shear stress,  d is shear strain, G0 is initial dynamic shear modulus,  r is reference shear strain,
and at , bt are fitting parameters.
The initial shear modulus of EPS composite soil can be calculated through Eq.s (1) and (2). Figure 2 shows the
effect of EPS beads on the initial dynamic shear modulus of EPS composite soil under small strain condition.
VE/VS=0 indicates that EPS bead is not included in composite soil, namely cemented soil. It can be seen from the
figure that the initial dynamic shear modulus decreases gradually with the increase of EPS beads content when the
confining pressure and cement content are constant. However, when cement content is smaller, the change of the
initial dynamic shear modulus of EPS composite soil is not obvious with the increase of EPS beads content. The
reason is that the product of hydration wrapped around the soil skeleton to form a cemented medium, which has a
quite greater strength than the soil skeleton. More cemented medium produced with the increase of cement content
contributed more strength to EPS composite soil. As the cement content was reduced, the hydration reaction was
inadequate and the strength of composite soil was controlled by EPS beads. So the strength of composite soil was
smaller since the strength of EPS beads in the elastic stage was much smaller than that of cemented medium. When
the confining pressure and cement content were constant, more EPS beads resulted in smaller initial shear modulus
which was induced by the lower strength of EPS beads.
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Figure 2: Effect of EPS beads content on the initial dynamic shear modulus for EPS composite soil

Figure 3 shows the relationship between confining pressure and initial shear modulus in the case that EPS beads
content are 50% and 100%. It can be obtained that the initial dynamic shear modulus of EPS composite soil is
increased approximately linearly with the confining pressure.
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Figure 3: Effect of confining pressure on the initial dynamic shear modulus for EPS composite soil

The influence of cement content on the initial shear modulus is shown in Figure 4. It is apparent from the figure
that the initial shear modulus of EPS composite soil increased with the increase of cement content, which is
approximately a linear change when other conditions keep the same. The cementation action ensures a higher stability
of the soil skeleton. By comparing the effect of cement content and confining pressure, we can draw a conclusion that
the effect of cement content on the shear modulus of EPS composite soil is greater than that of confining pressure.
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Figure 4: The influence of cement content on initial dynamic shear modulus

3.1.2

Attenuation characteristics of normalized dynamic shear modulus

Combined the existing attenuation formula with the experimental data, Martin-Davidenkov model [14] is used to
fit the normalized curve of dynamic shear modulus. Martin-Davidenkov model is expressed as follows:

   2B 
   

G
 1    0  2B 
G0
   
1    0  

A

(3)

where G is dynamic shear modulus; G0 is initial shear modulus;  is shear strain; A, B and  0 are fitting parameters
related with soil properties. The value of parameter A ranged from 0.85 to 1.20, and B ranged from 0.38 to 0.53. It
will be demonstrated that Martin-Davidenkov model can well fit the attenuation characteristics of normalized shear
modulus for EPS composite soil.
Figure 5 shows the normalized dynamic shear modulus of EPS composite soil changing with EPS beads under
the confining pressure of 50 kPa. When the cement content is lower, the normalized curve with different EPS beads
contents (excluding VE/Vs=0) concentrated in a narrow range. However, there is a large difference in the normalized
curve between cemented soil (VE/Vs=0) and EPS composite soil. This is because when VE/Vs=0 the strength of
composite soil originated from the cemented medium formed by the cement around the soil particle. When the
cement content was smaller, the cemented strength was easily to be destroyed as the shear strain increased, thus
leading to a quick attenuation in the shear modulus. When adding the EPS beads, the cement would be wrapped
around EPS beads and soil particle. Owing to their good elastic performance, EPS beads could delay the damage of
the cemented strength. With lower cement content, the surface of EPS beads could not be fully wrapped by the
cement resulting in that the variation of dynamic shear modulus was not obvious.
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Figure 5: Effect of EPS beads content on normalized dynamic shear modulus (σp=50kPa)

The attenuation curve of normalized dynamic shear modulus for EPS composite soil with different cement
contents is shown in Figure 6. What can be seen is that the larger cement content leads to a sharper attenuation.
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Figure6: The influence of cement content on normalized dynamic shear modulus (VE/Vs=50%)

Figure 7 shows the fitting curve of normalized dynamic shear modulus for EPS composite soil under different
confining pressures when EPS beads content is 50%. The figure demonstrates that the normalized curve varies more
gently with the increase of confining pressure. The larger friction resistance among EPS composite soil induced by
the increasing confining pressure slows down the sliding of soil particle. So the attenuation of dynamic shear
modulus tends to slow down. It also can be found that the normalized curves have a certain difference under different
confining pressures, which indicates the confining pressure has some impact on the normalized shear modulus of EPS
composite soil.
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Figure7: Effect of confining pressure on normalized dynamic shear modulus (VE/VS=50%) for EPS composite soil

3.2 Characteristics of damping ratio
The damping ratio reflects the loss of energy caused by the internal resistance of soils under dynamic loads [15].
The damping ratio of EPS composite soil increases with shear strain under dynamic loads. The influences of EPS
beads content, cement content and confining pressure on damping ratio are discussed in small strain stage.
The influences of EPS beads content and cement content on damping ratio under small strain condition are
shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively. Limited by the accuracy of testing instrument, the confining pressure at
the lower level is difficult to keep stable, which results in the discreteness of testing data. It is found that the influence
of EPS beads on damping ratio is more complex. Due to the interface between soil particle and EPS beads belongs to
weak plane of cementation under small strain, while the damping ratio is related to the strength of cement and the
number of weak cementation surface. Soil particle and EPS beads are connected by the weak cementation action and
the damping ratio is related to the cementation strength and the number of weak cementation interface.
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Figure 8: Influence of EPS content on damping ratio (σp=50kPa)
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It is worth noting that the increase of cement content led to the increase of damping ratio under small strain
condition. This conclusion is inconsistent with that from general understanding. In small strain stage, soil skeleton
was not damaged and structural damping played a significant role. Large cement content results in great cementation
strength. It is necessary to overcome the large hysteretic damping force when the same shear strain occurs, which led
to large damping ratio.
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Figure 9: Influence of cement content on damping ratio (VE/VS=50%)

Figure 10 shows the effect of the confining pressure on damping ratio of EPS composite soil under small strain
condition. As shown in the figure, the damping ratio roughly increases with the decrease of confining pressure. The
reason is the contact between EPS beads and soil particle becomes denser with the increase of confining pressure.
This leads to a decrease in the energy dissipation for EPS composite soil.
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Figure 10: Influence of confining pressure on damping ratio (VE/VS=50%)
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4

CONCLUSIONS


The effect of cement content on the dynamic shear modulus is the most significant followed by EPS beads
content, while the confining pressure has a slight effect.



When cement content is smaller, the change of the initial dynamic shear modulus is not obvious with the increase
of EPS beads content. Initial shear modulus of EPS composite soil increased approximately linearly with the
confining pressure and cement content.



Confining pressure and cement content have a certain influence on the normalized shear modulus. The
normalized curve varies more gently with the increase of EPS beads content. Martin-Davidenkov model can well
fit the change of normalized dynamic shear modulus.



The influence of EPS beads on damping ratio is more complex under small strain condition. The damping ratio
of EPS composite soil increases gradually with the increase of cement content and the decrease of confining
pressure.
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Abstract. The paper discusses the subgrade-structure sensitivity to uncertainties, ambiguities
and scarcity of geological data, obtained and processed in the course of geological surveys.
These aspects have mostly been neglected: two special in situ tests, staged in USA and in Russia, showed considerable soil data uncertainties and scatter even at nearby points. On the
other hand, most structures are insensitive to many (not all) these uncertainties. So, a compromise between structure sensitivity and soil data uncertainties is an issue. Numerical simulation with the help of specially developed software showed some sensitivity evaluation results.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Conference guidelines are in tune with coincide the issues of geotechnical engineering:
i.e. uncertainty, ambiguity and scarcity of on-site geological survey data along with multiple
and diverse subsoil-structure system (SSS) interaction theories and analytical methods. Theoretical models and assumptions for solving geotechnical problems are too many. Finite elements method (FEM) enables detailed numerical simulations of SSS behavior; however, the
input soil data and their scatter are insufficient and often dubious. E.g., the subsoil test holes
are spaced at least 25 m from each other, and they are very few. Why do the built structures
stay healthy for centuries despite of such input soil data scarcity? There is only one realistic
explanation to this: the real SSSs are very insensitive to the errors and scarcity of input soil
data and to the diversities of many analytical assumptions and theories. The paper presents
examples of soil data uncertainties and SSS analysis deficiencies, based on in situ and smallscale model test data and some numerical simulations.
2

SPECIFIC FEATURES OF SSS GEOTECHNICAL ANALYSES

Any SSS project design involves only one numeric analysis. Multiple numeric simulations
are very rare. This is not so in other sectors. E.g., automobiles, aircraft, spacecraft and their
components, etc. are subjected to physical and numerical tests and simulations. The material
strength, deformations, ageing, etc. are thoroughly tested, and the test data is stored in databases along with many numeric and real scenarios for handling possible contingencies. These
research and development involves multiple numeric and physical simulations on real models,
including full-scale ones, the data is stored in databases along with various numeric and real
scenarios of future contingencies and respective countermeasures.
It is not so in the building construction sector. Monitoring the settlements of existing structures just prove their existence, which is evident anyway, while stresses in structural elements
can only be measured at a very limited number of accessible points. The real contingencies
and failures are extremely rare and are mostly due to human error and/or contingencies.
The soil data, investigated for any project design is scarce: the total tested soil volume on
any site is literally infinitesimal: only millionth parts ( 10 6 , ppm) of the total volume of subsoil are tested and sampled in just a few test holes, located more than 20 m and farther apart
from each other. Soil properties between test holes remain practically uncertain even if investigated with a geo radar. After in situ tests are over, the geologists produce several vertical
subsoil cross sections with subjectively “inflated” soil stratification between widely spaced
test holes. The geologists also subjectively (i.e. ambiguously, creatively) delineate stratigraphic geotechnical elements (GEs) in several cross sections wrongly assigning identical properties to soils in each GE. Then design engineers creatively inflate the soil properties in-between
these cross sections. Therefore, there is always a rather large space for doubt as how realistic
these subjective results could be. There is no other choice, however, because geological investigations (GI) costs are traditionally low: just 0,05-0,1% of the total construction cost. A question arises: how effective are these low costs at the global scale in comparison to safety?
Soil mechanics and SSS geotechnical analyses appeared long ago based on very simplified
assumptions and analyses. E.g., homogeneous elastic solutions prevailed in soil mechanics for
many decades. Then dozens of non-linear soil continuum models appeared and some of them
entered Finite Elements Method (FEM) computer codes (PLAXIS and MIDAS prevail in
Russia now). However, due to uncertainties of soil data the reality of such FEM analytical results remains uncertain. The scarce soil data from several GI test holes is insufficient for input
in FEM computer codes. Therefore, GI data is inflated in the form of virtual strata and geotechnical elements to sort of “make up” for the soil data scarcity. These procedures look very
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realistic, as the relative contingency rate due to subsoil failures is very small (  0,01% ). Just
compare it with more than 2% failure rate of spacecraft launches.
Geotechnical engineers do not practically investigate how realistic, unambiguous and sufficient GI data are, obtained in situ or in laboratory tests for SSS project designs. The authors
are aware of just two following experiments, specially staged to investigate the uncertainty of
soil data measurements.
2.1

Experiment 1

The Louisiana State University (USA) performed experimental CPTs (Cone Penetration
Tests) on an ordinary site, following the request from USA Federal Highway Administration
[1]. The tests were performed at 16 points, located along two concentric circles, having 0.9
and 1.8 m radii, with one test point in the center. There were measured cone resistance q c and
soil unit weight γ values versus depth. The obtained data showed that the soils were very nonhomogeneous both vertically and horizontally, therefore the homogeneous strata that all geologists so creatively delineate on geological cross sections are subjective, i.e. and non-realistic.
2.2

Experiment 2

A similar experiment was done in Russia (NPP Geotek, Russia) with the help of the famous Marchetti dilatometer (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Soil moduli E1 and E2 profiles, measured with Marchetti dilatometer in test holes а) Е1 and b) Е2,
spaced at 2 m from each other and с) Е1/Е2 ratio.

Fig. 1 shows the measured deformation modules Е1 and Е2 profiles (Figs. 1a, b) and their
ratio Е1/Е2 variations versus depth (Fig. 1с) in two test holes, located 2 m apart from each
other. Evidently, Е1/Е2 values are far from being equal to 1.
A question arises, is it worthwhile to complicate geotechnical analyses if the detailed and
consistent GI soil data for such analysis is never available? If data scatter is such then simplified SSS analyses could successfully compete with sophisticated and highly expensive FEM
software capabilities.
Geological investigations include other test types beside CPT and dilatometer: plate tests,
SPT, dynamic penetration tests, boring penetration tests etc. The obtained results are processed with the help known correlation equations to obtain data for project design analysis.
However, despite of inevitable data scatter and ambiguities: only one test is done at each point.
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The authors do not have information of any other similar soil tests at close distances except
for the ones presented on Figs. 1.
There is one optimistic aspect, worth mentioning. In a SSS settlement analysis soil deformations (always positive) are summed up/integrated versus depth. This integration transformans forms rough deformations profiles into rather smooth settlements-versus-depth curve, as
is shown on Fig. 2, where such transformation. a strongly oscillating function s  s( x)  0
(red) is integrated to obtain function S (x) as per Eq. (1). This integration produces a rather
smoothly growing function S (x) (blue curve)
x

S ( x )   s ( x ) dx .

(1)

0

Figure 2: An example of smoothing a strongly oscillating function by integration:
1 – smoothing; 2 – oscillation.

3

CONTACT MODELS OF SUBSOIL

Thanks to “smoothing”, shown on Fig.6, it is possible to apply linearly deforming subsoil
contact models (CM) to subsoil analysis. Many authors proposed different CMs, each of
which features unique properties, defined by its Green function, some of them coincide with
each other despite of their different physical representation. The Green function gives the respective subsoil surface settlement at a point, caused by a unit vertical force, applied at distance r from that point. Surface settlements under distributed load q( x, y) are determined by
evident integration. Green functions are defined for many CMs, including Winkler (delta
function) and Pasternak CMs, elastic space, elastic layer, etc.
Hundreds of publications, including doctorate theses, books and conference proceedings,
are dedicated to to CMs’ applications in the subsoil settlements analysis. CMs are included in
Russian Geotechnical Codes of Practice for subsoil and footing design.
CMs are applied to settlement analysis of non-uniform subsoils with just one assumption
that vertical normal stresses  z from any vertical load, distributed over the subgrade surface,
coincide versus depth for uniform and layered subgrades. However not well proved, this assumption is globally applied to CM-based settlement analyses with defined Green functions.
Green functions application have their own paradoxes in exact analytical solutions, e.g. infinite contact pressures under a stiff footing edges on elastic half-space. A layer of Winkler
springs on top of such CM corrects the situation
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4

FINITE ELEMENTS METHOD

FEM gives numerical solutions for the problems of non-linear continuum mechanics with
complicated configurations, any boundary conditions and heterogeneities, etc. However, these
possibilities are often excessive when applied to practical problems, whose solutions depend
on GI ever scarce and uncertain soil data. But there is a good chance that numerical FEM
simulation modelling could replace difficult material experiments, especially qualitative ones.
There is also on more issue: PLAXIS and MIDAS do not account for discontinuities of soil
media, caused by shear stresses, that results in ambiguity of analytical results, because they
depend on the FEM grid density, i.e. on the dimensions of finite elements (see below).
5

SUBSOIL DEFORMATIONS AND STRENGTH

The problems of subsoil bearing capacity (strength) have been solved with the help of limit
equilibrium theory Terzaghi [2] and Sokolovsky [3] have been solved since 1940s. This theory assumes that subsoil failure process is static, i.e. occurs simultaneously at all points of the
limit equilibrium zone. These solutions were developed for homogeneous subsoils.
In fact, after the load is applied the soil first reaches limit state at points under the footing
edges. If the load keeps on increasing, then downward cracks appear and grow downwards
with rupture points at their lowermost ends that result in excessive tilts of the structure. This
subsoil kinematic condition is reached at much lower external load than the abstract limit load
that causes the simultaneous abstract static subsoil failure at all points of the limit equilibrium
zone as per Terzaghi [2] and Sokolovsky [3]. It is more justified to view the load, creating
“inadmissible” structure tilts well before the total subsoil failure.

Figure 3: Formation of “cuts” (against the light) under the model footing edges. The scale indicates the intensity
of shear strain, %. White color is tension cracks
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Fig. 3 shows soil tension cracks (“cuts”) under the edges of a vertically loaded small footing model on clay in a test box. Tests were carried out by the method of digital processing of
images. These “cuts” result from a typical progressive (kinematic) failure. It is principally different from instantaneous (static) failure, i.e. collapse, assumed in solutions by Terzaghi [2]
and Sokolovsky [3], which occurs simultaneously within the abstract limit equilibrium zones.
This photo shows that “cuts” rather than limit equilibrium zones form up under footings before the footing failure.
The same “cuts” appear under footing edges as result of footing-subsoil FEM analysis with
FEM simulated shear cuts due to shear modulus degradation and tension cracks, without it
analytical values of tilts and bending moments in footings are distorted
5.1

Subsoil heterogeneity as per GI data by Shepard approximation

As was indicated above, geologists believe that they can manually restore (inflate) subsoil
stratification, although two geologists would produce different pictures. It can be done in even
greater detail with the help of Shepard approximation. But whatever is the inflation it is always ambiguous and fictitious.
5.2

Qualitative analysis of SSS virtual behavior

Physical simulations of contingencies and failures of full-size structures is practically impossible. Numerical computer simulations are much more effective and yield ample data to
identify and to assess qualitative effects. Below are given two such cases, linked up with “cut”
formation.
1. Concentration of contact stresses under footing edges (Fig. 4) in the cases of “cut” absence (unlimited) contact stresses under edges and “cut” formation under the edges (limited
contact stresses).

Figure 4: Side contact stresses without and with “cut” taken into account under footing edges: 1 – unlimited contact stresses; 2 – limited contact stresses
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“Cut” formation under footing edges is inevitable, because otherwise theoretical solutions
give infinite contact pressures under footing edges. A “cut” straightens the stresses under the
footing and transforms their distribution to practically uniform. These transformations change
the distribution of bending moments.
2. Growth and tilts of a symmetrically loaded structure if soil strength ( c and  values) is
different under footing edges.
Numeric simulations showed that a structure can “rock” in the process of erection if the
load is symmetric and the soil strength parameters under opposite edges are different. The tilts
may firstly grow and then change directions in the process of the building erection (Fig. 5). It
is a sort of “rocking” from side to side.

Figure 5: Growth of tilts erected buildings 25 m width:
1 – 9 – settlement left and right edges of the plate at different loads
(in ascending order of load from 0 to 0.5 МPа).
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The tilts “straighten” at the last stage although the structure rocks from side to side during
erection. But such “rocking” can be progressive: it is a critical state as per Eurocode 7.
The above numeric examples show that random inflation of GI data and ignorance of various
factors (e.g. different soil strength under footing edges) can result in unpredictable situations
and contingencies.
6

SETTLEMENT ANALYSIS WITHOUT “INFLATING” GI DATA

During GI the most reliable soil data are measured in the test holes, and this very data (no
more) shall be applied in the analysis without any subjective “inflation” over the whole volume of subsoil. Two commonly applied assumptions shall be used to carry out settlement
analysis.
1st assumption
Distribution of vertical normal stresses z   z ( x, y, z ) under any footing along any vertical line under it does not depend on the subsoil inhomogeneity.
In the case of shallow rock  z  q  const , wih q as mean structure-subsoil pressure.
2nd assumption
Within the ”cut” depth under footing vertical normal stresses  z in soil under footing are
constant. This assumption is both realistic and necessary because otherwise infinite footingsoil contact stresses would appear that would make the analysis impossible.
Apply a uniformly distributed load q, equal to the mean structure-subsoil contact pressure.
Subsoil settlement si  s( xi , yi ) at the location of the i -th test hole with xi , y i coordinates is
computed by integrating vertical deformations  zi   z ( xi , yi , z ) , caused by stresses
 zi   z ( xi , yi , z ) along the depth of compressible layer Hi :
H

Hi

0

0

si   i dx 

 zi dz

 E( x , y

(2)

z)

i, i

i

with i  1.....N , and N as test holes number on the site.
Then subsoil stiffness factor (K) at i-th point ( x i , y i ) :
K i  K ( xi , y i ) 

q
.
si

(3)

K – values for points under the footing edges should involve formation of the “cut” to
avoid non-existent singularities. Many existing methods of footing-structure analysis do not
“see” this singularity, e.g. Boussinesq [4] and Schleicher [5] exact mathematical solutions for
stiff plate on elastic half-space or half-plane.
The obtained values of all Ki could be extrapolated over the whole surface of the subsoil under the structure. E.g., it can be done with the help of Shepard [6] technique:
N


W ( x, y, n, N ) 

i 0
N


i 1

Ki
n

( x  XYi ,1 ) 2  ( y  XYi ,2 ) 2   0, 001
,
1

(4)

n

( x  XYi ,1 ) 2  ( y  XYi ,2 ) 2   0, 001

with n as free approximation surface shape parameter to simulate uncertainty of soil data from
test holes, N as number of test holes, X,Y as (x,y) coordinates array: XYi , 0  xi , XYi ,1  y i .
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The value 0,001 is introduced to smooth removable discontinuities in Eq. (4) at locations of
test holes.
Then the system three equations of static equilibrium can be compiled:
Gs  F ,

(5)

with G ( I i , j ) as square 3rd order matrix of the system linear equations (5) with:
L B

I i , j    W ( x, y , n, N ) x i y i dydx,

(6)

0 0

L

Q  
2


B
F  Q   
2


Q





(7)

with Q as resultant of vertical loads, applied to the structure, including its proper weight; L as
length and B as width of the structure.
Hence:
s  G 1 F ,

(8)


 
s    .
S 
 

(9)

with G 1 as inverse matrix. Wherefrom:

with α, β as tilts versus Oy,Ox axes respectively; S as their structure settlement at point
(0,5 L, 0,5 B ) . Or s( x, y)  x y  S , with coordinate x and y versus geometrical SSS
center S as settlement of SSS geometrical center.
6.1

Settlement analysis of a 40x20 m SSS

Two virtual cases have been analyzed: with 5 test holes (located at the corners and in the
center of a would-be rectangular structure) and 9 test holes (5 + 4 holes at the centers of rectangle side). The mean (uniform) pressure from the structure on subsoil q =0,3 МПа. E,c,
values of the soil parameters with vertical distributions in test holes were assigned randomly
with the help of random numbers generator.
The obtained results are presented below as columns with three values each as per (9): two
tilts α, β and one mean settlement Smean values. The uncertainty of these results between boreholes was simulated by parameter n.
α
β
Smean, cm

n=1
–0,00191
–0,00365
0,18752

n=2
–0,00244
–0,00552
0,22895

n=3
–0,00255
–0,00604
0,23946

Table 1: Results by number boreholes N  9
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n=4
–0,00258
–0,00620
0,24288
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α
β
Smean, cm

n=1
–0,00322
–0,00079
0,22406

n=2
–0,00375
–0,00113
0,23376

n=3
–0,00384
–0,00122
0,23457

n=4
–0,00388
–0,00124
0,23481

Table 2: Results by number boreholes N=5
In order to evaluate possible output scatter four cases with n=1,2,3,4 were computed,
n  1 is least realistic, calculated for comparison with the more“realistic”values. In both
cases (N=5 and N=9) the settlements are almost identical with ≈ 1% accuracy except n=1.
The calculated tilts for N=9 are ≈ 4-5 times greater than for N=5 and changed the sign from
plus to minus. So whatever are N=9 the representative value.
This the brief description of the new GI approach that is being developed in NPP Geotek
(Russia, Penza) now. It will enable on-line GI data processing during GI to identify the representative number of test holes is and to be chosen correct values of analytical settlements and
tilts. It will also yield E, c and φ values distribution for further SSS computer analysis.
With α, β, S values known it is possible to calculate subsoil (Winkler) K(x,y) distribution
under SSS. The map of K(x,y) isolines is shown below (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: The map K(x,y) isolines under SSS

7

CONCLUSIONS

SSS settlements analysis, based on a subsoil ratio concept, dates back to XVIII century and
was firstly proposed by the great Swiss scientist Leonard Euler, then a Member of Russian
Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg. Later this subsoil ratio was renamed into Winkler parameter K=const. (Karl Winkler was also a Member Russian Academy of Sciences later in
XIX century).
Ever since this method has been broadly applied thanks to its clarity and simplicity. It
can also be applied to simulate any other subsoil models (elastic half-space, elastic layer, Pasternak model, etc.), non-homogeneous ones included, with the help of a method, proposed
long ago (in 1869) by a German mathematician H.W. Schwartz [7]. It is an iterative procedure
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for solving the problem of two contacting elastic bodies, having different elastic parameters
E1, E2 and ν1, ν2 respectively. Schwarz method is broadly applied in Russian for SSS interaction analysis. The Winkler (subgrade) model is broadly applied with K≠const.
SSS simulation analysis can help assess the SSS sensitivity to various input data scatter
and to multiple analytical hypotheses by numeric simulations (virtual monitoring) that will
yield more data than any in situ (very costly and low informative) monitoring. It means that
it is possible to solve geotechnical problems of soil-structure interaction with the help of simple methods right on the site during geotechnical survey with high accuracy and reliability.
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Abstract. The study analyses the results of measurements of mining related surface vibrations in the Legnica-Glogow Copper Region (LGCR) to assess the impact of mining tremor
epicentral distances as well as mining tremors energies on a curve relationship (ratio) of response spectra (RRS) from simultaneously measured free-field vibrations and building foundations vibrations. The sources of considered vibrations were mine-induced rockbursts
resulting from underground exploitation of copper ore. Only records induced by rockbursts
with energy higher than 106 J and horizontal components of peak ground accelerations larger
than 10cm/s2 are analysed. Epicentral distances of considered mining shocks are in the range
re = 270 – 5839 m and energies are in the range En = 1∙106 – 2∙109 J. Dimensionless acceleration response spectra (β) as well as dimensional acceleration response spectra (Sa) from the
horizontal vibrations were taken into account. The focus is on residential buildings – mediumrise building and high-rise building. The results of analyses show that the epicentral distance
of mining shock can have a significant impact on the transmission of response spectra from
the free-field to the residential building foundations (medium-rise building and high-rise
building). This effect is more visible in the case of curves RRS(β) determined using dimensionless acceleration response spectra β than curves RRS(Sa) calculated for corresponding
pairs for dimensional spectra Sa. The appropriate conclusions regarding the influence of mining tremors energies also have been achieved.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Soil-structure interaction problems are extensively studied with respect to earthquake excitations. However the ground motion can be induced not only by earthquakes, but also by socalled paraseismic sources resulted from human activity. Surface vibrations originating from
mining rockbursts belong to the most intensive such vibrations. Although the intensity of mining tremors is smaller than in the case of natural earthquakes, mining-induced ground motion
also can result in damage of surface structures.
During the transition of vibrations from the free-field to the building there is the phenomenon so-called dynamic soil-structure interaction. A comparison of a huge number of records
of accelerations of vibrations induced by mining tremors measured at the same time on the
ground near the building and on the building foundation level leads to conclusion that they
can differ significantly [1].
The paper analyses the results of measurements in-situ of mine-induced surface vibrations
in the most seismically active mining area in Poland – Legnica-Glogow Copper Region
(LGCR), to assess the impact of mining rockbursts parameters (epicentral distances as well as
mining tremors energies) on a curve relationship (ratio) of response spectra (RRS – Ratio of
Response Spectra) from simultaneously measured free-field vibrations and building foundations vibrations in the cases of typical actual apartment medium-rise and high-rise buildings.
2

SCOPE OF THE STUDIES OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Mine-induced rockbursts resulting from underground exploitation of copper ore in Legnica-Glogow Copper Region in Poland were the sources of considered vibrations. Only records
induced by rockbursts with energy higher than 106 J and horizontal components of peak
ground accelerations larger than 10cm/s2 are analysed. Epicentral distances of considered
mining shocks are in the range re=270–5839 m and energies are in the range En=1∙106–2∙109 J.
The focus is on actual residential buildings – medium-rise (5-storey) building denoted as
building M, and high-rise (12-storey) building denoted as H building. The M and H buildings
are wall-bearing walls, prefabricated objects. They have basements, continuous footings as
foundations and they are located close to each other in one housing estate.
Fundamental frequencies of natural vibrations (f1) experimentally determined in horizontal
directions of the buildings are equal respectively: 2.9–3.3 Hz in a direction parallel to the
transverse axis (x) and 2.9–3.1 Hz in a direction parallel to the longitudinal axis (y) in the case
of building M, as well as 1.44–1.50 Hz in a direction parallel to the transverse axis (x) and
2.06–2.17 Hz in a direction parallel to the longitudinal axis (y) in the case of building H [1].
Simultaneously measured pairs of records of horizontal vibration accelerations of the freefield vibrations next to the building and the building foundation vibrations (parallel to the x
and y axis of the building respectively) were taken into account in the case of each of the considered mining rockbursts. Next, dimensionless acceleration response spectra (β) as well as
dimensional acceleration response spectra (Sa) from the horizontal vibrations were calculated.
According to the results of experimental analysis relating to damping of considered types of
buildings [2], the fraction of critical damping ξ was adopted equal to 3%.
The number of analysed pairs (free-field – building foundation) of acceleration response
spectra β and Sa in the successive ranges of epicentral distances are listed in Table 1, whereas
the number of analysed pairs of these spectra for the successive orders of magnitude of rockbursts energies are shown in Table 2. The orders of magnitude of rockbursts energies 106J,
107J, 108J, 109J are denoted as E6, E7, E8, and E9 respectively. It is worth mentioning that the
numbers included in Table 1 and Table 2 refer to the data with precisely verified values of
epicentral distance or mining tremor energy and only such data were taken into analysis.
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re [m]
to 500
501 – 800
801 – 1100
1101 – 1700
1701 – 2500
over 2501
whole range

Response spectra β
Building M
Building H
2
3
29
12
28
51
27
23
44
41
60
47
190
177

Response spectra Sa
Building M
Building H
2
3
26
11
22
44
25
17
34
24
44
25
153
124

Table 1: Summary of the number of analysed pairs (free-field – building foundation) of response spectra (β and
Sa) in the successive ranges of epicentral distances.

En [J] –
order of magnitude
E6
E7
E8
E9
whole range

Response spectra β
Building M
Building H
41
37
84
97
42
41
8
2
175
177

Response spectra Sa
Building M
Building H
40
24
67
64
30
34
6
2
143
124

Table 2: Summary of the number of analysed pairs (free-field – building foundation) of response spectra (β and
Sa) for the successive orders of magnitude of rockbursts energies.

3
3.1

THE IMPACT OF ROCKBURSTS PARAMETERS ON THE TRANSMISSION
OF GROUND MOTIONS TO THE BUILDINGS
Relationship between building foundation input and free-field ground motions

The response spectrum enables the evaluation of the maximum response of a given structure to seismic-type ground motion. The application of response spectra is well known in
earthquake engineering, for instance, in the design process of buildings [3 – 5].
Comparison of the response spectra curves obtained on the basis of mining origin vibrations simultaneously recorded on free-field near the buildings and on building foundations
allows for analysis of the one of the soil structure interaction effects – vibration transmission
from the ground to the building foundations [1, 6, 7].
Modification of this method involves the calculation of the Ratio of Response Spectra
(RRS) with respect to free-field and building foundation vibrations [8 – 11].
For each pair of response spectra (free-field – building foundation) corresponding ratios
RRS(β) for the dimensionless acceleration response spectra (β) as well as RRS(Sa) for dimensional acceleration response spectra (Sa) are calculated according to formulae (1) and (2) respectively:
RRS (  ) 
RRS ( S a ) 

where:
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RRS(β), RRS(Sa) – relationship (ratio) describing the transition of response spectra from the
free-field to the building foundation in the case of dimensionless and dimensional acceleration
response spectra respectively,
βf, Saf – respectively dimensionless and dimensional acceleration response spectrum
originating from the building foundation vibrations,
βg, Sag – respectively dimensionless and dimensional acceleration response spectrum obtained
on the basis of free-field vibrations next to the building.
3.2

The influence of epicentral distances of mine-induced tremors on the ratio of response spectra

Ratios RRS(β) for the dimensionless acceleration response spectra (β) as well as RRS(Sa)
for dimensional acceleration response spectra (Sa) were used to try to assess the impact of epicentral distances of mining tremors on the transition of free-field vibrations to the building
foundations.
Separately, for the building M and the building H, each of the relationship RRS(β), and the
relationship RRS(Sa) defined for each of the considered mining shock, is placed into one of six
groups. The criterion for assigning RRS relation to the group was the epicentral distance of the
mining shock. Successive ranges of epicentral distances which correspond to the established
relationship groups RRS are presented in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Relations RRS(β) averaged in the ranges of mining tremors epicentral distances:
a) building M; b) building H.
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Figure 2: Relations RRS(Sa) averaged in the ranges of mining tremors epicentral distances:
a) building M; b) building H.

Averaged relationships were determined in each set of relationship RRS(β) and RRS(Sa).
They corresponded to the range of epicentre distances. Furthermore, averaged relationships
RRS(β) and RRS(Sa) were also calculated in the whole range of epicentral distances of the
considered mining shocks, both in the case of the building M and the building H.
Fig. 1 shows relationships RRS(β) averaged in the considered ranges of epicentral distances
of mining tremors, for the building M and the building H. Analogous curves prepared for the
ratios RRS(Sa) are presented in Fig. 2.
Significant differences in the curves RRS(β) and RRS(Sa) which were obtained by averaging of the collections referring to individual ranges of epicentral distances, are visible (cf. Fig.
1 and Fig. 2) for both of the building cases: the building M as well as the building H, especially for the ratios RRS(β).
Moreover the graphs of RRS made for the individual epicentral distance ranges clearly distinguish from curves averaged in all over the range of distances.
These differences are especially evident at frequencies important from a practical point of
view, namely in the relatively low frequency range (to approx. 10 Hz).
Additionally, Table 3 contains the values of ratios of RRS(β) and RRS(Sa) averaged within
the adopted ranges of epicentral distances, which correspond to the appropriate mean values
of the fundamental frequency of natural vibrations f1 in the x and y directions of the building
M as well as the building H.
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re [m]
to 500
501 – 800
801 – 1100
1101 – 1700
1701 – 2500
over 2501
whole range

Building M – f1 = 3 Hz
RRS(β)
RRS(Sa)
2.41
1.19
3.45
1.46
3.41
0.91
2.68
0.87
2.11
1.12
1.64
0.88
2.45
1.04

Building H – f1 = 1.8 Hz
RRS(β)
RRS(Sa)
2.18
0.77
3.11
1.17
1.89
0.90
2.05
1.08
1.72
1.07
1.30
0.93
1.80
0.98

Table 3: Values of RRS(β) and RRS(Sa) corresponding to the frequencies of natural vibrations f1 of M and H
buildings, averaged in the successive ranges of epicentral distances.

It is visible that substantial differences may occur in the values (ordinates) RRS(β) and
RRS(Sa) corresponding to the natural fundamental frequencies of building vibrations, calculated in the individual ranges of epicentral distances (cf. Table 3). For example, both in the case
of the building M and the building H, value RRS(β) in the range of epicentral distances within
501 – 800 m is approximately twice greater than calculated for epicentral distances within the
range over 2,501 meters. However, the differences in the values RRS corresponding to the
natural fundamental frequencies of the buildings from the individual intervals of epicentral
distances, in relation to the values RRS averaged in all over the range of epicentral distances,
reach tens percent.
3.3

The influence of energies of mine-induced tremors on the ratio of response spectra

Ratios RRS(β) as well as RRS(Sa) were also used to estimate the impact of the order of
magnitude of rockbursts energy on the transition of free-field vibrations to the building M and
the building H foundations.
Analogously as it was for the case of analysis of the influence of the rockburst’s epicentral
distance on the ratios of response spectra, the curves of relations RRS(β) as well as relations
RRS(Sa) averaged for the successive orders of magnitude of rockbursts energies were prepared
for the buildings M and H. These graphs are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively.
Furthermore, in Table 4, the values of RRS(β) and RRS(Sa) corresponding to the fundamental frequencies of natural vibrations f1 of M and H buildings, averaged for the successive orders of magnitude of rockbursts energies are collected.
It is visible that just as it can be observed in the case of epicentral distance impact, the value of mining tremor energy also plays important role in the transmission of free-field vibrations to the building foundations, in the case of medium-rise building as well as in the case of
high-rise building.
Also similar, clear differences between the graphs of RRS performed for the individual orders of magnitude of rockbursts energies, and the curves averaged in all over the range of energies, are visible.
Both in the case of the building M, and the building H, in ordinates of relationship RRS referring to the dimensionless acceleration response spectra (β) prepared in the individual successive orders of magnitude of rockbursts energies, there are bigger differences than in the
analogous relationship RRS based on dimensional acceleration response spectra (Sa).
An interesting, very clear trend can be observed in Fig. 3 which concerns the ratio RRS(β):
the smaller values of mining tremors energies the greater ordinates of RRS(β), both in the cases of the M and H buildings.
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Figure 3: Relations RRS(β) averaged for the successive orders of magnitude of rockbursts energies:
a) building M; b) building H.

Similarly as in the case of the influence of epicentral distances on the features of RRS
graphs, practically, in all of the individual successive orders of magnitude of rockbursts
energies is not seen significant dependence of differences in the relationship RRS(β) referring
different building construction of buildings M and H versus values of mining tremor energy.
However, much greater differences than in the previous results of analysis regarding to
epicentral distances, may concern the values of RRS(β) and RRS(Sa) corresponding to the
fundamental frequencies of natural vibrations of the buildings averaged in the individual
ranges of energies (cf. Table 4).
For instance, in the case the building M, value of RRS(β) averaged for the order of
magnitude of mining tremor energy equal 106 (E6) is three times greater than the
corresponding value obtained for the energy with the order of magnitude equal 109 (E9). In
the analogous proportion for the building H, the value of RRS(β) for the energy E9 is
approximately twice smaller than the value for the energy E6.
Besides, the differences in the values of RRS corresponding to the fundamental natural
frequencies of building vibrations, calculated for the individual intervals of energies, in
relation to the values RRS averaged in all over the range of energies, respectively reach: the
building M, RRS(β) – approx. 80%, RRS(Sa) – approx. 17%; the building H, RRS(β) – approx.
36%, RRS(Sa) – approx. 3%.
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Figure 4: Relations RRS(Sa) averaged for the successive orders of magnitude of rockbursts energies:
a) building M; b) building H.

En [J] –
order of magnitude
E6
E7
E8
E9
whole range

Building M – f1 = 3 Hz
RRS(β)
RRS(Sa)
4.45
1.22
2.01
1.03
1.79
0.90
1.51
0.85
2.53
1.04

Building H – f1 = 1.8 Hz
RRS(β)
RRS(Sa)
2.44
1.01
1.68
0.94
1.55
1.01
1.11
0.81
1.80
0.98

Table 4: Values of RRS(β) and RRS(Sa) corresponding to the frequencies of natural vibrations f1 of M and H
buildings, averaged for the successive orders of magnitude of rockbursts energies.

4

CONCLUSIONS

From the results of analyses it can be stated that the epicentral distance of mining rockburst
as well as the order of magnitude of the value of mining tremor energy, can have a significant
impact on the transmission of response spectra from the free-field to the apartment mediumrise building and high-rise building foundations. This effect is clearer visible in the case of
curves RRS(β) determined using dimensionless acceleration response spectra β than in the
case of curves RRS(Sa) calculated for analogous pairs of dimensional response spectra Sa.
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Abstract. The interaction between two adjacent strip footings resting on an elastic isotropic
half-space is studied. The finite element method is used in order to investigate the response of
the footings under vertical, lateral and rocking loading. The accuracy of the finite element
model is verified by a comparison study with the rigorous results from the boundary element
method concerning a single strip footing. Impedance functions are presented over a wide range
of frequencies for typical values of the distance ratio S/L, where S is the distance between the
footings and L is the width of each footing. The condition under which the interaction between
adjacent strip footings should be taken into consideration is further discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The assumption of a fixed based structure can be considered appropriate only in limited cases
of a hard substratum site. Therefore, the soil-structure interaction (SSI) phenomenon must be
taken into account during dynamic structural analysis. However, in practical situations, due to
space limitations, structures are usually placed closed to each. Hence, in order to evaluate their
dynamic characteristics, it is necessary to investigate not only the interaction between the foundation and the soil medium, but also the interaction between adjacent foundations through the
soil [1]. The presence of adjacent foundations may affect the others further in a way such that
each foundation which diffracts the incident wave field can be regarded as a disturbance producing a secondary wave field affecting the adjacent ones [2]. The aforementioned phenomenon
is known as dynamic cross interaction (DCI) problem [1], structure-soil-structure interaction
(SSSI) [3] or foundation-soil-foundation interaction (FSFI) [4].
The present paper investigates the dynamic behavior of an isolated, rigid, massless strip
foundation bonded to an elastic half-space as well as the dynamic cross interaction between two
strip foundations with the aforementioned characteristics.
Many researchers investigated the dynamic characteristics of the strip foundation-soil interaction. Luco and Westmann (1972) studied the coupled horizontal rocking response of a surface
strip foundation under the assumption of welded soil contact. Such response arises when the
superstructure is subjected to lateral forces (e.g. wind), when the foundation is exposed to earthquake condition or when it is subjected to machine vibrations [6]. Wang et al. (2015) verified
their boundary element model using the results of the aforementioned study [1, 7]. Karasudhi
et al. (1968) studied the coupled and uncoupled horizontal rocking response of a surface strip
foundation under the assumption of relaxed and welded boundary conditions as well.
Hryniewicz (1981) investigated the dynamic response of a strip foundation without taking into
account the coupled horizontal-rocking response. Wickham’s study (1977) referred to a rigid
strip foundation in smooth contact with a semi-infinite elastic solid. Gazetas and Roesset (1976)
applied a semi-analytical technique to estimate the dynamic compliances of a rigid strip foundation resting on an elastic, linearly hysteretic, layered half-space. Von Estorff and Schmid
(1984) analyzed the dynamic behavior of a strip foundation resting on a soil layer using the
BEM. A frequency domain BEM formulation has been used by Dominguez and Abascal (1989)
in a 2-D analysis of a strip footing on zoned viscoelastic soils. Ahmad and Bharadwaj (1991)
studied the horizontal impedance of embedded strip footing in layered soil. Jendoubi et al. (2008)
studied the response of a strip footing resting on a half-space with constant or variable shear
wave velocity.
The primary studies on structure-soil-structure interaction referred to the two-dimensional
space. A frequency domain BEM formulation was applied by Cruze and Rizzo (1968) in order
to study two and three dimensional elastodynamic problems between two rigid surface foundations. The through the soil coupling between adjacent infinitely long shear walls supported on
semi-cylindrical foundations under the prism of two-dimensional anti-plane shear problem was
studied by Luco and Contesse (1973) for the case of two structures, by Wong (1975) and Wong
and Trifunac (1975) for several structures and by Murakami and Luco (1977) for an infinite
number of equally spaced structures. Two-dimensional plane-strain models have been studied
by Lysmer et al. (1974, 1975), Liang (1974) and Aydinoglu and Cakiroglu (1977) by use of the
finite element approach and by Nakai and Fukuwa (1982), Antes and v. Estorff (1986) and
Kokkinos and Spyrakos (1991) by a boundary integral equation approach.
The main target of the present study is the estimation of the impedance matrix referring to a
system of two strip foundations. The influence of the distance between the two foundations on
the impedance values is further investigated.
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2

PROBLEM AND MODEL DESCRIPTION

The problem under study is depicted in Fig.1. Two rigid, massless, strip foundations are
perfectly bonded to the free surface of an elastic half-space. Perfect bond is defined to be the
type of attachment between the foundation and the underlying half-space which is characterized
by the complete continuity of displacements in the area of contact. This type of attachment is
also referred to as welded contact [9]. The two foundations have the same length (L) and their
separation distance is denoted by S. Each foundation is excited by a vertical force (V), a horizontal force (H) and a moment (M). Each external load varies harmonically in time. Subscript
1 refers to the left and subscript 2 refers to the right foundation. The letter w refers to the vertical
displacement, u to the horizontal displacement and φ to the rocking angle. The positive directions of external loads and the corresponding positive displacements as well are depicted in Fig.
1.
V1

V2

M

M

1

H1

2

H2

w1

w2
φ1

φ2

u1

u2
S

L1

L2

Figure 1: Adjacent strip foundations bonded to an elastic half-space.

The relationship between the external forces and the corresponding displacements of the two
foundations is expressed by the following equation.
K11
V1
H1
M1
=
V2
H2
{M 2 } [

K12
K22

K13
K23
K33

K14
K24
K34
K44

symm.

K15
K25
K35
K45
K55

K16
w1
K26
u1
K36
φ1
∙
w2
K46
u2
K56
{ φ2 }
K66 ]

(1)

Each foundation has three degrees of freedom. Therefore, matrix [K] is a 6x6 matrix. Furthermore, matrix [K] is characterized as the impedance matrix. Each matrix term is frequencydependent and complex. In a simplified model, the real parts represent the springs which are
related to the restraining action of the supporting soil or the true stiffness, whereas the imaginary parts represent the dashpots or the out-of-phase components which are related to the effect
of energy dissipation by radiation [3,4]. The impedance matrix is symmetrical. During the
analyses, it was observed that the impedance matrix is simplified in the following form:
K11
V1
H1
M1
=
V2
H2
{M 2 } [

K12
K22

K13
K23
K33

K14
-K15
-K16
K11

symm.
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-K13
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K23
{ φ2 }
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Therefore, the calculation of the complete impedance matrix can be achieved by imposing
the appropriate loading (vertical force, horizontal force, moment) in only one of the two foundations. In particular, the following displacements are considered to be necessary: (i) vertical
loading – complete displacement field of the two foundations, (ii) horizontal loading – horizontal displacements and rocking angles of both foundations and (iii) moment loading - rocking
angles of both foundations.
The soil is assumed to be an elastic half-space. The shear modulus (G) equals to 132MPa,
the Poisson’s ratio (v) equals to 0.25 and the density (ρ) equals to 1.75t/m3. In the case of a strip
foundation, referring to a track, dam or building foundation with a high ratio of length to width,
plane strain conditions is reasonable to be assumed [1]. Therefore, the finite element model is
created in 2D space by using 9-node quadrilateral 2-D solid elements [27].
The wave propagation problem that takes place in a half-space cannot be simulated perfectly
by the finite element method due to the restriction imposed by the model length and the finite
elements size [28]. In particular, the model must be large enough in order to reduce any reflected
waves at its boundaries [29] and the finite elements size must be as small as possible in order
to accurately describe a wavelength. Therefore, in order to avoid any wave reflections, quiet
boundaries suggested by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer (1969) were used. Furthermore, the minimum finite element size for each frequency was equal to λR ⁄10, where λR is the wavelength of
Rayleigh waves.
3

FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS

3.1 Validation study
In order to validate the finite element model, the impedance functions of an isolated, rigid,
massless strip foundation bonded to an elastic half-space were compared with the results of the
studies by Luco and Westmann (1972), Hryniewicz (1981) and Wang et al. (2015). The calculated impedance matrix was transformed into the flexibility matrix by [K]-1 =[F]. In Fig. 2 the
comparison charts are depicted.

Figure 2. Validation study results for the case of an isolated, rigid, massless strip foundation bonded to an elastic
half-space.
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The charts refer to the vertical, the horizontal, the rocking and the coupled horizontal-rocking
degree of freedom. The vertical loading of the strip foundation does not produce any horizontal
or rocking movement. Therefore, there are no coupling terms for the vertical degree of freedom.
It can be seen that the finite element results are in good agreement with the results of the other
researchers. It must be taken into account that the comparison results were produced by the use
of the boundary element method, which treats accurately the wave propagation problem in halfspace.
3.2 Coupling of two foundations study
The main part of this study refers to the estimation of the dynamic cross interaction between
two rigid, massless, strip foundations bonded to an elastic half-space. Therefore, the question
that must be answered is the following: How much an external loading imposed on a foundation
affects the dynamic behavior of its adjacent one? In order to answer the above question the
necessary terms of the impedance matrix, based on equation (2), were estimated for the following ratios of S/L: 0.125, 0.5, 3 and 5.
In order to establish the accuracy of the finite element analyses, a comparative study was
performed with the results available from Wang et al. (2015). Therefore, the real and imaginary
parts of K22 and K33 are depicted for the various S/L ratios in Fig.3. The term K22 is related
to the horizontal and the term K33 to the rocking movement of foundation 1. The vertical axis
of the charts is normalized by the parameters π, G and B, which corresponds to foundation’s
half-width and the horizontal axis represents the normalized frequency αο, αο = (ω∙Β)⁄Vs ,
where Vs is the shear wave velocity. It can be seen that the F.E.M. overestimates the real parts
of the impedances for low values S/L (0.125, 0.5). On the contrary, the agreement between the
real parts of the impedances for high values of S/L (3, 5) and the imaginary parts for all the
values of S/L, is considered to be very good. In general, taking into account the limitations of
the F.E.M. on wave propagation in half-space, the finite element model can be considered to be
accurate in a satisfactory manner.

Figure 3: Validation study results for the case of two rigid, massless strip foundations bonded to an elastic halfspace.
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The following part of the finite element analyses refers to the investigation of the throughsoil-coupling of two strip foundations. Based on the analyses results, it was found that the displacement field of each foundation is attributed not only on its external loading but on the adjacent foundation’s loading as well. The smaller the ratio S/L is the bigger the effects of the
foundation-soil-foundation interaction phenomenon are. Therefore, not only there are coupling
terms between the horizontal and rocking movement of the foundation itself but coupling terms
also appear between the two foundations even for the vertical excitation. In particular, Fig. 4
depicts the foundations movement at a random time frame for the case of S/L=0.5. It can be
observed that even the vertical excitation causes a rocking movement not only on the foundation
itself but on the adjacent foundation as well. The blue color depicts the initial position of the
foundations while the cyan the deformed one.

a

b

c

Figure 4. Foundations response at a random time frame for the case of S/L=0.5: a) vertical loading, b) horizontal
loading, c) moment loading.

The foundation-soil-foundation interaction is expressed by the impedance matrix which connects the external loads imposed on the foundations to foundations displacements. The following figure, Fig.5, depicts the real and parts of the necessary terms for the definition of the
impedance matrix, based on equation (2) while the next one, Fig. 6, depicts the imaginary parts.
Some of the most important observations regarding the real parts are the following:
 At low values of ratio S/L the real parts can be represented by a smooth line, while at
high values of ratio S/L they present spikes at various frequencies.
 The higher the value of S/L, e.g. S/L=0.5, the smaller the differences with an isolated
strip foundation.
 Vertical excitation. Regarding the loaded foundation (terms K11, K12 and K13): the
coupling vertical-rocking (K13) is stronger than vertical-horizontal (K12) for low values of S/L while it fades for high values of S/L.
 Vertical excitation. Regarding the adjacent foundation (terms K14, K15 and K16): a)
the vertical-vertical coupling (K14) cannot be ignored for low values of S/L; b) the vertical-vertical coupling (K14) receives negative values at the low range of ao for low
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values S/L, while for high values of S/L, negative spikes are noticed through the whole
range of ao; c) the coupling between the two foundations cannot be ignored at high
frequencies, αο, even for high values of S/L; d) the vertical-horizontal (K15) and vertical-rocking (K16) coupling is strong for all values of S/L.
Horizontal excitation. Regarding the loaded foundation (terms K22, K23): the horizontal-rocking coupling (K23) receives extremely small values in comparison to term K22
for all values of S/L.
Horizontal excitation. Regarding the adjacent foundation (terms K25, K26): a) the horizontal-horizontal coupling (K25) cannot be ignored for low values of S/L; b) the horizontal-horizontal coupling (K25) receives negative values at the low range of ao for low
values S/L; c) the horizontal-rocking coupling (K26) receives extremely small values in
comparison to term K22 but equal range values in comparison to term K25 for all values
of S/L.
Rocking excitation. The foundation coupling cannot be ignored at high frequencies, αο,
for all values of S/L.

Figure 5. Real parts of the necessary terms for the definition of the impedance matrix.

Some of the most important observations regarding the imaginary parts are the following:
 At low values of ratio S/L the real parts can be represented by a smooth line, while at
high values of ratio S/L they present spikes at various frequencies.
 Vertical excitation. The values of all coupling terms (K12-K16) are much smaller in
comparison to K11 for all values of S/L.
 Horizontal excitation. The values of all coupling terms (K23-K26) are much smaller in
comparison to K22 for all values of S/L.
 Rocking excitation. The values of K36 cannot be ignored for high values of frequency,
αο, for all values of S/L.
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Figure 6. Imaginary parts of the necessary terms for the definition of the impedance matrix.

In the following figure, the impedance matrix terms are depicted in the complex number
space. In particular, the horizontal axis represents the real part while the vertical axis represents
the imaginary part of each impedance term. Each point in every chart follows a frequency, αο,
step of 0.1, starting from 0.1.

Figure 7. Representation of impedance terms on complex number space.

It can be seen that the representation of the diagonal terms (K11, K22, K33) corresponds to
a line, almost smooth for low values of S/L and with spikes for high values of S/L. Whereas,
the representation of the off diagonal terms corresponds to a spiral line for low values of S/L
and a polygon for high values of S/L.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The through-the soil coupling of two rigid, massless strip foundations bonded to an elastic
half-space has been studied by the use of the finite element method. The accuracy of the model
has been verified by the comparison studies referring to an isolated strip foundation and a system of two. The foundation-soil-foundation is expressed by the impedance matrix. For low values of S/L, the coupled response cannot be ignored even for the vertical excitation. The charts
of real and imaginary parts can be used in a simplified model of springs and dashpots.
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Abstract. This paper is focused on the interaction of a railway tunnel with a slow-moving
landslide in clay soil. The tunnel, built as a reinforced concrete box structure protected by
sheet-piled walls, crosses the accumulation of an earthflow situated at the eastern suburbs of
Potenza city, in southern Italy. The landslide develops in the formation of Varicoloured Clays
and, due to its very slow but continuous displacements, induces progressive damage to structures and infrastructures built on it. As for the tunnel, there are signs suggesting an evolution
of its state of stress and deformation over the last 30 years. The study of the landslide-piletunnel interaction required sophisticated FEM analyses to adequately take into account all
the involved elements and the real 3D nature of the problem. Analyses were carried out by
FEM geotechnical and structural software. Some results selected from a comprehensive numerical study are hereby reported and discussed. A geotechnical software was used in its 2D
and 3D versions to obtain the spatial distribution of earth pressure on the tunnel owing to soil
movements. The interaction was confirmed to be strongly 3-dimensional, with more evident
displacements and bending of the tunnel box concentrated at one end. As a matter of fact, the
movements of the landslide seem to make the structure open in horizontal, like a fan. The
structural analysis made by applying the above mentioned pressure values confirmed which
are the most stressed sections of the tunnel, giving a useful information toward the provision
of possible interventions aimed to lengthen the life span of the tunnel.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Landslides can be responsible for a considerable damage to constructions arising on them
such as buildings and infrastructure facilities. The safety of existing tunnels in landslide zones
is always a matter of concern, although rarely addressed by a comprehensive understanding of
the soil-structure phenomenon taking place. In the case of slow-moving landslides, the time
variable plays an important role, and the key question becomes how long a structure can live
with the landslide, interacting with it until a level of acceptable damage, and if appropriate
building strategies can make this lifespan increase. This is important also in the case of transportation infrastructures crossing the accumulation of a landslide. Some authors (e.g. [1])
have tried to identify some thresholds for displacements by analysing a number of case histories, showing that the vulnerability of linear infrastructures like tunnels is linked to the level
of differential displacements that can compromise their performance. The decision of crossing
an accumulation area by a tunnel could be justified by the fact that, in some stages of a landslide life, such area can appear as the more stable part, so that the existence of a landslide
phenomenon could even not be recognised. On the other hand, acting as a buttress hindering
the movements of the upslope material, the accumulation can receive a thrust progressively
increasing with time. Current research lacks accurate recommendations on how to study and
numerically simulate this interaction, whose effects are frequently predicted by engineering
judgement and experience only. Literature is not very rich in examples of slow-moving landslides interacting with tunnels. Unfortunately, in many cases, the collected data are not
brought to the attention of the scientific community for several reasons, including the difficulty of interpreting phenomena that sometimes do not seem to have a clear explanation [2].

Figure 1: a) Varco d’Izzo landslide view with location of railway tunnel; b) 3D representation of tunnel
‘Calabrese’ (in grey) with the sheet-pile wall (in purple); c) Vertical section across the landslide with inclinometer profiles (modified from [3]).
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The earthflow under study, situated in the eastern suburbs of the city of Potenza in a zone
called Varco d’Izzo (Fig. 1a), develops in the Varicoloured Clays formation and is an extremely slow-moving landslide according to the classification by Cruden and Varnes [4]. The
tunnel of the National Railway (Fig. 1a-b), which crosses the landslide accumulation, is the
focus of this paper. A number of geotechnical investigations, including displacement monitoring, have been carried out in the area in the last 30 years. The geotechnical research group at
University of Basilicata has been studying many aspects of several landslide phenomena occurring in the same slope, facing the valley of Basento river [5, 6, 7]. As for the landslide system of Varco d’Izzo [3, 8] all the available monitoring data are relative to the period after the
reconstruction of the railway tunnel. Landslide movements were slow but continuous till
nowadays, in the order of one to several cm/year. They have caused the unusability of a residential building, the dismantling of a pedestrian bridge overpassing the local highway, and
damage to roads and other constructions. In the period 2005-2011, available inclinometer and
GPS data have shown no significant changes in displacement rates [3, 9], which have been of
about 1 cm/year in the zone of inclinometer I2 (see Fig. 1c). Note that the cross section of the
landslide body through I2 will be the control section for displacements in the numerical model.
The inclinometer profiles allow reconstructing the geometry of possible slip surfaces or, at
least, of parts of them as shown in Fig. 1c. The upper slip surface, which outcrops at the river
floodplain, reaches a depth of about 20 m and directly interacts with the sheet-pile wall protecting the tunnel. A second slip surface, or at least a zone with concentrated deformations,
seems to be located at about 40 m depth, below the pile-tunnel system.
2

DESCRIPTION OF THE TUNNEL GEOMETRY AND CURRENT CONDITIONS

Tunnel “Calabrese” was re-built in 1992, after the previous one had suffered severe damage due to landslide movements, by the ‘cut and cover’ method, in which a trench is excavated, the tunnel lining is put in place, and then the whole is covered up to the ground level.
The concrete box structure has internal dimensions 7.5 x 7.5 m and an average soil overburden of about 5 m, as shown in Fig. 1b. Along its length of about 200 m, it is made up of eight
sectors separated by construction joints at an average length of 25 m. The interaction with the
landslide is thus characterised by the fact that the main structural elements (piled walls and
box structure) were constructed in sequence and also interact with one another. The piles, in a
single row at both sides of the tunnel, are 20 m in length and 1 m in diameter. A double row
of piles is present at the tunnel entry and exit (Fig. 1b). The pile-tunnel system, with its low
deformability, represents an obstacle to the slow landslide movements, with a possible increase of earth thrust acting from upslope. This justifies the need for accurate soil-structure
interaction, along with continuous monitoring of the structure deformation.
In the very last years, an evolution of deformation could be observed and measured [8, 10],
thanks to the collaboration with the Italian Rail Infrastructure Manager (RFI). Relative displacements along tunnel joints and a number of vertical fissures have been observed, the more
open ones located along the upslope wall facing the landslide, at the western side. Furthermore, Vassallo et al. [8] report, as a result of a 3D laser scan survey carried out in the tunnel
in 2015, maximum horizontal displacements of about 5 cm between tunnel roof and base. Deformed shapes at several locations are those expected as the result of unbalanced actions on
the upslope and downslope side.
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3

NUMERICAL ANALYSES

The earth thrust distribution, the state of stress in the lining and their evolution with landslide displacements have been analysed by a geotechnical FEM software, Plaxis 2D/3D [11],
and a structural FEM software, SAP2000 [12]. The former allowed an accurate description of
the landslide behaviour and a simplified description of tunnel behaviour, the latter a more detailed description of the tunnel behaviour. To better understand the tunnel behaviour, also a
number of structural models with different degrees of interaction between tunnel sectors were
implemented.
Mishra [10] considered two mechanisms to numerically activate the landslide displacements in Plaxis: 1) by applying prescribed displacements at a control section chosen far from
the tunnel (as in [13]), and 2) by increasing phreatic level (as in [14, 15]). Both of these effects lead to soil movements, hence inducing additional stresses on the tunnel lining. For the
scope of this paper, only results of mechanism 1 are illustrated.
In Plaxis 2D/3D, the landslide body was simulated by a linear elastic-perfectly plastic material satisfying Mohr-Coulomb’s yield criterion. Although other more advanced constitutive
models were available in the software, this simple model was considered adequate to tackle
the problem, also given the limited amount of available laboratory results on undisturbed specimens [3]. Peak shear strength and stiffness parameters estimated from such results were
used in the analysis. As for slip surface modelling, interface elements with frictional shear
strength and zero cohesion were considered. Nil cohesion is consistent with the observation
that this active landslide underwent large displacements, so that the residual strength is now
available. Stable soil was considered elastic. Being the model described here a total stress
model, without explicit consideration of pore water pressures, the equivalent friction angle eq
assigned to the slip surface is lower than the laboratory determined residual friction angle φ’r.
Such parameter was set so as to obtain a global safety factor of the landslide as close to one as
numerically possible before the tunnel construction. Properties of structural materials were
inferred from design documents and corroborated by some preliminary in-situ non-destructive
tests. Table 1 summarises the used soil and structure parameters.
Plaxis 2D was used to analyse, in plain strain conditions, the median longitudinal section
of the landslide. The mesh is made of triangular elements (see Fig. 2) more refined close to
the tunnel to carefully evaluate the evolution of stress and strain at critical locations. For the
simulation of two concrete members placed next to each other, the software does not allow to
use two adjacent plate elements. To overcome this limitation they were placed with a physical
gap in between and the nodes in the two concrete members were connected by struts to make
the contact transfer only compressive, i.e. without any shear transferred by the piles to the box
structure (Fig. 2), accordingly to how the structure was constructed, that is without any specific reinforcement linking the piles to the box.
The model in Plaxis 3D, shown in Fig. 3, was implemented to better analyse the spatial
distribution of landslide thrust along the tunnel length. The model geometry was derived from
a digital terrain model (DTM) of the landslide area, geomorphological and inclinometer data
for the landslide, and from design documents and in-situ survey for the structure. The sheetpiled walls were simulated as two separate equivalent volumes of concrete, crossing the slip
surface and embedded for some meters in the stable soil, and were assumed as fully connected
to the tunnel box structure.
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Figure 2: Finite element mesh in Plaxis 2D showing local refinement near tunnel.

Material
Stable material

Slip surface
Landslide body
Pile/tunnel lining
Strut
Flexural rigidity (EI)
Axial stiffness (EA)

Properties
Elastic (E = 1000 MPa, ν=0.4)
Rigid perfectly plastic, residual shear strength (eq=6.5° for 2D and
eq = 8.5° for 3D)
Mohr Coulomb (E = 50 MPa, ν=0.4), peak shear strength (c = 50
kPa, =14°)
Elastic (E = 32,900 MPa, ν=0.2)
Elastoplastic (compression only, EA=16.4·106 kN/m, spacing = 5 m)
Per unit width in the out of plane direction EI (kN m2/m) 1.6·106
Per unit width in the out of plane direction EA (kN /m) 25·106
Table 1: Material models used in Plaxis.

Figure 3: Model in Plaxis 3D: Finite element mesh, the landslide body, view of the slip surface simulated by
interface elements, tunnel using plate elements and retaining wall.

This was accepted as a useful compromise to study the effect of the tunnel presence on
earth thrust, leaving to the successive structural analysis the detailed study of stress transmission among structural elements. In fact, the geometrical complexity of the 3D geotechnical
model did not allow to simulate just a compressive force transfer as in the 2D simulations.
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The model is 1200 m x 800 m x 150 m in size, with a total number of 650,000 10 noded tetrahedral elements. The tunnel was modelled as a continuous structure by plate elements.
Structural models in SAP2000 were implemented to deal with the influence of the uneven
distribution of earth pressure along tunnel length on the deformation profile of the tunnel. The
analyses carried out permitted to evaluate the global response of the tunnel with and without
joints. The piles were simulated as single elements, and a number of rigid link elements were
used to connect them to the tunnel (Fig. 4a), allowing only compression transfer. The Plaxis
3D output has been used as input data for the SAP2000 model in terms of earth pressures acting from upslope and reactions of the landslide accumulation acting from downslope, simulated by equivalent springs. The model is shown in Fig. 4b, it uses shell elements and has
12,000 nodes and 5473 frame elements.

Figure 4: Tunnel model in SAP2000: a) portion of the model with shells and 10 links connection b) 3D view.

4

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Distribution of landslide thrust along the length of the tunnel and its comparison with 2D
results is one of the main output results of the calculations performed. Fig. 5a shows the evolution of relative shear τrel (i.e., ratio of acting shear stress to available shear strength) along
the slip surface with application of increasing prescribed displacements u*. Based on the
landslide activity in the monitoring period, u* = 10 cm can be assumed as approximately representative of a decade of displacements. As written above, shear strength of the landslide slip
surface was set so as to obtain a global safety factor approximately equal to one after tunnel
construction. Nevertheless, some portions start with local safety factor slightly higher than
one, and thus relative shear τrel lower than 1. As can be seen, as landslide displacements increase such shear strength surplus is utilised first at the entry of the tunnel (west side) and
then at the exit (east side). With the increasing value of u*, almost all the force increment acting from upslope becomes an increasing thrust on the tunnel, as more and more portions of
the slip surface reach τrel = 1. Fig. 5b shows contour plots of horizontal earth pressure in the
direction orthogonal to the tunnel (i.e., σy). A non-uniform distribution of stresses along the
tunnel length is observed, with higher values at the western side. Such distribution can be attributed to the local topography and to the assumed geometry of the slip surface, based on the
data of a significant number of inclinometers, although not all pertaining to the same monitoring period and prevailingly concentrated on the western half of the earthflow [10]. The scheduled new geological and new geotechnical investigations of the area will hopefully clarify this
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aspect. A non-uniform earth thrust distribution is the presumable cause of the observed in-situ
style of tunnel relative displacements, mainly concentrated at the structural joints and with
higher values at the western end of the tunnel, and also of the cracks observed on the tunnel
walls.
Fig. 6 shows the increment in earth pressures σy acting on the tunnel from upslope as a
consequence of prescribed displacements. Results are plotted for three values of prescribed
displacements u*. At the mid-height of the tunnel, for u*= 40 cm, σh varies from 150 kPa at
the entrance to 40 kPa at the exit. The same figure also reports values obtained in 2D conditions. For the sake of completeness, 2D calculations were carried out with two friction angle
values available on the slip surface. In fact, we used: a) the friction angle leading, before tunnel construction, to a global safety factor of the landslide SF=1 in 2D; b) the friction angle
leading to the same condition in 3D. Irrespective of such differentiation, calculated pressures
in 3D have values even half of those estimated in 2D, due to the possibility of sideways
movement and the less effective lateral confinement arising in 3D conditions. In the 2D model,
in fact, the tunnel acts as a barrier which extends infinitely in the transversal direction providing maximum resistance and hence inducing higher earth pressures.

u*= 0 cm

u*=20 cm

0

a)

u*= 0 cm

b)

1

τrel

1

u*=40 cm

0
0

u*=20 cm

400

1

0
0

400

u*=40 cm

σy (kPa)
0

400

Figure 5: Evolution with prescribed displacement u* applied at the landslide control section of a) relative shear
(τrel) along the slip surface; b) horizontal earth pressure σy in a plane at about 10 m depth from the ground surface.
Values of u* of 0, 20 cm and 40 cm are considered.
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20

distance from entry (m)
Figure 6: Horizontal earth pressure increment induced by prescribed displacements at the level of a) top; b) middle; c) bottom of tunnel. Plaxis 2D results are also reported for comparison, either as full dots (●) for calculations
carried out by assuming the same friction angle along the slip surface as in 3D calculations, or as empty dots (o)
for calculations carried out with the friction angle reported for 2D in Table 1.

The effect of the earth thrust on tunnel displacements, also analysed by the structural software SAP2000, is shown in Fig. 7. It is worth noting that the tunnel bears a small percentage
of the initial earth thrust due to the presence of the sheet pile walls retaining the excavation,
which deform before tunnel construction. To study the effect of collaboration between different sectors, different models were constructed. Case 1 in Fig. 7 is a continuous tunnel having
maximum collaboration while case 3 is a tunnel whose joints are considered also extended to
the capping beam. Case 2 has just the 7 tunnel joints present in the real situation. The effect of
joints in the studied structure does not seem very significant, globally, on displacements. The
similar overall trend of displacements in cases 1 and 2 is justified by the fact that the rows of
piles well confine all the sectors. Nevertheless, the non-negligible contribution of relative displacements calculated at joint locations in case 2 seems in qualitative agreement with the out
of plane separation of tunnel segments observed in-situ. The presence of joints in a tunnel
crossing a landslide might be useful even though it can increase displacements because it can
help to accommodate the shear deformations throughout the tunnel length. In cases of a local
instability of some landslide portion, joints can help to isolate the effects mainly to the affected tunnel segment rather than “dragging” the whole structure with it.

Figure 7: Deformed shape of the tunnel obtained by using different models in Plaxis 3D (Prescribed displacements u*=40 cm) and SAP2000. Displacements are relative to the mid-height of the box structure.
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Figure 8: SAP2000 models results: bending moments in tunnel lining in 3D conditions (effect of surcharge only
in the middle section, effect of surcharge and landslide thrust at entrance and exit sections) and 2D conditions.
Earth pressures due to the landslide were derived from Plaxis models with prescribed displacement u* = 40 cm.

The significant 3D effect in the soil-structure interaction has not negligible consequences
also on tunnel’s stress state. Fig. 8 reports the comparison of bending moments acting on the
tunnel for the cases of a 3D model and a 2D model, both linear. As can be seen, the 2D model
shows higher bending moments than the 3D model. Values in the most stressed tunnel section
in 3D conditions are 1.3 times lower than those evaluated in 2D conditions. As for the section
with the lower bending moment value, the ratio is 1:1.8. Apart from linear analyses, Vassallo
et al. [8] performed non-linear 2D analyses to evaluate the stress-strain condition of the structure. The tunnel deformations estimated by such calculations agree satisfactorily with those
measured in-situ.
5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a case study of the interaction between a slow-moving landslide with a
railway tunnel supplemented by data from in-situ inspections. Earth thrust distribution on the
tunnel and its evolution with landslide displacements, and tunnel response, were analyzed by
different models, each aimed at studying in detail a certain aspect of soil-structure interaction,
but all taking into simultaneous consideration soil and structural behaviour. 2D models gave
conservative results on earth pressure values when compared with 3D models. The tunnel behaviour analysed, in this case, is similar to that of a beam which is loaded with a non-uniform
pressure distribution and develops vertical cracks due to it.
Less computationally demanding models in SAP2000 allowed to understand the role of
joints in the distribution of displacements and stresses in the tunnel lining. The results showed
the presence of large differences between stress values at the entrance and at the exit of the
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tunnel, identifying the most affected areas in terms of possible damage and, thus, to which
more attention should be paid in designing retrofit intervention.
Although not generalisable, the discussed results suggest that the realisation of joints, say
every 20-30 m, should be considered in the design of tunnels crossing slow landslides to accommodate shear deformations due to landslide thrust. With respect to joint spacing, lower
values on the one hand could better accommodate shear deformations but, on the other hand,
would have negative consequences regarding the railway maintenance.
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Abstract. Offshore wind energy towers are dynamically loaded by waves and wind. Pile
foundations provide stiffness and damping and should be properly calculated. A combined
finite-element boundary-element method for the dynamic interaction of flexible structures and
the soil has been developed. The flexible structures such as single piles or complete wind
energy towers are modeled by the finite element method whereas the homogeneous or layered
soil is modeled by the boundary element method which uses the Green’s functions for interior
loads in the layered half-space to establish the dynamic stiffness matrix of the soil. Soils with
a stiffness that is continuously increasing with depth can be modeled as multi-layer soils with
step-wise increasing stiffness. The effects of different parameters such as the stiffness of the
soil, the axial and bending stiffness of the pile, and the radius of the cylindrical contact area
will be analysed for the different components of excitation (vertical, horizontal, rotation and
coupling). The results can be determined as specific power laws which are different for the
different load cases and for the different soil models (Winkler support, homogeneous
continuum, continuum with increasing stiffness). The dynamic effect of radiation damping will
be analysed by the frequency-dependent compliance functions. A clear layering of the soil can
cause noticeable changes in the dynamic compliances as reductions of the stiffness and the
damping in certain frequency ranges (below and around layer resonance frequencies). The
distribution of the displacements along the pile help to explain the observed laws. An example
of an offshore wind energy tower has been modeled and calculated for wind, wave and weight
loads. The resonances of the tower are usually limited by the radiation damping which is
strongest for a soft soil.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of the foundation of wind energy
towers is outlined in Figure 1. The high (offshore)
wind energy towers are founded on thick monopiles
or on jackets which stand on four thinner piles. This
contribution presents a method to calculate the
dynamics of piles in a continuum soil (section 2),
performs a parametric study for a single jacket pile in
a homogeneous soil (section 4) or different inhomogeneous soils (section 5) and demonstrates the consequences for a wind energy tower on a monopile
(section 6).

a)

b)

Figure 1: Offshore wind energy towers with a) monopile foundation and b) jacket-pile foundation.

2

COMBINED FINITE-ELEMENT BOUNDARY-ELEMENT METHOD

The dynamic soil-structure interaction is analysed by a combined finite-element boundaryelement method [1]. Flexible structures such as beams, plates, walls, box-type buildings,
railway tracks, single piles and pile groups are modeled by the finite element method whereas
the homogeneous or layered soil is modeled by the boundary element method. A point load, a
wheel-set load or and a wave field have been used as excitation. In this contribution, single
piles and wind energy towers are presented.
The basis is the point-load solution (Green’s function) for a layered soil. The Green’s
functions are calculated by the following procedure. For each layer, a 4x4 symmetric stiffness
matrix is calculated in wave number domain [2]. All layer matrices and the matrix of the
underlying half-space are assembled in a stiffness matrix KS of the whole soil body, which is
inverted to a compliance matrix N. The appropriate elements of this compliance matrix, for
example Nzz(k,z1,z2) for an interior source at z1 and an interior response at z2, are integrated
over the wave number k to get the displacement at a distance r of the source


1
Fzz (r , z1 , z2 ) 
N zz (k , z1 , z 2 )J 0 (kr)kdk
2 0

(1)

Similar formulas hold for the other four components of the Green’s function F. These
Green’s functions are used in the combined finite-element boundary-element method to
establish a boundary stiffness matrix of the soil (in frequency domain, for n discrete points).
A displacement matrix is compiled directly by using the point-load solutions
u(x) = F(x-x) p(x)

u = F p 

(2)

At the loading point, this would yield infinite values. Therefore, mean values on the cylindrical (in case of a pile) or circular surface (in case of a surface foundation) are calculated as the
diagonal elements of the displacement matrix

uα 

1
Aα

 F(x  xα )p(xα ) dA

u = F p 

(3)

Aα

The force matrix of the soil is the identity matrix, as 1) the Green’s function has no stresses
at the soil surface and 2) the stresses in the interior do not yield forces at another pile element
(as far as the dimension is small compared to the distance and wavelength). Thus, the inverse
of the displacement matrix U = [F],=1,n is the boundary stiffness matrix KS of the soil
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which is added to the finite-element stiffness matrix KP of the structure to yield the global
dynamic stiffness matrix KS+KP of the combined structure-soil system, and the FEBE method
is complete.
3

PILE AND SOIL PARAMETERS AND THEIR VARIATION

A typical tubular steel pile of a jacket foundation of an offshore wind energy tower is
analysed with the following standard parameters [3]: The mass density P = 7.8 103 kg/m3,
and the elasticity modulus EP = 2.1 1011 N/m2 of steel, a circular cross section of radius
R = 1 m, a wall thickness of t = 0.03 m, yielding a longitudinal stiffness of EA = 0.4 1011 N, a
bending stiffness of EI = 1.9 1010 Nm2, and a mass per length m’ = 1.48 103 kg/m. The length
of the pile is L = 30 m, the material damping is defined as DP =0.
The standard soil is homogeneous with the following parameters: The shear modulus is
G = 8 107 N/m2, the mass density  = 2 103 kg/m3, the material damping D = 2.5%, and the
Poisson’s ratio  = 0.33, which yield the shear wave velocity vS = 200 m/s, and the
compressional wave velocity vP = 400 m/s.
The stiffness of the homogeneous soil is varied as G = 2, 4.5, 8, 18 107 N/m2. Three other
soil models are analysed: layered soils and two soils with a continuous variation. The
continuous variations are defined as a function of z
G(z) = G’z
linear variation and
G(z) = G*z
parabolic variation.
The new soil parameters are varied as G’ = 2, 4.5, 8, 18 107 N/m3, and G* = 2, 4.5, 8,
18 107 N/m2.5. By this definition all soil models have the same stiffness at 1 m depth. The
layered soil has a soft top layer of G1 = 2 107 N/m2 and a stiff underlying half-space of
G2 = 5 108 N/m2, and the layer height is varied as H = 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30 m.
The results are presented as four frequency-dependent complex compliance functions for
the horizontal, the vertical, the rocking and the horizontal-rocking coupling mode. The static
deformations of all pile foundations are given in the appendix for a better interpretation.
4

COMPLIANCE FUNCTIONS OF PILES IN HOMOGENEOUS SOILS

The compliance functions of the pile foundations are presented as amplitude and phase in
the frequency range between 0 to 16 Hz. The principle behavior can be discussed with the
horizontal component in Figure 2a. The amplitudes show only little variations with frequency,
whereas the phase is continuously decreasing with frequency. The horizontal component has
the most regular phase behavior, the phase delay increases almost linearly with frequency.
The corresponding horizontal deformation is shown in the Appendix, Fig. 8a. The
displacement has its maximum at the top of the pile. The displacements decrease rapidly with
the depth and reaches almost zero at 10 m. Therefore, it can be concluded that the standard
pile of 30 m length behaves like an infinitely long pile for the horizontal vibration modes.
The vertical vibration component is completely different (Fig. 8b). The vertical displacements change only a little along the pile length of 30 m. At the pile end, there are still
considerable amplitudes, and that means that the pile behaves like an almost rigid pile in the
vertical direction. The rocking and coupling components display at least one change of sign
before the displacements vanish at 15 or 20 m depth. The decrease is as strong as for the
horizontal component, the first minimum can be found at 5 to 7 m depth.
The rocking and coupling compliances in Figure 2c and 2d can therefore be read as the
compliances of infinitely long piles. They have also nearly constant amplitudes and decreasing phases. The phase delay has one difference compared to the horizontal one. It starts not
at zero frequency but at a later frequency of 4 to 8 Hz (rocking) or 2 to 4 Hz (coupling). The
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b)

a)

c)

d)

Figure 2: Amplitude and phase of the a) horizontal, b) vertical, c) rocking, and d) coupling compliance of the
standard pile foundation. Variation of the wall thickness t =  0.03, 0.05,  0.1,  0.2, 0.5,  1 m.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3: Amplitude and phase of the a) horizontal, b) vertical, c) rocking, and d) coupling compliance of the
standard pile foundation. Variation of the soil stiffness G =  2,  4.5,  8,  18 107 N/m2.
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maximum phase delay at 16 Hz is only 12 to 22° for the rocking and 25 to 45° for the
coupling component. This is small compared to 41 to 70° for the horizontal component. This
sequence horizontal, coupling, rocking will be found also for other characteristics.
The influence of the pile bending stiffness on the compliances is strongest for the rocking,
mid-strong for the coupling, and weakest for the horizontal component. The highest factor
between the softest and the stiffest pile is A1/A2 = 1.6/0.4 = 4 (rocking), the lowest factor is
A1/A2 = 1.25/0.9 = 1.4 (horizontal), whereas the ratio of the bending stiffness is EI2/EI1 =
0.79/0.09 = 8.8.
While Figure 2 shows the influence of the pile bending stiffness, Figure 3 demonstrates the
influence of the soil stiffness which is varied in the range of G2/G1 = 18/2 = 9. The horizontal
response varies quite strong between 0.6 and 4.1 10 -9 m/N, a factor of 7 close to the variation
of the soil stiffness. Quite contrary, the rocking amplitude displays the weakest influence of
the soil stiffness. The phases of the compliance, which correlate well with the damping of the
pile foundation, are strongly influenced by the soil stiffness for all components. The
maximum phase delay at 16 Hz is 28 to 71° (horizontal), 14 to 48° (coupling) and 7.5 to 23°
(rocking). (This is approximately  ~ G -0.5, whereas the influence of the pile stiffness is only
 ~ EI -0.25.) The damping by the radiation into the soil starts at higher frequencies for the
stiffer soils, at about 12 Hz for the rocking and at about 8 Hz for the coupling component. The
damping of the horizontal component starts at zero frequency.
When looking at the deformations in Fig. 9, the influence of the soil is clearly stronger than
the influence of the pile (Fig. 8) although the variations of G2/G1  EI2/EI1  9 are almost the
same. A soft soil yields a much deeper horizontal deformation (up to z = 15 m) than a stiff soil
(z = 5 m).
5
5.1

THE PILES IN INHOMOGENEOUS SOILS
Soil with parabolic increase of stiffness with depth (“parabolic soil”)

A soil body is loaded by its own weight. The static pressure is linearly increasing with
depth and yields a stiffening of the soil. The influence of the static pre-stress is in that way
that the stiffness of the soil increases with the square root of the depth. This natural soil model
has the smoothest variation of G and is presented in Figure 4 (compliance functions) and
Figures 10 (deformation).
The deformation of the “parabolic soil” (Fig. 10) is more restricted to the near-surface soil
compared to the homogeneous half-space (Fig. 9). This holds for all compliance components.
The amplitudes of the compliances seem to follow the same rules as for the homogeneous soil:
The influence of the soil is increasing in the order rocking, coupling, and horizontal component. The main difference to the homogeneous soil can be found for the phase functions (the
damping). The damping values are considerably reduced, see Table 1. The starting point of
the radiation damping is shifted to higher frequencies, for example from 2 to 4 Hz for the
softest soil and the rocking component (Figs. 3c and 4c). Moreover, the damping of the
horizontal component does no longer start at zero frequency, but has its own starting
frequency between 2 and 5 Hz (Fig. 4a).
5.2

Soil with linear increase of stiffness with depth (“linear soil”)

The soil model with a linearly increasing stiffness is a more theoretical model which has a
stronger variation G(z). The shear modulus at 1 m depth is the same for the homogeneous, the
parabolic and the linear soil model. The stiffness of shallower depths is lowest for the linear
and highest for the homogeneous soil model, and the stiffness at greater depths is highest for
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4: Amplitude and phase of the a) horizontal, b) vertical, c) rocking, and c) coupling compliance of the
standard pile in parabolic soil. Variation of the soil stiffness G* =  2,  4.5,  8,  18 107 N/m2.5.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5: Amplitude and phase of the a) horizontal, b) vertical, c) rocking, and c) coupling compliance of the
standard pile in linearly varying soil. Variation of the soil stiffness G’ =  2,  4.5,  8,  18 107 N/m3.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6: Amplitude and phase of the a) horizontal, b) vertical, c) rocking, and c) coupling compliance of the pile
in layered soils (G1/G2 = 2/50), variation of the layer height H =  ,  30,  20, 10,  5,  2.5 m.
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the linear and lowest for the homogeneous soil. The linear soil model shows the same characteristics as the parabolic soil, but all in a stronger realization. The deformation is concentrated
on shallower depths (Fig. 11), the damping (the phase delay) starts at higher frequencies and
reaches lower maximum values, see Figure 5 and Table 1.
variation
pile stiffness
homogeneous soil
parabolic soil
linear soil
layered soil

Figure
2
3
4
5
6

horizontal
40°-70°
28°-71°
18°-63°
8°-50°
22°-72°

coupling
25°-45°
14°-48°
8°-45°
3°-35°
18°-48°

rocking
12°-22°
7.5°-24°
3°-22°
1.5°-17°
10°-23°

Table 1: Damping expressed as the phase delay of the different compliance components for the parameter
variations in Figures 2 to 6.

5.3

Layered soils with different layer heights

The layered soils have some similarities to the continuously varying soil models, but also
some additional characteristics. Similarly, the displacements approach faster the zero (Fig. 12
compared to Fig. 9). Similarly, the phase delays are smaller (Fig. 6). In addition, small peaks
can be found in the compliances, for example at f = 0.7, 1.3, 2.6, 4.8, 8.5 Hz for the horizontal
component (Fig. 6a). At the same frequencies, the phase delay (the radiation damping) starts.
These frequencies are the resonant frequencies of the layer fL = vS/4H (= 0.8, 1.25, 2.5, 5,
10 Hz). Deep layers have a low layer frequency so that only the low frequencies are
concerned. On the other hand, the shallow layers affect a wider frequency range, but it should
be stated that the damping is not zero below the layer frequency. The low frequency damping
follows the damping of the stiff underlying half-space. Another special point is that a layering
deeper than 10 m has little effect on the results. The results are almost the same as for the soft
half-space (curve  in Fig. 6) because the deformation for a soft half-space does not reach
beyond 10 m (Fig. 9). In case of shallow layers, the compliances are reduced by the stiff
underlying half-space, most strongly for the horizontal component where AL/AH = 1/4 for
H = 2.5 m and AL/AH = 2.5/4 = 0.6 for H = 5 m.
6

EVALUATION OF STATIC RULES

The influence of the bending stiffness EI of the pile and the stiffness G of the soil on the
compliances of the pile foundation can be analysed in more detail. It is convenient to use the
ratio of the pile and soil stiffness as the elastic length

l4

EI
.
G

(4)

The static compliances of an infinitely long pile can then be presented as
u
1 R

f1 
F Gl  l 

u
1
R
 2 f2  
M Gl
l 


1
R
 3 f3  
M Gl
l 

(5)

with the n-th power (n = 1, 2, 3) of the elastic length. The numerical results of section 4
(homogeneous soils) are evaluated for the functions fi(R/l) which are power functions with the
power q
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(6)

with the power q = 0.49 for the horizontal compliance in a homogeneous soil. The equation
expresses the strong influence of the soil on the horizontal compliance and, at the same time,
the weak influence of the pile. The exponents of the power laws for all compliance or stiffness
components are compiled in Table 2.
In case of the continuously inhomogeneous soils, the stiffness of the soil is expressed by
different moduli which yield different elastic lengths

G* 

G
z

and l*  4.5

EI
G*

G' 

G
z

and l '  5

EI
G'

(7)

where the fourth root is replaced by a higher root with 4+p, p = 0.5 or 1.0. Finally, the
stiffnesses of different components and different soil models can be calculated as
q

K ~ R EI

n p q
4 p

1

G

n p q
4 p

(8)

The exponents of all power laws follow from the corresponding exponent q, which has been
derived from the FEBEM calculations, and are given in Table 2.
parameter

component
horizontal
radius R
coupling
rocking
horizontal
pile stiffnesss
coupling
EI
rocking
horizontal
soil stiffness
coupling
G, G*, G’
rocking

homogeneous
0.49
0.57
0.36
0.13
0.36
0.66
0.87
0.64
0.34

parabolic
0.59
0.58
0.33
0.20
0.43
0.70
0.80
0.57
0.30

linear
0.62
0.56
0.36
0.28
0.49
0.73
0.72
0.51
0.27

Table 2: Exponents of the power laws for the static stiffnesses of pile foundations

The strong influence of the soil for horizontal excitation can be found for all soil models as
well as the reduced soil influence for the coupling and especially for the rocking excitation.
The more inhomogeneous the soil is, the weaker is its influence on the foundation stiffness
components. While a homogenous soil has a much stronger influence than a Winkler support,
the linearly inhomogeneous soil has nearly the lower powers of the Winkler soil (0.75, 0.5
0.25 for the influence of the homogeneous bedding modulus on the horizontal, coupling and
rocking component). The influence of the pile radius as parameter of the pile-soil contact has
been found similarly strong for the three continuous soil models.
7

WIND ENERGY TOWER

An offshore wind energy tower of total length L = LT+LW+LP = 70+20+30 m = 120 m has
been modelled in detail. The tower is founded on a monopile foundation with a pile radius of
R = 3 m and a wall thickness of t = 0.06 m. The tower has a thinner wall above the water level
where the thickness is in the range of t = 0.034 to 0.016 m decreasing with height. The tower
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a)

b)

c)
d)

Figure 7: Amplitude and phase of the transfer functions of a wind energy tower, a) horizontal wave load, b) vertical top load, c) horizontal wind load, response at the top of the pile, variation of the soil stiffness G =
 2,  4.5,  8,  18 107 N/m2. d) 1st, 2nd, 3rd horizontal mode
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radius becomes smaller with increasing height from R = 3 m to 2 m on the top 35 meters. On
the top of the tower, a concentrated mass of 300.000 kg is assumed to represent the rotor and
the nacelle. The wind energy tower is excited by horizontal wind loads FT at the top of the
tower, by horizontal wave loads FW at the sea level, and by vertical loads FV at the top of the
tower (machine loads, weight). The corresponding horizontal and vertical responses are analysed at the top of the pile foundation.
Figure 7 shows the transfer functions of the pile foundations for all three excitations and
for four different homogeneous soils. The vertical load yields a vertical resonance at 8 Hz
(Fig. 7b). The horizontal loads yield three resonances up to 16 Hz (Fig. 7a,c). The vibration
modes at 0.4, 3.6, and 8.4 Hz in Figure 7d can be characterized as 1) a dominant tower top
motion, 2) a dominant mid-tower vibration with one maximum, and 3) a tower vibration with
two opposite maxima. The heavy top mass has reduced amplitudes for the 3rd and especially
for the 2nd vibration mode.
The 2nd and 3rd horizontal resonance frequencies are increased with a stiffer soil. The resonance amplitudes also increase with increasing soil stiffness. Thus, a soft soil is advantageous
because of its higher radiation damping. On the other hand, the soft soil causes a higher static
response which can yield a higher resonance amplitude as in Figure 7b. If the material
damping is dominant over the small radiation damping at very low frequencies, the order of
the amplitudes can be even reverse (Fig. 7a). Obviously, the correct behavior of the pile
foundation is important for the response of wind energy towers to dynamic loads.
8

CONCLUSION

The soil has a strong influence on the dynamic compliance, the stiffness and damping, of
pile foundations. This influence has been quantified for homogeneous, continuously inhomogeneous, and layered soil models. The influence of the soil increases from the rocking to the
coupling to the horizontal foundation stiffness. The influence also increases from the most
inhomogeneous soil with linearly increasing modulus to the less inhomogeneous parabolic
soil to the homogeneous soil. The same rules hold for the damping which is strongest for a
homogeneous soil and the horizontal component. The damping of all inhomogeneous soils
and the damping of the rocking and coupling component have almost zero damping at low
frequencies. The results for the dynamic pile compliances are used to calculate the response of
an example wind energy tower demonstrating the damping effects of different homogeneous
soils.
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APPENDIX: PILE DEFORMATIONS
The following Figures 8 to 12 present the static deformations of all pile foundations of the
parameter variation. Sub-figures a show the horizontal displacements due to the horizontal
load which are usually smoothly approaching zero. The vertical displacements due to the
vertical load in sub-figures b have only a weak reduction along the pile length. The response
to a moment is given in sub-figures c and d (the rotation and the displacement) which both
show one or more changes of sign before they approach zero. The approach to zero is faster
for stiffer and for more inhomogeneous soils. A softer soil or a stiffer pile yield a deeper
deformation or in other words a longer elastic length means a longer or deeper deformation.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 8: Static deformation of the standard pile foundation, the a) horizontal, b) vertical, c) rocking, and
d) coupling component. Variation of the wall thickness t =  0.03,  0.05,  0.1,  0.2,  0.5,  1 m.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 9: Static deformation of the standard pile foundation, the a) horizontal, b) vertical, c) rocking, and
d) coupling component. Variation of the soil stiffness G =  2,  4.5,  8,  18 107 N/m2.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 10: Static deformation of the standard pile in parabolic soil, the a) horizontal, b) vertical, c) rocking, and
d) coupling component. Variation of the soil stiffness G* =  2,  4.5,  8,  18 107 N/m2.5.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 11: Static deformation of the standard pile in linearly varying soil, the a) horizontal, b) vertical, c) rocking,
and d) coupling component. Variation of the soil stiffness G’ =  2,  4.5,  8,  18 107 N/m3.

b)

a)

c)

d)

Figure 12: Static deformation of the pile in layered soils (G1/G2 = 2/50), the a) horizontal, b) vertical, c) rocking,
and d) coupling component. Variation of the layer height H =  ,  30,  20, 10,  5,  2.5 m.
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Abstract. This paper presents an analytical model, based on the beam-on-dynamic Winkler
foundation approach, for the evaluation of the kinematic stress resultants in single inclined
piles subjected to the propagation of seismic waves. The Euler-Bernoulli beam model is
adopted for the pile whereas analytical solutions available in literature for viscoelastic layers
undergoing harmonic vibrations of a rigid disk are used for the soil. The coupled flexural and
axial behaviour of the pile is governed by a system of partial differential equations, with the
relevant boundary conditions, that is solved analytically in terms of exponential matrices. The
solution for piles embedded in a homogeneous soil deposit is presented. Some applications,
including comparisons of results with those obtained from rigorous boundary element formulations, demonstrate that the model, characterised by a very low computational effort, is able
to accurately predict stress resultants in inclined piles subjected to seismic loading.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Beam-on-Dynamic Winkler Foundation approach (BDWF) has been largely used in
the literature to study the problem of a single pile subjected to seismic loading. According to
this approach, the soil-pile interaction is captured through the definition of Winkler’s coefficients (spring and dashpot coefficients) that may be characterised by a linear or nonlinear behaviour. Despite the nonlinear approach is more suited to model soil-pile interaction
phenomena under severe earthquakes, linear approaches are very often preferred for different
reasons, the most important of which is the possibility to solve the problem in the frequency
domain, where the frequency dependent nature of the soil-pile interaction phenomena can be
directly included and convergence problems can be avoided. In this framework, the definition
of Winkler’s coefficients, able to capture the dynamic stiffness of the soil-pile system and the
frequency dependent radiation damping phenomena, constitutes an important task, since they
strongly affect both the kinematic and the inertial response of the soil-foundation system [1].
The linear BDWF approach has been used extensively to study the response of vertical
piles subjected to dynamic loading for which closed-form solutions, as well as simplified expressions for the prediction of the dynamic stiffness, the kinematic pile response and the maximum bending moments along the pile, have been derived. On the contrary, applications of
such approaches to inclined piles are not so popular in the literature and more sophisticated
finite element or boundary element models are preferred [2-7].
In this paper an analytical model for the analysis of kinematic stress resultants arising in
inclined single piles subjected to the propagation of seismic waves is presented. The model is
based on the BDWF approach and an analytical solution of the problem is derived by assuming a linear behaviour of both the pile and soil. In particular, the pile is modelled as a EulerBernoulli beam having a generic inclination and the soil-pile interaction is captured by defining soil impedances according to expressions available in the literature for viscoelastic layers
undergoing harmonic vibrations of a rigid disk. The coupled flexural and axial behaviour of
the pile is described by a system of partial differential equations, with the relevant boundary
conditions, that is solved analytically exploiting exponential matrices. Some applications are
performed to demonstrate the model efficiency, comparing results, in terms of stress resultants along piles, with those available in the literature, resulting from rigorous boundary element formulations.
2

ANALYTICAL MODEL

The analytical formulation of the dynamic problem of a single pile embedded in a homogenous soil deposit and subjected to the free-field seismic displacements is presented in this
section. The problem is formulated in the frequency domain by assuming a linear viscoelastic
behaviour for the pile and soil.
2.1

Kinematics

A single circular pile of diameter  and length L, embedded with a generic inclination in a
homogeneous soil deposit and subjected to a free field motion, is considered and a global orthonormal reference system frame {0, x, y, z} is defined with the origin at the top plane of the
stratum and the z axis directed downward (Figure 1a). A local reference system {0, , , } of
the pile, having the  axis passing through centroids of the circular cross sections, is also introduced.
With reference to points lying on the pile axis, if  is the circular frequency, the soil displacements at depth z are described by the complex valued vector
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Figure 1: (a): Pile section in the homogeneous stratum; (b) pile section subjected to interaction forces and (c) soil
stratum subjected to propagating seismic waves and interaction forces.

u ; z 
u g ; z    h

 u z ; z  31

(1)

in which sub-vector uh groups horizontal components in x and y directions. Similarly, the
free-field motion at the pile location uff is partitioned by grouping horizontal components in
sub-vector uff,h

u ff ,h ; z 
u ff ; z   

 u ff , z ; z  31

(2)

Under the assumption that no gap between the pile and the soil arises during the motion,
pile displacements are conveniently expressed as
u l ;    Ru g ; z 

(3)

where R is a rotation matrix that allow expressing pile displacements with respect to the local
reference system, starting from displacements expressed with respect to the global one. According to the Euler-Bernoulli model, the displacement field of the generic point of the pile
cross-section can be obtained from
u t ;  


sTl ; , ,    

u ;    ut ;    a,  31

(4)

where prime denotes derivatives with respect to  and a(,)=[,]T is the vector of local coordinates  and  of the cross section generic point. The pile undergoes only the longitudinal
normal strain

  ; , ,    u ;    ut;    a, 
2.2

(5)

Viscoelastic linear problem

The pile is constituted by a linear viscoelastic material, characterized by Young’s modulus
Ep and material damping p, taken into account according to the correspondence principle [8].
During the motion, the pile interacts with the surrounding soil and resultants of the soil reactions are assumed to be constituted by forces distributed along the pile.
By grouping the horizontal components of the soil reaction resultants in sub-vector rh, and
denoting by rz the vertical component, vector of the line reaction forces is (Figure 1b)
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r ; z 
r ; z    h

 rz ; z  31

(6)

By considering the soil stratum constituted by infinite horizontal independent layers with
linear viscoelastic behaviour, reaction forces are given by (Figure 1c)





r; z    u ff ; z   u g ; z 

(7)

where  is the 3x3 impedance matrix of the unbounded soil layers. Matrix  can be populated considering results of studies by Dobry et al. [9], Makris and Gazetas [10] and Gazetas and
Dobry [11]. Components of matrix  represent forces necessary to induce unitary harmonic
vibrations of a rigid disk at depth z. The equilibrium condition of the pile may be expressed
by the Lagrange-D’Alembert principle that, suitably integrated by parts, furnishes
L
L
L
 L

 L

E *p  J  ut uˆ t d  A u uˆ  d    2  p  A u t  uˆ t d  A u  uˆ  d  J  ut  uˆ t d 
0
0
0
 0

 0






  RR u l  uˆ l c z d   Ru ff  uˆ l c z d  E *p Au  uˆ   Jut  uˆ t  Jut uˆ t  0
L

T

L

0

L

(8)

0

  2  p Jut  uˆ t  0  Ft  uˆ t  F uˆ   M t  uˆ t  0  Ft  uˆ t  F uˆ   M t  uˆ t  L  0

uˆ l  0

L

where J is the inertia matrix and A is the area of the pile cross section, respectively, while
Ep*=Ep(1+2ip) is the complex elastic modulus of the pile material [8]. From Equation (8),
according to the fundamental theorem of variational calculus, the local balance conditions
1, 2





3
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1, 2
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1, 2



3

(9)
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as well as the relevant boundary conditions
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uˆ 
0

uˆ t (10)

uˆ t

l ,m

are derived. In equations (9),

S A indicates segments of a generic matrix A constituted by the
i, j

subset of rows comprised between i and j and the subset of columns comprised between l and
m. Equations (9) is a system of ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients
whose unknowns are the complex valued function ul() fulfilling the boundary conditions (10)
that encompass both kinematic and static conditions.
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u t 
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u 
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u 
ut
 
ut101

(11)

System (9), with the boundary conditions (10), can be thus rewritten in the canonical form

x  Bx  c;  

Dx  P S xˆ
1

1, 5

0

(12)
xˆ

0

Dx  P S xˆ
1

1, 5

(13)
0
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(15)

are complex valued matrices, depending on the stiffness of the pile cross section and on the
impedance of the soil layers, while
0




0




0
3

1  1, 2
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3
3
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0
3
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are vectors depending on distributed soil-pile reaction forces and loads concentrated at the
pile ends, respectively.
Equation (12) is a linear system of ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients whose general solution is obtained by summing the complementary solution (solution
of the associate homogeneous equation) to a particular solution depending on the external
loads. It can be demonstrated that such a solution may be written as

x  E;  g  E;   E1 ;  cd

(18)

where E is the exponential matrix defined through a series expansion by


E;    

1 k
B  k
k  0 k!

(19)

and g is the vector of the integration constants that has to be calculated from the boundary
conditions (13). Equation (18) is of general validity and the evaluation of the particular solution requires to know the expression of the free field motion; in this paper the case of onedimensional propagation of shear and pressure waves in the vertical direction is considered.
These are governed by expressions

u ff ,h ; z   q h eikh z  t h e ikh z

(20)

u ff , z ; z   q z eikz z  t z e ikz z

(21)

where

kh 

2
Vs2 1  2i s 

kz 

2
VLa2 1  2i s 

(22)

are the complex wavenumbers associated to the propagation of shear and pressure waves, respectively, and qh, th, qz and tz are integration constants depending on the boundary conditions
(i.e. at the ground surface and at the bedrock level) [12]. Taking into account equation (16)
c  Q h e

ikhcz 

 Th e

 ikhcz 

 Q z e

ikz cz 

 Tz e

 ikz cz 

(23)
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By substituting (23) in (18) yields
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which, for properties of exponential matrix, can be rewritten as
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are the particular solutions for shear and pressure waves propagating in the vertical direction,
respectively. Differently from classical numerical methods (e.g finite element method and finite difference method), this approach allows expressing the problem solution analytically; in
the case of homogeneous soil deposit the discretization of the pile axis is not needed to
achieve an accurate numerical solution.
Once the solution is determined, stress resultants in the pile can be obtained with

 0
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APPLICATIONS

In this section, some applications are presented in order to show the model potential in capturing the kinematic stress resultants in inclined piles subjected to propagating seismic waves.
For this proposes, results of some applications available in Padron et al. [5], performed with a
boundary element model, are considered as benchmarks. The adopted geometrical and mechanical parameters are reported in Figure 2; applications are performed considering 12 m
long piles with different inclination ( = 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°) embedded in a homogeneous soil
deposit characterised by two different shear wave velocites (Vs = 250 and 110 m/s). The pile
Young’s modulus and density are Ep = 30000 MPa and p = 2.5 t/m3, respectively. The seis-
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mic input at the ground surface is constituted by an artificial accelerogram with a peak ground
acceleration ag = 0.375g, individually matching the elastic response spectrum for ground type
C and 5% damping. This has been obtained according to the Gasparini & Vanmarcke spectrum-compatible nonstationary ground motion model [13]. The seismic action is applied in
the x direction. For this applications the pile is not subdivided and the Lysmer’s analogue velocity is assumed for the compression waves within the whole pile.
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Figure 1: (a) Pile geometry and (b) seismic input.
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Figure 2: (a) Envelops of absolute kinematic shear force and bending moments along the pile.
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Figure 3: Envelops of maximum and minimum axial force along the pile.

Figure 3 shows the envelopes of absolute values of shear forces and bending moments arising along the pile as a consequence of the kinematic interaction. Results obtained by considering different pile inclinations are reported with curves of different colours for both the
investigated soil deposits, characterised by pile-soil modulus ratios Ep/Es = 100 (Vs = 250 m/s)
and Ep/Es = 500 (Vs = 110 m/s). Furthermore, benchmarks are reported with marks while continuous lines are used for results of the proposed formulation. For both pile-soil modulus ratios benchmark shear forces are overall well reproduced, independently on the pile rake angle.
However, with reference to Ep/Es = 100 significant differences are evident in proximity of the
pile head and also nearby the pile base; in particular, benchmark shear forces are higher than
those evaluated with the proposed approach at the pile head and slightly lower at the pile base.
Local inconsistency at the pile head is probably due to the adopted local soil-pile impedances,
based on the plane-strain assumption, which are not able to capture the dynamics of soil layers near the ground surface, characterised by a reduced degree of confinement and by the
propagation of surface waves. Previous observation is confirmed by results of Ep/Es = 500,
namely of a softer soil, for which shear forces arising in proximity of the pile head are better
captured. As for bending moments, the benchmarks are well reproduced for both soil conditions (Ep/Es = 100, 500) expect for the local inconsistencies in proximity of the pile head
where bending moments resulting from the BE approach tend to reduce, probably as a consequence of the minor degree of confinement exerted by the superficial soil. As explained above,
this effect cannot be captured by the proposed model unless different local soil-pile impedances, suitably calibrated to capture these phenomena, are implemented. As expected, discrepancies between benchmarks and the present results at the pile head reduce in the case of
softer soils (Ep/Es = 500). Anyway, bending moments at the head appear to be consistent as
they are characterised by a vertical tangent, according to the null value of shear force.
Figure 4 shows the envelopes of maximum and minimum axial forces along the pile obtained from the applications. Maximum discrepancies of about 25÷30% between benchmarks
and the proposed solution are observed for both soil conditions (Ep/Es = 100, 500), mainly
concentrated in the lower half-length of the pile.
From an overall standpoint, kinematic shear forces and bending moments induced by the
seismic wave propagation reduce by increasing the pile rake angle, independently on the soil
stiffness, while, as expected, axial forces increase.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

An analytical model, based on the BDWF approach, for the evaluation of kinematic stress
resultants arising in inclined single piles subjected to the propagation of seismic waves in the
soil has been presented. The pile is modelled as a Euler-Bernoulli beam having a generic inclined configuration and the soil-pile interaction is captured exploiting elastodynamic solutions available in the literature. The coupled flexural and axial problem is solved analytically
exploiting exponential matrices and analytical expressions of kinematic stress resultants are
provided. The model is characterised by a computational effort much lower than that associated with numerical solutions formulated with the finite element or boundary element methods.
Some applications are performed comparing results with those available in the literature,
derived from rigorous boundary element solutions. Results demonstrate that shear forces and
bending moments along the pile resulting from more rigorous approaches, are well reproduced, independently on the pile rake angle and soil conditions (overall errors of about 10%
are obtained). However, local inconsistencies at the pile head are observed; these may be due
to the adopted elastodynamic solutions to model the soil-pile interaction. As for axial forces,
greater discrepancies with benchmarks (ranging between 25÷30%) are evident for both soil
conditions, mainly concentrated in the lower half-length of the pile.
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Abstract. High-speed rails are an attractive alternative to other forms of intercity transportation. It is a fast, cost-efficient and environmentally friendly solution, which is being developed
in various countries across the world. However, in order to be successful, high-speed rails need
to transport the passengers as close as possible to the city centres. Therefore, railway tracks
have to go through densely populated urban areas, which causes a number of issues. One of
the biggest complaints from the inhabitants living near such infrastructures is the high vibration
and noise levels caused by the passing trains.
Unfortunately, the prediction of vibrations in nearby structures is difficult, as wave propagation
from the vibration source to the structure is a complex phenomenon. The behaviour of the structure is highly dependent on the path along which the vibrations travel between their source and
the building itself. Especially in the densely built urban environment, the wave propagation
path can have different features, such as underground infrastructure, roads, pavements or even
other nearby buildings. Such features might have a significant effect on the final excitation of
the structure in question.
This work aims to analyse how different features in the wave propagation path affect the excitation of a structure. A numerical model is constructed to account for the track structure and
the underlying soil. The model utilizes a finite-element model for the structures together with a
semi-analytical model of the underlying soil. Different features in the wave-propagation path
are introduced, and their effects are compared regarding the behaviour of the structure and the
free-field.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Continued development of railway infrastructure causes some issues related to vibrations in
nearby structures. To make the railways an effective form of passenger transportation the railway stations need to be as close as possible to urban centres. This means that railway tracks
need to go through densely built urban environments, causing unwanted vibrations in nearby
structures. However, in situ testing of these cases is an expensive and time-consuming task
which is sometimes even impossible to carry out. Therefore, computational prediction tools are
needed to evaluate the effect on nearby structures. It is not an easy job as wave propagation
through soil is a complex phenomenon that depends on a large number of unknowns. The
ground between the source of vibrations and receiver point might often contain various obstructions. These obstructions might be on the ground surface or embedded inside the soil body, for
example roads, footpaths, demolished building foundations, or sewer lines. This is especially
true in a tightly built urban environment.
One of the most commonly used approaches to model the soil body is the finite-element (FE)
method. Using this method it is possible to model both the structures interacting with the ground
and the ground itself. However, to avoid reflections from the boundaries, absorbing boundary
conditions must be used, as in the work by Connolly et al. [1], or the FE model must be coupled
to a boundary-element formulation, as in the work by Andersen and Nielsen [2], Nielsen et al.
[3] or Andersen [4]. Hence, a semi-analytical soil model can be beneficial to use, especially if
the modelled geometry is not very complicated. The semi-analytical approach requires less
computational resources and is faster to compute, and infinite boundaries are already included
in the formulation. The method is based on analytical evaluation of the Green’s function in
frequency–wavenumber domain. The original layer-transfer matrix, used in the model, was developed by Thomson [5] and Haskell [6]. Further, the semi-analytical model is commonly used
for problems involving wave propagation through soil. For example, Sheng et al. [7] used this
method to analyse the vibrations from a simplified railway track placed on the soil surface.
This work also uses the semi-analytical model to model the ground, which is later coupled
to structures modelled using an FE approach. The aim is to analyse the effects of various obstructions in the wave propagation path. The effects of these obstructions in the wave path might
be an important factor to consider when analysing the ground-borne vibrations, and often they
are completely dismissed in this type of analysis. For this, a computational model was constructed that considers a railway track coupled to the underlying ground as described in Section
2. Further, the analysed cases and parameters used are introduced in Section 3. Finally, the
obtained results are presented in Section 4, and Section 5 contains the main conclusions.
2

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Problems regarding wave propagation through soil can be split into three main components:
the vibration source, the propagation path and the receiver. Each of these elements has an effect
on the overall system behaviour. In this paper, the vibration source is a railway track, which is
introduced in Subsection 2.2. Further, the vibrations propagate through a layered soil for which
a semi-analytical model is used as explained in Subsection 2.1. To reduce the number of variables, the receiver is only modelled as a rigid footing on the soil surface.
2.1 Soil model and coupling to finite elements
A semi-analytical approach is used to model the ground. In this case it is more advantageous
compared to FE-based approaches due to lower computation times, which allows testing a wider
variety of cases. The method is based on an analytical expression for the Green’s function in
horizontal wavenumber–frequency domain:
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Equation (1) provides a relation between a load applied at point 1 and the corresponding
displacements
at point 2. The Green’s function
is dependent on the horizontal wavenumbers , the vertical coordinates , of both points, and the circular frequency .
After establishing the solution, a numerical inverse Fourier transform is performed to obtain
a solution in space–frequency domain. The method assumes that the soil is linear viscoelastic,
composed of layers with perfectly horizontal interfaces and with a horizontal ground surface.
To couple the semi-analytical model to the FE formulation of other parts, soil–structureinteraction (SSI) nodes are used. By establishing Green’s function relations between these
nodes, a flexibility matrix for the soil is obtained. Inverting the flexibility matrix provides the
dynamic stiffness matrix for the soil,
, which can then be added to the dynamic stiffness
matrix of the FE-based parts,
, to obtain an expression for the whole system:
,

iω

ω

,

(2)

is the stiffness matrix,
is the damping matrix,
is the mass matrix, and i is
where
the imaginary unit: i √ 1. The calculations are then performed for the fully coupled system
in frequency domain. A more detailed description of the soil model is available in the work by
Andersen and Clausen [8], and coupling of multiple structures via the soil was discussed by
Andersen [9] and Bucinskas et al. [10].
2.2 Railway track and embankment model
The structure of the railway track has a great impact on how the vibrations are transferred to
the soil body. Further, the presence of the track introduces secondary effects to the system such
as waves travelling through the embankment and back coupling to the surrounding structures.
Therefore, proper modelling of the track structure is important.
To reduce the computational requirements of the model and decrease the computation time,
shell elements were used to model the railway track and embankment. A cross-section of an
embankment can be seen in Figure 1. A single plate was constructed to model the whole embankment. Mindlin-Reissner shell finite elements were used with four nodes and linear Lagrangian interpolation of the displacements and bending rotations. Two types of elements were used:
an element type with three layers to model the three-layered embankment, and an element type
with four layers to model the sleepers together with the embankment. Using these element types,
the embankment plate is assembled to model the sleepers and all layers of the embankment.
Two rails are connected separately to the embankment. The rails are modelled as EulerBernoulli beam elements with two nodes and cubic displacement interpolation. The rails and
sleepers are connected through rail pads, which are modelled as a spring and damper system.
Thus, the rails are discretely supported only at the positions where the sleepers are located.

Figure 1: Railway track and embankment cross-section.
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Figure 2: Parts of the track structure. In blue: three layered embankment shell elements; in red: four layered
(including sleepers) embankment shell elements; in green: rail beam elements; in grey: soil surface;
in yellow: SSI nodes; in magenta: rigid links between soil–embankment and embankment–rail.

The railway embankment is a three-dimensional structure with a considerable thickness.
Therefore, modelling the whole embankment as a single flat plate might not be sufficient. To
obtain a more realistic model, the plate was placed at the mid-plane of the embankment and
then connected to the soil through rigid links. The rigid link length is equal half of the thickness
of the embankment. This way the lateral displacements and rotations of the embankment nodes
were coupled to lateral displacements of the SSI nodes. The same approach was then used to
connect the embankment and the rail pads. The rigid links were introduced into the FE matrices
using Lagrange multipliers. This approach was not difficult to implement, as the FE matrix
structure stayed unchanged. An example of the FE model of the track can be seen in Figure 2.
Introducing rigid links to the system better represents the real structure, but this kind of
formulation also has some disadvantages. The plate representing the embankment does not
share nodes with the soil, and thus the number of degrees of freedom in the system increases
significantly. Further, Lagrange multipliers also introduce additional constraints to the system,
which leads to further increase of FE matrix sizes.
3

ANALYSED CASE

A rail track of 30.0 m length was modelled as described in the previous section. The embankment has a width of 4.0 m and is composed of three layers: a 0.5 m thick subgrade layer,
a 0.2 m thick sub-ballast layer, and a 0.3 m thick ballast layer. The material properties for these
and other materials used are given in Table 1. The sleepers are embedded in the ballast layer,
and they are placed at 0.6 m intervals along the track. The sleepers are constructed from concrete with dimensions 0.2 0.2 2.5 m3. The rails are made from steel and modelled with a
rectangular 0.15 0.08 m cross-section, and the gauge is 1.4 m. The rails are connected to the
sleepers via rail pads with stiffness 1.2∙108 N/m and damping 1.24∙105 Ns/m.
Vibrations are measured on a rigid surface footing placed 20.0 m from the track structure.
The rigid footing has a square shape with a side length of 3.0 m. The footing is assumed to be
0.8 m thick and made from concrete. Therefore, the mass density of concrete is used to calculate
the mass and mass moments of inertia, which are then added to the corresponding degrees of
freedom of the rigid footing.
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Material
Concrete
Steel
Ballast
Sub-ballast
Subgrade
Clay
Sand

Young’s modulus (MPa)
30000
210000
100
300
120
80
250

Poisson’s ration (-)
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.48
0.30

Mass density (kg/m3)
2400
7900
1800
2200
2100
2000
2000

Damping ratio (-)
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.040
0.045
0.050

Table 1: Materials and their properties used in the analysis

The whole rail track structure and the receiver footing are placed on a 4.0 m thick layer of
clay which lies on top of a half-space of sand. This stratification was chosen because the relatively soft layer of clay over the stiffer material (sand) “traps” the propagating vibrations in the
upper soil layer, leading to higher excitation at the receiver position.
The system is excited by placing a vertical unit load on one of the rails. It is placed in three
different positions along the rail: Position 1—at the centre of the track in the longitudinal direction; Position 2—6.0 m along the track from the centre; Position 3—12.0 m from the centre.
In all of the positions, the load is acting on a node that is also connected to a sleeper through
the rail pad. Using different positions allows analysis of the system response for cases in which
the obstructions in the soil are not in the direct path of the propagating waves.
Four different cases were investigated:
 Free-field conditions. Nothing is placed between the rail track and the receiver footing.
This case is used for comparison with other cases.
 A rigid box is embedded between the track and the footing, 10.0 m from the track. The box
dimensions are 3.0 3.0 3.0 m3. The top of the box is embedded 1.0 m from the ground
surface. It is assumed that the box is filled with soil and that the density of the walls is
close to the density of the surrounding soil. Therefore, the additional mass is not considered.
 A single-lane road is placed on the ground surface between the source and the receiver,
10.0 m from the track. The road is placed alongside the track and has the same length (30.0
m) as the rail track. It is constructed from concrete. The dimensions are: width 4.0 m and
thickness 0.3 m. The road structure is modelled using Mindlin-Reissner shell finite elements coupled to soil through SSI nodes.
 A concrete pipe is placed alongside the rail track, 10.0 m from the track and embedded
1.5 m into the soil. As in the previous case, the pipe runs alongside the track and has the
same length. The pipe is modelled as a cylindrical tube with an outer diameter of 1.0 m
and an inner diameter of 0.75 m. It is modelled as a finite Euler-Bernoulli beam coupled
to the soil through SSI nodes.
 Same as previous case, just this time the pipe is oriented at 45° angle to the rail track. The
pipe centre is 10 m from the track.
 Once again the same embedded pipe is used. In this case, the pipe is at 90° angle to the
track, that is the pipe goes under the rail track and extends towards the receiver footing.
4

THE EFFECT OF OBSTRUCTIONS IN THE WAVE PROPAGATION PATH

The wave propagation path was analysed for the previously described six cases. The analysis
was performed from 1 Hz up to 50 Hz, with 1 Hz intervals. The results are presented in Figures
3 and 4.
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Figure 3: Steady state soil surface response for a load applied on the rail at the centre of the track, excited at
25 Hz. Blue/yellow shades indicate positive/negative displacement in vertical direction. The red dots on the rail
show the three positions in which the load is applied within the analysis. In this case, the load is only applied in
the first point. Top left: free-field; top right: road placed between the track and receiver; middle left: embedded
rigid box; middle right: embedded pipe along the track; bottom left: embedded pipe at 45° angle to the track;
bottom right: embedded pipe at orthogonal to the track.

Figure 3 shows the response of the soil surface excited at 15 Hz. All cases are shown for the
load placed on the rail at Position 1. It is evident that the displacements of the soil are effected
significantly by obstructions in the wave propagation path. The road surface forms a waveimpeding barrier for the propagating surface waves, thus decreasing the displacement field over
a large area. However, the effect at the receiver footing is rather small. Further, the embedded
rigid box has a larger effect for the receiver footing, however it is localized to a small shadow
area behind the box. The overall effect to the displacement is much smaller when compared to
the road case. Further, all three cases of embedded pipes cause very different behaviour of the
system. For the pipe laid along the track, the effects are very similar to the road case—the
displacement field is reduced in a large area, but the effects at the receiver footing are small. It
can be seen that obstructions have less impact when the obstructions are laid orthogonally to
the propagating waves. This is illustrated in the next case—embedded pipe at 45° angle. In this
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case there is a significant reduction of displacements at the receiver footing, while the displacements are increased directly in front of the embedded pipe. Finally, the last case, the embedded
pipe orthogonal to the track, provides the most significant reduction of displacements for the
receiver footing. However, similar to the embedded box, the effects are localized to a smaller
area and the surrounding displacement field is largely unaffected.
Further, Figure 4 shows the absolute velocities at the receiver position for all cases. Overall
it can be seen that introducing obstructions in the wave propagation field have the highest effect
in frequency ranges between 7–40 Hz, while frequencies up to 7 Hz are almost unaffected. In
the 7–30 Hz range, the obstructions tend to reduce the velocities at the receiver position when
compared to the free-field case. However, in the 30–40 Hz range the effects are not as evident.
In this range, some cases—especially the road—tend to increase the velocities significantly.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4: Response at the receiver for obstructions in the wave propagation path: a) load Position 1, applied on a
rail at the centre of track; b) load Position 2, applied on a rail 6.0 m from the centre of the track;
c) load Position 3, applied on a rail 12.0 m from the centre of the track.
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Further, Figure 4 shows that pipe running along the rail track has a very small effect when
the load is placed at Position 1. However, this effect increases when the load is placed further
from the track centre. A completely opposite behaviour is observed with the pipe placed orthogonally to the track—the effects become smaller when the centre the load is placed further
away from the track. This shows that the angle at which the waves reach the obstruction is a
very important factor in the analysed system. The road case has a similar effect as the pipe
placed along the track, but the overall effects across all loading positions are higher. This is due
to larger stiffness and mass introduced to the system by the road, when compared to an embedded pipe. However, in the 30–40 Hz frequency range, the changes in absolute velocity relative
to the reference case become positive, that is the velocities at the receiver increase when compared to the free-field case. Finally, the rigid box has a more localized effect. For loading in
Positions 1 and 2, the effects are positive and rather large, but as soon as the box is not in the
direct wave path between source and receiver (loading at Position 3) these effects disappear
almost completely.
5

CONCLUSIONS

A presentation has been given of ground vibration due to harmonic excitation. Analysis was
performed to investigate the effects of obstacles placed inside the soil body or on the ground
surface between the source and the receiver. The load was applied on a railway track and the
response was checked on a surface footing. Five different cases were tested: an embedded rigid
box (simulating an infilled tank or former cellar), a segment of a single-lane road (or a large
footpath) running parallel to the rail track on the soil surface, and three different orientations of
an embedded pipe in the wave propagation path. The cases were compared to the free-field
response with no obstacles in or on the ground. A computational model was created using an
FE formulation to model the rail track structure and the obstructions, while the soil was modelled using a semi-analytical approach.
The results show that obstruction in the wave propagation field does cause significant
changes in the overall system behaviour. In most cases, the obstacles have a mitigation effect,
thus reducing the absolute velocities, especially within the 7–30 Hz frequency range. However,
in some cases, the response increases within the 30–40 Hz frequency range. The effects of the
structures considered in this paper are mostly seen at higher frequencies. This can be explained
by the relatively small size of the considered structures, where at lower frequencies the wavelength in the soil body is much longer than the dimensions of the structures. Therefore, the
effects at low frequencies are very small.
Future work could investigate these effects for a wider frequency range together with different soil-stratification cases. Further, analysis could be performed for different obstructions to
the propagating waves that are commonly present, such as: tree roots, large boulders, underground cables, etc. Also more in-depth analysis of different orientations of the structures considered might reveal different effects caused to the system.
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Abstract. This paper examines the influence of imperfectly known local subsoil conditions on
the response prediction of buildings to ground-borne environmental vibration. A probabilistic finite element-perfectly matched layers model is developed for the analysis of the dynamic
soil-structure interaction problem where the shear modulus of the soil is modeled as a conditional random field. An incident wave field is propagated through the finite element-perfectly
matched layers model by decomposing the displacement field of the soil in accordance with the
subdomain formulation developed for the dynamic soil-structure interaction problem. Monte
Carlo simulation is used to propagate the uncertainty on the subsoil properties to the response
of a building. A parametric study is performed with respect to the spatial correlation length
of the random field representing the shear modulus of the subsoil, and the foundation type of
the building. The uncertain subsoil properties affect both the incident wave field exciting the
building and the dynamic stiffness of the coupled soil-building system. The uncertainty of the
building response varies over frequency bands but as a general trend increases with frequency.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Ground-borne vibration in the built environment are induced by environmental sources like
road and railway traffic or construction and industrial activities. The passage of vehicles over
uneven roads or tracks and the operation of heavy machinery generate elastodynamic waves
that propagate through the soil and impinge on the foundation of nearby structures leading
to structural vibrations. These vibrations may lead to malfunctioning of sensitive equipment,
discomfort of people and structural damage. Furthermore, noise can be re-radiated from floors
and walls.
Dynamic soil-structure interaction plays a crucial role in the prediction of the response of
structures due to ground-borne vibration. Studies on dynamic soil-structure interaction initiated
in the field of earthquake engineering for the design and construction of structures of high
importance [1]. More recently, the growing traffic volume, the development of high-speed
railway lines and the expansion of underground transportation networks in densely populated
urban areas have lead to an interest in the problem for environmental vibration where building
on the prior developments computational models have been developed for both the prediction
of the induced incident wave field and the structural response [2].
In these models, the soil is commonly idealized as a horizontally stratified visco-elastic halfspace composed by homogeneous layers. However, geotechnical investigations suggest that
the soil properties exhibit considerable spatial variability even within apparently homogeneous
soil deposits [3]. This variability is mainly attributed to the physical processes involved in the
formation of the soil layers but also to man-made activities that may perturb the properties of
virgin land. Since the soil directly beneath a building can have a predominant role in its response
[4], the aim of this paper is to assess the influence of imperfectly known local subsoil conditions
on the response predictions of buildings to ground-borne induced vibrations.
The paper starts with introduction of the dynamic soil-structure interaction model and the
particularities of incorporating an incident wave field in the analysis. Next, the modeling of the
stochastic subsoil is discussed. Finally, the results of a parametric study involving investigation
with respect to the spatial correlation length of the random field representing the shear modulus
of the subsoil, and the foundation type of the building are presented.
2

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

In dynamic soil-structure interaction computational models, the semi-infinite extent of the
soil needs to be taken into account by allowing the radiation of elastodynamic waves to infinity.
This is achieved by using either coupled finite element (FE)-boundary element (BE) formulations [5] or finite element formulations in conjunction with absorbing boundary conditions
(ABC) [6, 7] or perfectly matched layers (PML) [8]. Both the coupled FE-BE formulations
and the FE formulations with ABC or PML have advantages and disadvantages that make them
preferable for different problem settings. For the applications of this paper, a FE-PML formulation is used as it proved computationally more efficient.
2.1

The dynamic soil-structure interaction model

Figure 1a depicts the dynamic soil-structure interaction problem considered in this work.
The building Ωb is surrounded by a bounded volume of subsoil Ωis with imperfectly known
properties whereas the rest of the subsoil Ωes is considered well known. The building is excited
by an incident wave field ûinc , where the hat above the variable denotes its representation in the
frequency domain. Figure 1b shows how this problem is modeled by means of finite elements
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Figure 1: (a) Dynamic soil-structure interaction problem and (b) FE-PML model.

and perfectly matched layers. The computational domain Ω is divided into the regular domain
Ωr = Ωb ∪ Ωis and the PML buffer zone Ω̃es surrounding this domain. The regular domain Ωr is
modeled with FE where the material properties of Ωis are modeled as conditional random fields
(section 2.3) with a small zone close to the boundaries of this domain having deterministic
properties. The PML buffer zone Ω̃es aims to simulate the truncated unbounded soil Ωes at the
limits of the regular domain Σie . The soil-foundation interface is denoted as Σbs . The FE-PML
model is developed based on the three-dimensional elastodynamic equations in the frequency
domain.
In order to artificially attenuate the elastodynamic waves that enter into the PML buffer zone,
complex coordinate stretching is applied in Ω̃es . For a coordinate s, representing the x, y or z
coordinate, the stretched coordinate s̃ is defined as [8]:
s̃ =

s

Z
0

λ̂s (s) ds = so +

Z

st

so

λ̂s (s) ds

(1)

The stretch function λ̂s is defined as:
λ̂s (s) = α0s (s) +

α1s (s)
iω

(2)

where α0s and α1s are polynomial functions that control the amplitude attenuation of the evanescent and propagating waves inside the PML buffer zone, and ω ∈ R is the frequency of analysis.
The FE system of equations is written in the frequency domain as:
K̂û = f̂

(3)

where K̂ = K + (iω)2 M is the dynamic stiffness matrix of the system with K ∈ Cn×n and
M ∈ Cn×n the stiffness and mass matrix with n the number of degrees of freedom in the model.
The vector û ∈ Cn×1 collects the nodal displacements while f̂ ∈ Cn×1 collects the equivalent
nodal loads. Equation (3) can be rewritten in an expanded form according to the subdomain
definitions of figure 1:
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where θ denotes an elementary event of the event space Θ. Since the material properties in Ωis
are modeled as random fields, the corresponding dynamic stiffness block matrices in equation
(4) are also stochastic. The mapping of the stochastic material properties of Ωis onto the finite
element model is briefly discussed in section 2.3.
To facilitate the subsequent discussion, it is useful to rewrite equation (4) by dynamically
condensing the degrees of freedom of the soil ûs on the degrees of freedom ûΣbs of the soilfoundation interface Σbs :


K̂bb



K̂Σbs b

(

K̂bΣbs

ˆ
K̃Σbs Σbs (θ)

ûb
ûΣbs

)




 f̂
b
= ˆ

 f̃
Σbs (θ)

(5)

−1
ˆ
with ˆ
f̃ Σbs = f̂ Σbs − K̂Σbs s K̂ss f̂ s and K̃
Σbs Σbs the Schur complement of K̂ss on K̂Σbs Σbs :
−1
ˆ
K̃
Σbs Σbs = K̂Σbs Σbs − K̂Σbs s K̂ss K̂sΣbs

2.2

(6)

Incorporation of an incident wave field

In order to propagate an incident wave field ûinc generated by a remote excitation source in
n
through the FE-PML model, an equivalent traction field ˆ
t̄ on the interface Σie needs first to
be determined. This traction field is defined based on a methodology where the displacement
field of the soil in Ωes is decomposed in accordance with the subdomain formulation of the
soil-structure interaction problem as was originally conceived for FE-BE formulations [9]. The
displacement field ûes in the exterior soil Ωes is decomposed as (figure 2):

Ωes

ûes = ûinc + ûd0 + ûsc

(7)

In this expression, ûinc is the displacement field of the globally deterministic soil Ωs = Ωes ∪
due to a remote excitation source (figure 2b), ûd0 is the locally diffracted displaceΩi,det
s
ment field radiated in the exterior soil Ωes with excavated the interior soil Ωis for which applies
ûd0|Σie = −ûinc|Σie on the interface Σie (figure 2c), and ûsc is the stochastic diffracted displacement field radiated in the exterior soil Ωes due to the displacements of the stochastic interior soil
Ωis on the interface Σie (figure 2d).
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Figure 2: Decomposition of (a) the displacement
ûinc of the globally deterministic soil Ωs = Ωes ∪
the diffracted displacement field ûsc .

On the interface Σie , the compatibility condition ûis = ûes applies and the equilibrium equation reads as:
t̂

n





nes

ûis + t̂

(ûes ) = 0
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where t̂ ûis and t̂ s (ûes ) are the traction fields imposed on the interface Σie by the stochastic
interior soil Ωis and the deterministic exterior soil Ωes , respectively. Subsequently, the decomposition of equation (7) is introduced in equation (8):
n

t̂

nes





nes

ûis + t̂

(ûsc ) = −t̂

(ûinc ) − t̂

|

nes

(ûd0 )

{z

on Σie

(9)

}

ˆt̄n
The resultant tractions on the left hand side of equation (9) are the stochastic tractions imposed
on the interface Σie by Ωs = Ωes ∪ Ωis , whereas the resultant tractions on the right hand side
n
of the equation are the required deterministic tractions ˆ
t̄ on the interface Σie to propagate the
exterior incident wave field ûinc through the stochastic interior soil Ωis .
The weak form of equation (9) is obtained by considering a virtual displacement field v̂
over the interface Σie where after using the same shape functions as for the FE-PML model
discretization, the following set of equations is obtained:
Z
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The left hand side of equation (10) corresponds now to the dynamic impedance of the FE-PML
model on interface Σie , while the right hand side contains the required equivalent nodal forces
on the interface Σie that represent the exterior incident wave field ûinc .
ne
The deterministic displacement field ûinc and traction field t̂inc = t̂ s (ûinc ) of the globally
deterministic soil Ωs = Ωes ∪ Ωi,det
are computed using a source model, generally assuming that
s
the coupling between the subproblems of the source and the receiver can be disregarded [10].
In the present work, the direct stiffness method is used for this purpose [11].
The second integral on the right-hand side of equation (10) is not computed directly as the
ne
traction field t̂d0 = t̂ s (ûd0 ) is not known a priori. Instead, the integral is implicitly evaluated
through the displacement field ûinc on the interface Σie . According to the definition of the locally diffracted
field ûd0 , this problem boils down to computing the reaction forces
 displacement

e
e
r̂Σie = r̂Σie ûd0|Σie on the interface Σie of the FE-PML model with excavated the interior soil
Ωis due to imposed displacements ûd0|Σie = −ûinc|Σie on the interface Σie (figure 3). The FEPML system of equations of the truncated exterior soil Ω̃es due to imposed displacements ûeΣie
on the interface Σie is:
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with ûeΣie = ûd0|Σie = −ûinc|Σie . Rearranging and solving this system with respect to r̂eΣie yields:
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The required nodal loads f̂ s due to an incident wave field are finally obtained as:
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Figure 3: (a) Locally diffracted displacement field ûd0 and (b) FE-PML model of the truncated exterior soil Ω̃es .

n

where r̂e = r̂eΣie , 0
2.3

oT

according to equation (11).

Stochastic subsoil modeling

The subsoil in Ωis is modeled as a heterogeneous isotropic elastic medium with imperfectly
known material properties. In the present paper, the characterization of the elastic properties of
the subsoil is based on its shear modulus G and Poisson’s ratio ν. The shear modulus is selected
as an elastic parameter to characterize the subsoil because some of its statistical properties
can be implicitly elicited from cone penetration test (CPT) data for which a large database is
available [12]. Because the variation of the Poisson’s ratio ν and the material density ρ within
soil deposits is rather small, their values are fairly considered as deterministic. Hence, the
investigation focuses only on the shear modulus G of the subsoil in the following.
The shear modulus G of the subsoil in Ωis is modeled as a random field G(x, θ) defined over
the parameter space x ∈ Ωis [13]. Since the complete probabilistic characterization of the shear
modulus G(x, θ) is infeasible, its description relies only on its second order statistics. Thus, the
information on the shear modulus G(x, θ) limited to its marginal probability distribution func2
(x) and auto-correlation coefficient ρGG (x, x0 ).
tion (PDF) pG (θ), mean µG (x), variance σG
Because the shear modulus G(x, θ) should take strictly positive values, the Gamma distribution
is opted as its marginal PDF. The covariance function CGG (x, x0 ) is defined as:
CGG (x, x0 ) = σG (x) σG (x0 ) ρGG (x, x0 )

(14)

The stochastic shear modulus G (x, θ) is simulated through a translation process based on
the Nataf multivariate distribution [14]. The non-Gaussian shear modulus G (x, θ) is defined as
a non-linear function of an underlying Gaussian random field G (x, θ) as:
G (x, θ) =

PΓ−1

PN

G (x, θ) − µG (x)
σG (x)

!!

(15)

where PΓ−1 is the inverse of the target Gamma marginal cumulative distribution (CDF), PN is
the standard normal CDF function, and µG (x) = µG (x) and σG (x) = σG (x) are respectively
the mean and variance of G (x, θ). Furthermore, because matching material properties at the interface between Ωis and Ωes are desirable, the shear modulus G (x, θ) is modeled as a conditional
random field Ḡ (x, θ) with prescribed deterministic values at the interface Σie [13].
In order to generate realizations of the shear modulus Ḡ (x, θ), it is necessary to reduce its
infinite dimensionality into a finite set of random variables. In this work, this is achieved by
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discretizing the continuous parameter space x ∈ Ωis into a finite set of control points xk ∈ Ωis
with k ∈ {1, ..., nk } [15]. After discretization, the random field Ḡ(x, θ) is represented by a
random vector Ḡ (θ) corresponding to the evaluation of the random field at the set of control
points xk . Realizations of the random vector Ḡ (θ) can be then generated as:
nm
X

Ḡ (θ) ≈ µG +

ξk (θ)

q

λk φk

(16)

k=1

where λk and φk are the k-th eigenvalue and eigenvector of the covariance matrix C̄GG respectively, and ξk (θ) are random variables sampled from the standard Gaussian distribution
N (0, 1). In order to improve the representativeness of the sampled pool of realizations, Latin
hypercube sampling with artificial correlation reduction is used in the present paper [16]. This
sampling scheme explores the event space more uniformly avoiding the formation of clusters
of realizations that might stall convergence in a Monte Carlo simulation. The number nm ≤ nk
of eigenpairs (λk , φk ) included in the expansion of equation (16) can be decided based on a
maximum acceptable relative truncation error:
 (nm ) = 1 −

nm
X

1


Tr C̄GG



λk ≤ max

(17)

k=1

where Tr (·) denotes the trace of a matrix.
In equation (4), the dynamic stiffness block matrices are formulated by taking into account
the continuous variation of the shear modulus Ḡ (x, θ) in Ωis . The stochastic shear modulus
Ḡ (θ) is first evaluated at the finite element nodes and subsequently interpolated at any point of
domain Ωis by using the same FE shape functions as for the interpolation of the displacements
[17].
3

PARAMETRIC STUDY

The influence of the imperfectly known local subsoil conditions on the response predictions of buildings to ground-borne vibration is assessed in a parametric study. To this end,
a three story reinforced concrete office building is considered with the dimensions shown in
table 1. The Young’s modulus of the building is Es = 30 GPa while its material density is
ρs = 2500 kg/m3 . Figure 4 shows the i-th floor layout of the building. Two different cases are
hs [m]
3

ts [m]
0.15

C [m × m]
0.35 × 0.35

B [m × m]
0.20 × 0.50

Wx [m × m] Wy [m × m]
1.50 × 0.20 0.20 × 1.50

Table 1: R/C building characteristics.

examined for the building’s foundation: a) a uniform raft foundation with thickness tf = 0.60
m, and b) individual footings for each column and wall with a thickness of tf = 0.40 m. The
soil underneath the building is modeled as a visco-elastic half-space with the mean properties shown in table 2. The building response is investigated by computing transfer functions
which relate its displacements to a point load applied at the surface of the soil at the point
S (−34 m, −26 m, 0 m) with respect to the origin of the reference system. The analysis is performed in the frequency range between 1 Hz and 80 Hz which is of interest for problems of
environmental ground vibration.
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3m
Wx

1.5 m

3.75 m
y
Wy

z

Ai

C
x

B

3.75 m

Fi
3.75 m

3.75 m

3.75 m

Figure 4: Building layout at the i-th floor where Wx and Wy stands for the walls in the x and the y direction,
C stands for the columns and B for the beams. The outline of the foundation footings is also shown with dashed
lines. The receiver locations Ai and Fi at the i-th floor are indicated with ×.

h [m]
∞

Cs [m/s]
300

Cp [m/s]
600

G [MPa] ν [−] ρ [kg/m3 ]
162
1/3
1800

β [−]
0.01

Table 2: Subsoil mean properties.

Figure 5 shows the FE-PML model. The subsoil is discretized with three-dimensional
twenty-node finite elements. A maximum element size le = 0.75 m is used for the mesh, corresponding to 5 quadratic finite elements per shear wavelength λs at a frequency of 80 Hz. The
building is modeled with frame and eight-node shell elements. Hysteretic damping is assumed
for the building with η = 2ξ = 0.05.
The shear modulus of the soil in Ωis (figure 5) is modeled as a conditional random field
Ḡ (x, θ) with a Gamma marginal PDF and a coefficient of variation CoV = 0.25 according to
the methodology outlined in section 2.3. An isotropic squared exponential correlation coefficient function is assumed for the covariance of the unconditional random field G (x, θ) which
ensures continuous field realizations:
0

CGG (x, x ) =

2
σG

|x − x0 |2
exp −
lc2

!

(18)

In general, the variation of the material properties in soil deposits is anisotropic as the correlation length in the vertical and horizontal directions are not the same. However, in order to
develop a general understanding of how the spatial variability of the subsoil properties influences the response predictions of buildings, a single isotropic correlation length is considered
in the present paper. The correlation length lc of the shear modulus Ḡ (x, θ) is chosen to lie
within the upper range of typical correlation lengths of CPT data [12]. Thus, two correlation
lengths are examined: lc = 1 m and lc = 1.50 m. The generation of the stochastic shear modulus realizations is performed for a relative truncation error max = 0.05. Figure 6 shows two
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Ωb

Σbs

Σie

Ωis

9.75 m

Ω̃es
12.75 m

9.75 m

Figure 5: FE-PML model. The shear modulus in the green part of Ωis is modeled as a conditional random field
whereas in the blue part it is deterministic. The subdomain definitions are in accordance with figure 1.

realizations of the stochastic shear modulus of the soil mapped onto the finite element mesh for
the two correlation lengths considered.

(a)

(b)
G [MPa]
50

100

150

200

250

300

Figure 6: Realizations of the stochastic shear modulus of the soil mapped onto the finite element mesh. Shear
modulus with correlation length (a) lc = 1 m and (b) lc = 1.50 m.

In order to understand how the uncertain local subsoil conditions affect the response of buildings to ground-borne vibration, two loading cases are considered, an actual and an artificial. The
actual loading case (LC1) is the solution of the problem where the incident wave field propagates through Ωis before it impinges the foundation of the building. This loading case allows
to assess the overall influence of the uncertain local subsoil conditions on the response of the
building. In this case, the nodal forces f̂ s of equation (4) are used to propagate the incident wave
field through the FE-PML model. In the artificial loading case (LC2), the incident wave field is
applied as nodal forces ˆ
f̃ Σbs directly on the soil-foundation interface Σbs according to equation
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(5) and assuming it has propagated through the subsoil with the deterministic properties of table 2. The main difference between the two loading cases is that the incident wave field which
finally impinges the foundation of the building in LC1 is perturbed by the (stochastic) heterogeneity of Ωis (figure 7b) whereas in LC2 it is not. The artificial loading case is considered as it
provides additional insight by allowing to examine solely how the uncertain subsoil conditions
affect the dynamic stiffness matrix of the coupled soil-building system and, equivalently, its
modal characteristics.

(b)

(a)

Figure 7: Snapshot of the free field response u(t) = Re (|û|exp (iωt + i6 û)) at 80 Hz and t = 0. (a) Homogeneous subsoil with the mean properties of table (2) and (b) subsoil with the shear modulus realization of figure 6b.

The uncertainty is propagated from the subsoil properties to the response of the building
by means of Monte-Carlo simulation. In total, nR = 1000 realizations are used to estimate the
uncertainty on the building response. This uncertainty is quantified by computing the coefficient
of variation and by constructing confidence regions for the building response. The former is
defined as:
CoV|ûj | =

σ|ûj |
µ|ûj |

(19)

where σ|ûj | and µ|ûj | are the standard deviation and the mean value of the response |ûj | of the
j-th degree of freedom. Alternatively, a confidence region with a confidence level of pc = 90%
for the response |ûj | can be defined such that:
ˆ |ûu |) ≥ p
P (|ūlj | ≤ |ûj | ≤
c
j

(20)

where the lower |ûlj | and the upper |ûuj | bounds are obtained as the 5% and 95% percentiles
of |ûj | respectively. By utilizing the bootstrap method [18], confidence regions can be also
estimated for CoV|ûj | .
3.1

Free field and foundation response transfer functions

Figure 8 shows the transfer function of receiver F0 (figure 4) in the z direction for the case
where the correlation length of the random field representing the shear modulus of the subsoil is
lc = 1 m. The response is presented for the free field without the presence of the building and the
cases of the building with raft foundation and the building with individual foundation footings.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Mean and (b) coefficient of variation of the transfer function of receiver F0 (figure 4) in the z
direction for lc = 1 m. Free field response (black), building with raft foundation (blue) and building with individual
foundation footings (green). The 90% confidence regions are shaded grey.

The uncertainty of the free field response of F0 increases almost linearly with the frequency.
After the construction of the building the response of F0 generally follows a similar trend but
with some major difference as the stiffness of the building and especially the foundation affect
the response of F0 in two ways. First, the response near the resonance and antiresonance frequencies of the coupled building-soil system gets amplified and decreased respectively when
compared to the free field response [19]. Second, the response at higher frequencies is lower
than the free field response for increasing stiffness of the foundation.
3.2

Building response transfer functions

Figures 9 and 10 show the response of receiver A1 (figure 4) of the building with raft foundation for the two considered correlation lengths lc of the random field representing the shear
modulus of the subsoil. The uncertainty of the response is larger in LC1 than in LC2 as the
former includes both the influence of the stochastically perturbed incident wave field and the
impact of the stochastic subsoil on the modal characteristics of the coupled soil-building system.
In LC1 the uncertainty increases almost linearly with respect to the frequency for the vertical
response (figure 9d) while for the horizontal response there are certain frequency bands where
the response of the coupled soil-structure system is found to be more sensitive to the subsoil
properties (figures 9b and 9b). These frequency bands can be associated with the eigenmodes
of the coupled soil-building system that get particularly activated by the induced excitation.
As for each realization of the shear modulus of the subsoil the modal characteristics of the
coupled system are slightly different and since the response close to resonance frequencies is
extremely sensitive to the damping present in the system, frequency bands of increased uncertainty emerge. Similarly, there are other frequency bands in which the structural response is
less sensitive. These frequency bands can be associated with eigenmodes of the system that
are not sensitive to the subsoil properties. Furthermore, the uncertainty bounds of the response
decrease when the stochastic shear modulus of the subsoil has a shorter correlation length. In
this case, the wavelength of the elastodynamic waves in the soil is much larger compared to the
length scale of spatial fluctuations of the material properties and consequently any local scale
variation of the subsoil properties is not resolved in the response.
Figure 11 compares the response of receiver A1 between the building with raft foundation
and the building with individual footings. The correlation length of the random field representing the shear modulus of the subsoil is lc = 1 m. The general trends of the response are in
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Transfer functions of receiver R1 (figure 4) for the building with raft foundation and the LC1 with lc = 1
m (blue line) and lc = 1.5 m (red line). (a) Mean and (b) coefficient of variation of the response in the x direction,
(c) mean and (d) coefficient of variation of the response in the z direction. The 90% confidence regions are shaded
grey.

accordance with the previously stated observations. Nevertheless, the building with individual
footings is more sensitive to the subsoil properties, exhibiting higher uncertainty to its response.
Because the size of the individual footings is small compared to the scale of variation of the subsoil material properties, each footing rests on top of a soil with different material properties. As
a result, the spatial variation of the material properties of the soil cannot be averaged out in the
response of the building.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the influence of the imperfectly known local subsoil conditions on the response
predictions of buildings to environmental ground vibration is examined. A parametric analysis
is performed with respect to the statistical characterization of the shear modulus of the soil and
the foundation type of the building.
The uncertainty of the response of the building is traced on the stochastically perturbed incident wave field that excites the building and the impact of the stochastic subsoil on the modal
characteristics of the coupled soil-building system. The correlation length of the stochastic subsoil properties affects the uncertainty bounds of the response of the building. Furthermore, it is
demonstrated that the foundation type of the building is a crucial factor determining its response
and the associated uncertainty bounds. Generally, the structural response uncertainty increases
at higher frequencies. The sensitivity of the structural response to the subsoil properties varies
considerably over frequency bands, however.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10: Transfer functions of receiver R1 (figure 4) for the building with raft foundation and the LC2 with
lc = 1 m (blue line) and lc = 1.5 m (red line). (a) Mean and (b) coefficient of variation of the response in the
x direction, and (c) mean and (d) coefficient of variation of the response in the z direction. The 90% confidence
regions are shaded grey.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11: Transfer functions of receiver R1 (figure 4) for the building with raft foundation (blue line) and the
building with individual foundation footings (red line) for the LC1 with lc = 1 m. (a) Mean and (b) coefficient of
variation of the response in the x direction, and (c) mean and (d) coefficient of variation of the response in the z
direction. The 90% confidence regions are shaded grey.
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Abstract. A hybrid base isolation system was used to retrofit two residential buildings in Solarino, Sicily. Subsequently, five free vibration tests were carried out in one of these buildings
to assess its functionality. The hybrid base isolation system combined high damping rubber
bearings with low friction sliders. In terms of numerical modeling, a single-degree-of-freedom
system is used here with a new five-parameter trilinear hysteretic model for the simulation of
the high damping rubber bearing, coupled with a Coulomb friction model for the simulation
of the low friction sliders. Next, experimentally obtained data from the five free vibration tests
were used for the calibration of this six parameter model. Following up on the model development, the present study employs Monte-Carlo simulations in order to investigate the effect of
the unavoidable variation in the values of the six-parameter model on the response of the base
isolation system. The calibrated parameters values from all the experiments are used as mean
values, while the standard deviation for each parameter is deduced from the identification tests
employing best-fit optimization for each experiment separately. The results show that variation
in the material parameters of the base isolation system produce a nonstationary effect in the
response. In addition, there is a magnification effect, since the coefficient of variation of the
response, for most of the parameters, is larger than the coefficient of variation in the parameter
values.
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Figure 1: The Solarino building in Via Baden Powell 25, Solarino, Sicily.

1

INTRODUCTION

Base isolation has been extensively used over the last decades for the protection of structures
against earthquakes. The concept behind base isolation is the idea of introducing a flexible
layer between the superstructure and its foundation [1], so to simply reduce the transmission
of energy from the ground to the superstructure [2]. To this end, the mechanics behind an
isolation system are: (i) a flexible support in order to elongate the natural period of the structure,
(ii) energy dissipation in order to control the relative displacements and (iii) sufficient rigidity
under service loads to avoid unnecessary motion [3]. The first mode of an isolated structure
involves only deformations in the superstructure, while the higher modes do not contribute to
the response due to orthogonality conditions [4].
The first efforts for Italian buildings to be retrofitted with base isolation started in 2004, [5].
Among those buildings were two four-story R/C residential buildings in Via Baden Powell 2325, Solarino, Eastern Sicily, [6]. The retrofit included a hybrid base isolation system (HBIS),
which combined 12 high damping rubber bearings (HDRB) with 13 low friction sliding bearings
(LFSB), [6]. In July 2004, static and dynamic tests were performed on one of the two Solarino
buildings, [7], see Fig. 1. The static tests were used for the identification of the static friction
force, while the dynamic ones were in the form of free vibration tests following application and
instantaneous release of a displacement close to the design value.
In the years following these experiments, research efforts were made towards dynamic identification of the Solarino HBIS by using several mechanical models and various identification
techniques [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. In the present study, a five-parameter trilinear hysteretic model
(THM) developed in [10, 11] will be used for the HDRB response, while a single-parameter
constant Coulomb friction model (CCFM) will be used for the LFSB response.
Uncertainties inherently exist in the loading as well as in the material and geometric parameters of engineering systems. Within the framework of safe engineering design, papers in the
literature primarily deal with the effect of stochastic earthquake excitation on the structural response. For instance, Ref. [13] studies the stochastic response of secondary systems attached
to a BI structure undergoing random ground motions described by a filtered white noise model.
In Ref. [14], the randomness of earthquake loads is considered, but a parametric investigation
with regard to deterministic structural - isolator parameters is also conducted. In [15], only the
properties of the superstructure are treated as random variables in an optimization procedure.
The effect of uncertain near-field excitations on the reliability-based performance and design of
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Table 1: List of abbreviations.

BHM
CCFM
CMA-ES
HBIS
HDRB
LCFM
LFSB
MCS
SDOF
THM

bilinear hysteretic model
constant Coulomb friction model
covariance matrix adaptation - evolution strategy
hybrid base isolation system
high damping rubber bearing
linear Coulomb friction model
low friction sliding bearing
Monte Carlo simulation
single-degree-of-freedom
trilinear hysteretic model

base-isolated systems is explored in [16]. In fact, very few publications consider uncertainty in
the base isolator parameters. For instance, the stochastic response of base isolated liquid storage tanks is computed in [17] using a polynomial chaos expansion to represent the uncertainty
in the characteristic parameters of a laminated rubber bearing isolator. Finally Ref. [18], [19]
perform robust optimum design of BI systems taking into account the uncertainty in the isolator
parameters.
In the above work, assumptions were made regarding the statistical characteristics of the
isolator parameters. In the present paper, the parameters of the adopted HBIS are calibrated
by using experimental evidence [20]. Specifically, the aforementioned five free vibration tests
performed in Solarino will be used to define the mean value and standard deviation of the sixparameter mechanical model. The effect of parameter variation on the response of the HBIS will
be investigated in the framework of Monte Carlo simulation (MCS), leading to useful conclusions about the probabilistic characteristics of the response. Finally, for a list of abbreviations
used throughout the paper, the reader is referred to Table 1.
2

MECHANICAL MODELS

Two possible THMs based on different mechanical representations exist, but as it was shown
in [11] only one is able to describe the HDRB response satisfactorily. This THM comprises
three elements, a linear elastic spring of stiffness ke (element 1) in series with a parallel system,
namely a plastic slider of characteristic force fs (element 2) connected in parallel with a trilinear
elastic spring with stiffnesses kh1 , kh2 and characteristic displacement uc (element 3), see Fig. 2.
The compatibility, equilibrium and constitutive equations of the THM are presented in Table 2.
As shown in Fig. 2(e) the THM has three plastic phases (1-3) and one elastic phase. Plastic
phase 1 has stiffness k2 (shown in yellow), plastic phase 2 has stiffness k1 (shown in green),
plastic phase 3 has stiffness k2 (shown in blue) and the elastic phase has stiffness k0 (shown
in red), Fig. 2(e). The two characteristic displacements are also shown, namely the first yield
displacement uy and the second yield displacement u3 . The force at zero displacement after
yielding (F2 ) and the force at second yield displacement u3 in the loading phase with positive
displacement, (F3 ) are defined as follows:
F2 = (k0 − k1 )uy ;

F3 = k0 uy + k1 (u3 − uy )

(1)

The resulting THM is a five-parameter system and the relationships between the mechanical
parameters (ke , kh1 , kh2 , fs , uc ) shown in Fig. 2(a) and the mathematical ones (k0 , k1 , k2 , uy , u3 )
shown in Fig. 2(e) are listed in Table 3.
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Figure 2: Trilinear hysteretic model (THM): (a) mechanical model (b) fe1 − ue for element 1 (c) fe2 − uh for
element 2 (d) fe3 − uh for element 3 and (e) overall fT − u graph.

Table 2: Compatibility, equilibrium and constitutive equations of the THM.

Compatibility

u = ue + uh

Equilibrium

fT = fe1 = fe2 + fe3

fe1 = ke ue
fe2 (u̇h 6= 0) = fs sgn(u̇h )
Constitutive law fe2 (u̇h = 0) = fe1 − fe3
fe3 (|uh | ≤ uc ) = kh1 uh
fe3 (|uh | > uc ) = (kh1 uc + kh2 (|uh | − uc ))sgn(uh )

Table 3: Relationships between mechanical and mathematical parameters of the THM, see Figs. 2(a),(e).

ke = k0 ;

0
;
kh1 = k1 k0k−k
1

0
kh2 = k2 k0k−k
;
2
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fs = k0 uy ;

1
uc = (u3 − uy ) k0k−k
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Figure 3: Constant Coulomb friction model (CCFM): (a) mechanical model (b) overall fF − u graph.

Figure 4: Single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system representing a base-isolated building.

The constant Coulomb friction model is used for the description of the behavior of the LFSB
component, Fig. 3. This model is defined by the characteristic force ff and its constitutive
equation after initiation of motion (u̇ 6= 0) as follows:
fF = ff sgn(u̇)

(2)

When motion stops (u̇ = 0) the friction force fF can take any value between −ff < fF < ff .
3

EQUATION OF MOTION UNDER FREE VIBRATIONS

In terms of numerical modeling, a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system is used, see
Fig. 4. The equation of motion of the SDOF system under free vibration excitation is given by:
mü + fT + fF = 0

(3)

where fT denotes the force in the trilinear model of the HDRB component and fF denotes the
force in the friction model of the LFSB component.
3.1

Constitutive equations for the THM

The restoring force in the THM, fT (u, u̇) assumes different forms according to whether
the system experiences an elastic phase or a plastic phase of motion. The force-displacement
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relationship for the elastic phases is given by the following expression:
fT (u, u̇) = FIe (u̇) + k0 (u − ueI )

(4)

where (FIe , ueI ) is the starting point of the elastic phase. The three plastic phases are governed
by the following equations:
fT (u, u̇) = FJ sgn(u̇) + hJ (u − uJ sgn(u̇)),

(J = 1, 2, 3)

(5)

where (FJ , uJ ) are characteristic points of the upper plastic phases. As it may be seen from
Fig. 2(e), u2 = 0, h1 = h3 = k2 and h2 = k1 .
3.2

Constitutive equation for the CCFM

Independently of the phase of motion, the resisting force in the slider, fF (u, u̇), is always
given by Eq. 2. At times when the system stops, the friction force must satisfy the following
inequality:
|f˜F (uR , 0)| ≤ ff
(6)
where uR is the residual displacement.
3.3

Rest conditions

The system will come to rest if the following conditions are satisfied:
sgn(ü ) = −sgn(u̇ )

(7)

fF
(8)
m
where ü and u̇ denote the acceleration and the velocity just before the stoppage. When the
system stops (u̇ = 0), it can reach a position of static equilibrium different from the original
unstrained one, as long as the following equation is satisfied:
|ü | ≤ 2

fT (uR , 0) + f˜F (uR , 0) = 0
3.4

(9)

Analytical solution

The above expressions for the restoring force in the THM, and for the friction force in the
slider, show that each phase of motion, whether elastic or plastic, is governed by linear equations. The differential equation of motion can then solved analytically, see [20].
4

IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE

As previously mentioned a static test and six free vibration tests were performed on one of
the two Solarino buildings in 2004. Test numbers 1 and 2 were the static test and a trial test for
the push-and-release device, respectively. The following six tests, numbered from 3 to 8, were
dynamic free vibration tests under imposed initial displacements. The identification procedure
was applied to five of the six dynamic tests, namely tests 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Test number 4 was
not considered, since it was performed under a nominal initial displacement of only 4.06cm.
The parameters defining the dynamic system described by the models shown in Fig. 2(e) and
Fig. 3(a) are listed in the following system parameter vector: [m, k0 , k1 , k2 , uy , u3 , ff ]. Consider
first the following relationships:
r
ki
ωi
ff
; fi =
; uf = ; (i = 0, 1, 2)
(10)
ωi =
m
2π
k0
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Next, if we include the imposed initial displacement u0 , the system parameter vector to be
optimized becomes:
S = [u0 , uy , uf , f0 , f1 , f2 , u3 ]
(11)
where f0 the elastic frequency, f1 the first post-yield frequency, f2 the second post-yield frequency.
The identification procedure is based on fitting the acceleration response predicted by the
model to that measured during the experiments. Accelerations are used because they can be
measured reliably. Let A0 and t0 be the experimental acceleration and time vectors, while A
and t are the acceleration and time vectors of a candidate solution. Then the error, or fitness
function, of the identification procedure, can be defined as:
e2 =

(A0 − A, A0 − A) (t0 − t, t0 − t)
+
(A0 , A0 )
(t0 , t0 )

where
(A, B) =

N
X

Ai Bi

(12)

(13)

i=1

is the standard inner product and N is the length of the vectors considered. The Covariance
Matrix Adaptation-Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) was used to minimize the error defined by
Equation 12, [21].
Finally, the mass of the system was evaluated as
m=

ω02 uy

+

F0 − Ff S
− uy ) + ω22 (u0 − u3 )

ω12 (u3

(14)

when using the THM. In the above equation, F0 is the magnitude of the force applied to impose
the initial displacement u0 , and Ff S is the static friction force measured in the first static test.
5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The effect of parameter variation on the response of the HBIS is examined here in the framework of MCS. The set of parameters derived by the identification procedure from the previous
section will constitute the mean parameter set for all the experimental tests to be used in the
MCS (see Table 4). The identified mass for each test is presented in Table 5 along with the
static friction force in the first static test Ff S and the magnitude of the force applied to generate
the initial displacement u0 , F0 . The standard deviation (std), for each parameter is deduced
from the identification tests employing best-fit optimization for each experiment separately, see
Table 6, [10].
From Tables 4 and 6 it can be observed that the second yield displacement u3 is the parameter
std
with the largest coefficient of variation (cov = mean
), which is equal to 15.4%. A normal
distribution is assumed for all parameters since there is inadequate amount of data to validate a
(more realistic) non-Gaussian assumption. The monitored response quantity is the acceleration
of the HBIS, whose recorded and identified values are plotted in Fig. 5 for each test.
Next, one thousand MCS were performed considering the variation of each parameter separately. Fig. 6 shows that statistical convergence is achieved in all cases with this number of
samples. In the same figure, it can be observed that the std of the acceleration at three different
time instants is substantially different, particularly when uf , uy and f0 are varying, which means
that the response is non-stationary. This is reflected in Fig. 7, where the acceleration versus time
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Figure 5: Identified and recorded accelerations (a) Test 3, (b) Test 5, (c) Test 6, (d) Test 7, (e) Test 8 (the red line
denotes the recorded signal and the blue line the identified one).
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Figure 6: Convergence of the acceleration standard deviation vs Monte-Carlo simulations at three different time
intervals for test 5 with varying parameters: (a) uf , (b) uy , (c) u3 , (d) f0 , (e) f1 , (f) f2 .
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Table 4: Set of identified parameters for all tests.

Test 3
Test 5
Test 6
Test 7
Test 8

0.1041
0.1132
u0 (m) 0.1097
0.0859
0.0893

LFSB

uf (m)

0.0032

HDRB

uy (m)
u3 (m)
f0 (Hz)
f1 (Hz)
f2 (Hz)

0.0138
0.0799
0.5400
0.4159
0.3227

Error

P5

2
i=1 ei (%)

4.77

Table 5: Identified mass, F0 and Ff S measures.

Test

3

5

6

7

8

F0 (kN )
2
m( kNms )

1027
1306

1140
1392

1177
1470

828
1147

927
1274

Ff S (kN )

100

graphs are given for a separate variation of the six model parameters. Based on this figure, it
is concluded that uy , u3 and f1 are the most critical parameters in terms of response variability.
The non-stationary effect is verified in Fig. 8, where the complete temporal evolution of the
std is shown. The above effects can be attributed to the high level of nonlinearity in the base
isolation system for large initial displacements.
6

CONCLUSIONS

MCS have been employed here in order to investigate the effect of the uncertainty in the
values of a six-parameter mechanical model used to simulate the response of base isolation systems. The parameters of the hybrid base isolation system examined herein was used in practice
in the Solarino 2004 retrofit project, and were calibrated from experimental data. The results
have shown that variation in the material parameters of the isolation system produce a nonstationary effect in the response, which can be traced by the time evolution of the standard
deviation computed from the response at different time intervals. The first and second yield
displacements and the first post-yield frequency have been identified as the most critical parameters in terms of response variability. In addition, there was a magnification effect, due to the
fact that the coefficient of variation of the response was larger than the coefficient of variation
Table 6: Standard deviation (std) of the six system parameters.

Parameter

uf (m)

uy (m)

u3 (m)

f0 (Hz)

f1 (Hz)

f2 (Hz)

std

0.00025

0.00174

0.01233

0.00935

0.01319

0.04094
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Figure 7: Acceleration time histories for test 5 with varying parameters: (a) uf , (b) uy , (c) u3 , (d) f0 , (e) f1 , (f) f2
(the red line denotes the recorded signal and the yellow line denotes the average computed acceleration).
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Figure 8: Standard deviation of the acceleration evolution over time for test 5 with varying parameters: (a) uf , (b)
uy , (c) u3 , (d) f0 , (e) f1 , (f) f2 .
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of the parameter itself. The high level of nonlinearity in the base isolation system amplitude
of vibration brought about by large initial displacement helps explain the previously described
effects. The above observations can serve as guidelines and indicators in the design of new base
isolation systems.
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Abstract. This paper investigates the variability of the seismic response of structures subjected
to various ensembles of ground motions in the framework of nonlinear dynamic analysis. In this
kind of analysis, seismic loading, introduced in the form of excitation accelerograms, constitutes the most important source of uncertainty, as it depends on a number of random factors
(e.g. distance from the fault source, magnitude, local soil conditions). In order to quantify the
effect of seismic loading simulation on the response variability of structures, nonlinear dynamic
analysis is carried out on a steel frame, subjected successively to three ground motion ensembles. The ensembles comprise, respectively, real ground motions and artificial accelerograms
generated by two different algorithms, one in accordance with the Code provisions and one targeted to a more realistic simulation of the seismic event. Comparison of the three approaches
is made by monitoring the statistical properties of the maximum displacement and interstorey
drift induced by the assumed ensembles.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Time-history analysis is increasingly becoming the preferred method in examining the seismic performance of structures as it provides with a more accurate description of the response
of a structure subjected to specific realizations of the seismic event, especially in the case nonlinear behavior is observed. However, subjecting a structure to a single recorded motion is not
sufficient for the evaluation of its seismic performance, since the seismic process is strongly
stochastic. To account for this stochasticity, modern Seismic Codes require that an ensemble of
accelerograms following specific standards be used for the analyses. In particular, Eurocode 8
[1] dictates the use of seven or more accelerograms if the demand is to be calculated by averaging the response values, and in any case at least three. As the selection of an adequate number
of real ground motions to satisfy the seismological and geological conditions, as well as the
Codes’ provisions is not always possible, the description of the seismic motion may be made by
using artificial and recorded or simulated accelerograms. Additionally, a second requirement
must be satisfied regarding the compatibility of the ground motions to the Codes’ smoothed
elastic response spectra. This condition is expressed in EC8 [1] as follows:
• the mean of the zero period spectral response acceleration values (calculated from the
individual time histories) should not be smaller than the value of ag S for the site in question.
• in the range of periods between 0.2T1 and 2T1 , where T1 is the fundamental period of the
structure in the direction where the accelerogram will be applied; no value of the mean
5% damping elastic spectrum, calculated from all time histories, should be less than 90%
of the corresponding value of the 5% damping elastic response spectrum.
With regard to recorded motions, spectral compatibility is achieved either by scaling in the
time domain or by filtering in the frequency domain. It should be noted that in the first case
only the amplitude of the motion is modified, whereas in the latter the frequency content of the
motion is distorted.
Artificial accelerograms meeting the above requirements can be produced by algorithms created ad hoc. One such algorithm is utilized by SIMQKE [2], a software that will be employed
in this work.
The use of accelerograms compatible to the smoothed spectrum of the Seismic Codes may be
tempting, as it offers a common framework for the comparison of time history analyses to static
analyses. However, the practice has been criticized over conservative, unrealistic estimations,
as well as loss of the inherent response variability under recorded motions [3]. The main issue
with spectrum compatible accelerograms lies with the nature of the Codes’ smoothed response
spectrum. This spectrum is determined using a Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis and
thus represents the cumulative contribution of risk from the seismic sources in a region for a
given risk level. Therefore, it is characterized by high energy content over the whole range
of structural periods. Naturally, an accelerogram possessing such properties will exhibit large
spectral acceleration values. In addition, the lack of variance that is observed is also attributed
to the dependence of the ground motions on a single power spectrum, derived from the Codes’
response spectrum.
The purpose of this work is to investigate the influence of the method used for the simulation
of seismic loading on the response variability of a structure. In this context, two methodologies for the generation of artificial seismic motions which follow different approaches will be
presented and compared. Nonlinear dynamic analysis will be carried out on a case study (steel
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frame) using the SAP2000 v18.1.1 [4] software, in order to identify possible differences between the responses. The model will be subjected successively to seismic motions, categorized
into three distinct groups, comprising natural recordings and artificial accelerograms derived
from the SIMQKE software [2] and the algorithm of Sabetta and Pugliese [5]. Useful observations on the responses will be made through statistical processing of the results.
2

ALGORITHMS FOR THE GENERATION OF ARTIFICIAL SEISMIC MOTIONS

The SIMQKE software [2] generates ground motions, over which the user has full control
in terms of morphological and spectral characteristics. The production of the motions is based
upon the relationship between the power spectral density function and the response spectrum.
By taking as input the latter, the software calculates the respective power spectrum G(ω), and
from that it produces accelerograms using the spectral representation method [6], as follows:
X(t) =

N
X

An sin(ωn t + φn )

(1)

n=1

where
p
An = 2 G(ωn )∆ω

(2)

As G(ω) is time-invariant, the non-stationarity of the seismic motion is incorporated by multiplying the output accelerogram, X(t), with a transient envelope intensity function, I(t).
a(t) = I(t)

N
X

An sin(ωn t + φn )

(3)

n=1

This approach leads to accelerograms whose spectra fit the Code’s smoothed spectrum, but do
not contain the features of natural records. Besides, it should be noted that the evolutionary
power spectrum G(ω, t) of natural ground motions is often non-separable.
The algorithm of Sabetta and Pugliese [5], on the other hand, incorporates the dependence of
the motion on the magnitude, the distance from the source and the geological conditions, in an
attempt to generate more realistic accelerograms. Based on these parameters, the evolutionary
power spectrum or physical spectrum of the motion, P S(ω, t), is calculated. Again, accelerograms are generated by spectral representation, with the substantial difference that the transient
nature of the seismic process is incorporated in the coefficients of the series, Cn (t), which are
determined by the physical spectrum:
α(t) = 2

N
X

Cn (t) cos(ωn t + φn )

(4)

p

(5)

n=1

where
Cn (t) =

P S(ωn , t)∆ω

Obviously, the resulting motions do not match the Code’s spectrum, but resemble the natural
records in a time-history level and in the frequency domain, alike.
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3

MODEL FORMULATION

The model to be tested, as shown in figure 1, is a three-storey steel moment-resisting frame,
simulated using frame finite elements. Frame sections are shown in table 1. The joints were
simulated using separate, rigid finite elements. Shear deformation at the joints was incorporated by adding panel zones. The inelastic behavior of the structure was simulated by addition
of appropriate energy dissipation zones, which are governed by nonlinear material law with
kinematic hardening. Geometric non-linearity was not considered necessary to include, as its
impact will be negligible, due to the height of the frame. Rayleigh damping was used to obtain
a damping ratio of 2% for the first and the third mode. Point masses of 180tn were assumed in
the middle of each floor and 80.26kN/m gravity loading was applied to the beams.

Figure 1: Three-storey steel moment-resisting frame

Table 1: Frame sections

Storey
1
2
3

4
4.1

Columns

Beams
IPE550
IPE550
IPE550

Outer

Inner

HEB360
HEB360
HEB360

HEB500
HEB500
HEB500

SEISMIC LOADING SIMULATION
Ensemble EU: recorded ground motions

The recorded motions for this work were extracted from the European Strong-Motion Database
(ESD) [7]. The seismic component chosen from each event was the one exhibiting the maximum peak ground acceleration. Search parameters (presented below) were arbitrarily chosen,
so that a direct comparison between real and artificial ground motions would be possible. Mean
peak ground acceleration of around 0.25g was pursued for the ensembles as a common intensity
measure. The accelerograms were used unscaled, as compatibility to the smoothed spectrum
was not desired for this ensemble.
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• Magnitude: Mw = 5.5 − 6.9
• Local soil conditions: stiff soil, corresponding to ground type B in EC8.
• Epicentral Distance: > 10km, such that near-fault motions will be excluded
• Peak horizontal ground acceleration: P GA = 2.1 − 2.9m/s2

Table 2: Description of the ground motions of the ensemble EU

S/N

Event

Station

Date

PGA [g]

EU01
EU02
EU03
EU04
EU05
EU06
EU07
EU08
EU09
EU10

Friuli (aftershock)
Friuli (aftershock)
Friuli (aftershock)
Montenegro (aftershock)
Campano Lucano
Kalamata
Kefallinia island
Kozani (aftershock)
Montenegro
South Iceland

Forgaria-Cornio
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Figure 2: Comparative presentation of ensemble EU and EC8 5% damping elastic response spectra

4.2

Ensemble SIMQKE: artificial accelerograms compatible to smoothed elastic response
spectrum

Artificial motions produced by the SIMQKE software compose the second ensemble. For
the generation of the accelerograms the EC8 response spectrum corresponding to the studied
structure was calculated. Spectral matching was pursued at an arbitrarily large number of periods (1235), while five optimization cycles were performed. Parameters for each accelerogram
were input such that its graphical shape would match that of the respective motion from ensemble EU. More specifically, exact matching was achieved with regard to the durations and the
peak ground accelerations. Compound envelope intensity functions were used to incorporate
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the non-stationarity of the seismic motions. To illustrate the aforementioned process, accelerograms #02 of both the EU and SIMQKE ensembles, along with relevant graphical information,
are presented in figure 3. Response spectra for the latter ensemble are shown in figure 4.
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Figure 3: Left: comparative presentation of accelorgrams EU02 (top) and SIMQKE02 (bottom) Right: envelope
intensity function (top), target and calculated response spectrum (bottom)
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Figure 4: Comparative presentation of ensemble SIMQKE and EC8 5% damping elastic response spectra

4.3

Ensemble SABETTA: realistic artificial accelerograms

The third ensemble contains accelerograms generated by the algorithm created by Sabetta
and Pugliese [5]. These motions are, by definition, considerably different from the first two
sets, both in shape and in properties. The algorithm accepts as inputs parameters related to
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Figure 5: Accelerogram SABETTA02

seismological and geological conditions and therefore the user has little control over the resulting motion. The following values were input for this study targeting the aforementioned mean
P GA ' 0.25g:
• Magnitude: Mw = 6.0 − 6.8
• Epicentral distance: 13 − 23km
• Local soil conditions: shallow alluvium, characterized by mean shear-wave velocity,
Vs,30 = 350 − 750m/s which approximately corresponds to ground type B in EC8.
Again, motion #02 of figure 5 is arbitrarily chosen as a representative sample of ensemble
SABETTA, while figure 6 shows the ensemble’s response spectra.
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Figure 6: Comparative presentation of ensemble SABETTA and EC8 5% damping elastic response spectra

5

SEISMIC RESPONSE OF THE STRUCTURE

Information concerning the response of the structure can be extracted from the qualitative
aspects of the ground motions even before the analyses are carried out. In this case, the stark
differences among the assumed ensembles are indicative of the expected responses. At first,
an observation can be made regarding the shape of the accelerograms. Those that stem from
recorded motions exhibit strong variability as regards the total duration, the duration of the
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strong motion (approximately stationary part) and the relative position of the peak ground acceleration. Similar characteristics can be found in the motions composing ensemble SIMQKE,
as they were intentionally produced to resemble the natural accelerograms. Nevertheless, the
latter tend to overestimate the duration of the strong part and have a more gradual attenuation.
This can be attributed in part to imperfections in the intensity envelope functions and to the
optimization cycles that were executed for the better matching to the smoothed elastic response
spectrum, during which the frequency content of the motion is altered. Lastly, the accelerograms
belonging to ensemble SABETTA drastically differ from those of the above two ensembles. In
particular, all of the motions loosely resemble an attenuated harmonic oscillation, while their
duration does not exceed twenty seconds.
Regarding the mean elastic spectra, ensemble EU is situated below the smoothed Code’s
spectrum in the whole range of periods, ensemble SIMQKE adequately fits the Code’s spectrum, and ensemble SABETTA matches the smoothed spectrum only in the ascending part,
after which it follows a descending trend, similar to ensemble EU. Of particular interest are
the shape and variance of the response spectra. In terms of shape, the natural records are very
dissimilar from one another. Differences can be located in the values of the maximum spectral acceleration, which in some cases far exceeds the Code’s spectrum’s plateau, its position record EU09 stands out, exhibiting peak value at a period higher than T = 1s - and the period
range in which remarkable energy content is encompassed - again, motion EU09 is distinctive as it shows high acceleration values in a large range of periods. The spectra of ensemble
SIMQKE closely follow the smoothed elastic spectrum, with few deviations focused in the area
around T = 0.5s. Finally, even though the spectra of ensemble SABETTA exhibit some dispersion around the mean, they do not deviate from it significantly, as far as the general course
is concerned.
Based on the above observations, it would be reasonable to assume that the response values of
the structure to the second ensemble will be higher than the other two, on average. Furthermore,
the variability of the spectra of ensemble EU as well as the lack of it in the case of the other two
ensembles are expected to lead respectively to responses with high variance on the one hand
and uniformity and similar peak acceleration values on the other.
The influence of the dispersion of the spectra is better illustrated in figure 7, where the
response spectra of the three ensembles are presented, normalized with regard to the spectral
acceleration at the fundamental period of the structure, Sa (T = 1.32s).
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µ ± σ ensemble SABETTA
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Figure 7: Comparative presentation of the three ensembles’ response spectra, normalized with regard to the spectral
acceleration at the fundamental period of the structure, Sa (T = 1.32s)
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The response values are presented in terms of absolute floor displacements and interstorey
drift, measured at the middle of each storey, where the center of mass lies. Maximum displacements of each floor induced by the three excitation ensembles, along with their respective
mean values are presented in figure 8. It is observed that ensemble EU leads to responses with
particularly large dispersion. Conversely, responses to the ensembles comprising artificial accelerograms are mostly concentrated around the mean, in total agreement with what had been
predicted.
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Figure 8: Maximum displacement values of the frame induced by the seismic loading
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The above results are also presented in the form of a bar diagram in figure 9, in which the
response to each excitation can be located. It is noted that ground motion EU09 subjects the
structure to disproportionately large displacements in comparison to both the rest of the ground
motions of ensemble EU and those of the other two ensembles. Looking back at figure 2 it is
found that the ninth accelerogram is the one that exhibited especially high spectral acceleration
values in the area around the fundamental period of the structure. This relationship between
the maximum seismic response of the structure and the spectral acceleration at its fundamental
period is to a large extent observed for all three ensembles.

25.0

ensemble SABETTA
mean ensemble SABETTA
reliability level

20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ground motion

ground motion

ground motion

Figure 9: Maximum displacement values of the frame (3rd storey) induced by the seismic loading

Table 3 quantitatively presents the statistical properties of the responses. In addition to what
has already been mentioned, and in conjunction with figure 9 the significance of the extreme
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response to excitation EU09 to the shaping of the mean of the first ensemble becomes apparent. By setting the minimum mean displacement value, that is of ensemble EU, as a common
reliability level, r = µEU , a rough estimate of the structural reliability of the frame can be made.
Table 3: Statistical properties of the maximum responses (3rd storey)
∗

EU
SIMQKE
SABETTA
∗
†
‡
§
k

†

‡

µ [cm]

σ [cm]

CV

6.55
13.62
9.50

5.57
1.56
2.01

0.84
0.11
0.21

§

R10 (u > µ) R10 (u > r)
0.40
0.50
0.40

k

0.40
1.00
0.90

mean value
standard deviation
coefficient of variation
relative frequency of exceedance of mean value
relative frequency of exceedance of reliability level

At this point it should be recalled that Eurocode 8 [1] allows the calculation of the demand
from the mean of the maximum responses if more than seven time-histories are used. By examining figure 10 and the frequency of exceedance of the reliability level (Table 3) it becomes
clear that ensemble SIMQKE, comprising artificial accelerograms fitted to the Code’s response
spectrum, errs on the side of caution. Indeed, high correlation is observed between mean spectral acceleration at the position of the fundamental period of the structure and the mean of the
maximum displacement values, for all three excitation ensembles. This suggests that the above
acceleration, or at least the maximum spectral acceleration, would have been a more appropriate
intensity measure for defining the ensembles.

displacement [cm]

15.0
mean ensemble EU
mean ensemble SIMQKE
mean ensemble SABETTA

10.0

5.0

0.0
1

2

3

storey

Figure 10: Mean of the maximum displacement values induced by the seismic loading

As a closing remark, it should be mentioned that the results of this study are fully in line with
what was previously observed concerning the lack of dispersion of responses to artificial ground
motions. Following this observation it should be emphasized that if maximum displacement
values are used, natural recordings lead to a much more conservative calculation of the demand,
as shown by the maximum drift in figure 11.
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Figure 11: Maximum storey drift

6

CONCLUSIONS

This work has investigated and attempted to quantify the influence of the simulation methods
used in generating seismic motions on structural response in the context of non-linear dynamic
analysis. For this purpose, a steel moment-resisting frame was subjected successively to three
ground motion ensembles. The use of recorded motions and artificial accelerograms produced
by two algorithms which follow conspicuously different approaches, namely SIMQKE [2] and
the algorithm of Sabetta and Pugliese [5] was decided.
The analyses revealed stark differences between the responses to natural recordings and artificial accelerograms. It is observed that responses to natural recordings show significant dispersion compared to the responses to the artificial ensembles. Furthermore, noticeable difference
in the mean of the maximum responses and little difference in variance is found between the
artificial ensembles. The strong uniformity observed in the responses to ensemble SIMQKE,
which comprises accelerograms fitted to the Code’s response spectrum, confirms earlier studies
[3, 8]. Additionally, ensemble SIMQKE resulted in higher mean displacements of the control nodes. These observations are largely attributable to the correlation between the responses
and the spectral acceleration of the excitation in the position of the fundamental period of the
structure.
This work is in agreement with similar studies carried out in RC structures [8, 9] and contributes to the understanding of the seismic motion simulation and its impact on structural response variability. Further investigation is deemed necessary, using a greater number of accelerograms and more reliable intensity measures (e.g., maximum spectral acceleration) for the
selection and/or generation of the ground motions [10].
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Abstract. In recent decades, the blast load impact on structures has acquired considerable
attention due to magnified threats from various man-made activities. Understanding the shock
wave propagation in soil and its interaction with structure are crucial in a blast scenario. In a
surface or sub-surface blast, the shock wave mechanics and its subsequent impact on underground or above ground structures are extremely complex. This paper scrutinizes the problem
of an underground explosion initiated by penetrated missile and thereby focuses on the characteristics of shock wave propagation and pressure attenuation in the surrounding soil. Analyzing empirical data for the same reflects different attenuation factor for different type of soil.
Numerical simulations of blast wave propagation in soil and the effect of soil-structure interaction are implemented in a computationally efficient way using an advanced finite element
analysis tool (LS-DYNA). Constitutive material models are used to simulate the non-linear behavior and damage profile in concrete and soil. Observations on the numerical model reveal a
close tally with theoretical calculations in predicting shock wave characteristics in an undisturbed wave propagation. Numerical analysis is essential to study the exact conditions prevalent during a sub-surface blast. The above mentioned condition has been theoretically tested
for a surface blast and results compared to confirm sub-surface blast having much greater
impact at a longer distance. An attempt has been made to capture the Transmission and Reflection phenomena related to pressure wave propagation at the interfaces of multi layered media
that is actually evident in the case of blast wave passing through layered soil. Preliminary study
on wave propagation in rock media highlighting the difference in behavior of the shock waves
in soil and rock is presented and discussed as well.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of underground structures subjected to dynamic load has always been a topic
of interest to engineers, especially the effect of extreme event like blast loading which has acquired considerable attention due to magnified threats from various man-made activities. Studying the soil response, soil-structure interaction and dynamic behavior of structure subjected to
blast loading are very crucial in design of military, pipeline construction, and tunneling and
defense structures. As a result of an explosion in the soil media, various hidden complex mechanical processes get triggered which give rise to detrimental effects that are seen and felt by
humans.
The explosion leads to the generation of high pressure shock waves that propagates radially
outward from the detonation. Understanding the shock wave propagation and its attenuation in
soil media is of paramount importance for the analysis and design of underground structures.
Attenuation characteristics of the shock wave depends on the surrounding material medium,
soil/rock and air for surface blast, different types of soil medium (layered soil) in case of an
underground/sub-surface blast. The shock wave characteristics get altered due to reflection,
transmission occurring at the interface of the layered soil strata with different densities and
during its interaction with the structure.
The paper focus on pressure attenuation in different soil medium, comparison on effects of
surface, air and subsurface explosion, and soil-structure interaction and pressure attenuation in
layered soil media using a case study. Empirical relations are used to evaluate the preliminary
response of the medium. As empirical equations act only as primary tool for validation, numerical analysis is vital to understand the attenuation characteristics and soil-structure interaction
more realistically. TNT properties are used for the blast simulation in numerical analysis. The
pressure wave propagation certainly gets influenced by the non-linear property of soil as well.
This concern has been addressed in the numerical approach. A computationally efficient numerical model has been created incorporating all the soil and blast parameters in a finite element
software, LS-DYNA, to capture a scenario as close as possible to the actual and tallied with the
available empirical equations.
2

LITERATURE STUDIES

Limited research is available on response of a buried structure subjected to a subsurface blast
and its attenuation effect in different soil medium and layered soil media. Some of the research
available on response of an underground/buried structure response to blast is listed here. Some
of the research focuses on validation against the experimental data and some against empirical
relations. For numerical evaluation, mainly AUTODYN and LS-DYNA were used to capture
the dynamic response of the soil.
Ya-Dong et al [1] studied the response of a RC frame subjected to a surface blast. Deformation, pressure and failure of the frame were modeled using FEA and validated against field
experiments. Mohr-Coulomb material has been used to capture the soil behavior.
Dynamic response of a tunnel subjected to a surface burst has been studied by Mobaraki at
al [2]. Response of the tunnel in three different type of soil domain were studied and validated
against empirical equations. Evaluation of the damage of the materials were done using nonlinear material models (MAT_SOIL_AND_FOAM) and (MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC) for
soil and concrete respectively. Peak particle velocity in the soil medium has been used to characterize the failure criteria.
Numerical evaluation of rock mass subjected to a large scale underground explosion and
validated against experimental data using PPV and PPA data were studied by Chenqing et al
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[3]. A fully coupled SPH-FEM approach were used by Zhongqi et al [4] to validate the explosion effect in a soil against empirical calculations. Response of the structure such as pressure,
velocity and acceleration were evaluated and validated.
3

SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION

Weapons exploding above or near the ground surface and weapons that explode after penetrating the soil medium are the two cases that pose major threat to underground structures.
Crater formation and ground vibrations are the major phenomena that dissipate the energy in a
blast phenomenon.
Crater and Attenuation
Blast at or near to ground surface excavates the soil medium resulting in the formation of a
large crater and the geological material thrown out of the crater is known as ejecta. The depth
of burst is one of the major parameter that controls the shape and size of the crater. Depth of
crater will increase with depth of burst to a certain optimum limit, beyond which it decreases.
If the explosion is too deep inside ground, then the crater may not be visible at surface and it is
termed as Camouflet [5].
The shock wave font with peak blast pressure travel as elastic waves as it passes through
different geological strata and it attenuates as distance from the blast source increases. Variation
in the wave propagation characteristics is directly related to the soil media density, moisture
content and other soil parameters. Compression wave (P-wave) is the critical component for
the analysis of underground structures that provides information on attenuation characteristics
𝐺

of the medium. The velocity of P-waves (√𝜌 ) can be calculated by using shear modulus (G)
and density of the soil medium (ρ). Inference from the P-wave characteristics reveals that stiffer
the soil medium, higher the shock wave velocity and lower the attenuation characteristics of the
soil.

Figure 1: Surface/Sub-surface blast effects

Pressure Calculation
Pressure font varies as the waves travel away from origin depending mainly on the attenuation factor and acoustic impedance of the geological media. For relatively short distances from
the explosion source, high pressures are developed, soil might exhibit a strain hardening behavior under this increased level of pressure. Empirical power law equations [5, 6] that is used to
describe the magnitude of peak over pressure as a function of distance as shown below
𝑅

𝑃𝑜 = 𝐴𝑓(𝜌𝑐) [𝑊 1/3 ]
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From the above equation, it can be observed that more the dense medium, higher the pressure
value. Where, Po is the over pressure at any scaled depth, A is the constant, f is the coupling
factor depending on the scaled depth of burst, ρc is acoustic impedance of the medium, R is the
scaled distance where pressure is measured, W is the charge weight and n is the Attenuation
factor of the medium. The Coupling factor is nothing but a value corresponding to the depth of
burst in a medium that is obtained from Figure 2.

Figure 2: Coupling factor graph

Figure 3: Shock wave attenuation

Shock Wave Attenuation in Soil
Shock wave propagation/attenuation for a 500 lb. charge weight located at 1m below the
ground surface for two different soil properties are provided in Figure 3. From the results it can
be observed that there is a drastic decrease in pressure initially and then the rate of decrease
becomes gradual over the distance. Also, the importance of attenuation factor in attenuating the
pressure at near-field can be observed.
Comparison of Sub –Surface Blast Pressure with Free-Air Burst and Surface Burst
For a close range explosion (750lb.), Sub-Surface Blast pressure has been compared with
that of Free-Air Burst and Surface Burst to understand the wave propagation in soil and its
attenuation effects. Theoretical values for Free- Air and Surface Blast Pressure are computed
using UFC [7]. It is evident that the effect of sub-surface burst is much more as compared to
the other types, especially in a close range.
Distance
s-s Pso (MPa)
s-Pso (MPa)
a-Pso (MPa)

3m
16.67
5
4

4m
8.12
3.09
2.3

5m
4.65
2.04
1.44

6m
2.95
1.4
0.97

7m
2
1
0.69

8m
1.44
0.75
0.51

9m
1.07
0.57
0.39

Table 1: Comparison of sub-surface (s-s), surface (s), and free-air (a) blast pressures vs. distance

4

INTERACTION WITH STRUCTURE

The ground shock with peak particle velocity impacts the underground structure and causes
significant deformation or damage to the structure. Large deformation in soil might usually be
associated with large deformation in a structure as well, if it is in the vicinity of the explosive.
Net response of the structure subjected to ground motion can be evaluated using Soil-Structure
Interaction (SSI) [2, 8]. The response of the structure depends on the soil structure interface,
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soil strata and intensity of the ground motion. Acoustic impedance can be used to calculate the
pressure at structure when an explosion occurs at some distance from the structure.
Acoustic Impedance
Acoustic Impedance of a media is given by product of the seismic velocity and density of
the soil medium as indicated below
𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝛼 = 𝜌𝐶

(2)

Where Seismic Velocity (C) is equal to the P-wave velocity of the blast wave in the medium
and ρ is the density of the medium. This shows how the wave propagation gets affected by
density of the soil media at the interface. Acoustic impedance act as an important parameter in
evaluating the pressure transmission and reflection in the media. Hence as the wave passes
through layered geological strata, the pressure changes depending upon the acoustic impedance
of the media.
Reflection & Transmission
As the blast wave traverses through different geological media, energy transmission and reflection occurs at the interface. The transmission/reflection purely depends on the ratio of the
acoustic impedance of the two media at the interface. The ratio is expressed by acoustic impedance of the second media (α2) to the acoustic impedance of the first media (α1) and represented
by (when the wave travels from first media to the second)
𝛼𝑧 = 𝛼2 /𝛼1

(3)

Higher the ratio, higher the transmission and lower the reflection. From the ratio, the amount
of stress reflected can be calculated as follows
𝛼 −1

𝑧
𝜎𝑟 = (1+𝛼
) 𝜎𝑖
𝑧

(4)

Where σi = incident pressure. Similar to reflection, transmission is also a function of impedance ratio and transmitted stress can be calculated
2𝛼

𝜎𝑡 = (1+𝛼𝑧 ) 𝜎𝑖
𝑧

5

(5)

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

For the numerical analysis of blast simulation and its effect on structure, LS-DYNA is used.
Blast pressure generation is captured through the actual modeling of the explosive (TNT). Dimension of the problem changes as per the problem definition.
Finite Element Modeling
For simplicity, axisymmetric model is considered for the analysis as shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 5. As initial detonation of the TNT and wave propagation is crucial for the accuracy of
the simulation, a very fine mesh is required at the detonation point. Mapping techniques are
generally used to capture the propagation more accurately at the detonation level [9, 10].
In this study, a varying mesh is used that is very fine (0.05) at the detonation location. As
the number of elements is less than 1lakh it works out to be computationally efficient for the
study. For the numerical model considered in the study, free-flow condition is provided on sides
as shown in the Figure 4 and Figure 5. The material medium consist of Air, Soil and TNT. Air
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medium of suitable dimension is considered above the ground to model the wave propagation
and crater effects to the precise.
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) algorithm which leverage the advantages of both
the Lagrangian and Eulerian is adopted for modeling the blast simulation. Multi-material ALE
modeling [MMALE] proves to be efficient in modeling the large deformation problems especially blast and impact [11] [12] [13]. In the study, ALE mesh (SECTION_ALE2D) is used to
represent the fluid domain (air and TNT) and Lagrangian mesh (SECTION_SHELL) for the
concrete domain. Contact between the ALE and Lagrangian domain is established using
*CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID [14]. And a suitable ALE advection algorithm
is used such that energy conservation is achieved. To achieve the stable solution for the analysis,
Energy Ratio (=1) and Hourglass Energy Ratio (<5% of Internal energy) and Sliding Energy
Ratio (<10% of Internal energy) are checked [15].

Figure 4: FE mesh

Figure 5: ALE Multi-Material model

Material Modeling
The
explosive
material
behavior
is
modeled
and
simulated
using
*MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN and EOS_JWL (Equation of State). *MAT_NULL and
*EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL are used to model the air domain. Material properties are
provided below.
Unit (kg, m, s)
MAT_NULL
R0
1.225

PC
0

MU
TEROD CEROD
-5
1.78 x 10
0
0
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EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL
C0
C1
C2
0
0
0
MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN
R0
D
PCJ
1630
6930
2.1x1010
EOS_JWL
A
B
R1
3.738x1011 3.747x109
4.15

C3
0

C4
0.4

C5
0.4

C6

BETA
0

K
0

G
0

SIGY
0

R2
0.9

ω
0.35

E0
7x1010

V0
1

E0
V0
5
2.5x10
1

Table 2: Air and TNT material parameters

A nonlinear constitutive continuum model with damage modeling is used to capture the concrete behavior subjected to the blast and impact loading. Several constitutive models are available for the continuum modeling of concrete dynamic response [16]. MAT_RHT model is used
to study the concrete behavior subjected to blast loading.
For modeling the soil medium, MAT_SOIL_AND_FOAM [17] is used which includes the
pressure-volume relationship that is predominant during the blast wave propagation. Soil properties of the different soil medium are provided below.
R0
G
Low Dense Soil
1293
3.2 x 106
Medium Dense Soil
1453
1.7x 107
High Dense Soil
2094
2.3x 107

BULK

A0

A1

A2

PC

1.7 x 108

1000

0.75

1.5x10-4

0

1.2 x 108

5.3 x 105

15.26

1.1x10-4

-1.4x104

1.3 x 108

4.3 x 104

3.71

7.9x10-5

-6894.75

Table 3: Sand material properties [18]

6

CASE STUDY

The case study deals with a problem of an under-ground blast initiated by a penetrated missile. Penetrating missile has the capacity to penetrate and reach the structure as close as possible
causing significant damage to the structure (Figure 6). The damage is significant if the missile
penetration is not resisted by providing suitable mitigation procedure. As the interest is on shock
wave propagation, penetration effect of the weapon on the soil is not discussed.

Soil

Soil

Structure

Structure

Figure 6: Penetration and blast scenario
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Sub-Surface Blast – Shock Wave Propagation
The first part deals with the penetration blast effect on high dense soil medium. Soil medium property is as given below in Table 4. Coupling factor, f obtained for the scaled depth of
burst (D/W1/3) 0.286 m/kg1/3 is 0.84. As our interest is on wave propagation and attenuation,
the structure is not explicitly modeled, rather pressure is measured exactly above the structure.
The progressive impact of the blast is measured at a regular interval using
DATABASE_TRACER. Pressure at intervals are plotted in Figure 7. As the prime focus is on
the structure located at 40m, pressure measured at 40m is 0.0218 MPa that matches with that
of empirical calculation using equation (1) (0.0229MPa). Comparison graph of empirical and
numerical is provided in Figure 9, from which it can be inferred that pressure at farther distances
matches more accurately with that of UFC [1]. Pressure wave propagation in the soil is shown
in the Figure 8, from which attenuation effect of soil can be visualized.
Charge Wt.(lb) DOB (m) ρ(kg/m3)
750
2
2094

c(m/s)
210

ρc (MPa/m/s)
f
0.44
0.84

n
2.5

A
4.83

Table 4: Blast pressure calculation parameters

Figure 7: Pressure vs. time (for different locations)

Figure 8: Blast – wave propagation (@30ms, 100ms & 300ms)

Using the graph from the literature [1] that is available for different types of soil, crater
dimensions are computed. Since the literature data on crater formation is broadly classified,
crater dimensions can be predicted only in a range. The crater dimension falls in the range of
3.32-4.43m of depth and 9.14-11.08m of crater diameter. Crater formation at stages are shown
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in Figure 9, the resulting crater size is 8m depth and 12.5m diameter. The values computed
using the empirical is apparent whereas in numerical analysis, the true crater dimension is measured.

Figure 9: Blast – crater formation (@30ms, 100ms & 300ms)

Figure 11: Pressure vs. distance for diff density
(Empirical approach)

Figure 10: Pressure vs. distance (High Dense Soil)
(Empirical vs. FEA)

Effect of Soil Medium on Wave Propagation
In the second part of the case study, attenuation effects of different soil medium are studied
for the same penetration blast explained above. The focus is on the difference in nature of the
shock wave propagation due to the soil medium. Two additional soil types (medium dense and
low dense soil) are considered for the analysis in addition to the high dense presented above.
The different soil properties used are mentioned below.
ρ(kg/m3)
1453
1453
1293
1293

c(m/s)
178
178
87.1
87.1

ρc (MPa/m/s)
0.258
0.258
0.11
0.11

f
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84

n
2.5
3
3
3.5

A
4.83
3.04
3.04
1.91

Table 5: Low and medium dense sand properties

The overpressure calculated theoretically at the structure location depends on many factors
as already discussed. A set of attenuation factors are considered for the study for each soil
medium. For medium dense soil, the pressure at structure location is 0.0035 MPa (n=3) &
0.0135 MPa (n=2.5), and for low dense soil the pressure is 0.000406 MPa (n=3.5) & 0.0015
MPa (n=3). The attenuation effect of the soil is enormous as the soil density reduces (Figure
11).
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Pressure at structure is 0.016 MPa and 0.0074 MPa respectively in numerical analysis. Numerical results are close to the range of empirical results [Figure 12] that has low attenuation
factor value. Attenuation factor has huge impact on pressure wave attenuation. Since very limited information is available on attenuation factor computation, further investigation is not carried out to study the effects of same. However, the wave attenuation pattern is same as that of
empirical and numerical results act as a more conservative approach for the pressure computation. In addition to the attenuation factor, information on the constant factor (A) is also minimal.

Figure 12: Pressure vs. distance a) medium dense soil b) low dense soil

Crater dimensions for the medium dense soil is 9m depth & 13.25m diameter and for the
low dense soil is 9.8m depth & 14.5m. Thus, from the numerical analysis the crater dimension
are in the range of 8-9.8m depth and 12.5-14.5m diameter. Through numerical analysis, true
crater dimensions for a particular type of soil can be computed.
Blast on Layered Soil Medium
The third part refers to the interaction of blast pressure on structure subjected to sub-surface
blast in high dense medium. Reflection and transmission phenomenon that takes place when
the blast wave propagates in layered soil and during its interaction with under-ground structures
are captured and explained here. When the blast waves travel from denser medium to lighter
medium, the reflected stress is less but tensile in nature and the transmitted pressure is relatively
more by compressional wave. A number of combination has been checked numerically and
theoretically to study the behavior. The structure is located at 40m below the blast source and
it is placed 10m above the soil with dimension of 15m width and 7.5m height. Concrete grade
of M40 is used for the analysis. The effect of layered soil is considered for the study. Details of
the different soil medium are provided in the Table 6.
ρ
α= ρc (MPa/m/s)
c (m/s)
3
(kg/m )
0.11
Low density Soil
1293
87.1
0.258
Medium Density Soil 1453
178
High Density Soil
2094
210
0.44
Concrete
2548
3600
9.173
Table 6: Acoustic Impedance of different soil media
Medium

When the blast wave travels in soil and interacts with an under-ground structure made of
concrete, the pressure wave hitting the structure surface gets reflected partly and rest gets transmitted into it. Where the transmitted stress will be high compared to the incident pressure. The
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same phenomenon is followed as the wave propagates through soil layers. Results of interaction
at the soil strata and concrete are provided for numerical analysis and compared against UFC.

Figure 13: Layered soil numerical model

αz = α2/α1

Media
Low Density Soil to Medium density soil
Numerical
Empirical
Medium Density Soil to High density soil
Numerical
Empirical
High Density Soil to Concrete
Numerical
Empirical

σi (MPa)
E/N

σr (MPa)
E/N

σt (MPa)
E/N

1.65E5
1.65E5

2.25E5
2.34E5

2.25E5
2.34E5

4.69E4
4.69E4

6.71E4
5.91E4

5.88E4
5.90E4

1.54E4
1.54E

2.0E4
2.9E4

2.3E4
2.9E4

2.345

1.705
20.85

Table 7 Numerical and empirical results
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From the comparison in Table 7, it can be inferred that numerical analysis captures the results
within a range of +/- 5 percent variation of the theoretical calculations. Better visualization
and understanding of the pressure wave propagation can be obtained from the simulation results as evident from Figure 15.
7

CONCLUSIONS

Following broad conclusions can be drawn from the empirical and numerical studies:
 Shock Wave attenuation plots show similar trend for soils of different densities marked by
a rapid decrease in pressure in close range whereas a comparatively gradual decrease of
pressure as the wave propagates further.
 Sub-Surface blast pressure when compared to Surface and Air blast pressures, indicates
much higher intensity, especially in closer ranges.
 Attenuation of pressure waves in sub surface blast is greatly affected by the density of the
soil medium, thus choosing the correct attenuation factor for theoretical calculation is vital.
Attenuation as observed is less in highly dense medium when compared to a medium of
low density.
 Numerical analysis were able to predict the wave propagation and crater formation accurately. The variation in the results (medium and medium dense soil) might be due to the
chosen attenuation factor and constant factor (A). The constant factor used for the computation is based on the value of 160 (in FPS units system) from the literature. Any change
in these factors will have impact on pressure wave propagation in soil.
 As the Shock wave passes from one medium to another having different densities, reflection and transmission phenomenon takes place at the interface. As observed theoretically
as well as numerically when the shock wave passes from softer to harder medium (in terms
of density) the interface has a reduced reflected pressure and an amplified transmitted pressure, values depending on acoustic impedances of both the media. Whereas in case when
it passes from a harder to softer medium, the reflected pressure is less compared to the
earlier case but tensile in nature and transmitted pressure gets amplified.
The numerical analysis carried out were able to predict the attenuation effect of the shockwave in different soil medium as well as in layered medium.
8

FUTURE STUDIES

Preliminary study has been done on blast wave propagation in rock. General arrangement
of rock as we know is completely different than soil as it contains number of faults, fractures
and uncertainties. Thus calculating pressure propagation will include a number of rock strength
parameters like RQD and GSI. Basic calculation shows much higher pressure for sub surface
blast in rocks at any distance when compared to blast in soil.
Future study focuses on wave propagation in rock and its constitutive modeling through
numerical analysis.
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Abstract. The extensive usage of composite materials in modern industrial applications implies a great range of possible structural failure modes for which the structure has to be frequently and thoroughly inspected. Nonlinear guided wave inspection techniques have been
continuously gaining attention during the last decade. This is primarily due to their sensitivity
to very small sizes of localized damage. A number of complex transformation phenomena take
place when an elastic wave impinges on a nonlinear segment, including the generation of higher and sub-harmonics. Moreover, the transmission and reflection coefficients of each wave type
become amplitude dependent. In this work, a generic Finite Element (FE) based computational
scheme is presented for quantifying guided wave interaction effects with Localized Structural
Nonlinearities (LSN) within structures of arbitrary layering and geometric complexity. Amplitude dependent guided wave reflection, transmission and conversion is computed through a
Wave and Finite Element (WFE) method. The scheme couples wave propagation properties
within linear structural waveguides to a LSN and is able to compute the generation of higher
and sub-harmonics for each wave type through a harmonic balance projection. A Newton-like
iteration scheme is employed for solving the system of nonlinear differential equations. Numerical case studies are exhibited for a set of waveguides coupled through a joint exhibiting
nonlinear mechanical behaviour.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Modern industrial structures are increasingly made of composite layered materials due to
their well-known benefits. Composite structures may however exhibit a great variety of structural failure modes (including delamination, fibre breakage, matrix cracking and debonding)
and must be frequently inspected in order to ensure continuous structural integrity. An increasing tendency within the Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) community is the ’shift to the
left’ maintenance strategy [1] for which the earliest possible detection of damage is important.
When it comes to the aeronautical industry, approximately 27% of an average modern aircraft’s
lifecycle cost [2] is spent on inspection and repair. The use of ’offline’ structural inspection
techniques currently leads to a massive reduction of the aircraft’s availability and significant
financial losses for the operator. The nondestructive detection and evaluation of damage in industrial structural components while operation is of paramount importance for monitoring the
condition and residual life estimation of in-service structures. Linear ultrasonic Guided Wave
(GW) techniques have been widely employed for this purpose. These techniques however are
primarily sensitive to gross defects but much less sensitive to micro-damage. Nonlinear acoustoultrasonic techniques, have been steadily receiving increasing attention during the last decade.
Complex wave phenomena such as higher and subharmonic wave generation, nonlinear resonances or mixed frequency response can be induced by the two principal sources of nonlinearity
in the structural system, namely nonlinear elasticity and contact nonlinearity.
Elastic wave distortion and generation of higher harmonics during propagation in nonlinear
media has been reported as early as in [3]. The first attempt for modelling wave interaction with
nonlinear joints can be found in [4, 5]. It has been widely demonstrated that nonlinear ultrasonic
techniques can be successfully deployed for detecting cracks as well as distributed structural deterioration (e.g. fatigue) [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The success of the developed methods is based
on predicting and measuring the nonlinearities-induced wave effects which are pronounced in
damaged and degraded structures but nearly un-measurable in the undamaged ones. A number of Nonlinear Elastic Wave Spectroscopy (NEWS) approaches [13, 14, 15] have also been
presented and proved capable of detecting the presence of damage of very small sizes (in the
order of 0.1mm) in composite structures. Wave propagation and material degradation detection
in 1-D and 2-D media was investigated through a spring model in [16, 17]. A numerical scheme
for predicting nonlinear wave interaction with an interface of rough surfaces in contact was
presented in [18]. The non-collinear mixing of bulk shear waves investigated in [19] presented
significant potential for assessing material state than other nonlinear ultrasonic techniques because system nonlinearities can be both independently measured and largely eliminated. The
development of an analytical framework for modelling the multi-modal guided wave interaction with damage was presented by the authors of [20, 21]. In [22], a numerical scheme was
presented in order to quantify the amplitude of the reflected compression and Rayleigh waves
when impinging at the edge of an elastic plate. In [23] the authors coupled linear to nonlinear
FE segments and investigated wave interaction with damage in 3-D solid media by means of a
Landau’s theory. Detection of fatigue damage in composite structures through higher harmonics
generations has also recently been reported [24]. The short reviews provided by the authors in
[25, 26] are informative on the general progress of nonlinear ultrasonics, while a comprehensive
outline on the techniques dedicated to predicting and measuring higher harmonic generation in
metallic structures is presented in [27]. An inclusive review on modelling wave-crack nonlinear
interaction phenomena can be found in [28]. Despite the aforementioned attempts to capture
wave interaction with LSNs, there is currently no generic computational scheme for predicting
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these quantities for composite structures of arbitrary layering and geometric complexity.
The FE based wave propagation analysis within periodic structures was firstly considered in
[29]. The wave dispersion characteristics within the layered media can be accurately predicted
for a very wide frequency range, by solving a polynomial eigenvalue problem for the propagation constants to be sought. The work was extended to 2-D media in [30]. The WFE method was
introduced in [31] in order to facilitate the post-processing of the eigenproblem solutions and
further improve the computational efficiency of the method. The vibration of a uniform waveguide through the WFE technique was investigated in [32, 33]. The WFE method has recently
found applications in predicting the vibroacoustic and dynamic performance of composite panels and shells [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] , with pressurized shells [41, 42] and complex periodic
structures [43, 44, 45, 46] having been investigated. The variability of acoustic transmission
through layered structures [47, 48], as well as wave steering effects in anisotropic composites [49] have been modelled through the same methodology . The same FE based approach
has been employed in order to compute the reflection and transmission coefficients of waves
impinging on linear joints of finite dimensions [50, 51].
In this work, a generic FE-based computational scheme for computing wave interaction with
LSNs is presented for the first time. Guided wave reflection, transmission and conversion is
computed through a wave and finite element approach. The scheme couples wave propagation
properties within linear structural waveguides to a LSN and is able to compute the generation
higher and sub-harmonics for each wave type through a harmonic balance projection. The new
approach is able to predict reflections and transmissions at harmonic frequencies with a speed
that is orders of magnitude faster than conventional transient FE solutions. The structure can be
of arbitrary complexity, layering and material characteristics as FE modelling is employed. A
Galerkin projection is used to transform the system of nonlinear differential equations of motion into a set of nonlinear algebraic equations which is subsequently solved through a Newton’s
iteration method. The generation of wave harmonics, as well as amplitude-dependent wave reflection and transmission coefficients are reported through the exhibited numerical case studies.
This is the first approach that can accurately and efficiently map the frequency-dependent interactions of guided waves with nonlinearities in arbitrarily complex structures.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec.2 the formulation of the wave and finite element
method for predicting acoustic and ultrasonic GW interaction with LSNs is presented. A description of the Galerkin projection as well as of the Newton’s iteration scheme employed for
solving the system of nonlinear differential equations is also given. In Sec.3 the proposed
method is validated for a number of waveguide types through comparison to full transient FE
analyses. Conclusions on the presented work are given in Sec.4.
2

ELASTIC WAVE INTERACTION WITH STRUCTURAL NONLINEARITIES

An arbitrarily complex and periodic in the x direction waveguide is illustrated in Fig.2. The
propagation constants for the elastic waves travelling in the x direction within the waveguide
can be sought through a WFE scheme. In the general case, we are assuming a system of N
waveguides connected through a structural coupling element which could exhibit arbitrarily
complex mechanical behaviour and which is fully FE modelled (see Fig.2). As already stated,
each waveguide can be of different and arbitrary layering and can also support a different number Wn of propagating waves at a given frequency. An extensive description of how to deal
with waveguides having different layouts and meshes can be found in [50]. Each supported
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Figure 1: Caption of the WFE modelled composite waveguide with the left and right side nodes qL , qR bullet
marked. The range of interior nodes qI is also illustrated.

Figure 2: Periodic elastic waveguides connected through a coupling element exhibiting inelastic mechanical behaviour. A positive going wave + of angular frequency ω impinging on the coupling element will give rise to
reflected and transmitted outgoing − waves of multiple subharmonic and superharmonic frequencies.
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wavemode w with w ∈ [1 · · · W ] for the nth waveguide in the system can be grouped as
i
h
hω,+
hω,+
hω,+
Φhω,+
=
φ
φ
·
·
·
φ
n,q
q,2
q,W
i
h q,1
hω,+
hω,+
hω,+
Φn,f = φf,1
φf,2
· · · φhω,+
f,W
i
h
hω,−
hω,−
hω,−
hω,−
Φn,q = φq,1
φq,2
· · · φq,W
i
h
hω,−
hω,−
hω,−
Φhω,−
=
φ
φ
·
·
·
φ
n,f
f,1
f,2
f,W

(1)

with each matrix being of dimension [j × W ]. The wavemodes of the entire system can be
computed for each waveguide n with n ∈ [1 · · · N ] and for the fundamental excitation frequency
ω as well as for the higher and sub-harmonics hω with h ∈ [1/Hm · · · 1 · · · H] and be grouped
as

 hω,+
Φ1,q
0
···
0
 0
Φhω,+
···
0 
2,q


(2)
Φhω,+
=
q
 ···
···
···
··· 
0
0
· · · Φhω,+
N,q
[jN ×W N ]
with similar expressions standing for Φhω,+
, Φhω,−
, Φhω,−
. For each waveguide, the local coq
f
f
ordinate system is defined such that the waveguide’s axis is directed towards the joint (direction
+). The rotation matrix Rn transforms the DoFs from the local to the global coordinates of
the system. Rotation matrices can be grouped in a block diagonal matrix R. The equation of
motion for the nonlinear, FE modelled coupling element can be in general written as
Mz̈(t) + Cż(t) + Kz(t) + fN L = fext (t)

(3)

with fN L the nonlinear force vector induced by the coupling element’s inherent inelastic behaviour and fext (t) being the external forces applied to the coupling element.
Waves of the fundamental excitation frequency ω having amplitudes aω,+
are impinging on
n
the coupling element from the nth waveguide. For each considered harmonic hω, they give
ω,+
in the nth waveguide, while they also
rise to reflected waves of amplitudes ahω,−
= rhω
n,n an
n
hω,−
hω ω,+
give rise to transmitted waves of amplitudes ak
= ck,n an in the kth waveguide with rhω
n,n
hω
and ck,n being matrices containing the reflection and transmission coefficients of the coupling
element at each harmonic hω. These define the wave scattering matrix Shω of the joint, whose
partitions relate the amplitudes of the incident and scattered waves as
ahω,− = Shω aω,+

(4)

with aω,+
[W N ×1] the vector containing the amplitudes of the incoming waves moving towards the
coupling element and ahω,−
[W N ×1] the vector containing the amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted outgoing waves produced at the hω harmonic. The complex wave interaction matrix
Shω projects the incoming waves aω,+ having a single frequency ω to each of the higher and
sub-harmonics hω. Assuming that only waves of a single frequency ω are impinging on the
coupling element, a transformation can be defined for the motion in the waveguides between
the physical domain, where the motion is described in terms of q and f and the wave domain
where the motion is described in terms of waves of amplitudes aω,+ and ahω,− travelling in the
positive and negative directions respectively, and by concatenating the corresponding vectors
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and matrices the general expressions for q and f for the system of waveguides can be expressed
as
+
q(t) = Φω,+
q a cos(ωt) +

f (t) =

+
Φω,+
f a

cos(ωt) +

H
P
h=1
H
P

Φhω,−
ahω,− cos(hωt) +
q
ahω,−
Φhω,−
f

cos(hωt) +

H
m
P
h=1
H
m
P
h=1

h=1

Φhω,−
ahω,− cos( h1 ωt)
q
(5)
ahω,−
Φhω,−
f

cos( h1 ωt)

The above expression can be employed to perform a cyclostationary projection of the behaviour
of the system through the Harmonic Balance Method (HBM) [52]. It is noted that sin terms
are not included in the above expansions as the phase of each wave scattering coefficient is
captured by the imaginary part of the sought interaction coefficients ahω,− . By performing the
convenient substitution τ = ωt and grouping the trigonometric terms the following expression
can be acquired
+
ω,−
q(τ ) = Φω,+
(6)
q T2 a + T1 Aq
being the generalized displacement wave interaction coefficient vector written as
with Aω,−
q


ω,− ω ω,+
Φ
S
a


q




2ω,− 2ω ω,+




S
a
Φ
q






·
·
·
ω,−
(7)
Aq =
Hω,− Hω ω,+
S a
Φq








···




1


1
ω,−

 Hm
ω
ω,+
Φq
S Hm a
[jHN ×1]
q(τ ) can be derived twice. Then with Aω,−
formulated similarly to Aω,−
q . A set of nonlinear, alf
gebraic equations can be obtained through a Galerkin projection [53] of the system of nonlinear
differential equations of motion.




2H
Rm π > 2
d2 T1
dT1
ω,−
ω,−
>
T1 ω MR 2 + ωCR
+ KRT1 Aq − T1 RT1 Af
dτ +
dτ
dτ
0


2
2H
Rm π > 2
ω,+
ω,+ dT2
ω,+
ω,+ d T2
(8)
+ ωCRΦq
+ KRΦq T2 − RΦf T2 a+ dτ +
T1 ω MRΦq
dτ 2
dτ
0
2H
Rm π >
T1 fN L dτ = 0
0

3

VALIDATION FOR A LAYERED COMPOSITE BEAM

The presented approach is validated for an asymmetric layered composite beam with aluminium facesheets and a polyurethane core having a cross-section of 8mm×12mm and the
thicknesses of the layers being equal to 1mm, 10mm and 2mm respectively (see Fig.3). The
entirety of the propagating waves can be sought through WFE and without the need of any
kinematic assumptions for the complex structures, as 3D FEs and displacement fields are employed.
In practice, the wave modes can be excited one-by-one in a full FE transient simulation by
employing the WFE computed φ+
q,n eigenvectors and applying them as time-dependent harmonic displacement boundary conditions (of excitation frequency ω) at one of the extreme
cross-sections of the waveguide. An 11-period Hanning window was used for all transient excitations. The results on the fundamental and harmonic reflections for a nonlinearly hardening
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the two healthy and elastic composite multilayer waveguides (a) and (b)
coupled through a nonlinear element (c) containing an arbitrary structural nonlinearity.

Figure 4: Absolute values of the wave reflection coefficients of the pressure propagating wave for a nonlinearly
hardened element with knl =1e13N/m3 at: Frequency ω computed according to the current scheme (- -) and through
a full transient FE calculation (◦), Harmonic frequency 3ω computed according to the current scheme (–) and
through a full transient FE calculation ().

element are presented below in Figs.4. Excellent agreement is observed between the fundamental frequency reflection predictions obtained through the presented approach and through
a full FE transient response prediction. Moreover, good agreement is observed between the
two approaches regarding the reflections computed for the 3ω harmonic frequency. The most
probable cause of the slight divergence observed between the two sets of results is the fact that
in a nonlinear transient FE problem energy is partially also channeled towards other harmonics
(higher than the second one), which are not included in the harmonic balance expansion.
4

CONCLUSIONS

A novel comprehensive FE-based computational scheme was presented for quantifying guided
wave interaction with LSNs. Structures of arbitrary complexity, layering and material characteristics can be modelled through the presented approach as an FE discretization is employed.
The scheme couples wave propagation properties within linear structural waveguides to LSNs
and is able to compute the generation of harmonic frequencies for each wave mode through a
harmonic balance projection. The principal outcomes of the work are summarized as follows:
• The presented scheme was validated through comparison with a full FE transient response
prediction. Excellent agreement is observed between the two sets of results for the fundamental, as well as for higher harmonic frequency predictions.
• The new approach is able to predict reflections and transmissions at harmonic frequencies
with a speed that is orders of magnitude faster than conventional transient FE solutions.
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• Generation of higher order harmonics can become maximum at certain frequencies which
can be excited for facilitating the detection of certain nonlinearity scenarios (ideally related to the presence of certain damage).
Future developments are focusing towards modelling and implementing realistic damage
models as a LSN. Efficient multiscale damage models are essential to implement in order to
accurately capture the nonlinear mechanics of advanced damage scenarios, while retaining the
size of the FE model and the implied required computational effort at acceptable levels.
5
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Abstract. In recent years, locally resonant metamaterials have shown great potential in efficiently attenuating mechanical vibrations and providing noise insulation in various applications. Given the wide application range of lightweight pipes and considering that such
structures can serve as excellent waveguides as they are often quite long, a locally resonant
metamaterial pipe is presented in this paper. This metamaterial solution is chosen to investigate whether it is possible to use the metamaterial concept on pipe-like structures. Resonators
are added to the pipe on a subwavelength scale in order to create a stopband zone in the
propagation of flexural waves. Utilizing the Bloch-Floquet theorem and considering a periodic distribution of the local resonators, unit cell modelling is adopted to design the metamaterial pipe with a stopband zone in the frequency range of interest. Only a limited number of
resonators are added to the original pipe in order to keep the added mass ratio due to these
resonators below 10%. The results obtained from Bloch-Floquet theorem hold for an infinite
metamaterial pipe with a periodic distribution of local resonators, but previous studies have
shown that they provide a reliable prediction of the zone of highly attenuated response of the
finite structure as well. Finally, the metamaterial pipe is manufactured to experimentally validate the results provided by the numerical prediction of the stopband zone. The metamaterial
structure is composed of an Aluminum pipe as the host structure with added local resonators
which are produced from Plexiglas using a laser cutting technique. The experimental results
prove the existence of the stopband zone as predicted by the unit cell analysis of the infinite
metamaterial pipe. The proposed concept provides an easy-to-apply metamaterial solution
which can provide the stopband behavior while meeting the lightweight criterion.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in innovative lightweight designs in
various applications. However, these lightweight solutions often show unfavorable Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH) behavior and given the impact of noise pollution on human
health [1], a search for innovative solutions which both meet the lightweight criterion and satisfy NVH requirements has started. These novel NVH solutions need to be kept simple, cheap
and fairly easy to apply. One of such novel solutions is the locally resonant metamaterials.
In recent years, locally resonant metamaterials have been in the spotlight as possible solutions for vibration attenuation and sound insulation problems, be it in targeted frequency
ranges [2, 3]. Locally resonant metamaterials generally function by creating a stopband zone
in which the structure does not support free wave propagation. This behavior in metamaterials
is obtained due to the addition of local resonators to the host structure resulting in the destructive interference between the on-going waves propagating in the structure and the waves reradiated from the resonant cells within the stopband zone [4]. This new family has shown
potential in efficiently controlling acoustic radiation and sound transmission while satisfying
the lightweight requirement [5]. The potential of locally resonant metamaterials in vibration
attenuation has recently been studied by Claeys et al. [6]. It is worth noting that the stopband
behavior in locally resonant metamaterials is not dependent on the periodicity of the structure.
In recent years, academic verification of locally resonant metamaterials has been performed [6 - 8]. In such studies, the resonant cells are modelled as grids of mass-spring systems added to the hosting structure. However, there have also been a number of investigations
on the feasibility of locally resonant metamaterials as realizable NVH problems. In one of
such studies, Claeys et al. have proposed a design for resonant cells which can be realized
fairly easily while meeting the lightweight criterion and providing favorable NVH behavior [9,
10]. Their study proves the increased acoustic insertion loss of a finite enclosure due to the
addition of the resonant cells.
As stated, periodicity is not a required property of locally resonant metamaterials; however,
assuming a periodic distribution of the resonant cells, has its benefits in modelling efficiently.
Assuming an infinite periodic structure, wave motion in the structure can be characterized by
investigation of a unit cell and applying the Bloch-Floquet theorem [11, 12]. A unit cell is defined as a smallest portion of a periodic structure which contains all the essential information
required to describe wave propagation through the entire structure. In the context of metamaterials, wave propagation in the structure is commonly described using dispersion curves
which relate wavenumbers of propagating waves to the frequency at which they propagate.
Application of the Bloch-Floquet theorem and unit cell modelling in the design of periodic
structures has been thoroughly investigated [13, 14].
Studies on wave propagation in curved structures show that the behavior of such structures
significantly differ from their planar counterparts as e.g. shown in [15]. Therefore, next to
studies on the stopband behavior in flat metamaterial plates, it is worth to investigate the effect of curvature on the behavior of locally resonant metamaterials. Recently, Nateghi et al.
[16, 17] extended the metamaterial demonstration of Claeys et al. [9] to the case of infinite
cylindrical shells and pipes. The results show a considerable difference in behavior due to the
addition of the cylindrical curvature and the existence of cut-on frequencies. It was shown that
below cut-on frequencies of flexural waves the behavior of cylindrical and flat metamaterial
structures differ considerably. In addition, it is observed that addition of local resonators to
the cylindrical host influences the cut-on frequency of the flexural waves; especially in the
vicinity of the targeted stopband zone. Moreover, it was observed that the frequency range of
the stopband of flexural modes with different circumferential wavenumbers differ from each
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other. However, the overall dynamic behavior of the cylindrical structure is improved as the
stopband zone is obtained.
In this paper, wave motion in locally resonant metamaterial pipes is investigated. Following form the findings of [17], a metamaterial solution for vibration attenuation of a lightweight Aluminum pipe is designed, analyzed and produced. To this end, first, a new resonant
structure is designed and then, utilizing the Bloch-Floquet theorem and assuming a periodic
distribution of the resonant cells through the pipe, the effects of these resonators on the structure are investigated. In this step, the dispersion curves of the metamaterial pipe are obtained
and stopband zones are numerically predicted. In the next step, the metamaterial pipe is produced and an experimental set-up is designed to validate the numerical prediction. In this
study, the metamaterial structure is composed of a hosting Aluminum pipe of 1 m length
which is treated by gluing on Poly(Methyl Methacrylate), also known as PMMA, resonant
cells, produced using a laser cutting technique. The experimental results prove the existence
of a stopband zone due to the addition of the resonant cells to the pipe and the frequency
range of the stopband zone is in good agreement with the unit cell modelling prediction.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the application case in more details.
Section 3 describes the metamaterial solution and the overall design of the resonant cells. Section 4 briefly explains the application of unit cell modelling on the resonant cells described in
section 3. Dispersion curves are obtained and the stopband is predicted. Section 5 provides
information on the specifications of the experimental set-up and the experimental results are
discussed in section 6. Finally, the main conclusions of the research are drawn and discussed.
2

HOST STRUCTURE

A lightweight thin pipe is chosen as a case study because of its wide range of applications;
from piping networks to rotating machinery amongst other applications. Considering the low
mass of the structure, its hollowness and the fact that it is quite thin, the radiated noise from
the wall of such a pipe can be considerable [18] . Moreover, as shown in [17], the circular
curvature of the structure is a good demonstration of the effect of curvature on the metamaterial solution and stopband zones.
In the current study, an Aluminum pipe of length 1 m, thickness 2.1 mm and inner radius
of 4.8 cm is chosen as the case study. The choice of Aluminum is due to its common usage in
industrial applications from transportation industry to various piping systems. The mechanical
and physical properties of the Aluminum pipe is given in Table 1. Considering the importance
of NVH behavior at lower frequencies, the behavior of the structure below 1000 Hz is targeted and investigated.
Material
Aluminum
PMMA

Young’s modulus
[GPa]
68
4.85

Poisson’s ratio
[-]
0.35
0.31

Density
[kg/m3]
2696.2
1188.38

Table 1: Material properties of the Aluminum pipe and the PMMA resonant cells.

3

LOCALLY RESONANT METAMATERIAL PIPE

In this section, the design of the metamaterial solution is explained in more detail. The
main interest of this paper is to improve NVH behavior of a thin Aluminum pipe as a lightweight hollow structure. To this end, considering the importance of the flexural waves on
acoustic radiation of structures, in this work, creating a stopband zone in the propagation of
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the flexural waves is targeted. To this end, resonant cells are designed to have a low-frequent
flexural mode and are added to the host structure on a subwavelength scale to satisfy the criteria of metamaterial design [2].
In the current work, the metamaterial structure is composed of the Aluminum pipe introduced in section 2 as the host structure with the addition of resonant cells produced from a
PMMA panel using laser cutting technique. The representation of such a resonant cell is
shown in Fig. (1). The mechanical and physical properties of the resonant cells are given in
Table 1. These parameters are retrieved through correlation of the measured frequency response of the structure with the frequency response predicted by the numerical model.
The dimensions of the resonant cells should be chosen based on the frequency range of the
intended stopband zone as this zone occurs around the first flexural eigenfrequency of the
resonator. The goal in this research is to keep the added mass ratio of the resonant cells to the
host structure low to make sure that the metamaterial solution still falls under the definition of
a lightweight solution.
The resonators are tuned to have their first flexural resonant frequency around 800 Hz and
therefore the geometrical parameters shown in the second row of Table 2 are chosen for the
resonant cell shown in Fig. (1). This frequency range is chosen as numerical simulations of
the Aluminum pipe show a vibrating mode which can contribute to acoustic radiation at 800
Hz. However, after production of the cells, measuring the final geometrical parameters of 5
samples and averaging these data provides the updated geometrical parameters of the resonant
cells which are used in the numerical prediction of the stopband zones. These updated parameters are given in the last row of Table 2.
A similar design as in [10, 19] is used in this research as shown in Fig. (1). Note that the
thickness of the resonator is kept constant and equal to 8 mm. The chosen shape makes the
production of the resonant cells through laser cutting straightforward.
L8

L5
L6
L3
L2

L4

L7

L1

Figure 1: Representation of the resonant cells.

Dimensions
[mm]
Designed
Measured

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

3.12
2.97

3.54
3.21

3.00
2.76

12.00
11.83

7.36
7.47

12.00
11.75

13.51
13.56

16.49
15.95

Table 2: Geometrical parameters of the resonant cell shown in Fig. (1).
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The resonant cell is modelled using the properties and the dimensions stated in Tables 1
and 2 in COMSOL Multiphysics. The model is discretized using 12440 quadratic tetrahedral
solid elements resulting in 62253 degrees of freedom. Note that fixed boundary conditions
are assumed at the base of the resonator. As it can be seen from Fig. (2), the first eigenfrequency of the resonator is a flexural mode with respect to the host structure and it occurs at
745.8 Hz, while the second eigenfrequency occurs at 1059.1 Hz and can be described as a
longitudinal mode with respect to the host structure. Following previous studies [9, 17], it will
be investigated both numerically and experimentally whether the addition of this type of resonator to a pipe can induce a stopband.

Figure 2: Modeshapes of the first and second eignfrequencies of the resonant cells. The wireframe represents the
undeformed state of the resonant cells.

4

UNIT CELL MODELLING AND STOPBAND ZONE

Next step in the investigation of the stopband behavior of the locally resonant metamaterial
pipe is a wave dispersion analysis. As stated before, at this step, it is assumed that the resonant cells are distributed periodically over the pipe on a subwavelength scale. The grid for
such a periodic distribution is also of importance. It is assumed that 8 resonant cells are distributed around the circumference of the pipe and this ring of resonance cells is infinitely repeated in the axial direction. The distance between two resonators in the axial direction is 4
cm. Fig. (3) shows the representative unit cell which is used in the dispersion analysis. Also
the host structure is accounted for in the unit cell.
After choosing the proper representative unit cell, it is possible to apply the Bloch-Floquet
theorem to obtain dispersion curves which provide the required information on wave propagation through the infinite structure. These dispersion curves provide the relationship between
the wavenumbers and the frequency of the waves which can propagate in the structure. The
application of Bloch-Floquet theorem for the dispersion analysis of both open cylindrical
metamaterial shells and metamaterial pipes are performed by Nateghi et al. [16, 17]. Considering the configuration used in the current study, readers are referred to [17] for the required
formulations of unit cell modelling in infinitely long cylindrical pipes. Based on this formulation, for the dispersion analysis of the metamaterial pipe, it is required to set integer values to
the circumferential wavenumber kφ as shown in Fig. (4) and solve the remaining quadratic
eigenvalue problem for the values of the axial wavenumber kz which then provide dispersion
curves. The stopband zones appear as discontinuities in the dispersion curves of the corresponding waves. This zone indicates a frequency range in which no solution exists as the free
wave propagation in the structure is hindered.
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Figure 3: Representative unit cell of the metamaterial pipe (left) and the host Aluminum pipe (right).

It is more convenient to analyze the wave propagation vector   k.d instead of the wavenumber vector k given since it is a non-dimensional vector with d the lattice basis vector. In
addition, in this analysis, only real wave vectors, corresponding to free propagating waves, are
considered. In the current section, only the real parts of the solutions are represented as they
provide sufficient information for stopband prediction.
z
r

kz

k

k
O 

Figure 4: Representation of the wavenumber vector in a pipe as shown in [17].

The unit cell models of Fig. (3) are modelled in COMSOL Multiphysics and periodic
boundary conditions are applied to the unit cell model. Afterwards, following the formulations provided in [17] the dispersion relation is solved for the axial wavenumbers of propagating waves at fixed frequencies and circumferential wavenumbers. Given the imposed periodic
boundary condition, solving the dispersion relation provides a periodic set of solutions in the
wavenumber domain. This periodic set of solutions in the wavenumber domain has the inter 
vals of   ,  in which L is the length of the unit cell in the axial direction.
 L L

In the next subsections, first the dispersion curves representing wave propagation through
the hosting pipe are discussed to further understand wave motion in the Aluminum pipe. Afterwards, the unit cell model consisting of the Aluminum pipe and the resonant cell is studied
to provide a numerical prediction of the frequency range of the stopband zone.
4.1

Wave propagation in the host structure

Fig. (5) shows dispersion curves of the propagating parts of the waves with the circumferential wavenumber kφ=0, 1 and 2 rad/rad in an infinite Aluminum pipe represented by the host
unit cell of Fig. (3). These curves represent breathing, beam bending and ovalling modes of
vibration in the pipe, respectively. In this figure, only the propagating parts of the waves are
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depicted as their information suffices for the purpose of stopband detection. It is worth mentioning that in the dispersion curves of the metamaterial pipe, the stopband appears as a discontinuity in the dispersion curves of the flexural waves.
As it can be seen in the dispersion curves representing the breathing mode, two pairs of
waves can propagate through the structure within the frequency range of 0 Hz – 1000 Hz
which correspond to the longitudinal and shear modes of vibration. The dispersion curves representing flexural waves do not appear in this frequency range as the flexural wave of the
breathing mode is only cut on at 17417 Hz. It is worth mentioning that although, breathing
mode has a considerable contribution to acoustic radiation, given that the stopband of the current work is targeting propagating flexural waves around 750 Hz, this mode is not of high importance in stopband prediction as the flexural wave has not cut on in this frequency range.
Based on the dispersion curves of the ovalling and beam bending modes, only flexural
waves are propagating in this frequency range. Considering the current resonator design, these
are the waves that are targeted in the current study. It is worth mentioning that waves with
higher circumferential wavenumbers are not investigated as their flexural waves cut on at frequencies higher than 1000 Hz.

Figure 5: Dispersion curves representing wave motion in the infinite bare Aluminum pipe with circum-

ferential wavenumbers 0, 1 and 2.
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4.2

Wave propagation in the metamaterial pipe

Dispersion curves of the propagating waves with kφ=0, 1 and 2 rad/rad obtained from the
representative unit cell of the metamaterial pipe (as shown in Fig. (3)) are given by Fig. (6).
As it can be seen from the figure, the addition of the resonant cells have influenced the dispersion curves representing the wave propagation of the breathing mode even though the flexural
waves have not cut on below 1000 Hz. This effect can be explained based on mode coupling
and the wave propagation related to the motion of the local resonant cells at the eigenfrequency of the resonators [17]. It has been shown that below the ring frequency, i.e. the cut-on frequency of the flexural wave of the breathing mode, waves are not of pure flexural, shear and
longitudinal nature.

Figure 6: Dispersion curves representing wave motion in the infinite metamaterial pipe with circumfer-

ential wavenumbers 0, 1 and 2.

The dispersion curves of the beam bending and ovalling modes show a clear gap in the
curves representing the propagating flexural waves. These gaps prove the existence of stopband zones due to the addition of the local resonators and are in the frequency ranges of 740
Hz - 770 Hz and 740 Hz - 825 Hz for beam bending and ovalling modes, respectively. Therefore, based on these results it can predicted that the current design creates an overall stopband
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zone between 740 Hz and 770 Hz. It is expected that a significant attenuation can be obtained
between 740 Hz - 825 Hz by applying this metamaterial solution to the Aluminum pipe.
Another point of interest in the dispersion curves shown in Fig. (6) is related to the cut on
frequency of the flexural wave in the ovalling mode which is affected due to the addition of
the resonant cells. In previous studies, it has been shown that below the stopband zone, the
addition of the local resonators pushes the cut on frequency of the propagating waves to lower
frequencies while above the stopband zone the cut on frequencies of waves increase. Readers
are referred to [16] for further information in this regard.
5

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

This section provides information on the production aspect of the metamaterial pipe and
explains the specifications of the test set-up.
5.1

Production of the resonators

The resonant cells are produced from PMMA panels as shown in Fig. (7), using a laser cutter machine. The resonators are all cut from the same panel using the same laser cutter tool to
try to keep the material properties and the possible production errors as consistent as possible.
However, there is still a deviation between the geometries of the designed and finally produced parts.

Figure 7: Produced PMMA resonators.

As already explained in section 3, the final geometrical parameters of the produced resonators are measured and averaged using 5 separate samples and are given in Table 2. In order to
be sure about the actual resonance frequency of the produced parts, an experiment is performed using a Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (SLDV) as shown in Fig. (8). 5 samples
of the produced resonators are chosen and glued to a rigid plate. In order to make the contact
between the rigid part and the resonant cells more consistent, the resonator design is changed
slightly by making their base flat as shown in the figure. Numerical simulations show that the
influence of this design change on the resonance frequency of the parts is negligible; considering that the change is limited to the base of the cells which is glued to the rigid part. The
rigid structure is mounted on and excited by a shaker The acceleration of the tip of the resonators due to the shaker excitation is measured using SLDV as shown in the figure.
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Figure 8: SLDV set-up for flexural eigenfrequency measurement of 5 of the resonators.

Fig. (9) shows the measured acceleration of five resonators in the frequency range of 0 Hz
-1000 Hz. As it can be observed, there is a clear resonance frequency between 735 Hz – 743
Hz which shows up as a peak in the figure. From these five samples, it can be concluded that
the average resonance frequency of the produced parts lies at 740 Hz which is in good agreement with the results of the numerical simulations. It is worth noting that the scatter in the
resonance frequency of the produced parts can affect the performance of the metamaterial solution in the stopband zone and it is important to reduce it as much as possible. However, in
the current case, the scatter of 8 Hz with a maximum relative error of 0.68% with respect to
the average resonance frequency seems to be in an acceptable range [20].

Figure 9: Frequency response of the produced PMMA resonators under shaker excitation measured by

SLDV. Dashed line indicates the numerically predicted resonance frequency.

5.2

Test set-up

The test set-up used for the experimental frequency response analysis of the metamaterial
pipe is described in this section. The test bench shown in Fig. (10) is used to mount the metamaterial pipe. It consists of a table with rigid stands from which the test specimen is suspended using guitar strings to limit the effects of possible coupled vibrations of the pipe and
the table and to limit the effect of mounting conditions.
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As excitation, a hammer is used to perform impact testing. To measure the response of the
pipe, four lightweight accelerometers are attached to different sections of the pipe.. Each of
the accelerometers weighs 0.8 g which makes the additional mass of them negligible as compared to the mass of the metamaterial pipe.

Figure 10: Test set-up.

In order to characterize wave propagation through the structure there is a need for various
measurement points on the pipe. The roving hammer method is applied in order to avoid the
need of adding many accelerometers. This means that the excitation location is varied and the
response location is kept fixed as a reference. Due to the reciprocity principle, valid for linear
systems, the response and input points can be interchanged.
The metamaterial pipe is divided into 13 sections as shown in Fig. (11) and on each section 8 equidistant points around the circumference are chosen, corresponding to a total of 104
excitation locations for the roving hammer. The acceleration response is measured at the 4
points shown in Fig. (11).
Accelerometer 1

Section 1 Resonators

Accelerometer 2

Accelerometer 3

Section 8

Section 10

Accelerometer 4

Section 13

Figure 11: Excitation sections, measurement points and the location of resonators.

As indicated in figure (11) only six rings of resonators are glued to the Aluminum pipe and
the rings are distributed evenly with 4 cm of distance between two rings. The number of resonator rings is chosen based on the results reported by [10] where 6 rows of resonators are
shown to be sufficient to create stopband behavior. In order to fully capture the effect of the
resonant cells on the behavior of the pipe, there are spatially more excitation sections foreseen
in the left side of the pipe in order to characterize the decay of the waves passing through each
ring of resonant cells. Furthermore, to evaluate the effect of each ring or resonators separately,
the measurement procedure is repeated for 7 different configurations. First the bare case is
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measured. Next the ring on the left side is added and the pipe is measured again. This procedure is repeated for the next 5 rings, where the rings are added consecutively from left to right.
The averaged measured mass of a single resonant cell is 2.24 g, summing up to a total added mass of 107.52 g for all 48 cells which are glued to the pipe in the final metamaterial design. With a total mass addition of 6.16% to the host structure, this can still be considered as
a lightweight NVH treatment.
6

MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Test results are discussed in this section. Applying the reciprocity principle, the results are
given in the form of averaged measured RMS accelerations for the different sections of the
pipe and averaged measured RMS accelerations of the entire pipe with respect to the location
of the corresponding reference positions. RMS acceleration of different sections are calculated according to the following formula:

H
in which H

X n , k / Fe

X n / Fe , rms



1
M

M

H
k 1

2
X n ,k / Fe

,

(1)

indicates the amplitude of the acceleration frequency response in point k on

section n for an excitation in point e and M is the number of points per section. Note that the
RMS acceleration of the entire pipe is calculated as follows:
H

X Fe , rms



N M
1
2
HX
,

 N .M  n1 k 1 n ,k / Fe

(2)

where N is the number of sections of the pipe. Fig. (12) shows the measured RMS acceleration of the entire pipe for the 7 configurations, based on input on the location of accelerometer
1. It is observed that between 700 Hz - 780 Hz, there is an obvious dip building up in the frequency response of the pipe which shows the existence of the stopband zone due to the addition of the resonators. The numerically predicted stopband is indicated by dashed lines and
corresponds well to the measurements.
It is observed that the dip in the frequency response of the pipe within the stopband zone
gets more pronounced with the addition of each resonator ring which indicates that the attenuation of the waves becomes stronger.
It is also noted that below the stopband zone there is a shift to the left in the frequency response of the pipe with the addition of the resonator cells which can be clearly observed in the
peaks of the figure which represent different eigenmodes of vibration of the pipe. This shift
for the eigenmode above stopband is towards higher frequencies. This behavior can be explained due to in-phase and out-of-phase motion of the pipe and the resonators below and
above the stopband zone, respectively. It has been shown that below stopband zone, motion of
the resonators and the host structure are in-phase resulting in a higher dynamic mass [9]. This
higher dynamic mass shifts the eigenmodes of the host to lower frequencies while above
stopband zone out-of-phase motion of the resonators and the host leads to the opposite effect.
In addition of the stopband zone, some clear reduction in the amplitude of these lower frequency modes is also observed which can be related to the added damping coming from the
PMMA resonator cells and their moving masses.
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Figure 12: Frequency response of the RMS acceleration of all of the points through the length of the

pipe with various numbers of resonator rings based on input on the location of accelerometer 1.
Dashed lines indicate the numerically predicted stopband zone.

Figure 13: Frequency response of the RMS acceleration of all of the excitation point through the length

of the bare pipe and the metamaterial pipe with 6 resonator rings based on input on the location of different accelerometers. Dashed lines indicate the numerically predicted stopband zone.

Fig. (13) shows the RMS frequency response of all of the points on the pipe with 6 rings
based on input on the location of accelerometers 1 to 4. As it can be observed, the dip representing the stopband zone can be clearly detected in the measured response of the accelerometers 1 to 3. However, in the case of accelerometer 4 the dip is not as clear. As it can be seen,
the amplitude of the response in the frequency range of the stopband is lower in the curve corresponding to accelerometer 4 compared to the other curves which can mask the dip related to
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the stopband. Therefore, it is important to study the behavior of the section which contains
this point, i.e. section 13, to verify the effect of the resonators on the opposite end of the pipe.
However in addition to the RMS response of the entire pipe, it is important to study the
RMS response in different sections of the pipe. This section-wise investigation can provide a
better understanding of the wave decay due to the addition of the resonator rings and can also
assure a consistent reduction in the acceleration response of the pipe along its entire length.
Fig. (14) provides the RMS response of the sections 1, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 13 for the metamaterial
pipe with 6 added resonator rings. As it can be seen, the comparison of the responses of sections 1 – 7, that are in the region of the added resonant cells, clearly show that the dip in the
stopband zone becomes more pronounced as the wave travels along the pipe and passes
through each resonant cell. However, the observation of the dip due to the stopband in sections 10 and 13 (right at the opposite end of the pipe), in which resonant cells are not attached,
proves that the metamaterial solution is influencing the frequency response of the entire pipe
as expected.

Figure 14: Frequency response of the RMS acceleration of various sections of the metamaterial pipe

with 6 resonator rings based on input on the location of accelerometer 1. Dashed lines indicate the
numerically predicted stopband zone.

Figs. (15) – (18) provide the frequency response of the pipe treated with different numbers
of resonator rings in sections 1, 3, 7 and 13 based on input on the location of accelerometer 1,
respectively. Results in these sections are presented as they provide a good understanding of
the behavior of the metamaterial pipe as sections 1, 3 and 7 are located before, in between and
behind the resonator rings and section 13 is the end of the pipe with no resonators attached.
Considering that the pipe is treated with the metamaterial solution only at one end, it is important to study the effect of the resonators on its opposite end.
It is observed in Fig. (15) that in section 1 which is located before the resonator rings, the
frequency responses due to a different number of resonator rings are not much influenced in
the stopband zone. This can be explained due to the fact that both measurement and excitation
points are before the resonator rings and therefore, this sections observes the effect of the
rings minimally. The main difference between the pipe with different number of resonators
comes from the additional mass of extra resonators which causes a frequency shift as ex-
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plained before. However, in the response of the section 3 as shown in Fig. (16), there is a
more considerable difference in the frequency response of the pipes with different number of
resonator cells in the stopband zone. In this case, the pipes with more than two resonator rings
show a more pronounced stopband zone. This observation becomes even more prominent for
the response of the metamaterial with 6 resonator ring in section 7 as shown in Fig. (17). Considering that section 7 is located after the 6 resonator rings, the decay of the propagating
waves becomes more pronounced with the addition of each resonator ring.

Figure 15: Frequency response of the RMS acceleration of section 1 of the pipe with various number of

resonator rings corresponding to the excitation point located at accelerometer 1. Dashed lines indicate
the numerically predicted stopband zone.

Figure 16: Frequency response of the RMS acceleration of section 3 of the pipe with various number of

resonator rings corresponding to the excitation point located at accelerometer 1. Dashed lines indicate
the numerically predicted stopband zone.
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Figure 17: Frequency response of the RMS acceleration of section 7 of the pipe with various number of

resonator rings corresponding to the excitation point located at accelerometer 1. Dashed lines indicate
the numerically predicted stopband zone.

Figure 18: Frequency response of the RMS acceleration of section 13 of the pipe with various number
of resonator rings corresponding to the excitation point located at accelerometer 1. Dashed lines indicate the numerically predicted stopband zone.

Frequency response functions obtained from section 13 as shown in Fig. (18), once more
proves that the stopband zone is also obtained on the opposite end of the pipe in which again,
the stopband dip becomes more pronounced with the addition of each resonator ring and the
peaks representing different modes of the pipe become significantly damped after the addition
of 6 resonator rings similar to section 7. In addition to the observations with respect to the
stopband zone, as it can be seen in all of the figures, it is observed that the addition of the res-
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onator rings causes a significant attenuation in the dynamic modes of the pipe. This effect can
be more clearly observed at the peak around 800 Hz for all of the shown four sections.
7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, wave motion in locally resonant metamaterial pipes is investigated. Given the
complex dynamics of curved structures and considering the wide range of application of
lightweight Aluminum pipes such a pipe is chosen as the case study and a metamaterial solution is designed and proposed. The metamaterial solution has the potential to efficiently improve the NVH behavior of the pipe by the introduction of a stopband zone. Using the BlochFloquet theorem, the unit cell modelling method is utilized to numerically predict the frequency range of this stopband zone. The proposed metamaterial solution is then produced by
cutting resonators out of a PMMA panel using laser cutting technique and by gluing them to
the host Aluminum pipe. The host and metamaterial pipes are tested using the impact testing
method under roving hammer excitation. The response is measured in different sections of the
pipe for different numbers of resonant cells added to the pipe. The measurement results clearly verify the existence of a stopband zone due to the metamaterial treatment of the pipe. Comparison of the response of the pipes with different number of resonator cells shows that a
pronounced reduction in the vibrational response can be obtained with a limited number of
resonator cells corresponding to a 6.16% added mass to the Aluminum pipe; however, it is
worth mentioning that addition of more resonator cells can result in higher amount of attenuation while adding to the mass. The validation case shows that the metamaterial solution can
also influence parts of the pipe which are not treated with resonant cells, providing an efficient lightweight solution for vibration attenuation and possibly sound radiation reduction.
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Abstract. This work deals with the experimental testing and the numerical simulation of the
impulsive dynamics of a tensegrity lattice. The analyzed system is a column made of ten regular
tensegrity prisms, each composed of two solid triangular plates (bases), three cross bars, and
three cross cables. Bars and bases are additively manufactured in a titanium alloy, through
electron-beam melting, while cross cables are made of Spectra fibers and are added to the titanium structure afterward 3D-printing process. The experimental response of the examined
tensegrity column under impact loading is studied by recording the waves traveling through the
system by means of a Digital Image Correlation algorithm, which measures the axial displacements of the bases of each unit.
We compare the experimental results with those obtained from numerical simulations performed by adopting two different nonlinear elastic models: one accounting for the presence
of bending-stiff connections between the 3D-printed elements, and for the resulting mixed
bending-stretching regime; the other one being a tensegrity model which describes a purely
stretching response of the column. Such a comparison shows that the presence of bending-stiff
connections may weaken the nonlinearity of the wave dynamics that is typical of tensegrity lattices with frictionless nodal connections. We also observe that a marked nonlinear behavior
occurs in the case of pure-tensegrity response (no bending deformation) under small prestress.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the dynamics of acoustic metamaterials has been intensively investigated
with the aim of designing novel mechanical devices, such as, e.g., acoustic band gap materials,
shock protector devices, acoustic lenses, and energy trapping containers, to name just a few
examples (refer to [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8] and references cited therein for a review). It has been shown
that these engineered materials may find application for protecting materials and structures
against impacts with external objects [2, 9], as well as for the design of sound-focusing devices
and the manufacturing of noninvasive sensors and actuators for structural health monitoring
[10, 11, 12, 13].
Special attention are receiving lattice structures obtained by assembling tensegrity units, such
as T3 tensegrity prisms [24], since it has been shown that such systems exhibit a mechanical
response that can be continuously varied from hardening to softening, by changing the geometrical, mechanical, and prestress parameters [14, 18, 15, 7]. The geometrically nonlinear
response of a tensegrity system is caused by the presence of one ore more infinitesimal mechnisms, i.e. sets of nodal displacements causing second-order member elongations, owing to the
fact that the equilibrium operator is singular in the considered configuration [16, 17]. The recent
studies [6, 7] have revealed that tensegrity columns composed of T3 prisms are suitable for use
as acoustic lenses supporting extremely compact solitary waves.
In this work, we experimentally test the dynamic response of a tensegrity column subjected
to impact loading, and correspondingly we perform numerical simulations of the examined tests
using two different elastic models, respectively described in Refs. [20] and [23]. An additive
manufacturing (AM) technique based on Electron Beam Melting (EBM) is employed to build
all the elements of the tested structure, except for the cables, which are subsequently added to
the 3d-printed structure through a post-tensioning technique [18]. The mechanical modeling of
such a structure is first analyzed through the stick-and-spring model presented in [20], which
takes into account that the nodes of the 3D-printed structure form bending-stiff connections
between elements. It models the system by considering bars and bases to be inflexible, describing the cables as linear springs, and attaching angular springs to the nodes (mixed bendingstretching response). The second examined model [23] is instead a pure tensegrity model that
introduces frictionless pin-connections between elements, describes the cables as linear springs
and models the bars and the bases of the prisms as rigid bodies (purely stretching response of
each cable of the system). Other than comparing for the first time the experimental impact response of a tensegrity column to the numerically predicted response of the above models, this
work highlights differences and similarities between such models, providing useful directions
for the design of tensegrity metamaterials with sound-focusing abilities.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the experimental setup and the examined
physical model of a tensegrity column. Next, Sects. 3.1–3.3 describe the main features of the
stick-and-spring model, while Sect. 3.4 illustrates a comparison between the predictions of such
a model and the results of the impact test carried out as described in Sect. 2. A similar comparative analysis is presented in Sect. 4 with reference to the pure tensegrity model. Concluding
remarks and directions for future research are drawn in Sect. 5.
2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We experimentally investigated the dynamic response of a 3D-printed physical model of a
tensegrity column [22, 7, 18, 23] under impact loading. Such structure consists of ten regular
tensegrity prisms with triangular bases (T3 prisms) [24, 25] superposed to each other. Figure
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Figure 1: The tensegrity column under test.
1 shows the tested column partly manufactured in Ti6Al4V titanium alloy using the Electron
Beam Melting (EBM) technique [18]. The Arcam S12 EBM facility at the Department of
Materials Science and Engineering, University of Sheffield was employed to manufacture the
examined structure, by depositing layers of Ti6Al4V powder with minimum feature size down
to 0.4 mm [19].
Each T3 prism in the column is left-handed, i.e. the upper base is rotated counter-clockwise
with respect to the bottom base by an angle of 5π/6 about the prism’s axis1 (cf. [23]). Moreover,
each T3 prism is made by three bi-conical bars connected to the vertices of two triangular plates
of thickness t by means of spherical nodes of 3 mm in diameter. These elements are 3D-printed
together with the aid of additional sacrificial linear elements which are mechanically removed
afterward. Three strings elements (or cables) are then added to each prism on using the posttension technique illustrated in [18]. The geometric properties of a prism are given in Tab. 1.
The symbols sN , bN , and hN denote respectively the length of the edges of the base plates,
the length of the bars, and the height of the prism (measured as the distance between the base
centers) [18]. The maximum and minimum diameters of the bars are denoted by D and d,
respectively.
An in-house experimental setup is designed and assembled to apply an impact load to the
top base of the column, while keeping the bottom base fixed to an aluminum plate. The strings
of the structure are pre-stretched by passing them through bridge pins applied to the aluminum
plate (Fig. 1). In order to maintain the column straight, a vertical thin rod was placed along the
column’s axis, passing through holes realized on all bases except the last two, and fixed to the
aluminum plate.
1

When a T3 prism is right-handed the base is rotated clockwise by the same angle.
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t
sN
(mm) (mm)
1.0 34.08

bN
(mm)
44.06

hN
(mm)
22.29

D
(mm)
3.0

d
(mm)
0.5

Table 1: Geometrical properties of a T3 prism.
The top base is impacted by a spherical striker with mass 5 g made of Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE), which falls with null initial velocity for 0.5 m in a duct delimited by four Teflon tubes.
The motion of the column produced by the impact with the striker is recorder through two highspeed cameras FASTCAM Mini UX100, and the axial (vertical) displacements of the upper
base of each unit are measured using a Digital Image Correlation technique.
3

STICK-AND-SPRING MODEL

3.1

Model description

The AM technique described in section 2 does not allow for the realization of spherical
hinges between bars and base plates of the EBM-manufactured tensegrity column; on the contrary, the nodes of the 3d-printed structure provide bending-stiff connections between such elements. Such an observation leads us to employ a stick-and-spring (S&S) model [20] to describe
the dynamic response of the phycal model under examination. A S&S structure is a collection of nodes, edges, and wedges: edges are imagined as node-to-node inflexible but extensible
straight sticks, acting as axial springs when extended; wedges are imagined as complexes of
two sticks sharing one end node, equipped by a angular spring reacting to relative rotations of
the two wedge sticks in their common plane. A S&S structure differs from a tensegrity structure
because, owing to the presence of angular springs, edges are subjected to shear forces and bending/torsion moments, in addition to axial forces. In the remainder of this section, we summarize
the treatment of S&S structures presented in [20].
The combinatorial description of a S&S structure is given by the triplet S = (N , E, W)
consisting of: (i) a collection N of N points, called nodes, of the three-dimensional Euclidean
space; (ii) a collection E of E edges, that is, two-elements subsets of N ; (iii) a collection W
of W wedges, that is, three-elements subsets of N . We say that ij ∈ E is the edge connecting
nodes i, j ∈ N , and that ijk ∈ W, with i, j, k ∈ N , is the wedge with head node i and tail
nodes j and k.
We denote by pi the referential position vector of the typical node i with respect to a chosen
origin point, by ui its displacement, and by qi := pi + ui its current position vector. Moreover,
we introduce the referential unit vector directed from node i to node j,
1
(1)
eij := (pj − pi ) = −eji ,
lij
and the unit vector currently directed from node i to node j,
1
cij := (qj − qi ) = −cji , `ij := |qj − qi |,
`ij

(2)

where lij := |pi − pj | is the referential length of edge ij, and `ij its current length.
The strain measures we adopt are:
1. the change in length of edge ij:
δlij := `ij − lij ,
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2. the change in angle of wedge ijk:
δθijk := arccos (cij · cik ) − arccos (eij · eik )

(4)

It is not difficult to see that the linearized strain measure corresponding to (3) and (4) are,
respectively:
δlij ' εij := eji · (ui − uj ) ,

δϑijk ' ψ ijk := −

1
1
wikj · (uk − ui ) − wijk · (uj − ui ) , (5)
lik
lij

with

Pij eik
Pik eij
and wikj =
,
(6)
|Pij eik |
|Pik eij |
where Pij := I − eij ⊗ eij and Pik := I − eik ⊗ eik are the orthogonal projectors on the planes
of normal eij and eik , respectively.
wijk =

3.2

Compatibility, equilibrium, and constitutive, operators

Let u and η denote, respectively, the string of nodal-displacement vectors and the string of
strain components:

T
T

and
[η] = . . . , εij , . . . | . . . , ψ ijk , . . . .
(7)
[u] = . . . , uiT , . . .
Then, relations (5) can be written in the following compact form:
η = Bu,

(8)

where the linear mapping B is called the kinematic compatibility operator. We denote by σ ij
and τ ijk the stress measures conjugated with εij and ψ ijk , respectively. Likewise, let f and χ
denote, respectively, the string of nodal-force vectors and the string of stress components:

T
[χ] = [. . . , σ ij , . . . | . . . , τ ijk , . . .]T .
(9)
[f ] = . . . , fiT , . . . ,
With this notation, the balance equations can be written as
f = Aχ,

(10)

where A = B T is the formal adjoint of the compatibility operator, termed the equilibrium
operator. More explicitly, adopting the strain measures (5), it is not difficult to see that (10) is
equivalent to:


X
X
X
wijk wikj
wkij
fi =
σ ij eji +
τ ijk
+
−
τ kij
. (11)
lij
lik
lki
{j∈N |ij∈E}

{j,k∈N |ijk∈W}

{k,j∈N |kij∈W}

Next, let the (positive) stiffness constants κij and λijk characterize the linear elastic response of
edge and wedge springs:
σ ij = κij εij and τ ijk = λijk ψ ijk ;

(12)

we write this set of relations in compact form as:
χ = C η,

(13)

with C is the constitutive operator, a diagonal operator whose matrix representation is:
[C ] = [diag(· · · , κij , · · · | · · · , λijk , · · · )] .
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3.3

Motion equations

We postulate the following expression for the elastic energy stored in a S&S structure:

X
1 X
U=
κij (`ij − `ij )2 +
(15)
λijk (θijk − θijk )2 ,
2 ij∈E
ijk∈W
where `ij and `ij are the current and rest lengths of the axial spring on edge ij, while θijk and
θijk are the current and rest angles of the angular spring on wedge ijk. On introducing the
kinetic energy
1
K(q , q̇ ) = q̇ · M (q )q̇ ,
(16)
2
with M is a diagonal mass operator corresponding to lumped nodal masses, the nonlinear
motion equations are given by
e )χ(q ) = 0 ,
M q̈ + A(q

(17)

e ) is the equilibrium operator in the current placement. This equation can be linwhere A(q
earized about an equilibrium placement q0 , obtaining:
M (q0 )ü + KT (q0 )u = 0 ,

(18)

where KT := ∂q2 U is the tangent stiffness operator2 .
The simulation of the column response under impact loading is obtained through numerical
integration of (17) and (18) subject to assigned initial conditions.
3.4

Simulation of impact tests

The impact tests described in Sect. 2 were simulated through the S&S model by making use
of the following assumptions.
• Cables are modeled as edges, with stiffness κc = Ec πd2c /(4lc ), where Ec is the Young
√ 1/2
is the current length of the cables,
modulus, dc the diameter, and lc = lb2 − 2 3a2
with lb the length of the bar and a the base radius;
• Cable prestress is considered to be negligible3 ;
• Bars are modeled as edges with stiffness κb = Eb πd2b /(4lb ), where Eb is the Young
modulus and db the diameter;
• Each triangular base is modeled as three pin-jointed bars of stiffness κb forming the triangle;
• Wedges are considered between base triangles and bars (see Fig. 2, right), their stiffness
is λ = ακb lc2 , with α a dimensionless parameter to be fitted with the experimental results;
• Nodal masses m are assigned by subdividing the total measured mass of the structure,
53.0 g into 3 (vertices) × 10 (bases) = 30 equal parts.
2

See [20] for a detailed expression of KT .
We checked that, owing to the small axial stiffness of the cable, a modest prestress does not change results
significantly.
3
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Figure 2: Sketch of a portion of the model showing also the angular springs associated to the
wedges of the S&S structure.
• As initial value of the downward velocity we assumed v0 = 2 m/s, by averaging measurements during a short time interval after impact. We also assumed that the impact
cause the top base to have an initial angular
√ velocity about the prism’s axis given by
2
ω 0 = 2hN v0 /a ' 0.2304 rad/s, with a = 3 sN /3, so that the top base initially moves
along the infinitesimal mechanism of the top prism [24].
Table 2 summarizes the adopted values of the S&S modeling parameters.
Ec
dc
lb
Eb
db
hN

5480 MPa
0.1 mm
44.06 mm
110 · 103 MPa
1.75 mm
22.29 mm

Table 2: Model parameters.
The stiffness of wedge springs, controlled by the dimensionless parameter α, is assigned by
matching the time t at which the top base returns to the initial position (subsequently continuing
its upward motion). In the experiment, t = 18.9892 ms; in the simulation, the same value is
found when α = 6.0655 · 10−4 . We observe that by proceeding in this way, a good agreement
is found also between oscillation amplitudes in the two cases.
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Figure 3: (a) Base displacements obtained from experiments. (b) Base displacements obtained
from simulations. (c) Displacements of the top and bottom base, comparison between experiments (dotted line) and numerical simulations with nonlinear theory (solid line) and linearized
theory (dashed line). (d) Axial strains in the top and bottom prism obtained with nonlinear
theory (solid line) and linearized theory (dashed line).
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Fig. 3 (a) shows the displacement of all bases as measured and recorded in the experiment.
Fig. 3 (b) shows the displacements obtained by numerical integration of the nonlinear equation
of motion (17). Fig. 3 (c) shows a comparison on the displacements of the first and the last
prism, between experimental results (dotted line), results obtained by numerical integration of
both the nonlinear equation of motion(17) (solid line), and those obtained from the linearized
equation of motion(18) (dashed line). Fig. 3 d) shows numerical results for the axial strain of
the first and last prism, which is defined as the relative displacement between the two bases
of a prism, divided by hN . Experimental results displays larger oscillations, in particular for
the bottom prism. In this regard, we observed that in the experiment triangular bases do not
remain perfectly horizontal during the motion, and this is likely to be the reason of the larger
oscillations in the measured displacement. The first maximum value of the displacement umax
and the correspondent time tmax is reported in Table (3).
umax
umax
prism
[mm]
[mm]
(exper.) (nonlin. th.)
bottom −0.7506
−1.2495
top
−1.7812
−1.8004

umax
tmax
[mm]
[ms]
(lineariz. th.) (exper.)
−1.4079
10
−1.9344
1.75

tmax
[ms]
(nonlin. th.)
10
1.7

tmax
[ms]
(lineariz. th.)
10.1
1.7

Table 3: First maximum value of the displacement umax and correspondent time tmax .

4

PURE TENSEGRITY MODEL

Both simulations and experimental results presented in the previous section show that the
mixed bending-stretching regime produces an essentially linear behavior of the tensegrity column under examination. In this section, we propose some possible directions toward the design
of a device with nonlinear behavior in a pure stretching regime. In order to do this, we adopt
the simpler, pure tensegrity model presented in [23], where the Lagrange’s equation of motion
of a tensegrity column are solved numerically. The assumptions of this model are the following
ones: only cyclic-symmetric motions with respect to the column’s axis are considered; nodes
are frictionless hinges between connected elements; all bars are rigid and massless; cables are
linearly elastic and massless. In our case, each triangular base is a rigid body with a mass 3 m
and moment of inertia 3 m a2 .
We investigated the following three cases.
C ASE 1 — We considered cable stiffness to be the same as in the present S&S model. Then
we determined the cable prestrain by matching the time t with that of the experiment. By
doing so, the resulting prestrain takes the unrealistic value of 85%. The results are shown
in Fig. 4 (dashed line) , where it is possible to see a linear behavior similar to that of the
mixed bending-stretching response.
C ASE 2 — We assign the more realistic value of 5% to the prestrain and determine the cable
stiffness by matching the time t with that of the experiment. The resulting cable stiffness
is 15.5 times higher than that of the original structure. Results are shown in Fig. 4 (dashdot line), where we still observe a response similar to that of the mixed bending-stretching
regime.
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C ASE 3 — We assign a low prestrain to cables, equal to 1% and, again by matching the time t
with that of the experiment, we determine the stiffness of cables to be 55.5 times higher
than that of the original structure. The results are shown in Fig. 4 (solid line), which
displays a much more marked nonlinear response4 .
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Figure 4: Displacements of top prism (a) and bottom prism (b): experiments (dotted line), case
1 (dash-dot line), case 2 (dashed line) and case 3 (solid line).
It is worth noting that the above cases refer to models of tensegrity columns different from
that experimentally tested in the present work (experimental model), and they are here presented
with the aim of exploring the nonlinear potential of the wave dynamics of pure tensegrity lattices. The results in Fig. 4 show that all the analyzed tensegrity models reproduce fairly well
the displacement vs. time response of the experimental model. For a better visualization of
nonlinear effects, we represented in Fig. 5 the strain of each prism of the column at a fixed
time (t = 6.5 ms). By comparing Cases 1-3 and the Stick-and-Spring model analyzed in Sect.
3 (nonlinear theory), we observe that for Case 3 (when the cross-cable prestrain is 1%) the
deformation of the column is more localized at the wave front.
5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have performed an impulsive dynamic test on a physical model of a tensegrity column,
on comparing the measured displacements to those computed numerically through two different models: a stick-and spring model accounting for bending deformation of the nodes [20],
and a pure tensegrity model accounting for a pure-stretching response of all the members of the
system [23]. The first model is intended to capture the experimental response of the analyzed
physical model, while the second one is aimed at providing directions for the design of alternative systems featuring highly nonlinear dynamic response. The given results show a fairly
good agreement between measurements and simulations performed with the first model. The
second model is also able to reproduce the response observed during the experiment by suitably adjusting the stiffness and prestress of cables. We have observed that bending-stiff nodal
4

This is highlighted for example by the different amplitudes in tension and compression of each prism, owing
to a stiffer response in tension, and by a reduced amplitude of the oscillation.
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Figure 5: Snapshot at t = 6.5 ms of prism strains along the column. Pure tensegrity model:
Case 1 (a); Case 2 (b), and Case 3 (c). Nonlinear Stick-and-Spring model (d).
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connections, a feature of the 3D-printed structure due to the not-negligible size of the junctions,
may greatly reduce nonlinearities in the response of tensegrity lattices. We found that a similar
effect can also be obtained in the second model by fictitiously raising the prestress level. This
behavior can be explained by considering that the tangent stiffness of the tensegrity lattice is
the sum of a material contribution (owing mainly to the stiffness of angular springs) and a geometric contribution (owing to prestress) [20]. In relation to this, we observed also that a more
marked nonlinear behavior occurs for smaller prestress levels and smaller values of the stiffness
of angular springs.
We are led to conclude that a pure tensegrity behavior with negligible bending deformation
of the nodes and low prestress may lead to design novel metamaterials that enable unconventional wavefocusing methodologies based on solitary wave dynamics. This obviously calls for
the adoption of manufacturing techniques that are able to build perfect hinges at the nodes,
such as, e.g., the multiscale AM tecniques described in [26, 27]. Arrays of tensegrity columns
with stretching-dominated response may be employed to fabricate tunable focus acoustic lenses
supporting extremely compact solitary waves. On applying different levels of prestress to such
metamaterials, one can be able to generate compact solitary waves with different phases within
the system, which are expected to interact at a focal point in an adjacent medium (i.e., a material
defect to be targeted) [10, 11]. We address specific studies on such engineering applications of
tensegrity lattices to future work, with the aim of designing and manufacturing novel acoustic
lenses, and innovative sensors/actuators for monitoring structural health and damage detection
in materials and structures [10, 11, 12].
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Abstract. Many cities experience an increasing population leading to a need for urban densification. In these cities, unused land close to railways will have to be developed with new
residential and office buildings. The infrastructural demand will also increase, resulting in heavily trafficked roads and railways close to where people work and live. Annoyance from trafficinduced vibrations and noise is expected to be a growing issue. To predict the level of vibration
and noise in buildings caused by railway and road traffic, calculation models are needed.
In the present paper, a simplified prediction model is briefly described. This prediction model
is based on the assumption that the ground and railway embankment can be described in an
axisymmetric model, to provide the transfer functions between the track and the free-field. In
the paper, the error that arise by assuming axisymmetric response is studied by comparing the
response in a three-dimensional finite-element model. Transfer functions at several positions
in the free-field are compared.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Many cities experience an increasing population leading to a need for urban densification.
In these cities, unused land close to railways will have to be developed with new residential and
office buildings. The infrastructural demand will also increase, resulting in heavily trafficked
roads and railways close to where people work and live. Annoyance from traffic-induced vibrations and noise is expected to be a growing issue.
To predict the level of vibration and noise in buildings caused by, for example, railway and
road traffic, calculation models are needed. To describe the problem, the models must include
the source, medium, and receiver [1]. The source load is caused by the traffic, and in the medium the vibrations transmit to the receiver, which is where the vibrations are being observed.

Figure 1: Sketch of the vibration-transmission process from source to receiver via the medium, from [1].

It is very difficult to accurately describe all mechanisms involved in the vibration generation
from a passing train. With certain assumptions and simplifications, however, the prediction
analysis can be divided into smaller independent steps. In one such simplified prediction model,
briefly described in Section 1.1, the transfer functions between the railway track and the observation point in the free-field are estimated using an axisymmetric ground model. These transfer
functions are then used together with estimations of the dynamic reaction forces of the railway
track, calculated in a separate model, to provide the vibration response in the free-field.
In the present paper, the suitability of using an axisymmetric ground model to predict the
vibrations in the free-field caused by a train running on an elevated embankment, is studied.
This is investigated by using a 3D finite element (FE) model to calculate and compare the transfer functions obtained at several positions in the free-field at equal distances from the railway
track, but at various angles from the embankment. The analyses are carried out for a few different soil layer depths.
1.1 Background: A simplified prediction model
The excitation caused by a moving train is often divided into a quasi-static part and a dynamic part, where the quasi-static part is simply the static deflection due to the weight of the
train. The dynamic part is much more complex and involves several different phenomena that
can be either periodic or random in nature, such as wheel flats, wheel/rail roughness, and varying sleeper/subgrade stiffness [2]. Track unevenness (roughness) is one of the main contributing
factors to the vibrations generated by railway traffic, especially at lower speeds. When the train
passes over the track irregularities, the contact force under each wheel varies with time, leading
to a dynamic excitation of the ground. The properties of the ground, such as mechanical properties and stratification, are important factors for how the vibrations generated at the track are
transferred to the observation point.
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If the soil is assumed to behave linearly elastic, and it is assumed that the wave propagation
in the embankment does not influence the dynamic contact forces between the rail and the train
wheels, a particularly simplistic approach can be established for estimating the vibrations generated in the free field due to a passing train.
A two-dimensional (2D) model consisting of a simplified track and vehicle representation is
used for estimating the dynamic forces acting on each sleeper due to a train passing at a specific
speed. These forces are subsequently used together with transfer functions, between each
sleeper and the receiver (observation point) in the free field. By summing the response, from
each individual sleeper, the total response at the observation point can be obtained.
A vehicle model, adopted here, that is frequently reported in the literature is that of a simple
10 degrees-of-freedom system consisting of springs, viscous dampers, lumped masses and rigid
connections, shown schematically in Figure 1. The element coefficients can be adjusted to fit
many different train types, as shown in [3]. Also adopted here, is a 2D model of a ballasted
railway track with discrete sleepers. The model consists of a single rail, rail pads, sleepers,
ballast and subsoil, modelled using beam elements, springs, viscous dampers and lumped
masses, as shown in Figure 1.
Sleeper
spacing

Rail

Cart body

Rail pad

Secondary suspension

Sleeper

Bogie axle
Primary suspension

Ballast

Wheel

Subsoil

Figure 1: 2D models of train cart and railway track.

Track irregularities are often specified in terms of a power-spectral-density (PSD) spectrum,
characterizing the unevenness in a statistical sense by decomposing the irregularities into power
(variance) at different wavenumbers. In order to use such a spectrum in the spatial domain, a
spatial realization is obtained by dividing the spectrum into an appropriate number of discrete
wavenumbers, assigning a random phase to each wavenumber, and performing an inverse Fourier transform. Such a realization is incorporated into the track model above by changing the
vertical coordinates of the beam nodes accordingly. A comprehensive list of different PSDs
available for track irregularities is presented in [3].
The vehicle and track models are combined by letting the vehicle run over the track at a
specific speed and enforcing some contact condition between the wheel mass elements and the
rail beam elements. Due to the irregularities in the track and the varying flexibility attributable
to the discrete supports (sleepers), the magnitude of the contact forces between the wheel and
rail will vary along the rail. The randomness in the contact forces causes the element forces in
the rail pad/ballast/subsoil representations to be unique at each individual sleeper position.
Considering the soil as a linear time-invariant system (cf. Eq. (1)), where an input signal
𝑤(𝑡) is the force applied at a certain sleeper position, the output signal 𝑦(𝑡) is the (e.g. vertical)
displacement in an observation point, the input–output relationship is defined by the convolution integral
∞

𝑦(𝑡) = ℎ ∗ 𝑤(𝑡) = ∫ ℎ(𝑡 − 𝜏) ∙ 𝑤(𝜏) 𝑑𝜏
−∞
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where ℎ(𝑡) is the impulse response of the system. According to the convolution theorem, the
time domain convolution integral turns into a simple multiplication in the frequency domain (if
h and w are L1 integrable)
𝑌(𝑓) = ℱ(𝑦(𝑡)) = ℱ(ℎ ∗ 𝑤) = ℱ(ℎ) ∙ ℱ(𝑤) = 𝐻(𝑓) ∙ 𝑊(𝑓)

(2)

Hence, the output signal is then obtained by an inverse Fourier transform,
𝑦(𝑡) = ℱ −1 (𝐻 ∙ 𝑊)

(3)

The Fourier transform of the impulse response is recognized as the transfer function (Frequency response function, FRF)
(4)
ℱ(ℎ(𝑡)) = 𝐻(𝑓)
Using the principle of superposition, the total response in a certain point is obtained as the sum
of the responses from each excitation. This means that the response in an observation point O
in the free-field is obtained by calculating and summing the responses in the point O due to the
excitations at each individual sleeper position. Hence, the transfer functions to the observation
point O, from all sleepers sk that are close enough to have any significance, are required (Figure
2).
The transfer functions can be estimated by various methods and models of different complexity; e.g. 2D or 3D FE models in either time- or frequency domain, or the so called domain
transformation method (DTM) in which the wave propagation is analyzed using a semi-analytical approach in the frequency wavenumber domain [4]. Especially under axisymmetric conditions, both the FE method and the DTM can provide the transfer functions between the source
and a receiver at a large number of distances, very quickly compared to large 3D FE models.
However, even in cases where the soil is horizontally stratified, the railway track is usually
placed on an embankment somewhat elevated from the surrounding ground surface, thereby
making the suitability of an axisymmetric analysis approach less certain.

𝐻𝑠𝑘+11 (𝑓)

sk+11

𝑑𝑠𝑘+11

O

𝑑𝑠𝑘
sk
𝐻𝑠𝑘 (𝑓)

Figure 2: A transfer function H(f) between each sleeper and the observation point in the free-field is needed.
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2

A THREE-DIMENSIONAL GROUND MODEL

The effect of the embankment on the transfer functions to the free-field is studied by use of
a 3D FE model. The analysis is carried out in the commercial software Abaqus [5]. The model
consists of a 75 m stretch of the railway embankment and the surrounding soil, see Figure 3.
On top of the embankment, one sleeper is modelled, on which a surface load is applied to a
small part representing the area of interaction with the rail. Two symmetry planes exist.
Isoparametric second-order solid brick-elements with reduced integration are employed. To
avoid waves reflecting back into the model at the boundaries, elements that implement viscous
absorbing boundaries as proposed by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer [6] are utilized. At these boundaries “tuned” dashpots are introduced that are completely effective for orthogonally impinging
body waves, whereas other waves are only partially absorbed. However, these elements are
usually deemed fit for engineering purposes, provided that they are placed sufficiently far from
the region of interest and the damping in the medium is fairly high.
The ground model consists of one soil layer on top of bedrock. The depth of the soil layer is
varied from 10 to 20 meters. The bedrock is modelled as a 20 m deep layer with viscous absorbing boundaries at the base. The total height of the embankment is 1m, including 0.3m of
ballast. The width is 6m at the top and 10m at the bottom, of which only half is modelled due
to symmetry.
The soil and bedrock material parameters are presented in Table 1.

Youngs modulus (MPa)
Poisson’s ratio (-)
Mass density (kg/m3)
Damping ratio (%)

Soil
500
0.48
2100
3.5

Bedrock
10,000
0.4
2500
2.0

Embankment
500
0.48
2100
3.5

Ballast
110
0.36
1550
3.5

Table 1: Material properties used in the model

The Rayleigh wave speed in the soil material is approximately 280 m/s. Hence, the shortest
wavelength is approximately 280/60 = 4.7 m at 60 Hz. The approximate element size in the soil
is 1.4 m within a radius of 50 m; outside that radius, the element size is gradually increased up
to a size of 4 m. The resulting 7–9 nodes per wavelength was assumed to properly resolve a
Rayleigh wave. Three second-order element edges contain seven nodes, meaning that the minimum wavelength is then approximately 3·1.4 = 4.2 m, which is approximately the wavelength
of a Rayleigh wave at 66 Hz.
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Symmetry
plane

Symmetry
plane

Sleeper/rail
surface of
interaction

Figure 3: FE model used in this study

A steady-state analysis is performed in the frequency range 5–60 Hz, where a surface load
is applied to the area of the sleeper representing the interface with the rail. The surface load is
chosen arbitrarily to 10 kPa. The loaded area is 0.075 m2 and due to the two symmetry planes
the total load is 10×0.075×4 = 300 N. A steady state solution is found to the equation of motion
𝐌𝐔̈ + 𝐂𝐔̇ + 𝐊𝐔 = 𝐏e𝐢𝛚𝐭

(5)

where M is the mass matrix, C is the damping matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, and P is the
load vector. U is the sought displacement vector.
With structural damping 𝜂, assuming a solution of the form 𝑼 = 𝒖∗ 𝑒 𝒊𝝎𝒕 gives
(−ω2 𝐌 + iω𝐂 + (1 + iη)𝐊)𝐮∗ e𝐢𝛚𝐭 = 𝐏e𝐢𝛚𝐭

(6)

With 𝐃(ω) = −ω2 𝐌 + iω𝐂 + (1 + iη)𝐊, the displacements are found as
𝐮∗ = 𝐃−𝟏 (ω)𝐏

(7)

The vertical response is studied in five groups of points, where the points in each group are
located at equal distances from the load, but at different angles from the global x-axis which is
perpendicular to the track. The distances are 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 m from the load. The points
are located at intervals of 10° to the global x-axis. The maximum angle for each distance is
limited so that only points outside the embankment are studied, see Figure 4.
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10°

10m

10m

10m

10m

10m

Figure 4: Points on the ground surface where the response is extracted. The points are located at 10, 20, 30, 40
and 50 meters from the load. The maximum angle for each distance is 50°, 70°, 70°, 80°, and 80°, respectively.

Generally, the FE model does not have nodes at these exact points. Therefore, the results are
extracted for all the nodes in the element surrounding the sought point. The element shape
functions are then used to map the point to the element parent domain, as well as to interpolate
the response using the element nodal values.
Figure 5 (left) shows the envelopes for each distance, where the thickness of the envelope
indicates some deviation from axisymmetric behavior. In Figure 5 (right), the absolute values
of the transfer functions are shown for all points, for the case with a soil layer depth of 10 m.
The absolute values of the transfer functions are shown for all points in Figure 6 grouped by
the distance from the load, and normalized to the value at the point at 0°.

Figure 5: Transfer functions for the case with 10 m soil layer. Left: Envelope curves for each distance. Right:
Absolute value of the transfer functions for all points.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 6: Absolute value of transfer function normalized against the values for the point at 0° for all points at
(a) 10 m, (b) 20 m, (c) 30 m, (d) 40 m, (e) 50 m from the load.

As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the difference between points at equal distance from the load
can become quite large, especially when comparing the point at 0° (perpendicular to the embankment) and the points at higher angles (i.e. points that are relatively close to the embankment). The analysis of the case with a 20 m deep soil layer shows similar results and are
therefore not presented here.
However, considering a fixed observation point in the free field, the relative importance of
the transfer functions for points on the track that are located at larger angles between the observation point and a line perpendicular to the track, is in general naturally lower, since the former
points are located farther away from the observation point. In order to quantify this effect, the
transfer functions have been extracted for a number of points, equivalent to traversing along the
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track and extracting the transfer function between each sleeper and a fixed observation point.
A sleeper spacing of 0.6 meters is assumed. This is carried out for a stretch of 49.8 m. This
provides 49.8/0.6 + 1 = 84 points which, due to symmetry, can be “mirrored” in order to provide transfer functions for 84 + 83 = 167 sleepers. The absolute values of the transfer functions
are summed. For comparison, an equal number of transfer functions is extracted for points at
corresponding distances but all positioned on the global x-axis, i.e. perpendicular to the embankment, thus providing an “axisymmetric equivalent”. The absolute value of these are also
summed. This is carried out for three observation points, located 10, 20 and 30 m from the track.
The points are shown in Figure 7 for the case of an observation point 30 m from the track. The
results are shown in Figure 8.
The comparison shows that the summed transfer functions differ only slightly, indicating
that the error in disregarding the asymmetry and only using transfer functions from points located perpendicular to the embankment, is limited.

58.1 m
49.8 m

30 m
58.1 m
Figure 7: Points on the ground surface used for extracting transfer functions for 84 different sleepers, for an observation point 30 meter from mid-embankment.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8: Comparison of the absolute sum of transfer functions for 167 sleepers when considering or disregarding (3D / “2D”) the asymmetry in displacement amplitudes relative the global x-axis.

3

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, the effect of the embankment on the transfer functions from a railway track
to an observation point in the free-field has been studied by comparing the vertical displacement
for points at equal distance from the load, but at different angles to the embankment, for loads
in the frequency range 5–60 Hz. The most important findings are:
 In the studied cases, the vertical displacement for different points in the free-field, with
equal distance to the load, vary significantly depending on the angle to the embankment.
In general, the displacement increases for points that are closer to the embankment, i.e. for
increasing angles.
 Evaluating the free-field response due to a train passage using a simplified approach such
as proposed in Section 1.1, an axisymmetric soil model can probably still be useful, as long
as it provides the same response as a 3D model does for points perpendicular to the embankment. The reason is that in general, the relative importance of sleepers forming large
angles to the observation point is low when compared to sleepers close to perpendicular to
the track, due to the increased distance to the observation point.
 To draw any general conclusions a larger parameter study is required, where the geometrical shape and the stiffness of the embankment is varied, as well as the properties of the
soil stratification.
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.Abstract. The Mw 7.9 earthquake occurred in Wenchuan, Sichuan, China, on 12 May 2008,
and it caused huge casualties, economic loss, and serious damage to engineering structures
and infrastructures in the area near the fault rupture. In particular, the Wudu township far
away from the fault rupture (>100km), which is located in a sedimentary basin, also suffered
serious damage, and was in the area with seismic intensity VIII-IX in the Isoseismal Map of
Wenchuan Earthquake. In this study, full elastic wave field simulations in the Wudu Basin
were conducted by using a three-dimensional (3D) finite element method based on the parallel computing cluster platform of the ABAQUS software. The 3D Wudu Basin model is constructed based on the the digital terrain data borehole spatial distribution data in regional
geological survey. The basin model consists of four major subsurfaces and the basin basement, All calculations were executed in the time domain, and the soil and rock were assumed
to be linearly elastic. The viscous spring artificial boundary was adopted as the artificial
condition, and the incident wave was transformed into the equivalent nodal forces acting on
the viscous spring artificial boundary of the finite model. In the simulation, an impulse with a
duration of 0.25 s was taken as the input SV wave. The simulating results of seismic response
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characteristics varying greatly from different points in the Wudu Basin revealed the basin
edge effect, and the basin-focusing effect. The surface wave generated after the primary S
wave is trapped at the shallow part of the basin, and most of the energy is reflected from the
interfaces of soil strata and focused back into the basin when the wave propagates through
the deepest part of the basin. Moreover, a part of the seismic wave front turns and follows the
shallow basin edge, resulting in further amplification. The phenomenon, that is the incident
angle of the seismic waves can produce unusually strong shaking distribution, was demonstrated. It indicates that the complex Wudu Basin geometry, the fairly low velocity of the surface soil layer, and the incident angle of seismic waves dominate the amplification and wave
propagation behavior, which results in extraordinary strong shaking patterns in the Wudu
basin area.
1

INTRODUCTION

The Mw 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake occurred in the Longmen Mountain region at the eastern margin of the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau, which is adjacent to the Sichuan Basin (Fig. 1), on
12 May 2008. The Wenchuan earthquake caused significant building damage and collapse
with considerable casualties, but it also provided most of the best data to investigate many
fundamental problems of wave propagation in the heterogeneous crust. The Wudu township,
which is located in a sedimentary basin in northern Jiangyou situated in the eastern Yingxiu–
Beichuan Fault, also suffered serious earthquake damage. Previous studies concerning basins
indicated that low-velocity soil layer and basin geometry have a strong influence on the behavior of seismic wave propagation (Alex and Olsen, 1998; Davis et al., 2000) and strengthen
the shaking activity (Graves 1998; Olsen, 2000; Komatitsch et al., 2004). The cover soil layer
in the Wudu Basin is thin, with a relative depth of approximately 20 m and a fairly low S
wave velocity, which makes it particularly vulnerable to severe earthquake damage.
Surface topography can significantly affect ground motion characteristics. An irregular
free surface can further lead to complex wave propagation. Structures located at the tops of
hills, ridges, and canyons may suffer more intensive damage than structures situated at the
bases of hills or on level surfaces, as observed from earthquakes and from numerical simulations (Hartzell et al., 1994; Spudich et al., 1996; Assimaki et al., 2005). In the past decades,
seismologists and engineers made significant progress in simulating ground motion using a
variety of simplified numerical and analytical methods, such as one-dimensional and twodimensional local site models. These models can assist in explaining the observed phenomena
in certain situations. However, observations of ground motion during recent strong earthquakes have shown that the three-dimensional (3D) local site effects may be extremely important and may adversely affect structural safety. Three common effects often observed in
basins or sedimentary valleys are amplification of strong motion intensity, significantly long
duration of the surface ground motion with respect to that of the rock, and rapid spatial variation of the ground motion.
Recently, various numerical studies of seismic wave propagation in 3D sedimentary basins
have demonstrated substantial progress using parallel computer facilities. The most widely
used approach for modeling of seismic wave propagation is the finite difference method
(FDM) (Pitarka, 1999; Olsen, 2000; Kristek et al., 2009). However, realistic topography was
frequently not considered in simulations because of the difficulty of incorporating the free
surface boundary condition in the FDM in the presence of topography (Moczo et al., 2007).
Since the 1990s, the finite element method (FEM) (Liu et al., 1991; Bao et al., 1998; Ma et al.,
2007; Taborda et al., 2012) has been applied to the study of wave propagation in realistic
models, including 3D sedimentary basins. However, large systems require iterative routines,
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which may increase the cost of the calculations, particularly in the case of realistic 3D problems. From the spectral approximations of the wave field combined with domain decomposition techniques, simulations of earthquake ground motion using the spectral element method
(SEM) rapidly advanced in recent years. The application of SEM to elastodynamic problems
was first presented by Faccioli et al. (1997) and applied by Lee et al. (2008, 2009) to realistic
models. Such studies are highly useful in understanding the physics of site response. From
these analyses, knowledge of the topographic effects on seismic wave propagation and the
amplification of seismic waves at a topographic site is obtained; so far, these models are
solved only for low frequencies to render the numerical problem as tractable. No seismic
waves of up to a maximum frequency of 5 Hz are detected. However, realistic 3D basin models must be considered and evaluated at high frequencies, which are important in engineering
design, to model the actual seismic hazard.
The FEM is used to simulate seismic wave propagation in the Wudu area to accommodate
the considerable surface topography and the highly variable low-wave speed sedimentary basin in this study. The pretreatment software HyperMesh was employed to structuralize the geometric model and the grid partition. With this software, realistic topography and complex
subsurface structures can be efficiently incorporated with the FEM mesh, the resolution of the
subsurface structure can reach up to 2.5 m, and a high frequency (up to 10 Hz) of the synthetic waveform can be achieved. Four incident angles of the same seismic waves are analyzed to
distinguish the case of the amplification effects. Although numerical simulations with simple
incident pulses are not as powerful as the simulations from the real earthquake strong motion,
the corresponding results can provide interesting information on the Wudu Basin. These results can also be meaningful for future studies, such as the seismic hazard reduction studies in
the metropolitan region.

Figure 1.The 2008 Wenchuan earthquake area (The black lines depict the main fault and the red lines is the
coseismic rupture. MWF Maoxian-Wenchuan Fault, YBF Yingxiu-Beichuan Fault, JGF Jiangyou-Guanxian
Fault. The Yellow rectangle shown the area of wudu basin).
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Figure 2. Topographic map of the Wudu basin. The four corners of the area are (31.819oN, 104.730oE),
(31.819oN, 104.836oE), (31.921oN, 104.836oE), and (31.921oN, 104.730oE). The thin yellow lines depict the major highways and the black dashed lines is the railway. The elevation is represented by the rainbow color scale.

2
2.1

WUDU BASIN MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHOD
Realistic Topography and Basin Structure

The Wudu Basin is located in the northern areas of Sichuan Province, China, lying at
104.728° to 104.840° E longitude and 31.817° to 31.924° N latitude. The Wudu Basin is
mainly an alluvial plain with undulating low mountains and interspersed hills (see Fig. 2).
From the regional geological survey borehole spatial distribution data, several characteristics
can be noted: (1) the Wudu Basin is a shallow dish-shaped basin with a gentle dipping boundary, and the average dipping angle is not more than 45°; (2) the deepest part of the basement
is probably near the outlet of the Fujiang River in the south area of the basin; and (3) There
are four rock and soil layers, in which each layer is in an approximately horizontal distribution. The P and S wave velocities inside the basin are approximately 522 m/s to 1,927 m/s and
200 m/s to 1,065 m/s, respectively; the velocities of the basin basement beneath and surrounding the basin are 3,956 and 2,250 m/s, respectively. For the numerical simulations, major continuities separating the layers of homogeneous velocities are used. The detailed material
parameters and the grid size of the model are listed in Table 1.
Depth(m) ρ(kg/m3) E(MPa)
Cp(m/sec) Cs(m/sec) Grid size(m)
ν
0-20
1880
213
0.414
522
200
2.5
20-40
2250
1250 0.324
897
458
5
40-80
2400
4025
0.3
1502
803
10
80-120
2580
7500
0.28
1927
1065
12.5
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>120

2630

32500

0.22

3756

2250

25

Table 1: Material parameters and the grid size used in the simulations

2.2

Finite-Element Model Discretization and Boundary Conditions

The dimension of the simulated Wudu Basin model is 10 × 10 km at the surface and 0.6
km in depth. The velocity outside the basin is simplified by an assumption of a homogeneous
half-space. The FEM is used to simulate seismic wave propagation in the Wudu Basin. The
3D model is established according to the digital terrain model (DTM) data. The pretreatment
software HyperMesh is utilized to structuralize the geometric model and grid partition to accommodate the topography and the highly variable low-wave speed sediments in the Wudu
Basin.
Mesh generation is the key simulation step, the size of which is selected according to the
frequency content of the incident motions and shear wave velocity of the medium considered.
For the effective representation of the propagating wavelengths, the finite element grid maximum size at the direction of wave propagation is always set as 1/8 to 1/10 of the minimum
wavelength corresponding to the cutoff frequency, which is set as 10 Hz in this study. Based
on this software, realistic topography and complex subsurface structures can be efficiently
incorporated with the FEM mesh. The grid space in the shallowest part can reach up to 2.5 m
and a higher frequency (up to 10 Hz) of the synthetic waveform can be achieved in the simulation, which yields a total of 189,849,984 elements and 60,825,600 nodes.
Finite element simulation of the time-dependent wave propagation in infinite media requires enforcing the transmitting boundary to replace the truncated far-field infinite domain to
model the effect of the wave radiation toward infinity. The artificial boundary condition is
always used to absorb the energy of the scattering waves propagating from the generalized
structure into the infinite or semi-infinite medium. Because the viscous spring artificial
boundary can efficiently simulate radiation damping and elasticity recovery of the infinite and
semi-infinite media with good stability and high accuracy (Liu et al., 2006; Du et al., 2006),
the 3D viscous spring artificial boundary was adopted to achieve the half-space simulation
outside the basin in this model. This artificial boundary can be achieved by establishing a series of distributed springs and dampers on the truncated boundary of the finite element model,
as shown in Figure 3. For the 3D viscous spring artificial boundary, the lumped spring coefficient, K, and the lumped damping coefficient, C, can be expressed as follows:
In the normal direction
KN =
Al ⋅

1 1 + 2G
, CN =
Al ⋅ B ρ c p
⋅
r
1+ A

(1)

1 G
⋅ , CT =
Al ⋅ B ρ cs
1+ A r

(2)

In the tangent direction
KT =
Al ⋅
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Figure 3. Mechanical model for viscous-spring artificial boundary.

where r is the distance between the center of the surface and the artificial boundary; cs and cp
are the velocity of the shear wave and the compression wave in the medium, respectively; G is
the shear modulus; ρ is the mass density; A and B are the modified coefficients with good values of 0.8 and 1.1, respectively; and Al is the total truncated boundary area of all elements
containing the boundary node l. For instance, Al = (A1 + A2 + A3 + A4)/4 for the status in Figure 3.
2.3

Wave Input Method Based on Viscous-Spring Boundary

The seismic motions as the plane body waves with arbitrary incident angle can be converted into the equivalent nodal forces based on the time domain FEM with the viscous spring
artificial boundary condition (Liu and Lu, 1998; Liu et al., 2007). According to Liu and Lu
(1998), the equivalent node force fli at direction i of node l can be expressed as:

fli = K li u lif + Cli u lif + Alσ lif

(3)

where Kli and Cli are the two parameters of the viscous spring artificial boundary; Al is the total truncated boundary area of all elements containing boundary node l; and u lif , u lif , and σ lif
represent the displacement, velocity, and stress of input motions, respectively.
For the SV wave input, the key step is converting the input waves into the equivalent nodal
forces. In the work of Huang (2015), the equivalent nodal forces of the oblique incidence of
seismic waves have been achieved, and the wave input is implemented into the commercial
software ABAQUS by a self-developed FORTRAN program. In this study, a Dirac impulse
with a duration of 0.25 s is chosen as the input SV wave (plotted in Fig. 4), and the mesh allows the simulation of the seismic waves up to a maximum frequency of 10 Hz. The seismic
wave path in the layered media is related to the velocity in the layers, and the occurrence of
subsurface is related to the initial orientation of the rays. According to the geographical location of the Wudu Basin, the response of the basin to a single plane incident SV wave propagation from west to east with four incident angles of 0°, 10°, 20°, and 30° in the half-space was
computed.
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Figure 4. Time-history of incident wave and its Fourier spectrum, respectively.

3
3.1

SIMULATION RESULT
Snapshots of the Wave Field

The wave propagation behavior was analyzed by computing the displacement snapshots
with durations of 20 s (low-pass filtered with a corner frequency of 10 Hz). Figure 5 shows
the snapshots of the displacement wave field at every 0.5 s, from 0.5 s to 3.0 s, for the Dirac
impulse input motion with different incident angles. In the beginning, ground shaking is not
obvious. When the wave enters the Wudu Basin, the travel time of the wave fronts slow down
and are dramatically distorted compared with those outside the basin because of low shear
wave speeds in the basin, particularly within the soft sedimentary layer. Surface waves that
propagate after the S wave can be observed. Surface waves are generated by reflections and
mode conversions at the shallow basin edges and free surface. Yalcinkaya and Alptekin (2005)
illustrates similar contributions of basin edge-induced surface waves to site amplifications. At
the same time, the energy is trapped and reflected within the low-wave speed sediments. This
effect is particularly clear around the basin where the basement is close to the ground surface
and has a large wave speed contrast relative to the hard rock. However, P wave energy is relatively weak at this moment and passes through the basin quickly as compared with the later S
wave and surface wave phases.
When the main body wave phases propagated out of the basin, the basin continues to shake
for several seconds. This longer shaking comes from two different seconds: the energy is
trapped and reflected within the low-wave-speed sediments as described previously and the
energy is reflected and waves are generated by scattering from the basin edges. However, the
characteristics of the earthquake motion vary with the different incident angles. With the increase of the incident angle, the seismic energy takes a longer time to reach the basin.
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Figure 5. Snapshots of the wave field at the surface from 0.5sec to 3.0sec. Twenty-four meaningful snapshots are
shown. They are (a)0.5th, (b) 1.0th, (c) 1.5th, (d) 2.0th, (e) 2.5th and (f) 3.0th sec with different incident angles:
α=0o, 10o, 20o, 30o, respectively, calculated by the FEM.
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3.2

Simulating Waveform

The simulating waveforms along profile AA′ shown in Figure 2 were analyzed to determine how the waves are influenced by the incident angles quantitatively. A total of 61 receivers were placed on the free surface, spaced at 0.1 km intervals along profile AA′ , in which
site points 2, 3, and 4, which were located in the basin; site points 1 and 5 are located outside
the basin (from west to east are marked as sites 1 to 5). Figure 6 shows the response along
profile AA′ with each component normalized by its maximum value.

Figure 6. Synthetic seismograms record section along the profile AA' (shown in Figure 2) with different incident
angles: (a) α=0o, (b) α=10o, (c)α=20o, and (d) α=30o, respectively. Each component's set of seismograms is
normalized to its maximum value, which is denoted in the right corner. The unit of amplitude is cm.

These waveforms show anomalous amplification effects in the basin. Notably, the simulating waveforms in the basin have a relatively longer duration than those outside the basin,
particularly for the records at site point 5, which is at the center of the AA′ line. The ground
motion in the horizontal direction is more complicated than that in the vertical direction; the
maximum value of the peak displacement in the E–W component is larger than that in the U–
D component, and the U–D component is larger than the N–S component. Smaller amplitudes
of the P wave inside the basin in the U–D component were observed; the basin-induced scattered wave propagates toward the east direction, as observed from the moving out of the scat-
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tered wave. These scattered amplitudes gradually decrease with time. For incident angle 0°,
the basin-focusing effect in the middle part of profile AA′ and the symmetric pattern of the
basin-induced scattered wave propagation were observed because a part of the scattered wave
energy is reflected back to the basin; the remainder passes through to the outside of the basin.
When the incident angle is 10°, the area where the basin-focusing effect rises is in the eastern
part of profile AA′. However, when the incident angles are 20° and 30°, the basin-focusing
effect is unclear and the duration of the ground motion is obviously reduced. This finding indicates that the surface wave generated from the eastern part of the basin decreases with the
increase of the incident angle.

Figure 7. Comparison of Fourier spectra for the sites with different incident angles (left-hand column) and the
spectral magnification relative with respect to vertical incidence (right-hand column). (The Sites was noted in the
Figure 2).

Figure 7 presents the amplitude spectrum of site point 1 to 5 under different incident angles
and the spectral amplitude relative magnification with respect to the vertical incidence. Overall, different site points under different incident angles are sensitive to different frequencies.
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At the same frequency, the spectral amplitude of the site points in the basin is larger than the
other site points. For the site points in the basin, the spectral amplitude relative magnification
initially increases and then decreases with the increase of the incident angle. When the incident angle is 10°, the amplification factor is the largest. However, for the site points at the
outside of the basin, the spectral amplitude relative magnification changed slightly with the
increase of the incident angle.
3.3

Peak Ground Motion Distribution

The maximum particle displacement within the records was analyzed to obtain information
on the peak ground displacement (PGD) distribution. A comparison of the spatial variation of
the PGD distribution in the E–W, N–S, and U–D components under different incident angles,
namely, (a) α = 0°, (b) α = 10°, (c) α = 20°, and (d) α = 30°, is shown in Figure 8. The relative change in PGD along profile AA′ is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. The PGD distribution derived from simulation results with different incident angles: (a) α=0o, (b)
α=10o, (c) α=20o, and (d) α=30o, respectively. (Note: the number of contours are the same with the different
incident angles).
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Figure 8 indicates that ground motions in the Wudu Basin have PGD values that are close
to 6 cm, which is larger than that observed in the mountainous areas, where the PGD is 2 cm
on average. First, the incident angle of 0° was analyzed (Fig. 8a). In the basin, most of the
large PGD values occur at the edge of the basin. The Wudu Basin shows relatively large PGD
values in the E–W, N–S, and U–D components compared with the surrounding regions because of low-wave speed sediments in the basin. Outside the basin, complex PGD patches are
observed in the mountainous areas, particularly in the mountain of flowers and fruit. Figure 8a
illustrates that topography increases the PGD values at mountain tops and ridges, whereas valleys usually decrease the PGD. Lee et al. (2008, 2009) illustrates a similar phenomenon by
analyzing the simulated ground motions in mountainous areas surrounding the Taipei basin.
In the three components, the PGDs at the edge of the basin are larger than those in the basin:
in the E–W component, the largest PGD values occur at the south part of the basin between
the mountain of Jingtai and the outlet of the Fujiang River; in the N–S component, the largest
PGD values occur at the southeastern margin of the basin; and in the U–D component, the
PGDs are symmetric distributions at the edge of the basin.

Figure 9.The PGD distribution along the profile AA' with different incident angles:α=0o, 10o, 20o, and 30o, respectively (Normalized by the maximum value of the PGD recorded on the AA' line when the wave vertical incident). The background map show the topography.

With the increase of the incident angle, the PGD values in the entire simulation area reduced in the E–W and N–S components; however, the PGD values increased in the U–D
component with the increase of the incident angle. When the incident angle is greater than 10°,
the PGD values in the west part of the basin have a faster reduction than the eastern part in the
E–W and N–S components, whereas the PGD values in the western part of the basin have a
faster increase than those in the eastern part in the U–D component. The PGD values along
profile AA′ were analyzed to quantify the effects of topography for different incident angles .
When the seismic wave has a vertical incidence, the ground motions in the Wudu Basin have
PGD values that are close to 3.05 cm, which is larger than that observed outside the basin
(where the value is 1.87 cm). The change of PGD basically has no change in most of the basins, is 2.83 cm on average, and has almost a symmetrical distribution. Figure 9 shows the
PGD distribution with different incident angles and is normalized by the maximum value of
the PGD recorded on the AA′ line when the wave has a vertical incident. In the case of 10°,
PGD values exhibit a larger increase at the west side of the basin margin compared with the
case of the vertical incidence, where only a slight change occurs compared with the rest of the
basin. However, when the incident angle is greater than 10°, the PGD values in the basin are
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2.32 and 2.29 cm on average. Compared with the case of the vertical incidence, the PGD values are reduced by 18.24% and 19.29%. The largest PGD values occurred at the same site. By
contrast, the PGD values are increased by 23.75% and 52.78 %
3.4

Cumulative Kinetic Energy

Olsen et al. (1995, 1996) considered the cumulative kinetic energy parameter (Ek). Ek can
reflect the amplitude and duration time of the total motion that may be more closely related to
the potential damage from shaking. The cumulative kinetic energy per unit volume of the kth
component trace is expressed as:

Ek =

1
ρ ( x, y, z ) ∫ uk2 ( x, y, z, t ) dt
2

(4)

The distribution of Ek is shown in Figure 10. In our simulation, Ek at mountain tops and
ridges increases dramatically, and the distribution of Ek at valleys and flat parts on hills is
similar to the PGD with different incident angles. However, the energy in the basin and the
basin edge is more complex than that outside of the basin and unusually large in the west side
of the basin edge with the increase of the incident angle, particularly when the incident angle
is 30°. Most of the energy is trapped and reflected in the west side of the basin edge with the
increase of the incident angle.

Figure 10. The cumulative kinetic energy distribution with different incident angles: (a) α=0o, (b) α=10o, (c)
α=20o, and (d) α=30o, respectively.

The Ek value along profile AA′ shown in Figure 11 was analyzed to examine the detailed
difference among the four incident angles. The cumulative kinetic energy was normalized by
the maximum value of the energy recorded in profile AA′ when the wave has a vertical incident. When the incident angle is 10°, the cumulative kinetic energy in the basin is larger than
the vertical incident, which is different from the distribution of PGD. With the increase of the
incident angle, the cumulative kinetic energy at the west edge of the basin increases gradually,
whereas the cumulative kinetic energy at the eastern edge of the basin decreases, which is
similar to the PGD.
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Figure 11. Cumulative kinetic energy distribution along the profile AA' with different incident angles:α=0o, 10o,
20o, and 30o, respectively (Normalized by the maximum value of the energy recorded on the profile AA' when
the wave vertical incident). The background map show the topography.

4

CONCLUSIONS

The 3D model of the Wudu Basin was established based on the regional geological survey
borehole data of spatial distribution and the DTM data. Grid partition was achieved by the
special preprocessor software HyperMesh. A careful mesh was used to accommodate the
steep topography and the complex geometry of the Wudu Basin. The distance between the
points at the shallowest part of the FEM mesh was approximately 2.5 m, which enabled the
inclusion of realistic topography from the DTM data and was sufficient to calculate the response of seismic waves up to a maximum frequency of approximately 10 Hz. The viscous
spring artificial boundary was chosen as the artificial condition, and the earthquake motion of
the oblique incidence was transformed into the equivalent nodal forces acting on the viscous
spring artificial boundary of the finite model.
The numerical results illustrated that the PGD increases at mountain tops and ridges,
whereas the PGD usually decreases in valleys. The topographic effects also strongly depend
on the directivity of the event. At most of the basin boundary, the dip angle is less than 45°.
For the vertical incident seismic wave, topography scatters the body waves, which subsequently propagates as surface waves and spreads into the Taipei basin. These waves further
interact with the basin and the surrounding mountains, finally resulting in complex amplification. The angles between the seismic wave propagation direction and the interface on the east
side of the basin edges decreased with the increase of the incident angle of the seismic waves.
This phenomenon leads to a reduction in the surface wave energy from the eastern edge of the
basin. By contrast, the surface wave energy is enhanced on the west side of the basin. The result revealed different amplifications at the same site.
Although the seismic waves considered in this study are relatively simple compared with a
real earthquake, these findings are based on hypothetical earthquake events in the Wudu Basin. The simulations show that topography has different effects depending on the scenario: it
may or may not reduce ground motion in Wudu depending on the directivity of the event.
These results illustrate the fact that the topography and the incident angle of seismic waves
should be considered when assessing seismic hazards.
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Abstract. This article assesses the occurrence of resonance with the effects of geometric stiffness and creep in the vibration of a prestressed reinforced concrete beam. A mathematical
model based on the Rayleigh method is used, designed to represent a simply supported beam,
intended to function as the base of an engine. The gross cross-section of the beam is set to an
arrangement of passive reinforcement that is able to resist the effort provided in the simulation, treated by the method of homogenized section. Creep is taken into account through a
three-parameter rheological model that conduces to a temporal modulus of elasticity; a normal force of compression reproduces the post tensioning force, which changes the stiffness,
and consequently, the natural frequency of vibration of the structure with time. The results
from the numerical simulation indicate resonant and non-resonant schemes between the natural frequency of the beam and the frequency of the engine predicted in the mathematical considerations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The dynamic characteristics of a structure depend, basically, on its stiffness and mass.
With these two elements, the natural frequencies and modes of vibration of the system are determined. However, the initial stiffness of a structure can be affected by the so-called geometric stiffness, a function of the acting normal force. In the case of compression force, the
stiffness of the structure decreases, also reducing the natural frequencies of vibration. A class
of structures of socio-economic-strategic importance for the national industry are machine
bases, which are subject to vibrations induced by the supported equipment. These vibrations
can affect the safety of the structure itself and generate detrimental effects on the equipment
and the quality of the manufactured product. They can also make the working ambience unsuitable for operators. All industrial sectors are subject to these problems, including oil exploration, production and refining, mining, wind energy, atomic energy, as well as bridges and
viaducts for road and rail use.
Although equipment support structures are, as a general rule, over-dimensioned, and therefore not subject to the effects of geometric stiffness, the tendency of modern structural engineering is towards increasingly slender elements, made possible by materials that are more
efficient and lightweight, and having more and more powerful structural analysis capabilities.
One of these features is prestressed concrete, represented by the presence of a steel bar or cable inside the structure that compresses it, the purpose of which is to reduce the effects of tension on flexion. In the case of beams subjected to periodic excitation, it is assumed that the
original design has taken care to distance the natural frequencies of the system from those of
the excitation, considering that, by hypothesis, the prestressing force decreases the stiffness of
the element and, consequently, its natural frequencies, which may lead to unexpected, potentially dangerous resonance regimes. In the opposite direction, the presence of the prestressing
can provide a form of control of this same vibration, where a resource is available to remove
the structure of the resonant regime, if perceived in the preliminary stages of design. In one
way or another, a satisfactory analysis solution to most engineering problems comes from a
consideration that is easily implemented in analytical and numerical-computational formulations: the geometric stiffness. The influence of geometric stiffness has been studied in several
contexts, both in laboratory tests and in comparison with the finite element method (MEF) by
Wahrhaftig et al. [1]–[4].
The problem is aggravated when the material itself changes its elastic properties, such as in
the case of creep, which represents the gradual increase of deformation with time. This is a
typical phenomenon of concrete structures because it is a viscoelastic material. It must be
considered when verifying the stability of slender pieces compressed under the Ultimate Limit
State (ULS), since these have their stiffness modified in function of the rheology of the material itself. An approximate and satisfactory solution can be found by considering creep
through flexural bending over time. To evaluate these aspects, a numerical simulation has
been performed, assuming an idealized section of a beam as an engine base. A rheological
model of the three parameters has been used to obtain the variable modulus of elasticity. A
model, including geometric stiffness, distributed and concentrated masses, is derived based on
the Rayleigh method and solved for a range of axial compression load values. The results
made it allowed us to verify the resonant and non-resonant response of the system.
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2
2.1

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
Prestressing in reinforced concrete

A piece can be considered as prestressed reinforced concrete when it is subjected to the action of the so-called prestressing forces and of permanent and variable loads, so that the concrete is not subjected to tension or it occurs below the limit of its resistance. As an example,
take the normal stresses beam diagrams of the prestressed beam of Figure 1, where P is the
prestressing force, MP the bending moment due to eccentricity of the load P, Mp is the bending
moment due to uniformly distributed load p, and R is the resultant, each one of these with
their corresponding normal stresses. Under the conditions presented, the lower fibres of the
beam, under positive bending moment, will have the tension stresses overturned by the superposition of those produced by the normal stress of the applied stress eccentrically.
p
P
Beam

MP


Axis

P

Prestressing bar

L

R



=




B

A

Mp

P

P





Mp 

Figure 1: Normal stresses in a prestressed beam.

Prestressed concrete was developed scientifically from the beginning of the last century.
Prestressing can be defined as the artifice of introducing, in a structure or a part, a previous
state of stresses, in order to improve its resistance or its behaviour in service, under the action
of several effects. Due to the characteristics of the concrete as a structural material, the use of
prestressing can bring a great advantage from the economic point of view. When comparing
the cost of a prestressed structure with a similar one of conventional reinforced concrete, there
is a reduction in the final cost of the structure due to the reduction of steel reinforcement, affirms Oliveira [5]. In addition, the prestressing allows the part to overcome large spans, improves the control and reduction of deformations and fissures. It can also be used for
structural recovery and reinforcement, as well as for slender systems and prefabricated or precast parts. There are three types of prestressing systems: a) prestressing with initial adherence;
b) prestressing with posterior adherence; and c) prestressing without adherence. The latter
type is composed of a post-tensioning system characterized by the slipping freedom of the
steel reinforcement in relation to the concrete, along the whole extension of the cable, except
for the anchorages.
In a non-adherent prestressing, the cables or chutes are wrapped in two or three layers of
resistant paper. The wires and paper are painted with bituminous paint in order to tension
them after the concrete has hardened. The bitumen avoids the penetration of the cement cream
inside the cable and, in this way, it eliminates adhesion between the concrete and the reinforcement, comments Calduro [6]. The prestressed concrete is a composite material of the aggregate mixture and a cement paste associated with prestressing cables and/or passive
reinforcing bars. Because of the combination of several materials, these structures develop a
highly complex behaviour, presenting a non-linear response, which is due, among other factors, to time-dependent effects, such as the creep of the concrete, affirms Jost [7].
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2.2

Mathematical model for the nonlinear vibration problem

Consider a rotary machine mounted on a beam subjected to a pre-tensioning force, without
adhesion. It is known that such forces affect the geometric stiffness and, consequently, the
values of the undamped free-vibration frequencies. If the structure is designed, as is usually
the case, to have frequencies farther from the machine's service speed rotation, the changes in
the frequency due to geometric stiffness may lead to the appearance of potentially dangerous
resonance conditions.
Take a beam model of Bernoulli-Euler applied to a simply supported beam AB of length L
and inertia I, intended to function as the base of an engine Eg, composed of viscoelastic material, represented by the temporal modulus of elasticity E(t) as shown in Figure 2. A normal
force of compression P reproduces the post-tensioning force, which changes the stiffness, and
consequently, the natural frequency of vibration of the structure with time. The eccentricity
between the engine axis and the part is initially ignored. The vertical displacement of the central joint is the generalized coordinate of the system.

fE

Eg

E(t)I, f n

P

B

A
L/2

L/2
L
Figure 2: Beam model.

By using the Rayleigh method, the undamped vibration frequency in its first mode is obtained.

v(x)= (x)q(t)

A

x

q(t)

P
B

L/2

L/2
L

Figure 3: Rayleigh method.

Consider that the vertical displacement of a generic section of the beam in Figure 3 is given by:
v( x, t )   ( x) q(t ),

(1)

in which (x) is a shape function that attempts to define the boundary conditions in the supports and value 1 in the central section of the beam, whose displacement with time is q(t). In
this case, one adopts the shape function (x) = sin (x/L), which is the exact solution of the
problem without the P load. A prime mark will denote a derivative of the function in relation
to x (Lagrange's notation).
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Applying the Rayleigh method, one has the conventional bending stiffness, K0, as a function of the material elasticity and the geometry of the cross, which is equivalent to:
2

L

K0

E (t )I

dx

0

4

E (t )I
2L3

(2)

where E(t)I is the known flexural bending with viscoelasticity, represented by multiplication
of the temporal material modulus of elasticity with the inertia of the section in relation to the
considered movement, the vertical vibration mode (1st mode). In turn, the geometric stiffness,
KG, as a function of the normal force of compression (or even tension), is equivalent to:
2

L

KG

P

dx
0

P 2
2L

(3)

The total generalized mass of the system is found by calculating M = MC + MV where MC
is the concentrated mass at the middle span and MV is the mass coming from the beam selfweight given by:
L

mV (x )2dx

Mv
0

mV L
2

(4)

in which mV represents the total mass per length unit. Finally, the frequency of undamped free
vibration (in rad/s) is found by way of Eq. (5):

K
M



(5)

Considering the total beam stiffness as K = K0 - KG, the free undamped frequency of vibration
of the 1st mode is found, in Hertz, admitting the compressive force as positive, by:

2

f

2

E (t )I
1
3
2 L L mV

2

PL
2 Mc

1
2

(6)

For a better understanding of the Rayleigh method and the importance of the geometric
stiffness to the structural analysis, the work of Leissa [8] and Levy [9] should be consulted.
2.3

Mathematical solution for representing the creep

It is conceptually convenient to consider classic viscoelastic models in which only two
types of parameters, relating to elasticity and viscosity, appear, report Armijo et al. [10]. Classic viscoelastic models are obtained by arranging springs and dampers, or dashpots, in different configurations. Springs are characterized by elastic moduli and dashpots by viscosity
coefficients. The best known of these mechanical models are the Maxwell model, containing a
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spring in series with a dashpot, and the Kelvin–Voigt model, containing a spring and dashpot
in parallel.
One model used to represent creep is the three-parameter model, in which the elastic parameter E0 is connected to the viscoelastic Kelvin–Voigt model with parameters E1 and η1,
which is a simplification of the Group I Burgers model. The three-parameter model sufficiently describes the viscoelastic nature of many solids and is often used to study the phenomenon
in various scientific fields. The total deformations of the Kelvin–Voigt model are given by
  e v, where e is the deformation of the elastic model and v is the deformation of the
Kelvin–Voigt model. When differentiated with respect to time, the total deformation is obtained as

  ev

(7)

which is the constitutive equations of the elastic and Kelvin–Voigt models, respectively. Considering E1 = E0 as the modulus of elasticity for both parts of the rheological model,

  E0 e and  

E0  E0

1

  E0  

E0 E0

1



(8)

are found. From the previous equations, one derives the following differential equation:

  E0 v  1  v

(9)

where  = 0 for t < 0 and  =  for t > 0, with t representing the time and t = 0 the instant of
loading application. As the stress remains constant, the stress derivate with respect to time is
zero. Applying the previous stress condition, the following ordinary differential equation is
found:
E0  

E0 E0

1

  0

(10)

for which the general solution for t > 0, taking the initial condition (0) = 0/E0 , is
E
1
 0 t 
1 
 1- e 1  

 E0 E0 


 (t )   0 

(11)

Obviously, if the stress level remains constant, the modulus of elasticity should decrease
concurrently with increasing strain:

E (t ) 

1
E
 0t 
1
1 
1
 1- e


E0 E0 


(12)

The previous solution for consideration of the viscoelastic behaviour of materials was used
by Wahrhaftig et al. [11] to evaluate the stability of a slender wooden column. However, it is
of interest, at this moment, to make clear that the present work is a numerical speculation,
which takes into account the creep of the concrete by assuming a viscoelastic rheological
model of three parameters.
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3

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The beam gross cross-section was estimated with a passive reinforcement arrangement capable of resisting the predicted load in the simulation, being treated by the homogenized section method, with geometry as indicated in Figure 4. The modulus of elasticity of the concrete
was calculated according to NBR 6118/2014 [12] recommendations, following Eq. (13), for a
concrete characteristic compressive strength, fck, equal to 30 MPa.
E0  i  5600 f ck  26838.405 MPa; i  0.8  0.2 

f ck
 0.875
80MPa

(13)

The reinforced concrete specific weight c was obtained for a material density  of
2,500 kg/m3 and a gravitational acceleration g of 9.8061 m/s2, therefore c = 24.52 kN/m3.
db
c´
t
h

H
Figure 4: Beam section characteristics.

Section data:
 External height: H  16 cm
 Internal height: h  H  2  t  6 cm
 Wall thickness: t  5cm
 Concrete cover: c  2.5 cm
 Reference beam span: L  3m
 Reinforced bar diameters: db  8 mm


Number of reinforcement bars: nb  4



Total inertia: I 



H 4  h4
 5353 cm4
12
Gross section area: A  H 2  h2  220 cm2

The concrete section was homogenized by the transformation of the steel bars of the reinforcement, which led to a homogenization factor of 1.0616 to be considered in the material
and geometric properties of the beam section. For the simulation, all the elements that constitute physical parts to be added to the system, such as the bar used in prestressing systems and
an electric induction motor that represents periodic excitation, were considered as lumped or
distributed masses.
By fixing the force on the section-resistant capacity, one can observe the variation of the
natural frequency of the beam with time when considering creep, as shown in Figure 5(a). A
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safety factor of 1.17042570 to be applied to the loading can be found, which defines the beam
collapse at the 90th day, as can be seen in Figure 5(b). By varying force P, which represents a
non-adherent post-tension force, from zero to the resistant capacity of the section, the variation of the natural frequency of the beam is obtained, given in the graph in Figure 6. There, it
is possible to see that, with the increase of the axial compression force, the beam frequency
decreases, since the geometric portion (KG) stiffness is changed, consequently decreasing the
total stiffness (K) of the beam.
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(a) Frequency with time for capacity of the section
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(a) Safety factor  – Collapse at 90th day
Figure 5: Frequency of the beam with time with viscoelasticity.

Since the motor rotation is set at 1,200 rpm (20 Hz), represented by the dotted horizontal
line, there is no resonance without consideration of creep, but the resonance appears when the
natural frequency of the beam is calculated with the introduction of the creep. For ten days
after application of load, for example, the resonant regime can be observed by the intersection
of two curves, dotted (horizontal) and dashed (sloped), defining exactly for which prestressing
force the phenomenon occurs at that instant (210 kN).
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Figure 6: Resonant and non-resonant frequencies as a function of axial compression force P.

4

CONCLUSIONS
 In this article, a numerical simulation of a reinforced-prestressed concrete beam as a support for rotating machines was performed.
 For the vibration analysis, the creep, which is an intrinsic material property, was introduced due to the slenderness of the beam, revealing a resonant regime not foreseen in the
linear analysis (without creep).
 The effect of geometric stiffness produced by the horizontal loading and the corresponding possibility of introducing resonant regimes in the structural support system were
demonstrated by calculating their frequencies.
 It can be concluded, therefore, that due to the increase of the axial compressive force,
resonance conditions can occur, as represented by the intersection of the curves in Figure
6. In the present study, resonance occurs when the axial compression force reaches
210 kN, at 10 days. Other instants might also be considered.
 Since the force of post-tension decreases the stiffness of the beam, this can lead to the
resonant regime if it has not been previously evaluated in the structural analysis.
 The technique studied in this article offers an efficient tool to provide the removal of the
support structure of that unwanted regime, avoiding the production of harmful effects on
the equipment, fabricated products and work environment of the operators.
 In further work, it is necessary to introduce normative criteria, perform experimental activity and evaluate the influence of the prestressing bar stiffness on the structural response.
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Abstract. The contribution presents numerical simulations of a recently published experimental series on concrete specimens. The numerical model mimics the meso-structure of the
concrete by representing material via system of interconnected rigid polyhedral particles. These
particles correspond to mineral aggregates and surrounding matrix. The geometry of particles
is based on Voronoi tessellation. The particles are rigid, but they may move and rotate. The displacement jump at their contacts gives rise interaction forces defined by the constitutive relation
in a vectorial form. The constitutive equations are independent of the strain rate. Simulations
are dynamical, the time dependent response is calculated using Newmark implicit scheme. Full
inertia tensor of every particle is taken into account when assembling the mass matrix.
To demonstrate the ability of the model to capture the strain rate dependence of the experimental results, series of specimens loaded under various displacement rates are simulated.
For quasi-static loading, the initial microcracks usually localize into one highly damaged zone
where main crack appears. With increasing strain rate, the amount of energy accumulated in
the specimen body is not consumed by one crack only and crack branching occurs. The peak
loading force increases with increasing rate as well.
Both the strain rate dependence of the loading force and crack branching phenomena are
captured by the presented numerical model. The obtained results are compared with the experimental response of the simulated specimens. Parametric study of the model is performed
showing different effect of various parameters under different strain rates.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In modern engineering, understanding of material behavior is an integral part of structural
design. The response of a structure is usually calculated numerically using models verified with
help of laboratory tests. The choice of mathematical model is important; the material internal
length and its relation to structure dimensions should be taken into consideration. If the heterogeneity of the material is relatively fine compared to the structure dimensions, the material
can be conveniently treated as homogeneous and described using continuous formulation. Continuous formulation involves partial differential equations that can be numerically solved with
a help of the finite element method (FEM), that provides approximations of the exact solution
with high accuracy. In continuous models, fracture is usually represented by so called smeared
crack. Material remains continuous, but its stiffness is being reduced as cracking occurs. Such
approach brings need for regularization [3, 2]. Several other approaches incorporating discontinuities into FEM models has been presented in literature [10].
This contribution presents fracture simulations of concrete specimens with heterogeneity
comparable to specimen size. At this scale, it is convenient to use meso-scale approach with direct representation of mineral aggregates. Such meso-scale model can be advantageously based
on the discrete formulation. Discrete approaches were established by representing material by
simple lattices of 1D elasto-brittle elements. The heterogeneity can be included e.g. using random lattice structure or by projection of concrete meso structure on the lattice [15]. In the latter
case, the element material properties are set according to which phase they belong to – aggregate, cement paste or contact of cement paste with aggregate, so called interfacial transition
zone (ITZ).
Another variant of discrete approach represents material as a system of interconnected rigid
particles that typically correspond to one mineral grain (particle) with surrounding matrix. The
motivation for choosing this variant for present contribution is in highly reduced computational
cost of the particle approach compared to previously mentioned lattice approach. The model
developed according to [4] is used within this contribution.
It is well known, that the loading capacity and failure mode is dependent on the strain rate
applied. In quasi static loading, initial micro-cracks in the material localize into one highly
damaged zone, so called macro-crack. With increasing strain rate, the energy in material body
is not consumed by one crack only and more cracks appear, eventually one crack branches.
This behavior has been observed experimentally in [12]. The presented contribution studies
the behavior of the discrete model for concrete loaded under various displacement rates. Time
integration is performed in an implicit scheme, contrary to other papers that use dynamical
discrete models in connection with explicit time integration scheme [8, 13].
2
2.1

NUMERICAL MODEL
Particle approach

The 3D system of discrete particles is built according to [6], which is just simplified version
of [4]. Particle centers come from process of random placing points in the domain, keeping
their distance larger than parameter lmin . This internal length dictates the particle size and to
large extend also the nonlinear behavior of the model. Voronoi tessellation is performed to get
the geometry of particles. Each particle is considered as ideally rigid, material model is applied
at its contacts with other particles.
On the contacts (facets), normal and shear stiffness of particle connection is prescribed.
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Relation between stress and strain on each facet yields
σi = (1 − ω)Ei εi for i = N, M, L

(1)

where N is normal and M and L are two shear directions. The elastic behavior is described by
the elastic modulus E0 and normal-tangential stiffness ratio α.
EN = E0 , EM,L = αE0

(2)

Since these parameters are applied at meso-scale, they are different from the elastic parameters describing overall behavior of material - Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν. Their
approximate relation derived in [9, 5, 7] results in equations
E0 =

E
1 − 2ν

α=

1 − 4ν
1+ν

(3)

Eq. (3) postulates limitation on Poisson’s ratio, that must be within interval (−1, 0.25). Nevertheless, value of Poisson’s ratio for concrete is around 0.2.
In nonlinear regime, isotropic damage model is applied. Damage at contacts is described by
parameter ω ∈ h0, 1i - Eq. (1). The initially undamaged contact (ω = 0) might, after reaching
the strain at the elastic limit, gradually loose stiffness as the strain increases further. At ω = 1,
the contact is completely damaged and cannot transfer any stress again. The evolution of the
damage parameter ω is a crucial part of the constitutive law. Its description is quite elaborative,
interested reader is referred to [4, 6] for the detailed description.
Since the discretization of a material body comes from pseudo-random process, the response
of simulations with different meso-scale geometry differs as well.
2.2

Dynamics

Fracture of concrete is a dynamic process. However for slow (so called quasi-static) loading
rates, the solution can be obtained under assumption of static equilibrium. For higher strain
rates, the influence of inertia cannot be neglected and time-dependent response should be calculated. It is usually obtained from solution of differential equations of motion
M ü + C u̇ + Ku = F

(4)

where M , C and K stand for mass, damping and stiffness matrix, F and u is loading and
displacement vector, respectively. Dotted symbol of displacement vector denotes its derivative
with respect to time, which is velocity (first derivative) and acceleration (second derivative).
Numerical algorithms for solving equations of motion are divided into explicit and implicit
time integration schemes, depending on the time the equilibrium is considered at. In case of
explicit algorithms, the solution for time t + ∆t is calculated from equilibrium at time t directly
by matrix and vector multiplication; there is no system of equations to solve. But the numerical
solution is only conditionally stable, the time step length ∆t is restricted by the smallest natural
frequency of the system, which often brings need for using large number of very short time
steps. Therefore, the explicit algorithms are convenient for solving events with short duration,
e.g. impact loading.
In an implicit time integration scheme, the solution at time t + ∆t is calculated from Eq. (4)
assembled at time t + ∆t. Its advantage is unconditional stability, the step length is controlled
purely by accuracy. But to obtain such solution, system of dependent equations has to be solved.
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These equations are nonlinear in the case of nonlinear material, so each time step involves
an iterative process to find the solution. These algorithms are conveniently used for solution of
processes with longer duration, e.g. structural response during earthquakes.
For the purpose of this contribution, Newmark implicit scheme [11] is implemented. Velocity
(u̇) and accelerations (ü) are approximated by


1
1
1
u̇t −
− 1 üt
(5)
(ut+∆t − ut ) −
üt+∆t =
β∆t2
β∆t
2β
u̇t+∆t = u̇t + ∆t (1 − γ) üt + γ∆tüt+∆t
(6)
where index t refer to solution from previous time step. β and γ are Newmark parameters
within interval h0, 1i. To keep the solution unconditionally stable, they must satisfy condition
2β ≥ γ ≥ 0.5 [1]. The only unknown in Eqs. (5) and (6) is vector of displacement at time
t + ∆t. To calculate the displacement in time t + ∆t, the approximations are plugged into
Eq. (4) and the following system is obtained




 
1
γ
1
1
1
K+
M+
C ut+∆t = Ft+∆t + M
ut +
u̇t +
− 1 üt +
β∆t2
β∆t
β∆t2
β∆t
2β




 
γ
γ
∆t γ
+C
ut +
− 1 u̇t +
− 2 üt
(7)
β∆t
β
2 β
where effective stiffness matrix multiplied with unknown displacement vector ut+∆t stands on
the left side and the effective loading vector on the right side of the equation. Note that the
nonlinear material formulation brings dependence of the stiffness matrix on the displacements,
so the solution is searched in an iterative Newton process.
Mass matrix M is not diagonal because the effect of rotational inertia. Shape of the particle is (due to Voronoi tessellation) convex polyhedron that can be decomposed into simplexes
(tetrahedra). Tetrahedra inertia tensors are calculated from their vertex coordinates according
to [14] and further combined using parallel axis theorem to obtain inertia tensor of a whole particle. Since the model assumes small deformations and rotations, calculation is geometrically
linear and mass matrix is constant during the whole simulation. Damping is not considered
within this contribution.
3
3.1

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Geometry and material properties

The model described in the previous sections is applied to simulate set of concrete specimens
loaded under various displacement rates. The experimental series of concrete specimens with
a shape of an upside down letter L [12] is simulated. Specimen dimensions are W, D = 500 mm
and W1 , D1 = 250 mm (Fig. 1). Specimen thickness is t = 50 mm. Depth of the bottom support
is 100 mm and loading is applied in a distance of 30 mm from the edge of the specimen. Loading
is applied by increasing deformation at constant velocity and the loading force is calculated
during the simulations. Loading rates are chosen according to [12] as 0.25 mm/s for quasi-static
loading and 0.1, 0.35, 0.74, 1.0 and 2.4 m/s to study the influence of strain rate.
Material parameters are taken from [12]. Macroscopic Young’s modulus is E = 32.2 GPa
and Poisson’s ratio is ν = 0.18; the corresponding elastic meso-scopic parameters at the interparticle contacts are obtained from Eq. (3): meso-scale elastic modulus E0 = 50 GPa
and normal-tangential stiffness ratio α = 0.237, respectively. Further material properties
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Figure 1: Geometry of simulated specimen showing particle model structure.

taken from [12] are the following: material density ρ = 2210 kg/m3 and tensile strength
ft = 3.12 MPa. The meso-scopic fracture energy for tensile failure was identified from the
quasi-static loading rate according to the experiments as Gf = 35.5 N/m2 . Other properties
defining the constitutive relations of the model are obtained from the listed parameters according to the recommendations in [4].
3.2

Influence of material parameters

For static loading, both the elastic and fracture material characteristics plays a crucial role.
The maximum loading force is mainly influenced by the stiffness parameter E0 , tensile strength
ft and meso-scopic fracture energy Gf . There is no effect of material density, ρ. With increasing
loading rate, the effect of fracture parameters diminish, the most important material parameters
become E0 and ρ.
To demonstrate this trend, influence of these material properties was studied. The structural
response was calculated with 1.5 × increased parameters E0 , ft , Gf and ρ. Model response
is plotted in graphs in Fig. 2. The percentual change of maximum load for increased values of
parameters is shown in Fig. 3. The elastic modulus E0 is strongly influential for all displacement
rates. The influence of tensile strength ft and fracture energy Gf at increased loading rate almost
disappear, while the influence of material density ρ takes their place. However, the influence
of the fracture parameters appears again for rates larger or equal to 0.74 m/s. This is caused by
cracking in the area of applied load (Fig. 5), which was not observed experimentally in [12].
To demonstrate that the cracking at loading is responsible for re-appearance of the fracture
parameters among the influential material parameters for high displacement rates, the model
made of ideally elastic material was analyzed. In Fig. 4, experimental, elastic and inelastic
responses are shown. One can see that for rate 0.1 m/s, the elastic and inelastic models behave
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Figure 2: Response of numerical simulations at various displacement rates compared with experimental curves
from [12].
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Figure 3: Effect of selected material parameters at various displacement rates.

the same. The cracking does not have any effect on loading force. But for rates 1.0 m/s and
2.4 m/s, the cracking effect appears. Therefore, the inelastic processes must happen much closer
to the loading point, i.e. in the loading area.
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Figure 4: Comparison of nonlinear vs. elastic response of the model

3.3

Crack patterns

In Fig. 5, the discrete structure representing material is plotted. Facets (contacts between
particles) are colored according to their damage parameter ω at the end of the simulation. These
damaged facets represent crack in the material. One can see different crack path for different
loading rates, the trend is in agreement with the experiment [12]. For quasi-static loading, the
crack propagates in horizontal direction. With increasing loading rate, crack changes its direction towards vertical. When the velocity of applied load is increased further, multiple cracking and crack branching occur. The experimental evidence, however, does not show extensive
cracking in the loading area at rate 2.4 m/s.
3.4

Peak loads

The agreement of the model response and experimental data is rather poor. Reasonable
match is for quasi-static rate, where the material parameters were identified. For rates 0.35
and 0.74 m/s, the model overestimates the maximum loads, while for rate 1.0 and 2.4 m/s, the
experimental response yields higher peak loads. This can be seen in Fig. 6, where experimental
and simulated elastic and inelastic maximum forces are plotted. When talking about peak force
in elastic simulation, we mean the first peak in the response. Of course, response of all elastic
simulations oscillates around the static solution which is increasing to infinity. There is no peak
in quasi-static solution so that data-point is missing in Fig. 6.
The elastic responses for the two highest loading rates agree with the experiment very well.
If one can eliminate cracking from the loading area, the agreement between the model and
experiment would be reasonable. The other two intermediate rate already behaves as if the
model is elastic, no improvement can be expected there. However, looking at Fig. 6, these
two intermediate rate shows unexpectedly low experimental peak forces compared to the higher
rates. Therefore, we consider the difference to be related to the inevitable experimental scatter.
One way how to eliminate the cracking in the loading area for high loading rates can be
gradual increase in displacement rate v. Instead of direct application of the loading velocity, we
intruduced smooth transition controlled by single parameter t0 .

(
t ≤ t0
0.5t2 + 4πt02 cos(2π tt0 ) − tv0 tv0
(8)
ul =
v t − v t0 ul (t0 )
t > t0
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where ul is the applied displacement at the area of loading and t0 is initial transition period after
which correct loading velocity is achieved. This analytical formula ensures smooth transition
from initial motionless state to full loading speed for displacements, velocities and accelerations.
Using formula (8), simulations of specimens loaded under displacement rate 2.4 m/s were
performed. Obtained responses and cracks pattern are shown in upper part of Fig. 7. Some
reduction of crushing close to the loading point is possible. However to eliminate it or at least
substantially reduce, time t0 needs to be relatively large, the maximum force occurs in the
transitional time and the full displacement rate is achieved too late.
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Figure 7: Effect of gradual increase of displacement rate and particle size.

Up to this point, particle size lmin = 15 mm was used. Since this model uses crack band concept [3], the discretization does not influences the model response for cases where the crack is
localized. However, the cracking in the loading area is highly distributed and strong dependence
on discretization density is expected. The results for simulation using doubled and halved particle size are shown in lower part of Fig. 7. Note that for coarse discretization there are only two
particles within the specimen thickness. The finer (coarser) discretization yields lower (higher)
peak loads than the reference simulation, respectively. This increase or decrease in the peak
load can be at least partially caused by the random discretization of the model geometry as
mentioned in sec. 2.1.
4

CONCLUSIONS

The presented discrete model was used for dynamic simulations of concrete specimens
loaded under various displacement rates. The influence of material properties on the time dependent response was studied. The major trend is that the higher loading rates lead to increased
effect of density and reduced effect of nonlinear material properties. However, local cracking
in the loading area brings back the influence of nonlinear material parameters for very high
loading rates.
Expected increase in the maximum loading force and change in the mechanism of failure
with increasing strain rate was observed. Comparison to the experimental data [12] shows
discrepancies. These differences are caused by cracking in the loading area, which was not
observed in the experiment.
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Abstract. The aim of the work is, on the one hand, the presentation of a theoretical fiber model
able to predict the moment-curvature behaviour of confined RC columns and, on the other hand,
the comparison between the moment-curvature provided by common structural programs. The
theoretical fiber model presented in the paper is implemented in a visual basic software and it
is able provide moment-curvature (M−χ) diagrams for sections with or without axial load. The
software considered in this work are Sap2000, Seismostruct and Opensees. The moment-curvature curves provided by these softwares, given the same modeling have been compared to
those provided by the theoretical fiber model. In particular, the modeling has been carried out
by subdividing the sections in three category of fibers: unconfined concrete fibers, confined
concrete fibers and rebar fibers. The constitutive model adopted for concrete is the one proposed by Mander et al. (1988) [1] for both the confined and unconfined concrete. The constitutive model adopted for the steel rebars is an elastic perfectly plastic law. The parametric
analysis has been led on rectangular column sections with different level of axial load. The
accuracy of the modelling of the considered structural programs has been investigated by comparing the results belonging to them with those obtained by applying the theoretical fiber model.
Besides the calculation of the moment-curvature it is possible to observe that the curves representative of SAP2000 are more in accord with the curve representative of the theoretical software, on average. Form the Seismostruct side, it is possible to observe that the resistance is
well captured by the software but for increasing levels of the axial load the Seismostruct overestimate the resistance. Results become more different from the theoretical model when the
axial load level increases.
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1

INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognized that strength, as well as ductility of concrete, increase whenever
its state of stress is a triaxial compression. The concrete affected by this favorable action of the
transverse reinforcement is called confined concrete.
Confinement offers two main advantages regarding the seismic behaviour of concrete structural elements: it increases strength of concrete, which compensates for possible losses caused
by spalling and it reduces the slope of the descending branch of the 𝜎𝜎𝑐𝑐 − 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐 curve.
In this paper, the results of various software able to predict the moment-curvature behaviour
of confined RC columns are reported with reference to a rectangular cross section of a R.C.
columns extrapolated from a building designed according to the modern seismic codes. The
aim of the work is, on the one hand, the presentation of a theoretical fiber model able to predict
the moment-curvature behaviour of confined RC columns and, on the other hand, the comparison between the moment-curvature provided by common structural programs. The theoretical
fiber model presented in the paper is implemented in a visual basic software and it is able provide moment-curvature (M−χ) diagrams for sections with or without axial load basing on the
the constitutive model of confined concrete proposed by Mander et al. (1988) [1]. The software
considered in this work are Sap2000, Seismostruct and Opensees.
2

REVIEW OF CONFINED CONCRETE MODELS

The confined concrete theoretical model assume a stress-strain constitutive law different for
different zones of the same sections. Concrete can be considered effectively confined or not by
the actions of the lateral reinforcement. Therefore, in the same section, different constitutive
laws could be adopted for the part of the concrete effectively confined and for the unconfined
one.
As regards the confined concrete, it has been demonstrated that the strength and the corresponding longitudinal strain at the strength of concrete confined by an active hydrostatic fluid
pressure can be represented by the following simple relationship:
𝑓𝑓′𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑓𝑓′𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘1 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙

𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �1 + 𝑘𝑘2

𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙
�
𝑓𝑓′𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(1)
(2)

where 𝑓𝑓′𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 and 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 are the maximum concrete stress and the corresponding strain, 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙 is the
lateral fluid pressure, 𝑓𝑓′𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 are 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 the unconfined concrete strength and the corresponding
strain, 𝑘𝑘1 and 𝑘𝑘2 are coefficients functions of the concrete mix and the lateral pressure.
Richart et al. (1928) [1] found the average values of the coefficients for the tests they conducted to be 𝑘𝑘1 = 4,1 and 𝑘𝑘2 = 5𝑘𝑘1 . Instead, Balmer (1949) [3] found from his tests that 𝑘𝑘1
varied between 4,5 and 7,0 with an average value of 5,6, the higher values occurring at the
lower lateral pressures. Richart et al. (1929) [4] also found that the strength of concrete with
active confinement from lateral (fluid) pressure was approximately the same as for concrete
with passive confinement pressure from closely spaced circular steel spirals causing an equivalent lateral pressure.
1) Afterwards, the problem of the confined concrete has been widely investigated. It
has been demonstrated that confinement is improved if:
2) The transverse reinforcement is placed at relatively close spacing;
3) Additional supplementary overlapping hoops or cross ties with several legs crossing
the section are included;
4) The longitudinal bars are well distributed around the perimeter;
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5) The volume of transverse reinforcement to the volume of the concrete core or the
yield strength of the transverse reinforcement is increased;
6) Spirals or circular hoops are used instead of rectangular hoops and supplementary
cross ties.
However, it is important to be able to quantify these effects of confinement on the stressstrain behavior of concrete. The stress-strain model of Kent and Park (1971) [5] for concrete
confined by rectangular transverse reinforcement was based on the test results of Roy and Sozen
(1964) [6] and others available at the time. This model neglected the increase in concrete
strength but took into account the increase in ductility due to rectangular confining steel. Subsequently, Park et al (1982) [7] and Scott et al. (1982) [8] have tasted near full-size specimens
based on real building columns and modified the Kent and Park [5] stress-strain equations to
take in account the enhancement of both the concrete strength and ductility due to confinement
and the effect of strain rate. Other monotonic stress - strain equations for concrete confined by
rectangular - shaped transverse reinforcement have been proposed by Vellenas et al. (1977) [9]
and Sheikh and Uzumeri (1980, 1982) [10], [11]. In particular, Sheikh and Uzumeri [10], [11]
proposed a stress-strain model of similar form the one proposed by Park et al. [7]. This model
incorporates the confinement effects by adjusting the peak stress and setting a confinement
effectiveness coefficient. The confinement effectiveness coefficient depends on the configuration of the hoop reinforcement. Stress-strain equations for concrete confined by spiral reinforcement have been proposed by Park and Leslie (1977) [12], Desay et al. (1978) [13], Ahmad and
Shah (1982, 1985) [14], [15], Dilger et al. (1984) [16], and others.
Mander, Priestley and Park (1988) [1] proposed an unified stress - strain model for confined
concrete, both for circular or rectangular sections, under static or dynamic loading, either monotonically or cycling applied. More recently, Mander and Chang (1994) [17] developed a hysteretic model for confined and unconfined concrete subjected to both tension or compression
cyclic loading. This concrete stress-strain model is a modern version of the well-known Mander,
Priestley and Park [1] model and has been enhanced to predict the behaviour of high strength
concrete. The model is also capable of simulating gradual crack closure under cyclic loading.
However, the monotonic part of the model is perfectly coincident with the Mander, Priestley
and Park model.
The need to improve the seismic performances of existing buildings or to retrofit them according to the new-seismic regulations is a more and more pressing need in areas subjected to
high seismic risk [18]-[25]. Among the new available technologies, great attention has received
the confinement of structural members by applying one or more layers of fiber-reinforced materials in a polymeric matrix (FRP) bonded to the element’s surface. The increasing use of confinement by FRP requires analytical models able to predict the behavior of confined concrete
elements. Many researchers have developed and proposed different constitutive laws. Some of
them require an iterative procedure, some require, as collapse condition, the attainment of the
ultimate value of concrete axial strain, while others refer to the ultimate strain of FRP; finally,
some of them consider only the maximum value of the lateral confining pressure, while others
its whole development as a function of the concrete axial strain. Generally, these constitutive
laws are based on the definition of the confined concrete maximum strength (fcc) and the corresponding maximum strain (𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ). To estimate the ultimate strength of reinforced concrete elements confined with FRP, several relationships can be found in literature [25], [27]. They are
based on the preliminary evaluation of the ultimate lateral confining pressure, and on the assumption that concrete collapse occurs when FRP layers reach their ultimate stress [28]-[37].
A large comparison of this constitutive models is reported in [38]-[39] while in this paper reference is made to unreinforced sections only. To take in account the confinement behavior of
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structural members is also important in the design phase. In fact, the benefic effects of confinement lead to a higher resistance with a consequent overstrength in the members that has to be
taken in account in the application of beam-to-column hierarchy criterion as the same as of
shear-bending hierarchy criterion. This consideration coupled with more sophisticated design
approaches [40]-[43] allows to assure that structures are able to exploit at the collapse their full
dissipative capacity leading to a collapse mechanism of global type.
3

MOMENT-CURVATURE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE COLUMNS

In this work, the moment-curvature of reinforced concrete columns affected by confinement
has been provided by means of three software: SAP2000, SeismoStruct and Opensees programs
which can simulate the inelastic response of structural systems subjected to static loads. In particular, push-over analyses have been carried out to obtain the plastic response. Obtained results
have been compared with those provided by a research software based on a fiber modelling
called MCCRCCS (Moment-Curvature Confined Reinforced Concrete Column Sections).
The philosophy which the fiber hinge model is based on, subdivides the cross section of the
structural element in three types:
1) fibres used for modelling the longitudinal steel reinforcing bars;
2) fibres used to define the nonlinear behaviour of confined concrete
3) fibres used to define the nonlinear behaviour of unconfined concrete which includes cover
concrete.

Fig. 1. Cross section of column specimens

For each fiber, the stress-strain (σ-ε) constitutive law is determined. The geometry, dimensions and reinforcing details of the specimens are shown in Fig. 1. Each specimen represents a
cantilever column whose length is 3.00 m. The specimens have rectangular cross-sections with
dimensions 0.40x0.60 m2. The longitudinal reinforcement of the columns in both lateral faces
is composed of sixteen bars of 20 mm diameter. The shear reinforcement in the columns was
composed of 10 mm diameter stirrups spaced at 0.12 m. The concrete material is a C25/30 and
the reinforcement material is B450C steel.
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Table 1 summarizes the mean values of the material properties used in the construction of
the specimens, where 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the cylindrical concrete compressive strength and 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the corresponding strain; 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the compressive strength of confined concrete and 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the corresponding strain; 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the ultimate strain; 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the concrete spalling strain; 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 is the tensile strength
of concrete; 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 is the Young modulus of concrete; 𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 is the yield strength of the reinforcement;
𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦 is the Young modulus of steel.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of steel and concrete

s
[cm]
12

Ec
[MPa]
25000

fcc
[MPa]
31.375

Confined Concrete
ft
fcc
fcu
[MPa]
[-]
[-]
2.5
0.00455 0.017173

Unconfined Concrete
fck
εco
εsp
[MPa]
[-]
[-]
25
0.002 0.01

Steel
Ey
fyk
[MPa] [MPa]
210000
450

The Eq. (5) proposed by Mander et. al. [1] has been applied to define the stress-strain constitutive model of both confined and unconfined concrete according to the mechanical properties reported in Table 1. In Fig. 2, the constitutive laws referring to confined concrete and
unconfined concrete are reported. In particular, the distance 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 and 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐 are taken to center lines
of perimeter hoop in 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 directions as suggested by Mander et al. [1]. In fact it has been
observed that, taking the distance 𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐 and 𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐 net of the cover concrete does not affect the results
in terms of stress-strain constitutive law. In addition, 5 level of vertical loads have been applied
by considering a percentage of the resistant axial load (NRd= 8136 kN) of the section. The selected percentage are 0%, corresponding to simple bending, 10%, 20%, 30% and 40%.
For the steel reinforcements an elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive law has been adopted
according to the mechanical properties reported in Table 1.

Fig. 2. σ-ε constitutive law for concrete modelling

4

SOFTWARE ADOPTED

4.1 MCCRCCS Research software
Starting from the stress-strain models reported in Fig. 2, a procedure for computing the moment-curvature diagram can be easily outlined on the basis of a fiber model. The cross section
has been subdivided into rectangular elementary areas which have been characterized by an
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appropriate constitutive law: unconfined concrete, confined concrete and steel of the longitudinal reinforcements. In order to account for the effect of the load acting on the unstrengthened
structural member, the deformations occurring in each elementary area before the strengthening
intervention have to be computed and considered in the subsequent analysis. The different zones
of the section, both confined and unconfined, need to be preliminarily recognized. To this aim,
the longitudinal confining bars, which are those located in the corners or those out of corners,
but restrained by steel ties, have to be identified. Starting from these restraining points, it is
possible to determine the parabola arches dividing the zones of effectively confined concrete
from the zones of unconfined concrete, as it is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Identification of confined and unconfined concrete

Fig. 4. Fiber subdivision of the cross section

On the bases of the constitutive laws of steel, confined concrete and unconfined concrete,
the procedure for evaluating the moment-curvature diagram, for a given axial load has been
codified into a computer program namely MCCRCCS. The same code has been used by Montuori and Piluso in a previous work dealing with the behaviour of reinforced concrete columns
strengthened with angles and battens [33]. The fiber subdivision of the section is reported in
Fig. 4 where it is possible to observe that 40 fibres longitudinally and 60 fibres transversally
have been adopted. The areas of steel longitudinal bars have been introduce by their coordinates.
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4.2 Sap2000
SAP2000 v. 14.0.0 is general-purpose civil-engineering software used for the analysis and
design of any type of structural system [35]. As regard plastic analysis, it allows to account for
lumped and spread plasticity by means of concentrated plastic hinges and fiber hinges whose
length can be properly selected to capture the actual plastic behaviour of the members. In this
work, fiber hinge modelling has been exploited by introducing in the software, a user defined
fiber section. In particular, the section has been discretized in 60x40 small areas of 1 cm2 following the same subdivision depicted in Fig. 4 and adopted for the MCCRCCS. For both confined and unconfined concrete the corresponding stress strain relationship has been
implemented. Each rebar has been introduced as circular areas and applying a stress-strain relationship of the steel. Concrete materials have been introduced by means of the advanced properties of material ambiance accounting for the “Mander” shape of stress-strain behaviour
already implemented for uniaxial material typologies. To provide the moment-curvature of the
specimen sections push-over analyses have been carried out on a cantilever scheme whose
length is 3 m. The elastic behaviour of the member has been simulated by means of a beamcolumn element with a 60x40 concrete section. To this element, a fiber hinge whose length is
equal to the 10% of the global length of the cantilever has been applied to the base extreme.
The analyses have been led in displacement control for each level of axial load, taking in account both geometrical and mechanical non linearities.
4.3 OpenSees
The Open System for Earthquake Engineering (OpenSees) [34] is an open source software
framework for finite analysis and it was developed to simulate the response of structural and
geotechnical systems subjected to earthquakes. Uniaxial material Concrete04 is used to construct a uniaxial concrete material whose envelope of the compressive stress-strain response is
defined using the model proposed by Popovics (1973) [32]. If the user defines the Young modulus as 𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 = 5,000�𝑓𝑓′𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 then the envelope curve is identical to the one proposed by Mander
et al. [1]. In this model the compressive stress is equal to zero when the crushing strain is
achieved. In addition, it is possible to introduce a tensile stress different to zero.
The material Steel01 is used to construct a uniaxial bilinear steel material object with kinematic hardening and optional isotropic hardening described by a non-linear evolution equation.
It has been used in both the nonlinear model to simulate the stress-strain behaviour of the reinforcing bars. The hardening has been assumed very low (0.0001) to represent an elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour. To provide the moment-curvature of the specimen sections, push-over
analyses have been carried out on a cantilever scheme whose length is 3 m. The nonlinearBeamColumn element has been introduced to model the cantilever scheme and it is represented
by unidirectional fibres which are assigned by the proper material stress-strain relationships
describing the materials monotonic response. It is based on the non-iterative force formulation
and considers the spread of plasticity along the element. The section discretization is the same
reported in Fig. 4 and it has been introduced by using the “fiber” section command in the software input file. In addition, five integration points were adopted for the column element. Analysis has been led in displacement control take in account geometrical and mechanical non
linearities for each axial load level.
4.4 SeismoStruct
The SeismoStruct 2016 [36] is a finite element package capable of predicting the large displacements behaviour of space frames under static or dynamic loading, taking into account
geometric nonlinearities and material inelasticity. For each specimen section a nonlinear model
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was developed. The model was built with inelastic displacement based frame elements. In Seismostruct ambiance it is not possible to define a user defined fiber section so that, the material
models con_ma (Mander et al. [1]) has been adopted for both the confined and unconfined
concrete. This is a uniaxial nonlinear constant confinement model that follows the constitutive
relationship proposed by Mander et al. [1].

Fig. 5. Moment curvature (M−χ) diagrams

The confinement effects provided by the lateral transverse reinforcements are incorporated
through the rules proposed by Mander et al. whereby constant confining pressure is assumed
through the entire stress-strain range. The effectiveness of the Seismostruct modelling has been
preliminarily validated by checking the confinement ratio parameter (f’cc/fc) provided by the
software. In the case of unconfined concrete a confinement ratio equal to 1 has automatically
assumed by the software.
In addition, stl_bl is adopted for the reinforcement with a very low hardening parameter to
simulate an elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour (0.0001). The section has been discretized into
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1000 fibers (the maximum number of fibers available in the software). To provide the momentcurvature of the specimen sections, push-over analyses have been carried out on a cantilever
scheme whose length is 3 m discretized in 4 parts for each level of axial load.
5

RESULTS

Besides the calculation of moment-curvature (M−χ) diagrams the aim of the work is to discover
how the different software modelling affects the shape of M−χ diagram. In Fig. 5, the momentcurvature diagrams of the section with the stirrups spacing of 0.12 m are reported, respectively.
In addition, in the same figures the moment-curvature diagrams are reported with reference to
different levels of the axial load. In a first comparison it is possible to observe that the curves
representative of SAP2000 are more in accord with the curve representative of MCCRCCS on
average. In particular, SAP2000 is able to well catch the resistance but it is not able to reproduce
the softening branch of the research program. Form the Seismostruct side, it is possible to observe that the resistance is well captured by the software but for increasing levels of the axial
load the Seismostruct overestimate the resistance. The OpenSees well captures both the resistance than the softening branch of the curve. Finally, the softening branch of the Seismostruct
diagrams are always higher than those provided by other models. Generally speaking, it is possible to observe that the resistance is well captured by the largest part of the software. In addition,
the results between the curves became more different as the axial load increase. It is also important to observe that curves has to be stopped at the occurrence of the section collapse which
can be achieved in correspondence of the confined concrete cracking or the achievement of the
ultimate deformation of rebars. Being this work only preliminary the attention has been focused
on the resistance and on the shape of the softening branch of M−χ curves. Further investigations
on different sections with different stirrups spacing have to be performed to achieve a more
robust conclusion.
6

CONCLUSIONS
• In this work, a theoretical model to provide moment-curvature of confined reinforced concrete sections has been presented.
• The results obtained with such methodology have been compared with those provided by
common structural programs such as Sap2000, OpenSees and Seismostruct.
• Besides the calculation of a moment-curvature (M−χ) it is possible to observe that the
curves representative of SAP2000 are more in accord with the curve representative of
MCCRCCS on average.
• Form the Seismostruct side, it is possible to observe that the resistance is well captured by
the software but for increasing levels of the axial load the Seismostruct overestimate the
resistance.
• The OpenSees well captures both the resistance than the softening branch of the curve.
• In future works the parametric analysis will be extended to other sections with different
stirrups spacing, placing the attention also on the point in which the section achieve the
collapse.
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Abstract. This work presents the first step of a methodology to calculate monetary losses in
reinforced concrete moment resisting buildings through an innovative and advanced methodology. This framework involves the correlation between the physical damages that a structural component may experience during seismic events with meaningful engineering demand
parameters. The establishment of this correlation constitutes the first phase of the methodology and is obtained through detailed finite element simulations of the critical structural elements. In this paper the development of numerical modeling strategies for the detailed
simulations of five columns are described. The paper describes step by step the whole calibration process involving mesh sensitivity studies, evaluation of the influence of the compression
fracture energy, geometric nonlinearity, bond-slip action and the buckling of the compressed
reinforcements. In order to simplify the problem, pushover analysis is adopted to analyze all
the models.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Seismic risk assessment provides the first step for understanding the impact of earthquakes
and determining the need of seismic rehabilitations. It is significant as well as for preearthquake preparedness and awareness in terms of human and economic losses. The assessment process provides meaningful information to stakeholders and decision makers on the
seismic risk level of the structure portfolios and leads them to step towards rehabilitation and
retrofitting process if necessary.
In current pre-earthquake loss assessment approaches, damage is commonly defined based
on ductility ratio (maximum displacement over yielding displacement) or dissipated energy
and usually related with either global or local indices [1-4]. The indices can provide an indication of the vulnerability of the structure, performance evaluation of the structure and decision
regarding to rehabilitation of the structure. Even though the indices are able to indentify non
damaged and severely damaged elements, they, however, poorly provide accurately results for
intermediate damage states, which is the most critical stage regarding of the need for strengthening [5]. To improve the accuracy of economic loss predictions in RC frame buildings, an
advanced methodology is proposed.
This methodology consists of two main phases, the first of which requires the identification
of physical damages using detailed finite element analysis of critical structural elements.
These damages are then correlated with meaningful engineering demand parameter(s) which
shall be also suitable on the simplified models that can be used for assessing reinforced concrete buildings under seismic action. The monetary losses are determined based on the damages defined in the first phase. This new methodology allows users calculating monetary loss
directly without using consequence function. The damage scales are redefined by experts in
terms of the physical damages and cost of repair is redefined according to the available applied repair techniques in the new procedure [6]. Additionally, the damage limit states are calculated for each structural component individually and it improves the accuracy of monetary
loss calculation. This methodology can be applied on flexural controlled reinforced concrete
moment resisting frame structures regardless of height or irregularity.
Reproducing the experimental results not only in terms of global response, but also in
terms of the physical damages is crucial and affects the accuracy of the methodology. Thus, a
systematic calibration process is developed and exemplified here for the numerical models of
columns and five parameters are investigated: mesh sensitivity, compression fracture energy,
geometric nonlinearity, bond-slip and Dhakal-Maekawa post-yielding buckling.
2

NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE COLUMNS

The methodology is applied to five different columns, which are modeled and assessed
numerically using software DIANA 9.6 [7]. These specimens were previously tested in laboratory: one is at University of Porto (UP) [8], the remaining ones (V1, V2, V3 and V4) are
selected from the literature [9]. The geometrical and material properties of the columns are
provided in Table 1.
Concrete is modeled using 20 node brick elements with (CHX60) with 3x3x3 Gauss points.
The total-strain rotating smeared crack model available in DIANA material library is selected
as constitutive model for concrete. The analyses start using Von Mises plasticity for reinforcing bars. The Dhakal-Maekawa constitutive model is employed for the bars under compression in order to model the effects of rebar buckling. Figure 1 shows the numerical models of
the specimens, the red lines in (a) and (c) represent the reinforcing bars and (b) and (d) illustrate the meshed models. The analyses are carried on under monotonic loading whereby as-
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suming that envelop of cyclic loading is represented by the monotonic force-displacement
curve.

Specimen
No.
UP
V1
V2
V3
V4

Height
of the
column
mm
200x400 1500
Section
mm2

300x300

1100

fc′
N/mm2

fy
N/mm2

48

436

30

344

Axial
Load
kN
170
0
310
620
930

Long.
Rein.

Stirrups
Ø/mm

Rein.
Ratio
(ρ) %

Mech.
Rein.Ratio
(ω) %

6Ø12

Ø6/150

0.85

8

12Ø13

Ø6/70

1.77

20

Table 1: Geometrical and material properties of the specimens

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Reinforcement bar (a) and meshed model (b) of UP, reinforcement bar (c) and meshed model (d) of
V1,V2V3 and V4

3

CALIBRATION PROCESS

As the first phase of the methodology relays on reproduction of the experimental results, a
systematic calibration process was employed. This process includes 5 main steps in order to
assess the influence of the mesh refinement, compression fracture energy, geometric nonlinearity, bond-slip between the rebar and the concrete and Dhakal-Maekawa post-yield buckling
in the compressed rebar. Each of these steps is discussed in detail below.
3.1

Mesh Sensitivity

In finite element analyses, the size of the elements may influence the response and selection of the mesh sizes may govern the accuracy of the results. In quasi-brittle materials like
concrete, which exhibit strain softening behavior, regularization procedures based on the definition of tensile and compressive fracture energies are adopted in order to reduce and nearly
eliminate mesh size dependency of the results. In order to select adequately sized meshes and
to assess the influence of the chosen mesh size on the global response, three different mesh
sizes are investigated for each type of the column:
1. UP:
40x35x40 mm3, 67x70x80 mm3 and 67x140x200 mm3 respectively for fine, medium and
coarse volumes
2. V1, V2, V3 and V4:
25x30x25 mm3, 50x60x25 mm3 and 100x100x100 mm3 respectively for fine, medium and
coarse volumes.
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Figure 2 shows the results of mesh size sensitiveness study for the five columns in terms of
shear vs. displacement. Influences of the axial load level on the response objectivity can be
observed on V3 and V4, the columns with higher axial load levels. In these analyses the ductility is clearly governed by concrete crushing, which occurs earlier in the models with coarser
meshes. This is due to the fact that the finer the mesh is, the sooner the peak compressive
stress is achieved in virtue of the of the higher accuracy in reproducing the pre-peak stress and
strain fields in the most stressed regions of the column. Therefore, even if regularized (meshobjective) stress-strain curves are employed for concrete in compression using the concept of
compressive fracture energy, still a moderate degree of mesh dependency should be expected
in the structural response. On the specimens with lower axial load levels (UP, V1 and V2), the
mesh size dependency on the ductility is not as noticeable
Due to stability concerns in further analyses and crack pattern evaluations with experiments, the fine sized mesh is selected for all the models even tough medium seized mesh
would provide objective results.

Figure 2: Mesh sensitivity investigation

3.2

Compression Fracture Energy (Gc)

When modelling concrete fracture with continuum elements, it is well known from nonlinear fracture mechanics that after reaching the maximum stress, the stress-strain relation cannot
be considered a material property anymore. Two additional parameters are required, the fracture energy and a characteristic length, which in the case of the adopted modelling strategy, is
related to the finite element size. In the case of tensile fracture, the fracture energy Gf is defined as required energy to open a crack within a unit length. In the case of compressive fracture, the compressive fracture energy Gc can be defined as the required energy to crush (until
full stress release) a unit area perpendicular to the principal compressive stress. The first estimated Gc value is gradually increased until the ductility of the specimen is captured. Effects
of compression fracture energy are shown in Figure 3with reference to shear and displacement.
Compression fracture energy influence can be observed intensely only if there is concrete
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failure. The specimen V1 with variant Gc is able to reproduce the same results and even the
smallest given Gc is sufficient under the applied load. Concerning higher axial load level, the
failures of models with small Gc are, however, observed earlier as seen especially in V3 and
V4. If ductility is concerned and required to be matched to experimental results, playing with
compression fracture energy would be an option for users.
Thus, the selected Gc value for V1, V2, V3 and V4 is 80 N/mm and for UP is 50 N/mm
whereas those values are able to reproduce the ductility of the specimens and following investigations have been proceeded using those values.

Figure 3: Compression fracture energy effects on global response

3.3

Geometric Nonlinearity

Geometric nonlinearity is an important parameter in this study. If there is axial load, especially high level, the P-Δ effect must be taken into account since the second order bending
moments are not negligible. Secondly, considering geometric nonlinearity is very essential if
the buckling of rebar is considered explicitly in the analysis.
Figure 4 illustrates the geometric nonlinearity influences on global response of the specimens. After including the parameter into the analyses, the maximum value and also ductility
are influenced immensely. The impact of the parameter growths visibly while the axial load
level increases as seen on V3 and V4. Over all, and as should be expected, geometrical nonlinearity analyses produce more consonant results to the experiments.
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Figure 4: Geometric nonlinearity investigation

3.4

Bond-Slip Influence

After cracking, relative displacements (slip) and bond shear stresses develop along the interface between concrete and steel. With increasing load and eventual yielding of the rebars,
the reinforcing bar slip increases even more. This phenomenon can be modeled explicitly using interface elements and bond shear stress-slip constitutive laws and is important for the
consistent determination of the crack spacing and of development of the plastic hinge. In the
present study, the constitutive model for bond-slip proposed in the CEB-FIB 1990 is adopted,
which depends on the concrete strength, confinement effect and rib length [10]. According to
the constitutive relation given onto the interface element, the steel and the concrete elements
are not forced to act compatible anymore and a slip between two materials is allowed. In the
numerical models, tangential traction values (bond-slip values) of the interface elements are
calculated using CEB-FIB equation. The behavior of interface elements is given in Figure 5 .
There are four possible scenarios: “confined-good”, “confined-other”, “unconfined-good” and
“unconfined-other” bond condition. Each of these bond and confinement conditions is applied
on the models separately.

Figure 5: Bond-slip relations according to CEB-FIB formulation for UP (left) and V1, V2, V3 and V4 (right)
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Figure 6 shows effect of those four conditions for each column also including the result
without bond-slip activation and the experimental response in terms of shear vs. displacement.
The arrow on the graphs indicates roughly the yielding point of the rebar. The responses are
clearly affected around the yielding points after including the bond-slip interface constitutive
model. A reduction in response can be also observed whereby the rebar is not forced to be
compatible with concrete. Moreover, improvement in ductility can be observed especially on
the example with higher axial load level. Importantly, the plastic hinge length decreases due
to damage localization on the models which also helps to form more realistic crack pattern
along the tension side of the columns. The most fitted condition is selected for the specimens,
which is the “confined-other” bond condition for the models and following analyses are carried out using the selected condition.

Figure 6: Influence of Bond-Slip Action of Global Response

3.5

Dhakal-Maekawa Post-Yield Buckling

Dhakal and Maekawa investigated post-yield buckling in bare steel bars and proposed a
constitutive model shown in Figure 7 (a) [11] which includes the influence of rebar length,
diameter and yielding strength. This model introduces post-yield buckling behavior to the
compressed steel bars via a modification of the uniaxial stress-strain curves. Figure 7 (b) displays the calculated values according to the proposed model for reinforcing bar. Since the stirrup spacing of UP is 15 cm, the influence of buckling can be dramatically observed after
yielding point. The stirrup spacing for the remaining specimens is, however, equal to 7 cm
and the reduction in stress due to buckling remains mild.
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(a)

without buckling

without buckling

(b)
Figure 7: (a) Dhakal-Maekawa proposed buckling model [11] and (b) steel constitutive models for the specimens

Post-yield buckling behavior is included into analyses using Dhakal-Maekawa constitutive
models to the bars only under compression. The model is mesh depended and the analyses are
carried out after some modifications on the constitutive models according to Dhakal proposal
[12]. Figure 8 demonstrates the comparisons of the results in shear and displacement terms. It
is clear that the proposed model is sensitive to the mesh sizes and it requires modifications.
Nevertheless, the model provides greater agreement with the experimental results in local
sense.

Figure 8: Buckling Investigation

4

CRACK EVOLUTION

In this methodology, bond-slip action is a necessity to match the responses globally and also to form the crack pattern realistically. In Figure 9-Figure 13 the crack patterns are illustrated, including the results from a model without bond-slip, after activating bond-slip and the
experimental pictures. All the models are able to reproduce the crack pattern with good
agreement. In the model without bond-slip, the crack pattern is more diffuse and there is no
clear separation between cracks. On the other hand, the crack pattern from the model with ac-
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tive bond-slip is more realistic, the crack widths are greater due to localization. The crack
width becomes narrower if the axial load is higher. Finally, Table 2 shows a comparison of
damage length from both experiments and finite element analyses, there is satisfactory agreement in the results.

UP
V1
V2
V3
V4

Damage length
(Experimental) (cm)
15
>20
≈21
≈20
14

Damage length (FE)
(cm)
15
25
20
20
15

Table 2: Comparison of the damage length from experiments and FE analyses
Without
bond-slip

With
bond-slip

Experiment

>20 cm

Figure 9: Comparison of crack patterns of V1
Without
bond-slip

With
bond-slip

Experiment

≈21 cm

Figure 10: Comparison of crack patterns of V2
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With
bond-slip

Without
bond-slip

Experiment

≈20 cm

Figure 11: Comparison of crack patterns of V3
With
bond-slip

Without
bond-slip

Experiment

≈14 cm

Figure 12: Comparison of crack patterns of V4
Experiment

≈15 cm
Without
bond-slip

With
bond-slip

Figure 13: Comparison of crack patterns of UP
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5

CONCLUSION

Five columns with different axial load levels, material and geometrical properties are reproduced numerically using DIANA 9.6 and compared with experimental results. To match
the numerical and experimental results, a systematic calibration is applied within five steps
covering mesh sensitivity analysis, compression fracture energy, geometric nonlinearity,
bond-slip activation and rebar buckling. Their effects on the numerical results are discussed in
detail and the following conclusions can be obtained:
1- The mesh size has minor influence on peak load and moderate influence on the ductility in case of higher axial load levels;
2- The compression fracture energy plays an important role on ductility in the case of
columns subjected to higher axial load levels;
3- Geometric nonlinearity and second order effect shall be considered in the analysis especially if there is a high axial load level;
4- Activation of bond-slip slightly increases the response’s ductility and a small reduction
in maximum response can be observed. However, it changes significantly the crack
pattern;
5- The Dhakal-Maekawa post-yield buckling model provides fair improvement in local
response whereas a modification on the constitutive model is applied because of mesh
size consideration.
In further steps of the methodology, the physical damages will be correlated with selected
engineering demand parameter(s) through numerical models in which the mentioned calibration steps are obeyed.
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Abstract. Prestressed steel fiber concrete beams have been employed in bridge engineering
because the conventional shear reinforcement can be replaced by steel fibers, which can reduce
the construction labor and provide greater shear strength and ductility than those of conventional prestressed concrete beams. The shear strengths of elements in webs depend strongly on
the softening of concrete struts in the principal compression direction due to the principal tension in the perpendicular direction. By studying the shear behavior of isolated web elements,
this softening phenomenon has been clarified for monotonic loading in the Softened Membrane
Model (SMM) for reinforced concrete. Recently, SMM was extended to prestressed steel fiber
concrete. In the present paper, a Finite Element program (Called Simulation of Concrete Structures, SCS) is developed for analysis of shear-critical prestressed steel fiber concrete structures
by implementing constitutive laws of prestressed steel fiber concrete into an object-oriented
software framework called “Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees)”
originally developed at the University of California, Berkeley. The new material modules have
been integrated with the existing material modules in OpenSees. SCS thus developed has been
used for predicting the shear behavior of the prestressed steel fiber concrete I-beams. The analysis could well predict the entire shear behavior of the beams including the initial stiffness,
post-cracking stiffness, yield point, and ultimate load for both web shear and flexure shear
failure modes. This new tool gives engineers greatly improved simulation capabilities.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In conventional prestressed concrete beams, longitudinal prestressed tendons serve to resist
bending moment and transverse mild steel stirrups are used to carry shear forces. Producing
and placing stirrups, however, requires costly labor and time. To overcome these difficulties, it
is proposed to replace the stirrups in prestressed concrete beams with steel fibers. This replacement concept was shown to be feasible in a recently completed project [1].
In addition to experimental work, a finite element analysis tool needs to be developed to
better understand the shear behavior of prestressed steel fiber concrete beams. The tool was
developed by implementing constitutive models of prestressed steel fiber concrete in OpenSees
[2]
, which stands for Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation. It is an object-oriented software framework for simulation applications in earthquake engineering using finite
element methods. It is comprised of a set of modules to perform creation of the finite element
model, specification of an analysis procedure, selection of quantities to be monitored during the
analysis, and the output of results [2]. The features of OpenSees are described on the OpenSees
website (www.opensees.berkeley.edu).
2

FORMULATION OF SOFTENED MEMBRANE MODEL

The Softened Membrane Model for Prestressed Steel Fiber Concrete (SMM-PSFC) was developed to predict the behavior of prestressed steel fiber concrete elements under monotonic
loading [3]. SMM-PSFC consisted of the equilibrium and compatibility equations along with the
constitutive models of materials. However, SMM-PSFC contains the uniaxial constitutive models of materials under monotonic loading only. The details of SMM-PSFC can be found in [1].
The following describes the formulation of softened membrane model for the preparation of
finite element analysis implementation to be described in the next section.
2.1 Equilibrium and compatibility equations
The in-plane element considered in this model is shown in Figure 1. The element considered
is reinforced by two layers of orthogonal grids of mild steel as well as prestressing steel, oriented at a given angle to the principal stress direction. The first reference Cartesian -t coordinate system represents the longitudinal and transverse steel bar directions. The second reference
Cartesian 1-2 coordinate system represents the direction of the principal stresses. For the computational purposes, it is assumed that the steel bars are uniformly distributed in the - and tdirections, and the membrane element is of uniform thickness. The principal applied stresses
acting on the four boundary edges of the element are assumed to be uniformly distributed.

Figure 1: A typical reinforced concrete plane stress element.
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The three equilibrium equations, which relate the applied stresses (   , t and  t ) to the
c
internal stresses of concrete (  2c ,  1c and  21
), mild steel ( f and ft ), and prestressing steel

( f p and ftp ) in a membrane element, are given in Equations 1 to 3.
c
    2c cos2 2  1c sin2 2   21
2 sin 2 cos 2  f  pfp

(1)

c
2 sin 2 cos 2  tft  tpftp
t   2c sin2 2  1c cos2 2   21

(2)

c
 t  ( 2c   1c )sin  2 cos  2   21
(cos2  2  sin2  2 )

(3)

The three compatibility equations, which represent the relationship between the strains (   ,

t , and  t ) in the   t coordinate of the reinforcement and the strains (  1 ,  2 , and  21 ) in
the 2-1 coordinate of the principal applied stress, are given in Equation 4 through 6 [4].

    2 cos2 2  1 sin2 2 

t   2 sin2 2  1 cos2 2 
 t
2

 ( 2  1 )sin 2 cos 2 

 21
2

 21
2

 21
2

2 sin 2 cos 2

(4)

2 sin 2 cos 2

(5)

(cos2 2  sin2 2 )

(6)

2.2 Biaxial strains vs. uniaxial strains
To solve the six equilibrium and compatibility equations, given by Equations 1 to 6, the
stress-strain relationships of concrete and steel have to be based on the biaxial strains  1 ,  2 ,

  and t . Since general laboratory experiments can provide only the uniaxial constitutive relationships of concrete and steel (rather than the biaxial constitutive relationships), the biaxial
strains in Equations 4 through 6 must be converted to uniaxial strains before the uniaxial constitutive relationships can be utilized. Thus, a set of four equations has been derived [5] to relate
the set of biaxial strains (  1 ,  2 ,   and t ) to the set of uniaxial strains (  1 , 2 ,  and t )
using the Hsu/Zhu ratios ( 12 ,  21 ), as shown in Equations 7 through 10.

1 

1
1   12 21

1 

 12
2
1   12 21

 21
1
1 
2
1   12 21
1   12 21

    2 cos2 2  1 sin2 2  12 2 sin 2 cos 2
2 

2

t   2 sin2 2  1 cos2 2 

 12
2

2 sin 2 cos 2

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

c
c
c
Once the uniaxial strains,  1 , 2 ,  and t are determined, the stresses  1 ,  2 ,  12 , f and

ft in Equations 1 through 3 can be calculated using the uniaxial constitutive relationships under
cyclic loading.
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As mentioned previously, by taking into account the Hsu/Zhu ratios, the SMM was developed to predict the entire behavior (before and after peak point) of reinforced concrete membrane elements under monotonic shear stresses. Two Hsu/Zhu ratios of panels under monotonic
shear stresses were presented in detail by [5]. The first ratio  12 (representing the effect of the
compression strain in the 2- direction on the tensile strain in the 1- direction) was found to
increase with the increase of steel strain and became a constant 1.9 after yielding. The second
ratio  21 (representing the effect of the tensile strain in the 1- direction on the compression
strain in the 2- direction) was found to be essentially zero throughout the loading history. Equations 11 and 12 gives the value of the Hsu/Zhu ratios of panels under monotonic shear stresses.

0.2  850 sf , sf   y
 12  
 sf   y
1.9,
 21  0

(11)
(12)

Where,  sf is the smeared (average) tensile strain of steel bars in the   and the t  directions, whichever yields first, taking into account the Hsu/Zhu ratios.
2.3 Constitutive relationships of materials
Uniaxial Constitutive Relationships of Prestressed Steel Fiber Concrete - The constitutive model for prestressed SFC along with the factors that will affect prestressed SFC are summarized in this section, including the constitutive relationships of cracked SFC in tension,
compression, and shear. The results are plotted in Figure 2. Note that in the discussion the
tensile stress is applied in 1-direction and the compressive stress in 2-direction. Development
of these constitutive relationships has been reported by [3]. These proposed constitutive relationships of prestressed steel fiber concrete takes into account the effect of presence steel fibers
in the concrete.

Figure 2: Smeared stress-strain relationships of prestressed steel fiber concrete.
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2.3.1 SFC in tension
The relationships of the tensile stress  1c versus the uniaxial tensile strain  1 of prestressed
SFC are given as follows:
Stage UC:

 1c  Ec1   ci , 1  cx  ci 

(13a)

Stage T1:

 1c  Ec( 1  ci ), cx  ci    1  cy  ci 

(13b)

 1c  Ec( 1  ci ), cy  ci    1  cult  ci 

(13c)

 1c  E IV c(1  ci ), 1  cult  ci 

(13d)

Stage T2:

Stage T3:

where,


E c = decompression modulus of concrete, taken as 2fc

0

 ci = initial strain in concrete due to prestress
 ci = initial stress in SFC

 cx = extra strain in concrete after decompression, calculated by ci  ci
Ec

 c max = SFC maximum strain taken as 0.04-  pi , where, 𝜀𝑝𝑖 = initial uniaxial strain of prestressing tendons
cult = SFC ultimate strain taken as 0.01-  pi

fcult = SFC ultimate stress strain, taken as (0.2FF  12 ) f  , where: FF=fiber factor,
l
c
l =longitudinal steel ratio
 cy = SFC yield strain taken as 0.0005,
fcy = SFC effective “yield” stress for Proportional Loading, taken as

0.4 * FF * CF fc ,

( fc and fc are in MPa) , CF=1 for SFC tensile volume confined (sandwiched) by two or
more tendons, or CF=½ for SFC tensile volume unconfined by tendons

E c = modulus of SFC taken as

fcy
 cy   cx

E c = modulus of SFC taken as fcult  fcy

 cult   cy

IV

E c = modulus of SFC taken as

 fcult
 max  cult
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2.3.2 SFC in compression
The smeared (average) constitutive relationships of SFC compressive stress  2c and the uniaxial compressive strain  2 are given as follows:

      2 
  fc2 2    2   ,  2  1
   0    0    0


2

  2  0  1    2
c
  ,
or  2  fc1  
1

 4   1    0
c
2

(14a)

(14b)

Where  is the softening coefficient, can be determined as follows:

   f fcf  1 f  W pWf  0.9 ,

(15)

f fc 

(16)

where

5.8
 0.9 ( fc in MPa),
fc

f 1  
f    1 


24



1
1  4001

,  

W p  1.15 

,

(17)

  21 
1
tan1 

2
  2  1 



,

 0.09   1
6

(18)
(19)

and

Wf  1  0.2FF

(20)

2.3.3 SFC in shear
The rational equation relating the shear stress of concrete (  12 ) and the shear strain (  12 ) in
the 1-2 coordinate system is given by [6, 7] and shown in Equation 21.
c

c

 12

 1c   2c
 12
2(1   2 )

(21)

where  1 and  2 are the smeared (average) concrete stresses and  1 and  2 are the biaxial
smeared strains in the 1- and 2- directions of the principal applied stresses, respectively.
c

c

2.3.4 Prestressing tendons embedded in SFC
The smeared (average) stress-strain relationships of prestressing tendons embedded in SFC
are given as follows and is shown in Figure 3:

fps  E ps  s , s
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0.7fpu

E ps

(22a)
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f 
or ps

  s
E ps

 E    
1   ps s 
 f 

 pu 


5






1
5

, s 

0.7fpu

E ps

(22b)

where

E ps = elastic modulus of prestressing tendons, 200GPa

 s =  s +  dec , uniaxial steel bar strain
f pu = ultimate strength of prestressing tendons, 1860MPa
 = modulus of prestressing tendons in plastic area (Eq. 22), 209MPa
E ps
f pu = modified strength of prestressing tendons, 1793MPa
In the above equations, ps can be exchanged by p and tp for the longitudinal tendons and
the transverse tendons respectively.

Figure 3: Constitutive relationship of prestressing strands.

2.3.5 Mild Steel Embedded in SFC
The smeared (average) tensile stress-strain relationships of mild steel embedded in concrete
in the   t coordinate are the same as those in SMM. They can be expressed as follows and
is shown in Figure 4:
Stage 1:

fs  E s  s ,  s   n

(23)

Stage 2:


fs  fy (1  0.096FF )(0.91  2B )  (0.2FF  1)(0.02  0.25B )


s  ,   
n
 s
y 

(24)

Stage 3 (unloading):

fs  fp  E s( p   s ),  s   p
where
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 n   y(0.93  2B )
1 f
B   cr
  fy

(26a)

1 .5






(26b)

cr = 0.00008, concrete cracking strain

fcr = 0.31 fc ( fc and fc are in MPa), concrete cracking stress

Figure 4: Stress-strain relationship of reinforcing steel using two-straight line expression.

3

IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTENED MEMBRANE MODEL

Once the softened membrane model is developed, it needs to be implemented in a finite
element analysis program, such as OpenSees. Under the OpenSees framework, each finite element analysis consists of four main types of objects: ModelBuilder object, Domain object,
Analysis object, and Recorder object, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Principal objects in OpenSees [2].

The ModelBuilder object constructs the nodes and masses on the nodes, creates the elements
and materials of the elements, defines the loads acting on the nodes and the elements, and defines the constraints acting on the nodes. The ModelBuilder is responsible for building the objects in the model such as Node, Mass, Material, Element, LoadPattern, Constraint, etc. and
adding them to the Domain.
After the objects are created by the ModelBuilder object, they are stored in the Domain object. The Domain object also provides access of Analysis and Recorder objects to the objects in
the Domain and holds the state of the model during the analysis procedure.
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The Analysis object is responsible for performing static or dynamic analysis on the model.
The Analysis object includes object such as ConstraintHandler, Numberer, AnalysisModel, SolutionAlgorithm, Integrator, and SystemOfEquation. These objects define how the analysis is
performed. The ConstraintHandler object defines the relationships between the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the nodes and determines the constraint equation in the analysis. The Numberer
object is used to construct the DOF_Numberer object, which determines the mapping between
equation numbers and degrees-of-freedom. The AnalysisModel object comprises many
FE_Element objects and DOF_Group objects. The SolutionAlgorithm object defines the solution algorithm that is used to solve the nonlinear equation.
Currently, the SolutionAlgorithm objects in OpenSees includes many methods such as Linear,
Newton-Raphson, Modified Newton-Raphson, Newton-Raphson with line search, NewtonRaphson with acceleration and other algorithms. The Integrator object determines the predictive step and corrective step during the time t+dt in the analysis and specify the tangent matrix
and residual vector at any iteration. The type of Integrator is different for static analysis and
dynamic analysis. The Integrator objects for static analysis include load control, displacement
control and arc-length control. The Integrator objects for dynamic analysis include Newmark
method, Wilson- method, Hilbert-Hughes-Taylor method and other methods. The System of
Equation objects are used to store and solve the system of equations in the analysis. The Recorder object is used to monitor the state of Domain components during an analysis, and write
the state to a file or to a database.
Under this framework, if a new type of element or new material is to be introduced, a new
corresponding class of objects can be added to the OpenSees according to the designated specification of the framework without changing the existing code. This is because the interface,
which is defined in the core components, is minimal to make adding new component classes
easier but large enough to ensure all that is required can be accommodated [2].
The OpenSees is not able to perform nonlinear finite element analysis on reinforced concrete
membrane structures such as panels and shear walls because there is no membrane model for
reinforced concrete. Also, the uniaxial material models of concrete and steel in OpenSees are
too simple, and more sophisticated models need to be created. For example, the concrete model
Concrete01 in OpenSees does not consider the stress of concrete in tension and the softening
effect in compression due to the biaxial tensile strain in the perpendicular direction. The steel
model Steel01 does not take into account the Bauschinger effect in the unloading and reloading
paths. Therefore, the new finite element models of reinforced concrete plane stress material
could be implemented into OpenSees for performing analysis on reinforced concrete membrane
structures.
Uniaxial material class, ConcreteR01 is created and implemented into OpenSees in addition
to TendonL01 [8] and SteelZ01 [9], which were implemented previously. An object of ConcreteR01 needs three input parameters: ultimate compressive strength fc' , fiber factor
( FF  Vf Lf , product of volume of steel fiber in concrete and aspect ratio of steel fiber) and the
Df

compressive strain  0 corresponding to fc' . An object of SteelZ01 needs four input parameters:
yield stress, Young’s modulus, concrete compressive strength, and steel ratio. The latter two
parameters are used to calculate the smeared yield stress and strain of embedded rebars. In
addition, the coefficients in A and R that determine the shapes of unloading and reloading paths
are set as two additional input parameters. The default values are defined as 1.9 and 10.0. An
object of TendonL01 needs five input parameters. The first four input parameters are the same
as the ones required for SteelZ01. The fifth input parameter required is the initial strain in the
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prestressing tendons. The additional input parameters, A and R, to determine the shapes of the
unloading and reloading paths are also available with default values of 1.9 and 10.0 respectively.
A 2D material class PCPlaneStress is created and implemented into OpenSees by Laskar [8].
The PCPlaneStress is a class for reinforced/prestressed concrete plane stress material using
CSMM-PC. In PCPlaneStress, the material constitutive matrix is evaluated and the stress vector is calculated. An object of PCPlaneStress material needs the tags of the created uniaxial
concrete, steel, and tendon objects of ConcreteR01, SteelZ01, and TendonL01, the directions of
the steel and tendon grids, and the steel and tendon ratio for the steel in each direction. Two
uniaxial concrete objects are needed in defining one PCPlaneStress object, which represents
the concrete in the two principal stresses directions. The steel and tendon orientations are not
necessarily in the horizontal and vertical directions, and the user can define the arbitrary angles
of the steel and tendons. The steel and tendon directions are not necessarily orthogonal, either.
Currently users can define the steel in the prestressed concrete element in up to two directions
and the tendons in the prestressed element in another two directions.
The implementation of the PCPlaneStress into OpenSees is shown in Figure 6. The Analysis
and Recorder objects are omitted in this figure. The PCPlaneStress is implemented with the
Quadrilateral element to represent the PC plane stress four node elements. The PCPlaneStress
is related with ConcreteR01, SteelZ01 and TendonL01 to determine the tangent material constitutive matrix and calculate the stress of the elements. For each trial displacement increment
in the analysis procedure, PCPlaneStress will receive the strains of the elements, determine the
uniaxial strains of the concrete and steel, and then send the uniaxial strain of concrete and tensile
perpendicular strain to the two uniaxial concrete objects. After receiving the uniaxial strain and
corresponding tensile strain, the concrete object will calculate the tangent stiffness and stress
and then send the values back to the PCPlaneStress object. Similarly, PCPlaneStress will send
the uniaxial strain of the steel to the uniaxial steel object and receive the tangent stiffness and
stress from the related uniaxial steel objects. As in the case of steel, PCPlaneStress also sends
the uniaxial strain of tendon to the uniaxial tendon object. After receiving the uniaxial strain,
the tendon object will add the initial strain in the tendon to the received strain and thereafter
calculate the tangent stiffness and stress to be sent back to the PCPlaneStress object. After
receiving the uniaxial stiffness and stress of concrete, steel, and tendons the tangent stiffness
matrix will be evaluated and the stress vector calculated. An iterative procedure is defined to
obtain the converged material constitutive matrix and stress vector for a given strain vector.
Meanwhile, the displacement control scheme in the OpenSees has been previously modified
for an arbitrary displacement path to perform analysis of RCPlaneStress structures [9]. The user
can define the displacement paths of the degree-of-freedom of the node whose response controls
the solution. The displacement increment for each path of the displacement scheme can also be
varied. Changing the size of displacement increment makes it possible to overcome some numerical problems in the nonlinear analysis.
In addition, some classes are modified to overcome or bypass the numerical problems occurring in the analysis of nonlinear problems [9]. For example, the analytical models about the
convergence check has been modified. Instead of giving one maximum iterative number for all
increments, the user can decide different maximum iterative numbers for different paths in the
displacement control history. Users can increase the maximum iterative number in the specified
path that may have numerical problems. Less iterative numbers in the rest of the displacement
paths are defined to save time.
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Figure 6: Finite element implementation of CSMM-PC.

4

VALIDATION OF THE DEVELOPED TOOL

To validate the developed tool (called Simulation of Concrete Structures, SCS), the Prestressed Steel Fiber Concrete (PSFC) beams shown in Figure 7 have been selected. Since the
PSFC beams were tested under monotonic loads, this validation and applicability of SCS program is only suitable in predicting the behaviour of PSFC structures under monotonic loading.
The following describes the analytical details.
4.1 Analytical Model
Various finite element models of the PSFC beams were developed to analyze the beams
using SCS program. The two (top and bottom) flanges of the beams, which were designed to
resist applied bending moments, were modeled as NonlinearBeamColumn elements with fiber
sections. The beam web, designed to resist the applied shear force, was represented by PCPlaneStress Quadrilateral elements. The details of the finite element models of PSFC beams are
described later in this paper. In the finite element model of the PSFC beams the prestressing
loads acting on the beam were applied as nodal forces adjacent to the ends of the beams. In case
of flexure-shear critical beams, a reduction of 20% in the initial prestressing force is considered
to account for prestress loss. An incremental load-control was used for the prestressing loads at
the beginning of an analysis in the model. Thereafter, the prestressing loads were kept constant
and monotonic vertical loads were applied on the top flange of the beam using a predetermined
displacement-control scheme.
All the concentrated loads applied on the beam in the model acted at nodes. The effect of
bearing plates, which were actually used in the load-test to apply vertical loads on the beam,
was ignored for simplicity. The loads were distributed among three nodes adjacent to the location of the applied load. The analysis yielded similar results in the cases when (a) larger load
was applied at the node corresponding to the actual loading point and lower loads were applied
at the two adjacent nodes and (b) loads were distributed equally among the three nodes. Hence,
the concentrated vertical loads on the beams were modeled at a node corresponding to the actual
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loading point and two adjacent nodes. The results of beam analysis i.e. nodal displacement and
corresponding vertical forces, were computed at every displacement step that had numerically
converged. Additionally, the stresses and strains in the beam elements were also calculated by
the program [8].

Figure 7: Cross sections of I-beam.

4.2 Finite element model of PSFC beams
Each of the PSFC I-beams was modeled using the finite element mesh, as shown in Figures
8 and 9. The top and bottom flanges in the beams were each divided into sixteen and fifteen
NonlinearBeamColumn elements in the case of web-shear and flexure-shear failure modes, respectively. The bulb-shaped top and bottom flanges in beam’s cross-section were modeled using rectangular NonlinearBeamColumn elements with equivalent area. Each
NonlinearBeamColumn element was defined with two control sections. Each section representing the top flange was discretized into forty fibers of concrete. The configuration of the section
discretization of the top flange is shown in Figure 10(a). Similarly, each section representing
the bottom flange was discretized into forty fibers of concrete and two fibers of tendons. The
configuration of the section discretization of the bottom flange is shown in Figure 10(b).
Two of the twelve tendons in the specimens were provided in the NonlinearBeamColumn
elements representing the bottom flange of the specimens. The remaining tendons were provided in the quadrilateral elements used to represent the webs of these specimens. The initial
strains in the tendons in the web were applied using the TendonL01 constitutive module. Concrete01and Steel02 material modules were used to define the concrete and steel fibers materials
in the cross section, respectively.

Figure 8: Finite element model of PSFC I-beams tested under web-shear.
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Figure 9: Finite element model of PSFC I-beams tested under flexural-shear.

Figure 10: Cross-section discretization for PSFC I-beams governed by web-shear.

The Concrete01 module used herein was a uniaxial material module of concrete previously
created in OpenSees following the modified Kent and Park model [10]. The steel02 module used
in this program was a uniaxial Menegotto-Pinto steel material object with isotropic strain hardening [11]. This object also allowed user to enter the initial strain in the steel, which is useful in
modeling the prestressing strands.
The web regions of the beams have been modeled by sixteen and fifteen PCPlaneStress
quadrilateral elements in case of web shear and flexural shear, respectively. The tendon orientation in the elements was defined in the horizontal direction. The steel ratio in the vertical
direction was taken as a very small number to avoid numerical problems during the analysis.
The tendon ratio in the horizontal direction was determined based on the area of ten prestressing
tendons smeared over the entire cross section of these specimens. ConcreteR01 and TendonL01
were used to create the uniaxial material models of concrete and tendons in the PCPlaneStress
material, respectively. The constant k used in ConcreteR01 was to impose an upper limit to the
initial stress-strain relationship of concrete in compression and which reduced the initial slope
of the concrete stress-strain curve to less than 2fc . This initial slope of concrete stress-strain
0

curve was taken as 1.5 for the analysis of all the beams tested.
4.3 Comparison of analytical and experimental results
4.3.1 Web-shear failure
The measured and calculated load-displacement curves for all PSFC I-beams tested in webshear failure mode are shown in Figures 11 to 14. It can be seen that the analyses predict reasonably well the load-displacement characteristics of the beams including initial stiffness, postcracking stiffness, yield displacement, and ultimate strengths. The general trend observed in the
beam (R1 to R4) tests, i.e. increase in load carrying capacity of beams with increase in fiber–
factor, was accurately predicted by the analysis program. Figures 11 to 14 also justifies the use
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of the constant k =1.4 (close to k = 1.5 assumed initially in the analysis) to make the initial slope
of the concrete compressive stress-strain curve lower than 2fc .
0

Unlike Beams R1, R2 and R3 the prediction of the post-cracking stiffness of Beam R4 did
not match well with the experimental results. This is due to the fact that while testing Beam R4,
the Data Acquisition System (DAS) got some problem in the electronic part and recorded invalid values and stopped after some time. After resolving the problem with DAS, the test has been
restarted. This invalid data is the reason for the lower cracking value and post cracking stiffness
observed during the testing of the beam than those obtained from the analysis.

Figure 11: Comparison of experimental and analytical
results of beam R1.

Figure 12: Comparison of experimental and analytical
results of beam R2.

Figure 13: Comparison of experimental and analytical
results of beam R3.

Figure 14: Comparison of experimental and analytical
results of beam R4.

4.3.2 Flexure-shear failure
The measured and calculated load-deformation curves for all beams with flexure-shear failure are shown in Figures 15 and 16. Compared with the experimental results, the analyses predicted the load versus deformation characteristics of the specimens including initial stiffness,
post-cracking stiffness, yield displacement, and ultimate strength. The analysis could well predict the lower load carrying capacity of beams tested under flexural shear in comparison to the
beams tested under web shear failure having same amount of steel fibers. The higher ductility
observed in the behavior of beams under flexural-shear failure, than all the web shear specimens
was also well predicted in the analysis. Like the beams tested under web shear, Figures 15 and
16 also justifies the use of the constant k = 1.4 to make the initial slope of the compressive stress
2f 
strain curve of concrete lower than c .

0
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Figure 15: Comparison of experimental and analytical
results of beam R5.

5

Figure 16: Comparison of experimental and analytical
results of beam R6.

CONCLUSIONS

The constitutive models of PSFC was previously established. Using the established constitutive models, a softened membrane model for PSFC is formulated, and both the constitutive
models for materials and softened membrane model for elements are implemented in a finite
element program framework (OpenSees) to develop an analytical tool for shear analysis of the
PSFC beams. Using this finite element analysis tool, the load-deflection curves of all the PSFC
I-beams are simulated with acceptable accuracy.
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Abstract. The shear behaviour of concrete has been widely studied in the field of structural
engineering, yet it is still considered an unresolved issue. In one hand, the design codes provide diverse methods to estimate the shear capacity of concrete with different results. On the
other hand, analytical models to assess the performance of shear critical concrete members
have been proposed by several authors. These models have been developed using different
assumptions. Some of the theories have been implemented in finite element software packages
that are used by engineers in academia and in the industry.
This study presents an investigation of the state-of-the-art software packages for the analysis
of shear critical concrete elements. The theory implemented on each software is detailed and
analysed. To evaluate the capacities of the packages, some benchmark tests have been used
for both monotonic and cyclic loading cases. The presented results show the capabilities and
limitations of the programs from the experience obtained during the duration of this work.
Just as well, the results among the programs are compared among themselves as well as the
results from other authors.
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1

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Even though the mechanics of shear behaviour in reinforced concrete (RC) has been studied for a long time, it is still an unsolved problem. On one hand, many design codes provide
different methods to define and estimate the shear capacity of concrete. Among these codes
there are the National Building Code of Canada by the CSA [1], AASHTO LRFD Bridge
Specifications by AASHTO [2], and the Fib Model Code by the International Federation for
Structural Concrete [3] and ACI 318-11 by the ACI Committee 318 [4]. These codes and their
methods of design generally lead to very different shear capacity estimations for RC elements
(and therefore, different amount of required transverse reinforcement). On the other hand,
several analytical models have been proposed in order to assess the performance of shear
critical members. Authors such as Litton [5], Bazant and Oh [6], Cervenka [7], Vecchio and
Collins [8], De Borst [9], Hsu [10] and Maekawa et al. [11], have developed methods to determine the shear behaviour of RC, using diverse types of assumptions in the process. As defined in Ceresa et al. [12] [13], in the framework of smeared crack theory for RC the
following main models can be identified:
 Compression Field Theory (see Collins [14], Vecchio and Collins [15])
 Modified Compression Field Theory, MCFT (see Vecchio and Collins [16])
 Rotating-Angle Softened Truss Model, RA-STM (see Belardi and Hsu [17], Belardi
and Hsu [18], Pang and Hsu [19])
 Fixed-Angle Softened Truss Model, FA-STM (see Pang and Hsu [20], Hsu and
Zhang [21], Zhang and Hsu [22])
 Cracked membrane model (see Kaufmann and Marti [23])
 Softened membrane model (see Zhu [24], Hsu and Zhu [25])
 Disturbed Stress Field Model, DSFM (see Vecchio [26], Vecchio and Lai [27]).
Some of these analytical models have been used in the development of commercial finite
element (FE) software packages used by researchers and engineers in both industry and academia. Yet the complete range and capabilities of these programs is not completely investigated. Therefore, the aim of this work is to provide a thorough review of the theoretical
models implemented in state-of-the-art FE packages for the nonlinear analysis of shear critical
RC members. Similarly, verification examples are provided for the assessment of the accuracy, performance, advantages and limitations for the studied programs. This is performed for
both the monotonic and the cyclic behaviour of reinforced concrete.
2

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE ANALYZED SOFTWARE

Three are the software packages taken into account in this study: VecTor2 [28], DIANA
[29] and ATENA[30]. The detailed review of the theory implemented in each software can be
found elsewhere [31].
VecTor2 is a nonlinear finite element program for the analysis of two-dimensional RC
member structures subjected to in-plane normal and shear stresses. It models cracked concrete
as an orthotropic material with smeared, rotating cracks. It considers the element to act as in
the plane stress idealization. The program uses an incremental total load, iterative secant stiffness algorithm to produce the nonlinear solution. The two main bases of the modelling of RC
are the MCFT and the DSFM. The latter two are then complemented in VecTor2 with other
models for compressive and tensile behaviour of concrete, tension softening and tension stiffening. The main aspects that greatly affect the response of RC elements are the crack width
check, the crack slip calculation and the models for hysteretic response of concrete and reinforcement steel, using models that consider the damage due to load reversal, repetitions and
plastic behaviour.
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The software DIANA uses two smeared cracking models to simulate the behaviour of RC,
mainly focused in the monotonic response: the Multi-Directional Fixed Crack Model and the
Total Strain Crack Model. The Multi-Directional Fixed Crack Model does not allow for a
clear modelling of the compressive behaviour of concrete and was not used in this study. A
further constitutive model is presented in DIANA as the model more suitable for the cyclic
response of concrete – the Maekawa Cracked Concrete model. While working in a twodimensional model, DIANA offers the option of working with an element based either in the
plane stress or plain strain idealisation. The selection of the crack direction has been determined to be one of the main parameters that affect the response of RC in FE modelling. The
Total Strain Crack Model and the Maekawa Cracked Concrete model are capable of modelling both the fixed and the rotated crack approach. If the fixed crack has to be used, a shear
retention model has to be defined to calculate the shear stresses that exist when the strain field
analysed does not coincide with the principal stresses direction. It has been found that fracture
mechanics principles, through the concepts of fracture energy and crack bandwidth, are
widely used to describe the stress-strain relations of concrete. An important concept offered
by DIANA is the possibility of modelling the discrete steel bars using the embedded reinforcement approach.
The program ATENA includes several constitutive models that can be used in order to
predict the behaviour of RC. For the behaviour of concrete, two models have been considered
– the SBETA and the Rankine fracture-plastic constitutive models. Both models include the
possibility of modelling the crack direction as fixed or rotated. Contrary to DIANA, ATENA
only includes on model for the shear retention calculation when the fixed crack direction is
used. The SBETA model contains the nonlinear behaviour of concrete in compression, the
reduction of strength due to cracking, the use of fracture mechanics for the tension softening
and a biaxial failure criteria. The unloading and reloading in the SBETA model are performed
linearly from the maximum experienced strain to the origin. The Fracture-plastic model is a
combination of a fracture model based on a smeared crack formulation and crack band model
for the tensile behaviour and a plasticity model that considers concrete crushing for the compressive behaviour. The loading and reloading for compression considers the plastic strains,
while for the tension, the reloading and unloading can be performed as linear to the origin or
parallel to the initial stiffness. The software also includes several possibilities to model the
steel reinforcement.
3

MONOTONIC ANALYSIS OF SHEAR-CRITICAL BEAMS

The software analysed in this study has been evaluated through different tests. The programs have been first evaluated with an analysis of beams under monotonic load where the
shear behaviour is critical. The series of beams tested by Bresler and Scordelis [32] and the
beam used for a blind prediction at the University of Toronto in 2015 [33] were the benchmark tests for this evaluation. The finite element models for each of the programs are formulated and presented, including the evaluation of the most adequate material models for these
numerical tests. The parameters that affect the response of the RC element modelling the most
have been identified, such as the definition of the tensile strength and the fracture energy and
the selected crack rotation approach (fixed or rotated). The results from the FE packages are
then compared.
3.1

Beams tested by Bresler and Scordelis

The first studied beams are those tested by Bresler and Scordelis [32]. These beams have
been often used as benchmark, as shown in [34] [35]. These beams were simply supported
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and subjected to concentrated load at midspan, with a span-depth ratio ranging from 3.3 to 5.7.
They were designed such that the shear behaviour is critical, since they are heavily reinforced
in flexure but with light to no amounts of shear reinforcement. The general properties of the
beams are presented in Table 1, where the initial elastic modulus Ec, the tensile strength ft and
the fracture energy Gf are estimated as recommended in [36] and the Model Code [3]. The
main focus was on the modelling of beams A-1 and OA-1. Using these results, the rest of the
beams were analysed [31].
Stirrups*
f’c
Bottom Top
Ec
ft
Gf
*
*
bars
(MPa)
bars
(MPa)
(MPa)
(kN/m)
A-1
24.1
4 #9
2 #4
#2@210mm 24816
1.62
0.129
OA-1
22.6
4 #9
24031
1.57
0.128
A-2
24.3
5 #9
2 #4
#2@210mm 24919
1.63
0.130
OA-2
23.7
5 #9
24609
1.61
0.129
A-3
35.1
6 #9
2 #4
#2@210mm 29948
1.96
0.139
OA-3
37.6
6 #9
30997
2.02
0.140
*
bar # fy(MPa), (mm): fy = 325,  = 6.35; #4: fy = 345,  = 12.7; #9: fy = 555,  = 28.65
Beam

Table 1: Properties of the Bresler-Scordelis beams, whose cross-section is b×h = 305mm×560mm.

Models and results with VecTor2
Beams A-1 and OA-1 have been modelled using 4-node rectangular elements for the concrete. The size of the element was taken as 25×25mm so that a uniform and sufficiently discrete mesh is used. Due to the symmetry of the beam’s geometry, the boundary conditions
and the loading conditions, only half of the beam has been modelled. The beam is modelled
with bearing elements which are capable of simulating the loading plates and avoid any local
issues in the point of support or load application. The boundary conditions consisted of a vertical support under the lower bearing element and of a lateral support throughout the middle
of the beam due to symmetry. The reinforcement was modelled as discrete truss elements.
The loading was applied with an imposed vertical displacement in the middle of the beam. By
doing a displacement control of the test, the nonlinear post-peak response of the beam can be
more precisely estimated. With the constitutive relationships listed below it was possible to
obtain numerical results that more accurately reproduce the behaviour of these RC beams. All
the details can be found in [31].
 Compression before peak: Popovics.
 Compression post-peak: Modified Park-Kent.
 Compression softening: Vecchio 1992-A (e1-e2-Form).
 Tension stiffening: Modified Bentz 2003.
 Tension softening: Nonlinear (Hordijk).
 Confined strength: Kupfer/Richart.
 Crack stress calculation: DSFM.
 Crack slip calculation: 2 mm maximum crack width.
 Concrete-reinforcement bond: Perfect bond.
 Reinforcement stress-strain: elasto-plastic behaviour with strain hardening in both
tension and compression.
The numerical results showed that the selected models are able to replicate well the behaviour of the beams until the 70% of the peak-load reached during the experimental test. The
nonlinear response is modelled correctly, where the stiffness of the specimens are well repro-
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duced. However, the failure of the element is obtained prematurely. Convergence problems
were observed in analyses of all the Bresler-Scorderlis beams.
Models and results with DIANA
Similarly to the models in VecTor2, 4-node rectangular 25×25 mm size elements were
used for the modelling of concrete. Just as well, only half of the beam was modelled with the
same support conditions and it included the bearing elements at the point support and the load
application point in order to avoid localisation problems. The reinforcement steel was modelled using the discrete embedded reinforcement concept. With this modelling option, the reinforcement bars in the beam do not necessarily have to line-up with the nodes of the finite
elements. The constitutive relationships used in DIANA for the RC beams under the monotonic load is the Total Strain Crack Model. It was deemed appropriate since it is capable of
modelling several different stress-strain relations for tension and compression, considers the
effects of cracking and confinement and the possibility of using several shear retention models. The following list presents the selected models (all the details are given in [31]):
 Compression model: Thorenfeldt.
 Tension model: Hordijk.
 Model for lateral cracking: JSCE 2012.
 Confinement model: Selby and Vecchio.
 Concrete-reinforcement bond: Perfect bond.
 Reinforcement stress-strain: Von Mises plasticity with strain hardening in both tension and compression.
For the beams A-1 and OA-1, a comparison was performed between the results of using
the fixed crack model or the rotating crack model. For the beam with transverse reinforcement
(A-1), the best result was obtained using the fixed crack approach with the aggregate-based
shear retention model. A normal size aggregate (15 mm) was assumed. For the beam without
stirrups (OA-1), this modelling strategy overestimated the capacity of the beam. Better results
were obtained using the fixed crack approach with the damage-based retention model. Two
difficulties appeared during the numerical simulations. First, the displacement corresponding
to the peak load was generally lower than the experiment. Therefore, the degradation of stiffness at the ultimate stages of loading was not precisely modelled. Second, the models presented convergence problems at these stages, and, in some cases, the ultimate load was not
reached.
Models and results with ATENA
The mesh of the models for ATENA has been generated with the same assumptions
adopted in VecTor2 and in DIANA. Similarly to DIANA, the reinforcement steel was modelled using the discrete embedded reinforcement concept. ATENA has two models available
for the RC elements: SBETA and Fracture-Plastic. Both were used to model the beams. The
next constitutive model were used:
 Compression model for pre-peak branch: Model Code 2010 (for SBETA) and
Hordijk model.
 Compression model for descending branch: Linear descend.
 Tension model: Exponential.
 Model for reduction of compressive stress due to cracking: Vecchio and Collins [16]
with c = 0.80.
 Concrete-reinforcement bond: Perfect bond.
 Reinforcement stress-strain: Bi-linear response with strain hardening, active in both
tension and compression.
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Both the SBETA and the Fracture-plastic models are capable of using a fixed or rotating
crack approach, so both approaches were tested. ATENA uses some formulas to define the
missing parameters based on the compressive strength inputted into the software. In order to
determine which values represent better the results from laboratory test, a simple sensitivity
analysis was performed for beams A-1 and OA-1. The two parameters modified were the tensile strength of concrete (ft) and/or the fracture energy (Gf). Only for the Fracture-plastic
model, another parameter was the inclusion of the tension stiffening as defined in ATENA
with a recommended value of ct=0.40 (Table 2). This parameter represents the minimum
value (40% of ft) for the reduction of the tensile stress after cracking occurs.
A-1
OA-1
Default Modified Default Modified
ft (MPa) 2.23
1.62*
2.14
1.57*
Gf (kN/m) 0.058 0.129
0.053 0.128
ct
0
0.40
0
0.40
*value used in VecTor2 and DIANA
Parameter

Table 2: Default and modified parameters for the sensitivity analysis in ATENA

Comparing the numerical results it was derived that the Fracture-plastic model was capable
of precisely model the nonlinear behaviour of these beams. The models using the fixed crack
approach with the modified tensile strength showed the most promising results. Furthermore,
the tension stiffening parameter works fairly well for the beam with the transverse reinforcement. Therefore, the simulation of the Bresler-Scordelis beams was performed with the Fracture-plastic model, the modified tensile model and the inclusion of ct=0.40 for the beams with
transverse reinforcement only. The numerical simulations with this software showed accurate
results for most of the cases. The models used were able to perform the complete analysis
without convergence problems.
Comparison of the results among the programs
The results for the A-1 and OA-1 beams are compared in Figure 1. It is important to note
that these results were obtained with only the experience and knowledge obtained during the
time of this study. It is believed that these predictions could be improved given the time and
experience to work more and perfect the models.

Figure 1: Comparison of the load-displacement curves for the beams A-1 (on the left) and OA-1 (on the right)

Comparison with other authors
A re-examination of these beams was performed by Vecchio and Shim [35]. An analysis of
the beams was performed using VecTor2 and their results for beams A-1 and OA-1 are pre-
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sented in Figure 2, as well as the results of this research with VecTor2. The results of Vecchio and Shim represent an enhanced prediction of the behaviour of the beams with respect to
the numerical results obtained by the Authors. This confirms the idea that the models developed in this study could be improved with more expertise and software knowledge.
Very good numerical simulations were obtained by Kagermanov and Ceresa [37] [38] with
a fiber-section model with an exact shear strain profile for 2D RC frame structures.

Figure 2: Comparison of the A-1 and OA-1 beams to the models of Vecchio and Shim [35]

3.2

Toronto beam

The University of Toronto, as described by Collins et al. [33], tested a deep beam in order
to evaluate the shear behaviour of thick slabs, since various design code procedures give significantly different estimates of the shear capacity. These thick slabs may be present in several
structures such as mat foundations for high rise buildings or intake structures for hydroelectric
projects. The main issues with the codes generally used is that the size effect is not considered.
The test simulated a strip cut of a 4m thick slab, as shown in Figure 3. The properties of
the specimen are presented in Table 3. The applied load was not located in the middle of the
beam. The right side contained no shear reinforcement, while the left side contained the
minimum shear reinforcement recommended by the ACI 381 Code. A blind prediction was
established in order to assess the ability of the engineering profession (industry and academia)
in the estimation of the shear response in this type of structures.

Figure 3: Elevation (on the left) and cross-section (on the right) of the Toronto beam

Model and results with VecTor2
Given the depth of the beam, the size of the elements of the mesh was 200×200 mm for the
4-node elements. The complete beam is modelled as simply support element. All the reinforcement was modelled as discrete truss elements. Also, a bearing elements was used under
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the load application point to avoid localization issues. Finally, the beam was modelled under
an imposed vertical displacement. Note that for this beam the self-weight is significant. Hence,
a first loading stage of only the weight of the beam was performed and then the imposed vertical displacement started to increase.
The constitutive models selected were those which model more realistically the behaviour
of RC elements, including the models for compression softening and for the confined concrete:
 Compression before peak: Popovics.
 Compression post-peak: Modified Park-Kent.
 Compression softening: Vecchio 1992-A (e1-e2-Form).
 Tension stiffening: Modified Bentz 2003.
 Tension softening: Nonlinear (Hordijk).
 Confined strength: Kupfer/Richart.
 Crack stress calculation: Basic (DSFM/MCFT).
 Crack slip calculation: 1 mm maximum crack width.
 Concrete-reinforcement bond: Perfect bond.
 Reinforcement stress-strain: elasto-plastic behaviour with strain hardening in both
tension and compression.
Span
(mm)
19000
Bar
20 M
30 M

f’c
(MPa)
40
 (mm)
19.5
29.9

Bottom
bars*
9 – 30M
Area (mm2)
300
700

Top bars* Vertical
bars*
3 – 20M 20M @1.5 m
fy (MPa) sh
522
0.017
573
0.014

Ec
(MPa)
32496
fu (MPa)
629
685

ft
Gf
(MPa) (kN/m)
2.09 0.142
u
0.20
0.18

Table 3: Properties of the Toronto beam, whose cross-section is b×h = 250mm×4000mm

Model and results with DIANA
The mesh was generated automatically by the software using 4-node rectangular element
of 100×150 mm. The modelling of the reinforcement steel was performed using the discrete
embedded reinforcement concept. The support conditions and the modelling of the bearing
elements were the same as in VecTor2. The analysis, differently from the ones performed
with the other two programs, required an imposed vertical load instead of a displacement.
This was necessary due to how DIANA performs the staged loading, first from the selfweight and later from the applied load.
The constitutive model used in DIANA is the Total Strain Crack Model, as for the BreslerScordelis beams. The laws selected were as follows:
 Compression model: Thorenfeldt.
 Tension model: Hordijk.
 Model for lateral cracking: JSCE 2012.
 Confinement model: Selby and Vecchio.
 Concrete-reinforcement bond: Perfect bond.
 Reinforcement stress-strain: Von Mises plasticity with strain hardening in both tension and compression.
As observed for the Bresler-Scordelis beams, the fixed crack model was deemed appropriate to model beams in DIANA. Similarly, the results of these beams showed that for lightly
reinforced structures, the shear retention model based on damage provided the best suited results. Hence, the Toronto beam was modelled using this approach.
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Model and results with ATENA
The FE model developed in ATENA is equal to the model developed in Vector2. The discrete embedded reinforcement model was used for the steel reinforcement. The beam was
loaded imposing a vertical displacement, as in VecTor2.
From the two models available in ATENA for the RC elements, the Fracture-plastic model
is used. The constitutive models considered in the analysis are listed below:
 Compression model for pre-peak branch: Hordijk model.
 Compression model for descending branch: Linear descend.
 Tension model: Exponential.
 Model for reduction of compressive stress due to cracking: Vecchio and Collins [16]
with c = 0.80.
 Concrete-reinforcement bond: Perfect bond.
 Reinforcement stress-strain: Multi-linear response with strain hardening, with the
steel being active in both tension and compression.
As concluded in the analysis of the Bresler-Scordelis beams, the fixed crack approach resulted in the best numerical predictions, and it is used for this beam as well. The tension stiffening parameter (ct) was not included into the analysis of the Toronto beam. The rational for
this decision was that the beam can be considered as very lightly reinforced, as seen in Figure
3. Even though the west side of the beam has transverse reinforcement, it is too far apart and
the east side has no vertical reinforcement. Therefore, the inclusion of a minimum limit for
the tensile strength after cracking could be overestimating the capacity of the beam.
Comparison of the results among the programs
The load-displacement curve calculated from the three software is presented in Figure 4.
The load in the vertical axis only accounts for the load applied from the jacks during the test.
It is because of this that the curve does not start at the origin but at the displacement that occurred due to the self-weight of the beam. The three programs predicted a similar the behaviour for the Toronto beam, in particular for the post-cracking stiffness.

Figure 4: Comparison of the load-displacement curves for the Toronto beam

Comparison with other authors
The blind prediction for the Toronto beam included 66 entries. The resulting predictions
are shown in Figure 5, with the inclusion of the three numerical results obtained in this study
(carried out after the blind prediction). The aim of presenting this comparison is to show the
variability of the results that were reported. This demonstrates that the shear problem is still
an unsolved issue. As mentioned by Collins et al. [33], the prediction of shear strength of very
thick slabs not containing shear reinforcement was a great challenge for the engineering profession. A 44% of the entries made dangerous overestimation of the capacity, while 20% of
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them were very accurate. The ACI 318-14 Code by the ACI Committee 318 [4], which does
not account for size effect, estimated a capacity 3.7 times greater than the experimental value.
This notes the limitations some codes have when shear critical elements are analysed.
Two of the entries used VecTor2: the prediction by Professor Vecchio and the prediction
by the University of Brescia, led by Conforti and Facconi. The results of their numerical predictions are different and a better simulation was performed by Conforti and Facconi, proving
that the engineering criteria and the assumptions made by a user greatly affect the results of
the analysis.
The winning entry of the blind prediction was performed by Cervenka Consulting [39], the
developers of the ATENA software. The reported results of their prediction are shown in Figure 6 and compared to the obtained results in this study using ATENA. Note that the winning
model also displayed a greater initial elastic behaviour and a higher load at which the nonlinear behaviour start (440 kN) than the test (198 kN). After this point, the model shows a significant drop in capacity for a subsequent nonlinear behaviour that concurs with the test. The
ATENA model from this study shows the same behaviour, that is greater post-cracking stiffness and capacity than the analysis performed by Cervenka Consulting. As it was stated, a
probable cause for these differences is the lack of experience at the time of modelling and selecting the best parameters for the prediction.

Figure 5: Comparison of the models from the three software with the blind predictions

Figure 6: Comparison of the Toronto beam in ATENA to the Cervenka consulting prediction
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4

CYCLIC ANALYSIS OF SHEAR-CRITICAL RC ELEMENTS

In order to model the response of shear-critical elements under cyclic and seismic loading,
it is important to understand how the programs model the hysteretic behaviour of RC and to
determine how they are able to predict the degradation due to the repetition and the reversal of
the loading. The shear panels tested by Stevens et al. [40] were considered for evaluating the
cyclic modelling capacities of the three programs. These cyclic tests were crucial to evaluate
the hysteretic modelling of RC for shear-critical elements. All the details of the study can be
found elsewhere [31].
4.1

SE shear panels

As described in [40], the University of Toronto tested three shear panels designated as SE8,
SE9 and SE10. These specimens were tested in order to simulate the shear behaviour of a RC
element under pure shear. The panels could represent a single element in a greater structure
such as a silo or an offshore platform. The properties of the panels are summarised in Table 4.
During the laboratory test, the panels were subjected to simultaneous compression and tension
loading through hydraulic jacks. Due to the test setup, the applied loads are the principal
stresses in the element. Given that the principal stresses are of the same magnitude and opposite directions, at a 45° angle the element is in a state of pure shear. For this reason, the FE
model generated in each software consists of a 1×1 mesh (one single 4-node element of
1524×1524 mm). The loading condition is such that a uniformly distributed shear of 1MPa is
applied at each side of the element.
Panel f’c
Bar in x-direction
co
(MPa) (me) Size Area sx fsx
(mm2) % (MPa)
SE8 37.0 2.60 20M 300
2.93 492
SE9 44.2 2.65 20M 300
2.93 422
SE10 34.0 2.20 20M 300
2.93 422

Bar y-direction
Size Area sx fsx
(mm2) % (MPa)
10M 100
0.98 479
20M 300
2.93 422
10M 100
0.98 479

Ec
ft
Gf
(MPa) (MPa) (kN/m)
30753 2.01
33612 2.19
29480 1.92

0.140
0.144
0.138

Table 4: Properties of the SE panels, whose dimensions are 1524×1524×285 mm.

Model and results with VecTor2
A single 4-node element, simply supported in the bottom side, was used to model the SE
panels, in which the steel bars were introduced as smeared, using the percentages given in Table 4 and assigning a crack spacing of 72 mm in x- and y-directions. The next models were
chosen in order to model as best as possible the hysteric response that the RC panels would
present during cyclic testing:
 Compression before peak: Hognestad (Parabola).
 Compression post-peak: Modified Park-Kent.
 Compression softening: Vecchio-Collins 1982.
 Tension stiffening: Modified Bentz 2003.
 Tension softening: Linear.
 Confined strength: Kupfer/Richart.
 Crack stress calculation: Basic (DSFM/MCFT).
 Hysteretic response of concrete: Palermo 2002 (with decay).
 Concrete-reinforcement bond: Perfect bond.
 Reinforcement stress-strain: elasto-plastic behaviour with strain hardening in both
tension and compression.
 Hysteretic response of reinforcement: Bauschinger effect (Seckin).
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VecTor2 was able to perform the complete loading history quickly and without convergence issues. The models were capable of replicating the point at which cracking occurs in
both panels. Similarly, the post-cracking stiffness in the first cycle was modelled in an accurate way. However, the cyclic behaviour of the tests differ from those obtained in VecTor2 in
terms of stiffness degradation, energy dissipation and plastic strains.
Model and results with DIANA
The FE model of DIANA presents the same characteristics of the FE model of VecTor2.
The model recommended in DIANA for the RC elements under cyclic loads is the Maekawa
Cracked Concrete Model because it includes laws for the loading, unloading and reloading for
both tension and compression. Since the Maekawa model was originally conceived as a fixed
crack model, this approach has been followed to model the crack rotation. For the same reason, the shear retention model used is the Maekawa contact density. The selected models were
as follows:
 Compression model: Maekawa compressive model.
 Tension model: Linear-ultimate crack strain.
 Model for lateral cracking: JSCE 2012.
 Concrete-reinforcement bond: Perfect bond
 Reinforcement stress-strain: Menegotto-Pinto plasticity, with the parameters suggested by Yu [41].
Due to convergence problems, the analysis was not able to complete the first cycle of
loading. The maximum number of iterations and the step size were both varied in order to obtain convergence. Large values of iterations (1000) and small step sizes (0.01 multiplier)
were used to achieve convergence but the results did not improve.
Model and results with ATENA
The specimens, the reinforcement and the boundary conditions were modelled as in VecTor2 and DIANA. The two constitutive models available in ATENA for RC elements are
SBETA and Fracture-plastic. Furthermore, the next models were included in the analysis:
 Compression model for pre-peak branch: Model Code 2010 (for SBETA) and
Hordijk model (for Fracture-Plastic).
 Compression model for descending branch: Linear descend.
 Tension model: Exponential.
 Model for reduction of compressive stress due to cracking: Vecchio and Collins [16]
with c = 0.80.
 Concrete-reinforcement bond: Perfect bond.
 Reinforcement stress-strain: Multi-linear model with strain hardening, active in
both tension and compression.
It should be noted when using the smeared reinforcement, the Menegotto-Pinto model is
not available in ATENA, since it can be used only when the reinforcement steel is discretely
modelled. According to the quality of the results obtained for the Bresler-Scordelis beams, the
fixed crack approach was selected.
First the panels were tested using the SBETA constitutive models, which were able to
compute all the loading history without convergence problems. The cracking point of the panels was adequately predicted. However, the estimated post-cracking stiffness is significantly
larger than the experimental one. The unloading and reloading curves of the SBETA model
are linear and no plastic strain is stored during the analysis. Because of this, the numerical results presented no stiffness degradation or damage representation after every cycle. Therefore,
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it was determined that the Fracture-plastic constitutive model was more appropriate since it
allows to consider the plastic offset in compression and the tension stiffening (with ct= 0.40).
The results when using the Fracture-plastic constitutive model showed promising results at
the first cycle. Then convergence issues after the cracking point in the first reversal of the load
were found. Several attempts were performed reducing significantly the step size and/or increasing the number of iterations. However, this problem persists and it was not possible to
complete the test.
Comparison of the results among the programs
Due to convergence problems that were not overcome using DIANA and ATENA, the Authors were not capable of completing the whole loading history imposed during the experimental tests. VecTor2 did not present convergence problems. Therefore, to evaluate the
obtained results, the comparison of the programs was performed for the available information
on the first cycle only (Figure 7). The programs predicted properly cracking of concrete and
the beginning o the nonlinear behaviour. ATENA presented a linear unloading behaviour to
the origin, while VecTor2 showed a nonlinear unloading path but the residual plastic strains
were almost insignificant. DIANA showed a plastic offset when the load reversed and decreased to zero, however the obtained strain overestimated the real response of the specimens.

Figure 7: Comparison of the shear stress-strain curves for the SE8 and SE9 panels

Comparison with other authors
The results of the SE panels were numerically reproduced in literature using constitutive
models based on the main concepts of the MCFT and its further extensions [40], [42], [13],
[43]. The results obtained in this study with Vector2 are compared with the ones published by
Stevens et al. [40] and Palermo and Vecchio [42]. Figure 8 shows the comparison for the SE8
panel. The study of Stevens et al. [1991] showed accurate results and, at the time being, these
are the best published numerical predictions for the SE panels (Figure 8 right). The hysteretic
model used in VecTor2 in this case is the Palermo and Vecchio constitutive model [42]
(Figure 8 on the left) which includes a nonlinear unloading with plastic offsets only in compression, as well as a degradation of the reloading stiffness in order to model the damage in
the concrete due to cyclic loading. However, it seems that this model does present a significant improvement from the previous analytical models which did not include plastic offsets in
tension and for which the reloading was performed linearly returning to the previously experienced maximum (or minimum) strain. Comparing the results on the left of Figure 8, it can be
stated that the numerical simulations carried out by the Authors using VecTor2 were performed with a proper selection of the available constitutive models and input parameters.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the SE8 panel in VecTor2 to the results of [42] (left) and [40] (right)

5

CONCLUSIONS

The main limitation in the development of this investigation was the lack of experience and
expertise in the use of the three finite element packages. The models presented in this work
are the best simulations possible based on the knowledge gained during the duration of the
investigation. It is believed that the numerical results could be improved given the resources
and expertise required to appropriately simulate and reproduce shear-critical reinforced concrete elements in these FE software packages. Yet note that the validation with other authors
(as Palermo and Vecchio [42] and the predictions reported by Collins et al. [33]) lead to the
conclusion that the results of this research work are acceptable. Even further, it was demonstrated that not only the degree of expertise but the engineering criteria and selection of constitutive models and input data have a great influence in the results.
Other aspects should be mentioned. The phenomena being modelled, the shear behaviour
of reinforced concrete, is complex and still an unresolved issue. This difficulty has been studied and is being studied for several years and it is still in development. Therefore, the constitutive models implemented in these software remain with limitations in their capabilities and
applicability to the modelling of shear-critical RC elements.
Furthermore, the accessibility to educational licensing for the use of some of these programs restricted the available time to work on each program. Given the cost of the full license,
some of the software were used thanks to a time-limited license granted by the developers of
the software.
Future research in this topic should focus in including other different tests to further evaluate the capacities of the software packages. Other test could include beams under different
loading conditions and different characteristics and reinforcement, as well as further shear
panels and shear walls subjected to cyclic loading.
Moreover, other finite element programs that include the state-of-the-art in concrete modelling should be included in the evaluation. These programs could include Abaqus, Ansys and
OpenSees. Also, commercial available software mainly used in the private industry (e.g SAP
2000) should also be included to evaluate their capacities, since, to the Authors’ knowledge,
these are the programs mainly used in the structural design companies.
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of reversed cyclic loading tests on reinforced recycled concrete columns. Recycled concrete aggregates were obtained from the waste of structural elements cast with low quality concrete. For investigating whether the structural
concrete incorporating recycled aggregates can be reliably utilized in new reinforced concrete column construction, two full-scale reinforced concrete columns were constructed and
subjected to constant axial and reversed cyclic lateral loads. The test results of the experimental study were evaluated in terms of seismic hysteresis loops, skeleton curves, energy dissipation capacities, crack patterns and failure modes. The test results showed that the RC
columns made of either natural aggregate concrete and recycled aggregate concrete show
similar seismic behaviour.
1

INTRODUCTION

The disposal of the construction and demolition waste has become a severe social, economic and environmental problem. For sustainable solution for both the concern of increasing
demand for natural aggregates (NA) and reducing the need to deposit the construction and
demolition waste in landfills, recycling the waste concrete for reuse as an aggregate in new
concrete production for building new structures becomes compulsory.
A lot of experimental studies have been performed since 1940s worldwide for the utilization of recycled concrete aggregate (RCA). While most of these studies concentrated on mixture design, chemical, physical, biological properties of RCA and mechanical and durability
properties of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) (Nixon 1978, Hansen 1986, Hansen 1992,
ACI-555 2002, Li 2008, Casuccio 2008, Tabsh and Abdelfatah 2009, Xiao et al. 2012, Thomas et al. 2013, Kim and Yun 2013, Yang et al. 2008, Corinaldesi 2010, M. Malesev 2010), only a few experimental studies were carried out to investigate the seismic behavior of RC
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columns incorporating large volumes of RCA as coarse aggregate (Xio et al. 2012, Ma et al.
2013, 2015 and Soleimani et al. 2016). According to these studies, while the columns incorporating RCA showed similar structural behavior with the columns incorporating NA, their
lateral loads and deformation capacities were found to be diminished as the replacement ratio
of RCA increased. While there are some differences between these studies in literature and
the study carried out by the authors in terms of type of the tested columns (the tested columns
in the study of Xio et al. 2012 was semi-precast, the tested columns in the studies of Ma et al.
2013, 2015 were composite, the tested columns in the study of authors are RC), the main difference is the property of RCA, which was sourced from structural elements cast with low
strength concrete in the present study. The main objective of this study was to investigate the
seismic behavior of full-scale reinforced recycled concrete (RRC) columns incorporating
large percentage of RCA sourced from low strength concrete. For this purpose, two full-scale,
code-complying (TSDC, 2007) RC columns, one out of two columns incorporating RAC and
the other one incorporating NA, were produced and tested under constant axial and reversed
cyclic lateral loadings. The test results showed that the replacement of NA with RCA sourced
from low strength concrete did not have adverse effect on load bearing and deformation capacities of the columns.
2

OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

For investigating the effect of replacement of RCA with NA, an experimental study was
carried out at Structural and Earthquake Engineering Laboratory, Istanbul Technical University. In this experimental campaign, two flexure-critical full scale reinforced concrete columns
(column RAC and column NAC) were constructed and then subjected to constant axial and
reversed cyclic lateral loads (Fig. 1a). The geometric ratio of longitudinal reinforcements and
volumetric ratio of transverse reinforcements were 1.13% and 0.52%, respectively. The thickness of the concrete cover to the outside surface of the transverse reinforcements was 21 mm.
While one out of two columns was constructed incorporating RAC, the other column was
constructed incorporating natural aggregate concrete (NAC). Both columns were constructed
so as to be representative of the columns of ordinary code complying columns of RC structures. The concrete mix–proportions of NAC and RAC are presented in Table 1. As seen from
Table 1, approximately 50% of medium size coarse NA was replaced by RCA for the column
incorporating RAC.
Table 1. Concrete mix-proportions
Material quantity (kg/m3)
NA-No 2 aggregate (12-22 mm)
NA-No 1 aggregate (5-12 mm)
RCA (5-12 mm)
Crushed sand (washed) (0-4 mm)
Mountain Sand (0-2 mm)
Cement (CEM 42.5 R)
Water
Superplasticizer (Glenium ACE 450)

NAC
489
501
407
513
300
128
1.95

RAC
493
522
410
518
300
110
2.10

Water/cement

0.43

0.37
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Fig. 1 (a) Reinforcement cage of the columns, (b) Test set-up.

The average compressive standard cylinder strengths of the columns NAC and RAC were
obtained to be 35 MPa and 29 MPa, respectively. It should be noted that these results were
based on the tests of drilled core specimens (100 mm diameter × 100 mm height), which were
taken from the undamaged sections of these columns after the seismic test on the test day (at
the age of 200 days). Ensuing, these core strengths were converted to standard cylinder compressive strength based on the recommendations of The Concrete Society (1976). The slump
value of RAC and NAC was obtained to be around 18-22 mm. The mechanical properties of
the deformed longitudinal (18 mm) and transverse (10 mm) reinforcing bars are illustrated in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Stress-strain relationships of longitudinal deformed (18 mm) and transverse (10 mm) reinforcing bars.

The axial loads of 222 kN and 184 kN were applied for the columns NAC and RAC, respectively, which corresponded to 7% of the axial load capacity (n = P/P0, where n is axial
load ratio, P is applied axial load, P0 axial load capacity of the column (P0=fc′.Ag), fc′ is the
compressive strength of standard cylinder and Ag is the gross area of column cross-section) of
each column without consideration of the capacity of the internal steel reinforcement.
3

INSTRUMENTATION, TEST SETUP, AND TESTING PROCEDURE

Both columns were subjected to constant axial and reversed cyclic lateral loading. The appearance of the test setup and the instrumentation details of the columns are presented in Fig.
1b and Fig 3, respectively. The reversed cyclic lateral load was executed under displacement
control through a MTS hydraulic piston with a capacity of 250 kN. The instrumentation of the
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columns consisted of four horizontal and eight vertical linear variable differential transducers
(LVDTs) and various strain gages installed on the longitudinal and transverse reinforcements.
A displacement-based loading protocol was applied for the columns (Fig. 4). Drift ratios are
calculated as the ratio of the lateral displacement (ΔL) to the column height (H), where the actuator was connected.

Fig. 3. Instrumentation details, LVDTs and strain gages (sg).

Fig. 4. Loading protocol.

4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The test results are summarized through lateral load-displacement relationships of the columns and envelopes of these relationships (Fig. 5 and 6a). As seen in Figs. 5 and 6a, both columns exhibited similar behaviors in terms of lateral load capacity. Furthermore, both columns
sustained their load resistance capacities up to 8% drift ratio. The theoretical lateral load capacities of the columns, which were calculated through a section analysis program based on
fiber analysis approach using the stress–strain relationships of materials, were obtained to be
consistent with the experimental lateral load capacities of the columns without considering a
further modification for the column RAC. The failure modes of these columns were governed
by pure flexural failure. No cracking was observed up to 0.5% drift ratio. As the drift ratios
increased, fine bending cracks increased gradually along the plastic hinge region of the columns. After yielding of the longitudinal reinforcing bars at around 2% drift ratio, the bending
cracks developed and extended rapidly. When the drift ratios increased up to 3% and 4%, the
flexural bending cracks of the columns widened and lengthened gradually. Buckling of longitudinal bars was not observed.
Energy dissipation capacities of the columns are presented in Fig. 6b. The energy dissipation capacities of the tested specimens are calculated as the areas enclosed by the lateral loaddisplacement hysteresis loops. As seen from Fig. 6b, it is clear that the energy dissipation capacities of the columns are similar. It can be concluded from Figures 5 and 6 that RCA did
not seem to have an adverse effect on the seismic behaviour of the columns. This observation
is valuable for demonstrating that RCA can be safely utilized in structural concrete.
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Fig. 5. Lateral load-displacement relationships of the columns

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Envelopes of the lateral load-displacement relationships, (b) Energy dissipation capacities of the columns.

5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the results of an experimental study carried on RC columns for investigating the effect of RCA on seismic behavior. The study differentiates from the available
studies in the literature due to use of low strength waste concrete as a source for RCA. Two
code-complying RC columns were constructed and tested under constant axial and reversed
cyclic lateral loadings. While one of the column was incorporating NA, the other column was
incorporating RCA as well as NA, cast by replacing approximately 50% of medium size
coarse NA with RCA. The test results revealed that the RC columns made of either NA and
RA showed similar seismic behaviour in terms of lateral load-displacement behavior, ductility
and energy dissipation capacities.
While the findings reached in this study are valuable for demonstrating the viability of using RCA sourced from low strength concrete in structural concrete, further researches are
necessary for validation of these test results in a more general sense.
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Abstract. This paper reports a non-linear analysis of a steel structure using a large-scale
and detailed finite element model considering fracture phenomenon. The shaking-table test
results of a 3-story full-scale steel frame structure, which were carried out at E-defense in
2013, are evaluated analytically in this paper. The analytical model used in this study is intended to replicate adequately entire shape of target steel frame structure specimen, assembling huge numbers of tiny finite elements. The damage index is introduced as the fracture
criterion on steel members model for execution of FE simulations. Elements whose damage
index has been reached to 1.0 are eliminated in our way of FEM analyses. The damage index
shows a good correlation with the occurrence of the fracture observed in the experimental
test. The timing of the first fracture of the beam end in the analysis mostly match well to that
of the experiment. In addition, the structural responses obtained by the analysis agree with
those of the experiment.
.
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1

INTRODUCTION

There are some reports about high-precision finite-element analysis of building structure
investigating their dynamic response under seismic loadings. Miyamura et al. report that nonlinear behavior of shaking table test of a 4-story steel building can be replicated by using a
fine meshed FE model with solid elements [1]. The authors also report about FE analysis examining a full-scale shaking table test of a 3-story steel structure that is the analytical target of
this paper modeling mainly shell elements [2], [3]. These reports conclude that FE models
that are finely meshed to reproduce the entire shape of structures as precisely as possible can
appropriately replicate non-linear behaviors of building structures under earthquake excitations.
However, there are few studies that try to predict fracture behavior of members may lead to
fatal collapse of buildings by using finely meshed FE models of whole building structure.
Above-referenced three reports [1], [2], [3] do not simulate fracture of members in their analytical procedures. In the referenced report [1], the analytical target was the case wherein a
collapse of the structure was observed because of not fracture but local buckling of the firststory columns. In the authors’ previous report [3], fracture of members is not predicted but a
pseudo fractures are demonstrated by eliminating elements in areas wherein the fracture occurred actually in the experimental test.
In this study, FE-analysis with consideration of fracture using damage index as failure criterion is performed for the tested structure, wherein fracture of beam ends was observed. The
analytical target is a full-scale shaking table test of a 3-story steel structure as in the previous
study [3]. The accuracy of the prediction for fracture-occurring timing at the steel members
and validity of responses obtained by numerical simulation are investigated.
2

OUTLINE OF ANALYTICAL TARGET FOR SIMULATING SHAKING TABLE
TEST

The analytical target is a 3-story and 2-bay steel frame structure that was used for a full
scale shaking table test in 2013 at E-defense[4]. During multiple seismic strong motion inputs
in the shaking table test, fractures of beam ends of this frame structural specimen were observed.
The specimen for the shaking table test is shown in Figure 1. Only the single frame on the
center line in x-direction (line B in Figure 1) was a moment resistant frame. Columns on outside lines, which are shown as line A and C in Figure 1, were provided with hinges at both
their top and bottom ends not to be resist horizontal loads. The columns and beams were
made of square-shaped tube and H-shaped steel, respectively. The reinforced concrete slabs
were constructed on steel deck plates.
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(a) Frame Plan at 2nd floor
(b) Frame Elevation on Line B
Figure 1: Outline of 3-story steel frame structure specimen

From a series of performed cases in the experiments, the case wherein fracture at beam
ends was observed was focused as analytical target case. The experiments were conducted
using a seismic input motion, the NS-direction component of JR Takatori records of the Hyogoken-Nambu earthquake in 1995 (JR-Takatori) as shown in Figure 2and a synthetic input
motion, Nankai-Trough earthquake (Nankai) which is artificially generated. Nine experimental cases were carried out with adjusted scale of the input motions. Input motions and
scale factors of acceleration amplitude of each experimental case are listed in Table 1. The
case of JR-Takatori 100% (full scale acceleration) is the analytical target case in this study
because fracture of beam ends was observed.
Sequence No. Excitation

Factor

1

Nankai

50%

2

Nankai

100%

3

JR-Takatori

40%

4

JR-Takatori

60%

5

JR-Takatori

80%

6

JR-Takatori

100%

7

Nankai

50%

8

Nankai

100%

9

Nankai

150%

Remarks

Non-linearity was clearly observed during the test
(Considered as excitation history in analysis)
Non-linearity was clearly observed in several cycles during the test (Considered as excitation history in analysis)
Analytical Target, Fractures were observed.

Table 1: Shaking input-sequence through experiments
Acceleration
(mm/s2)

8000
0

-8000

5

10

15

20

Time(sec)

Figure 2: Seismic acceleration wave form of JR-Takatori
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3
3.1

ANALYTICAL MODEL
Finite Element Model and Computational Resources

The finite element model used in this study is elaborated to replicate adequately entire
shape of the specimen assembling with over 2 million tiny elements, as shown in Figure 3.
Shell, solid and beam elements are used for steel members, for concrete parts and for reinforcement bars, headed stud and anchor bolts in the model, respectively. Contact condition
was considered for adopting to parts that was actually in contact between separated members.
The further modeling details are described in previous studies [3], [4]. It is confirmed that
natural periods obtained by eigenvalue analysis using this model agree with observed result of
the actual specimen in the previous study [3].
The dynamic explicit method based on the central difference method is adopted for the
time integration scheme using FE analysis code LS-DYNA. The time steps used in the analysis are determined from the Courant condition with an initial time interval of 3.5×10-6 second.
The seismic wave, a set of sequencial waves JR-Takatori 60%, 80% and 100%, to input for
has totally 80 seconds. The entire execution time for 80 seconds of time-history analyses is
approximately 80 hours, using 504 cores of a supercomputer of the Institute for Information
Management and Communication, Kyoto University in Japan.
Moment resisting
frame (B)
RFL
Vertical loadsupporting frame (A, C)

3FL

2FL
RC slab
RC beam-footing
basement

1FL

C

①
B

②
③

A

(a): Whole view
Slab concrete

Square-shaped
steel column

Steel pier stud

Upper flange plate of
H-shaped steel
beam
Steel bar

Steel deck plate

(b): Close view
Figure 3: Outline of FE model for full-scale shaking table test specimen
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3.2

Analytical Cases and Seismic Input Motions

Two analytical case studies were performed for simulating the experimental test results.
Targeted experimental case is the sequence No. 6 in Table 1. wherein fracture at beam ends
were observed in the actual specimen. In both analytical cases, 60 and 80% scales of JRTakatori (sequence No. 4 and 5) were included in input motions histories because non-linear
behaviors were observed in the experimental cases after than the sequence no.4. Those two
analytical cases are differentiated with or without considering fracture-operation in FE analysis. The case without considering fracture at beam endsis called Case-1 and the other case is
called Case-2. Consideration of fracture in Case-2 is demonstrated in the analyses by eliminating damaged elements.
3.3

Fracture Criterion of FE Model

A damage index based on Manson-Coffin's law [5] and Miner’s rule [6] is introduced as
the failure criterion for Case-2. Manson-Coffin's law expresses the characteristics of lowcycle fatigue for steel material and it is represented as Eq.(1)

~p  N   C

(1)

Where p: Plastic strain amplitude, N: Cycles in which material reaches fracture for specified
plastic strain amplitude p, C and : Material Constants
Miner’s rule expresses the fatigue life of a material under a variable load. The linear cumulative damage indicate D is given by the Miner's rule as Eq.(2).
～

～

k

D

N
i 1

ni

(2)

i

Where ni : number of cycles under the i th plastic strain amplitude p,i , Ni : number of cycles
to failure for p,i.
A damage index DI is expressed by Eq.(3) using Eq.(1) and (2) in accordance with Xue’s
study [7]. The material constants C and  to determine m and p,i in Eq.(3) were evaluated
from comparison of a component-analysis with a component-experiment conducted before
shaking table test[8].
～

～

～

  *p 
DI   m ~ 
 
 p0 

m 1

1
d p
~


(3)

p0

*
p p
Where  p  2 3 ij  ij , m: material constant of Manson-Coffin's low (=1/), p,0 : material
～

constant (=2×C), dp : plastic strain increment
4
4.1

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Prediction of Fracture Behavior

The times timing of fracture at the beam ends of the 2nd floor obtained by the numerical
simulation and observed in the experimental test are indicated on the time-history of the story
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drift of the 1st story in Figure 4. In which, a story drift ratio is defined from the story drift per
its story height. Time-history of the damage index DI calculated at elements for the beam
ends are shown in Figure 5.
As shown in Figure 4, timings of the fracture of beam ends at 2nd floor in the analysis
much well to that of the experiment. The timings of fracture in the analysis delay only one
cycle from the experimental results. As displaying in Figure 5, from the beginning part of the
time-history analysis using JR-Takatori 100%, values of DI depicted 4 elements placing beam
ends as Figure 5 have already reached close to 1.0. Although fully fractured beam ends were
not observed before the experimental case applying JR-Takatori100%, some fine cracks were
observed. Hence, it seems that the DI time-history can be correlated with the occurrence of
cumulative damage in the experiment. It should be noted that any fracture of beam ends at 3rd
floor did not occur in the analysis although it particularly occur in the experiment.
Beam end on line ① (2F1R)

Story drift ratio

0.075

Analysis
Experiment

0
9.4

14.4

-0.075
(2F3L) Beam end on line ③

19.4

24.4

Time(s)

Figure 4: Timing of fractures at beam ends of the 2nd floor
element (iv), (iii), (ii), (i)
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0.1

element (iv), (iii), (ii), (i)

1

②

0.1

③

①

DI

DI

①

element
element
element
element

0.01

column

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

element (i)
element (ii)
element (iii)
element (iv)

beam
0.001

50

55

60

50

65

Time(sec)

③

beam

0.01

0.001

②

52.5

55

57.5
60
Time(sec)

column
62.5

65

(a) On line ① (2F1R)
(b) On line ③ (2F3L)
Figure 5: Time histories of DI for beam ends at 2nd floor

4.2

Floor Responses

The time-histories of the story drift ratios and story shear forces are shown in Figure 6 and
7, respectively. Results obtained by the analysis of Case-2, in which the fracture at beam ends
is considered, are more accurate than those obtained by Case-1. It is remarkably mentioned
that the behaviors after 15s, when the fracture of beam ends at 2nd floor occurred in the experiment, can be consistently simulated in Case-2 while the analytical results of Case-1 produce much more errors from the experimental results.
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Figure 7: Time histories of the story shear force

Time(s)
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Figure 6: Time histories of the story drift ratio

CONCLUSIONS
 The non-linear analysis of steel structures, which is for examining by the shaking table
test results at E-defense, is conducted considering its fracture. The analytical models are
intended to replicate adequately entire shapes of the specimen assembling huge numbers
of tiny elements. The damage index DI is introduced as the fracture criterion of steel
members for FEM simulations. Elements whose damage index DI reaches 1.0 are eliminated to demonstrate fracture behavior in this study..
 The timing of the first fracture of the beam end in the analysis mostly match well to that
of the experiment and the damage index DI shows well correlation to occurence of cumulative damage in the specimen.
 Considering fracture in FE analyses for the detailed model gives improvement of the accuracy of the analytical results for time-histories of story responses.
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Abstract. In seismic engineering different levels of structural analysis are used, depending on
complexity and importance of the structure and the required accuracy.
 Non linear time history analysis is used along with a full model of the structure to give the
most accurate results. This method requires most effort and a well predesigned structure.
 Quasi static pushover analysis is used to get an insight of the subsequent development of
plastic mechanisms under horizontal load patterns. This method requires only the modelling
of the retaining system which, in the case of steel structures, could consist only of a pair of
columns and the X-type braces in between.
 The simplest, but most inaccurate way, is to use the lateral force method (e.g. according to
Eurocode 8), which can easily be handled by hand calculations. The dynamic behaviour of
the structure is modelled as a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator and adopted to the real
behaviour by a behaviour factor q.
It is evident, that for predesigning purposes, the number of dissipative elements along with
their performance must be adjusted depending on the total oscillating mass, so that the target
displacements are met. However, in the respective design codes no rules are given on how to
carry out this task. This holds as well for most of the scientific publications, which describe
refined analyses for given structures, but do not provide guidance for predesign.
The present paper reports on a study on mass variation with a multi-storey steel structure.
With a given dissipative structure a variation of the masses in each storey results – apart from
a change in the natural frequency – in a different storey drift. This is becoming equivalent to a
structure with given masses and variation of the performance of the dissipative elements, e.g.
by altering the cross section of the braces. In the study a rule is developed, which describes the
minimal required performance of the dissipative elements with a given mass and target storey
drift. Thus, the structural engineer can adopt the bracing elements to the given needs.
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1

TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

DAF
DBF
PGA [m/s2]
SDOF
ζ

ω [rad/s]
2

dynamic amplification factor, relates the response amplitude of the structure to
the driving displacement amplitude
design by formulae (acronym given in EN 13445-3 Clause 5.2 [1])
peak ground acceleration
single degree of freedom (oscillator); simplest possible mass-spring-system
(zeta) damping ratio, see eq. 4;
in German the term Lehr’sches Dämpfungsmaß D is paying tribute to Ernst
Lehr, a material scientist and mechanical engineer;
in EC8 [2] ξ (xi) is used, presumably due to mistaking ζ and ξ
angular frequency

INTRODUCTION

When designing engineering structures, a balance is made of the effort which needs to be
spent and the design result that wants to be achieved. E.g. with air- and spacecraft reduction of
mass is extremely important, whereas design effort and money spent is only secondary. With
most civil engineering structures, it’s the other way round: expensive design hours need to be
reduced, working hours in the shop and on site need to be reduced, whereas reduction of mass
is only secondary. In seismic engineering it can be both: for simple structures and small or
medium PGAs a simple and conservative design with hand-calculation rules can be sufficient.
With complicated structures and medium or high PGAs sophisticated FEA such as time history
simulation is needed.
Previously, the authors published some studies, where different levels of design methods
were discussed [3], [4], [5]. Also, it was pointed out, which results can be achieved and how
they can be verified [7], [8].
On the hand-calculation level (i.e. lateral force method), it seems to be sufficient, to assign
the calculatory horizontal force to one or more bracing systems. On the resistance side, the
assigned bracing systems counteract with their plastic capacity, e.g. plastic normal force with
diagonal systems [3], plastic bending moments with frame systems [5] or plastic shear force
with panel systems [10]. In some cases, separate devices are arranged, which are basically designed to provide a hysteretical behaviour [11], [12], [13]. For this cases it is interesting to find
a simple predesign method in order to decide on the number of devices needed, before extensive
FEA are started.
3

STATE OF THE ART

3.1 SDOF and viscous damping

Fig. 1. Single storey frame arrangement and derived SDOF oscillator (taken from [4])
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𝑚 · 𝑥̈ + 𝑑 · 𝑥̇ + 𝑐 · 𝑥 = 𝐹(𝑡)

(1)

𝑥(𝑡) = 𝐴 · 𝑒 −𝜁𝜔𝑡 · sin(𝜔 · √1 − 𝜁 2 · 𝑡)

(2)

Classical SDOF oscillators involve a mass inertia (first term in eq. 1), a viscous damping
(second term in eq. 1) and an restoring force (third term in eq. 1) on the left hand side of the
equal sign. On the right hand side an external load is given, which represents the “drive”. Thus,
the equation of motion is formulated as a quasi-static equilibrium condition of the aforementioned forces.
𝑐

𝜔=√

𝑚

𝑓=

𝜔
2𝜋

=

1
2𝜋

𝑐

√𝑚

(3)

The known solutions (eq. 2) provide information such as the angular frequency ω [rad/s] or
the frequency f [1/s] and the period T, being the reciprocal value.
Increasing mass causes under-proportional increase of the fundamental period, see eq. 3.
With respect to the lateral force method in seismic design, increasing mass causes proportional
increase of the base shear. That is, if the fundamental response period is remaining on the plateau of the response spectrum. If the fundamental response period is bigger than the control
period TC (see fig. 3.1 in [2]), the branch of the response spectrum decreases. However, the
decreased acceleration, multiplied by the increased mass, which caused the increased fundamental period, still leads to an increased base shear. Thus, increasing the mass in a structure
with given stiffness, always will result in increasing base shear [14].
ζ=

𝑑
𝑑𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

(4)

Fig. 2. Family of time-history curves of free, damped vibration with T = 1 s;
governing parameter of the family of curves is ζ = 1.00; 0.99; 0.80; 0.01;

The damping constant d [N·s/m] is usually related to critical damping where oscillating motion changes into a creep motion (as it is given in most textbooks). From a mathematical point
of view this is not true. Creep motion implies, that the motion approaches zero asymptotically,
without changing the sign. Obviously, according to eq. 2, the sign change is not lost, but rather
shifted to infinity, see Fig. 2. In eq. 2 the term √1 − 𝜁 2 can be regarded as frequency correction
term. Other than the shock absorbers of a vehicle chassis, damping with building structures is
rather low. According to EC1-1-4 informative Annex Table F.2, typical values of the logarithmic decrement for steel buildings may be assumed to be δ = 0.05, other metal structures such
as slender chimneys or aluminium bridges may go down below δ = 0.02. By use of
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𝛿

ζ=

(5)

2𝜋

these values transform to ζ = 0.008 or ζ = 0.003 and below. Even for a typical building according to EC8-1-1 [2], for which a value of ζ = 0.050 may be assumed, the frequency correction term amounts to 0.9987. From this can be concluded, that for engineering purposes no
correction of the natural frequency need to be taken into account.
In a forced harmonic motion, the steady-state amplitude is depending only on the damping
ratio, so that
DAF =

1

(6)

2ζ

This holds for force amplitudes as well as for relative displacements of oscillator and base
in a base-displacement driven system [15].
Apart from damping, a non-linear spring c can also cause a limitation of amplitudes. The
simplest possible formulation for this, where analytical solutions can be achieved, is the Duffing
oscillator [16]. The restoring force is described as function of the third power of the displacement. Applications have been presented in [8].
3.2 Time history with plasticity
In a previous study, the authors used multi-storey frames to investigate the behaviour factors
due to plastic response of the different structures [5].
Usually, in seismic design codes the base acceleration PGA is prescribed according to a local
seismic zonal map. With time history simulations however, it is more convenient to have prescribed base displacement amplitudes. For harmonic motions, these can be derived by using the
derivatives of the equation of harmonic motion
𝑥 = A sin 𝜔𝑡

(7)

𝑥̈ = −Aω2 sin 𝜔𝑡

(8)

We see from eq. 8, that we need to divide the acceleration amplitude by ω2 in order to receive
the displacement amplitude. For convenience we introduce
ω=

2𝜋

(9)

𝑇

and get
x𝑚𝑎𝑥 = a𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑇2
4𝜋2

≈ 0.0253 · a𝑚𝑎𝑥 · 𝑇 2

(10)

For the below chosen seismic event (see section 3.3) and the fundamental period of the structure (see section 4) we receive
a𝑚𝑎𝑥 = a𝑔𝑅 · 𝛾𝐼 · S = 1.6
x𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2.4

𝑚
𝑠2

·

𝑚
𝑠2

· 1.0 · 1.5 = 2.4

(1.6075 s)2
4𝜋2

= 157 mm

𝑚
𝑠2

(11)
(12)

Note, that this approach has been described in [4] eq. 23. Of course, using of a harmonic
drive with reduced number of driving amplitudes is a gross simplification compared to real
seismic records. On the other hand, according to Table 1 in [8] this is a necessary step back in
order to be able to check the numerical results vs. known analytical evidence.
Real seismic data are given exemplary in Figures 3, 4 and 5, where the recorded ground
accelerations and displacements, the respective spectra, and the response of different SDOF
oscillators are given. The station code E-000182 is referring to a station, which has a distance
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of only 12 km to the epicentre, so we are looking at a nearfield event (see Annex B.6 in [18]).
As we stated in a previous paper [4] and can be seen in the time history plots in Fig. 3, there are
only some few major peaks in design magnitude with near-field events. With far-field events
the number of major peaks is much bigger, but the magnitude might be one order of magnitude
lower. This might be seen as background information for the provision in EC8-1-1 3.2.3.1.2 (3),
that steady state acceleration should be maintained for at least 10 seconds.

Fig. 3. Exemplary seismic data from Tabas Earthquake 16.09.1978 (E-000182 [18])
– acceleration and displacement time history

Fig. 4. Exemplary seismic data from Tabas Earthquake 16.09.1978 (E-000182 [18])
– acceleration and displacement periodal spetra

We can also see, that there is a big qualitative difference between the ground motion spectrum in Fig. 4 and the response spectrum of the structure in Fig. 5. This is sometimes mistaken,
when artificial or recorded seismic data are scaled to the response-spectra in EC8 and then are
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used as input-data for a FE time history calculation. If this is done, the DAF is used twice: first,
a factor of 2.5 is used, which is implied in the response spectrum of EC8; second, the DAF of
the actual modelled structure is (i.e. difference between input and output) is calculated via FEA.

Fig. 5. Exemplary seismic data from Tabas Earthquake 16.09.1978 (E-000182 [18])
– acceleration and displacement periodal SDOF response spectra

3.3 Lateral Force Method (DBF)
In EC8 [2], the lateral force method is named in Clause 4.3.3.1 (3a), based on a modal response spectrum analysis, which is called “reference method for determining the seismic effects”
in Clause 4.3.3.1 (2)P.
The lateral force method involves a linear structural analysis. The capability of the structure
to dissipate energy and thus producing smaller response amplitudes, than a elastic structure
would have, is captured by the behaviour factor q.
Following the basics of structural dynamics, we have (EC8 Clause 4.3.3.2.2 (1) eq. 4.5)
𝐹𝑏 = S𝑑,ℎ𝑜𝑟 · m · λ

(13)

where
Fb [N]
base shear of the structure
2
Sd,hor [m/s ] effective horizontal acceleration
m [kgs]
oscillating mass of the structure
λ
correction factor, which will not be discussed in this paper (assuming λ= 1)
The effective acceleration is given by EC8 Clause 3.2.2.5 (4) eq. 3.14
𝑆𝑑,ℎ𝑜𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = a𝑔 · S ·

2.5

(14)

𝑞

where 𝑎𝑔 = a𝑔,𝑅 · 𝛾𝐼
𝑆𝑑,ℎ𝑜𝑟 (T) = 𝑆𝑑,ℎ𝑜𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ·

𝑇𝐶

if TC ≤ T ≤ TD

𝑇

𝑆𝑑,ℎ𝑜𝑟 (T) = 𝑆𝑑,ℎ𝑜𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ·

𝑇𝐶 ·𝑇𝐷
𝑇2

𝑆𝑑,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝛽 · 𝑎𝑔
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Sd,hor,max [m/s2] plateau value of the design response spectrum, independent of the period
ag [m/s2]
design ground acceleration; eq. 15 is given in EC8 Clause 3.2.1 (3)
ag,R [m/s2]
reference PGA according to the relevant seismic zone map
γI
importance factor; values are given in NOTE to EC8 Clause 4.2.5 (5)P; Importance Classes for buildings are defined in EC8 Table 4.3
S
soil factor, given in EC8 Tables 3.2 and 3.3; for ground types see Table 3.1
2,5
DAF
q
behaviour factor; EC8 Clause 6.1.2, (2)P and Table 6.1
TB, TC, TD [s] control periods given in EC8 Tables 3.2 and 3.3, where TB and TC are limiting
the plateau; for ground types see Table 3.1
(present choice: ground type C; spectrum type 2; 0.10; 0.25; 1.20)
Sd,hor(T) [m/s2] reduced acceleration, if the fundamental period exceeds TC
β
lower bound factor for the horizontal design spectrum; recommended to be 0.2,
see NOTE after EC8 eq. 3.16
As we can see from the above equations, the base shear Fb is proportional to the mass. Thus,
in a hand-calculation according to the lateral force method, a variation of mass would change
the need for the strength of bracing elements proportional.
Following the example given in [4], but with 6 m span and 4 m height, we receive
𝑆𝑑,ℎ𝑜𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (q = 1.5) = 1.6
𝑆𝑑,ℎ𝑜𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (q = 4) = 1.6

𝑚
𝑠2

𝑚
𝑠2

· 1.0 · 1.5 ·

· 1.0 · 1.5 ·

2.5
1.5

2,5
4

= 4.0

= 1.5

𝑚
𝑠2

𝑚
𝑠2

(19)
(20)

Combining this with a storey mass of 72 000 kgs, we receive a plateau base shear of
𝐹𝑏 (q = 1.5) = 4.0
𝐹𝑏 (q = 4) = 1.5

𝑚

· 72 000 kgs · 1.0 = 288 kN

𝑠2
𝑚

· 72 000 kgs · 1.0 = 108 kN

𝑠2

(21)
(22)

As will be seen in the numerical study below, this configuration has a fundamental period
of T = 1.61 s. Thus, we can reduce the calculatory acceleration by use of eq. 17 with a factor of
𝑘=

𝑇𝐶 ·𝑇𝐷
𝑇2

=

0.25 𝑠 · 1.2 𝑠
(1.61 𝑠)2

= 0.12

(23)

This gives a reduced base shear of
𝐹𝑏 (T; q = 1.5) = 288 kN · 0.12 = 34.6 kN

(24)

𝐹𝑏 (T; q = 4) = 108 kN · 0.12 = 13.0 kN

(25)

With the lower bound condition of eq. 18
𝐹𝑏,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝛽 · a𝑔,𝑅 · 𝛾𝐼 · m = 0.2 · 1.6

𝑚
𝑠2

· 1.0 · 72 000 kgs = 23.0 kN

(26)

we receive the final design base shear
𝐹𝑏 (T; q = 1.5) = 34.6 kN

(27)

𝐹𝑏 (T; q = 4) = 23.0 kN

(28)

Using the horizontal storey stiffness given in the numerical example below, these loads correspond to storey drifts
𝑤(T; q = 1.0) =

34.6 kN · 1.5
1.0995 kN/mm
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𝑤(T; q = 1.5) =
𝑤(T; q = 4) =
𝑤(T; q = 4) =

34.6 kN
1.0995 kN/mm
23.0 kN

1.0995 kN/mm
13.0 kN
1.0995 kN/mm

= 31.5 mm

(30)

= 20.9 mm

(31)

= 11.8 mm

(32)

Shown above we demonstrated the evolution of the key-figures in a hand-calculation. If the
structure under consideration was purely elastic, the chosen seismic event would have caused
a maximum storey drift of 47.2 mm, corresponding to a base shear of 34.6 kN · 1.5 = 51.9 kN.
If we omit the limit condition given in eq. 18 as being arbitrarily man-made rather than being a
physical description of a SDOF oscillator under seismic loads, we end up with a storey drift of
11.8 mm acc. eq. 32 instead of 20.9 mm acc. eq. 31. As should be for a structure with an assumed behaviour factor of q = 4, the dissipative storey drift is by a factor of 47.2 mm / 11.8 mm
= 4.0 smaller than the elastic storey drift.
As a summary for this section we can conclude, that the structure used in the numerical study
is well designed seismic loads given by the lateral force method. Assuming a behaviour factor
of q = 4, which is not unusual for a steel sway frame, we receive a horizontal storey load of
23.0 kN, while the structure has a horizontal elastic limit load of 57.6 kN, leading to a utilization
of η = 23.0 kN / 57.6 kN = 0.40. Knoedel/Hrabowski suggest a modification of the behaviour
factor, if the utilization is lower than 0.70 ([4] eq. 27). For the present example, this would lead
to
𝑞𝑚𝑜𝑑 = η · q = 0.4 · 4.0 = 1.6

(33)

But still, as we can see from eq. 24, with a reduced behaviour factor of app. 1.5 the structure
receives a lateral force of 34.6 kN, so that the utilization is η = 34.6 kN / 57.6 kN = 0.60.
Another modification of the behaviour factor would lead to q = 1, where the lateral force is 51.9
kN and the final utilization is η = 51.9 kN / 57.6 kN = 0.90. So, under all considerations the
structure does meet the requirements of the lateral force method.
After the very explicit evaluation of the numbers given above the effects of mass variation
(half and double) are given in Table 1.
Quantity

Unit

plateau base shear Fb
fundamental period T
frequ. red. factor k
base shear Fb(T)
storey drift
lower bond condition
storey drift

kN
s
–
kN
mm
kN
mm

36 t
36 t
q = 1.5 q = 4
144
54
1.14
0.22
31.7
11.9
28.8
10.8
23.0
20.9

72 t
72 t
q = 1.5 q = 4
288
108
1.61
0.12
34.6
13.0
31.5
11.8
23.0
20.9

144 t
144 t
q = 1.5 q = 4
576
216
2.27
0.058
33.4
12.5
30.4
11.4
23.0
20.9

Table 1. Results of mass variation with lateral force method

We can summarize, that the plateau base shear increases proportional to an increasing mass.
If the fundamental period TB ≤ T ≤TC. For other configurations, the horizontal acceleration is
lower than the plateau value according to the shape of the response spectrum. Period or frequency are influenced under-proportional by the mass, see eq. 3. However, multiplying the
mass with the acceleration, higher mass leads to higher base shear in all cases [14].
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3.4 Pushover Analysis
In EC8 [2], the non-linear (quasi-)static pushover analysis is named in Clause 4.3.3.1 (4c).
Advantage of the pushover analysis is, that a sequence of different plastic mechanisms can be
activated in design (e.g. for a ten storey building in [19]).
Within the frame of the below numerical study also several pushover analyses were provided,
see Table 2.
material
constitutive
law
elastic
plastic
plastic

gravity + second
order effects
yes
yes
no

ultimate horizontal force
(FEA) [kN]
> 173
32.1
71.1

ultimate storey
drift (FEA)
[mm]
> 249
59
72

elastic

no

> 150

> 138

ultimate plastic
strain (FEA)
[%]
0 (Run_30)
0 (Run_29)
1.14
(Run_28/31)
0 (Run_27)

Table 2. Results of various pushover analyses [20]

Fig. 6. Load-displacement paths of various pushover analyses with 72 t storey mass

It should be noted, that a storey mass of 72 t would be distributed to much more columns
than 2 in a real structure, so the loading of an individual column would be much lower, if the
whole building structure was modelled and not only the bracing system. On the other hand, the
P-Δ-effect remains the same, independent of how many sway-columns are involved.
Useful hints for practical application are given in [21].
4

NUMERICAL STUDY

4.1 Model
Geometry
The results of [5], with a background documentation given in [6] and the results of [8] with
a background documentation given in [9] are used as a basis for the present study. A more
extensive background documentation on the present study is given in [20].
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Size of frame: 6 m wide, 4 m high; pinned bases, rigid corners; weightless;
Cross sections: Tubular 1000x12 as waler; tubular 240x12 as columns;
Masses
36 000 kgs in each corner of the frame, giving a total storey mass of 72 000 kgs.
Element
BEAM23; 5 integration layers at 50 %; 30 % and 0 % of the beam’s height.
Material
Steel with a simplified bi-linear constitutive law and isotropic hardening was used. Isotropic
hardening was chosen in order to get symmetrical response amplitudes, although this does not
seem to be a proper choice for structural steels or aluminium [10], [22].
Young’s modulus with 210 GPa is used up to a yield limit of 235 MPa. Above that a straight
line to the ultimate tensile stress 360 MPa at assumed 20 % strain was used. Thus an engineering
plastic modulus with a slope of
𝐸𝑡𝑎𝑛,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 =

𝑓𝑢 −𝑓𝑦
𝜀𝑢 −𝜀𝑦

=

360 𝑀𝑃𝑎 − 235 𝑀𝑃𝑎
0.2000 −0.0011

≈ 625 MPa

(34)

is received, which corresponds to 0.3 % of Young’s modulus. This approach has been used
before, see eq. 15 in Knoedel/Hrabowski (2012) [4].
Remark: In this case material degradation is not considered, therefore accumulated plastic
strain is not recorded [23].
Verification
Quantity

Unit

DBF
design by formulae

FEA

storey drift stiffness
horizontal elastic limit
force
horizontal elastic limit
drift
fundamental period
fundamental period
with half masses
fundamental period
with double masses

N/m
kN

1.0995·106
57.6

1.0868·106
56..4

relative error
of FEA
[%]
–1.16
–2.08

mm

52.4

51.9

–0.95

s
s

1.6075
1.1368

1.6172
1.1432

+0.60
+0.56

s

2.2733

2.2872

+0.61

Table 3. Comparison of „hand“ and FEA results

The performance of the model was tested in various static and time-history runs. The results
are given in Table 3.
4.2 Procedure
Time history runs were performed. A horizontal motion was prescribed at the column bases,
typically ±50 mm with 1.6170 s as driving period. 200 load steps were used within one period,
having 10 to 100 prescribed subdivisions of each individual load step.
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This 50 mm amplitude is slightly less than the elastic limit storey drift. But if material nonlinearity is switched off, the frame has a storey drift of 78 mm in the first response peak. Thus
plastic action starts within the first half wave.
4.3 Results

Fig. 7. Exemplary results of run_10 [20]:
a) time history of displacements – drive (blue) and response (red); b) plastic strains at 40 s

In Fig. 7a a typical time history plot is given. We see discontinuous jumps of the response
amplitude at continuous harmonic drive, which can not be explained at the moment. The choice
of a isotropic hardening constitutive law should provide increasing amplitudes with increasing
number of cycles. However, these discontinuities or offset has been observed in a previous
study as well, see [8] Fig. 6. We want to investigate this effect in a subsequent study [24].
In Table 4 some key-results of the time history analyses are given. DAF+, DAF– and
DAF,range indicate the biggest positive response peak, the biggest negative response peak and
half of the biggest range. The run number is referring to the background document [20]. A
graphical representation is given in Fig. 8. The numbers in the DAF index are the driving amplitudes.
Initial hypothesis of this paper was, that mass and dissipation are counterparts in order to
avoid excessive response displacements. In this study, the structure has a given ability for dissipating energy, i.e. two columns which can develop plastic zones, if the elastic limit storey
drift is exceeded. Thus, we should expect that bigger masses are associated with bigger response
amplitudes. The response amplitudes are normalized by the driving amplitude, resulting in the
dynamic amplification factor DAF. Therefore, all the curves in Fig. 8 should rise from left to
right. As we can see, this holds for the negative peaks DAF–, which are marked by a triangle.
Some of the other lines are horizontal, some are falling.
Seen from the displacement time history in Fig. 7a and the other ones documented in [20] it
seems, that DAF,range is a more reliable indicator of the structure’s performance than DAF+
or DAF–, although it does not represent the real maximum of the displacements. On the other
hand, since the structure develops plastic zones anyway, it does not seem very significant if the
structure has single peaks with bigger amplitudes. A more extensive discussion on limit plastic
strains with FEA can be found in [25] and [26].
As we can see from displacement time history of Run_9 [20] after 10 sec we have an elastic
response amplitude of app. 900 mm (7. peak). Thus, a structure with a behaviour factor of q =
4 would be having maximum amplitudes of 900 mm / 4 = 225 mm, which would correspond to
a DAF = 225 mm / 50 mm = 4.5. As we see from Fig. 8, this condition is met for the structure
with 72 t and 50 mm drive.
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Run no.

driving
amplitude

storey
mass

DAF+

DAF–

DAF,range

[-]
16
15
17
11
10
12
22
20
21

[mm]
25
50
100
25
50
100
25
50
100

[t]
36
36
36
72
72
72
144
144
144

[-]
5.89
1.75
2.22
5.07
1.74
3.63
3.73
1.58
3.37

[-]
3.12
2.44
3.53
3.13
2.73
4.72
5.14
4.17
5.14

[-]
3.55
2.09
4.54
3.54
2.05
2.78
3.54
2.09
3.54

ζeff from
DAF,range
see eq. 6
[-]
0.14
0.24
0.11
0.14
0.24
0.18
0.14
0.24
0.14

Table 4. Results of the time history analysis

Fig. 8. DAF vs. mass in time history analysis

In the last column of Table 4 we interpreted the dissipative (plastic) action of the structure
as viscous damping and evaluated a damping ratio from DAF,range according to eq. 6. Under
the assumption of elastic structures having a damping ratio of 5 % in EC8 and a behaviour
factor of q = 4 for this kind of frame, these values should coincide with an effective damping
ratio of 0.05 · 4 = 0.20. As we see, this condition is met the configurations with a driving
amplitude of 50 mm.
For driving amplitudes 25 mm we have smaller damping. Since 25 mm is only half of the
elastic limit amplitude, this configuration could be interpreted as having a utilization of come
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50 %. Based on [4], in this case we should reduce the behaviour factor to half, so that the expected damping ratio would be 0.05 · 4 / 2 = 0.10, which is met.
For driving amplitudes 100 mm we have smaller damping as well. In comparison with 50
mm driving amplitude, this could be interpreted as the structure having insufficient plastic “abilities” for the present mass. As a result additional damping devices would be needed, which
could be a third column in this simple example.
5

CONCLUSIONS

 Time history analysis with harmonic drive is preferred by the authors when studying basic
correlations, because according to Table 1 in [8] this is the last level where you can make
plausibility checks.
 It is very difficult, to adapt an artificial base drive such, that results are achieved, which can
be proved to be in line with the provisions of EC8. Basically, this difficulty results from the
fact, that quasi-static methods can not simulate dynamic problems.
 Pushover analysis has the advantage, that it can be performed at low effort.
However, since it is a quasi-static method, it needs to be based on assumptions on the magnitude of the horizontal inertial forces. Typically, these assumptions are based on the evaluation of the response spectrum of a SDOF oscillator. As a consequence, it is difficult to use
this method for multi-storey buildings, if higher modes than the fundamental one are governing.
 Within the lateral force method, variation of masses leads to proportional variation of the
base shear, if the fundamental period is within the plateau of the response spectrum. In other
cases the variation of the base shear is non-proportional, but in all cases increased mass leads
to increased base shear.
 This behaviour can not be captured in all cases by a time history analysis with different
driving amplitudes. We found configurations, where increasing masses produced decreasing
response amplitudes.
 Some of the features we found in our study are inconsistent and need further work, such as
non-increasing amplitudes with isotropic hardening and sudden offsets in the response amplitudes.
 So far, we found no evidence to exclude a viscous-damping-approach for plastic structures.
That is at least within the range of accuracy needed in seismic design according to EC8.
6
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Abstract. Pier-Pile integral structures provide construction works with many environmental
and landscape advantages. For example, the space required to construct these structures is
smaller than that of other bridges due to the footing being removed, meaning that it is not
necessary to greatly change the surroundings of these bridges. While there are environmental
and landscape advantages, there are also a few demerits for the overall landscape designs,
including demerits in the design of this proposed structure which consists of relatively slender
parts. This proposed structure has already been constructed in areas where possibility of a
severe earthquake is low. However, some problems that have yet to be examined are related
to the use of this proposed structure in areas where earthquakes are frequent. Lacking detailed studies of its behavior during severe earthquakes, it is currently difficult to construct
these structures in Japan. Consequently, it is necessary to investigate in detail limited performance about compression and bending moment, and earthquake-resistant performance of
these structures in order to resolve these problems.
The authors had previously clarified the relationship between the rigidity of the ground and
the effective buckling length, and the compressive strength of the Pier-Pile Integral Steel
Structure. Moreover, we had proposed a simplified formula using a proposed characteristic
value, and had revealed the relationship between effective buckling length and compressive
strength of the Pier-Pile Integral Steel Structure.
In this paper, we verify the compressive strength after confirming the residual stress of the
ERW (Electric Resistance Welded) pipes. Moreover, the relationship with the Euler curve and
the load-bearing capacity curve of box-shaped cross-section from the Japanese standards is
clarified.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Pier-Pile integral structures provide construction works with many environmental and
landscape advantages. For example, the space required to construct these structures is smaller
because there are no footings, which avoids changing topography and protects the landscape.
Some examples of the use of Pier-Pile integral structures include the temporary gantry in Japan and the pedestrian bridge [1] in other parts of the world. (Figure 1: Example of Pier-pile
integral structure.) However, construction of these structures presents a few problems. In particular, damaged areas cannot be identified after being subjected to a major earthquake.
Therefore, it is currently difficult to construct these structures in Japan, a country where major
earthquakes frequently occur. It is necessary to understand compression and bending behavior
of these members, earthquake-resistant performance, and limit performance in detail in order
to tackle these problems.

image by schlaich bergermann partner
Figure 1: Example of Pier-pile integral structure.

In accordance with the Japanese standards [2; herein after Japan Standard Ⅱ], piers are designed based on the capacity stress obtained from the load-bearing capacity curve after designing the slenderness ratio parameter from the effective length derived from boundary
condition. However, in the case of Pier-Pile integral structures, it is hard to decide the effective buckling length for calculating slenderness ratio parameter as the lower part of the pier
is supported by springs. Although the effective buckling length can be calculated from the
beam theory on the elastic floor, it is unsuited for practical design due to its inconvenience.
In addition, the load-bearing capacity curve of the Pier-Pile integral structure supported by
the springs at the lower part is different from the application condition of the load-bearing capacity curve shown in the Japan Standard, so its applicability is unclear.
In view of this background, this paper aims to clarify the relationship between the effective
buckling length of the Pier-Pile integral structure and characteristic value β specified in the
Japanese standards [3; herein after Japan Standard Ⅳ]. Furthermore, the load-bearing capacity curve of the pier-pile integral structure with residual stress is to be verified.
In this paper, the aerial part and the underground part of the Pier-Pile integral structure are
referred to as "pier" and "pile" respectively.
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2
2.1

THE EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF THE PIER-PILE INTEGRAL STRUCUTRE
The target structure of the study

The target structure of this study is a single column pier with its lower part supported by
spring. Figure 2: A single column pier with lower part supported by spring. It consists of a
steel pipe section with an outer diameter of D=500mm, which is the standard size, and a
thickness of 9≦t≦25mm, made of SKK490 material as ERW (Electric Resistance Welded)
pipes. Young's modulus of the steel is set to E = 200GPa and Poisson's ratio μ=0.3. The length
of a pier is satisfied with the slenderness ratio of l/r≦120 (l=Kle, K=1=effective length factor,
le=length of a pier h, r= cross-section secondary radius); slenderness ratio parameter is calculated with the following formula (1).
(1)
Herein, π is the circumference ratio; σy is the yield stress of material.
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Figure 2: A single column pier with lower part supported by spring.

As it conforms to the Japan Standard Ⅳ, the length of pile was set at 10m, based on βLe ＞
3, a semi-infinite-length pile. The ground rigidity is 10MN/m2≦αE0≦300MN/m2. The test
cases are shown in Table 1 in the form of PP h(m)-t(mm)- αE0 (MN/m2). Table 1: Test cases.
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Table 1: Test cases.
h (m)/L (m)
CASE
PP1-9-*
PP1-14-*
PP1-19-*
PP1-25-*
PP5-9-*
PP5R-9-*
PP5-14-*
PP5-19-*
PP5-25-*
PP10-9-*
PP10-14-*
PP10-19-*
PP10-25-*

2.2

1/10

5/10

ground rigidity αE 0 (MN/mm2)

diameter and thickness(mm)
Φ 
10/10

○
○
○
○

t =9

t =14

t =19

t =25

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○
○
○

10

50

100 150 200 250 300

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Analysis model and method

The analysis model is shown in Figure 2.
A hinged end is adopted as the boundary conditions of a pile tip. The pile part is installed
with ground springs in horizontal and vertical directions. The ground spring is calculated by
the formula based on the Japan Standard Ⅳ.

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
Herein kH=horizontal subgrade reaction coefficient, kH0=horizontal subgrade reaction coefficient corresponding to the value of the plate loading test, and BH=A is the conversion loading width of the foundation. Effective buckling length lcr is determined from the eigenvalue
analysis. In the analysis, an axial force of N = 1 kN is added to the head of the pier. Then, the
primary eigenvalue ω is obtained by calculating the following formula.
(6)
Herein EI = the flexural rigidity of the steel pipe.
2.3

The relationship between the characteristic value BETA and the effective buckling
length of the pile

The effect that the rigidity difference between the ground and the pile has on the effective
buckling length lcr is shown in Figure 3. Figure 3: Relationship between the effective buckling
length and βh. The vertical axis shows the dimensionless value resulting from dividing the
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effective buckling length lcr by the effective buckling length lcr '= 2h when the lower end is
fixed. The horizontal axis shows the non-dimensional value resulting from multiplying a pier
length h and the characteristic value β of the ground.

Figure 3: Relationship between the effective buckling length and βh.

From Figure 3, it can be confirmed that as βh increases, namely due to the increase in rigidity of the soil, effective buckling length can be confirmed to approach lcr '. In addition, the
relationship of effective buckling length lcr and βh is represented as a continuous curve independent of the pier length and thickness. From the above, the effective buckling length lcr of
pier-pile Integral structures is confirmed to be represented by the function of βh.
The authors have indicated that the buckling mode of the pier is convex in the vicinity of
the point of Mmax and that effective buckling length of the Pier-Pile steel structure is indicated
by equation (7), which is twice the length of the Chang equation, lm [3] + h.[4]
(7)
The variation confirmed in Figure 3 is assumed to be due to the accuracy of analysis α1,
and the correlation factor α2 between the dimensionless quantity βh that affect the
deformation mode. Herein when the factors are given as α1=1.05 and α2=0.1, the estimated
line of (7) is consistent with the analytical value of Figure 3. It should be noted that the
correlation function is 0.999, and the standard deviation is 0.042.
3
3.1

COMPRESSION CAPACITY OF PIER-PILE INTEGRAL STRUCTURES
Analysis model and method

Using an analysis model, the Pier-Pile integral structures are studied to research the loadbearing capacity through axial compression analysis. Since this time the subject of study is
the buckling of the entire structure, the results from the beam element model used previously
in this study were utilized. Compression analysis was conducted for all test cases shown in
Table 1.
It is confirmed that the mechanical properties of ERW (Electric Resistance Welded) pipes
are higher in yield ratio than the SM material, and the secondary gradient after yield is small
[5]. This study focuses on the rigidity relationship between the ground and the piles and the
entire buckling phenomenon in the elastic reasion when the effective buckling length
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increases. Therefore, the mechanical property of this material is as shown in Figure 4; the
yield stress is set to 315N/mm2, and secondary gradjent is level.

Figure 4: Stress strain curve.

3.2

Distribution of residual stress

The residual stress of ERW pipes is mainly installed in the working process in order to adjust the shape of the product and during the plastic working in the manufacturing process of
the pipe. Since the welding heat input of the ERW pipe is extremely small, there is no large
tensile residual stress occurring at the welding position. Therefore, residual stress is introduced based on the Aoki method [5] which evaluated residual stress distribution in ERW
pipes. Aoki’s team evaluated the equivalent axial residual stress σreq derived from the residual
stress acting in the circumferential direction and the axial direction respectively, from the residual strain of the ERW pipe measured by the experiment. Equivalent residual stress σreq is
defined by equation (8), and the experimental results are measured inside and outside of the
ERW pipe, so that the equivalent residual stress is defined in two cases as inside and outside.
(8)
The residual stress σreq is shown in Figure 5 as the average value of the inside and outside.
The horizontal axis is indicated as the distribution in the circumferential direction, the vertical
axis is indicated as the dimensionless value obtained by dividing the residual stress by the
yield stress. It is confirmed that the residual stress is distributed on the compression side by
an average of about 5% on the yield stress. To briefly express the equivalent residual stress
distribution (σreq), assume that the residual stress is given at 36 points on the circumference
and the i-th value of is σri and the amplitudes are An, Bn, xi = 1/36, 2/36, ... 36/36; it is defined
in accordance with equation (9).
+

(9)

In equation (9), coefficients are found by the least squares Fourier decomposition, and
when coefficients are obtained using n = 4, 8, 16, σri is as shown in Figure 9. The solid line
shows n=4, the dot-dash line is representative of n=8, and the double-dots and dash line
shows n=16. It should be noted that the correlation function is 0.95 (n=4), 0.97 (n=8), 0.99
(n=16). In this study, the equivalent residual stress obtained when n=4 is introduced, and two
cases, with and without residual stress, are conducted.
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○○○

n=4
n=8
n=16

Figure 5: Residual stress distribution of ERW pipe

3.3

The initial deformation

Displacement from ground surface(m)

The initial deflection of the Pier-Pile integral structure could be considered as that in the
product phase or in the construction phase. In this paper, the aim is to investigate the influence of ground rigidity on the load carrying capacity of the pier-pile integral structure. Therefore, a horizontal displacement of (h+1) /1000 is given to the head of pier, and an initial
deformation is given so that it becomes the deformation of the primary mode which is provided by eigenvalue analysis. The primary mode is shown in Figure 6.

Primary mode of the initial state
Secondary mode of the initial state
Displacement (mm)

Figure 6: The primary mode of the pier-pile integral structure.

3.4

P-δ curve

The analysis result is shown in Figure 7 as the P-δ curve of the pier top.
It is confirmed from Figure 7 that as the length of the pier increases, the load carrying
capacity decreases. In cases where the pier length is the same, it could be seen that the peak
value also decreases as the rigidity of the ground decreases. It should be noted that there is
almost no difference in load carrying capacity regardress of the the presence or absence of
residual stress .
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Figure 7: P-δ curve.

3.5

Load-bearing capacity curve

The load-bearing capacity curve is shown in Figure 8. The vertical axis represents σcr / σy ,
that is the dimensionless value generated by dividing generated stress σcr by σy, the yield
stress of material which divides the peak of P shown in Figure 7 by a cross-sectional area.
And the horizontal axis represents the slenderness ratio parameter. The graph shows the Euler
curve; the load-bearing capacity curve of non-prescribed welded box-shaped cross-section
from the Japan standard [2], here named curve (a); and the load-bearing capacity curve of the
welded box-shaped cross-section, here named curve (b).
The buckling load force curve in each case has a larger load bearing capacity than curve (a)
and (b). It should be noted that there is almost no difference due to the the presence or
absence of residual stress.
σcr/σy

Euler curve
curve (a)
curve (b)
h=1(without residual stress)
h=5(without residual stress)
h=10(without residual stress)
h=1(with residual stress)
h=5(with residual stress)
h=10(with residual stress)
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0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
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Figure 8: Load-bearing capacity curve.
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4

CONCLUSIONS
The following items were revealed in this study.
 Effective buckling length lcr of Pier-Pile integral steel structures can be defined by the
simple formula βh.
 The influence of the residual stress on load-bearing capacity of Pier-Pile integral structures is extremely small.
 The load-bearing capacity of Pier-Pile integral structures is slightly larger than the one of
Japan Standard Ⅱ even if including residual stress.
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Abstract. Extended stiffened end-plate bolted joints are widely used in seismic resistant steel
frames. In the United States (US) this type of joint is seismically pre-qualified according to
AISC 358. In Europe within the framework of the ongoing EQUALJOINT research project,
prequalification criteria for different types of bolted joints are under development. Differently
from the US approach, in the EQUALJOINT procedure both full and partial strength joints
are seismically qualified. The experimental tests carried out within the EQUALJOINT project
confirmed the effectiveness of these intermediate strength levels. Therefore, the aim of this
work is investigate the possibility to extend this design approach to US joints. The results of a
comprehensive parametric finite element investigation are described and discussed, showing
the effectiveness of the proposed design performance criteria.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Extended stiffened end-plate bolted (ESEPB) joints are widely used in seismic resistant
moment resisting frames. In United States of America (USA) ESEPB joints are seismically
prequalified according to the requirements of AISC 358-16 [1]. The prequalification rules are
based on the former studies carried out by [2-5].
In Europe, the current version of the Eurocodes (i.e. EN1993:1-8 [6] and EN1998-1 [7]) do
not provide either specific requirements or codified prequalification procedures for seismic
resistant extended stiffened end-plate joints. Recently, design criteria for seismic resistant
ESEPB joints have been developed by D’Aniello et al. [8] within the framework of the
EQUALJOINTS research project [9] (hereinafter referred as “EJ” for brevity sake). In particular, D’Aniello et al. [8] revised the ductility criterion of EN1993:1-8 [6] (which was conceived for non-seismic applications) in light of capacity design principles recommended by
Eurocode 8 [7] and developed a novel design equation aiming at avoiding type 3 failure mode
(i.e. failure of bolts) and enforcing ductile behaviour of ESEPB joints, as well. This purpose is
fulfilled by controlling the thickness of the end-plate with respect to the diameter of bolts and
accounting for both the material randomness and hardening of the weaker joint components.
The introduction of ductility requirements as well as the revision of local hierarchy requirements allow using partial strength ESEPB joints for seismic applications. In common practice,
stiffened joints are generally considered as full strength. However, partial strength ESEPB
joints can be profitably used either in dual frame structures (e.g. MRFs + CBFs), where it is
more convenient to have rigid joints accepting the damage of the connections, or in MRFs
mostly designed to satisfy drift and/or stability checks [10]. In such cases, ESEPB joints are
more efficient than unstiffened end-plate joints. In Europe, partial strength dissipative joints
can be used provided that adequate ductility of the connection is verified, namely 0.035 rad
for high ductility and 0.025 rad for moderate ductility. On the contrary, in United States of
America the seismically prequalified joints are conceived to have full strength connections, as
recommended by AISC 358-16 [1].
The aim of this study is to examine if relaxing the strength requirements of AISC358-16 [1]
the US joints can provide adequate ductility to be adopted as dissipative partial strength or if
it is necessary to introduce ad-hoc criteria as done in [8]. The paper is organized into two
main parts. In the first part, the main differences between American (US) and European (EJ)
design procedures are described and compared. Then, to point out their differences and effectiveness an example of two joints designed according to both the approaches is investigated
by means of finite element analyses.
2
2.1

DESIGN PROCEDURE
EQUALJOINTS procedure

The seismic design of steel structures, in accordance with the EN1998-1-1 [7] philosophy,
is based on the concept of dissipative structures that are designed to develop plastic deformations in specific zones, while the non-dissipative parts should resist elastically the seismic
action in order to avoid brittle collapse [10-16]. This behaviour can be obtained imposing that
the dissipative zones are the weaker and the non-dissipative are designed to resist the ultimate
strength developed by the dissipative elements. The proposed design criteria extends this philosophy to the joints, by establishing a hierarchy among the strengths of macro-components
(e.g. the web panel, the connection, the beam as shown in Figure 1, and their sub-components
(e.g. end-plate, bolts, welds, etc.), as well.
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Figure 1 Plastic zones: a) web panel, b) connection and c) beam

The capacity design is applied between each macro-component in order to obtain two different design objectives defined comparing the joint (i.e. web panel and connection) strength
to the beam flexural resistance, namely: full and equal strength. In the first case, the joint is
designed to be more resistant respect to the beam, in order to concentrate all the plastic deformation in the connected element. On the other hand, equal strength joints are designed to
have a balanced strength between the connection and the beam bending capacity; in this way,
the plastic deformation should invest both the joint and the beam.
The capacity design requirements to obtain the required joint behaviour can be guaranteed
by satisfying the following inequality:
M wp , Rd  M j, Rd  M j,E d    ( M B, Rd  VB , Ed  sh )

(1)

Where Mwp,Rd is the flexural resistance corresponding to the strength of column web panel;
Mj,Rd is the flexural strength of the connection; Mj,Ed is the design bending moment at the column face; MB,Rd is the plastic flexural strength of the connected beam; sh is the distance between the column face and the tip of the rib stiffener; VB,Ed is the shear force corresponding to
the occurring of the plastic hinge in the connected beam.
The α factor depends on the design performance level. In case of non-dissipative joints it is
equal to γsh×γov (being γsh is the strain hardening factor corresponding to the ratio between the
ultimate over the plastic moment of the beam [1, 17-21], while γov accounts for material randomness, depending on the steel grade [7]).
In case of dissipative joints α ≤ 1, thus accepting that the joint is weaker than the connected
beam provided that adequate ductility is guaranteed. In particular, within EQUALJOINTS
project [9] different levels of partial strength joints are considered depending on both the
strength of the connection and the resistance of column web panel. Differently from the codified definitions of current EC3-1-8 [6], which consider as “partial strength” all connections
with resistance smaller or at least equal to the strength of the beam, in EQUALJOINTS the
connection with strength equal to the strength of the connected beam (i.e. α = 1 ) is defined as
“Equal Strength”. If the strength of the connection is lower it is referred as the “Partial
Strength”, with a fixed threshold of resistance α = 0.8 that corresponds to the lower bound
limit to qualify the strength of joints in special moment resisting frames according to
AISC341-16 [1].
The column web panel can be strong, balanced or weak depending on its strength compared to the strength of the dissipative zone, which is the connection for both equal and partial
strength connections. Hence, based on these considerations, Equation (1) can be rearranged
for dissipative joints as follows:
M wp , Rd  M j, Rd  M j,E d    ( M B, Rd  VB , Ed  sh )

(2)

M wp , Rd  M j, Rd  M j,E d    ( M B, Rd  VB , Ed  sh )

(3)
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M j, Rd  M wp , Rd  M j,E d    ( M B, Rd  VB , Ed  sh )

(4)

In order to enforce the most ductile behavior of dissipative joints, the connection should be
designed to avoid any brittle failure mode. Starting from the component method [6], the attention focuses on the response of the equivalent T-Stub per bolt row. With this regard, it is well
known that the resistance of the equivalent T-stub can be evaluated as the minimum of the
corresponding three failure modes, as illustrated in Figure 2, which are described as it follows:
 Mode 1 is characterized by the plasticization of the flange, whereas the bolts are not involved in the failure mechanism.
 Mode 2 is characterized by the combined flange plasticization and failure of the bolts.
 Mode 3 is characterized by the failure of the bolts and it does not involve any plastic engagement of the T-stub flange.
Mode 1: Complete flange yielding

Mode 2: Bolt failure + flange yielding

n

n
FT 1, Rd

Mode 3: Bolt failure

Q

Q

m

FT 2, Rd

Ft,Rd

m

Ft,Rd

FT 3, Rd
Ft,Rd

Q

FT 1, Rd 

4M pl1, Rd
m

Ft,Rd

Q

FT 2, Rd 

2M pl 2, Rd  n Ft, Rd
mn

FT 3, Rd   Ft, Rd

Figure 2 Failure mode of bolted T-Stub

Therefore, the joint ductility depends on the type of failure mode and the corresponding
plastic deformation capacity of the activated component. Figure 3 concisely depicts the dependency of the failure mode with the geometric properties and end-plate to bolt strength ratio
[6]. In abscissa is reported the ratio β between the flexural strength (Mpl,Rd) of the plates, or
column flanges, and the axial strength of the bolts (Ft,Rd), while the vertical axis reports the
ratio η between the T-stub strength (F) over Ft,Rd.
In line with Fig. 3, two possible ductility criteria can be adopted to avoid mode 3, namely:
Level-1: β < 1 this condition imposes either a failure mode I or failure mode II (but very
close to mode I), which provides very high ductility.
Level-2: β < 2 and η < 0.95, this condition imposes a failure mode II with limited ductility,
but avoiding brittle failure.
The level of ductility to be guaranteed obviously depends on the design performance objectives. It is crucial providing the larger ductility for equal strength, less for full strength
joints.
As for the rotational capacity of the joint, EN1993:1-8 [6] requires that Mj,Rd to be less than
1.2 MB,pl,rd and two alternative ways can be pursued: 1) performing experimental tests; 2) controlling the thickness t of both end-plate and column flange. Therefore, in line with the Component method [6], also the hereby proposed design criteria introduces a limitation for the
plate thickness respect to the bolt diameter:
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t

 f
0.42  d
 M0 ub
 ov   sh  M2  f y

fub
fy

0.30  d 

(5)

Where d is the nominal bolt diameter, fy is the yield strength of the relevant basic component and fub is the bolt ultimate strength. Moreover, another verification on the bolts strength
was introduced, in order to verify each line resistance with respect to the one of the bolts:
Ft , Rd   ov  Fp , Rd

(6)

Where Ft,Rd is the resistance of the bolts in tension and Fp,Rd is the resistance of the entire
line. It is important to highlight that all criteria previously described require that the failure of
the welds has to be unquestionably avoided, because of their brittle collapse mechanism.


Level-2

Level-1

F
 Ft ,Rd

Mode 3

 1

  0.95
2
1  2


2
1  2

4 M pl , Rd

m Ft , Rd

2

1

Figure 3 T-Stub resistance and corresponding failure mechanism [6]

2.2

AISC358 procedure and its extension to partial strength joints

AISC 358-16 [1] considers hierarchy of resistances between the beam and the connection,
but not clearly between the connection and column web panel. A substantial difference between AISC 358-16 [1] and EQUALJOINTS [8, 9] procedure is the way to compute the resistance of the end-plate. Thus, starting from the equivalent T-stub theory implemented in
EN1993:1-8 [6], EJ procedure [8,9] evaluates the resistance of each active bolt row (namely,
the two bolt rows above and the one below the beam flange in tension) in function of the
length of its corresponding yielding line. On the contrary, American procedure [1] directly
provides the length of the yield line based on the adopted joint configuration (i.e. for both 4
bolts and 8 bolts configuration).
AISC 358-16 [1] does not introduce specific requirements considering that the extended
stiffened joints are conceived to be theoretically full strength, without experiencing plastic
deformations. Therefore, the limitations on both minimum bolt diameter and thickness of endplate are given separately and solely related to a strength verification against the design bending moment at the column face Mf, which is similar to Mj,Ed of Eq. (1) and defined as follows:

 2M pr

M f  M pr  Vu  sh  M pr  
 Vgravity   sh
 Lh
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Where Mf is the probable flexural resistance of the beam (i.e. calculated considering the
average steel yield stress magnified to account for strain hardening of the plastic hinge); sh is
the distance between the column face and the tip of the rib stiffener; Vgravity is the shear force
due to gravity load and Lh is the distance between the plastic hinges.
The AISC 358-16 [1] limitations on the minimum diameter for bolts are given as follows:
For bolt row line (4E and 4ES): db,required 
For bolt row line (8E and 8ES): db,required 

2M f

n Fnt  h0  h1 
2M f

n Fnt  h1  h2  h3  h4 

(8)

(9)

where Fnt is the nominal tensile strength of a bolt; hi is the distance from the centerline of
the beam compression flange to the centerline of the i-th tension bolt row; ho is distance from
the centerline of the compression flange to the tension-side outer bolt row. The minimum
thickness for the end plate and the column flange should comply the following requirements:
minimum thickness of the end-plate: t p ,required 

1.11M f

minimum thickness of the column flange: tcf 

1.11M f

d FypYp
d FycYc

(10)

(11)

where Fyp is the specified minimum yield stress of the end-plate material; Yp is the endplate yield line mechanism parameter given from the relevant Tables 6.2, 6.3 or 6.4 of
AISC358-16 [1]. Fyc is the specified minimum yield stress of the column flange material; Yc is
the unstiffened column flange yield line mechanism parameter from the relevant Tables 6.5 or
6.6 of AISC358-16 [1].
In the light of AISC design procedure, either equal or partial strength joints can be designed assuming Mf* = α Mf, as assumed in Section 2.1. In addition, Equation (10) and (11)
can be further revised assuming ϕd=1.
In order to investigate the influence of the revised criteria and to compare with
EQUALJOINTS procedure, two beam-to-column joints were designed alternatively according
the two approaches and their nonlinear response was examined by means of finite element
(FE) analyses.
The geometrical features of ESEPB joints and the relevant parameters are reported in Table1 and in Fig. 4.
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tSWP

tS

Beam

tP

de
Rib
Column
pf0

tSC

pb
Supplementary
Web Plate

hP

End-Plate

Continuity
Plate

d
bP

Figure 4 Joint geometry [8]
Table 1 Features of the examined joints

Design

Column

Beam

End-Plate
CP
SWP
Rib
Bolt
Bolt bP
hP
tP de pf0
pb
tSC n tSWP Slope tS
Rows
[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm][mm] [mm] [mm] [-] [mm] [-] [mm]

AISC-Rev W14×53 W14×38
Equaljoints HE 280 B IPE 360

4
4

25.4 205 549
30 280 600

19
16

44 115
50 75

231
160

13
15

1
0

16
0

30°
40°

12.7
20

Table 1 Features of the examined joints

3
3.1

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES
Modelling assumptions

Finite element analyses (FEAs) were carried out using ABAQUS 6.14 [23]. The beam-tocolumn joints were modelled considering a sub-assemblage obtained by extracting the beam
and the column at the inflection points of the bending moment diagram induced by lateral
loads on the reference MRF. Therefore, according to the sub-structuring procedure the horizontal and vertical displacements are restrained at the column extremities, while a displacement history is applied at the beam tip (see Figure 5).
Moreover, lateral torsional restrains are introduced in the FE model to simulate the beneficial effect of the slab on the beam.
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Torsional
Restrains

hc / 2

F

hc / 2

Lb / 2

Figure 5 Joint geometry sub-structuring [8]

The material non linearity was considered applying a true stress-true strain curve coming
from coupon tests performed during experimental tests carried out within the EQUALJOINTS
research project [9]. Geometrical non linearity was neglected to focus the attention only on
the joint behaviour, disregarding the beam imperfections.
C3D8I element (i.e. 8-node linear brick, incompatible mode) was adopted for meshing of
all parts constituting the joint, i.e. column, beam, plates, bolts and welds.
Three type of contact were introduced in the FE model, as follows:
 ”Hard” contact: to model the normal contacts;
 Coulomb friction with friction coefficient equal to 0.3 for tangential behaviour;
 “Surface-to-surface” interaction: to model the contacts between adjacent surfaces.
S355 steel material, with average yield stress as recommended by EN1998-1 [7], was used
for the beam, column, and plates constituting the European joints; while ASTM A992 steel
with average as recommended by AISC 341-10 [23].
The Von Mises yield criterion was adopted to model steel yielding; plastic hardening was
simulated using both nonlinear kinematic and isotropic hardening law on the basis of the data
provided by Dutta et al. [24]. Both fillet and full penetration welds were modelled as elastic
perfectly plastic material [25, 26].
The material of European high strength bolts is modelled as described by [27], while for
American bolts the assumptions given by [28] were considered.

Experimental result

PEEQ distribution

Moment rotation curves

Figure 6 Experimental tests performed by Shi et al. [29] compared with finite element simulation

The FEM assumptions were validated against one of the experimental tests carried out by Shi
et al. [29]. Figure 6 depicts the comparison between numerical and experimental results in
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terms of joint moment rotation curves and distribution of the equivalent plastic deformation
(PEEQ). As it can be noted the FEM modelling procedure is able to catch both the initial elastic stiffness and the resistance; moreover also the distribution of the plastic deformation between the experimental tests and the FEM model are comparable [30].
3.2

Numerical Results

The differences between both the beam and the column steel profile of the two investigated
beam-to-column assemblies are negligible. Even the values of the yield stress of the steel profiles are very similar.
The results obtained from FEAs show that both stiffness and resistance of the two assemblies are very similar. However, significant differences can be noted in terms of failure mode.

a)
Von Mises stress

Equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ)

Von Mises stress

Equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ)

b)
Figure 6 Failure modes of the partial strength joints: a) Equaljoints procedure; b) modified AISC procedure

Figure 6 depicts the comparison between the simulated failure modes, while the relevant
response curves are reported in Figure 7. As it can be noted, the partial strength joint designed
according to [8,9] exhibits a ductile failure mode without strength degradation beyond the
threshold of 0.04 radians of chord rotation. On the contrary, the joint designed with the modified AISC358 procedure shows a low ductile response with significant degradation occurring
at 0.025 radians due to the brittle failure of bolts in tension. This result is also confirmed by
the curves reported in Figure 8, where the ratio between the dissipated energy by each components with respect to the whole dissipated energy by the joints is plotted. Figure 8a shows
that in the joint designed according to European procedure [8,9] the energy is dissipated mainly by the column web panel in shear, but also into the other components i.e. end-plate, beam
and ribs participate to the failure mode. Contrariwise, consistently with the PEEQ distribution
showed in Figure 6, in the American joint, the most of energy is dissipated by the bolts (Figure 8b). Figure 8c depicts the comparison between the energy dissipated by the bolts into both
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Moment [kNm]

joints, where it can be noted the noticeably higher plastic engagement of the bolts into the
American connection.
This comparison highlights that the design rules of current AISC358-16 [1] cannot be extended to partial strength joints, but further design rules are necessary to guarantee satisfactory ductility. On the contrary, the ductility limitations introduced in [8,9] ensure satisfactory
ductility.
600

M pl , B
500
400
300
200
US
AISC-REV
100
EC
Equaljoints
0
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.06
Total Rotation [rad]

Figure 7 Response curves of the partial strength joints: Equaljoints vs. modified AISC procedure
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Figure 8 Dissipated energy for all the joints component respect to the global one at 6% of rotation: a) Equaljoints
vs. b) modified AISC
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4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the design criteria developed within EQUALJOINTS project [9] for
partial strength extended stiffened end-plate joints. In addition, the design rules of AISC35816 [1] are described and possible extension to partial strength joints is examined. The main
differences of these design procedures are discussed and compared by means of finite element
analyses. Based on the results, the following remarks can be drawn:
 The EQUALJOINTS design criteria [8, 9] recommend ductility requirements to
avoid the failure of bolts and enforce the plastic deformations into the end-plate of
the connection.
 The finite element analyses confirm that this design procedure guarantee satisfactory ductility.
 AISC358-16 [1] does not provide similar requirements, because this code imposes
that the strength of the connection should be higher than the resistance of the connected beam. Therefore, scaling the design resistance of the connection does not
guarantee any ductility of the joints.
 The finite element simulations highlight that AISC358-16[1] needs further rules
and requirements to design ductile partial strength extended stiffened end-plate
joints.
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Abstract. This study is aimed at grasping differences between ductility formulations of unstiffened box sectioned steel stub column subjected to bending moment and simply supported steel
plates subjected to axial force. For this purpose, numerical model about steel stub column and
simply supported steel plate were pre-pared. At first, ductility formula of simply supported steel
plates subjected to axial load were developed. Secondary, strength and ductility as seismic
performance were calculated, through numerical analysis subjected to between compression
load and bending moment. As a result, it is found that strength of compression flange plate in
steel stub column is 1.2 times of simply supported steel plate. However, it is required to carry
out more numerical study, for investigating ductility of these structures. Finally, deformation
shape of these structures were discussed.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Civil engineering structures were irreparably damaged by the Kobe earthquake which occurred in the southern part of Hyogo prefecture in 1995, besides buckling and deformation
were confirmed on steel bridge piers which had not damaged by any earthquakes before1).
Therefore, the study became more active to establish performance based design and seismic
performance of steel bridge pier after Kobe earthquake.
For example, Fukumoto et al.2) compiled databases on the results of compressive loading
experiments for steel plates which carried out in Europe, Japan and US and analyzed statistically the relation between compressive strength and width-thickness ratio parameter.
Usami3),4) conducted the experiments which coupled the local buckling of box sectioned compressive element and whole buckling. They elucidated especially economical design of piers.
Nara5) estimated the design formulas of limited strength of steel plates subjected to compressive stress and bending by numerical analysis of Finite Element Method.
Recently, seismic design of civil engineering structures is significantly increasing and the
structures will get a minor damage by even level 2 earthquake motions such as Hyogo earthquakes in 1995.
Seismic design guidelines6) for steel bridges are summarized as researches on seismic design of steel bridge piers in recent years. Evaluation formulas for the strength and deformability of the steel bridge piers are included in the guidelines, but the formulas consider only
standard initial irregular. That is, the formulas can not evaluate with using especially the
amount of initial deflections because the formulas have evaluated the plate elements, which
have half sin-wave of initial deflections and the maximum initial deflections of 1/150 of plate
width, have configurated steel bridge piers. It is well known in buckling design, the buckling
load changes depending on the amount of initial curvatures. However, the existing formulas
take into account just standard initial curvatures about strength and deformation capacity of
steel bridge piers. The formulas do not have problem with a newly established structure. nowadays it is difficult to compare strength and deformability between before earthquakes and after. Therefore, we did the parametric compressive analysis for simple steel plates and
unstiffened box sectioned steel stub columns with
amounts of initial curvature as basic examination.
Obviously, the result about the study of unstiffened box sectioned steel stub columns is important though, we carried out the analysis of
simple steel plates and compere these for evaluating how useful just evaluative formula of the
plates is.
2

THE ANALYSIS MODEL OF PLATES

In this paper, assessing strength and deformability of unstiffened box-sectioned steel stub columns
is considered with width-thickness ratio parameters. Therefore, the numerical analysis method is
typical method. Figure 1 shows schematic diagram
of the analysis model, (a) is the front view of the
simple steel plate, (b) is side view of them, a is
width of plates which is loading side and ld is length
of plates which is not loading side. Moreover, Table 1 shows boundary conditions, 1 indicates
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(a) front view

(b) side view
Figure 1 The analysis model
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boundary and 0 indicates free. Shell elements are applied to the analyses. the number of divided
elements of a and ld are equal division of 100 in both case. The number of division is decided
based on comparing a theoretical value by a buckling eigenvalue analysis. Elastic-plastic finite
displacement analysis was conducted by ABAQUS7) and S4R (shell elements of 4 nodes) which
is generally formulated thickness of plates is used because it is treated from thin plate to thick
in this paper. In addition, steel material is SM490 because mostly this material is used in this
kind of studies. The effect by differences of steel type should be considered. However, this
study is analysis study and the difference of steel material would affect only thicker steel plates,
that is the area will not occur local buckling.
2.1 The model of initial curvatures
Initial curvatures of half sin-wave are simulated in numerical analyses8). The amount of maximum initial curvatures label wmax as shown in Figure 2. The amount of initial curvatures is
calculated by formula (1).
æ px ö
æ py ö
(1)
ç
÷
w( x, y ) = wmax × sin

ç 2a ÷
è
ø

÷÷
× sin çç
è 2l d ø

2.2 The model of residual stresses
Occurring residual stresses by welding is supposed, so the form of residual stresses is triangular as shown in Figure 39). The maximum tensile residual stress σrt is yield stress σy and the
maximum compressive residual stress σrc is 0.25 of σy.
2.3 The loading method
Displacement control analyses are adopted as the loading method to basically consider the
study of simple steel plates. The displacement is uniform as shown in Figure 1-(a) and cyclic
load is not considered in this study.
2.4 Constitutive law
Stress-strain curve has plastic region, yield
plateau and strain hardening state as shown in
Figure 4. Moreover, each of plastic region, yield
plateau and strain hardening state is shown formula (2), (3), (4).
𝜎 = 𝐸𝜀

(0 ≤ ε < 𝜀+ )

(2)
Figure 2 The model of initial curvatures

Table 3 The boundary condition of
simple steel plates
u v w θx θy
x=0
1 1 1 1 0
x=ld
0 0 1 0 1
y=0
0 0 1 0 1
y=a
0 0 1 0 1
Free=0, Fix=1
u,v,w=deformability of x,y,z
θx,θy,θz=rotation angle of x,y,z axis

wmax

𝑙𝑑

θz
1
1
1
1

𝜎𝑟𝑐 𝜎𝑟𝑡

a

Figure 3 The model of residual stresses
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(3)
(𝜀 > 𝜀./ )

(4)

E is young’s rate, εy is yield stress, x is material parameter, Est is strain hardening modulus, εst
is the strain when strain starts to be hard. In SM490 case, x = 0.06, E/Est = 30, εst/εy = 79).
2.5 The structural parameter of buckling
The structural parameter of steel plates is shown in Table 2. R is width-thickness ratio parameter and calculated by formula (5).
R=

b s y 12(1 -n 2 )
・
t E
p 2k

(5)

Moreover, n is Poisson’s ratio and k (=4) is buckling coefficient. We compared between 5
pattern of initial curvature amounts (1/50, 1/100, 1/150, 1/250, 1/500).
3

UNSTIFFENEE BOX SECTIONED
STEEL STUB COLUMNS

As a basic study, unstiffened box sectioned
steel stub columns which are part of the pier
base section and simple steel plates which are
part of the box were targeted as shown in Figure 5.
Elastic-plastic finite displacement analysis
was conducted by ABAQUS and S4R which is
shell elements of 4 nodes likewise simple steel
(a) The target region of box sectioned
steel stub columns

Figure 4 stress-strain curve

(b) The target region of simple steel plates
Figure 5 The target region

Table 2 The analysis parameter
R
0.26〜2.10
E (GPa)
200
315
sy (MPa)
n
0.3
1.0
a=a/b
1.0
srt /sy
0.25
src /sy
t

32

wmax / b

1/50,1/100,1/150,
1/250,1/500,1/1000

Figure 6 The model of box sectioned
steel stub columns
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plates. The constitutive law and the structural parameter are as same as simple steel
plates.
Figure 6 shows schematic diagram of
the analysis model. b is width of plates
which is loading side and ld is length between diaphragms which is not loading
side. Shell elements are used to the analyses, in addition to the number of divided
elements of b and ld are equal division of
100 in both case.
3.1 The model of initial curvatures
The center of plate is the maximum
amount of initial curvatures wmax as illustrated in Figure 7 and the corners keep a
right-angle. Moreover, flange face is a
convex curvature and web face is a concave curvature.
3.2 The model of residual stresses

Figure 7 The illustration of initial curvatures
Table 3 The boundary condition of box sectioned steel stub columns
u v w θx θy θz
y=b 1 1 1 1 1 1
x = ld 0 0 0 1 1 1
Free=0, Fix=1
u,v,w=deformability of x,y,z
θx,θy,θz=rotation angle of x,y,z
axis

The residual stress of unstiffenee box
sectioned steel stub columns is loaded as same as the residual stress of steel plate in Figure 3.
3.3 The boundary conditions

Table 3 shows the boundary condition of unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub columns. The
boundary condition of pier base section is set up totally fixed point and analyzed in this time.
However, the boundary conditions of real pier base sections are not totally fixed so that it
should be elucidated about it in the furture.
3.4 The loading method
Displacement control analyses are conducted as the loading method to basically consider the
study of unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub columns.
4

THE ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 The definition of strength and deformability
Analysis results are assessed based on average stress ( s ) -average strain ( e ) curve. s and
e is defined in Formula (6).
(6)
s =P/A,
e =d/a
Average stress-average strain curves of analysis results are shown in Figure 8. The point of
the maximum average stress is called “Peak point” and the point where the stress decrease 5%
from Peak point is called “95% stress point” in Figure 8. Moreover, only one plates of unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub columns made from four plates is consider to compare with simple steel plates.
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95% stress point
Peak point

95% stress point
Peak point

(a)R=0.52

95% stress point
Peak point

(d)R=0.52

95% stress point
Peak point

(b)R=0.72
Simple steel plates

95% stress point
Peak point

(c) R=1.30

95% stress point
Peak point

(e)R=0.72
unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub columns
Figure 8 Stress-strain curves

(f) R=1.30

(Average: 75%)

(a)R=0.52

(d)R=0.52

(b)R=0.72

(e)R=0.72
Figure 9 Deformation diagrams
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4.2 Comparing average stress-average strain curves
Figure 8 (a) and (b), (c) show average stress-average strain curves of simple steel plates and
Figure 8 (d) and (e), (f) show average stress-average strain curves of unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub columns. As shown in Figure 8 (a) and (d), local buckling is happened and
strength decrease before strain hardening occurs when wmax is 1/50-1/500. Compare to them,
there are yield plateaus and strength increases by strain hardening.
Furthermore, in unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub column’s cases, strength slowly decrease and stop to decrease after strain reach 10. On the contrary, strength decrease rapidly in
simple steel plate’s cases.
Strength decreases before strain hardening happen when wmax is 1/1000 in Figure 8 (b), (c),
(e) and (f) but there is no difference in the tendency of the graphs of (a) and (d) when wmax is
1/50-1/500.
Figure 9 shows deformation diagrams when loading reaches maximum amount. (a)-(c) are
diagrams of simple steel plates and (d)-(f) are diagrams of unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub
column. Even though we compare plates and boxes from Figure 9, there is not much difference.
4.3 Strength
Figure 10 shows the relationship between strength and width thickness ratio parameter R
when R=0.33-2.09 and initial curvatures
wmax=1/50-1/1000.
Moreover, the maximum initial curvatures
become larger the maximum strengths become
smaller as shown in Figure 10. However, a relatively thin-walled area is very small difference between the maximum load by the
Nara
maximum initial deflection amount and it becomes a big difference as it becomes thicker.
Specification for Highway Bridges
In addition, initial curvatures wmax>1/150
can handle enough by the formula of Fukumoto in plate’s case as shown in Figure 10 (a).
Even in the case of wmax <1/150, it is highly
(a) Simple steel plates
consistent with Nara’s formula. As illustrated
in Figure 10 (b), the strength exceeds 1 in the
region of R <0.7 in plate’s case but the strength
5)

s/sy（box/plate）

15)

Nara 5)

Specification for Highway Bridges15)

1

0.5

(b) unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub
columns
Figure 10 Comparing strengths

0
0

wmax=1/50
wmax=1/100
wmax=1/150
wmax=1/250
wmax=1/500
wmax=1/1000
1
2
width幅厚比パラメータR
thickness ratio parameter

Figure 11 s/sy-R curves
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exceeds 1 in the region of R<0.9 in box’s case. As a result, it is too safe for plate’s formula in
case of a box.
Figure 11 compares the maximum strength of simple steel plates and the maximum strength
of unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub columns. The vertical axis of Figure 11 is values of the
maximum strength of simple steel plates divided by the maximum strength of unstiffenee box
sectioned steel stub columns and the horizontal axis of Figure 11 is width-thickness ratio parameter.
There is much change of behavior by difference of the maximum initial curvatures in Figure 11. The ratio of plate’s and box’s maximum strength increases little by little and it keeps
approximately 1.1 times in the region of R <0.8.
Then, the value of each maximum initial curvatures amount in Fig. 11 is averaged and we
obtained a linear equation by approximation. The equation is shown in Figure 12 and Formula
(7).
𝜎1,345 /𝜎1,789/: =0.0735R+1.10
(7)
4.4 Deformability
Figure 13 shows the results of ultimate strains to compare simple steel plates and unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub columns. (a) is the ultimate strain when strength becomes maximum amount and (b) is the ultimate strain
when strength decrease 5% after the maximum strength. In addition, the vertical axis
of Figure 13 is logarithm.
As shown in Figure 13 (a), every parameter of the maximum initial curvatures
are approximately the same behaviors
when comparing simple steel plates and
unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub columns. When comparing the amounts of initial curvatures, the maximum initial
width thickness ratio parameter
curvatures become smaller the ultimate
strains become smaller in the region of
(a) The ultimate strain of the maximum
R>0.7. there is not much difference of bestrength
haviors in the region of R<0.7. Accordingly, it is considered that it is easy to be

width thickness ratio parameter
width thickness ratio parameter

Figure 12 The liner of approximation

(b) The ultimate strain of the 95% strength
Figure 13 Comparing the ultimate strains
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affected by the maximum initial curvatures when thickness of plates is thinner.
when comparing Figure 13 (a) and (b), the ultimate strains of (b) is consequently larger
than (a) because the ultimate strains of (b) is the strengths reaches 95% of amounts from the
maximum. However, as shown in Figure 13 (b), there is almost no difference between simple
steel plates and unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub columns of behaviors like (a).
Therefore, there is not much difference like the results of strength but it is possible to apply
the evaluation formula of deformability of steel plates to unstiffenee box sectioned steel stub
columns.
5

CONCULUSION

In this study, we performed the parametric compressive analysis for simple steel plates and
unstiffened box sectioned steel stub columns as basic examination and evaluated the stressstrain curve, σmax/σy-initial curvatures curve, εmax /εy-initial curvature and the ratio(boxes/plates)
depth thickness ratio.
The results of this study were as follows.
• Strengths decrease as amounts of initial curvatures increase.
• Deformability is not effected by amounts of initial curvatures.
• The ratio of strengths increases approximately 20% when R is higher than 1.
the boundary conditions of the box are exaggeratedly strong in this analysis so we need to
verify the analysis in a different boundary condition version from now on.
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Abstract. The paper deals with probabilistic analysis in dynamics. The Botlek bridge (Rotterdam, Holland) – one of the largest vertical movable lift bridges in the world is analyzed.
The structure of the bridge consists of six reinforced concrete pylons and two large (94 m x
49 m each) steel decks connected through ropes with counterweights. The bridge system is in
dynamic mode during movement of the decks and the counterweights, under the action of
wind and earthquakes, under traffic loads in operation position. The real bridge structure has
a high level of importance and accordingly not only deterministic analyses were carried out
but also stochastic analyses were required. The paper focuses the probabilistic analysis as the
base of dynamic study in the design process of the bridge. The results had a high significance
for practical application and for design of the bridge. The uncertainties of pylon and deck:
stiffness and weight were taken into account in the probabilistic simulation method.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The new Botlek bridge recently built in Rotterdam, Holland (see Figure1) is one of the
largest vertical movable lift bridges in the world. The Vienna Consulting Engineers ZT
GmbH [1] was responsible for the structural design. In frame of the design process of the
bridge, the finite element model was created and analyzed using deterministic approach in
statics and dynamics [2, 3] on the base of Eurocodes [4, 5]. The dynamic analysis was required due to wind loads, seismic loads, traffic loads and operation loads by movement of
decks. The Botlek bridge has a high level of importance and accordingly not only deterministic analyses were carried out but also stochastic analyses were required. The paper focuses the
probabilistic analysis as the base of dynamic study in design process of the bridge. The uncertainties of pylons and decks: stiffnesses and weights were taken into account in the probabilistic simulations.

Figure 1: Botlek bridge, Rotterdam – visualization.

Figure 2a: Botlek bridge project: layout.
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Figure 2b: Botlek bridge project: plan view

2

STRUCTURE

Two steel decks, more than 4000 tons weight each, are independently vertically movable
on six concrete towers – the lifting height is 31 m. The length of steel decks is 94 m, the width
49 m (the size of each deck equals approximately playing field of soccer). The lifting system
is fully balanced. The four concrete counterweights are guided on concrete pylon towers and
are connected through ropes with decks at their ends.
3

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The finite element software ANSYS [2, 3] have been used for all models and analyses. The
model of the bridge was prepared for deterministic and consistently for probabilistic analysis.

Figure 3: Bridge system: pylons with counterweights, decks.

3.1

Model of the structure

The preliminary analyses have shown, that the vertical displacements of the tops of the pylons are neglectable in comparison to the horizontal displacements [1]. For that reason was the
simplification of the model in 2D possible. The model consists of two approximately rigid
plates (decks) with weight G and substituted thickness H, models of pylons - springs with
stiffnesses K1-K12 (see Figures 4 and 5).
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Figure 4: Horizontal stiffnesses of pylons: input in deterministic analysis.

Figure 5: 2-D model.

4
4.1

DYNAMICS
Dynamic loading

Let consider from dynamics unfavorable situation when the both decks are in upper position. The mass more than 9000 tons is in the height of more than 30 m supported by six pylons. The system is sensitive to horizontal loading e.g. wind loading, seismic loading. The
bridge structure can be analyzed according to Eurocode procedures [4, 5].
4.2

Modal analysis

The natural frequencies and modes of the bridge system influence the dynamic behavior of
the bridge system. The dynamic component of the loading depends on the base of Eurocode
[4, 5] and on natural frequency of the structure. The first three modes are presented in Figures
6-8. The eigenvalue problem was solved with Lanczos method.
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Figure 6: The first mode.

Figure 7: The second mode.

Figure 8: The third mode.

5

PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS

The deterministic model introduced above is executed in ANSYS multiple times during
probabilistic analysis. A special macro for probabilistic analysis was written in APDL language [2, 3]. Random input parameters: horizontal stiffnesses K1-K12 of pylons, weight G of
deck and substituted thickness H of the deck are defined by Gaussian distribution. The mean
values are resumed from preliminary deterministic analysis. The standard deviation of pylon
stiffness is high because of the soil stiffness, which is included in it. The probability density
functions and cumulative distribution functions of input are shown in Figure 9. The distribution parameters of all springs K1-K12 are the same.

Figure 9: Probability densities and cumulative distributions: a) pylon stiffness K1-K12; b) deck weight, c) substitutional deck thickness.
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The Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) technique for Monte Carlo Simulation was applied.
Simulation with 300 samples was executed.

Figure 10: Simulation a) mode 1

b) mode 2

c) mode 3.

Cumulative distribution functions of input variables are presented in Figures 11-14.

Figure 11: Cumulative distribution function of spring stiffnesses K1 - K4.
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Figure 12: Cumulative distribution function of spring stiffness: K5-K10.
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Figure 13: Cumulative distribution function of spring stiffness: K11-K12.

Figure 14: Cumulative distribution functions of weight and substitutional deck thickness.

The Cumulative distribution functions of output parameters are presented in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Cumulative distribution functions of modes 1-3.

The sensitivities of modes on stiffnesses and deck weight are presented in Figures 16-18.

Figure 16: Sensitivities of 1st natural frequency on stiffnesses K1-K12, weight and substituted thickness.

Figure 17: Sensitivities of 2nd natural frequency on stiffnesses K1-K12, weight and substituted thickness.
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Figure 18: Sensitivities of 3rd natural frequency on stiffnesses K1-K12, weight and substituted thickness.

The resulting sensitivities (Figures 16-18) correspond to the modes in Figures 6-8 and to the
correlation coefficients between input and output (see Table 1). The
K1

K2

K3

K4

K5

K6

K7

K8

K9

K10

K11

K12

MOD1

0.182

0.181

0.345

0.421

0.070

0.028

0.271

0.434

0.174

0.087

0.244

0.392 -0.389 -0.084

MOD2

0.353

0.546

0.079 -0.016 0.347

0.431

0.169 -0.029 0.326

0.270

0.005 -0.080 -0.043 0.002

MOD3

0.238

0.231

0.253 -0.050 -0.102 0.112

0.206 -0.065 0.590

0.478

0.064 -0.023 0.440

Out\Inp

G

H

0.074

Table 1: Correlation coefficients Output/Input.

6

SUMMARY

The contribution presents the probability analysis results of the movable bridge. The decks
were considered in top position. The stiffness of the pylons inclusive soil and weight of decks
were defined as random input variables. First, second and third natural frequencies were defined as output parameters. The impact on modes is presented. The results are useful in dynamic analysis on the base of Eurocode.
7

CONCLUSIONS
 The influence of stochastic input variables: stiffness of pylons inclusive soil and weight
of decks on natural frequencies and modes are presented.
 The resulting natural frequency range is shown in dependence on pylon+soil stiffnesses
and mass (input defined by Gaussian distribution).
 The decisive springs for particular modes are shown:(see Table 1 and Figures 16-18):
Mode 1: horizontal springs in Figure 5: K8, K4, K12, K3, K7, K11
Mode 2: vertical springs in Figure 5: K2, K6, K5, K1, K9, K10
Mode 3: vertical springs in Figure5: K9, K10, K1, K2
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 The sensitivities of modes on particular pylon stiffnesses are presented.
 The obtained results are useful for seismic and wind loading calculation.
 The results provide the overview about dynamic behavior of the bridge.
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Abstract. As discussed in a number of papers, both the static and the dynamic response of
square lattice materials are strongly affected by the inner microstructure. It is worth noting
that results obtained without considering this influence are totally misleading, especially if
non-uniform changes in terms of stresses and strains are concerned at the local scale.
Within this context, the present work focuses on a parametric analysis aimed at evaluating the
influence of the main mechanical properties of RUC on the dynamic response of a 2D square
lattice, thus extending previous results towards the condition of a possible different nonuniform mass density distribution over the RUC configuration.
The existence of the band gaps within the low frequency region is searched as well as the position and width of the existing gaps are evaluated by means of a numerical strategy already
developed and tested.
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NOTATION (MINIMAL)
a

lattice constant,

l1

length of the primary micro-beams,

l2

length of the auxiliary micro-beams,

A

cross-section area per unit length,

As

cross-section shear area per unit length,

I

flexural inertia per unit length,

E

longitudinal normal modulus,

G

shear modulus,



Poisson ratio,

l

microscale characteristic length,

ρ

1

mass density.

INTRODUCTION

Beyond the high performances of 2D lattices from a static point of view [1-6], there is a
great interest in searching for the existence of band gaps within the low frequency region,
which is a key topic for a number of innovative applications. These include energy absorption
devices, noise and vibration controllers as well as advanced strategies for the seismic isolation
[7-12].
The main preliminary consideration is that the underlying microstructure may influence the
mechanical response of 2D square lattice according to a complex interplay between different
mechanisms. A first one, which is still under investigation by researchers worldwide, is related to the so-called “size-effect” of the slender members of the RUC. This effect is relevant
both on the static and on the dynamic properties. Another mechanism concerns the mass density distribution. It has been demonstrated that lumped masses placed in a non-uniform way
over the RUC configuration may facilitate additional band gaps to appear and magnify their
width at the same time, thus allowing the 2D square lattice to behave as a mechanical waves
filter. In a manner of speaking the final behaviour of a 2D square lattice in presence of a wave
signal is influenced not only by the RUC configuration. How the mass distribution is spanned
over the RUC seems to be more and more relevant. Moreover, an additional mechanism concerns the inner damping characteristics of the constituent materials, which usually are polymer-based.
From a mechanical perspective, the study of the dynamic properties of a 2D lattice is usually based on several assumptions. Primary, the hypothesis of an infinite lattice is helpful due
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to the possibility of restricting the analysis to the representative unit cell (RUC) by virtue of
the Bloch theorem.
As an example, a simple configuration of the representative unit cell is shown in Figure 1,
where the symbols a1 and a2 are for the generating vectors along the directions of spatial periodicity. The considered topology in this case requires that a1 and a2 are normal to each other.

P
a

a2

a1

a
Figure 1. Two-dimensional square lattice material (example of a generic cell).

The displacement of an arbitrary point P of the infinite 2D lattice is given by:
u r   uk r  exp  it  k  r 

(1)

with the symbol r indicating the position vector of a generic material point P, the symbol k
denoting the Bloch wave vector, ω the angular frequency and
the amplitude which exhibits the same spatial periodicity as the point lattice. It useful to express the position vector r
as follows:

r  r0  n1a1  n2a2
n ,n

(2)

r

where ( 1 2 ) is an integer pair and 0 is the position vector of O, which is the corresponding
point of P within the RUC. Equation (1) becomes:

u  r   u  r0  exp  n1k  a1  n2k  a2 
The periodic boundary condition for the dynamic analysis of the unit cell assumes the following final form:
u  r   u  r0  exp  2  n1k1  n2 k 2  

(3)

(4)

under the hypothesis the Bloch wave vector is represented by means of a linear combination
of the reciprocal space vectors b1 and b2:
(5)
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2

MECHANICAL MODEL

The mechanical model proposed for the dynamic analysis of 2D lattice materials is discussed in great detail in two previous works [13-14].
The main assumptions are:
a
a
- The spatial periodicity vectors 1 and 2 are orthogonal to each other with the same
norm a. This implies the investigation is limited to square lattice only.
-

The RUC configuration can be modelled by interconnecting straight micro-beams.

-

The primary microstructure is made of four micro-beams, which are present in any
case (Fig. 2.I). Auxiliary micro-beams can be present depending on the designed topology (Fig. 2.II).

-

Rigid internal connections are considered.
(I)

(II)

2

2

5

3

1

a

5

3

4

4

a

a

1

a

Figure 2. Examples of RUC of a 2D square lattice material (a being the lattice constant).

In the present work, moreover, couple stresses are considered together with classical Cauchy stresses by means of an additional constitutive parameter with the physical dimension of a
scale length [15-20]. The scope is to account for the micro-beams local behaviour. It is also
important to underline that couple stresses are considered in a simplified manner, according to
the so-called Modified Couple Stress Theory, which assumes only the symmetric part of the
rotation gradient may influence the strain energy density, as discussed from a critical viewpoint in [21]. Finally, the mass distribution is allowed to be not uniform over the RUC configuration, which is the novel feature of the present work.
3

NUMERICAL ANALYSES

A parametric analysis has been carried out with the aim of underlying the influence of the
microstructural behaviour on the dynamic response of a 2D square lattice. Two aspects are
considered: the presence of an auxiliary microstructure and/or the presence of the size-effect
(l ≠ 0). Geometric and mechanical characteristics of the reference unit cell are summarized in
Table 1.
#

RUC

a

l1

[mm]

[mm]

A

As

I

[mm2/mm] [mm2/mm] [mm4/mm]

l2
[mm]

1

I

1.0×10-1

5.0×10-2

5.0×10-3

4.17×10-3

1.04×10-8

0.00

2

II

1.0×10-1

5.0×10-2

5.0×10-3

4.17×10-3

1.04×10-8

3.54×10-2

Table 1 Geometry and mechanical parameters (I/II indicating the considered topology as in Fig. 2).
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It is worth noting that the considered geometry is the same investigated in [14]. Dealing
with the constituent materials, the following hypotheses are taken into consideration:
-

The primary micro-structure is composed of aluminium: E=9.00×104 N/mm2;  =0.23;
G=3.66×104 N/mm2; l= 6.58 m; ρ =2.70×10-6 kg/mm3.
If an auxiliary micro-structure is present, this one is composed of aluminium (i), as
above, or epoxy resin (ii): E=1440 N/mm2;  =0.38; G=522 N/mm2; l=17.6 m;
ρ =1.10×10-6 kg/mm3.

The possibility of considering different materials for the primary and the auxiliary microstructures represents a generalization of the parametric analysis discussed in [14]. Moreover, three
different further assumptions are considered:
a) the microscale characteristic length l is equal to zero (i.e. the size effect is discarded);
b) the size effect is present (l ≠ 0) for the auxiliary beams of the RUC [21-22];
c) the size effect is present for both primary and auxiliary beams of the RUC [21-22].
For what concerns the finite element approximation, a detailed description of the proposed
approach is discussed in [13] as well as the “enhanced” finite element proposed for this scope.
The convergence rate and the accuracy of the numerical solutions have been adequately assessed in a previous work [14].

4

DISCUSSION AND FINAL REMARKS

In Table 2 the main results concerning the lowest natural frequencies (not dimensional) are
presented. They refer to the relevant points O, A and B of the boundary of the irreducible part
of the first Brillouin zone indicated in Figure 3.
b2
e2

B

O



A

eb
1 1

Figure 3. Irreducible part of the first Brillouin zone.

The results are presented in terms of dimensionless frequency values which are identified
from the eigenvalues and represented as follows:
 2 EI
1  2
   / 1
A .
a
,
with
(6)
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1.a

1.b

2.a.i

2.a.ii

2.b.i

2.b.ii

2.c.i

2.c.ii

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

O

0.0

0.0

4.2

4.2

6.1

9.3

18.8

18.8

23.9

29.4

A

0.8

2.4

3.3

7.0

11.5

13.2

14.5

20.0

25.5

32.9

B

1.7

2.2

8.9

11.6

11.6

12.7

17.0

17.0

28.9

34.7

O

0.0

0.0

10.8

10.8

15.9

21.7

37.1

37.1

52.1

56.4

A

2.0

6.6

7.5

15.9

17.8

25.7

30.4

36.6

51.6

53.2

B

4.2

5.7

14.1

14.1

22.1

27.4

30.6

30.9

48.2

48.3

O

0.0

0.0

2.6

3.7

4.0

4.3

4.3

4.8

7.9

9.3

A

0.6

2.2

3.0

3.3

4.2

4.3

4.3

8.4

10.3

11.9

B

1.5

2.2

3.0

4.2

4.3

4.3

9.7

9.8

10.7

12.7

O

0.0

0.0

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

4.0

4.0

5.8

6.3

A

0.6

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.2

2.3

3.3

6.2

6.3

6.3

B

1.0

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.7

2.2

6.1

6.3

6.3

6.3

O

0.0

0.0

2.9

3.8

4.0

9.3

9.6

11.4

11.4

12.4

A

0.6

2.2

3.3

3.5

8.4

9.5

11.4

11.4

12.7

13.5

B

1.5

2.2

3.5

8.2

9.8

11.4

11.4

12.6

12.7

12.7

O

0.0

0.0

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

4.0

4.0

6.0

6.9

A

0.6

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.3

2.3

3.3

6.6

6.8

6.9

B

1.1

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.7

2.2

6.7

6.8

6.9

6.9

O

0.0

0.0

7.0

9.6

10.2

11.4

11.4

12.7

19.5

21.7

A

1.5

6.0

6.8

8.0

10.1

11.4

11.4

14.5

20.4

26.4

B

3.7

5.7

7.7

8.8

11.4

11.4

11.5

13.8

25.0

27.3

O

0.0

0.0

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

6.9

6.9

6.9

7.0

A

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

2.0

6.2

6.8

6.9

6.9

7.1

B

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

4.2

5.7

6.9

6.9

6.9

6.9

Table 2 - First natural frequencies 1.

The numerical results presented in Table 2 allow to make a comparison between two different hypotheses concerning the constituent material of the auxiliary microstructure: i) aluminium (i.e. the same material as the primary microstructure) or ii) epoxy resin. Moreover,
the comparison is extended to the influence of the microstructure length, according to the assumptions previously summarized by acronyms “a”, “b” and “c”.
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Case 1.a

Case 1.b

Case 2.a.i

Case 2.a.ii

Case 2.b.i

Case 2.b.ii

Case 2.c.i

Case 2.c.ii

Figure 4. Frequency band structures (not dimensional)
(abscissa lying on the boundary OABO of the irreducible part of the first Brillouin zone)
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In Table 3 the position and the width of the first band gaps are presented. It is also indicated the number corresponding to the immediately below band (lower band number).

1
position

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3.300

13.860 21.936 29.166

35.260

45.858

66.796

74.461

89.245

105.955

0.046

1.347

3.856

0.472

1.133

7.388

1.283

0.672

5.260

0.910

# Lower band

2

6

8

9

10

12

16

18

20

22

Position

7.263

15.914 28.868 42.659

64.808

74.250

91.520

104.320

118.630

156.655

0.280

0.044

2.999

11.055

5.240

3.774

7.614

8.200

8.280

10.170

# Lower band

2

4

6

8

12

14

16

18

20

26

Position

3.184

13.449 20.105 24.745

26.916

28.006

35.162

45.711

51.342

67.185

0.115

1.439

2.704

3.840

0.501

1.205

0.942

3.948

7.314

0.505

# Lower band

3

10

12

13

15

16

18

22

24

28

Position

1.068

1.075

3.240

14.644

16.943

22.136

29.207

35.240

44.295

46.572

0.001

0.013

0.061

0.213

0.012

3.828

0.390

1.094

4.155

0.049

2

4

6

18

22

24

25

30

36

38

13.871 23.672 35.117 45.266

47.436

49.368

51.656

55.370

77.055

92.386

0.686

9.455

0.853

3.169

0.499

3.366

0.999

6.430

3.015

10.296

# Lower band

10

12

14

18

19

21

22

24

30

32

Position

1.205

1.208

3.217

14.685

17.938

22.199

29.246

35.241

44.601

47.199

0.001

0.006

0.123

0.182

0.053

3.800

0.313

1.096

4.761

0.048

# Lower band

2

4

6

18

22

24

25

30

36

38

Position

6.551

7.743

12.121 17.030

28.808

36.918

44.041

47.837

49.800

51.654

0.139

0.085

1.228

5.022

3.019

0.571

7.288

0.303

2.460

1.002

# Lower band

2

3

7

8

10

12

14

16

17

18

Position

1.205

1.225

6.639

7.299

11.587

12.471

28.859

36.909

42.145

47.197

0.001

0.040

0.115

0.166

0.843

0.925

2.992

0.157

9.421

0.053

2

4

6

10

12

14

22

28

32

34

Gap

Gap

Gap

Gap

1.a

1.b

2.a.i

2.a.ii

# Lower band
Position
Gap

Gap

Gap

Gap
# Lower band

2.b.i

2.b.ii

2.c.i

2.c.ii

Table 3 - Position and width for the lowest gaps.

The main conclusions can be summarised as follows. 1. The magnitude of the micro-scale
length l influences the position and width of the first band gaps. A forward shift of the first
band gaps is determined by the presence of the size-effect. 2. The presence of the auxiliary
micro-structure allows flat bands to appear in the low frequency region. 3. A not-uniform dis-
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tribution of the mass density over the RUC produces a significant change of the band structure of the 2D lattice.
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Abstract. In this paper the hysteretic behaviour of elastomeric dampers and their effect on
steel moment resisting frames was evaluated. A new constitutive model was proposed, based
on the Generalized Maxwell Model (GMM), which was able to capture the characteristics of
the dampers under dynamic loading in a range of frequencies and amplitudes. This model was
incorporated into the Finite Element (FE) Software OpenSees [1], and was used to validate
the dampers behaviour. A simple steel moment resisting frame was modelled, and analytically
tested under under strong ground motions, scaled according to Eurocode 8 [2] response spectrum. Both analytical and experimental results show the efficiency and the effectiveness of the
elastomeric dampers with regard to structural response.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Although current anti-seismic concepts are based on linear elastic analysis, it is well known
that under large seismic loads the structure will experience high non-linearities, and levels of
damage. This is due to the dissipation of the seismic energy through the hysteretic behaviour
of the structural members, and the actual non linear nature of the materials used, which lead to
permanent deformations and plastic hinges. The traditional design concept consists of a combination of strength and ductility in order to provide resistance to lateral loads [3, 4]. For major
earthquakes, the structural design engineer relies upon the inherent ductility of conscientiously
detailed buildings to prevent catastrophic results [4]. This design approach is acceptable because of economic considerations provided, of course, that structural collapse is prevented and
life safety is ensured [3]. However, sometimes the conventional seismic philosophy cannot easily be applied to all types of structures, the performance criteria may indicate the structure to
remain linear or to have a minimal damage, while at the same time there are numerous structures with insufficient strength or ductility which need strengthening in order to cope under
current seismic needs. Passive energy dissipation devices have the ability to improve the seismic behaviour of buildings[5, 6, 7, 8, 10] by reducing drift, force and deformation demand on
the structural elements, which are responsible for providing lateral load resistance, in addition
to reducing velocity and acceleration demands on non-structural components[9].
The evaluation of the hysteretic behaviour of two EDs, provided by TARRC (the Tun Abdul
Razak Research Centre, UK), is the main focus of this paper. Elastomers, like viscoelastic (VE)
material highly depend on the strain amplitude, frequency, and ambient temperature. However,
Lee[5] showed that elastomeric dampers are less sensitive to frequency, a fact which makes
them even more effective. Their capability of hysteresis energy stems from shear deformation,
since the material is bonded between steel plates (Fig.1)

Figure 1: Typical Elastomeric Damper.

A time-domain constitutive equation has been developed, based on the Generalized Maxwell
Model, taking into account non linearities. Sinusoidal strain commands at different amplitudes,
and frequencies consisted the basis of the characterization tests which were used to calibrate this
model, which was also incorporated into FE OpenSees[1], to capture the seismic response of a
simple moment resisting frame. Five ground motions were used to test the dynamic response of
the structure, which were scaled in frequency domain in order to match the response spectrum
of EC8. Finally, comparative figures and tables are presented to show the efficiency of the
elastomer.
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2

ELASTOMERIC DAMPER AND CHARACTERIZATION TESTS

Two elastomeric dampers were provided by the Tun Abdul Razak Research Centre (TARRC).
They consist of a rubbery material bonded between steel plates. The overall dimensions of the
rubber material are 230 mm in the longitudinal direction (coinciding with the loading direction),
180 mm in the transverse direction, and 11.75 mm width (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Experimental Rig.

A 100 kN servo-hydraulic actuator was used to evaluate the elastomer’s characteristics under a range of displacement amplitudes and frequencies. The two dampers were both connected
with a central steel plate, which was in turn connected with the actuator and provided the total
movement of the dampers, while the outer steel plates were fixed (Fig.2). Therefore, the two
dampers were tested simultaneously in a symmetric arrangement and the whole hysteretic behaviour was performed through shear deformation. A thermocouple was also attached to the
elastomer in order to measure the ambient temperature, but also to capture any increase in temperature during the tests. It is well known that rubber-like materials exhibit non linear behaviour
that depends on strain amplitude, ambient temperature, loading frequency, and loading history
[5]. Hence, the experimental tests were focused on verifying non linear dependant on these parameters. Among these parameters, it is has been shown that strain dependence is the dominant
factor [5, 11].
In order to investigate the strain amplitude and frequency dependence a series of tests was
carried out based on sinusoidal displacement histories at the EDs. In order to avoid large initial
displacement and velocity ramping cycles were implemented. Therefore, each history had 6
ramped cycles and 20 full sinusoidal cycles. This process was repeated for frequencies 0.254.0Hz, and for strain amplitudes 10%-50%. The maximum strain amplitude was decided to be
kept within 50%, to avoid any potential permanent damage, severe cracking, or debonding of
the elastomer. Fig. 3 shows a representative example of a sinusoidal displacement command
of 40% strain amplitude and frequency of 3Hz. The tests were conducted at room temperature
(19o C-20o C) in order to minimize the effect of temperature variation.
Based on the stress-strain hysteretic loops (Fig. 4), created for each frequency and amplitude,
the equivalent shear modulus, Geq , and loss factors, neq , were obtained for every test. These
parameters are considered to be standard evaluation parameters of passive dissipation devices.
The equivalent shear modulus, Geq , is associated with the maximum magnitude of damper
stress,τ D,max , and the maximum damper strain, γ D,max as:
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Figure 3: Typical sinusoidal displacement history used for the characterization tests of the elastomeric damper.

Geq =

τDmax − τDmin
γDmax − γDmin

(1)

where τ D,min is the minimum damper stress, and γ D,min is the minimum damper shear strain. The
loss factor, neq , can be determined as follows:

neq =

1 Ed
2π Es

(2)

where E d is the energy dissipation, and E s is the strain energy. E d can be determined by
integrating the hysteresis loops, and E s can be calculated from the maximum strain and the
stress corresponding to maximum strain. Although the first two cycles have higher stiffness, no
significant stiffness degradation is observed within the remaining eighteen full cycles. Hence,
E d and E s were calculated when the stress versus strain hysteresis loops were stabilized. The
final values of Geq and neq were summarized and are presented in Table 1 and Figs 5 and 6.
Table 1: Mechanical Properties of the EDs
f=0.25Hz
Shear Strain %
10
20
30
40
50

f=0.5Hz

f=1Hz

f=2Hz

f=3Hz

f=4Hz

Geq (Mpa)

neq

Geq (Mpa)

neq

Geq (Mpa)

neq

Geq (Mpa)

neq

Geq (Mpa)

neq

Geq (Mpa)

neq

1.676785
1.295131
1.08946
1.046107
0.945939

0.4072
0.3551
0.3335
0.3390
0.3010

1.656063
1.258352
1.074266
0.990114
0.937152

0.4140
0.3520
0.3330
0.3262
0.3044

1.77003
1.344416
1.139418
1.05134
0.986017

0.4094
0.3535
0.3344
0.3298
0.3082

1.911551
1.43804
1.225987
1.121038
1.049216

0.4020
0.3504
0.3359
0.3306
0.3104

2.002003
1.506741
1.27763
1.166776
1.094721

0.3982
0.3489
0.3332
0.3286
0.3115

2.067903
1.559415
1.321105
1.208876
1.132333

0.3944
0.3475
0.3322
0.3269
0.3090
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Figure 4: Stress-Strain Hysteretic loop.

Figure 5: Loss factor Frequency and Amplitude Dependence.

It can be clearly seen that the dominant factor which affects the elastomers dynamic behaviour is the amplitude and not the frequency, especially in the case of loss factor where it
practically remains the same regardless any change in frequency. It is also noticeable that when
the strain amplitude increases above 30% the shear storage modulus tends to a constant value.
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Figure 6: Shear Storage Modulus Frequency and Amplitude Dependence.

3

HYSTERETIC MODEL FOR ELASTOMERIC DAMPER

As discussed and showed earlier, the elastomer’s dynamic behaviour depends on the frequency and strain amplitude. In order to capture the material’s characteristics several models
have been proposed until now by researchers, either based on Fractional Derivatives [12], or
Bouc-Wen model [9, 13, 14], while rate-dependent and rate-independent model was the main
focus of Lee [5]. Moreover, Chopra [15] tried to model a non-linear damper in time domain.
However, the conventional way of modelling elastomeric behaviour is the one that FEMA [16]
proposees, where an equivalent stiffness and loss factor is assumed for the elastomer based on
the natural frequency of the building.
3.1

Linear Generalized Maxwell Model

The proposed model for the hysteretic behaviour of the ED is based on the well known
Generalized Maxwell Model (GMM). GMM has been proposed as numerical representation of
VE materials [17, 18] and can be represented graphically in the following figure:

Figure 7: ELinear Generalized Maxwell Model (GMM).

The linear GMM consists of linear spring, with spring stiffness parameter called k 0 , in
parallel with N Maxwell elements. Although, it is very easy to extract the analytical forcedisplacement relationship when only one Maxwell element is used, things are becoming much
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more complicated when more than two elements are being used. Even though an analytical
expression has been developed when N Maxwell elements are used, this is not the purpose of
this paper, since only one Maxwell element is going to be used in this case. The time relaxation
for the ith Maxwell element is denoted, τ i , and is equal to k i /ci . In the case of one Maxwell
elements the total force is:
F = F0 + F1

(3)

F1 = F − F0

(4)

From Eq. (3):

where F is the total force applied at the GMM. For every individual Maxwell element, i, the
following equation can be derived:
Fi0 = ki u0i −

ki
Fi
ci

(5)

where F´ and u´ denotes the differentiation of the force and the displacement with respect to
time. The first derivative of (3) gives:
F 0 = F00 + F10

(6)

Substituting (5) into (6) for i=1:
F 0 = F00 + ki u01 −

k1
F1
c1

(7)

In the GMM case, u1= u. Hence, substituting from Eq. (4), Eq.(7) becomes:
k1
k1
F + F0
c1
c1

(8)

c1 0
c1
F = F0 + F00 + c1 u01
k1
k1

(9)

F 0 = F00 + k1 u01 −
which leads to:
F+
3.2

Modified Generalized Maxwell Model

It was noticed that GMM was only adequate to describe only VE behaviour, while also was
proved to be inefficient when the frequency or the amplitude was changing (It was only able
to capture VE behaviour only for specific values of frequency and amplitude). In order to take
into account the non linear part of the elastomer, a non linear damper was added, while F 0
consists of a linear spring. Karavasilis [9] proposed a modified stiffness based on the maximum
displacement to take into account the softening of the elastomer:
um ax

kmod = ka e− ur ef + kb

(10)

where k a , k b and uref are constants, and umax is the average of the maximum absolute deformation amplitudes in the negative (umax,n ) and positive (umax,p ) directions, as follows:
umax =

umax,p + |umax,n |
2
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It is worth mentioning that the values of umax,p and umax,n are updated for every time step and
are being fed into the constitutive equation to calculate the overall response. It was found
that in this case, the ED’s behaviour is depended on both the maximum displacement obtained
during the loading history. Hence, the following parameters were selected to form the Modified
Generalized Maxwell Model (MGMM):
• The linear GMM obtained from equation (9)
• The final version of F 0 can be calculated as:
F0 = k0 u

(12)

• The modified stiffness from equation (10)
Hence, the proposed hysteretic model can be determined as:
F+

c1
c1 0
F = k0 u + k0 u0 + c1 u01 + kmod u
k1
k1

(13)

There are six total parameters that need to be determined: k 1 , c1 , k 0 , k a , k b , uref . In order to
optimize these parameters the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used to minimize the error
between the experimental values and the force from the analytical model [19] based on sweep
amplitude sinusoidal tests (the amplitude was ranging from 10%-50%), which were carried out
for each frequency. These tests were determined, so the optimized parameters to be valid for
each displacement and frequency, and were based on proposals from CASCADE[20]. Figure
8 shows a typical example of both the seep sinusoidal command displacement and the EDs
response based on a frequency of 3.0 Hz. Table 2 provides the parameters of the hysteretic
model, while figures 9, and 10 show that data obtained from the sweep sinusoidal tests and the
hysteretic model are in a very good agreement. However, it should be noted that the proposed
material model is validate only for sinusoidal loading, under a range of different amplitudes
and frequencies. Since seismic loading can be decomposed into harmonic waves of different
amplitudes and frequencies, the model is deemed to capture the essential characteristics of the
damper under random loading[9].

Figure 8: Sweep Amplitude Test for f=3.0Hz
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Table 2: Optimized Model Parameters

k1
0.514578

c1
0.015148

k0
0.000107

ka
3.741913

uref
7.966884

kb
3.613982

Figure 9: Comparison of force between experiment and MGMM model for sweep amplitude test for 1Hz

Figure 10: Comparison of force between experiment and MGMM model for sweep amplitude test for 2Hz

4
4.1

ANALYSIS
Prototype Building

A simple moment resisting frame was selected in this study, assuming seismic zone 3 (design ground acceleration=0.36g). The effect of EDs on the seismic performance of simpleconventional moment resisting frame (MRFs) was examined using the FE Software OpenSees
for the 2D nonlinear analysis of the MRF. In the latter case, EDs and diagonal braces were
also incorporated into the 2D MRF. The steel sections used here are IPE200 for the beam and
HEM220 for the columns, while section SHS-150x12.5 was assigned to the bracings.
4.2

Scaling Ground Motions

According to EC8, scaled ground motions should be used for non linear analyses. Table 3
shows the ground motions used in this paper, while figure 12 presents the response spectrum
of the ground motions, which were scaled in order to match the response spectrum of EC8
for a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years. The scaling process was based on method
of Fahjan[22] and Karabalis[23]. The scope of this method is the response spectrum of the
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Figure 11: Mean Response Spectrum of the scaled ground motions

time history to gradually match the response spectrum of EC8 for a range of periods 0.2T 1 -2T 1
(where T 1 is the natural period of the building), by increasing some components of the spectrum
index, and reducing some others. In essence, this method does not create new ground motions,
but it modifies selected records in order to satisfy the criteria set by EC8.
Table 3: Ground motions used for non linear analysis
Earthquake

Station Name

Component

Magnitude

Distance (km)

Borrego 1942
Kern County 1952
Imperial Valley-02 1940
Northwest Calif-02 1941
Imperial Valley-0 1979

El Centro Array #9
LA - Hollywood Stor FF
El Centro Array #9
Ferndale City Hall
Niland Fire Station

BORREGO B-ELC000
KERN.PEL PEL090
IMPVALL.I I-ELC180
NWCALIF.C C-FRN045
IMPVALL.H H-NIL090

6.5
7.36
6.95
6.6
6.53

56.88
114.62
6.09
91.15
35.64

4.3

Numerical Models

2D nonlinear models were developed in order to evaluate the effect of EDs on the MRF, with
the FE software OpenSees. The beams and columns were modelled as distributed plasticity nonlinear elements, with fiber sections. The stress strain relationship of the material is assigned to
each fiber, and through integration at specific points along the element the active moments, and
forces were obtained. The effect of the concrete slab was taken into account with diaphragms
at each floor, but no stiffness contribution was considered for the seismic response. The base
of the MRF was assumed to be fixed, the beam-column connections fully rigid, and the braces
pinned, while no soil structure interaction was considered. A bilinear (elastic-perfectly plastic)
model was used for the steel material, and fiber section was used in each element, except for
the damper. The braces were assumed very stiff and were modelled as linear elastic elements.
A Rayleigh damping matrix was used to model inherent damping of 2% at the first two modes
of vibration. Each nonlinear analysis was extended beyond the actual earthquake time, so the
correct residual displacements can be clear. Regarding the representation of the ED, concentric
diagonal dampers were added to the initial MRF. A zero length element connected between the
top of the braces and the middle of the beam was used to represent the damper. The constitutive
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Figure 12: Displacement Time History Northwest Calif ground motion

model developed in equation 16 was incorporated into OpenSees, assuming is a zero length
element. As it was previously mentioned the parameters assigned to the zero length element
were based on the sweep amplitude tests. Regarding the design of the braces, a ratio, , of the
braces stiffness to story stiffness equal to 7 was selected, so that the braces wont buckle under
the forces transmitted by the dampers, and at the same time wont increase much the total weight
of the structure. Karavsilis [9] carried out a parametric analysis in order to optimize the value of
, and very good results were obtained using a range of values between 5 and 10, which justify
my previous assumption. This way, braces are sized to be stiff enough so that the story drift
produces elastomers deformation, rather than brace deformation[5].
4.4

Seismic Response

Both the MRF and DMRF (Damped Moment Resisting frame)were tested under the scaled
ground motions for the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE), corresponding to a 10% probability of
exceedance in 50 years and the results are illustrated in the following figures which evaluate the
EDs efficiency during Northwest Calif ground motion. It can be clearly seen that the beneficial
effect of the EDs used in this frame had a huge influence on the overall drift, while the base shear
of the frame was reduced from to 235 kN to 32 kN (these values correspond to the mean values
of the individual base shear for each ground motion). At the same time the residual displacement
dropped almost to zero, and yielding was also avoided when EDs were implemented. The
dynamic behaviour of the EDs is also presented here.
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Figure 13: ED hysteretic loop during Northwest Calif ground motion

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this study the evaluation the constitutive model for describing the EDs dynamic behaviour
and their effect on a simple steel moment resisting frame was examined . EDs exhibit both elastic and viscous mechanical behaviour, and can be simply modelled (especially for preliminary
analyses) assuming the Kelvin-Voigt model, based on equivalent stiffness, keq, and equivalent
damping ceq. However, a more sophisticated modes was developed here, and was incorporated
into OpenSees in order to evaluate EDs’ dynamic behaviour and their effect on steel frames.
Nonlinear time history analyses were carried out for DBE level. Fahjan proposed method was
used to scale ground motions to the DBE. In terms of displacements, and shear forces DMRF exhibited very satisfactory seismic behaviour, while plastic hinges didn’t occur during any ground
motion.
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Abstract. The work is devoted to the analysis of the influence of geometry, loads and steel
grade for the development of a specific collapse type of steel Moment Resisting Frames (MRFs).
In order to provide the results, the Theory of Plastic Mechanism Control (TPMC) has been
applied to a large number of steel frames with different geometrical configurations and different loads and steel grades. TPMC is based on the extension of kinematic theorem of plastic
collapse to the concept of mechanism equilibrium curve that allows accounting for second order effects that are very relevant especially in MRFs. This wide parametric analysis has been
carried out on more than 100000 cases pointing out that for ordinary and regular MRFs type1 mechanism is the one controlling the failure mode. In these last case, a simplified application
of the Theory of Plastic Mechanism Control can be used.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental principle of capacity design of seismic-resistant structures states that plastic hinge formation in columns during an earthquake should be avoided, in order to make sure
that the seismic energy is dissipated in predefined zones only. In the case of Moment Resisting
Frames (MRFs) this preselected zones are the beam ends whose rotational capacity is higher
than columns one [1]. In facts, it is not desirable to develop plastic hinges in columns, because
columns have to support upper storeys and because columns are hard to develop large inelastic
deformations. However, in order to develop a complete mechanism of collapse, plastic hinges
should form also at the base of first storey columns by determining a collapse mechanism of
global type [2], [3], [4].
With reference to the most common structural typologies, design rules suggested by actual
seismic codes [5], [6], [7], among which also the Italian seismic code [8], and also codified in
Eurocode 8 [9] and ANSI/AISC 341-10 [10] are not able to assure the development of a collapse
mechanism of global type. In fact, the hierarchy criteria provided by such codes constitute,
dealing with column design, only a simplified application of the well-known “capacity design
principles”. For this reason, with reference to MRFs, a rigorous design procedure based on the
kinematic theorem of plastic collapse was presented in 1997 [11] aiming to assure a collapse
mechanism of global type. Starting from this first work, the “Theory of Plastic Mechanism
Control” (TPMC) has been progressively outlined as a powerful tool for the seismic design of
steel structures. TPMC consists in the extension of the kinematic theorem of plastic collapse to
the concept of mechanism equilibrium curve and on its application devoted to column design.
In fact, for any given structural typology, the design conditions to be applied in order to prevent
undesired collapse mechanisms can be derived by imposing that the mechanism equilibrium
curve corresponding to the global mechanism has to be located below those corresponding to
all the other undesired mechanisms up to a top sway displacement level compatible with the
local ductility supply of dissipative zones.
Starting from the first work devoted to MRFs, TPMC was successively extended to MRFs
with semi-rigid connections [12], [13], EB-Frames [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], braced
frames equipped with friction dampers [21], [22], [23] knee-braced frames [24], dissipative
truss-moment frames DTMFs [25] and MRF-CBF dual systems [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31],
MRF-EBF dual systems [32] and reinforced concrete frames [33] [34] [35].
Starting from the above background, in this paper the state of the art regarding the “Theory
of Plastic Mechanism Control” is reported. In particular, by means of new considerations regarding collapse mechanism typologies, new advances have been developed leading to a closed
form solution [36].
Moment Resisting Frames (MRFs) are the most common seismic-resistant structures. They
are characterized by high dissipation capacity, because of the large number of dissipative zones
under cyclic bending represented by the beam end sections. Nevertheless, such structural system could be not able to provide sufficient lateral stiffness, as required to fulfil serviceability
limit states and also adequate robustness [37], [38], [39], [40], [41]. Influence is also given for
isolated systems by soil category [42]. Finally, a wide parametric analysis to investigate the
influence of geometry, loads and steel grade for the development of a specific collapse mechanism is reported.
2

STATE OF THE ART OF TPMC

The “Theory of Plastic Mechanism Control” has the aim to provide structures able to fail
with a collapse mechanism of global type (Figure 1). Global mechanism represents the optimum
in term of structural dissipation capacity being all the dissipative zones involved in the pattern
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of yielding while the non dissipative ones remain in elastic range. Dissipative zones of MRFs
are the beam ends and the bases of the column at the first storey.
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Figure 1: Collapse mechanism of MR-Frames.

In particular, TPMC allows the theoretical solution of the problem of designing structures
failing in global mode, i.e. assuring that yielding develops only in the dissipative zones while
all the columns remain in elastic range with the only exception of base sections at first storey
columns. The structural members containing the dissipative zones are assumed to be known
quantities, because they are preliminarily designed, according to the first principle of capacity
design, to withstand the internal actions due to the load combinations given by code provisions.
Therefore, according to the second principle of capacity design, the unknowns of the design
problem are constituted by the non-dissipative members, i.e. the column sections, which are
designed to assure the desired collapse mechanism, i.e. the global mechanism. Compared to
hierarchy criteria given in code provisions, TPMC allows a rigorous application of the second
principle of capacity design.
TPMC is based on the kinematic or upper bound theorem of plastic collapse within the
framework of limit analysis. According to the theory of limit analysis, the assumption of a rigidplastic behaviour of the structure until the complete development of a collapse mechanism is
usually made. It means that the attention is focused on the condition the structure exhibits in
the collapse state by neglecting the lateral displacements corresponding to each intermediate
condition. However, the simple application of the kinematic theorem of plastic collapse is not
sufficient to assure the desired collapse mechanism, because high horizontal displacements occur before the complete development of the kinematic mechanism. These displacements give
rise to significant second order effects which cannot be neglected in the seismic design of structures, particularly in case of moment-resisting steel frames. Therefore, the basic principle of
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TPMC is essentially constituted by the extension of the kinematic theorem of plastic collapse
to the concept of mechanism equilibrium curve. The mechanism equilibrium curve is represented by a straight line whose intercept with the vertical axis in a Cartesian diagram is the first
order collapse mechanism multiplier 𝛼𝛼0, while its slope is represented by the parameter 𝛾𝛾. The
expression of the linearized collapse mechanism equilibrium curve is given by:
(1)

𝛼𝛼 = 𝛼𝛼0 − 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾

where 𝛼𝛼 is the multiplier of horizontal forces and 𝛿𝛿 is the top sway displacement of the structure.
Within the framework of a kinematic approach, for any given collapse mechanism (Fig. 3), the
mechanism equilibrium curve can be easily derived requiring that external work is equal to the
internal work due to the plastic hinges involved in the collapse mechanism, provided that the
external second-order work due to vertical loads is also evaluated [11].
In fact, with reference to the global mechanism, it is easy to recognize that, for a virtual rotation
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 of the plastic hinges of the uprights involved in the mechanism, the internal work can be
expressed, as:
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏

𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖 = �� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1 + 2 � ��𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 �� 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑖𝑖=1

(2)

𝑘𝑘=1 𝑗𝑗=1

where ns is the number of storeys, nb is the number of bays, 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1 is the first storey colun base
plastic moment of i-th column while 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 is the plastic moment of beams.
The external work due to the horizontal forces and to the uniform load acting on the beams is:
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑘𝑘=1

𝑘𝑘=1

𝛿𝛿
𝑊𝑊𝑒𝑒 = 𝛼𝛼 � 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃 +
� 𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃
ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

(3)

where 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 and ℎ𝑘𝑘 are, respectively, the seismic force applied at k-th storey and the k-th storey
height with respect to the foundation level, ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 is the value of ℎ𝑘𝑘 at the top storey, δ is the top
sway displacement and 𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘 is the total vertical load acting at k-th storey.
𝛿𝛿
𝐻𝐻0

𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘

𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘

𝜃𝜃

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜃𝜃

𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘

𝛿𝛿𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘

Figure 2: Second order vertical displacements.

The first term of Eq. (3) represents the external work due to seismic horizontal forces, while
the second term is the second order work due to vertical loads. In order to compute the slope of
the mechanism equilibrium curve, it is necessary to evaluate the second-order work due to vertical loads. With reference to Figure 2, it can be observed that the horizontal displacement of
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the k-th storey involved in the generic mechanism is given by 𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 = 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠, where 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 is the
distance of the k-th storey from the centre of rotation C and 𝜃𝜃 the angle of rotation. The top
sway displacement is given by 𝛿𝛿 = ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠.
The relationship between vertical and horizontal virtual displacements is given by 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ≈
𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠. It shows that, as the ratio 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 / 𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 is independent of the storey, vertical and horizontal virtual displacement vectors have the same shape. In fact, the virtual horizontal displacements are given by 𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 = 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ≈ 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , where 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 defines the shape of the virtual
horizontal displacement vector, while the virtual vertical displacements are given by 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 =
𝛿𝛿
𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃 and, therefore, they have the same shape 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 of the horizontal ones. It can be concluded
ℎ
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

that:

𝛿𝛿
ℎ 𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃
(4)
ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 𝑘𝑘
where 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 is the vertical virtual displacement occurring at k-th storey.
By equating the internal work (Eq. (2)) to the external one (Eq. (3)), the following relationship
is obtained for the global mechanism:
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑐𝑐
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑏𝑏
∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1
∑𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1 + 2 ∑𝑘𝑘=1
𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
1 ∑𝑘𝑘=1
𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
(5)
𝛼𝛼 =
−
𝛿𝛿
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 ∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
that can be arranged in the following form:
(𝑔𝑔)
(𝑔𝑔)
𝛼𝛼 (𝑔𝑔) = 𝛼𝛼0 − 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ 𝑡𝑡 = 1, 2, 3 𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
(6)
𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑘𝑘 =

for the global mechanism and in the following form:
(𝑡𝑡)
(𝑡𝑡)
𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = 𝛼𝛼0.𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 − 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ 𝑡𝑡 = 1, 2, 3 𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

(7)

for each undesired mechanism where:
𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 −1 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏
𝑐𝑐
𝑐𝑐
∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1
∑𝑗𝑗=1 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1 + 2 ∑𝑘𝑘=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
(1)
𝛼𝛼0.𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 =
(8)
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑚𝑚
∑𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘=1
𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘 + ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 ∑𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖
𝐹𝐹
𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚 +1
for type-1 mechanism;
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑐𝑐
𝑏𝑏
∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1
∑𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 + 2 ∑𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖
𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
(2)
𝑚𝑚
(9)
𝛼𝛼0.𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 =
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
∑𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 (ℎ𝑘𝑘 − ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚−1 )
𝑚𝑚
for type-2 mechanism;
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐
2 ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1
(3)
(10)
𝛼𝛼1 =
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
ℎ1 ∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘
and for type-3 mechanism, where 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 and ℎ𝑘𝑘 are, respectively, the seismic force applied at k-th
storey and the k-th storey height with respect to the foundation level; 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 is the plastic moment of i-th column of k-th storey reduced due to the contemporary action of the axial force;
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 , 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏 and 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 are the number of columns, bays and storeys, respectively.
Regarding the slope 𝛾𝛾 of the mechanism equilibrium curve, they are given by:
𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
1 ∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘 + ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 ∑𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚+1 𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘
(1)
𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 =
(11)
ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 ∑𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘 + ℎ𝑖𝑖 ∑𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝐹𝐹
𝑘𝑘=1
𝑚𝑚
𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 +1 𝑘𝑘
for type-1 mechanism;
𝑠𝑠
∑𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖
𝑉𝑉 �ℎ𝑘𝑘 − ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚−1 �
1
(2)
𝑚𝑚 𝑘𝑘
(12)
𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 =
𝑠𝑠
ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 − ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚−1 ∑𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖
𝐹𝐹
(ℎ
−
ℎ
)
𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖
−1
𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚
for type-2 mechanism;
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(3)
𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

𝑠𝑠
∑𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖
𝑉𝑉
1
𝑚𝑚 𝑘𝑘
=
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 − ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚−1 ∑𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘

(13)

𝑚𝑚

where 𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘 is the total vertical load acting at k-th storey.
The collapse mechanism equilibrium curves can be easily represented in a Cartesian diagram
(α-δ). The curve that is located below all the other ones is the one governing the collapse mechanism. For this reason, in order to assure that the collapse mechanism of global type develops,
the collapse mechanism equilibrium curve of global mechanism (Eq. (6)) has to be located below those corresponding to each undesired mechanism (Eq. (7)) until a design displacement 𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 ,
compatible with the ductility supply of dissipative zones (Figure 3) and usually assumed equal
to 0.04.

𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢
Figure 3: Collapse mechanism equilibrium curves.

This sentence can be mathematically translated in the following inequality:
(𝑔𝑔)

(𝑔𝑔)

(𝑡𝑡)

(𝑡𝑡)

𝛼𝛼0 − 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 ≤ 𝛼𝛼0.𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 − 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 𝑡𝑡 = 1, 2, 3 𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = 1, … , 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

(14)

from which, by substituting in Eq. (14) the corresponding quantities provided by Eqs. (8) to
(13) it is possible to provide the conditions to avoid partial mechanism at each storey and, as a
consequence, the sum of reduced plastic moment at each storey needed to design column sections. In particular, this quantity for the first storey column sections is given by one only condition:
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐
(3)
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑏𝑏
∑𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1
2 ∑𝑘𝑘=1
𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + �𝛾𝛾1 −𝛾𝛾 (𝑔𝑔) �𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 ∑𝑘𝑘=1
𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1 ≥
(15)
∑𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=1
2 𝑘𝑘=1𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
−1
ℎ1 ∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘
while for the other storey is the maximum among the following three conditions:
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

(1)
� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1

=

�𝛼𝛼 (𝑔𝑔)

+

𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

( )
𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚1 𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 � �� 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘=1

needed to avoid type-1 mechanism,
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

(2)
� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1

= �𝛼𝛼 (𝑔𝑔) +

(2)
𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 �

needed to avoid type-2 mechanism,
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

(3)
� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

+ ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 � 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 � −

𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 +1

𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

∗
� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 −1 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏

− 2 � � 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗

𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏

� 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 (ℎ𝑘𝑘 − ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 −1 ) − 2 � � 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗

𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

= �𝛼𝛼 (𝑔𝑔) +

�ℎ𝑖𝑖
(3)
𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 � 𝑚𝑚
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(16)

𝑘𝑘=1 𝑗𝑗=1

(17)

𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝑗𝑗=1
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

− ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 −1 �
� 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘
2
𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

(18)

Elide Nastri
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐
∗
needed to avoid type-3 mechanisms, where ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1
sum of plastic moments of columns at
first storey reduced for the contemporary action of axial load after selecting the column sections
from the standard shapes.
As preliminarily stated, the maxim among the quantities given by Eqs. (16), (17) and (18) is
given by:
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

(1)

𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

(2)

𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

(3)

(19)

� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 �� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 , � 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 , � 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 �
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

The design algorithm that has to be followed to achieve the design purpose, i.e. the design of
MRFs collapsing with a global failure mode is reported in Figure 4.
START
Selection of the top sway displacement: 𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 = 𝜃𝜃𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
Computation of the slope of mechanism equilibrium curves: 𝛾𝛾 (𝑔𝑔) and 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 (Eqs. (11),(12)
(𝑡𝑡)

and (13)

Design of beam sections
Computation of the axial load acting in the columns at collapse state (global mechanism developed)

Design of first storey columns (Eq.(18))
Computation of the sum of plastic moment of columns, reduced due to
(𝑡𝑡)
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐
the contemporary action of the axial load, ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖.𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 , required at any
storey to avoid undesired mechanisms (Eqs. (16)(17) and (18)).
(𝑡𝑡)
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐
Computation of the maximum value of ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖.𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 (Eq. (19))

First storey column sections have to be changed
according to the higher
dimension of the column
along the structure height

Design of column sections at each storey.

YES

Do the column sections increase
along the structure height?

NO
END
Figure 4: Design algorithm
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3

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

As observed in numerical examples reported in previous works [36], [33] type-1 mechanism
(1)
(2)
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐
usually governs the design of structures, i.e. the term ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 is greater than ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 and
(3)
𝑐𝑐
∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 . Now it is important to point out what are the parameters deciding the influence of
type-1 mechanism and if it is possible to preliminarily decide, on the basis of geometrical characteristics, loads and steel grade which one of the three undesired mechanism governs the design of the structure.
In order to answer these questions a parametric analysis has been led by varying geometry,
loads and steel grade on MR-Frames with the scope to observe whether there a type mechanism
which mostly governs the collapse of structure.
As regards the parameters involved, the geometry has been varied in term of number of
storeys, number of bays, storey height and bay length. In particular the number of storey
adopted goes from 3 to 8 while the number of bays goes from 2 to 6. Storey height have been
assumed equal to 3 m, 4 m and 5 m while bay length has been considered equal to 3 m, 3.5 m,
4 m, 4.5 m, 5 m, 5.5 m, 6 m, 6.5 m and 7 m. Permanent loads, 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 , has been adopted equal to 4
kN/m2 while live loads 𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘 has been assumed as equal to 2 and 3 kN/m2. Loads have been combined following this relation: 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 +0.3𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘 . In addition, the influence light of the loads acting on
the beams goes from 1 m to 6 m. Beams have been designed on the basis of the acting loads
with a minimum and maximum bending moment of 𝑞𝑞𝑑𝑑 𝑙𝑙2 ⁄16 and their shapes have been selected
from the IPE standard profiles. The adopted steel grades are S275, S355, S450. Seismic forces
distribution has been assumed proportional to the storey height by neglecting their magnitude
because it is irrelevant for the design result of the procedure.
The whole of the analysed number of cases is equal to 176960 but 12690 of these ones have
beams incompatible with the assigned loads, so that the real number of analysed cases is equal
to 162270.
After the application of TPMC to the analysed cases the following results have been observed: the number of cases governed by a mechanism typology different by the type-1 without
the occurrence of the technological condition are 197 while the number of cases that are governed by a mechanism typology different by the type-1 after the occurrence of the technological
condition are 22260. It means that, as preliminarily stated, at the occurrence of the technological
condition the sum of required column plastic moments for 𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 > 1 is affected by the increase of
the first right hand side term of Eq. (16) and the increase of the subtracting second term at right
hand side of Eq. (16) and for this reason type-2 and type-3 mechanism become determinant for
the design of the structure.
However, by stopping the attention on the procedure without the occurrence of technological
condition is important to observe that only the 0.12% of the analysed cases is governed by a
collapse typology different from type-1 and for this reason, it is possible to confirm that type-1
mechanism governs, in the most of the cases, the design of MR-Frames.
Many advantages belong to this observation: first of all the chance to use a simplified version
of TPMC to design MR-Frames. This simplified version starts from the preliminary assumption
that column sections are pin-jointed at their bases. As a consequence, Eq.(15) becomes:
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐
(3)
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑏𝑏
∑𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1
2 ∑𝑘𝑘=1
𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 + �𝛾𝛾1 −𝛾𝛾 (𝑔𝑔) �𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 ∑𝑘𝑘=1
𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1 ≥
𝑠𝑠
(20)
∑𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘=1
𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=1
−1
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
ℎ1 ∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘
and Eqs. (16), (17), and (18), become:
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𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

(1)
� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1

≥ �𝛼𝛼

(𝑔𝑔)

+

𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

(1)
𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 � �� 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘=1

needed to avoid type-1 mechanisms;
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

(2)

(2)

𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 −1 𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏

+ ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 � 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 � − 2 � � 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 +1

𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑘𝑘=1 𝑗𝑗=1
𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏

� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 ≥ �𝛼𝛼 (𝑔𝑔) + 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 � � 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 (ℎ𝑘𝑘 − ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚−1 ) − 2 � � 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏.𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
𝑖𝑖=1

needed to avoid type-2 mechanisms;
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

(3)

� 𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

(21)

(22)

𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝑗𝑗=1
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

�ℎ𝑖𝑖 − ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚−1 �
(3)
≥ �𝛼𝛼 (𝑔𝑔) + 𝛾𝛾𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 𝛿𝛿𝑢𝑢 � 𝑚𝑚
� 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘
2

(23)

𝑘𝑘=𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚

needed to avoid type-3 mechanisms; where 𝛼𝛼 (𝑔𝑔) does not depend on the sum of the reduced
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1 and it is provided by the following replastic moments of columns at the first storey ∑𝑖𝑖=1
lation:
𝑠𝑠
𝑏𝑏
∑𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘=1
∑𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1
2𝐵𝐵𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
(𝑔𝑔)
(24)
𝛼𝛼 =
𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
∑𝑘𝑘=1 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑘
being Eqs. (16), (17), and (18) independent of the sum of the reduced plastic moments of col𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐
umns at the first storey, ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐.𝑖𝑖1 , the column sections at first storey are provided starting by
Eq. (20) while the column sections at each storey required to avoid undesired mechanism are
directly provided starting by Eq. (21), (22) and (23), without the preliminary design of column
sections at first storey. In this way, each storey is independent of the other storey and in particular, of the first one, so that, even if the technological condition occurs the column sections at
each storey do not need to be revised. In addition, the solution provided in the framework of
the hypothesis of pin-jointed column bases (simplified TPMC) constitutes a safe side solution
with reference to the original TPMC [36], only in the case of type-1 mechanism governing the
design procedure.
4

CONCLUSIONS

•

In this paper the state of the art of Theory of Plastic Mechanism Control (TPMC) has been
presented with reference to MR-Frames.

•

The analysis of the influence of geometry, loads and steel grade for the development of a
specific collapse type of steel MR-Frames is reported.

•

The kinematic theorem of plastic collapse extended to the concept of mechanism equilibrium curve has been applied to a large number of steel frames with different geometrical
configurations and different loads and steel grades.

•

The 88% of the analysed cases is governed by type-1 mechanism.

•

In this last case a simplified version of TPMC could be applied.
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Abstract. In seismic design of structures, determination of number and Location of braced
frames, considering the architectural scheme of projects, is usually confronted by obstacles.
Due to this fact, in some cases, selecting the best location and number of braced bays has led
to mistakes in determination of their adjacent members (columns) design loads. One of the
seismic design requirements of lateral resisting system is to control the columns adjacent to
braced bays for load combinations of amplified seismic load, which is a function of overstrength factor of the structure. This research aims to present and introduce the best
structural model of number and Location of braced frames in a structural system, such as
steel moment resisting frame and eccentric braces dual system; because in 3rd revision of
Iranian 2800 standard of seismic provision, there are statements and criteria provided only
for capacity of moment frame, not for braces. Though the amplified seismic load function is
controlled in models which columns are connected to braces in 2 directions, and seismic
loads are applied in those 2 directions, number of damage hinges (Exceeding CP) is
significantly increased in comparison to the models with straggly braces. As the increase in
axial force of these columns leads to decrease in their moment capacity (despite controlling
the amplified seismic load provision), columns in dual systems that resist flexure, would be
damaged and exceed the collapse threshold much sooner than other columns. This important
fact is not presented in Iranian or even American codes and provisions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Moment resisting frame is a structural system which gravitational loads are carried by
structural frames and lateral resistance is provided by moment frames. Structures totally
consisting of moment frames, and structures with peripheral moment frames or structures
with moment frames in some parts and simply supported frames in others, are moment
resisting frames too. In this system, concrete or steel moment resisting frames can be used as
ordinary, intermediate or special ductility frames. Most of the gravitational loads are carried
by simply supported frames, and lateral loads are resisted by shear walls, braces or frames –
with respect to lateral stiffness of each frame-. Shear resisting share of each group is
determined in each story, considering their lateral stiffness and interaction [1].
Eccentrically braced frames were introduced by Popov et al. in 1978 for the first time. This
system was developed to resist the lateral loads and their effects on remarkable large
deformations and relative displacements, especially in tall buildings. Eccentrically braced
frames (EBF) were introduced as a modern seismic resisting system in codes and provisions
as a result of this research. Based on the numerous researches conducted on this system,
eccentrically braced frame systems can demonstrate high stiffness in inelastic region. The
primary goal of developing eccentrically braced frames, was to induce yielding in a small part
of beam, namely link beam [2] [3].
2. RESEARCH SUBJECT
The aim of this research is to investigate the seismic capacity of dual systems of steel
moment resisting frame and eccentric braces, to find the number and Location of braced
frames, related to this capacity, and to control the amplified seismic load. Also, the fact that
columns in dual systems that resist flexure, would be damaged and exceed the collapse
threshold much sooner than other columns is not presented in Iranian or even American codes
and provisions; and in 3rd revision of Iranian 2800 standard of seismic provision, there are
statements and criteria provided only for capacity of moment frame, not for braces and shear
walls. These phenomenas are investigated of in this research.
3. INVESTIGATED MODELS
FEMA p695-2009 is used for the investigation and acknowledgement of model selection
requirements. By applying this provision, the following models were selected for the
investigation.
4. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Using an experimental approach in design, the number of required braces were selected
considering 10-30 percent of the structure perimeter. Number of structural models were
limited to 28, due to their importance. The utilized sections in software models were all box
sections with properties similar to common sections from size 8 to 40 (The following models,
numbered from 1 to 28 from left to right respectively, were analyzed).
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Fig. 1. Research models

Software modeling was performed using Etabs 2013 V2.2 software.
5. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS METHODS
Structural design was performed using Iranian design codes (code 6 and code 10) and 3rd
revision of Iranian 2800 standard. To control and verify software calculations, some cases
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were calculated manually and compared with software results. The errors –if presented- were
resolved and troubleshot.
6. MOMENT RESISTING FRAMES DESIGN PROVISIONS
Based on sections 1-5-5 and 1-9-4 of 3rd revision of Iranian 2800 standard of seismic
provision, moment frames should be able to resist 25% of the structural lateral load,
independently.
In this procedure, after completion of structural design and verification of all the passed beam
and column members, braces are removed and the seismic load is reduced to 25% of its initial
value. Then, the design procedure is performed again, and the moment frame structure should
comply with allowable code ranges.
7. USING LOAD COMBINATIONS INCLUDING AMPLIFIED SEISMIC LOADS IN
DESIGN
Load combinations including amplified seismic loads are resulted from replacing the
seismic loads E with Ω.E in normal load combinations, based on sections 10-1 or 10-2. These
load combination consist of:
A: Allowable stress method
0.75(D+L+Ω0E)

(1)

0.75(D+ Ω0E)

(2)

B: Limit states method
D+1.2L+1.2Ω0E

(3)

0.85D+1.2Ω0E

Lateral load resisting system type
All steel moment frames
All simply supported frames with concentrically or eccentrically steel braced frames
All dual or combined systems

Ω0
3
2
2.5

Table 1. Over-strength factor Ω0 for different lateral load resisting systems

8. NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
Nonlinear static analysis is used to analyze the selected models in this research.
8.1.

NONLINEAR STATIC PUSHOVER ANALYSIS

Nonlinear model is defined in sections that have the highest potential of undergoing
nonlinear inelastic behavior. For example in fixed ended beams, flexural plastic hinges are
defined in the beginning and end of member, and in columns, if no concentrated load is
present, flexural plastic hinges are defined in the beginning and end of column, again. In this
case, hinge properties are representative of nonlinear material behavior. It should be noticed
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that, the parameters of nonlinear material behavior curve should be presented in tables of
retrofitting provision [5].
To investigate the structure using this approach, the structure is analyzed considering the real
behavior of member materials (inelastic), under an incremental specific uniform load pattern,
and the analysis continues until the displacement of a specific point in the structure (control
point displacement) reaches the pre-calculated limit. This displacement that is calculated
based on a specific retrofit goal, is called target or demand displacement and is the base of the
structural members. Deformation, rotation and internal forces of the members are studied at
this stage (calculating the demand deformation of members is nearly impossible) [5].
9. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE OF DETAILED MODELS
The following assumptions are utilized in analysis procedure of this research.
9.1.

UN-LOADING IN NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS

The software should find a way to remove the supported load by the hinge, and then
probably re-distribute it on other structural members. When hinges can be un-loaded that their
stress-strain, force-displacement, or moment-curvature curves have capacity loss. What we
mean by capacity loss is to transfer from point C to D or from point E to F (full rupture). This
fact is presented in the following figure [7].

Fig. 2. Severe hinge capacity loss in points C and E [7]

9.2.
UN-LOADING USING RESTART USING SECONDARY STIFFNESS
METHOD
In this approach, if the hinge reaches to the part with negative slope of the stress-strain
curve, all the hinges that act nonlinearly, change by utilizing the secant (secondary) stiffness
properties, and the analysis is performed again. Secant stiffness of each hinge is defined as the
secant of the line connecting O to X in stress-strain curve. The point O, is the stress-strain in
start of the analysis that usually includes the stresses resulting from gravitational loads. The
point X, is the current point on the curve, if the slope of stress-strain curve in this point is
either positive or zero. Otherwise, it is on the lower end of the negative slope section of the
stress-strain curve. When the load is reapplied at the beginning of the analysis, after that the
hinge is retrieved based on the given stress-strain curve, each hinge is displaced along secant
slope to reach the point X. This procedure is similar to that of FEMA 273, and would be
meaningful if incremental load analysis is changed to incremental cyclic loading instead of
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uniform static load. Performance of this procedure is lower than the other two. The number of
required stages is increased relative to square of target displacement in this procedure. This
procedure is very efficient, if the gravitational load is small, and no rotation divergence will
happen. When the stress in the hinge under gravitational loads is so large that the secant of the
O to X connecting line becomes negative, this procedure won’t be efficient anymore. In other
words, this procedure can provide convergence in cases which the other two procedures
diverge due to small negative slope (almost horizontally). The following picture illustrates the
obtained pushover analysis curve using this procedure. The solid and dotted lines in the
picture are the pushover curve when the Save Positive Increments Only is activated and
deactivated respectively [7].
Considering the expressed explanations and divergence in analytical models and load
patterns, secondary stiffness redistribution method is used in this research.

Fig. 3. Comparison of pushover curves between the restart method and secant (secondary) stiffness method [7]

10. ANALYZING THE RESULTS

Model

Number
of
Stories

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
8
8

Number of CP
level exceeded
hinges in columns
of braced bays
Push X
Push Y
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0

Number of CP
level exceeded
hinges in columns
of moment frames
Push X
Push Y
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
2
43
12
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Number of CP
level exceeded
hinges in beams
Push X
8
6
10
10
8
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
20
16
22

Push Y
8
10
10
10
8
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
20
16
16

Number of CP
level exceeded
hinges in braces
Push X
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Push Y
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

0
0
0
0
4
0
2
2
0
0
2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
1
0
0
0

0
2
0
6
0
4
0
0
1
0
2
3

1
1
0
2
1
8
0
2
1
0
2
8

14
14
14
28
24
24
24
36
30
36
30
32

10
16
14
28
24
24
24
36
30
36
30
32

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 2. Segregated properties of collapse prevention level exceeded hinges of different structural members

10.1.1.

FIRST GROUP

Models no. 1 through 5 consist of low rise 5 story structures, having braced bay length of
10% of perimeter of the structure, and number of braced bays as two 5 meter bays in each
direction. The best structural models in this group was were models 1 and 5 from design and
engineering view. They also have the least number of hinges with performance level of
collapse prevention. Models no.2 and 4 performed undesirably.
10.1.2.

SECOND GROUP

Models no. 6 through 9 consist of low rise 5 story structures, having braced bay length of
15-20% of perimeter of the structure, and number of braced bays as four 5 meter bays in each
direction. From design and engineering view, there’s no significant difference between the
models of this group. Though, model no.6 have the least number of hinges with performance
level of collapse prevention. Models no.7 and 9 performed undesirably.
10.1.3.

THIRD GROUP

Models no. 10 through 14 consist of low rise 5 story structures, having braced bay length
of 25-30% of perimeter of the structure, and number of braced bays as six 5 meter bays in
each direction. No significant difference can be seen between the models no.10 through 13 of
this group. Though, model no.10 have the least number of hinges with performance level of
collapse prevention. Model no.14 performance was the worst.
10.1.4.

FOURTH GROUP

Models no. 15 through 19 consist of mid-rise 8 story structures, having braced bay length
of 10% of perimeter of the structure, and number of braced bays as two 5 meter bays in each
direction. From design and engineering view, model no.19 was the best of this group, and also
this model preforms well in having the least number of hinges with performance level of
collapse prevention. Models no.16 and 17 are undesirable models of this group.
10.1.5.

FIFTH GROUP

Models no. 20 through 23 consist of mid-rise 8 story structures, having braced bay length
of 15-20% of perimeter of the structure, and number of braced bays as four 5 meter bays in
each direction. Despite the insignificant differences of the models of this group, model no. 19
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was the best, from design and engineering view, and also this model is one of the best
performers in having the least number of hinges with performance level of collapse
prevention. Model no.22 is among the undesirable models of this group.
10.1.6.

SIXTH GROUP

Models no. 24, 26 and 27 consist of mid-rise 8 story structures, having braced bay length
of 25-30% of perimeter of the structure, and number of braced bays as six 5 meter bays in
each direction. Neglecting the model no. 25 that is irregular, model no. 27 was the best, from
design and engineering view, and also this model is one of the best performers in having the
least number of hinges with performance level of collapse prevention. Model no.24 performs
undesirably in this group.
10.1.7.

SEVENTH GROUP

Models no. 25 and 28 consist of mid-rise 8 story structures, having braced bay length of
25-30% of perimeter of the structure, and number of braced bays as six 5 meter bays in each
direction. Model no. 25 was the best, from design and engineering view, and also this model
is one of the best performers in having the least number of hinges with performance level of
collapse prevention. Model no.28 performs undesirably in this group.
11.

CONCLUSION

 Among the models of low rise 5 story structures, the best model with residential and
administrative applications, is the model no. 6. If we can’t take the risk of that model,
model no.10 would be one of the best models. Moreover, generally, except the models no.
2 and 14 (the irregular ones), other models are not significantly different from each other.
It can be concluded that for 5 story structures, having the similar condition of bays, 1020% of perimeter of the structure, would be a desirable value for length of braced bays. It
can be seen that in 5 story models, structures with one or two braced bays in each
direction, would be of appropriate models, and more braced bays would be ineffective in
weight reduction.
 Among the models of mid-rise 8 story structures, the best models with residential and
administrative applications, are the models no. 23 and 25. The Location of braced frames
would be more critical in comparison to their numbers. From the numbers of braced bays
view, 20-30% of perimeter of the structure, would be a desirable value for length of
braced bays. Also, irregular models, such as models no. 16 and 28, would not be
appropriate models, because of the higher number of hinges with performance level of
collapse prevention, due to moment frames’ bigger share in resisting lateral load, and
secondary torsional effects. It was seen that in 8 story models, structures with two or three
braced bays in each direction, would be of appropriate models.
 Comparison between low and mid-rise structures revealed that with increase in structural
height, the number of required braced bays is increased. It can be seen in 5 and 8 story
models, presented in this research, where the number of required braced bays was
increased form 10-20% of perimeter of the structure to 20-30% of that.
 Though the amplified seismic load function is controlled in models which columns are
connected to braces in 2 directions, and seismic loads are applied in those 2 directions,
number of damage hinges (Exceeding CP) is significantly increased in comparison to the
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models with straggly braces. As the increase in axial force of these columns leads to
decrease in their moment capacity (despite controlling the amplified seismic load
provision), columns in dual systems that resist flexure, would be damaged and exceed the
collapse threshold much sooner than other columns. Finally, it’s recommended that in
these structures (dual systems), when calculating the moment capacity of the columns
connected to the braces, the effects of over-strength factor should be noticed. This
important fact is not presented in Iranian or even American codes and provisions.
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Abstract. A numerical procedure for modeling beam and/or column shear failures in RC infilled frames is presented. The main novelty relies in the use of inelastic fiber-based frame
elements with flexure-shear interaction for modeling the RC members. The frame element is
based on the Timoshenko beam kinematic assumption combined with an orthotropic smearedcrack constitutive model for cracked concrete, which is defined at each section fiber for the
determination of the nonlinear sectional response. For the masonry panel, the equivalent multiple-strut approach is adopted, in order to accurately predict the distribution of shear and
bending moments in the RC members due to infill-frame interaction. The procedure is verified
against available monotonic tests where flexure-shear failures of the RC members were observed during the test. Comparison with traditional flexural frame elements is also provided
in order to highlight the differences between the two methodologies.
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1

I TRODUCTIO

The seismic behavior of masonry-infilled RC frames has been object of extensive experimental and analytical research mainly for two reasons: (i) its widespread use in many seismic
regions, such as Mediterranean countries and South America, and (ii) the complex interaction
between the frame and infill panel, which can negatively affect the failure mode and overall
ductility of the structure. Typically, five basic failure modes have been identified from field
and experimental investigations [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]: (i) Sliding shear along horizontal bed joints,
(ii) diagonal tension failure, (iii) diagonal compression failure, (iv) corner crushing of the
panel and (v) flexure or shear-flexure failure of the RC members. Among them, failure of the
columns directly compromises the vertical load carrying capacity of the structure. In particular, flexure-shear failure can significantly reduce the overall ductility due to its brittle nature,
especially in the case of weak frame-weak masonry system.
At the same time, modeling of masonry-infilled frames for nonlinear static and dynamic
analysis has been typically approached with macro-models consisting in a pair of equivalent
diagonal struts, one in each direction, with a predefined hysteretic response. Although this
approach may provide credible results in terms of overall strength and stiffness, upon appropriate selection of the strut parameters, it is not able to simulate the correct location and type
of failure in the RC members, since it does not adequately reproduce the distribution of bending moments and shear forces [6, 7]. Hence, a more appropriate approach is to use multiplestrut models such as those introduced in [8, 9].
An important shortcoming in simulating failure mode (v) using frame analysis is the inability of flexural frame elements in capturing shear failures. Although this problem can be partially solved with equivalent lumped plasticity models with flexure-shear hinges [10], this
approach requires the calibration of several model parameters, which is rather complicated in
the case of masonry-infilled RC frames due to the scarcity of the available experimental data.
Hence, an alternative approach is pursued herein based on fiber frame elements combined
with biaxial constitutive models for reinforced concrete, which provides a more rational way
of modeling flexure-shear interaction in RC members.
A case-study masonry infilled RC frame, which experienced shear failure of the columns,
was selected from the literature [11, 12]. The frame was modeled with both traditional flexural frame elements and those with flexure-shear interaction. A three-strut approach was used to
represent the masonry panel in order to capture more accurately the shear and flexural demands in beams and columns. Finally, comparison in terms of lateral-force displacement response is provided in order to highlight the differences between the two modeling approaches.
2

FRAME ELEME T WITH AXIAL-SHEAR I TERACTIO

The inelastic frame element used in the present work is based on the Timoshenko beam
theory at the kinematic level, combined with biaxial constitutive models for reinforced concrete at the fiber section level. Several element formulations have been previously presented
following a similar approach [13, 14, 15]. The main differences, however, concerned the type
of constitutive model for reinforced concrete, e.g. damage-plasticity, orthotropic, micro-plane
models, etc…, the type of element formulation, e.g. displacement-based, force-based or mixed
formulation, and the type of shear strain profile over the cross section, e.g. uniform, parabolic
or exact. Despite the different modeling approaches, overall acceptable performance has been
demonstrated by the different authors.
In what follows, a brief summary of the element formulation used herein is presented. Further details can be found in [16].
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The total displacement (u, v) at a given point of the section with coordinates (x, y) is given
assuming the plane section assumption (Figure 1):
u (x, y) = u o ( x ) − θ z ( x ) y

(1)

v(x, y) = v o ( x )

(2)

Figure 1: Definition of frame element reference system and kinematics.

where uo is the horizontal displacement, θz the section rotation and vo the vertical displacement of the beam axis, x the longitudinal coordinate along the beam axis, and y the vertical
coordinate. Assuming small strain-displacement compatibility, axial and shear strains at each
fiber are given as:

 εx   1
 =
γ 
 xy   0

−y
0

0
1

 εo 
 
 χ z 
 
 γ oy 

ε = Be

(3)

(4)

where εx and γxy are the axial and shear strains, respectively, acting on a section layer of
coordinate y, εo is the average axial strain, χz the section curvature and γoy the section shear
deformation. Section forces are obtained from direct integration of stress distributions over
the section:

S = ∫ BT σdA

(5)

A

where S=[N, M, V]T and σ=[σx, τxy]T are the vector of section forces and stresses, respectively. The tangent stiffness matrix of the section is obtained taking variation of section forces
with respect to section deformations:

Ks =

∂S
∂
∂σ ∂ε
∂σ
= ∫ B T σdA = ∫ B T
dA = ∫ B T BdA = ∫ B T DBdA
∂e ∂e A
∂ε ∂e
∂ε
A
A
A

(6)

where D is the 2×2 material stiffness matrix, obtained from an orthotropic, smeared-crack
constitutive model presented in [17], upon imposing σy=0 at each section layer.
The element formulation presented so far was implemented in a displacement-based Timoshenko beam element, using linear interpolation functions for uo, vo and θz. Reduced integration was used in order to avoid shear locking, with one Gauss integration point per element.
At the sectional level, a parabolic shear strain profile was adopted as a function of γoy:
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3
γ xy = γ oy (1 − (2 y/h) 2 )
2

(7)

where h is the section height.
3

MODELI G THE I FILL PA EL

The infil panel was modeled using three equivalent struts connected between the corners of
the frame as depicted in Figure 2. Different models are available in the literature to estimate
the properties of the struts [8, 9, 18, 19]. However, since in the present context the main objective is to assess the performance of inelastic frame elements with flexure-shear interaction,
these properties were calibrated such as to fit the experimental data.
The axial force-displacement behavior of each strut is described by the Popovics envelope
(Figure 2), given as:

F=

Fm xr
r −1+ xr

r=

E tg
E tg − E sec

(8)
(9)

where Fm is the peak force, x is the ratio between the axial displacement to the peak displacement δ/δm, and Etg and Esec are the tangent and secant (to the peak) moduli respectively. The
same type of envelope is assumed for the three struts. However, based on tributary areas, the
strength of the off-diagonal struts is taken as 50% that of the central strut. In this way only
three parameters need to be calibrated for the entire panel: Fm, δm and Etg.

Figure 2: Multiple-strut representation of infill panel and monotonic envelopes of the diagonal struts.

Another important parameter is the location of the off-diagonal strut, represented by the
parameters αc and αb (Figure 2), which is associated to the position of the plastic hinge in the
beam or column, respectively. Theoretical values for this parameter were given by Liauw and
Kwan (1983) [20, 21] for different collapse mechanisms, which will be used in the next section.
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4

CASE STUDY

The selected case study frame, shown in Figure 3, was part of a large experimental campaign carried out by Mehrabi and Shing [11, 12]. The specimen consisted of a ½-scale, onestory one-bay prototype designed as a weak frame for lateral wind only (1.24kPa), without
consideration of the masonry infill. For the infill, 0.1×0.1×0.2 m solid masonry blocks with
9.5mm thick mortar bed joints were used. Material properties for concrete, reinforcement and
masonry panel are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. The specimen was subjected to an increasing lateral force applied at the top beam, and two vertical loads (146.8kN each) concentrated at the top of the columns.

Figure 3: RC masonry-infilled frame: geometry and cross-sections (adapted from [11]).

Concrete
Frame

Bare
Infilled

fc(MPa)
30.8
30.8

εo
0.0018
0.0018

Masonry prisms
ft(MPa)
3.24
3.24

fm-90 (MPa) εm-90
15.1
0.0029

Masonry
Mortar
Units
fmu(MPa) fmr(MPa)
15.6

15.9

fc, εo: compressive strength and strain at peak stress of concrete; ft: tensile strength of concrete; fm-90, εm-90: compressive
strength and strain at peak stress perpendicular to the bed joints; fmu: compressive strength of masonry units; fmr: compressive strength of mortar

Table 1: Material properties for concrete and masonry.

Bar size

Type

#2
#4
#5

Plain
Deformed
Deformed

Nominal
diameter
(mm)
6.35
12.7
15.8

Yield
stress
(MPa)
367
420
413

Table 2: Material properties for steel.
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The finite element model of the frame is shown in Figure 4. The frame elements were defined along the centerline of the members, with an element extending into the base beam
200mm, referred to as joint element, in order to consider the joint flexibility and strain penetration effects. This element had the same properties as the rest of the column elements, but
with a reinforcement ratio 3 times that of the columns. The masonry struts were connected
between the locations of plastic hinge regions, defined hereafter, such as to simulate a shortcolumn effect.

Figure 4: Finite element model of the inflll frame.

The location of the plastic hinges in the columns was determined from plastic limit
analysis as [20, 21]:
αc =

2( M c + M j )
σ c th 2

(10)

where Mc is the column flexural strength, Mj is the joint flexural strength taken as min(Mc,
Mb), Mb being the beam flexural strength. t is the panel thickness, and h the story height. σc is
the crushing stress of the panel material, which can be estimated as [22]:
σc =

f m −0
1 + 3µ 2 r 4

(11)

where μ is the friction coefficient between the panel and the RC frame, r is the panel aspect
ratio, and fm-0 is the masonry strength parallel to the bed joints. It can be assumed that μ≈0
due to concrete shrinkage, hence σc= fm-0. fm-0 has been related to the masonry strength perpendicular to the bed joints, fm-90, given in Table.1 as fm-0=0.70fm-90 [23].
Upon substitution in Equation 10, with Mc=Mj=20.9kNm, σc=10.8 MPa, t=0.0921m and
h=1.634m, a value of 0.18 is obtained for αc. The same value is assumed for the beams, αb.
Thus, the location of the plastic hinge is approximately 0.30m from the beam-column joint.
Two elements were defined in this region, 150mm each, as shown in Figure 4.
Comparison between experimental and numerical lateral force-displacement response, for
both bare and infill frames, is shown in Figure 5. Results from the traditional flexural (EulerBernouilli) beam element, based on uniaxial constitutive laws, have been included as well.
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Figure 5: Lateral force-displacement response and observed experimental damage [11].

The bare frame response is predominantly in flexure, ultimately failing upon concrete
crushing at the bottom of the leeward column. In the experiment, the damage pattern for the
infilled frame involved diagonal tension failure of the panel and flexure-shear failure at the
top windward column (Figure 5).
For the bare frame, it is noted that the flexure-shear element is stiffer and stronger since
shear resisting mechanisms are included in addition to the flexural ones, and no shear failure
occurs. For the infilled frame, it seems that flexure-shear interaction has a minor influence on
the overall response, which is governed by the masonry struts.
The latter is also demonstrated from the distribution of bending moment and shear demands at the maximum lateral load (Figure 6), from where it can be seen that for both elements the distribution is very similar, and highly concentrated in the short-column and shortbeam portions.

Figure 6: Bending moment and shear distributions

Despite being the global response similar for both types of elements, the internal resisting mechanisms are clearly different. As an example, strains in the transverse reinforcement obtained from the flexure-shear element at different levels of lateral displacement are
shown below (Figure 7). These correspond to the Gauss integration point in the top element of
the windward column. It is noted that yielding does not occur at the maximum lateral load
(0.24in), but it does occur in subsequent load steps when the masonry struts enter the postpeak softening branch.
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Figure 7: Strains in the transverse reinforcement at different displacement levels.

5

CO CLUSIO S

Preliminary results presented here on the evaluation of flexure-shear fiber-based frame elements for modeling RC infilled frames demonstrated that similar global results are obtained
when compared to the traditional flexural element, at least in terms of lateral forcedisplacement response, and bending and shear force distributions. However, these conclusions
are based on a single case study which involved a weak frame-strong masonry RC frame,
whereby the infill panel significantly contributed to both lateral and vertical stiffness and
strength. Although multiple peaks were experimentally observed in the post-peak response of
the infilled frame, possibly due to cracking and sliding of the panel, stress redistribution between the frame and the panel, and flexure-shear failure of the columns, the numerical model
did not show this behavior.
Notwithstanding, some local results from the flexure-shear element, such as strains in the
transverse reinforcement, indicated that substantial demands were imposed in the shortcolumn region, where shear failure was observed during the experiment. Yielding of transverse reinforcement was attained in the post-peak range of the infilled frame.
It is recommended to carry out further validation, particularly for weak frame-weak masonry structures, where the limitations of brittle shear failure on global ductility capacity can
be better quantified.
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Abstract. The paper presents a new numerical procedure for the modal analysis of masonry structures implemented in the finite element code NOSA-ITACA, which models masonry
as a nonlinear elastic material with zero tensile strength and infinite or bounded compressive
strength. The procedure, which allows for taking into account the effects of the stress field
and crack distribution within a structure on its natural frequencies and mode shapes, is applied to assess the dynamic behaviour of a medieval bell tower in Lucca. Data recorded by
the monitoring system installed on the tower have been processed via suitable modal identification algorithms, which have enabled calculating the tower’s modal frequencies, mode shapes
and damping ratios. Then, the tower has been analysed via the NOSA-ITACA code and model
updating techniques applied to fit the data measured on the tower. The results of the standard
modal analysis have been compared to those of modal analyses conducted on the structure
subjected to its own weight while taking into account the corresponding crack distribution.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Several papers have been devoted to investigating the effects of damage on the vibrations of
various structures [1], [2], [3]. With regard to masonry buildings, a common approach consists
in simulating the existing damage actually observed on the structure by reducing the stiffness
of those elements of the finite element model belonging to the cracked or damaged parts [4],
[5], [6], [7]. An analytical approach has been adopted in [8] to formulate an explicit expression
linking the fundamental frequency of a masonry–like beam to its maximum transverse displacement. The masonry–like constitutive equation models masonry as a non–linear elastic material
with different strengths under tension and compression [9], [10]. This constitutive equation has
been implemented in the finite–element code NOSA for the static analysis of masonry bodies
[11]. The NOSA code and its updated version NOSA–ITACA 1.0 [12] have been applied to the
static and dynamic analysis of many important monuments in Italy.
A new numerical procedure for the modal analysis of masonry structures has been presented
in [13] and implemented in the finite element code NOSA-ITACA. In standard modal analysis natural frequencies and mode shapes are calculated by solving the generalized eigenvalue
problem involving the mass matrix M and the stiffness matrix K, with K determined under the
assuption that the structure’s constituent materials are linear elastic. The proposed numerical
procedure consists of two steps. In the first, the equilibrium problem of the structure subjected
to assigned loads is solved, and its numerical solution, consisting of displacements, stress and
strain fields, calculated. In the second step, the tangent stiffness matrix, K d , is calculated by
using the derivative of the stress with respect to the strain [11], obtained in the previous step,
and the generalized eigenvalue problem is solved using matrix K d in place of K. The procedure allows for taking into account the effects of the stress field and crack distribution within
the structure on its natural frequencies and mode shapes.
In this paper the new procedure is briefly recalled and then applied to assess the dynamic
behaviour of the medieval “Clock Tower” in Lucca. The ambient vibrations of the tower have
been measured by means of four seismometric triaxial stations placed along its height. Data
from the monitoring system have been processed via suitable modal identification algorithms
[14], which have enabled calculating the tower’s modal frequencies, mode shapes and damping
ratios [15]. Then, the tower has been analysed via the NOSA-ITACA code, and model updating
techniques applied to fit the measured data. The results of the standard modal analysis have been
compared to those of modal analysis conducted on the tower subjected to its own weight while
taking into account the corresponding crack distribution. The new procedure proposed in the
paper has provided more realistic values of the mechanical properties of the tower’s constituent
materials.
2

THE NUMERICAL METHOD

This paper presents a numerical procedure implemented in the NOSA–ITACA code [12],
which calculates the natural frequencies and mode shapes of masonry buildings in the presence
of cracks [13]. In standard modal analysis the dynamic characteristics of a structure discretized
into finite elements are determined by solving the constrained generalized eigenvalue problem
K ϕ = ω 2 M ϕ,

(1)

T ϕ = 0,

(2)

where K ∈ Rn×n and M ∈ Rn×n are the stiffness and mass matrices, and the integer n is
the structure’s total number of degrees of freedom. Matrix K is calculated by assuming the
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structure’s constituent material to be linear elastic. Condition (2), with T ∈ Rm×n , and m ≪ n
expresses the fixed constraints and the master–slave relations assigned to the displacements of
the structure. Matrix M is symmetric and positive–definite, K is symmetric and, in view of (2),
positive-definite as well [16].
Given the masonry structure under examination, discretized into finite elements, and given
the mechanical properties of the structure’s constituent masonry-like material, together with
the kinematic constraints and loads acting on it, the procedure proposed in [13] consists of the
following steps.
Step 0. A preliminary modal analysis is conducted by assuming the structure’s constituent
material to be linear elastic. The generalized eigenvalue problem (1)-(2) is then solved, and the
natural frequencies fli = ωil /2π and mode shapes ϕli calculated.
Step 1. The nonlinear equilibrium problem of the structure subjected to the assigned loads
and boundary conditions is solved through an iterative scheme and its numerical solution, consisting of displacements, strain and stress fields, calculated. The tangent stiffness matrix K d is
calculated by using the derivative of the stress with respect to the strain [11].
Step 2. The generalized eigenvalue problem (1)-(2), with matrix K d in place of the elastic
stiffness matrix K, is solved, and the natural frequencies fi = ωi /2π and mode shapes ϕi of the
damaged structure calculated.
In order to compare the mode shapes ϕli and ϕj , we introduce the quantity
MAC-M (ϕli , ϕj )

|ϕli · M ϕj |
√
=
,
√
ϕli · M ϕli ϕj · M ϕj

(3)

which measures the correlation between the i − th linear elastic mode shape and the j − th mode
shape of the damaged structure. More precisely, if the MAC–M value is close to unity, then the
vectors ϕli and ϕj are nearly parallel with respect to the scalar product in Rn induced by matrix
M.
3

THE “CLOCK TOWER” IN LUCCA

The Torre delle Ore (“Clock Tower”) in Lucca (Figure 1) dates back to the 13th century. The
48.4 m–high masonry structure has a rectangular cross section of about 5.1x7.1 m and walls of
variable thickness from about 1.77 m at the base to 0.85 m at the top. Two barrel vaults are
set at heights of about 12.5 and 42.3 m, respectively. At a height of about 33 m the walls are
equipped with 4 steel tie rods of rectangular section 30x30 mm. The bell chamber, made up of
four masonry pillars connected by elliptical arches, is separated from the rest of the structure by
the upper barrel vault and is covered by a pavilion roof made up of wooden trusses and rafters.
The adjacent buildings abut the tower on two sides for a height of about 13 m and constitute
asymmetric boundary conditions. With regard to the materials constituting the masonry tower,
no experimental information is available to date. Visual inspection reveals that masonry from
the base up to a height of 15 m is made up of regular stone blocks and thin mortar joints, as are
the corners of the walls above this level, as well. The upper walls’ central portions are instead
made up of regular stone blocks and bricks, also with thin joints. The bell chamber is composed
of brick and mortar joints.
In November 2016 the “Clock Tower” was fitted with four high–sensitivity triaxial seismometric stations: they were placed in different configurations (Figure 2) and left active on the
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Figure 1: The “Clock Tower” in Lucca.

tower for one day. Data from the instruments, analyzed via OMA techniques [14], allowed us
to determine the tower’s first four natural frequencies fiexp and the corresponding damping ratios
and mode shapes [15].
In the following the NOSA–ITACA code is employed, together with model updating techniques, in order to fit the experimental results in the linear elastic and the masonry–like (nonlinear) case. The finite–element model of the tower consists of 11383 brick elements [12]. The
four steel tie rods fitted to the masonry walls are modelled with beam elements [12], which have
also been used to model the wooden trusses and rafters of the pavillion roof covering the tower.
The mechanical properties of the tie rods and wooden elements are, respectively, E = 2.1 · 105
MPa, ν = 0.3, ρ = 7850 kg/m3 and E = 10000 MPa, ν = 0.35, ρ = 800 kg/m3 .
We assume the bell tower to be made of a homogeneous isotropic masonry-like material with
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2, Young’s modulus E and mass density ρ. Model updating is conducted
by varying the parameters E and ρ in the following intervals
2.5 · 109 Pa ≤ E ≤ 5.5 · 109 Pa,
1700 kg/m3 ≤ ρ ≤ 2100 kg/m3 ,

(4)

and calculating the first four natural frequencies of the tower for the linear elastic and nonlinear
case, after having applied the structure’s self–weight alone. The optimal values of E and ρ, are
determined by minimizing the functions
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Figure 2: Sensors setup.

l

e (E, ρ) =

4
∑
(

fil (E, ρ) − fiexp

)2

,

(5)

i=1

e(E, ρ) =

4
∑

2

(fi (E, ρ) − fiexp ) ,

(6)

i=1

respectively for the linear and nonlinear cases, for E and ρ satisfying (4).
Figures 3 and 4 respectively show the functions el and e vs. E and ρ. They reach their
minimum values at E = 3.0 · 109 Pa and ρ = 2100 kg/m3 for the linear elastic case and at
E = 4.5 · 109 Pa and ρ = 2100 kg/m3 for the nonlinear case. Figure 5 plots the two functions
vs. E for ρ = 2100 kg/m3 . The first four natural frequencies of the tower are shown in Table
1, where the experimental
values fiexp are shown for comparison with the numerical ones, in the
( l)
linear elastic fi and nonlinear (fi ) case. Columns ∆fil and ∆fi show the relative errors (absolute value) between the numerical and experimental values for the linear and nonlinear case,
respectively. In the linear case the numerical frequencies differ from the experimental values
by no more than seven percent; the nonlinear case is more accurate and with differences of less
than three percent. Figure 6 shows the maximum principal fracture strains for the tower in equilibrium with its own weight. The crack distribution and the low fracture strain values indicate
a modest level of cracking within the structure: the fracture strains are concentrated around the
windows and lintels, as well as in the masonry supporting the vault under the bell chamber. This
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Mode Shape 1
Mode Shape 2
Mode Shape 3
Mode Shape 4

fiexp
1.05
1.30
4.20
4.50

fil
0.98
1.24
4.32
4.38

∆fil
0.07
0.05
0.03
0.03

fi
1.08
1.28
4.24
4.52

∆fi
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.004

Table 1: Natural frequencies [Hz] of the tower: experimental values fiexp , numerical values fil of the linear elastic
model; numerical values fi of the masonry–like model.

ϕl1
ϕl2
ϕl3
ϕl4

ϕ1
0.998
0.038
0.003
0.024

ϕ2
0.039
0.997
0.008
0.000

ϕ3
0.019
0.008
0.810
0.580

ϕ4
0.020
0.011
0.580
0.800

Table 2: MAC–M (ϕli , ϕj ), for i,j = 1,..., 4.

confirms the observations made upon visual inspection. Fracture strains are concentrated in regions of the structure quite far from those of the highest curvatures for the first mode shapes,
which in fact remain very similar to those calculated in the linear elastic case. However, due
to the nonlinearity of the constitutive equation adopted, the model updating procedure yields
higher values of Young’s modulus. Figures 7(and 8 show the first four mode shapes,
) calculated
9
3
in the nonlinear case for the optimal values E = 4.5 · 10 Pa, ρ = 2100 kg/m . As can be
seen in Table 2, they are substantially equal to the linear elastic modes ϕli . The Figures clearly
show that the first two mode shapes are flexural (along X and Y respectively), the third is torsional and the fourth is mixed (torsional and bending along X). The first four experimental
mode shapes are depicted in Figures 9 and 10.

4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a new numerical procedure, implemented in the finite element code
NOSA–ITACA, for the modal analysis of masonry structures. Once the initial loads and boundary conditions have been applied to the finite–element model, the resulting non–linear equilibrium problem is solved. Then, a modal analysis is performed, by using the tangent stiffness
matrix calculated by the code in the last iteration before convergence is reached. The incremental approach used by NOSA–ITACA allows the user to perform the modal analysis at the
initial step, before application of any load to the structure, and then for different loading steps.
The proposed procedure allows the user to automatically take into account the influence of the
stress distribution on the system’s stiffness matrix, thereby evaluating the effects of the presence of cracked material on the structure’s dynamic properties. The method proposed has been
applied to the “Clock Tower” in Lucca. The tower has been instrumented with seismometric stations and its first four natural frequencies determined via OMA techniques. Then, the
NOSA–ITACA code has been employed, together with model updating techniques, in order to
fit the experimental results. The model updating in the linear elastic case is compared to that in
the nonlinear case, applied to the tower subjected to its own weight while taking into account
the crack distribution induced by the load.
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Figure 3: Function el (E, ρ): linear case.

Figure 4: Function e(E, ρ): nonlinear case.
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Figure 5: Functions e(E, ρ) (red line) and el (E, ρ) (blue line) vs. E for ρ = 2100 kg/m3 .

Figure 6: Maximum principal fracture strains.
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Figure 7: Mode shapes ϕi , i = 1, 2 of the “Clock Tower” in the nonlinear case, for E = 4.5 · 109 Pa, ρ =
2100 kg/m3 .

Figure 8: Mode shapes ϕi , i = 3, 4 of the “Clock Tower” in the nonlinear case, for E = 4.5 · 109 Pa, ρ =
2100 kg/m3 .
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Figure 9: First and second experimental mode shapes of the “Clock Tower”.

Figure 10: Third and fourth experimental mode shapes of the “Clock Tower”.
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Abstract. Masonry buildings realized in the last centuries are a significant part of the international architectural heritage. The optimal design of the retrofit interventions of these buildings
represents a priority and requires the evaluation of their mechanical behavior under static and
dynamic loads. Several mechanical models capable to study masonry structures are available
in literature and are based on Heyman limit analysis approach. These models cannot be easily
adopted within FEM codes. Within this context, a Genetic Algorithm is implemented within a
refinement adaptive finite element model to computational mesh of shell surfaces. The proposed
model researches a ‘safe’ thrust surface of a masonry vault within a design domain, by minimizing the average value of the principal tensile stresses carried by the unreinforced portion
of the material (fitness function). The design domain coincides with either the vault volume, in
the case of unreinforced masonry members, or an external region of the vault in correspondence with the reinforced portions, in the case of the vault strengthened with either Fiber Reinforced Polymer or Fabric Reinforced Cementitious composites. The proposed methodology
allows evaluating the structural safety of masonry vault and defining an optimal design of reinforcement pattern.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the safeguard of masonry historical constructions represents an international priority. The evaluation of structural vulnerability of these constructions is the first step to evaluate
their safe and to preserve them over time by means of retrofit/strengthening interventions.
Several mechanical models available in literature are based on either local failure mechanisms [1]-[5] or the Heyman limit analysis approach [6]. With reference to curved structures,
the safe theorem of Heyman has been used to via either continuous [7]-[10] or discontinuous
[11]-[15] approaches. The theoretical approach and the computational burden of such models
makes non easy their implementation in FEM code.
In the recent years, structural optimization problems have been examined by means of genetic/evolutionary algorithms (GA), inspired by Darwin's evolution theory [16]-[19].
This paper presents an advanced numerical model capable to search a ‘safe’ thrust surface
of masonry vaults. It is based on a Breeder Genetic Algorithm (BGA) proposed by the authors
in previous studies and applied to a FEM approximation of the vault geometry via shell elements [20]. The BGA allows to find a safe thrust surface by moving the FEM nodes of a vault
within a design domain and minimizing the average value of the principal tensile stresses in
unreinforced masonry. The model can be also adopted to the design the vaults strengthened
with fiber reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) composites. Numerical results are given for
a cloister vault subject to static and dynamic load combinations.
2

NUMERICAL MODEL

The proposed numerical procedure is formulated within the field of linear elasticity. We
model the masonry framework through a FEM approximation, by using shell elements with
dominant membrane behavior (Figure 1).
Let denote the i-th coordinate of the j-th node, xi,j; the lower bound of xi,j (corresponding to the
intrados of the vault for unreinforced masonry), xi,jmin; the upper bound of xi,j (corresponding to
the extrados of the vault for unreinforced masonry), xi,jmax; control variables ranging in the interval [0,1], ξi,j.

Figure 1: FEM modelling of vaults

We search a safe thrust surface of vaults by moving FEM nodes within a design domain,
expressed as follows:
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The search of the safe thrust surface is performed through the BGA [21], by minimizing the
fitness function corresponding to the average value of the principal tensile stresses in unreinforced masonry.
More specifically, if we assume n and N (=3 n if all the 3 nodal coordinates govern the radaptation strategy) are the total number of the FEM nodes and the control variables ξi,j, respectively, we can introduce the m-th “individual” corresponding to the t-th generation:
,

,……,

,

.

(2)

The BGA find the safe thrust surface by performing the following steps [20]:
1. an initial population of λ individuals is generated;
2. the μ best individuals are selected within the current population of λ elements;
3. the best individual is retained for the next generation;
4. the remaining λ-1 individuals of the next generation are created by means of the Extended
Intermediate Recombination (EIR)[22] and mutation the μ best individuals of the current
generation;
5. Steps 2 through 4 are repeated until the value of fitness function is less than a fixed value.
The proposed procedure allows us to approximate the elastic no-tension constitutive model
of unreinforced masonry within a linear elastic FEM analysis [7]-[15].

3

CASE STUDY

We analyze the case study of a tuff masonry cloister vault (Figure 2) subject to static and
dynamic loads.
The cloister vault, as well known, is generated by the intersection more barrel vaults set on
opposite sides of a base polygon. The stress state in this kind of vault is more complex than that
exhibited by groin and barrel vaults.
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Figure 2: 3D, front and top views of the finite element modelling

The examined vault is characterized by the constant thickness of 0,25 m and its geometry is
depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Plan and section of the cloister vault.

The masonry framework is modeled by means of the CSI SAP90 FEM software. The mesh
consists of 441 nodes and 800 triangular shell elements with dominant membrane behavior,
since bending thickness is fixed equal to 1/5 of the membrane thickness.
We assumed the physical and mechanical properties of the materials, reported in Table 1
= specific weight of masonry, = specific weight of filling material, Em = Young modulus of
masonry). The basis of the cloister vaults is restrained by fixed hinge supports.
We consider two static case studies: cloister vault subject to its self-weight; cloister vault
subject to the dead and live loads.
We also examine the vault under the load combination obtained by vertical and seismic
loads. The seismic action is modeled according to static approach suggested in European Standard EN 1998-1 [23].
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[kN/m3]
15,00

[kN/m3]
10,00

Em
[MPa]
1500,00

Table 1: Physical and mechanical properties of the materials.

Finally, we propose an optimized strengthening intervention with FRCM composites of the
vault.
We denote ‘RTS’ the Reference Thrust Surface corresponding to the midsurface of the cloister vault, ‘MTTS’ the Minimum Tension Thrust Surface obtained via the proposed numerical
procedure.
Within numerical simulations, the fitness function is applied to unreinforced masonry; the
relocating of FEM nodes of the unstrengthened masonry is allowed along the Z-axis of the
Cartesian frame within the vault volume [20].
Plots of maximum and minimum principal axial internal forces are given in the following,
referred to the RTS and the MTTS.
3.1 Self-weight
Firstly, we apply the numerical model to the vault subject to its self-weight. Starting from
the FEM analysis on the RTS and the MTTS (Figure 4), the maximum and minimum internal
axial forces acting on midsurface of shell elements are obtained (Figure 5).
In terms of local stresses, the maximum and minimum principal stresses on the RTS are
equal to σmax = 3,04 x 10-2 MPa and σmin = -4,40 x 10-2 MPa, respectively, as well as the average
value of the tensile principal stresses is equal to σave = 3,73 x 10-9 MPa.
The results obtained by considering the MTTS highlight the maximum principal stress (σmax
= 8,24 x10-4 MPa) and the average value of the tensile principal stresses (σave = 5,35 x 10-10
MPa) are significantly smaller than that obtained by the RTS, and the minimum principal compressive stress given by the MTTS (σmin = -4,08 x 10-2 MPa) is almost unchanged compared to
that given by the RTS.

Figure 4: RTS and MTTS configurations.

RTS: maximum principal internal forces [N/m]

RTS: minimum principal internal forces [N/m]
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MTTS: maximum principal internal forces [N/m]

MTTS: minimum principal internal forces [N/m]

Figure 5: Top views of the unreinforced vault subject to its self-weight.

3.2 Dead and live loads
Let us examine the vault subject to the following static design load combination, LCSt:
,

,

(3)

where:
is the dead load due to the self-weight of the vault;
, is the dead load due to the weight of the filling material;
2
, is the dead load due to the permanent overload and it is assumed equal to 3,00 kN/m ;
2
is the live load ad it is fixed equal to 4,00 kN/m .
The FEM analysis on the RTS and the MTTS (Figure 6) gives the maximum and minimum
internal axial forces acting on midsurface of shell elements (Figure 7).
The corresponding maximum and minimum principal stresses on the RTS are equal to σmax
= 1.03 x 10-1 MPa and σmin = -1,40 x 10-1 MPa, respectively, as well as the average value of the
tensile principal stresses is equal to σave = 1,26 x 10-8 MPa.

Figure 6: RTS and MTTS configurations

The MTTS allows to point out the maximum principal stress (σmax = 7,20 x 10-3 MPa) and
the average value of the tensile principal stresses (σave = 3,01 x 10-9 MPa) are significantly
smaller than that obtained by the RTS, and the minimum principal compressive stress given by
the MTTS (σmin = -1,42 x 10-1 MPa) remains almost unchanged in magnitude compared to that
given by the RTS.
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RTS: maximum principal internal forces [N/m]

RTS: minimum principal internal forces [N/m]

MTTS: maximum principal internal forces [N/m]

MTTS: minimum principal internal forces [N/m]

Figure 7: Top views of the unreinforced vault subject to dead and live loads.

3.3 Seismic loads and strengthening with FRCM strips
Let us examine the vault subject to the following dynamic design load combination, LCDyn:
,

,

,

(4)

where:
is the load due to the seismic excitation along the X-axis of the Cartesian frame (Figure 8);
is the dead load due to the self-weight of the vault;
, is the dead load due to the weight of the weight of filling material;
2
, is the dead load due to the permanent overload and it is assumed equal to 3,00 kN/m ;
, is the combination coefficient and it is assumed equal to 0,80;
is the live load ad it is fixed equal to 4,00 kN/m2.
The effects of the seismic excitations are modeled by means of horizontal forces according
to a conventional static approach to seismic actions on the buildings (European Standard EN
1998-1). The seismic forces are set 50% of the vertical forces.
The maps of the maximum and minimum internal axial forces acting on midsurface of shell
elements are shown in Figure 9. The maximum principal stresses on the RTS and the MTTS
are equal to σmax = 3,50 x 10-1 MPa and σmax = 1,50 x 10-1 MPa, respectively; the minimum
principal stresses on the RTS and the MTTS are equal to σmin = -4,28 x 10-1 MPa and σmin = 5,28 x 10-1 MPa, respectively; as well as the average values of tensile principal stresses are
equal to σave = 4,00 x 10-8 MPa and σave = 2,65 x 10-8 MPa, respectively.
It is worth noting that, also in this simulation, a relevant reduction of the maximum tensile
principal stresses (56 %) can be obtained by considering the MTTS as an alternative configuration to the RTS.
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Figure 8: RTS and MTTS configurations.

RTS: maximum principal internal forces [N/m]

RTS: minimum principal internal forces [N/m]

MTTS: maximum principal internal forces [N/m]

MTTS: minimum principal internal forces [N/m]

Figure 9: Top views of the unreinforced vault subject to seismic loads.

The FEM analysis on the MTTS has highlight, close to the vault basis, the principal tensile
stresses are comparable to the tensile strength of tuff masonry (1,00 x 10-1 MPa) and the corresponding principal directions are roughly horizontal.
Therefore, a strengthening intervention with external unidirectional FRCM strips (Figure 10)
is proposed. The mechanical properties of the used composites are given in Table 2.

Figure 10: 3D views of the reinforced vault (the FRCM strips are applied on the blue surface).
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Carbon fiber
Tensile strenght
4800 MPa
Young modulus
240 GPa
Density
1.82 g/cm3
Ultimate strain
1.8 %

Cementitious Matrix
Compressive strenght ≥ 20.0 MPa (after 28 d)
Flexural strenght
≥ 3.5 MPa (after 28 d)
Young modulus
≥ 7000 MPa (after 28 d)

Table 2: Mechanical properties of FRCM.

The composites are assumed to be effective under pre-existing loads by applying a pretension in the strips via mechanical anchoring devices. The debonding failure modes and the composite bucking phenomena [24]-[36] can not occur in the strengthened vault, due to the use of
such devices and the selective application of the FRCMs in correspondence with the vault regions subject to tensile stresses. The fiber orientation of the FRCMs is assumed to be parallel
to the vault basis.
4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An advanced numerical model able to approach the equilibrium problem of unreinforced and
reinforced masonry vaults has been shown. This model allows to approximate the no-tension
membrane (thrust surface) behavior of masonry through an elastic analysis of the masonry referred to a Minimum Tension Thrust Surface. Such a surface is obtained via a r-adaptive finite
element featuring linearly elastic shell elements with dominant membrane behavior. The moving of the FEM nodes is governed by a Breeder Genetic Algorithm within a design domain and
minimizing the average value of the principal tensile stresses in unreinforced masonry.
A cloister vault subject to several load combinations, both static and dynamic, has been studied in depth. The proposed model applied on the Minimum Tension Thrust Surface have given
the tensile stresses significantly smaller than that obtained by means of the FEM analysis on
the midsurface of the vault. The vulnerable portions of the vault have been found by means of
the proposed model and a selective and optimized FRCM reinforcement has been designed.
The proposed approach may represent a useful tool to evaluate the vulnerability of existing
curved masonry structures and to design optimal reinforcement patterns.
We address future extensions of the methodology here proposed to strengthening techniques
involving a large variety of composite materials [69]-[76].
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Abstract. Within the framework of INSYSME project (www.insysme.eu) [1], an innovative
solution for infill walls has been developed by the authors and XALKIS S.A.. A special, vertically perforated, brick unit has been designed and produced. The innovative brick unit was
granted a patent (No. 1008797) by the Greek Patent Office. Vertical holes are located close
to the faces of the masonry unit, to serve two needs, namely (a) the enhancement of the out-ofplane bearing capacity of the infill, using vertical reinforcement and (b) the positioning of
installations (electrical and plumping). Horizontal or horizontal and vertical reinforcement is
provided. The horizontal reinforcement is positioned in the bed joints during the construction
of the wall, whereas the vertical reinforcement is placed (in the special vertical holes) after
the construction of the wall. Additionally, simple sliding connectors may be used to prevent
out-of-plane collapse.
In order to assess the performance of the proposed solution, an experimental campaign is
carried out on a one-bay masonry infill. A specimen is constructed and tested on the shaking
table, in the facility of the Laboratory of Earthquake Engineering/NTUA, in a reduced scale
of 1:2. The aim of this investigation was to obtain quantitative data about the seismic behaviour of the infill constructed with the innovative brick unit, and to compare it with its quasistatic behaviour (in-plane and out-of-plane tests on full scale specimens).
In the present paper the experimental results of the shaking table test are presented and
commented upon.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Brick masonry infills, widely used as enclosures to RC buildings, offer an economic and
durable solution, as they may ensure adequate insulation properties, whereas they contribute
to the seismic behaviour of the structural system. Traditionally, enclosures and partition walls
in RC structures are considered as non-structural elements and, thus, they are not explicitly
taken into account in the aseismic design of buildings, even though theory and practice have
repeatedly proven that masonry infills may affect in a positive way the seismic behaviour of
buildings, provided that possible negative structure-infill interaction is avoided [2].
On the other hand, the behaviour of the infills themselves is significant both from the Public safety and economy point of view [3]. In recognition of this fact, EC8 [4] includes (qualitative) guidance for the improvement of the seismic behaviour of infill walls. Quantification
of the EC8 [4] rules, as well as innovative infill systems-fully documented through experiments and analysis-is the aim of the EU-funded project INSYSME.
Within the framework of the European Project INSYSME, one of the two innovative solutions for infill walls developed by the authors and a brick manufacturing industry XALKIS
S.A., INSYSTEM 2, aims at enhancing the in-plane and out-of plane deformability of the infill wall. A special, vertically perforated, brick unit has been designed and produced. The innovative brick unit was granted a patent (No. 1008797) by the Greek Patent Office. In order
to evaluate the system performance in-plane and out-of-plane tests on one-bay infilled frames
are performed. Shaking table tests of frames were also envisaged. More specifically, one-bay
infilled frame (scale 1:2), constructed with the proposed enclosure wall INSYSTEM 2, is
tested on the earthquake simulator of the Laboratory of Earthquake Engineering, NTUA. Uniaxial (separately along X or along Y direction) and biaxial (along the two horizontal axes)
tests were performed, in order to characterize the seismic behaviour of the infills in relation to
the behaviour of the frame, and obtain information on the systems performance.
This paper presents shaking table test results on INSYSTEM 2 behaviour (scale 1:2). The
results are compared with the results of a full scale frame against in-plane cyclic actions [5].
2
2.1

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMEN AND TEST SETUP
Description of Specimen

INSYSTEM 2 consists in a single leaf clay masonry infill. A mortar joint is provided along
the surrounding infill-to-RC concrete interfaces. The enclosure is not fixed to the RC frame
elements. A detailed description of the developed system is provided elsewhere [5]. In the
present paper, only a summary of the characteristics of the infill solution is presented.
In the system presented here (INSYSTEM 2: System with reinforcement), horizontal or
horizontal and vertical reinforcement is provided to the infill. As already mentioned, a special
unit was designed by NTUA and XALKIS and produced by XALKIS (Figure 1). The horizontal reinforcement is laid during the construction of the wall in bed mortar joints, whereas
the vertical one is placed (in special cavities) throughout the height of the wall after the construction of the infill is completed. Although the idea of reinforcing the infill wall is quite
common, the use of the available on the market vertically perforated bricks allows for positioning of the horizontal reinforcement, whereas (as the infill is constructed after the completion of the RC structure) only external vertical reinforcement can be provided to the infill ([6],
[7], [8], [9], [10]). The out-of-plane collapse of the wall is prevented by special sliding connectors, if the aspect ratio of the infill dictates such a need. The sliding connectors are anchored to the RC frame elements. On the contrary, they are not connected to the infill wall,
while the reinforcement is not anchored to the RC frame.
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Figure 1: Unit shape.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 2: Construction of the scaled specimen INSYSTEM 2: a) Positioning of the horizontal reinforcement,
b) View of the infill wall, special cavities for the vertical reinforcement, c) Cavities filled with cement mortar.

In order to study the seismic response of the developed infill solution, namely
INSYSTEM 2, one-bay RC frame at reduced scale, equal to 1:2 following the similitude laws,
has been constructed and tested [11]. The model was built with a length scale of 1:2 with the
same material properties as the real frame. The prototype structure consists of a one bay RC
frame, having 2 columns (with dimensions 0.3x0.3m2), one beam (with dimensions 0.3x0.5m2)
and a slab (with dimensions 2.1x2.1m2, thickness equal to 0.16m). The length of the RC
frame equals to 3.3m, whereas its height is 2.70m. Thus, the dimensions of the enclosure are
2.7mx2.2m (length x height). Since the real and the scaled model have the same material
properties and both systems are subjected to gravity acceleration, then the acceleration and
stress scale equals to 1. Taking into account the scale, additional mass of 3.0Mgr was placed
on top of the specimen. It is important to underline that by respecting the similitude laws, the
results of the reduced scale specimens may be extrapolated to the prototype structure.
The dimensions of the constituents composing the infill, namely brick units, mortar joints,
and diameter of the horizontal and vertical reinforcement, were reduced appropriately to respect the scale factor. As there are no brick units available in the market with the required (reduced) dimensions and the desired shape, it was decided to cut an existing unit, available in
the market under the name K100, to adequate smaller parts and use it for the scaled models.
INSYSTEM 2 was designed to host horizontal and vertical reinforcement. In the scaled
specimen, the horizontal reinforcement (4Φ5 per wall face) was placed in the horizontal bed
joints during construction of the wall, whereas the vertical reinforcement (3Φ8 per wall face)
was placed in special cavities at the exterior parts of the wall (Figure 2). The vertical reinforcement was placed after the construction of the wall. In order to form these special cavities,
K100 was cut into the following dimensions: 90x110x110 [mm3] (length x width x height).
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2.2

Test setup

The specimen was securely fastened on the shaking table. A steel frame was designed
(Figure 3), in order to allow the in-plane deformation of the infilled frame and prevent the
out-of plane displacement of the columns. The steel frame was securely fastened on the RC
footing and was designed to sustain an out of plane force equal to the maximum shear force
that may be applied by the shaking table. As mentioned above, to respect the similitude laws
and, hence, to make possible the extrapolation of the results from the model to the prototype,
additional masses (3Mgr) were placed at the top of the specimen.
The measuring devices are shown in Figure 4. In detail, accelerometers were placed at the
top of the RC frame and at the center of the infill wall (measurements along both directions).
Absolute displacements in both horizontal directions were measured at the top and foot base
of column (D22, D23), as well as at the center of the infill wall (D18). Moreover, the relative
in-plane and out-of plane displacement between the frame and the infill walls were also
measured. The horizontal and vertical reinforcement was provided with strain gauges (SG1 to
SG8), to assess its contribution to the overall behaviour of the structure. Finally, the acceleration and displacement of input motion were recorded during each test.

c)

a)

b)

Figure 3: Test setup: a) View of the specimen, the steel frame and the additional masses can be seen, b) Side
view of the steel frame, c) The arrangement that allows the in-plane sliding of the RC frame and prevents the out
of plane movement of the columns of the RC frame.

a)

b)
Figure 4: Measuring devices of acceleration and displacement.
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2.3

Test procedure. Seismic input and test protocol

The specimen was subjected to a series of scaled motions with increasing maximum acceleration, until significantly damaged. Uniaxial (separately along X or along Y direction) and
biaxial (along the two horizontal axes) tests were performed. The input motions were time
scaled (i.e. 1/√2) according to the similitude laws. Needless to mention that, prior to the application of the selected seismic inputs, the dynamic properties of the specimen were measured
through sine logarithmic sweep excitation of low amplitude (0.04g). Sine sweep tests were
performed separately along X and Y directions. This procedure was repeated during the experimental procedure, in order to detect changes in the dynamic properties of the specimens.
For the shaking table tests, three real earthquake records and an artificial time history were
applied. The following records of seismic events were used: (a) An aftershock of Kefalonia
earthquake (1983): The event occurred in Argostoli on March 1983 (Magnitude Ms=5.5). The
Lateral component was used in X-direction, while the Long Component used in Y direction,
(b) Jensen Filter Plant (JFA) record of the Northridge, USA (1994) earthquake: The component JFA-292 was applied in the horizontal X-direction. In case of biaxial excitation, the
JFA -022 component was imposed along the Y-direction, (c) Kalamata earthquake (1986):
The accelerograms were recorded on hard soil. The longitudinal component was used for the
shaking table tests, (d) Artificial time histories: The duration of strong motion was about
30sec and the maximum acceleration was equal to 1g.
The time histories of the time scaled earthquakes and the corresponding acceleration response spectra for 5% damping are shown in Figures 5 to 8. All input motions were selected
taking into account that the major spectral amplifications occur for frequencies close to the
frequencies of the fundamental modes of models in both directions. When further increase of
base motion was not possible (the capacity of the shaking table was reached or the dynamic
characteristic of model was modified due to damages), another seismic input was applied. The
testing procedure is presented in Table 1.

a)

b)
Figure 5: Argostoli earthquake: Acceleration time history and corresponding response spectrum for 5% damping:
a) Longitudinal and b) Lateral Component.
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a)

b)
Figure 6: JFA record: Acceleration time history and corresponding response spectrum for 5% damping: a) JFA292 component and b) JFA-022 component.

a)

b)
Figure 7: Kalamata earthquake: Acceleration time history and corresponding response spectrum for 5% damping:
a) X and b) Y direction.

a)
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b)
Figure 8: Artificial earthquake: Acceleration time history and corresponding response spectrum for 5% damping:
a) X and b) Y direction.

No. of test

Excitation

Direction of
excitation
X
Y
X
X
X
XY
XY
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XY
XY
X
X

Base acceleration [g]/(%)
X
Y
0.04
–
–
0.04
0.05g/ (5%)
–
1.09g/ (102%)
–
0.04
–
0.64g/ (50%)
0.70g/ (50%)
1.01g/ (102%)
1.76g/(102%)
0.04
–
0.14g/ (10%)
–
1.64g/ (102%)
–
1.64g/ (102%)
–
0.04
–
0.09g/(30%)
–
0.27g/(100%)
–
0.22g/ (20%)
–
1.22g/(100%)
–
0.59g/(50%)
0.71g/(50%)
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
–
1.09g/ (100%)
–

1
Sine sweep
2
Sine sweep
3
Argostoli
16
Argostoli
17
Sine sweep
18
Argostoli
24
Argostoli
25
Sine sweep
26
JFA
32
JFA
33
JFA
34
Sine sweep
35
Kalamata
37
Kalamata
38
Artificial
40
Artificial
41
Artificial
42*
Artificial
43*
Artificial
44**
Artificial
*Test stopped
**During these test the instrumentation was removed from the specimen
Table 1: INSYSTEM 2 specimen. Test protocol.

3
3.1

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Observed damages

The following Figures 9 to 12, present the damage pattern of the specimen. Damage occurred after reaching the maximum acceleration of each test series, i.e. after completion of
Test 16 (Argostoli earthquake: 1.09g(X)), Test 24 (Argostoli earthquake: 1.01g(X)/1.76g(Y)),
Test 35 (JFA earthquake: 1.63g(X)), Test 40 (JFA earthquake: 1.22g(X)) and Test 44 (Artificial earthquake: 1.09g(X)).
During the first series of uniaxial tests (Tests 3-16), only separation of the infill wall from
the RC frame is recorded, as well as minor cracking along limited number of bed joints. It is
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noted that the joints with the horizontal reinforcement (at the lower part of the infill) are the
first ones to present cracking. Shear cracks at the RC beam are also evident (Figure 9).
After the first biaxial test series (Tests 18-24), cracking along bed joints is more pronounced, while also cracking along limited number of head joints has been recorded. Cracks
on RC frame (i.e. beam and columns) are recorded as well (Figure 10).
Test 13: X: 0.89g/80% Argostoli
Test 16: X: 1.09g/102% Argostoli

Figure 9: Crack pattern after the first uniaxial test series (Tests 3-16).
Test 13: X: 0.89g/80% Argostoli
Test 16: X: 1.09g/102% Argostoli
Test 24: XY: 1.01g/102% Argostoli

Figure 10: Crack pattern after the first biaxial test series (Tests 18-24).

After the second uniaxial test series (Tests 26-40), shear cracks appeared in the infill. It is
noted that cracking of the bricks has not yet occurred, whereas the damage is concentrated
along the bed and head joints. The damages up to this point, can be considered as repairable.
It is noted that after the second series of uniaxial tests, only one single biaxial test has been
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performed. Minor damage has been recorded during this test, which was of small intensity. It
is noted that damage on the RC frame slab is recorded, mainly due to the anchors used for the
fastening of the additional masses (Figure 11).
After the completion of all test series (Tests 41-44), limited cracking and crushing of the
bricks of the upper rows is recorded. Diagonal cracking is more pronounced, while also the
cracks along the reinforced bed joints are well formed (Figure 12).
Test 13: X: 0.89g/80% Argostoli
Test 16: X: 1.09g/102% Argostoli
Test 24: XY: 1.01g/102% Argostoli
Test 33: X: 1.63g/102% JFA
Test 40: X: 1.22g/100% Artificial

Figure 11: Crack pattern after the second uniaxial test series (Tests 26-40).
Test 13: X: 0.89g/80% Argostoli
Test 16: X: 1.09g/102% Argostoli
Test 24: XY: 1.01g/102% Argostoli
Test 33: X: 1.63g/102% JFA
Test 40: X: 1.22g/100% Artificial
Test 42: XY: 0.59g/50% Artificial
Test 44: X: 1.09g/100% Artificial

Figure 12: Crack pattern after the after the completion of all tests (Tests 36-42).
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3.2

Dynamic Characteristics

The resonance frequencies and the corresponding damping ratio of INSYSTEM 2 are given in Table 2. The frequency along X-direction (along the infill) equals to 16.09Hz, whereas
that along Y-direction equals to 13.30Hz. The corresponding damping ratio is 2.18% and
4.30% along X and Y direction respectively. As expected, due to the occurance of damage on
the infill and the RC frame, the frequencies measured along X direction were significantly
reduced (by approx. 85% after Tests 16 and 24, and more than 150% after Test 33).
Test No.
1
2
17
25
34

Direction
X
Y
X
Χ
X

Frequency (Hz)
16.09
13.30
8.72
8.48
6.44

Period (sec)
0.06
0.075
0.11
0.12
0.16

Damping (%)
2.18
4.30
8.63
8.64
7.20

Table 2: INSYSTEM 2 specimen. Resonance frequency and damping ratio.

3.3

Hysteretic response and maximum accelerations

In Figure 13 hysteresis loops are shown for the longitudinal (X) direction (Uniaxial excitation along X direction: Tests 9 to 16). The maximum applied base acceleration along X direction was approx. equal to 1.10g. Slightly higher was the maximum response acceleration
recorded at the top of the beam of the frame (1.33g). Moreover, one may observe, that the infilled RC frame (a) may sustain drift values of the order of 2.4 [‰]; (b) is able to absorb
seismic energy (as confirmed by the form of the hysterisis loops), whereas; (c) its the stiffness
remains intact, after the initiation of cracking and under increasing imposed excitations.
Similarly, Figure 14 shows the hysteresis loops for the longitudinal (X) and transversal (Y)
direction (Biaxial excitation along X and Y direction: Tests 18 to 24). The maximum applied
base accelerations were approx. equal to 1.0g and 1.7g along X and Y directions respectively.
One may note: (a) A significantly higher stiffness of the system along Y direction as compared to that along X direction. This may be explained by the fact that the model has suffered
in-plane damage during Tests 9 to 16, as well as by the positive effect of the presence of the
horizontal and vertical reinforcement in the out-of-plane response of the infill; (b) The significant capacity of the infill to absorb seismic energy along both directions. This feature is more
significant along Y direction, due to the contribution of the reinforcement that offers significant ductility to the infill; (c) The similar displacements of the model along both directions
(approx. 3.3mm). Again, the decrease of the stiffness (along both directions) is rather insignificant during the entire first series of seismic tests, although the acceleration was gradually
increasing and so did the recorded damages.
By applying the JFA earthquake (an excitation with different dynamic characteristics) to
the already damaged model, the infilled frame presents a different response (Figure 15). Actually, the system exhibits reduced capacity to absorb seismic energy along X direction during
uniaxial Tests 27 to 33. The maximum applied base acceleration along X direction and the
maximum response acceleration recorded at the top of the beam are approx. equal to 1.6g,
whereas the proposed system may sustain drift values of the order of 8.3 [‰].
The application of the Artificial earthquake to the model (Tests 38 to 40), results to hysteresis loops typical for ductile behaviour (large hysteretic damping), as well as to a gradual decrease of the stiffness (Figure 16). In this case, the maximum applied base acceleration along
X direction and the maximum response acceleration recorded at the top of the beam reached
1.20g and 1.50g respectively.
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Figure 13: Uniaxial Tests 9-16. Absolute acceleration versus top relative displacement along X direction for Argostoli base motion.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: Biaxial Tests 18-21. Absolute acceleration versus top relative displacement along a) X and b) Y direction for Argostoli base motion.

Figure 15: Uniaxial Tests 27-33. Absolute acceleration versus top relative displacement along X direction for
JFA earthquake component 292 base motion.
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Figure16: Uniaxial Tests 38-40. Absolute acceleration versus top relative displacement along X direction for
Artificial base motion.

3.4

Drift

Drift values along X and Y direction, were calculated for the uniaxial and biaxial excitations applied to the specimen. Those calculations were based on measurements taken by the
displacement transducer D22 (X-direction) and D21 (Y-direction). The drift values (Table 3)
show that for the dynamic tests a maximum in-plane drift of the order of 8‰ was reached.

Max/Min
displacement (mm)
drift [‰]

Uniaxial X
Tests 9-16
2.79/-2.31
2.4

Biaxial XY
Tests 18-21
3.35/-2.95 (X)
3.29/-3.30 (Y)
2.9 (X)
2.9 (Y)

Uniaxial X
Tests 27-33
7.32/-9.54

Uniaxial X
Tests 38-40
6.08/-6.06

8.3

5.3

Table 3: In-plane and out-of plane maximum/minimum displacement [mm] and drift values [‰].

4

EXTRAPOLATION OF THE RESULTS TO THE PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE COMPARISON WITH QUASI STATIC TESTS.

By respecting the similitude laws [11], the results of the reduced scale specimen may be
extrapolated to the prototype structure. Given that the real and the scaled model have the same
material properties and both systems are subjected to gravity acceleration, then the acceleration and stress scale equals to 1. According to similitude laws, the results may be extrapolated
to the prototype structure by multiplying the force scale by 4 and the length (and thus, the
recorded deformations) by 2. It is noted that, the estimated drift values for the scaled specimens are the same for the scaled and the prototype structures.
In the following section, a comparison between the behaviour of the shaking table specimens and that of the quasi static in-plane test [5] is attempted. For this purpose, the results of
the scaled specimens are extrapolated to that of the prototype structure. One should mention
that the comparison is carried out only for the first test series along X direction (uniaxial shaking table tests using Argostoli earthquake). Afterwards, a direct comparison between the results is not possible, given that the load history applied to the models is quite different (for the
shaking table tests biaxial tests were performed, whereas for the quasi static tests the in-plane
and out-of plane behaviour of the RC infilled frames was investigated separately) and thus,
the response of the models (which is affected by the load history) differentiates.
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For the first uniaxial test series (Tests 9-16), the maximum recorded acceleration of the
scaled model was approx. 13m/s2 and was obtained at a displacement almost equal to 2.5mm.
Thus, for the prototype structure the recorded value of acceleration corresponds to a base
shear equal to 190 KN. This force corresponds to a displacement equal to 5mm.
From the quasi-static tests [5], the resistance of the RC infilled frame was almost 210KN
and was obtained at an applied displacement equal to 5mm (Figure 17a). Thus, a good agreement between the dynamic and the quasi static tests is obtained. Moreover, the crack pattern
of the specimen tested on the shaking table (Figure 9) is quite similar to that observed from
the quasi static tests at the same value of displacement (approx. 5mm) (Figure 17b). In both
cases a detachment of the infill from the RC frame occurs and some cracks are formed along
the joints of the infill.

a)

b)

Figure 17: INSYSTEM 2, quasi static in-plane tests: a) Hysteresis loops obtained from quasi-static tests,
b) Crack pattern for displacement equal to 5mm for in-plane cyclic loading.

5

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the shaking table tests, taking also into account the quasi-static tests performed on the full-scale infilled frames, one may conclude that:
(a) Shaking table test has confirmed the basic features of the behaviour observed during
the quasi-static in-plane and out-of-plane tests, in terms of maximum resistance, crack pattern
and drift values.
(b) INSYSTEM 2, developed at NTUA, was able to sustain significant in- and out-ofplane motions keeping its integrity, absorbing seismic energy and undergoing more or less
repairable damage.
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Abstract. Unreinforced masonry (URM) is a fragile material that responds to cyclic load reversals in a non-ductile way, unless special measures are taken. Damage occurs in large amplitude loads causing partial or total collapse in some cases, as it was observed in the past
earthquakes. Response of URM to recursive, frequent but low-amplitude seismic loads, on the
other hand, is a relatively new topic that needs experimental and analytical validation. This
paper focuses on Groningen URM buildings that have been subjected to low-amplitude load
reversals in the last decades, especially in the very last decade, due to the induced seismicity
caused by gas extraction. In the paper, previous experimental findings are reviewed mostly
focusing on the range of low amplitudes. An exercise with existing hysteresis rules, trying to
find residuals after recursive seismic actions, has been presented.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Groningen is the largest gas field in Europe, and 10th in the world. There has been extensive
gas extraction taking place in the region and there are relatively “larger” magnitude induced
earthquakes especially in the very last decade. The single-story or two-story houses compose
the main building stock in the region. These houses are mostly made of unreinforced masonry
(URM), traditionally without considering any seismic action into account because of the inexistence of such phenomena previously in the area. Low normal stresses on the load bearing and
veneer walls, as well as the recursive nature of the seismic actions, despite their low amplitude,
raise the question of whether micro damages accumulate during years of seismic actions. There
is a limited experimental research on the low-cycle fatigue of masonry under recursive loads,
but these are tests that were conducted for normal stresses [1, 2]. It was found in the previous
research that there is development of micro cracks, and thus there is accumulation of damage
in case of low amplitude loading in recursive fashion
This complicated issue requires tiresome numerical but mostly experimental validation. This
paper, however, focuses mostly on, by using available experimental data, the URM response in
low-amplitude range, as well as requirements of a compatible hysteresis model that can accurately represent both low- and high-amplitude regions of the force-deformation response.
2

SEISMICITY OF THE GRONINGEN GAS FIELD

In the case of seismic events, the stress disturbances that occur during an earthquake are
primarily due to natural tectonic processes. In the case of induced seismicity, however, the
stress perturbations that are released during an earthquake are majorly due to human activities,
as in the case of Groningen. The Groningen gas field is located in an area that is assumed as
non-seismic, meaning that the seismic events apart from the induced seismicity, are inexistent.
Regarding the causes of induced seismicity, there are several types of underground activities
that may play role. One of the most common causes, however, is the exploitation of land gas
fields.

Figure 1: The seismic events obtained from the KNMI Seismic Database for the Groningen region for the time
period between 2003 – 2016.
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Interestingly enough, no earthquakes were reported from the Groningen area prior to 1991.
This can be explained with the assumption that the events were smaller than the humanly perceptible levels.
In Figure 1, the seismic events between 2003 and 2016 in the area can be seen. Distribution
of the events in terms of magnitude ranges can be seen in Figure 2. The sudden increase in
seismic events between 2011 and 2013 can clearly be observed in that figure.
In Figure 3, the seismic zonation map of the Netherlands is given in accordance with the
Eurocode-8. Specifically, the region of Groningen is classified as Seismic Zone A, which corresponds to PGA 9.81 cm/s2 (0.01 g). This value was exceeded by far during the strong ground
motion that was recorded at the Huizinge event on the 16th of August 2012 (Middelstum station).
More detailed research on the seismicity of the region, as well as the characteristics of the strong
ground motion records can be found in Bommer et al (2015) [3].

Figure 2: The distribution of the seismic events in a year basis for Magnitude 1.5+.

Figure 4: The seismic zonation map of the Netherlands is based on a seismic hazard study with a 10% of exceedance in 50 years (return period 475 years, and A means 0.01g PGA).
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3

AVAILABLE EXPERIMENTS ON GRONINGEN-TYPE URM

Experiments sponsored by NAM (Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij) and conducted by
EUCENTRE (Pavia, Italy) were carried out on full-scale wall specimens resembling the typical
calcium-silicate unreinforced masonry walls that can be found in the Groningen region. Specifically, two wall specimens representing a slender and a squat wall, correspondingly, were investigated under in-plane cyclic shear-compression tests. Their characteristic and dimensions
are given in the Table 1, and their experimental configurations are shown in the Figure 4. These
two specimens were chosen to account for different types of wall that can be traced in real
structures are characterized by flexure or shear dominated type of failure.
Specimen
Slender
Wall
Squat Wall

L (m)

t (m)

h (m)

σv
(Mpa)

1.1

0.102

2.75

0.52

4

0.102

2.75

0.3

Boundary
Conditions
Double
fixed
Cantilever

Table 1: Characteristics and dimensions of the Tested Specimens.

Figure 5: Experimental configurations considered, Slender Wall (left) and Squat Wall (right) (Pavese et al, 2015
[4]).

The test results presented herein are in terms of Horizontal Force – Drift/Horizontal Displacement (Figure 6 and Figure 7). More detailed results can be found in the aforementioned
report (Pavese et al., 2015, [4]). As it can be inferred from their pseudo-dynamic characteristics
derived from the cyclic tests, their strength should be considered adequate to withstand the
frequent but mostly weak seismic events that occur in the Groningen region. As a matter of fact,
this led to the necessity to further investigate the response of the tested specimens not in the
range of their ultimate strength but in numerous cycles of low range of loading which may
finally play an important role in the overall response during a relatively stronger event. Specifically, a thorough investigation of the tests results pointed out that nonlinear phenomena take
place for very limited value of top displacements. In the Figure 6 and Figure 7, the first cycles
of the conducted tests are presented for the squat wall – the results for the slender wall are
equivalent and thus are not cited in this paper. It can be noticed that the unloading branches do
not follow the loading one, leading thus to a small amount of residual displacements even for
quite low loading. This type of response leads to an assumption that the frequent quakes that
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strike the structures may produce a noticeable accumulation of displacements that has the potential to be more destructive when the relatively strong ground motion occurs. This assumption
will be further investigated below.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Experimental load deflection curve of the same EUCENTRE specimen (the squat wall specimen) focusing on different displacement ranges: (a) The first 3x3 cycles, up to 0.4mm top displacement, (b) The first
3x6 cycles up to 1mm top displacement, (c) The first 7x3 cycles up to 1.5mm top displacement, and (d) the full
experimental hysteresis curve (modified from Pavese et al., 2015 report, and please note that the displacement
scale of the first three plots is the same)

In order to better understand the response of the Groningen-type URM to cyclic loads, focus
on the load-deflection curves are presented here in Figure 6. In evaluating the load-deflection
curves in earthquake engineering practice, it is more common to concentrate on the post-yield
phase of the response. In the case presented here, however, the response in the very small cycles
becomes important. It can be seen in Figure 6a that the very first cycles of the squat wall (see
Figure 6 for the squat wall specimen), there is a considerable amount of hysteretic energy consumed, as well as residual displacements remained on the system. In this case, the top displacement is extremely small, in the range of 0.4mm, translating into 0.01% top drift. The response
becomes slightly different in Figure 6b, where the top drift ratio goes up to 0.015%, and a
pinching type response is observed. The reason for this response may be either rocking of the
specimen as it is, or failure of bed joints and partial rocking of the wall on one or multiple bed
joints. In Figure 6c, on the other hand, ductility starts to build up leading to fatter hysteresis
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loops and obvious damage. When focused out to the overall response, as shown in Figure 6d,
the response in the very first cycles gets invisible.
Zoom into the very first 3x3 cycles, as shown in Figure 7 (left), provides insights regarding
the extremely low amplitude response of the URM walls in question. The hysteresis loops of
the first cycles is quite fat, leading to residual displacement and energy consumption, so damage,
in the very beginning of their response. After analyzing several cycles in the experiments, the
initial backbone curve suggested for the very low amplitudes can be seen in Figure 7b. It should
be noted that the main issue in this behavior, at the very beginning of the response, is the force
drop when the cycles reverse. As opposed to bi-linear response, for instance, the constant is the
displacement but not the load. This created practical problems in modeling these URM walls
since none of the available and suitable models can consider a strength drop under constant
displacement, since the hysteresis loops are mostly set for large deformations and the case is
the increasing displacement under constant or slightly increasing/decreasing loads. More insights are provided on this issue in the rest of the paper.
In Figure 7 (right), in line with the experimental results, there are two characteristic behaviors that need to be addressed in a suitable hysteresis loop, which are i) at the beginning of every
unloading, there is a force drop of Fi, and ii) the unloading stiffness is always smaller than the
initial loading stiffness, thus the initial stiffness Ki is multiplied with a coefficient , that is
smaller than or equal to 1.0.

Figure 7: Focus on the experimental load deflection curve for the first 3x3 cycles (left) and an idealized hysteresis backbone (right)

4

EXERCISE WITH EXISTING HYSTERESIS LOOPS

At this point, a simple numerical model was created in the SeismoStruct software to simulate
the response of the tested specimens for the very first cycles of the conducted experiments
which seem to be of major importance. The Ramberg–Osgood [5, 6] constitutive model was
applied on a link element, taking into consideration also the physical characteristics of the tested
specimens, such as the mass, stiffness, and strength. The response of the utilized numerical
model is presented in the Figure 8, comparing with the response of the corresponding specimen.
Their comparison yields to a reasonable match in terms of horizontal force – top displacement
response.
The calibrated model was imposed in a series of time histories. Four different scenarios were
chosen:
1) The Huizinge record of 2012 (PGA=0.08g)
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2) One year of all records that were recorded at the Middelstum region for in 2014 event
(PGA=0.07g) followed by the Huizinge record of 2012
3) Five times the one-year of bunch that were recorded at the Middelstum region for in
2014 followed by the Huizinge record of 2012
4) Ten times the one-year of bunch that were recorded at the Middelstum region for in 2014
followed by the Huizinge record of 2012
The aforementioned scenarios were chosen this way in order to investigate the impact of the
frequent but of low intensity quakes that strike the Groningen region in an annual basis to the
stability of the structures when the strong event will follow.

Figure 8: Calibration of the numerical model with the response of the tested specimen in terms of base shear versus top displacement for the first 3x3 cycles of the conducted experiment.

In order to explain the findings, only the results of the scenario #2 is presented here (see
Figure 9 and Figure 10).

Figure 9: Top displacement time history of the squat specimen for scenario #2
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Figure 10: Top displacement versus base shear for the time history of the squat specimen for scenario #2

By using the calibrated Ramberg-Osgood model, and by applying several recursive seismic
actions, it was found that the residual top displacement is approximately 0.05mm after 2014
event, and it goes down to approximately 0.025mm after the 2012 Huizinge event. Repetition
of the 2014 event for 5 or 10 times does not alter this response.
This finding is not in line with the low-cycle fatigue tests with normal stresses, as reported
in the literature. Additionally, after trying several hysteresis loops, the Ramberg-Osgood loop
was found to be the most suitable for the very first cycles, however this model does not contain
any cumulative damage parameter, leading thus to a non-realistic response where the system
has tendency to re-center without accumulating damage. This is against the nature of URM
material. It also should be mentioned that, even with the Ramber-Osgood parameters that fit
the very first cycles, the post-yield response of the specimen was not modeled accurately.
5

CONCLUSIONS
• Experimental evidence show that the response of the Groningen-type URM walls is quite
different in the very first cycles then in the post-yield phase,
• The available hysteresis loops are designed to capture more accurately the post-yield phase,
and thus are not suitable for the small amplitude cycles,
• The most well calibrated model was not able to present any cumulative damage, and even
has tendency to re-center, contradicting the expectations and previous experimental findings under normal stress cases,
• There is a characteristic force drop in the small amplitude cycles in case of unloading,
which cannot be modeled by using the widely available common hysteresis loops,
• A special hysteresis rule that represents not only the large displacement and the post-yield
phase but also the very small amplitudes need to be developed.
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